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ADLAI STEVENSON TO SPEAK HERE
Away From Landladies Now
187Men Enter New Residence

One of the most important events around the campus this sum-mer has been the completion of the new men's residence, named
McNeil House m honour of the retired Vice-Principal and Treasur-
er, Dr. W. E. McNeill. Situated on Leonard Field, the building is an
imposing four storey structure of the traditional limestone attract-
ively decorated and furnished to provide bright, modern accomoda-
tion for the students. In addition to the students' rooms there are
living quarters for two Dons, at present Professor Urquhart and
Mr. Watts, and for a university nurse.
The residence houses one hun

dred and eighty-seven students. Of
these, thirty-seven are final year

students occupying single rooms,
and the remainder are freshmen in

double rooms. All faculties are re-

presented in proportion to their

total numbers on the campus.

Control of the residence lies

with the Student's Union Coun-
cil, and maintenance and admin-
istration thus are in the hands of

Mr. Wright and his staff. The
students' interests will be looked
after by the three House Com-
mittees, composed of a senior and
a freshman representative from
each floor. These committees in
turn will elect chairmen who,
with Messrs. Urquhart and
Watts, will form a residence
Committee directly responsible
to the Student's Union Council.

In the basement of the residence
there is a large comon room which
will be available for booking by
any dubs which require it.

The idea of a men's residence is

not. a new one. It had been con-
sidered for thirty years, but no
action was taken until the spring
of 1953, when a committee was
formed to draw up plans. Univer-
sity funds had been accumulated
toward such a project, and the pro
vinci'al government gave a substan
tial grant which paid over half the
total cost of $900,000.

The actual construction was be-

gun in July 1954 by T. A. Andre
& Co., and the cornerstone was laid

in October of that year by Premier
Frost. It was originally hoped that

the building would be completed by
the end of July this summer, but a
three weeks' strike of local con-

struction workers and some confu-

sion in the shipment of furnishings

disrupted this tight schedule.

Tricolor Late
Printers Tardy
Reasons for delay in the pub-

lication of the 1954-55 Tricolor
were disclosed Sunday. The print-

ers, Yearbook House of Kansa
City, did not live up to thei

agreement.

They wrote repeatedly to the
university asking for a few weeks
more in order to produce a year-
book of topnotch quality.

This resulted in two-week post-

ponements until the book was
finally shipped at the beginning
of September. The fault is not
that of last year's staff, said mem-
bers of Tricolor 1956.

The printers stated that six

weeks after receiving the final

material, they would be able to
supply proofs- This would have
assured delivery bj the end of

June.

Relief Provided
By New Bleachers

Richardson Stadium had a
partial face-lifting this summer.
New bleachers have been erected
along the east side to accomodate
4,004 students, This is part of a
plan to eventually increase the
seating capacity to 10,000 stu-
dents.

A press box has also been set
up in the new stands. It is the
fervent hope of the Athletic
Board that the increase in accom-
modation will eliminate the pres-
ence of side-liners in front of the
stands which in past years has
impeded the view of the specta-

tors.

Drama Head
Visits Hawaii

History in the Making
These smiling young men are members of the first male

contingent in Queen's history to live in residence. Moving into
their modern quarters are, left to right, Chris Nowakowski of
Ottawa, Dick Hornby of Cornwall, Henry Brehaut of Danville,
Quebec, and Gregg Stone of Montreal.

Queen's Girl Tours Japan
As WUS Visitors Study Asia
West met East this summer

when Joan Partridge a third year

Honors philosophy and English

student, visited Japan, along with

19 other Canadians. The seven

week visit was sponsored by the

World University Service organi-

zation as part of its program to

promote mutual understanding be-

tween students of different countries.

The Sixth International Seminar

of summer 1955 concentrated on

Asia and North America. Aside

from the 20 Canadians there were

four Americans, 20 Japanese and

12 students from such Asian

A Blaze in Time

The Coffee Was Smoking Hot
Fire damaged the coffee shop

in the Students Union last Wed-
nesday night, and two Science

Freshmen discovered that not all

the excitement on the campus
centres around initiation.

It all happened when Don Pol-
son of Arts '57 forgot his books
on leaving the coffee shop shortly

before closing time. Not until

after the radio broadcast of a
boxing match was over, around
11:30, did be remember to look

for the waylaid texts. He could

see that they were still on a shelf

in the coffee shop. But the coffee

shop itself was on fire, which did

nothing to reassure him.

The Science Freshmen came
into the picture while Poison was
running to give the alarm. They
went with him to find H. J. Shaw,
a cleaner and helper in the build-

ing, and with his aid they found

a way into the burning room.

Pails, anything that would hold

water was pressed into service

until the Kingston fire depart-

ment arrived on the scene. The
fire was soon brought under con-
trol, with only slight damage re-

sulting.

Fire Chief V. C. Brightman,
who inspected the fire, told The
Journal that in his opinion some
object, possibly a cigarette butt,

|

had ignited a rubbish-filled card-

board carton. The fire had start-

ed at the door partition in the

washing room and had spread up

the door frame to the wall and

ceiling. The charred remains of a

cardboard box were found in a

pile of debris.

Chief Brightman was told by

an official of the Union that a

metal container was provided for

rubbish disposal. However, it was
apparently not in use on the eve-

ning in question.

Next morning, the coffee shop

was open as usual, after a night

of hurried mopping-up operations

by the staff.

countries as Ceylon, Pakistan, Indo-

nesia, Malaya and the Philippines.

Peter Fans, Queen's theology stu-

dent visited Yugoslavia last sum-

mer. Principal W. A. Mackintosh

is president of WUS in Canada.

Students are selected without

prejudice in regard to race, creed,

color, or social and economic
background. Each year the pro-

gram is mapped out so that stu-

dents are enabled to come in con-

tact with all aspects of the life of

the particular country concerned.

After spending four days in Van-

couver during which time the

assembled Canadians discussed

problems relating to university life

and wrote essays on problems of

an emerging Asia, they left by air

to arrive in Tokyo, July 1.

The group spent a week's orien-

tation session at a Buddhist monas-

tery where they heard lectures on

Japan, past and present. At Kyoto,

Japan's art centre, they became

acquainted with other students and

lecturers.

Top Democrat Arrives Next Month

Tweedsmuir Will Be AMS Lecturer

Adlai Stevenson, former Governor of the State of Illinois, Dr.
W. P. Thompson, president of the University of Saskatchewan and
the Right Honorable the Lord Tweedsmuir of Elsfield will receive
Doctor of Laws degrees at Fall Convocation on Oct. 15.

Chancellor C. A. Dunning will confer the degrees in Grant
Hall. All three men are distinguished in the public and educational

life of the United States, Canada
and the United Kingdom.

Dr. Thompson has just com-
pleted his term of office as Pres-

ident of the National Conference
of Canadian Universities. Lord
Tweedsmuir is the son of John
Buchan, an author and a former
Governor-General, and the war-
time commander of a famous Ca-
nadian regiment.

On Friday morning, Oct. 15 at

11 a.m., Lord Tweedsmuir will

give the AMS Lecture in Grant
Hall. Classes will be called for the

address. During the afternoon the

John Buchan Collection will be
officially opened by Lord Tweeds-
muir in Douglas Library.

Mr. and Mrs. R. S- McLaugh-
lin, who generously gave this fine

collection of books and manus-
cripts to the University, will be
present, as well as Dr. L. W.
Brockington, rector of Queen's
Unixersity and a close friend of

the Tweedsmuir family.

John Buchan, Governor-General

of Canada from 1935 until 1940,

left many books from his personal

library which contain marginalia

and other annotations in his hand-

writing. Of great importance are 28

manuscript volumes, uniformly

bound, of some of Buchan's major

works.

Dr. William Angus, head of the

Department of Drama, has been

appointed visiting professor of

Drama at the University of Hawaii

in Honolulu. Dr. Angus will leave

Kingston in January 1956 and will

remain in Hawaii until late summer.

He will be replaced at Queen's by

Prof. G. H. Quimby of Bowdoin
College, Brunswick, Maine.

While in Hawaii, Dr. Angus
will have an opportunity to study

and observe many aspects of Or-
iental theatre in which Hawaii
University is very proficient and
active. The University has an en-

rolment of 6,000, the vast major-

ity of which are non-European.

Prof. Quimby is a Columbia

graduate and a Rockefeller Foun
dation Fellow. He is a pioneer o

arena theatre and an authority on

theatre architecture.

At Bowdoin he was instrumental

in obtaining a new fully equipped

theatre which was completed last

year. Prof. Quimby surveyed the

Queen's scene early this fall, and

was impressed and pleased by our

facilities.

Science Head 47,

Conn New Dean

A week of study tours follow-

ed. Four separate groups were
sent, to different parts of the

country. Miss Partridge saw Hi-

roshima and although little of

the atom bomb remained, one

building had purposely been left

standing as a reminder to the

people of their folly.

The students spent a week at a

work camp, resurfacing a children's

(Continued on Page 4)

One of the youngest men ever

to be made a Dean at Queen's is

Professor Hugh G. Conn, Dean of

the Faculty of Applied Science,

who succeeded the late Dean Ellis

last May. Married, with two sons,

the new Dean is a familiar figure,

having been associated with Queen's

from his student days, Since 1946

he has been Head of the Department

of Mehanical Engineering-

Born in 1908, Dean Conn came
to Queen's after completing high

school in Toronto. After a bril-

liant career at Queen's he re-

ceived his B.Sc. in 1931. He spent

five years with Proctor and Gam-
ble, and then returned to Queen's

in 1937 as a lecturer in Mechan-
ical Engineering.

His career here and his pro-

gress toward a Master's degree

were interrupted by the war.

After staying in Canada for two
years, his unit was sent to Eng-
land, and then to Italy. Professor

Conn in this time rose to the rank

of colonel.

At the end of the war, Professor

Conn returned to Queen's. One of

his first and most important jobs

was to draw up the plans for what

Auditions For
CFRC Posts

The radio workshop of the

Queen's Drama Guild will begin

broadcasting soon from CFRC with

a program including everything

from classical drama to pops. It

was announced today that students

interested in taking part in actually

broadcasting would have the op-

portunity of signing on at the gen-

eral meeting of the Drama Guild,

to be held this evening at Convo-

cation Hall.

Auditions will follow. They
will consist of an analysis of voice

and manner, and will determine

from the student what particular

aspect of broadcasting interests

him. Both men and women from
all years will be able to take part

in the programming.

Music plays a large part in the

radio workshop schedule. Every-

thing from calypso to sixteenth

century Russian liturgical chants is

presented.

There is also opportunity for the

modern "disk-jockey" type of show.

Drama, readings and discussion of

contemporary topics will be pre-

sented, and a special features de-

partment is in the process of

organization. One aspect which is

is now McLaughlin Hall. He also listed highly on the training role is

finished his master's degree in 1946. news broadcasting.

254843
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GAELS TAKE TWO OUT OF THREE
TCCM THE

SIDELINES
MIKE MOFFAT

Wih the last of their three exhibition grimes under their belts,
the Queen's Golden Gaels must settle down to a hard week of
scrimmages and wind sprints to prepare for the opener of the
Intercollegiate schedule against McGill here Saturday. The last
two games gave indications that there may still be a lot to be
accomplished before the Tricolor are ready to step onto the play-
off and payoff trail.

Head coach Frank Tindall and his sidekick, line coach Hal
McCamey, will have a heavy task to sharpen up both the offence
and the defence of the local squad. Both mentors will probably
spend a good deal of time poring over movies of the past games
in an effort to find out where and why things went wrong.

The setters of the Gael exhibition schedule might conceivably
have done a little better job in their program for the warmup
games. It is hard to see how the Gaels might derive the maximum
benef3 t from a night game, or from a mixed rules affair like the
St. Lawrence game. It will likely be a long time before the Tri-
color are forced to play a league game under the lights as in Sarnia
last week. While the experience of that game may be valuable
for any players hoping to graduate to the Western Interprovincial
League, it may not be so good as a warmup for Intercollegiate
activity.

INTERNATIONAL SPORTMANSHIP AND GOODWILL
The St. Lawrence game, played first half under American

rules and second half under Canadian ones, was notable only for
the mixups caused by unfamiliarity with the opponents' rules. This
led to a slow, dull game filled with penalties. Total yardage in
penalties was nearly two hundred (195), and there were many
down losses as well. General frustration led to ill-feeling which
caused the ejection of four players for fighting, ungentlemanly
conduct and unnecessary roughness before the tilt was over. Un-
fortunately, three of the criminals were wearing the Gold sweaters
of Queen's.

As further evidence of the lack of sportsmanship in Canton,
where the Gaels gained a 12-6 victory, there was the fact that
the SLU students booed when "it was announced that the second
half would be played under Canadian rules. Every enforcement
of a Canadian rule brought derisive yells from the fans. When the
Gaels scored a rouge and were given a point on "Jocko" Thomp-
son's field goal try that went short, some of the American students
got up and went home. Shortly thereafer, Jocko recovered one of
his own punts and when it was announced that the Canadians
gained possession more of the students departed. Each rule in-
fraction caused more fans to leave and by the time Queen's scored
the winning TD in the last quarter, over half the students had de-
parted. At one time, when time was called to allow the train-
ers to attend to an injured SLU player, some students hollered
"Time out to make new rules". When even the fans were in such
an ugly mood, it is not surprising that temper rose on the field
along with the frustration of players for committing infractions of
rules they didn't know existed. The game proved little except
that Queen's is in bad need of a good, consistent quarterback.

HOW ABOUT THE HOME FANS?
Another trouble with the exhibition schedule was that there

was no home game this week, leaving a dead weekend sportswise
and this meant that very few of the Queen's students will have
seen the squad m action before the opener. The only home game
was the Beach tilt, which the Gaels won 33 - 4 on the strength
of a last drive that netted them four converted majors For
that game only the Meds and Science frosh were here which is not
too large a portion of the Student body. It seems unfair to the
teams supporters to ask them to get their pre-season information
from a bunch of reporters who are likely wrong anyway In the
past, .t has been possible to have a home game on the Saturday
before the season opens, and we hope that in the future this practice
will be returned to, as it is a help to both the students and the
players. In the tight race coming up, home games will be all-
important as a home loss will eliminate any team from the run-
ning, and so it seems that a home daylight game might have been
more advantageous to the players than a night game in Sarnia.

In the Sarnia game, an undermanned Gael team absorbed a
27-0 defeat from the Imperials of the ORFU. Missing from the
Tricolor lineup was their number one scoring punch in Ron Stew-
art, the Intercollegiate top defensive end in Lou Bruce, guard
Floyd Bajjaly and halfback Karl Quinn. Also injured and rum-
oured out for the season was half Bob Bevan. Another factor
hampering the Gaels was the fact that they were playing the first
night game in Queen's history while the Imps had already played
several night games this season.

Outstanding kicker, tackle, and scoring back to lead the Golden Gaels

JOCKO THOMPSON JIM HUGHES LOU BRUCE RON STEWART

Intercollegiate Schedule

Oct, 1—McGill at Queens

Toronto at Western

Oct. 8—Western at McGill

Queens at Toronto

Oct. 15—Western at Queens

McGill at Toronto

Oct. 22—Queens at Western

Toronto at McGill

Oct. 29—Toronto at Queens

McGill at Western

Nov- 5—Queens at McGill

Western at Toronto

Nov. 12—Intercollegiate Playoff

Stewart And Thompson Lead
As Runners, Passers Score
As the totals for their three ex-

hibition games are added up. they
show that in winning two of the

tilts, the Gaels outscored their

opponents 45-37. As usual Ron
Stewart led the Tricolor in their

attack. Queen's won the first

game here when they trounced
the hapless Balmy Beach squad
from Toronto by a 33-4 count.

Their second game was a visit to

St. Lawrence University in Can-
ton, N.Y-, where they downed the
host Larries 12-6 in a penalty in-

fested match. On Saturday night
the Tricolor went to Sarnia where
they bowed to the Imperials of
the Ontario Rugby Football
Union, coming out on the short
end of a 27-0 shutout.

Stewart, Queen's top scorer for
the past two seasons got off to a

good start by scoring two touch-
downs against the Beaches, and
then added one good for six
points under American rules for
a total of sixteen points. His SLU
major came off a lateral from Jay
McMahon who had intercepted a
Larrie pass. Stewart has been in-
volved in tight races for the In-
tercollegiate scoring crown both

of the past years with Varsity's
Steve Oneschuck and Western's
Gino Fracas. Both times, Fracas
has come through with a big
game against his McGill cousins
on the last day of the schedule
to cop the title.

Second scorer so far for the
Gaels is kicking ace "Jocko"
Thompson, an ex-Western star.

This year Jocko has taken over
the place kicking duties and scor-
ed five consecutive converts and
a field goal against Balmy Beach
for eight points. He added six
more against St. Lawrence on a
single when a field goal attempt
fell wide and short and a second
half touchdown on a pass from
Pete Redfern.

The Gaels other fifteen points
came on majors by three other
players in the Beach game. Gary
Schreider galloped sixty yards in

a great display of broken field

running to score the first Queen's
points of the year. Lou Bruce
took a TD pass from Chuck Sa-
france and Jay McMahon scored
the other on a toss from Don
Roy.

IN THE LEMONLITE

Quarterback Slot Stnll Open
Line Is Larger, Stronger

The Mustangs are polishing their horseshoes,
And the Blues are packed to the hilt,

McGill is hopeful of winning a game
But against Queen's, like flowers, they'll wilt.

The 1955 version of Queen's Golden Gaels open their regular
season this coining Saturday against McGill Redmen at Richardson
Stadium in what promises to be one of the best Intercollegiate
seasons ever. Despite confident predictions from Western's
"modest" mentor John Metras and from Toronto's Bob Master-
son (who predicts Varsity victories in everything from ping-pong
to football) the men of Frank Tindall should stand a better than
average chance of winning the Intercollegiate championship for the
first time since 1937.

A strong halfline and the return of 24 veterans from last year's
steam are the main reasons for coach Tindall's quiet pre-season
confidence. It is no secret that each individual on the squad wants
to get back at Varsity and Western and win the title that the ele-

ments snatched from their grasp last fall.

Leading the Tricolor's offence will be the pony backfield of
Ron Stewart, Gary Schreider and Bill Surphlis. A member of the

Canadian press all star team last

year, Stewart finished second to

Western's Gino Fracas in the

league scoring race. Gary Sch-

rieder, who handles the place-

kicking for Queen's finished in

third spot with a 35 point total.

This includes 15 converts. Big
Bill Surphlis rounds out the high-

ly rated "S" line and should

grind out many valuable yards

with his line plunges.

Once more the punting chore

will be handled by Jocko Thomp-
son, last year's leading kicker,

who is also fighting for an of-

fensive backfield position. Other
veterans like Jim (the Crow)
Cruikshank, Frank Geard, Karl
Quinn, and Ron Lane are also

seeking backfield berths. Jimmy
Cruikshank, along with Chuck
Safrance from last year's Inter-

mediates, Bob Cranston, Claude
Root, Don Roy and Pete Redfern
have all been tried at the quart-

erback slot.

In poundage, this is probably

the heaviest squad Queen's has
harbored since the turn of the

century. This year's captain,

Gary Lewis centres the line and
tips the scales at 210 pounds.

Regulars such as Russ Thoman
(215), Jack Abraham (210), Clair

Sellens (218), Jim Hughes (210),

Jay McMahon (210), Lou (Biter)

Bruce (180). and Floyd Bajally

(225) should be able to handle

anything thrown at them by their

I

opponents.

Fall sports will begin this week.

Archery begins Monday, Sept. 26

in Richardson Stadium. Equipment

can be obtained there from either

Miss Ross or Molly Bennett. Prac-

tices will be every Monday, Wed-
nesday, and Friday from 1 :00 to

3:00 p.m. Beginners are especially

welcome as instructions and coach-

ing will be given. The intramural

tournament will be Oct. 10-14

while the Intercollegiate Tourna-

ment will be Oct. 15 at O.A.C.

Softball also starts this week with

general practise Tuesday, Sept.

27 on Lower Campus. It is vital

that everyone be there so that teams

can be formed and captains chosen.

These intramural sports are for

everyone, regardless of ability, so

come on out Levana and support

your year.

An athletic night for freshettes

marked the opening of Levana

sports. Held Sept. 21 in the gym-
nasium, the evening proved to be

once more a success, with about

160 freshettes in attendance. Many
thanks to the president of the L.A.B.
of C, Liz Jennings and her com-
mittee who helped make the evening

so entertaining and getting the

freshettes off to a good start.

Dial 7135

town and country

Restaurants
# Highway No. 2, Cataraqui, Ont.

• Princess at Clergy Streets,
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THE CCCIK- FIGHT
By Robert

J. Lagnado.

Robert Lagnado, Arts '58, spent last summer in Peru, where he
got lost m the jungle at night, collected shrunken heads and visited
bull lights and cock fights. The reader, being intelligent, will
discover that Mr. Lagnado lost money on this fight; which may
or may not suggest a moral.

^6cI
0

\T\u
e COliSC

°
"
Sand,

'

a" b* ^ °f a s™»- ^rk car-
OTidor. lou elbow your way between the gesticulating "aficion-
ados who are talking about the sreat cock fights of yesteryear.

g.vc your t.cket to the usher, who merely points the way.-To the left arc the popular seats; nu.de of cement. To the right
jyare the ^pensive seats; made of wood. You go to the right.

" As you sit down, you sec in front of you a circular arena around
which there >s a red cement base and thin pillars of the same
material and colour. These pillars hold up the thick crossed wire
The aspect is that of a cage in which the birds of prey are kept in
a zoo. There arc two waist-high doors opening onto the arena,
io the left of the one leading to the quarters of the cocks the word
Izquiorda is written in large white letters on the red cement

base. On the right of the door is written the word "Dcrecha.
Jhcsc words, left and right, are used lo identify the cock on whic
you wish to place your bet. On the other side of the ring is the
judges box, marked "Juczc."

The arena is not brightly lit as most of the light is absorbed
by the moist brown sand in the arena and the dark skins of the
spectators ; all men.

At last the cocks are brought into the arena by their owners
They are shown to the public until the judge rings a bell. Then
the owners retire to their corners. A man comes out on the ring
carrying a wooden box. H e takes the bets from those who arc too
lazy lo go to the regular betting booth. Until he reaches your
scat you try to examine the cocks.

The cock in the corner marked "Izqu>erda" is white-feathered
and has a magnificent red crown. He is lean and long and ha
yellow feel. The official is attaching a thin steel edge, shaped
like a miniature scythe and just as sharp, on his left leg. It points
directly behind his front toe.

The cock in the comer marked "Derecha" is jet black. H
crown has been cut off. The man with the wooden box has reached
your seat, but you let him go on . You want more time to examin
the cocks and then rush at the last minute to the betting booth.

The officials have finished tying the steel edges and show them
to the judge who invariably nods his approyal. Now the owners
attach the cocks by means of a length of rope to the wire, having
first placed a leather sheath over the razor sharp edges, and let

them wander about. Now is the time to make your choice.

The cocks strut about defiantly; too proud lo look at their
opponents on the other side of the arena. They gaze fiercely at

^ the crowd instead, their small beady eyes reflecting the light over-

6 head. The white one flaps his wings, arches his neck, and crows
C his superiority. T|,c black one, not to be outdone, does the same,
to the obvious disgust of his opponent, who shows his disdain by
o pecking at the ground for bits of food. The announcer cries out

the odds and you decide that the white cock will win, You go to
the betting booth and place ten soles on "Izquierda."

The owner of the white cock now "ods to his helper, who is

holding another cock. As he holds the white cock he allows the
cock in the helper's arms to peck at it. The white cock cannot
retaliate and becomes furious. The same thing is happening on
the other side. This is done in order to have the cocks ready to

attack their opponents immediately. A whistle is blown. The
latest odds announced. The judge rings the bell, the cocks are

let loose and the fight to death has commenced.

The cocks stand perfectly still, observing their opponents. A
hush has descended over the crowd. The white one takes a step

forward, hesitating. The steel edge on his foot shines its deadly

sharpness. The black one has not moved. Which cock is to at-

tack first? Handkerchiefs come out of pockets as the men whose
huts are large wipe their moist brows. The cocks are still; the

.r.vner: the crowd, 'i du look at yctir neighbour. He is biting his

thtimh. He has a week's wage on the black cock.

Then, without warning, the cocks fly at each other. The black

one is knocked off balance but ducks just in time as the white one

flies over his head, the steel edge grazing his eye. The crowd yel's.

Another onrush. The black cock has been wounded, Blood starts

to drip from under his left wing. Only a skin wound, says your

neighbor. The cocks stand facing each other. They arc out of

breath. Their neck feathers stand on end, like an open umbrella.

They do not move and their heavy panting can he heard, for the

crowd is silent, wailing for another charge, It takes place im-

mediately and for the first time you see the feathers fly. Sud-

denly, you see the while cock lean forward, his neck arched nearly

to the ground. Across his breast is a thin red line which rapidly

grows in size as blood begins to gush on the moist brown sand

which turns a little darker. He trembles as he slowly sinks to the

ground. The black cock struts about his dying opponent tri-

umphantly, his head high as he surveys the crowd. The white

cock suddenly jerks up his head in a last proud gesture of defiance

before he dies.

A bell rings, awakening the crowd from its silence. The happy

winners shout their joy as they rush to collect their money. The

^_ happy owner brings his cock to his comer. The losing owner walks

'-'-slowly towards the dead cock whose red blood is splotched on li i>

^lovely white plummage. The owner tucks its head backwards

under the two outstretched wings whose ends he holds, and leaves

the arena. Already someone is picking up the white feathers in

nrenn ru rinn fnr Mip fnllmviiio" combat

THE DIARY OF

THE MAD JOURNALIST

Saints Cosmas and Damian — Woke this morning early be-
cause I wanted time for reconsideration and because morning is
the time for it. Evenings arc of no earthly use in this respect:
1 will do in the evenings things I would not dream of doing next
morning. Verily, 1 often spent my matins in reconsideration of
my evensongs. When unto the sun the lark doth rise, then rise
my thoughts to thy fair head. Larks indeed!

For some time now, I have been adopting the position that
Ontario people generally are puritan, but that I have known better
all along. Nonsense. This was a flagrant misconception. I, too,
am a puritan, and what is more, I like the idea. I shall devote the
remainder of my life to it. Mad am I? Just you wait and sec . . .

* * * *

But I find I must pause to write some sort of introduction to

myself for those who will be reading my diary for the first time.

And you know, this is difficult. I must be serious, else I shall be
accused of unscholarly slackness. Yet I must not be too serious,

else I shall drive away those who arc attending university for the

sake of football and cinema and other similar interests. A most
strenuous task. Was it Wordsworth who said that the fen is

mightier than the sward? But a more difficult object to manipu-
late, don't you see.

W hat shall I talk about? I can't strive with campus intellect-

uals or psuedo intellectuals. I am far too retiring and anxious

to be pleasant lo raise dissension over the question of a campus
pub or those stupid, odious satin jackets worn by some students.

I have little or no idea why we should hale or love Russia or the

United States (or preferably both) and I do not pretend to know
why Canadian Culture is limited to a few W. O. Mitchell towns

in Saskatchewan or why the Group of Seven is out of date or

why Canadians ha\ c inferiority cumplcxcs over the question of

Home Rule for Ireland. You will chide me for not knowing why
Queen's songs are sumj in Gaelic, since I have always thought

that Gaelic was something one used in green salads and I favour

French dressing with my greens. And I don't know why Queen's

girls should prefer RMC boys (although I do have some romping

fine idea; on the point), or win- Queen's boys should prefer beer.

Or, for that matter. RMC beys. Perhaps both. And maybe not.

* * * *

But on the question of a sense of sin. I am positive. Some folk

continually do cry (like misguided cherubim and seraphim) that

Puritanism is a bad thing. Not at all. Who will enjoy life the

more? Why the puritan every time! Quite logical, now I come to

think about it. The puritan is officially against sin. He will nat-

urally have a belter nose for it. He will recognise it for himself.

Only the puritan can lie abed in the mornings, knowing full

well that he should he up and doing, that he is a sluggard. He

can feel that delicious knowledge of breaking the rules, which

comes whenever he enters a tavern. Calvinism a"d skepticism

have risen because of the worms in the apples and the unfaithful-

ness of beautiful women. Yet the puritan enjoys both the apples

and the beautiful women, accepting them in the same spirit as

he accepts the inevitability of his Final deathbed repentance and

confession. And do you know, only puritan races have produced

rea'lv memorable deathbed scenes. Do you catch the French at it?

No siree. The Italians? Only in Verdi. The Egyptians? I only

know one, and he's not dead.

Now consider the anti-puritan. He must refuse to recognize

sin. How, then, can he enjoy it? Total boredom is his lot, and

at the end, oblivion. His life is one long dreary reaction agamst

himself and his environment. Intclleclualism is a disease, a per-

version, because it cannot apply itself to anything concrete. Purit-

anism applies itself, among other things, to sin.

Sense of Sin. Up puritanism. Good old Calvin.

A J0URN£y TO BULGARIA
Lois Showman, a Queen's stu-

dent now at the University of Paris,

was an observer for the Student

Christian Movement at the Inter-

national Students Union Conference

in Sofia, Bulgaria, this summer.

The train trip from Vienna to

Sofia (by way of Budapest and

Bucharest ) was something to be

experienced before being believed.

An old French train "The Orient

Express" took us as far as Bucharest.

No bunks, though the trip took

three days and three nights.

Wooden benches in the compart-

ments, held eight people each.

Two of us took turns "sleeping" up

on the iron luggage racks, while

the others did their best sitting up.

The water was undrinkable; it ran

out completely when we crossed the

Rumanian border. The soot turned

us all black. The temperature must

have risen to over 100 degrees in

the daytime, and the window in our

compartment was jammed shut!

At each side of every border

the irain stopped for five to eight

hours, while various officials collect-

ed our passports, checked our

money, and confiscated any poten-

tial Wcslern propoganda. Once they

took a copy of "Picture Post", a

popular British magazine, belong-

ing to one of the British delegates.

We made a good fuss about it, but

had no success. Finally we decided

Hurrah for

Wow!

Well now, as to my ntroduction. I beg forgiveness. Per-

haps" we shall "meet some day on the street, and we shall smile to

each other and say hello. Will that suffice, do you think?

BILLY
GRAHAM

*

— GO BY —

SPECIAL TRAIN
Direct to C.N.E. Coliseum

Which assures you

A Reserved Scat

SAT., OCT. 1st

LEAVING Z P.M.

RETURN FARE

$5.65
TICKETS ON SALE AT:

C.N.R. Office, Princess Street ond

Christian Youth Centre, Queen Street.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION DIAL 2-SOBl

(Icttheiiral
(anglican)

King St. at Johnson St.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 2nd

8.00 o.m.—Holy Communion.

9.15 a.m.—Family Service.

11.00 a.m.-Choi'ol Communion

7.00 p.m.— Evensong.

ANCLICAN STUDENTS
RALLY

Special Service for All Students
and Young People.

Preacher : Bishop Evans.

Informal Parly in Parish Hall (ol-

lovring the Service. ALL STUDENTS
arc cordially invited to be present at

this first Cathedral "Students' Evening"

WELCOME TO ST. GEORGE'S

BOWLADROME
250 PRINCESS STREET

OPEN ALLEYS

EVERY AFTERNOON

we didn't have the "position of

strength" from which to negotiate,

so our manoeuvres fell through.

Still it all helped fill in the boring

wait. Soldiers, armed with rifles

and even submachine guns, watched

the train at every stop. We noticed

that one out of every twenty people

on the street was a soldier.

Many of the delegates at this

council are Communists—including

large groups from Russia and

Czechoslovakia, Asia and Latin

America. On the train from Vienna,

one Communist student sat in a

corner the whole way and sang sad

"songs of the workers" in a deep

mournful voice.

We welcomed the opportunity

to talk more or less freely to

fellow-students from the Commu-

nist countries. Wc realized that

Westerners have many misconcep-

tions of life here behind the iron

curtain. For instance, here in the

library in Sofia one can get almost

any book—including such "danger-

ous" writers as Jean-Paul Sartre,

Heidiger, Voltaire, Freud.

At our meetings there was much

oratory but little concrete accom-

plishment. There were no micro-

phones in the council chambers.

Speakers had to mount the rostrum

and talk formally. This cut off the

chance of any spontaneous debate.

There was much talk of "Fighting

for peace, friendship, co-operation,

solidarity". The IUS is still terrif-

ically biased. All "anti-communists"

are considered as "Fascists" and

there's an end to it! We talked

mainly of the situation o fstudents

in colonial and dependant countries.

Great Britain, the USA and France

came in for much criticism. "Im-

perialism" was denounced in every

speech although Canada was usually

spared association with the imperial

powers.

After the council we spent four

days touring Bulgaria, all costs paid

by our hosts, the Union of Bulgarian

students. Wc visited a co-operative

farm, the university, a trade fair

and so on.

"Come and enjoy a few games and

good fellowship in pleasant surround-

ings."

Calling all ^udervts:

QUEEN'S

UNIVERSITY

Come and get 'em

ihe New Tu-Tone

Paper-Mate
pens

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

Paper-Mate of Canada
division of

oiniaal distributors ltd.
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Classified Ads
Found

: on Lower Campus a Wa-
terman's pen with silver top,

wine bottom. Claim at Journal
Office.

Lost: Student football tickets on
Wednesday on campus. Contact

Jo Stepan at 6289.

Available : Two warm, quiet

rooms available for men in

private home. Phone W. P.

Burns at 4995, between 12 noon
and 1 p.m. or after 6 p.m. at

242 Nelson St.

Who's Where
Who's Where proofs have

been posted in the Students'

Union. Students are asked

to check them for possible

errors.

Two Concerts

This Season

The University Concerts Series

will present two concerts of out-

standing interest this season, the

Buffalo Philharmonic symphony
orchestra under Joseph Krips on
Dec. 8, in Grant Hall, and Maureen
Forrester, the Canadian contralto,

on Feb. 16.

Student tickets for the series at

$2.50 and $1.50 will he on sale at

the Department of Extension in

Richardson Hall.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27th, 1955

Patronize Our Advertisers

Music Room Open

Each Week Night

The music room will be open for

general listening to recorded music

or radio programs of musical in-

terest each evening Monday to Fri-

day, 7:15 to 9:15 p.m. There will

be a choice for records.

It will also be open Saturday

afternoons during the "Met" season,

and Sunday afternoons for the New
York Philharmonic broadcasts.

The music room is located in the

Douglas Library on the main floor.

Entering from University Avenue
one turns left inside the main en-

trance.

University Nurse Appointed
To Serve AH Men And Girls

Mrs. Paul, R.N., has been ap-

pointed university nurse by Prin-

cipal W. A. Mackintosh to work
directly under the university Medi-
cal Officer. She will have a suite

in McNeill House( the new mens'
residence, and eventually have the

use of a small three-room infirmary

there.

Six days a week, Mrs. Paul will

have office hours in the Ban Righ

health office immediately after

breakfast from S.15 to S.45. Five

afternoons a week she will be avail-

able in the students' health office

of the out patients* ward of King-

ston General Hospital.

Her hours there will be slightly

longer than those of the medical

officer. Her administration to minor

injuries and ailments should cut

down the queue of students waiting

for medical aid. This service is in-

cluded in the Students' Health Plan.

There will also be a qualified

nurse enrolled in her degree year,

in Ban Righ, to take care of emer-
gency cases in the evening.

What's news at /nco ?

DUE TO THE CORROSION-RESISTING QUALITIES of nickel
and nickel alloys they are widely used for vessels in which

pharmaceuticals are prepared. Even small amounts of
metallic compounds in a drug can impair its effectiveness.

INCO NICKEL HELPS SAVE LIVES BY

PROTECTING THE PURITY OF DRUGS
An American research scientist arrived in Boliviawhere
a typhus epidemic was raging. He had 200 grams—the
total world's supply—of a new and untested drug called

Chloromycetin.

1 There was just enough to treat 22 patients. All were
seriously ill—some with signs of certain death.

A death certificate had already been made
out for one typhus victim. Forty minutes

after receiving Chloromycetin, he asked

for a drink of water.

Within a few hours after the drug was administered, many
of the 22 showed marked improvement. AH recovered!
Chloromycetin went into full production.

In the processing of Chloromycetin and otlier

pharmaceuticals, corrosive conditions develop.

Nickel or nickel alloys play an important
part in protecting the productfrom conta?n.i-

nation by metallic compounds.

Enco research and development teams in cooperation

with industry have been in the forefront of the

world's metallurgical developments since 1921.
The knowledge and experience gained are among
Inco's greatest assets. Inco research points the way
to Inco's future!

"Hit Romance of Michel", a 72-page book,

fully illustrated, will be sail free on request.

Bulk copies supplied Secondary Scliaol teachers.

Willie's "Hamlet"

First Guild Play

Shakespeare's "Hamlet" will be
the Drama Guild's first produc-
tion of the year.

In the title role will be Norm
Edmundson who portrayed the
Prince of Morocco in last year's
"The Merchant of Venice," as

well as taking the part of the

headmaster in "The Happiest
Days of Your Life."

Also in the cast is Miss Kathy
Totten as Ophelia- She will be
remembered for her work ih "The
Patriots" and the Queen's Revue.
Miss Mary Ev Rogers, last seen
in the "Merchant" will under-
take the heavy role of the Queen.
Cast as Claudius the King will be
Chris Smith, the star of "The
Patriots" and a well-known fig-

ure in the Guild.

The Guild is holding auditions

for other parts and will hold its

general meeting tonight in Con-
votiou Hall at 7 p.m. At this

meeting new members will be
welcomed and a few scenes from
Hamlet will be presented.

Tours Japan
(Continued from Page 1)

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED . 25 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO

playground in a poor ward of

Tokyo. This project enabled them
to meet the people of the poorer

classes, and also gave them a chance

to do something constructive by
way of appreciation for the kind

hospitality shown by their Japanese

hosts.

At the International Christian

University outside the capital, the

seminar proper was held. This in-

cluded discussions on such topics

as "The Place and Function of

Higher Education in Contemporary

Society", and a visit to the newly
appointed WUS sanitorium. There
are one thousand students requiring

hospitalization in Japan. Part of

this building was financed by funds

raised by Canadian university stu-

dents. The Seminar officially ended
Aug. 20, but many students remain-

ed to see other parts of the country.

To Arts '57

Arts '58 wishes to take this

opportunity to thank Arts

'57, and especially Mr. Gary

Schricder, for the make-up

and plan of the Arts initiation

handbook.

RON ROOKE,
Chief Vigilante.

MAHOOD'S
DRUG CO.
156 PRINCESS STREET,

KINGSTON

SHOPPING LIST

HOME OF
ELIZABETH ARDEN

COSMETICS

*

Make Mahoods Your

Headquarters for all

PHOTOGRAPHIC
EQUIPMENT and SUPPLIES

*

SPECIAL FEATURE:
"$64,000 Satin Set by Revlon

— 11 ox. for only $2.00"

*

DIAL 2-7307
- FREE DELIVERY -
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Hey you
So you're nosy. So you can't

mind your own business. So
you've got to investigate every-
thing you see, always trying to
satisfy your insatiable curiosity.
If you're all of these, you're just
the person we want hanging
-around the Journal offices.

But maybe you're not the cur-
ious type. It could well be that
you're a quiet individual who
likes to dabble in photography or
cartooning, or a wit whose idle
thoughts would look good in
print.

Whatever you are, we welcome
you. The Journal can use your
talents, and, as the only campus
outlet for your journalistic tal-
ents, can lend an air of respect-
ability to your pet traits.

When you work for the Journal
you'll be asked to keep your eyes
open for each and every incident
of importance or interest occuring
around the campus. You'll get to
know the university in this way,
and, when your story appears in
print, you'll also get some idea of
your own abilities in the report-
ing field.

The second issue of the Journal
will be fitted together tomorrow
night in our offices in the base-
ment of the Student's Union. If
you're the type of person we're
looking for, march in and ask for
one of the editors. They're just
(normal people, and they don't
bite.

And finally, for those of you
who would welcome an introduc-
tory lesson in the fine art of
newspaper production, Mr. Tony
King, himself a former editor-in-
chief, will deliver a short talk in
the Student's Union at 7:00 p.m.,
on Thursday night of this week.
See you there in Committee room

Musicians Invited
To Join Symphony

Students musically inclined are
offered several opportunities to

participate in activities at Queen's
this year.

The New Symphony Orchestra
of Kingston, under the direction of

Dr. Graham George, rehearses

Tuesdays and Thursdays at 7:30
p.m. in St. John's Anglican Church
hall, Portsmouth.

Dr. George is also directing the

Kingston Choral Society which
will present "The Messiah" on
Nov. 17 in Grant Hali in conjunc-
tion with the New Symphony Or-
chestra. Choral rehearsals are held
on Sunday evenings at 8:45 p.m.
in St. James' Church hall, Union
and Barrie.

A number of informal chamber
music concerts are planned to take
place in Wallace Hall during the
session, depending on the amount
of material available. Those inter-

ested in taking part in any of these
activities are asked to phone Dr.
George at 2-7744 or 2-4617.

LAUNDERETTE
SELF SERVICE

561 >/2 PRINCESS STREET

MONDAY TO FRIDAY

9.00 a.m. to 9.00 p.m.

(Last Wash 8.00 p.m.)

SATURDAY—9.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m.

(Last Wash 3.30 p.m.)

O, For The Life of a Frosh

The Hell Of It All In Hell Week
THE FRESHETTES

This year's crop of Freshettes
has burst forth on the campus and
is being welcomed to Queen's in

the traditionally hearty manner
by a squad of Vigilantes, com-
posed of Nora McVittie, Barb
Bell, Barb Clair, Fern McLeod,
Sandy McCrudden, Betty Gard-
iner, Joan Foote, Mary Muirhead,
Claudia Duval, Beth Mahaffey,
Ann Cameron and Marg Hut-
chison.

The Sophomores staged a skit

for the entertainment of the
Freshettes on their first evening,
which did much to break the
first-week ice. The official initia-

tion begins Friday, Sept. 30 at

6:00 A.M., when the girls will

troop out of their warm beds to

gather at the New Arts Building.

Their attire will make it apparent
to anyone passing at that hour
that they are a group of those

beings known as Freshettes.

They will be crowned by the

inevitable Queen's tarns and
they'll be wearing their bangs in

three little pigtails, tied with red,

"Beggars Opera"
To Be Presented
The Glee Club's first-term op-

eratic production will be "The
Beggar's Opera." It will be pre-

sented in Grant Hall on Nov. 30.

Stage direction will be under
the supervision of Mr. Arnold
Edinborough, whose staging of

"The Bartered Bride" at Queen's

two years ago was such an out-

standing success. The musical

director is Dr. Graham George.

Rehearsals will be held in

Grant Hall on Mondays at 7:15

p.m. Everyone who likes to sing

or act or both is welcome- Solo

roles require four sopranos, two
tenors, and two baritones; can-

didates for these parts will be
heard after each of the first two
or three rehearsals.

The famous eighteenth-century

opera, written by John Gay, was
set to music by means of popular

tunes of the day arranged and
provided with an overture, by
John Pepusch. It has since been
several times re-arranged and the

version to be used in the forth-

coming production is that of Ben-
jamin Britten, one of the best of

contemporary operatic compos-
ers, who made his arrangement
of "The Beggar's Opera" in 1948.

194S.

yellow and blue ribbons. At such
an hour, one can hardly expect

expert muscle coordination, so it

won't be surprising if they are

wearing their blouses backwards
and their skirts inside out. They
won't have forgotten their nylons
but in their sleepy-eyed gropings,

they could locate only running
shoes for footwear. But they cer-

tainly won't forget their large

cardboard placards bearing, in

large clear print, their senior's

name and phone number, and, in

smaller print, their own. (You
won't forget them, WILL YOU
GIRLS.) Each girl will have a

noisemaker of some shape or

form.

The girls will trot over to their

senior's abodes in the early morn
to make their beds and must eat

from spoons all day. These stran-

ge beings will be akin to some-

thing mechanical, apparently, for

they will be seen signalling stops

and turns as they make their way
down the street. The cry "Air

Raid" will be the signal for them
to fall flat on the ground.

Meds Formal
Preparations are now underway

for the Medical Formal, which will

be held in the Queen's Gymnasium

on October 14. Music will be sup-

plied by Benny Lewis, well-known

pianist, and his All-Banana Band.

They will play music with a peel.

It is rumored this year's Formal

will be bigger and better than ever

before. As Convenor, Doug Murray

said last week to a Journal reporter,

"This year's Meds Formal will be

bigger and better than ever before".

The theme is a secret thus far,

but reliable sources have indicated

that the decorations will be original

and decorative. Doug Murray, when

pressed for information stated

:

"The decorations will be original

and decorative."

The lights in the Anatomy Club-

rooms are burning brightly these

evenings as enthusiastic crews of

Medsmen work on the decorations.

As Doug Murray commented: "The;

electric bill will be terrific!"

THE FRESHMEN
The Arts Frosh are still await-

ing the announcement of the
gruesome details of their forth-

coming ordeal. The Vigilante
committee, headed by Ron Rooke,
will make public the fateful news
on or about Tuesday, Sept. 27.

The first Arts '59 year meeting
was held on Monday Sept. 26 and
the Freshman Banquet will take
place on Wed., Sept. 28 in Wal-
lace Hall.

The Medsmen '61 have already
introduced themselves to the
town of Kingston, having taken a
tour en masse after their first

year meeting last week. They are

easily distinguished from such
other species as Sciencemen, Art-
men, etc, by the bones which
they wear dangling around their

necks, and the name cards attach-
ed to their backs.

Their real fun, "Hell Week",
began yesterday, and the "61ers

are being forced to rise for crack-
of-dawn roll calls, leap-frog

games, and serenading of
women's residences. The six
Meds freshettes are undergoing a
similar, but somewhat modified
initiation.

The Science Frosh have been
treated with deceiving cordiality up
to this week, having been taken on
a tour of the campus and a rousing

snake dance after the first year

meeting.

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES

HOME COOKED FOOD
After the Theotre or Dance, dine at the Roy York for tempting

dishes and speedy service.

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00
Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room
271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.
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The Frosh are now in the

throes of "Hell Week" and are

wearing pyjama tops, neckties,

one running shoe and one ordin-

ary shoe in class. They must

carry, and know how to operate,

a slide rule, and last but not least,

must supply any soph, on request,

with the vital statistics on the

coeds.

The Sciencemen must suffer and

endure the general rules as well,

long after "Hell Week". Frosh pins

and l
/i inch haircuts are the rule

until after the November tests.

Tarns are to be worn until Christ-

mas "in the manner of the Scots".

The Frosh are required to spend

two hours work on the Science

formal, and will aid in the Red

Feather campaign later in the fall.

SIGNPOST
Drama Guild

General meeting tonight at 7

o'clock in Convocation Hall. Re-
freshments and entertainment.

UNTD.

There will be a UNTD parade
aboard HMCS Cataraqui at 1900,

Wed., Sept. 28. Dress — SB's
with white capcovcrs. All first

and second year students inter-

ested in joining the UNTD are

invited to attend this parade.

Queen's Radio Workshop.

Auditions for the Queen's
Radio Workshop will be held in

the Drama Guild Lounge (under
Convocation Hali) on Thurs..

Sept. 29, between 1:30 to 4:30

p.m. and 7 to 9 p.m. All those

interested are welcome. Exper-

ience not a requisite.

Camera Club.

The Queen's University Cam-

era Club will hold its first meet-
ing of the term in Committee-
Room No. 2 on Tuesday at 7
p.m. The subject of the meeting
will be organization. All those

interested should attend.

Drama Guild Auditions

Auditions for all plays at Con-
vocation Hall. Time, 1 to 5 p.m.

today and tomorrow. All wel-

come, no experience necessary.

Debating Club

There will be a meeting of the

Debating Union at 7 :30 p.m.

Thurs. Sept. 29, in the McLaugh-
lin Room, Students Union. Ev-
eryone is invited.

Dance

There will be a dance follow-

ing the pep rally Friday night

featuring Con Baker's campus
band with Brian Gallagher on
trumpet. Intermission enter-
tainment to be provided by the

Two Dots. We aren't sure where
we'll hold this dance, but we ad-

vise you to get your dates now.

Fashion Craft

We ore taking orders for Science and

Arts Faculty Jackets at our tempor-

ary quarters at 255 Brock Street,

corner of Bagot.

No doubt you know our store

was destroyed by fire on June

30th and we are located tem-

porarily at above address.

Place your orders NOW for

EARLY DELIVERY
*

OFFICIAL BLAZER COATS
IN STOCK

SIZES 35 TO 48

ALSO LADIES SIZES 12 to 20

$40.00 Complete with gold wire crest

Serving Queen's Students and Staff

Since 1879 —
ROBERT BRUCE, Ltd.

— 170 PRINCESS STREET —

With Fine Drygoods — Men's Furnishings —
And the Newest Fashions for Women.

You're sure o\ the Quality at Braces'

F U LLY FAS H I O N E D . . .

and styled in Britain!

Created and fashioned to fit you perfectly . . .

these wonderful fully fashioned cardigans and

pullovers by Lady Anne. See them at your
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More Advice?

sometimes spends most
a confused daze or a state of bored apathy. His.

The student entering Queen's for the first time is barely given
time to register before he is assaulted by people who feel it their
duty to tell him why he is here. The freshman's reason for com-
ing to university is something which he is never expected to know
for himself. A freshman who seems to possess any definite idea*
on the subject is regarded with a kind of amused scorn, and he
requires an extremely strong will if he is not to become complete-
ly confused by those who insist that he must conform to their idea*
of how he should spend his years at Queen's.

It is no wonder that the freshman
of his first year
first week here can bring about one of two results. He may
throw up his hands in despair and follow none of the advice he
has been given, or he may try to do everything which has been
suggested, entering into a dozen extracurricular activities, trying
at the same time to keep up with his studies and ending the year
in a state of nervous exhaustion. It would not be so bad if the
varied forms of advice possessed some degree of correlation, but
he is told that he is here primarily to get an education and his
text-books must occupy almost all his time; that one of the most
important aspects of universiy is the social one, and he must wear
himself out making friends and doing things; that education is

a wonderful thing and an end in itself; that he should limit him-
self to one extracurricular activity and do it well; that his in-
terests should include everything from the Drama Guild to the
Math and Physics Club. The list goes on indefinitely.

The situation was eased last year to some extent by the absence of
I

people of various organizations lying in wait for freshmen leaving Grant
Hail after registration. To the new student the presence of numerou.
tables shielding unknown persons talking all at once is formidable and
their absence last year was a step in the right direction. However, this
body of enthusiastic recruiters was encamped in Grant Hall again this
year, and probably antagonized more first year students than it interested

I hose who feel it necessary to set the freshman straight dohave some justification. It is well known that few high schools
do anything toward preparing students for what they will en-
counter at university, and it is therefore assumed that the new
student is m complete ignorance. But this is not a logical as-
sumption. If a new student did not have some ideas of what hewants from university he would not be here. It is time he were
given credit for being able to think for himself
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Towards Better Understanding

Queen s In Japan

Queen's Students Understand

It's Up To Us

the

afforded them

"The Old Order Changeth"
This term a significant new feature has been added to theQueens campus. McNeill House, the first large scale men's resi-

dence, has opened its doors to approximately 180 students. Present
p ans contemplate the construction of other similar units pro-
viding ultimately for the accommodation of all freshmen and aconsiderable number of senior students.

"The old order changeth ..." 1955 may well mark in futureyears the beginning of the end for that venerable, if oft-maligned
institution, the Kmgston rooming house. Already, no doubt argu-ments are raging about the relative merits of "the new and

&

old. Many will still prefer the absolute freed,
by living "outside". Others will prefer the comfort and companionship of the residence. However, it is not for us to discu"the pros and cons of this argument, nor to estimate the probableeconomic effect on Kingston landladies.
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Perennial complaints are heard about mass indifference towardscampus activities. These complaints are particularly vocal whenstudent government is mentioned. The percentage voting in AMSelections .s disconragingly low. The standard excuse ft* cand.dates are unknown will lose its force in the new intimacy of
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McNe'l. H 1 re$P°nsibility rests "ith the first residents o<McNeill House for the rules which they establish and the traditions which they begin will serve as models for the future Theefforts will affect in large measure the future success of thedence system. The system can, if it succeeds, cultivate
sense of unity among students of all faculties and bring a fuller
richer campus life to Queen's.
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a stronger

By Frances Code

The Canadian university under-
graduate has been the object of a

considerable amount of criticism

in the last few months. President
Sidney Smith of the University of

Toronto proposed early this sum-
mer that an entrance exam sim-
ilar to that given by many uni-

versities in the United States be
given to those applying for en-

trance to university. The purpose
of such an examination would be
to determine the prospective
student's ability to cope with
university.

Dr. A- R. M. Lower, of the

Queen's History Department, at-

tacks the Canadian university

student rather strongly in an ar-
ticle which appeared in the
Queen's Quarterly this summer.
He terms the average student
"very average", and describes his

background as "an upbringing in

reasonable comfort, in extremely
narrow surroundings, with the

minimum of intellectual and
aesthetic ferment and amid a host
of traditional prejudices seldom
controverted."

Dr. Lower continues later, "He
is neither poor or rich, in no sense
a rebel, accepting political and
social conditions as they are, par-

ochial and prejudiced to a degree,

with no width of experience der-

ived from his upbringing, intel-

lectually and aesthetically an in-

nocent of the innocents, and with
his head stuffed with worn-out
conceptions that will not stand
serious investigation. He comes
to college, listens to various more
or less funny people talking about
all sorts of strange things — and
often, if they are within hailing

distance of each other at all,

which is pure accident, contra-
dicting each other, meets strange
animals of unorthodox religious
and -political -creeds, _iinds _out
painfully that there is such a
thing as a class line of manners
and ability, and that he is on the
wrong side of it, and loses his
faith."

This is the Canadian university
student as seen by a Canadian
university professor. It is not an
attractive picture and any stu-
dent's first reaction to it is one
of annoyance. But a more careful

consideration shows that at least
part of this picture is applicable
to most, if not all, students.

In many countries the student
faction is an important part of
the national life, and is given a
good deal of attention by political

authorities. During the recent
political outbreak in Argentina,
for instance, many students were
imprisoned or expelled for their
active part in the uprisings
against the Peron regime. In Can-
ada, however, university students
form a forgotten group. For sev-
eral years they bury themselves
behind the gates of the various
campuses across Canada, emerg-
ing only in the summer when they
get jobs and temporarily forget
their university life. During this
time they seldom talk about what
they are doing at university, part-
ly because they are afraid those
outside are not interested, and
partly because, as Dr. Lower im-
plies, they are not sure-

The need for greater recogni-
tion of universities is constantly
being stressed, and each year a
cry is raised for increased govern-
ment aid to students. There is a
great necessity for more federal
grants and government scholar-
ships, and both faculty members
and students are constantly pro-
claiming it. But in order to gain
the necessary aid, students must
first gain the necassary recogni-
tion. They themselves must make
outside authorities, and the public
in general, realize the importance
of the university, its graduates,
and the students themselves. And
students in the past have done
little in this respect.

Students who are interested in
political, economic and social pro-
blems in Canada confine their
criticism to discussions in the
coffee shop. They seldom write
letters to the editors of leading
newspapers, and worse still, they
are afraid or unwilling to express
their opinions once they are out-
side the university itself.

If the Canadian university stu-
dent is to gain any support, re-
cognition, and respect, and thus
avoid the criticism of such people
as Dr. Smith and Dr. Lower, he
must take an interest in the af-

fairs most pertinent to him. He
must also work harder on public

relations, both within and with-
out the university, than he has in

the past.

By Joan Partridge

(The following article is the first

of a scries written by the Queen's

delegate to the World University

Students Seminar in Japan this

summer. In these articles Miss

Partridge will outline the work of

the seminar, and the work of IVL'S

generally, particularly in relation to

universities in Asia.)

In Japan as well as in Canada
the days are now becoming long-

er, summer's sluggish heat has

given way to the briskness of

autumn, mellowness ripens red

and golden. Students who attend-

ed the World University Service

Sixth International Seminar have

all returned to their respective

countries; as one of our Japanese
friends expressed it, they have

"gone with the winds of autumn."

There is autumn sadness in the

realization that members of so or-

ganic a community as the seminar

group should suddenly be scat-

tered to all parts of Asia and
North America. But there is a

purpose in our scattering : like the

autumn leaves, we drift apart in

order to shelter the seeds of new
life. We found this summer that

the concept of mutual under-
standing is not merely an ideal;

to us it became a reality which
must not be allowed to decay to

a meaningless cliche.

The organization responsible

for so fruitful an experiment in

international relations is World
University Service. Unfortunat-

ely, many students have no idea

what WUS is. unless they attend

such a university as Varsity
where the 50 cent levy for WUS
adds resentment to ignorance.

Three Methods

WUS is an international organ-
ization representing universities

in 37 countries. One might say
that its basic aim is to create a

world university community
based on mutual respect and mu-
tual assistance. In order to ac-

complish such a purpose, WUS
follows three methods. The first

is one of material aid from pros-

perous universities to those which
are less fortunate. This aid may
take the form of emergency relief

in the event of war or natural

disaster, or it may realize itself in

assistance to self-help enterprises

designed to meet long-term needs.

Canadian students may well
ask just what are the problems
of students in less materially

prosperous countries. Before
leaving Canada, those of us who
attended the Seminar had no con-
ception of our Asian colleagues'

great needs. Here are a few ex-

amples: there is such a demand
for education that in Indonesia
all schools have three shifts a

day; in Japan, little better than
one out of ten applicants can be
allowed to attend universities.

Text books are so scarce that

students must make mimeograph-
ed copies. The tuberculosis fre-

quency among Asian students is

appalling : in Japan, an estimated

six per cent of the student popul-

ation suffers from some stage of

the disease ; one thousand of these

students need immediate hospital-

ization. WUS has built a student
sanatorium near Tokyo, but this

can care for only 33 patients. Mal-
nutrition and overwork (many
students are Forced to have up to

three part-time jobs during the
school term in order to pay tui-

tion), can be blamed for these
statistics,

Not Charity

It must be pointed out that

WUS assistance is not given in

not only self-help enterprises,

whereby WUS organizations in

the less fortunate countries sub-
sidize allocations by raising

money themselves, but they are
also based on the assumption that
students in privileged countries
can gain much from contact with
the refined cultures of Asia and
Europe.

The second way WUS achieves
its aim is through the mutual
sharing of knowledge and exper-
ience gained in attempts to re-

solve basic university problems.
Closely related with this is the
third method : students and teach-
ing staff are brought together
without prejudice to race, nation-

al, political and religious convic-

tions, and social and economic
background. This aims at estab-

lishing, through personal en-
counter, that basis of internation-

al understanding from which a
spirit of international solidarity

can emerge and a concern for

mutual assistance and service can
be developed.

This is where the seminar fits

in. It was the sixth of such sum-
mer conferences which have tak-
en place in such strategic coun-
tries -as -Germany, ..-Yugoslavia,

and India, In future articles I

shall attempt to outline our var-
ious activities in Japan, point-
ing out some observations we
made about the function of edu-
cation today, student problems in

Asia, the political and economic
state of Japan, and international

understanding.

In the meantime, it is of vital

importance that Queen's students
become conscious of WUS on the
campus. The committee is mak-
ing plans which will need the
support of everyone in order to
raise funds for student relief.

WUS cannot be effective inter-

nationally unless it is first strong
both nationally and locally. Much
enthusiasm and energy will be
required in order to prove to the
Asian friends we met this sum-
mer that even though the Sem-
inar delegates have left their con-
tinent, their good wishes and
those of their fellow North Am-
erican students have not "gone
with the winds of autumn."
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Ken Ackles Leads

Queen's Pipe Band

The man in the tartan leading

the Queen's pipe band this year is

Ken Ackles of Science '58, who
succeeds last year's drum major,
Ken Walker. The new drum major
hails from Hamilton. He pointed
out that there is far more to his

job than leading the Gaels, victory

parades. He acts as quartermaster,

commanding officer and bandlea-

der, being responsible for everything

from equipment to reservations on
trips.

The most distinctive feature of

his uniform is the gold and silver

mace, the traditional symbol of

authority, also used in the Model
Parliament. His towering stature

is achieved in part by the high

ostrich plume hat, a descendant of

the military busby. The entire uni-

form, valued at over $500, is the

traditional Scottish one, of the
Royal Stuart tartan.

AMS Reappoints

Manager Of Band

AI Hitchcock will be manager
of the Queen's University brass
and pipe bands for another year.
Other appointments made by the
AMS at their meeting Tuesday
night were that of Al Gretsinger
and Ken Ackles as quartermasters
of the brass and pipe bands res-
pectively. Mr. Hitchcock who is

not an intramural student at
Queen's, was reappointed only
after much deliberation. He is

now on the staff of the university.

Financially, a 35c per capita
levy was provided in the cons-
titution for the future use of the
band. Last year the band's deficit

presented to the AMS was
$1,300. As in previous years, the
band was granted concession
rights to the checkrooms and soft
drink stands at campus dances.
A statement of revenues and ex-
penditures after every dance is

to be given to the AMS for ap-
proval.

The band, expecting their best

year under a new director, is plan-
ning a dance and a concert in

each term.

Chown House
Newest Annex
A sixth annex has been added

to the girl's residence. Situated
on University Avenue two doors
above Muir House, the new an-
nex will accommodate 17 girls.

Ohown House is named after

Miss May Chown, a graduate of

the university who for 30 years

has been honorary treasurer of

the Ban Righ board.

A home-like atmosphere per-

vades the newly decorated build-

ing. Colorful prints by Gaugin
and Matisse and soft shades of

yellow accessories enliven the
blue-gray tone of the common
Irtoonv ,Modem furnishings and
tasteful decor are found through-
°ut the residence. Mrs. Andre
Bieler, wife of the head of the

(Continued on Page 4)

Health Insurance

Dividends Help

Fill AMS Coffers

Queen's students will have $2600
extra to safeguard their health this

year. In a letter to the principal the

London Life Insurance Company
informed the AMS Tuesday that a
10% dividend totalling $2600 lias

accrued in the coffers of the Queen's
University Students' Health Insur-

ance plan. This is the first time

since the plan was brought into

force that a dividend has been pos-

sible. The matter of utilizing the

money was passed on to the Plann-

ing and Research Committee of the

AMS. Queen's now has a full time

nurse and an attendant doctor.

Also taken up at the AMS meet-

ing was Birk's application to handle

all Queen's insignias, rings, pins,

and similar products. Most of those

present felt there was no advantage

in dealing entirely with Birks and
that local merchants should be given

equal consideration. A Birks repre-

sentative is to be invited to the next

meeting.

The matter of finances for the

Queen's representative to the

NFCUS conference in Edmonton
this fall was thoroughly discussed.

Fifty dollars cash plus travelling

expenses was voted to Sylvia Beiler

and Lloyd Carlsen, who will be

making the trip west for the one

week conference.

Arrangements were also made

for AMS movies and the constables

for the Varsity football train.

MEDICAL REVUE PLANNED
New Aesculapian Project

Awaits Executive Approval
By Ed Koen

Journal Staff Writer

Production of a second musical show on the campus by the

Medical faculty appears possible. Following executive approval

by the Aesculapian Society, there remains only a vote at a general

meeting to establish a Queen's Medical Revue.

Certain M e d s m e n feel the revues of the past two years

have been disappointing and the quality of the talent in their

faculty has not been fully realiz-

"Beggars Opera"
Set Fo r Nov. 30

Traffic Jam
Stop, Look and . . . Attired in initiation garb are: Tish Hot-

son, Oakville; Sheila McMillan, Kingston; Jane Hamilton, Kings-

ton and Mary Rose Robert, Ottawa.

More Breathing Space Here
German Student Discovers

By Eleanor Williamson

Journal Staff Writer

Free choice of courses, no exams

till final year, anyone you like in

your room without the landlady

fussing — these are some of the

differences between Queen's and

Kiel University as described by

Hans Burck, this year's German

exchange student. In third-year

Meds, Hans is over here study-

ing biochemistry.

In his clipped Cambridge ac

cent Hans explained the value of

giving a student almost unlimited

freedom to decide for himself

what he would get out of univer-

sity life. "A student is then a self-

made man," he said. "He is not

just someone doing what the pro-

fessors tell him to do and read-

ing what he is told to read. He

learns to judge for himself."

Helping the student form his

own opinions are discussion

groups, some of them like politic-

al club's, called "Korporationeen".

Many of these are centuries-old,

with traditional insignia. And
something they have in common
with American fraternities is

their "rushing" of first-year stud-

ents to get them to join.

Kiel University is very much

like Queen's: it is smaller but

has the same ratio of women to

men. A notable difference is that

a great many of these women take

medicine. Teaching is the main

objective of the others.

Four years is the shortest

course over there, and five or six

years the usual. Also, German

students entering university have

had special education beforehand

—four years of elementary school

and nine years of high school.

Those who plan to take up a trade

have nine years of elementary

school ; there is a middle course

for students who want more than

this, without planning to go on to

university.

First impressions are very im-

portant, and Hans was delighted

with Queen's on his arrival last

week. He thinks our campus is

beautiful, and is looking forward

to doing some colour photogra-

phy, a favourite hobby of his. Of

course, the scenery around here

is a great contrast to bomb-scar-

red Kiel.

Hans has already been shown

a good deal of the district by

Hans Heine, last year's exchange

student. During his year at

Queen's he hopes to see more of

Canada and Canadians.

WUS Conference

Delegates Named

Tricolor '55

Copies of Tricolor '55 may

be picked up at Foster and

North Ltd., 83 Clarence

Street (near the Kingston

Post Office). Any books not

called for within a week will

be mailed to home addresses.

John Cartwrigbt, Arts '5S will

be Queen's student representative

at the world University Service

conference in Saskatoon, Oct. 7-9.

Walter Carter of the philosophy

department is the faculty repre-

sentative. It will be the job of

these delegates to report on the

conference and to find out from

the students of other Canadian

universities what WUS is doing

on their campus. It is hoped that

the results of, and publicity given

(Continued on Page 4)

The first rehearsal for the Glee

Club's fall term production, "The

Beggar's O p e r a", was held in

Grant Hall Monday evening. The
music is gay and attractive and

should be easily worked up to

top level work characteristic of

former Glee Club presentations.

Opera Score

This tale of Old London will be

unfolded in Grant Hall Nov. 30.

The score is made up of popular

tunes of eighteenth century Eng-

land woven together by John

Gay, and arranged, in their pre-

sent form, by Benjamin Britten.

The setting is in and around
Newgate Prison and the adjoin-

ing parish pubs.

Musical direction is by Dr. Gra-

ham George with staging by Mr.

Arnold Edinborough. Both of

these gentlemen will be remem-

bered for their production "The

Battered Bride" two years ago.

Glee Club Executive

Elected to executive positions

were : Pat Armand, president

;

Mary Gilroy, vice-president

;

Sheila Cameron, secretary; Jim

Barber, treasurer.

Rehearsals continue every

Monday at 7:15 in Grand Hail.

Auditions for principal roles will

be held after the first two or

three sessions.

ed. Any profit from this enter-

prise would be donated towards

the medical building program in-

itiated by the Society.

It was also charged that medi-

cal talent is practically excluded

from the present Revues by vir-

tue of the f a c t all rehearsals

are held in the afternoon. It was
felt an all-medical Revue
would overcome the problem.

Medsmen could arrange their

own rehearsal hours so as to ex-

ploit their faculty talent to the

full. Queen's Revue spokesmen

were not immediately available

for comment on this charge.

The script has been completed

by Ralph Pohlman, Meds '58.

Several original tunes have been

composed, and assisting with the

music and lyrics is Bill Surphilis,

also of Meds '58.

The theme of the show con-

cerns a reunion in Hell of ex-

Medsmen from Queen's— It is

hoped that Jack Graham, well

known vocalist from Meds '58,

will play a leading role.

Activity on the proposed revue

should begin after the Medical

Formal, with the final product-

ion planned for February. With

outside professional help engaged

only where necessary, the Meds-

men hope to produce an original

musical show that will provide

topnotch entertainment for the

students and some competition

for the original revue.

Bill Wallace, director of the

Queen's Revue, stated that the

charge of domination of the show

by Arts was untrue, and wel-

comed any talent from any fac-

ulty to join the revue.

I
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Uncle Don Breaks The Story

Search For Cinderella Is On
In ancient China, baby girls

had their feet bound so that when
they grew up they could be

dainty little souls. This custom

has died out, but its impact lives

on.

Next week the spirit of Aes-

culapius, far removed both in

space and time from the tiny

shoes of the Yangtze River, will

roam the land of Kingston in

search of a very special pair of

feet — feet that are bound to

please.

A colourful courier of Aescula-

pius will descend on the campus

and begin the hunt that will have

its climax in the crowning, or

rather the shoeing, of a lovely

Princess among Queen's.

How will she be found? Found

amongst the mass of pulchritude

which daily parades from Ban

Righ to the coffee shop, from

MacDonald Park to the Moon-

light Lunch, in short, all over

the place?

How? If the shoe fits, wear it!

The orthopedic masterpiece who

can comfortably ease into the

fabulous footwear which the cour-

ier will carry, automatically be-

comes a Princess—snatched from

the pages of Cinderella and trans-

ferred into the shimmering,

dream-like wonder of the Meds

Formal.

In place of a pumpkin and some

rats, a radio-controlled carriage

will waft the chosen one with

her proud Prince into the Gym-

nasium transformed) for a few

brief hours into a living story-

book. Not wanting the Princess

to come to the Ball half-shod,

her benefactors will present her

with the magic slippers, and

heavenly-scented lotus blossoms.

The search will start next

week ; so wash your footsies,

young maidens, and watch out

for the courier. He holds the

key to an unforgettable Oct. 14.

Girls with Athlete's Foot are

ineligible.
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McCILL TACKLES GAELS IN OPENER
H2CA4 THE

SIDELINES

MIKE MOFFAT

In case there were any doubts, the age of miracles is still with
us. The evidence to back this conclusion was to be seen any af-
ternoon late this week on the practice field back of the stadium.
The evidence was a five foot, eleven inch football player who is
a good quarterback. Thus was solved the toughest of the many
problems facing coach Frank Tindall. The player mentioned is
Gus Braccia, an ex-member of the football team at Temple Uni-
versity m the city of Philadelphia.

The arrival of Mr. Braccia completes the formation of what
should be the greatest Gael squad in many years. The Tricolor
already had the league's fastest and flashiest backfield with Ron
Stewart, and Gary Schreider on the half line, Bill Surphlis at full-
back, and either Ron Lane or Karl Quinn at flying wing. The
team had the loop's top two kickers in Jocko Thompson and Frank
Geard. It had a big strong line, featuring both experience and
possibly a new commodity to Queen's, depth. Thus the team was
all set to roll, if only there was somebody to pull the strings and
let loose the power that was there. It seems that Gus Braccia can
fill that job very well.

Not only has the new arrival taken a lot of worries off themmd of the coaches, but he has also inspired new confidencem the players who have renewed the vigour of their practices so
as to be ready to do their part in a march which all feel will wind
up with the championship. A simple quote from line coach HalMcCarney sums up the way all feel, "We're going to win on Sat-
urday No overconfidence, no bragging, just a simple statement
of a fact that everyone believed and was going to do their utmost
to make true.

In the practices, Gus looked quite at home with the team
and seemed to be having relatively little trouble in adapting him-
self to the Queen's plays. He can move his 190 pounds quickly
and showed both great ball-handling and passing ability. With
his sleight of hand in faking handoffs. it would seem that he would
be an excellent person not to play poker with

The essential for the Gaels was to get a passer who could
take a little pressure off their running attack. This would loosen
up the defence and give the Tricolor a chance to fool the opposi-
tion for those long gains which set up the touchdowns. It was
well known throughout the loop that Queen's had a great running
attack with the likes of Stewart, Schreider, Surphlis, Lane Karl
Quinn and Dave Harshaw, and the opposing coaches will have been
concentrating on defending against such plays It will be a sad
day for them when they learn that we have a top flight passing
offence as well.

THROUGH THE BLINDFOLD
As the season is about to start, it is time to put on the long

blue cap with the silver stars on it, straighten the glasses, polish up
the crystal ball and prognosticate.

The league will probably be even tighter than last year, when
Queen's, Western and Varsity wound up the regular season in a
first place tie, while McGill trailed without winning a game This
season will see McGill considerably stronger, but for my monev
they will st,]] wind up in fourth place. The other three will put
on a top flight battle for the top slot. Both Varsity and Western
suffered more serious losses through graduation than did the Gaels
Thus, with the backing of the Sports Editor of the Varsity I must
pick the Gaels to win the title. As to the other pair, I'll give West-
ern the nod as the Gaels playoff opponents.

Both of Ron Stewart's closest competitors in previous year's
scoring have graduated. Western lost the winner of the past two
season's when Gino Fracas went to Edmonton and Varsity lost
Steve Oneschuck, now with the Hamilton Tigercats. On the all-
star half line we are likely to see Stewart and Willie Casanova
of Western. Casanova is the player for whom Western coach
johnny Metras devised his diamond T. formation. Other Western
strong bets for dream team berths include quarterback Don Girvin
and tackle Ted Roman, a perennial top pick. Girvin is in for a
tough fight, with all four teams having aces in that position.

Filling in the fullback slot will probably be Phil "Mad Man"
Muntz of Toronto, who has been Varsity's top threat against
Queen's the past couple of years. Moving up front, we find
Queensmen Gary Lewis at centre and Jim Hughes at tackle. McGill
line bets are Buster Brown at guard and Clyde Whitman at tackle.

Gus Braccia

New quarterback shows passi?ig form

PHOTO BY PICKAHD

Tricolor Offence Strengthened
By ArrivalOfNewQuarterback

By Mike Clancy

Journal Sports Writer

Frank Tindall had his best sleep

n weeks Tuesday night, and for a

good reason too. The arrival of a

top-notch quarterback from Temple

University, Gus Braccia by name,

ended four weeks of quarterback

famine for coach Tindall. Braccia,

a well-proportioned 5' 11", 190-

pounder, is 22 years of age and is

enrolled in first year Arts. Gus
worked out with the Ottawa
Roughriders the first part of the

season. When he was cut, it was

suggested that if he wished to con-

tinue in school he might try a

Canadian university. Sherm Hood
and John Welton, both ex-Queen's-

men and now with Ottawa, put in a

word for Queen's. Gus arrived

Tuesday afternon and was in uni-

form within an hour, working out

with the team. His presence gave
the team a real boost and his pass-

ing drew many favorable comments
from the 200 or so sideline critics

who gathered around the practice

field.

Gus works well from TindaU's

formation, and his long passes

combined with the running attack

of the pony backfield should double

EXHIBITION
GAMES

Queen's 33 B. Beach 4

Queen's 12 SLU 6

Queen's 0 Sarnia 27

McGill 24 McMaster 0

McGill 0 UBC 0

Varsity 39 OAC 0

Varsity 31 McMaster 5

Western 18 Sarnia 17

Western 1 Kitchener 19

the Gaels' scoring potential. Al-

though he claims not to be a kicker,

his practice punts were mighty im-

pressive, as were his pass receiving

and his running. Braccia's ability

should earn him All-Star rating

and should help Queen's capture

the league title for the first time

since 1937. The Gael fans as well

as Tindall and his team deserve it.

They have all worked hard in their

various capacities, and should this

year realize their goal.

Heavy Aerial Duel Expected
As Gaels Favourites To Win

By Mike Clancy

When play in the opening game of the Intercollegiate football

league race gets under way here on Saturday afternoon fans will, in

all likelihood, be treated to a real aerial barrage as two forward
passing quarterbacks from the United States will clash as opponents.
Former Columbia star Dick Carr will be firing the strikes for Larry
Sullivan who has promised that McGill will be a league doormat no
more. Gus Braccia, former Templeton player, will be throwing the

ball for the Golden Gaels.

The Gaels are in good shape both physically and mentally for

this game. The only doubtful starters are guards Dave Wilson, Jim
Telford and Floyd Bajally. There will be a few new players in the

Gael's lineup including end Paul Fedor. Paul has the size and speed

and with a little experience under

Poem

As the football league gets under

way
The picture looks mighty bright,

The Gaels have a top-notch football

team

And the League title is in sight.

When Mellor left the football squad

The coach felt mighty blue,

Braccia arrived the other day

Now hope springs up anew.

Two referees met in an optical store

The time was half past two,

They talked in very low voices,

What they said we'll pass on to you.

'I hear Queen's have a rugby team

And that Kocman isn't thru',

Sqambati said not a word to his

friend

He just looked mighty blue.

"I have a wife and kids you know
And my family's always said,

I cannot be much help to them

If I find myself quite dead."

"So I'll change my ways of living

And get glasses to help me see

Though I'll never go near Kingston

If they elect me to referee."

By Mike Clancy

his belt should be a big help to

the team.

Rusty Bradchuck, a transfer

student from McMaster has won
himself a guard position along

with sophomore Jack Abrahams.

Another bright prospect for

the squad is fullback Frank Har-

shaw from last year's Intermed-

iates as well as halfback Charlie

Safrance, and quarterback Pete

Redfern. Pete played for Carlton

College a couple of years back.

One of the most improved men
from last season's team is tackle

Russ Thoman. Russ has the size

and drive to make him a real

threat to opposing backfields- Jim
Hughes, who played terrific two-
way football in his freshman year

should nail down a spot on the

all-star team come ballot time.

Captain Gary Lewis holds down
the center spot.

Another holdover from the

'54 Gaels is defensive halfback

Frank Geard, who can also kick

if anything happens to "Jocko"

Thompson. Fiery halfback Al

Kocman, although not eligible

for the first three games due to a

suspension, will be in tip-top

shape come the second half of the

schedule.

Reports about the strength of

McGill Redmen vary. Some

IN THE LEMONLITE

Levana intramural golf tourna-

ment is under way. Lists have

been posted and all the girls are

invited to sign up. The closing entry

date is Oct. 8th and the tourna-

ment will be played the following

week. It is a nine hole competition

at either Cataraqui or Glen Lawr-
ence Golf Clubs. Sign up now,

Levana, and support your yeare

For further information, contact

Jan Ziegler, 2-5011.

The softball tournament begins

Oct. 4th, The schedule is as follows -

.

Tues. 4th, 57 vs 56; Weds. 5th,

58 vs 59 ; Thur. 6th, 59 vs 56 ; Tues.

11th, 56 vs 58; Weds. 12th, 57 vs

59 ; Thur. I3th, 58 vs 57. The games

will be held on the lower campus

at 4 :30 p.m. Each team is compelled

to have at least three practices.

The draw sheet of Intramural

tennis is up and girls are asked to

get their games played as soon as

possible.

That's all for this week, Lemons.

papers claim that they are not

much better than last season

while others say they have a con-

tender. According to Prof. Tin-

dall they are likely to come up with

a strong attack led by former

Denver University halfback Bob
Holland. Another newcomer to

the McGill backfield is 160 pound
Gene Thalemier, formerly from
St. Lawrence University where
he was their top ground-gainer.

If weight means anything, the

Redmen have it in the tackle de-

partment with Clyde Whitman
and Art McCabe, who tip the

scales at 235 and 250 pounds re-

spectively.

Most sportswriters at this

point would proceed to predict

the season's outcome. However,
this writer hates to be proven
wrong, and because of this will

refrain from making any predic-

tions.

Sports Cars

Driving skill tests, held by the

St. Lawrence Automobile Club,

are scheduled for 1 :00 p.m. on,

Sunday at the Kingston Speedway,

located off Division Street. Enthu-
siasts or sports car owners at

Queen's are cordially invited to

attend. No entry fee will be charg-

ed. For further information, call

Doug Phippen at 5255 or Ted
Whitney at 4175.

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

Dial 7135

town and country

Restaurants

Highway No. 2, Cataraqui, Ont.

Princess at Clergy Streets,
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If yCU'RE A fAN
(IF NOT, DON'T READ THIS)

It is one of ie traditions of Queen's to celebrate if the teamwms and to celebrated the team loses. Shouldn't a man who can
in.sh four quarts o cider during , game feel every bit as proud as
the player who makes a touchdown? Maybe (he fan is naturally
modest Of. up to now he might not have been given his deserved

SS^HTrmJSn SpGrtS llCadUlies ° f to,n™w wiH
"FIGI-H FINISHES FAX BEFORE I

Can anything at other universities
emotioi

AN N.

of the Queen's student who fell of! th

SUES FIFTH",
with the tender

lalcony of Grant

TH£ HiPPO
By Agatha Hipvcll

I like the hippopotamus,

He's better than a lot of us.

He has good moral habits —
Much better than the rabbit's.

In any case you seldom see a

pregnant member of the clan,

And yet they do have babies:

the experts say they can.

Which goes to show that birth

control, when exercized proper-

ly, is good for beasts and men.

It results in happiness all around,

and babies only now and then.

Conjugal bliss

Is something we miss.

Wanted
Men to act as AMS Con-

stables. Apply to Ray Middle-

ton before Oct. 8.

(anglican)
King St. at Johnson St.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 2nd

8.00 a.m.—Holy Communion.

9.15 a.m.—Family Service.

11.00 a.m. -Choral Communion

7.00 p.m.—Evensong.

ANGLICAN STUDENTS
RALLY

Special Service for AH Students
and Young People.

Preacher: Bishop Evans.

Informal Party
ring Service.

I cordially invite

a first Cathedral

i Parish Hall fol-

ALL STUDENTS
to be t>rlsent nt

Students 1 Evening"

WELCOME TO ST. GEORGE'S

I tall, landed on li leverage sup-

ply, and didn't even care becaus
the team won?

Then there is the game itself.

The joy of watching plays mov-
ing, the thrill of a long run or

completed pass, and the satisfy-

ing sound of a good tackle! It's

something like a professional

wrestling or burlesque, with none
of their profession! boredom.

Unwanted animals seem to

arouse excitement. It is told that

last year at Toronto the rather

crude device of a greased pig
was used, and that in the larg-

er American universities dogs are

trained to walk out on the field

at crucial moments. Here, how-
ever, we scorn such crude prac-

tices and use trained bears or,

even more important, trained

fans.

As soon as the game gets ex-

citing, the referee makes an un-
popular decision. The fans in-

variably rise in ire; sometimes I

suspect these noises are subsi-

dized by the faculty but they
claim amateur status.

From unwanted animals we go
to unwanted people—urchins un-
der the stands—drinkers who
splatter their beer—and referees

who can't tell a foul from a fowl.

But they all go togeher to

make the game—dogs, drum ma-
jorettes, referees, fans and plav-

ers. Maybe some day there will

be no more fouls

or blue snuggies

are here, let's make th

it.

coonskin coats

but while they

most of

Prpijbgterian (Sitarrij

Princess And Clergy Streets
Rev. J Fordes Weejderburn

M.A. D.D.. Min;ster
darwin stata,

Organist And choirmaster
lillian preston
assistant onsnmsr

10:30 a.m.—Bible Class

11:00 a.m.—Morning Service,

Nursery Class, Church School

7:30 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Young People
Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended to

all students.

Qlhalmrro

littfe& (Miiirrii

EARL AND BARBIE STS.

REV. W. F. BANISTER. D D.

MINISTER

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 2nd

11 a.m.—Holy Communion.

7.30 p.m. -The Apostles'

Creed.

(2) "AND IN JESUS
CHRIST OUR LORD."

8.45 p.m.—Youth Fellowship.

0 Come Let Us Worship

Mttitei Gtijnrrt?

minister

Lloyd Zurbrigg
organist and choi r master

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 2nd

11 a.m.—"World Wide
Communion"

7.30 p.m.
—

"The Esculator"

Fireside for students and the

young people after the evening
service. You will be welcome.

A GLOSSARY OF FOOTBALL TERMS
(for the inquisitive and uninformed)

Forward

Penelope's Romance

Pass—G e 1 1 i n g ac-

quainted with the coed in

the front row.

Illegal Interference—"Take your

bauds off my Mickey!"

Unbalanced Line—Alfred Street

at 1 :45 Saturday afternoon-

Quick Opener—New use for buck
teeth.

Coach—An ulcer on a salary.

End Run — "We know where

you're going!"

Placement — Dropping 7-Up on
the kids under the stands.

Cheerleader — Megaphone on
springs.

(The author's name has been

withcld by request.)

As a youth my ambition was to

play big-time football. Only one

thing kept me from realizing this

dream—I was no good. When the

coach broke the news to me I felt

as though the end was in sight. I

was ready to throw myself to the

Lions, hut Detroit wouldn't have

me either. What was I to do?

Determined to divorce myself

from humanity, I became a complete

recluse. The following week I took

up residence in Kingston. I was

happy for a while : doing cross-word

puzzles, going to Bingo's and

Stock car races.

Then it happened! I had grad-

uated with honours from the print-

ing class at KCVI Night School

and for want of a better place,

opened a small shop in my basement.

Spurred by my Toronto upbringing

and driven by poverty, I began to

print counterfeit money. Maybe it

wasn't much, but it paid the bills.

It was a stormy November night

in the middle of the play-offs. I was

doing a rush order for a Jarvis

Street scalper, and I was in

hurry. If I finished them early, he

would give me a free ticket. In my
rush I failed to notice the pot of

hot lead on the stove. In a moment

it was boiling over, and I was en-

gulfed. In this sea of metal my
crooked career swam before me. But

I fooled them ! I lived I However,

my worst fears were realized when

they took the bandages from my
eyes—I was blind

!

The following week I began my
happy career as a CIAU referee.

In Memoriam

Here lies the body of Instruc-

tor McPharr

He gave an "F" to the football

star.

Once upon a time, in a far

country, there lived a fair young
maiden who was much sought after

by the country rustics. Day after

day and month after month they

would arrive at the door of her

father's cottage to woo, and always

she sent them away because she

had once read that a frog or a

donkey or perhaps a bird might be

in reality a bewitched prince who,

if treated properly, might become

unbewitched and marry her. Thus
she kept in her room a small

green frog which she named
Gregory, a donkey named Napoleon,

and a sparrow named Frisby. Her
name, by the way, was Penelope.

As the reader might imagine,

Penelope's room tended to be a bit

close with Gregory, Napoleon and

Frisby all carrying on in singularly

high style. Indeed it got so bad

that even Penelope sometimes su-

spected that her approach might not

be the wisest of the several that she

had considered. But she did noth

ing about it, and rather tended to

show even more deference than

before to her little pets and/or

princes.

As for the other members of the

family, they were quite convinced

that Penelope was not doing the

right thing by getting romantic

over frogs and donkeys and birds.

Her papa was embarrassed by the

frequent references at the pub to

Penelope's peculiar theory on ro-

mance, and her mama was angered

(a little) when her neighbours

made suggestions that Penelope

might not be entirely normal. Her
brothers and sisters thought she

was crazy.

The country rustics continued to

arrive at the cottage because Pene-

lope was a great beauty, and knew
how to sew and cook. They said

they could put up with anything if

she could only accept them as

husbands. Penelope continued to

refuse them, and evan began add-

ing to her collection of animals.

Now, as everyone today knows,

it is darned seldom that a prince

can be found wandering around

dressed up like a frog or a donkey

)r a bird. They simply don't do it.

\nd it is also known that the imag-

ination of rustics can only extend

so far. After a while they get tired

of wooing girls who prefer green

frogs, donkeys named Napoleon

and birds who can't sing a note,

and go off and get a big romantic

experience out of the girl down the

road.

Penelope, then, was left finally

with her frogs and donkeys and

birds (for by this time she had col-

lected more pets), and none of them

turned out to be bewitched princess.

In fact, there was not even a shoddy

viscount among them the entire

lot. This presented a problem

(other than that of small quarters

for her and the family and that of

smell.) What could she do with all

the pets?

Well, she decided that she prob-

ably knew more about frogs and

donkeys and birds than most people

in the whole kingdom, and so she

wrote a big book in which she

talked about their habits. The book

was an immediate success, and

Penelope became awfully rich.

One day a prince who had been

exiled from his kingdom read about

Penelope in the women's column

of the daily newspaper. Since she

was so rich and he so poor, he

decided to marry her at once.

So, to finish my story, Penelope

and her prince, whose name was

Harry, got married and lived hap-

pily ever after on her money. They

raised twelve children, five boys

and nine girls, who went on to

college and took honours biology.

Penelope at last sold all her pets

to a zoo for £900, which the prince

ambled away or got drunk on.

MORAL — Some people are

crazier than others.

WARD & HAMILTON LUNCH BAR
PRINCESS AT DIVISION KINGSTON, ONT.

FULL COURSE MEALS
REASONABLE PRICES

P

i

i

i

i

i

Fashion Craft . . .

We are taking orders for Science and

Arts Faculty Jackets at our tempor-

ary quarters at 255 Brock Street,

corner of Bogot.

No doubt you know our store

was destroyed by fire on June

30th and we are located tem-

porarily at above address.

Place your orders NOW for

EARLY DELIVERY
*

OFFICIAL BLAZER COATS
IN STOCK

SIZES 35 TO 48

ALSO LADIES SIZES 12 to 20

$40.00 Complete with gold wire crest

STEAM
SHOVEL

News of Bews Surpasses Clues

Scribe, returning from glorious summer in land of setting

sun, first answered call of Maid Marion in lower regions of Cav
of Nic. And was evil bloiv struck to many great warriors of Tribe

in Battle of Fac, mourned Marion. And Scribe did note many
dead soldiers on floor of Cav of Nic, as sore was Marion's grievance

for noble warriors of Heinz. Greatest was Marion's sorrow for

warriors who slouched slolhfully into slough polluted with Clodtz

of Eartz.

Lemons Flower But Soon to Sour

And did Marion warn latest braves to resist pursuit of native

girls and nightingales, as good enough were Lemons for youngest

of bucks. But did Marion dry tears and smile with knowing eyes

at thoughts of foolish Frosh frustrated by lousy Lemons. And
Marion did predict that by month of Jan would youngest of tribe

join friends of Scribe in hunt for babes of finer choice and leave

sickly Lemons to men of lesser faculties and Philips of Morris.

Tribe Looks Great at Golden Gate

As fluids of amber again flowed free in Land of Kin, did

Scribe join Tribe in Cav of golden portal. And did Scribe note

many old boarders of Fort of Hank and Her Majesty's Inns so-

journing there in newly resurrected dining room. And was talk

of newest Dean of Tribe, EX Conn, overheard by Scribe at every

suuat-aud-gobblc-box.

Beware of Gaels, Hard as Nails

And again did Marion call Scribe to most humble abode to

hearken to words of wisdom. Be not afraid, came the raves from

the Cav. For faces of men from Land of Mont will be redder

than uniforms and great joy will be unto all in Land of Kin on

Eve of Saturn.

Now docs baud grow weary and lips grow dry and Scribe Must

put down chisel until another day.
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50 million

times a day

at home, at work

or while atplay

CFRC

There's

nothing

i; SO BRIGHT ... so right for

you ... so tangy in caste,

ever-fresh in sparkle.

2. SO BRACING ... so quickly

refreshing with its bit of

wholesome energy.

"Cofce" It a reglilered

Friday

6:00—Music
7:00—Hie Jacet; D. Couper, N

Franks

7:15—To Be Announced
8:00—To Be Announced
9:00—To Be Announced
10:00—Starlite Serenade

Saturday

5 :00—Warm Up
5:30—Holland Calling-

5:45—Stardust; D. Wong
6:00—What's New; H. Light-

body

6:30—Living it Up; J. Price, B.

Phillips

7:00—Hits and Misses; A. Dor-

land, E. Williamson

7:30—On the Upbeat; A. Matth-

ews
S:00—In the Groove; D. Thomp-

son

8:30—Campus Crossroads;

T. Hunter

9:00—1490 Classics; B. Sander-

son

10:00—Cook's Musical Tour;

K. Cook
10:30—1490 Pops; D. Harrison

11:00—Enjoyable Music;

R. Clench

12:00—Sign Off.

Jean Curran of Arts *57

"Under 21" Makes Its Choice

\odv£ag Ttienil
I

COCA-COLA LTD.

McGALL'S
LUGGAGE AND SPORTING GOODS
By The World's Finest Manufacturers

— AGENTS FOR —
SPALDING - SLAZENCER - CCM, ETC., SPORTS EQUIPMENT

SKYWAY — SAMSON ITE — McBRINE

QUEEN'S CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS
SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS
Tennis and Badminton Racquets Restrung

212 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 3793

New Lighting
For Library
New lights burn bright in the

library these nights. This project

was postponed until this year be

cause of other library expansion

Now the latest type of fluorescent

lighting has been installed.

The head librarian, Mr. H. P.

Gundy, said the old lighting was

"inadequate and unsightly", and

declared the improvement a great

Who's Where
Proofs are posted for cor-

rections until Oct. 2 in hte

Students Union. Organiza-

tions wishing a listing should

hand in their number to

either the post office or the

AMS office by Oct. 5.

Welcome Back To Kingston
AND TO CELEBRATE WE WANT TO OFFER

YOU THIS OUTSTANDING BARGAIN

.99
SIZES

34 TO 46CORDUROY

SPORT JACKETS
REGULAR RETAIL VALUE $19.95

STYLED BY UTEX —
CANADA'S FAMOUS JACKET HOUSE
FULLY SILK LINED - VENT BACK

NOTCH LAPELS - SINGLE BREASTED

FINEST QUALITY AMERICAN CORDUROY
Tan - Rust - Brown - Green - Grey - Wine - Blue

PLUS FREE
WITH ANY JACKET

Your choice of any

dress or sportshirt in

the store.

Value to $5.95

WATCH THE JOURNAL FOR OUR WEEKLY SPECIALS
ON SOCKS - SWEATERS - JACKETS - DRESS PANTS - TAN PANTS
UNDERWEAR - TOPCOATS - OVERCOATS - DUFFLE COATS - JEANS

KINGSTON LIQUIDATORS

BANKRUPT SALE 71 Brock St.
BETWEEN

KINC AND
WELLINGTON

How does a girl go about get-

ting; her picture on the cover of

nationally distributed Weekend
Magazine? Jean Curran. pretty

Queen's cheer-leaderette solved

the problem earlier this summer
and as a result adorns the cover

of last Saturday's Weekend, cur-

rently on the newstands.

Actually the process sounds
simple- The first step involves

having your picture taken by
some reputable photographer,

such as Mr. John Steele of Toron-
to, which Jean did last summer.
Mr. Steele then exhibits the pho-

tograph in a gallery In New York.

Someone working for Weekend
admires Mr. Steele's work and his

subject, and then discovers that

the subject is Jean Curran, an at-

tractive cheerleaderette from
Queen's,

The Editors of Weekend then

decide to run a feature article

about Jean in conjunction with

PHOTO BY WONO

the football season. The photo-

graphs which appeared in Week-
end were taken last fall in order

to be ready for publication at the

opening of the 1955 season. Ar-

tually it is not all as easy as it

sounds.

After graduation next spring,

Jean intends to work at Old Fort

Henry for the summer. In the fal!

Jean will travel to Europe with

Sandy Dyer, the Queen's drum
majorette.

STAFF CHANGES
Dr. G. Krotkov, R. Samuel Mc-

Laughlin Research professor of

biology, is doing research work at

Harvard University. He has been
awarded a Fellowship by the John
Simon Guggenheim Memorial
Foundation of New York.

Dr. A. R. M- Lower, professor

of history, will be on leave from
Sept. 1, 1955, to January 31, 1956,

Students Service
Held On Sunday
A welcome service to all stud-

ents, nurses and cadets will be
held at St. George's Cathedral

Sunday evening, Oct. 2. Evensong
will begin at 7 p.m. and special

preacher will be The Rt. Rev. K.
C. Evans, Bishop of Ontario.

After the service the first of a

eries of student programmes will

be initiated. Bishop Evans, with
Mrs. Evans as well as the Dean
and Mrs. Browne, will act as

osts. There will be group sing-

ing and a coloured film as well as

ntroductions to the heads of var-

ious church organisations. After

the program, refreshments will Up
served.

1
to take up a post as visiting prof-

essor in the department of history

at the University of Wisconsin.

Professor R. L. Fauconnier, of

the departmenet of French, was
given leave to accept an appoint-

ment as Vice-Principal of the

Lycee at Auch, France.

Professor A. M. Fox, of the

department of Spanish, has taken

up a temporary teaching post at

Victoria College and the Univer-

sity of Toronto.

Professor D. W. Slater, of the

department of economics, will be

a member of the research staff of

the Royal Commission on Can-
ada's Economic Prospects dur-

ing his year's leave of absence.

New Annex
(Continued from Page 1)

art department was responsible

for the interior decoration.

Muir House has also been ex-

tended to include the two floors

above the Faculty Women's Club

and now houses 23 girls. Queen's

now owns all but two houses

along the southwest block of

University Ave.

CHRISTIAN YOUTH CENTRE
185 QUEEN STREET TELEPHONE 8110

Students Are Welcome

Fireside Every Sunday Evening — 9.00 p.m.

Recreation Throughout the Week.

CHARLES LEACH, Director.

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

68Vi Princess Street Kingston Phone 2-1761
Quality that Pleases . . . Service that Satisfies

Royal Traveller

Visits Kingston

The Princess Royal, only
daughter of King1 George V and
Queen Mary, will visit Kingston

while on a cross-country tour of

Canada.

She will arrive on Oct. 7 from

Montreal, and will be met at the

station by a guard of honor from
the Royal Canadian Corps of Sig-

nals, of which she is colonel-in-

chief. The Princess Royal will

stay at the Canadian Army Staff

College.

The Princess' itinerary includes

a tour of Fort Henry on the day
of her arrival, to be followed by
luncheon at Queen's University.

She will visit Vimy barracks dur-

ing the afternoon and have din-

ner as guest of the Signal Corps
at Vimy. A reception will be held
at the barracks.

On Oct. 8 she will lunch at

Royal Military College. On the

following day she will depart for

Ottawa where she will he the

guest of Governor General Vin-
cent Masscy.

BROCK
JEWELLERS
161 Princess Street

Kingston, Ontario

PHONE 2-7361

WATCH Repairs

A Specialty

- WE SELL -

WATCHES - DIAMONDS

VALLEAU'S

BARBER SHOP
316 PRINCESS STREET

Three Barbers

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 6917
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SIGNPCST
Tricolor '56

Don't forget the organizational

meeting of Tricolor '56 on Mon-
day, Oct. 3 at 7 p.m. in the Jour-

nal Office. See article elsewhere

for more information.

NFCUS Art Contest

Entries for the NFCUS Art
contest must be submitted by
Oct. 15. First prize is $200 schol-

arship to the Banff School of

Fine Arts next summer. Please

give entries to Clarence Barnes
7965.

Freshmon's Handbook

There are a limited number of

*The Freshman's Handbook"
now available. These can be ob-

tained at the post office free of

charge.

Queen's Atjucode

Everyone interested in swim-
ming is invited to a short meet-
ing of the aquacade members
Thurs., Oct. 6 at 7 p.m. No spec-

ial skill is necessary.

Duplicate Bridge Club

The QDBC will hold its first

meeting Monday, Oct. 3, in the

TV room at 7 00 p.m. Everyone
welcome. Any girls interested

should contact Mike Moffat at

2150. If sufficient co-eds are in-

terested, arrangements will be
made to hold future meetings in

the co-ed lounge.

UNTD
A UNTD Barriefield cruise will

leave from the Barriefield jetty

near the Lasalle causeway at

1.30 p.m., Sunday, returning at

5.30. All first and second year

students interested in joining the

TJNTD are invited.

Newman Club

Newman Club Mass at 9:30
a.m. Sunday in St. James Chapel,
Brook St. Communion breakfast

in Hotel Dieu Hospital cafeteria.

Speaker will be Principal W. A.
Mackintosh.

Newman Night at 8 p.m. Sun-
day in Jeanne Mance Residence,
Brock St.

Redman's Ramble

Tonight after the Pep Rally.

Place — Grant Hall. Orchestra
— Con Baker's. Campus Band
featuring Brian Gallagher. Inter-

mission feature — the Two Dots.
Admission — 50c a person. Stag
or drag.

Canterbury Club

A film, "The Power Within"
vf}\\ be shown at the first meet-
ing of the Canterbury Club Sun-
day, Oct. 2, in St. George's Cath-
edral Parish Hall after the even-
ing service. Come and meet your
fellow Anglican students!

WUS Conference
(Continued from Page 1)

to, this conference will improve
the current sad state of this

worthy organization on the cam-
pus-

At a meeting held Monday,
Joan Partridge, who attended the

WUS International seminar in

Japan this summer, was appoint-
ed new chairman of the WUS
committee,

The Alma Mater Society has
granted Mr. Cartwright $200 ex-

penses. Dr. Carter has been
granted a similar fee by the
faculty.

Killel Movie

There will be a presentation of

the film "The Medium" at Hillel

House, 26 Barrie St., at 8 p.m.
Oct. 2, All welcome.

Queen's University Squadron RCAF
The first meeting of the

Queen's University Squadron will

be held on Wednesday, Oct. 5, at

1830 hours in the COTC building.

All members are expected to at-

tend.

Glee Club

Rehearsals for "The Beggars
Opera" Monday 7:15 p.m. in

Grant Hall. Openings for prin-

cipals and chorus.

Young People

The first meeting of St. And-
rew's Presbyterian Church Young
People's Society will be held this

Sunday following the evening
service in the church hall. All

students are welcome.

QCF
The Queen's Christian Fellow-

ship invite all freshettes and
freshmen to their Frosh reception

Wednesday, Oct. 5.

Food, fun and fellowship.

Church Service

The first service of Holy Com-
munion will be conducted by the

University Chaplain in Morgan
Memorial Chapel at 9:30 a.m.

Sunday.

At the University Service in

Grant Hall Sunday 11 a.m. Prin-

cipal Mackintosh and AMS Vice

Pres. Lloyd Carlsen will read the

lessons, Eleanor Home will be at

the organ and the University

Padre will preach.

Science '56

There shall be a general year

meeting of Science '56 in Convo-
cation Hall today at 4.30 p.m.

Among other things the budget

will be presented.

Pep Roily

There will be a pep rally tonight

at 7:30 in Leonard Field.
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New Entrance Tests For Freshmen

Meet Challenge Of Over-Crowding

In order to cope with the over-

crowded conditions expected
within the next few years, a psy-
chological examination has been
introduced here, according to Dr.

J. M. Blackburn, head of the

psychology department at

Queen's.

Dr. Blackburn said that in the

New Face Appears

In An Old Office

Newly appointed assistant sec-

retary-treasurer of the Alma
Mater Society is Mrs. J. F. Wil-
liams who took up her duties in

the AMS office Sept, 20. She has
replaced Mrs. Gary Lewis who
held the post for three years.

"Where do I find my Tri-
color?" has been the most popular
question so far, according to Mrs.
Williams whose job also includes

looking after bookings for dances
and meetings on the campus.

Mr. and Mrs. Williams have
lived in Kingston since 1946. Mr.
Williams is a graduate of Queen's
in mechanical engineering.

Registrar Seeks

Rhodes Applicants

Applications are now open for

Canadian Rhodes scholarships which
will be awarded early in December.

They must be in by Nov. 1. They
are tenable at University of Oxford,

England, and the value is approx-

imately $1700. Scholars are granted

two years with the possibility of a
third year

;
they may follow courses

fo study of their own choice.

Selection is made on the basis

of school and college records with-

out written examinations. Of the

eleven scholarships, two are allotted

to Ontario. Interested students

should contact the registrar.

next few years the number of

students applying for admission

to the university would far exceed

the number which could be ac-

commodated. To partly counter-

act this, a higher entrance stand-

ard will be in effect next Septem-
ber when a 60 percent average in

the Ontario Departmental Exam-
inations will be required.

In addition, and especially for

those students coming from
schools outside Ontario, a psych-
ological test will be given, to see

whether or not those students

would benefit from university

training.

The first of these tests was giv-

en to a selected group of this

year's freshmen and the results

of this experiment will be used to

help establish the standard on
which later tests will be based.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS
Your subscription to the Queen's Journal expires with this issue.

You must renew your subscription NOW if you wish to keep up to

date with all the campus news during the coming winter.

Please use the form supplied below so that we may handle
your subscription speedily and efficiently.

Please renew my subscription

Nof

Address

SCIENCE ELECTIONS

TO FILL VACANCIES

Brighter Outfits

For Cheerleaders

Bright new uniforms will add
colour to the cheerleaders' efforts

this year. Tuesday night the AMS
voted to buy new uniforms for the

successful candidates from Thurs

day's tryouts. About 20 girls and

a few boys under the direction of

Al Hart and Chuck Malcolmson

have been practising hard all week.

This year a new type of com-

mittee, consisting of the Levana

president, the Athletic Board of

Control president, and all the

cheerleaders of two years' standing,

will choose the new cheerleaders.

Classified Ads
For Rent : Large double room

with twin beds. Four minutes'

walk from Queen's. Phone
22414.

Wanted : Table boarders, good
home cooked meals- Apply 391

Brock Street.

Vacancies in the executive of

the Engineering Society in the

aftermath of last spring's exam-

inations will be filled by an elec-

tion to be held within the next

few weeks, society president

Andy Blair said this week.

The posts vacant at the present

time include that of executive sec-

retary and court crier of the

science court, both of which are

to be filled from the ranks of

Science '58.

Failures in second year science

last year have left open the posts

of treasurer, athletic stick, junior

prosecuting attorney of the scien-

ce court, and junior AMS repre-

sentative.

The two remaining positions to

be filled are those of secretary

and senior AMS representative,

both of which were originally

held by members of Science '56.

Open House
Open house at HMCS

Cataraqui this Sat. & Sun.

All welcome — bring your

friends, male or female. Dress

jackets and ties.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-
ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL. SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

PRINCESS STREET

Coffee Shop and Restaurant

Kingston, Ont. Phone 7712

QUEEN'S
UNIVERSITY

Come and get 'em

ihe New Tu-Tone

Paper-Mate

Paper-Mate of Canada
oivraioK oi>

GEHIRM. DISTRIBUTORS LTD.
HUD OFFICE 70 1 NOTHt
DAME AVIm WINHIPKO, HAN.

DAY OR NIGHT
PHONE 5551

For Quality Milk, Cream, Butter

BY

Hemlock Park Dairy
LIMITED

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FAMOUS
Velvet Ice Cream Duncan Hines Ice Cream

MOONLIGHT LUNCH
FULL COURSE DINNERS CHINESE DISHES

Lunches prepared to take out.

SPECIAL. FOR STUDENTS
Meal Tickets: $5.50 for only $475

527 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 2-900

K. PETROS
EXPERT SHOE REPAIRS KEYS DUPLICATED

SERVICE WHILE YOU WAIT
Confectionery, Novelties, Magazines

525 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2-6533

HAPPY CORNER RESTAURANT
SPECIAL MEAL TICKETS FOR STUDENTS

We serve ITALIAN SPAGHETTI
533 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2-8013

Full-Fashioned

[. . . countless new Fall shades
iin fabulous Pettal Orion, so soft,

jyoii have io touch if fo believe itl-

|irt cashmere-treated Lambswool-
Mn exciting new Acrilan!

Platinum

beige

SWEET CAPS
add to the

enjoyment

FRESHER . ; . MILDER . : . THEY'RE TODAY'S CIGARETTE
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Recreation Or Profession?
Not long ago a noted British Columbia sportsman, of the old

school, was prompted to deliver some very caustic remarks on the
evils of professionalism in sport. Most of the replies were equally
caustic. A leading baseball magnate called the gentleman, for
want of a better term, a Communist, and proceeded at some length
to expound on the close relationship between professional sport,
free enterprise and democracy. Another declared, without reser-
vation, that professionalism was "the greatest thing that ever hap-
pened to sport."

These statements reveal a basic conflict between two very
different conceptions of sport. To one group, a sport is primarily
a business in the entertainment field. Its success is measured
by the number of paying customers it can attract. Its rules are
modified to make it more pleasing to the spectators. Because the
spectators like a certain amount of bloodshed, officials must con-
done much illegal activity. The spectators like a winning team
and so victory at any cost becomes imperative. In such a setting
sportsmanship becomes a hollow phrase.

The other group regard sport primarily as a form of recreation
Its justification, if it requires it, lies in the development of strength
and character in the players, not in figures on a balance sheet.
Its success, insofar as it can be measured, is expressed in terms
of the health and enjoyment which the players derive from it.

The interests of the spectator are subordinate to those of the
player. There is a code of sportsmanship which enjoins the player
to abide by the rules of the game, and more to be generous in
victory aud in defeat. Beneath it lies the basic principle that the
result is less important than the manner in which the game is played.

We believe that this latter view represents the attitude towards
sport at Canadian universities. It is only natural. This conception
originated on the playing grounds of English schools and uni-
versities. It was early transplanted in similar Canadian institu-
tions and it has flourished. However, in recent years its lofty
ideals have been subjected to some of the strains of professionalism.

It has been particularly felt in sports, like football, which at-
tract a wide spectator interest. By a peculiar distortion of values
the prestige of a university tends to be registered on the score-
board. Alumni with means demand a winning team and are will-
ing to finance the getting of one. University officials ingeniously
devise scholarships, subsidies, tutorial assistance,, and other amen
ities to promising athletes. Intercollegiate sport becomes big
business. We do not suggest that such conditions exist today at
Queen's or at any other Canadian university. Nevertheless, the
seeds are present. We need only cast our glance southward to u
observe specimens of the full-grown plant.

Bastille Day In Paris

"I just NEVER get anywhere on time anymore . . .

I have to ask all the other boys on my floor what I should
woy-er"

Conversation Piece

;
By Tony King

;

Pep With Prudence
The Kingston police are generally regarded as formidable

obstacles to Queen's students indefinable idea of a "good time".
They are seldom given credit for the many times they have over-
looked serious offences against the municipal peace, regarding
them in the light of "student pranks" and crossing them off the
books. There have been occasions when they have actually helped
students avoid publicity which might be damaging to future careers.

Tonight a pep rally has been planned. In past years pep
rallies have resulted in considerable worry to the AMS, bad public-
ity for the university, and a withdrawal of certain privileges open
to students, such as cheaper rates at the local movie houses. The
patience of the Kingston police has been sorely tried. They have
signified their willingness to help those in charge of freshmen
events to keep them under control. It is up to the students taking
part to cooperate with their efforts. It is altogether possible to
work up pre-game enthusiasm: without damaging the entire com-
munity.

WUS At Queen'
A small but enthusiastic student committee is now making

plans to revive interest in World University Service on the campus.
The success of the campaign is imperative if Queen's is to retain
its association with WUS at all. The AMS has indicated its sup-
port by helping to finance a delegate to the student seminar in
Japan this summer, and also a delegate to the WUS Conference
in Saskatoon next week.

The advantage to an individual university of membership in
such national and international organizations as WUS and the
National Federation of Canadian University Students is the con-
tact they provide with universities across Canada and around the
world. They help counteract isolationism and false feelings of
self-sufficiency which can arise within a university, especially in
a smaller university like Queen's where the mass of students form .

a closely integrated group. WUS and NFCUS serve as reminders
,that the oooulation of anv nnp uni..*.,-?;*., i__ - ... > fans

o r- — ~ sove as remmaers
that the population of any one university is merely a very small
part of a much larger group working for similar goals and with
similar interests.

Last spring a visiting member of the WUS national office told empty-headed°song plugger do it
the local committee that Queen's has made an extremely poor for them,
contribution to WUS in the past several years. Part of this wasw<ts Popular music is an end pro-

f;..
1"" ° f the Q<"*ns committee, which did little to make duct of industrial civilization.

If th^!rWI
\
and interestinS to the 'students. If the new com- reop,* have become so accustom- likt- th, .,,„,. ,„ K , n ,

,„.,,„„.,

Zoort " "
Pr0miSGS t0

'
°
WCVer

' * de5erVeS StUdent Cd t0 having Wash!nS R0d^rs and a very few othTs
do their laundry and automobiles But then they're serious music

I hate popular music. For years

now I have sat quietly while

people who knew nothing about

Haydn or Beethoven or Vivaldi

or Bartok maligned my favorite

composers. I think it's time some-
thing were heard from the other

side of the fence.

One of the troubles with pop-

ilar music is that you can't avoid

it. It makes you fidget in the bar-

ber's chair, destroys your appetite

at the Town and Country and
ntermi'ssions at local movieruins 1 "«ui nuin me lyrics, E

houses. The latest popular songs popular tunes are nothing to
wouldn't be so bad if they kept write home about either. They
a civil distance, but they follow rattle and spin to the heights of
you around like salesmen trying

to unload cemetery plots.

I got to thinking about these

a couple of days ago

while cowering in a corner dur-

ing a recital by a dame called

Gibes or Gibbs or something. I

can't remember whether she
wanted someone to be her baby
or whether she wanted to be
somebody else's baby, but which-
ever it was it stunk. (She did

have the age level identified,

though.)

The poor woman—I think it

was a woman— sang in a husky
quasi-baritone voice. On second
thought, she didn't sing: she pos-

itively bellowed—like a drunken
Artsman (I like Sciencemen) in

front of the Fort at two o'clock of

a Sunday morning. At least his

enthusisam would be fairly

healthy; Miss Gibbs sounded as

though she would collapse on the
floor and writhe like a gibbering
idiot if her child welfare problems
weren't cleared up.

Popular music's fundamental
flaw is that it is phony, through
and through. The song-writer

thinks the lyrics are phony, the
crooner who slobbers over them
knows they are phony, and the

would think they were pho-
ny, too, if they had wit enough
to make love on their own ins

do their walking that they have
to have popular music do their

'wooing. Instead of whispering
sweet nothings in each other's

ears, modern couples can spare

themselves the mental effort of

inventing sweet nothings by
turning on the radio and hearing
Eddie Fisher declare his love for

all and sundry, A "do it yourself"

movement in courting would spell

disaster for the whole popular
music industry.

Aside from the lyrics, most

popularity because most people,
not being very musical, can only
remember tunes which are either
simple or monotonously catchy.
Ever tried whistling a Bach
fugue? You can't do it. That's
why Bach is not featured in juke
boxes across the land.

One thing the fans always say
after hearing a Brahms symphony
would be ludicrous if it weren't
almost tragic

: "But it ain't got no
n-thum!" That amounts to an
admission that the speaker's sense
of rhythm has never been dev-
eloped- Brahms' symphonies form
webs of rhythm—intricate, dyn-
amic, vital rhythm. What the fan
means is that they ain't got no
beat. Sure they ain't got no beat
—who wants to sit and listen to
a fellow hit his snare-drum at
regular intervals for forty-five
minutes? You can hire a machine
to do that. And dance to it too.

Many fans don't like serious
music because they think it is

pretentious. Nonsense. Some of
the people who claim they appre-
ciate serious music may be put-
ting on airs, but good music has
no pretentions at all. It is just
music, to be appreciated as music,
not as a brand of artificial aphro-
disiac.

Two more points : "classical"

tead of letting some curly-haired music ' s music of the late eight-
• eenth and early nineteenth cen-

turies — Tchaikovsky did not
write classical music.

And finally I should add that I
People have become so accustom- like the songs of Kern, Gershwin,

By Ken Hilborn

Long columns of heavy tanks

thundering along the Champs
Elysees, formations of swept-
wing jet fighters howling past

overhead, masses of infantry and

cavalry moving down the famous

avenue between the rows of

thickly-packed, n e c k-c raning
spectators who lined the side-

walks—these are my memories of

Bastille Day parade in Paris. It

was an impressive spectacle

;

watching it, I found it easy to

imagine that France was once

again a great power, a nation with

an armed might that entitled her

to a respected and influential po-

sition in the councils of the

world. It was easy to forget 1940

—and Dienbienphu.

But I think the spectators re-

membered all to well—remember-

ed the triumphant advance of

Hitler's Germans into the very

heart of la belle France, remem
bered the inglorious record of

French arms in Into-China. For
the crowd showed little patriotic

enthusiasm. There was moderate
applause for the contingents of

veterans, for the cavalry and the

colorful colonial troops. But the

applause seemed to vary in inver-

se ratio with the usefulness of the

units applauded, cavalry drawing
the most and armored forces the

least.

As the big tanks rumbled by

—

some of them named for the vic-

tories of Napoleon, all of them
making the sidewalks vibrate

—

the spectators merely looked on

silently, displaying no sign of

pride in these mighty instruments

of war.

I got the impression that many
of these French people regarded

their army as nothing more than
a parade-ground affair. I hope
they were wrong; I am afraid

that, at least to a considerable ex-

tent, they may have been right-

Sitting at home writing, it is

easier to remember 1940 than it

was on the morning of July 14 on
the Champs Elysees.

The end of the parade, I recall,

created quite a pedestrian traffic-

jam as the crowds attempted to

disperse, and the chairs and tables

of the sidewalk cafe's did not ex-

A Letter To The Editor

I have been told that the inter-

collegiate football season opens
tomorrow, and that the McGill
Red men are to be visitors.

Whether or not Queen's will

have a team to contest the game
is, to me at least, a moot point.

Although I am a registered stu-

dent at this institution, and al-

though I have paid my athletic

fee in full, and although the Gaels

have been practising since the

first of this month, I have yet to

get even a small glimpse (except

in practise) of the team which I

will be supporting for the rest

of the fall.

To the gentlemen of the Ath-

letic Board of Control, I make
this point: gentlemen, your best

is not good enough. Although
the arranging of exhibition games
may be a difficult task, I feel that

the powers that be should con-

sider it their duty, and not merely
their right, to see to it that the

Gael exhibition games are played

on their home grounds where the

student fandom can watch.

A Disappointed Fan.

actly improve the situation. I had

encountered some other members
of the tour—I was travelling with

a combined NFCUS-Canadian
Youth Hostels group—and to-

gether we extricated ourselves by

following a zig-zag course among
the tables of a corner cafe until

we emerged on a comparatively

uncrowded side street.

The tour was provided with

accommodation at a lycee in the

Rue de la Pompe, and we found

our way back there in time for

lunch. It was an excellent meal, a

holiday special with chicken and
a tasty white wine. Our evening

meal, incidentally, was to prove

equally good, including a gener-

ous helping of roast meat washed
down with a most enjoyable vin

rouge. (This French and Italian

custom of drinking wine with

meals is an admirable one. The
protests of "temperance" fana-

tics notwithstanding, it deserves

more popularity in Canada.)

It rained intermittently dur-

ing the afternoon—there was one
quite violent thunderstorm—but

the weather did not prevent us

from touring the capital by char-

tered bus, seeing some of its

major attractions. I remember
Notre Dame best—Notre Dame
with its numerous flying buttress-

es, so characteristic of the Gothic

style.

A propos of our bus tour, a
word about Paris traffic : it is as-

tonishingly quiet. The traditional

Parisian system of driving, the

system of honk and hope, is now
completely passe—by police or-

der- Traffic proceeds in a remark-
ably orderly fashion, with scarce-

ly ever an unnecessary sound
from a horn.

The Paris subway—or metro,
as the French call it— stops at

1 a.m. We succeeded in missing
the last train, at a station on the

Champs Elysees, by about fifteen

seconds. So, noticing that the
cafes were still open, we sat

down, had a liesurely drink and
finally returned to the lycee by
taxi. I got considerably less than
eight hours sleep that night, but
in Paris—especially on Bastille

Day—loss of sleep seems extrem-
ely unimportant.
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Princess Royal At Queen's
Tours University On Friday
Her Royal Highness t h e

Princess Royal will be the guest
at a luncheon in the McLaugh-
lin Room of the Students' Union
Friday. " After the luncheon she

Director Of Revue
Denies Charges

Bill Wallace, director of the
Queen's Revue, has emphatically
denied the Revue is dominated
by talent from the Arts Faculty.
He said all faculties were encour-
aged to come out, since the show
could only be strengthened by
increasing the available talent.

"As for rehearsals being held
in the afternoon, that is com-
pletely false", he said. "Except
for the dance routines, all rehear-
sals last year were held in the
evening.

In reply to the charge of
poor quality in the revue, Mr.
Wallace pointed to the full

houses of the past two years. He
added that a Medical Revue
might not appeal to many people
outside the Medical Faculty.

He suggested if the Medsmen
thought they had a show worth
producing, they should submit it

to the AMS as a script for the
Queen's Revue. •«

will make a short tour of the
campus and visit several build-
ings.

Guests at the luncheon will in-

clude Principal and Mrs. W. A.
Mackintosh acting as hosts,

several officers of the university
and representatives of organiza-
tions in which the Princess Royal
is especially interested, including
the Girl Guides, the Canadian
Red Cross, the Canadian Club
and the IODE. Queen's students
will be represented by Kip Sum-
mers, AMS presidient, and Eliza-
beth Gillan, president of Levana.

The luncheon will commence
between 12:15 and 12:30, and the
Princess Royal is expected to
appear on the campus about
1:15 p-m.

During her tour of the campus
the Princess Royal will be
shown the cornerstone of the
New Arts Building which was
laid by her parents in Oct. 1901.

Singing in the Rain

English A

Notices of classes in English

A are posted in the north

vestibule of the New Arts
Building.

Seating Plan Irks Students
Stadium Property Defaced

'mSBm

STUDENTglp

DEFEND STUDENT RIGHTS

SIGNS OF THE TIMES
A group of unidentified sign-painters were busy last Friday night voicing their disapproval at

football seating and dance prices. These epithets were erased by gametime.

Frosh Turn Fire Hoses On Girls

Queen's freshettes suffered an
unusually rugged initiation last

Friday morning.

Led by a team of vigilantes to
the Men's Residence, McNeill
House, at the chilly hour of 6:30
a.m. they were serenading the
boys, after the age-old custom,
when they were suddenly dren-
ched with several pailfuls of cold
water, flung from the residence
windows.

The "McNeill Attack" was
carefully planned previously by
a group in the residence. The
men had hooked up hoses the
night before but by some defect
in the plumbing system, the
plan failed, and they resorted to

wastepaper baskets as their

weapons of attack-

The freshettes were wending

their way home, past the Stu-

dents' Union Building about 7

a.m. the same morning, when a

group of Sciencemen bore down
on them, armed with hoses, and
thoroughly drenched the girls.

The sophomores received most of

this punishment but a few fresh-

ettes were given full-face hosing
also.

Some of the girls were upset

but on the whole they were
"wonderful sports", as one vigil-

ante said, despite the damage to

their clothing, health, and spirits.

Ross MacKenzie. assistant Sci-

ence vigilante, believes the idea

was hatched by the Science fresh-

men and a few sophomores.

The frosh were dismissed after

their initiation early Friday mor-
ning, and most of the vigilantes

left the scene. The remaining

Sciencemen had either plotted

the scheme earlier, or were struck

with the notion on the spur of the

moment.
One Levana vigilante said,

"The boys had their initiation

—

they could have let us have ours."

But boys will be boys." Several

of the freshettes agreed. "While

the hose episode added to the ex

citement, it didn't add much to

the fun of the initiation."

Dr. Andrews From Maritimes
New Principal Of Theology

Dr. Elias Andrews is the new
Principal of the Queen's Theo-

logical College. This summer Dr.

Andrews was called from Pine

Hill Divinity Hall in the mari-

times, to replace Dr. S. M. Gil-

more who resigned because of ill-

health.

Born in Newfoundland, Dr.

Andrews graduated in Arts from

Dalhousie University and later

CFRC States

Time Changes

Students Are Back Again
Pranks Return With Them
(Wednesday) — Arts freshmen

made their first physical contribu-

tion to campus gossip last Wednes-
day night when they strung a long

banner across University Avenue in

front of Richardson Hall. The
banner, of white canvas strung be-

tween two trees, was emblazoned
with the words "Arts 59" in red

paint. It was also decorated with
a tattered red dress which was left

dangling from the banner and with

a similarly dangling woman's girdle

and brassiere.

A roving reporter from the

Journal discovered the prank about

2:30 Thursday morning. A return

visit later in the morning, after the

University officials

the banner.

had cut down

sun had risen, revealed that alert done.

(Saturday)—A delegatioin of

about 12 high-spirited Queen's-

men, representing all three facul-

ties, paid a surprise social call to

Chown House early Saturday

morning.

At about 1 :30 a.m. the boys
groped their way up the fire es-

cape into one of the bedrooms,

singing to the accompaniment of

a guitar.

The visit was a brief one as the

boys were escorted down the

stairs and out the front doorway
by the warden. No damage was

The radio workshop of the

Queen's Drama Guild will begin

broadcasting over CFRC this

Thursday evening, it was an-

nounced today. This will mark

a change from the Friday even-

ing programming formerly in

effect.

Permission for the change was
granted by the station at the re-

quest of the workshop- The rea-

son was said to be of convenience

for both listeners and studio

broadcasters. In other years the

listening audience was affected

by Friday night activities on the

campus, particularly dances and

basketball, and by football week-

ends. By the same token, many
students were unable to take part

in the programming.

The workshop also announced

that auditions held last week
were singularly successful in dis-

covering interest and talent on

the campus. Mrs. William Angus
will, however, continue to see

any students whose interest de-

velop through the year.

The Meaning of Christ for Paul.

He has done a considerable

amount of work in the education-

al and social departments of the

Maritime Conference of the Unit-

ed Church.

The cry of "Give us Decent

Seats" was splattered on Rich-

ardson Stadium Friday night in

red and white painit. The work
is believed to have been that of

student's returning home from a

dance which followed the pep
rally.

Other siigns proclaimed,
"We've had poor seats long

enough" and "Students protest

poor seats," and "Pay but don't

see". A sign on the lavatory at

the south end of the field read,

"Reserved for AB of C members
only."

The shining new stands, built

to accomodate a little over 4.000

people, have been divided into

two portions, with the result that

the student section contains seat-

ing for less than 1800 students.

Two empty quart cans of paint

and some rough stencils were
found the next day near the

scene- In addition to the signs

complaining about seating ar-

rangements, a new line of demar-

cation for the student section

was cleaved down the centre of

the press box.

The stadium staff labored
throughout the mormnig before

the game and succeeded in re-

pairing the damage before game-
time.

Students continued to protest

verbally during the game when
many were forced to sit in the

aisles because of lack of space.

Levana Elects

Hon President

Elias Andrews

attended Pine Hill Divinity Hall-

He served one year in pastoral

work before going to Drew Uni-

versity in Madison, New Jersey,

where he obtained his Ph.D.

turned to Pine Hill Divinity

Hall, where he has held the Chair

of the New Testament until 1955

when he was called to Queen's

Dr. Andrews has been activie

in church work and has done

some writing. He is a frequent

contributor to The United
Church Observer and has writ-

ten two books, Modern Human-
ism and Christian Theism and

A familiar figure in the classics

department for many years, Miss

Mary Macdonell was recently hon-

ored by the Levana Society exec-

utive. A distinguished woman whose

family has long been associated with

Queen's, she was chosen honorary

president of Levana.

Miss Macdonell graduated from

Queen's in 1909, and went on to

take her M.A. in Classics. She re-

tired last spring after teaching

Greek and Latin here for many
years.

The Levana Society elects a

different honorary president each

year. Miss Macdonell succeeds

Mrs. J. Alex Edmison, wife of thejic Board of Contro
Assistant to the Principal.

What They Say

Kip Summers, AMS president:

The AMS intends to do every-

thing it can to rectify the matter.

The AMS court, which will be

set up later this week, will at-

tempt to find the culprits and to

deal with them as it sees fit.

AB of C Secretary Charlie

Hicks: In my thirty-five years at

this university, I have never be-

fore seen such willful damage
done to our property. The Athlet-

ic Board of Control will try to

find the parties responsible for

this, but, at the moment, we don't

know where to look.

We know this much. If the

darn fools keep this up, they'll

drive the caretaker out of his

mind. It's a shame to see such
shining new property damaged
to this extent.

J. Alex Edmison, assistant to

the principal : This matter does

not come within our jurisdiction.

We are confident that the Athlet-

will investi-

gate the whole affair.

Uncle Jack Adds to the Story

A SHOE FOR A QUEEN
Starting this afternoou a courier

of the Aescutpian Society will roam

the campus in an attempt to find

the co-ed whose foot can comfort-

ably fit into the "Golden Slipper"

which he carries.

The lucky winner, whose name

and picture will appear in the Fri-

day, Oct. 14, issue of the Queen's

Journal becomes "Cinderella" of

the Meds Formal. She receives a

free ticket, corsage, taxi fare, and a

photograph.

An escort for Cinderella will be

provided — if she so desires.

Note: Cinderella's world will not

disintegrate at midnight. Due to

the pumpkin shortage several rats

could be provided to take her home
at 3 a.m.
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GOLDEN GAELS TROUNCE REDMEN 30-10

rECM THE

SIDELINES

MIKE MOFFAT

The Tricolor got rolling in the right direction in their first

Intercollegiate game, as they trounced the McGill Redmen by a
30-10 count. Featuring a passing attack that netted well over three
hundred yards, the Gaels grabbed an early twelve point edge and
were never threatened.

Sparking the attack behind a solid line that gave him the best
protection a Queen's passer has had in years was Gus Braccia, who
tossed four touchdown passes after scoring the first major himself
on a five yard plunge. Doing more than his share of the receiving
was Ron Stewart who took three passes that netted fifteen points.
Gary Schreider made the other five, when he was on the accept-
ing end of a forty yard pass play. Jocko Thompson added four con-
verts and a single to complete the Gael points. Jocko massed the
last convert to cut his streak at home at nine consecutive points
after touchdown.

Both offensively and defensively, coach Frank Tindall got the
most out a line that outplayed the heavier McGill front wall all the
way. Lou Bruce played an outstanding game, and came up with
the first blocked kick of the year when he broke through early in
the second quarter. The play set up the Gaels' single. It was the
fourth blocked kick to Lou's credit in the past two season's, as he
accounted for all three such plays in the league last year. Playing
a great game at tackle was Jim Hughes who continues to look
better every game, if that is still possible. Russ Thoman turned in
a fine effort, including breaking through to block McGill's second
convert attempt, only to have the play nullified by a team mate's
offside. If there was anything wrong with the Queen's line, it was
that over-eargerness cost the squad a few cheap offside penalties.

WHO SITS WHERE
It is now time for the traditional beef of the Queen's students,

and we feel that it very true. Everyone thought that with the new
seats would come a new and better deal for the team's best and
most loyal fans. It was thought that they would be given a break
when it came to allotting the seats in the stadium. They got a break
all right, but it wasn't a fair one. When game time approached
there were the police and the AMS constables herding the indignant
students down into the end zone to sit in the worst seats in the
stadium.

I am quite sure that if one asked the players who their best
supporters were, they would receive the answer that is was the
students of their own university. Why, therefore, should the team's
best supporters be shoved down into the end zone instead of get-
ting the best seats in the stadium as they deserve? It is true that
the student section does exend up to the forty-five at the one end.
but why should they not get the better part of that side of the field
which is meant for them? Would it not be more realistic if we
started supporting the supporters by giving them good seats.

Is it necessary to remind those in authority that the students
are paying a good price for their places, and should get good seats
in return? Especially since they have no choice as to the price which
they wish to pay. Even another twenty-yard extension of the student
section would do much to ease the problem, and certainly show the
mistreated students that their support is appreciated and wanted
not to be tossed into the least important or least saleable spot in
the stadium. Advantage is being taken of the fact that Queen's spirit
will make the students support the team wherever they must sit-
but the students are hoping for a change for the better. Let's not let
that hope be in vain.

HOW ABOUT THE INTERMEDIATES
I was agreeably surprised last Friday on going to the Interme-

diate game, as I found well over three hundred students in attend-
ance, particularly freshettes. I said the revolution has come. Queen's-
men are supporting the Intermediates. Then I found out that half
of the crowd was the freshettes, who were there with sophomore
police. As soon as the sophs went home, so did a lot of the
freshettes, although I did notice a few remaining.

Why aren't the students willing to support the Intermediates?
They complain about seats and yet when they have a chance for the
best seats in the stadium to watch a swell bunch of guys turn out
some A-l football, they don't even go. If you mention an Interme-
diate player, someone asks who he is. Let's face facts. This year's
seconds are next year's Seniors. Let's support them this year, and
you'll know who they are next year.

PHOTO BY WONG

HEY, WAIT FOR ME
McGill's John Cronin chases Ron Stewart after Ron caught Braccia's

pass for a long gain.

Intermediates Gain Point Split

Late Quick Kick Ties Ryerson
Queen's Intermediates, op-

ening their '55 football season at

Richardson Stadium, played to

a 10-10 draw with Ryerson. Trail-

ing 10-9 with less than four min-

utes to play freshman Terry

Dolan booted a long single on

a quick kick from the fifty yard

line after it seemed that Queen's

was going to sacrifice every op-

portunity to knot the count.

Both earlier in the final quarter

and late in the third, Queen's

were in close enough but failed

to take advantage, electing to

go for expensive yardage.

Queen's opened the scoring in

the first quarter with wingback
Eddie Mallard bulling his way
over from the five. The junior

Tricolour then capitalized on a

high snap to snare a safety touch
and 7-0 lead. Then, a thrilling

sixty yard pass play set the stage

for a Ryerson touchdown with
fullback Leggat plunging over.

Queen's picked up two more
points on a blocked kick and the
half ended. Nine-five Queen's.

Early in the third quarter, Ry-
erson halfback Brown, who ran
well all game, went all the way
from his 30-yard line on an end
run to give Ryerson the one-point
edge that lasted so long and
looked so large.

Queen's Lineups: centres,
Saegar, Redfern

; guards, Lewis,

Day, McCullough, Kent; tackles,

Oliver, Taylor, Corbett, Vidmar;

ends, Perry, Robinson, Campbell,

Faulkner; wings, Clifford, Mallard;

quarters, Cela, Belfoi ;
halves,

Monro, Robertson, Nowakowski,

MacNay, Nichols; fullbacks, Dolan,

Smith.

In The Lemonlite

Barb Kinzinger, Phys. Ed. '59

will be freshette representative for

the L.A.B. of C, and Sue Robert-

son, Arts '58 is tennis rep. The

announcement was made at an

L.A.B. of C. meeting last Wednes-

day night. Congratulations to both

girls.

The Levana hours in the gym
this year are 4:30 — 5:30 every

day and there is a half court on

Monday from 3:30 — 4:30 p.m.

Swimming is also underway.

Regular hours are Monday 3:30 —
4:30 and 7:30 — 9 p.m., Wednes-

day 2 :30 — 3 :30 and 7 :30 — 9 :30

p.m.

Divers, speed swimmers and

synchronized swimmers are asked

to come out for Intercollegiate

swimming. Practices are held Mon-
day at 730 p.m.

The softball schedule is up on

the Ban Righ bulletin board. Play-

ers for each year are asked to take

notice of it and see when their

games are played.

DAY OR NIGHT
PHONE 5551

For Quality Milk, Cream, Butter
BY

Hemlock Park Dairy
LIMITED

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FAMOUS
Velvet Ice Cream Duncan Hines Ice Creai

Tricolor Scalps Opponents
Filling Air With Footballs

By Mike Clancy

Frank Tindall's Golden Gaels lived up to pre-season expect-

ations Saturday as they galloped to a 30-10 triumph over the hap-

less McGill Redmen at Richardson Stadium. McGill, although

stronger than last year, was no match for the Tricolor. As was
expected, an aerial duel developed between Gus Braccia and Dick

Carr, with Carr coming out second-best to Queen's latest, and
probably greatest, quarterback to don a Gael uniform in many
years. Braccia did all that was expected of him and more. His pass-

ing was sharp and his ball-handling was as smooth and deceptive as

any seen in this league in the past. Gus also proved he could run

with the ball when the need arose, by scoring the first TD from the

McGill four-yard line.

Queen's second touchdown was
set up by defensive half-back

Jimmy Cruikshank midway
through the first quarter. Jimmy,

better known as "The Crow", in-

tercepted a long desperation pass

of Dick Carr's on the Queen's 50

and ran the ball back to the Mc-

Gill 49. A perfect execution of

the old "Statue of Liberty" play

by Braccia and Stewart put the

ball on the Redmen's 18. Schrei-

YARDSTICK STORY

First Downs
Rushing _____

Attempts

Completions _ 12 16

Passes

Intercepted

Yds. Passing

Fumbles

Aver. Punt „„

Penalties

Punt Returns

17 19

145 180

24 16

2 1

324 187

2 1

42 35-5

45 15

55 31

der drove to the five but a pen-

alty put the ball back on the 28

yard stripe. Another penalty

against Queen's moved the Gaels

back to the 33. Two plays later

Ron Stewart gathered in a pass

from Braccia at the ten and ran

over for the Tricolor's second

major. Once more Jocko Thomp-
son kicked the convert, and the

quarter ended with Queen's lead-

ing 12-0.

Midway through the second

quarter, the Gaels picked up an-

other point on an attempted field

goal of Jocko's which went wide.

Jim Hughes. Lou Bruce and Jack

Abraham brought down the Mc-
Gill receiver before he could run

the ball out.

A 70 yard pass play from Dick

Carr to Bob Hutchison put the

Redmen back in the game. Din-

gle's attempted convert hit the

cross-bar. Queen's were not to

be denied, and roared back to

score their third TD of the game.

After Bill Surphlis ran the kick-

off to the Gaels' 42 and "Biter"

Bruce hauled in a pass to put

play on the McGill 30, Gus Brac-

cia connected to Stewart, who
ran the ball over the goal line to

make the score read 18-5. Once

more, Thompson split the up-

rights to give the Kingstonites a

comfortable 19-5 margin.

The first half featured the pass- :

ing of Braccia, the running and

plunging of the big "S" line and I

the strong tackling and blocking

of Bruce, Hughes, Abraham,
Thoman and captain Gary Lewis.

For McGill, Y u s ka , Cronin,

Hutchison and Murphy were the

most aggressive and noticeable

players.

The Montrealers came to life

momentarily in the first few min-

uets of the third quarter as their

end runs began to click for sub-

stantial gains. However, Tin-

dall's men "pulled up their socks"

and stopped the McGill squad

cold after they had advanced up

to their own 50. Once again Jim-

my Cruikshank helped set up an-

other Queen's TD along with

Ron Stewart, who lateralled to

the "Crow" at his own 45. Jim-

my put on a great display of foot-

work as he dodged and weaved

to the Tricolor's 53 yard stripe.

Bill Surphlis plunged to McGill's

52, Braccia threw to Stewart at

the 43 and Dave Harshaw car-

ried to the 38. On the next play,

Braccia ran wide and tossed a

long pass into the arms of Gary

Schreider, who stepped over for

the squad's fourth major score.

Jocko's convert was good, and

the score was then 25-5. In des-

peration, Dick Carr took to the

air and the Redmen moved up

to their own 52 in short order.

Jim Grant replaced Carr at the

helm, and on the strength of his

passes to Bennett and his own
running penetrated to the Gaels'

four yard stripe. Once more the

Tricolor line tightened up and,

led by Thoman, Hughes, Bruce

and Harshaw, stopped the Mont-

realers in their tracks. A 73 yard

pass-play to Ron Stewart, who
got in behind the safety man,

rounded out the Queen's end of

the scoring. In the dying minu-

tes, McGill scored an unconvert-

ed touchdown. Hutchison carried

the ball over. Russ Thoman was

in to block the extra point.

Newcomers to the Gael squad,

(Continued on Page 4)

Intercollegiate Standing

W L F A Pts.

Queen's 1'

Varsity 1

Western 0

McGill 0

Results

:

0 30 10 2

0 20 2 2

1 2 20 0

1 10 30 0

Queen's 30, McGill 10

Varsity 20, Western 2

Dial 7135

town and country

Restaurants
# Highway No. 2, Cataraqui, Ont.

• Princess at Clergy Streets,
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Saints Marcus, Marcian, Amnion. Petronins. Edwin, Aurea and
Francs of Assisi-Whoo went the whistle of the expectant freight
er.Hownow hownow liownow sighed the rusty engine at the dock
October m Kingston. For the second time. My winters in Snow-
land, my springs in Hopefuland, my summers in Summerland, but
by Octobers ... Kingston. Up and down, skidding into corners, the
rabbit wind pneks its ears and fluffs its silly tail. Where the grey
of the pussy-cat sky ami the grey of the puppy-dog lake chase each
other along and along, and roll together bump against the grey of
the Old Dame's skirts, tickle her ankles, make her giggle like a
jolly school girl pinched in the back parlour. For the second time the
October park, where no one throws stones because I am no longer
a stranger, and know the first names of four people and two spar-
rows and one of the squirrels. The name of the squirrel is Clift
and one of the sparrows is Bob-

All crossways through the lanes the chimneys stand politely
burping smoke. Bored by long progress through the flues, the grey
smoke sits, primly on the roof, stares backward and forward then
slips into the flues again to feel the moderate comfort of the inner
rooms. Kettles stutttcr. and with a cough of steam a pot of t
born, but cautiously ... a drop of rum for Auntie who has a
... a drop of whiskey for Lil who has her heart you know .

bottle of beer for Archie who has a taste for it. But tea for all with
lemon from America, a cube of sugar from Cuba, and sometimes
cream from a cow.

October in Kingston and the month stands waiting to be intro-
duced. Near the end we shall ask October if we've met, and it will
shake its head and snow, and move to Montreal-

Tedium. I see this week is being observed as National Letter
Writing Week, and that merchants in the town are advertising that
"someone is waiting to hear from you". In order to facilitate this
process, these merchants are offering for sale paper, pens, ink, blot-
ters and directions to the nearest postal office for stamps. This marks
a dangerous trend of some sort, for I suspect that the week is being
sponsored by the Post Office bureaucrats in Ottawa. These men
have perhaps been chided by the cabinet, and are out to boost the
sale of stamps. Indeed, one can visualize them wallowing about in
the pitiful pennies copped from the trembling hands of grand-
mothers and impoverished veterans . . . pennies spent on postage in
order that they might write and ask a Paternal Government for
their monthly dole. Yes, children are going hungry that their mo-
thers might send for the allowance. . . The glib phrase "someone is

waiting to hear from you" sounds too much like "someone is watch-
ing you", and I for one shall not be seduced into their nefarious trap !

This, however, leads me to remember that a great number of
people actually are waiting to hear from me, smug in the knowledge
that they shall not this side of Paradise. There is nothing which
alienates friends so quickly as a letter promptly answered. Know-
ing this, I usually wait some months after they write me, when they
have cooled off. I have even been known to refuse writing at all.

and my oldest and best friends arc those who have never heard of
me. A letter quickly replied to requires another letter just as quick-
ly sent off, if the correspondent is to keep at the head of the class.
But this sort of thing boggles the imagination, for letters are (or
should be) forms of conversation. Since television, conversation has
become passe, and so we have arrived at the perfect dilemma.

As if it were not enough already, I am told that this* is also
Pharmacy Week. I am urged to visit my druggist. This I shall do
at once, but what on earth shall I say to him? I shall say: "Good
morning, sir. I do not intend purchasing anything in your remarkable
and commendable emporium, but I should like to take this oppor-
tunity to wish you and your colleagues continued success and long
life". This will endear me to him, and perchance he will give me a
free sample of aspirin advertising the establishment. I might add
that if any of my readers are interested, I should be happy to or-
ganize parties of fifty to visit all the druggists in town. These tours
could be carried on all through the week, or until the druggists de-
cided to discontinue their subtle but dangerous campaign. What do
you say?

Was forced the other day to buy a tube of tooth paste. My old
one developed hernia and expired quietly in the night. But I am one
of those people who arc Incapable of Controlling Small Situations.
The Aegean stables would present no difficulty, but to decide where
to put the broom afterwards would leave me a complete wreck. . .

Thus I was left to the mercy of a clerk irf the tooth paste shop. He
exploited my Inability to Cope by displaying every type of paste
known to man and beast, and in the end 1 fell frothing to the floor,

where they left me until closing time. . . These are they who have
come out of great tribulation only to stumble off a curb. What shall
I do? I shall die with great gusto and effect, but while I live I shall
remain a haunted lump of quivering indecision.
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STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS

'Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

Nelson's Column
"Are you a salesman?" he said?

I admit the evidence was over-

whelming. I carried a battered

briefcase, my face was sad and
lined and worn and I was trying
hard to digest my 75c dinner. I

didn't tell the small boy I was a
Queen's student,; he might have
set his dog on me. and although
it was a small dog—one-eighth
cocker spaniel and seven-eighths

mystery—small teeth can do a
lot of damage.

I've never been very successful

with dogs; to be honest I prefer
women. But I do admire those in-

dividuals who only have to come
near a dog before it licks their

face and licks their hands, then
offers them a succulent hone.

My brother's dog is a collie

dog. and it is the man reason
that I visit him only one terrible

day each year. Jock is a "friend-
ly" dog; as soon as he smells a
visitor—he has a .sort of canine
nasal radar station which oper-
ates up to three-quarters of a
mile— he begins to hark- He
barks in a "friendly" wav—such
that mothers take their children

in off the street, and cats be-

come statues.

"Why are you trembling?" my
brother would say. "He won't
bite you." And then to my hor-

ror, this great dog weighing
about 100 pounds, would put his

front paws on my shoulders, his

great jaws quite close to my
pride and joy of a nose. I cmild

smell the ether and hear the plas-

tic surgeon say, "This will be al-

most as good as new." Finally

my brother would understand
and lock the dog away some-
where.

"Mow could you be afraid of

a dog? He's only playing."

There have been as few dogs
in my life as I have been able to

arrange. When I was •cry smai

I humanely put a puppy into the

oven,. We were not that poor,

and I was not that hungry, but
my mother found it before it had
become more than medium rare.

Much later when I stayed with

an uncle I came into close con-
tact with two dogs. Rip was a fat

contented old S c|o t c h terrier

whose fire had died out. He was
still capable of cat chasing and
occasional mailman biting but his

heart wasn't in it; he didn't seem
to get the fullest possible enjoy-

ment out of it. He had no love of

life either. He slept in the sha-

dow of an old tree during the

day, waking up for his meals. As
far as I knew he was a happy
dog with no neurosis.

Fritz was a German Dachs-

hund, which, as you know, is the

animal equivalent of the Volks-

was-n. E;lh have thair engines

in the back. He was not really my
uncle's dog. He belonged to an-

other relative, although he was
staying with us. Fritz was a

nervous dog, and he missed his

owner, a lady who doted on him.

He was the only dog I actually

saw cry. His big eyes would brim

over with tears, and then they

would cascade down, rivalling

Niagara.

If you have the courage I im-

agine a good talk with a dog
would straighten it out and its

nervousness and tears would
vanish. Not so Fritz. I think his

problem was deeper. If I had
known then what I know now, I

would have recommended a good

animal psychologist.

It was a minor essayist who
said, "The more I see of men
the more I like dogs." He must
have been a giant of a man. But

for me, "the more I sec of dogs

the more I like women-" Any
body want a big dog plus a bro

thcr?

'Ike. 'lale. 0/ A Poet

The bewildered, wild-eyed young poet sat staring into
the dregs of a coffee cup. From time to time he sighed pas-
sionately and wrung his hands. As he hoped feverishly for
another cigarette, along came the girl friend of the promising
your executive.

"Hi there!" she chirped, "Whaddya know for sure?" §The wild-eyed young poet looked up at her with his deep §
anguished eyes in which were mirrored all the joys and sor- 1
rows of the world.

^
"I am considering the scarchings." he said, "the confu- |

sion, the bewilderment of our generation." §
"Oh, for gosh sake," swore the girl friend of promising I

young executive, "You'll never get anywhere doing that. Why §
don't you get out and do something?" m

"What shall I do?" pleaded the young poet.

"Anything," said the girl friend angrily. "Get into things. §
Run things. Organize things. Assume your responsibilities," 1
she lowered her eyes demurely, "Like my Boy Friend." §

The bewildered poet clutched his hair in handfuls.

"Too late! Too late!" he cried, "Too late!" §
At this moment the promising young executive came 1

\
striding in, swinging his shining new brief-case. The girl 1

f friend smoothed her soft hair, fixed a lender and winsome I
I smile upon her lips and rose to meet him.

As she rushed off, she turned.

(

"Too late?" she asked, "Too late for what?"
a

"You/' said the poet sadly, "will never know" T

j H
i from a Journal 1947. §
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Maisie Dae And Jake

ANNUAL

FOOTBALL DANCE
ROYAL YORK HOTEL

Music by Mart Kenncy and His Orchestra

Students on the Toronto special football

train! The Toronto Alumni are operating

an information booth in the Roya! York
Hotel. Ross McKelvcy, former Tricolour

star, is in charge, and invites you (o call

on him and his staff for any assistance

you may require during your stay in

Toronto.

DANCING FROM 9 P.M.

Tickets: $3.50 per couple

(Available at A.M.S. Office)

Maisie Dae were feelin' right

good onct again. It were maybe the

clovers peekin' up or the little birds

bustin' loose al over. Anyways,
she were feelin' pcrty nice.

I seen her walkin' down the privy

path in a swell new dress what

showed her off good, and I guess

that's a good enough sign. Duriu'

the winter, Masic Dae she wears

anythin' what'll keep her warm,
and until this year she ain't heen

changin' much for spring, other than

sheddin' a few things. But oh boy

this year she is sure dressed up
perty, yessiree.

She were a-talkin' to me thus

mornin' about it all. Sez she, ain't

it a grand day fer the cows to be

gettin' out, and I sez with a sly

wink it sure is.

Well, I thinks that's a pretty

good sign, 'cause she is thinkin'

about what happens when cows get

out. Anyways I sez to her, that's

sure a perty swell dress, and she

ups and blushes right in front of

rue. Then I asks her where she's

going in all that finery and she

blushes harder and tries not to

look over to Jake's place which is

down the road half a mile as you

know. I gives her another sly wink,

and goes in the house.

Well sir, then Maisie Dae hikes

off down ter road and sooner or

later she gets about where Jake

lives. Then she slows down to sort

of a amble-like walk, and I see Jake

come out and he talks to her.

An' it's a funny thing, but I was

sure I saw her and Jake later that

night in the back pasture lookin'

at the cows.

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT
Kingston's Leading Restaurant

SINCE 19 19

BEST OF LUCK, GOLDEN GAELS
QUEEN'S FOOTBALL

BROADCASTS
We are privileged to bring Kingston

Radio listeners Johnnie Kelly's play

by play broadcasts of all Queen's

away football games plus quarter

period summaries of all Queen's
homo gomes over CKLC, 1380 on

your diol.

QUEEN'S AT TORONTO
QUEEN'S AT WESTERN
QUEEN'S AT McGILL

OCT. 8

OCT. 22

NOV. 5

THE EMPIRE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
HEAD OFFICE: KING5TON, ONTARIO

MUaMalrigli

f
BURLEY
TOBACCO

at its

best,

.

.
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Naval Crews
Enjoy Cruise

Recruits and cadets of the

UNTD, with their girls, went sail

ing around Kingston harbour on

Sunday afternoon. Aboard a har-

bour vessel they cruised around

Simcoe and Cedar Islands and saw

Kingston from a new angle.

Although waves and wind were

brisk, nobody was seasick — to the

relief of the captain — Lt. Comman-
der Sorenson. Slightly sun and

windburnt, the sailors rolled home
in time to enjoy the open house at

HMCS Cataraqui in the evening.

Said one recruit : "I never knew
the navy was like this".

Warden Wright

Receives Award

— Wing Commander James E-

Wright, Commanding Officer of

Queen's University Squadron has

been awarded the Canadian Ef-

ficiency Decoration. This honor
is given to officers of the Reserv-

es who have completed meritor-

ious service and who were in the

Reserves before 1939.

W/C Wright served on various

service flying training schools in

Canada until posted overseas in

1943. On his return he was ap-

pointed Warden of the Student's

Memorial Union. This is his pre-

sent position.

Classified Ads
Lost

In Richardson Stadium on Sat-

urday, leather wallet. Phone
9188.

Saturday night at Grant Hall,

copper earring with green and
orange enamel. Call 22414.

Is there anyone flying to

Windsor, Out., for a week-end

this term ? Two female passengers

interested. Leave name at Jour-

nal Office.

Staff Appointments

On the formation of a Re-

serve Unit Squadron at the Uni-

versity he was appointed Com-
manding Officer, the post he has

filled for the past five years.

C- H. R. Campling, B.Sc.

(Queen's), S.M. (Massachusetts

Institute of Technology), associa-

te professor of electrical engineer-

ing, was a member of the electric-

al engineering staff at the Royal
Military College from 1950 to

1955.

R. H. Clark, B.Sc. (Eng.),

Ph.D. (Imperial College of Scien-

ce), assistant professor of chem-
ical engineering, will replace

professor R. M. Butler who has

resigned. Dr. Clark has had sev-

eral years of industrial experience

in England-

G. A. Harrower, B.Sc. (West-
ern), M.Sc, Ph.D. (McGill), as-

sistant professor of physics, for

the past three years was employ-

ed at the Bell Telephone Research

Laboratory at Murray Hill, New
Jersey. A. J. Goodjohn, M.Sc.

(Alberta), lecturer in physics,

taught at Queen's 1952-53, and
took graduate work here. H- W.
Taylor, M.Sc, Ph.D. (Manitoba),

lecturer in physics, was a post-

doctorate fellow at the National

Research Council in Ottawa dur-

ing 1954,-55. Dr. Harrower, Dr.

Taylor and Mr. Goodjohn will

What's news at Inco ?

The four Rolls-Royce "Dart" engines which
power each Vickers-Armstrongs Viscount develop a
total of 5600 hp.— approximately 1 hp. for every

10 ounces of engine weight and in addition, a jet
thrust of 14G0 lbs. is developed from the exhaust
gases. Since the "Dart" is a turbine propeller engine,

it employs no reciprocating parts and since the pro-
pellers operate at relatively low speeds, unusually
quiet operation is achieved.

INCO NICKEL STANDS UP TO A HOT JOB

IN THE NEW VISCOUNT AEROPLANE
Heat was the big problem
that confronted the engineers

who designed and built the Rolls-

Royce "Dart" engine for the
Vickers-Armstronge Viscounts
which TCA has put into regular

service.

In developing its smooth flow

of power, this gas turbine pro-

pellerengine alsodevelopsterrific

heat. A number of parts must
operate at cherry red heat.

At this temperature some
alloys wear away rapidly. Others
do not have enough strength to

withstand operating stresses and
prevent buckling, warping or

cracking.

Nickel, however, has heat-resist-

ing properties and when com-
bined with other metals makes
special alloys which can with-
stand these devastating con-
ditions.

Some of these alloys, em-
ployed in the "Dart" en-
gine, contain as much as
68% nickel.

Inco research engineers have
co-operated with engine
designers in the development
of heat-resisting alloys—as they
are ready to co-operate with

design engineers in any industry

where special metals are re-

quired to meet unusual
conditions.

How the Rolls-Royce "Dart" Engine Operates

Air enters the engine at high speeds through intakes (A)
behind the propeller, and is compressed by a two-stage
compressor (B). In the combustion chamber (C), the com-
pressed air is mixed with fuel and ignited. The heated gases

drive a turbine (D) which is connected through a reduction
gear (E) with the propeller. At the exhaust (F), escaping
gases deliver an additional jet thrust.

Write for your free copy of the 12-pace illustrated

booklet, "The Romanccof Nickel". Bulk copies will
be supplied to secondary school teachers on request.

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED . 25 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO

fill the vacancies in the depart-

ment of physics created by the

resignations of Professor W. M.
Martin, Professor L. E. H. Train-

or, and Dr- J. H. Montague.
D. H. Jones, B.Com. (Manito-

ba), assistant professor of econ-

omics, is on leave from the Dom-
inion Bureau of Statistics in Ot-

tawa to replace Professor Slater.

W. G. Stinson, B.Sc. (Queen's),

assistant professor of drawing,

was a member of the department

of engineering drawing at the

University of Toronto for the

past four years.

P. B. Gobin, Agrcge de l'Uni-

versite de France, lecturer in

french, who taught at the Univer-

sity of Alberta in 195'l-55, will

replace Professor R. L. Faucon-

nier,

Frosh Replacement

Joins Queentones

Bob Pedherncy, a freshman from

Toronto, will replace Don Pyper

as first tenor in the 1955-56 edition

of i lie Queentones.

He lias had a wide and varied

singing experience in the last five

years and should be a valuable

addition to the Queentones. The
other members of the quartet think

he is working in well with their

style.

Ian Aldworth, Grant Belyea and

Larry McCartney, the three orig-

inal members of the quartet, are

optimistic about the possibilities of

the quartet. The Queentones can

be found practising every noon in

the Union music rom. At present

they are polishing up some old

tunes, learning new ones and
hoping to be ready to sing out in

two or three weeks.

Tricolor Triumphs
(Continued from Page 2)

Dave Wilson, Dave Harshaw,
Rusty Radchuk and Chuck Sa-
francc showed up well in their

first league test. As usual, the

pony backfielilers played terrific

two-way ball. Schreider's plun-

ging was exceptional, and the

tackling and blocking of the

whole Queen's line was equally

good. Hughes, Abraham. Lewis,

McMalion, Bruce, Sellens and
Thoman all came up with good
performances. From here on in

the Gaels should be bard to beat.

Don't forget Molson's quarter-

back club at Convocation Hall on
Thursday evening. Big Four and
the Queen's game will be shown.
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SIGNPCST
Arts Formal

Meeting of those interested in

working on Arts Formal Thurs-

day at 4 :30 p.m. in the Arts Club-

room, ground floor of New Arts
Bldg.

Debating Club

The topic "Resolved that cock-

tail bsirs should be allowed to

open in Kingston" will be de-

bated at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday,
Oct. 6. Place to be announced.
Everyone welcome.

SCM
First SCM Study Group meets

Tuesday, Oct. 4, at 4:30 p.m. in

the office at 132 University Ave.
Rev. Donald Mathers will lead

discussion. All those interested

are invited to attend. SCM is also

sponsoring weekly noon-hour
services in Morgan Memorial
Chapel Old Arts Building, 2nd
floor, starting Oct. 4 at 1 p.m.

Everyone welcome.

SCM Fall Camp

SCM Fall Camp will be held at

Bill Vine's cottage on the Bay of

Cjuinte Oct. 8 to 10. Rev. Stuart

Coles will be speaker. Contact

Mary Porter, 9139, or Larry Lea-
Jloor, 25701 by Thursday, Oct.

6. Costs dollar a day and regist-

ration one dollar. Hitch-hike or

take bus from traffic circle.

Transportation from Napanee ar-

ranged.

Military Band

Foot drill practice today, 5

p.m., at old tennis courts. Instru-

mental practice tonight at 7 p.m.

in Grant Hall. Full turnout is es-

sential.

Science Choir

There will be an organization

meeting for the Science Choir on
Tuesday, Oct. 4, 7 p.m., in the

Science Clubrooms. Program for

this year includes Engineers'

Carol Service and a few short

presentations on CFRC.

Math and Physics Club

On Thursday night, Oct. 6, 7
p.m., the Math and Physics Club
will hold its first meeting in On-
tario Hall. Dr. R. L. Jeffery will

speak on 'Mathematical Structu-

res," A special invitation is ex-

tended to freshmen.

IRC

Prof. K. A. MacKirdy of the

riistory department will give a

talk and lead discussion on the

topic "The Role of the Common-
wealth in World Politics," in

Committee Room 2 in the Stud-

ents' Union on Thursday, Oct.

6, 8 p,m. Everyone welcome.

Science Frosh

Your induction ceremony will

take place Thursday, Oct, 6, 7

p.m., in Grant Hall. Attendance
is compulsory.
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BOWLADROME
250 PRINCESS STREET

OPEN ALLEYS

EVERY AFTERNOON

BOWL FOR HEALTH
AND RECREATION

LAUNDERETTE
SELF SERVICE

561 Vz PRINCESS STREET

MONDAY TO FRIDAY

9.00 a-m. to 9.00 p.m.

(Last Wash 8.00 pjn.)

SATURDAY—9.00 a.m_ to 5.00 p.m.

(Last Wash 3.30 p.m.)

Tricolor '56

Anyone who did not attend last
night's meeting, and who is in-
terested in working on the year-
book is asked to come to the
Journal Office tonight at 7 p.m.
Offices still to be filled include,

assistant Editor, assistant bus-
iness manager, sports Editor, arts
editor, Science editor, Meds ed-
itor, photographers and artists.

Queen's Acquocade

Everyone interested in swim-
ming is invited to a short meet-
ing of the aquacade members
Thursday, Oct. 6, 7 p.m. No spe-
cial skill is necessary.

Queen's Philosophical Society

There will be a meeting of the
Queen's Philosophical Society on
Thursday, Oct. 6, 7.30 p.m. in the
Women's Faculty Lounge. Dr.
H. L. Tracy of the Classics Dept.
will speak on "Aristotle's Poet-
ics". Everyone welcome.

Revue

There will be a general meet-
ing of the Queen's Revue at 8.00

p.m. in the Co-ed lounge, Stud-
ents' Union, on Thursday, Oct. 6.

Anyone interested in taking part

in this year's revue should be
present. A special invitation goes
all out to all freshmen and fresh-

ettes who would like to take part.

No previous experience is necess-

ary.

wus
There will be an organization

meeting of the WUS student

committee Tuesday at 7 p.m. in

the Ban Righ Smoker. All inter-

esetd students are urged to at-

tend. Science and Medical fac-

ulties please note.
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Debating Union
Embarking on a program to help

bring its activities into a more
prominent and important role in

university life, the Queen's Public

Speaking and Debating Club will

begin its season on Thursday, Oct.

6, 7 :30 p.m.

Speaking for the affirmative on
the topic "Resolved that cocktail

bars should be allowed to open in

Kingston", the team of Derek
Wiggs and David Spooner will be
opposed by Stu Howard and Tiit

Tohver.

At the first meeting of Queen's
Public Speaking and Debating Club
a new executive was elected.

Peter Zarry of Arts '56 was
elected president, with Stu Howard,
Arts '57, vice-president, Ron Mac-
Gregor, Arts '57, secretary, Nigel
Gander, Arts '56, treasurer, and
Larry Leafloor, Arts "58, publici-

ty.

IRC Meeting
The International Relations Club

meeting on Thursday evening will

be highlighted by a talk by Prof.

K..A. MacKirdy on "The Role of

the Commonwealth in World Poli-

tics".

CFRC
Thursday Night

6:57—Warm Up
7 :00—Sign On
7:01—Light Concert Music —

Joan Farlinger

7:10—News — Gordon Penny
7:20—Sports — Mike Clancy

7:30—Bits and Pieces — Jim
Bethune, Joe Devine

8:00—Levana — Ann Hayes

8:15—Harry Osser Talks
~

8:30—Now See Here! — Bob
Sproul

8 :45—Four Silver Spoons —
Betty Jane Yull

9:00—Calypso Commentary —
Gordon Wells

9:30—Concert Hour — Gordon
Penny with Jane Kanna-
win

10:30—Sign Off

Professor MacKirdy, a graduate

of the University of British

Columbia, has taught in Alaska

and Australia. He came to Queen's

last year as an R. Samuel Mc-
Laughlin visiting professor and is

now Assistant Professor of history

here.

The IRC meeting will also elect

a new executive for the current

vear.

The Queen's Scene

Another "Boo-Hoo" Reigns

In the Queen's tradition, Boo-
Hoo the seventh has commenced
his reign as the university mascot
at Richardson stadium for the dur-

ation of the football season.

Boo-hoo was discovered by
Gael line coach Hal McCarney, a

man who "loves bears", at the

Kingston Fall Fair. Murray Stev-

ens of Phiilipville. owner of the
bear, and Allan Hunt, Queen's
cheerleader, will wait upon his

majesty the bear for the next few
weeks.

Serving Queen's Students and Staff

Since 1 879 —
ROBERT BRUCE, Ltd.

— 170 PRINCESS STREET —
With Fine Drygoods — Men's Furnishings

And the Newest Fashions for Women.
You're sure of the Quality at Bruces'

the MILDEST BEST-TASTING cigarette

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES

HOME COOKED FOOD
After the Theatre or Donee, dine at the Roy York for tempting

dishes and speedy service.

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00
Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room
271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

BACK AGAIN — NOTE NEW LOCATION

PICKWICK
Hotel

Dieu [P
Hospital

L

Library

MONTREAL ^ STREET

BAGOT
L

RIN

r
STREET

i i ri

Be right in style with

RITCHI

Style 51, iraun
Styl* SO, black
About $13.95

Other styles from
$9.95 to $19.95

shoes

Ritchie has done it again for fall with rich, quality

leathers sharply styled , . . and these "campus leaders" are huilt

for comfort and priced for your pocket. The smart style

shown is a hluoher oxford with French cord trim. Your

Ritchie dealer has a wide range of other young men's shoes all

featuring the latest trends in footwear fashion.

THI JOHN R1TCHII COMPANY LIMITED. QUBIIC, P.O.

He says he does it by Steady Saving

ot the Bank of Montreal*

The Bank where? Students' accounts are warmly welcomed.

Kingston Branch: JACK McLEAN, Manager

Princess & Barrie Sta.: JOSEPH POUPOBE, Manager
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Better Seats For Students
Th* vandals who undertook to redecorate Richardson Stadium

last fnday night have, in their own crude way, graphically illustra-
ted a perennial and a legitimate student grievance. Queen's rooters
are probably the most faithful, most vocal, and until recently the
most long-suffering supporters any football team has ever had.
J hey have stood by their team in sun and rain, in victory and defeat.
In return they have been consigned to a relatively small section in
the south-east corner of the stadium.

The centre of this section is at the 25 yard line. Consequently
the ability of most students to even partially appreciate the game
is greatly impaired, especially if they are seated low in the stands
or are unfortunate enough to reach the queue late (i.e. less than an
hour and a half before the game). Here they sit game after game
squeezed together somewhat closer than shoulder to shoulder aware
that a game is in progress but unable to really see much of it.

In the past these conditions have given rise to proposals to
provide a more centrally located student section. Such proposals
have "wasted their sweetness on the desert air". As a result the
Athletic Board of Control has been subject to much criticism. TheAB of C can undoubtedly offer strong arguments for maintaining
the status quo. The AB of C must finance all sports activities at
Queen s. This includes the intramural program as well as the various
intercollegiate sports. Of the major sports only football comes close
to being financially self-sufficient. Therefore the AB of C is hes-
itant to suffer the loss in gate receipts which would inevitably follow
upon placing the student section nearer centre field.

In reply, students point to the $15 Athletic Fee which they are
forced to pay. In the aggregate this fee accounts for nearly half the
total revenue of the AB of C. It accounts for considerably more
than the gate receipts at football games. To many students football
games represent a high percentage of the total value which they
derive from their fee. Therefore they feel cheated because they
forced to sit in one of the worst sections in the stadium
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The Japanese Dilemma

More Pep In The Old Bottles

Letters To The Editor

In the past the AB of C has tended to treat these student pro.
tests with an attitude of complanency. The student body insofar as
football tickets are concerned, is a captive audience; hence the
sensitivity to student interest. However, if it can he argued that
the loss in revenue involved in moving the students' section nearer
to centre field will imperil the financial position of the AB of C
can be more effectively argued that without the revenue derived
from the Athletic Fees paid by the students there could be no AB
of C. The Athletic Board of Control is, after all, a standing com-
mittee of the AMS and should be more amenable to the wishes of
the student body than it is. Is not a lo.

price to pay for assuagin
interest the whole athleti

m gate receipts

the demands of the people in

L small

whose
ic system is presumably bei

This Isn't Broadway

to sustain two shows
— -there is not enough

talent and there are not enough students to make two
lucrative. Competition in big busin

This afternoon the Aesculapian Society executive votes on
projected Medical Revue. Queen's is too small
featuring the musical talents of its students-

such ventures
less and in the professional en-

tertainment field can often be advantageous, but competition in a
situation where there are not enough people to compete may bedamaging to both groups.

A charge has been made against the Queen's Revue that it is
dominated by Arts students. This is a common charge, and is made
against any campus activity which requires a fair amount of the
students time. However, the fault does not lie within the organ-
ization itself. Campus clubs welcome anyone interested in partic-
ipating m their activities. But many Medical and Science student
do not feel they can afford the tim
the Queen's Revue. If there

in any such activity, it is because"Arts students
time

required by such activities as
a greater proportion of Arts students

;eneraliy have more

If Medical students are dissatisfied with the quality of pastRevues they will accomplish little by initiating a show of theirown. By doing this they w ,ll only succeed in splitting talent, with
the result that both shows will be below the standard maintained
in the past. They would be better advised to
energy in to the present Queen's Revue
level they would like to see.

put their ideas and
thus helping raise it to the

Queen's is too small a university to house two clubs with exact-
ly the same purpose. Already there are too many groups relying
chiefly on student talent. Such talent is not easily combined intoone show than ,f ,t 1S split in two. If the Aesculapian Society
wishes to do something on its own, it should turn its attention toa field not yet explored.

Each year the Arts Society sponsors a concert featuring a visit-
ing artist and the Engineering Society arranges a Carol Servicem Grant Hall before Christmas. This year the Levana Society is
sponsoring an art exhibition. Such projects are of a more general
nature; they do not require the services of students with a par-
ticular talent. They are also sponsored for the benefit of the entire
university; they are not initiated to provide an outlet for the talents
of members of any one particular faculty in opposition to members
of other faculties. And this is the impression that a Medical Revue
would create. Faculty feeling has always been exaggerated at
Queen's. Any faculty which sponsors a project which minimizes
this feeling is doing a service to the university. But a faculty which
lays too much stress on itself can do a great deal of harm

What Price Victory?

Editor, Journal:

The team in the gold sweaters

won the game in Richardson

Stadium Saturday afternoon, yet

the characteristic enthusiasm of

Queen's students was noticeably

diminished. This was due, in part,

to the fact that it was a dull

game. However the realization

that the team is no longer entire-

ly composed of our own boys was
a major factor-

I do not intend to criticize

Braccia personally, nor do 1

profess to speak for the majority

of students. I do feel, though
that a significant minority object

either consciously or unconsci-

ously to the blatant importation
of an experienced quarterback so

that our football team may win
the coveted intercollegiate cham-
pionship. It is an insult to our
personal pride and integrity to
imply that our team hasn't got
what it takes, and that football

talent must be brought in if we
are to win.

Queen's has been noted for the

way its students back up their

team, win or lose. Now a new
attitude is appearing, one of cyni-

cism and partial indifference.

After the final whistle Saturday
afternoon a good proportioin of

the crowd wandered quietly

away from the stadium without
the usual zest and enthusiasm
which follows a Queen's victory.

The essence of Queen's spirit

in the past has been one of David
and Goliath — our small univer-

sity against the larger schools.

We have always managed to

make more noise with our smal-
ler numbers than the larger col-

leges. The relative lack of inter-

est in football common among
our opponents may well infect

Queen's if our team is to be
stacked with outsiders for the
sole purpose of winning games.

Jean Anne Reid,

Ng. Sc. '56

By Joan Partridge

North American delegates to

the World University Service

seminar arrived in Japan on July 1.

A flight of merely 18 hours had

brought us from a country we
thought we knew to a country we
had only imagined. Japanese social

customs, political and economic

problems, and concepts of religion

promised to be entirely foreign to

similar aspects of North American

life. We wondered whether we
would be able to surmount these

seeming obstacles to mutual under-

standing. Probably our Japanese

friends wondered the same.

Having anticipated such misgiv-

ings, WUS arranged four days of

orientation at Fugenin Monastery

on Mount Koya. Here we met dele-

gates from Japan, Hong Kong
Pakistan, Malaya and Indonesia,

(Ceylonese and Filipino students

arrived later) and settled down to

adj ust ou rselves to the new en-

vironment. The orientation pro-

gram's success lay in the fact that

superficial social differences proved

to be no barriers in the process of

becoming acquainted with Asian

students.

We were highly honored to be

allowed to visit the 1, 145-year-old

monastery at Koyasan; the beauty

of its buildings and surroundings,

and the isolation from busy city

fe, set an ideal mood for our intro-

duction to Japan. Living in such

an environment, we naturally gained

some conception of Buddhism and

its monastic life. The monastery is

composed of temples, a museum,
and living quarters, all surrounded

by a highly ornamental wall

Priests, their wives and children

live in a happy community. One

Crowding and Confusion

Editor, Journal:

Last Friday night a determined
group of students entered Rich-
ardson Stadium and registered
their protest at the poor seating

provisions for students by re-
arranging the seating plan in the
new bleachers with paint. It is

unfortunate that their enthusi-
asm carried them to such lengths
and that McGill supporters some-
how got in on the act. However
they managed to express them-
selves to the Athletic Board of
Control far more effectively

than by any amount of writing
this paper.

At the game on Saturday stu-
dents were jammed into the
stands in the sections south of

the press box and overflowed in-

to the aisles, catwalks and seats
in front of the press box where
spectators were unable to find

their seats. The band was seated
further north in the bleachers
where the students could not
hear it to sing their 'Oil Thighs'-
On the far side of the field, out
of the sun, where the students
unquestioningly allow the ticket-

holding spectators the best seats,

the stands were half-empty. Des-

pite the increased seating capa-
city there was more crowding
and confusion then previously.

Most of the students at

Queen's realize what a fine job
the Athletic Board of Control is

doing here in operating a large
stadium and high calibre team
in a small city. However it is

felt by many students that their

interests are being neglected in
favor of larger gate receipts. The
stadium is supposedly part of the
university. The students make
up the team. They make up the
crowds, the bands and the show.
Students have paid their athletic
fees. They are the season ticket-
holders and ask to be treated as
such.

Let us hope that the Queen's-
Western game finds the students
accomodated together in the cen-
tral part of the bleachers. The
AB of C can count on accomodat-
ing at least 90% of the student
body, for the students are the
best fans and are behind them
all the way as long as they are
treated fairly.

Ed Jul!, Sc. '56

Winston Churchill, Arts '57

morning we were invited to attend

an early prayer service ; the incense,

bells, offerings of fruit, statuary,

and strange chanting created an at-

mosphere of respect not unlike that

created by different means in North

America.

Perhaps one of the most impor-

tant lessons taught to us by Koyasan

was the fact that the West has

much to learn from the East. Too
often our material ascendency instils

n us the belief that we are superior

n all respects to countries whose
culture is in fact based on tradi-

tions far more spiritual and deeply-

rooted than our own. The monas-

tery's chief abbot, an 80-year old

man who had never before address-

ed a foreign audience, created in

us a conviction that the concept

"heathen" is merely a figment of

our Christian imagination.

He quoted to us some famous

words of Saint Kobo Daishi, foun-

der of the Shirgon Sect of Budd-

hism :

Just as the moon cannot shine

without reflecting the sun,

So we cannot shine by ourselves,

but must reflect the light of the

Buddha.

On hearing this, it seemed to us

that aside from superficial inter

national differences, all religion i:

based on man's need to believe in :

power stronger than himself.

At Koyasan we also learned

something of Japanese social cus

toms. To eat, we knelt at low indi

vidual tables, using chopsticks to

pick up the bits of cold vegetable,

fish and rice that were so tastefully

arranged in black lacquer bowls.

We slept under gorgeously embroi-

dered eiderdowns on the springy

matted floor. At first everyone was
on guard against committing social

blunders. North American students

went about reminding one another

in whispers to remove their shoes

before entering buildings, and to eat

the food even if it looked unappe-
tizing.

Asian students were somewhat
tense too. They took very seri-

ously our joking disputes with
American and French-Canadian

students. It both pleased and
amazed them when, on July 4,

Canadian students presented the

Americans with a charter rom the

Queen, gradgingly accepting the

USA as Canada's eleventh prov-

ince.

Much patient explanation and
listening on both sides (the lang-

uage problem was often a very real

one) soon brought understanding

between the shy, quiet Asian dele-

gates and the more extraverted

North Americans. Our individual-

ism might possibly have had an

adverse influence on people who
are accustomed to taking, without

question, their prescribed place in

society. Can and should democracy

ever take root in Asia?

This problem is one of many
which Japan is facing today. From
lectures at the monastery we learn-

ed something of the current situ-

ation there. Japan has to import

part of her staple diet, rice, in order

to feed her 89,000,000 citizens.

Her need for expansion was
largely responsible for her part in

the last war, a war whose after-

effects are raising problems of

democratizing a formerly totalitar-

ian state. It is a question not only

whether there is to be democratiza-

tion, but also what form it should

take—communist or capitalist. This

brings up the question of inter-

national relations : should Japan be-

long to the free world under the

leadership of the United States,

should she have a social revolution

and adhere to the Soviet bloc or
should she take a neutral position

with the assistance of a standing

army?

were

Japanese professors.

After leaving Koyasan we went
to Kyoto where discussions with
students served to deepen our
concern for a part of the world
which is now emerging with admir-
able power.

? These and further dilemmas

revealed to us by leading
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CITY PAPERS BLAMED FOR
GUS WILL QUARTER IN TORONTO
Queen's Students

Leave For Varsity

Frenzied football supporters
from Queen's embark some 2000
strong this afternoon for Toron-
to for what many term the game
of the year. Indignation aroused
earlier this week against Var-
sity's alleged questioning of the

eligibility of star - quarterback
Gus Braccia only adds to the

general conviction that the Gaels
will return home victorious. Var-
sity Stadium is epected to be sold
out long before game time at 2.00

p.m. Saturday, with pre-game
parades and enthusiasm reaching
Grey Cup proportions.

The special train carrying the
Golden Gaels, the bands and the
football-mad fans will leave
Kingston at 1.00 p.m.

Two constables appointed by
the AMS with orders to prevent
any rowdyism on the part of the
overy-exhuberant fans will be in
each coach.

Although ticket returns are
still in the experimental stage,
it is estimated that over 1500 fans,

a number slightly smaller than
last year's because of the Thanks-
giving weekend, will make the
trip.

On Saturday night folowing
the game, the Queen's-Varsity
Annual Football Day Dance will

be held at the Royal York Hotel
with dancing starting at 9,00 p.m.
to the music of Mart Kenney and
His Western Gentlemen.

Paris Was Never Like This;

Student Fears Return Trip

Campus Views

Hit Air Waves

"On Campus", an all-college

program has been introduced to
the air waves, to be heard every
Wednesday evening at 7:30 The
show will consist of records, with
the emphasis on jazz, and college
news submitted by colleges all

over Ontario.

The program will be handled
by Ted Shafer, a second year stu-
dent in Victoria College at the
University of Toronto. Mr. Sha-
fer has been working in radio
since his high school days in Kit-
chener, where he started a school
talent program in Grade 10.

From there he proceeded to a
variety of programs, culminating
this summer in announcing with
the CBC in Toronto.

He plans to make the program
a common forum for Ontario
University Students.

The theme and aim of the pro-
gram, he says, is "To tie together
University students and to give
insight into the university for

others".

Signpost

No items for Signpost will

be accepted after 8.00 p.m.

on Sunday and Wednesday.

It isn't final exams that worry

Guy Bacq, but the thought of sea-

sickness ! The French exchange

student hopes someone will finance

a plane ticket for his return trip.

After three years at the Sorbonne,

Guy is in his fourth year here, and
will receive the Licenses Es Lettres

from the Sorbonne in May,

The degree is made up of five

certificates granted in various

branches of his specialty—Eng-
lish literature. This final certifi-

cate includes philology and three

honors English courses, which
Guy is studying here. He hopes

to continue studying in Paris

and attain Le Diplome d'Etude

Superieur, and then L'Aggrega-

tion, (approximate equivalent of

an MA and Ph.D.)

Guy thinks Canadian liter-

ature would be an interesting sub

ject for his advance work. He feels

that it is not known in France, but

he likes what he has read so far.

Guy has noticed a great many
differences in university life here.

This college spirit and competitive

sport between universities is some-

thing new. And Canadian break-

fasts! He approves highly of these.

As for the other meals, it isn't the

"Cordon Bleu" but it's better than

English food.

Canadian habits in dress are

mysterious. Guy thinks the Sor-

bonne would take a dim view of

faculty jackets.

He has noticed there is not the

ternlic interest in politics here

compared to that shown by French

students. Sorbonne students exhibit

greater individuality — they do not

dress alike and their attitude is an
independent one. Student organiza-

tions have not the same importance I wright : treasurer, Phil Clapp; re

(Continued on Page 4) |
search convenor, Sally Rej'nolds

WUS Activities

Perinbam's Topic

Lewis Pcrinbam, executive-

secretary of the World Univers-
ity Service in Canada, will ad-
dress the local WUS committee
Oct. 19, on the topic, "WUS, its

functions and activities." Dr. W.
B. Carter of the philosophy de-

partment, and John Cartwright
Arts '58, delegates to the WUS
conference at Saskatoon Oct. 7-9,

will report on the conference at

the same meeting.

At a meeting of the WUS com-
mittee Tuesday, tenative plans
were laid to invite speakers from
other countries to address WUS
meetings on social, political, and
economic conditions of their own
countries.

A WUS week is planned for Jan.

13-18. Funds raised during the

week will be sent to the WUS
national headquarters in Toronto
to be allocated for different long

term projects for student relief

in Asia.

The local WUS committee will

be in charge of the Treasure Van
coming to Queen's Oct. 31-Nov.

2. Peter Faris, general convenor

of the Treasure Van committee,

promises that this year there will

be a greater variety of handi-

crafts from Japan, India, Egypt,

and Greece. Proceeds will be

used for WUS seminar groups

such as the Japanese seminar

held last summer

Meds And Science

Agree On Gimmick

Executives of the committee

are : chairman, Joan Partridge

;

secretary, Sandra M c C a 1 1 u m ;

program convenor, John Cart

Varsity Will Not Protest
Eligibility Of Queen's Player

Gus Braccia, the much-discussed quarterback sensation of the
Queen's Golden Gaels, will definitely see action against the Varsity
Blues in tomorrow afternoon's "game of the year". In an exclusive
telephone interview with the Journal on Wednesday night, Univer-
sity of Toronto athletic officials denied they had ever questioned
Braccia's eligibility and described newspaper reports to the contrary

as "pure fabrications".

Prof. E. A. Allcut, Toronto re-

presentative on the Canadian Inter-

collegiate Athletic Union's board of

governors, said that Varsity did not

intend to protest the eligibility of

the Queen's player, and that, as far

as officials there are concerned, the

whole issue is closed. "All we know
is what we've read in the papers".

Earlier the same day, Prof. J.

P. Loosemore, secretary of the
University of Toronto Athletic

Association, and secretary of

CIAU, phoned Gael officials to

deny that he had ever said that

"Varsity is not satisfied" con-

cerning the Braccia question.

Loosemore was the central figure

n a controversy which raged all

day Wednesday, after the Kingston

Whig-Standard featured a Cana-

dian Press story on their front page

under the screaming headline:

"U of T questions Braccia's eligi-

bility". In the story which appeared

below, Loosemore was quoted as

saying that Varsity was not satis-

fied that Braccia was indeed eli-

gible, and that Toronto officials in-

(Continued on Page 5)

The Science Formal Commit-
tee has made a discovery. The
Medical student body is NOT
composed entirely of blue-jack-

eted fiends and ogres after all.

Because of the short two week
interval between the Med's and

Science Formats this year, it

would have been impossible to

hold the annual Millionaire's

Weekend draw unless it was held

before the Medical Formal

Doug Murray, convenor of the

Med's ball, has kindly consented

to allow Millionaire's tickets to

be sold from Oct 8 to 15. The
draw will be held during half

time at the Western game here

on Oct. 15.

Sciencemen are asked to note

construction of the Formal de-

corations commence this week

at the Clarence Street garage. All

are asked to turn out and give a

hand to convenor Keith Oman
and his committee.

The Science formal will be held

Oct 2S in the gymnasium. This

year's theme is being withheld

until decorations are completed.

Holy Agnostics

Lampoon Billy

Gael Athletes Are Not Favored

Principal Tells Journal Writer
Conditions under which stu-

dents with athletic talents at-

tend Queen's were investigated

by the Journal this week. The in-

vestigation was prompted by a

letter which appeared in Tues-

day's issue.

Principal W, A. Mackintosh

stated that the university offers

no financial assistance in the

form of scholarships or otherwise

to athletes which are not offered

on the same terms to all students.

"No entrance or other scholar-

ships financed or administered by

the university lay any stress on
athletic prowess as a condition

of award," he added.

The one minor exception to

this is a scholarship established

many years ago by the Ontario

Hockey Association. It is award-

ed by a committee consisting of

a few university officials and a

representative of the OHA. It is

not an entrance scholarship; it

is small in amount but has been

useful to a number of good stu-

dents over the years who have

also been interested in hockey.

The principal also stated that

students with athletic interests

meet the same entrance and aca-

demic requirements as do other

students. "Indeed, "the principal

continued," it is only fortuitously

that those having to do with ad-

missions or failures have any

knowledge of a student's diver-

sions, athletic or otherwise.

The principal went on to say

that the university has consis-

tently refused to receive money
for the support of any particular

student only if they can be ex-

pended under a general system

of award. He stated that he knew
of a number of students who were

assisted privately. Those who
had come to his attention were

assisted because of scholastic

ability, family friendship or com-

munity interest.

!
He had no knowledge of any

private assistance afforded to

students who were primarily ath-

letes, nor, since such students

must meet the university aca-

demic standards, would he have

any basis for assigning motives

to any such assistance.

Miss Jean I. Royce, registrar,

confirmed that all athletes as

well as other students must meet

all university entrance require-

ments before they are admitted.

They must also maintain aca-

demic records satisfying the reg-

ulations of the several faculties

if they are to continue to partici-

pate in intercollegiate athletics

and to remain at Queen's.

Prof. D. M. Jemmett, chairman

of the AB of C also assured the

Journal that the AB of C does

not give financial assistance of

any kind to those participating in

athletic competition.

A group of University of Tor-
onto students staged an attempt-

ed lampoon of Dr. Billy Graham
and his religious services in front

of Dr. Graham's headquarters on
Yonge St. last Thursday.

A group of freshmen in aca-

demic gowns and bare feet were

led by upperclassmen through
the heart of downtown Toronto
to perform their rehearsed exhi-

bition.

The students, carrying a pla-

card advertising themselves as

"The Holy Agnostic Church of

Toronto", sang hymns and read

excerpts from Dr. Graham's ex-

hortations to which they respon-

ded with exclamations of agree-

ment and support.

The performance was repeated

in front of a Yonge St. auction

gallery and again in front of a

tavern. The spectators who ga-

thered to witness the exhibition

failed to discover any humor in

it and their general disapproval

was apparent.

The actions of the students

were condemed by other students

of the university as "beneath con-

tempt", and "the most ignomin-

ious demonstration as to be un-

paralleled in the annals of stu-

pidity."
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GAELS vs. BLUES FOR TOP SLOT
rccM THE

SIDELINES

MIKE MOFFAT

At the present moment. 1

Kingston and Toronto,

While

copies and publicize this week's
'news hawks" know few if any of the facts about

am glad that I am writing for a
college newspaper, so I don't have to turn out sensationalist
if slightly erroneous stories, to sell the paper. As of this week, the

Braccia case has become a selling headline for papers in both
with people misquoted all over the place.

Gus practices with rest of the squad for the upcoming
fait with the Varsity Blues, the newspapers fire a continuous stream
of comments and mud in the general direction of Queen's and in his
direction in particular. The unfortunate part of the whole affair is
that despite their desire to se
game, most of the

Braccia and yet they evidently don't stop to worry about it.

By not knowing the facts, I am not referring to the straight
football goods such as height, weight or experience, but with regard
to his future, or his interest in his academic work at Queens.

The lack of co-ordination of ideas which sell, and facts that
count, may be seen from a few quotes. A few days ago, one Toronto
sports writer said "they spent three years at two of America's top
colleges" (The they being Braccia and Carr) while now they state
that Braccia put m four years and earned a degree. The local paper
in a CP article datelined Toronto said a Toronto CIAU official
had questioned Braccia's eligibility, yet that official denied the state-
ment. The headline in the Whig proclaiming his inability must

Led By Braccia And Stewart
Tricolor Hope For Key Win

By Mike Clancy

Although it may come as a surprise to Bob Masterson and cer-
tain Toronto papers, Gus Braccia will be dressed and playing for the
Golden Gaels Saturday afternoon at Varsity Stadium.

Gus, who is rapidly rocketing to provincial fame, thanks to the
interest shown in him by various newsmen, hopes to fire passes
against Varsity with the same deadly accurary that he did against
McGill. If he does, then Toronto mentor Bob Masterson will reallv

have something to cry about (doesn't he always) for a change.
"Investigation Braccia" has been closed and will probably remain
that way unless he personally humiliates the Toronto Blues. In that

case, attempts will probably be renewed by Varsity officials to

have Braccia removed from the football scene.

Queen's escaped from last Sat-

have sold a lot of copies to anxious supporters of the Gaels. Couldn't
they have checked the story before printing it?

So much for the factual errors. As for the mud slinging papers
have been accusing Queen's of going all out to get an American
quarterback. One quotes an anonymous, anonymous for obvious
reasons, person as asking "to get Braccia, I wonder if Queen's gave
him a no-flunk contract." The person forgets that as recently as
last year an Intercollegiate All-Star dropped out of the scene at
Queen s because he missed life year. Even more recent is the an-
nouncement that Paul Fedor, the leading scorer in the Intercol-
legiate basketball loop last year has been declared ineligible because
he missed one supplemental. It seems highly unlikely that a
university official who would take such a drastic step with Paul
would let Braccia in free. It also shows an inferred lack of faith in
Braccia's academic ability at a time when they had made no check on
his Temple standing .which they now state was excellent. Another
case of leaping before they looked.

It is about time that the papers allowed this thing to die its
natural death and find another source of sports headlines or at
least find some other target for their mud. Unfortunately it is ob-
vious that this will not be the case, for every time the Tricolor wins
a game, and I think it will be very often, the losers will set up the
cry of imports, ruining the game and various other spicy and racy
headlines. The same cry will not be raised about McGill and their
ex-pros, simply because the Redmen aren't championship threats
It 1S only sound policy to get a few good excuses ready in case you
lose.

As for the students at Queen's, their best bet is just to ignore
all the rumors that go flying around concerning the team and Gus
Braccia. It is too bad that this had to happen to a player who has
made many friends in the short time that he has been here, and I
know that ninety-nine percent of the students will back him to the
hilt, just as they have always supported their team and its players.

This is not the first time that eligibility has been questioned nor
will it be the last, although it may have been one of the most
vociferous to date.

Other schools have always grumbled when a star has returned
to take another course and this will always be the case where the
player plays for a contending team rather than a cellar dweller.
Maybe it is true that there are more American players at Queen's,
but it is also a fact that Queen's has the highest percentage of Amer-
ican enrollees in the league, so why shouldn't they also play sports.
There was no objection to Gary Lewis when he came here, because
Queen's weren't supposed to be contenders although they surprised
the opposition. But then it was too late to make excuses so the
matter passed. In this case, we are the team to beat and what we do
is vital to the rest of the league, so our worthy opponents naturals-
try to pick all the mental holes in our squad that they can. It is un-
fortunate for Gus that he has to be the one, but most of the criticism
has^ been general rather than personal and we are glad that he is
taking the attitude of ignoring the attacks.

Comets Meet Baby Blues
Richardson Action Today
With one game under their belts

Jake Edward's Intermediate Comets

are working hard this week in order

to iron out all the kinks prior to

meeting the always tough Toronto

Baby Blues. With some of the

glaring weaknesses shown in last

Fridays game being corrected, the

Comets should show improved

Form in this game.

The game with Toronto Inter-

mediates will mark the second
game of the Comets in a new
conference along with teams
from Toronto, OAC, Western
and Ryerson. Thus there will be
an incentive to win this year as

contrasted with last year's sche-

dule of exhibition games.

Among the new faces on the

team are players such as quarter-

back Tom Ciela, first year Arts

student from Syracuse, N.Y., full-

back Terry Dolan of Toronto, who
is in first year Medicine, Chris

Nowakowski, a halfback from
Ottawa, another halfback Don
McNay from Ottawa, Charlie Lewis,

an inside from Toronto, quarterback

Ron Belfoi of Belleville, fullback

Ian Smith from Toronto, and half-

back AI Robertson from Cornwall.

Not freshmen but new to the squad
are centre G. Redfern from Stoney

Creek and Paul Corbett from Free-

port, N.Y.

Back from last year's Inter-

mediate team and forming the
nucleous for this year's squad are

such fellows as Jack Perry, Ed
Mallard, Bud Day, Gord Robin-
son, Jim Clifford, and Bob Dag-
enais.

End Jim Faulkner did a fine job

of kicking in last Friday's game

and appears to have the kicking

assignments sewn up, barring in-

juries.

Looking ahead Jake Edwards
predicts fullback Terry Dolan,

centre Graham Redfern, inside

Charlie Lewis, quarterback Tom
Cela and halves Chris Nowakow-
ski and Don MacNay as future

senior Gael gridders.

BEWS CLUES

The intramural sports program

here at Queen's has a reputation for

being one of the best of its kind.

A varied number of sports are

conducted in the hope that there

will be a sport for everyone enrolled

at Queen's. Your support is neces-

sary for the continued success of

this program. Watch the bulletin

board in the men's locker room of

the gymnasium, It contains all de-

tails as to dates for competition and

entries.

Entry lists are now up for the

horseshoe tournament. Competition

in that sport will begin next Tues-

day. The doubles tennis list is now
up also. Although the singles tour-

nament is now in its second round

it is not too late to get some tennis

The entry lists for the bowling

league is up now also. The intra-

mural bowling league will com-
mence Monday, October 17. Watch
for the entry lists for these sports

in the gymnasium. Volleyball,

Harrier, Boxing and Wrestling are

all coming up this term. There must

be some sport that interests you!

urday's tussle without any ser-

ious injuries. The main casualty

was defensive star Jimmy Cruik-

shank who suffered a slight back

injury. In all probability, the

spunky little halfback will be in

uniform, as he too is looking for-

ward to aiding in the demolition

of Masterson's mob. The only

other doubtful starter is tackle

Floyd Bajally Karl Quinn is de-

finitely not dressing since his

ankle injury has not healed. It is

hoped that he will be ready for

the Western tussle.

As for the defending champs,

the Toronto Blues,, they haven't

won two football titles in a row-

under Masterson, and it is quite

likely that they will be unable to

accomplish the feat now. Al-

though they are supposed to

have a better balanced club than

last year, it is reported that they

are weak on defence. This might

be just a rumour, since they were

able to hold the highly touted

Western Mustangs to a mere

fifty-five yard ground advance.

Bob Masterson is presently

raving about the work of Al Riva.

Phil Muntz, and Ed Skrzypek,

who showed up particularly well

in the Blues convincing 20-2

triumph over Western in Little

Corral. While Western completed

a few passes against Varsity,

Masterson claims that he was

giving them the short ones while

guarding against long passes. If

Braccia is hitting like he did

against the Redmen, Masterson

had better not give him any-

thing, for most of his short pass-

es were run for long gains.

Offensively, the Blues feature

the passing of both Skrzypek and

second string quarter Harry Wil-

son and the plunging of Mad
Man Muntz. Muntz was the lead-

ing ground. gainer in the Western

game, just as he has been against

the Gaels in previous tilts. A
newcomer who can stir up a lot

of fan interest and maybe a little

trouble for the Gaels is Jack

Rogers, a fleet-running half play-

ing his second game in senior

competition. Between them,

Muntz and Rogers picked up

170 yards on the ground in Lon-

don last week.

Queen's will counter with pint-

sized Ron Stewart who led the

Tricolor to their 20-0 drubbing

over the Blues in Kingston last

year. The S'6" speedster aver-

aged 25 yards per kick return, 30

yards on kickoffs, dangled for

-nore than 100 yards on end
sweeps and caught the pass that

itarted the Gaels on the way to

their resounding win.

With only one game played so

far by each squad, Ron has al-

ready opened up a scoring bulge

over his nearest opponent, Hut-
chinson of McGill, by scoring

three touchdowns to raise his in-

tercollegiate total to triple that of

the former Queen's record. Hut-
chinson scored two touchdowns,

while six others have scored five

points.

At the rate Stewart is going,

lie seems to be a cinch to smash
the all-time record of 168 points

held by the Queen's hero of the

twenties, Pep Leadlay. At pres-

ent Ron is in third slot with 105,

just eighteen behind K. Williams

who sits in second position. While
Ron's scoring has been confined

to touchdowns, Leadlay picked

up points via field goals, (a

Queen's high of twenty-four),

converts and singles as well as

via the major route.

The other point getters in the

circuit so far are Phil Muntz,
Burt Kellock and Ed Skrzypek,

all of Varsity and Gary Schreider

and Gus Braccia of Queen's with

five on touchdowns. Jocko
Thompson of Queen's has five on

four converts and a single. Pete

Maik of Toronto scored three

converts and Ted Roman of

Western gained two on a pair of

singles.

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

Dial 7135

town and country

Restaurants
0 Highway No, 2, Cataraqui, Ont.

• Princess at Clergy Streets,
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NATIONALISM AND QUEBEC
By Derek Wiggs

Why do French-Canadians be
have the way they do? Why all thi;

talk about Provincial Autonomy?
Why do they disagree with English

Canadians on questions concerning

education? To say that they are

different because they are French
speaking and Catholic only begs the

question.

For more than a century before
the English came the French had
defended their lands and made
their homes in the New World.
When they were conquered the
French Canadians isolated them-
selves and from that time up to

the present day the French Can-
adians have been concerned with
the survival of their way of life..

Now French Canadian "Nation-
alism" is not the sort of Nationalism

which is based upon loyalty to a

nation state. Rather "Nationalism"

is a convenient term used to de-

scribe the feeling Quebecois have
toward their language, religion

and history. The circumstances

which have provided for a feeling

of racial identity have prevented its

complete fulfillment in terms of a
sovereign nation state.

The many paradoxes which one
finds in French Canadian Nation-
alism stem from the fact that the

English have alternately coddled

and mistreated the "Canadien" and
as a result there is always doubt
about English intentions with
suiting feelings of insecurity. For
instance, French Canada was con
quered by the English and memories
of this are buried within the mind
of the folk as a whole. This was
the first experience which created
a strong racial feeling—here they
were together, conquered and aban-
doned—a small group on a foreign
shore. Then this feeling of commun-
ity was enhanced by an English
act of kindness. Because of rising
unrest in the 13 colonies, the con-
quered were allowed to keep their
own language and religion and were
later allowed an assembly within
which to discover and express
themselves. As the Catholic priests
were the only organised body of
leaders the French had after the
conquest, they turned toward
their religion, which provided them
with the spiritual sustenance that
these bewildered rural people
needed. Gradually a cohesive pat-
tern of behavior was built up based
upon language, religion and isolated
rural life.

The increasing influx of Eng-
lish settlers and merchants caus-
ed the rapid rise of a powerful
group quite unsympathetic to
the French Catholic rural way
of life. The English settlers pro-
tested against the laws regard-
ing feudal tenure and finally suc-
ceeded in creating the new pro-
vince of Upper Canada where
French Canadians were not wel-
come. The English merchants
who dominated the executive of
Lower Canada wanted to tax
land for building of expensive
roads, canals and the other phy-
sical improvements which the

merchants wanted. The French
Canadian assembly under its lea-
der and speaker Louis Joseph
Papineau crystallised French
Canadian resistance to taxation
for the imposition of alien insti-
tutions. Papineau established a
tradition of leadership which im-
mensely strengthened the basic
unifying ideas of the French Can-
adian community. From now on
each new crisis brought forth a
leader who rallied and unified the
Quebecois.

After the rebellions there was a
period of confusion, and later

French and English came together
to organize the Canadian Confed
eration with special guarantees of
freedom of religion and language
and French Civil law in Quebec.

Since Confederation many con-
flicts have arisen between French
and English speaking Canadians.
The emotional depth of the French
Canadian reaction to such occur-
rences as the hanging of Louis Kiel

1888, the conscription crises in

two world wars, and the bitter feel-

ing in the last depression, can be
explained by the fact that French
Canadians feel insecure. The more
sensitive of French Canadians are
keenly aware of the weakness of
their minority position and react
strongly against any occurrence
which they feel might further
weaken their position.

Between the hanging of Riel
and the first World War many
incidents took place outside Que-
bec Province which made French
Canadians feel that they were
really second class citizens once
they left the "Quebec Reserva-
tion." In province after province
legislation was introduced whose
basic effect was to make the ex-
istence of French separate
schools very difficult, with many
irritating restrictions. Extremists
on both sides became more de-

termined than ever, and finally

they combined to defeat the mo-
derate Laurier in 1911. The coun-
try was thus seriously divided

when War came in 1914. The
Borden government did not un-
derstand Quebec for there were
no representatives in the Cabinet

during the War that the French
Canadians could trust. The bit-

terness of the Conscription crises

of 1917 was the result.

The newest threat to Quebec is

increasing political centralization

caused mainly by the fact that the

welfare state which is evolving

the Western World seems to need

a strong central government to

make it work. French Canadians

are against any scheme which

would make Quebec Province de-

pendent upon the Federal govern-

ment in any way, as they feci that

their Province is dependent enough

now. Remember that the welfare

state with its philosophy of govern-

ment control of benefits for the

average man is completely opposed

to the Catholic philosophy that or-

ganized charity is the job of the

Church; this is how it is done in

Quebec.
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MOMENTS WITH MYOPIA
Myopia is my roomate. This in

itself may not be so startling, but

have you ever had a roomate who
strove to be Different? Myopia
once read an article on being Un-
forgettable, and it was to this end
that she devoted most of her
time and energies during her long
and varied career at Queen's

For a few months in her first

year. Myopia felt that she was
definitely the athletic type. Hav-
ing once been a member of the

Jones' Hill High School ping
pong team — Eastern Ontario

Champions — Myopia turned out

enthusiastically for everything

from track and field to tiddly

winks. A few abortive attempts
at such things as freshette tennis

lessons and inter-house volleyball

soon brought to Myopia the real-

isation that she was in far too

competitive a field for one of her

type. She therefore abandoned
athletics to become Pale and In-

teresting.

For Myopia, this was harder

than it may appear, because she

bad the constitution and the ap-

petite of a long distance swim-
mer. However, by dint of much
soul-searching and not a little

dieting, she managed to achieve

a look of gaunt intensity which
she liked to think appealed to all

the men of her acquaintance. Be-

ing Pale and Interesting entailed

never raising the voice above a

whisper, never exposing oneself

to the elements any more than

was absolutely necessary, never

hurrying, and above all, always,

always acting in such a way as

to make any and all observers

realize how fragile and precious

a thing Myopia, in her essence,

was. Now this sort of thing is

all very well in its place, but

living with a person who con-

stantly talks in hoarse whispers,

while languidly smoking a cig-

arette which seems almost too

heavy for a fragile arm to lift,

can become a little tiring. Fort-

unately human nature being what
it is. Myopia's natural resilience

soon brought her out of tliis state

of semi-stupor and into the next

phase of her infinitely varied ex-

istence.

WARD & HAMILTON LUNCH BAR
PRINCESS AT DIVISION KINGSTON, ONT

FULL COURSE MEALS
,

REASONABLE PRICES

CHRISTIAN YOUTH CENTRE
185 QUEEN STREET TELEPHONE 8110

Students Are Welcome

Fireside Every Sunday Evening — 9.00 p.m.

Recreation Throughout the Week.

CHARLES LEACH, Director.

Sitbpttltam Btmt

Rev. R H. N. Davidson

minister

Lloyd Zurbrigg
organist and choir master

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 9th

1 1 a.m.
—

"The Second

Choncc"

7.30 p.m. -"Counting Our
Blessings'

Social Hour for the young peo-

ple withdrawn because of holiday

week-end.

B
Having not quite achieved

what she wanted in the way of

being Different, Myopia decided

to become a serious student. She
obtained a Stack Card. This she
told me was a special concession
from her professor giving her
permission to explore the stacks

of books in the Douglas Library.

The idea intrigued her so much
that she went so far as to demand
that the university extend the

Library hours, for she devoted
all her afternoons to high-level

philosophical discussions in the

coffee shop. At least. Myopia had
become that much-revered figure

—an eager Searcher after Know-
ledge. She never missed a lec-

ture, and her reproachful glances

at me on mornings when I sim-

ply could not get up, were al-

most more than I could bear.

However, Myopia soon reached

the stage when she could quote

Socrates, Voltaire and e.e. cum-
mings in her daily conversation;

her erst-while admirers, unable

to keep pace with her display of

erudition, gradually drifted to

greener pastures. Myopia's fran-

tic efforts at being Unforgettable

were all to no avail.

So if you are looking for Myopia

now. just look around the cam-
pus. She will he wearing her old

plaid skirt and matching sweater,

her bobby socks and saddle

shoes, and sometimes her camel
hair coat. Myopia is sadder, but

wiser: the wheel has turned full

circle.

STEAM
SHOVEL

Arts Holiday-

Classes in the Faculty of

Arts have been called Satur-

day morning and will resume

Tuesday, as Monday is

Thanksgiving Day.

(anglican )

King St. at Johnson St.

'National Harvest Thanksgiving"

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 9th

8.00 a.m.—Holy Communion

9.15 a.m.—Choral Communion

11.00 a.m.—Thanksgiving

Service

H.R.H. Mary, Princess Royal,
will attend Divine Service to-

gether with Members of Her
Regiment, Military and Civic
Dignitaries. Broadcast CBC and
CKWS.

Maid Takes Dim View, So Scribe In Stew

And so did Scribe, on eve of Tue, slink humbly into exalted
chambers of most wondrous Maid Marion. For was wrath of

Marion in high order, approaching even that bestowed upon lowly
Fuzzy-Ones, cowering in grottoes of Cav of Out, before one called
Hark-Tlic- First. For had Scribe, recovering from state of stupor
caused by excess concentration of radicals of ethyl, been totally in-

capable of heeding clarion call of Marion on Mom of Sun. And so
was result of attack by warriors from Land of Soup and Pea on
Gaciz of Gold unknown to fair Maid until appearances of most un-
worthy Scribe.

Men Of Red Like Cowz Are Led

And such were spirits of Marion improved upon news of futility

of attacks of Men oF Red that awesome quantities of viscous fluidz

of amber hue were seen by Scribe to flow frothing streams into

maw of Marion. And did Scribe note with great interest that shovel

of Marion had formed self into proportions of ladle-like nature. And
was most wondrous of babes further overjoyed at fact that among
denizens of Cav of Gord was still Yo Mumbling-One, who, 'tis said,

holds key to mystic formulae, used for brewing of most potent of

amber fluidz for consumption by Marion.

Maybe Not Lousy, But Sure Are Frowzy

And Marion did request Scribe to make apologies for use of

term "lousy" by Sub-Scribe in description of Lemonz. For is same

insult to lice, who (being of intelligent nature and following ex-

ample of N-4.5 generations of Warriors of Scienz) do naturally

prefer proximity of houndz to that of pitiful Lemonz of Lamphadia.

But is Scribe forced to admit that latest crate of Lemonz does show

some promise, though 'tis sad truth that great and fast constant

of decay is possessed by most grades of Lemonz. And did Marion

add that ancient mystery of Lemonz lay still unsolved, that being

that decay does not decrease with usual very low levels of Hg found

in Laud of Kill.

Warriors From Afar Much Better Than Par

And before Scribe could lay down chisel did Marion insist that

same hurl Wel-Kum to warriors from head of Pond of Supe, from

Karl-Tun, and from Land of Fe. But now as chippings are com-

pleted for another quarter-moon must Scribe make way again

through dank Trails of Kin to hovel containing horizontal plane of

feather.

7.00 Harvest Festival

Service

Anelfcui Students, Telephone

The
Aul

Opportunities for Students in Youth
Leadership are open in Sunday School,
AY PA. Servers Guild and Canterbury
Club. Confirmation Classes begin Sun-
day, Oct. 9tb, at 3 p.m.

ON THE AIR TOMORROW!

QUEEN'S
VS

VARSITY
Starting ot 2 p.m., you will

hear Johnnie Kelly's ploy-by-

play broadcast brought to you

by the Empire Life Insurance

Company.
- on -

tS&O CKLC
'YOUR CHAMPIONSHIP STATION IN KINCSTON"

: a

Initio (2Il
r
urrb.

EARL AND BARBIE ST9.

REV. W. F. BANISTER. D D.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER BTH

11 a.m.—Thanksgiving Service

7.30 p.m.—Thanksgiving

Service

0 Come Lcl Us Worship

®t. Attfcmu'n

Prince

Rev. J

Amd Cleroy Streets

Weodehburn.FORDE
M.A O.D.. Minister

darwin stata.
Organist and choirmaster

lillian preston
Assistant organist

-Bible Class

-Morning Service,

10:30 a.m.-

1 1 :00 a.m.-

Nursery Class, Church School

7:30 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Young People
Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended to

all students.

INVITATION TO THE DANCE

THE BLUE AND WHITE SOCIETY
of The University of Toronto

— WILL HOLD A -

TCCTDALL
DANCE

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 8th

AT HART HOUSE

Music to be supplied by Benny Louis

and 4 other bands

DANCINC FROM 9 - 12

Tickets on Sole after the Tea Dance

QUEEN'S STUDENTS WELCOME
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CFRC
Saturday, October 8

7:00—Music
7:30—On the Upbeat—A. Mat-

thews

S:00—In the Groove—D. Thomson
S :30—Lonesome Lemon—Anony-

mous
9:00—1490 Classics—B. Sander-

son

10:00—Cooke's Musical Tour—K.
Cook

10:30—1490 Pops—D. Harrison

11 :00—En joyable Music — R.

Clench

12:00—Sign off.
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New Cheerleaders Selected

To Lead Queen's To Victory

French Student
(Continued from Page 1)

in France, and such tilings as initi-

ation do not exist.

Guy thinks Canadian university

girls strike a better balance between

their academic work and their en-

joyment of college life. French girls

at university are deeply studious

and generally do not have outside

interests.

Please Note
None of the telephones in

Ban High Hall, Adelaide Hall
or in any of the annexes will

be answered after 11 p.m.

Signed,

Ban Righ House Council.

Yea Queen's . . . and Queen's co-eds. Seen practising for to-

morrow's game are four new cheerleaders, Barb Clair, Ruth Fraser,

Sheila MacMillan and Gwen Howes.

The already exuberant Queen's

spirit will be given added spark by

the vocal and physical gymnastics

of six new cheerleaders at tomor

candidates, ten

BEST OF LUCK, GOLDEN GAELS
QUEEN'S FOOTBALL

BROADCASTS

We are privileged to bring Kingston

Radio listeners Johnnie Kelly's ploy

by play broadcasts of all Queen's

awoy football gomes plus summaries

of all Queen's home games over

CKLC, 1380 on your dial.

OCT. 8 — QUEEN'S AT TORONTO
OCT. 22 — QUEEN'S AT WESTERN
NOV. 5 — QUEEN'S AT McGILL

THE EMPIRE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
HEAD OFFICE: KINGSTON, ONTARIO

71 BROCK ST.

were chosen by judges Al Hart,

Meds '58, last year's head cheer-

leader; Kip Summers, AMS pres.;

Miss Marion Ross, head of the girls'

physical Education ; and Chuck

Malcolmson.

Additions to the team are: Ruth

Fraser, PHE '59; Sheila MacMil-

lan, N.Sc. '60; Gwen Howes, PHE
'58; Barb Clair, Arts '58; John

Beedell, Sc. '58; and Wally Schlem-

mer, Sc. '59.

Pat Connell, Arts '57
;

Mary
Ellen Barr, PHE '56

; Jean Curran,

Arts '57; and Nancy Stewart, Arts

'56 are starting their second, third

and fourth season, respectively.

Both Ruth Fraser and Sheila

MacMillan have had two years' ex-

perience, the latter at KCVI.
John Beedell comes from Lake-

head Tech in Port Arthur, while

his home is in Battersea. Wally

Schlemmer hails from Port Elgin.

Gwen Howes and Barb Clair

both spent four years cheerleading

at high school in Kirkland Lake and

Windsor.

SCHOLARSHIPS

The Elgin Wagner scholarship

Foundation, Stockholm, Sweden,

announces a post graduate research

fellowship of $1,900. The aim of

this Foundation is to further scien-

tific research regarding the history

of women in ancient times and to

investigate the latter displacements

of the influence and position of

women through to our own time,

Non-Swedish persons are eligible.

The special application form and
further information can be obtained

from the vice-chairman: Mrs. Bar-

bro Alving, Furusundsgaten 9,

Stockholm 0, Sweden. Applications

should be sent before Dec. 31, 1955.

Yad Chaim Weizmann Award

The Yad Chaim Weizmann
Fellowship, tenable at the Weiz-
mann Institute of Science, Reho
roth, Israel, is offered to scientists

who have done meritorious post

doctoral research. The stipend,

including fare for a single Fellow

will be $4000, for a married Fellow,

$5,500. Applications will be accep-

ted up to Dec. 15, 1955. Awards
will be announced in Jan. 1956.

Further particulars can be obtained

by writing to the Institute.

HAVEN FOR THRIFTY
STUDENTS

REPEAT OF LAST WEEK SPECIAL REG. $19.95

FREE SHIRT WITH THE PURCHASE OF EVERY

Cordoroy Sport Jacket
STYLED BY UTEX — SINGLE BREASTED — SILK
LINER — ALL SHADES — SIZES 34 TO 46.— NOW
THE MOST PRACTICAL JACKET AT QUEEN'S

9.99
FOR BOTH

JACKET ond SHIRT

100% NYLON
DRESS SOX

REG.

1.25 79c

TONY DAY LAMBS WOOL
cevki ESS p. eg. 2 77

CARDIGANS 5.95

ALL WOOL
SPORT JACKET

REG.

29.95 17."

YOU CAN SPEND MORE

BUT YOU CAN'T BUY BETTER 71 Brock St.

Classified Ads
For Rent: Quiet air-conditioned

rooms in fine home near
Queen's. Men. Phone 5048.

Lost: Pen: somewhere on camp-
us; a green Esterbrook pen.

Finder please phone 20035,

(Monica Bruehman).
Lost: Girl's silver identification

bracelet with name HEATH-
ER inscribed on name plate.

Finder please contact Heather
Anderson at 2-0241.

Found: Navy trench coat. Owner
may claim coat at Journal of-

fice.

Found: Glasses minus one lens:

AMS office.

Baby Sitting: By members of the

Student Christian Movement,
Queen's University. Phone
9139.

3Fnrt lettrg Hotel
PRINCESS STREET

Coffee Shop and Restauranf
Kingston, Ont. Phone 7712

GLEE CLUB
Rehearsal for "The Beggar's

Opera", Wednesday, 7.15 Grant

Hall—instead of the usual time.

There was a good crowd at the

last rehearsal but we want more!

and more ! and more

!

QUEEN'S REVUE

All those intending to enter

scripts in the Revue script con-

test must hand in their scripts to

the AMS office by noon Tuesday,

October 11.

QUEEN'S STUDENTS INVITED

Toronto Varsity Christian Fel-

lowship invites Queen's students

to a buffet supper after the game
at the Church of the Redeemer

just east of the stadium. Those

who went last year had an excel-

lent time. Watch for poster direc-

tions.

BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY
The Queen's Biological Society

holds Open House on Tuesday,

October 11 at 8.15 p.m. in the Old

Arts Building. Refreshments to

be served in the Biology 3 labora-

tory. Everyone who is interested

is invited to attend.

PAINTING
All students interested in

painting: the painting group will

meet at the studio, Old Arts

Building every Wednesday at

7.00 p.m. The classes will be un-

der the direction of Professor

Andre Bieler. First class October
12—bring paper and pencils to

draw from the model.

OPEN MOUSE AT ALPHA PHI

The girls of Alpha Phi Fra-

ternity invite you to an "Open
House" after the game October

8 at 10 Bedford Rd.

JAZZ
The Modern Jazz Quartet

wishes to hear from anyone in-

terested in sponsoring them. This

is the group which in 1954 and

again in 1955 won Down Beat

Magazine's annual International

Jazz Critic Poll as the outstand-

ing small combination in jazz.

They will be available from Oc-

tober 10 to November 18. For
further information contact the

Journal office.

DRAMA GUILD
Students remaining in Kings-

ton this weekend are cordially

invited to turn out for operation

clean - up — gametime Saturday.

Radios and refreshments provid-

ed in Drama Guild Lounge.

QUEEN'S BRIDGE CLUB
Queen's Duplicate Bridge Club

will meet Tuesday, October 12 in

the Co-ed Lounge at 7.00 p.m.

Everybody welcome.

Tricolor '56

Graduating students must

have their portrait taken by

Timothy Photographers if it

is to appear in Tricolor '56.

If you have not made your

appointment do so imme-

diately.

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

68 V4 Princess Street Kingston Phone 2-1761
Quality that Pleases . . . Service that Satisfies

SWEET CAPS
add to the

enjoyment

FRESHER : ; ; MILDER ; : . THEY'RE TODAY'S CIGARETTE

Commerce Club

Plans Program

The Queen's Commerce Club

will commence its 1955-56 activities

with a banquet to be held at the

Roy York Restaurant on Wednes-

day evening, Oct. 12.

The Commerce Club has planned

interesting and varied programs for

the coining academic year. These

programs will include a tour of one

of the local industrial plants and

movies and talks by prominent spea-

kers who will describe the various

aspects of Canadian financial in-

stitutions. It is hoped that all Com-
merce students, as well as students

from Industrial Relations will par-

ticipate in the Club's activities this

year and take advantage of the

many opportunities that such par-

ticipation will present. The meeting

place and dates of the Commerce
Club meetings will be posted in the

New Arts Building and in the

Union.

Details of and tickets for the

opening banquet may be obtained

from the Commerce Club repre-

sentative of each class, or members
of the executive.

BROCK
JEWELLERS
161 Princess Street

Kingston, Ontario

PHONE 2-7361

WATCH Repairs

A Specialty

- WE SELL -

WATCHES - DIAMONDS

VALLEAU'S
BARBER SHOP
3)6 PRINCESS STREET

Three Barbers

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 6917
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Seating Problems Discussed
But Solution Still Distant

On Tuesday night, Jim 0'Grady, managing editor of the Jour-
nal, contacted Charles Hides, secretary of the Athletic Board of
Control, in connection with the recent disturbance over student
seating arrangements in Richardson stadium. The points which
arose out ot the conversation appear below:

Q
:

Mr. Hicks, a large portion of the student body has claimed
that the present seating arrangements in Richardson stadium are
inadequate and unfair. Does the Athletic Board of Control feel these
claims are justified?

A: All I can say on that point is that the Board allocated the
same number of seats in the new stands as they had in the old
stands. Our office was merely carrying out orders when we arranged
the seats as they are now. There are several student representatives
on the Board. If the Board Members decide at their next meeting
to change the seating plan, that's up to them.

Q: When the present stands were built 'this summer, did the
Board members anticipate that the seating plan as it exists at pres-
ent would be a permanent one?

A: So far as I know, they did. I might add again that the stud-
ents have exactly the same number of seats now as they had before
the new stands were built. The only new addition over there is the
press box, which may make the line of division between the two
sections more noticeable than it was previously.

Most of the reserved seats in the new stands have already been
sold, so it would be almost impossible to change matters at this
time.

Q: What is the exact capacity of Richardson stadium? And
what is the exact number of seats allocated to Queen's students.

A: The present capacity of the stadium is something over 9000
seats. The Board hopes new concrete bleachers will be built on the
south side of the main grandstand next summer, to raise the total
capacity to exactly 10,000.

Queen's students have been assigned 1750 seats in the new
section along the sidelines, and 750 seats in the metal stands behind
the goal-line at the south end. In years past, freshmen were always
required to sit in these end seats. They no longer do so, and this
has aggravated the conditions along the sidelines. Then too, we
estimate that a great many people who have no right to be there
.sit in the students section. This often happens when people who
aren't going to use their entrance books give them to some person
who is not a student.

Q; Would the Athletic Board of Control suffer a financial loss

if a greater number of seats in the new stands were given to the
student body? If so, how serious would this loss be?

A: There are 2000 reserved seats In the new stands, and most
of these seats are already sold out for the Toronto and Western
games. I would estimate that the loss would run to three or four

thousand dollars per game if all these seats were given to students.

Q: Could these losses be offset by lowering prices in the cover-
ed stands to attract a greater number of paying customers into Ri-
chardson stadium?

A: That is largely a matter of opinion. We expect to be com-
pletely sold out for the Toronto and Western games anyway, so

there isn't much point to it.

Although grandstand prices aren't standardized around the

league, we pretty well follow each other. Our prices, for example,
are the same as those charged in Varsity stadium for comparable
seats, and they don't have a covered grandstand.

Q: Could you estimate the portion of the $15. student athletic

fee which goes towards individual admission at each game? That
is, how much does a student pay for his seat per game?

A: This point needs clearing up. The football team pays its

own way, and therefore none of the $15. fee contributes to its sup-

port.

Several years ago, a student plebiscite fixed the fee for athletics

at $15. Since the fee was large enough to help out with gymnasium
expenses at that time, the Board decided to admit students free to

the games. This has been the practice ever since.
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GUS BRACC1A
(Continued from Page 1)

tended to launch an inquiry into the

matter.

Toronto officials were mystified

by the whole matter, and said that

they could think of no circumstances

which might have given rise to the

story. Local officials said Wednes-
day afternoon that they had been
in contact with the Varsity repre-

sentatives, and had received a "he's

all right with us if he's all right

with you" reply.

Dr. Orin Carson, Queen's re-

presentative on the CIAU govern-

ing board, examined Braccia's qual-

ifications before the quarterback

appeared in a Queen's uniform this

fall, and declared him eligible to

play. If Toronto had instituted a

formal inquiry, Dr. Carson would
have submitted these same docu-
ments to the CIAU governing
board for a ruling on the matter.

Earlier this week, university

registrar Jean I. Royce declared

there was no question as to

Braccia's academic eligibility.

Gael coach Frank Tindall was
inclined to dismiss the matter with

shrug. He too said that there was
no foundation for the claims which
appeared in the city newspapers,
and added "He's a fine quarter

back, and we're all glad to have
him".

Scholarships And Income Taxes
All Part Of NFCUS Program

K. PETROS
EXPERT SHOE REPAIRS KEYS DUPLICATED

SERVICE WHILE YOU WAIT

Confectionery, Novelties, Magazines

525 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2-6533

HAPPY CORNER RESTAURANT
SPECIAL MEAL TICKETS FOR STUDENTS

We serve ITALIAN SPAGHETTI
533 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2-8013

Recent Election

Fills Science Posts

Recent elections in the Faculty
of Applied Science have filled in

all four years executives.

Science '59: Pres., AI. Hall-
worth; vice-pres., Tom Hillis;

sec, Tony Fuoco; treas., Gus
Turnbull; soc. reps., Andy Mc-
mahon, Mitch Wasik; soc. con-
venor, Ed. Sexton

; athletic stick,

Dave Scott; ath. assistants, Den-
ny Bozic, Chris. Nbwakowski

;

constables, Dick Hornby, Norm
Douglas.

Science *58: sec, Doug Kil-

gour; court crier, Bill Liabotis.

Science '57: treas., Bob Bird;

ath. stick, Tom Buckley; jr. AMS
Rep., Paul Hubert; jr. pres. att.,

Hugh Lightbody.

Science '56: sr. AMS rep., John
Oliver; convenor, Arnie Burwell.

Lloyd Carlsen, vice-president

of the Alma Mater Society, and
Sylvie Bieler, Arts '58, left

Kingston late this week to at-

tend the week-long National Fed-
eration of Canadian University
Students conference at the Uni-
versity of Alberta in Edmonton,
starting Oct. 10. The annual con-
ference of NFCUS will this

year have representatives from
30 universities and colleges
throughout Canada. Mr. Carlsen
is the AMS delegate while Miss
Bieler will represent the NFCUS
executive at Queen's.

The agenda planned for the

conference has made full use of

the allotted time. The most im-
portant items to be discussed are

the study topics distributed to

member universities at the last

conference.

Increased income tax exemp-
tions for university students
was the topic studied at Queen's.

This year NFCUS hopes to have
the present $1000 exemption also

include the added cost of tuition

and $100 for books. The Queen's

delegates will give a report to the

conference on their progress to
date.

Another very important pro-

ject of NFCUS is the scholar-

ship campaign. Governor General
Vincent Massey proposed five

milliono dollars of added scholar-

ships and bursaries to be used for

higher education. This has been
pending since 1950. Last Janu-
ary a brief on the matter was pre-

sented to Prime Minister Louis
St. Laurent in a closed meeting
with the NFCUS executive.

NFCUS is preparing to familiar-

ize the public and gain their sup-

port so that the scholarships, as

recommended by Mr. Massey,
will be put into effect.

A third mandate, the stud-

ent discount service, will be put
into effect across Canada this

session. Each member of NFCUS
will be given a card to purchase

groceries and clothing at a dis-

count. A 10-12 percent discount

has been in effect in the U.S. for

three years and has proved to be
very successful and profitable to

both student and merchant. The
plan began with large chain
stores and the smaller business

concerns joined the fold later.

The initial campaign in Kingston
will begin immediately after the

conference.

Perhaps the most important of

all the work NFCUS does is con-

tained in its cultural program.

For the session 1955-56 plans are

in the making for increasing the

scope of growing cultural compe-
titions. Presently this includes

art, short stories, essays and de-

bating. NFCUS has printed a
booklet called Canadian Campus
1955 which is now available here

at Queen's and which gives a
complete story of the work of

NFCUS.

Hanson & Edgar
PRINTERS Printing ofDance

Programs Phone 4114 Every Description

Campus capers

call for Coke
There's bedlam in the

stands when the team is on

a march to the goal. Keep

things going! Refresh now

and then with a frosty

bottle of delicious Coca-Cola.

"Coka" ii a rrgiitered trade-marl

lade ding federal lata

C-2 COCA-COLA LTD.

McGALL'S
LUGGAGE AND SPORTING GOODS
By The World's Finest Manufacturers

— AGENTS FOR —
SPALDINC - SLAZENCER - CCM, ETC., SPORTS EQUIPMENT

SKYWAY — SAMSON ITE — McBRINE

QUEEN'S CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS
SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS
Tennis and Badminton Racquets Restrung

212 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 3793

For . .

.

Quality Dry Cleaning

AND

PERFECTION

IN

Shirt Laundering

*

CALL

Cleland & Flindall Ltd.
84 PRINCESS STREET 147 BROCK STREET

314 BARRIE ST.

ANNUAL

FOOTBALL DANCE
ROYAL YORK HOTEL

Music by Mart Kenney and His Orchestra

DANCING FROM 9 P.M.

Tickets: $3.50 per couple

(Available at A.M.S. Office)

Students on the Toronto special football

train! The Toronto Alumni are operating

an information booth in the Royal York

Hotel. Ross McKelvey. former Tricolour

star, is in charge, and invites you to call

on him and his staff for any assistance

you may require during your stay in

Toronto.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO
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Remember Who We Are
The exodus has started. Today and tomorrow, by train and by

car, two thousand Queen's students will be converging on Toronto
for The Game. Once more the skirl of bag-pipes and enthusiastic
'Oil Thighs" will resound in Union Station, and for the next three
days red, gold, and blue jackets, freshman tarns, and kilts will be
very much in evidence on the streets of Toronto.

The Toronto Weekend has become a social institution. It is an
opportunity to meet graduated friends. For some, it means a week-
end at home. For most, it means a gay round of parties, dances,
and, of course, the football game itself. For all, it is an opportunity
to dwplay to outsiders that irrepressible and exhilarating phenomen-
on, the Queen's Spirit.

Unfortunately, in the past, some emanations of that spirit have
resulted in much bad publicity for the university and have done
nothing to enhance the prestige of those concerned in the eyes of
their fellow students. Such incidents as the repainting of Queen's
Park statues in Queen's colours and the damage inflicted on the
special CNR train in recent years have been seized upon eagerly by
the public press. This material has been, used to construct the po-
pular picture of a university student as drunken, irresponsible
shiftless, and incapable of higher self-expression than defacin?
statues and breaking windows.

We recognize this as an unfair representation of the average
Canadian student but others, unfortunately, do not. The conduct of
the small minority of students usually associated with such inci-
dents only strengthens their belief that this conception is the true
one. We owe it to ourselves to behave as responsible and intelligent
young adults. Furthermore, we must accept responsibility for seein-
that no material damage or excessive rowdyism is perpetrated bv
the irresponsible minority. Nothing dampens the ardour of this el-
ement so much as the disapproval of fellow students.

We must remember that not only our own reputations are at
stake but also the reputation of our university. To Torontonians
we are Queen's. The exhuberance of our university spirit is evidence
enough that we all think highly of our Alma Mater. Yet on such
occasions as football weekends we often condone conduct of our
fellow students which reflects nothing but dishonour on the name

tfPX Ye
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Letters To The Editor
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Live And Let L ive

GE
Bottles -runs

J9SBBL.

A new service for our guestg . .

'There is nothing but NOTHING like a night in our cooler'

Conversation Piece
By Tony King

, _ ,
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ot yueen s. V. e do not realize the impact of minor incidents on the turn the ug!>er side of their na
reputation of our university. The sight of a few Queen's students,
hopelessly drunk, leaves an impression in the minds of the general
public that is difficulty erase. This Toronto weekend let us re-member who we are, and what we represent. Let us consider our
actions in the light of our responsibilities.

There Is A Solution
The unpleasant words "vandals", "juveniles", and "a bunch ofdrunks have been applied, on several occasions, to those studentswhe

.

protested with paint the seating arrangements in Richardson
btadium. This indicates rather clearly the official attitude toward the
incident. It is unfortunate, but the charges cannot be denied. Stud-
ents who try to rectify a situation while in a drunken state are liable
to be ignored or severely dealt with by university authorities. Butcomplaints about the stands did not begin with the painting of thestadium. The AB of C was approached last year about inadequate
seating space. New stands were built, but allotment of seats remain-ea tne same.

Nothing is ever accomplished by violence, destruction or dam-age to property. Those who resort to these means succeed only indefeating their own end. On the other hand, students who feel theyhave a legitimate complaint deserve to be heeded. More consider-

K-SC^ ° f C
°
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In this issue appears a list of questions put to the AB of C onthe problem of seating. This in itself is progress, because at last
students have some ,dea of the AB of C position. The questionnaire
indicates that there are enough seats for students if one agrees thatapproximately one-quarter of the student body has an excellentview of converts and placements-and very little else.

It must be conceded, however, that if students were allottedthe use of center stands the AB of C would lose money. There ishowever a solution to this, and a solution which hinges on another
perennial complaint among Queen's students. Two dollars is toomuch to pay for a football dance. If the running of these dances
were turned over to the AB of C and the prices lowered, the danceswould be better attended and the revenue from them would make up
for the loss of revenue to the stadium. In addition there would be
better feeling among the students toward the AB of C.

The Plot Revealed
An unprecedented plot against Queen's Levanites has been dis-

covered m operation. This plot has come to light in the Students
Union, but there is every possibility that it will spread insidiously People didn't think much oY him

while he was around, but his rep-

utation seems to have stood the
sms, Smoking. If it succeeds it will be the first step in ........

of Levanites who up to now have been models of social decorum way
Later on another fellow calledThe evidence is clear and unavoidable. Two cigaret machines Galileo got sat on by respect-

-mirror"
°" * * ^ ^ C°ntaiDS

* *We^ f°f out of

line. He recanted, but now it

I wonder why most people who
become involved in controversy

reason emotional argument cau
es people to forget the common
sense approach to things, to

lose sight of what is important
and what is not, and — worst of

all — to guard their own reputa-

tion zealously no matter what
may happen to somebody else's.

Of course public opinion is a
pretty potent force. It always has
been. People don't like being
knocked out of their mental and
emotional ruts. In fact usually

they can't even bear the mere
suggestion that their particular

rut has made them do something
wrong.

Everyone loves the hero who
dives in and saves a drowning
child. Almost no one loves the daring

soul who speaks up against what
he believes to be wrong, particu-

larly when the majority either

thinks it's right or would rather

look the other way.
The brave individual who

points to a situation he thinks
should be corrected has always
had to buck the cold shoulder,

the frigid stare and even threats

of physical violence if the inter-

ests he is attacking think they
can get away with it.

Such individuals have tradi-

tionally been known as "cranks".

Isfits" and "rabble rousers"

(there are more vulgar terms).

They have never been popular.

One such person lived a few
years ago in a country a long
way from Canada. He travelled

about his native land attacking
the priests, telling people that

money-making wasn't every-
thing, denouncing worldly ambi-
tion and blessing they which are

persecuted for righteousness'

sake. In fact he annoyed people
much he had to be crucified

if it is not stopped at once. The object of this nefarious scheme is

I^r^fl0
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to in that most wicked of all -

the downfall test 01 l 'me
-
14 often happens that will continue to disagree as long

seems he was right after all.

Of course it is always easy to

admire the crank from a distance
tures toward the sun. For some Then we can see him for what he

really is: the only thing that
makes real progress possible, the
only thing that keeps men from
sinking into cynical bestiality,

the only thing that makes free-

dom worth having. But up close

they hurt and people don't like

them,

A Greek once had some
thoughts on the way people be-

have when they lose their heads
during a controversy: "Words
lost their real meaning and had
to take the meaning now given
them. Reckless audacity came to

be considered the courage of a
loyal ally

; prudent hesitation,

specious cowardice; moderation
was regarded as a cloak for un-
manliness; ability to see all sides

of a question, unwillingness to

act on any. Frantic violence be-

came the attribute of manliness;

cautious plotting a justifiable

means of self-defence. The ad-

vocate of extreme measures was
always trustworthy, his oppon-
ent a man to be suspected."

Times haven't changed much,
have they?

Even on its most sordid level,

though, a widespread controver-

sy may be the quickest way of

eparating the sheep from the

goats, of finding out whose
friendship is worth having and
whose isn't. Nothing can reveal

as quickly as a controversy
those lily-livered souls who want
to keep their noses clean at all

costs and to hell with loyalty,

courage and common decency.

We would get nowhere with-
out honest controversy of course.

But why does it so often have to

be conducted on a puerile, emo-
tional plane? — as though a per-

son's character and integrity de-

pended on the opinion he hap-
pened to hold about some petty

issue or other. Rational people

Editor, Journal:

This is not going to be a long
letter or an essay on 'profession-

als' here at Queen's. There is a
chap here at present, however,
who is being attacked by some
who feel his presence is 'unde-

sirable'. A reply to a certain letter

which appeared in Tuesday's
Journal seems to be in that order.

First, he heard about Queen's
from a couple of ex-Queensinen
who naturally thought quite a bit

about the place. Don't we all?

Second, he became interested

in the idea of Queen's, and when
that fact was learned by people

here he was contacted and he
came.

Third, his a p p 1 ic a t i o n and
previous scholastic standing was

|

Was She
Editor, Journal

:

I wonder if Miss Reid and her
significant minority were pres-

ent at the Pep Rally Friday night

before the game? I wonder if she
danced up the street after the

band with the rest of us? I won-
der if she was on Alfred Street

Saturday noon, two hours before

game time, to see the queue of

student fans stretching from the

entrance to Union St.?

I wonder again if she heard
the enthusiastic cheers every
time Braccia cocked his arm or

accepted by the registrar without
reservations.

Fourth, he plays football and
is rather proficient in that field.

Are not we all proficient in one
field or another aside from the
courses we take?

Therefore, why not "live and
let live", as should be the oppor-
tunity given any of us here at

Queen's? Unless we know the
whole story why write half-

truths maligning one another?
Let us leave that to the "gutter
press". If interested in the prob-

lem, take time and look up the

facts. They are there to be seen.

J. Ashley,

Arts '56.

There?

Stewart headed for the flat? And
after the game was won, did she

and her minority venture to

Grant Hall where the shouting of

'Oil Thigh' was loud and long?
I wonder if she did all these

things, how she could possibly

suggest that Queen's spirit is

waning.

This may be our year and I for

one am more enthusiastic than
ever. Come on you Gaels!

Rob Dunlop,

Arts '57.

Barking Up The Wrong Tree

as the earth revolves. They owe
t to themselves to conduct their

discussions on a rational basis

and not argue like dogs fighting

over a dirty bone.

Editor, Journal

:

Before reading Tuesday's

Journal, I had been thinking

about the gradual drift of the AB
of C away from responsibility to

the student body, and its present

obvious confusion concerning its

very reason for existence. How-
ever, having read the official

AMS opinion (re the painting of

the stadium) on the front page
under "What They Say", I decid-

ed that I had been blaming the

wrong people.

I was struck first with hope,

and then with disappointment

and anger when I read, "The
AMS intends to do everything

it can to rectify the matter . .
.",

and then read further to discover

that they merely planned to "find

the culprits and deal with them."

It's high time we built a fire

under these boys. They have been
dealing with 'higher things' and

This Is Too Much
Editor, Journal:

Since my discovery of "Steam
Shovel" last year, I've leafed

through the Journal pages with

anticipation, I admired the wit of

our anonymous scribe immense-

ly. But it's all over now. His

good natured fun-poking at us

Levanites has become a little too

barbed for me to swallow. Wit-

ness his expressions "lousy Lem-
ons", "sickly Lemons" and
"babes of finer choice" in the

Sept. 30 issue. Admittedly some
Lemons do go sour in the great

fall-term rush, but Engineers do
their part in both the rushing and
the souring.

If Maid Marion's pet is accus-

ing all of us, I for one would like

to hear the charges, not just his

verdict. And if his opinion repre-

sents that of his whole faculty, I

think that some very fine Engin-
eers may lose some equally fine

Lemon friends. To my wisely

anonymous critic, I say, "Put up
or Shut Up!"

Catherine Perkins,

Levana '58.

neglecting the rights of the stu-

dents for too long. It would put
new strength into the AMS to
find out they still have some au-

thority around this university.

(And if it doesn't find out soon
Queen's will just become a big-

commercial football club like the
Argos, run by the AB of C and
giving a few lectures in Rope-
climbing III to bad boys from
grade schools.)

To you people who want some
action on this seating business,

I suggest you put the spurs to
your AMS faculty. That's what
they're for. The AB of C can call

us vandals and drunks, and other-

wise evade the issue, but the
AMS has to listen to our griev-

ances and act on them.

Bill Frisken,

Science '56.
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Varsity Sees

$500. Damage
By Gael Fans
Remnants of the strong week-

end football contingent straggled

back into Kingston on Monday,
amid reports that student con-
duct in two major Toronto hotels

had not been any worse, and pro-

bably a bit better, than usual.

Offsetting these indications of
good behaviour, however, was an
estimate by officials of the Uni-
versity of Toronto that Golden
Gael fans had inflicted a total of

$500. damage on Varsity stadium.
Varsity officials told the Journal
on Monday that it would cost

about $350 to replace the sta-
dium's supposedly "immovable"
steel goalposts and another $150
to cover up a night painting of
the stadium. The posts, imbedded
in six feet of solid concrete at the
north end of the field, were rip-

ped down in a post-game melee
which lasted for almost an hour
on Saturday afternoon.

Phil Loosemore, financial se-
cretary of the Toronto athletic

association, said Monday that
Varsity had never before billed

Queen's for student-inflicted da-
mage in Toronto. However, he
admitted that destruction in pre-
vious years had never been so
costly. "After all" he said "it just
happened two days ago, and we
haven't reached a decision on the
matter yet".

Varsity stadium workmen la-

bored all day Friday to erase the
efforts of a group of unidentified
Queen'smen who splattered the
stadium with pro-Gael slogans in
the early hours of Friday mor-
ning. Despite the efforts of the
workmen, students in the Queen's
cheering section on Saturday af-
ternoon were confronted with a
long banner on the opposite side
of the field bearing the words
"Come on, you Gaels".

Police did not intervene on
Saturday afternoon when several

hudred students twisted the steel

posts from their concrete moor-
ings. Several punches were
thrown when Varsity students
attempted to defend their proper-
ty, and a number of shiners and
at least one chipped cheek-bone
among Gael supporters were re-

(See Stadium Damage, page 4)

Golden Slipper
Finds Foot

By Uncle Jack
Ann Benson, a second year

Commerce student, is the Cinder-
ella of the Medical Formal. Her
foot fit the slipper which a cour-
ier has been carrying around
campus for the past week.
The lucky Cinderella now re-

ceives a free ticket to the Medical
I

Formal, a corsage, a free taxi-
cab and a picture of herself and
her escort. She also gets the
slippers. The Aesculapian Society
foots the bill.

Due to the Hallowe'en rush
for pumkins, these are now in

short supply and have not been
placed at Miss Benson's disposal.

When interviewed. Miss Ben-
son said she felt "Great, just

great." Spoken like a true Cind-
erella !

We have been asked whether
we were going to run a contest

to find Cinderella's ugly sister.

To all who asked . . . "Sorry."

AMS Requests More Seats;
May Take Issue To Senate

Mr. Perinbam
Visits Queers
Queen's local committee of WUS

is being encouraged by the forth-

coming visit of Mr. Lewis Perin-

bam. executive secretary of WUS
of Canada. He will' visit Queen's

on Oct. 21 and 22, when it is hoped

he will briefly address various

classes on the campus about WUS
and its activities.

On Friday evening, Oct. 21, Mr.

Perinbam will speak to the local

committee about its purpose, and

about student conditions in South-

East Asia where he has been tra-

velling recently. Everyone interest-

ed is urged to attend this meeting.

The meeting will be held from 7

to S p.m.

Born in Malaya, educated in

Scotland, and having gained ex-

perience from working with the

India Embassy and WUS in Eng-

land, Mr. Perinbam is well-inform-

ed on the subjects on his talk.

Royal Visitor

The Princess Royal is seen passing through the gateway to

the New Arts building on the lower campus during her visit to

Kingston last Friday and Saturday. At her right is Principal W.
A. Mackintosh.

Signpost

No items for Signpost

will be accepted after S p.m.

on Sunday and Wednesday.

Lord Tweedsmuir To Open
Buchan Library Col!ection

Lord Tweedsmuir will official-

ly open the John Buchan Library

at 3 p.m. on Friday at the

Douglas Library.

Last July Queen's secured the

library, containing nearly four

thousand volumes and private

papers of John Buchan, first Bar-

on Tweedsmuir and Governor-

General of Canada from 1935 un-

til 1940.

With the library and papers

were included a replica in bronze

of the bust of Lord Tweedsmuir

in the National Portrait Gallery,

London, the large mahogany

University Honors Three Men
Three men distinguished in public

service will receive the honorary
LL.D. degree from Queen's Uni-
versity on Saturday, Oct. 15, at
the autumn convocation commenc-
ing at 10.30 a.m. in Grant Hall,

Honored will be the Lord
Tweedsmuir, son of a former
governor-general; Adlai Stevenson,
former governor of the state of
Illinois, and Dr. W. P. Thompson,
president of Univ. of Saskatchewan.

Lord Tweedsmuir also will give
the AMS lecture in Grant Hall at

U a.m. Friday, and will officially

open the new John Buchan library,

which contains the books and manu-
scripts of his father.

Educated at Eton and Ox-ford.

Lord Tweedsmuir served with the

Hudson's Bay Co. in the Canadian ADLAI STEVENSON

Arctic, and in the Canadian Army

from 1939 to 1945. He was woun-

ded, mentioned in despatches twice

and awarded the O.B.E. He com-

manded the Hastings and Prince

Edward Regiment in Sicily and

Italy in 1943.

Adlai Ewing Stevenson, 55,

graduated from Princeton Univer-

sity in 1922 and was admitted to

the Illinois bar in 1926. He was

governor of Illinois from 1948

to 1953 and Democratic presidential

candidate in 1952.

Dr. W. P. Thompson is a native

of Ontario and graduate of the Uni-

versity of Toronto. He was presi-

dent of the Royal Society of Canada

in 1947-48 and president of the Na-

tional Conference of Canadian Uni-

versities last year.

writing desk and chair, and the

step ladder from Buchan's li-

brary at Elsfield Manor, Oxford-

shire.

This collection was purchased

for the Douglas Library by Col.

and Mrs. R. S. McLaughlin of

Oshawa. They will be present

for the library's opening, along

with Queen's Rector, Dr. L. W.
Brockington, a close friend of

the Tweedmuir family.

Some books in the collection

contain annotations in Buchan's

handwriting. Presentation vol-

umes contain autographed let-

ters from the authors.

The collection has 2S manu-
script volumes of some of Buch-

an's major works. These are

hand- written with the exception

of two or three typescripts. These

volumes were on exhibit in the

Bodleian Library at Oxford be-

fore they were sent to Queen's.

John Buchan's scholarly in-

terests in the humanities and so-

cial societies are reflected in his

collection. Belles lettres predom-

inate, with a wide range of Scot-

tish writers; biography and his-

tory follow in close succession.

The Greek and Roman classics,

philosophy and theology are well

represented. Also included are

sporting books and accounts of

travel and adventure.

Buchan was not known as a

"rare book" collector. However,

there are half a dozen books from

the sixteenth century. Among
other works are the first collec-

(See Collection, page 5)

Executive Looks For Solution

To Student Seating Problem
A request for a minimum, of 2400 seats at Queen's home games

for students and students' wives was put forth by the AMS ex-

ecutive to a regular AB of C meeting last night.

At a special executive meeting Thursday, the AMS approved

an Aesculapian Society motion that the AMS president make direct

contact with the Board regarding the distribution of seats in

Richardson Stadium. These 2,400

seats are to be on the east side of

the stadium between the 25 yard

lines.

Failing any constructive re-

sults by noon today, Kip Sum-
mers, AMS president, is to make
direct representation to Princi-

pal Mackintosh and so bring the

matter before the Senate. It was

also decided to invite the princi-

pal to last night's meeting.

The vote was taken only after

a complete discussion of the seat-

ing problem had taken place.

Doug Bell, president of the

Aesculapian Society, said the

Board is responsible to the AMS.
If the student body wants some-

thing, the AB of C must listen to

their request. He said the Board

is too dogmatic, too powerful and

should be brought back to reason-

able limits of control.

Moreover, he said, overcrowd-

ing forces students to line up at

the stadium early to get good

seats. With nothing to do for over

an hour, they revert to alcoholic

beverages, and by game-time are

so drunk they cause discomfort

to other students.

This, he said, could be reme-

died by a commodious seating

arrangement. In reply to a plan

to seat freshmen in the end zone,

Mr. Bell said the freshmen pay

the same athletic fee as other

students, and are entitled to the

same benefits.

Herb Hamilton, permanent se-

cretary-treasurer of the AMS,
pointed out that the $15 athletic

(See Seating Issue page 4}

Science Delegates

Guests At Queen's

About 130 delegates from across

Canada will come to Queen's for

the forthcoming visit of industrial

ists and engineers on Oct. 13, 14

and 15.

Dr. C. J. Mackenzie, president

of the Atomic Energy Control

Board of Canada, will be guest

speaker at the dinner to be held

Oct. 13 for the visiting delegates.

On the following day, delegates

will visit class rooms and labora-

tories, will meet staff and students

and discuss technical problems with

them.

These meetings originated three

years ago when it was decided to

familiarize the engineering industry

across Canada with the facilities at

Queen's for the training of engi-

neering students, and for the in-

vestigation of engineering problems.

At that time it was agreed that

the universities and industry are

partners in the training of young

engineers.

Protest Price;

Science Holds
Dollar Dance

In a protest move against the

high price of Saturday evening

football dances, Science '56 is

planning to hold a downtown
dance at SI per couple on Oct. 15.

Ron Tillotson, president of

Science '56, informed the AMS
executive by letter of this plan

at their special meeting last

Thursday. He also asked per-

mission to advertise on campus.

If the dance takes place. Mr.

Tillotson said a letter to the

Alumni Association will follow

in an attempt to show the re-

stricting effects of the present

football dance price of $2.00.

The AMS passed a motion to

propose a price cut of 50c for the

football dances. President Kip

Summers was delegated to put

forth this suggestion.

Mid-Term Tests

The Faculty of Arts is

giving mid-term tests in

courses numbered A, 1 and

2, and other pass courses

in which first year students

are registered.

These tests will be held

the first week in November

in the regular class hours.

Debators Consider

Cocktail Question

Cocktail lounge advocates were

defeated at the Thursday meeting

of the Public Speaking and Debat-

ing Cub.

Successfully speaking against the

resolution "Cocktail lounges should

be opened in Kingston," Stu How-

ard and Tiit Tohver said the

lounges would mean financial

suicide to most Queen'smen.

The affirmative, upheld by Derek

Wiggs and David Spooner, decried

the evils resulting from inadequate

outlets for the "social lubricant",

and insisted Canadians cannot be

expected to drink in a civilized

fashion if they have nowhere to do

so.

Tomorrow evening the team of

Nigel Gander and Bob Little will

debate for the affirmative on the

current campus topic, "Resolved

that College Football is a business,

not a sport." Peter Zarry and Ed
Carter will support the negative.
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THE

SIDELINES

MIKE MOFFAT LI '

The Varsity Stadium Jinx kept its record intact last Saturday
as the Gaels dropped another heartbreaker, the third in a row that
they have lost there due to a few bad freakish breaks. Queen's
sutfered from an acute first half attack of fumbilitis that robbedthem of a chance to build up a commanding lead. Then they lost
then- last chance when two of their own pass receivers ran into
each other when it looked as if one of them would catch Braccia's
toss for the game winning touchdown with less than two minutes
to go.

Last year, the Tricolor lost their playoff game with Western,when a freak held goal attempt was fumbled and the Mustangs
recovered for the game winning touchdown while Johnny Metraswas on his way down to congratulate Frank Tindall. A week earlier,
the QUfens SqUad had dropped fln ^ ^ ^
.Blues when the hometown
eight minutes after bei:

BLUES LAST PERIOD TOUCHDOWN
EDGES GALLANT TRICOLOR 11-6

.-Mi

m
; 1

iers scored two touchdowns in the last
held scoreless for over one hundred and

ten minutes. A disputable interference call set up one of the oppos-ing majors m that tilt. A Toronto paper quoted a frim-faced Frank
T.ndall as mumbling "We always try to be entertaining," but it istoo bad for the Gaels and their supporters that the last laugh has

Cm WhCn S<1Uad W3S 50 d— of the win.
With Western being held to a 6-6 draw

obvious that the Blues and the Gael
playoff day, and it

:

of the Blues. For
League for some time, it is hard to believe that the I .

wearing off. It has been a long time since the Purple wereTum-bled m their Own back yard like they were by Varsity, and yet withthe form that the Tricolor has displayed so far. it look
unlikely that they might come out of London with
tucked safely under their belts. However, it is first necessarv to** the Mustangs in Richardson stadium^

S

A FEW COMMENTS

«...

The Train Leaves The Station
Mad Man Munis crashes for gain, as Ron Lane reaches and Gary

Schrcidcr rushes in [left]. Identifiable, Rogers [81]. Kellock [50].

in McGill, it seems
will be meeting come Yates

to be hoped that the game is not in the home

not too

vital win

It was surprising that at the dance after the game, most of the

fu rae^S: h

r

r
Cted

^-f l
f bee" Smi*» with a dre !

TriroL \ !
m°re 35 ,f the>

' had COmP,ete confidence that the

^t™£:™S
* ~* "* — S° ^ team:

"Do Hughes and Lewis make all the tackles?" was one of themost frequent comments as the announcer at the game seemed toknow only two names to which he added "and somebody or o he
"

depending on who else was in on the tackle. "Great 4me T manother one like that and you're All-Star for sure" . "Looks like"we'll have three all-star linemen for a change, Lewi Bruce IS
back, our backfiedw.il run them right out of the stadium" . . . any-body seen Jocko? boy, can that guy get rid of that ball, he shouldn't

?Ta

V

l
g
A V T tW

° " Z°ne 3t aI1 "
' "

^d you see AbJack Abraham) get through to throw that guy for a loss? (Muntz

I k stlk b b

,C,t)
'1 1 RadchUCk

' bU3ted ^ruces blockedhick streak by becoming the second Qu
last two years. That boy has potential

Baby Blues Overpower Comets
Roll Over Queen's To 35-0 Win

een sman to succeed in the
Yeh, but Lou blocked that

comers in the blocking de-He can catch too, did yoi, see him catch that one that
he really jumped to haul it in. Did he ever make

partment

was called back

W J? fy 0n ^\t0UC
'

hd0Wn P'^- he sl>ould never have got ayard after he caught the pass.
b

"Too bad Stewart wasn't feeling the best, he still plays better
icfc than most of them do in the best of condition ... if he doe n'look out, J,m Cruickshank will steal his punt return thunder Hewas rolling up the yardage on those returns ... our pass defencewas ternfic just think what it will be like when we get Kocmanback, he and Ron will make the best pair of pass defenders the lea'uhas seen in a long time, the fastest too . . . Braccia hit for flv

Their hne was a b.t too heavy and seemed to hold too wellToronto was getting good blocking on their running plays . Muntz
is just hke a tram, you've got to stop him at the station or he
for a good run

. . . that Rogers really makes a difference
backfield, he g,ves them a good one-two running punch . . . powerversus our speed

. . . maybe our downfield tackling might havebeen better, although Stewart was there, and Lewis and Hugheswere getfng back fast
. . . maybe we ought to call Hughes "Crazy

Legs for his runback of that pass he
'-

The Press Box in Varsity Stadium
the local one. For one thing, all tl

person knows where he is to sit, with
Something else we liked was the lunch that was passed at

off

in their

time. How about returning the favor to
men ?

ss he intercepted.

few advantages over
seats are tagged so that each

spotters in the second row.

half

visiting press and radio

Jake Edward's Intermediate

Comets ran into a tetam that had
them completely outclassed last

Friday, when they played host
to the Baby Blues from Torontto.

Featuring a quarterback who
played a cool deadly game, and
a line that was as big as the

Queen's seniors, the Torontoni-
ans rolled to an easy 35-0 triumph
over a game Tricolor squad that

tried all the way but who didn't

have strength enough to pull off

a sustained attack.

The visitors scored inside the
;first two minutes as they drove
downfield and counted on a flat

pass from Winters to Gee. The
convert went wide. The Comets
took the kickoff, marched from
deep in their own end to the vis-

itor's thirty before the attack

bogged down, Varsityy came
right back to the Queen's six be-

fore they were halted. The Com-
ets went nowhere and had to

kick. Three plays later, Dann
scored a Toronto touchdown
from the four and this one was
converted. That made it 11-0 and
set the pattern that was to fol-

low for the rest of the game.
Queen's would inarch past cen-
trefield and be stopped and then
Varsity would march back al-

though sometimes it took several

such marches to make the touch-
down. Their four other touch-
downs were converted, with the

Blues getting another pair before

the half, and two in the last half.

Gee took a long pass from centre-

field and went over for the third,

while Reid scored the fourth from
the four.

McNabb turned in a top flight

effort in the losing cause, as he
proved to be the fastest man on
the field, catching Toronto run-
ners from behind with some good
downfield tackling. Unfortunate-
ly, his teamates were unable to

shake him lose on any plays from
scrimmage, so his speed was not
so effective on offence.

The Tricolor move to OAC for

a game this Saturday and hope
to get back into winning form.

Intercollegiate Standings

P W L T F A P
Toronto _. 2 2 0 0 31 8 4

Queen's _ 2 1 1 0 36 21 2

McGill — 2 0 1 1 16 36 1

Western _ 2 0 1 1 8 26 1

JACK ABRAHAM

Jim Hughes, tackle — turned
in a top flight two way perform-
ance, including some great tac-

kles and a pass interception.

Jack Abraham, guard — aiong
with Radchuck. a big stiffener of

the Gael centre. Broke through

to toss Muntz for a loss.

Gary Lewis, centre and cap-

Fumbles, Fate Foil Gael Bid
Ground Attack Proves Edge

Ian Baird
Saturday afternoon, a warm October sun cut through a threat-

ening sky, and the Golden Gael supporters, settling themselves at

Varsity Stadium, could have deemed this to be a good omen. For we
ill knew good omens and lucky breaks would be needed. But it was
:iot to be. Kicks were fumbled, holding penalties nullified big gains,

passes bounced off goal posts . . . and Muntz was cutting through

the middle and sweeping around the end. The clash brought to-

gether two evenly matched teams; every yard gained was fought

for viciously.

Just as they did last year, the

Gaels fought to the front and

clung tenaciously to their lead

only to be edged in the dying

minutes. And again like last year.

Varsity needed to score two
touchdowns to pull the game out

of the fire, after having been held

scoreless for nearly three-quar-

ters of the game. But the big Blue

machine, capitalizing on Tricolor

miscues and misfortunes, proved

equal to the task and wound up
11-6 victors.

Varsity's kickoff soared and
bounced crazily to Queen's nine-

yard line where Stewart found

the handle and the struggle was
on. Queen's got nowhere, and a

short kick left the Gael defenders

with their backs to the wall right

from the gun. But the defence

was as tight as a champagne
cork and Stewart ran the ball

out to our ten. The ball changed
hands twice before Braccia click-

ed with a pass to Schreider at

mid-field for the game's first ten-

yard gain. Another good pass

went to McMahon, but the drive

stalled and Thompson's kick had

Varsity scrimmaging on their

own five-yard line. Then the train

called Muntz got out of the sta-

tion and kept grinding up to the

Varsity 52. Two plays later, Ab-
raham broke through to nail

Muntz for a four-yard loss.

Cruikshank ran Varsity's punt to

the Queen's 17 and the Boy with

the Golden Arm, who completed

five of his first six passes, took

over again, throwing and run-

ning the ball back into Blue ter-

ritory. The Queen's drive was
stalled again by recovered fum-

bles and a long kick ended up on

Varsity's 12. The Blues ran into

some brick walls, and Queen's

took possession on Varsity's 50.

Al Riva intercepted a wayward
pass, two Varsity passes boun-

ced, but Harshaw's fumble of a

high punt put Varsity on Queen's

46. On Varsity's second down,

Jim Hughes intercepted, and the

game continued to see-saw. Four

Scoring

T C s Pts

Stewart, Q 3 0 0 IS

Skrzypek, T „ 2 0 0 10

Hutchinson, M 2 0 0 10

Thompson, Q _ 0 5 1 6

Simmonds, W 1 0 0 5

Holland, M 1 0 0 5

Schreider, Q — 1 0' 0 5

Braccia, Q 1 0 0 5

Bruce, Q. 1 0 0 5

Rogers, T 1 0 0 5

Muntz, T 1 0 0 5

Kellock, T 1 0 0 5

Maik, T - 0 4 0 4

Roman, W. 0 0 3 3

plays later, Al Riva ran half the

width of the field to make a leap-

ing interception right out of the

hands of a waiting Gael at mid-

field. Toronto couldn't move, and

so kicked. Schreider fumbled on

Queen's second down at its own
16 yard line, with time for just

one more play in the half, He was
in the right spot to intercept

Skryzypek's attempted touch-

down pass. In the first half,

Queen's fumbled five times and

had two passes intercepted.

(Continued on page 4)

GARY LEWIS

tain — played a terrific game as

offensive centre and defensive

centre secondary, tops in tackling

and short pass defence.

Lou Bruce, end — showed top

pass snagging form in addition

to his usually strong defensive

work. Chalked up another blocked

kick. LOU BRUCE

Dial 7135

town and country

Restaurants
O Highway No. 2, Cararaqui, Ont.

• Princess at Clergy Streets,
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Nel$€n*sC€lumn
"The figure of 2.2 children per family was fclt to be in some

respects absurd and a Royal Commission suggested that the middle
classes be paid money to increase the average to a rounder andmore convenient number." (Punch.)

As soon as I read this my blood begun to boil. What right
have they, the bureaucrats, to say what is a decent number of
children

.

for a m.ddle class family to have? And note their insidious
use of the word decent": suggesting that if you didn't abide bywha they thought a "decent" number of children should be, youare indecent." Don't let them frighten you!

Of course, they dangle the carrot of subsidy before our eyes : "aRoyal Commission suggested that the middle classes be paidmoney
. . You see, they hit at the point where they know we are

at our weakest; they offer free beer, which they disguise with their
gobble-dee-gook "money". I appeal to you. do you need beer so
badly that you would be willing to sacrifice one of the last free-
doms left to us? I know what you would say to that, so I won't
wait for your answer.

To go back to the quotation: "the figure of 2.2 children was
felt to be ,n some respects absurd . . .». Again you can see the clcvcr-
ncss-these boys really know their job-a nice vague statement
written to confuse the minds of nice law-abiding, church-going
people, whose main aim in life is to avoid being called absurd You
know how it is when you want to destroy a person's character com-
pletely, you say to a friend: "I won't bother to mention names but
Charlie is m some respects absurd". This sort of statement makes
the other person look for, and most certainly find, an absurdity
where he did not see one before.

They want you to decrease or increase your family from 2.2
children to "a rounder and more convenient figure". Let us con-
centrate on the significance of the phrase "more convenient". More
convenient, to whom? The bureaucrats? Is their opinion and need
the most important one here? I could present many arguments to
disprove the usefulness of any quantitative change in the middle
class family. For example, think of the economic chaos which would
result from legislation changing the number of children from 2.2 to
some "rounder and more convenient figure." Houses which have
been designed and built for a man, his wife, and their 2.2 children
would have to be pulled down and rebuilt.

I have been condemning this new bureaucratic move from the
economic point of view, but as I have said, the condemnation could
come from one of any number of points of view. The one which I

think is really fundamental is that of our personal freedom. There
are not many things left to our individual choice. Those which are,
should be fought for tooth and nail.

What is the ideal number of children for a middle class family?
Do we need to go further than the facts? No, I don't think so.

Human evolution is not irrational: 2.2 children arc not without
meaning. The ideal middle class family is, of course, 2.2 children.
I can say that without prejudice, for I come from a family of 5.9
children.

Comment On Queen's;
Or Thoughts Of A Frosh
Tonight it is raining. The rain

rushes against the windows on
the top floor of Ban Righ. For
the first time there are lights at

most of the windows. The phone

doesn't ring so often: the hall

floor doesn't squeak so much.
Quiet hour is almost quiet. Some-
one may even be studying 1 I

hadn't realized that could hap-

pen.

In fact, tonight I begin to

grasp the fact that I'm a fresh-

ettc at Queen's. Vaguely, I re-

member deciding last May, that

I would come, but between there

and here is a confused sequence
of events.

As I said — it is raining and
for the first time in days we
find ourselves with nothing to

do but listen to the beautiful

sound. I thought of the past busy
summer and that mad week be-

tween summer and college, then
of my arrival at Queen's. That
was three weeks ago Sunday
night, as Dear Diary informs me.
It says we had Levana Tea, went
to Chalmers' and coffee shop. It

says Monday we went to Rich-
ardson Hall, Ontario Hall, Grant
Hall, also to Hotel Dieu, and
finally to "Orientation". By
Wednesday, Dear Diary has
learned that Halls here are too

numerous; and now only records

main events.

Tonight it will say that this

freshette took time to think.

Thinking up to now has been

chaotic. What could you think-

about that wouldn't be contra-

dictory? You could think, "What
a lovely city ! but everyone on

the street begins with, "Excuse

me — this Kingston weather —
I've got a cold". It is only the se-

cond time it has rained since I

came.

Once I endeavoured to de-

cide some things, like "What ac-

tivities to enter?" Originally I

meant to enter a few. There are a

million here. Some advisiors said

to enter them all, others said one

only.

Boys we have in great quanti-

ties. Thanks to millimetre hair-

cuts the same boy seems to be

approaching you from every con-

ceivable direction.

Campus styles are famous,

n'est-ce pas ? But what they

throw at us? Notice what march-

ed to the game that Saturday?

Tonight in this calm after the

storm, I am letting the pieces of

my world fall into place. Sur-

1

DIETRICH AND THE CROWD
They had been talking, it was

one of those many endless cof-

fee discussions where each one
repeated his often rehearsed

speeches with intermitten per-

iods of character destruction. It

was amusing and time-filling,

and they were in no hurry to go
home. It was only when someone
had left that the rest would no-
tice the remnants of cold coffee

in the bottom of the cups, that

the ash tray was spilling over
and that there were jagged stains

on the table. Then with great ef-

fort they would prepare to leave,

their smiles less true, their voices

more formalized. But they al-

ways waited a few minutes, with-

out any verbal agreement, just

in case something or somebody
turned up to divert them ; thi

rarely happened, and so they

would leave knowing they would
meet again, the same crowd, and

Queen's Spirit-

Is There None?

By Beauregard McBride
As sure as God made little

apples, and worms to eat little

apples, and small boys to get sick

on little apples . . . just as sure

I say, as snakes change .heir

skins in summer, there are no

ghosts at Queen's University.

You will ask: "why should God
have made little apples, and then

worms to eat them?"

My subject, however, is ghosts

Are Kingston landladies so

formidable that not even ghosts

can manage a respectable sur

vival? Is Kingston so much the

product of protestant puritan-

ism that no one caji say "behold

I shall tell you a mystery"?

No No, the reason there are no

ghosts at Queen's is more basic

than either reason I've suggested

It is simply that there are no

really good stairs for them to

tread.

Everyone knows that ghosts

must have good stairs. None of

your saucy modern flights of

fancy, but a real old fashioned

stair case with an oak banister

and a carved post at the bottom

Look at the library. I mean
doesn't it remind you of some-

thing? The stairs, you know.

Fine for students, but no good

for ghosts.

What ghost would be found on

a tcrrazo stair? It just isn't done.

One school of thought sug-

gests that ghosts cannot thrive at

Queen's because they cannot be

classified intramurally. No one

ever heard of an intramural

ghost, But then, no one ever

heard of an extramural ghost ei-

ther, which leaves us back where

we began.

As sure as God made little ap-

ples, indeed

!

prisingly the pieces are all there,

serious and bright ones, intellec-

tual and social ones. Altogether

they form a colourful, purposeful

lire of Queen's.

E. L. S.

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS

'Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

that they would then greet each
other with exaggerated warmth.
That day Dietrich postponed

their departure; he sat down with
them. For his benefit they com-
menced the kind of talk which
always accompanies warm cof-

fee. His mind was not with them;
he did not seem to listen to the
banter. Their spirits began to

fall, and their dislike of him as

an outsider increased.

His utter quietness led to their

quietness, and partly angry and
partly curious, they waited for

him to make some move or an-

other.

Dietrich began to speak; it did

not seem to matter to them who
they were, he might not have
known them ... It seemed im-
portant to him to speak to some-
one. He spoke as though he were
in a great hurry.

"Year by year we begin to re-

semble the machines which we
make, little by little our stock of

human individuality is wither-

ing away, the man who is differ-

ent is considered mad. We aim to

lose ourselves in the great mass
of people; to attempt escape

from the pain of loneliness and
the shock of misunderstanding.

I was afraid that the machines

would reverse their roles and be-

gin to manipulate our lives. That

is no longer possible."

He stopped speaking and seemed

to relish his own thoughts.
The crowd immediately burst in-

to open enthusiasm. They were

all against the mechanization of

their lives
;
governments, parents,

teachers, the press all conspired

to stun their individual thoughts

and feelings. They had said this

eloquently time and time again

around the coffee table. Dietrich

wasn't such a bad fellow. They
had not known that he shared

their ideals. This was indeed a

worthwhile and interesting topic.

But he seemed not to hear them,

and continued.

"I have made a machine."

"What sort of machine?" they

asked. They missed some of his

words.

"Must all machines be so near

perfect? Every machine leads to

a narrowing of the powers of our

will. I have made a calculating

machine, an electronic brain

which I call 'The Imbecile'." He
stopped at this point, and laugh-

ed, but the laugh wasn't a hu-

morous one and they sensed that

his mood and their mood conflic

ted. They began to suspect he

was queer. And what he said

next confirmed this.

"The Imbecile is unique, it is

the greatest mechanical inven-

tion ever. It is a great blessing

to mankind: It wipes out several

centuries of subjugation and

makes us once again the manipu-

lators."

"How does it work?" they

asked. "What does it do?" they

asked.

Dietrich laughed again.

"It cannot add." he said, chuck-

ling. " It cannot substract, it

cannot multiply. Feed it with fig-

ures and it makes mistakes: even

the simplest addition confuses it,

i B '
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SONSCT

Pate blue jades to mauve,

But dusk must follow fast,

Whispered winds—hand in

Night at last.

Black—but yet a streak of gal

Will shadoivs never come—
Dire deeds, afoot—afloat,

Comfort to some.

Colours—brilliant reds,

(Fear comes into play)

Blood brothers, hell and help.

Conscience astray.

Cod given green to some,

Jealous—yet a choice

Of seven sins; The clarion call

A voice.

White heat and courage fait.

Anger stalks the floor.

Actors all—tveary waves

Wash ashore.

Was yet a rainbmv formed

Reached not from sod to sod?

Wanton %vastc! love, life,

Or God.

hand-

the easiest multiplication, which

a school boy could do in his head
makes its cogs and wheels grind

in agony. Oh the noise! You
should hear the noise, as though

the Imbecile is suffering. These

machines should be placed in

public places, and the people

should be allowed to use them,

for only then could they recap-

ture their pride."

Dietrich's voice was louder

than it should have been, he was
attracting attention to the table.

They were beginning to feel un-

comfortable, what had begun as

a pleasant diversion had devel-

oped into Dietrich's complete

domination of the conversation.

They were bored with Dietrich

and his machine and were glad

when he went. They agreed it

was a terrible waste of energy

and perhaps skill, if Dietrich had

any.

"You cannot turn back the

clock, if it wasn't for man invent-

ing the various kinds of ma-

chines, where would we be?"

someone said. And they all

agreed, and went home.

About a week later, they were

shocked to hear of Dietrich's

death. At the coffee table they

all said what a fine fellow he was,

though a bit queer. They learned

that his apparatus bad electrocu-

ted him. Later they told many
people of their talk with Dietrich,

dropping some details and add-

ing others. This attractive piece

of news brought many newcom-

ers to the coffee table temporar-

ily. It was quite a long time, sev-

eral weeks, before they decided

by mutual consent, although by

no outspoken words, to forget

Dietrich and his machine.

By Harry Osser.

G. E. H. Ballard,

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

F U LLY FASHIONED...
and styled in Britain!

Created and fashioned to fit you perfectly . . .

these wonderful fully fashioned cardigans and

pullovers by Lady Anne. See them at your

favourite store in,a variety of delicate

shades and fashion-wise styles ."
. . each one

shrink-resistant and moth-proofed by Milin

for a long and lovely life, with you/

ROYAL KNITTING COMPANY.
JG8 WELLINGTON ST. WEST; TORONTO-
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Venetian Engraving Exhibit
This Week In Senate Room

By Mary Louise Funke
The Senate Room of the Old

Arts Building houses once again

a very interesting exhibit. It is

something entirely different from

what we usually see; this time we
see ISrh century Venetian Engra-

vings.

There are no colours and no

provoking artistic settings. On the

contrary, it would be advisable to

study these engravings as closely

as possible to see and enjoy the

love for intricate details, through

which we are able to partake in

the life of a very historical and

wealthy city-state in Italy.

For example, one picture repre-

sents the rich setting of an Italian

carnival. The strange mixture of

(he rich Italian Baroque and exotic

Oriental influence (if you can see

the Chinese umbrella on the right-

hand side of the picture) gives

some idea of the close contact be-

tween East and West that was so

important for Italian economy.
The impressive view of the in-

terior of St. Peter's in Rome may
not be terribly new for most of us.

Yet here we can see it with the eyes
of an IStli century citizen. And
remember, it was an important
century Tor Europe. Perhaps the
contrasts are still more obvious in

the picture of the Pantheon. We
can see the beggar there crouched
under a pillar, whereas the noble-
man and priest walk quite uncon-
cerned beside him, both sheltered
under the roof of classical dignity.

Scenes along the many canals
from which Venice derives its al-

most romantique reputation are
also nothing new, yet, the grace in
which they are presented here
should not be overlooked. It is

Venice as people have seen it manv
hundreds of years ago, and the
Venice we still look for todav.
Times have changed; people and

ideas seem to be looking constantly
for something new. Science has
driven us ink. a world of realism.
Still, hardly any one of us would
refuse to float just once in a
Venitian Gondola, to pass the

beautiful palaces of the Doges,

listen to the songs of the gondoliere,

—in short, to have the spell of

Venice come over us. Since this is

an impossibility for most of us, we
can get some idea of the 'spell' by

looking at this exhibition. After all,

not all knowledge comes from

books.

For the information of those

who are interested in the more
technical side of engravings it

might be worth mentioning this is

a very old art the Chinese knew.

However, the engraved picture,

complete within itself, seems to have

been an invention of the Renais-

sance.

The design is cut with a
sharp instrument on a copper plate

from which printed impressions

can be made. It is an inexpensive

device, since many prints can be

made from the same plate. There-
fore, it is not surprising that many
of these prints could be sold 'en

gros' even in the 18th century.

Many devices have been develop-

ed today to imitate engravings, but

the connaisseur will be always able

to distinguish an old or good en-

graving by the protruding inkmarks

of the lines (easily felt with the

fingertips) and the watermark
usually left where the plate sank

in the wet paper.

Profs Return
From Pakistan

Engineer's Revue

To Feature Males

Featuring an entire male cast,

the Science Revue will be held at

the end of November. Comedy will

be stressed rather than music.

The revue was approved last

Thursday by the Engineering So-
ciety executive. Abe Kelly, society

vice-president, will be in charge of

production arrangements.

It was stated the revue is not
intended as competition for the
Queen's revue.

'The show is planned in accord-
ance with the colorful nature of
Sciencemen," said Abe Kelly.

Hanson & Cdqar
Dane

Programs
PRINTERS

Phone 4114

Printing of

Every Description

For

OuaHty^ryJ^learn^g

AND

PERFECTION

IN

Shirt Laundering

CALL

Cleland & Flindall Ltd.
84 PRINCESS STREET 147 BROCK STREET

314 BARRIE ST.

Prof. C. A. Curtis and Prof. M.

C. Urqhart of the Economics de-

partment have returned to Queen's

after a year's leave of absence for

research work in Pakistan.

The investigation was in accord-

ance witli the planning board of the

government of Pakistan, and was

sponsored by the Ford Foundation.

A grant was given by the Founda-

tion to Pakistan for foreign assist-

ance and advice about this planning

board.

Prof. Urqhart was made adviser

on national accounts and foreign

international Irade. The professors

were two in a group of six advisers,

and were the only representatives

from Canada.

Fiscal and monetary problems

were turned over to Prof. Curtis.

He stayed in Pakistan 16 months,

living in Karachi, and visiting East

Bengel, India and West Pakistan.

The board was found to be well

organized, with a program of de-

velopment extending over five

years, and similar to India's present

plan. Prof. Curtis believes the

government is making every effort

to carry out the plan and to solve

economic difficulties.

The object of the program is to

increase the per capita income of

the community. Pakistan has re-

ceived assistance from the United
States and the Columbo Plan (to

which Canada is a contributor) in

this respect.

Yellow Pages
Are Reviewed

Fussing

Freshman fussing is now legi

tirnate at Queen's. The no-fussing

clause of the Freshman regulations

has been deleted from the AMS
Constitution by reason of the 19

14 vote in favor of deletion cast

at the annual meeting of the AMS
last April.

The final removal of the clause

refusing freshmen the privilege of

pre-Christmas dates was a direct

result of concentrated drive by the

Queen's Journal last spring. The
tendency lately has been to remove
many of the spiteful restrictions on
first-year students and to retain

only those clauses serving definite

purpose.

(Queen's Journal — 1935)

Hop Lee
Keeping up with men of the

minute, and doing his bit towards

the present trend of improvements

and alterations, Hop Lee hopped

ahead of his competitors last week,

by trading in his bicycle and buying

a new Ford car. Now there is one
bicycle less in the City for his was
put away to rest.

(Queen's Journal — 1930)

Lemons Convicted, SEATING ISSUE

Penalties Severe

Infractions of freshette initation

rules were brought before Levana

soph-frosh court last Thursday at

Ban Righ.

Freshettes who refused to comply

with rules were severely prosecuted

by the judge and jury, composed of

vigilantes. One young Queen's-

woman was sentenced to appear on

the campus in shorts and carrying

a tennis racquet tomorrow morning,

shouting, "Tennis, anyone?"
At the same time two other

Levanites are to sell lemonade on
Scicnceman's row.

(Continued from Page 1)

Commerce Club
All Commerce students

arc reminded of the banquet
tonight at 6 o'clock in the

Roy York Restaurant. Tic-

kets may be bought from
class reps and at the door.

U. Of T. Approves Of Co-eds
Toronto—(CUP—A poll at the

University of Toronto showed that

Varsity males thought their co-eds

"just about the prettiest little tricks

on two legs."

About 30 men students were in-

terviewed. They stated blondes are
still "way out in front" so far as
male popularity is concerned.

There were some snide remarks
thrown in. Prevailing opinion at a
University College men's residence

was that many a co-ed was a wall-

flower, often out of sheer necessity.

A group of St. Michael's College

boys found the girls "dress like

bobby-soxers and act like juvenile

teen-agers."

And, to the question, "Have
college girls got anything that non-
college girls haven't got?", a few
males snapped, "Yea, money!"

Fifteen out of the 30 males polled

said they were definitely enthused
about Toronto co-eds. Seven replied
bey were not, and eight weren't

But the men were split on their

opinion about the girls turning out

to dances. One engineer said,

"That's the trouble, they all turn

out." Another found only the good-

looking ones turned up; the others,

be said, stayed home. But one dis-

gruntled male claimed U. of T.

females had one thing other girls

didn't—their virginity (at least in

their first year).

The most important attribute

for a U. of T. co-ed, the men said,

was a pleasing personality. Twelve
of those polled thought this the

most important, while five thought

good looks were paramount to fe-

male success.

Only one student thought the

most important female virtue to

be proficiency over the kitchen

slovc, while six male students

thought the best feature in a
woman was to do what she was
told.

STADIUM DAMAGED
(Continued from Page 1)

ported. The posts, and the wood-
en crossbar with them, were ul-
timately carried up Bloor street
by the howling mob.
In contrast to this wild scene,

student conduct at the King Ed-
ward and Royal York Hotels
was reported "no worse than us-
ual". A few evictions were re-
ported, most of them in cases
where too many students attemp-
ted to bunk down in a single
room, and made too much noise
in the process.

fee is spent on the complete ath-

letic program, and not on senior

football. The tickets are given
free, as opposed to arrangements
at Toronto, w here students

pay a $15 fee and also buy their

football tickets.

He also said the Board is given
relative independence from the

AMS, as is the Queen's Journal,

both of which are standing com-
mittees. If the AMS were to con-

trol the AB of C, the athletic

body would serve no purpose.

The Board's main problem is

financial, Mr. Hamilton contin-

ued. They have a responsibility

to students, graduates and the

public. These fans are necessary

if the football team is to break
even. Mr. Hamilton said the

Board's only fault is poor public

relations.

Following the vote on the Aes-

culapian proposal, various ways
of arranging reserved seats for

the Western game were consid-

ered. This will be necessary if

the new plan takes shape. The
matter was referred to last night'?

meeting.

Pipe Band
Practice tomorrow night at 7

p.m. in Grant Hall.

Blues Down Tricolor 116
(Continued from Page 2)

Patronize Our Advertisers

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT
Kingston's Leading Restaurant

SINCE 1919

Phone 6381 Corner of Brock & Bogot Sts.

Exclusive Manufacturers and Distributors for

OFFICIAL QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JACKETS
Shorts, Regulars, Tails, Extra Talis — Sizes 34 - 48 in stock
COMPLETE WITH GOLD WIRE CREST AND BUTTONS

If you spent too long at the
hot-dog stand, you missed
Queen's touchdown. After
Thompson kicked off. Varsity
scrimmaged on their 41. Two
plays gained two yards, and then
Rusty Radchuk blocked the punt.
From Toronto's 40, Schreider
ripped off five and then Braccia
faded, and threw a pass to Bruce
at the 7. Lou decked one would-be
tackier and the Gaels were on the
scoreboard. Thompson split the
uprights.

Muntz and Co. started to turn
it on. A holding penalty against
Varsity lost them 10 yards and
time; but they were not to be
denied. Another Queen's fumble
left the Big Blue team on the
Queen's 32. It was Muntz who
fell on the ball. Rogers, who gave
Toronto a good one-two punch
all afternoon, carried to the 23.
Wilson made the first down to
the 21. Radchuk stopped Rogers
at the 18, but Rogers gained five

more, and after Muntz rolled to
the two, Rogers hit pay dirt. Lou
Bruce barged through to block
the convert, and Queen's main-
tained a precious one-point lead.

Queen's then failed to make a
first down, and the Blues tried

once more to pick holes in our
desperate defence. Skrzypek ran
around the right to Queen's '15.

The Gaels held, and Varstiy kick-
ed to our 20. Stewart made four.

Braccia faded but bit Skrzypek
again, and the plot thickened at

;|
Queen's 42. Riva made twelve on
a triple-reverse. Varsity was then
offside, and the Gael defense pre-

vailed again. Skzypck's punt sail-

ed over the goal line, but Cruik-
shank brought the ball out to

the 2.

Then Braccia gambled on his

own ability. A thrilling pass se-

quence to Bruce was cancelled

because an official saw somebody
holding somebody. Golden Gus
faded into his own end zone
again, spotted Stewart in the

clear, threw, and gaped as his

pass bounced off an upright. A
bad snap resulted in a short kick

to the Queen's 31. Rogers moved
the ball down to our 15, and
Muntz was stopped at the twelve.

Skrzypck got to the six. Third

down, a yard to go. Skrzypek

reached the three yard line. First

and goal to go—Skrzypek scored,

Maik converted, and it was 11-6

for Varsity.

But the Gaels were by no

means finished. Scrimmaging

from Queen's 10 after the kickoff,

Harshaw bulled his way around

the end to the 33. Stewart got

four. Braccia hit Millikcn for a

first down at the 51. Three plays

later Braccia hit Stewart at Var-

sity*s 27. Bruce got his fingers on

another pass at Varsity's six but

couldn't hang on. The game's last

play saw a desperation pass boun-

ce harmlessly in the end zone-
but we had come awfully close

!

A team just can't fumble six

times and have four passes inter-

cepted and then still beat the

Blues at Varsity, but Bruce and
Hughes and Lewis to name three

never stopped trying.

Notice

All organizations requir-

ing the services of AMS
constables must contact the

chief constable at least three

days in advance.

Ray Middleton

ROV YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES

HOME COOKED FOOD
After the Theatre or Dance, dine at the Roy York for rempti

dishes and speedy service.

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00
Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Roo
271 PRINCESS STREET, KINCSTON, ONT.
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The Legend Of The Tam
An ancient legend found in the

ruins of an old castle near Coven
try, England, tells the source of

the famous Queen's Science Tam.

It seems that about 1200 AD
the engineers of that day were
wearing steel helmets, and as every
•engineer knows, the condensation

of the fog and the subsequent evap-
oration made the helmets both damp
and uncomfortably cold. Besides,

no engineer wanted to be in a fog.

Also, in order to avoid a clanging

sound in their ears when hit over
the head with a club the engineers

arose in a body and rejected the

ancient Roman head-gear. (All ex-

cept the king, who was an honorary

member and wore a crown gear).

Still, they needed more head
covering for there were pigeons
in England as well as in Grant

Hall. The engineers, crafty fellows

under any circumstances, were im-

pressed by Pierre la Bull-Shooter,

inventor of the time (and the line)

and started to wear the touque. But
the English pigeons being nobody's

stools, came in at an odd angle.

Hence the flatter, more protective

tam was developed, supposedly

about 1227.

Scottish engineers soon adopted
the tam, and to emphasize that they

-were much better than English
engineers, added a distinctive braid

around it. The Scottish were quite

experienced and there soon came
a time when they were needed. For
one day the king of Scotland found
Tiimself in the dark, an experience

enjoyed as well by some engineers

of the day.

First, however, the court jester

was called, and he found the situ-

ation uproariously funny and laugh-

ed his fool head off. The king
thought this a tremendous idea and
the jester was led away to be be-
headed at dawn.

Then the king summoned his

chief engineer. The engineer, who
was of course a brilliant fellow.

soon threw light upon the mystery.
The legend continues that the king's

candles had gone out to get lit and
had not returned. The engineer was
almost at his wick's end, when in

rolled the candles. The engineer
with a scorching blast set them
aflame and at last everybody saw
the light.

The king wishing to express his
gratitude to the engineer decreed
that thereafter he and his fellows
should wear yellow nuggets of gold
on their tarns. However, the king,
who had married the queen for her
money, soon found she would per-
mit this (it was her gold) only if

all who wore the nuggets would
remain in her service. Hence the
engineers were soon known as

Queen'smen, and the name still

stands.

Now certain others in the service

of her majesty became jealous. They
were the writers, readers, and poli-

ticians of the land, who also deman-
ded of the queen that they be allow-

ed to wear tarns with nuggets of

gold. These frustrated fellows

however, were denied this honor
and when they approached the

queen, were given the raspberry

which they promptly put on their

hats. The medicine-men, who felt

rather blue about the whole affair,

started a campaign, but it all blew
over. Finally they adopted one of

the bonny blue bells of their native

Scotland to put on top of their tarns.

Nowadays of course, the tain has
crossed the Atlantic to the new-

home in Canada, where it gracefully

adorns the head of many a Queen's-
man. The gold nugget has disap-

peared in favor of a wool tassel. In-

cidentally, there are several engi-

neers with their tarn-covered heads
buried like ostriches at Fort Knox,
still refusing to move either their

tarns or their hard-earned nuggets.

(Science Journal — 1951)

Prof Diego Marin,

Civil War Veteran

To Address IRC

Prof. Diego Marin of the Uni-
versity of Toronto, a veteran of
the Spanish civil war, will visit

Queen's in mid-November under
the auspices of the Spanish dept.

During his stay on the campus
he will address an International

Relations Club meeting on
"Some Unsolved Problems of
Modern Spain".

Prof. Marin, who studied law
at the University of Madrid,
went to England after Franco's
victory in the civil war and lat-

er graduated from the University
of London.

He emigrated to Venezuela in

1948 and came to Canada the fol-

lowing year. During the Second
World War he broadcast for the

BBC and more recently for the

Latin American Service of the

CBC.
As well as addressing the IRC

meeting, Professor Marin will

speak in Spanish to students en-

rolled in Spanish courses here.
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Classified Ads
Found

On lower campus, Tuesday
afternoon, wine pen, bottom only.

Sheaffer's, marked A. J. Come
to Journal Office to claim.

A Spanish A book. Apply
Journal Office.

X-Ray Clinic

Next Friday
All final year students, graduate

students from other universities

who are registered at Queen's

University for the first time this

session, and students who have

transferred from other universities

this session, are being X-rayed in

Grant Hall on Oct. 21.

Time tables will be posted on the

university bulletin boards, and stu

dents should check carefully for

their time of appointment. Those,

whose appointments fall during

class hours should leave the class

room in time to get to Grant Hall,

and return to classes after the X-ray
has been taken.

THE yELLOVED PAGES

Positions Filled

For AMS Court

Peter Faris, final year Theology
student, was unanimously elected

chief justice of the AMS Court at

a special AMS executive meeting
last Thursday.

Mr. Faris, former Theology re-

presentative to the AMS and last

year's president of WUS, succeeds

Ken May, a 1955 Arts graduate.

Don Upton, Meds '57, was
chosen prosecuting attorney. Others
elected were Jim Berry, Meds '5S,

junior justice; Ted Taylor, Arts
'56, sheriff; Jan McDougall, Arts
'57, clerk; and Gene Otterdahl
Arts '57, crier. The second junior
justice will be chosen later from
the faculty of science.

COLLECTION
(Continued from Page 1)

ted edition of Edmund Spenser,

London 1-611, and the first post-

humous edition of Burton, "The
Anatomy of Melancholy", Oxford
1651.

It will be some time before the

collection is fully catalogued.

Meanwhile it is separately bous-

ed in the new special collections

room of Douglas Library, and
may be consulted by responsible

persons on application to the

Librarian.

Queen's Amateur
Radio Club

Bi-weekly meeting will be held

tonight in the Science clubrooms.

All members and any prospective

new members (licensed or not)

are invited to attend.

Science Choir
Attention Sciencemen: first

practice of Science choir will be

held tonight at 7 p.m. in the

Music Room of the Union. A
special invitation to all freshmen.

SCM
Study group on the "Crisis in

the University", at SCM room,

132 University Ave., tomorrow

at 4:30 p.m.

SCM Chapel Services
Student-led chapel services are

conducted every Tuesday at

I p.m. in Morgan Memorial

Chapel. All welcome,

Poem
I had a rabbit.

His name was Jim.

Got sixteen now;
Her was no him.

LAUNDERETTE
SELF SERVICE

561 1/2 PRINCESS STREET

MONDAY TO FRIDAY

9.00 a.m. to 9.00 p.m.

(Last Wash 8.00 p.m.)

SATURDAY—9.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m.

(Last Wash 3.30 p.m.)

BACK AGAIN — NOTE NEW LOCATION

PICKWICK
Hotel IF7

Dieu
||

Hospital

LI

Library

MONTREAL STREET

BAGOT STREET

Arts '58

Arts '58 year meeting" is to be

held Wednesday, Oct. 12, at

7:30 p.m. in the Biology Lecture

Room in the Old Arts Building-.

Elections for three offices are to

be held.

Post-Graduate Society
The first meeting of the Post-

Graduate Society will be held in

the Co-ed Lounge, tonight at

8 p.m. Officers will be elected.

Dr. B. L. Jeffery will give a short

talk. All post-graduate students

are welcome. A charge of 25c

will be made to cover refresh-

ments.

UNTD
Parade at HMCS Cataraqui at

900 hrs. tonight. All first and

second year students interested

n joining UNTD are invited.

BOWLADROME
250 PRINCESS STREET

OPEN ALLEYS

EVERY AFTERNOON

BOWL FOR HEALTH

AND RECREATION

About 60 freshmen who had
broken the rules and regulations

were forced to parade down Prin-
cess St. on Wednesday evening,

clad in pajamas. Joseph's multi-

colored coat would have been put

to shame beside the bewildering ar-

ray of brilliantly hued nightshirts

sported by the frosh. Kingston was
transformed into Lido on a small

scale and perhaps many of the lead-

ing citizens will follow the fad in-

troduced by the scum of the earth.

The miscreants, taken from three

faculties, met at the Union where
they donned their Union suits,

roughly speaking.

They formed a parade and under
the vigilant eyes of sophomores
they struck out on a tour of the city

with Ban Righ Hall the first point

of interest. The lads merrily throng-

ed the sacred corridors and finally

emerged with their pajamas and
their ardor dampened by water that

was unkindly thrown by the heart-

less co-eds. The freshmen left with
that well-known disgusted feeling

and piped along to Princess St.,

picking up many friends and ad-
mirers along the way.

The parade was then taken into

the Capitol theatre and when it

came out, it was greeted by a bar-

rage of tomatoes, oranges and eggs

—especially eggs. Like all good

things, these missiles came from

heaven assisted by a few angels on

the Venetian Garden's roof. After

a number of minor manoeuvres the

parade partially broke up, but a

few straggling members were gar-

nered in and taken back to the

Union where their pajamas were

redampened by a self-appointed

committee operating a fire-hose.

Most of the season's latest in bed-

ware was displayed by the up-to-

date freshmen. The parade was led

by a youth in a red flannel night-

shirt. But the majority of the rev-

ellers stuck to the conventional coat

and pants variety. All the colors of

the rainbow were represented be-

sides a few original stripes and

combinations. The tad most in favor

was the second one from the end.

He sported a brilliant blue outfit

which seemed to catch the girls'

eyes. The parade was such a success

that it is sincerely hoped that these

nocturnal affairs will become a

permanent feature.

(Queen's Journal — 1929)

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY CONTINGENT

CANADIAN OFFICERS' TRAINING

CORPS
_

The aim of the COTC Training Programme is to qualify Univer-
sity students for a commission in the Canadian Army Reserve Force.
Service in the COTC is on a voluntary basis.

Students may train in one of the following Corps of the Canadian
Army, depending on the educational requirements of the particular
Corps:

ROYAL CANADIAN ARMOURED CORPS

ROYAL CANADIAN ARTILLERY

CORPS OF ROYAL CANADIAN ENGINEERS

ROYAL CANADIAN CORPS OF SIGNALS

ROYAL CANADIAN INFANTRY CORPS

ROYAL CANADIAN ARMY SERVICE CORPS

ROYAL CANADIAN ARMY MEDICAL CORPS

ROYAL CANADIAN ORDNANCE CORPS

CORPS OF ROYAL CANADIAN ELECTRICAL AND
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

ROYAL CANADIAN ARMY PAY CORPS

CANADIAN PROVOST CORPS

ROYAL CANADIAN ARMY CHAPLAIN CORPS

The Training Programme may be either two or three years in
duration depending upon whether the student desires to qualify as a
second lieutenant or as a lieutenant. On completion of training the stud-

ent may either join a Militia unit or be placed on the inactive list (Sup-
plementary Reserve) as desired.

The COTC offers undergraduates from oil faculties:

(1) A Queen's Commission.

(2) An opportunity to make your contribution to Cana-

da's security.

131 Full time employment and professional training dur-

ing the summer vacations.

(4) $185.00 per month plus lodging and board during

the summer.

(5) Pay for military training received while attending

University,

Further details may be obtained from the Resident Staff

Officer in the COTC Office, located in the basement of the

Students' Union or from the Commanding Officer, Major
(Professor) R. J. Kennedy.

Serving Queen's Students and Staff

Since 1879 —
ROBERT BRUCE, Ltd.

— 170 PRINCESS STREET —
With Fine Drygoods — Men's Furnishings

And the Newest Fashions for Women.
You're sure of the Quality at Braces'

HAVE A
MILD

the MILDEST BEST-TASTING CIGARETTE
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On The Bandwagon
Now that the Davy Crockett fever is lessening, it will not be

surprising if Kingston residents are soon able to buy Golden Gael
bread at their favorite grocery store. The possibilities for a colorfu
wrapper design are unlimited.

Outside the university the commercial opportunities offered
by a football team are being fully realized. One Kingston firm,
probably hoping to establish itself in the eyes of Queen's students
as generous 'big-brother' to the entire squad, has promised a gold
watch to the star player of each Queen's game this season. And
every Thursday evening the Molson Quarterback Club meets in

Convocation Hall for free football movies. There has as yet been
no announcement that free beer will form part of the attraction at
this latter event, but perhaps this is pending.

Queen's students may watch the current trend with enthusiasm.
Anyone who excels in some particular field, even just a little, may
soon be in line to receive a television set or a round-trip ticket to
the Grey Cup game. Students coming to Queen's ten years from
now will notice first, even before Grant Hall Tower or the Students-
Union, a shiny glass show-case housing tempting articles offered
to such people as "the student most outstanding in starting a riot
on Princess Street."

The practice may even be carried to extremes. If student shop-
pers reward benevolent merchants sufficiently, there may come a
time when benefits seep into the academic field. Future graduates
can look forward not only to a diploma, but to a grand collection
of merchandise from every businessman in Kingston. If stores
try to compete in this plan, prizes will be of a very satisfying

A Great Liberal

.
Tms week Queen's University, an institution which cherishes

its reputation as an outstanding centre of Canadian liberalism, pays
tribute to a great contemporary liberal. This Saturday, at Fall
Convocation, Adlai E. Stevenson, a former Governor of Illinois
and the Democratic candidate for the Presidency of the United
States, will receive an Honorary Degree.

He established an enviable record of sound policy and honest
administration during his term as Governor of Illinois 194S-52
Nevertheless, he was virtually unknown nationally when he was

1952™
35 a Presidential ca,ldidate by the Democratic party in

When he appeared on the national political scene American
liberalism was at a low ebb. Traditional freedoms, cherished by
liberals everywhere for generations, appeared to be crumblin-
before the reactionary attitudes which accompanied the almost
hysterical fear of Communist infiltration. "Witch hunts"
and "loyalty probes" received widespread publicity and public sup-
port. Stevenson became the rallying point for those who still had
faith that hberal democracy could triumph on its own merits with-
out employmg restrictions on freedom of speech and association
He attacked with great vigour the techniques of intimidation and
mference which were the stock-in-trade of the professional "witch
hunter".

To the intellectuals, his political campaign and subsequent de-
feat symbolized the futility of intelligence in a democracy Time
and again, during the campaign, he was subjected to abuse as a
representative "egg-head". Unlike many public men he did not
forsake bis intelligence for political advantage. His speeches abound-
ed in common sense and were refreshingly free from the tired
cliches and gross simplifications in which the political utterances
of most of his contemporaries were framed.

His mature outlook on world and national problems and his
personal qualities of leadership, intelligence, and moral couragewon him much support at home and admiration and respect abroad
It is likely that against any other opponent than General Eisen-
hower he would have succeeded in becoming President of the
United States. However, his political career is not yet over Hemay yet attain that high office. We are certain that he would fulfil
its functions admirably,

We are glad that the University has chosen to honour Mr
Stevenson with the Doctorate of Laws. We are pleased to hear
that he will deliver the Convocation Address. We trust that many
students will avail themselves of this opportunity to hear one of
the world's leading political figures.

Letters To The Editor

Risky Prosrams

Dere Mr. Editor:

By jolly sence I kum to

Asian Nationalism

Forbidden Fruit

This is the season when the great trees, which add so much to
the beauty of our campus, shed their leaves. Unfortunately, about
the same time, they seem to blossom forth with a strange, undesir-
able, and legally forbidden "fruit". Notices heralding dances meet-
ings, and other coming events are, seemingly, grafted to those un-
fortunate tree trunks which nature has placed near the main student
thoroughfares. We do not question the artistry of the sign-makers
nor the sense of proportion of the "notice-posters" but their com-
bined talents do not serve to enhance the handiwork of nature.

There is a By-Law of the AMS Constitution which specifically
restricts the posting of all notices and announcements to notice
boards. A penalty is provided for the improper posting of noticesWe feel certain that the AMS Court would not countenance a de-
finition of "notice board" which includes tree trunks. Action should
be taken to halt what may be termed wanton exploitation of natural
resources. The strict application of the By-Law should discourage
Jhe overzealous advertiser from marring the natural beauty with
which our campus is endowed.

By Joan Partridge

After an orientation session at

Koyasan Monastery, delegates to

the sixth WUS Seminar went to

Kyoto, the cultural centre of

Japan, to spend some time at a

Japanese university, talking with

students and learning about cur-

rent trends in Japan.

It is significant that all our dis-

cussions led down the garden

path of logic, knowledge, and in-

tense concern to a hiank dead

end. Even eminent professors

were discouraged because theor-

etically promising plans were, in

practice, not producing the desir-

ed results.

First we discussed the over-

population problem. There are

89,000,000 people in an area two-
fifths the size of Ontario. Popula-
tion in Japan is 590 per square
mile; in Canada it is 3.65. In spite

of the fact that all possible tech-

niques are beng used to increase

agricultural production, Japan
has to import and ration rice.

Family - planning is decreasing

the population growth, but very
slowly.

Emigration presents no solu-;

tion; many Western countries

such as Canada have unjustifiab-

ly stringent regulations against

admitting Asians as citizens.

Even if emigration were possible,

the number of people who would
leave Japan would be insignifi-

cant.

Overpopulation is responsible

for the labor situation. The stan-

dard of living is low, unemploy-
ment prevalent, wages poor, and
hours long. Western countries
have always been suspicious of

importing Japanese products be-
cause of their low cost due to the
cheapness of labor. However,
Japan's only hope for the future

seems to lie in an intensive de-

velopment of her export trade to
acquire foreign exchange needed
to buy food and raw materials

which must be imported. Labor
standards will have to be raised

to alleviate foreign apprehension,
but at the same time, cost of pro-

duction must remain at its pres-

ent level. The dilemma here is

obvious.

The Western observer might
reply that, unfortunate as Japan's

plight is, it is the result of her

pre-war nationalism and is the

medicine which she must take to

purge herself of the disease. The
observer would go on to say that

the same is true of all liberated

Asian countries. If they fall into

the hands of communists, it will

be their own fault; they should

have appreciated the protection

of the British (French, Dutch)
when they had it.

This describes an attitude fair-

ly prevalent among Canadians. It

is time we considered the other

side of the story. The premise
which we fail to recognize is that

nationalism is basically an emo-
tional phenomenon, arising when
a race or nation is shocked by
seme external force into uniting

to preserve a common culture.

The "external force" has, in the

case of Asia, taken the form of

imperialism or—not so politely

—

exploitation on the part of Euro-
pean countries such as Portugal,

Holland, France and Britain,

In considering Asian national-

ism, it is important to remember
that Britain and other imperialist

powers have recognized the ad-

visability of withdrawing from
their former colonies. Moreover,
Asians appreciate the tools of

government and technological

development which European na-

tions have left behind. Resent-

ment against the exploitation

which originally motivated
Western expansion has now
largely been forgotten.

It is true that communism is

threatening to spread throughout
the East. Thinking Asian leaders

do not want this to happen

;

hungry masses do not care. Col-
onial rule was thrown off because
Asians wanted the democratic
right of equality of status. If

countries of the West believe in

democracy as sincerely as their

propaganda suggests, then it is

up to their governments and
people first to understand the
basis of Asian nationalism, and
secondly to do infinitely much
more than is now being done to

provide material aid for underde-
veloped countries.

Queen's I heared many's a fine

program kummin out over that

raddio station they got over thar

at Flemming Hal!. Whar else do

they have sich intelijint boys

spinnin sich intelijint rekerds

with sich intelijince? No whar,

that's fer sure ! Kinda helps a

feller's conshence feel good when
he's just finished listenin to Hank-

Snow and the Peapickers fer

hours at a stretch to know that

somewhar up in some room in

Flemming Hall thar's somebudy
who ain't lettin the rest o* the

comunitty down on culture. Ain't

it a good thing Mr. Editer?

I gess I heared about evry
kinda music they got out cummin
out'a there at one time er enuther
and ya know some of it ain't too
bad. I like the loud ones the best.

One thing I never heared was a
risky song! No siree dad! But
like Bessie (that's my old wo-
man, Mr. Editer) sez manys a
time; Clem she sez manys a time,

ef ya live long enough ye'll hear
evry thing.

Well I gess I heared it Thurs-
day nite, Mr. Editer. They had
a young furrin feller by the name
of Wells up there playing some

j

kind of furrin klipsy music from
Jamaika and by jolly I never

heared the like fer bein risky.

When we wuz just gaffers Mabel
Dinwoodie sung me sum songs
onetime behind a mow in the

back forty and mind you they

wuz good fer local composin and
local talent but they never had a

patch on that stuff Wells put out

over the air t'other nite.

I wuz jest settin here in the

parler lisnen and Bessie asnoozin

in the rocker but by jolly' t'wernt

long afore Bessie wakes up and
her dander with her. One time

she got so shocked her plate

jumped clear across the parler

and took a bite outa old Cesar

lyin by the stove.

Sir, we caint have that kinda

thing on the collige raddio sta-

tion. It aint decent, it aint moril

and it aint going to get ya eny

friends amung the wimmenfolk
in this township and if it drives

the boys to the barn to lissen

that won't be good neither. Bes-

sie sez to tell ya no more of that

er the next letter'U be from the

parsinege, that's fer sure. In
closin I want to wish you and all

your staff my very best re-

gards.

Clem.

Go! Go! Go!"
Editor, Journal:

I was shocked recently upon
reading an article in the Journal
by a "long hair" who was doing
his best to tear popular music
apart. In a few points I would
like to clarify for "long-haired

squares" why popular music ex-

ists and is more popular than

classical. To be popular a song
has to capture public attention,

and this is done with drive and
mood.

Drive is obtained from such
sources as melody, harmony and
counterpoint in any combination

with rhythm. The basic require

ment for drive is simplicity, not

complexity, and it is not often

that a popular song contains

more than two of the previously

mentioned qualities.

The primary purpose of hit

parade music is for dancing, not
listening. When a guy dances he
doesn't want to have to concen-

trate to find a beat; he doesn't

want to have to grope blindly

through an entangled mass of

complicated counterpoint to find

a simple melody. He wants his

melody obvious with just enough
harmony or counterpoint with it

to be understood without effort.

Otherwise dancing would be a

mental turmoil, not a relaxation,

and how can a guy give attention

to his doll whilst in combat with

music?

There is, however, another im-

portant factor in popular music,

and that is mood. After learning

how to do easily the required

steps the dancer feels the mood
portrayed by the rhythm. When
there is a "rock and roll' number
going, a guy just has to "go ! go

!

go!" Say that it is the savage in

him if you like, but this feeling

exists to different extents in all

music from Bach to Boogie.

To suggest that a person has

no musical appreciation because

he likes pop is futile. To under-

stand music fully (from progres-

sive jazz to classics) one has to

be able to decipher complicated

contrapuntal passages and also

to be able to feel the mood por-

trayed.

For our long-haired friend to
suggest that Gershwin is classic-

al (or should I say not pop)
means that he is only reaching

and listening to the complex
structure and completely missing
out on the "blues".

Could it be that there is so
much resonance in between this

gentleman's ears that mood is

just travelling round but finding

nothing to arrest it? Or does he
realize that he is missing out on
the full appeal of popular music
whilst his associates do not; and
is he trying to defend himself by
saying that he understands
"good" music, not realizing, how-
ever, that his friends have as
much musical appreciation as he
has, if not more, because they un-
derstand and feel mood? I think

it could be.

Dave Bessant,

Arts '59
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MEDS, COEDS ROMP WITH FAIRIES
PROBLEMS SOL VED?

It was announced today that the price of admission to the
Alumni Football Dances will be $1.50 per couple, instead of $2.00,
as the result of negotiations between Kip Summers, president of
the Alma Mater Society, and the local members of the Board of
Directors of the General Alumni Association.

The directors pointed out that all profits from the dances
are returned to the students in some form or other. For example,
Grant Hall zvas completely renovated some years ago at a cost of
$30,000.00, and various pieces of equipment have been purchased
for the University, such as the identification camera which is used
for the registration of all first-year students. Reduction of profits
may mean some curtailment of the alumni program for students,
but it is hoped that a compromise may make for better under-
standing between the alumni and the present undergraduate body.

(Signed),
j—General Alumni Association.

The Alma Mater Society executive has arrived at an agree-
ment with the Athletic Board of Control regarding the student
seating arrangements at the Stadium. It is hoped that this will
solve the problem for the time being and will lay the foundation
for a permanent solution.

Five hundred seats at the north end of the east side are to be
provided for the students. Additional seats can not be made avail-
able in the centre of the east side stands at this time because of
the advance sale to the public. This arrangement is for 1955 only.
A permanent solution is to be sought by a committee chosen by
Prof. D. M, Jemmett, chairman of the A.B. of C„ and Kip
Summers, president of the A.M.S.; a decision is to be reached
by December 1, of this year.

The A.M.S. executive feels that an honest effort- has been
made by the A.B. of C. to find a solution for a difficult problem.
The student body is urged to honour this agreement and to see
that the public is not inconvenienced in any way at the two re-
maining home games. It is only by the co-operation of the alt

concerned that a satisfactory solution of a permanent nature can
be attained.

At this same meeting it was reported that the General Alumni
Association had agreed to reduce the price of the post-football
dances to $1.50.

(Signed),

A.M.S. Executive.

W. T. Connell Wing Under Way
Sub-base Construction Has Started

Search For Cinderella Over
Famed Golden Slipper Fits

Late last week petite Ann Ben-
son was found nestled in a corner
of the coffee shop. She was ap-

o n r Aesculapian

a brief ceremony

PHOTO Bt Al

proached by

courier and i

the golden slipper was fitted

—

Cinderella of the Meds Formal
had been found,

Cinderella is a second year

Commerce student, but unlike

most commerce students she has

no plans other than to graduate
and to have a lot of fun doing it.

In her case, both are easy to ful-

fill, She is serious about her work
and achieves good marks. A cute,

dark-haired girl with flashing

dark eyes, she is very popular,

and many a proud fellow has

been seen escorting our pretty

young princess. Ann's life, how-
ever, is not limited to books and
dates. She is an expert golfer,

having won the junior golf

championship of Perth for three

years and is a good swimmer. She
is. also a good cook but, as any
true princess, doesn't like it.

As Cinderalla, she will receive

a number of gifts, including a free

ticket to the formal, a corsage, a

photograph of herself and her es-

cort.
,

u'^hi,

Construction of the proposed

W. T. Connell Wing of the King-
ston General Hospital should be

under way by the start of the

new year, according to Dr. G. H.
Ettinger, Dean of the Faculty of

Medicine.

Preparation of the sub-base, in-

cluding diversion of an existing

sewer under the site of the three

million dollar annex, will begin

this month. Following this pre-

liminary work, actual construc-

tion of the building will get un-

der way. A new teaching building

will be erected adjacent to the

Kingston General Hospital at

the same time the Connell Wing
is being constructed.

Completion of these buildings

will greatly supplement the pre-

sent physical facilities of the Me-

hundred and ninety adult beds

of which sixty will be for ma-
ternity use. fn addition, seventy-

eight nursery bassinettes will be

available. One floor of the wing
will house the outpatient depart-

ment and clinic. Another level

will be occupied by the David
Laidlaw surgical department.

This department will consist of

four major and four minor oper-

ating rooms, a cystoscopic room,

and recovery rooms. Three floors

will house the maternity depart-

ment, one floor the psychiatry

department for acute mental pa-

tients, and one floor the medical

service department.

The new teaching building, as

yet unamed, will contain a two
hundred and fifty seat auditori-

um, a lecture room seating sev-

Through The Looking Glass— A Smashing Success

oical Faculty. The Connell Wing enty five, some laboratories, a

will consist of seven or eight students' common room and ad-

floors and will house about one joining kitchen.

THE FORMAL of 19SS-
-

56, to

say the least, has been somewhat
of a problem.

By now everyone knows that

the theme is based on children's

stories. In fact, it seems that the

Artsmen knew about it before

those of the noble Medical facul-

ty. But now comes the question

—

what can you call it? Aha—does

my ear detect the bubbling, ex-

uberant voice of a freshman in

the coffee shop shout, "Fairy-

land"? Now please fellow, can

you imagine the puns that would

be evoked if a Medsmen (of all

people) should call his dance

"Fairyland". Even now I can see

a couple, about to embark on this

great evening, saying "Well, Les-

bian our way". (Ugh—see what

I mean?) On the contrary, after

great deliberation and dearth of

imagination, decided to name our

formal after one of Lewis Car-

roll's more obscure characters, to

wit "Alice" and hence the name
"Through the Looking Glass".

Appropriate Music

In case you are still with me.

the music is being supplied by a

ten piece orchestra of which Ben-

ny Louis, a Toronto boy, is the

leader. He has been especially

asked to give the dance a Medical

atmosphere and thereafter has

said be will play such old and

well loved tunes as "Bile. Bile

Blues," "Liver Come Back to

Me," "Lung, Lung Ago," and

"Stool Days. Stool Days".

The boy's gym will be convert-

ed from the brick walled present

to the long ago days of Long

John Silver and "Pleasure (ex-

QUEEN'S CONFERS LLP'S

cuse me)—"Treasure Island".
It is populated by pirates and

beautiful girls well equipped with

"treasure chests", who lead a

hard, gruelling life and there-

fore have to work for a loving.

Shady lagoons, palm trees and

the sinister darkness of the mys-
terious islands will provide ample

opportunity and accommodations

for those couples who wish to re-

tire to a corner to talk.

Important Point

—A great deal of time and effort

has been expended on the con-

struction of the bandstand, which

is expected to be the hit of the

dance. In all seriousness, now, it

is a goose. You who spend your

spare moments building model

geese will know just how difficult

and yet effective a good goose

can be.

An attempt has been made to

include as many stories as pos-

sible on the four walls, including

a Honky-Tonk Snow White and

her Seven Microcephalics; The

old woman who lived in a shoe,

she had so many children she

didn't know what to do—evi-

dently, and various other char-

acters out of nursery rhymes,

never-never land funny papers

and what have you.

So come prepared for the most

exciting time of your life as you

travel in the land of fantasy

which lies just "Through the

Looking Glass".

Formal Failure

Seen Imminent

Adlai E. Stevenson, the Right

Honorable Lord Tweedsmuir of

Elsfield, and Dr. W. P. Thomp-
son will be honored by Queen's

University at the annual Fall

Convocation. The convocation

will be held tomorrow morning at

10.30 in Grant Hall. Chancellor

C. A. Dunning will confer the

honorary degree of Doctor of

Laws on these men.

Mr. Stevenson. Demo cratic

presidential nominee in 1952 and

former Governor of Illinois will

address the graduates. In view

of Mr. Stevenson's vast politi

experience, his weil-known ora-

torical ability and his brilliant

wit, this speech promises to be

the highlight of a full and varied

schedule of activities this week-

end. The recent events of the po-

litical scene in the United State;

make it possible that we will be

listening to the Democratic presi-

dential nominee in 1956.

Dr. Thompson, president of the

University of Saskatchewan, has

just completed his term of office

as President of the National Con-

ference of Canadian Universities.

Lord Tweedsmuir, eldest son

of John Buchan, former Govern-

tor of the University of Aber-

deen. He served in the Hastings

and Prince Edward Regiment in

Italy during the second world

war, and has taken an active part

or-General of Canada, is the Rec-
\
in public

Douglas-Murray, Meds Formal

Convenor, in an exclusive inter-

view with this Journal reporter,

stated today that the Formal will

lose its shirt. Ticket sales to date

have been non-existent. It is safe

to forecast, he added, that if sim-

ilar co-operation and support is

given to the Queen's Medical Re-

view, that the ambitious efforts

of a few will produce a resound-

ing crash, surpassed only slightly

Th. editt

asi iunny

the defic

leteen

r woi

when

t, he

-thirty depression

ldn't think it half

le was paying for

stated.
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MEDICINE TOMORROW
By Michael T. New-house

When history looks at the

Atomic Age it will, no doubt, say

that here was the greatest period

of change ever wrought by man.

Scientifically this is obvious, but in

the field of Sociology the impact

is immense. For never, in so short

a period, has man done so much
to improve his material lot. Never
have governments been so interest-

ed in the welfare of the individual

and in protecting and nurturing
him from the womb to the tomb.

It has been a great leveling period

as the gap between rich and poor

has been slowly closing. This has

come about because the great mass
of voting public has wanted it so.

It has been much like the poor la-

bourer voting himself part of the

rich man's estate. Today the very

wealthy are becoming aware of

their responsibility, and give large

sums annually to worthy institu-

tions such as universities. Churches
and missions. If they do not do this

voluntarily the government takes
the equivalent and calls it taxes.

he can probably arrange to have

his expenses taken care of by his

benign government, thus taking

this responsibility from his shoul-

ders also.

Mr. St. Laurent's recent an-

nouncement that a Canadian

health scheme is now being con-

sidered in the highest levels of

government seems to leave no
doubt that in about two years,

these needs will have been satis-

fied.

Health Scheme Desirable

A New Attitude

In Great Britain particularly,

but also in North America, the
past 50 years has seen the com-
parative decline of the financial

Aristocracy and a parallel rise
of the Labour Unions.

Parliament has found itself

legislating such things as com-
pulsory education, old age pen-
sions and the family allowance,
and management was forced to
agree to such "ruinous" mea-
sures as the forty hour work
week and the pension plan.

To-day it is the great masses of

man that must be catered to, and
whose needs must be satisfied. The
measures in this regard, which
seemed far-fetched 50 years ago
have come about and have often
worked well and those things now
wanted by most of the people will
come, time being the only modi-
fying factor.

The recently won Guaranteed
Annual Wage has marked the cul-
mination in the business world of
this overwhelming desire for grea-
ter security and greater freedom
from poverty. The worker feels
that this is his right, and to supply
it is management's duty.

Sickness Disasterous

However, the North American
labourer is not too provident, he
tends to live for to-day and let to-
morrow's worries wait until then.
He has arranged for himself a
state of comparative financial bliss

disturbed only by the threat of ill-

ness which constantly hangs over
his head. When sickness strikes he
feels sabotaged; here is something
which he was unable to arrange
for in advance by Union negoti-
ations. He feels very much alone in
his grief and must bear his often
considerable expenses of hospital
and medical care, and, if he is the
family bread winner, must do this
at a time when there is little or no
income. It is no wonder that he
becomes panicky and anxious at a
time when a quiet mind may be the
determining factor in recovery. The
worker has thus decided, that al-
though he may be unable to pre-
vent himself from becoming ill,

There are several very obvious

reasons why such a scheme

would be desirable, both from the

point of view of the patient and

the doctor. In the first place, just

as we realize that a person's basic

education should not depend on

their income, so we should also

realize that a person's health

should be independent of their

pocket book, The strength of a

nation lies as surely in its health as

its wealth. By bringing in a health

scheme we would, in a sense, be

making the pursuit of good health

compulsory and the health of the

nation would improve. This has

been the case both in Great Britain

and Sweden, the two strongholds

of this great experiment.

Everyone Pays

Let us however, be quite clear

about this scheme. It is a far cry

from being free medical care, for

someone must pay. Indeed, ev-

eryone must pay. This then
seems to approach Karl Marx's
theory of "To each according to

his need, from each according to

his ability". The wealthy again
pay more than the poor, and in

addition such a scheme forces

the improvident worker to pay
in advance for his own and his

neighbour's illness. He must al-

so pay to support the bureaucracy
behind such a plan so that obvi-

ously he is not getting free medi-
cal care, but rather is being for-

ced to save for future emergen-

Doctors on the whole will also

benefit, for even though they will

probably be paid less per call, their

total income will not be much
lower, as they will not have on
their books large uncollectable

amounts, and charity work will be
unnecessary. In opposition to such
a scheme claims have been put for-

ward that we are only inviting, and
paying for greater governmental
control over our lives. The Medical
profession opposes such a scheme
because it feels that an impossible
situation will develop when the
Civil Service begins to dictate how,
when, and where Medicine should
be practiced. They feel too, that
the doctor-patient relationship
will suffer.

Realism Essential

It is no doubt true, that at the
start of such a scheme, many
people will call their doctors un-
necessarily and that this will re-
sult in a badly overworked Medi-
cal profession, with insufficient
time or energy to devote to the
really sick. This did in fact occur
at the beginning in Great Britain
but as with all things the novelty
soon wore off, and a state of

MEDICAL MUSEUM
Queens is a university dedicated to the present, looking to the

future and tied with fond bonds to the past. In most parts of this

university the past is tended and cherished.Why then is the small

but unique medical museum being so sorely neglected until only a
few realize that this collection of old and tarnished instruments on
the ground floor of the New Medical Building is the valuable col-

lection which Dr. "Blimey" Austin bequeathed to the University?

It is no pleasure to look into the small and dirty case into which
these precious and delicate relics of the past have been thrown so

carelessly. The old bleeding cubes and blood jars, the large knives,

and ancient forceps all link us with the history of medicine.

What a pity that a record of attendance signed by Joseph Lister,

professor of sugery at the University of Edinburgh, should lie in

the midst of such neglect. A civil war diary of the ship's surgeon of

the U.S. Ino is also there, a venerable and interesting missive. Could
not a few dollars be found to clean this case and its contained his-

tory, and perhaps use this as the nucleus of a really large museum
when space and money permit.

—M.T.N.

M&iml immtal
Published once a year under auspices of the Aesculopion Society

Authorized as Garbage by the Post Office

EDITOR—Michael T. Newhause
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normalcy soon returned.

We must then, be realistic and
look ahead to such time as we will

be associated with some Medical

scheme. Many of us will graduate
into such a world ; we will practice

medicine in it. It is important that

we inform ourselves of what is

going on in this regard and express

our opinions in the press, on the

radio, and by any other means at

our disposal, so that this plan which

must and will come, will be best

for both the patient and his doctor.

FROM THE EDITOR'S PEN

MEDICINE TODAY
It is obvious to most of us, that the practice of medicine today,

is very different from what it was in the generation proceeding ours.

A malignant and insidious barrier is growing up between doctor and
patient so that there are today few doctors to whom the patient is

an entity with deep feelings, and few patients whose doctor is also

their friend. The physician of today hasn't time for this sort of thing.

The trouble is that medicine has, in a relatively short time, be-

come so complex, and moves so rapidly that the doctor is hard

pressed to learn everything about even a small portion of the total.

The time was when the practitioner could just about carry the sum
total of medical knowledge with him. In those days he also had
time to develop himself as an educated man. It was then that the

doctor acquired his rightly enviable reputation. People treated his

opinions in most matters with respect; he was a happy man.

In a technical sense, today's practitioner can do more than ever

before for his ailing patient; spiritualty he often falls far short of

the mark.

Doctor-Patient Relationship

Doctor-patient relationships have never been poorer and charges

of profiteering and the deterioration of medical ethics are constantly

being hurled against the medical profession.

Many, who gladly pay their television repairman five dollars

for a service call, decry as outrageous the doctor's fee for a far more
valuable service.

Perhaps this is because many patients seem to feel that the

doctor cares little about them as people. The cry goes up "where is

the good old family doctor?" I don't know. It is certain that he has

disappeared, but have we replaced him fairly.

Today, in practice we deal with a different sort of patient from
that which our grandfather had to handle. Ours is a busy, hard driv-

ing, "keep up with the Joneses" type of individual under great pres-

sure. He strives to accumulate wealth and so burns himself out all

week in order to relax on the weekend. He typically suffers from
heart disease or has nervous breakdowns. He is obese and tired and
he wants his doctor to keep him going at his breakneck pace. He is

better informed in medical matters thanks to the Reader's Digest.

Much of the aura of Medicine is gone for him .He regards the doctor

as he does his auto repairman—just someone to keep the machinery
running a little longer.

Broader Training

Where does a solution lie? Perhaps if the physician's education

were made broader and his horizon widened he would be more cap-

able of appreciating the human being as more than a disease process

or a neurosis. Perhaps these things just cannot be extracted from
books even if they contain the wisdom of the ages. Is this not

something which must be present in the essential nature of the man
—a combined love of medicine and of humanity?

Many people feel that when a monetary goal is removed from
the physician, that he will revert to his former self, they advocate

state medicine as a solution. Whatever happens we will be greatly

affected by the outcome for it concerns us, our lives, and our future.

—M.T.N.

THE CLE STCRy
Four years ago, the medical choir was a flourishing, active group
from which many got a great deal of pleasure. Today the group is

defunct. About eight years ago Meds '54 won the Bews trophy, their

feat has not been duplicated since, in fact no Meds class has stood
closer than third in that contest.

Aesculapian meetings come and go, with only ten to twenty
percent attendance. The same small handful seems to turn out to

decorate for the formal or put out a Journal.

Not too long ago, mimeographed sheets were distributed by
the Aesculapian society for the purpose of getting student opinion

concerning their courses. It is well known that many of the lectures

and labs could use revision and reorganization, but of the 350 ques-

tionnaires distributed, only 30 were returned completed

The new class of medicine '61 would do well to benefit from the

mistakes of their predecessors. With a little effort they could revive

that spirit that has made Queen's Meds famed throughout Canada.

Those that do not take part in the Campus activities, but rather

vegetate in their small cells, deprive themselves of much of the joy

of college life.

It has never yet been possible to gain from within the covers of

a book those things which only the fullest participation in life can
give.

—M.T.N.
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HOW TO 9£ A PROFESSOR
Unsatisfied with your present

job? Tired of cleaning out the
rat cages in that old lab? You can
change all that NOW because
Haggle Institute offers you the
opportunity of becoming a pro-
fessor in the privacy of your own
home.

Here are some excerpts from
the Haggle Institute illustrated

course which can be yours for the
amazingly low price of $4.38.

The Start
Obtain a degree. This may be

had by sending an additiona

$1.00 to the Haggle Institute fo.

a first rate forgery of any degree
from any school on the continent.

(Framed $1.25)

If you're a plugger, a degree
may be obtained through regular
academic channels; at best a
risky, costly business, so why
waste time?

Step Two
Get on the staff of a medical

school. There are several ways
of doing this but buying one's
way is always sure-fire. More
subtle but less certain methods
forwarded under separate cover
at your request.

Preparing the Course
Collect all textbooks printed in

connection with your course. Se-

lect those which are the most
expensive ,the least informative,

and most poorly printed. A single

text encompassing these points

is ideal. This text you recom-
mend to the students. For your
own use, choose a simple, easily

read text of not more than 100
pages. Too much detail will mer-
ely confuse you.

Footwork
Adopt a distinct mannerism,

such as wearing a shoulder hols-

ter. This will hold the students
interest and will also be extrem.
ely practical in case they) get
wise to you.

Enter the lecture room briskly
with several papers in the hand
(Paper may be obtained from any
trash pile and used over and
over). Fuss with things on the
podium and simultaneously an-
nounce the scope of the lectu
in a low tone while the students
shuffle about to get seated. Once
silence has fallen—you may have
to resort to the shoulder holster
to obtain it—an extemporaneous
harangue on any vaguely related
trivia delivered at a breakneck
pace will serve to fill in the rest

of the hour. Should the students
show any tendency to doze, an
announcement that the substan
of the lecture will constitute 40
marks on the final examination
generally suffices to electrify the

most torpid. If any students ap-

pear eager to succeed by em
ploying such obvious devices as

taking down your words, forbid

them to do so, saying that more
will be learned by listening. Thi:

should disarm all but a few die

hards.

Lecture
Questions from the floor an

always dangerous. Under no cir

cumstances should a positive

statement be made and NEVER
stoop to saying "I don't know".

The best way to illustrate the

art of parrying the question is

to quote an excerpt from a clas

sical bit of verbal dodging de

livered by a former Haggle In

stitutc pupil who is now the head

of a well known pathology de

partment, viz: "Well, in view of

several heretofore unmentioned

factors, one cannot be certa

£>L (Spurge a

(Jatffphrai
( ANGLIC ft H)

Kino St. at Johnson St.

TRINITY XIX

SUNDAY, OCTOBER ISTH

8.00 a.m.— Holy Communion

9.15 A.M.—Parish Communion
Preacher: The Rsv'd. C. E. Staples,

11.00 A.M.—Choral Eucharist
Preacher: Tha Dean.

7.00 P.M.—Evensong
Preacher: The Rev'd. C. E. Staples.

Tho Rev'd. Charles Staples, new
assistant priest .it the Cathedral and
Chaplain to the Canterbury Club is

anxious to meet Iho Students and to
ba of Service. Confirmation Classes
are now beginning Sundays at 3 p.m.
Phone 4617.

Students are (nvited to make the
Cathedral their Church Home In King-
ston. Opportunities for Worship, Youth
Leadership and Recreation await you.

VALLEAU'S

BARBER SHOP
316 PRINCESS STREET

Three Barbers

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 6917

$Irp»bgtrHtm (flifurrh.

Princess And clerov Stubs™

RCV. J. FOHDES WEDDEnitURH-
M A D.D., Minister
darwin stata.

orojniel and choirmaster
lillian preston
Assistant Ohoanist

10:30 a.m.—Bible Class

1 1 ;00 a.m.—Morning Service,

Nursery Class, Church School

7:30 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Young People
Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended to
all students.

that other quite probable possi-
bilities may not play some integ-

ral role in determining essential

differences in basic points of view
which of course include many
indefinable variables that can
never be isolated in cases which
may include criteria such as in

this instance". Any student still

interested after a barrage such
as this is too smart for his own
good and should be earmarked
for flunking at the earliest pos-
sible date.

How to Handle Clinics

Don't come.

The Laboratory-
Have all measuring sticks gra-

duated in nails, hands, ells, cloth

yards, etc. Weights must all be
stamped in Troy weights. Flasks,

graduated tubes, and other simil-

ar containers are of course cali-

brated for the apothecaries' sys-

tem. Insist that all results be
tabulated in metric units.

Microscopic Work
Have the students buy manu-

als describing slides stained with

haematoxylin and eosin. Provide

slides stained with malachite
green, by Cajal's method, etc.

Laboratory Reports
Insist that they be done in ink,

neatly and on vellum. Note —
change the lab course slightly

each year to curb the despicable
habit of copying last year's labs.

Marking Reports
Select several random reports

and mark these with 5's and 6's.

Give all others 9's and 10's. This
will serve to sow dissension and
hatred among the students and
pit them one against the other.

If possible observe the students
at work. Give the highest mark
to the student who cribs his re-

sults, He has after all shown the
real sort of initiative that suc-
ceeds in later life. Flunk the con-
scientious one — he'll catch on
and be the better man for it.

Re: Experimental Animals
The occasional rabid animal

cleverly mixed in with the heal-

thy ones will provide valuable
training for the students in cau-
terizing wounds.

J.K.H
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Queen's University School of

Medicine will drop the CM. from

the degree of M.D., CM. it was

announced this summer by the

Dean's office. This is to be effective

with the class of '61.

The full degree, awarded since

about 1914, is being reduced be-

cause the CM.—Master uf Surgery

no longer has any meaning. At

one time in Britain, surgeons and

physicians graduated from separate

schools and received separate de-

grees. In Canada, due to the vast

size and small population, one man

was required to do the two jobs,

in order that all areas could have a

doctor. The dual degree then con-

ferred is no longer necessary and

Queen's is now reducing it, leaving

McGill the only school conferring

such a degree.

In the age of specialization sur-

gery has become a complex field

which does not allow only a few

more hours of surgery included in

tlie course. Now, the prospective

sugeon must go on to advanced

study for many years. This fact

contributes further to the decision

of making the CM. obsolete.

50 million

times a day

at borne, at work

or on the way

There's nothing like a

Itatrfc Otliurrli
SYDENHAM A WILLIAM STS.

Rev. R. H. N. Davidson
B A

. D.D.. TH.W.
minister

Lloyd Zurbrigo
organist and choir master

sunday, october 16th

1 1 A.M.—Christian Education

7.30 P.M.—Have You Lived

Too Long?

Social hour for young people

after Evening Service

<Bhalm rre

EARL AND HARRIS STS.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 16TH

11 A.M.—These Were With
Him
(4) "James"

7.30 P.M.—The Apostle's

Creed
(3) "Bom of the Virgin

Mary"
8.45 P.M.—Youth Fellowship

A cordial invitation to all

students

O Come Let Us Worship
"Colt*" It a re gill f ro d ImaVmnrfc. C-36 COCA-COLA LTD.

Drug Company Presents
Stethescopes To Meds '58

The members of the fourth

year class in medicine at Queen's
were presented with stethescopes
by Pfizer (Canada) in a cere-
mony on Wednesday, October
5th. The presentation took place
at Richardson Amphi theatre.

Dean Ettinger presented the in-

struments to the class on behalf
of Pfizer.

Queen's University is the first

Canadian school to be recipients

of such a gift. It was learned that

this policy is to be extended to

all other Canadian Medical
Schools, members of the first

clinical years. This is a part of a

programme to assist medical stu-
dents and to further medical ed-
ucation. It is to be presented
yearly by the company, should
this trial donation prove to be
successful.

The members of the class of
'58 are grateful to the representa-

tives of Pfizer who worked to

have this donation made possible.

It marks a new stage in the re-

lationship between medical stu-

dents and the companies with
whom they must deal in practice.

Such a programe has been badly
needed in the past, and it is

hoped that this will be a basis

for further assistance.

Back row, left to right: C. Clark (Pfizer Ref.) Bob Langford
Dean G. H Ettinger, Jack Rishikof. (Special Ref.)

Bottom row: J. Berry, Douglas Dorsey, R. Schneider, R,
Pohlman, K. Boyd.

THREE GREAT NIGHTS
ALL IN K.C.V.I. AUDITORIUM

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 20th, 8:00 P.M.

THE REV. D. C. PERCY
Co-Chairman of The Billy Graham Crusade

The man who hos been at the very heart of it

* * *

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21st, BILLY GRAHAM IN

"OIL TOWN, U.S.A."

* * *

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 22nd

THREE FATEFUL DECISIONS!

ONE GREAT DRAMATIC STORY

onsT]
TORY!

cohV

1,1 :. LONOON CRUSADE I
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From The Dean t # t

University life would be dull without the accents which the stu-

dents introduce. Medical students lift their eyes from books at this

time, to entertain their friends and

those who used to study here, at

the Annual At Home. It is good

to see young people dressed up and

happy in one another's company;

if is good to see the graduates return

with their wives to live again for

one swift night, the days of joyous

youth and penury.

May the Medical Week-end bring

delight and happy memories to all

ivho celebrate in 1955.

THE NEED FOR THE ARTS

-G. H. Ettinger

Medical Course Unchanged
There will be no change made

in the curriculum given at

Queen's University in the near
future. Contrary to all current

and past rumours, there is no re-

BROCK
JEWELLERS
161 Princess Street

Kingston, Ontario

PHONE 2-7361

WATCH Repairs
A Specialty
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"
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VENUS PENCIL COMPANY, LIMITED
TOIONTO U, ONUIIO

anyorganization imminent
part of the course.

In a recent interview, the Dean
of Medicine, Dr. Ettinger, ex-

plained that any changes are re-

commended by an Advisory
Committee, composed of Doctors

on staff at the hospital. "This
committee", Dr. Ettinger said,

"has made no recommendations
to the school or to the Ontario
College of Physicians and Sur-
geons for any changes in the cur-

riculum or any individual cour-

se". Any reorganization is out-

side the hands of the faculty, the

Dean went on to say, and must
be passed by the Ontario College.

As it stands now, the College has

set down a minimum standard
with which the school must com-
ply. This allows for no changes
as yet.

If you're thinking of taking off

a year early, boys, forget it! Also
forget about ypur pet courses

(

being dropped.

Green, green, I want you green

While the gypsy moon beam plays.

—Lorca

The Features Editor locked me
in a small room filled with no-

thing but medical texts and told

me to write something serious,

so after thumbing through Mose-
ley's Surgery for two hours look-

ing for nudes, I started to think.

The lines of Lorca sprang unex-

pectedly to mind, and by a cir-

cuitous association of ideas, I be-

gan to ponder the paucity of true

individualists on our campus.

When professors begin to notice

the dullness of thdir students,

things _are _g e 1 1 i n g ...serious.

Wordsworth's gloomy prognos-

tications seem to be coming true,

and our Age of Anxiety is merg-

ing into one of apathetic inani-

tion. In 1802, he wrote, "For a

multitude of causes unknown to

former times are acting with a

combined force to blunt the dis-

criminating powers of the mind
and, unfitting it for all voluntary

exertion, to reduce it to a state of

almost savage torpor."

Homogeneous Apathy

Beleagured on all sides by the

inescapable media of mass cul-

ture we of this generation are

being molded to a pattern of

homogeneous apathy. Nurtured
in the hyperdemocracy of

amorphous middle-class to which
everyone feels that they do, must
or ought to belong, we have been
rendered insensible to our sub
jective shortcomings, without

any true understanding of our-

selves or the world in which we
live. Our capacity to think is

starved by having our thinking

CHRISTIAN YOUTH CENTRE
185 QUEEN STREET TELEPHONE 8110

Students Are Welcome

Fireside Every Sunday Evening — 9.00 p.m.

Recreation Throughout the Week.

CHARLES LEACH, Director.

He says he does it by Steady Saving

at the Bank of Montreal*

*The Bank where Students' accounts are warmly welcomed.

Kingston Branch: JACK McLEAN, Manager

Princess & Barrie Sts.: JOSEPH POUPORE, Manager

done for us, our curiosity is dis-

tracted by the constant pressure
of social diversions, our non-con-
formism is quelled by a martial
law on ideas. "The houses are

haunted/ By white nightgowns./

None arc green, / Or green with

yellow rings, / Or yellow with
blue rings, / None of them are

strange, / With socks of lace /
hid beaded ce'tntures. / People

are not going / To dream of ba-

boons and periwinkles. / Only,

here and there, an old sailor, /
Drunk and asleep in his boots, /
Catches tigers / In red weather."

Combined with these factors,

and consequent on the increasing

specialization and complexity of

our society, is an increase in the
number of potency of those fact-

ors which tend to retard the nor-
mal maturation of the individual.

This is of particular concern to

us as students, and especially to

those of us in the more highly
technical courses, for it is we
who are most adversely affected.

Emotional Dependency
The abnormal prolongation of

our dependency on our parents
and of our exposure to an author-
itarian educational system
breeds dependencies of other
kinds, particularly the emotional.

Our self-image is handicapped in

making its normal transition to

the concept of the individual,

isolated self, and remains de-

pendent on the group-image of

family and faculty. All too fre-

quently, the realization that the
right to a continued existence in

a particular course depends on
fulfilling the expectations of one's

professors reinforces an incul-

cated, if unconscious, belief that

one's very right to existence de

pends on fulfilling parental ex

pections, of satisfying their am
bitions and enhancing their pres

tige, and so the realization of

one's rights and responsibilities

as an individual is lost in a com
pulsive repetition of childhood

patterns. Consequently, irrespon

sibility supervenes rapidly when
parental control is circumvented

Beliefs Evaluated
Maturity, measured in terms of

independence of thought and

action, is an indispcnsible prere

quisite to individuality. This is

best obtained by the free inter

course of minds, by the reasoned

and objective appraisal of all

one's beliefs, however established

and respectable they may be, and

the close scrutiny of the source of

all one's actions. Most of our be-

liefs can be shown to be indirect-

ly inculcated by the simple pro-

cess of increasing the acceptabi-

lity of that belief by environmen-

tal suggestion, whereupon the

shaky tenure it has upon one's

intellect engenders defensive

mechanisms of rationalization

and depression, directed not so

much towards maintaining the

belief, but to the maintenance of

one's degree of "integration".

Unfortunately, opportunities to

rid ourselves of the detritus of

traditional prejudices and par-

ochialisms is restricted by the

same ubiquitous forces which

produced them. Our agemates

are almost universally affected

and the traditional or cautiously

liberal atmosphere of our univ-

ersities rarely provides sufficient

stimulus. The portrayal of our

society by its more perceptive

writers, painters and poets can,

on the other hand, provide the

impetus and orientation for a cri-

tical examination of ourselves

and the way in which we live.

Their sensitivity and introspec-

tion provide an invaluable ad-

juvant in broaden nig the rari^, ;

of one's experience and one's re-

centiveness to new ideas, contra-

vening in some degree the nar-

rowness of our misguided, if

well-intentioned^ upbringing.

True Individuality

For true individuality, we must

achieve a freshness of viewpoint

—a greenness, if you feel the pro-

cesses of association should come
full circle,—an original and ad-

venturous approach to life, to be

able to take, as Sahtayana wrote,

".
. . what is an independent and

ancient world as if it were ma-

terial for your private emotions."

iFnrt IBrnnj lotrl
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'Twos on a night, cold and wetly,

I read the sign "BORSCHT AND SPAGHETTI".
So I went in. The lights were dim.
The room was smoky.

: 4

Barney's Grill—a famous spot,

The meals were cold but the babes were hot
And so was the weather.

And so was I.

And then I saw her.

I stepped to her booth, she was sitting alone
Chewing matzoh balls and picking a bone.

She raised her head. It fell off.

Not No! lefs start over again—
She raised her head and gave vie a smile
Her teeth fell out coated with bile.

The music started—she got her cue.

As she went by she said, "I must see you
later." "Okay", I said

As I nodded my head.

And it fell off.

This is ridiculous

The music was soft, the lights were low,

Lil was on the floor ready to go.

All eyes were on her as she began the undulatit
With hips big as Life and twice the circulation.

I went hairy. And so did Larry.

And Mary. We were a mad bunch that night!

And tight! Man! was her dress tight.

It zvas so tight you could see her

Page 5

Meanwhile back at tin ich —

K. PETROS
EXPERT SHOE REPAIRS KEYS DUPLICATED

SERVICE WHILE YOU WAIT

Confectionery, Novelties, Magazines
525 PRINCESS STREET "

PHONE 2-6533

When the music was done
She stepped off the floor,

And collapsed in my arms
To breathe no more.

My heart filled with grief

As I saw her die.

I needed a drink.

I stepped to the bar. "One red-eye".

I shouted. The bartender looked at me in sneering disgust
He knew my stomach was coated with rust.
Doc Jones had ordered him not to give me a drink.
But I slipped him a fin and gave him a wink.
He gave me three fingers—and I jumped.We were a mad bunch that night.

I managed to get the glass to my lips

But my hands kept shakuig
As I thought of Lil's kips.

Of how she moved them without any toil

Lil zvas really loose—she used castor oil.

The drink dribbled down to the bottom of my pit
The pain was terrific as it made a direct hit.

I I ruptured my gut and shot to the roof
And came dripping down 100 proof.

As I lay there dying

Like a whimpering mouse,
I heard Barney shout

"Drinks on the house".

This is the story of Barney's Grill.

The riddle is unsolved and always will

be. So there!

—as ever — Sack and Mai.

From The President

.

t t

The 1955 edition of the Formal,

in keeping with the fine traditions

of former Medical events, will be

a gala affair.

I extend my personal congratu-

lations and those of the Aesculapian

Society to Doug Murray and his

committee for their untiring efforts

to make this Formal possible.

To the graduating class. Medicine

'56, I wish only the best in all their

future endeavours.

To the alumni and friends who
join us to-night I extend a hearty

welcome and feel assured tliat this

is an event which they will long

remember. —Doug Bell.

From Tfte Convenor, .

.

Hanson St Edgar
Dance

Programs

PRINTERS
Phone 4114

Printing of

Every Description

WARD & HAMILTON LUNCH BAR
PRINCESS AT DIVISION KINGSTON, ONT

FULL COURSE MEALS
REASONABLE PRICES

HAPPY CORNER RESTAURANT
SPECIAL MEAL TICKETS FOR STUDENTS

We serve ITALIAN SPAGHETTI
533 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2-8013

MOONLIGHT LUNCH
FULL COURSE DINNERS CHINESE DISHES

Lunches prepared to take out
SPECIAL FOR STUDENTS

Meal Tickers: $5.50 for only $4.75
527 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 2-900

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

S8'/2 Princess Street Kingston Phone 2-1761
Quality that Pleases . . . Service that Satisfies

I am grateful for this opportunity

to express my sincere thanks to all

those who have contributed their

lime atid energy in the preparation

of the formal decoraiions.

It is a pleasure for me to extend

to all our guests, especially those

of other faculties, a very warm
welcome. I hope tliat the atmos-

phere of fantasy, combined with the

music of Benny Lewis' orchestra,

will succeed in giving everyone a
memorable and very pleasant eve-

ning.

Sincerely,

—G. M. Douglas Murray.

McGALL'S
LUGGAGE AND SPORTING GOODS
By The World's Finest Manufacturers

— AGENTS FOR —
SPALDING - SLAZENGER - CCM, ETC., SPORTS EQUIPMENT

SKYWAY — SAMSONITE — McBRINE

QUEEN'S CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS
Tennis and Badminton Racquets Restrung

212 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 3793

DAY OR NIGHT
PHONE 5551

For Quality Milk, Cream, Butter

BY

Hemlock Park Dairy
LIMITED

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FAMOUS
Velvet Ice Cream Duncan Hines Ice Cream

MAKE —

Marilyn
9

s
YOUR HEADQUARTERS

FOR

GLENAYR KITTEN SWEATERS
IN 100% LAMB WOOL AND 100% ORLON

MARILYN'S LADIES WEAR
D 'AL 2-1475 238 PRINCESS ST.

Among Canada's campus crowd it's the latest . . . it's the big

sweater switch from boy to girl. It's Kitten's full-fashioned

V-neck pullover for boys and girls ... in Pettal Orion, so soft

you have to touch it to believe it! So easy to care for! Twenty

shades fot matching. Sleeveless pullover $7.95, long-sleeve

pullover $9.95. Ac good shops everywhere.
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"TO WIPE AWAY THE STAIN"

JAY McMAHON
End

FLOYD BAJJALY
Guard

KARL QUINN
Half

BRIAN WHERRETT
Centre

mm
BILL SURPHLIS

Fullback

SPORTS BACKROADS
By Richael J. Modden

Some of you may have heard of late of the so-called "Mile of

the Century" run at Vancouver last August between John Landy
and Roger Bannister at which the self-styled sports experts of the
press, radio and television {including Jack Park of London Free
Press) succeeded in building this event up in the public's mind as

a unique happening. Nothing could be further from the truth.

Thereof it may be of interest to recall that in 1924, the same
year that the famous All-Canadian Hamilton Tiger Cats using the
pile formation 3-7-11 rode roughshod over all opposition,—there

occured in precisely the same locale a race between Smooth Top
Kropp, the Harvard sensation, Drastic Local Carver Bingham of

England, both of whom had already conquered the distance in

3:50 2 Greenwich time. Smooth Top's trainer, Smoother Top Howe,
had kept his charge on a diet of hypertrophied cumulus oophorus
cells which had enabled his gut to rotate in the manner in which
he has described so clearly so many times since. It is obvious to

the meanest of intelligence that DLC would need no help from any
American Colonials.

MUSTANGS DROP HOT
ONES ON THE ROAD

CAPTAIN GARY LEWIS
Centre

JOCKO THOMPSON
Half

Sludge Supervises Sanitation

The track was rigidly inspected before the race by Sanitary

Sludge for Endamoeba histolytica and other parasites which have
been known to cause people to run more freely than usual.

Smooth John started the race with his flamed loop by a smooth
windmill motion to the buttocks of each runner. D.L.C. shot into

the lead by means of his superior nociceptive response, sharpened

by years in the Royal Navy. However, Smooth Top closed the gap
utilizing the short cut in the Krebs cycle, he had learned from Butter

Jim (no relation to Lard Rump Don.)

Almighty Decision

As the runners approached the home stretch D.L.C. was visibly

hampered by the rays reflected from the shiny dome racing beside

him. Physical examination later by Dupuytren's method revealed

third degree burns. The race ended so closely that final decision

from on high was required. An angel from Victory I arrived shortly.

Malcolm had decreed that Kropp had won.

The medical men all agreed later that D.L.C. as usual had open-

ed up too soon. Tempus fugit!

mcrAND FSELD
IntramuralIntercollegiate

Intercollegiate Meet in London
By Spencer Hodkinsim

After having an excellent seas-

on in 1954 under student-coach

Pat Galasso, the Queen's Track
Club is again back into full

swing. Coach R. Seright is work-
ing the boys every night in prep-

aration for the Wed., Oct. 19

meet at London. This year our

senior and intermediate teams will

be competing in the same meet.
Some of the team members are

:

Seniors Ron Curtis, Meds '58,

Club President; Spence Hodkin-
son, Meds '60, and Intermediates
Ed Saunders, Meds '61 and Mort
Low, Meds '60.

The Senior team, though con-
spicuously weaker than last year,

promises to be a contender. The

Wed., Oct 12. The final events

of the intramural track meet
were run off today on the prac-

tice field and track out side Ri-

chardson stadium. Meds '60 cop-

ped the meet championship with
a whopping 12j4-point lead over
their nearest competition. Stand-
ing at the final guu was : Meds
'60, i8y2 points; Meds '61, 26:

Science '59, 24.

Intermediate team is defending
its St. Lawrence Valley Cham-
pionship, which it won last year.
With other teams in the meet
considerably less strong than last

year, Queen's should put on a

good show in its fight for the

Championship.

Horseplay InWestern's Camp
London, Ontario, October 14

(Special to the Medical Journal)

—W estern University's Mus-
tangs have put in a busy week in

preparation for to-morrow's clash

with the Gaels. Coach John Me-
tras, in an effort to bring the Pur-
ple & White up to previous

years' fighting form, has had his

charges chasing and tackling wild

ponies, shipped especially from
Whiskey Gap, in Alberta's pan-
handle. These horses, lean and
tough after a summer on the

scorched prairie, are mean and
full of fight, and it has been all

the Western tacklers could do to

hold the charging colts to gains
of 15 and 20 yards during scrim-
mages.

This is believed to be the

first time that real horses have

been used in football practices,

although it is rumoured that in

1928 Bo MacMillan of little Cen-

tre College obtained eight steers

as tougheners for his team be-

fore the Harvard game; Centre

lost, 72-0, but they were the best-

fed team to take the field in

years.

Queen's Head coach Frank

Tindall, when questioned about

the latest Metras manoeuvre,

could only smile and remark that

"It will take more than a team

of wild horses to stop the Gaels

on Saturday afternoon."

We could not help but agree:

there'll be no horsing around to-

morrow !

eu?o

By Roger Broughton

The Bews trophy, an award
presented every year since 1939
to the year which has the high-
est standing in intramural ath-

letics, is a familiar but almost
never achieved goal to most
Meds classes.

In the last sixteen years the

Engineers have won the trophy
eleven times, compared to a dis-

mal four times for the Medsmen,
While we are ahead of the other

faculties (Phys. Ed. one win and
Arts none), this is not good
enough.

Points for standing in the Bews
race are given on a percentage
basis, i.e. a small class gets more
points for the same number of

entries than a large one. This is

the reason that Phys. Ed. won
the '53-'54 race. They won only
one event, (a tie for the Hand

Ball championship), but they

tried almost every event and
amassed entr}' points. It is ob-

vious that we could capitalize on
this arrangement.

There are over twenty-two
events ranging from ping-pong
to wrestling, a sport for everyone,

one.

We have no excuse for our dis-

mal record. Everyone, get behind
your Athletic Stick and your
year! We can regain and hold
the Bews trophy

!

Intercolle giate Standings

P W L T F A P
Toronto 2 2 0 0 31 8 4

Queen's 2 1 1 0 36 21 2

McGill 2 0 1 1 16 36 1

Western .. 2 0 11 S 26 1

By Ron Timpson

To-morrow afternoon Johnny
Metras will herd his University

of Western Ontario Mustangs
into Richardson Memorial Stadi-

um for an all-important tussle

with our own Queen's Golden
Gaels. Both teams will have their

backs to the wall for to-morrow's
crucial contest, as Western will

be gunning for their first league

win and a possible play-off berth,

and the Gaels will be out to

strengthen their grip on second
place. The Tindallmen have their

work cut out for them for the

rest of the season as they must
win all their remaining games to

be sure of clinching a play-off

position. On the other hand, a
Western loss would almost elim-

inate the purple-white boys from
the league race provided, of

course, that Toronto takes

McGill Redmen to-morrow,
which is almost a foregone con-

clusion. But two-thirds of the

league schedule is yet to be play-

ed and anything could happen.

Lou Bruce Out

In any case, coach Tindall,

will be taking each game as it

comes along and his big worry
is corralling the Mustangs to-

morrow. Probably the biggest

blow to hit the Tricolor's injury-

riddled camp this week was the

news that all-star end Lou Bruce
would miss the game to-morrow
because of torn knee ligaments.

The full extent of his injury was
not known at press time but
doctors reported he would de-

finitely miss Saturday's fixture

and possibly the rest of the sea-

son. Lou has played the most
spectacular games of his career

this year.

The only other player likely to

miss to-morrow's game will he
Karl Quinn, injured in the Balmy
Beach exhibition tilt. He should
be ready to go, along with Al
Kocman, when the Queen 'smen
journey to Little Memorial Sta-

dium next week-end.

Injury Jinx Strikes

Several other players will be
nursing minor ailments to-mor-

row ranging all the way from a

head injury to mangled phalang-

es. Clare Sellens suffered a minor
concussion in the Toronto game
but has been practicing this week
and will definitely dress to-mor-

row. Jimmy "Crow" Cruickshank
will play to-morrow despite an
injured toe picked up at the Bloor

bowl last week-end. Players like

Jay McMahon and Gary Lewis

will have their seasonal knee in-

juries to worry about but this

won't stop the two "Big Men"
from playing their usual good
game. Don Roy, another stalwart

on the front wall was taken to

the hospital on Monday night

with a severe fever and latest re-

ports have it that he will not dress

to-morrow. Ron Stewart, Gary
Schreider, Jim Hughes, Gus
Braccia, Dave Harshaw, Ron
Lane, ' 'Jocko" Thompson and
Russ Thoman are all in good
shape and will undoubtedly see

plenty of pigskin come to-mor-

row afternoon.

Not too much is known to-date

about this year's Mustang team,

by anybody. Western's Diamond-
T was scrapped after the opening

game with Toronto when it was
found that the formation was no
longer effective with Willie Cas-

anova filling in for starry Don
Getty who graduated last year.

Casanova has since quit the team
and was seen at the game in Tor-

onto last Saturday, possibly

scouting the game for Western.

Metras was using the straight-T

with Don Girvin quartering"
against McGill last Saturday and
from all reports of the game he
had better dig into his repertoire

again for something REALLY
BIG to throw against the Gaels-

to-morrow if he wants to put up

any kind of a show at all. The
Western offence muffed several

chances to score against the Red-

men, especially in the first half

of the game when twice they
were stopped cold only a few
yards short of the goal line.

All-star tackle and Captain,

Ted Roman, will once again lead

this year's team and no doubt will

be a sixty-minute performer.

Dale Creighton and Bob Swee-
ney, injured in the Toronto game
dressed for the McGill contest

last week-end and will certainly

bear watching in to-morrow's

clash. Other standouts include

Neil Desborough, Ralph Sim-
mons, Don Girvin and Don Kil-

linger.

Providing the weatherman
gives us a dry field for Gus Brac-

cia's strong right arm we pre-

dict that the Oil Thigh twelve

will come through with a 29-11

victory which is an overwhelm-

ing margin but quite justifiable

in that the Queen's spirit and ca-

pability going into the game is

unparalleled. In other league ac-

tion for Saturday we'll pick Tor-

onto Varsity over McGill Red-

men 33-7.
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CONVOCATION HEARS STEVENSON
Annual Excursion

May Be Cancelled

Because fewer and fewer people
each year make the annual ex-

cursion to Toronto, AB of C of-

ficials may cancel next year's

train trip.

If the trip is held next year,

officials think the train will leave

Kingston on a Saturday morn-
ing, returning later the same day.

Only 533 people, including the

team and both bands, bought
tickets on the special train this

year. This is 70 fewer than last

year.

Board officials aren't sure why
fewer people are buying tickets,

but think the answer lies in the

fact that more cars make the trip

to Toronto, and because some,
not wanting to travel on the spe-

cial train, buy tickets on the regu-

lar afternoon train.

Big Brothers
Reintroduced
The Big Brother System has

been reintroduced this year in

the faculty of Science. The sys-

tem is designed to help freshmen
get settled, and to solve any pro-

blems they may have concerning
their work or campus life.

It is also meant to promote
closer relations between the sen-

iors and their proteges, and to

help freshmen meet the senior

class.

The system has been organized
by the steering commitee of the

Engineering Society, composed
of Ron Tillitson, Abe Kelly and
Andy Blair.

Each senior has two freshmen
to look after. Last year the plan
was unsuccessful because the

freshmen failed to contact their

seniors. "The freshmen must con-

tact their seniors," stressed Andy
Blair, "to work the plan to ad-

vantage."

The list of "Big Brothers" is

posted in the Science Club Room.

Election withdrawal not inv habit Rising hopes after Gene; Our admiration jor Canadians

WUS Conference

Honours Student

Queen s Revue
ChoosesScript
"PaintedDoll"
"The Painted Doll" was chos

en from two entries last Thurs
day for the annual presentation

of the Queen's Revue. The script

was written by Don Upton, Moe
Soutter, and Don Goilan. Bill

Wallace was elected director for

another year and Jack Watt will

be producer.

The revue, with all-original

music, has 14 numbers, two for

the kick line.

Sixty prospects, mostly girls,

turned out for the meeting. There
are still some positions open for

boys.

The Queen's Revue Guild is

functioning with a provisionary

new constitution which will be
brought before the next AMS
general meeting.

Joan Partridge, third year hon-

ours philosophy and English stu-

dent at Queen's, was elected to

the executive of the World Uni-

versity Service of Canada at the

annual conference held Oct. 7-9

in Saskatoon.

Delegates from 18 universi-

ties across Canada, and repre-

sentatives from several student

and faculty organizations met at

the tenth annual conference to

plan WUS' course of action for

this year. Queen's was represent-

ed by Dr. W. B. Carter of the

philosophy department, and John

Cartwright of Arts '58.

The conference decided to give

priority to the international pro-

gram of WUS, earmarking $6000

for four specific projects. These

were a TB sanitorium in Japan,

and student hostels in Israel, Pa-

kistan, and Indonesia.

The scholarship program is

another important WUS project.

The conference, while approving

of the exchanges already carried

out, decided botli the unilateral

and the exchange scholarships

could be increased.

To help the local WUS com-

mittees, it was decided to ask

universities to waive fees, where

possible, and make any other fin-

ancial concessions possible to

these overseas students.

A new plan was put forward

with regard to seminars and

study tours. It was proposed that

a group of students from some

overseas country be brought to

Canada and taken on a tour of

Canadian universities during the

academic year.

Principal Mackintosh of

Queen's retired from the presi-

dency of WUS this year, and

President Smith of the Univer-

sity of Toronto will replace him.

Lord Tweedsmuir Recognizes
Canada's Northern Potential

'The Canadian north is the

ladle of the greatest treasure

house the world has ever known",

said Lord Tweedsmuir at the an-

nual Alma Mater Society lecture

Friday in Grant Hall. The Can-
adian people must not fail to take

advantage of this opportunity.

He warned against slack and
evasive thinking and the drift to-

wards the simplicity of city life.

"Canada has a rugged blessing

and we must accept it. Comfort

must not be confused with civil-

ization in developing the great-

est land of opportunity today."

The war and the present world

situation has pushed Canada into

the forefront. In an air age. this

country has inevitably become an

air nation. The technical atomic

progress at Chalk River, and the

uranium strikes in the Canadian

Shield have added to Canada's

importance. We also have the

basic materials to build a mighty

nation if there are hands to do
the work, he stated.

The movement from the coun-

try to towns and cities is dan-

gerous to Canada's expansion, he

added. If a certain point is rea-

ched, a too heavy concentration

in the cities will cause the econo-

my of the country to tumble.

"The cities are too narrow a base

for a nation to rest on indefin-

itely. If the present trend contin-

ues progress will stop as abruptly

as it started. Canada has always

been a pioneering country and
must not stop its outward devel-

opment now."

Canada also has its own defin-

ite history, he said. "The years

may be few but her men have not

been idle. We must live in time

as well as in space. The new and

the old must be looked at as one."

An Impressive Addition

Opening Of Buchan Collection

Formal Apology
The Medical Journal wishes

to apologize for any erroneous

impression that the Medical

Formal was not a financial

success. Student co-operation

aided in the formal's success.

Doug Murray, convenor of

the formal, reports that, with

most expenses accounted for,

a profit is likely.

"UnguardedFrontier 'Riddle
May Give Co-Existence Clue

The riddle of the peaceful co-existence achieved between the
United States and Canada, even more than the riddle of Commun-
ism, may, when solved, give a clue to the "international good life,"

said Adlai E. Stevenson, possible Democratic presidential nominee
in 1956, and guest speaker at Fall Convocation ceremonies held
Saturday morning in Grant Hall.

Mr. Stevenson's address was made after Chancellor C. A. Dun-
ning had conferred the honorary degree of Laws on Mr. Stevenson,
Lord Tweedsmuir and Dr. W. P. Thompson.

"When two such communities
(Canada and the United States)

contrive to keep the peace, main-
tain friendly relations and stead-

ily increase their economic inter-

dependence and common well-

being, the matter is not one sim-

ply of mutual congratulation,"

said Mr. Stevenson.

"It is rather a matter of

thoughtful and thankful invest-

igation, of deep interest and ul-

timate hope that in the relations

between the United States and
Canada some clue can be found
to the international good life in

an atomic world. For this, much
more than Communism, is I be-

lieve the riddle which we must
solve," he said.

"The rights and claims of na-

tion states, the divisions between
diverse racial and religious

groups, the hard clash of compet-

ing economic interests—all these

preceded communism and exist

today independently of it".

Mr. Stevenson pointed to 'the

unguarded frontier' as evidence

of a common faith between the

two countries. "We have long

since given up the idea of using

force and have accepted in our

relations with one another the

rule of law, of meditation, of

peaceful adjustment."

"Certainly between the United

States and Canada there are eco-

nomic interests at issue which,

in other states and other epochs,

would have led to bitter hostility

and conflict."

(See Stevenson's Speech, Page 4)

Student Interest

Needed In WUS

(Ed. Note; The local WUS com-

mittee feels that perhaps students at

Queen's do not see why they should

be personally interested in WUS. The

reasons why students should show a

greater interest are outlined below)

1. Conditions in Asia, as Mr.

Lewis Perinbam will point out

when he speaks on Wednesday
night in the McLaughlin room,

are such that technical know-

ledge is needed and appreciated.

Medical students and engineers

should investigate this aspect.

2. Members of the History

club, International Relations

club, Model parliament, and

NFCUS can find out much about

current political, economic and

social trends in Asia by listening

to Mr. Perinbam.

3. Although WUS is a completely

denominational organization, mem-
bers of Hillel, SCM, Baha'i will

find that WUS's policy of promot-

ing international understanding has

great spiritual value.

PHOTO B\ PICKABE

The opening of the John Buchan Collection took place in Douglas Library Fndav after-

noon. Shown from the left are Col. and Mrs. R. S. McLaughlin, who purchased the col-

lection, and Lady and Lord Tweedsmuir.

More Queen'smen

Enrol This Year

There are 103 more students at

Queen's this year than last, mak-
ing a total enrolment of 2,451

students. Comparison with last

year's enrolment figures show|

that in every faculty except Med-
icine there has been some in-

crease. The greatest faculty in-

crease of 66 was in Science.

Speaking at Fall Convocation

Saturday morning. Principal W.
A. Mackintosh described as "in-

evitable" a gradual increase in

the number of students "entering

the university in the next few

years.

Comparative figures for regis-

tration in 1955-56 as compared

with those of 1954-55 are: Arts

7S2—764; Commerce 127—124;

P H.E. 84^-82; Science 956—890;

Meds 348—356; Nursing Science

48—33; Graduates 91—88; Indus-

trial Relations IS—S.
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H3CM THE

SIDELINES

MUSTANGS CORRALLED BY GAELS
QUEEN'S STRIKE ON THE GROUND

MIKE MOFFAT

'Twas midnight on the ocean,

Not a streetcar was in sight,

The sim was shining brightly,

For it rained all day that night.

I am quoting the "Crazy Mixed Up Song", since that describes the
position of all in the Press Box last Saturday. We tried, we tried hard,
but be darned if we knew who was who or why.

The opening kickoff was the nicest play of the game from our
standpoint, because we could actually read the players numbers. After
that we went strictly by instinct. By the middle of the first quarter the
only sweaters readable were those of the two quarterbacks and by the time
the quarter was over we couldn't even tell them.

It seemed that every time a Western player carried the ball, every
one asked who he was and the Western Gazette Sports Editor said
Simmons. Along about half time we wondered how many Simmons were
in that backfield, but who were we to argue. Besides he couldn't see
either so we fooled him a couple of times on ours. We had three
Surphlises.

Most writers got discouraged early in the game and unless they
were really impressed with a play they pulled a name out of thin
air (thin but rather damp), particularly for Western. If something
exciting happened, someone dashed the length of the Press Box
hollering "Who was that, did you see who it was, what happened"
and many other intelligent questions. Sometimes Al Kocman, who
was doing the spotting, would grab someone's glasses and decide
who the player was, and then sometimes he wouldn't.

We had some good arguments going about who was who,
but since nobody knew, it was fun because we were never wrong. "Mike
did you see that" and then I'd look, and Clancy would look, and Rodden
would look, and we all hoped they were asking one of the others. Or else
we'd all holler "no!" at the same time.

Then our statistician would look up, his big blue eyes full of in-
telligence and say "who kicked" and we'd tell him Queen's did so he'd
mark it down according to how it went. If it was long he'd give credit
to Thompson and if it was short he'd give it to Roman. That's a loyal
boy we have.

So we start a column
: 'Through the slithering slimy slime, the muddy

players slid through the muck", squishy and squashy and all kinds of
dismal damp adjectives. Then_we try to decipher it and it sounds like
we have water on the brain, or at least in our shoes.

And then one Western player got mixed up too, and tried to
play soccer by mistake and some of the writers came awake We
couldn't see his sweater number, but we knew who he played for
by the direction he went. Some Toronto boy made the grade in big
time soccer in England, so there is hope for that boy yet. The play
chdn t work too well since Schreider recovered for Queen's. Western
claims they scored a touchdown on that play against Sarnia this
tall. Anyway, it was something different.

They say elephants never forget, and I guess Mustangs don't either.
They tried another of those fantastic field goals that won for them last
year. This one didn't have a prayer either, but it's all in the way the ball
bounces.

Those days of the sixty minute man are definitely not over, if
Saturday's tilt is any criterion. The Tricolor linemen stuck it out for
most of the game with Gary Lewis playing all of the first half and most
of the second, Jim Hughes was in for all but a few plays at tackle as was
Rusty Radchuck at guard. Rus Thoman saw a lot of action at tackle and
big Jay McMahan turned in a whale of a game while leading the ends
in time on the field.

The Gael front wall was the deciding factor, as ground attack was
the only poss,ble method of moving the ball. With the fullbacks bulling
through the hne for most of the yardage, it was up to the linemen to
make the holes and keep them open. Western seemed to have an edge as
they rolled up twenty-four first downs to the Gaels sixteen, but the Wes-
tern team could only gain in the middle of the field, while the Gael front
wall fcghtened up as soon as the visitors penetrated to the Queen's
twenty-five. On the other hand, the Gael linemen always made their holes
and the Queen's attack bogged down, (and the field was a small scale
bog) mainly because of fumbles, or else it went all the way.

In the three minutes that they struck, the locals were like
lightning as it took only four plays for two touchdowns. After
Schreider s magnificent kickoff return, SurphHs barged over from
the fourteen in two plays, and the next time the Gold had the ball
BUI went all the way from his own forty as Russ Thoman and Jim
Hughes threw the key blocks.

In signing off. let's give a big hand to every one of the Gael lineman
Gary Lewis, Brian |Wherrett, Rusty Radchuck, Clare Sellens Scott
Latimer, Jim Telford. Vic Uzbalis, Jim Hughes. Russ Thoman, Dave
Wilson. Jack Abraham, Jay McMahon, John Milliken, Tack Perrv
Paul Beck.

Roman punts from his own thirty in third quarter action. Queen's^

men identifiable in the mud are Karl Quinn (61) and Gary Lewis,

hands raised. Jack Perry coming in fast at right centre.

Queen's, Mac, Narrowly Nosed
Varsity Takes Tennis Laurels

Intercollegiate tennis supremacy

for the 1955 season was decided

at London last week, with Var-

sity winding- up with a slim one

point margin over both Queen's

and McMaster Hugh Conn,

Dave Low, Bruce Page and Phil

Clapp made up the Queen's con-

tingent.

Bruce Page won his first round
singles match but met defeat in

the second round. Dave Low got
rolling after a first round bye,

and won a pair of matches to

meet Hugh Murray of McMaster
in the finals. Murray came out

on top to take the singles title.

Western, McMaster, Toronto
and Queen's each had a doubles

team entered. Dave Low and
Hugh Conn formed the Queen's
pair that won over McMaster in

CINDER STORY

The Tricolor will have two re-

presentatives at the senior inter-

collegiate track meet when the meet

is held in London this week: Spence

Hodkinson will run in the 120 high

hurdles and the 220 low hurdles

and Ron Curtis will be entered in

the javelin throw.

The Intermediate squad fea-

tures such sprinters as Jerry
Johnston, Ed Saunders, Neil Mc-
Neil and Eugene Varga. Lance
Bailey will run in the mile and
three mile events. Saunders is al-

so entered in the high and broad

jumps. Pole vault specialists are

Morton Low and Neil Tate.

Bob Seright is filling the shoes

of Pat Galasso as coach. Bob has

been coaching KCVI for fifteen

years, and while enrolled at Queen's

was noted as a boxer and as a

harrier specialist. He was awarded
the Jenkins Trophy for his athletic

prowess in 1932.

The Harrier will be run at

Queen's this year and any aspiring

distance runners should present

themselves at the track on Thurs-
day at 4:30.

their first match. Toronto had el-

iminated Western in their semi-

finals.

With the tournament decision

hanging in the balance, the dou-
bles pairs clashed and the duo
from Toronto copped the title

with a hard fought 6-3, 4-6, 7-5

win.

In The Lemonlite

By Dot Enright
Journal 5por(s Writer

Levana's first Intramural
sport, softball, has come to an
end and "58 have won the tourn-
ament, with three wins and no
losses. Nice going '58. Big guns
for the team were pitcher Iris

McLinton and catcher Mickey
McCullogh, with the rest of the
team playing good ball. Giving
'5S their hardest game was '57,

who were downed 2-0 by the ul-

timate champs.

Second place finishers were the

fossils, '56, with a pair of wins
in three tries. The freshettes

came third, picking up their only
win at the hands of the luckless
'57 nine.

At the last LAB of C meeting,
Mary Fardell of PHE '56 was
chosen as basketball rep. This is

a big job this year as the inter-

collegiate tournament for the
Bronze Baby will be held here.

Sylvia Joyce is the new badmin-
ton rep.

A basketball manager for the
intercollegiate team is needed
and any girl wishing to apply for

the position should contact the
coach as soon as possible.

Toronto

Queens

McGill

Western

Standings

WLTF A P

3 0 0 64 20 6

2 1 0 48 25 4

0 2 1 28 69 1

0 2 1 12 38 1

the incentive that the men of gold

(or should I say, mud) needed.

Bill Surphlis smashed his way to

the 9 yard mark and on the next

play he went over center for the

touchdown.

As usual, Jocko Thompson's con-

vert was good and the Gaels led

YARDSTICK STORY

Laundry Owners Close Doors
Don't Want Teams Uniforms

By Mike Clancy

Journal Sports Writer

Fullback Bill Surphlis galloped out of the rain and mist of

Saturday afternoon into the hearts of all of Queen's football fans

as he led a determined Gael squad to a 12-4 victory over the hapless

Western Mustangs. "Surpy" with the aid of a strong front wall

bulled his way through the Western defences for two Tricolor touch-

downs, both coming within the first three minutes of the second

half.

The large number of football fans (about 8,000), who showed
up at Richardson Stadium on Saturday despite the steady down-
pour of H 20, should be given a pat on the back, one and all. Their
presence was felt, more than they probably realize, by the whole

Golden Gael team. As one player put it, "The sight of all those

cheering, rain-soaked faces really gave the team a big lift. It really

feels great to know that you have all those students behind you,

win or lose, rain or shine."

Up until Saturday's tilt many
people had been asking the ques-

tion, "What has happened to

Queen's supposedly strong run-

ning attack?" The answer is

rather obvious now, "Nothing."

It is just as powerful and decep-

tive as it was in 1954 and the

addition of Al Kocman for the

remaining three games should

make it one of the best in Queen's

history.

The men of Frank Tindall

missed their biggest opportunity

to score in the first quarter when
they fumbled on the Londoner's

5 yard line after Jay McMahon
recovered a Western fumble on

the 40, and plunges by Surphlis

and Stewart put the ball in scor-

ing position.

Led by the powerful plunging

of Ralph Simmons and the run-

ning of Britton and Desborough,

the Metrasmen penetrated deeply

into the Queen's end of the

swamp only to be stopped by a

strong-rushing Gael line at the

10. Jim Hughes, Clair Sellens,

and Bill Surphlis smeared Brit-

ton for a 4 yard loss. Stewart and
Lane downed Simmons for an-

other loss and the Mustangs were
forced to kick. However, a 26

yard field goal by Labbett was
good and the Western crew took

a 3-0 lead with about 10 minutes

to go in the first half.

The Mustangs might have scor-

ed a touchdown on their long

march had it not been for the

tackling of Jim Cruikshank, who
brought down Ralph Simmons at

the Western 44 after Simmons
had barged through the rest of

the Queen's team on his way to

"pay dirt."

Another Tricolor fumble, this

time on their own 46, put West-
ern in a scoring position. Success-

ive plunges by Simmons moved
the Purple and White down to

Kingston's 10 yard stripe. Once
again the Gael's line, led by Mc-
Mahon, Lewis, Hughes, and Ab-
raham, held the Metrasmen to

no gain. An attempted field goal

by Labbett went wide for a sin-

gle point to give the Londoner's

a 4-0 lead.

Galloping halfback Gary
Schreider brought the spectators

to their feet in the second half as

he ran the opening kickoft back

to the Western 14. This was all

Q W
First downs 16 24

Yds. rushing 264 316

Passes 8 7

Passes completed 2 1

Yds. passing 42 12

Passes intercepted 2 2

Average punt 40 38

Fumbles 7 5

Opposition fumbles
recovered 5 3

Penalties in yds. 20 30

6-4. About a minute and a half

later the Tricolor gained possess-

ion on their own 41. Eraccia

handed off to Surphlis, who dod-

ged and weaved through the

Western squad fdf- a 69 yard

major. Once again Jocko split the

uprights and the score read 12-4,

favor of Queen's

Second Half Highlights

Jim Hughes and Jay McMa-
hon played terrific two-way ball

. . . Stewart plunged well through

the line . . . Thoman racked up a

Western player with a terrific

block on Schreider's great run . . .

Jocko's kicking was excellent . . .

Gary Lewis was his usual self,

stopping Simmons consistently

for little gain, and also intercept-

ed a Western pass. Wingback

Ronny Lane recovered Mustang

fumble on the London 2 yard

line . . . Ball kicked up field by
Western's Sweeney ; Stewart

knocks man off ball and Schreider

recovers for Queen's . . . Cruik-

shank knocks down long despera-

tion pass from Girvin to Killin-

ger . . . Clair (or is it Charlie)

Sellens and Dave Wilson played

terrific defensive football . . .

Thoman and Radchuck were on

for about 45 minutes of the tussle

(as far as we could tell) and turn-

ed in top-notch performances. As
the program-seller said before the

game, "You can't tell the players

without a program." "Nor with

one either," he should have add-

ed.

Dial 7135

town and country

Restaurants
® Highway No. 2, Cataraqui, Ont.

• Princess at Clergy Streets,
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The dream was gone. As she lay

there gazing up into the emptiness

that was her room for that briel

moment between sleeping and wak-
ing, she thought for an instant that

she could remember. She shut her
eyes to try and catch it. But it was
gone.

There was a strange radiance in

the room. The sun streaked across

and hit hard against the wall in

front of her, and ilic girl felt peace.

Gradually, however, things
started to have meaning. It

wasn't a bare wall that the sun
hit. On the back of the door was
a coat hanging limply from one
shoulder. Two empty hangers
were shooting out at angles from
behind it, one caught in the hinge
of the door. As she turned her
eyes slowly from object to ob-
ject the messy broken pieces

started falling together A torn
dress, one black high-heeled
pump, looking shoddy and de-
feated, waiting until the next
time when hurried hands would
be brushing it clean, an empty
package of cigarettes, and there

on the cluttered dresser, a neglec-
ted book.

Then, with a sudden flash of in

sight, it all returned. A cold sicken-

ing feeling began to creep over her

whole body. She shut her eyes

again, quickly, frantically trying to

return to that dream world of only

seconds before. It was useless.

Snatches of conversation were al-

ready repeating themselves inces-

santly in her mind, each jabbing

harder and more poignantly than it

had the night before, because only
now could she realize the full sig-

nificance of each statement.

tous had happened. No one had
quarreled, but there had been so
many people; peopie pushing>
people singing and laughing.
Was it true that their laughter
had been as hollow as she had in-
terpreted it to be? She remem-
bered that dark-haired girl whose
laughter had echoed across the
crowded dance floor. There had
been so much drinking and
everyone was having 5Uch a won-
derful time.—yes such a wonder-
ful time. Maybe it was because
she wasn't used to this sort of
life, she thought. But, no she
should be, there had been so
many similar evenings in the last
few months.

It had been a nightmare, but the
dream, the dream had been so re-
freshing. The fault probably lay
within herself, she had been awfully
tired. She wasn't tired now, just
empty. A phrase came to her that
until now had not had much mean-
ing. "We had a marvellous social
whirl, a continuous round of par-
ties"; could this be what it

meant? The phone rang in the

distance.

She remembered that the evening
had had a bad beginning. It had
been raining and there had been no
taxis available, so they had taken
the bus. The lights were bright and
a woman across from her had been
scolding her small child. Her voice
was loud and harsh. Each person
on the bus had been sensitive to it.

It had been like this for the
whole evening. Nothing momen-

W.J.

Ode S"c a 'SatfVroom
A pox on those who never hath

Enjoyed the glories o\ a bath;

Whose Spartan souls reject with wrath
Such simple joy.

The cleansing process is to these

A washing up of ears and knees;

Most necessary if one ivould please

The hoi polloi.

Romans in the days of oldTh

In cleansing matters iveren't so cold

And sanitary, or so we're told,

' In History.

Their baths were wondrous works of art,

Where friends would meet and often start

Romance and matters of the heart

And gossip too.

Oh gleaming porcelain shining white;
Oh spark-Hug taps so clean and bright;

Oh water, not hot, not cold, just right,

Oh bathroom!

The cares and worries of the day
Fall off while in the bath I play;

Washing both them and dirt away
With equal ease.

Of sensualities some may accuse me;
With 'words of scorn some may abuse me;
All serving merely to amuse me;
I love to bath.

—Phyllis Sallans.

Ladle Rat Rotten Hut

LAUNDERETTE

SELF SERVICE

56P/2 PRINCESS STREET

MONDAY TO FRIDAY

9.00 a.m. to 9.00 p.m.

(Last Wash 8.00 p.m.)

SATURDAY—9.00 a.m. to S.OO p.m.

(Last Waah 3.30 p.m.)

Editor's Note: The folloiving,

reprinted from the Saskatchewan
Sheaf, is meant to illustrate the

English language as it is coming
to be spoken. A translation may be
ijivcn in next tveck's Journal, for

those zvho arc unable to decipher

the text.

Wants pawn term dare worst-
ed ladle gull cold Ladle Rat Rot-
ten Hut hoc lift wetter murder
inner large cordage honor itch of-

fer lodge, dock florist.

Wan moaning Rat Rotten
Hut's murder colder inset: "Lad-
le Rat Rotten Hut, heresy ladle

basking winsome burden barter

end shirker cockles. Tick disk

ladli basking tudor £,rcin murder
hoe lits honor udder site offer

florist. Shaker lake! Yonder nor

circle stenches, stopper torque

wet strainers"

"Hoe-cake, murder, respondent

Ladle Rat Rotten Hut, end tickel

ladle basking an stuttered oft,

Honor wrote ten Hut mitten an-

omalous Wolf. "Wail, wail, wail,"

set disk wicket woof, "evanes-

cent Ladle Rat Rotten Hut!
Ware or putty gull goring wizard

basking?"

"Armor goring tumor groin

murder's," reprisal ladle gull

"Grammar's seeking bet."

"Oh hoe! heifer blessing
woke," setter wicket woof. But-

ter taught tomb shelf, "Oil tockcl

shirt court tudor cordage ... Oil

ketchup wetter letter. End den

. . oh bore !"

Soda wicket woof tumker shirt

court . . an sore debtor pore oil

worming worse lion inner bet. In-

ner flesh disk abdominal woof
adder rope. Zany pool dawn a

groin murder's nut cup any cur-

dle dope inner bet.

Inner ladle wile Ladle Rat Rot-

ten Hut a raft alter cordage an

ranker dough ball. "Comb ink

sweat hard," setter wicket woof.

"O grammar." crater ladle gull.

"War bag iccr gut." "Butter
chew seyouwif . . .

."

"O grammar war bag noise
!"

"Buttered small you wif," insured

woof . . . "O grammar, water
bag mousey gut!"

Daze worry on forgcrnut gull's

lest warts . . . Throne offer can-

vcrs disk curl and bloat Thurs-
day woof ceased pore Ladle Rat
Rotten Hut and garbled erupt.

Mural

Yonder nor circle stenches shut

ladle gulls stopper torgue wet
trainers.

Clues

Ladle Rat Rotten Hut— Little

Red Riding Hood.

groin murder — grandmother.

Wants pawn term — once upon

time.
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STEAM
SHOVEL

Jupe The Pluve Loath To Move
And were slumbers of abysmal depth of Scribe disturbed on

Morn of Sun by incessant murmurings of Jupe the Pluve. For had
same found Land of Kin in unusual dry state (possibly due to ef-
fects of previous end of week in Town of Hog) and had come to
spell Sol-The-Fiery-One who, Scribe did learn, was needed in far
land in Orient to model for a new banner of national nature But
even so did Scribe don skin of vinyl and follow tributaries of Kin to
abode of Marion on Trail of Onions. And was Marion found in sorry
state for were treads of same immersed in 2.87 feet of aqueous pre-
cipitation, which did greatly add to velocity of formation of rust
But did Scribe remind most worshipful Maid that beneficial results
would occur with internal use of fluidz of amber.

Figurz Of Mud Roll Round In Flood
And on Aft of Saturn.were hordes of warriorz seen to converge

upon F.eld of Dick, so that ideal locations in maze of planks and steel
alloted by Alpha Beta of Gamma might be filled. For did rumours
fly that great contest of ellipsoid of skin of pig was to ensue. And so
did Scnbe scramble hastily over barrier of solidified conglomerate
and particles of quartz so that most central point of vantage could
be obtained. And through offerings of Friend Jupe were stran-e
creatures of glistening brown seen sloshing about merrily on once
luxunant growth on Field of Dick in pursuit of some strange gob
which Scribe did learn was of hollow nature and pressurized to
extent of 27.7 p.s.i. absolute. Further did Scribe note said effect of
Jupe on most worthy leaders of cheer. For were same observed to
shrink mightily to extent that arms of once filled upper vestements
did drag sloppily in slough. And did Scribe note with grin of satis-
faction that nags of purple had still not recovered boots of Fe which
were dropped in Cav of James during previous season of sphere of
basket.

Posts of Goal Are Torn From Bowl
And is Marion most pleased that warrior of Heinz-Minus-One

has received aura of millionz for in former revs of earth about sun
did unworthy Clodz of Eartz and Men of Mudz often receive same
And further does Marion honour Warriors for great haul in Town ofHog. of once yert.cal pipes of Fe found in Bowl of Bloor. But nowmust Scnbe take leave of Marion for implement grows dull and worm
of tape becomes impatient for sustenance.

Hanson & Edgar
Dance PRINTERS Printing of

Program8 Phone 4114 Every Description

Phone 6381 Corner of Brock & Bogot Sfs.

Exclusive Manufacturers and Distributors for

OFFICIAL QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JACKETS
Shorts. Regulars, Tails, Extra Talis — Sizes 34 - 48 in stock

COMPLETE WITH GOLD WIRE CREST AND BUTTONS

Serving Queen's Students and Staff

Since 1879 —
ROBERT BRUCE, Ltd.

— 170 PRINCESS STREET —
With Fine Drygoods — Men's Furnishings

And the Newest Fashions for Women.
You're sure of the Quality at Braces'

THE NEW NOTE

HAVE A

™ MILDEST BEST-TASTING CIGARETTE

The Continental flavour is highly

popular in footwear . . . and here is

one of the very latest styles built

by Ritchie in dressy black calf. . . a

smart plain toe, 2-eyclct lie that

shows racy lines. You'll like the

extra comfort of the mid-low

ankle fitting, and BLACK

is so right for fall.

STYLE C40

—aboulil3.00

itylos Iron)

S9.96 10 H9.95

Be right in style ivith

RIT^^H I

E

SHOES roR mm
Hit John Ritchie Company limited, Qtubtc, P.Q.
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Canada "The Voice of Reason'
9

- Adlai

(Continued from Page 1)

With the United States as the

"economic giant" and Canada as

the "smaller neighbor" who
might fear for her economic in-

dependence, Mr. Stevenson said,

"there is no trace here of imper-

ialism."

"In terms of per capita invest-

ment, Canada's stake in the

United States is actually higher

than that of the United States in

Canada," he said.

"The St. Lawrence Seaway is

no doubt taken for granted as a

symbol of creative, functional co-

' operation between nation-states

—but that is to underestimate its

significance. By any historical

comparison, it would have been

more normal to have fought for

the control of the lakes than to

have developed them jointly."

"I repeat that our achieve-

ments in economic cooperation

have not been accomplished

against a background of natural

and effortless economic harmony.

Both are manufacturing nations,

each trying to penetrate the

other's market. And both are

massive exporters of foodstuffs

at a time when surpluses of their

biggest bulk exports are piling up

on both sides of the border."

"But I do not want for one

moment to suggest that Canada
has made its distinguished con-

tribution simply as partner and
co-worker with the United Sta-

tes. On the contrary, I believe

the Canadian people have achie-

vements to their credit of incal-

culable importance in this new
age, in which the nations of the

world are being jostled into com-

pulsory neighborliness."

He concluded, "It is no coinci-

dence, I am sure, that your Gov-
ernment has earned in the coun-

cils of the British Common-
wealth, of NATO, and of the

United Nations, a weight and in-

fluence which numbers alone

could never give. It is the recog-

nition the nations extend to the

still small voice of reason, con-

ciliation and compromise. And
upon the world's willingness to

heed such voices our ultimate

hope of peaceful co-existence

must depend."
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Scientific Research Lacking
6

1 ransfusions"hot Adequate
"Not for long can we live on

technological blood transfusion",

stated Dr. C. J. Mackenzie, presi-

dent of the Atomic Energy Con-
trol Board of Canada, at a ban-

uet held Thursday evening as

part of the Queen's Engineering

Open Mouse.

Over 250 people filled Wallace
Hall to hear the address to the

visiting engineers and industrial-

ists invited by the university to

study the integration of views of

the engineering industry and the

What's news at /nco ?

16 hours saved in time between Montreal, "The Canadian" pleases paBsengere and railway alike. The outer skin in nirfcpl^nt-™;Toronto and Vancouver _„ C.P.R. StreaMi™ !»co *M p.,y. . ,„e, p„t h *. coMi«on . £ZZ££ .SlS 2£

NICKEL STAINLESS STEEL TRAINS

LIKE NEW AFTER 20 YEARS!
Newest stainless streamliner is "The Canadian"

In 1934 the first stainless steel train

made its initial run from Denver to
Chicago. After 20 years and 2,700,000
miles of service, this silvery streamliner

still carries on, as gleaming-bright as
when new.

Tndav. the records established by

uo-u^ nave orougnt auoui a fleet of
173 new C.P.R. cars.

Because of stainless steel's high
strength and the knowledge that it

will never be weakened by cor-
rosion, structural sections can be

made lighter, thus giving greater
safety with less weight.

Weight saving and economy are also

obtained by using stainless steel sheath-
ing of a thinner gauge but designed
with greater rigidity than previously.

corrosion resist-

\,u.iil niGRel auuy, paint is not
necessary.

"The Romance ofNickel", a 72-page
book, fully illustrated, will be sent
free on request. Bulk copies supplied
Secondary School teachers.

Nickel Silver Hardware
Over 70 tons of nickel silver containing

18% of nickel were used in the door
handles, ash trays and other hardware
of 173 cars.

training facilities for engineers.

Dr. Mackenzie noted the tech-

nological changes during the past

century and their development
in Canada as lacking a conscious

integration between the univer-

sities, government and industry.

The relation between pure and
applied science was demonstrated

in 1939 when Canada's weakness
in industrial research and devel-

opment became alarmingly ap-

parent. The development of gov-

ernment applied research labora-

tories eclipsed the expansion of

Univircity research faciliti.es

while Canadian industry as a

whole did not make any compar-

able development, he said.

Post-war research and devel-

opment by industries has expand-

ed, but their deficiency still re-

mains. Industrial participation in

research and development and
development and process engin-

eering is a requirement for sur-

vival. Dr. Mackenzie stressed the

point that Canadian industry

could never again rely upon for-

eign countries for advancement

in scientific research, but must
spend money at home in the field.

Universities arc faced with the

problem of training more engin-

eers for research and develop-

ment as well as with training

growing numbers for convention-

al design, operation, and manage-
ment. Dr. MacKcnzie stated that

"It may mean that instead of

all engineering schools attempt-

ing everything they should spe-

cialize in their offerings."

He also noted the problem of

providing overall engineering ed-

ucational facilities for Canada's

rapid population increase within

the next 25 years.

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED • 25 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO

Registrar States

Scholarship Open

The Registrar's office announces

the Wesley and Margaret Gerow
Scholarship is open to second, third

and fourth year students in Engi-

neering.

Applicants must come from the

present area of one of the Ontario

counties of Prince Edward, Nor-

thumberland, and Hastings.

Second division standing is pre-

ferable. If a satisfactory candi-

date is not available from the

above counties, the scholarship

may be awarded to a student

from any area. Application must
be made to the Registrar by No-
vember 15th.

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE
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Spanish Club
Spanish Club will hold it first

meeting Wednesday night at

8:30 p.m. in the Ban Righ Com-
mon Room. All interested are in-

vited to attend.

* * *

Queen's Christian
Fellowship

A series of Bible instruction

talks on II Timothy will be given

by noted speakers every Wed-
nesday at 12:45 in Morgan Mem-
orial Chapel in the Old Arts
Building.

An outstanding speaker, Dr.

John McNeill of Glasgow Scot-

land will begin the series Wed-
nesday. You are most welcome.

* * *

Shell Oil
The public relations represent-

ative of Shell Oil Co will be at

Queen's on Thursday to address

a meeting of interested students

in engineering, geology, physics
and mathematics. The meeting
-will take place at 7 p.m. in Con-
vocation Hall. Employment op-

portunities will be discussed, and
films will be shown.

* * *

Maths and Physics Club
The next meeting of the Maths

and Physics club will be held
Oct. 20 at 7 p.m. in room 314
of Ontario Hall. The speaker will

"be Dr. D. T. Roberts. His topic

will be "Mass Spectrography"
All are welcome.

* * +

Queen's Gliding Club
The annual meeting of The

Queen's Gliding Club will be held
Tuesday, October 18 at 7 p.m.
in the Science Club room. Every-
one interested is invited.

Levana
Levana Candlelighting Service

in Grant Hall Wednesday, Oct.
19. Seniors bring freshettes and
pick up gowns in the Red Room
at 7:15,

* * *

Glee Club
Rehearsal at Grant Hall on

Monday at 7:15 for The Beggar's
Opera.

* * *

Biology Society
The Queen's Biology Society

is planning a trip to the Biologi-

cal Field station at Lake Opiui-
con today. Tours, supper, a film,

square dancing are included in

the program. Transportation pro-

vided. Everyone welcome.
* * *

Students' Wives Club
The first meeting of the Stu-

dents' Wives Club will be held

tonight at 8:15 p m. in the lounge
of the Science Club Room, Clark
Hall. All students' wives are ask-

ed to attend. Refreshments will

be served.

* * *

RSUE
A special meeting of the RSUE

will be held at the regular time
and place this evening.

* * *

Electrical Engineering Club
The Electrical Club will hold

a general meeting tonight at 7:00

p.m. A movie, " A is for Atom"
will be shown in the McLaughlin
Room of the Union.

* * *

Queen's Camera Club
A meeting of the Queen's

Camera Club will be held in

Committee Room 2, Union Build-

ing, on Tuesday, Oct. 18. 7 p.m.

A Lecture on '"Enlarging and
Mounting" will be given.
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Perinbam On WUS Activity

j

Lewis Perinbam, executive-secre-

tary of the World University Ser-
vice in Canada, visits Queen's later

this week to promote the work of

WUS.
Mr. Perinbam cancelled a sched-

uled speaking engagement at Mc-
Master University in order to visit

Kingston. Queen's students are
urged to make full use of his time.

His schedule of appearances appears
below.

Wed., October 19:

Mr. Perinbam will speak in the

|

McLaughlin Room, Union, at
'8:15 on the subject "Revolution
in Asia." All staff members and
students invited, especially those
who will be unable to attend Fri-

day's meeting.

Friday, October 21:

The WUS Local Committee

will meet at 7:00 p.m. in Ban
Righ Common Room to hear Mr.
Perinbam speak on "Asia —
Friend or Foe?" The meeting
will be officially adjourned at
8 :0O in order that the rest of the
evening will be left free. How-
ever, those who wish to stay are
urged to join in discussion arising
from Mr. Perinbam's important
topic. Everyone is invited.

The Local Committee, includ-

ing those who attended the Oct. 4
business meeting and anyone else

interested, will meet at 4:30 Fri-

day afternoon in Ban Righ to

hear reports on the National As-
sembly by Dr. W. B. Carter, and
John Cartwright. Important
plans will be made for the Treas-
ure Van which will be at Queen's
in two weeks' time.

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS
'Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

.. : . :
. mm '

j FORMAL EVENING WEAR
I FOR RENT . . .

Dunning Confers Degrees

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES, HOME COOKED FOOD

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00
Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room
271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO I

Alumni Mnmprominij Hrekpnii

OCTOBER 21, 22, 23

QUEEN'S GAELS VS. WESTERN MUSTANGS

All Queen's Students and Supporters are Invited to

Have Fun with Western at

THE ALUMNI VARIETY SHOW
Friday, October 22, 8.30 P.M.

In Thames Hall — Admission 50c per person

—AND

—

THE ALUMNI-STUDENT

"R-oam-CL-lfcoiuad £0an.ee

Saturday, October 22 — 9.00 — 12.00

THREE BIG DANCES FOR ONE PRICE

Admission — $1.00 per person

PIGSKIN PARADE—Thames Hall

HARVEST HOEDOWN—Convocation Hal

COLLECE CABARET—Co- Ed Lounge -

Jenny Coodfellow and his

Londonnaires.

— Norm Lindsay.

Glen Bricklin and his

Combo.

WHICHEVER TEAM WINS. COME AND ENJOY YOURSELF

FULL DRESS AND TUXEDO

Complete Accessories

You can now rent your Formal

requirements with full confidence

and be assured of smart styles,

correct accessories and

dependable service.

SYD SAMUELS MEN'S WEAR
350 PRINCESS ST. PRONE 9859 i

l iu

"A distinguished citizen of a

great and friendly country", ("a

botanist of great distinction") and
"an explorer, soldier and author"

were the words used to describe

Adlai Stevenson, Lord Tweedsmuir.
and Dr. W. P. Thompson at Fall

Convocation, Saturday, when Chan-
cellor G. W. Dunning conferred

on them the honorary degree of

Doctor of Laws.

Guest speaker was Mr. Steven-

son, possible 1956 Democratic pres-

idential nominee, who was further

described by the chancellor as

"learned in the law" and "distin-

guished in his work toward the or-

ganization and understanding on

which the peace of the world may
be built."

Dr. Thompson was similarly

honored as a botanist of great

distinction whose fine work in

genetics has brought material

benefit to wheat growers of his

province, a teacher of character

and quality, a wise and firm ad-

ministrator". Dr. Thompson is

President of the University of

Saskatchewan and President of

the National Conference of Cana-
dian Universities.

Lord Tweedsmuir also received

the honorary degree. He was de-

scribed by the chancellor as a man
"whose interest in and knowledge

of our northern frontiers is equalled

by few Canadians. It was under his

command the Hastings and Prince

Edward Regiment achieved great

distinction in Italy." Lord Tweeds-
muir is a former Rector of the

University of Aberdeen. Friday

afternoon the library of his distin-

guished and well remembered father

was officially opened in the Douglas
Library by Lord Tweedsmuir.

Classified Ads
LOST

A brown gabardine coat was
taken by mistake at the Science

Soph-Frosh dance at Grant Hall,

Oct. 6. A similar coat, only some-
what larger, was left in its place.

It would be appreciated if the

person who has the former coat
would telephone 4383.

On upper campus. Pair of

glasses in dark brown case. Op-
tician's name W. Booth, King St.

E
, Hamilton, Ontario. Phone

6993 — Mitchell Wasik.
Brown check topcoat in gym-

nasium Sat. night. Phone 8703.

Reward.

BOWLADROME
250 PRINCESS STREET

OPEN ALLEYS
EVERY AFTERNOON

BOWL FOR HEALTH

AND RECREATION

BACK AGAIN

Hotel 17=

Dieu
||

Hospital

L

Library

— NOTE NEW LOCATION

PICKWICK

r
MONTREAL STREET

BAGOT STREET

L_I 11L

All under one roof

A branch of a chartered bank is much more than the best place to

keep your savings. It is an all-round banking service-centre that

provides services useful to everyone in the community.

In every one of 4,000 branches in Canada, people are using

all sorts of banking services. They make deposits, cash

cheques, arrange loans, rent safety deposit boxes, transfer money,

buy and sell foreign exchange.

Only in a branch of a chartered bank are all these and many

other convenient banking services provided under one roof.

A visit to the bank is the way to handle all your banking needs

—simply, safely, easily.

SEE THE BANK
ABOUT IT

Only a chartered bank

offers a full range of

banking services, including:

Savings Accounts

Current Accounts

Joint Accounts

Personal Loans

Commercial Loam

Farm Improvement Loam

N.H.A. Mortgage Loans

Home Improvement Loans

Foreign trade anil Market
Information

Buying and Selling of

Foreign Exchange

Commercial Collections

Money Transfers

Money Orders and Batik

Drafts

Travellers Cheques

Letters of Credit

Safety Deposit Boxes

Credit Information

Purchase and Sale of
Securities

Custody of Securities

and other valuables

Banking by Mail

THE CHARTERED BANKS SERVING YOUR COMMUNITY
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Time For A Reappraisal
Elsewhere on this page appears a letter protesting the lack of

manners shown by several first year students who received scholar-

ships at Saturday's Fall Convocation. This letter echoes the sen-

timents of all who attended the ceremony. It was embarrassing for

the general student body, and insulting to the assembled university

heads and distinguished visitors, to see what are presumably the

most promising of this year's freshmen receive their scholarships

while wearing clothes suitable for a weiner roast.

Queen's students have always prided themselves on their casual

way of dress. It is admittedly more economical for students to be

able to dress simply for classes or when they are around the campus.

But the trend is being carried too far, and casualness is giving way
to sloppiness. It costs nothing to be neat except a little effort, effort

which is well worth while. And there are occasions when a shirt

and tie are essential. Students who appear in downtown restaurants

on Sunday evening wearing faculty jackets and blue jeans are creat

ing a bad impression. But students who dress this way to appear

before the entire university senate are inexcusable.

Saturday's unfortunate breach of etiquette may be an indica

tion that it is time for a reappraisal among Queen's students on the

entire question of wearing apparel. Today's university students are

tomorrow's business executives. It is to be hoped that no one at

Queen's would consider entering an office dressed as many are at

lectures. It must be extremely disconcerting for a professor to

enter a classroom filled with people who look like they have just

returned from a ten-mile hike. But even a faculty jacket can look

neat and presentable, if it is worn with a pair of well-pressed

trousers and an ironed shirt. The female element is not beyond
reproach. Saddle shoes and bobby socks may be extremely com-
fortable, but when worn to a dance, as they sometimes are, or even
to the show or on a coffee date, they look extremely out of place.

Perhaps it is time the question of students' dress were more ar-

bitrarily laid down by the faculty, at least until students can decide

for themselves what occasions demand a little care in the choice

of clothes.

There was one other breach of manners at Saturday's gather-

ing. Many students left Grant Hall immediately following Mr. Ste-

venson's address. It is only common courtesy to stay at a public
ceremony until it is over. Anyone who is not willing to remain to
the end should not come at all. It is doubtful if even Mr. Stevenson
appreciated this open admission on the part of many as to why they
had come.

What Is WUS?

And The Rains Came
//

The monsoon season has descended upon Kingston. Once more
the harsh, cold winds (in tourist brochures referred to as "cool and
invigorating breezes") sweep- in from the frigid greyness of Lake
Ontario, bringing rain, discomfort, and misery to the inhabitants
of this city.

For those unfamiliar with this dread climatic phenomenon
(peculiar, we believe, to Kingston) a brief discourse on its nature
and effects may prove illuminating. The monsoon does not strike
Kingston until mid-October and seldom stays later than the begin-
ning of May. It would be unfair to imply that it rains all the time.
As the temperature falls with the approach of winter, other forms
of precipitation become evident. Snow, sleet, and hail are particular-
ly common. For special occasions a bewildering combination storm
'of rain, sleet, and snow may be concocted to dishearten and confuse
the unwary.

The immediate effect of the arrival of the rainy season is a
sharp increase in the incidence of such physical disorders as pneu-
monia, bronchitis, and the common cold. This, of course, is a great
boon to the medical profession and may explain why Kingston has
such a large number of doctors, per capita. Another important socio-
logical development is the notable increase in the consumption of
alcohol, both for medicinal purposes and for purposes of morale.

Since the monsoon is a well-established annual occurence, we
are surprised that local agencies have not done more to exploit its
advantages and to minimize its hazards. Has the university never
considered the possibility of establishing a duck pond on the lower
campus? Again, might it not be possible to harness the great reser-
ves of waterpower inherent in the raging torrents which race down
University Ave. after every rainstorm?

On the other hand, most of us are familiar with the state of
Kingston streets after a heavy rain. Surely strong representations
should be made to the automobile licensing authorities regarding
the conditions under which Kingston drivers are issued licences It
is our contention that they be required to pass an examination in
the International Rule of the Road pertaining to the Prevention of
Collisions at Sea.

The University might take the lead in providing navigational
landmarks by erecting a lighthouse at the confluence of those
mighty streams, Union St. and University Ave. Such a light would
be a beacon to struggling pedestrians and motorists lost in the
murky gloom of a Kingston rainstorm. The campus sailors, theUNTD, could gain much valuable sea-time by starting a ferry ser-
vice at the same intersection. We also feel that the time has come
to augment the force of AMS constables with a new body of AMS
life-guards. Their duty would be to partol the streets during a
heavy rain to assist those whose lives are imperilled by the rising
waters. How many tales of heroism may one day be told about the
gallant behaviour of AMS life-guards in the great Kingston mon-
soons of the 1950's

!

The possibilities of improving our lot in the unfortunate natural
circumstances in which we find ourselves are inexhaustable We
must set our faces resolutely to the future and not succumb to the
mental depressions which are a major hazard of the monsoon season
Let us remember the words addressed by the poet to another west
wind, "If Winter comes, can Spring be far behind?"

"Soiled as they are by the battle and the RAIN

Letters To The Editor

Some Kind Of Contest?
Editor, Journal

:

I was rather taken aback to

find that only one scholarship

winner had the courage to wear
blue jeans for his presentation to

the Chancellor at Fall Convoca-
tion on Saturday.

I say this because one can only

presume that most of those who
were congratulated for their

scholastic achievements were en-

gaged in a contest to discover

how inappropriately and inform-

ally they were able to turn out

for the occasion. If that was not

the case, then what were they

attempting to prove? Surely in-

telligent lS-year-olds are not un-

familiar with the jacket and tie

and the role it should lay in their

lives. They must know that jac-

kets and ties are worn at least to

church and functions like gradu-

ation. That being the case, they

must obviously feel that to be
presented to the Chancellor of

Queen's in the presence of dis-

tinguished members of the uni-

versity does not warrent the
same respect they undoubtedly

paid to their high school func-

tions.

If there were those who were
genuinely ignorant of what was
required they should have taken

the trouble to learn and thus

avoid making fools of themselves.

But more important let us real-

ize that those who knew better

have delivered a calculated in-

sult to our university and our-

selves.

Happily the bleak picture was
relieved by the sight of a few
chaps appearing in civilized at-

tire. It is a pity that those in

charge of arranging the presen-

tation did not refuse to allow the

improperly dressed members of

the group to so publicly display

their ignorance and impertinence

The majority of them should not

have been allowed near the plat-

form nor permitted to take part

in proceedings so meaningful to

us, but for which they so clearly

showed their contempt.

Old Fashioned

Editor, Journal:

We view with alarm recent re-

ports reaching these shores con-

cerning conditions in the new mens'

residence.

Can it be true, as we hear, that

there are chambermaids, young girls

untimely wrenched from the all-

protecting bosoms of their morhers,

thrust among young men whose
morals, unfortunately, we have

cause to suspect?

Nevertheless, it is distressing to

hear of students, nurtured to manly

self-sufficiency on the frontiers of

northern Ontario, northern Toronto

and the Ottawa valley, who are

actually waited on hand and foot

by female servants, their chambers

cleaned and their boots polished.

Surely this undermining of the

strong moral fibre which has al-

ways been associated with the hardy

Scot tradition of Queen's is to be
regretted? And especially it is to

be regretted that such practises are

apparently taking place in this new
residence, a building which is so

ore-eminent an example of the finest

if Neo-Prcsbyterian architecture.

May we in passing also comment

Consternation Abroad
on another report: namely that of

the development of strange new
habits among the undergraduate

body at football games in the new
stands of Richardson stadium? Dur-

ing our own time at Queen's, not

long past, we viewed with alarm

the constant recourse to alcohol

and the other gross excesses which

led to follies better left unmentioned.

Can it be true that the present stu-

dent body has gone even further,

and that games called, we under-

stand, 'spin-the-bottle', the morality

of which we cannot help but ques-

tion, now take place?

Do the mothers of these young
girls know what is actually taking

place on a Saturday afternoon?

As we look back on our own days

at Queen's — those happy, carefree

hours when the joys of scholarship

and the pursuit of objects beautiful

to behold first awakened us to the

noble haunts of the spirit, we
cannot help but find ourselves

deeply disturbed at these reported

developments.

Charles Stone,

Charles Taylor,

London, England.

By John Cartwright

Canadian university students can

learn much and help themselves by

helping their fellow students in

other countries. This was the under-

lying thought behind the tenth

annual World University Service

of Canada conference held last

weekend in Saskatoon. Faculty

members and students from all

parts of Canada met to discuss the

means by which Canadian students

can best help their friends in other

lands. The program as it emerged

from the conference embraced both

distinctively Canadian projects and

aid to students through WUS In-

ternational.

But what is World University

Service? It is an organization em-

bracing university students every-

where. Its object is "the expression

and promotion of international uni-

versity solidarity and mutual ser-

vice within and between universi-

ties throughout the world." To
carry out this aim, it undertakes a

twofold program. From its Inter-

national Fund, it supplies material

aid to student groups which can

prove their need. This aid may be

in cash, and is used to help pay for

residences, hospitals, or other pro-

jects. It may be in the form of books

or other materials which students

need. In any case the students who
receive aid must contribute at least

an equivalent amount of money and

work.

One example of WUS aid is

the student health project plan-

ned for Japan this year. Malnu-
trition and disease are constantly

undermining the health of Jap-
anese students. Almost 5000 stu-

dents should be hospitalized for

TB, but there is only one student

TB ward in Japan. Even before

this WUS-sponsored sanitorium

was opened there were 150 appli-

cants for its 33 beds. WUS of

Canada is trying this year to raise

$1500 as its share of an interna-

tional contribution of $4600,

which will be matched by WUS
of Japan. This money will be us-

ed to construct a second sanitori-

um.

The other part of the program

is the attempt at mutual under-

standing through exchange schol-

arships and seminars in various

countries. Several Canadian univer-

sities offer exchange scholarships

through WUS. On the seminars a

small group of foreign students live

with students from a host country

for several weeks, thus learning

customs and ideas different from

their own. Joan Partridge has

thoroughly described one of these

seminars in recent issues of the

Journal.

How are these activities paid
for? WUS is a voluntary organi-

zation; it has no membership fees,

although it may benefit every stu-

dent on this campus. The seminars

and study tours are financed by

government grants, business dona-

tions, and the students who parti-

cipate. Exchange scholarships are

paid chiefly by the universities con-

cerned. But the International Fund,

the most ambitious part of the

program, relies almost entirely on

voluntary contributions by students.

This is where students at

Queen's can help out. Many stu-

dents in India, South-East Asia,

and the Middle East lack even

the necessities of life. They are

ill-nourished, ill-housed, and ill-

supplied. Sometimes 10 or more
students live in a single small

room with a single textbook

among them. These people are

struggling to help themselves but

they are desparately short of

funds.

To see how important our assis-

tance is, consider the following

letter from a Japanese girl student

:

"I have not had as regular a

school education as most students.

Five years ago I was obliged to

leave college half-way through,

owing to my father's illness. After

his deatli the landlord gave us

notice to quit the house. We work-

ed and worked in vain. In the dark-

ness of despair I endeavoured to

become perfectly hard-minded, my
motto being: I will not serve, I will

not be helped.

"Fortunately this spring I could

return to college, but then I got

tuberculosis. The encouragement

and assistance from doctors and

professors and now the aid from
you, unknown friends in a foreign

country, have changed my outlook

on life.

"Some day I must pass on
your k ndness to other people.

It is really not a "must" but a
natural feeling with me. I shall

do something to help even un-
known friends in need, whether
or not they are from my country,
following your example."

This is perhaps the finest tribute

that could be paid to WUS. It has
helped this girl take a new and
finer outlook on life. There are

thousands like her. Queen's stu-

dents can help them by joining the
local WUS committee, by working
to help local WUS projects such
as the Treasure Van, and by giving

generously to help those who are
not so fortunate as we.

& QUEEN'S
JOURNAL

On Unorthodoxy

It is useless to nag at the young

to be unorthodox. They don't

know how. Modem education has

scared all the originality out o\

them, and it will take them years

to regain it—if they ever do so.

The unorthodoxy of the young is

not of much interest or value. It

consists chiefly of attacking sacred

cows which all but the stupidest of

their elders have ceased to respect

long ago. No, what we need is more
middle-aged unorthodoxy, and the

obvious leaders are those who
eloquently urge the value of un-

orthodoxy on the young—the uni-

versity presidents.
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FLAMING YOUTH

Judy Milner, freshette, makes her pledge to uphold
the honorable traditions of the Levana Society. The simple
but impresive Candelightingf ceremony took place Wed-
nesday nig-ht in Grant Hall. Seniors presented their fresh-
ettes to Mrs. W. A. Mackintosh, honorary president of
Levana, Liz Gillan, president, Dr A. V. Douglas, Dean of
Women, and Betty Mount, president of Levana council.
The freshettes kneeled before their seniors, repeating
the vow, after which they received their candle.

Fans Have The Posts, But . . .

Who'll Pay Shipping Costs?
The now-famous stee! goal-posts torn from their concrete

moorings in Varsity stadium two weeks ago found their way to

Kingston via Canadian National Express, and the company is still

A Report From Edmonton

NFCUS Conference A Success
New Insurance Policy Adopted

trying to find

moving job.

someone willing to pay $4.50 for the 300-pound

Radio Station

To Broadcast
All-Night Show

Queen's radio station, attempting

its most ambitious project of the

year, will broadcast all night Friday

and Saturday morning until 8.

The projected "talkathon" will

consist of a lively mixture of assort-

ed music designed to keep even the

sleepiest listener awake by his

Tadio.

Program director Doug Frame
explains that station CFRC will

stage its all-night show in an at-

tempt to discover "if our little 100
watt station is exceeding our
usual ten mile range." CFRC
technicians also want to find out
just how far their signal carries

in its travel across country.

Most other radio stations leave

the air around midnight, leaving

communication channels relatively

free. The Queen's signal at this

time -can be heard far beyond its

usual range.

The station will broadcast peri-

odic appeals to distant listeners,

asking them to write in and say

they listened to a CFRC program.
In past years, says Frame, re-

sponses have been received from
listeners as far west as Seattle,

Washington, and as far east as

"VVaterbury, Conn.

Express officials said on Wed-
nesday afternoon that the goal-

posts had been taken from the

station platform on the morning

of Tuesday, Oct. 11, by uniden-

tified individuals in a car bearing

the Queen's colors.

The posts had been shipped

from Toronto sometime late in

the afternoon of the previous

Saturday. They were consigned

to Oscar Zawalsky in Kingston,

and the same signature was pla-

ced on shipping papers signed in

Toronto.

Joe Brennan, a company em-

ployee, saw the Queen'smen mak-

ing off with the posts from the

local depot. He doesn't know
whether the persons concerned

were acting under the impression

that the shipping charges on the

posts had been paid previously.

Several Queen'smen (reportedly

members of Science '57) took up

a collection on the train back

from Toronto for the purpose of

paying shipping charges.

The Good Cup
Of Hot Coffee
Is A Drink ?
While some are not entirely

satisfied with the present price of

coffee in the Coffee Shop, most
students are willing to accept it

without protest.

This was the conclusion of a

Journal reporter who this week
polled students of all faculties

for their opinions.

One quarter of those polled

stated that they were not in the

habit of drinking coffee, while

nearly half the remaining stu-

dents declared that they were
satisfied with the present price,

Some plugged for the return of

the nickel cup of coffee, while

one pointed out that coffee could

be bought in one down-town eat-

ing establishment for only seven

cents a cup.

Among the assorted comments
were these:

"Anything that costs money is

too much !"

"It should be a dime. It's too

much bother to carry around a

pocketful of pennies".

"The price is fair enough, but

the coffee could be hotter."

Several people felt that since

the price is nine cents now, it

might as well be a dime. This

fatalism was not shared by one

Scienceman, who stated

:

"I'm quite satisfied with the

present price. It's a cent less than

anywhere else."

One revealing comment was

made by a member of Levana,

who said she was satisfied with

the present price "because I don't

have to pay".

Coffee prices on the market at

the present time are between 90

cents and $1 per pound.

Scottish Exchange Student
Impressed With Cheerleaders

by Nola Whittall

Journal Staff Writer

You've probably passed Ronald

MacGregor on the campus several

times this fall and, unless you have

a quick eye for an alien crest, you

never suspected that he was the St.

Andrew's exchange student.

Contrary to the ordinary idea of

a Scottish student, Ronald has

brown, rather than sandy hair, and

does not sport a kilt to classes.

Edinburgh is Ronald's home,

and he has studied at St. An-
drew's for two years. This year

he is taking a third year course

in politics, economics, and his-

tory.

Ronald is considering applying

for a position in the British Civil

Service after graduation, but as yet

he has no definite plans.

Europe is Ronald's backyard,

as he has travelled through Scan-

dinavia, France, Germany, Italy,

and Australia. Canada is new ter-

ritory to him, however. He ar-

rived here this August and after

visiting with friends in Ottawa,

proceeded to Toronto, where he

worked on the "Cayuga".

Ronald has had little time to

observe Canadians and their way
of life, but he believes that basically

we differ little from the Scots, O
pace of living is faster and we are

more concerned with material

success ("the Canadian must have

Seating Problems
The student committee in-

vestigating student seating ar-

rangements for football games

wishes to get any recommen-

dations students may have on

the matter. To facilitate the

hearing of these recommen-

dations the committee shall be

available in the McLaughlin

Room of the Students' Union,

Monday, Oct. 24, from 4 to 6

p.m. Now is the time to have

your say, not after a decision

has been made.

Mary Ellen Barr,

Rich Milne,

Kip Summers.

his cottage in the country").

There are actually only two
main differences between St.

Andrew's and Queen's. Firstly,

St. Andrew's Arts Faculty is pro-

portionately larger than that at

Queen's. There are two colleges,

one situated in the small town
of St. Andrew's, the other across

the river in the industrial centre

of Dundee, where the Engineer-

ing and Medical Faculties are lo-

cated.

The second difference is that the

St. Andrew's student completes

in three years a course of studies

equivalent to our four-year course.

This is due to the longer school

term, which extends into June.

Ronald has been elected secre-

tary of the Public Speaking and

Debating Club, which recently

discussed a question rather close

to him, that of the drinking ha-

bits of Canadian students. "I

miss the cocktail lounges" he

said, "where you could meet

pleasantly in a social way and

take a girl for a drink. Here they

seem to have the attitude they

must sit down and get on with

the drinking."

Ronald is greatly intrigued with

oar social institution, the "Football

Weekend," something non-existent

in Scotland, where participation)

rather than spectating is common.

At St. Andrew's no one sport is

predominant, as football is here, and

there isn't the accommodation for

spectators that we have. The atmos-

phere, in connection with sports

too, is so "businesslike".

The traditional Scottish air about

Queen's, our kilted pipe and brass

bands, and, no doubt, the somewhat

damp weather, make him feel right

at home. "And by the way", he

remarked, "I was quite impressed

with the drum majorette and the

cheerleaders. We don't find any-

thing like that at home."

Queen's Delegate

Returns FromWest
A group insurance plan for stu-

dent members of the National

Federation of Canadian Univer-

sity Students will be in effect by
the middle of December. The
plan, discussed at the recent

NFCUS conference in Edmon-
ton, will be handled by the Do-

minion General Benefit Associ-

ation, and will provide long-term

life insurance to university stu-

dents at an extremely low prem-

ium. A low conversation rate will

go into effect approximately ten

years after the student graduates.

Lloyd Carlsen, returning
Queen's delegate to the confer-

ence, reported that only NFCUS
members will be able to partici-

pate in this plan. It is hoped in

this way to encourage universi-

ties which dropped out last year

to return to the Federation.

A NFCUS project to obtain in-

creased income-tax exemption for

university students has been

mandated to Queen's and Mc-

Master. These two universities

will work to obtain a flat exemp-

tion of $1500. If a student does

not earn §1500 during the sum-

mer, NFCUS hopes to persuade

the government to enable his

parent to claim him for the dif-

ference between what he earns

and $1500.

A student discount service

among merchants in university

See NFCUS Conference, page 4

AMS Court

The AMS Court will con-

vene Wednesday evening at

7:30 in Grant Hall. It is

hoped that many students will

attend this court, as there are

several important matters to

be considered.

"Cigareettes And Whuskey"
Where Were Wild Womem?
A wild drinking party during

the weekend in McNeill House

aroused and annoyed student resi-

dents on the second and third

floors of the building. A senior

medical student was forced to enter

the party in center house on the

second floor to quell the noise.

The same night the electrical

circuit of the elevator was jammed.

Now that it is repaired, the elevator

has been banned to students.

Previously, several empty li-

quor bottles had been found on

the front lawn by the hall porter.

No further disturbances have

taken place this week.

An interim house committee has

been meeting regularly to draw up

a provisional constitution. Repre-

sentatives of each section, all

upperclassmen, form the committee.

Freshmen representatives are to be

elected soon. The committee is also

concerned with student regulations,

necessary administration, and the

handling of student complaints.

Phones have now been installed

on the second and fourth floors of

each house.

Lucky Playboy
Visits Riviera

Ron Bright, Science '56, is this

year's winner of the Millionaire's

weekend. Several sciencemen ra-

ther forcibly induced Kathie

Kalbfleisch, Western drum ma-

jorette, to make the draw at the

Queen's game here last Saturday.

Miss Kalbfleisch drew out an

empty O'Keefe's bottle the first

time she thrust her arm into the

revolving drum at mid-field, but

came up with the lucky ticket

stub on her second attempt.

The theme for this year's Sci-

ence formal is "Monte Carlo".

Convenor Keith Oman and his

committee members are busy

turning out appropriate decora-

tions for what they term "the

biggest dance of the year". Tic-

kets are now on sale at the

Union ticket booth during lunch

hour.

Frosh Call On
5thAmendment

Science Frosh, following the

popular trend towards invocation'

of the fifth amendment, will launch*

an effort to amend the engineering

society constitution when the Sci-

ence soph-frosh court meets later

this month.

The frosh claim that the engi-

neering society constitution at the

present time stipulates that fresh-

men shall not be required to testify

gainst themselves at the annual

oph-frosh trials.

The oft-quoted fifth amend-

ment to the American Consti-

tution, which may or may not

have inspired this proceeding:

"No person . . . shall be

compelled in any criminal

case to be a witness against

himself, nor be deprived of

life, liberty or property with-

out due process of law."

In spite of this clause, say

spokesmen, freshmen are forced

to sign, at time of issue, charge

slips made out against them by

the vigilantes. The signature 19

then used against them at a later

date in court, as proof of the ad-

mitted guilt of the defendant.

Frosh are agreed in their reaction

to this procedure. They are being

forced to incriminate themselves,

they say, and they don't like it.
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THE

SIDELINES

MIKE MOFFAT

Dear John,

You know that I detest writing, but 1 felt obliged to communi-

cate this evening on account cause I likes you, so I wanted to be

the first to tell you the bad news.

I hear you has been havin' trouble with that rodeo crew you
got- You know, them there Mustangs. Come to think of it, you has

got it bad. Why only a few weeks ago I heered that you was all

set to win the buckin' contest and all the other prizes in that there

Intercollegiate rodeo, but now it looks like you'll be lucky to come
last.

Now, you used to have a pinto named Wee Willie what was
supposed to be fast and tricky, but he done bolted the corral on
account he weren't doing so hot in competition. That's too bad
cause he matched the rest o' your bosses. 1 even hears you had to

change your whole routine cause you had made one special for

him. Some hosses just ain't got no gratytude at all.

It seems like your big troubles is when you get near the finish

line, you can't find paydirt. Only one major strike in three games.
Even the Indians do better nor that. You just don't have enough
firin' power. Last few seasons you would have won more points in

one rodeo than you got in the three so far. Has your breedin' hosses
gone stale and can't produce any winners no more? You is sup-
posed to be the maker of champions. I'm plumb ashamed of you.
But maybe it'll be better to see other shows in the grand finale.

Enough of bein' nice. More good news later. Now I wants to
tell you you got trouble scomin' what'll give you gray hairs. I heered
down to the gen'rul store that you'se got a visiting crew name of

Golden Gaels sneakin' up on you. Now you tread mighty light this

weekend cause if they blow up a storm, there's gonna be a
heap o' long faces at them there family reunion Hoedowns they's

holdin'up in them parts.

Now this here bunch is mean and hungry, and they be aimin' to
tack your hides on the wall by the time the shootin's over. They
got speed and they got_strength, so you better get your stagecoach
ready to run to the fort. East week, these Tricolor hosses proved
they were good mudders, but cousin, you otta see them when the
track is fast. You lay your poke on them cause if you lose the
match you'll have some money to get out of town with.

Seems as how they get an old warhorse named Al what's get-
tin' back into harness, and is that boy mean in a skirmish. He was
declared outlaw for bein' so mean, but now he has been let back
and he's rarin' to go. He is real good at pass defence and kick re-
turnin* as well as runnin', so don't say you weren't warned.

This rodeo from Queen's has a pony backfield with the speed
of Iightnin' and now they got Al back they'll run your ends and
your sides and your middle and anything else you got to run.
They can throw your big hosses around too, so don't let their size
fool you. They're hard to stop when they start buckin'and it'll take
some expert cowpokes to tame these broncs.

Another experienced buster is comin' back after missing the
last test. They call him Lou, and he's a real blockbuster. He plays
end, cause when the play ends he's there. They also call him
"Biter" and he's real tough. He can catch a pass and grab paydirt
too. You could use one like him.

There's a strong line of chargers up front that'll throw your
nags on their behinds when the action starts. Got weight and
strength and experience and are they hungry and mean and tough.
They got a captain what sticks around to lead the show most of
the time. What he don't know about the line don't matter and he
tells the rest how to dot it. Then there'll be one with golden blinkers
named "Jim" and he does a lot of horse roping and Mustang tossing
during the show. That's his specialty, although he caught a pass
once.

I saved this one good piece of news till the end cause I knew
you could use some cheerin' up. That gallopin' charger what wreck-
ed you last week won't be around. They put him out to pasture
for a week cause he reacted to some penny-cillin shots and isn't
up to scratch. They'll miss big Bill, but not like you miss Fracas
and Getty. The Gold hasn't won a rodeo in your Little Stadium for
many moons, but this looks like it.

Well, I guess that's about it for now cousin. Remember me to
the folks, and if you lose, just keep in mind that its nice and peace
ful back here on the farm.

GAELS MOVE ON LITTLE STADIUM
AS KOCMAN RETURNS TO ACTION

Queen's Pony Backfield Reunited For Mustangs STEWART STILL TOP

NO MUSTANG CLOSE

RON STEWART GARY SCHREIDER AL KOCMAN

You country cousin,

Clem. I still

Toronto Now Criticizing Coaching
Fear Result Of Argo Assistance

Queen's Golden Gaels, who correctly feel they have their best chance in years of winning

an intercollegiate football championship, received some valuable coaching help earlier this week

from Toronto Argonaut aces. End Al Pfeifer and guard Bruno Banducci were in Kingston Mon-
day helping the Tricolor improve their passing attack and blocking.

This extra help, along with the return of Lou "Biter" Bruce and star halfback Al Kocman,
who is now a "free" man in the eyes of league officials, should strengthen the Kingstonites con-

siderably when they play in Western on Saturday. On the black side of the books is the news that

Bill Surphlis will definitely not

play. Neither will Don Roy, who
is still under the weather.

As was expected, word of the

Argos' visit to Queen's was

spread around Toronto, and, as

was also expected, two evening

newspapers jumped on this news
to take another slam at the Tri-

color squad. Headlines in the To-
ronto Star read, "Argos' Coach-

ing Aid to Queen's Fries Varsity

But Blues' Officials are Discreet-

ly Silent." For people who re-

mained so "discreetly silent", the

Varsity officials certainly had a

lot to say in the newspapers.

"Argos rent Varsity stadium

from the University of Toronto.

On numerous occasions, Argos
have asked for and been granted

favours by the university not

provided for in the contract such

as use of the playing field for

secret practices. There are a lot

of things I'd like to say," Varsity

coach Bob Masterson comment-
ed. "But I guess I'd better keep

quiet."

"I didn't realize Queen's need-

ed help that badly," was the com-
ment of Warren Stevens, athletic

director at Varsity. "Actually, I

don't think the help given in a

one-day visit will amount to

much." Would this by any chan-

ce be wishful thinking on the

part of Mr. Stevens? I think so.

Just what their objection to

the Gaels' getting extra help is,

I don't know. Since when has a

limit been set on the amount of

coaching that a university player

is able to receive? Come on, boys,

grow up.

They say Mr. Metras was quite

upset after his team's defeat last

weekend. Mr. Metras, you ain't

seen nothing yet; the worst is

>lill to come.

PHE Opens Big Bews Lead
Track Laurels To Meds '60

The Intramural track-meet was completed Wed. Oct. 12. Meds.

60 compiled a total of 381^ points to win the meet. George Sticks

of that year placed first in the 16 lb. shot-put while teammate Mort

Low placed first in the pole vault. Meds. '60 also won the 880

relay. Second in total points was Meds. '61 while Science '59 and

P.H.E. finished third and fourth respectively.

The touch football league is

moving into its third week with

Meds. '59, Arts '57 and Arts '58

still undefeated.

Beginning next Monday the

gymnasium will be a busy place

in the evenings as the indoor

softball league swings into ac-

tion.

Team managers are reminded

to watch the bulletin board for

game times.

The Intramural horsehoe tour-

nament is now in the third round.

Games are played every nooh

hour in the horseshoe pits at the

side of the gym. Place kicking is

another tournament that is cur-

rently being conducted.

The tennis singles tournament

is rapidly nearing a close as the

quarter finals begin to-day. In

doubles action this week, teams

moved into the quarter finals.

Watch MHliken and Perry of

P.H.E. in this tournament!

The Bowling league has also

swung into action, with teams

rolling on Tuesdays and Thurs-

days at the Princess Bowl. There
are eleven teams in the Intra-

mural competition.

P.H.E.

Meds. '60

I. R.
'59

9852 pts.

4160 pts.

2S87 pts.

1650 pts.Science

Meds. 61 1459 pts.

Meds. '59 1220 pts.

INTERMEDIATES

Jake Edward's Intermediate

Comets meet the Western Colts

in another league game this Sat-

urday at Richardson Stadium.

The Comets in this game hope to

put an end to a lingering losing

streak. With most of their injur-

ed players o nthe healing list

the Comets will be in top shape

for this tussle, except for Bob
Dagenais who may be out for the

season with a knee injury.

Faced with a formidable foe

Coach Edwards has come up
with a new d ef e n c e which he

thinks will stop the Colts in their

shoes. More over in order to get

more scoring punch. Jake has re-

vitalized his offence so that the

team will get the necessary scor-

ing punch at the right moment.

Playing on their home soil and

before their own fans (what few

there may be) could help the

Comets in attaining their first win

over the Colts. In their meeting

here last year the teams played

to a 17-17 tie.

The Comets will entrain for

Montreal where they will play

the McGill Intermediate Redmen
on Friday, October 28 next week

in their next game.

Here we are at the halfway mark

in the Intercollegiate football season,

and a familiar name is perched on

top of the individual scoring list.

Despite a two game famine, Queen's

Ron Stewart on the strength of a

three touchdown performance in

the opening game against McGill

heads the parade. Right on his heels

is Pete Maik, Varsity's answer to

TipLogan, with nine converts and

a field goal for twelve points. End

Clyde Bennett of McGill is almost

as close with two touchdowns and

one convert.

Bill Surphlis. by supplying the

big scoring punch for the Gaels

last Saturday, moved into a six

way tie for fourth place with Var-

sity's Muntz, Skrzypek, Creswell

and Kellock and McCrill's Hutchi-

son all with two TD's.

IN THE LEMONLITE

The intramural swimming meet

will be held November 2 at 7 p.m.

Entry lists have been posted on the

bulletin board in the gym. Sign

your name now and get in three

practices before the meet. Out-

standing ability is not a pre-requis-

ite. Here is your chance girls to

get out and have a whale of a good

time while winning points for your

year.

Best wishes are sent to the Inter-

collegiate tennis team which has

gone to Toronto for their tourna-

ment to be held Friday and Satur-

day. Taking part are Queen's, Wes-

tern, McGill, Toronto, and Mc-

Master. The Queen's team is made

up of the following girls: first

singles—Liz Jennings; second sin-

les—Mary Fardell ; doubles—Jan

Zeigler and Dawn Macdonald.

The coach is Mrs. Cobourne.

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE r ..-\

Dial 7135

town and country

Restaurants

• Highway No. 2, Cataraqui, Ont.

Princess at Clergy Streets,
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I The Chase Of Leaves
By Gordon Penny

A big cat on a small day chased yellow leaves all up and downhe October street. It was the almost tiny time of night the

birth of an infinity, The world waited, and the cat played on thepavement Noth.ng more, and still nothing less than evensong
And in this most almost tiny time, a story was told. One single

thread of thought, binding littleness and reaching to Infinity, ca II-mg mto pattern pulses not yet born from some future matrix of

! 't

1 ° f th°Ught Ca 'Tied ^ the wind to confuse
he cat, all the cat, In town, until they wondered if the chase of

(they thought) in licking paws before the chestnut hearth.

A girl had walked all afternoon, to the brink of the evening
and now stood into the night.

"I wonder (to myself) if all Ulis time is mine to grow in. Surely
others grow as well. Really, loneliness is mostly found in company
Of course if I must must be quite honest, I am not quite so lonely
as I should feel.

3

But the story of loneliness is not quite new. It has sprung from
wounded hps as easily as vapour from the cooling marsh It has
issued out of love and hate and hope. It has happened over and
over and over again on any night in any month in the time of any
year.

But this is only one October night, and still the story must be
told.

"If all this time is mine, then I must make as much of time as
anything before. Before was nothing, lived in without even dolls."

There had been an accident that morning. Two were killed, and
others left bleeding by the way. Hospital and mortuary bound. The
pale, unsatisfied one had died along the way to one, and had gone
instead to the other, where doctors cut her open and commented
with interest on things brought to light for the first time. Collea-
gues had nodded in agreement, and the girl had gone from the table
to the slab. Part of her went into the afternoon, and part of her
now stood and thought through time into the infinite's natal hour.

"Here and there, I should think, there must be little bits of no-
thing left around. Perhaps I was careless when I lived, and perhaps
I dropped a particle or two of it."

But she had grown so fast that every second must have had
its meaningness. It must have had some part, at least, in the whole
fabric. Maturity had come, and now was gone. The girl had now
to find a bit of nothingness,

It was the almost tiny time of night, when the world waited.
And the cat came tumbling down the street to find the thread once
more.

Here a strange thing happened. All along the waterfront the
wind grew restless, then lay still upon the shore. The girl had
watched the cat at play, and now looked eagerly as the leaves all

settled on the path. The cat rolled over on her back, and regarded
her triumph of a tail. And that was all. A silly cat at play with
nothing in the world.

A bit of nothingness with meaning, A call into pattern pulses
not yet born from some future matrix of things. It bound littleness

and reached infinity.

The pale, unsatisfied girl smiled peacefully, then went out
into the night.

ABRAMSKY'S
"PLAYER

€>F THE WEEI^9'
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One of my friends was com-
plaining about the lack of Char-
acters on the Campus; I agreed
with hiin, but instead of listening
to his elaboration of the point,
my mind wandered into the past,
in search of Geoff. He really was
a character, utterly unpredict-
able, totally unreliable, yet wholly
generous, sometimes with his
own money, but more often with
somebody else's.

He was unique, from the pecu-
liar handkerchief he wore in his
top pocket — which, when you
looked closely, was nothing more
than a neat row of bills — to his

hair, which was a wild assort-
ment of individual hairs, each
going off in a different direction

towards the moon. His eyes were
always full of passion, as though
he had been outraged by the

world, although the truth was
that he had outraged the world.

We were taking our normal
walk one evening when Geoff dis-

appeared at great speed through
the door of a restaurant. Thus
began fifteen minutes of high ex-

citement even by Parisian stand-

ards. In the window of the res-

taurant there was a great tank of

live fish, through which one could

sec the interior of the restaurant.

We saw Geoff talking excitedly

to a waiter and pointing towards
the fish tank. We looked at the

tank and saw that in one corner

a fish was upside down. Geoff

was attracting quite a lot of at-

tention inside the restaurant, he

could speak only what one might

call a pidgin French with an Irish

accent, yet he had impressed the

crowd inside with the seriousness

of the situation, for the circle of

waiters and diners were pushed

aside and the maitre d'hotel put

in an aristocratic appearance.

Outside the restaurant, a small

crowd had gathered to watch the

mysterious whatever-it-was, each

person giving his impressions to

the others about what was going

on. But the hubbub quietened

down as the maitre d'hotel, dress-

ed immaculately in white tails,

hair pomaded to perfection, walk-
ed towards the tank, a long pole

gripped between his concert pia-

nist's fingers. He slipped the pole

into the tank, sensitively guided
it through the water to where the

lonely fish floated upside down.
He prodded the fish, once, twice,

then on the third time, it gave a
slight shudder, and began to

swim the right way up. Inside

and outside the restaurant the

audience applauded; the maitre
d'hotel bowed slightly towards
Geoff and spoke a few words to

him.

I met Geoff one morning; he
began to tell me a peculiar story.

"This morning I was quite con-

vinced that an atom bomb had
been dropped close by; I looked

out of the window and there were
no people on the streets — they

were all dead. So I put a blanket

over my head and hurried down-
stairs. I walked to the corner

cafe and the waiter brought me
coffee." "But Geoff" I said, "How
could the waiter bring you coffee

if every one was dead?" He ignor-

ed my question for some time,

but answered it after a decent

period of waiting; thus he satis-

fied himself that he acted from
his free will and not by my
prompting. He continued "When
I finished my coffee, I looked

acorss the street, and was sur-

prised to see the buildings intact,

and I realized that it was possible

that I might have been slightly

mistaken. I walked back to the

hotel and as I had no money in

my pyjamas, I left the waiter the

blanket in payment for the cof-

fee."

When Geoff was drunk — he

used to drink brandy with fresh

eggs — his rhetorical powers,

would gain a certain depth, and

he would declaim magnificiently

to an empty street: "Oh for ten

thousant years I have suffered.

Is there no end? No grave to

comfort me?" Instead of a grave,

we were often comforted by a

pail of water thrown by some-

one high above us, who either

did not like poetry, or perhaps

preferred to sleep at three o'clock

in the morning.

H. A. O.

This week's

"Player of the Week"
is Bill Surphlis

Abramsky's salute
Bill for playing an

outstanding defensi-

ve game against Wes-

tern here at Richard-

son Stadium. In this

game he displayed

his capabilities by

scoring two touch-

downs for the Gaels.

"BILL SURPHLIS"

Abramsky's are proud to salute BILL SURPHLIS as j

the PLAYER OF THE WEEK and are pleased to |

present him with a Benrus watch. H

(Sacral

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 23RD

8.00 a.m.—Holy Communion

9.15 a.m.—Family Service

11.00 a.m.—Morning Prayer

Preacher: Tho Riv'd. Waldo Smith.
D.D.. Queen's Theological College.

Poradc: Royal Canadian Navy.

7.00 p.m,— Evensong

Preacher: The Bov'd. C. E. Slaplea.

Subject: "la the Church RiKht In Us
Stand on Marriage and Divorcer''

8.15 p.m.—Contcrbury Club

Free rlisciiision of Sermon topic.

Students especially welcome.

St. Anfcmu'fi

prrebytprtan Qlffuri h

Princess And CLtnoy strbit»

REV. J FOHBES WEDOER8URN.
MA D-D. . MINISTER
DARWIN STATA,

onoANisr and choirmaster,
lillian preston
Assistant Organist

10:30 a-irt.—Bible Class

11:00 a.m.—Morning Service,

Nursery Class, Church School

7:30 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Young People
Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended to

all students.

(CitalmrrB

EARL AND BARRIE STS.

REV. W. P. BANISTER. D-D.

MINISTER

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 23nD

11 o.m.—Dr. D. M. Mathers

7.30 P.M.—The Apostle's

Creed

(4) "He was Crucified and
Buried"

Dr. D. M. Mathers

8.45 P.M.—Youth Fellowship

A very cordial invitation to

all students.

0 Come Let Us Worship

minister

Lloyd zurbrigg
organist and choir master

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 23rd

11 A.M.—Christian Education

7.30 P.M.—The Fruitility of

Selfishness

The Moment Of Truth
By Robert J. Lagnado

The arena is empty. Beside the

wooden boards the toreros and
their aides are waiting and watch-

ing — watching the small, dark

passage on the other side of the

arena whose door lias just been

opened. Picadors, mounted on

flimsy steeds, trace patterns on
the sand with their lances, talk-

ing gently to their frightened

mounts. Toreros also trace pat-

terns on the sand with their feet

while thctr aids:, ^ivc them words

of encouragement. Their eyes

have not left the gaping passage.

A horse neighs, for he senses

danger and he is afraid. A torero

laughs, for he is trying not to be

afraid.

Without warning, the bull

thundered into the arena; stop-

ped in the centre of it, and glared

about, furiously. Attracted by a

red cape timidly waved from be-

hind the wooden boards, the bull

lowered his massive head; snort-

ed and charged headlong in its

direction, and, finding no cape,

attacked the fence in a fit of fury,

sending up a shower a splinters

with his horns. Still unsatisfied,

the bull looked around for some-

thing to kill. The bull fight had

commenced.
* * *

The torero bowed humbly be-

fore the judges who had just

granted him permission to kill the

bull. He had carried out (he pre-

liminaries of the contest with

both art and skill and now he

was allowed to kill the bull.

He walked towards the bull

dragging his cape on the ground,

his feet scarcely touching the

sand. The bull waited for him

mournfully. When he arrived dir-

ectly in front of the bull he stop-

ped; placed his feet together, and

daintily balanced himself on his

toes. He swayed slightly, like a

humming bird suspended in the

air looking for nectar. It was

only his dark red cape which

seemed to hold him to the ground

And as he swayed gently, the

sunlight was reflected from his

garments in a brilliant melody of

colours. Tall and slender, the tor-

ero looked down on the huge

black mass solidly planted to the

ground, anxiously pawing at tho

sand.

Slowly he raised his long bent

sword which flashed as he dir-

ected it towards the bull's braw-

ny shoulders. A moment of sil-

ence — the moment of Truth.

Then, like a thunder bolt, the

sword plunged into the black

mass. The torero stood back,

waiting. The bull swayed and

plunged at the red cape in a mov-

ement of despair and fell heavily

in front of the motionless torero.

The torero drew out his swords

from the dead bull and walked

across the arena amid a shower

of roses. His cape dragged on the

ground but his feet scarcely

touched the sand.

MAKE —

Marilyn
9

s

YOUR HEADQUARTERS

FOR

GLENAYfi KITTEN SWEATERS
IN 100% LAMB WOOL AND 100% ORLON

MARILYN'S LADIES WEAR
DIAL 2-1475 238 PRINCESS ST.

Full-Fashioned

. countless new Fall shade;

in fabulous Pettal Orion, so soft,

you have to touch it to beiieve it!—
in cashmere-treated Lambswool—
in exciting new Acrllan!

Plolinum

beige

Chamois

Cornflower
: blue

. 4 $

hattd-finished, moth-

proof, shrink -pro of;: f

at better shop*,

everywhere

$6.95 $7.95 $8.95;

1
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CFRC
Friday, Oct. 21

6:00 p.in,—Holland Calling-

Tony Bonnema

6:30—Our Gioice—June Pryce

and Bev Phillips

7:00—Stardust—Dan Wong at the

piano

7:30—Lafin American Rhythms

—

Dun Qtiinsey, Len Robbins

8:00—Birdland—Paul Ward and

Dave Couper

8:30—This is an Orchestra

Doug Thomson
9:00—Mac's Merri-go-rnund

—

Doug Mcl'Iraith

9 :30—Looncy Tunes—Bob Sage

and I. Sutherland

10:00—Around the Campfire—Len
Berk

10:30—1490 Pops—Don Harrison
1 1 :30—Starlight Serenade—Thelma

Hunter and Doug Frame
Special DX Broadcast

12:30 a.m.—Midnight Rcndcz-vous

Thelma Hunter, Hugh
Lightbody

1 :00—Basin Street (live)—Paul
Ward, Dave Couper

1 :30—Early Music—G. Sherritt

2:00—Wee Small Hours of the

Morning—Doug Thomson

3:00—Anything Goes—Ann Mat-

thews, Bob Sanderson

4 :00—Banter and Chatter—Don
Harrison and Ralfe Clench

5:00—Mellow Mood—June Pryce

6:00—Wakey Wakey—O. Kemp
6 :30—Wake up Kingston—Doug

Thomson
7:30—Dixie Doodles—Doug Mc-

llraith

S:00—Sign off

Saturday, Oct. 28

6:00 p.m.—Warm Up—O. Kemp
6:30—This Is Ranch 1490—Bev

Phillips

7:00—Hits and Misses—Elite
Williamson, Ann Dorland

7:30—On the Upbeat—Ann
Matthews

8:00—In the Groove—Doug
Thomson

8 :30—Lonesome Lemon

—

A. Nonymous
9:00—1490 Classics—Bob San-

derson

10:00—Cook's Musical Tour—Ken
Cook

10:30—Mantovani Plays

—

E. Koczkur
11:00—Enjoyable Music—Ralfe

Clench

12:00—Sign Off

PERINBAM SPEAKS ON ASIA NFCUS Agrees On Policy
(Continued from Page 1)

Visiting Speaker

Lewis Perinbarn, executive-secretary of the World University

Service in Canada, surveys the globe and ponders its eastern prob-

lems. He is currently visiting Queen's to promote student interest

in WUS.

HAPPY CORNER RESTAURANT
SPECIAL MEAL TICKETS FOR STUDENTS

We serve ITALIAN SPAGHETTI
533 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2-8013

ON THE AIR TOMORROW!

QUEEN'S
vs

WESTERN
Starting at 1.55 p.m., you will

hear Johnnie Kelly's ploy-by-
play broadcast brought to you
by the Empire Life Insurance
Company.

ON -

38© - CKL
'YOUR CHAMPIONSHIP STATION IN KINGSTON"

Lewis Perinbarn, speaking at

a public meeting Wednesday
night in the McLaughlin Room
on the topic "Revolution in

Asia", said that Asians desire,

not dominance over the West,

but recognition as equals.

"This desire cannot be justifi-

ably suppressed or even postpon-

ed", he said. "This revolution is

utterly independent of commun-
ism. We are only struggling to-

wards the achievement of a more

just and equitable society in

which each will have the oppor-

tunity of developing to his full

personality."

Mr. Perinbarn emphasized that

unrest in Asia is proof that dem-

ocracy is growing, and not dying.

"The challenge to the West is

to share democracy rather than

to attempt to defend it", he de-

clared.

"The universities can do much
to foster better relationships be-

tween Asia and the West", he

added. "In this respect the World
University Service program of

mutual assistance and self-help

has contributed much towards

better understanding simply be-

cause it recognizes the equal sta-

tus and dignity of all peoples."

"Asians have great respect for

Canada, which also emerged as

a nation from colonial status, and
is therefore more likely to under-

stand the problems of emergent
Asia. Asians look to Canada for

leadership."

K. PETROS
EXPERT SHOE REPAIRS KEYS DUPLICATED

SERVICE WHILE YOU WAIT

Confectionery, Novelties, Magazines

525 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2-6533

centers is also being implement

cd. The plan has gone into effect

in Halifax, where students ob-

tain between 10 and \2% dis-

count on food, clothes, and such

other things as diamond rings

and undertakers' services. The
Queen's committee plans to ap-

proach local merchants about the

plan, and it is hoped it will go

into effect before Dec. I.

The NFCUS National Office

is printing membership cards for

all student member universities.

These will be used to obtain the

discount on merchandise.

Toronto University was once

again mandated to pursue the

National Scholarship Campaign.

Last year Prime Minister Louis

St. Laurent was questioned about

increased scholarship aid to stu-

dents, and he emphasized that the

plan must first be made accept-

able to the voting public. A vig-

orous publicity campaign will

therefore be pursued on every

campus, through radio, news-

papers and home and school or-

ganizations.

Administration Re-organized

The administration of the

N FCUS National Office has

been completely re-organized.

Yves Pilon, former executive-

secretary, has been hired as full-

time travel director. The national

president will act as secretary

until the budget permits NFCUS
to hire another to work full-time.

Presidential tours to all universi-

ties have been cut out this year

in order to decrease expenditures.

Peter Martin, a graduate of

Toronto University and last

year's Ontario regional vice-pre-

sident, was elected full-time

NFCUS president for 1955-56.

Mr. Martin is at present doing

post-graduate work, but will have

to give up his studies this year

3tet Henry Intel
PRINCESS STREET

Coffee Shop and Restaurant

Kingston, Ont. Phone 7712

CAMPUS FAVOURITES
YOUR CHOICE OF ANY BOTH JACKET

FREE SHIRT AND SHIRT

ONLY

9."
WITH ANY

CORDUROY SPORT
JACKETS

REG. RETAIL VALUE $19.95 — SPLIT BACK — STYLED BY UTEX—
SINGLE BREASTED MODELS — NOTCH LAPELS

7 BEAUTIFUL SHADES — SIZES 34 TO 46

ALL NYLON DRESS SOX REG. $1 .00- now 79c
ATHLETIC SHORTS REG. 79c - now 49c
TONY DAY CARDIGANS REG. $io.95-now 6.99
CHINO DRILL TAN PANTS now 4.49
ZIP-IN-LINING TOPCOATS REG $29.95-now 14.88

KINGSTON LIQUIDATOR'S BANKRUPT SALE

71 Brock St.
BETWEEN
KING and
WELLINGTON

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 22nd

K.C.V.I. AUDITORIUM

in order to fulfill his duties with

NFCUS.
The over-all policy of this

year's conference was a serious

attempt to strengthen the nation-

al organization before NFCUS
endeavors to be active in inter-

national affairs.

The Federation also hopes to

obtain several patrons who will

help NFCUS out of its present

financial crisis. Plans were also

made to set up an advisory coun-

cil of from two to five men of

public esteem who Will serve in

an advisory capacity for three to

five years. The national president

will call three meetings of this

council during the year. The
council will review NFCUS poli-

cies and give advice on various

projects which are undertaken.

International Scene

On the international scene

NFCUS will try to maintain the

unique position Canada now has

in international affairs. Jiri Peli-

kan, president of the communist-

dominated International Union
of Students, spoke to NFCUS
and presented a 10-point pro-

gram affecting relations between

NFCUS and IUS. NFCUS con-

sidered this program but finally

rejected any form of membership
in IUS as it is presently con-

stituted. It will, however, send

an observer to the 1956 IUS con-

ference.

The conference voted $150 to-

ward the travel expenses of a

student from behind the iron cur-

tain who is coming to study in

Canada this year.

Mr. Pelikan presented NFCUS
with a trophy to signify the good-
will and friendship intentions of

IUS.

Mr. Carlson concluded
this year's conference was the

most successful he has yet at-

tended. He felt delegates
were eager and enthusiastic, and
added that much work was done

behind-the-scenes to keep the

conference running smoothly.

Classified Ads
Found

A man's gray cardigan sleeve-

less sweater was found on car 6

of the Football Special. Loser

please contact Jack Rosenblatt,

room 220, Men's residence, or

phone 28708.

During scuffle for goal posts.

One pair of glasses, light brown
plastic rims. Also one raincoat,

well stepped on.

Lost

One gabardine raincoat with
Croydon label. Will the person

who picked it up by mistake

three weeks ago in the coffee

shop please phone John Burrows
at 28-155.

BROCK
JEWELLERS
161 Princess Street

Kingston, Ontario

PHONE 2-7361

WATCH Repairs
A Specialty

- WE SELL -

WATCHES - DIAMONDS

VALLEAU'S

BARBER SHOP
316 PRINCESS STREET

Three Barbers

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 6917
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Science Revue
Sciencemen (and women) are

cordially invited to come out to

the Science Clubrooms at 2 p.m.
Sunday when recruiting will take

place for the Revue. If you can
act or want to act, sing, play a
uke or have any interest whatso-

ever in participating in or organ-

izing the show you are welcome.
* * *

Commerce Students
There will be a tour of the

Canadian Locomotive Works on
Tuesday afternoon October 25th
at 2:00 p.m. Commercemen inter-

ested are to meet at 1 :50 p.m. in

front of the main office at 140
Ontario Street.

* * *

Rabbi Sandrow At Hillel
On Sunday October 23 B'nai

B'rith Hillel Foundation at

Queen's University will present

Rabbi Edward T. Sandrow as

Speaker in the first of this year's

Lecture Series. Topic of his lec-

ture is "Modern Man and his

Conflicts" — to begin at 8:00

p.m. All are invited to attend.

* * *

Aquacade
Aquacade Practice every Thur-

sday, 7:30 p.m. in the pool. Ev-
eryone welcome. No experience

necessary.

Discussion
On Sunday Oct. 23 in St.

George's Cathedral Library after

Evensong — another open dis-

cussion will be held on the even-
ing sermon—"Marriage and
Divorce — is the Church right in

its stand?" All those interested

will be welcome.
* * *

Newman Club
Sunday pet. 23 — 8:00 p.m. A

class in fundamental religion, led

by Father Hanley, Room III at

Cathedral School ...(Barrie ..and

Brock).

* * *

Arts '58

Arts '58 year fees will be col-

lected in the New Arts building
Monday, Tuesday and Wednes-
day.

* * *

Science Formal
Tickets are now being sold at

the ticket office in the Union
for the Science Formal which is

coming on October 28.

* * *

S C M
"Start off the week with Wor-

ship". Brief student-led chapel

services are held every Monday
morning at 7:45 in Morgan Me-
morial Chapel. Everyone is cor-

dial!}- invited to attend.

MOONLIGHT LUNCH
FULL COURSE DINNERS CHINESE DISHES

Lunches prepared to take out.

SPECIAL FOR STUDENTS
Meal Tickers: $5.50 for only $4.75

527 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 2-900

WARD b HAMILTON LUNCH BAR
PRINCESS AT DIVISION KINGSTON, ONT.

FULL COURSE MEALS
REASONABLE PRICES

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

58'2 Princess Street Kingston Phone 2-1761

Quality that Pleases . . . Service that Satisfies

When you pause ... make it count ...have a Coke

'Cofce" It a raglUarcd trade-mortc.

Indudlng Federal Texei

COCA-COLA LTD.

Canterbury Club
Tonight there will be an open

discussion of the Epistle and Gos-
pel for this coming- Sunday in

St. James Hall at S p.m. followed
by refreshments.

* * *

Ham Club

There will be a meeting- of the
Queen's Amateur Radio Club at

6:00 p.m. on Tuesday Oct. 25. in

the Science Clubrooms. New
members welcome.

* * *

Harvest Dance A Mystery
Everyone's talking about the

Harvest Dance to he held at
Grant Hall tomorrow night.

While everyone knows that Dick
Edney is supplying the dance-
able music, and that the price is

a low, low $1.25, no one seems
to know who is putting it on. Re-
gardless of the sponsor, we'll all

have a terrific time, and keep in

trim for the Toronto Weekend.
Let's see all the stay at-homes
who didn't go to London ... the
fun starts at 9:00 p.m.

Bridge Club
Queen's Duplicate Bridge club

will hold its regular meeting
Mon., Oct. 24 at 7:00 p.m. at the

co-ed lounge. Election of officers.

Everyone welcome.
* * *

RSUE
Members are reminded of the

regular meeting to-night. Some
members neglected to attend
last meeting. Roll call will be
taken at this meeting. Come and
bring a friend. Regular time and
place.

* * *

Free Films of Harvard
A 30 minute film on Harvard

University will be shown in Con-
vocation Hall at 5:00 p.m. on
Tuesday Oct. 25. A short film on
Queen's, entitled, "Paths of

Learning" will be shown as well.

All students and Staff are invited.

* * *

Postgraduate Society
There will be a meeting of the

Postgraduate Society, Wed. Oct.

26 at 8:00 p.m. Watch posters

for location. Professor Meisel
will be the speaker.

CHRISTIAN YOUTH CENTRE
185 QUEEN STREET TELEPHONE 8110

Students Are Welcome

Fireside Every Sunday Evening — 9.00 p.m.

Recreation Throughout the Week.

CHARLES LEACH, Director.

Hanson & Edgar
Dance PRINTERS Printing oi

Programs Phone 4114 Every Description

Queen's Society in London
The London Branch of the

Queen's Alumni Association cor-

dially invites all Queen's students

to attend the Alumni Victory
Dance at the Hotel London on
Saturday evening, Oct. 22.

* * *

Tricolor *56

Club pictures for Tricolor '56

will be taken in the Co-ed
Lounge of the Union the even-
ings of November 14, 15, 16, 17.

Clubs wishing their executive
pictures to appear in Tricolor '56

will please book a time with
Betty Powell or Yvonne Wood,
at 2-1360.

* * *

German Club
Meeting of the German Club

Mon. Oct. 24 at 8:00 p.m. in the

Faculty Women's Club. Record-
ing of "Faust". Refreshments.

* * *

Soph Frosh Tea
Annual Soph Frosh Tea for

Seniors, Freshettes and all Le-
vana on Sunday, Oct. 23, 4:30 —
6:00 p.m. Enter via Adelaide.

Pipe Band
There will be a practice for all

members of the Pipe Band, Tues-
day and Thursday, next week.
Everyone must be present at all

remaining practices if they in-

tend to go to Montreal.

* * *

w u s
1. The local committee busi-

ness meeting at 4:30 Friday Oct.

21 in Ban Righ.

2. At 7:00 p.m. Mr. Lewis Per-

inbam addresses the Local com-
mittee and everyone interested,

on "Asia-Friend or Foe?"
Erratum. The line concerning

WUS in the Journal of October
18 should have read "WUS is a
completely UNdenominational

organization".

* * *

St Andrew's Presbyterian
Young Peoples

Meets Sunday evenings after

the evening service in the church
hall. Movies will be shown this

Sunday evening. AH students

welcome.

McGALL'S
LUGGAGE AND SPORTING GOODS
By The World's Finest Manufacturers

— AGENTS FOR —
SPALDING - SLAZENCER - CCM, ETC., SPORTS EQUIPMENT

SKYWAY — SAMSONITE — McBRlNE

QUEEN'S CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS

Tennis and Badminton Racquets Restrung

212 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 3793

TO UNIVERSITY UNDERGRADUATES

*The Bank where Students' accounts are warmly welcomed.

Kingston Branch: JACK McLEAN, Manager

Princess & Barrie St3.: JOSEPH POUPORE, Manager

SERVICE IN THE RCAF
offers young men and women an unusual opportunity

to expand their knowledge and gain valuable expe-

rience while making an important contribution to the

cause of freedom.

Financial assistance to help with university expenses

can be obtained by undergraduates in either of these

two plans:

AIR FORCE

U. R.T. P.

(University Reserve

Training Plan)

Flight Cadets (male and

female)are enrolled in the

Reserve Force — receive

16 days pay during the

University Term — and

have a potential of 22

weeks additional paid

employment during sum-

mer vacation months.

Openings nowfor

AIR CREW, TECHNICAL
LIST AND NON-TECH-
NICAL LIST OFFICERS.

TRI-SERVICE

R.O.T. P.

(Regular Officer

Training Plan)

Flight Cadets (male) are

enrolled in the Regular

Force — during the Uni-

versity year are subsi-

dized for tuition with a

grant for books and

instruments — and re-

ceive pay and allow-

ances throughout the

whole year.

Openings now/or

AIR CREW AND TECH-
NICAL LIST OFFICERS.

ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCE
Take advantage of this opportunity now, while

you are still attending University. For ful! infor-

mation on requirements, pay and other benefits,

SEE YOUR RCAF RESIDENT STAFF OFFICER.

C.O.T.C. BUILDING

Queen's University
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Maturity Or Indifference

At Fall Convocation Saturday Adlai Stevenson paid Canadians
some high compliments. He praised us for "patient and level-headed

poise in a world in convulsion" and "a settled political system and
mature public opinion".

We wonder how much our political stability owes to mass in-

difference rather than to enlightened public opinion. If our foreign re-

lations are conducted with poise and patience and if our government
abounds in good sense, then the accolades must fall on the relative

minority who take an active interest in the political welfare of our
country.

That apathy towards, and ignorance of public affairs is a marked
characteristic of most university students, and is a matter for some
concern. Students associate knowledge of politics with a small min-
ority of "professional" students of massive intellects and unsocial

tendencies.

This is unfortunate because a reasonable familiarity with nation-

al and international problems is a requisite of good citizenship. Stu-
dents are tired of hearing that they must prepare diligently for re-

sponsibilities as the leaders of tomorrow. Nevertheless it is from the

ranks of the university-educated that future political, economic, and
social leaders will be drawn. The future of Canada as a political

democracy may well depend on the degree to which this generation

of students can overcome their antipathy and indifference towards
the examination of political problems.

Candle, Candle Burning Bright

Queen's harbors many well-worn traditions which are repeated
year after year because no one wants to take the initiative in bring-

ing about a change. Often the meaning behind such repeated func-

tions has long been forgotten
; nevertheless they continue. Among

them is the Levana Candlelighting Ceremony, which took place

Wednesday night.

The purpose of this ceremony is to induct new women students
into the Levana Society. Freshettes taking part swear a 'loyaltv oath'

to Queen's and to their society, holding a lighted candle representing
the flame of knowledge. The whole ceremony is slightly reminiscent
of a pagan rite. Although at one time it might have had some signifi-

cance and importance in the life of Queen's women, that time has
passed. The general attitude today is one of boredom or even con-
tempt; the candlelighting ceremony has become just another func-
tion which one must attend.

The present-day university woman is not so amenable to senti-
mental rituals as was perhaps her predecessor of 20 or 30 years ago.
The loyalty to Queen's she almost inevitably develops does not arise
from emotions engendered in the darkened hush of Grant Hall. Per-
haps the most meaningful part of the ceremony is after the candles
have been blown out and the lights turned on, when the assembled
Levanites raise their voices in a rousing 'Oil Thigh'. But if the So-
ciety were unwilling to sacrifice the awe-inspiring effects of this part
of the proceedings, it is safe to assume that the cheerleaders would
be willing to initiate one extra yell at football games.

The significance of the candlelighting ceremony has gradually
declined, along with the significance of the Levana Society'itself. At
one time Queen's women felt the necessity of some kind of unifying
organization which would protect their rights on the campus. But
women, although still _greatly in the minority, no longer face the
opposition they once did. Their presence here has become an accept-
ed fact. The banishment of women from universities today would
probably create as much opposition as their admission once did. The
phrase "Women's rights or war" has become meaningless. Univer-
sity women now have all the rights they desire; they are found in
every faculty, and they are able to hold positions in any campus or-
ganization they wish to enter. Nevertheless they insist on clinging
to worn-out ceremonies and traditions which appear ludicrous in the
light of their present status.

It is easy to imagine the cries of scorn which would arise if the
Engineering Society, for example, initiated a ceremony in which the
freshmen were patted on the head, told to be good little boys and
alway to respect the traditions of their Alma Mater. The affair could
be concluded with a solemn gesture, such as the tossing of wine
glasses into a fireplace.

Traditions are acceptable so long as they are in keeping with the
general needs of those who uphold them. But if traditions are re-
peated year after year simply because they have always been ob-
served, they become meaningless. Eventually, perhaps, someone will
see fit to abolish the Levana Society completely. Until such time,
however, it would be advisable for Levana to do away with some of
its outdated activities if the Society is to retain any respect at all.

What Colours?
_ For generations Queen's students have been singing the
praises of Queen's College Colours, "the ones that never fail", "soiled
as they are by the battle and the rain!" Yet how many of those
studsnts have ever seen the colors of which they sing so listily?

During every football game at Richardson Stadium two flags fly
from the grandstand. The Union Jack flies from the center flagstaff
and the flag of the visiting university flies from a second. Why
doesn't the brilliant red, gold, and blue banner of Queen's fly from
the third?

We know that such a banner exists for we have seen it, stream-
ing from the ramparts of Varsity Stadium, of all places ! We can
think of no reason why it should not be flown in its natural
habitat. It would be a colorful addition to the pageantry of Intercol-
legiate Football and a new focus for the unwavering vociferous
loyalty of the student section.

Rome And Tivoli

Conversation Piece
By Tony King

In his talk Saturday morning
Adlai Stevenson said some very

nice things about Canada and
Canadians. He patted us on the

back (I hope it wasn't on the

head) and said we are fine, brave,

steady fellows. We have manag-

ed, he said, to bridge our racial

difference, and we can usually be

counted on to do and say the

right thing. He said, in short,

that we are very polite and very

reliable people.

Lately, in fact, Canada has be-

come just about the most popular

nation on the planet—even the

Russians like us. Europeans are

fond of us because we are as rich

as the Americans but not nearly

so powerful. Asians like us not

only because we can't make as

much noise as Americans but be-

cause last year we gave 25 million

dollars to the Colombo Plan

—

just over one one-thousandth of

our gross national product.

Americans think we are won-
derful because we keep electing

Liberals who don't impose a capi-

tal gains tax. We also have

things called natural resources

which they covet. (A lot) of

Americans seem to think natural

resources have something to do
with c i v i 1 i z a tion—Canadians

too.)

Before we grow too smug

—

everyone around me positively

glowed as Mr. Stevenson spoke

—

we should ask ourselves whether

we as people really deserve all

this praise. Haven't we just been
lucky so far?

Canada has never suffered a

traumatic experience remotely re-

sembling the American Civil
War, much less the world wars of

Europe. While some of our men
fought and died across the seas,

most of us endured no greater

hardship than a little less butter

on our toast and less gas in our
cars. We passed the test with
flying colors, but it wasn't much
of a test.

Nor—despite one of the great

themes of Canadian history—has

Canada ever been as deeply divid-

ed as was the U.S. in the Civil

War period. Hatreds handed
down from father to son have not

plagued our country. We Cana-

dians haven't done too badly at

keeping French and English

from each other's throats, but

didn't British governors steer us

through the difficult stages early

in the last century? And perhaps

the Americans wouldn't have
fared so badly if Lincoln had not

been shot at a crucial moment.

Canadians tend to pride them-

selves on the stability of our poli-

tics. We look down our noses at

the rowdy Americans who make
so much noise and then don't

turn out to vote. Are we sure,

though, that we are not mistak-

ing stability for stagnation ?

When we did fall into hot water

in the thirties, we just sat back

and waited for F.D.R. to pull us

out and had the R.C.M.P. shoot

at Westerners who made too

much fuss.

Conscription is another case in

point. While British boys get

shot at in Malaya and American
boys man Okinawa, Canadian

boys stay at home, develop our

natural resources and make
money. If defending the "free

world"—whatever that is—is so

important perhaps we aren't do-

ing our full share.

A year or so ago Professor

Underhill said that "Canadians
are incapable of tragedy". Actual-

ly we have no way of knowing
one way or the other. It isn't dif-

ficult to cooperate with a neigh-

bor you know isn't going to at-

tack you
; perhaps if we had to

live next door to Germany or

Russia we might behave a little

less reasonably and a little less

rrliably. Would we keep a level

head if nearly all of us woke up
hungry every morning? Maybe.
Maybe not.

By Ken Hilborn

Every tourist in Rome sees such

famous attractions as the Colos-

seum, the Fontana di Trevi and St.

Peter's. I was no exception in this

regard, but it is not my purpose

here to describe routine sightseeing.

If you have seen the films "Roman
Holiday" and "Three Coins in the

Fountain" you will have some idea

of the impressiveness of the sights

with which foreign visitors are like-

ly to become most familiar. I prefer

tc say something instead about the

Citta Vniversitarh, the campus of

the University of Rome.

Our Canadian Y o u t h Hostels

group was lodged in the Casa dello

Studente, a student house at the

University. It is a building of mod-
ern design, with comfortable double

rooms. The food in the dining-hall

was good and I enjoyed it thorough-

ly (though I never fully mastered

the technique of eating spaghetti

with dignity), and a small bottle of

red or white wine (containing about

seven or eight ounces, sufficient for

one person) could be obtained at a

cost of about 35 lire—roughly six

cents! Whatever the merits of the

Union and Ban Righ, I fear they

cannot compete in the field of bev-

erages with the Casa dello Students

in Rome.

I spent a couple of hours one

afternoon in exploring the Citta.

The buildings of the University

of Rome, unlike those of many
European institutions of learn-

ing, are not hand-me-downs from

bygone centuries ; the campus
boasts, in fact, a vast collection of

modern structures. Thus it is

much less interesting from the

Letters

Are You Listening?

Editor, Journal:

As one of many who consider

mayhem when mumbled at by

someone whose head is stuck in a

closet, may I comment through

your columns on the public address

system of the stadium.

Due, perhaps, to accoustical prob-

lems the faithful in the stands have

difficulty following the longer

announcements under the best con-

ditions; it can however be done, the

split infinitive amply indicating the

effort involved.

As play progresses the shorter

jabs barked into the microphone,

without warning, requires sheer

omniscience obviously if one's at-

tention is rivetted on Miss Dyer

or even a relatively minor attraction

like Ron Stewart or Schreider —
well, that is to say, these things take

a moment or so.

May I suggest that the customers

would be happier if the announcer

preceded his efforts with "Atten-

tion, attention !" or the intriguing

"Now hear this!" used in the U.S.

Navy.

W. A. Prentice.

Spi ing Beef

Editor, Journal:

We are appalled at the ignorance

of any Queen's student who is in-

capable of spelling the name of our

hallowed Alma Mater. A poster

advertising a meeting of a certain

intellectual ( ?) club on this campus

was posted on which the name of

this, our university, was spelled

Qween's. One would think that

anyone who speaks and writes the

English language would know that

'q' is almost invariably followed by

a 'u'. Please do not let this happen

again.

Outraged.

historical point of view than, say,

Oxford. But, while more utilitar-

ian in design than is usual in

Europe, the buildings are not un-

attractive and have been provid-

ed with genuinely beautiful sur-

roundings.

The campus is blessed with shad-

ed walks and adorned with flowers

and palm trees. When I was there

in early August, the flower stands

in the vicinity were a riotous profu-

sion of color. Nearby, I noticed the

red brick home of the Consiglio Na-
slonale delle Rieerchc—Italy's Na-
tional Research Council.

Except in the sun, Rome was not

as warm as I had expected—the

late evenings, in fact, could be posi-

tively cool. After I returned to

Kingston I was told that the wea-

ther in Ontario had been unpleas-

antly hot for most of the summer,

and I strongly suspect that, in re-

gard to temperature, I was often

better off in Italy than I would have

been in Canada. Strolling along one
of the shaded walks on the univer-

sity campus, I found no reason to

complain of the sunny Italian cli-

mate.

But the coolest place I visited

in Italy was the park at the Villa

d'Este in Tivoli, some thirty kilo-

metres east of Rome. Here in-

numerable fountains competed
successfully with the heat of the

sun, their spray producing the
same refrigerating effect as a
huge air-conditioning system. A
rainbow was visible in the cloud
of fine spray that rose from one
of the largest of the fountains.

Behind one horseshoe-shaped

waterfall there was a path, leading

between a sheer rock wall on one
side and a noisy, uneven wall of

water on the other. This path seem-
ed very popular with tourists. Quite

a few of them, like myself, just

walked along it near the inner wall

and emerged slightly splattered

;

others posed for their friends' cam-
eras through gaps in the wall of

water.

If any of my readers who have
not already visited Tivoli are ever

in Rome, I should strongly recom-
mend to them that they take an
afternoon off from seeing the sights

of the ancient capital and wander
about at Villa d'Este. They may not

absorb as much history, but I am
sure they will enjoy it very much in-

deed.
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Dusty Btists Exposed In Douglas Library

I

Wandering Journal Reporter
Makes Startling Discovery

By Jim O'Grady
In an unprecedented trip to the Douglas Library earlier this

week, a Journal reporter uncovered a few previously anonymous
busts on the dusty shelves of the reading room.

Being inherently intrigued with this particular subject, your
reporter made discreet inquiries in the correct places, and also un-
covered a few pertinent facts concerning these dusty gentlemen.

The six bust

Rabbi Makes Plea

For Individuality

"An analysis of the self, and the

courage to be an individual, will

help modern man to overcome
his inner conflicts", said Rabbi E.

T. Sandrovv, speaking at Hillel

House Sunday evening.

Rabbi Sandrow described the

three inner conflicts of man as a

desire to be like everyone else,

anxiety, and the fear of loneli-

ness-

Meeting the Standards

"The chief problem from which
people suffer is emptiness — the

inability to know what we as in-

dividuals want," he said. "People

try to live up to the standards

society has set."

He pointed to "apathy" and
"pacifity" as outstanding features

of society today. "Young people

are not driven to get to the top.

The individual wants to be pop-

ular, to be liked. He doesn't want
to he different," he said.

Because of "a fear of being
alone," he said, "people don't find

themselves." He urged that men
should not be afraid to be per-

sons since "Man can discover a

source of strength and integrity

within himself."

"If the individual could under-

stand the motivating factors in

himself he would understand why
his conflicts came upon him." An
understanding of these conflicts

would lead to control over them.

"I believe that religion and
psychology have much to do with

each other in this respect," he

concluded.

Rabbi Sandrow was a teaching

fellow at New York University

and lectures at the Jewish Theo-

logical Seminary. He served as

chaplain in the United States

Army during the Second World
War.

t seems, were

donated to the library some years

ago by the family of Dr. T. R.

Glover, a classics scholar, theo-

logian, and for some years public

orator at Cambridge university.

However, not being content

with discovering their origin,

your reporter also set out to iden-

tify the busts, and to learn a few

facts about the lives of these men.

These facts are presented below,

in the order in which the busts

appear (left to right) above.

1. EURIPIDES A morose and

unsociable fellow who was born

about 485 BC and kept on being

miserable until he disappeared

from the scene in 406 BC. He liv-

ed mostly in retirement, but even

then couldn't get away from an

insidious group of comic poets

who were in the habit of creep-

ing up outside his window to

mock him. In spite of the mock-

ery, Euripedes fooled them all

by turning out 92 plays during

his lifetime. Nobody laughs at

him now

!

2. AUGUSTUS CAESER: this

wasn't his real name, but was given

to him to distinguish him from his

father and his grandfather before

him, all of whom were known as

C. Octavius. The Romans had very

little originality.

An early-day Democrat. Augus-

tus set out to destroy the Republican

party when he became a Roman

triumvir at an early age. He also

managed to destroy his enemies

and so consolidate his power. He

had Brutus murdered; and reduced

Mark Antony's effectiveness by

getting Cleopatra to keep him in a

constant state of drunken revelry

(See: Books or Bust, P. 5)

Errata
Miss Mary Macdonnell is

the honorary president of the

Levana Society, not Mrs. W.
A. Mackintosh as stated in

the last issue of the Queen's

Journal.

Leather Jackets
Are They Legal?

First year students are sporting

(unofficial) leather faculty jackets.

Some of these bear the words

"Queen's Engineering", "Com-

merce", "Geology" and "Mining

Engineering".

Some controversy has arisen as

to whether first year students are

allowed to wear them.

As yet the Engineering Society

and the Arts Society refuse to

comment on these leather jackets.

However, some students are dis-

paraging them as "disgusting" and

"disgraceful".

LONDON POLICE AND STUDENTS
FAIL TO STOP QUEEN'SMEN AS
WESTERN BUILDINGS PAINTED

Queen's students ducked arm-

ed police on the campus of the

University of Western Ontario

in the early hours of Saturday

morning to splash paint on uni-

versity buildings.

One of the pillars of the col-

lege's 538,000 sandstone Rich-

mond street gate, leading to the

main campus, was splashed with

red paint under the nose of a pri-

vate investigator hired by West-

ern to prevent damage.

Students also painted
"Queen's" in large red letters

over the entrance to Thames Hall

on the campus. A large load of

garbage was scattered near the

campus cafeteria.

Garbage cans, containing glass

scraps from chemistry and phy-

sics buildings, were emptied on

roads near the Thames River

bridge. Sidewalks and streets

were splashed with paint and

large "Q's" in several other plac-

es.

A Journal phone call to Lon-

don Free Press on Sunday night

revealed, however, that early re-

ports had exaggerated the dam-

age done.

A Free Press desk editor said

that the painting done was not

really so serious as it had at first

appeared. "There was a little

ruckus down on the campus, but

nothing really serious, he said.

Students also greased the goal-

posts on the playing field, said

the Free Press, in spite of the

fact that the football stadium was
|
the city at the time.

guarded by about 20 students

from Huron College and three

special investigators.

Early reports from London
had indicated that damage to the

sandstone gate at the University

entrance had been extensive. The
Free Press denied this.

Wire service sources said In-

spector Orv Post jumped out of

his car near the front gate when
a Queen s student approached the

entrance. The student dumped
the enamel on the gate, threw

the empty can at Post, and fled.

The painting spree took place

on the biggest homecoming

weekend in Western s history.

Alumnae from all parts of Cana-

da and the United States were in

Science Formal
Rented dress clothes are to

be distributed Thursday, Oct.

27, between 4 and 9 p.m. at

the Science Clubrooms. They

are to be returned to the club-

rooms not later than 4 p.m.,

Nov. 1.

Stew Gallops, Gus Passes,

Gaels Climb Into Top Spot

As Mustangs Fade 25-17
By Mike Clancy

Dynamic little Ronnie Stewart closed the door on Western's

playoff hopes and for safety's sake, Jim Hughes bolted it. as

Queen's Golden Gaels piled up a first half lead, withstood a late

Mustang rally and swept to a 25-17 victory in Saturday's intercol-

legiate game at London.

Despite the fact that they were handicapped by the loss of

three regulars, Gary Schreider,

Bill Surphlis, and Don Roy, the

Tricolor came through with their

best effort of the schedule as

they moved themselves into a

first place tie with University of

Toronto Blues.

Al Kocman impressed, and up

until he left the game with a leg

injury he was like a house on

fire as far as the Londoners were

concerned. AI played his usual

steady game on both offense and

defence and it was too bad that

he had to leave the tussle as early

as he did.

Triple-threat quarterback Gus

Braccia had quite a day for him-

self as he helped lead the men of

Frank Tindall to victory by both

land and air. Gus completed 12

out of his 20 pass attempts and

also turned in a strong game on

defence.

The Queen's line was tremen-

(See: Gaels Roll, P. 2)

RMC Cadets Ask

Hats Be Returned

Three RMC cadets have issued

a desperate appeal for the return

of their hats. It is believed these

hats were taken from a dance in

Grant Hall Saturday night by

girls living in either Adelaide

Hall or Ban Righ.

The hats are valued at $22

each, and if lost they must be re-

placed by the cadets themselves.

The cadets will be unable to

leave the College until the hats

are replaced, since they cannot

appear in Kingston unless they

are in full-dress uniform.

The hats may be brought to

the Journal office, and they will

be immediately returned to the

cadets involved.

Science Choir

An important meeting will

be held tonight in Wallace

Hall at 7:30 p.m. Students

are urged to support this

project. All that is needed is

a will to sing.

Ballet Group
Will Return

The National Ballet Company

of Canada will make a return en-

gagement to Kingston Tuesday,

Nov. 15. This talented group of

young artists was greeted with

an enthusiastic response last

year.

They will present the second

act of the "Swan Lake ballet,"

Dark Elegy" and one other. The

performance will take place at

the Kingston Memorial Centre.

Advance tickets may now be

obtained from members of the

Lmiversity Women's Club at the

following numbers — 2-7012,

2-3137, and 6133. Ticket prices

are $2.50, $2.00, and $1.50. The

box office opens Nov. 5 when

$1.00 tickets will be sold, at Cas-

terton's, Austin's, Eo-Peep Res-

taurant, and the Community Me-

morial Centre, 3931.

Queen's Receives

*Western Welcome

The biggest homecoming
week-end Western has ever had

included Queen's students in its

celebrations.

About 250 students who jour-

neyed to London for the football

week-end were met at Union Sta-

tion by a maze of smoke when

some Western enthusiasts let off

a smoke bomb. Behind the cloud

were Western's cheerleaders, and

the Western band greeting
Queen's fans with their school

song.

One Queen's woman, commen-

ting on the spectacle, said, "Wes-

tern's hospitality was over-

whelming. And we thought
Queen's knew how to welcome

visitors!"

Others remarked there was

very little drinking carried on,

both on the train and at the game

in Western Memorial Stadium.

It seems graduates of Science

'52 or Arts '51 were revelling in

the stands, while the "Staids"

Queen's students sat back, wrap-

ped in blankets and biting their

nails, watching the outcome of

the field battle.

Visitors were invited to the

'victory" dance at Western, later

Saturday.
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GAELS ROLL INTO FIRST PLACE TIE

FECA4 THE

SIDELINES

MIKE MOFFAT

The Gaels ended a five-year road famine, when they downed
the Mustangs in Little Stadium last week. Led by the flying feet

of Ron Stewart, the Tricolor picked up their first win in either

London or Toronto since the year they beat Western twice and
still failed to make the playoffs while Western went on to win

the title.

The Mustangs broke a couple of streaks of their own in the

same game. In scoring seventeen points, the Purple and White
made more scores than in their there previous games put together.

They made their first converted touchdown, and their first touch-

down at home this season.

Stewart raced his way deeper into Queen's football immortality

ss he scored three touchdowns to bring his career mark to 24,

,hree times the previous best, set by George Richardson for

whom the present stadium is named. He also moved to within

three points of second place in the all-time Queen's scoring. There
is little doubt that when he gets moving, he is the shiftiest and
most spectacular runner the college loop has seen in many years,

and he is certainly the most exciting to watch.

Ron displayed his versatility by getting each of his majors in

a different manner. The first one came on a seventeen yard pass
from Gus Braccia, which Ron took from the arms of a Western
defender who made the mistake of trying to catch the ball instead

of knocking it down. The second one came on an end sweep, with
Frank Geard throwing the key block. The third one was the most
spectacular, as Ron intercepted a Gray pass on the Queen's fifty

and went through or around the entire Western squad enroute to

a score that brought the crowd to their feet and set off a delirious

reaction from the Gael fans who were present.

Gus Braccia made a tremendous bid for the All-Star quarter-

back slot, as he called and passed the Gael attack, and also turned
in a great game on defence. Gus completed twelve out of twenty
passes, including the first six in a row, one of them to Stewart
in the end zone. He also intercepted a pass with a beautiful one
hand stab to join Stewart, Wherret and Hughes in that

department. To top off his fine effort, Gus carried the ball across
the line to make the final convert as the Western tacklers rushed
right by to get at Jocko Thompson.

Al Kocman returned to action and gave a fine performance in

the first half before being forced out by a leg injury. He showed
his old driving and jarring style when tackling. As usual he was tops
on pass defence. To top it all off, he blocked the first Western con-
vert to save a point which later in the game looked very, very big.

Up front, Jim Hughes turned in a terrific game. On the last

play of the game he intercepted Girvin's desperation pass on the
Western 15 and lumbered across the goal line to sew up the game.
Just to show how he felt, he tossed the ball high in the air im-
mediately after crossing the goal line. In scoring a touchdown he
joins Brian Wherrett as the only lineman now playing who has
scored for the Gaels. Wherrett scored his in Montreal last year on
a lateral interception ten yards out. Jim also made his usual large
percentage of the tackles and batted down some other Western pass
attempts while forming a vital cog in the Queen's pass defence.

Jocko Thompson showed that he was perfectly at home in

Little Stadium, where he spent several years playing for the
Mustangs, by turning in a strong kicking performance including
one 67 yarder that went over the heads of the Western defenders.
He made the first three converts to run his season's total to eleven
out of a possible twelve. He also scored a single late in the final
quarter and barely missed a second.

The Mustang's now find themselves in the very unaccustomed
position of being sole possessors of last place. It is the first time
since the war that Western has had to look up to see the rest of
the league. The Western Gazette Sport's Editor in his pre-game
commentary said that the Mustangs did not belong on the same
level with the McGill Redmen. He proved to be right in what
he said, but rather upside down in what he meant. In beating
Varsity 16 to 9 last Saturday, the Redmen have assured themselves
of, at worst, a last place tie. Should they win their last two games
they could still be in the play-off hunt although this would necess-
itate either Varsity or Queen's losing both their remaining games.

Stiff Mustang Bid Squelched
Tricolor SquadPrevails 25-17

PHOTO BY HI

Ron gathers in a Braccia pass right on the goal line, as West-

ern's Brian Young makes a desperate attempt to intercept. Jay

McMahon (59) is getting ready for a victory jump while Aitchison

(57) runs back.

INTERCOLLEGIATE STANDINGS

Queen's

Varsity

McGill

Western

T F A Pts

73 42

73 36

1 29 63

W
3

3

1

0

Saturday's Results

Queen's 25 Western 17

McGill 16 Varsity 9

Remaining Games

Oct. 29—Toronto at Queen's Nov. 5—Queen's at McGill

McGill at Western Western at Toronto

McGill Girls Best With Bow
Levana Second In Net Tilt

McGill archers shot their way

to the championship in the women's

intercollegiate archery tournament

held at O.A.C. last Saturday. The

Queen's girls placed fourth behind

McGill, McMaster and O.A.C. in

that order. Toronto and Western

placed fifth and sixth respectively.

McGill with a score of 1616, held

a 400 point margin over their near-

est rival McMaster. Only 150

points separated the remaining five

teams.

The Queen's team was composed

of Ricard Kelly, Pre-meds; Evelyn

Englebrecht, Meds '61 ; Pat Low-

ther and Molly Bennett both of

P.H.E. '56. The coach was Miss

Ross. Nice work girls !

In the Levana Intramural Arch-

ery held last week, Ricard Kelly

was top archer followed by Evelyn

Englebrecht, Marcia Jayes, P.H.E.

'56 and Barbara Bolton, Levana '59.

Indoor archery will begin Oct.

31 in the gym. Watch the notice

boards and sign your name if you

are interested. For further details

contact Molly Bennett, Phone 4642.

Congratulations to the golden gals'

Tennis Team. In their Intercolle-

giate tournament held at Toronto,

they placed second, losing by only

2 points to Varsity. McGill, Wes-
tern, McMaster, placed 3rd, 4th

and 5th respectively.

Liz Jennings playing first singles

won one and lost three. Mary
Fardell second singles won all her

four games. Well done Mary 1 Jan

Z i e g 1 e r and Dawn McDonald

played doubles and won three out

of four. Because of heavy rain the

courts were hard to play on but the

Queen's gals playing their best did

a real fine job.

The quarter finals in intramural

tennis must be completed today, so

that the rest of the tournament can

be finished.

TWO TRACK WINS
University of Toronto trackmen

won the senior intercollegiate track

and field championships held at

Westem last Wednesday, but a

small Queen's entry left nothing to

be desired.

Spence Hodkinson, who won
both the 120 high hurdles and the

220 low hurdles, and Ron Curtis,

second in the javelin throw, gar-

nered 13 points for the Tricolor

and distinction for themselves.

All eyes were on Rich Ferguson

of Western in the mile event ; he

won, but in the disappointingly slow

time of 4 :44 : 0.

In winning, University of Tor-

onto had only four firsts but enough

overall strength to roll up 66 points,

20 ahead of second-place McGill.

The Aggies of O.A.C. emerged

as winners in the Intermediate

events with 62 points. McMaster

with 43 was second, Toronto, 36

was third. A willing but green

Queen's squad brought up the rear

with 7.

(Continued from Page 1)

dous and even contributed to the

scoring when Jim (he prefers to

be called Billy) Hughes, with a

flare for the dramatic, intercept-

ed a pass in the dying minutes of

'ay and romped across the goal-

line for a T.D.

Western went into an early

first quarter lead when, after

missing two great chances after

Queen's fumbled deep in the

Gael end, they finally rolled for a

touchdown, Simmons scoring.

Fiery Al Kocman burst in to

block the convert. However, the

Tricolor was not to be denied

and four plays later, on the

strength of Braccia's throwing.

JAY McMAHON

and Kocman's Geard's and Ste-

wart's running, they broke into

the scoring column as Ron Ste-

wart gathered in Braccia's per-

fect strike on the goal line. Jocko

Thompson split the uprights to

make the score read 6-5.

Midway through the second

quarter, Ron Stewart recovered

a Mustang fumble on the West-

ern 19 yard mark. Al Kocman
bulled his way through centre to

the 10 and on the next play Ste-

wart drove to the London 7 for

a very important first down.

After Kocman lugged the ball to

the 1 yard line, Braccia sent Ste-

wart around the right end for the

major. As per usual Jocko's con-

vert was good and the lights on

the scoreboard read 12-5 in

Queen's favour.

Just as the minute flag was

raised, Ron Stewart intercepted

Gray's pass at the Gaels 50 and

scooted all the way down the

sidelines for his third TD of the

game. Western was offside on the

play, but Queen's declined the

penalty. Jocko's toe kicked the

convert, and the half ended.

Queen's IS, Western 5.

At halftime, some Western fans

turned a greased pig loose, as

well as three painted hens, one

red, one yellow and one blue. The

pig was finally caught as the re-

sult of a very fine flying tackle,

on the part of a spectator. It was

reported that the pig tackier was

later approached by Mr. Metras.

It's possible, quite possible.

The Purple and White came

through with an unexpected dis-

play of power in the third quar-

ter and after an exchange of

kicks, the Londoners marched

from their own ten to paydirt on

the strength of the running of

Simmons, Britton and Des-

borough. The major was scored

on a screen pass from Girvin to

Desborough, Labbett kicked the

convert.

Jack Sweeney intercepted a

Braccia pass and ran the ball

back to the Gael's twenty. After

five plays, all of them by Sim-

mons, the Metrasmen chalked up

their third and final touchdown

of the game. Labbett's convert

was accurate. With the score

reading 18-17 in favour of

Queen's, and only six minutes

remaining, Desborough took a

Thompson punt on the Mustang
goal-line and ran to the deadline

to concede a point. Western got

possession on their own 25, and

went all out in an attempt to

pull the game out of the fire.

However, the attempts were

throttled by a hard charging Tri-

color line which kept the Purple

and White in their own zone

until the end of the game. Line-

man Billy Hughes ended the

scoring in the last minutes of

play when he intercepted a Gir-

vin pass and ran over for a five-

pointer. Gus Braccia ran the con-

vert.

"BILLY" HUGHES

Odds 'n Ends

McMahon was Braccia's main

target on the passes , . . Braccia

played well on pass defence,

(knocking down two passes and

intercepting one) . . . Sellens and

Radchuck combined to stop many
plays at scrimmage . . . Frank

Geard blocked well . . . Thoman
played strong two-way ball and

was very fast getting down field

to nail the kick receivers . . . Wil-

son and Lewis were very strong

on offence , . . Milliken and Abra-

ham broke through the line to

bust up several plays . . . Geard

de-helmetted Roman with a half

nelson . . . Harshaw ran well . . .

Beck rushed in fast on Girvin

several times, forcing him to

hurry his passes . . . Wherrett in-

tercepted a Girvin pass right

down the centre . . . Quinn play-

ed well . . . Braccia threw from

short punt formation towards

end of game.

I

Dial 7135

town and country
O Highway No. 2, Cataraqui, Ont.

ReStattraJltS • Princess at Clergy Streets,
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UNIVERSITY BUILDINGS CRUMBLING
Cn Letting Things Cut

By Gordon Penny
There has been a great deal of controversy in recent weeks on

the advisab.hty o instilling into the middle classes of America a

SSSSS.*
dIsciplmc

- 1 rcfcr
' of course

' t0 Canad
> and

Manifestations of the lack of discipline are many-fold. The
first wc may consider is the ownership of cats.

Cats, whether they be Persian or Perhaps, reflect that loose-
ness prevelant in the middle class family. Each time a cat is let
out, there is an atrophy in its formal training as a house pet If it's
desire is simply one of expression of a natural function, there may
be some excuse. But cats are notoriously secretive about their
real aims, and in many cases are able to convince owners that a
wicked urge is a simple need. When it is let out at all, it should
be accompanied by an adult person on a leash. This method will
speedily rectify any unwholesome activities.

Another manifestation is discovered in the woman's world As
time marches by, leaving the slender maiden waving her flag on
the curb, there ,s a tendency to let out garments until the swelling
contours of the figure are appropriately provided for by folds of
cloth.

New, letting out clothing appears on the surface to be an in-
nocent compromise. But reflect on the strict dietary habits which
would follow from a refusal to compromise. Women would gain
the respect they lost when they shucked off the clastic and whale-
bone and assumed sponge rubber. Womankind could once a-ain
hold Hs head high

: indeed it would not dare relax.

Finally, I wish to bring to your attention the letting out of
young people before they are properly able to cope with the dan-
gers of the age. I refer to the age of the young people.

The only way to ensure the survival of those virtues upon
which our American civilization is founded is to stop letting things
out. I refer, of course, to Canada and the United States.

Limestone Landmarks Lean

Two first year Geology students told a Journal reporter today
that they thought the Queen's buildings were definitely crumbling.

A Reader Fights Cack .

.

Your children might have to attend lectures at Queen's in build
nigs like this.

*

Give Generously To Your University

What's tn A Name - NOT MUCH
By Shirley Proctor

In order to acquaint nezv students

with the backgrounds of some of the

more notable of the campus build-

ings, a noted local historian, new to

the trade but steeped in the customs
and traditions of Queen's, was con-

tacted. She furnished its with the

following information.

Administration Building

This fine limestone building,

finished in 1953 and costing
$1,400,655.98 was partly financed

by the S.P.C.M.R. (The Society for

Hie Prevention of Cruelty to Miss
Noyce) and built over a period of

thirteen years, so that when the
Board Room was being complet-
ed, the Post Office was being
renovated.

A large part of the finances
was supplied by a loyal graduate,
named Peter Administratus, and
»i bis honour (lie structure was
named the Administration build-
ing.

Grant Hall — The o r i g i n of
this building is very interest-
ing. An architect, Lobachcvsky
Smith, pioneered in this new type
of architecture. It consisted of
covering trade-in grandfather
clocks with bricks and erecting a
building around them. This type
of architecture never really came
into vogue, so that ours is the
only extant example of it. Im-
mediately after the bill was pre-

sented to tlie university, a gov-

ernment grant came through,

which cov ered the cost. Thus, the

building was called Grant Hall.

Nichol Hall—When this hall

was built, it was meant to be

temporary and inexpensive. In

fact, the students' fees were to he

raised five cents, which would
have covered the bill. Unfortun-

ately, the plans of Nickel Hall

were confused with those of Old

Fort Henry and the bill came to

$18,000,000. The University is

still paying for it. Nevertheless,

it was decided to call it Nl-kel

Hall. lint those ignorant stone-

BOWLADROME
250 PRINCESS STREET

OPEN ALLEYS

EVERY AFTERNOON

BOWL FOR HEALTH

AND RECREATION

cutters spelled it Nichol.

The Old Arts Building—Way
back when tin's building was new
and quite novel, the university

officials were very proud of it and
tried hard to keep it looking spic

and span. A caretaker was hired

expressly to look after the build-

ing, and to keep the students

from defacing it. He was a kindly

old gent whose name was Arthur
Fastidious. He was quite friendly

with the students so that every-

one knew they should not carve

their names on the ilc^ks, or have

paper around in ()[•] Art's Build

ing. And that's what it came tc

he known as.

WANTED: WRITERS
The Features' Staff of the

Queen's Journal needs poetry,

short stores and numerous

articles for publication. Bud-

ding young writers arc asked

to bring any feature articles

(on Sunday or Wednesday

nights) to the Journal Office,

where they will be sympathe-

licallv discussed.

Phone 6381 Corner of Brock & Begot Sts.

Exclusive Manufacturers and Distributors for

OFFICIAL QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JACKETS
Shorts, Regulars, Talis, Extra Tails — Sizes 34 - 46 in stock

COMPLETE WITH GOLD WIRE CREST AND EUTTONS

LAUNDERETTE
SELF SERVICE

561'/2 PRINCESS STREET

MONDAY TO FRIDAY
9.00 a.m. to 9.00 p.m.

(Last Wash 8.00 p.m.)

SATURDAY—9.00 a.m. to 5.00

(Last Wash 3.30 n.m.l

HAVE A

the MILDEST BEST-TASTING coarse

DARE JURNAL:
Oi worse inner rusted ender shot stary

prinkledcn ther lost jurnal. Et seamster me
debt debt stary dead ant half a vary upper

enden.

Oiled lake ten no ef ther pore ladle gull

worse shaved or ef disk abdominal woof effer

coffer ope.

Oi no date money maud run retters leafcr

radar one erring, bat oi wash debt yodel pot

mean mine adcze.

—Hearse siuistcrly,

An Inner Rusted Radar.

/ wander if she'll sleep with me again

Her lovely head upon the pillow there,

Her firm white body nestling close to mine,

My fingers playing in her tangled hair.

I wonder if once more, at early dawn

Like some warm ghost she'll safely steal away,

Reluctantly, yet fearful test some eye,

Discover her with nie at break of day.

I tvonder if, in spite of what has passed,

I will relent as mutely site implores!

I doubt it. SVific's edict has gone forth.

"Henry! That dog has got to sleep outdoors".

UTUAL IIFE
of CANADA

HEAD OFFICE WATERLOO, ONTARIO

Established 1869

The Mutual Life of Canada offers low-cost

fife Insurance combining saving) with protection.

Your local Mutual life representative con show yo»

actual policy results and will be glad

la work out a plan devised to suit your needs*

See him today.

KINGSTON BRANCH OFFICE — PRINCESS AND MONTREAL STS.

BRANCH MANAGER — D. R. ROUGHTON, B.Sc., C.L.U.

REPRESENTATIVES

W. ]. STONESS, C.L.U., K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U.

STEPHEN ROUGHTON, B.A.

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programs

PRINTERS Printing of

Phone 4114 Every Description
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R S U E
Members are urged to attend a

special meeting which will be

held at the regular time and place

this evening. A group picture will

be taken for the Science Journal.

Members failing to attend may
be deprived of club privileges.

* *
French Club

The French Club will hold its

first meeting tomorrow at 7.30

p.m. in Room 101 of the New
Arts Building. Two French films

will be shown, and Guy Bacq,

French exchange student, will

talk on Parisian student life, All

are welcome.

*
Badminton Club

The opening meeting of the

Badminton Club will be held to-

night from 8.00 to 10.30 p.m.

Elections for this year's execu-

tive will be held. Anyone inter-

ested in joining the club is invit-

ed to attend.

* *
UNTD

Parade will be held tomorrow
at HMCS Cataraqui at 1900. Stu-

dents interested are invited to in-

quire.

*
Post Grads

There will be a meeting of the

Postgraduate Society tomorrow
at 8.00 p.m. at Ban Righ. Prof.

Meisel will be the speaker.

*
Tricolor Pictures

Club pictures for Tricolor '56

will be taken in the Co-ed

Lounge of the Union the even-

ings of November 14. IS, 16 and
17. Clubs wishing their executive

pictures to appear in Tricolor '56

will please book a time with Bet-

ty Powell or Yvonne Wood at

21360.

*
Free Films

A 30 minute motion picture

film on Harvard University will

be shown in Convocation Hall at

5.00 p.m. today. A =hort film on

Queen's University produced in

1938 and entitled "Paths of

Learning" will be shown as well.

All students and staff are invited

*
Pipe Band

There will be a practice for all

members of the Pipe Band today
and Thursday this week. Every-

one must be present at all re-

maining practices if they intend

to go to Montreal.

* *
Treasure Van

Treasure Van sponsored by
WUS will be at Queen's from
October 31 to November 3rd.

This is your chance to buy exotic

and unusual Christtmas presents

for the friends. Will girls inter-

ested in acting as salesgirls

please sign the lists in Ban Righ?
*

Aquacade
Practice on Thursday at 7.30

p.m. This is the last opportunity

to become a member. Anyone in-

terested is welcome. No experi-

ence is necessarv.

* *
Arts '58

Arts '58 fees will be collected

in the New Arts building today

and tomorrow.

Queen's Philosophical

Society

There will be a meeting of the

Queen's Philosophical Society on

Thursday, October 27th at 7.30

p.m. in the Ban Righ room. Mr.

Jim Allen of the physics depart-

ment will deliver a paper on the

"Philosophy of Science". Every-

one welcome.

*

S C M
There will be an SCM supper

meeting at 6.00 p.m. Saturday,

October 29th. Phone Mary Doug-

las, 29089, by Friday.

* *
Church Training

All women students interest-

ed in full-time churchwork are in-

vited to meet Miss Harriet Chris-

tie, principal of the United
Church training school, in Ban
Righ Common room today at

7.00 p.m.

* *
Arts '56

Arts '56 year fees will be col-

lected Wednesday, Thursday and

Friday in the New Arts building.

*
Commerce Students

There will be a tour of the Ca-

nadian Locomotive Works this

afternoon, at 2.00 p.m. Com-
mercemen interested are to meet

at 1.50 p.m. in front of the main

office at 140 Ontario Street.

*
Harrier

All Intercollegiate Harrier can-

didates will meet in the Gym
this afternoon at 4:30 p.m. to go

around this year's course with

Coach Bob Seright. Tomorrow
there will be a meeting at the

track at 4:30 p.m., and Thursday

there will be a workout on the

tank course at For Henry.
* * -*

Queen's Revue
Auditions will be held for dan-

cers in the girls' gym tomorrow

at 7 p.m. Girls please wear shorts.

Arts '57

Year fees will be collected in

the new Arts building Wednes-

day, Thursday, and Friday from

9.00 to 12.00.

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

EAST SI DE, WEST SIDE
with NOLA WHITTAL, CUP Editor

Montreal—The McGill Daily recently announced it would

sponsor Montreal's first Marathon Swim in order to "add lustre

to the tarnished reputation" of the city by getting into the swim of

this "important national pastime". Contestants will tackle Beaver

Lake, never before officially swum.
(Ed. Note: Beaver Lake's proportions are estimated at approx-

imately 200 yards across and 2 feet in depth.)
* # *

Guelph—Sophomores of MacDonald Halt at OAC reacted vio-

lently to the new Union Council ruling
—"women will wear, among

other things, stockings to the evening; meal". The girls all appeared

at dinner in seamless black stockings, among other things.
* * *

Indiana—Edward Robinson, 21, a Junior at the University of

Notre Dame, entered the primary elections for mayor in his home
town of Dearborn, Michigan, pop. 90,000. In his campaign Robinson

stressed youth benefits, adopted a pro-labor attitude, and em-
phasized the need for "new blood" in the City Hall. He placed third,

with 651 votes.
* * *

Hamilton—McMaster University is in the throes of what re-

sembles a full scale labor dispute. Eighty-five per cent of the

waiters in the refectory are striking for higher wages. University

officials issued a leaflet stating that such an increase would re-

quire increased residence fees, which would have to be approved by
the majority of the students. Until some agreement is reached,

meals are being served cafeteria style. Men are still required to

dress for meals in suit coat and tie.

* * *

Saskatoon—A notice printed in the University of Saskatchewan
"Sheaf" states that instructions have been issued from the office

of the Dean of Engineering forbidding students to lubricate their

slide rules with ale henceforth. "The lecturers", it states, "find the

fumes arising from them quite overwhelming".

National Hillel Commission
Appoints Hollander Director

Rabbi Albert Hollander of

New York City has been ap-

pointed by the National Hillel

Commission as Director of the

B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation

RABBI HOLLANDER

at Queen's University, Kingston,

Ontario.

Rabbi Hollander conies to Hil-

lel after a two year tour of duty

as a Chaplain in the United

States Army during which he

served with the Headquarters

First Armored Division at Fort

Quebec Nat
Debators

ionalism A Problem
Say It Disrupts Unity

"Complete, ultimate unity in

Canada cannot be achieved with

separate national groups," stated

Bob McLarty at the Public Spea-

king and Debating Club meeting

last Thursday. This was the suc-

cessful argument of affirmative

speakers, Mr. McLarty and San-

dra Kindle, who upheld the reso-

lution that "Quebec nationalism

is a detriment to the Canadian

unity."

Mr. McLarty pointed out the

attempts in Quebec to hinder

normal political activity. "This
is undermining the very basis of

Canadian democracy," he said.

"Small national groups cannot

support the greater cause to the

full."

"There is a growing national-

ism in Quebec and a complete

refusal to co-operate with the rest

of Canada," affirmed Miss Kin-

dle.

The negative upheld by Shirley

Ross and Ian MacGregor, main-

tained that the French feeling in

Quebec is true Canadian nation-

alism.

"If it were not for Quebec, the

Northwest Territories would be

the biggest state in the union,"

Miss Ross said." It is English

nationalism, not French feeling,

that is detrimental to Canadian

unity."

Mr. MacGregor said it was this

sectional diversity, as shown by

Quebec, which strengthened the

Canadian confederation.

Thursday night at 7 p.m. in

the Co-ed Lounge Jean King and

Irving Robinson will support the

Serving Queen's Students and Staff

Since 1879 —
ROBERT BRUCE, Ltd.

— 170 PRINCESS STREET —
With Fine Drygoods — Men's Furnishings —

And the Newest Fashions for Women.
You're sure of the Quality at Bruces'

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS
'Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

resolution "that humanity has

more to fear than hope from the

progress of science." Joan Footc

and Duncan Allen will form the

negative.

Hood, Texas, and with Head-

quarters Ryukyus Command, Ok-

inawa.

As the only Jewish Chaplain

on Okinawa, Rabbi Hollander's

ministry included Army, Air

Force and Navy personnel and

dependents as well as local Jew-

ish business men and their famil-

ies.

The first Hillel Foundation

was established at the University

of Illinois in 1923. Sponsored by

B'nai B'rith, America's largest

and oldest Jewish service organ-

ization, Hillel, in these three de-

cades, has grown into a vital Jew-

ish Educational Institution cov-

ering the American continent.

It serves nearly 150,000 Jew-

ish students on more than 200

university and college campuses

in the United States, Canada and

at the Hebrew University in Jer-

usalem.

BIOLOGY CLUB

Rattlesnake young, a beehive, red

and green egg yolks, and an

animal-eating plant were displayed

at the Queen's Biological Society

Open House in the Old Arts Build-

ing, Tuesday, Oct. 11.

Approximately seventy-five stu-

dents, faculty members, and other

biology enthusiasts attended. The

techniques of chromatography, core

sampling, biochemistry of lakes, and

the various aspects of biological

research were displayed and ex-

plained.

Queen's NFCUS Committee

Works On Discount Service

The student discount service,

a N f CUS nation-wide plan will

be put into effect in Kingston as

soon as possible. Work on the

plan, under which students will

obtain between 10 to 12 discounts

on food and clothes, is already

underway.

Another result of the recent

NFCUS conference in Edmonton
is the new national insurance

policy, which will provide long-

term life insurance to university

students at an extremely low pre-

mium.

A further development is the

mandate to Queen's and McMas-

ter to obtain increased income-

tax exemption for university

students. Changes in administra-

tion and plans for new interna-

tional projects were also made

at the conference.

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT
Kingston's Leading Restaurant

SINCE 19 19

For . .

.

Quality Dry Cleaning

AND

PERFECTION

IN

Shirt Laundering

* *

CALL

Cleland & Flindall Ltd.
84 PRINCESS STREET 147 BROCK STREET

314 BARRIE ST.
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QUEEN'S STUDENT FACES COURT
The Painters' Scoreboard

Queen's students have broken
all existing records in a phenom-
enal spurt of football season ac-
tivity.

The score to date is:

Richardson Stadium: Pressbox
and walls defaced in paint-splat-
tering escapade. Total — $300.

Varsity Stadium: Steel goal-
posts ripped down and stadium
walls painted in pre-game and
post-game melees. Total — $500.

University of Western Ontario
Red paint splashed on S38.000

sandstone Richmond street gate-
Bugsy Siegel's moll, Vir- large red letters over entrance to

ginia Hill, never got to Thames Hall; glass scraps
Queen's. If she had, she strewn over roads; paint on
probably would have joined streets and sidewalks. No esti-

the local "paint gang". mates of damage at press time.

Alberta University Profs
To Judge Art Competition
The national deadline for the

third annual NFCUS art compe-

tition has been set at Oct. 28, al-

though entrants will be required to

follow local deadlines at each uni-

-versity.

Judging of the pictures will be

carried on by a panel from the

University of Alberta Fine Arts

Department including Professor H.

G. Glyde, Professor Norman Yates,

and Mr. Allison Forbes.

As previously announced, prizes

will be awarded in each of four

classes
: oil paintings, water-color

and tempera works, drawings, and

prints, and the grand prize for the

contest will be a scholarship at the

University of Alberta's Banff School

of Fine Arts, valued at $200 for the

summer of 1956.

Any enquiries regarding the

competition should be made to

Charles Hansman, the local NFCUS
Chairman.

TO UNIVERSITY UNDERGRADUATES

yd
SERVICE IN THE RCAF

offers young men and women ao unusual opportunity
to expand their knowledge and gain valuable expe-

rience while making an important contribution to the

cause of freedom.

Financial assistance to help with university expenses
can be obtained by undergraduates in either of these

two plans:

AIR FORCE

U.R.T, P.

(Uni»er»iiy Reserve

Trainins Plan)

Flight Cadets (male and

femalc)are enrolled in the

Reserve Force — receive

16 days pay during the

University Term — and

have a potential of 22

weeks additional paid

employment during sum-

mer vacation months.

Openings nowfor

AIR CREW, TECHNICAL
LIST AND NON-TECH-
NICAL LIST OFFICERS.

TRI-SERVICE

R.O.T.P.
(Regular Officer

Training Plan)

Flight Cadets (male) are

enrolled in the Regular

Force— during the Uni-

versity year arc subsi-

dized for tuition with a

grant for books and

instruments — and re-

ceive pay and allow-

ances throughout the

whole year.

Openings nowfor

AIR CREW AND TECH-
NICAL LIST OFFICERS.

ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCE
Take advantage of this opportunity now, while

you are still attending University. For ful! infor-

mation on requirements, pay and other benefits,

SEE YOUR RCAF RESIDENT STAFF OFFICER.

C.O.T.C. BUILDING

Queen's University

Asian Nationalism

Must Be Realized

By West-Perinbam

"Helping Asia to help herself

may be the only way to maintain

Asian friendship with the West",

said Lewis Perinbam, executive

secretary to the World Univer-

sity Service in Canada, speaking

in Ban High Common Room Fri-

day.

Invited by the local WUS
committee to speak on the Asian

attitude to the West, Mr. Perin-

bam felt Asian countries are

willing- to sacrifice almost any-

thing to maintain their indepen-

dence as nations. Racial feeling

in Asia is very strong and Com-
munists offer "rule by Asians",

he said.

"Unless the West shows its

respect for Asians as equals, of-

fering advice, but not insisting

that they follow it, the tempta-

tion to accept communistic rule

will be very strong."

While Asians recognize West-
ern powers have done a great

deal to help their countries, they

feel that in giving economic aid,

the West has always considered

its own interests as well.

Mr. Perinbam condemned Am-
erican "defence" of the Chinese

and Japanese coasts, their sup-

port of the Chaing Kai Shek gov-

ernment, and questioned the ne-

cessity of having "battleships

near Formosa to defend Seattle."

AMS Tribunal Considers Serious Charge
Fate Of Student Government In Balance

bocks cc oust

look your best

at the big game

"your best" starts

with your bra

—And your brc should be an

E*qui$ile Form, For loveliest lines

under suhs and sweaters! Shown
top: No. 475 popular Cirel'O-

Form in white satin or broad-

cloth. Circle- stitched cups, elastic

insert far breathing comfort.

Junior AA cop, 30-36; A tup,

30-36; B & C cups, 32-40.

Price $2.00 Below: famous
"505 "with eurve-slitcho dun dor-

cup, giving firm support and
control. Satin or broadcloth.

A cup, 10-36; BSC cups, 32-40.

Price SI. 50

The AMS Court will meet Wednesday evening to decide one of the most serious cases in

its history. The court will convene in Grant Hall at 7:30 p.m., and it is hoped that a large number of

students will be present.

The court proceedings will resolve around one member of the student body, who will be

tried on a charge of "conduct unbecoming a member of the Alma Mater Society." The charges arises

out of illegal entrance into the women's residence after hours. Only two similar cases have been

tried previously.

Peter Faris, senior justice, said Sunday the court is taking the approach that all senior stud-

ents are on trial because they have not upheld their responsibility toward junior students. They
have, instead, encouraged them in the idea that 'anything goes' at university.

Mr. Faris also feels the whole

system of student government is

on trial The court is given a

great deal of power in deciding

what constitutes an offense. It is

felt, continued Mr. Faris, student

government at Queen's has be-

come a nursemaid to students,

at the same time trying to police

them with a heavy hand.

The decision of the court may
set a precedent for the handling

of future incidents of similar na-

ture. This decision is presented in

the form of a recommendation to

the university senate, which then

decides what action will be tak-

en. In the past the university has

usually acepted all recommenda-
tions coming from the students

themselves.

(Continued from Page 1)

during the year 32 BC.

Augustus was one of history's

first recorded hen-pecked husbands.

Because of this, some of his citizens

charged him with cowardice, but

not many of them dared tell him

to his face.

3. HOMER: a thoroughly re-

spectable chap, Homer's only

shortcoming is that nobody

knows where, how, or when he

was born, or if he was born at

all for that matter. There are

those who think he was a she.

Generally recognized as the

author of the Iliad and the Odys-

sey, Homer loved humble people,

animals, and birds. Which were

admirable things to like in the

happy days before 700 BC.

4. CHARLES JAMES FOX:
Charlie's promising career got in-

to an early rut when, at the tend-

er age of 14, he made a gay tour

of the continent with his father.

This not only interrupted his ed-

ucation, but it also started him

on the road to dissipation.

He took his dissipation with

him to Oxford, staggered
through to a degree, and, when
not yet 20, found himself in the

House of Commons as a member.
Although he did emerge as the

real leader of the Whig ministry

around 1806, his political career

never lived up to its bright be-

ginnings. There's a moral here

somewhere.

5. GENERAL JAMES WOLFE
scaled the cliffs of Quebec in the

middle of the night with 5000

men, and said later that he'd
j

sooner have written Gray's "Ele-
I
defrost.

gy in a Country Churchyard".

He must have had a portable

typ writer.

He'd taken Louisburg a year

earlier, and so his name ranks

as one of the brightest in English

history. His name is also one of

the purest in the military annals,

which makes us wonder how he

could have said (after the third

bullet) "Now, God be praised, I

die happy".

6. THUCYDIDES: fought in

the war between Athens and

Sparta. Whether or not he built

the Trojan horse is a matter of

dispute. He was, he said, one of

the ardent youths in the war

which he later described in eight

books. He might have been a

greater figure had he not con-

tracted the plague and been ex-

iled in his middle age.

Your reporter also feels bound

to report that he observed many

other busts of all shapes and

sizes while wandering about the

reading room. He attempted to

inspect them and to make in-

quiries as to their origin, but by

God, all he got was a slap in the

face.

Classified Ads

LOST
Black Parker '51 pen last Friday.

Please phone 2-6206.

FOR SALE
1934 Dodge Sedan — body, up-

holstery, motor, in good condition

— $200 cash. Dial 2-3S01, eve-

nings. Equipped with heater and

—~3
ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.

CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES
HOME COOKED FOOD

After the Theotre or Dance, dine at the Roy York for tempting

dishes and speedy service.

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00
Special Sunday Dinners

Parry or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room
271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

Hotel
fj=

Dieu (I

Hospital

II

Library

PICKWICK
($ooh <Sliop

MONTREAL STREET

BAGOT
Z
ce. STREET

i i ri

Student Invaders

The incidents which prompted

the trial occured on the night of

Sept. 30, when a group of stud-

ents invaded several of the

women's residences and caused

some damage. Mr. Faris stated,

"It is unfortunate that only one

student involved has been iden-

tified and must bear the conse-

quences alone However, this

does not limit the seriousness of

the offense, and decisive action

must be taken."

Two incidents of a similar na-

ture occured in 1946 and 1951.

In 1946. it was recommended the

students involved be barred from

writing final examinations. How-
ever, this sentence was suspend-

ed after appeals were made by

several members of the faculty.

Expulsion Recommended

In 1951 expulsion was recom-

mended, but since the students

involved were in final year the

sentence was dropped as being

too severe. At that time the Chief

Justice recommended the sen-

tence be written into the AMS
constitution, but this was not car-

ried out.

The responsibilities of the

AMS Court are outlined in the

society constitution, as follows:

"The Supreme Court of the

Alma Mater Society shall be the

supreme tribunal of the student

body, and its decisions cannot be

overruled by the AMS executive.

This court shall be responsible

for the punishment of offences

by students of the university ex-

cept those involving academic

standing. These offences shall in-

clude all violations of the regu-

lations, resolutions, orders and

all governing laws of the Alma
Mater Society, whether commit-

ted by a member or members of

the AMS or by any organization

subject to the jurisdiction of the

AMS.

"The AMS Court is an under-

graduate court and essentially a

court of justice. It cannot observe

technicalities of law. British or

otherwise."
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Student Government On Trial

On Wednesday night Queen's student will have the oppor-

tunity of watching the Alma Mater Society Court in action. The
case to be considered is one of the most serious to come up in

recent years. The action which the court takes may determine

court policy for years to come. And the attitude of the university

senate toward the recommendations made by the court will indi-

cate whether or not the university retains its faith in the ability

of students to govern themselves.

The court is faced with a difficult decision. As a student court

it is necessarily concerned with the welfare and the future of

students it brings to trial. At the same time it must instill confid-

ence in the university senate. If it fails to convince the senate of

the reasonableness of its decision, student government at Queen's

can be considerably weekend. Students themselves must decide

if their governing body is functioning effectively
;
they must con-

sider the issues at stake and decide whether or not the court is

acting in the best interests of all concerned. The seriousness of the

matter cannot be stressed too strongly. It is therefore time for

students to assess their opinions about student government as it

now exists at Queen's. The AMS court provides a good opportunity

to see this government in action.

Students Or Delinquents?
The people of Ontario have probably begun to think of Queen's

as a home for juvenile delinquents rather than a university. The
latest incidents in London will only confirm their opinion. It has

become traditional among a small group of Queen's students that

they turn into a pack of hoodlums while supporting their football

team. It would be bad enough if riotous fans were content with

damaging the property of their host university. But they are not

content unless they create havoc in an entire city, or at least as

much of it as they have time to cover.

The situation ceases to be funny, if indeed it ever was. And
if the repeated outbursts were merely boring, they could be over-

looked. The university would just sit back and wait for the obstre-

perous youngsters to grow up. But it is not that simple. Not only

does the reputation of the university suffer, as well as the reputation

of every Queen's student, but there is also a great deal of expense

involved. Every time Queen's students break loose somebody must
pay for the damages. Quite often it is the entire student body that

suffers, since payment has to be made out of AMS funds.

If those who take part in the incidents think they are contri-

buting to the widely-famed 'Queen's Spirit', they are misleading

themselves. That spirit was much more in evidence among students

who sat quietly for four hours in the rain to watch Queen's play

"Western last week. It is shown by students who think Queen's is

the best university in the country, and who convince others that it

is by their behavior. They are proud of their university, and they
guard its reputation with care. But their efforts are constantly

frustrated by the small minority who do not feel the "Queen's
Spirit", but rather capitalize on it and abuse it.

Perhaps instead these students think they are proving they are

men because they can consume great quantities of alcohol. If so,

they are again misleading themselves. They are anything but manly
when they are violently drunk. They are little boys making a big
noise. Their behavior would be disgusting if it were not so pathetic.

It is time they began to practice a little common sense and self-

-control. Otherwise people will doubt that they can.

CFRC Thursday Night
We salute the efforts of the Drama Guild Radio Workshop to

provide listeners with something different in the way of radio
entertainment on CFRC on Thursday evenings. For years the

"Radio Voice of Queen's" has been characterized, for the most
part, by decidedly amateur specimens of that Genus Americanus,
the disc-jockey. Its program schedules have been barely distin-

guishable from those of ordinary commercial stations—only the
records are older and the voices younger. Now the Radio Workshop,
if we may judge from its recent programs, is embarking on a serious

effort to provide something more distinctively representative of a
university group.

This does not discount the role that CFRC has played in the
past in affording valuable experience to those interested in the
field of radio. It cannot be denied that some entertaining radio
personalities have been developed, or that some entertaining pro-
gram formats have been concocted. Nevertheless, because of lack

of time or of imagination, the over-emphasis on recorded music,
generally presented without much inspiration, and oriented towards
the "pop" field, has continued to be the predominant feature of

CFRC programming.

Surely a university radio station can draw on resources that
will make it much more than a pale imitation of commercial sta-

tions. It does not measure its success in terms of dollars and cents.

It can afford to be more experimental in its program ideas, all the
more so because it is the voice of a university community. It should
be able to provide something more stimulating than the bleatings
of Hank Snow or Frankie Lane.

This university is richly endowed with people, professors and
students alike, who have interesting and even significant things,

to say. Record programs, of any type of music, can be absorbing
entertainment if the records are thoughfully chosen and introduced.
Panel didscussion afford excellent opportunities to air campus griev-
ances. Talks on campus affairs by student leaders could increase
student interest in these affairs. The possibilities are inexhaustible
Only intelligent and imaginative leadership is required to exploit
them. The careful and varied programming of the Radio Workshop
is evidence of an important step in the right direction.

It s all the rage

Conversation Piece

By Tony King

I can't make up my mind whether

the coffee shop or the library is the

most important single institution at

Queen's — there is so much to be

said for both. So much in fact that

when I'm in the coffee shop I

think I should be in the library

and when I'm in the library I

think I should be in the coffee shop.

The coffee shop is a wonderful

place. Pedants can deride it all

they like, but you can learn more

there about real people, their ideas

and what makes them tick than any-

where else on the campus. Books

can't talk (more's the pity) and

talk affords human beings a unique

opportunity for honing their wits.

Without talk reading becomes an

almost irresponsible pursuit. What
is the point in reading about people

when you don't know what people

are ? How, for example, can a

historian be sure all he writes isn't

poppycock if he can't verify his

academic findings in a place like

the coffee shop?

Conversation is seldom wasted.

Even the most trite topics enable

people to clarify their ideas and
their mode of expression. If

talk flows freely and the comp-
any is well chosen, there is no
reason why conversation
shouldn't provide everybody with

the basis for a sound liberal edu-

cation.

Plato knew what he was about

when he set down his philosophy —
and Socrates' — in the form of di-

alogues. The market place is the

home of mental endeavor : only

there — and in the coffee shop —
can intelligent folk sift their ideas

through the web of human exper-

ience.

The coffee shop's value is limited

by the rather ordinary people who
frequent it. Great minds are to be

found in the library — good topics

of conversation are to be found

there too.

At least some of the men who
have thought profoundly about

human nature, politics and society

have printed their conclusions for

all who want to read. Anyone who
has never wandered through the

stacks and wondered why the day

is only twenty-four hours long has

missed a thrill of unusually fine

quality. The hope that somewhere
in your mind and in all those

volumes a pinch of understanding

is to be found can be a source of

fathomless enthusiasm.

The literature of creative ex-

perience is to be found in the li-

brary too : the expression of ex-

traordinarily sensitive natures on

the world around them. They —
the novelists and the poet— have

seen what we and our purblind

friends in the coffee shop cannot:

the humble mixture of hope and

delusion that is man. A man un-

tempered by art is either an ar-

tist or a blockhead.

Reading of almost any sort makes

a person infinitely more aware of

his surroundings. It makes him

realize that his way of doing things

is not the only way nor even per-

haps the right way. It opens his

eyes to the fact that men — even

great men — have thought things

— even great things — fundamen-

tally alien to his outlook.

The library, too, has a discipline

the coffee shop lacks — for those,

at least, who are willing to impose

it on themselves. Well used, the

library imposes a rigid code of

relevance which would be unwel-

come in the coffee shop but without

which the mind might avoid the

obstacles reality places in its path.

Together the library and the

coffee shop teach tolerance — not

tolerance of what is wrong but a

readiness to admit that there may
exist legitimate differences as to

what is right and what wrong.

They teach, too, — and here the

coffee shop is of prime importance

— that principles and theories are

made for men, not the other way
round.

If books could answer all the

questions people want to ask them,

there might be less need for the

coffee shop. As things are it is

indispensable.

Letters

Lest We Forget

Editor, Journal:

Shall we tear the traditional

limestones from the new McNeill

edifice? Shall we claw off the iron

rings so long cherished by Maid
Marion's forefathers? Shall we
supplant our Gaelic cry of war with

"Ripperty, Rapperty Roo?" "Abol-

emus claves medicas?"

No, nor should we deny to future

Queen'swomen the enriching ex-

perience of participating in the

Levana Candle-lighting Ceremony.

Respectfully yours,

Imagael Thackerby.

Awful Unorthodoxy
By Gordon Penny

"Twelve voices were shouting in

anger, and they ivere all alike."

George Orwell,

Animal Farm.

It is useless, someone said, to nag

at the young to he unorthodox.

Modern education has scared all the

originality out of them.

Nothing could be more natural

or expected than this essay on

unorthodoxy and individualism. At

some point, each undergraduate in

Canada must holler that he is being

raped of both. I don't know why he

should have to holler, but there

you are.

The key to modern controlled

education is adjustment. Having

been processed through the familiar

matrix of primary and secondary

schooling, the student is called upon

to give some account of his adjust-

ment to university. This is simply,

as Howard Mumford Jones claims.

Pluvian Protest

Editor, Journal:

You Queen's Students don't

know when you're well off. Here

you are in one of the quietest,

most beautiful and most historic

cities in Canada. A city whose

aged limestone buildings have

seen great changes in the Cana-

dian way of life. And all you can

do is complain about the weather.

Certainly it rains in Kingston.

Doesn't it rain elsewhere too?

Kingston has no monopoly. Cer-

tainly the streets are submerged

after the rain, but they're paved,

aren't they?—Or were in 1906.

Where would our great country

be if it didn't rain—it would look

like the Sahara desert!

Farmers need rain. It is largely

due to the bountiful supply of

that quantity that your hungry

mouths are fed. Would you bite

the hand that feeds you? You fel-

lows are some of the most un-

grateful people on earth

!

I should hope that the younger

generation of Canadians would

have something better to do than

complain about the weather.

When my great-great-great-

grandfather paddled up the St.

Lawrence in 1792 and settled on

these blessed shores he didn't

complain about the weather.
Why should you?

I remain, sir,

_ Irate Kingstonian.

Up Tradition!

Editor, Journal

:

We have been disturbed by the

denunciation of the Levana tradi-

tion which appeared in a recent

editorial. In reply to its decrying

of certain Levana ceremonies as

outdated, the remnants of a suffra-

gette movement, we say that to us

the candlelighting ceremony has

significance and meaning.

This ceremony recognizes our

respect for the academic side of

university. We feel that we often

forget this aspect of university life

in the rush and turmoil of initiation

and the football season.

Candlelighting acknowledges

the fact, not often expressed, that

we do have ambitions and senti-

ments distinct from those of men
students. In the candlelighting

ceremony, freshettes are welcom-

ed as women of Queen's.

Taking part in this ceremony

draws us together as members of

a worthwhile organization, in itself

an integral part of Queen's.

Ban Righ 3.

a wan attempt "to prolong adoles-

cence as far as it can be stretched."

Students today cannot even

make asses of themselves indi-

vidually. They must do it as a

group on football trains. But

that is not the point. The point

is that the fault is not theirs.

Now, it is not their fault because

they have been taught that adjust-

ment to the group is the ideal situ-

ation. This applies, it wou'd seem,

even if the group happens to be

wrong. And the group does happen

to be wrong quite a lot of the time.

If the voice of the people is the

voice of God, it seems a shame that

God does not stand up better in

historical retrospect.

Human nature prompts the group

to believe in the individual who
leads it, the unorthodox character

who directs its destiny. Behold the

paradox. No matter how hard you

try to shelve the notion, there will

always (even in this time of ad-

justment) be the individuals and

unorthodox characters to lead and

direct. By the same token, the con-

formists will be conformists to the

end of recorded time.

Take as an analogy the realm

of the arts. Always, there has

been the difficulty of the artist

in relation to his environment.

Yet great artists have continued

to produce great works of art be-

cause their genius demands ex-

pression of this kind. Mediocre

artists have justified their medi-

ocrity through their environ-

ment. They, poor souls, cannot

reconcile themselves, and only

the masterworks survive.

Modern controlled education has

scared a lot of originality out of us.

Modern controlled education also

makes a wonderful whipping boy

for those who have not a spark of

originality in the beginning. It is

like the "incompatable environ-

ment" of the mediocre artist. It is

the consist of justification.

Someday these voices which

shout in anger, and which are all

alike, will graduate into forgetful-

ness. The common routine will

possess them and they will find

their metier in conformity. Con-
formity can be, under certain cir-

cumstances, the good life. But in

the meantime, the original and the

unorthodox do not have to justify

anything.
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EXPULSION SUSPENDED
EXOTIC MONTE CARLO

The "Grand Corniche" winds along the south coast of France through the mountains and
overlooks the Mediterranean. The hills behind are covered with grape vines and olive trees. The
grapes become wine and the olives are exported for martinis. Enough of the principal industries of
Southern France. Let us continue along the Corniche and soon we arrive at Monaco, that tiny prin-
cipality which not only sells wine and martinis but also provides the ultimate of the pursuits oS

pleasure. Here the richest of men
and the most beautiful women
chance their oil wells and other

accessories against the twinkling

dice, the spinning roulette wheel
and the turn of a card.

RON WICKEN

Monaco, the smallest state in

the world, is also the gayest and
most enchanting; and it has been
transferred to Kingston this

weekend to provide the kings and
queens of Queen's with the best

Formal in many years.

For several weeks, Keith

Oman, his committee, and many
staunch Sciencemen from all

years have been busy reconstruc-

ting the famous Hotel de Paris of

Monte Carlo in order to place it

from The Bean • •

.

As you take a few moments from your studies during this gala

weekend, let your thoughts wander to the full meaning of your university

education. The activities in the next few days, the dance and other social

events, all contribute to your general well-being and to your appreciation

of some of the things that constitute good living.

Whatever you do, do well. I know from experience that this year's

formal will be the best yet. May
this atmosphere of perfection con-

tinue to influence not only your

dance arrangements, but your con-

duct, so that the Faculty and

Queen's may have pride in you and

your works.

When you again pick up your

slide rules on Monday morning, let

it be with vigour and enthusiasm

and let not the pleasant memories

of the past few days dim your vision

of the important things that lie

ahead.

A good time to you all.

\H. G. Conn.

from The Convenor .A
I would like to thank all those

who have worked so diligently to

provide the scenes and locales of

Monte-Carlo, especially thej mem-

bers of the formal committee who

have been making preparations for

so man)' months in advance.

Now it remains to duplicate the

atmosphere of the life in this Medi-

terranean resort. Therefore, whe-

ther you spend most of the evening

in the Main Ball Room, The Card

Room, La Salle de Sport or on" the'

Terrace, our welcome to all is,

"When in Monte-Carlo "

Keith Oman.

in the gymnasium this evening.

The dimly lit garage in down-
town Kingston has resounded

with the beat of hammers, saws,

and chisels as the frame and fab-

ric of the Formal is put together.

The main gym is taken from
the ball room of the hotel. With
the assistance of the French em-
bassy, the reproduction is au-

thentic, and when you enter, the

only thing you might miss is

King Farouk. Two french win-

dows on the north wall overlook

the blue Mediterranean — a

truly noble sight — no swimming
please. The bar has a cosmopoli-

tan atmosphere given it by Ed
Jull's murals — as usual you can

obtain such useful things as ice

and soda.

The bandstand by Bob Archi-

bald is a suitable place for Ron
Wicken and his orchestra. Two
staircases sweep up on either

side to a gallery over the band-

(Continued on page 4)

cience Kcvue

Here it is! The tonic needed to

chase your blues and elevate you

from the November Doldrums.

It's nice, naughty and nutty.

It'll be the most controversial

matter to hit this campus since

Charles Taylor. Gags and gaiety

;

songs and sex; slapstick and sa-

tire; all are the order of the day.

It's \ a must for all fun-loving

people. It's the Science Revue,

"You Old Swat!"

With a cast of several old

swats (including RSUE mem-
bers) it looks as though we're

going to have a real ball, The

Revue will feature many of the

"characters" from the Science

faculty as well as those who have

talent.

We extend a cordial invitation

to all interested students (as

well as uninterested students) to

attend this show.

Futher details concerning
"You Old Swat!" will be released

at a later date.

P.S. To clear up a few ques-

tions — the Science Revue was

^st discussed last March and it

was hoped that it would fill in

a void which we felt was on the

campus.

Abdul I

5.
Accused Charged Guilty;

Students Hear Decision
"This court finds the accused guilty of the charge as read, and

the decision is that the court recommends expulsion for the re-

mainder of the academic year. Further it is our decision that you

be fined to cover the amount of the damages done and to cover the

costs of this court." Chief Justice Peter Faris went on to say that

the sentence be suspended, with the option that the sentence may
be reimposed if at any time in the future any of the accused is found

guilty of any similar offence. The court further stated that it would

recommend an ammendment to the AMS constitution embodying

the specific charge that it is an offence to invade the privacy of the

residence of any member of the AMS.

This statement was delivered by Chief Justice Peter Faris o£

the AMS Court Wednesday night. In the preamble to the Court's

verdict the Chief Justice included all members of the AMS, in the

guilt specifically laid on the accused. Students were guilty of con-

duct unbecoming members of the AMS all too often. They seem

to feel that they are above the law and immune to it. In many cases

the civil authorities have been lenient to students but the reputation

of the university has suffered because of the total action of the

student body.

Court was convened in Grant Hall on the evening of October

26th. The accused was charged with "behaving in a manner un-

becoming a member of the AMS." The defendant pleaded guilty.

The Court then made an unusual request asking other people ac-

companying the accused when the offence was committed to pre-

sent themselves for trial. Four members of the Society did so.

The Prosecuting Attorney commenced by calling Miss Dorothy

Desjardins to the stand. Under questioning Miss Desjardins stated

that the accused entered Boucher House through a second story

window and that two windows were broken by people who re-

mained outside. Since damage had been done there was no choice

but to make a report to the Co-op council and to the AMS.

Relevant facts were read to the court from a letter written

by Miss Kathy Totten, who was called as a witness for the prose-

cution at the request of the defence counsel. Her evidence was

that the time of entry was li:15 a.m., and that when told to leave

the accused took about twenty-five minutes to vacate the premimses.

This latter point was to come up for dispute by the defence.

The prosecution asked to read a document from the Chief of

(Continued on page 4)

from The President « .

.

The biggest week-end of our Science year has again come upon us

—

the weekend of our illustrious formal. This evening we have the oppor-

tunity to escort the "belle of our choice" into the Cav of James which has

been transformed into the excitement and glamour of Monte-Carlo. Let

us not forget that all this has been made possible through the undivided

and unselfish labour of our Convenor, Keith Oman, and his committee.

I am sure that I am not alone in extending a sincere thanks to Keith and

bis crew 1

To all the Sciencemen of years gone by—returning to Queen's for

their reunions—-welcome back! We
of the Engineering Society hope

that your stay in Kingston is a

really pleasant one and that you

Hpn't miss any of your old chums

gfoid the bustle of the Formal and

football game on Saturday.

To all the Sciencemen of to-

day — come your graduation day

may you tuck that old sheep-

skin under your arm with a pride

that can only be instilled in a

Queen'sman.

Again may I wish you all the best

during the coming week-end, and

during the whole year.

Andy Blair.

No. 10

C

Attention Sciencemen

Science students will not be

permitted to guard the sta-

dium tonight in view of an
A.M.S. ruling. Any infrac-

tions of this ruling will be

severely dealt with.

Science Holiday

There will be a holiday for

all Science students on Sat-

urday, October 29th. This is

in accordance with a Faculty

agreement with the Engineer-

ing Society.
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Stadium
At the A.M.S. meeting, last Tuesday night, the executive

rejected the proposal and plan for the Science Frosh to guard the

stadium tonight. This decision was undoubtably influenced by
the serious problem facing the A.M.S. at the present time regard-

ing the behaviour of Queen's students. Although Sciencemen feel

that this is a definite intrusion upon their traditional rights we
must appreciate the fact that both sides in this controversy were
well represented during the pre-vote discussion.

The plan offered by the Engineering Society was an attempt
to offer the A.M.S. assurance that adequate control would be en-

forced. A group of approximately 50 older Sciencemen were to be
given authority to squash any minor riot which might develop. As
an observer at this meeting I feel that the means which were
chosen to defend the stadium left much to be desired. However, if

the proposed plan had been moderated early enough, more adequate
recommendations could have been placed before the A.M.S.

The opposition to our traditional policing was not limited to

remarks on the plan alone. There were comments made about the

difficulty in cleaning the stadium the following morning and on
damage done to the stadium in the past. Mingled throughout all the

aforementioned arguments, the expected lack of sobriety of the

Frosh was considered very seriously.

On the other side of the fence, we Sciencemen feel that we
have been robbed. This occasion has in the past become a tradition

which has been a highlight of the freshmen year.

Perhaps in the minds of members of other faculties the damage
and drinking done at this affair is enough to discontinue the policing

of the stadium. However they fail to acknowledge the similarity

between this event and many social functions about this school in

which drinking is done with equal zest, and damage is written off as
an expected hazard. We earnestly feel that the policing of the
stadium by Science Frosh has been extremely overrated with no-
toriety when compared with other sanctioned social functions.

There is a dual purpose in the gathering of Science Frosh at
the stadium. We not only feel that the stadium will be suitably
defended but the requirements for the clean-up of the Science
Formal could be obtained with greater ease. When the Science
Frosh are centralized, the sophomores could handle a shuttle pro-
gram between the stadium and the gym which would accomplish the
restoration of the gymnasium to its pre-formal condition with
greater efficiency and yet afford the stadium with adequate protect-
ion.

We have with intent forwarded a slightly biased editorial on
the subject considered here, chiefly because its author has particip-
ated in his freshman year in the policing of the stadium. The night
itself provided much more to him than the mere passing of time;
the author acquired many friendships which still exist on the
campus. This affair offers to the Science Frosh the chance to rub
shoulders wiht people of common interest and acquire friendships
of a lasting nature.

We humbly accept the decision of the A.M.S. on this matter and
appreciate the extent to which they considered our proposals. How-
ever, next year we sincerely hope the Science Frosh are reinstated
with the privilege of protecting Richardson Stadium on the Varsity
weekend.

0P£N LCTTCR . . •

Books Or Beer
Have you spent your $75 on books this year? If you have,

you're crazy! You might as well have spent half that money in
"The Golden Gate"; you would probably get more out of it in
public relations than you would in knowledge from the texts pre-
scribed for some of our engineering courses.

There is one $8 text which is used for the sole purpose of
taking two dozen problems out of it. Surely a practical student
would gladly copy two dozen problems for that price (66.6c per
problem). The insinuation is not that these texts are useless but
that the course is sufficiently covered by the professor and his
notes that they render these texts of little or no value. A trip
once or twice to the library would prove to be quite enough for
the average student to grasp the course. Also, these texts some-
times do not even cover the full course, especially when it has
small variations from year to year as better methods or systems
are discovered.

This brings forth another question. Why do they change the
texts from year to year? Courses like Mathematics or Ancient
History have been taught the same for over 50 years, yet there are
similar courses which have changed their text twice in four years.
Is this fair to the student, both in buying the new text or trying
to sell his old one?

One might argue that this is a great chance to build up a
library for the future. Hogwash! When an engineer starts working
for a firm, there will be sufficient information available in the
office in the form of books or papers which are probably better
suited for the particular job encountered than an inexperienced
student could bring in the form of text books.

The idea is not to abolish text books, which of course, is
absurd, but only to keep the cost down to the bare minimum. After
all, an extra $25. could be well spent on buying a morsel of food or,
m many cases, keeping yourself that much less in debt.

'Frankly Muriel, I think a simple "No" would have been just

as effective."

Letter To The Editor

Disillusioned?
I will be an engineer. I am not

sure that this is an achievement.

And so I pause on the assembly

line of the university education,

to make a few notes on four

years of formal engineering

training. Four years of fun in

which I learned a great deal

about my fellow man; four years

of study in which I reluctantly

memorized the required facts; four

years of observation in which I

found my disappointment; four

years of thinking in which I for-

mulated my opinions.

The greatest single disappoint-

ment of my university career was
the realization that the faculty

of which I was part held as its

banner contempt for the litera-

tures and philosophies
; held it so

high that those who felt the need

for an understanding and appre-

ciation of the arts were either

lost to the profession or swallow-

ed up in its masses. A few indi-

vidualists remain within the pro-

fession, but they remain aloof.

True, we were exposed to a

disappointing course in English

by a gentleman who, I believe,

would like to have given a decent

course. The only recollection of

this exposure is that semantically

speaking "Cow One Is Not Cow
Two". What a tremendous
achievement for a department

that claims some of the best

brains in Canada. I can conclude

only one of two alternatives.

Either the English Dept. con-

siders the engineer too doltish to

waste the time on or else so bril-

liant that he will have no need
for the writings of Marcus Aure-
lius, the plays of Shakespeare, or

the poetry of Yeats.

Two other courses provided by

the Arts Faculty made their ap-

pearance in the next two years.

Each of these was twisted so as

to become as close to a science

course as possible. Each of these

was answered by a true-false

questionaire. What a gap in our

lives this filled! What a boost to

the dirth of factual knowledge

that is the engineer's ! A truly

great opportunity was missed. An
opportunity to open a few doors

to future interest; an opportunity

for us to catch a fleeting glimpse

of the cultural world; an oppor-

tunity to point out that ideas and

thoughts are more important

than facts and figures.

I will be an engineer, instilled

with no ideas by which to live,

no goal towards which to direct

my life, no incentive other than

to be one of the million other

sheep that roam through the pas-

tures of life, receiving and under-

standing little of the heritage

that could be mine and contribu-

ting even less to the culture of

my age. I am equipped with the

latest statistics on internal stres-

ses in steel construction. I know
the causes of failure in the gigan-

tic bridges which link the arteries

of mankind, but I know nothing

of the background and ideals of

the millions who will use them.

I will graduate from Queen's.

I hope that the heads of the

university will shudder when
they realize that, uneducated as

I am, I will carry the name of

Queen's unto the far corners of

the globe.

G. E. H. Ballard

Scienceman:—"I've got a bad cold. What can I do for it?"

Doctor:—"Take a hot lemon and go to bed."
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Published under less authority than you con imagine through

courtesy of the Alma Mater Society.

Croupier—Bing.

Thugs—Jeff Ballard, Boots Smith.

Card Shark—Ugh McKee.

Dealers—Fat Brown, Dad Cooper.

Dice Men—Hairy Till, Wild Bill Frisken.

Pickpokets—Bud the Brown, Ed Jull, Wayner, C. C. Barnes.

Gamblers and Suckers—Bawdy Hammond, Wing Ding Nether
cott, Frankie Maine, Wino Vanderburgh, Birdie, Sterile

Trotter, The Bishop, Willie Gee, Abdoul, Buck Buckley.

Retired Jewel Thieves—Goalposts Landon, Phil Sallans, Tunes
Hart.

From The Principal
Mr. C. C. Summers,

President,

Alma Mater Society.

Dear Mr. Summers:

As you will know, I have written to Mr. Hamilton concerning

the depredations presumed to have been carried out by Queen's

students in the University of Toronto Stadium before and after

the football game on Oct. 8. For these I have apologized to the

President of the University of Toronto. While these matters are

under consideration by the Alma Mater Society. I make no further

comment on them.

For the future, it should be made known to the limited group

of students who participated in such exploits that the University

authorities take a serious view of such conduct. In the case of

students identified as participating in such depredations here or

elsewhere or of conducting themselves in ways seriously unfitting

to a university student or embarrassing to the University, I shall

feel free to recommend to the Senate that such students be suspend-

ed or expelled from the University and that their parents or guard-

ians be informed of the reasons.

There are too many students anxious to enter the University

for us to spend time and money on those few who bring to the

University the standards of a juvenile gang.

You will, o£ course, understand that I am highly appreciative

of the cooperation of the Alma Mater Society and the vast majority

of students in these matters.

Sincerely yours,

W. A. MACKINTOSH

Unity In The Profession

After engineers graduate, there is a very sad tendency for

many of them to sever all associations with their profession as a

group. The only associations they then have with their fellows are

the brief and infrequent contacts made in the business of being an

engineer.

The welfare of our profession-to-be, and hence the welfare of

its members depends on maintaining a closely knit association and

common purpose among practicing engineers. As it stands, this

knitting is much too loose. It is our responsibility to learn about

and join the professional bodies now as students and start now

to make our contribution to their strength.

The purpose of this article is to clear up a lot of ignorance

on our part by comparing and describing the purposes and func-

tions of the Association of Professional Engineers of the Province

of Ontario and the Engineering Institute of Canada.

First, it may be interesting for you to note that you are not

actually a professional engineer when you graduate from Queen's..

If you plan to work in Ontario, the only way you can be employed

in the capacity of an engineer without being a member of the

APEO is to be working for someone who is a member.

To join the Association a candidate must pass examinations ap-

proved by the council of the association, and have at least five

years of approved experience. Graduates of Queen's and some

other schools are usually exempt from the examinations and part

of the five years experience. It is possible to become a student mem-

bem now for the fee of one dollar per year. The total amount you

pay between now and when you become a full member is credited to

your first year's fees. Actually, then, you can join free now.

Besides maintaining a standard for engineers the Association

provides scholarships for undergraduates, has established an accept-

ed schedule of minimum salaries and fees and employs a full time

field secretary to aid the engineer and employers of engineers in

resolving problems and remunerations. Only as a member of this

association are you entitled to use the seal marked Registered

Professional Engineer for documents and plans, or use the title of

Professional Engineer after your name.

Now, the Engineering Institute of Canada. It's purpose as set

out in the Engineering Journal reads thus:

"To facilitate the acquirement and interchange of professional

knowledge among its members, to promote their professional inter-

ests, to encourage original research, to develop and maintain high

standards in the engineering profession and to enhance the use-

fulness of the profession to the public."

Advantages in belonging vary widely. Some are specific; others

more general and intangible.

First at your own Branch meetings you maintain contact with

local fellow members of the profession. This is important from a

purely social point of view, as well as from a very practical business

point of view. Many contracts have been won through contacts

made at Engineering Institute meetings. You are able to hear and

present technical papers.

Second, you receive a subscription to the Engineering Journal

which contains widely varied and up-to-date technical papers,

news of the profession and industry, reviews of technical books,

personal items about members, and lists of currently available

positions in all departments.

By joining the Engineering Institute, and taking part in its

meetings and functions, and contributing to its cost and mainten-

ance, you make the best possible contribution to the unity and

prestige of our future profession. In the long run, you will personal-

ly benefit in a very tangible way.
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Science '56
Make A Cool Discovery
This strange tale has its beginnings in an early morning lecture

by Prof. Stewart. While mortals snoozed, that signal source of
Queen's electronic knowledge, working into an infinite impedance
(the electncals of Science '56), wasn't worrying too much about
little things like plus and minus signs. Ripping off a fast triple in-
tegration to start the morning with gusto, he gazed in horror at the
result:

THE

multiple inverse impedance

(dielectric constant)'

I the number of cleelricals who have flunked out
over CFRC,

L
then it follows that

I + j

2<£c

and if the effects of space and time arc considered
constant then (,iu = 2ir (-F )

Realizing that it was early in the day and that such a result could
not be, the man at the front changed the sign and went on.

However, not all the members of the class on this fateful
morning in October were caught with their clip hoards down. That
is why you noticed (if you were observant) that the lights were
on in a basement corner of Fleming Hall long into the morning
this past week. Three weary pioneers of science gazing through
glazed eyes over cups of Golden Gael coffee were proving beyond a

doubt that there existed, and could be produced, the phenomenon
uf negative frequency current.

Finally the light went on, or rather out, as a special armature,
conjugated out of the cosmos, and wound on a juxtaposition of the
seventh circle, being kept at minus forty degrees absolute, feeding
a Scott connection and driven by the unheard of power of one
mouse, unerringly produced a current of frequency, minus twenty-
five cycles.

As sometimes happens when men get carried away by their

research, the three crusaders had failed to realize the implications

of their discovery. They were amused when they noticed that their

load racks had a thin film of frost on them, since under negative
frequency, current runs backwards and heating coils become refrig-

erators. Next day they applied it to the lights in Fleming Hall.

They howled with glee as the sun-given light was sucked up into

the lamps and professors lectured in the dark.

Then they applied it to the city system. Irate housewives
served cold hash for dinner because their ovens were filled with
icicles. Union coffee was hot for the first time in forty years. Motor
ran backwards, juke boxes rejected nickels and heaved Frankie
Lane records out into Princess Street. The street-lights switched
"on" and began settling the city of Kingston into an ever-increasin

darkness. And all the while the three young maniacs continued

quaffing their coffee and adding mice to their prime mover.

Convulsed with laughter, they held each other erect as Sid

Penstone tried frantically to turn off the CFRC transmitter. All

those old programs were being sucked back in from the ether

and spewed about the campus from every loudspeaker in captivity

(This irked a few, but most of us stood there in unbounded ad

miration for the genius that God had given to men.)

Then we heard it. A great thunder, like unto the rumbling of

a mighty train—shouting like an incensed Paris mob—up the street

they came, dirty gold jackets under blood-lust eyes. The civils

had been surveying down by "the great gate" and had found that

all the beer was piping hot. The refrigerator had become an oven
Cries of "Stop! In the name of Science, stopl" went unheeded as

they burst our ranks and seized the three pranksters. The mob
grew as the news spread of man's inhumanity to man. Warm beer.'

Tlicy buried them at the crossroads at midnight under the full

moon, and drove steel goalposts set in six feet of solid concrete

through their hearts. Their infernal machine was placed in

unmarked grave, tu be returned to Man when he has achieved the

knowledge and understanding to use it properly.

Ice cubes, anyone?

SNIDER'S
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS

68'/2 Princess Street

Quality that Pleases .

CLEANERS
PRESS WHILE U WAIT

Kingston Phone 2-1761

. Service that Satisfies

McGALL/S
LUGGAGE AND SPORTING GOODS
By The World's Finest Manufacturers

— AGENTS FOR —
SPALDING - SLAZENCER - CCM, ETC., SPORTS EQUIPMENT

SKYWAY — SAMSON ITE — McBRINE

QUEEN'S CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS

Tennis and Badminton Racquets Restrung

212 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 3793

Importance
OF

Importing

A survey of the Science males

was taken on the campus this week

with the purpose in mind of dis

covering the importance of import

women for the ball tonight.

The results were rather enlighten

ing.

Of the 25 students interviewed,

17 said they were going to the for

mal, 7 negative, and one stunned

frosh wondered what it was. (Ima-

gine that!)

Of the 17 who are going to the

do", IS are taking women and 2

are taking co-eds. .. - Hese

The men who said they were im-

porting their dates were asked the

reasons for choosing to take that

particular girl instead of a co-ed.

One fellow whom we caught in

the basement of Gordon Hall said

that he was importing a Gamma
Phi from Western.

"Co-eds arc very nice," he added.

"I'm sure they would make won-

derful wives, but on Science Formal

weekend, one prefers a

rather than a wife."

One expectant junior is taking

a Pi Phi from Varsity.

"You know," he said, "Every

Pi Phi has a plaque in her room
which says 'Pi Phi's don't', but I

am working on the well known
theory that when a girl says no she

really means yes".

We hesitate to draw any con-

clusions from this poll but it seems

evident that Sciencemen do not

consider virtue a girl's most prized

possession.

That is the importance of im
porting.

THE DIARY OF

THE MAD SCIENTIST

By Hairy

QIatliriiral
(anglican)

King St. at Johnson St.

trinity 21st

SUNDAY. OCTOBER 30th

8.00 o.m.—Holy Communion

9.15 a.m.—Choral Communion
Family Service led by sixty voice

Boys' Choir, well known Hymns and
Add rest by The Reverend Charles

Staple*.

11.00 o.m.—Morning Prayer

Address: Mr. W. C. B. Burgoyne,
Noted Lay-le*eter, Hamilton, Ontario.

7.00 p.m.—Evensong

Tuesday, Nov. 1st

All Saints Day: Holy Communion at

7.1S a.m.; Chora! Communion at 1Q.30

a.m. (All Communicants should be
present on this special Holy Day.)

Wednesday, Nov. 2nd
All Souls Day: Holy Communion at

7.IS a.m. and I0.J0 a.m.

VALLEAU'S
BARBER SHOP
316 PRINCESS STREET

Three Barbers

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 6917

It was a cold dark night but then

why shouldn't it be there we were

in the yukon myself my wife 2

eskimo guides and 7 sled dogs

nestled between the sheets of a

single bed doing all we could to

keep warm i got up and stepped

outside the puptent to soak up the

heat for the sun had just risen the

temperature rose rapidly from -70

to -68 i took the remnants of a cig-

arette out of my pocket then i felt

around for my matches which i had

just dropped i was having consider-

able trouble finding them as it was

pitch black out the sun had just

gone down i reached into the tent

and grabbed a railroad lantern

stolen on toronto weekend my wife

lit my lantern and butt with her

cigar and once again i could see

where we were—in the middle of

nowhere okay i shouted lets go i

pulled the sheets off the guides

which was quite a job and helped

my wife with the strings on her

furlined bra i had a tough time with

the dogs as two of them insisted

on being hitched behind the choice

bitch and were getting quite violent

however i solved this by throwing

one of them a slice of used polar

bear liver which he accepted with

relish we had a long hard trip ahead

of us we had only 23 hours to reach

our destination as we had to be

there before daylight during the

day my wife revealed some start

ling news she was pregnant im

mediately i turned on the lantern

and gave the guides a cold hard

stare both pleaded sterility due to

overexposure with such smcerety

that i was forced to accept my fate

j turned out my lantern and kissed

my wife on the cheek as her eyes

shone with pride she was going to

be a mother at last suddenly i was

awakened by one of the guides the

sun was rising and our destination

was in sight the plane was ready

and waiting since the plane was

small and my wife was bigger

decided to leave everything behind

but my wife two eskimo guides

seven sled dogs and the cargo ours

was a strange cargo money money

and more money as we transferred

it to the plane my wife began to

laugh hysterically and gleefully kept

shouting furs diamonds razor blades

bubble gum furs i thought for a

moment that she was getting mer-

cenary but she insisted that the up-

roar had only been caused because

her bra was tickling her i had work-

ed hard for this money lets face it

it doesn't grow on trees and even

if it did there are damn few trees

in the yukon for years i had labored

and sweated with one question

tormenting me where did barnum

UUmlmrrB

EARL AND BARRIE STS.

REV. W. F. BANISTER. D.D.

MINISTER

SUNDAY. OCTOBER 30TH

11 A.M.—These Were With
Him
(5) "Matthew"

7.30 P.M.—The Apostles'

Creed

(5) "The Third Day He Rose"

O Come Let Us Worship

g.45 P.M.—Youth Fellowship

A very cordial invitation to

alt students.

3 Unite* fflljurrl? B

minister

Lloyd Zorbrigg
organist and choir master

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 30th

I] A.M.—Toke Heart

7.30 P.M.—The Strength of

Sampson

8:45 P.M.—Social Hour for

Young People

and bailey keep all their money it

wasn't in a safe i had checked all

possible spots nor was it in a bank

or in bonds or stocks but at last i

had found a solution the "fat lady"

had it all around her and the rob-

bery had been well planned too one

day my wife backed an auto wrecker

to the tent flap of a freak show in

Chicago i threw a chain around the

fat lady and wc were away and we

were still going we had gathered a

fortune in large bills from the

undergarments of our victim we

were rich but not nearly as rich as

we were going to be the plane took

off and we bid fond adieu to the

country which had been our home

for what seemed like years some

hours later we landed at a desolate

location on the coast of greenland

here we greeted the captain of our

ship and went aboard after months

adrift we landed at a small village

on the west coast of africa if im

rushing you read a little slower we

all went ashore myself my wife two

eskimo guides seven sled dogs a

pilot a copilot and the captain for

days we roamed among the super-

stitious natives at last the chief

agreed to supply us with a small

safari consisting of two hundred

native hearers three elephants and

a sherman tank so we headed into

the deepest heart of africa ours was

a strange-looking crew i must admit

away out front was my wife in the

sherman tank beating a trail of de-

struction through the jungle follow-

ing this was i in my science jacket

the two heavily clad eskimo guides

and the captain on the three ele-

phants the sled dogs two hundred

native bearers and the pilot and co-

pilot still in leather jackets and

goggles on a couple of secondhand

motorcycles equipped with pontoons

steadily we crept on through the

jungle we carried on fine until my

wife became ill we turned over the

sherman tank to one of the native

bearers who turned out to be quite

a terror at the wheel when we

reached the next village i decided

to leave my wife with the witch

doctor now you may think this re-

moves all sex from the story but

dont you worry the witch doctor

had a ball the following day things

were going fine until elephant

number 3 became quite jealous of

the sherman tank picked it up and

threw it into a pool of quicksand

the elephant forgot to let go and

so we carried on with myself two

eskimo guides seven sled dogs a

pilot a co-pilot 199 native bearers

two elephants and two motorcycles.

(continued on page 7)

Ballet Tickets

The National Ballet tickets for

Tuesday, Nov. 15th, can be obtain-

ed from Mrs. H. A. Elliott, and

Mrs. W. W. Scott, Millar Hall.

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

£t. Attbreui's

Princess and clergy Streeti

rev. j. fohbes weddenbuhn.
m a. o.d., minister

darwin stata,
Organist And Choiumaster

lillian preston
assistant organist

10:30 a.m.—Bible Class

11:00 a.m.—Morning Service,

Nursery Class, Church School

7:30 p.m.—Evening Service

St, Andrew's Young People
Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended to

all students.

ABRAMSKY'S
CE THE WEEK"

This week Abramsky's

salute the amazing

RON STEWART

who was at his best in

the game against Uni-

versity of Western

Ontario. Ron scored

three touchdowns to

lead Queen's on to

victory.

RON STEWART

Abramsky's congratulate RON STEWART and are

pleased to present him with a Benrus wrist watch,

Abramsky's award to the "PLAYER OF THE WEEK."
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STERILITY STATISTICS

STUN STYMIED STUDENTS

I feel it is my duty to warn the

students of Queen's of a dastardly

situation. Inoffensive looking Miller

Hall, home of Queen's geological

museum, is fast becoming a menace

to the campus social life. Locked

behind her portals lie some of the

most dangerous minerals known to

man—the uranium ore samples

—

the curse and scourge of the geol-

ogist.

It is a proven medical fact that

exposure to excessive radiation

(20 G's to be exact, in c.g,s. units)

for a week or over, can cause a

man to go stark-raving sterile. Why
on one floor alone I found samples

of uranite columbiuni, tantalium,

and titanium, all quietly doing their

evil work ; doubtless placed there

by some embittered, sadistic, geol-

ogy professor. Any idiot knows that

these are all radio-active ores and

all radiating the deadly gamma ray,

the scourge of virility. I know it

and so do you, but what can we do

about it? Roentgen and Wasserman
pioneered the investigations in this

field. Roentgen was reasonably

certain that the cosmic ray was to

PRINCESS STREET

Coffee Shop and Restaurant

Kingston, Ont. Phone 7712

say

"I could

if you used

the right pencil

for the right job!"
eay»

"Hord-Boited Harry"
(Hie Demon FuicNoiIng Agenll

Velvet B
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flood-

blame. Wasserman was positive.

Local tavern keepers are noticing

a definite trend in Queen'smen's

drinking habits. The Ladies and

Escorts sections are almost void of

yellow jackets (an unprecedented

situation) ; whereas the men's sec-

tions are breaking all sales records.

From Beaupre's to the B.A., from

the Royal to the Prince Geo. you

will see expressionless faces, hunch-

ed over their beer, drowning their

sorrows, trying to recall the past.

These are the future geologists,

the mining engineers, the metallur-

gists, the doomed.

The situation is now reaching

epidemic proportions. Artsmen seem

especially susceptible to the tragic

consequences but even the hardy

red-blooded Sciencemen are beginn-

ing to feel the toll. A well known
politics professor recently conducted

another census. Because of the del-

icate nature of the subject and the

sensitiveness of those interviewed,

an accurate census is not available

but it is feared that at least two-

thirds of those frequenting Miller

Hall have been effected.

Queenstonians awake ? Co-eds

arise! Wipe out this menace to

your future happiness. University

officials should be particularly

anxious to correct an unfortunate

mistake. I predict that Science 77
will have the lowest enrollment on

record.

I could write more, citing actual

cases, but it is time to go down and
have my nightly ale with the boys.

Monte Carlo
(Continued from Page 1)

shell, giving it not only architec-

tural symmetry but excellent

acoustics. This is Ron Wicken's

second appearance at the Science

Formal. It is also his birthday

and the tenth anniversary of his

career as an orchestra leader.

Those who attended the Formal

last year will remember that he

provided the finest music ever

given at a formal. There is little

doubt that he will do it again

this year. During intermission,

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

When you pause... make it count... have a Coke

VENUS PENCIL COMPANY, LIMITED
TORONTO 14, ONIA1IO

'Colo" It b rtsliltred Irode-ma.k.

Including Ftdtnl Taxes

COCA-COLA LTD.

the Formal Committee has ar-

ranged that Dan Wong, well

known pianist from Science '58

will play. The formal this year

is five full hours of excellent

music.

The centerpiece, which at

every formal draws attention and

admiration will represent the

Scienccman at Monte Carlo.

Dressed in his tails and top hat

he will tower twenty feet over

the heads of all.

Much goes into a formal on

the campus . . . men whose names
never reach the headlines work
hard to make it a success, by
building, painting or devising

ideas that will please and amuse
the euests.

CFRC-1490 KC

Tom
Friday, Oct. 28

6:00—Holland Calling

Bonnema
6:30—Odds and Ends — Gerry

Skerrett, Norm May
7:00—Stardust — Danny Wong

at th e piano

7:30—Hie Jacet — Ned Franks,

Dave Cowper
8:00—Birdland — Paul Ward,

Don Cooper

8:30—This is an Orchestra —
H. Badaker, D. Thomson

9:C0—Mac's Merry-go-round —
Doug Mcllraith

9 :30—Our Choice — June Price,

Bev. Phillips

10:00—1490 Pops — Don Harri-

son

II "00—Pretty Music — O. Kemp
11 :30—Starlite Stomp — Thelma

Hunter, Doug Frame
12:00—Sign Off

Saturday, Oct. 29

6:00—Ranch 1490 — Bev.

Phillips

6:30—Date With Doris — Bob
Sage, I. Sutherland

7:00—Hits and Misses — Ann
Dorland, E. Sutherland

7:30—On the Upbeat — Arn
Mathews

8:00—In the Groove — Doug
Thomson

8:30— Lonesome Lemon — Ann
O'Nymous

9:00—1490 Classics — Bob
Sanderson

10:00—Cook's Musical Tour —
Ken Cook

10:30—Around the Campfire —
Leu Burk

1 1 :00—Enjoyable Music — Ralfe

Clench

12:00—Sign Off

HENRY REEVES
With the passing of the 1956 Science Formal will be the pas-

sing of an era, of a trademark, and perhaps of a tradition common

to all Science formats since 1922. In that year a young man with

bushy eyebrows and matching moustache, and clear blue eyes

that almost disappeared whenever he grinned, first began an-

nouncing couples at the Science formal. Since the time when he

happily, and just a little nervously threw hiijiself into that role,

Henry Reeves has, [with both . . t , .

pride and dignity, performed in
*

all but three of these gala affairs.

Born in London England,
Henry (for he very much dislikes

being called Mr. Reeves) came
to Canada in 1912 only to be

shipped back again as a member
of the Overseas Essex Regiment.

In the fall of 1919, Henry came
to Queen's and it was not long

until his easy friendliness and

quick humour won him a posi-

tion [among the Engineers as

"one of the boys." As he was be-

coming much engrossed in stu-

dent activities, it seemed only

natural that the opinions of as

worldly a man as Henry would
be particularly appreciated on
certain very important matters

like what decorations would lend

most to the theme or what fav-

ours would be most appropriate.

Very shortly, sonic imaginative

young sir recognized the prestige

and formal atmosphere added by
an announcer at the door. Henry
was it.

Although Henry's duties were supposedly to consist solely of

announcing the names of the couples as they entered at the

door, demands have been made on him over the past years to

play all and everything from fire chief to knight errant. One of

Henry's main delights in formats appear to come from the variety

of incidents that befall him during the evening. He recalls having
had to sing a song or two after some of the graduating class literally

carted him to the stage and many is the time when it has become
necessary for him to fill in for some Scienccman unable to carry

on in the face of overwhelming Rye.

Reflecting upon his retirement, Henry feels that he will cer-

tainly miss his happy part in the Science formal. Looking back
over all the formals he has attended, Henry is very noncommittal
about which was the best. With tongue in cheek he says that each
formal always has at least one phase so dazzling that to pick the

most outstanding would be a hopeless task.

When Henry graduates from Queen's this year, he feels, as

many of us do, that life will really begin.

Accused Charged Guilty
(Continued from Page 1)

Police. The defence objected on the grounds that this evidence

was not relevant to the specific charge. The defence counsel called

upon one of the accused. This witness stated that no damage had
been done by those charged. The windows referred had been broken
by a person not a member of the AMS. He further declared that

the defendants had not been in the house twenty-five minutes.

The defence attorney then called Mr. Andy Blair, President

of the Engineering Society, to the stand as witness to the character

of the accused. He pointed out that the accused was a natural

leader as evidenced by the fact that four men were willing to

risk the decision of the Court in order to stand behind him. He
gave references to the accused's leadership and spirit. "This man's
willingness to take part in student activities," stated Mr. Blair,

"indicates that he is a staunch Queen'sman and the various posi-

tions he has held have shown that he has the respect of his fellow

Sciencemen and is a natural leader among them."

Following a recess requested by the defence the Court stated

that in view of the fact that the defence had presented a character

witness the Court had decided to admit the document from the

AMS Chief Constable. The Chief in his official capacity gave
witness to certain rowdy acts of the accused.

Each of the accused apologized to the Court and the defence

entered a plea for leniency. The Prosecution summed up and asked
for a decision of "guilty" and that punishment be meted out in

proportion to the seriousness of the offence but to a degree less

than expulsion.

MOONLIGHT LUNCH
FULL COURSE DINNERS CHINESE DISHES

Lunches prepared to take out.
SPECIAL FOB STUDENTS

Meal Tickers: $5.50 for only $4.75
527 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 2-900

CHRISTIAN YOUTH CENTRE
185 QUEEN STREET TELEPHONE 8110

Invites You to Hear

DAVID BENTLEY TAYLOR
Sunday, Oct. 30 at 4.00 p.m. and 9 p.m.

TEA WILL BE SERVED

He is a graduate of Oxford, served in China with the China Inland

and in well informed on Mission conditions in the Far East.
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And upon noting that fine of non-living for completion of

tabletz for Jor-Nal of Scienz did approach suddenly did Scribe
hasten hastily through necessary nourishment at Cav of El Grego.
And after passing through Trail of Great Divide did Scribe ap-
proach presently upon portals of Cav of Nic. And in neither regions
was found most faithful Maid Marion in winter attire of Marilyn
Bell brand axle grease. For had Soons of Mon in Land of Kin been
followed closely by attack of Joyless Jack the Frosty One. And
after profound deliberation did Marion offer Scribe words of great
-wisdom concerning greatest of endz of week in Land of Queenz.

Warriorz Must Fight 'Gainst Hogtown Might

Now does Marion rebel at decision of Society of Ma Alma to

deprive of Yellow-Tasseled Ones greatest privilege in history of

Queenz. For does life of most hallowed pillars of goal now seem
of short order since combined forces of flat-footed-ones of Land of

Xin and those of Ma Alma are of extreme uselessness in matters of
serious nature. And so does Marion insist that hordes of bravz of
Finest of Facs make way on Eve of Eria to Field of Dick such that
attacks by Men of Var will be of same order as those of Celestial
Bodies of Queenz. And does Marion suggest that numbers of frag-

mentary components of containers of fluidz of amber flung unto
-wards of green of Field of Dick should approach minus infinity.

Further and for particular benefit of Fuzzy-Ones, must Scribe
relate item of extreme historical importance in Finest of Tribz, that
"being extermination of Boast of Bishop. For was it seen fit by
"Warriorz of Heinz that growth on countenance of then unworthy
.soph be removed by means of forceful nature. And noting that
similar fungial growths do exist on mugz of some now unworthy
sophz does Marion suggest possibility that conspiricies with same
purpose might be formed.

Thanx To Hugh, There's Still Some Brew

And does Marion note that time has arrived for noble Warrioz
of Scienz to don Suitz of Penguin for venture into Cav of James
where is held Brawl of finest nature. And does Marion predict
great prosperity for Shylocks of Kin for 'tis rumoured that sums
approaching 13n-6.5 shekels (where n approaches percentage of
-Lemonz not attending For-mal) are lost by warriorz during glorious
end of quarter-moon. Further does Marion add that vendors of

groceries will experience greatly diminishing stox for does recent
foul strike called by manufacturers of fluidz of amber suggest
inadequate supply of same fluidz, though 'tis true that production by
Hughte in Land of Wes has increased beyond all limitz. And so
does Marion wish good fortune to Warriorz of 5 and 6 in gamz
of chance and in pursuitz in Room of Smooch. And must Scribe add
that ratio of M to F in Land of Kin will decrease from 13.6 to 1

to possibly 12.9 to 1 due to influx from distant Landz of worthy
Babz of Finest Choice.

Flat-footz Drafted As Mustangs Shafted

But now must Scribe reveal true nature of actionz concerning
pigmentz of primary hues seen adorning sorrowing land of Wes.
For in forays from Cav of Home to groundz of Club of Country
did Scribe note figurz of very furtive nature and clothed in vest-
ements of putrid violet hue with containers of same primary pig-

mentz. And were same observed to apply same colouring matter
to various Cavz and trailz of Club. And so does Scribe make clear
that bulk of work of hand resulting was not by handz of Warriorz
o f Queenz. And does Marion lament inability of warriorz to re

capture famous posts of goal from nagz of Wes but as explanation
must Scribe reveal that same were rumoured housed in upper ex-
tremities of Cav of Spence where even Al the Horned-One would
iear to tread.

But now as C.G. of Friend Mickey does lower to final position
must Scribe loose blistered handz from rusted chisel and make
^ay to den where does unfinished Chronicle of Lab still await
application of Constant of Cook.

(Reprinted from "Flash" and expressing the sentiments of the Staff)

THESE TEDIOUS TIMES
by Peter Dunsmuir

In common with a tradition started when the Queen and Phil

toured Australia and New Zealand, and a bloody nuisance of a

tradition it is, too, FLASH continues to bring our readers bits

of information about the Royal Family which may escape the atten

tion of the daily press. (Heaven knows how !)

London (BUP)—Princess Margaret will definitely marry Peter

Townshend, the Times said today.

Manchester (Reuters)—Princess Margaret definitely won't

marry Peter Townshend, the Guardian said today.

London (BUP)—"Who the hell cares?" the Communist Daily

Worker asked today about the Margaret-Peter rhubarb. "It's all

dirty capitalist plot, anyway."

Bristol (AP)—Rev. Arthur Snoolch announced today that he

would go on a hunger strike until he learned whether Margaret

liked Townshend with or without a moustache. "The strain is

unbearable, " Dr. Snoolch told reporters, "I simply must find out

and this seems the British thing to do."

Paris (AP)—The Duchess of Windsor vowed today to sock

the Archbishop of Canterbury "square in the puss" if Princess

Margaret marries Townshend. "It ain't fair after what they done

to me and Eddie," Her Grace told newsmen.

London (INS)—Peter Townshend wore a coat, shirt, tie, pants

and shoes today.

Buckingham Palace (BUP)—The fifteenth guardian in charge

of radishes, carnations and turnips revealed today that he and his

colleagues were ready for any emergency. Palace sources denied

this and prophesized a grave shortage of turnips if the Princess

weds her commoner lover.

London (AP)—Informants close to the Queen said today that

Her Majesty had ordered the [leadsman's axe in the Tower of Lon-

don sharpened and Messrs. Swingo & Slash, butchers (By Appoint-

rnen) have been commanded to provide a chopping block.

Windsor Castle (INS)—Margaret combed her hair yesterday

This was instantly interpreted by some observers as a clue to her

approaching wedding.

Southampton (AP)—Miss Tilly Tonk revealed today that she

had cancelled her engagement to Mr. George Beer. "It's the Prin

cess and Townshend, if yer knows what I mean?" she told reporters

"Mykes a gel go fair goosy, it do, all this talk. George and I have

been going steady for 16 years but this did it."

Montreal, NC (BUP)—American evangelist Billy Graham of-

fered to marry Margaret and Townshend today provided the cer

emony could be held in Yankee Stadium, and provided Graham
was awarded all concession profits. "Anything for the Lord." the

Baptist said. "We oughta draw $5 a head."

Cannes (Reuters)—Much-divorced Porfirio Rubirosa last night

denied he had ever seriously intended to enter the Margaret matrt

tnonial race. "Preencess, shmeencess!" the international ding dong
daddy gurgled through his demi-tasse. "Eet ess all I can do to get

Zsa-Zsa off my nack!"

Moscow (AP)—Russia declared war on Britain today, but due

to the present uproar over Princess Margaret and Peter Townshend,

few United Kingdom newspapers gave the Russian declaration any

space.

FLASH apologizes for omitting coverage of major news such

£s the grease spot on Townshend's left trouser leg last Thursday

and Phillip's snarling at 29 lackeys on Sunday instead of his usual

17, but we know that sooner or later the daily newspapers will

swiftly bring these and other world-shaking similar items to public

attention.

DAY OR NIGHT
PHONE 5551

For Quality Milk, Cream, Butter

BY

Hemlock Park Dairy
LIMITED

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FAMOUS
Velvet Ice Cream Duncan Hines Ice Creai

ATTENTION!

SCingBtatt :-: ODntarto

tFCorcvC Sivning Koom
Serving the BIGGEST Hamburgers in Town

SIGNPOST

Bring the gang down for a sociable evening

Atmosphere Galore Good Service

We are open until 1 1 .30 p.m.

'Try our hot French Buffet every Sunday evening

from 5 to 8 p.m."

PHONE 4484

S.C.M. Supper
To be held in Ban Righ Hall 7.00 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 29.

Phone Mary Douglas 2-9089 by Friday. Price about 35 cents.

Study Group
"Science and Religion". Ban Righ Hall 7.00 p.m. Mon. Oct. 31.

All Sciencemen and medsmen welcome.

Take Note That:
Those seats in the students' section set aside for the Queen's

Bands are for band members only.

Engineers Wanted
The Queen's Glee Club requires rogues for the male chorus.

Members of the R.S.U.E. particularly welcome. Monday night.

Grant Hall, 7:15.

Badminton Club

The Badminton Club will meet every Sunday afternoon 1 :30 to

4:30 and Sunday night 8:00 to 10:30. Anyone interested in play-

ing badminton is invited to attend.

Chapel Services

"Start of the week with worship". Brief student-led services are

conducted by the S.C.M. every Monday morning at 7:45 a.m. In the

Morgan Chapel. All students are invited to attend.

Science Support WUS
World University Service presents a very interesting exposit-

ion, in the "World Treasure Van at Queen's" Dont miss this. Grant

Hall, Oct. 30 to Nov. 12.

Residence Opening
Students are invited to attend a brief official opening cere-

mony for the new men's residence, McNeill House, on Saturday

morning, Oct. 29, at 10 a.m. Dr. J. A. Cory, vice-principal and

chairman of the residence committee will conduct the ceremony

in which Principal Mackintosh and Dr. W. E. McNeill, vice-prin-

cipal emeritus, will participate. After the ceremony the guests will

be shown around the building, following which coffee will be served

in the lower common room.

Student's Wives Club

The next meeting of the Students' Wives Club will be held on

Nov. 1st at 8:15 p.m. in the lounge of the Science Clubrooms, Clark

Hall. All student's wives are welcome.

Speaker: Padre Laverty

All wives who have not signed for the Bridge Club and wish

to play this year, please phone Joyce Gloin, 6253.

RS.TJ.E.

All members are reminded of the Annual Convention tonight

at Cataraqui, which will adjourn (temporarily) to the Science

Formal. Members are urged to attend both functions.—We'll have

a ball.

K. PETROS
EXPERT SHOE REPAIRS KEYS DUPLICATED

SERVICE WHILE YOU WAIT

Confectionery, Novelties, Magazines

525 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2-6533

He says he does it by Steady Saving

at the Bank of Montreal*

*The Bank where Students' accounts are warmly welcomed.

Kingston Branch: JACK McLEAN, Manager

Princess & Barrie Sts.: JOSEPH POUPORE, Manager
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CORN AND FOOTBALL
At the publication of this Journal the entire student body will

be whole-heartedly interested in the outcome of tomorrow's football

game. "The football team in the Canadian University circle" is to-

morrow facing the "team to beat" on the gridiron. On this critical

day the frustrated football hopes of Queen's men and women of the
past are joined together with those of the present.

In the past three and one-quarter years my colleagues and I

have eagerly observed the rebuilding of football power here at
Queen's. We have seen many football players capably cover Queen's
with glory during these dry years. The highlights, unfortunately,
were a by-product of defeat on the gridiron. The defeat often was
due only to an abundance of butter, the shape of the football and a
nervous pair of hands. After the final game last year and its "story-
book" ending, I heard a wise man say:

"Lady Luck, it seems,

Has forgotten Queen's!"

Yet in the season's gone by, the fabulous spirit of our repre-
sentatives on the field was more feared than perhaps their average
ability as a football team. They had the ability to lose gracefully and
play the game of a lifetime the very next weekend. In this quality
which has attracted football fans wherever they play. Perhaps
the greatest tribute to this spirit occurred in Toronto last
year when approximately 25,000 people viewed the Queen's-Varsity
game. This was second to the "Canadian Classic", the Grey Cup
game, by only 2,000 people.

Tomorrow the football team has its "back against the wall"
once again. Frank Tindall and his crew are prepared for all of Mr.
Masterson's bag of tricks. Yet, in our modesty we believe that to-
morrow will see a game of close championship play. Lady Luck will
again control the spoils. So to the footbal team from Science, in par-
ticular, and the school, in general, we would like to say "The best of
luck, and blast the Blues!"

MAKE VARSITY BLUE!
Having negotiated my way to London, I watched Queen's dis-

play a small portion of their fairly new "short punt" formation. The
rather obvious advantages of such formation are in the passing,

quick-kicking and off-balance power departments. This formation

also offers an element of surprise in that the centre may snap the

ball to an off-centre half-back and an end-run may develop faster

than in the "T" formation. The "short-punt" itself was not used to

a great extent last Saturday. The formation at least will force an op-

posing team to make defensive adjustments. If the opposing team
fails to do so correctly and rapidly the short-punt formation could

become an important part of the team's offense.

The game itself was a battle of adjustments made by both bat

teries of coaches and players. Queen's early advantage was almost

recovered by the fighting Western team. Due to the kicking of our

perfectionist, "Jocko" Thompson, and running ability of the mighty-

ite, Ron Stewart, the team came through on the long end of the

score. After the early lead the team seemed to slow up somewhat and
the Western crew took full advantage and scared a few of Queen's

loyal supporters. Before the T.D. by Jim Hughes the spectators had
quite a few anxious minutes when the final outcome of the game was
very doubtful.

I have read many sports columns and have never seen a great

deal about the coaching which actually is done during a game. The
coaches must substitue the players, watch the game, slap players on
the back-, keep a worried look on their face, and smoke tons of cigar-

ettes or cigars. You might say that they are very excited chess play-

ers with a time limit on the game and with no rules ensuring the be-

haviour of his padded chess men.

I have heard any interesting tales about coaches and their trials

and tribulations. The first one occurred close to home, so to speak.

A certain coach was attempting to insist on the players dressing well

on football trips. He rendered a short speech to this effect and you
guessed it

!
On the very next week-end one of the better players on

the team arrived at a team dinner wearing a T-shirt, jeans and run-

ning shoes.

At one American school the head coach was noted for his fiery

half-time speeches. At this particular half-time interval the coach

also became influenced by his oratory. With a final "Get out there

and kill them !" he opened the wrong door and the first six players

through the door fell into the swimming pool. You might be interest-

ed in knowing this football team won its game without the use of

those six misguided souls during the next five or so minutes.

From these tales we can see that coaching has its compensations,

but while a game is in progress the coach is probably the most
psycologically unbalanced human still licensed to carry out his job.

Considering all the peculiarities of this unique group of men we
would like to pay a tribute to all football coaches and in particular

to Frank Tindall and his colleagues. We wish you many compensa-

tions and many football victories.

SPORTS tN SCICNC£ • . .

BEAT

VARSITY

BEAT

VARSITY

The Science Faculty produces many of the glittering stars that

adorn the Queen's sports scene. The following are just a few.

George "Wrong Way" Worthington:

Always a standout at Richardson Stadium, George, at 5' 9" and

156 pounds, can always be spotted in the stands with his back to the

play. George says this peculiar behaviour "just comes naturally"

but he sometimes misses some of the highlights of the game, neces-

sitating regular attendance at the R.S.U.E. Quarterback Club (Mon-

day to Friday) to make the most out of his $15.00 athletic fee.

Stan "Bullmoose" Moldjeski (5' 8", 130 pounds):

A star performer for Ball's Falls District High School, "Bull-

moose" did not make the football team in his first five years at

school, but academically he did set a new modern record by spend-

ing four years in his first year (Section F-6). "Bullmoose" has excel-

led in other sports however, last year leading the Levana II's to the

Field Hockey Championship. A member of Science '58, he expects

to help the Gaels to the Intercollegiate title next year, God and the

Science Faculty willing.

Walt I'Crazy Legs" Armstrong (6' 4", 135 pounds) :

They still talk about the stirring run Walt made in the 1954

Varsity game. Weaving and dodging Walt ran eight blocks down
Bloor Street with a goal post over his shoulder. Every member of

Toronto's Finest had a crack at him, but he went all the way, carry-

ing two Levana representatives of the Woman's Christian Temper-

ance Union on his back the final ten yards. Walt has asked the

Science Journal to help him find the owner of an unidentified eye-

ball (hazel) stuck on one half of the cross-bar. The owner may claim

it by phoning or writing Walt's hotel, The Warwick Arms, Toronto,

2, Ontario.

Willie "Automatic" Bowman:

Willie, a small fellow at 5' 6", 120 pounds has made quite a name
for himself as Queen's most dependable convert man. Willie had

converted 256 empty O'Keefe bottles into broken glass against the

east wall of Richardson Stadium when his amazing streak was final-

ly ended. Willie's 257th attempt struck an Artsman who was wander-

ing beneath the grandstand looking for campus characters. The try

was ruled "no good", as the only thing that broke was the Artsman 's

head. A member of Science '56, Willie will be in action for possibly

the last time tomorrow, and if he is allowed to graduate his absence

will be sorely felt.

Sam "The Clutch" Carson:

A fierce, rockribbed linebacker, Sam will spark the defensive

platoon which will guard our goal-posts against the U. of T.'s nth

annual attack tomorrow. This year, Carson, after waiting in vain for

the Western onslaught, retired to Grant Hall, where, eyes beclouded

with the "bottle and the rain", he made a beautiful flying tackle on a

particularly unshaven co-ed. This was a fatal mistake as the object

was not a co-ed, but rather a cadet's beaver hat which brought the

wrath of the Flower of Canada's Military down upon the hapless

Scienceman's head. Although Sam had to have this week's lectures

piped into K.G.H. (those web belts, you know) he promises to be

fit for tomorrow's battle.

The above loyal supporters are among the spirited engineers

who make every football game a success, win or lose.

GAELS TO LOSE SIX SCIENCE STALWARTS

VIC UZBALIS RON LANE
Mffiffl

AL KOCMAN CLAIRE SELLENS JIM CRUIKSHANK SCOTT LATIMER

Dial 7135

town and country
Highway No. 2, Cataraqui, Ont.

ReStQ. If YCttitS • Princess at Clergy Streets,
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AMS PAYS TORONTO DAMAGE BILL
SERIOUS ACTION TO BE TAKEN
JOURNAL APPEARS

DESPITE_BLACK0UT

The Students' Union was plung-

ed into darkness Sunday evening

because of a burnt-out cable on

Union Street. The resulting black-

ness left the staff of the Queen's

Journal in the dark. But with can-

dles borrowed from the Levana

Society, they carried on as well as

possible. An immediate raise was
given to all touch typists.

Male students in Wallace Hall

enjoyed a rare pleasure of dinner

by candle-light. In the coffee shop,

patrons drowned their hunger-pains

in lakes of soft ice-cream.

As the Journal went to press, the

public utilities men labored in a

drizzle to repair the defect.

Who's Where
Who's Where, 1955-56 edi-

tion, has been completed three

weeks ahead of schedule. They

will be ready for distribution

PHOTO BV PICK*RD

205 Yards Through The Air

Quarterback Gus Braccia gets set to toss a long one early in Saturday afternoon's 11-10 win
over the Varsity Blues. Charging in on Gus, (but not fated to reach him in time) are Gene Choros-

tecki (53); Walt Radzik (40); and George Eakin (45). To see what happened on the receiving end

of one such play turn to page 2.

Students Suffer Serious Eye Injuries

Say Varsity Supporters Threw Lime
At least five students received

hospital treatment as a result of

injuries suffered during and after

Saturday's Queen's-Varsity football

game. Several other persons suf-

fered minor cuts, burns and bruises.

Len Robbins of Barrie, Sc. '58,

and Hugh Gamble of Ottawa, Meds
'59, were struck in the eyes by lime

thrown by University of Toronto

students during the scramble for

the goal posts following the game.

One of them shouted, "Help me.

I can't see. I'm blind." He was

helped from the field and later to 'ing to defend the goal posts. Suther

the hospital by fellow students. In land said he caught his hand in the

hospital, Robbins expressed relief rope used by Varsity sutdents and

that the lime had not entered both suffered a broken finger when
his eyes.

J

"everybody pulled a different way."

i Campus Opinion Polled
g

"I'd sure like" he said, "to know

who grabbed me and led me to the

washroom after I got hit with the

lime. His name was Ron something

—or-other. Another student, Dick

Elliott, took me to the hospital."

Either Robbins or Gamble or

both may have suffered perma-

nent impairment to their sight

as a result of the fracas.

Two other students, Ira Suther-

land of Hawkesbury, Sc. '5S and

Peter Smith of Paris, Ont., Sc. 57,

received hand fractures while try-

Katherine Cameron of Ottawa,

Ng. Sc. '56, was hit by a flying

bottle during the game and suffered

minor cuts about the head. After

a brief scuffle a struggling man

in a Science jacket was turned over

to Kingston Police by a group of

Medical students and AMS con-

stables.

Donald G. MeNay, former student

now living in Windsor, Quebec, paid

$59 in magistrates court Monday in

conection with the incident.

Math Scholarship

Offered For OCE

The Canadian Mathematical Con-

gress will provide a scholarship

valued at $300 to a Queen's grad-

uate in honors mathematics who

will attend the Ontario College of

Education in 1956-7. The object of

the scholarship is to encourage

qualified graduates to enter the

high school teaching profession.

Announcement of the first award

will be made in May, 1956. Appli-

cations should be made to the reg-

istrar during the present academic
|
a Japanese prison camp in Mala

year.
|

ya, during the last war.

Special AMS Meeting Tonight

To Decide Vandalism Problem
Withdrawal of Queen's from intercollegiate football was sug-

gested at last Tuesday's regular AMS meeting as a possible solu-

tion to the pressing problem of student vandalism.

The AMS executive holds a special meeting this evening to

discuss ways and means of dealing with the problem. Most im-

portant item on the agenda is the problem of raising money to

pay the $475 cost of damages incurred by Queen's students during

the Toronto weekend.

Speaking to the executive at

the close of the meeting, AMS
president Kip Summers said,

"The situation is becoming more

and more serious, and it is up to

this body to deal with it effect-

ively. Queen's is alienating other

universities in the intercollegiate

circle, and damage to the reputa-

tion of our university is consid-

erable. Action must be taken im-

mediately."

AMS members were asked to

consider the matter carefully and
bring suggestions and recom-

mendations to the special meeting'

tonight. Campus opinion on the

matter is being sought.

Mr. Summers went on to say

that if the only solution lies in

withdrawing Queen's from the

intercollegiate union, this method

should be seriously considered.

The general feeling of the meet-

ing was that students responsible

for the damages form a small

minority on the campus. It was
suggested that much the same
group carried out painting ex-

points at all three universities,

Queen's, London and Toronto.

Recent disturbances on the

three campuses have chiefly cen-

(Continued on Page 4)

Treasure Van
In Grant Hall

The annual World University-

Service Treasure Van is being

held in Grant Hall from two to

five p.m. and seven to ten p.m.

today and tomorrow.

The sale of oriental arts and

handicrafts, at Queen's for the

fourth time is featured. The pro-

ducts of six countries, more than

any previous year, are available

to buyers.

New shipments have arrived

from Japan, Hong Kong and

Egypt. Egyptian jade, Indian fil-

igree jewellery, Japanese dolls,

hand woven scarves and stoles

from India are among the many
foreign articles. Greek ceramics,

wooden trays and jewellery box-

es, and hand-carved elephants

from India are also on sale.

An added attraction, a short

film, is being shown continuously

free of charge. Refreshments are

being served.

Mrs. Ethel Mulvany, the or-

iginator of the WUS Treasure

Van, is a permanent staff mem-
ber and travels with the Van.

She thought of the idea while in

University Officials Greatly Concerned

Over Damage To Varsity Stadium

Guild Presents

Three Dramas

Ideas Sought
On The Court

By Hersh Hardin and Cam Smith
Journal Staff Writers

Was the recent court decision

recommended to the Senate by the

Alma Mater Society justified ?

Should cases involving student be-

havior he handled through this

type of student court?

Ron Baltzan, Arts '57, said, "In
view of the circumstances the de-

cision of the AMS court was
JUst — to the best of my know-
ledge. However, the only thing

that saved the court from being
a total fiasco was the dignified

and intelligent way the chief jus-

(Continued on Page 4)

Hear Opinions

On Vandalism

By John Cartwright and Ed Koen
Journal Staff Writers

While university spirit should

be encouraged, it must be kept

within reasonable limits and not

allowed to take the form of sen-

seless vandalism. This was the

general concensus of opinion

among 17 students polled at ran-

dom by two Journal reporters.

Just what constitutes reasonable

limits was another question.

None of those interviewed dis-

approved of snake dances, which

they felt to be merely an expres-

sion of student high spirits. On
the other hand, all said they dis-

continued on Page 4)

Several letters read to last Tues

day's regular meeting of the Alma

Mater Society Executive indicate

the official attitude toward out-

breaks of Queen's students during

the Toronto weekend. The letters

are partially reprinted here.

Amount of damage to Varsity

property is assessed in a letter from

J. P. Loosemore, secretary of To

ronto's Athletic Directorate, to

Sidney Smith, University of To-

ronto president. Mr. Loosemore

writes

:

"A police motorcycle detail was

engaged to guard the stadium on

Friday night, but the stadium

was entered on Thursday night

when no guard was posted. Con-

crete walls were extensively de-

faced with red paint, the letter-

ing "Queen's and Gaels" being

used exclusively. The lower por-

tion of the score-board was un-

recognizable due to smears of red

paint, and could not be used un-

less completely repainted."

Mr. Loosemore goes on to de-

scribe the removal of the goal posts,

and continues

:

"The damage incurred in terms

of dollars and cents is as follows:

"Cost of complete set of steel goal

posts installed in 1954: $701.52.

"One half cost to cover north end

posts destroyed — $350.76.

"Cost of removing paint from

walls and seats — $125.

"Total — $475.76.

"While is was necessary to re-

paint the score-board entirely on

Friday to make it usable, the

cost of this will fall upon the Ath-

letic Association and no figure

has been included for this item.

"The Athletic Directorate con-

sidered the whole question, and in

view of a similar situation five or

years ago when depredations

of this kind reached serious pro-

portions, the Board recommends

that the matter be taken up with

Queen's University at top level.

The Directorate feels that at least

the cost of removing the paint from

our stands be charged against

Queen's. It was pointed out that

over the years Queen's students

have been mainly involved in such

vandalism, McGill and Western

students being much more re-

strained."

The above letter was inclosed

with a letter sent to Dr. Mackin-

tosh by Dr. Smith. The letter

reads as follows:

"Dear Mr. Principal:

"I am sending to you herewith

a copy of a letter that I received

from the Athletic Directorate of

the University of Toronto, which

speaks for itself. I do feel impelled

to forward it to you.

"Several years ago a some-

what similar situation arose, and

your predecessor, Dr. Wallace,

and I decided that the best way
(Continued on Page5)

Three one-act plays, produced

completely by students, will be

presented in Convocation Hall on
Monday night at eight p.m.

The effect of a dead son's re-

turning ghost on his parents, the

plot of J. M. Barrie's "A Well-

Remembered Voice", will be dir-

ected by Mary Fowler, Arts '57.

"Undertow", a murder story

by Anne Weatherly, is under the

direction of Beth Mahaffey, Arts
'58

Bob Beattie, Arts '57, is direct-

ing William Saroyan's "Hello Out
There", a gripping tale of a young
man condemned by society and
not by the law.

Jim Bethume, Katie Perkins,

Karen Leidhold, Ross Kenzie,

Dolores Ryback, Joan Farlinger,

and Phyllis Sallans, are all taking

part in the dramas. This year's

producer is Ellie Williamson.

This is the third year the

Queen's Drama Guild have pre-

sented these one-act plays. Alt

plays produced are judged by a

panel of adjudicators. The win-

ner is sent to compete in the In-

ter-Varsity Drama League Fes-

tival.
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GAELS EDGE BLUES. CLINCH PLAYOFF

PROM THE

SIDELINES

MIKE MOFFAT

The foot came back to football with a bang on Saturday, as a

pair of late game field goals, one by each team, capped off a nerve-

wracking last quarter that sent the Queen's fans home happy but

shaking. With less than a minute to go, Jocko Thompson booted

one through the uprights to win an 11-10 decision for the Tricolor,

after the Blues had fought from behind to take the lead with only

four minutes left.

It was a kicker's scoring day, with the hooter's scoring eleven

of the twenty-one points, and Queen's margin arising from Thomp-
son's six to the five made by the combined efforts of Pete Maik
and Harry Wilson for Toronto. Quarterback Gus Braccia of the

Gaels also got into the act with a beautiful sixty yard quick kick

and that too came in the final fifteen minutes.

In the running department, it was the usual story of the other

team's power runners versus the Queen's speedsters. With Wally
Bulchak, Don Cheeseman and Phil Muntz carrying the load the

visitors outgained the Tricolor on the ground but it was a close

decision over Gary Schreider, Ron Stewart, Bill Surphlis and Al

Kocman. Schreider turned in his best game of the year, with a

pair of long runs and a fantastic pass catch for the lone Tricolor

major. Stewart was his usual crowd-thrilling self, but was held off

the scoresheet for the third time this year.

When it came to throwing, Gus Braccia had the opponents

dizzy with some beautiful passes and several of the incompletions

arose because his receivers slowed down a little too soon. Gus show-
ed that he can throw with accuracy at least half the length of the

field and that gives the Gaels a potent weapon. He completed ten

of twenty for at least two hundred yards including a pass of forty

yards to Schreider for the major. On the prettiest play of the game,
a double reverse with a lateral coming back to Braccia, he threw

to McMahon in the end zone, but

the ball slipped off the tips of

Jay's outstretched fingers to go
incomplete. The next play was
the TD play.

Thompson had made three

field goal tries previous to the

final one but when the chips

were down he came through to

score the deciding points. The
first try went for a single as the

kick went slightly short. The se-

cond one was also good for one
point, when a poor snap forced

Jocko to kick too quickly and the

ball went wide. The third try was
from a hopeless distance, al-

though it did succeed in pushing the

Blues back to their seven. The final **5

one, the big one, came from close in

and Jocko made no mistake as the

line gave him time to get a perfect

boot away. The angle and distance

were almost exactly the same as that

from which Maik had made the

Toronto kick only three minutes

earlier. Jocko had made a convert

earlier in the game and this gave

him a total of six points for the

game. His total is nineteen points, good for fourth place in the scoring

race, and second on the Gael team.

LET'S PLAY HERE!
With Frank Tindall flipping the coin, and Queen's CIAU re-

presentative, Prof. Carson calling, the Tricolor won the flip to give
them the choice as to the locale of the playoff game on Nov. 12th.
Final choice lies with the AB of C, and we heartily recommend
that the game be held in Richardson Stadium.

The students of Queen's have waited many years to have the
title brought to Queen's and now that the cup is within our grasp,
let's have the game where the students can see it To deny that
holding the game here would greatly enhance the Tricolor's chances
would be ridiculous. It's our choice, so let's have the game where
the best chance to win. Any financial gain from Varsity Stadium
just isn't worth it.

AIN'T LIFE WONDERFUL

OTO BY PICKARD

Varsity's Al Riva makes a desperate attempt to bat down Gus

Braccia's pass to Gary Schreider on the Toronto goal-line. Schreider

made a circus catch for a touchdown as the first half ended.

They Are Still Golden Gaels
But With Alterations Made

BY IAN BAIRD
Journal Sports Writer

You could just see the same old familiar finish shaping up.

The Gaels were holding on to a hard-fought lead, but their grip

was slipping and the Blues juggernaught was moving relentlessly

down the field. The inevitable came to pass: the loudspeaker

boomed "Field goal by Maik, Varsity 10, Queen's 8". There were

less than four minutes to play and everybody knew it was all over.

The second-guessers

has the choice as to where the

playoff should be held. This Gael

team deserves a championship,

but they are going to need every

break that they can get. Let's for-

sake the bigger gate at Varsity

and the make our strongest bid

for the laurels in Richardson Sta-

dium.

were curs-

ing belligerently; the faithful, to

show that they were proud of

their team even in defeat, were

singing 'Oil Thigh" for the hun-

dredth time.

Yes, everybody knew it was
all over — everybody but those

guys dressed in gold down there

on the field. They were down,

but not out. They had almost

four minutes left.

Then, when Muntz intercepted

a desperation pass, even the cock-

eyed optimists in the stands gave

up the ghost. The Blues were

uncrowned champions.

But the Golden Gaels didn't

have enough sense to lie down
and die. They regained possession

just inside Blue territory, but

the sands were running swiftly.

Braccia, smooth and cool, hurl-

ed a strike into the unerring hands

of Stewart, moving the ball to the

Varsity 15. Stewart ran the end

twice to bring the ball to the Var-

sity seven, but, more important,

to mid-field. Forty-three seconds

to play.

Brian Wherrett came up over

the ball, his pass-out from centre

was perfect. Braccia fingered it

to the ground. The line held

Thompson split the pipes

!

Queen's 11, Varsity 10 with 29

seconds to spare.

Delerium reigned supreme. The
Gaels had pulled the big one out

of the fire. This reporter would
like to pay special tribute to Gus
Braccia. Last year's team had de-

sire and drive, but with Braccia

at the helm, this desire is being

turned into points on the score-

board, and this year's team begins

to take on the aspects of a cham-
pion.

Rumour has it that Queen's

BOXERS REQUIRED

MUST STAYON TOP

With the Intercollegiate Assaults

to be held at Queen's this year.

Queen's boxing coach, the veteran

Jack Jarvis is looking forward to

having a good team ready to wipe

out the stain of last year's last place

finish. It was the first time in

twenty years that the Tricolor had

come at the tail end of the showing

in the manly art of self-defense.

Jack will have a good nucleus of

experienced boxers in the heavier

weights, but is looking for a few

boys interested in turning out in

the lighter weights, such as 135 lbs.

and 145.

Leading the returnees will be

Jack Abraham, presently with

the Golden Gael football squad,

and also the present holder of the

Intercollegiate heavyweight
crown. Jack was the only cham-

pion that Queen's had last year.

If anyone is interested in boxing,

Jack would like him to try out at

the gym. The team practices in the

small gym on the boys side from

four to six every afternoon and

Jack would like to see as many boys

out as possible. Let's help him to

give the Queen's fans a champion

team in their own gym this year.

Gaels "Never Say Die" Spirit

Triumphs Over Varsity Blues

BY MIKE CLANCY
There was a fellow from Toronto named Bob,

And coaching was his particular job;

However Queen's had a young bucko

Whose first name was Jocko,

And his kicking mode poor Bob, sob.

If (and there is no reason why they shouldn't) the Golden

Gaels win the intercollegiate title this year, much of the credit should

e given to Jocko Thompson and his educated toe. On Saturday

afternoon before a record-breaking crowd of 13,500 rabid fans.

Jocko kicked two singles, one convert, and a field goal. The field

goal, and it was a thriller, came with 40 seconds left to play in the

game, and enabled the Tripolor to eke out a close 11-10 win over

the powerful Varsity Blues at Richardson Stadium.

The applause and yelling that followed Jocko's successful three-

pointer was deafening, and it is doubtful if an atomic bomb could

have made more noise. Not only did the field goal win the game, but

more important, it assured the Gaels of a rightfully deserved play-

off spot. As one happy fan said, "There will be no stopping Queen's

from here on in!"

Another big gun in the Gael

attack was Gary Schreider, who
brought the crowd to their feet

on the very first play of the game
with a brilliant 50 yard run, fash-

ioned along the same lines as the

great run he made against West-

ern during the "mud bowl" clas-

sic. Gary also made a spectacular

catch of a 40 yard pass from Gus
Braccia for the Tricolor's lone

TD. How he got it we'll never

know, as he seemed to be well-

covered by the Toronto safety

man.

Yardstick Story

Q
First Downs , 17

Yds. Rushinff 200

Pass Attempts 20

Completions — . 10

Interceptions „ 1

Yds. Passing 205

Fumbles I

Own Recovered 0

Av. Punt 47.5

Yds. Penalties 20

V
21

265

13

4

1

99

2

1

39.9

45

The Gaels

quarter with

went into the last

an S-l advantage

but the Blues came to life, and,

aided by two costly Kingston

penalties, marched from their own 22

yard stripe for a major score by

Phil Muntz. Maik's convert was

good, and the score read 8-7, in

favour of Queen's.

Ron Stewart ran the kickoff to

his own 12. A pass from Braccia

to Stewart was incomplete. On
second down, Gus went into the

short punt formation, and the

Varsity umbrella spread out

slightly as they expected another

pass. However, Gus crossed them

up and booted the ball from his

own five to the Toronto 39. Ron

Stewart was onside as Gus kick-

ed and was nearly able to pick up

the loose ball before a Toronto

player fell on it. It was a good

call by Gus, and we were pleased

to notice that even Mr. Donald

Hunt of the Toronto Telegram

was impressed for a change. We
have been led to believe that ev-

ery time the Varsity team comes

onto the field Mr Hunt softly

whistles "I Only Have Eyes For

You". After reading his columns,

I think this is probably true.

A long pass from Wilson to

Smale was completed, and the

ball was placed on the Tricolor

14. A strong defense, led by

Schreider, Surphlis, Sellens, and

Hughes held, and the Blues were

forced to forsake their TD hopes

in favour of a field goal attempt

by Maik. Unfortunately, the

three-pointer was good, and the

Masterson Mob held a 10-8 lead

with only four minutes remain-

ing.

The rest of the game is history

now, but it should be mentioned

that in those remaining four min-

utes, the Gaels displayed a spirit

of determination and fight which

should carry them on to the Lea-

gue championship. After losing

their lead, the Tricolor were a

sad-faced but not dicouraged

crew. They did not give up; in

fact they played all the harder.

This is the spirit that makes up

a champion. I don't see how the

men of Frank Tindall can miss.

Odds And Ends
For Toronto, Bulchak, Muntz,

Riva and Cheeseman were out-

standing . . . Jack Rogers is pro-

bably out for season . . . Capt.

Gary Lewis might miss the Mc-

Gill game due to injury ... As

per usual, "Big Billy" Hughes

was outstanding despite the fact

that he played part of the game
with a bad wrist . . . Charlie Sel-

lens was a solid defensive star

for Queen's . . . Lou Bruce recov-

ered a Toronto fumble .... Jay

McMahon also turned in a stellar

defensive game . . . The pass by

Braccia off a triple reverse was

the nicest play of the season in

the opinion of this reporter . .

The performances of Jack Abra-

ham, Russ Thoman, Bill Sur-

phlis, Frank Geard, Rusty Rad-

chuk and Ja^k Perry also aided

the Tricolor cause . . . The Statue

of Liberty play worked once

more for a good gain.

Intercollegiate Standings

W L T F A P
Queen's ..A 1 0 84 52 8

Varsity _ 3 2 0 83 47 6

McGill 2 2 1 79 95 5

Western _ 0 4 1 46 98 1

Dial 7135

town and country

Restaurants

Highway No. 2, Cataraqui, Ont.

• Princess at Clergy Streets,
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The November Tests . .

.

Professor who has just set one

Co-ed who has just written one Result

Are You Taking This Course ?

The Queen's Journal would like to warn all students (particularly

Freshmen) that mid-term exams will be upon us in another week. For
the convenience of those who have never been exposed to examinations

of university calibre, your reporter has collected the following sample

questions from previous exams.

By Newton Figg

Genetics

A blue-eyed bald woman is cross-

ed with a brown-eyed non-bald man

whose mother was green-eyed and

bald.

1. How many of their daughters

will be brown-eyed and bald?

2. Would YOU marry a bald

woman ?

Medicine

Discuss "Disease" as succinctly

as possible. Illustrate your answer

profusely with equations.

English 2

Discuss the use of the semi-colon

in Shakespeare's tragedies. How
does this differ from its use in his

comedies? Be specific.

Chemistry 98A

You are given four colorless solu-

tions, A, B, C and D. When A is

added to B, a green precipitate re-

sults. When A is added to C, there

is a cloudy white precipitate. B and
C together form a cherry-red solu-

tion. D forms a black precipitate

when A is added. This precipitate

explodes violently when C is poured
on it.

BROCK
JEWELLERS
161 Princess Street

Kingston, Ontario

PHONE 2-7361

WATCH Repairs
A Specialty

- WE SELL -

WATCHES - DIAMONDS

LAUNDERETTE
SELF SERVICE

561 Vz PRINCESS STREET

MONDAY TO FRIDAY
9.00 a.m. to 9.00 p.m.

(Last Wash 8.00 p.m.)

SATURDAY—9.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m.

(Last Wash 3.30 p.m.)

1. What is in each solution?

2. How much insurance should

you buy for your laboratory?

History 3

Discuss the Rush-Bagot Agree-

ment re Fisheries on the Great

Lakes from the point of view of a

muskelunge. Pay particular atten-

tion to economic, social and psycho-

sexual factors involved.

Commerce 64

Discuss the economic importance

of money. Please be brief

!

(Note: Answers to these ques-

tions are available at the Registrar's

Office).

(&aab Sorb Deltwr IU
* * *

From ghoulies and ghosties

and long-leggedy Beasties,

and things that go Bump
in the night,

Good Lord Deliver Us.

* * *

(A Cornish Lifdny) .

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT
Kingston's Leading Restaurant

SINCE 1919

TUB GIANT
By Harry Osser

Journal Literary Editor

His earliest memories included

the portrait, framed and set

above the piano; also the pam-
phlets which were kept on a
ledge high out of his reach. But
once he had reached for them,
after climbing a chair. His father

found the pamphlets scatter-

ed and fingerprinted by that mix-
ture of dirt and saliva with which
childrens' hands are continuously
covered. lie remembered his

father's face and the tone of his

voice, and the way he had run to

find his mother. He did not then
realize the importance of the

pamphlets or the importance of

the portrait set above the piano.

Each year increased his awe of

the pamphlets and the portrait,

and each year his imagination of-

fered answers to this true mean-
ing. Each year the answers were
different. He knew that one day
he would learn their real signifi-

cance. It was as though he was
being prepared for some import-

ant event in the future. He had
long ago ceased to ask questions

about them for he felt the inevit-

ability of knowing the answers,

and because of this he was satis-

fied.
'

Through the years the portrait

was regularly dusted, and the

heap of pamphlets grew and were
placed on the new bookshelf his

father made. One night instead

of being sent to bed, he was al-

lowed to keep up. This was Wed-
nesday, the day the men came.

Usually he heard them, but he

had never seen them. As the men
came into the room the boy's

father shook hands with each of

them, and said "This is my son".

The boy held tight to his father's

hand. The men looked down at

him, and the boy hid his face in

his father's trouser leg. "It's as

good time to start him as any",

said one man, and all the others

laughed. "I intend to", his father

said. All the men took seats. "We
are here as usual to forward his

cause", said his father, and look-

ed reverently towards the por-

trait, "We have done something,

but our education limits us. It

will be up to our sons to
continue the struggle, but they

must be prepared, so tonight I

introduce him to his first lesson."

He looked down to the boy. "You
will one day be working for him",

he pointed to the portrait.

As the boy grew older, the

pamphlets became easy to read.

He listened to the arguments of

the men, until he knew how true

and how false they were. His

whole life was pledged and he

showed it m the excitement with

which lie learned a new word,

or dug the secret out of a new
sentence. Slowly he ate his way
through the new books. His

father would pick one up and

push his hard-skinned finger

beneath some lines in the middle

of the book, reading them aloud

but without understanding

;

then he would shake his head at

his son with pride.

The young man began to look

at the details of the face in tin-

portrait, previously he had not

had the necessary confidence. He
lingered over each detail, until

the face put on flesh. Whenever
he was tired or in anguish he

would rest his arms on the top of

the piano and talk silently to the

portrait.

One day the letter came. The
young man then went to the city

Serving Queen's Students and Staff

Since 1879 —
ROBERT BRUCE, Ltd.

— 170 PRINCESS STREET —
With Fine Drygoods — Men's Furnishings

And the Newest Fashions for Women.

You're sure of the Quality at Bruces'

ATTENTION!

Kingston :-: ©titano

tFCorat fDining Koom
Serving the BIGGEST Hamburgers in Town

Bring the gang down for a sociable evening

Atmosphere Galore Good Service

We are open until 1 1 :30 p.m.

"Try our hot French Buffet every Sunday evening

from 5 to 8 p.m."

PHONE 4484

to work at headquarters. He
wrote home infrequently and his

letters were about everything but

his own work. After the son was

away for some months the father

became very ill. The son came

home. In the shadow of death,

the father and son became closer.

The father told of the occasional

treacherous leader; the harsh

memories of the early struggle.

They would sometimes sit hand

in hand without speaking. The
young man told sketchily of his

work at headquarters but looking

at his father's face, he saw that

there was not much time left. He
spoke quickly and coldly," Fath-

er, for two months now I have

been his private secretary, he is

as you always imagined him —
a giant, a giant, father". The old

man relaxed his grip on the

young man's hand.

From its old position over the

piano, the portrait seemed secure,

but the young man did not need

a chair to reach it now. He

snatched the portrait off its hook

and in the same movement dash-

ed it hard against the wall. The

fragments of glass tore holes in

the portrait ; the mouth was bad-

ly cut. The son knew then that

he would not die with his old

failh intact, as his father had be-

fore him.

Bieler Exhibit

Reveals Mood
Through Color

By Gordon Penny

There are really several rea-

sons why we might be particular-

ly interested in an exhibition of

paintings and drawings. Some-

times, on the other hand, we do

not attempt to justify interest:

we go because it is fun.

An exhibition of work by re-

sident artist Andre Bieler — to

open in \rcLaughlin Room to-

morow — happily combines these

two things. The 35 paintings and

drawings represent a signifcant

advance in the artist's technique.

In addition, it is good fun to have

a look at them.

Part of the importance of the

exhibition is its coverage of three

periods: before, during and after

Professor Bieler's recent return

to Europe. The subject matter is

quite wide, and so, of course, is

the mood,

The artist has revealed inood

through colour. The paintings

and drawings are made vital by

each stroke. Technically, he has

swung from the roundness of

his earlier work to a conscious-

ness of verticals, and this seems

to me one of the best aspects of

the exhibition. Each piece is en-

tirely contemporary, neither a

hangover from Renoir's style nor

suggestive of the chaotic wishful

thinking so often obvious in les-

ser artists today.

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES, HOME COOKED FOOD

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room

27! PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

TO UNIVERSITY UNDERGRADUATES

SERVICE IN THE RCAF
offers young men and women ao unusual opportunity
to expand their knowledge aod gain valuable expe-
rience while making an important contribution to the
cause of freedom.

Financial assistance to help with university expenses
can be obtained by undergraduates in either of these
two plans:

AIR FORCE

U. R.T. P.

(University Rcicrve

Training Plan)

Flight Cadets (male and

fcmalc)arc enrolled in the

Reserve Force — receive

16 days pay during rhc

University Term — and

have a potential of 22

weeks additional paid

employment during sum-

mer vacation months.

Openings nowfor
AIR CREW, TECHNICAL
LIST AND NON-TECH-
NICAL LIST OFFICERS.

TRI-SERVICE

R.O.T. P.

(Regular Officer

Training PUn>

Flight Cadets (male) are

enrolled in the Regular

Force— during the Uni-

versity year are subsi-

dized for tuition with a

grant for books and

instruments — and re-

ceive pay and allow-

ances throughout the

whole year.

Openings nowfor

AIR CREW AND TECH-
NICAL LIST OFFICERS.

ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCE
Take advantage of this opportunity now, while

you are Mill attending Univeriity. For Ful! infor-

mation on requirements, pay and other benefit!,

SEE YOUR RCAF RESIDENT STAFF OFFICER.

C.O.T.C. BUILDING

Queen's University
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STUDENT THOUGHTS

ON AMS COURT

(Continued from Page 1)

tice handled the case."

On the other hand, Bob Ohrling

Science '56, felt although the de-

fendant should not be expelled, a

minor fine is not sufficient penalty

"I think ihe best thing for the whole

effort is to let it drop right where

it is and say no more about it," he

added.

Joanna Thwaites, Arts freshette,

though agreeing with the decision,

thought the charge was ridiculous.

"Behavior unbecoming to a mem-
ber of the AMS can include an

unforeseen variety of actions. They
do so many crazy things around

here."

A different view was presented

by Doug Murray, Meds '57, who
said two extremes of judgment

were handed down. "The expulsion

was too severe but the small fine

too lenient. Under the circum-

stances perhaps a larger fine would

have set a useful precedent, a warn-

ing against similar action."

Bill Real. Science freshman,

commented on the prohibitive value

of the judgment. "However it seems

impossible for our own court to

pass a good legal decision in which

students are involved," he said.

Dr. McNeill Attends Ceremony
As New Residence Officially Opened

Queen's first men's residence

was officially opened Saturday

afternoon by Principal W. A.

Mackintosh who named the build-

ing McNeill House, in honor of

Dr. W. E, McNeill, vice-principal

emeritus.

The new building is located on

Leonard field facing Albert

Patronize Our Advertisers

dr w. e. McNeill

Street, and is the first of five res-

idence units to be erected on that

site.

Dr. McNeill, present for the

ceremonies, said residences were

HAPPY CORNER RESTAURANT
SPECIAL MEAL TICKETS FOR STUDENTS

We serve ITALIAN SPAGHETTI
533 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2-8013

AND NOW , .

Potluck Pogo
$1.35

— AT —

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
MONTREAL and BROCK STREETS KINGSTON

part of the educational process at

university. "When men get to-

gether in residences and learn to

talk together, it is then that res-

idences become part of the educ-

ational process."

Dr. McNeill came to Queen's

in 1909 after receiving his Ph.D

from Harvard, and for 38 years

was one of the university's most

devoted officers. From assistant

professor in English he rose to the

position of department head.

Between 1920 and 1930 Dr. Mc-

Neill held the combined posts of

registrar, treasurer and secretary

of the Board of Trustees. During

this period he did much to im-

prove Queen's financial status,

and played an important part in

the program of development

which is largely responsible for

Queen's present appearance. In

1920 he became vice-principal, re-

linquishing the post of registrar

of the Trustees' board

As well as the honorary degree

of LL.D which was conferred upon

him on the occasion of his retire

ment in 1947, Dr. McNeill holds

the Montreal Medal for merit

orious service to« Queen's

Dr McNeill hsa contributed

numerous articles to the Queen's

Quarterly and other journals. The
address which he gave at fall con-

vocation in 1947 was printed and

widely distributed.

A lasting reminder of Dr. Mc-

Neill's contribution to the univer-

sity can be found in the Union, in

the inscription which he chose

and composed.

An impressive collection of

honorary degrees have been ac-

corded Dr. McNeill: D.C.L. from

Acadia, LL.D from the University

of Western Ontario, and LL.D

from Queen's. In 1936 he was

made Fellow of the Royal Society

of Canada.

Almost Three Hundred Grads

On Hand For Gael Victory

Honored at the Alumni home-

coming weekend were ten Golden

Anniversary graduates of 1905

who were piped into a Reunion

Dinner for graduates of all years

Saturday night. The dinner was

held in the Student's Union.

On behalf of the Alumni As-

sociation, Dr. J. B. Stirling of

Montreal, a past president of the

Association, made a special pre-

sentation to the graduates of

1905,

Graduates of 1905-1909, 1925-

1930, 1944-1947 were especially

honored this year. Two or three

hundred graduates from many
parts of the United States and

Canada registered on Friday and

Saturday while many more at-

tended Saturday's football game

The guests were invited to

tour McNeill house Saturday

morning when Dr. J. A. Corry,

Principal Mackintosh, Dr. W. E.

McNeill, vice-principal emeritus,

presided at the official opening

of the new men's residence.

A reunion luncheon was held

in the Union Saturday noon. Fol-

lowing the Queen's - Varsity

game on Saturday the Principal's

Tea was held in Adelaide Hall.

Alumni joined students at th,e

football dances Saturday night

and at the University Service in

Grant Hall Sunday morning.

In charge of arrangements

for the Alumni weekend was H.

J. Hamilton, secretary-treasurer

of the General Alumni Associa-

tion. J. A, Edmison, assistant to

the principal, was chairman at the

reunion dinner.

Vandals' Problems

BrouglrtTo AMS
(Continued from Page 1)

tred around the painting of un-

iversity buildings. In Toronto

removal of the goalposts incurred

an additional expense of approx-

imately $350. Removal of paint

from the scoreboard and stadium

cost $125.

President Sidney Smith of the

University of Toronto and Prin-

cipal W. A. Mackintosh of

Queen's have both expressed con-

siderable concern about the out-

breaks. Principal Mackintosh in-

formed the AMS that if the stud-

ent body were not willing to pay

for damages in Toronto, the uni-

versity would assume respon-

sibility. The AMS felt obliged to

pay costs in order to protect the

unique position of student gov-

ernment at Queen's.

Mr. Summers pointed out to

the meeting that the AMS is giv-

en a great deal of power by the

university. Students have almost

complete control of their own af-

fairs. This situation, he contin-

ued, also involves a lot of res-

ponsibility to students if they are

to continue to govern themselves.

A motion that the AMS assume

the responsibility of paying for

damages was therefore carried by

the meeting. An earlier motion

that the AMS pay the costs out

of its own funds and take no fur-

ther action was defeated. The
meeting felt there was a need for

decisive action on the part of the

AMS if such events arc to be

avoided in the future.

It was moved that the AMS
Court be asked to investigate

events in Toronto and try to de-

termine those people chiefly re-

sponsible for the damage. One
member suggested that if only a

few of those responsible were ap-

prehended by the AMS court,

others would admit their part in the

proceedings. This would take full

responsibility off a few.

STUDENT THOUGHTS

ON VANDALISM

Patronize Our Advertisers

(Continued from Page 1)

approved of such incidents as the

painting of the Queen's bleach-

ers and some buildings at Wes-
tern:

Comments on these actions

ranged from "student spirits car-

ried too far" to "deplorable van-

dalism". One Scienceman sug-

gested that "if steps are not taken

to cut down these incidents, one

day we will find the Union cov-

ered with paint because the boys

didn't like the meal the night be-

fore."

Others referred to them as

"acts of useless destruction",

"childish", and "nothing that

Queen's can admire", But one

student, while saying that paint-

throwing was going a bit far,

said that it was all meant in fun,

and that "people have the idea

that Queen'smen are vandals

anyway, so it doesn't make much
difference."

On the issue of the Varsity

goal-posts, opinion was divided

between those who felt that the

posts were fair game, and those

who regarded their destruction as

more vandalism. A few students

felt that any act of destruction

was going too far.

A majority, however, thought

that tearing down opponents'

goal-posts was not a serious of-

fence, but more of a tradition,

or a way of letting off steam.

One student hailed the Varsity

posts' capture as "a piece of in-

genuity", while another thought

their "indestructable" nature re-

presented a challenge to Queen's

students. A member of Levana
said she was pleased to see the

goal-posts come down, but sorry

that Queen's had to pay..
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Science Revue
Auditions will be held today and

tomorrow at 6:30 p.m. in the Club-

rooms. Rehearsals next week. Re-

spective participants in the show

and anyone interested in publicity,

managing, directing, etc., are in-

vited to see what's doing with "Old

Swat".
* * *

DVA Cheques

DVA cheques are now in the

Padre's office.

Canadian Club of Kingston

Canadian Club of the district of

Kingston is now able to offer sea-

sonal membership to students of

Queen's for the nominal fee of $41

Membership cards may be obtained

at the doors, or from Mr. R.

Hazelgrove, 211 Victoria St. Next

meeting, Monday, Nov. 14, at

Kingston Memorial at 8:15 p.m.

Speaker will be Mr. Alan Jarvis,

director of the National Gallery of

Canada. Other speakers this season

include John Diefenbaker, MP, Mr.

Thor Hansen, expert on Canadian

crafts and lore, Mr. William Cour-

tenay, international commentator,

and Mr. Grant MacEwan, author

and expert on the prairies. Indi-

vidual notice of meetings is sent

to every member.

Biology Society

Queen's Biology Society will

meet this evening at 8:15 p.m. in

the Senate Room of the Old Arts

Building. A film will be shown on

"The Bob-White Quail".

Opera
. The Beggar's Opera will hold

practice for the male chorus to-

morrow at 7:15 p.m. in Grant Hall.

Queen's
Philosophical Society

There will be a meeting of the

Queen's Philosophical Society on

Thursday, Nov. 3, at 7:30 p.m. in

the Faculty Women's Club. Prof.

Shortliffe of the French dept. will

speak on the "Encyclopaedists".

Students' Wives Club
The next meeting will be held

this evening at 8:15 p.m. in the

lounge of the Science Clubrooms,

Clarke Hall. All students' Wives
are welcome. Speaker will be Padre
Laverty,

WUS Treasure Van
The World University Service

Treasure Van was formally opened

last night, and sales of arts and
handicrafts from six countries are

on sale today and tomorrow from

2 to 5 p.m., and from 7 to 10 p.m

A short film will be shown contin-

uously, free of charge, and refresh-

ments will be available.

* * *

QCF
Another of the series of Bible

instruction lectures on II Timothy

to be given in Morgan Memorial

Chapel, Old Arts Building, at

12:45 p.m. tomorrow.

* * *

Debating Club
Mr. J. A. Edmison will speak on

"The So-called Art of Public Spea

king" in the Co-ed Lounge oi

Thursday, Nov. 3, at 7 p.m.

* * *

Queen's Camera Club
The regular meeting will be held

on Tuesday, Nov. 8, at 7 p.m., in

Wally Berry's studio above the

CPR ticket office on Wellington

St. A lecture on portraiture will be

given. Bring your camera, and, if

possible, a tripod. Hosts of the

evening will be Wally Berry and

Walter Shean. Members are re-

minded that all storage compart

ments must be labelled with the

users' name by November 8, or the

contents will be removed.

Classified Ads
Any lost articles from the Sci-

ence Formal may be claimed b\

phoning Keith Oman, 2 1 273. A
reward of S5. is offered to anyone

returning the "No Parking" sign

removed from in front of the gym

Thursday night. No questions

asked.

Lost

A brown leather wallet on Sat-

urday, Oct. 29, during the victory

parade from Richardson Stadium

to Grant Hall. Please write A.

Grenache, Nurses' Residence, To
ronto General Hospital, Toronto.

Valuable papers needed. Reward.

Found

A man's wrist watch in Little

Memorial Stadium, London, after

Queen's-Western game. Owner ma)

claim by writing the Superintendent

of Buildings and Grounds, Urtiver

sity of Western Ontario, London.

For Sale

A photographic enlarger with

Wollensak Raptar Lens. Formerly

used by Queen's Camera Club.

May be seen in Room 419, New
Arts Bm'ldinsr.

WHEREVER YOU DINE,

INSIST ON

WILMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS

Wllmots

Letters Express Concern
(Continued from Page 1)

to prevent vandalism was to re-

quire the students to pay the

costs of reparation. In sending

to you this report on the damage
that was done, I am not by any
means rendering a statement of

account against Queen's Univer-

sity. It does occur to me, how-
ever, that you and your associates

might consider it wise to collect

the amount from those students

who were responsible for the

damage.

"I do know that at the present

time there is some sentiment in our

student body that retaliatory mea-

sures should be taken when our

football team plays the Queen's

team at Kingston on Oct. 29. We
are proposing to take steps to im-

press upon our students the neces-

sity for restraint. There has been

a suggestion here at a high level

that the University of Toronto

team should not play the game at

Kingston. I do not share that view;

very few do. If our students do
retaliate, we of the University will

endeavour to assess the malefactors

for the cost of depredations."

Dr. Mackintosh replied as follows

:

"In the first place, let me say
that I am embarrassed, chagrined

and shamed by the conduct of. a

group of students of Queen's

University at the conclusion of

the football game in the Univer-

sity of Toronto stadium on Oct.

7, as well as by the earlier depre-

dations which must be presumed

to have been committed by

Queen's students. I offer what

apologies I can to you and to the

Athletic Directorate.

"In the second place, the amount

of the damage as moderately

assessed by the Athletic Directorate

will be paid. The question of how

the cost shall be assessed here is a

matter for our Alma Mater Society,

to whom I will remit it.

"I can quite understand the

resentment among the students

of the University of Toronto, but

I know that you agree with me
that retaliatory measures, under-

standable as they may be, would

do nothing to cure the situation.

"The Alma Mater Society has

taken up the whole matter of this

regretable series of incidents and I

would hope could deal effectively

with it. For the future, I propose

myself to take action and I shall

be glad to inform you as soon as

possible of it.

"I greatly regret that the
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friendly relations between our

universities should have been dis-

turbed by this limited number of

disorderly students."

In a letter to Herb Hamilton,

permanent secretary-treasurer of

the Alma Mater Society, the prin-

cipal writes

:

"You will note that in my re-

ply I have undertaken that the

damage . . . will be paid, and I

remit to the Alma Mater Society

the task determining how it shall

be paid. I assume that the Alma
Mater Court will carry out its

responsibilities of prosecuting

the offenders who have been

identified and I have no wish to

interfere with the orderly and ef-

fective operation of student gov-

ernment.

"If student government is to be

maintained, it must, however, be

effective and I propose to write

further to the President of the

Alma Mater Society dealing speci-

fically with the future rather than

with the case which is now in the

hands of the Alma Mater Society

Court."

The principal's letter to Kip
Summers, AMS president, was
printed in Friday's issue of the

Journal. In it he stated that the

university authorities take a ser-

ious view of such conduct, and

added, "In the case of students

identified as participating in

such depredations here or else-

where or of conducting them-

selves in ways seriously unfitting

to a university student or em-

barrassing to the university, I

shall feel free to recommend to

the Senate that such students be

suspended or expelled from the

university and that his parents

or guardians be informed of the

reasons."

He went on to point out that

"there are too many students

anxious to enter the University for

us to spend time and money on

those few who bring to the Uni-

versity the standards of a juvenile

gang."
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Too Much For Too Few?
At least three precedents were established at last Wednesday's

session of the Alma Mater Society Court. In the first place the

court established a definite constitutional charge to fall under the

hitherto nebulous term "conduct unbecoming a member of the AMS".
This charge is, specifically, invasion of a women's residence. It also

established expulsion as a sentence for this offence. And the court

proved the existence of a kind of honor system among Queen's
students, whereby those participating in an incident which comes
to the attention of the court voluntarily admit their guilt. The action

of the four students who faced trial last week with the original

accused required courage. The existence of this sense of honor and
responsibility is encouraging.

The Court also showed, however, that there are definite flaws

in student administration as it now operates. Too much respon-

sibility is left with the court. Not only does the court have the

power to determine what constitutes an offence in each individual

case, but the Chief Justice and Junior Justices must decide whether
a major issue is involved. The court cannot be overruled by The
AMS executive. They are therefore confronted with the problem of

not only determining the offence, but also deciding what the punish-

ment should be. There is nothing in the constitution to help them
in this task. Nor does anything in the constitution permit a student

to protest the decision of the court to another body. It is therefore

necessary that the charges which fall under the jurisdiction of the

court be more specifically laid down by the AMS executive. It

should be the executive's duty to decide what sort of conduct is

unbecoming a member of the AMS, and how severe the punish-

ment should be. This would take a great deal of responsibility off

the shoulders of the few students who comprise the court.

Of Sin And Shakespeare
The stern and zealous guardians of Canadian public virtue have

been extremely active in recent months. A fine example of the ef-

forts of this crusade was the attempt of the Lord's Day Alliance

to prevent the Hart House Orchestra from holding public con-
certs on Sundays. Other recent emanations have been directed

towards the removal of bad and dangerous books from the reach

of youth.

A local functionary in Flesherton discovers certain very naugh-
ty books on the shelves of the public library and seeks their des-

truction before irreparable damage is done to the impeccable mor-
als of the young. A federation of Ontario women is now engaged in

a large scale canvass of newsstand operators to persuade them to
purge their shelves of unclean things.

This tender regard for the moral and mental purity of the
younger generation is commendable. It is unfortunate that it does
not take a more positive form. It is unfortunate that these en-
ergies cannot be channelled into improving the educational system
and strenghtening the ties of family, places where the goods and
bads of literature and of morality can be instilled into the young
most effectively.

The reformers, in their crusading zeal, overlook the fact that
books, intrinsically, can be good or bad. They judge all literature

by the false criterion of its harmonization with moral rectitude. We
might agree in a condemnation of that booming section of popular
literature, usually described by the adjective pornographic, which
plays on the great human craving for sex and violence, and which
is literary trash. However whenever campaigns are begun to el-

iminate salacious literature, many good books suffer. The righteous
subordinate literary worth to moral virtue.

Evil, in literature, is where you find it. By the standards of
the "book burners" some of the finest examples of English literature
would be rated with the cheapest "pulp". If Chaucer or Shake-
speare were contemporary writers, and the literary puritans had
their way, their "lewd" and "sinful" offerings would be kept from
every book-shelf. However, age has lent respectability to the authors
of "The Miller's Tale" and "Titus Andronicus"

; they are the relics
of a less morally uplifted age than ours.

When one comes to think about it. the Biblical tales about the
adultery of David and Bathsheba, and the attempted seduction of
Joseph by Potiphar's wife are hardly fit for the ears of the young.
Yet surely the value of the Bible is not lessened by the fact that it

contains several lewd stories. Why then should some of the master-
pieces of contemporary literature be penalized by receiving the dis-
approval of the self-appointed guardians of public morality simply

DP Or Canadian?

Periodically, but probably with

increasing frequency, public officials

have to apologize about their state-

ments on immigrants. Last spring

Mr. Pickersgill, that bright emerg-

ing political star and former univer-

sity professor, had a hard time ex-

plaining what he really meant in

saying that he preferred native born

Canadians to immigrants. This week

Mr, Magone, deputy attorney'

general for Ontario, had to retreat

hastily from his opinion that 90

per cent of all murders within the

last five years in our province were

committed by New Cinadians.

Such leakages at the top must
necessarily be indicative of some
amount of public opinion and feel-

ing. An awareness dawns on the

newcomer that the immigrant
question is one of the most burning

issues in this country's evervday

life, although the press and radio

do their best to cover this up.

The New Canadian is impressed

upon from all sides that he must
assimilate himself, become a good
citizen, be grateful for that immense
opportunity offered him in this

country and learn quickly how to

cherish freedom and those Anglo-
Saxon institutions evolved over

centuries to safeguard it.

It is often forgotten that the only

reason why so many an immigrant

finds himself in Canada is precisely

that he was a good citizen in the

country of his origin, because he

cherished freedom above all and

could not go on living without it.

The native Canadian has yet to

prove that he is willing to abandon

home, family and possessions for

one supreme reason — liberty. The

New Canadian, then, is alarmed

when he tries to avert the same

fate befalling his new country and

awake his fellow citizens to the

lurking dangers in Soviet sweet-

ness, and when he reaps only indig-

nation from the general public.

I am referring specifically to the

picketing of the Soviet delegation

and the Globe and Mail's comment

on that incident : "This was not a

Canadian way of doing things and

such lawless foreign-born elements

should be deported,"

Some of these demonstrations

of dislike and contempt may finally

have some bearing on the new-

comer's affection and loyalty to the

country of his adoption. That he

will be an industrious and law-abid-

ing citizen we can be certain of.

Can we take for granted his love

of Canada?

Kristian.

A Bill Of Rights? es

e Hospital

for being realistic ?

From The Game To Tr»
On Saturday afternoon a girl was seriously injured by a bottle

thrown from the students' section of the stands. The fact that the
offender is no longer a student does not lessen the seriousness of the
offence. Bottles are constantly being thrown from the stands onto
the field, and students are often responsible. Saturday's incident in-
dicates all too clearly that such a practice can have disastrous
results. A movement is now on foot to have the question of drink-
ing and rowdiness in the stands turned over to civil jurisdiction.
If this happens, students will be liable to prosecution in a civil
court. Up to now the police have been lenient, but it is time serious
action is taken to prevent further injuries to innocent bystanders.

The injury inflicted by a hurling bottle was not the only one
suffered at Saturday's game. Four Queen's students were injured
while defending the goal posts from students of the University
of Toronto. Two of the injured student's closely missed losing their
eyesight when a bag of lime was thrown at them. And even though
Queen's students were not to blame in this case, the incidents serve
as a warning as to what can happen when students get carried
away at a football game.

Letters To The Editor

A Fable
Editor, Journal

:

Once upon a time there was a
university that had student self-

government. It had student self-

government because the calendar
said so. Of course the students
did not know what student self-

government was, but at a speech
which a few of them attended
they were given a constitution

that purported to tell them.

The students at this university
were quite undisturbed by this

student self-government, because
all that was expected of them
was that they vote once a year
and even then no one really ex-
pected them to know what or
whom they were voting for. In
case they didn't know, someone
standing near the polls was al-

ways glad to tell them how to
mark their ballots.

Time passed and disinterest

degenerated into apathy and as
the years rolled on apathy into
disrespect. They knew of course
that student self-government ex-

|

isted because the calendar still

said so, but ....

The whole process culminated

in an outburst of artistic endea-

vor. These artists regarded not

only the campus of their univer-

sity but the campuses of other

universities in their league as one
vast canvas for the expression of

their talent. Not only their ar-

tistry but the over-consumption
of quantities of a beverage, fam-
ous in this fabled land, became a

source of pride.

Suddenly student self-govern-

ment, which had of course exis-

ted all along, arose resplendent

in its judicial robes. This startled

the students out of apathy into

controversy. Student self-govern-

ment bloomed and died and the

students of that storied univer-

sity lived happily ever afterward.

Moral: What is unsupported is

unnecessary.

Robt. McLarty, Arts '57

Robt. Little, Arts '58

The Residence Picture

Editor. Journal

:

The Friday, Oct. 21 isue of the
Queen's Journal carried a front

page news story "Cigareetes and
Whusky" reporting a wild
drinking party which occurred at

the Men's Residence on Friday
night, Oct. 14.

This graphic account was
brought to the attention of the
McNeill House Committee and
an investigation was immediately
undertaken.

The phrase "wild drinking
party" in the minds of Queen's
students (and Alumni) probably
carries the connotation of un-
limited drinking, noise and des-

truction proceeding into the

small hours of the morning. In-

vestigation revealed that on said

night there was a certain amount
of noise on second floor, centre

house. There were certainly no
residents awakened at this hour.

There was no damage. It was re-

ported that due to damage to the

elevator, this service has now
been banned to students. At no
time since the residence opened
has this privilege been allowed

the residents.

Into the constitution for the

new residence there has been in-

corporated a system of fines and
indications for expulsion for in-

fraction of House rules. These
rules will be enforced by the

House Committee.

In putting a new mechanism
such as this into action certainly

there are bound to be difficulties.

However, reports of every noise

emanating from this building

serve no useful purpose and can
only lead to an unwarranted stig-

ma of intemperate rowdyism be-

ing attached to the new Men's
Residence.

Jack Rosenblatt,

McNeill House Committee

By Kenneth Hilborn

"Why should Canada have

Bill of Rights? We've got along

without one since Confederation

haven't we? The country is still

free and democratic, isn't it?"

Such is likely to be the reply

of the thoughtless and ill-inform-

ed to those who advocate the en-

actment of a Canadian Bill of

Rights. Superficially it is a valid

reply, since Canada has indeed

existed since 1867 without benefit

of a Bill of Rights and it is true

that we can still honestly call

this country a genuine liberal de-

mocracy. But, when we subject

the reply to closer examination,

two weaknesses in the reasoning

behind it readily become appar-

ent.

In the first place, the implied

argument that we do not need a

Bill of Rights as a safeguard for

freedom in the future simply be-

cause our liberties have survived

without one in the past is roughly

comparable to the argument of a

non-swimmer who has often

travelled alone by canoe on deep

water without being drowned and

who reasons that, since he has

done it before with impunity, he

can do it again with safety. The
luck of the non-swimming canoe-

ist may not hold, and the luck of

the country that overlooks the

need for effective constitutional

guarantees of civil liberties may
prove equally unreliable. Thus
one argument put forward
against the adoption of a Cana-
dian Bill of Rights can be dis-

missed as puerile..

Secondly, the claim that a Bill

of Rights is superfluous because

we have lacked one since 1867

without losing our freedom rests

on the false assumption that

Canada's record as a liberal de-

mocracy is totally untarnished.

We are indeed still free, but not

all of us have always been as free

as the liberal democratic ideal

would seem to require.

The infamous "padlock law" in

Quebec, denounced by a com-
mittee of the Canadian Bar As-
sociation in 1937, is only the most
notorious example of govern-

mental infringements on civil lib-

erties in this country. The cen-

sorship of motion pictures is

another obvious threat to the

free expression of divergent

points of view on politics, religion

and morality — Quebec, you will

remember, once banned a thor-

oughly innocuous film about
Martin Luther. Quebec has also

been guilty of indefensible inter-

ference with the activities of the

Jehovah's Witnesses sect.

But Quebec, while its record

on civil liberties is certainly the

most illiberal of any province of

the Dominion, has not been alone

in its negations of the liberal de-

mocratic ideal of freedom of ex-

pression. Alberta, under its So-
cial Credit regime, attempted to

destroy the independence of the

press by a highly dangerous piece

of legislation known as the

"Press Bill" of 1937. This Bill

was afterwards declared to be

ultra vires — that is, beyond the

legislative competence of the pro-

vincial assembly — a decision

which presumably means, in the

absence of a Bill of Rights, that

similar legislation would be
within the competence of the

Dominion Parliament. Can we be

sure that an intolerant majority

will never control the govern-

ment at Ottawa? I do not think

ment," writes R. MacGregor
Dawson in The Government o£

Canada," has not at all times

proved to be sufficiently zealous

in upholding the rights and lib-

erties of the individual" — and,

pointing out the inadequacy of

tradition as a safeguard for free-

dom in Canada, he goes on to

argue that the incorporation of

our fundamental liberties in the

British North America Act would
"not only make their curtailment

or abrogation more difficult,

but would also emphasize in an
explicit and solemn manner the

nation's concern for their most
regorous preservation,"

J. A .Corry, Professor of Pol-

of Queen's University, has point-

ed out another advantage that

would result from the enactment
of a Canadian Bill of Rights.

"Many of the groups being ab-

sorbed into the Canadian com-
munity," he writes in his Demo-
cratic Governmment and Poli-

tics, "come from countries which
have never enjoyed civil liber-

ties. One of the vital tasks is to

teach them the content and mean-
ing of the Anglo-American con-

stitutional tradition ... It would
be an immense aid to the education

of newcomers and of each gener-

ation of young Canadians if they

could learn the vital pledges of

mutual respect from a bill of

rights enshrined in the Constitu-

tion."

A guarantee of basic civil lib-

erties against governmental in-

terference, whether federal or

provincial, legislative or execu-

tive, is long overdue. Even if

there is little immediate prospect

of success — and success seems
unlikely until the rule of the Lib-
erals at Ottawa is at long last

brought to an end — the agita-

tion for this guarantee should
not be allowed to subside.

(An article presenting the case

against a specific Canadian Bill

of Rights will appear in the next
issue of the Journal. In the fu-

ture, it is anticipated that other
articles will appear presenting

the pros and cons of other con-
troversial issues, of campus and
general interest.)
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GAELS WILL PLAY VARSITY HERE
AMS FORRIDS STUDENT DRINKING
Alcoholic Beverages Banned
At Future Football Games

Students buying tickets for the play-off game next Saturday
do so on the understanding that they will not take alcoholic bev-
erages into the stadium. As a result of an agreement made between
the AB of C and the AMS, this will be a condition attached to the
purchase of tickets.

Students who do not abide by
this ruling will be subject to a

severe fine in the AMS Court.

At Tuesday night's special

meeting of the Alma Mater Soc-

iety executive, the AMS Chief of

Police was empowered to curb

the entrance of beverages into the

stadium at football games, and
to prevent consumption of bev-

erages within the stadium.

The Kingston City Police force

will post constables at the en-

trance and throughout the sta-

dium to assist AMS constables

in their task. It is hoped that

AMS constables will be deputiz-

ed for the day by the city police

so they will be able to make civil

arrests.

The police will stop anyone
carrying beverages into the sta-

dium and ask them either to

leave their beverages behind or

to leave the stadium. Since the

ruling has been made a condition

attached to the purchase of tic-

kets, police will be able to ask
that the contents of suspicious-

looking parcels be revealed.

Anyone caught drinking inside

the stadium will be subject to

arrest by either city police or

AMS constables. He will then be

fined in the AMS Court.

This ruling was deemed neces-

sary by the AMS court as a re-

sult of injuries suffered by stu-

dents at last Saturday's game.

The meeting also passed a se-

cond motion to the effect that

"Any offender convicted by the

AMS court of an infraction of the

above regulation shall be fined a

minimum of $30 and a maximum
of $200." This motion will go to

the Court in the form of a recom-

mendation.

These two motions were the

result of a discussion centered

around the problem of student

vandalism. At the beginning of

the meeting AMS President Kip

Summers pointed out that

Queen's had been receiving wide-

spread unfavorable publicity in

city newspapers. He impressed

upon those present the necessity

for immediate, serious action to

curb student vandalism and re-

store the reputation of Queen's

among other universities and the

general public.

LIME, ALSO AMMONIA
PEGGED AT GAEL FANS,
BUT NO SERIOUS INJURIES

To the
1 Tune of $350.

Where it all began. An unidentified daredevil climbs to victory

and brings to defeat the now famous goal posts.

Appoint Special Constables

As Start For Honor System

Hugh Gamble of Meds '59, who
was hit by lime thrown after the

Varsity game last Saturday, says
that his eye will be all right.

'But", he says "it was just lucky
that there were people there to
help get it washed out."

When asked for a personal
view, he said "It wasn't very nice
for an innocent bystander, such
a* myself coming back from con-

gratulating the players, to get

that bang in the face."

Len Robbins, Science '58, who
also was hit with a bag of lime,
may have a scar on the cornea
°f his right eye. His sight, how-
ler, is not seriously impaired.

The Journal this week heard
an account of the incident from
a reliable source who asked that

is name be withheld.
A Toronto student, he said,

tossed the small paper bag of

lime into the air, seemingly in

the hope that the lime would
scatter over the large crowd mil-

''ng about on the playing field.

The bag, weighing about one

P°und, and slightly smaller than
a Softball, failed to break, how-
ler. When it hit the ground, he
said, it was picked up by a pair

of youths in dark hockey jackets

(he believes they were Kingston

"hoods") who broke the bag in

two, and tossed the separate

halves, baseball-fashion, into the

crowd. He does not know wheth-

er or not the two Queen's stu-

dents were hit at this time.

The source, a final year engin-

eer, also swears that two Varsity

students were running about the

field at half time, spraying liquid

ammonia from a bottle. He pre-

sumes they were trying for the

odorous effect which ammonia

induces, and that they did not

have the presence of mind to

know that liquid ammonia may

also cause blindness.

In Toronto earlier this week,

Varsity team physician Dr.

David Mackintosh laughed when

told of stories that he had saved

one student from blindness by

rushing to his side after hearing

him scream.

"I don't think I saved anyone

from blindness", he said, "A lad

came into the dressing room with

redness in his eye. I washed it out

with water. I didn't hear about

anyone else being hurt."

A special force of 10 perman-

ent AMS constables was approv-

ed at Tuesday night's special

meeting of the Alma Mater So-

ciety executive. This force, to be

appointed by the Chief of Police

and the AMS appointment com-

mittee, will oversee student con-

duct on and off the campus. The

force will Ret as auxiliary force

under the direction of the chief

constable.

The meeting considered this

force as a preliminary step in es-

tablishing at Queen's some kind

of honor system, whereby stu-

dents will be responsible for

their own conduct and that of

their friends. It is hoped that the

force will be necessary for only

a year or two until an honor

system has developed. It was felt

that the final development of

such a system would take sev-

eral years.

As a first step in educating

students toward such an honor

system, a resolution was passed

that "Very forceful letters be

sent to faculty deans and execu-

tives pointing out that senior

students must show exemplary

conduct and must instruct bodies

responsible for freshmen induc-

tion to show freshmen that they

must behave in a dignified man-

ner."

Several recommendations for

improving the scheme of fresh-

men initiation were presented to

the meeting by Peter Zarry, pre-

sident of the Arts Society. These

include a constructive rather than

destructive program of initiation,

establishment of a Big Brother

system to make senior students

responsible for freshmen conduct,

and the publication of a hand-

book making freshmen aware of

the difficulties they will encoun-

ter at university, and the type of

conduct expected of them.

All Seats To Be Reserved

At Kingston Playoff Game
The Athletic Board of Control, meeting in a special session

on Tuesday afternoon, took only about thirty seconds to agree

that the Queen's Golden Gaels should be able to play a sudden-death

playoff for the senior intercollegiate football championship on their

home grounds in Richardson stadium. There was no debate on the

motion, which was carried unanimously by the Board.

Tickets went on sale this mor-

ning for the first intercollegiate

playoff in history to be held in

Kingston. At presstime, AB of C
officials expected a stampede of

football fans, all attempting to

buy tickets for the special post-

season game. AB of C officials

hiked the price of seats in the

stadium to a $2 minimum, but,

even at that, expect that a great

many people who want to will be

unable to buy accomodation.

Well over 11,000 paying cus-

tomers are expected to be present

Hey, Sitting Bull,

Can You Top This?

A new record has been set in

the "Athon series". Not to be

outdone by rockathon and piano-

thon champions, Charlie Findlay,

Arts '58, decided to try out a

campus "sitathon" in the coffee

shop last Tuesday. The result —
13 hours, 50 minutes of straight

sitting from 9.00 a.m. to 10.50

p.m.

There was a witness present

for every minute, except during

the period from 2.31-2.46 p.m. He

was prepared to stay all night —
but the caretaker shooed him out

at closing time.

In spite of the fact that the

lone contestant did not attend

any classes, he did manage to get

some assignments covered during

the quieter (?) periods of the day.

Bill of fare; toast and coffee,

two sandwiches and milk, ice-

cream, coke, and a package of

cigarettes.

Charlie says he thought o£ the

idea on Sunday afternoon while

sitting in the coffee shop. "I

just got to thinking that I spend

an awful lot of time in there, and

I wondered if I could stick it out

all day."

Tickets Late

A holdup in the printing

of tickets for next week's

game will delay sales.. Tic-

kets may go on sale some-

time late this afternoon.

Rules for sale have been

changed so that students

may buy as many tickets as

they have books. This will

enable students who have

left for the weekend to buy

tickets through friends.

in Richardson stadium a week

from tomorrow when the Gold-

en Gaels make their bid for their

first intercollegiate championship

since 1937. Barring a double up-

set in league games tomorrow (a

double win over Queen's) the

Tricolor will face the Varsity

(Continued on Page 4)

Here's Your Chance Now Gals!

Susie-Q Makes A Sudden Visit

By Morna Reid

loumal Staff Writer

"Do unto boys as you would

have them do unto you" should

be the motto of Queen's co-eds

during "Susie-Q week, convenor

Nanette Chouinard suggested

this week.

The dating turn-about, in

which girls ask boys out and pay

for everything, begins at noon on

Sunday, Nov. 13, and continues

until noon the following Sunday.

Susie-Q week was established

only five years ago. It evolved

from the Sadie Hawkins tradition

which existed formerly. Although

a comparatively new idea, certain

customs concerning dating pro-

cedure and etiquette have al-

ready grown up around it.

Briefly the rules state that each

girl must take out at least one

man from every faculty, at least

one of whom she has not been

out with before. One breakfast

date is compulsory. (Sorry, no

Ban Righ meal tickets on sale for

breakfast parties this year.)

Each girl must give her date

a corsage for the Friday night

dance. If she makes it herself, she

can choose materials complimen-

tary to his personality, such as

skunk weed, cactus, etc. No dates

can be made before 12 noon on

Sunday. Boys need not feel tied

down if asked out before that

time.

A silver cup goes to the house

or residence floor which man-

ages to take out the most boys

during the seven days. For the

last two years the trophy has not

stirred from Gordon House where

the shattering record of eight

dates in one day was made by

one freshette last year.

Each house and each residence

floor keeps a bank to which a

girl donates a nickle each time

she takes out a boy. and forfeits

a quarter any time she is asked

out by a hoy.

The climax of "Susie-Q" week
is the Susie-Q Friday night

dance. This year it has a hill-billy

theme, and is appropriately cal-

led "The Mountain Do (Dew?)".

Prizes will be given for the most
original costumes. Dick Edney's

orchestra will be featured.

One word of advice : don't

phone and ask out a good-look-

ing, unknown face in the Tricol-

or, as a Muir House girl did last

year. You might find, as she did,

that he will bring along the wife

and kids.
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GAELS MEET REDMEN IN FINALE

PECM THE

SIDELINES

MIKE MOFFAT

After the thrilling finish to last Saturday's all-important game,

tomorrow's encounter with the Redmen can not help but be the

anti-climax to the regular schedule as far as Gaels fans are con-

cerned, or the lull between two storms with regards to the playoff

Nevertheless, it will be an important match for both teams, and

for many of the individuals on the teams.

For the Redmen, it is a must game, although even with the

win, they can't make the playoffs unless Western upsets the Blues

in Toronto, and seeing the performance of the Mustangs so far,

that doesn't look likely. Still the Red and White have no choice

but to win and pray for a big upset. The Tricolor, on the other

hand, need the win to assure them sole possession of first place,

even though the playoff game is definitely here.

The personal scoring race will also be settled in this game, with

Johnny Bennett of the Redmen trying to hold on to his one point

lead over Ron Stewart.

All-Star berths are still up for grabs, with a couple of players

on each team needing another good game to gain a "Dream Team"
berth. Lou Bruce is well up in the running for an end position, but

another standout performance should make him a sure bet. With'

the way Dick Carr has been passing in the last three games he

has played, it could also decide the quarterback slot between he

and Queen's Gus Braccia.

The Tricolor will be missing captain Gary Lewis, and miss

him they will. Gary is practically a shoo-in for all-star even though

he misses this one. His replacement as field captain, Jim Hughes
is another sure bet.

On the other side of the line, guard "Buster" Brown will be

trying to make up for the two games he missed at the start of the

season. He has been a tremendous , help to the McGill front wall

since they started their playoff drive two weeks ago. End Johnny
Bennett is pretty sure of the all-star selection, but needs a touch

down or two to keep ahead of Stewart, who will be making his third

consecutive All-Star squad, in the scoring derby.

BEWS BLUES
The Bews race is barely underway, and already the team from

PHE '56 is making a farce of the competition. With only a few
events in, the boys from the gym are more than double their near-

est opponents, Med '60.

When the Bews was reorganized a few years ago, it was decided

that the only fair system was one which gave entry points more
weight than victories. It was designed so that entry points were
assessed on the number of males registered in each year. Thus a

year with three hundred would get twenty-five points for each
man that they entered in an event, while a year with Only ten men
in it would get seven hundred and fifty points for each entrant.

While this is quite definitely the best, and the fairest possible

system, since it gives years with small enrolments a good chance,

it can be carried too far.

A comparison between PHE and the average Arts year will

show why. In PHE, there are anywhere up to a dozen people
(eleven this year) all of whom are interested in sports, and the

year has no trouble getting the maximum entries in any tourna-

ment (twenty-five percent of the registration is the usual allowance
per year team). On the other hand, an Arts year has about one
hundred and twenty-five male students, and of these about twenty
five are interested in athletics. Thus this year finds it impossible to

get the maximum, or even near it, in any one event, let alone all

events.

While the entry point system is only right, we should like to

see some system whereby a temporary entry list is made up at the
start of the year, say by the end of October. This list would con-
tain the names of anyone who intended to enter one event or more.
Then the year would be forced to stick to this list and this list

alone. Then when working out entry points, a year would be ass-

essed only on the number of people likely to enter at least one
event. This would greatly cut the advantage of PHE over the
other years. It is unfortunate from the viewpoint of those in Arts
that only a small fraction of the year is interested, because twenty
people will play their hearts out, enter five or six or even ten
events each, and still be lucky if their team is in the top seven.

Maybe this program is impractical, but until some change is

made, we will guarantee that no Arts and probably no Meds year
will win the Bews.

GARY LEWIS GUS BRACCIA

LOU BRUCE JIM HUGHES

Bennett Leads Scoring Race
Ron Stewart One Point Back

Queen's Ron Stewart dropped to second place in the Inter-collegiate

scoring race, when he was held scoreless last Saturday. Johnny Bennett

Of the upsurging McGill Redmen took over the top slot when he caught

two of Dick Carr's passes for TD's in McGill's 35-17 shellacking of the

Mustangs in London.

The ten points that he picked

up gave him a season's total of

thirty-one, one more than Stewart

who has six touchdowns to his

PHE JUMPS AHEAD

With the Bews race just under-

vay, PHE '56 has come to the fore,

and are not only holding a tremen-

dous lead, but are increasing it to

more than double the second place

Meds '60 total. Ind. Rel. is holding

down the third slot.

In the touch football, both sec-

tions have reached the playoff stage.

Sc. '56 will meet Arts '57 in group

I, while in II, Meds '57 and '59

will play for the right to meet Arts

'58.

In the tennis doubles, John

Milliken and Jack Perry of PHE
won the title downing a pair from

Arts '59. The singles have reached

the semis, with D. Kac, D. Bozic,

L. MacDonnell and Milliken re-

maining.

In the bowling. Sc. '57 has a

commanding lead over Arts '57 in

B section while the A group is a

tight race with Arts '56, Sc. '56

and Arts '58 in the hunt. The half-

way mark has just been reached.

Horseshoes are down to the

quarter-finals in the singles, while

the entry list is still up for the

doubles.

credit. This means that this week's

finale at McGill will also feature

the showdown in the scoring derby.

A good omen for Ron is the fact

that the scoring champion of the

last two years, Gino Fracas, ex of

Western, won the title with big

point games against the same Red-

men on the final day of the sched-

ule.

Pete Maik of Varsity has a one-

point edge in the scramble for third

Movies Show Bad Decisions

During Toronto -Queen's Tilt

Queen's Golden Gaels, assured of a playoff spot come Nov. 12

at Richardson Stadium, travel to McGill this weekend to engage

the Redmen in this season's league finale. The tricolor will be minus

the services of two key players. Al Kocman, and Capt. Gary Lewis.

Both will be given a rest in preparation for the playoff game the

following week.

The men of Frank Tindall will

also be minus the services of two

of their finest supporters in the

persons of Dick Dodds and

"Soup" Campbell, both of whom
work the yardsticks at the home

games. Dick is unable to make

the trip since he will be playing

for the Jake Edward's football

squad in Kingston this weekend.

Dick has a lot of potential and

the only thing left for Jake Ed-

ward's to do, is find it.

Don Roy, after a long spell in

the local hospital, is back work-

ing out with the squad. Whether

he will play on Saturday is not

known yet although he will pro-

bably not be in good enough sha-

pe. However he will be okay for

the league playoffs and his re-

turn will be a hig help. Welcome

back, Don.

Films of the last Toronto-

RON STEWART

place, with nineteen points on

three field goals and ten converts.

Queen's Jocko Thompson with

eleven converts, four singles and a

field goal for eighteen points, is in

fourth place.

IN THE LEMONLITE

The Levana intramural golf

tournament finally came to an end

last Friday after many postpone-

ments due to unfavourable weather.

Despite the dampness of the course

the girls had a lot of fun and the

winner was a fossil, Jan Roberts

PHE '56. Jan also took top hon-

ours last year. Congratulations Jan.

In second place was Mary Ellen

Barr also PHE '56 and Sue Birks

'58 was in third spot.

Those who reached the semi-

finals in the Intramural Tennis

Tournament are Dawn McDonald,

Ann Thatcher, Sue Birks and Jan

Ziegler. The finals are to be com-

pleted this week.

Interhouse volleyball has started

this week. Any team defaulting a

game will be automatically dropped

out of the league. Keep your eyes

on the bulletin board in the gym
for times of play. Each team is also

responsible for an official.

Colleen Mewha '57 has been

chosen as Chairman of the ice

Review committee. Helping her

will be co-chairman Grace Kerr and

Men's representative Bill McGuire.

A good review is expected this year

with these people in charge.

The LAB of C was the proud

recipients of a Swiss made stop-

watch donated by the Grads of '55.

Miss Ross received it and on behalf

of the board wished to thank the

donators.

Intramural bowling meet begins

Monday, Nov. 7, at 4:30 in the

Princess Bowling alley. Athletic

sticks are asked to get their year

teams out for the meet. The LAB
of C pays for the first string. More

news about it next week.

Queen's game showed two key

plays which went against Queen's

and which could have meant a

defeat instead of victory.

"The first came about when
Queen's was deep in the Toronto end

with third down and four yards

to go. Queen's "Sucker" play

which calls for a direct snap to

the fullback instead of the ball

being handled by the quarterback

drew two Toronto linemen off-

side but the violation was not

called by the officials. The play

failed to gain the necessary four

yards and Varsity took over.

A five-yard penalty would have

given Queen's first down with

goal to go. Later in the game

when Toronto had Queen's hang-

ing on the ropes the situation

was somewhat reversed but this

time a Varsity lineman, in plain

view of the officials, switched

his arm and his leg while in his

offensive stance before the ball

was snapped, thus drawing a

Queen's lineman offside.

Although this is an illegal man-

oeuvre and was covered by an

intercollegiate bulletin warning

against such practises Queen's

was declared offside, Toronto was

given the benefit of the five yard

penalty, picked up a first down

and in three plays scored a

touchdown."

INTERCOLLEGIATE
STANDING

Queen's 4 1 0 84 52 8

Toronto _ 3 2 0 83 47 6

McGill 2 2 1 79 95 5

Western 0 4 I 46 98 1

Dial 7135

town and country

Restaurants

Highway No. 2, Cataraqui, Ont.

Princess at Clergy Streets,
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A Journal Review

love h A Greatly Souped-up Thing
By Willa McGee

As the story ruptures, Secret

Yen, our heroine and popular wet-

nurse about town is trying to regain

her sense of balance at a festive

party being thrown by Bones

Palmer and his frau. It is here that

Secret Yen meets a personable

voting war correspondent named
Mark. (Any self-respecting young
war-correspondent in the Far East

apparently must be called Mark).

As we begin, Secret's ideas on

the affairs of the heart are limited

to pumping blood, but as luck would

have it, the gods are already ar-

ranging her awakening into a red-

hot little lotus blossom. Before long,

personable young Mark is in pos-

session of her fan and purse. Look-

ing for bigger and better posses-

sions, he quickly exchanges them

for a date at a waterfront opium

den. That very night, Mark utters

the sentiment which is to strike the

theme for the remainder of the

story. According to the latest re

ports on his Ouija Board, destiny

has decreed that Secret and Mark

forget this impersonal relationship

and get down to business. However,
the face of this overwhelming

sign, Secret Yen relies on that bul-

wark of sagacity, the oriental say-
ing, which in this case looks un-
favourably on a Eurasian widow
marrying an already-married Amer-
ican.

But it appears that even Ori-
ental proverbs have loopholes,
for in the next scene personable
young Mark, who is now playing
the role of good friend, leads

Secret to a small deserted beach.
We see the gods are still with
her though for she discovers the
beach is right across the lake
from some of her other good
friends and off she swims to see

them, leaving Mark tugging at

his Jantzen.

After having spent the day with

By Uncle Jack

On Hallowe'en eve Princes*

Margaret went to bed with a pump-

kin burning brightly in her win-

dow. When she woke up the next

morning the candle was out —
and so was Peter — and so was

love.

Today the whole world has its

eyes focused on the big palace on

the little isle and it wonders how a

princess could possibly forsake

Peter, a chappy for whom any Bri

her other good friends, Secret and

Mark float back to the beach on a

little junk. By this time, Mark has

been promoted from good friend

to blanket-sharer. Upon landing on

shore, they both retire to their re-

spective comers in behind some

rocks in order to change. Secret

Yen cries out for a cigarette. With

nostrils dilating and hands quiver-

ing, Mark rushes to the rescue and

surprises everyone by bringing his

cigarettes with him. Secret accepts

the cigarette while at the same time

admitting that she rarely, if ever,

does. Secret Yen looks deeply into

his eyes for a moment and finally

takes advantage of Mark's smoul-

dering butt. The scene ends with

another Oriental proverb driven

home, "Persistence Pays Off".

The remainder of the story moves
along quickly with the conventional

number of rendezvous in Hong

Kong and Third Uncle's patio.

However, no one is going to make

a monkey out of Confucius, and so

the spirits soon arrange for Mark

to meet his ancestors. At first

Secret refuses to believe Mark is

dead and accuses the paper of lying

Suddenly realizing that personable

young war correspondent Mark has

probably just turned over in hi

grave, Secret recants. The story

ends with Secret Yen at their old

trysting place by the rotten tree

stump. For a moment her glands

play tricks on her, when she sees

Mark's head appearing over a rise

in the twitch grass.

However, Secret palpitates

vain, for Mark disappears, leaving

only his voice to punctuate peri

odically the air with Oriental

proverbs.

<£on% Spring
Winter his cloak has cast away— Le temps a laisse son manteau

His cold, and rain, and gales that blow. Be vent, de froidure et de plitic,

And Earth, so that we all might know, Et s'est vein de broderie,

Has robed herself in sunlight gay. De soldi rayant, clair et beau.

Each beast and bird from bear to jay II n'y a bete ni oiseait

Sings to the sky or rumbles low, Quen son jargon ne chants ou crie;

"Winter his cloak lias cast away— "Le temps a laisse son manteau

His cold, and rain, and gales that blowl" Dc vent, de froidure et de pluie!"

From rivulet to stream-fed bay Riviere, fontaine et ruisseau

Silver and gold a-rippling go Portent, en livree jolie,

Rich gifts that charm away Earth's woe. Gouttcs d'argent, d'orfevrerte:

The world is wrapped in merry May: Chacun s'habille de nouveau.

Winter his cloak has cast away. Le temps a laisse son manteau.

(trans.) —Catharine Perkins. —Charles D'Orleans.

tish mother would sacrifice her

last pint of stout if he would consent

to become her son-in-law ; a man

who, though far below Margaret

in social status, though sixteen

years older than she, though

divorcee and the father of two

children, though he carries with him

no dowry, is so typically an English-

man from tweed jacket right

through at the elbows to his Oxford

weskit.

Today as Peter rode his horse

"Juliet Jones" through Birnham

forest be was heard to say, "Tally-

ho".

WITNESS WANTED

Would the student who witnessed the accident which

occured on Saturday, October 15th at about 11:15

p.m. at the intersection of Barrie and Princess Street,

involving an automobile and a pedestrian, please

contact:

D. A. SPENCER—PHONE 2-2886

^'«i.K:« 1:lR:i«!jaii.ll

ABRAMSKY'S
Cf THE WEEK"

ttHIHtlH8t8

V
Gary Schreider

has been chosen as

Abramsky's "Player

of the Week". Any-

one who saw the

Queen's vs. Varsity

game will readily un-

derstand why. Gary,

playing the greatest

game in his career,

scored one touchdown
and was throwing

passes until the last

seconds in the game
to increase the score

margin.

(anglican)

Kino St. at Johnson St.

sunday. november 6th

"octave of feast of all.

SAINTS"

8.00 a.m.— Holy Communion

9.15 a.m.—Parish Communion

11.00 a.m.—Choral Eucharist

Celebrant; Th« Rov'd. Canon HertiUr.

Preacher: The Rtv'd. C. E. Stsples.

Organist: Sir Williim McKle, Orgsntst

nd Muter o( ths Chorliteis, West-

minster Abbey will play.

7.00 p.m.—Evensong

PrescW: Father Hertcler, St. John
tha Evangelist, Montreal.

.I.1S .p.m.—CANTERBURY CLUB.
Speaker: CoL M. E. Douglas,

Subject : Prayer Book Revision.

3tert Henry HaUi
PRINCESS STREET

Coffee Shop and Restaurant

Kingston, Onr. Phone 7712

&t. Anbrfui*B

Prpflbvjtrr.att ttthurrlj

Princess and clehqv streets

rev. j. fohbeb weddebbubn
m a o.d., minister

darwin stata,
organist and choirmaster

lillian preston
Assistant Organist

10:30 a.m.—Bible Class

11:00 a.m.—Morning Service,

Nursery Class, Church School

7:30 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Yourif; People
Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome u extended to

all students.

GARY SCHREIDER

Abramsky's congratulate GARY SCHREIDER and

are pleased to present him with a Benrus watch,

Abramsky's award to the "PLAYER OF THE WEEK".

Sytonljam Street

Unitei. fflfjurri?

VDIHHKH * WtLklNM STB.

Rev. R, H. N. Davidson
B.A.. »... TH.M.

minister

Lloyd Zurbriog
organist and choir master

SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 6th

U 0-rn._-"Why This Waste?"

7.30 p.m.—"Whot Jonah Did"

8:45 P.M.—Social Hour for

Young People

CCholmpra

Itmtrii Olhurrh

EARL AND BARRIE STS.

REV. W.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 6TH

H o.m.—These Were Wirh
Him

(6) "Nathaniel"

7.30 P.M.—The Apostles'

Creed
(6) "He Ascended Into Heaven"

O Come Let Us Worship

8.45 p.m.—Youth Fellowship

A very cordial welcome to

MONEY! MONEY!
Are you in need of money? Am I in need of money? Is he or

she in need of money? Yes, yes, yes! Now the secret can be spread

among the faithful. Queen's Journal offers you hope of enormous

wealth, if you enter and win its Christmas Literary Competition.

More details of this philanthropic scheme will be revealed on this

page next week.

Classroom Claustrophobia

I'D RATHER STAY IN BED

Do you have an inherent dislike for lectures? Do you consider

lectures superfluous? Does your professor eat onions for break-

fast? Perhaps you find it difficult to read your paper at nine

o'clock. Or maybe you are just one tired kid. If any of these ques-

tions prompt you to answer "yes", then Pay Heed. There are sev-

eral ways to overcome this disconcerting complex towards lectures.

1) Go to your neighborhood druggist and purchase a small

hypodermic syringe. Fill the instrument with water from the radia-

tors in the Old Arts Building. Then inject the fluid into your

bloodstream and go to your lecture. Within three minutes you will

be dead or very much asleep. The point is, in both cases, you miss

the agony of sitting through one hour of relative nonsense.

2) Enter the classroom several minutes earlier than usual.

Consult with the other six or eight people in your row. In this way,

you can arrange a colorful choral group . . . two people singing bass,

two singing alto, etc. Then as the lecture progresses, you can all

keep yourselves amused by singing the Marseillaise in throaty

tones. If the professor objects let him sing the baritone lead.

3) This method has endless opportunities. Take a small bottle

of paint and a brush into the classroom. When the lecture begins,

lean over and carefully paint a large target on the back of the per-

son who sits in front of you. Then take three steel-tipped darts

and throw them at the target. The first one to hit the bull's-eye

wins the game. Everyone will think this is great fun and the lecture

will be over in no time.

4) If none of these foregoing methods are successful, try this.

Send out formal invitations to everyone who sits in the back two

rows. When lecture time arrives, you too will . . . this time equipped

with four bottles of rye, some oranges, some lemons, and a spot

of gingerale. Mix the ingredients carefully and pour cocktails for

your guests. This is an extremely jolly pastime and even the pro-

fessor can join in if he feels so inclined. Thish . . . ish . . . the mosht

wonderfullesht way to shpend lectoors . . .

From a Journal, 1950

HEAR...

Rev. A. F. Glasser, C.E., B.D.
Assistant Home Director of the China Inland Mission

Who has served in China and Philippines

ST. ANDREW'S PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 7th, 8 P.M.

Afterwards: "Open Discussion"

CHRISTIAN YOUTH CENTRE
- TEA WILL BE SERVED -

You can have time on your hands

with a rugged Royal Portable!

Want to increase your leisure hours? Then get yourself

a Royal Portable. In a few short weeks you'll be able

to type twice as fast as you can write.

Come exam time, you'll bless the day you bought

a Royal and put an end to squinting over hastily-

scribbled notes. Watch your spelling improve too!

Believe it or not, when you see a word neatly typed

it's easier to tell if it's spelled right.

Think of the amount of time you'll save over the

years with a rugged Royal portable. It's a lifetime

investment you know. No doubt it will be one of

your handsomest heirlooms.

See the Royal Portable at Dealers and Department

Stores. Budget terms arranged.

"Quiet Deluxe"

—

with smart Fiberglns

carrying case. Huh
full-size keyboard

and all the features

of most big

office typewriters.

Rugged l aiM Y/ <A!I ," Pori-atole

Now — in 6 colorsl
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Thousands Scramble For Game Tickets:

AB Of C Will Lose Out On Gate Receipts

(Continued from Page 1)

Blues, the team they beat 11-10

here last week, in the sudden-

death championship game.

The Athletic Board of Control

estimates that it will lose over

§7,000 in gate receipts by play-

ing the game in Kingston rather

than in Toronto's larger Varsity

stadium.

It is estimated that the gross

gate at Richardson stadium next

Saturday will total about $16,000,

of which at least $1,500 must go

towards travelling expenses of

the Varsity team, band, and

cheerleaders. There is no stadium

rental charged for playoff games.

Of the net gate (which will be

an estimated $16,000 in Richard-

son stadium) one-third goes to

each of the two competing

schools, and one-sixth goes to

each of Western and McGill.

It is estimated too that a sell-

out in Varsity stadium would

draw a possible gross gate of

$40,000, leaving $38,500. to be

divided among the four teams in

the intercollegiate league.

The Gaels share of the gate in

Richardson stadium should total

about $5,300. Their one-third

share of a sellout gate at Varsity

stadium would be $13,000, a dif-

ference of $6,700. Board officials

felt that monetary considerations

should be of lesser importance in

this particular case.

Principal W. A. Mackintosh,

present at the meeting, grinned

when informed of the Board's de-

cision, and said "That must make
you feel like a very rich, gener-"

ous group of men".

Queen's had the choice this

year, regardless of the final stand-

ings in the intercollegiate race.

At present, they can finish in no

Science Freshmen

Science court will be held in

Grant Hall, Wednesday at 7 p.m.

worse position than a tie for first

place with the Varsity Blues

Gael coach Frank Tindall won

the toss with Toronto officials

here Saturday, thus assuring the

Gaels of a choice of stadiums

even in the event of a tie.

Queen's students will pay $1.50

for admission to the game, and all

seats in the student section (giv-

en numbers during the past week)

will be reserved. A special crew

of AMS constables will be on

hand to ensure that the aisles are

kept free, and that each person

sits in his proper seat, as design-

ated on his ticket stub. No stud-

ents will he allowed to sit or lie

on top of the press box.

It has been decided by the

board that a special block of

seats will be reserved for Queen's

students until Tuesday night, at

which time the seats, if there are

any left, will be placed on gen-

eral sale. The Queen's student

body will be split into two sep-

arate sections, a move necessit-

ated by the desire to allow seas-

on-ticket holders to sit in the

centre section of the east stands,

below the press box.

Seats in the east stands will be

allocated as follows. The 1750

seats on the south end of the

field will be saved for Queen's

students; the centre section be-

neath the press box and slightly

to the north, containing about

750 seats, will be reserved for

season-ticket holders; the, next

section, containing 450 seats, will

also be reserved for Queen's stud-

ents; and the last 1,000 seats on
the north end of the stands will

be allocated to Varsity students.

Queen's students will be allow-

ed to buy only one ticket per book

of student tickets. Ticket-sellers

in the AB of C office will remove

a numbered ticket from each

book presented, so that the same
book may not be used to buy two

or more tickets.

The only exception to this rul-

ing will be made for the benefit

of married students, who will be

allowed to buy tickets for their

wives in the student section. The

AB of C office has been provided

with a list of these students by

the registrar's office, and they

will be required to identify them-

selves before the tickets are sold.

Although Queen's students

may buy one ticket each
in those sections reserved for

students only, they may buy as

many as they can afford else-

where in the stadium, on a "first

come, first serve" basis. Many of

the seats in the covered grand-

stand have already been spoken

for by season-ticket holders but

those left will go on general sale

on Monday morning.

The price of tickets in the reg-

ular stands will not be hiked, ex-

cept in those cases where the

price of the seat is less than two

dollars. The Board decided Tues-

day that a minimum of two dol-

lars would be charged for non-

student seats, and this has the

result of raising the price of seats

the end zone by 75 cents each.

All Football Games

May Be Cancelled

Due To Rowdyism
Cancellation of college football

games is a possibility as a result of

last Saturday's incidents in King-

ston. President Sidney Smith of

Toronto said that he intended to

raise the question with responsible

officials including the university

athletic association of the desir-

ability of even finishing out the

league schedule.

He said he did not wish his

statement to be taken as a threat

but simply as an attempt to get the

facts. The president said somebody

could be killed. He regretted that

the football games might have to be

cancelled due to the actions of a

reckless minority. He intends to

consult with the officials of other

universities and write the principal

of Queen's in an attempt to get the

facts of the incidents.

Erratum
In the last issue of the

Journal, a notice was publish-

ed offering student member-

ship in the Canadian Club

at the nominal fee of $41.

This should have read $1.

ON THE AIR TOMORROW!

QUEEN'S
VS

McGILL
Starting at 1.55 p.m., you will

hear Johnnie Kelly's play-by-

play broadcast brought to you

by the Empire Life Insurance

Company,

'YOUR CHAMPIONSHIP STATION IN KINGSTON"

<U£M4YK

"Boys wi\\ be boys...
Cruris \AJ\\\ be boys. .."tool

Among Canada's campus crowd it's the latest ... it's the big

sweater switch from boy to girl. It's Kitten's full-fashioned

V-neck pullover for boys and girls ... in Penal Orion, so soft

you have to touch it to believe it I So easy to care for! Twenty

shades for matching. Sleeveless pullover $7.95, long-sleeve

pullover $9-95. At good shops everywhere.

Missionary Speaker

Rev. Arthur Glasser will speak

on "World Missions Today and

Tomorrow" on Monday, Nov. /,

at 4:30 p.m. in the McLaughlin

Room.
*

Badminton Club
Badminton Club meets every

Tuesday, 8:00 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.

and Sunday 1 :30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.

*
Harrier

All interested in competing in

an intercollegiate barrier trial

around the aluminum plant
course, Tuesday, Nov. 8, at 4:30

must contact Mr. Bob Seright at

9439 before Monday night, Nov.

7. There will be a work-out at the

track this afternoon at 4:30.

* *
Dance

Grant Hall, Saturday, Nov. 5,

8:00 p.m.-12:00 p.m. $1.25 per

couple, sponsored by Science '59.

Con Baker's Campus Band.

* *
Attention Arts '56

There will be a year meeting

next Monday, Nov. 7, in the Mc-

Laughlin Room, Student's Union,

at 7 :30 p.m. Refreshments.
"Who's Where" may be picked

up by those who have paid year

fees at the year meeting or in the

New Arts Bldg. next Monday
and Tuesday between 9 and 12

a.m. Year fees may be paid at

those times.

*
Public Lecture

Dr. K. W. Maurer, Department

of German, University of Mani-

toba and formerly of the Univer-

sity College, London, will lec-

ture in public about the relation-

ship in the outlook towards life

in the "Late Works of Great Ar-

tists." The lecture will take

place on Tues., Nov. 8 at 8 p.m.

in the co-ed lounge.

* *
Glee Club

Rehearsal — "The Beggar's

Opera". Principals and chorus

"on stage." Production is Nov.

30. You can't afford to miss any

rehearsals. Monday 7:15 Grant

Hall.

* *
Canterbury Club

Tonight at S p.m. in St. James'

Hall there will be an open dis-

cussion of the Epistle and Gospel

for this coming Sunday.

A regular meeting of the Can-

terbury Club will he held on Sun-

day, Nov. 6 in St. Georges' Ca-

thedral Library after evensong.

Colonel Douglas will discuss the

changes in the prayer hook. All

those interested are invited.

*
One-Act Plays

Three one-act plays are being

put on by students, members of

the Drama Guild, this coming

Monday, Nov. 7. The time is 8

p.m., the place. Convocation Hall.

Tickets are 50c for non-members,

25c for members. Tickets sold at

the door.

Note
Would all first year Science-

men pick up their summonses at

the Post Office.

DVA CHEQUES
DVA cheques are available

at the padre's office.

K. PETROS
EXPERT SHOE REPAIRS KEYS DUPLICATED

SERVICE WHILE YOU WAIT
Confectionery, Novelties, Magazines

525 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2-6533

McGALL'S
LUGGAGE AND SPORTING GOODS
By The World's Finest Manufacturers

— AGENTS FOR —
SPALDING - SLAZENCER - CCM, ETC., SPORTS EQUIPMENT

SKYWAY — SAMSON ITE — McBRINE

QUEEN'S CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS
Tennis and Badminton Racquets Restrung

212 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 3793

MAKE —

Marilyn's
YOUR HEADQUARTERS

FOR

GLENAYR KITTEN SWEATERS
IN 100% LAMB WOOL AND 100% ORLON

MARILYN'S LADIES WEAR
DIAL 2-1475 238 PRINCESS ST.
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Salesgirls Such As These
Boost Treasure Van Sales

Elizabeth Whytock and Pauline Lai display their wares at

the Treasure Van sale.

The World University Service

Treasure Van sold $5,053. worth

of goods at Queen's Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday of this

week.

Some 75 students and staff

-worked with the Van in Grant

Hall. Geoff Ballard, Science '56,

convenor for the event, said

"Wednesday he would like "to ex-

tend thanks to all who made this

year's Treasure Van an over-

whelming success". He particu-

larly thanked those girls who de-

voted time to selling.

Mayor G. C. Wright of King

ston officially opened the Trea

sure Van Monday evening. Prin

cipal W. A. Mackintosh intro

duced Mrs, Ethel Mulvany, orig

inator of the Van. Mrs. Mul

vany explained that proceeds

from the sale would be used for

housing projects for university

students in Japan, Pakistan,

Israel and Indonesia.

THE NATIONAL BALLET OF CANADA
- WILL PRESENT AT -

Kingston Community Memorial Centre

SWAN LAKE BALLET, ACT 2

DARK ELEGIES — DANSE FROM THE CLASSICS

TUESDAY, NOV. 15th, AT 8:30 P.M.
Box office opens Tomorrow, Nov. 5th

TICKETS: $2.50, $2.00, $1.50, $1.00 (TAX INCL.)

PHONE COMMUNITY CENTRE 3931
Tickets on Sole at Casterton's Coffee Club, Bo-Peep Grill

and Austin's Drug Store

Presented by the University Women's Club

DAY OR NIGHT
PHONE 5551

For Quality Milk, Cream, Butter

BY

Hemlock Park Dairy
LIMITED

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FAMOUS
Velvet Ice Cream Duncan Hines Ice Cream

STUDENT TOURS
from $1010

ALL INCLUSIVE COST

Specially prepared for College Students ond Recent Graduates

by TREASURE TOURS

Leave Montreal

June 22nd — June 29th — July 13th

51 Days with Optional Extensions to Scandinavia and Spain

Personally Escorted through 9 Countries

of Regular Escorted I

fours from $620
j

88 Departures

All Inclusive Tou

Call, Write or Telephone for Complimentary Folder

FAREWELL TRAVEL SERVICE
68 YONCE ST- (at King) TORONTO

EM. 3-5191

• "OF EUROPE

Delegates Attend
Drama Conference

Eleanor Williamson and Anne
Hayes, Arts '58, were Queen's

delegates at the Inter-Varsity

Drama League Conference held
at Loyola College, Montreal,

last weekend.

Michael Bishop, Science '56,

president, was assisted by Jim
Bethune, Arts '57, secretary-trea-

surer of the league.

This year's festival will be
held in Montreal under the co-

sponsorship of McGill and Mac-
donald College some time in Feb-
ruary. The present executive will

continue its office until then
when delegates will present can-

didates from their colleges.

Queen's entry to the festival

will be selected from three one-
act plays to be presented next
Monday night in Convocation
Hall. The fourth, an original

play written by a recent Queen's
graduate will be presented at the

Drama Guild general meeting of

Nov. 29.

The three student-directed

plays are J. M. Barrie's "A Well
Remembered Voice", directed by
Mary Fowler, "Undertow" by
Anne Weatherly, directed by
Beth Mahaffey, and William
Saroyan's "Hello Out There" un-

der the direction of Bob Beatti'e.

ElHe Williamson is the producer

of this year's trio. Professional

adjudication will be given.

AMS Plans Another Court

To Settle Varsity Damage
P. Faris Requests Changes

Painting incidents involving the Queen's and Western stadiums

will be settled out of court, Chief justice Peter Faris said this

week. An open court will probably be held to deal with the painting

of Varsity Stadium and the destruction of the Toronto goal posts.

Speaking to a specia! meeting

of the AMS executive Tuesday

night, Mr. Faris made several re-

commendations in connection

with the court. He said that rules

of procedure should be laid down

for the vigilance committee,

which includes the chief o fpolice,

that the duties of the prosecutor

should be more definitely outlin-

ed, and that rules of court pro-

cedure should be drawn up.

Mr. Faris also recommended

amendments of the AMS consti-

tution, to the effect that "invasion

of the privacy of any member of

the AMS shall constitute an of-

fence punishable by expulsion"

and that "the Chief of Police shall

call to the attention of freshmen,

through faculty societies, the

rules and precedences of the

AMS court concerning conduct

unbecoming a member of the

AMS".

Abbey Organist

at St. George's

Sir William McKie, organist

and Master of Choristers, West-

minster Abbey, London, England,

will spend this weekend in King-

ston. Sir William, who was

knighted by the Queen for his

magnificent work in directing all

the music for the coronation, oc-

cupies what is probably the most

famous musical post in the world.

His visit to Kingston is a private

one to renew friendships formed

when, as a result of his invitation,

St. George's Cathedral Choir

made history by singing all the

services in the Abbey for a month

during August 1954. It is expect-

ed Sir William will play the Ser-

vices at the Cathedral on Sun-

day at 11 a.m. and conduct the

Cathedral Choir.

533

HAPPY CORNER RESTAURANT
SPECIAL MEAL TICKETS FOR STUDENTS

We serve ITALIAN SPAGHETTI

PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2-8013

APPLY NOW !

Recruiting is now underway for the

Effort m^ttnj (Bxmtb
Applications for 1956 summer employment with this famous
drill unit must be received by November 21, 1955. Previous mil-

itary experience unnecessary. The pay is good. The atmosphere
is friendly. For application forms and information, contact:

Al Robson 2-4764 Peter Zorry 2-1219

Mike Carty 8145 Charles Umpherson 2-6384

Don Foster 2-8439 Cerry Steinhoff 2-7838

Cloude Root 2-6652 Old Fort Henry 2-7388

Cory Lewis 2-5719

TRAINING WITH PAY WILL START IN JANUARY

ON SALE NOW EXTRA SPECIAL

MONEY SAVERS
This Week Only At The Home Of Thrifty Students

71 BROCK ST KING AND WELLINGTON

CONGRATULATIONS CHAMPION GOLDEN GAELS

GABARDINE

SPORT
SHIRTS
10 SHADES

REG.

4.95 2.
98

HORSEHIDE
LEATHER

JACKETS

14.88

100% NYLON

DRESS SOX PAIRS 1.50

WHITE

"T" SHIRTS FOR 1.00

DRESS GLOVES REG.

TO 4.95 2.98

ZIP-IN-LINING GABARDINE REG. 29.50

TOPCOATS 34*0 46 o^TallU 4.^
KINGSTON LIQUIDATORS BANKRUPT SALES

BETWEEN
KING AND
WELLINGTON71 Brock St.

Classified Ads

Lost

One red leather wallet on Sat-

urday, in southeast bleachers at

Richardson Stadium. Phone
24045 or give it to the AB of C

office.

Maroon Esterbrook pen on

football practice field Tues., Nov.

1 from 11 a.m.-noon. Please phone

Ron Walenius at 2-4758.

Two white chickens were lost

by two members of Arts '58 last

Tuesday night in the vicinity of

Adelaide Hall. Would appreciate

return either on hoof or platter.

No questions asked. Please con-

tact Mr. Ray Frank.

Would the gentleman who

took my grey gabardine topcoat

from the coffee shop Wed. night

please call Dave Hurst, 7169, or

send me the zip-in lining for his.

Found

Keys on key-holder. Owner

may claim same at Journal of-

fice.

Notice

Henceforth all articles found on

campus will be turned in to office

on the first floor of the Union.

Many items are now being held

and owners are -requested to

claim same.

CFRC
Saturday

6:00—Wann-Up
6:30—Ranch 1490—Bev. Phillips

7 :00—Hits and Misses — Ellie

Williamson

7 ;30—On The Upbeat—Arnold

Matthews

8 :00—In The Groove — Doug

Thomson

S:30—Lonesome Lemon— Ann
O'Nymous

9:00—1490 Classics—Robert Igor

Sanderson

10:00—Cook's Musical Tour—Ken
Cook

11 :00—Enjoyable Music—Ralfe J.

Clench

12:00—Sign Off

Friday

6:00—Holland Calling— Tom
Bonnema

6 :30—Odds and Ends—Graham

Skerrett, Norm. May
7:00—Stardust—Danny Wong at

the piano

7:30—CFRC Therzday Nile—
Igor

8 :00—Birdland — Paul Ward,

Dave Cooper

8:30—Show Biz, News—Doug
Thomson, Harriett Badaker

9 :00—Starlite Stomp — Thelma

Hunter, Doug Frame
9 :30—Our Choice—June Pryce,

Bev. Phillips

10:00—1490 Pops— Donald J.

Harrison

11:00—Al's Penthouse—Al Kemp
1 1 :30—P r e 1 u d e to Dreaming—

-

Oryce Mcllraith

12:00—Sign Off

VALLEAU'S
BARBER SHOP
316 PRINCESS STREET

Three Barbers

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 6917

BROCK
JEWELLERS
161 Princess Street

Kingston, Ontario

PHONE 2-7361

WATCH Repairs

A Specialty

- WE SELL -

WATCHES - DIAMONDS
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On With The New
Queen's made headlines in at least two widely-read city news-

papers this week. In one it took second-place only to Princess Mar-

garet; in another it took precedence over a murder case. The story

centered around injuries suffered by Queen's students at Saturday's

game. In both stories the name of Queen's was conspicuous in the

headlines, along with such words as "hooliganism" and "students

blinded". The stories will no doubt encourage hundreds of fond

parents to send their sons and daughters to Queen's next year.

Last Saturday's events prove one thing conclusively. There are

several so-called Queen's traditions which will have to cease im-

mediately. One of them was broken not long ago when the AMS
executive voted against allowing first-year Science students to

guard Richardson stadium the night before the Toronto game. This

decision was partly prompted by a request from stadium officials

that this function be prevented, since in the past more clean-up

work has had to be done at the stadium the next morning than

probably would have been necessary if the stadium were left un-

guarded. In this case, however, the Science faculty is to be com-

mended on the careful thought they had given to the event, and

the plans they had made to keep it in control. However, as a

tradition it has not proved satisfactory in the past. It should be re-

placed by something else which is beneficial to the university.

Another tradition which has caused a great deal of concern this

year is that of tearing down goalposts. In Toronto this action result-

ed in a $350 bill to the AMS. At Queen's at least five students were

injured while protecting the goalposts last week. This is too high

a price to pay to keep a tradition alive. On Tuesday night AMS
President Kip Summers pointed out that no other university has

'goalpost fever' like that which exists at Queen's. But it is not a

good tradition—it is a university headache.

Traditions can be established at Queen's in a year or two. If

however, it becomes evident that they must be broken, students

should be willing to break them and perhaps substitute something

else which serves a more useful purpose. Such a project was
instituted last year, when first and second-year Science students

took part in the Red Feather campaign. We believe that this will

be continued this year, and perhaps in years to come. If it does

become traditional, it will be a good tradition. And if individual

students and faculty societies on the campus give careful thought

to the matter, several such projects could be instituted. Mass
activities which are beneficial to Queen's and to Kingston can bring

a lot of good publicity to the university, and would counteract the

lurid headlines which have been appearing lately. Students who are

concerned with the adverse publicity the university has been re-

ceiving can, and must, do something positive to counteract it.

Monastic Life At Queen's?
Is McNeil! House, the new Men's Residence, to become a real

residence or a monastery? The latter seems possible although the

residents have not yet adopted the traditional garb and tonsure

associated with Mediaeval monks.
Surely the main reason for the introduction of residence life

at Queen's was to provide students with an opportunity to enjoy

the advantages of communal living so long denied them by life in

boarding houses. Most of these advantages are social—the enrich-

ing experiences of close companionship and good conversation. We
do not believe enough energy is being expended in realizing these

advantages.

Student self-government in the residence has been conducted

in a highly impersonal manner. There has been no general meeting

of all residents. The regulations regarding hours for entertaining

women guests in the common room are extremely restrictive. They
rate unfavorable comparison with even the women's residences.

Women are to be allowed within the sacred precincts during the

evenings and only on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday. Such restrict-

ions impose undue hardships on the normal social relations which
are a part of university life. Only recently have the doors separating

the houses within the residence been opened, allowing free inter-

communication between them. No social events have yet been
organized.

We realize that the residence has only been in operation for

a month and that great initial problems have been faced. However
we hope that in future more effort will be forthcoming in achieving

the social advantages of residence life.

Ban Jackets Downtown
A suggestion was made at Tuesday night's special meeting of

the AMS executive that a ban on faculty jackets would help elimin-

ate the problem of adverse publicity to Queen's. Because of the

faculty jacket students are easily identified by outside observers

as being from Queen's. This results in too much leniency by some
authorities, and too much criticism by those who are anxious to

attribute to students the characteristics of small-time vandals and
petty thugs.

We do not suggest that it is necessary to ban faculty jackets

on campus. However, it would be advisable to insist that students

appearing off the campus be dressed in 'civilian' clothes. This would
accomplish several things. It would take the entire responsibility

for students' behavior outside university limits off the AMS. Stud-

ents caught behaving in a disordely fashion downtown would be
subject to prosecution in a civil court, and local police would not
feel it necessary to excuse their actions, or leave prosecution in the

hands of student government. It would also mean that students

appearing downtown would not be so conspicuous, and therefore

would not be so closely observed by the local populace. As it is

now even the most innocent act performed by a student can be
misconstrued by those anxious to condemn students on principle.

How to Win Friends and Influence Universities

WtiTlftW 1 CWR STVOENTS

Vis-Li.— fle W P- v E t> <
"

'And since you've all been such good little boys and girls at Western

Conversation P ece^m^ By Tony King —

—

The other day I came across

a copy of Bishop Sheen's "Three

to Get Married" in which he an-

nounces that sex is nothing more

than frosting on the cake of love.

Since I read only the first three

sentences in the book, I don't

really know how he arrived at

this intriguing conclusion. But I

think I can guess.

He probably started out with

the notion that sex, taken by it-

self, is BAD — in capital letters.

As I understand it this is the of-

ficial attitude of the Roman Cath-

olic Church and so Sheen, being

a good Catholic, must have start-

ed out with it.

But since sex obviously exists

and seems to have some tenuous

connection with love, it has to

be explained — preferably in

terms of the Divine Will. This

is where the frosting comes in.

The divinity had to have some
way of making men and women
attractive to each other so that

they would procreate the species.

He invented sex and made it

pleasurable to achieve this end.

And admittedly, if that's all sex

is, the Bishop's logic is faultless.

Unfortunately Sheen doesn't

seem to have looked around and

decided on observation whether

sex is merely a brand of fudge.

In some cases it undoubtedly is.

Mahatma Ghandi, for example,

concluded in middle age that in-

dulgence in sex would interfere

with his ascetic way of life. He
promptly informed his wife of his

decision and that was that.

But what about the novels of

Jules Romains? Romains is cer-

tainly an acute observer of hu-

man behavior and he appears to

have concluded that the frosting

is spread very thick — if it's

really frosting at all.

It seems to me that Sheen has

made two mistakes.

In the first place, he didn't do

any field work. Either sex is ba-

sically a superficial gloss on love,

or it is an integral part of that

love. Nothing the Bishop says

can possibly alter the issue.

Yet instead of trying honestly

to find out what role sex plays in

the lives of a wide variety of

people of all ranks and stations

and whether or not they find sex

an elevating and beautiful exper-

ience, the Bishop apparently sat

in his celebate study and presum-

ed to tell them that sex is a

rather sordid affair—pleasurable,

to be sure, but merely functional.

In the second place, Sheen

seems to have assumed that sex

means the same thing to all men
(and women). Actually the phy-

sical side of love is much more

important to some people than

others — much more important

to Romains than to Ghandi.

Whether people rank sex high or

low in the scale of their love is

up to them and can't be determ-

ined by episcopal fiat. In any

case it is a fact that mature, in-

telligent men and women cannot

regard sex as a carnal sordid de-

grading business.

Perhaps I'm being a bit hard

on the Bishop who, after all,

meant well. And perhaps I have

misconstrued his first three sen-

tences although I don't think so

— I've heard the same argument

too often before.

What really annoys me are

Sheen's basic assumptions. You
can't argue with a man who
thinks he is an interpreter of the

Divine Will. Such a man seldom

looks at the world around him

and draws conclusions there-

from ; he has his conclusions

ready-made and applies them

willy-nilly even though he may
insult the human race and (for

my money) the Divinity at the

same time. His frame of mind

is authoritarian, no more no less.

If the search for truth and a

modicum of understanding of the

human predicament is to have

any significance at all, it must be

conducted with an essentially op-

en mind. I think humility before

facts and people is every bit a

important as humility before the

Divinity — and far more diffi-

cult.

A Bill Of Rights? ... No
By John Graham

Does Canada need a Bill of

Rights ? Paper guarantees have

no meaning unless their import

is firmly rooted in the minds of

the people. The Declaration of

the Rights of Man soon echoed

a hollow sound. Robespierre and

his friends made quick work of

the liberties which threatened

their purposes. Professor Corry

has said that "solemn declara-

tions and lip-service alone do not

guarantee their effectiveness."

Numberless are the instances

when a Bill of Rights has been

ignored or scrapped by a govern-

ment.

Civic liberties form part of the

intangible body of liberal demo-

cratic doctrine. If general faith

in the values of civil liberties is

not imbued in the spirit of the

nation, no formal guarantee in

the shape of a legal document

will generate that faith. Thus far

it has been argued that a Bill of

Rights would not be an asset to

the Canadian constitution nor a

safeguard to our civil liberties.

The case against the inclusion of

a Bill of Rights in our Constitu-

tion must now be stated.

The only effective way in

which a serious infraction of

civil liberties can be checked is

by concerted public indignation

and action. In Britain, during

the opening phase of the War,

the situation looked very black.

Germans in England were intern-

ed without trial. Although this

seemed reasonable, considering

the times, a public outcry arose

against this infraction of civil

liberties. As a result the Ger-

mans were screened and the

"safe risks" released. The spirit

of civil liberties was reaffirmed

in no uncertain terms. A Bill of

Letter . . .

Sign Your Name
Letters to the editor cannot

be printed unless the editor is

aware of the identity of the

writer. Names will be with-

held on request.

Outside Help?

Hold that cheque-book, AMS !

Strange as it may seem, Queen's

must have rabid fans at Western

and Varsity.

In Toronto, one of the steel goal

posts was ripped down and carried

from Varsity Stadium all the way

down to the Royal York Hotel and

right into the lobby by five Western

— repeat, Western — students. I

dentified at least one Toronto

engineering student dressed in an

ordinary jacket helping these Wes-
tern students pull down the post

and start it out of the stadium.

Also, in London, a co-ed from

Western, in the company of a

quiet Queen'sman, positively

identified several Western stu-

dents engaged in painting a

large "Q" behind Thames Hall.

They were mobile with an old

model car and some paint. It is

not conceivable that these Wes-

tern "vandals" did even more

painting, etc., during the early

morning hours?

"Painting the opposition" has

been common practice for many

years in many colleges. The onus

is on the host college to watch for

the infiltrating but harmless artists,

is it not? And steel goal posts like

steel Titanics are not by themselves

invincible-

Even if some Queen'smen are

involved, are we to foot the whole

bill for Western damage at Varsity

and London. Also, who is paying

for the painting done in Kingston

on the McGill and Western visits?

Yours in hope we send the larger

bill,

Bruce Findlay,

Arts '57.

Rights may merely provide a dis-

arming facade behind which civil

liberties may be infringed, and
the infringement go unnoticed.

Bernard Shaw once said that

democracy was a sort of balloon,

"but aloft to attract the attention

of the gaping populace while

the exploiting class picks their

pockets." This metaphor is un-

justified in its context but per-

haps has greater meaning when
applied to the case for a Bill of

Rights.

A bill of rights, enshined in the

Constitution, may provide the

people with a false sense of se-

curity. People will be more con-

scious of their civil liberties,

more alert to their infraction

when they know that the preser-

vation of these liberties lies in

their own hands and not in the

dusty pages of a Constitution.

Senator McCarthy must intrude

into this topic. It was he who
posed one of the greatest threats

to American civil liberties in re-

cent times, appealing in the name

of the government and the Con-

stitution. McCarthy's treatment of

the 5th Amendment made a moc-

kery of its intent and In so doing

compromised the sanctified po-

sition of the Constitution.

Civil liberties are difficult to

fit into meaningful and workable

definitions. What do we mean

by equality? To what extent can

we permit freedom of speech?

Further, an attempt by the fram-

ers of a constitutional amend-

ment to define civil liberties

would be catastrophic in its im-

plications. The limits of the re-

sponsible exercise of freedom

vary with the times, the political

climate, and the environment.

I will not say that the stand for

a Bill of Rights is groundless —
such an allegation would be un-

just. However, the case of the

Padlock Law in Quebec is an ex-

ample of how an ill-defined law

can be deliberately misconstrued;

a factor in the case against a Bill

of Rights, not for it.

If we are to look for legal pro-

tection for our civil liberties, we
shall find it embodied in our

Common Law and preserved by

the courts.
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The Long Slow Wait For Tickets

Student fans, some of them reading about their ticket procuring troubles in the Queen's Journal,

line up outside the AB of C office on Friday morning. photo by pickahc

2200 TICKETS GOBBLED FRIDAY
HUNDREDS MORE WANT SEATS

Saturday's intercollegiate play-

off game between the Varsity

Blues and the Queen's Golden

Gaels might have rivalled the an-

nual Grey Cup extravaganza had

Athletic Board of Control offi-

cials decided to hold it in Toron-

to's Varsity Stadium.

With the sudden-death play-

off being held in Richardson Sta-

dium instead (normal seating ca-

pacity: just over 9000), the AB
of C office is being swamped by
ticket requests from thousands of

people who want tickets and who
won't be able to get them.

Officials estimate that some-

thing over 13,000 people, includ-

ing players and bands, will be

able to jam themselves inside the

stadium's bulging walls comes

Saturday. Three or four thous-

and more, including many
Queen's graduates, will have

their written requests for ticket

reservations refused.

Student tickets went on sale

early Friday morning, after ar-

riving sooner than expected from

the A. E. Kerr printing company

in Gait. Two extra ticket-sellers

were employed to take care of

the mob which began to queue

up within minutes.

Senate's Decision Released

Regarding Court Judgment
The official decision of the Uni-

versity Senate, in regard to the

recent recommendations of the

Alma Mater Society court, was
made public Saturday in a release

to the Journal from the princip-

al's office. The text follows be-

low:

The Senate of the University
has given careful consideration
to the recommendations of the

Supreme Court of the Alma Mater
Society in respect to certain stud-
ents who were convicted of ser-

ious misconduct in disturbing and
entering a women's residence. It

has discussed the decision of the
court with officers of the Alma
Water Society and has interview-
ed the offenders.

The Senate has accepted in

principle and in the main the re-

eommendation of the court in

that the requirement to withdraw
from the University is not made
immediately effective but is held
m suspension.

The offenders are placed under
the penalty of final expulsion from
the university but the penalty is

suspended as long as work and
conduct are satisfactory.

The following conditions are
attached:

(a) The full penalty of expul-

to become effective if at
any time throughout the course
of any of the offenders the Prin-

ston

cipal of the University on the

advice of the Dean of the Faculty

concerned decides that the work

or conduct of the offender is un-

satisfactory. No further consid-

eration by the Senate or Alma
Mater Court is required or con-

templated.

(b) Each offender will be re-

(juired to withdraw permanently

from the University if in the final

examinations of any year of his

course he fails in more than one

subject.

(c) Each offender is required

to report to the Dean of his Fa-

culty immediately and to follow

such programme of reporting and

counselling as the Dean may
prescribe.

This decision of the Senate is

unanimous. The Senate reached

the decision to suspend the pen-

alty with great difficulty and re-

luctance. It considers the conduct

of the offenders to have been dis-

graceful and inexcusable. Any
suggestion that the gravity of the

offence was unknown to the of-

fenders implies that they are not

sufficiently intelligent to be stud-

ents of the University or were in

no condition to draw distinctions.

The public knowledge of this

offence has gravely injured the

reputation of the University and

(Continued on Page5)

Word spread like wiidfire, and

students missed classes in order

to get in on the ticket sale. All

feared that they wouldn't be able

to get decent seats if they didn't

line up. Even at that, many stu-

dents found themselves with

seats on the ten yard line or

worse when the AB of C sold

tickets a row at a time, with the

tickets numbered over 50 being

located deep in the south end.

In less than eight hours, about

1600 students gobbled up almost

2200 tickets, leaving about $4000.

in AB of C coffers. The few re-

maining student seats in the east

stands were disposed of on Sat-

urday morning.

Of the 4004 tickets available

in the esat stands 1000 were

shipped to Toronto to take care

of student demands there. A large

block of tickets in the covered

(See Tickets, Page 4)

Title -Winning Gaels
Plough Redmen Under
Varsity Next On List

The Queen's Golden Gaels raced to tb eir first intercollegiate title since 1937 on the
mud-splattered gridiron of McGill's Molson Memorial Stadium Saturday afternoon,
when they beat the dangerous McGill Redmen 12-7. The win was the Gaels fifth 5a
six league starts this year, and put them in a favored position to take the league cham-
pionship when the Varsity Blues arrive in the Gael backyard this coming Saturday-

The Gael nlavers. some oS

Every Gate To Be Guarded
Will Search U of T Fans Too
AMS constables and Kingston

city police will co-operate to the

utmost to prevent any rowdyism
at next Saturday's playoff game,

AMS police chief Ray Middleton

assured the Journal Saturday.

Since most of the disturbances in

past games were traced to drink-

ing, the police will stop anyone

carrying beverages into the sta-

dium and ask them either to leave

their beverages behind or to

leave the stadium.

This prohibition includes soft

drinks.

Furthermore, throwing bottles

or other missiles on the field can

lead to forfeiture of the game by

the home team. Mr. Middleton

stresses that it is entirely within

the referee's discretion to halt the

game and award it to the visiting

team if some irresponsible fan

throws anything on the field.

There will be twenty-five AMS
constables on duty for the game.

Two will cover each gate before

the game, and during the game
they will patrol all aisles on the

Treasure Van
Queen's Committee of the

World University Service

wishes to thank all those who

helped in making the Treasure

Van sale a success.

Sober, Orderly Enthusiasm

Observed At McGill Game

east side. There will be no sitting

in the aisles. If a student is

caught drinking during the game,

he will be asked to surrender his

liquor and leave the game, and

in addition he will be liable to a

fine in the AMS court of from

$30 to $200.

If caught by city police he

may be open also to prosecution

in civil courts for drinking in a

public place.

Admission will be refused to

any person in an intoxicated con-

dition, to prevent inconvenience

to other patrons. In taking this

action the management is merely

employing its customary right to

refuse admission to patrons

whom it considers may be objec-

tionable.

AMS constables will be on

duty in Richardson Stadium Fri-

day night. Any unauthorized per-

son found on the premises will

be subject to prosecution by the

AMS court.

Since there will be constables

posted at every gate in the Sta-

dium, Varsity students and sea-

son-ticket holders will also be

subjected to a search at the gate.

The Kingston city police force

will be alerted to watch Varsity

students and non-students for

drinking infractions inside the

stadium.

Gael players, some
them weary after being kept

awake by partying students oo
Friday night, still came up with

a strong enough display to pusti

McGill's championship hopes oa
to next season. The- line play oo
both sides was extremely ruggssfl

with a few fists being thrown

during the course of play.

The tilt was not as exciting, aS

least to this reporter, as the oth-

er games of the schedule btrt

this was probably due' to the Eacfc

that the match seemed like- am
anti-climax, to last week's tussle

with Toronto. The weather did!

not add to the enjoyment, a* fine

field was extremely muddy asdla

slow, cold, rain fell during- tfie:

whole game. Only the- hot anr

from some of the reporters kepC

yours truly from freezing; to

death in the press box.

For their final league encount-

er, the Kingstonites front walfi

was strengthened by the rettma

of Don Roy who turned in a fine

game and also pulled the Tricolor

squad out of a hole by recover-

(See McGill Game, Page 2>

Tradition Broken

Goalposts Stolen

by Uncle Don

All good things must come to

an end, and this weekend was no

exception. When the last bedrag-

gled Queen'sman stumbled off

the train at the Outer Station

Sunday, it marked the end of an-

other series of Odysseys for this

year. The phenomenon known as

the Football Week-end has be-

come a recognized means of

transforming a well-rested alert

student into an exhausted inert

mass in less than 48 hours.

While not as well-publicized as

the notorious Toronto trip, this

season's jaunt to Montreal was

well-attended by delegates from

"Town of Rex". A special train

left Friday noon and was re-

markable for its lack of inebriated

passengers. In fact a close scrut-

iny revealed no one who could

be considered fit to shove his fist

through a plate glass window.

Despite this lack of drunkenness,

the group managed somehow to

sing a spirited "Oil Thigh" in the

Central Station, Montreal. Nary

a commuter, rushing home from

the office for the weekend with

the evening paper, some flowers

for his wife, and an ulcer looked

up as the stirring strains boun-

ced off the girders of the new

CNR Hotel.

The song over, the party dis-

persed and was next seen in a

body braving the chill winds at

MoJson Stadium the following

afternoon. With nothing at stake

but our record, it was surprising

to see two entire sections filled

to the top with cheering Gael sup-

porters. (This was the observa-

tion of several disinterested spec-

tators from Montreal). And we

suppose the reason for the lack

of liquor at the game was the

strict set of laws in Quebec con-

cerning sale and consumption of

alcoholic beverages. At any rate,

there was only one isolated sec-

tion at which any overt display

of acute intoxication was evident,

(See McGill Weekend, Page 4)

Shouting Fans
Disturb Gaels

Noisy Gael fans in the Queen's

Hotel in Montreal kept Golden

Gael football players from get

ting a solid night's sleep last

Friday night.

Most of the shouting took place

in the early hours of the morn-

ing, and kept football players

from getting their much-needed

sleep on the eve of their final

league game with the McGill

Redmen.

Members of the self-styled

RSUE (the Royal Society for

Undergraduate Engineers ....
"Royal" because most meetings

are held in the Royal Hotel) were

blamed for most of the noise

The society battle cry "You old

swat" echoed through the corri-

dors most of the night. Several

members of the society hung out

their window and echoed the so-

ciety call off the walls of the in-

ner courtyard.

The society sat in a block at

the game the next day, but team

officials didn't welcome their sup-

port.

The Richardson stadium goal-

posts were ripped down tor the

first time in years after the

Queen 's-Varsity game here ca
October 29.

Unidentified souvenir-hunters

entered the stadium late Satnr-

day night, and used a saw to teas-

down the uprights. When the

posts were on the ground, a saw
was used to cut off the upper sec-

tions which were painted wiolh

the Tricolor. That portion of tne

goalposts below the cross-bar,,

and the cross-bar itself, were left

lying on the ground, where sta-

dium care-takers discovered tltnim

the next morning.

Officials were caught off bal-

ance by the unexpected Saturday

night safari. The stadium lights

had been on all night on Thurs-

day and Friday, and a special!

guard of stadium police had beera

posted to prevent painting inci-

dents similar to those which toot

place in Varsity stadium some
weeks ago.

After the game, officials incor-

rectly assumed the plans of any-

would-be vandals had been suc-

cessfully thwarted.

Stadium care-taker Dutchi

Dougal said Friday morning the

damage would not amount tc>

more than $35. The remaining:

portion of the original southi

posts can be used again, when

new Tricolor-painted tops axe

spliced on.
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TITLE WON, CHAMPIONSHIP IN SIGHT

rccM the

SIDELINES

MIKE MOFFAT U ^

With the big game coming up this weekend, the Golden Gaels
kept right on rolling, as they picked up their fourth win in a row
last Saturday. The big Gold squad turned back a desperate McGill
team by a 12-7 count. Varsity Blues got back on the winning track

in their final game as they trounced the hapless Mustangs 38-6 in

Toronto.

The Tricolor showed a lot of power in a game in which many
figured they would coast. Their pass defense which has been the

best in the intercollegiate circuit this year hit a high when they
allowed just one completion for a total gain of four yards. That
was the fifth straight game in which the opposing team has been
stopped short of one hundred yards in the air, and the fourth this

season in which the opposition made less than fifty. And to top it

off, the Tricolor made this sparkling record minus the services of

Al Kocman, who has always been one of the league's best pass

defenders.

In the last quarter, Queen's put on the longest sustained

ground attack they have shown all season, as they marched from
their four right down to the McGill nine before losing possession.

Despite the six first downs they picked up in this march, the Tri-

color were out first-downed 21-16. They were outgained on the

ground by a 318-276 margin but on passing attack they gained 64
yards to the Redraen's mere 4. In the kicking department, Jocko
Thompson gave the Tricolor a substantial edge.

With his leg injury healed, Gary Schreider is emerging once
more as a power runner with unusual speed. Last Saturday, when
he got in the clear, he went all the way, pulling farther ahead of his

pursuers as he went down the field. He also scored the other

Queen's touchdown when he gathered in a Braccia pass on the

five and ran over untouched. It was the second straight game in

which Gary and Jocko had contributed all the Tricolor scoring.

It looks like the Varsity squad in the playoff will have to face

a potent Gael offence, as the running attack is back up to last

year's standards, and the pass attack is the best in the loop. With
Thompson a good bet to give the Gaels an edge in the booting de-

partment, the Blues will have to score a lot of points if they want
to keep the title they won last year.

On the other hand, it looked last Saturday like they might be
able to do just that, as they rolled for thirty-eight points against the

Western Mustangs. In qualifying for the playoff, the Blues scored
twice on blocked kicks, which is a play they aren't likely to make
against Thompson. Jocko has never haad a punt blocked since he
started in intercollegiate competition at Western. Nevertheless, the
Varsity team outscored the Gaels 121-96 on the season.

Bill Surphlis turned in another top performance at fullback,

as the big S line got rolling. His eighty-five yards gained was sec-

ond only to Schreider's 104, while the third member of the line, Ron
Stewart picked up sixty-five and played a great game on defence.

Biggest disappointment of the game for the Gaels' fans was the
fact that Ron never got a chance to score and so failed to capture
the scoring title. End Johnny Bennett of McGill was also held
scoreless, but this one point lead was big enough. Both Bennett and
Stewart were unanimous choices for the All-Star squad.

Rusty Radchuck played a strong game at guard as did Jack
Abraham. Radchuck is looking better every time out, and should
be even better come the big one this week. Brian Wherrett showed
once again that he is a capable replacement for Gary Lewis, al-

though he lacks Gary's experience. Just the same, it would be a
tremendous help to the Tricolor front wall to have Lewis back for

the finale.

Lou Bruce was tremendous at end again as he far outshone
Bennett, who was the only player in the league to gain more votes
in the end position in the All-Star squad. Lou joined four other
Gaels on the dream team. Two of the other four were linemen.

Jim Hughes was the only unanimous choice at tackle, as he picked
up eight of a possible eight points while the next nearest total was
the four picked up by Toronto's Eakin. Gary Lewis won out by a
close margin in the centre spot.

After watching Dick Carr's performance in the two games
against the Tricolor, it is hard lo see how he could gain the nod
over Braccia for the quarterback slot. Gus certainly outplayed, out-

passed and outcalled him in both their encounters.

Gary Schreider is brought down by an unidentified McGill

tackier. Only other player identifiable is Gus Braccia (5). Stands

show great attendance at the game.

IN THE LEMONLITE

Gaels Dominate All Stars
Nine New Faces In Lineup

Tht Golden Gaels placed five men on the '55 version of the col-

lege "dream team". A poll of the sports editors of four college news-

papers selected Gary Schreider and Ron Stewart in the backfield

with Jim Hughes, Lou Bruce and Gary Lewis up front.

The selection of Stewart was unanimous; the rugged speedster

was just nosed out of first place in the individual scoring race for

the second time in two years. The
explosive running ability of Gary

Schreider, especially in the last

half of the schedule easily earned

him a position in the All-Star

backfield.

Lou Bruce, the hard-tackling,

pass- catching end made the

dream team in his final year after

deserving it last season. Gary

Lewis, the big man in the center

of the line, is no stranger to All-

Star lineups. Jim Hughes, whose

golden helmet bobs up after near-

ly every tackle, was another

unanimous choice, being picked

at tackle.

McGill's Dick Carr was select-

ed as the all-star pivot while Var-

sity's Muntz at half and West-

ern's Simmons at fullback—both

unanimous—round out the back-

field.

Redman John Bennett, this

year's scoring champ, was the

other all-star end, while Eakin of

Toronto was picked as the other

tackle. Buster Brown of McGill

and Bob Waugh of Toronto were

the best of the loop's guards with

Brown picked by all the voters.

Queen's led in totals, with five

players on the big squad. Varsity

and McGill had three each, while

the Western Mustangs hit a low

for them with only one man pick-

ed.

This year's team is a little

short on All-Star experience, as

only Gary Lewis and Bob
Waugh on the line have been se-

lected before, and there is only

Ron Stewart repeating in the

Tackles—Hughes (Q), Eakin
(T) ; Guards— Waugh (T),

Brown (M) ; Centre— Lewis

(Q); Quarterback— Carr (M) ;

Halves— Stewart(Q). Schreider

(Q), Muntz (T) ; Fullback—Sim-

mons (W).
backfield.

Here once more is the squad:

Ends—Bruce (Q), Bennett (M)
;

The Intramural Levana swimm-

ing meet was held on Nov. 2nd.

There were no records broken, but

the number of entries in the syn-

chronized numbers was very im-

pressive.

Although Judy Reid of '58 was

eliminated from the speed compe-

tition, she placed first in the diving

and second in the synchronized

doubled routine with Betty Lou

Segsworth. The winners were Mary

Ellen Barr and Liz Jennings with

their delightful "Lime Watchers

Routine".

Judy Weber and Mickey Mc-

Cullough both of '58 compiled the

greatest number of points. Judy

placed first in three events and

Mickey showed outstanding form

in winning the 100 yard freestyle.

Kriss Kauffman is to be congrat

ulated for coming first in the 50-

yard breast-stroke and the 50-yard

butterfly.

Janet Gracey '57 and Betty Lou

Segsworth placed second in point

accumulations. Janet won the syn

chronized singles and Betty the

twenty-five yard breast stroke.

Intramural basketball is now in

full swing. Nov. 8th — 4:30 p.m

59 vs 57 and 56 vs 58. Remember,

one default and your team is out.

Intercollegiate basketball prac-

tices are every Monday 3 :30 —
4:30 and Saturdays 3:00 — 5:00.

Larger turnouts are needed. Prac-

tice this Friday at 4:30. The
Golden Gaels need you.

Something new this year. Bowl-

ing every Monday. If you are in-

terested please contact your athletic

stick or be at the Princess Bowl

4:30 on Mondays. Let's try and

get a team from each year.

Lines Piay Extremely Rough
As Gaels Emerge Triumphant

(Continued from Page 1)

ing a McGill fumble on the

Queen's four yard stripe late in

the game. Gary Lewis and Al

Kocman did not play Saturday

but it is expected that they will

be back in action for the playoff

against Varsity Blues. Clair Sel-

lens also came up with a strong

performance on the line and add-

ed a bit of humour to the tussel

by placing a six inch dew worm
on the ball just before the Red-

men came out of one of their

huddles. Clair also recovered a

McGill fumble early in the first

quarter.

Gary Schreider, selected on the

1955 All-Star team, came up with

another one of his top-notch ef-

forts. Gary scored both the

Queen's touchdowns and also in-

tercepted a long pass from Carr

to Bennett which would have

gone for a TD had it been com-

pleted. Schreider was the team's

top ground gainer of the day. He
collected 1 14 yards, and also

knifed through a big hole on a

quick opener early in the third

quarter to race for a 49 yard

major.

Queen's other halfback All-

Star, little Ron Stewart, gained

68 yards, picking up 14 yards on

a perfectly executeed "Statue of

Liberty" play by Gus Braccia.

Big Bill Surphlis added another

85 yards for the winners.

Although he did not make the

All-Star squad, "Surphy" receiv-

ed a great deal of praise from Ted

Reeve of the Toronto Telegram.

Ted. an ex-Tricolor player and

coach, said that Surphy was one

of the best pro prospects in the

league. He liked the way Surphlis

ran and the way he manoeuvered

his shoulders while carrying the

ball. Other players that caught

the eye of Mr. Reeve were Jim

Hughes, Lou Bruce and Gary

Schreider of Queen's and Buster

Brown and Len Sigurdson of

McGill.

Although the weather condi-

tions did not permit a great deal

of passing, Gus Braccia proved

once again to be the better Q.B.

as he completed seven of his

eleven throws, one for a TD,

while Carr made good on only

one of his eight attempts. Rusty

Radchuck, Jack Perry, "Biter"

Bruce, and Jack Abraham, only

to mention a few, turned in fine

games for Frank Tindall. The

Yardstick Story
Q M

First Downs 16 21

Yards Rushing 276 318

Yards Passing 64 4

Pass Attempts 10 9

Completions 6 1

Interceptions by 2 0

Average Punt 34.2 27.2

Fumbles Lost 0 2

Yards Penalties 2S 30

STEW RAN SECOND

Johnny Bennett of McGill held

on to his one point lead in the

intercollegiate individual scoring

race, although he failed to get a

point in the final game of the

schedule. His nearest rival, Queen's

Ron Stewart was also pointless in

his last try.

Bennett, a pass catching end,

scored six touchdowns and made

one convert for a total of thirty-one

points, the lowest total to win the

title in some years.

Stewart, on the strength of two

three touchdown efforts, had a

total of thirty. Pete Maik of Var-

sity closed strongly as he made a

touchdown and added five converts

in the Blues 38-6 whipping of

Western. This gave Pete a total of

twenty-nine, just one back of

Stewart.

Two Queen'smen had totals of

twenty points. Gary Schreider's

two touchdowns last Saturday gave

him four for the season, while

Jocko Thompson made two

points to give him a total of one

field goal, five singles and twelve

converts. These two were tied for

fourth place in the final totals.

McGill line was just as strong

as that of the Gaels, with Buster

Brown, Sam Yuska, and Len

Sigurdson being their top men.

In the McGill backfield, Rick Ad-

rian and Bib Hilland were out-

sanding.

According to one Montreal

sportswriter, the Redmen will re-

main intact next season with the

exception of one player and if

this is correct, they should be in

a strong position to take the

1956 honours. The one player

that they will lose will be Bob

Hutchison. This is raddically

different from the position here

where we will lose nine through

graduation.

Odds and Ends

Clair Sellens had mud thrown

in his eye by one of the opposing

players just as a play got under

way . . . Karl Qulnn intercepted

another desperation pass late in the

final quarter to snuff out the McGill

threat . . . Jocko's kick which went

for a single point went fifty-six

yards through the air . . . McMahon

was in on many tackles . . . Penal-

ties set up the only McGill touch-

down ... It was scored on a pass

from Carr to Gagnon . . .
Vic

Uzbalis re-injured his ankle -

McGill band was reprimanded by

referee for playing loudly when

Queen's went into their huddle.

This happened in Western also .

After the game the McGill papers

and TV stations were broadcasting

that the Redmen had upset the

Gaels — and just think, they get

paid for their accuracy ... or maybe

after being last for three years,

they think coming within one

touchdown is an upset. CLANCY

Dial 7135

town and country
Highway No. 2, Cataraqui, Ont.

ReStaUratltS • Princess at Clergy Streets,
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PROHIBITION PETRIFIES POETS
Wet And Wordy . .

.

Pub Crawler's Lament
I wish I'd seen you late last night,

I was gay as a coot and twice as tight . . .

And I would have knocked your head off right,

You back-slapping ignoramus.

Some of these days you'll get it good

From some poor slob with a slab of wood . . .

But he won't hit you as hard as he should,

You back-slipping ignoramus.

I mind the time you called me "bub"

At the New Year's dance at the Otter Club . . .

When you playfully gave my cars a rub,

You back-slapping ignoramus.

Some day, when I shoot you through the head

And you lie on your backside feeling dead . . .

You'll remember then what I've just now said,

You back-slapping ignoramus.

Toujours Gai

O who hath seen our Jeannie,

Our teeny-weeny Jeannie?

O hath youse seen our Jeannie, Gunga Din?

O wither did she fro go,

This fan of Kelly's Pogo?

"O she's drinking Dartmouth bitters at the Inn."

CHORUS
O whathehcll and toujours gai,

She ties dead drunk beside the way,

And the booze has got her singing loud and clear.

If you'ld gone down to the tavern

—That dank and sinful cavern—
You'ld have found her slinging ruin and gargling beer.

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programs

PRINTERS
Phone 4114

Printing ol

Every Description

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS

'Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT

Kingston's Leading Restaurant

SINCE 19 19

WHEREVER YOU DINE,

INSIST ON

WILMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS

TiMlTEP

Bards Baffled By Ban
Staff Special

Literary critics have announced a very considerable change in

cultural expression at Queen's University in the light of imposed proh:
bition at athletic contests. The new school of poetry, they claim, has
already established itself.

The editors have published on this page examples of both the old
and new schools. They are not prepared to say what final effects on
campus life the change will precipitate.

Analysis of the prevailing mood shows that students have re
verted to severe introspection. Verses have swung from objective per
ception, and the colour and tone is predominantly grey.

PeOHIBITION'
i

55
Serving Queen's Students and Staff

Since 1879 —
ROBERT BRUCE, Ltd.

— 170 PRINCESS STREET —
With Fine Drygoods — Men's Furnishings

And the Newest Fashions for Women.
You're sure of the Quality at Bruces'

Phone 6381 Corner of Brock b Bagot Sts.

Exclusive Manufacturers and Distributors for

OFFICIAL QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JACKETS

Shorts. Regulars, Talis, Extra Talis — Sizes 34 • 48 in stock

COMPLETE WITH GOLD WIRE CREST AND BUTTONS

Campus Queen, Glamour Queen!

you're Figure-Perfect in

because . .

.

There's an EXQUISITE FORM
lor ovary occasion ond ovary

figure! Shown top: No. 195—
"Equolizer", 4-seelion slilched

cups, built-in contour. Satin or

Broadcloth. A cup, 30-36;

5 cup, 32-38. $3.00. Below:

No. 4I5-"NEW LOOK 1

bra

with high rounded look. Dia-

mond itilched undercup. Junior

AA cup 30-36,- A cup 32-36; B

cup 32-36, C cup 32-40. $1.50

Dry And Drab

Coffee Shop Lament

In dingy little coffee shops,

Behind great piles of coffee slops,

And equal mounds of tea ... .

Is me.

For this is the way the world ends.

The world ends, the bramble bush.

And this is the way the tvorld ends,

Not with a Fry, but an Eliot.

Poem—In The Style of the Nipponese

A pretty butterfly fluttered in the air.

And I am sad.

Oh my.

Oh!
"

And now when the temple gongs sound

I weep for my ancestors

In the courtyard.

Oh misery,

Oh.

MONEY! MONEY!
We've done it again. The Queen's Journal is once more sponsor-

ing its great Christmas Literary Contest. Those who enter have the

opportunity of gaining unheard of riches in the form of Prize

Money. Morons and geniuses alike can enter this great competition

of the mind. Still more details of this philanthropic scheme will be

revealed next week.

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.

CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES
HOME COOKED FOOD

After the Theotre or Dance, dine at the Roy York for tempting

dishes and speedy service.

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00
Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room
271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

7

The Mutuol Life of Canodo offers low-cost

life Insurance combining savings with protection.

Your local Mutual Life representative con show you

octual policy results ond will be glad

to work out a plan devised to suit your needs.

See him today.

KINGSTON BRANCH OFFICE — PRINCESS AND MONTREAL STS.

BRANCH MANAGER — D. R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U.

REPRESENTATIVES

W. |. STONESS, C.L.U., K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U.

STEPHEN ROUCHTON, B.A.
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Missionary Speaks

On China Problem

David Adeney, Missionary Sec-

retary of inter-Varsity Christian

Fellowship, will speak on "The

Mission Situation and the Individ-

ual" in the Co-ed Lounge, Friday,

Nov. 11, at 4:30 p.m.

Mr. Adeney lias observed first-

hand the end of China's century

of foreign missions and the sudden

strife which brought about the de-

cline of the church in its hostile

environment. For more than a year

after the communists took Shanghai,

he continued to prepare Chinese

Christian students for their future.

Remembrance Day Service 1

As Queen's folk gather in Grant

Hall at 10:53 a.m., on Remem-

brance Day, they will think partic-

ularly of the 360 Queen'smen who,

in two world wars, went out and

did not return.

Classes and labs will be called in

order to permit staff and students

to assemble in Grant Hall for the

services. Members of the university

Naval, Army and Air Force estab-

lishments will be permitted to leave

classes and labs a few minutes ear-

lier in order to form up for entrance

into Grant Hall in a body.

Copies of the order of service

will be distributed. Principal Mac-

kintosh and Rev. Lavcrty, the uni-

versity chaplain, will be in the ser-

vice. The Glee Club, under the

direction of Dr. Graham George,

will lead the singing. Dr. George

will be at the organ.

Two minutes silence will be

observed between the sounding of

Last Post and Reveille.

The service will be concluded

in time for classes to resume at

11:15 a.m.

Telephone Jangles Constantly
Ticket Office Swamped By Requests

(Continued from Page 1)

grandstand also went to Toronto.

The AB of C had originally de-

cided to sell only one ticket per

student per book, but reversed

this policy at the last minute in

order to cater to the demands of

students who were going out of

town and who wanted friends to

be allowed to buy tickets for

them.

The Athletic Board then de-

cided to allow each student to

buy two tickets per book, the

first ticket costing $1.50, the se-

cond being priced at $2. Students

were also allowed to present an

unlimited number of books.

The phone in the AB of C of-

fice has rung almost continuously

during the past four days. When
ticket sellers tried to leave the re-

ceiver off the hook, they were

approached by telephone com-

pany officials who threatened to

disconnect all lines into the gym-

nasium.

"No matter what we do in this

What's news at /nco ?

Fleet experience suggests thatsavings in battery

inspection, and maintenance costs are as important

aa the long life, temperature and power output charac-

teristics of this new Sintered Plate Nickel-Cadmium

Battery. Because this battery does not fume it can be

located inside the truck cab or in the back of the bus.

Once a year water is added. Holds its charge in

storage. No damage if discharged. The full story

is below, and should interest every fleet operator.

NEW BATTERY LASTS 15 YEARS!

INCO NICKEL PLAYS IMPORTANT PART

Designed for tough conditions, the new Nickel - Cadmium
Battery is capable of successful service at 65° below zero

and at 135° above. It has extra starting power and low

maintenance costs. Inco aided in development of the special

materials that made this remarkable battery possible.

Here are Facts About the Sintered Plate Nickel-Cadmium Battery

Ques. Will it operate in extreme cold and heat?

Ads. Types are available which will start an
engine at 65° below zero

F. Can be charged at 65°

below zero F. These bat-

teries will not freeze until

the temperatures drop be-

low 75° below zero F., and
will not be damaged even
if they are frozen. At the

other extreme these bat-

teries will operate success-

Batterics are compact fully at temperatures as
because thin, flexible ^ n 13& * F wjthout
nylon and plastic ,

a
, - ...

separators are used. damage to the battery.

Ques. What type of battery is it?

Ans. The new Nickel-Cadmium Battery is an

alkaline battery, employing potassium

hydroxide, rather than acid, as the

electrolytic compound.

Ques. What is the Nickel-Cadmium Battery

suitable for?

Ans. The Nickel-Cadmium Battery can be

used in any type of service where the

conventional type of storage battery

is employed. No modification of the

charging system or of the electrical system

is required.

Ques. How about storage?

Ans. The Nickel-Cadmium Battery can be
stored either charged or uncharged
without damage. If stored charged, it

will hold its charge for a very long time.

At low temperatures there is practically

no loss of charge. This means that the

battery can be left out all winter and it

will be ready for work in the spring.

With this battery, fleet operators need
no "battery room". Cycling of batteries

in stock is eliminated.

Ques. How does it compare in size and weight

with other batteries ?

Ans. In a truck or bus a Nickel-Cadmium
Battery half the size of a conventional

battery will give twice the starting

power at low temperatures and is much
lighter.

Ques. Does it give off fumes?

Ans. The Sintered Plate Nickel-Cadmium
Battery does not give off noxious or

corrosive fumes. It can safely be in-

stalled under the rear seat of a bus, away

from the damaging effect of salt and

gravel.

Ques. Can heavy-duty types be obtained?

Ans. They are giving good service starting

railway diesels and operating railway

signal systems and in many tough jobs.

Ques. Will they soon be available in Canada?

Ans. Canadian-made batteries are already

available and in use in limited quan-

tities in Canada.

"The Romance of Nickel", a 72-page

book, fully illustrated, will be sent

free on request. Bulk copies supplied /fiijrYE
Secondary Scliool teachers. '

'

situation, there are going to be

some people mad at us" said AB
of C secretary Charlie Hicks on

Saturday.

Seats in the end zone, and a

very limited number of track

seats, both at a $2. minimum,

went on sale yesterday morning.

They were quickly grabbed by

hungry ticket-seekers.

Officials estimate that between

1000 and 1500 standing room tic-

kets will be sold at the stadium,

starting at 1.45 p.m. Saturday af-

ternoon. Standing room tickets

will not be sold so long as there

is a single seat left in the sta-

dium, and will not be placed on

sale either until most of the reg-

ular ticket-holders have taken

their seats. This action is being

taken to avoid any confusion

which might be caused by the

seat-snatching activities of cer-

tain "brash" individuals.

The AB of C office has been

under pressure to obtain more

bleachers to accomodate the

over-flow crowds. Additional

bleachers, holding 180 people,

could be obtained from the

RCAF base in Trenton.

The new bleachers would have

to be set up. however in those

sections now allocated for stand-

ing spectators. Since this would

involve cutting out about 600

people who could jam into the

space, the idea of extra bleachers

has not been seriously consider-

ed.

McGILL WEEKEND
(Continued from Page 1)

and this was carried on in a most

orderly, as well as experienced

fashion.

Following the game, which

Queen's won, 12-7, the goal-posts

suffered only the assault of a

slight breeze that sailed across

the field from time to time. Once

more the party dispersed, and

will be seen again in a body next

at the play-off between Queen's

and Varsity.

Whoever You Are
The Journal received an un-

signed 'letter to the editor'

this week. We would like to

use this letter, but cannot do

so until the writer has iden-

tified himself. Names will be

withheld on request.

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED . 25 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE
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Supper Series

Dr. J. E. Hodgetts of the Pol-

itical Science Dept. will speak at

the Hillel House supper series

today at 5:15 p.m. at 26 Barrie

St. His topic is "The Expert and

the Layman in Our Modern
Community". All are invited.

*
Badminton

Badminton club meets every

Tuesday from 8 to 10:30 p.m.,

and Sunday from 1:30 to 4:30

p.m.

*
Science Choir

There will be a meeting of the

Science Choir in Wallace Hall at

7:30 p.m. this evening. Here's

your chance to support the Sci-

ence Revue by joining the choir.

All that is needed is a will to

sing. Come along and bring the

boys with you.

*
Science Court

The first session of the High
Court of Science Hall will take

place in Convocation Hall at 7

p.m. tomorrow. Will all Science

freshmen who have not picked

up their summonses do so as

soon as possible?

*
Arts *59

Don't forget to pick up your

"Who's Where at the New Arts

Building between 9 and 12 a.m.

Entries are now being accepted

for the Arts '59 year crest. Sub-

mit as many as you wish either

to Diane Palmasan or Kent Doe.

All entries must be in by Nov-
ember 21. Prize is $5.

*
Ham Club

There will be a meeting of the

Ham club in the Science club-

rooms at 6 p.m. this evening.

Who's Where
All clubs and year organiza-

tions which have not yet re-

ceived copies of Who's Where
are asked to contact Mike Carty
or Dick Davis immediately. Ad-
ditional copies are now on sale

at the Queen's Post Office.

There is a special section at

the back of Who's Where for

McNeill House. Those names do
Tiot appear in their respective

faculty sections. Unfortunately,

telephones were not yet installed

nor numbers allotted before the

faculty lists had been printed and
proof-read. To insert them would

bave caused excessive delay and
cost. This special action was,
therefore, an expediency and will

not be continued next year.

*
Aquacade

Will all members please check
schedule times which are posted

in the Locker room of the gym
before Thursday.

*
Camera Club

The regular meeting will be
held today at 7 p.m. in Wally
Berry's studio above the CPR
ticket office on Wellington St.

A lecture on portraiture will be

given. Bring your camera and,

if possible, a tripod. Hosts of

the evening will be Wally Berry

and Walter Shean. Members are

reminded that all storage com-

partments must be labelled with

the user's name by today, or the

contents will be removed.

BOWLADROME
250 PRINCESS STREET

OPEN ALLEYS

EVERY AFTERNOON
BOWL FOR HEALTH

AND RECREATION

LAUNDERETTE
SELF SERVICE

561 Vi PRINCESS STREET

MONDAY TO FRIDAY
9.00 a.m. to 9.00 p.m.

(Last Wash 8.00 p.m.)

SATURDAY—9.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m.

(Last Wash 3.30 p.m.)

Signpost

No Signpost will be accept-

ed after 8.00 p.m. Sunday

and Wednesday. Please ob-

serve this rule.

Electric Lift

For Library

At long last the Douglas Library

is to get an automatic electric book-

lift. Those of you who have been

disturbed by various sounds of con-

struction in the reading room will

be relieved to know that the job

should be finished next week.

The need for a new book-lift to

replace the present hand one has

been pressing for the past thirty-

one years.

There is in the library files a

request dated Nov. S, 1924 from

Mr. Patten, then librarian, to Prin

cipal Taylor asking that a power

lift be installed immediately.

The new lift, which will cost

about $5,000, will greatly facilitate

the moving programme the library

hopes to undertake soon, involving

the transfer of several thousand

books and periodicals.

Medical Students
VisitMontrealLab

As part of their course in phar-

macology, members of fourth year

Medicine at Queen's journeyed to

Montreal last Thursday to visit the

Laboratories of the Charles E.

Frosst Company. They were ac-

companied by Dr. Eldcn Boyd,

professor of pharmacology, and
Dr. J. Wylie, professor of public

health and preventive medicine,

,vho had arranged several tours

for the class through local indus-

tries, including Bell Telephone,

Northern Electric and the Bellevue

Casino.

Senate's Decision
(Continued from Page 1)

much valuable time and money
have been spent on consideration

of this case. The Senate was led

to exercise clemency only through

a desire to support the Alma Ma-
ter Society Court in its difficult

task and out of respect for the

judgment of the officers of the

court and the Alma Mater So-

ciety.

The Alma Mater Society is as-

sured of the strong support of

the Principal and the Senate in

its efforts to establish and main-

tain standards of conduct which

will reflect credit on all who are

associated in Queen's University.

W. A. Macintosh

Teachers Go Back To School

Queen's HoldWeekend Course
Queen's will be host to a number

of high-school teachers from all

parts of Ontario at a graduate

teachers' refresher course this

week-end.

The purpose of the two-day

meeting is manifold. Firstly, it

will enable the visitors, mostly

graduates of Queen's, to get a

better idea of the University's

teaching methods. They will also

be able to examine Queen's tech-

nical equipment in order to real-

ize how much can be contributed

in the field of original research.

As a long-term project, the tea-

chers will be encouraged to ad-

vertise Queen's, and urge their

students to enter specialized

honors courses, since too many
seem to be content with a three-

year general course.

One item on the agenda is a

symposium on Friday evening

entitled "Adventures in Re-

search." Prof. H. Alexander will

speak on the topic "Exploring

Canadian Speech," Prof. John
Meisel will discuss "Voting Be-

havior," and Dr. B. W. Sargent

will discuss "Some Adventures

in the Atomic Energy Project."

Saturday morning will see four

workshops running concurrently.

The four sections are "Language

and Literature," "Government

and History," "Psychology" and

"Science." The course will end

with a session in Richardson sta-

dium, when the Intercollegiate

football playoff will be the centre

of attraction.

Society To Vote

For Medical Revue

The Medical Revue, now in an

advanced planning stage, will be-

come a reality if medsmen vote

"yes" on the issue on Thursday

night in the Richardson ampi-

theatre.

The Aescuiapian society execu-

tive has referred the issue to this

general meeting, and will back the

Revue if the society membership

votes approval of the plans to date.

If the go-ahead signal is given,

the Medical Revue will join the

Queen's Revue and the Science

Revue as the third musical show
on the campus.

Arnold Edinborough, editor of

the Whig-Standard, will speak to

the gathering on the contributions

made by medical men to the field

of English literature.

COP TALCS

FROM HERE AND THERE
TORONTO—Over 1500 Uni-

versity of Toronto students have

signed a petition advocating the

revision of die Lord's Day Act of

1906. The movement began when

the Lord's Day Alliance threatened

legal action against a series of five

Sunday night concerts because ad-

mission was to be charged. The

Students' Administrative Council

passed a motion calling on Premier

Frost to have such concerts exempt-

ed from the provisions of the Act.

Toronto newspapers played up the

fact that the "Blue Laws" were

prohibiting Beethoven. After a

storm of protest, it was announced

that the opposition was overcome

and the concerts were "on".

WINNIPEG—Can Engineers

really demolish the proverbial 40

beers ? The test came when the Uni-

versity of Manitoba staged a "40

beer contest". Only Engineering

students over 21 were eligible.

From approximately 100 entries it

was expected that 12 or more would

equal or better the 40 mark (draft,

that is — not bottles).

As yet they have been unable to

receive intelligible replies to their

inquiries as to the results of the

contest. Some character (on the

other end of the line) keeps shout-

ing "Skol!"

TORONTO—A survey was
held recently among Ryerson In-

stitute students on Billy Graham's

charge during the Toronto crusade

that "women dress to bring on im-

pure thoughts in the minds of men".

Typical comments ran as follows . . .

"If I'm going to get impure

thoughts it doesn't matter what the

girl is wearing" . . . "It is still

around and just because women
have learned to capitalize on it

doesn't change it any" . . . "All

women should be made to wear

shirts and ties."

Campus capers call for Coke

How long can Jack be nimble?

Square dancing's rugged . . .

better tune up now and then

with refreshing Coca-Cola.

"Coto" fl a ree«/orarf trade-mark
COCA-COLA LTD.

MONTREAL — From "Le

Quarter Latin", University of

Montreal's paper . . . Au "Coquetail

d'honneur" de la Faculte, lors da la

reception du nouveau doyen, l'hon.

J. Bissonette, fait rire, il y avait

trop de vin . . . "Faudrait changer

de doyen chaque jour", concludait

un convive.

Classified Ads

LOST
One pair of glasses with beige

case. Name on inside. Phone Donna
Crossland at 2-0140.

FOUND
Fountain pen in New Arts Build-

ing last Monday afternoon. Owner

may claim at 215 University Ave.

(phone 2-5998) after 6 p.m.

A man's shoe on Bagot St., after

last Saturday's post-game parade.

Owner may claim at the Journal

office.

Two textbooks: Igneous Min-

erals and Rocks and Optical Cry-

stallography in Film Library at

Kingston Public Library. No
name on texts.

FOR SALE
A photographic enlarger with

Wollensak Raptar Lens. Formerly

used by Queen's Camera Club.

May be seen in Room 419, New
Arts Building.

Hydro Sets Up
Temporary Lines

The odd-looking structures

sprouting along the sidewalk on

University Ave. will not be there

permanently. The Kingston Pub-

lic Utilities told the Journal

they are setting up temporary

lines while the initial cables are

being replaced.

The complete job will not be

finished for at least two months.

CFRC
7 :00—Sign-on.
7:01—Prelude: Jane Kannawin.
7.1 S—News: Bob Black.
7.20—Sports: Mike Clancy.
7.30—Bits and Pieces: Jim Bethune

and Joe Devine.
8.00—Levana: Anne Hayes, Jennifer

Tilley.

8:15—Quarter Hour Recital.

8:30—Beta to Boogie: Dave Bessant.

9.00—You Think You Know: Tony
King.

9:30—Eve of Remembrance.
10.00—The Concert Hour: Joan Far-

linger.

11.00—Sign-off.

AND NOW .

Potluck Pogo
$1.35

- AT -

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
MONTREAL and BROCK STREETS KINGSTON

Enjoy
apipe with

^UJahcrRalctgh
MILD

BURLEY
TOBACCO

at its

best. .

.
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The Pot And The Kettle?
One of the most dangerous tendencies to emerge from recent

publicity about spectator behaviour at football games is the tend-

ency to shift as much blame as possible onto the shoulders of some-

body else. Queen's students have been trying lately to convince

everyone that they played no part in last week's incidents at Ri-

chardson Stadium. The Varsity, University of Toronto newspaper,

has taken the opposite approach, and in their report of the incidents

strongly implied that Queen's students were chiefly responsible.

University officials, at least some of them, are not to be excused

in this respect. Western University's Principal Hall last week came

out with a widely-publicized statement that "Western students al-

ways behave like ladies and gentlemen". He seems to be implying,

of course, that students at other universities don't.

This is only a human reaction, and as such may be all very well.

However, it does nothing toward solving the basic facts underlying

the issue. It is only natural that a good deal of excitement is work-

ed up at a football game — anywhere. But there are more healthy

adult ways of working off this excitement than by acts which may
injure or maim other people. Any student, at any university, is in

danger of being carried away by an exciting game to such an extent

that he will perform an act damaging to property or injurious to

another person. This must be recognized, and steps must be taken to

curb it. But unless university officials and university students co-

operate in their efforts to solve these problems, nothing can be ac-

complished.

University students and officials should stop to reflect, to-

gether, that football is still essentially a sport subject to the rules

of sportsmanship. Spectators, as well as players, must be taught the

importance of observing the basic rules underlying sport — fair

play towards members of the opposition and conduct becoming

adult members of society. Football games and weekends provide an

excellent opportunity for getting to know students from other uni-

versities. Friendly rivalry is a good thing, but it has become very

unfriendly in the past few weeks.

What is needed, therefore, is an acceptance of some part of

the blame by every university and every student. If we continue to

throw mud at the opposition, we will accomplish nothing but an

inter-university war which will increase rather than decrease the

number of incidents such as those which occured last week. More
co-operation and understanding between universities can only be

achieved by working out our problems together.

Date-athons And Read-athons
The inevitable has happened. The great Canadian craze for

assorted indoor and outdoor marathons has made its appearance

on the Queen's campus. The ranks of the champion "rockathoners"

and "pianothoners" have been joined by Queen's own "sitathoner",

who established some sort of endurance record by sitting in the

Union Coffee Shop for 13 hours and 50 minutes. Without detract-

ing from this performance, we may observe from our own experien-

ce that it is one which many others have approached in the past

and may eclipse in the future.

We have no doubt that Queen's students will tax their ingen-

uity to discover other marathon championships which can be

brought to this campus. It is well-known that for many years, in the

dimly-lit beverage rooms of Kingston, students have been engaged
in a type of competition which might be described as a "drinkathon".

While we are unaware of any engineer who can live up to his proud
boast about demolishing forty beers, we know at least one Artsman
who has passed the half-way mark on several occasions.

Suzie Q. Week, already casting a pall of gloom over the male
population, offers many opportunities in the field of marathon act-

ivities. Given the aggressive instincts of Queen's co-eds, and the

absence of a "bag limit", all previous records should be shattered

in this annual "malethon". The record catch for a single day (eight)

will be hard to equal. However, we may say, with confidence, that

many noble attempts will be made upon it. A special sub-category

should be established for the capture of married men.
Some record might be tabulated in the interesting matter of

how many of a girl's dates leave the victim sufficiently enthralled

to request a return engagement after Suzie Q Week has run its

course. We may predict that the principal beneficiary of this Week-
will be, as always, the coffee shop.

The marathon craze may even penetrate into the rarified, acad-
emic atmosphere of the library reading room.- Here, it seems doubt-
ful that any endurance record, similar to that established in the

coffee shop, will be set by a student. Only the library employees ap-

proach it and they are ineligible. We conceive that library contests

will follow the lines of a "concentrationthon".

Girls may point proudly to the length of time they restrained

the temptation to find out about their neighbour's date last night;

boys, to the period in which they did not allow the arrival of var-

ious pretty co-eds to distract them from their studies. Those stud-

ents who rejoice to be considered scholars, may contest the depth
to which their desks are piled with library books (relevant or irre-

levant). Those students who do not so rejoice, may boast of the

length of time, sometimes measured in years, during which they
have completely avoided using the Library.

There are many possibilities for competition at an intercolleg-

iate level. Although we are not sure whether other universities are

inflicted with Suzie Q Weeks, they all have coffee shops, and, we
presume, libraries. The knowledge that on this campus we have a
scholar who once sat in the Reading Room of Douglas Library for

an hour and twenty minutes without noticing the arrival of a single

girl, stirs the soul of every loyal Queen's man. The reputation of

our university will undoubtedly be enhanced when other universities

learn that among the ranks of Queen's students are numbered
hardy souls who can sit in a coffee shop for nearly 14 hours, and
date eight boys in one dav
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"AB of C will spare no pains to ensure win."

Reform The AMS Court

By Tony King

Two weeks ago almost every

student at Queen's sat in Grant

Hall and watched as five men
were tried for an offense which

is in no statute book and which

bears no specific penalty. The de-

fendants were prosecuted by an

official who purported to be a

member of the very Court before

which he argued. And the Court

itself was governed by no easily

discernable rules of procedure.

Were it not for the tact and

eloquence of Chief Justice

Peter Faris, in fact, the AMS
Court would today be the laugh-

ing stock of the university.

Tuesday night's session of the

Court revealed nearly every

weakness in legal procedure that

seven hundred years of British

experience have tried to eradic-

ate. It revealed that, although

"technicalities of law" may be ir-

relevant for student affairs, the

rule of law (rather than arbitrary

judicial fiat) cannot be ignored

and legal justice still retained.

At the moment a vague phrase,

"conduct unbecoming a member
of the AMS," and a series of

Court precedents (which can be

reversed at any time) constitute

almost the whole of Queen's cri-

minal code.

A student entering the univer-

sity, and even one who has been

here for several years, can have

but little idea of his legal respon-

sibilities and rights. Only com-

mon sense can tell him whether

he is committing an offense or

what punishment he will suffer

if he performs an act judged by
the Court to be "unbecoming."

(Much has been made of the im-

portance of precedents. In fact,

precedents are only laws if the

Chief Justice presiding over a

particular case so decides.)

Queen'smen cannot be sure of

obtaining legal justice in the

AMS Court until it is governed

by a code of laws enacted by the

AMS executive acting as a legis

lature. Since it would be difficult

for the AMS to imagine every

sort of criminal behavior a stud

ent might become involved in

the "conduct unbecoming" phrase

could remain in force for some
time to come. But it, like all other

offenses, should carry with it a

range of penalties enforcable by

the AMS Court.

For example, the code might

state precisely that "any member

of the AMS found guilty of in-

vading the privacy of any other

member of the AMS shall be sub-

ject to suspension from the uni-

versity for one academic year or

to expulsion." It could also gov-

ern such other offenses as paint-

ing the walls of other universi-

ties.

In the second place, the present

system confuses the duty of ap-

prehending the offender and the

duty o f seeing that justice is

done. It is as though the RCMP
were an arm of the Supreme

Court of Canada when in fact it

is administered by the Depart-

ment of Justice.

The chief prosecutor of the

AMS should be made an official

of the executive rather than the

Court. He should be responsible

to the executive as a whole or to

one of its members. The prose-

cutor should argue before the

Court only those cases pressed by

the AMS or its delegate. Simil-

arly the Vigilance Committee

should perform its functions as a

committee of the AMS executive

instead of the Court. Neither the

prosecutor nor the committee

need be subject to the constant

supervision of the executive, but

they ought to have some basis

outside the Court for their autho-

rity.

Finally, the AMS Court should

be subject to rules of procedure

comparable to those enforced in

any provincial court. The AMS
Court does not have to be bur-

dened with procedural technical-

ities, of course, but it should ob-

serve the elementary decencies.

The admission of a character wit-

ness for the prosecution, for ex-

ample, is almost certain to turn

a Court session into a vulgar
slanging match. If necessary, the

AMS could hire a lawyer to ad-

vise the Chief Justice. The out-

lines of Court procedure should

be available to everyone arguing

before ..it: ...everyone ..could ~see

Wednesday that almost no one

on the stage knew what they

were doing—and it wasn't their

fault.

At the moment the Chief Jus-

tice is virtually a law unto him-

self. It is only fair to him and to

the entire student body that he

interpret law rather than make
it in the first instance.

Letters To The Editor

What The Course Offers

Editor, Journal

:

On Friday, Oct. 28, you pub-

lished a somewhat excited letter

from Mr. G. E. H. Ballard about

the deficiencies of his education.

May I remind him of one or two

things ?

Mr. Ballard seems to have for-

gotten, in his lament over the

slight attention paid to the hu-

manities in the Faculty of Ap-

plied Science, that in the examin-

ation at the end of his disappoint-

ing course in English, his ideas

on how to live were investigated,

and the magic name "Shakes-

peare" appeared more than once.

The educators and philosophers

whose essays he had been exposed

to included Mill, Huxley, Emerson,

Dewey, Hutchins and Barzun. If

this battery made no impression on

his ideas about how to live, I am
at a loss to know why. I shall not

indulge in Mr. Ballard's type of

speculation, the 'either-or' kind, for

which one semantic term is 'two-

valued orientation', but perhaps

Mr. Ballard does not remember.

Literature rose above the mere

memorization of required facts and

"the internal stresses in steel con-

struction" in the reading of Shake-

speare, Browning, Sinclair, Lewis

and Shaw.

These I recognize are not Marcus

Aurelius, Shakespeare and Yeats,,

some of Mr. Ballard's literary

friends, but the purpose in includ-

ing them in the course may be-

similar to Mr. Ballard's desire for

the best in the language. I make
these statements assuming that a
student graduating as an engineer

in 1956, however unhappily, did

begin in 1952. That is the syllabus.

I have been considering.

Mr. Ballard will be glad to-

know that although the course is

still only two hours a week, much
of which must be devoted to

composition, public speaking and

the writing of reports, yet the

literature now includes, as well

as the more familiar categories

of writers, six poets : Donne,

Hardy, Housman, Eliot, Auden,

and Frost,

To have learned that Cowi is-

not Cows is a fine accomplishment

;

to have done so might have pre-

vented Mr. Ballard from making

generalizations, and have helped

him to recognize that Sciencemam

is not Sciencemans is not Ballard,

G. E. H., and that cultural needs,

capacities and opportunities may
differ. Lincoln seems to have got

along with rather less than Marcus

Aurelius.

E. A. Walker,

Department of English.

Allegiance Is A Good One

Editor, Journal:

I bought my faculty jacket in

order to identify myself with

Queen's University. I will wear it

because I am proud of my associ-

ation with Queen's. Until I find

reasons for thinking that my uni-

versity is something less than the

finest in Canada I will not creep

furtively about disguising my true

allegiances.

If the Alma Mater Society de-

crees that students deny their right-

fully honoured ties with the name

of Queen's then I feel a violent

protest must be made. Since some

people condemn university students

for any action there is only one

solution. Provide the thinking sec-

Who Is Where?

Editor, Journal

:

Granted the editors of "Who's

Where" are doing a fine job, but

one would think they would have

more sense than to print the names

of students in McNeill House by

room numbers. The McNeillmen

are found under the heading "Men's

Residence — McNeill House" and

are not listed anywhere else in the

book. Therefore, as you only know

the name and faculty of a student

you have to look through that

faculty first, and then look through

anywhere up to 187 names under

Men's Residence, unless, of course,

you know his room number. But

how many people outside McNeill

House know the students' room

numbers? Omitted from the book

are the home towns and years of

the students. All students are not

in the '59 year.

The problem can be solved for

next year's edition, but what about

this year's? The solution I offer is

that names of the students be

printed alphabetically in a future

edition of the Journal, so that

students may clip out and use it

during the year.

Frank Maine

Sc. '59.

tion of the public with enough ex-

amples of good conduct that they

will be convinced the gossips lie.

To me this does not mean that

actions must be judged solely by

what some outsiders consider proper

or conventional ; or judged com-

pletely on their usefulness. As King

Lear said:

"O, reason not the need

—

Allow not nature more than nature

needs

Man's life's as cheap as beast's"

or as fully rounded as an adding

machine's.

H. R. Whiteley,

Sc. '58.
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Bye - Bye Blues?

TEAR GAS AND HOT AIR
BREAK UP ENGINEERS' COURT
The Science Soph court ended

in an uproar Wednesday night

in Convocation Hall when an un-

identified spectator threw a tear

gas bomb in an attempt to pre-

vent the Judge from imposing a

fine of contempt of court on one

of the offenders.

While the charges were being
laid before the court, a spectator

in one of the front rows stood up
and shouted, "Speak up." Several

court constables moved in to dis-

charge him from the hall.

.At that moment, some person,

or persons, spilled a tear-inducing

liquid on the floor near the centre

of the courtroom. The fumes fil-

led the air, and the occupants of

the room, many of them shouting
out "give us air", and with tears

streaming down their faces, rush-
ed for the nearest exit.

When the students had been
revived somewhat by the fresh
a ir, the court reconvened. Judge
Jim Devenny, Science '56 asked
that those responsible for the dis-

turbance identify themselves, or
the court, with the backing of

the Science constitution, would
impose some form of punish-

ment on the whole year. No one

volunteered, so the court decided

to defer action until a later date.

The rest of the assembled

freshmen were then brought up

to plead. One frosh was charged

with insolence because he asked

a soph to find 'log log e' on a

slide rule. Another was charged

for wearing odd shoes, but he

was allowed off since the rest of

his clothes were being shipped

and he only had the clothes he

was wearing.

For disturbing a soph at 6;00

a.m. by driving a motor cycle to

early morning workouts, one

miscreant was forced to pay
fine. Another freshman pleaded

"not guilty" when he was ac

cused of not shaving. He claimed

he was growing a beard.

Keep The Laymen On Top
But Expert On Tap-Hodgetts

The expert in government is

in the delicate position of being

a servant among masters of 1

ser knowledge. This was the

central theme of a talk on "The

Expert and the Layman In Our

Modern Community" by Prof.

J. E. Hodgetts at the Hillel

House "Supper Series", Tuesday.

In the case of government ac

tivity the usual delegation of re
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ON THE EVE OF THE BIG GAME
j

What they say on the eve of the big game

Given the right weatherPRINCIPAL W. A. MACKINTOSH
conditions, I am confident the Gaels can win."

VARSITY COACH BOB MASTERSON : "If any team ever

deserved to win that last game, it was us. We'll win this time."

AB of C SECRETARY CHARLIE HICKS: "Will I be glad

When this ticket rush is over. I think I'll take a week off."

STADIUM CARETAKER DUTCH DOUGAL: "with this

new ban on drinking, we won't have to clean up a few truckloads

°f broken bottles from underneath the stands."

GAEL COACH FRANK TINDALL: "Our team spirit has

"ever been higher. Of course, it bucked the guys up to find that

Gary Lewis will be playing. Anyway, everybody feels fine, and
We're all looking for a win."

U of T PRESIDENT SIDNEY SMITH: "I think the Blues will

win. They've always been able to come through in the clutches".

GAEL FAN ABE HOROWITZ: (Mr. Horowitz was so excited

about it all that he was unable to say anything for publication).

sponsibility and decision-making

to the expert is reversed, he said

"The trend to let the profes-

sional group decide where there

is a professional error is also re-

versed. In politics the laymen

have the final say. The cabinet

of amateurs has complete control

over experts and if the experts

go to the people they are slapped

down. The amateur makes the

ultimate decision."

"The layman cabinet minister,

though, has the advantage of

seeing into the relationship of

things," he said. The speaker ad-

ded two other favorable points.

"Because the amateur is ignor-

ant he is non-committed, without

any professional bias. Moreover,

as a result, he is capable of and

willing to effect a compromise

between conflicting viewpoints

of experts. The appropriate plan

is to keep the expert on tap and

the layman on top," he stated.

"The problem of temptation

for the civil servant to handle

things himself and do the politic-

al thinking arises. But if he does,

he behaves in a biased venture,

does a disservice to his layman

superior, and leaves the classifi-

cation of experts. Patience on his

part is required. The only alter-

native is the dogmatic specialist

forcing things down the throats

of the laymen as in totalitarian

countries."

THROATS WILL BE DRY

BUT HOPES ARE HIGH

Hopeful Thousands Wait For Queen's Gates To Open
As The Golden Gaels Prepare For Their Finest Hour

More than one thousand Varsity rooters, who will pour into town tonight and tomorow
morning, will back up their team when it takes the field against the Golden Gaels tomorrow after-

noon.

Accompanying the Varsity fans will be an influx of out-of-town Gael fans who were lucky

enough to get tickets to the football classic, in which the Gaels will make their strongest bid for a
league title since the championship days of 1937.

In anticipation of the hordes of students and alumni who will descend upon Kingston this

weekend, local restaurants are doubling their staffs and more than doubling their supply of food.

Special "football specialities" are being concocted in local kitchens, and steaks and other expensive

dishes are being moved into places of prominence on restaurant menus.

Kingston hotels will be filled

Ode To A Knee Jerk

Get set, get one, get two, get three.

He puts it down.

He flicks the knee.

Between the posts, over the bar

Straight and high

We sigh.

We have eleven, they have ten.

We did it once,

LET'S DO IT AGAIN.

Sciencemen Plus Radiothon

Canvass For Red Feather

Five thousand dollars is the

objective of the 1955 Science

Dollar Drive to aid the Commun-
ity Chest Red Feather Campaign.

It begins at 7 p.m. next Monday,

The one night drive will in-

clude a house to house canvass

by Queeu'smen starting at 7 p.m.

and a radiothon over CKLC com-

bining the efforts of the Civilian

Club of Kingston and that of

Queeu'smen, c o m m e n c i n,g at

7:30.

Science sophomores will vol-

untarily run the mop-up drive co-

ordinated by Ross MacKenzie

and Herb Harmer. Science fresh-

men are compelled to take part,
j

Two hundred and fifty fresh-

men will canvass Kingston
homes, the university residences

included. The frosh are allocated

to 60 city districts, with a sopho-

more captain over each one.

It is hoped that listeners will

phone in to CKLC offering mon-

ey to the radiothon to hear their

favorite Kingston entertainers.

The radiothon will last as long

as it is profitable. Twenty cars

each containing one Civilian

Club member and two freshmen

will collect donations.

Science '57 originated the drive

last year and collected $4,774.

The success of last year's drive

has prompted the 1955 campaign.

to capacity, with reservations

being made as long as three week
in some cases.

At least one hotel manager said

visiting students had not caused

him any trouble so far this year,

and that he was not expecting

any vandalism this weekend.

Downtown hotels will not em-

ploy any extra house detectives

to watch celebrating patrons to-

night or tomorrow night.

Both Principal W. A. Mackin-

tosh of Queen's and President

Sidney Smith of the University

When asked for information

on the Toronto excursion

here this weekend, The Var-

sity, University of Toronto

student paper, had this to say:

"To hell with accuracy.

Five thousand screaming and

rah-rahing students will de-

scend on Queen's abducting

all cheerleaders in sight,

wrecking everything on cam-

pus, and burning buildings.

Warning: get extra police de-

tachments immediately."

of Toronto have requested stud-

ents to behave themselves. (Dr.

Mackintosh's letter appears else-

where in this issue).

Gaels fans who have tickets

(Continued on Page 5)

f
Blues In The Night?
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PECM THE

SIDELINES

MIKE MOFFAT

Well, tomorrow's the big day. For the players, the students

and the alumni, tomorrow sees the chance for realization of all the

hopes and dreams that have been thwarted for the past two dec-

ades. The prayers of over two thousand of the present faithful,

and many times that number of past students will be riding on the

broad shoulders of the twenty-six stalwarts in the Golden jerseys

that trot on and off the turf at Richardson Stadium.

There will be twenty-six of them, ranging over differences

of a foot in height (Jay McMahon and Ron Stewart) and almost 100

pounds in weight (Jocko Thompson and Russ Thoman). They
come from two provinces and four states, from as far west as

Seattle (Gary Lewis) to as far east as Montreal (Thoman again).

Some have come from high schools, and some from other univer-

sities. But come tomorrow and they will be pulling together with

but one aim in view. To bring the Yates Trophy back to Queen's,

a resting place it hasn't had since 1937.

There will be twenty-six of them. Only twelve will be on the

field, in body, on each play, but the other fourteen will be there in

spirt, fighting each yard of the way. There will be linemen and
backfielders, fast men and slow men, and they will all be heading
in that one vital direction, the Varsity goal line. They will face

a group of players who are equally as determined to stop them and
so the game will be a battle of the giants of the league (if one could
consider giants in deed like Stewart and Thompson as being giants.)

They will have tough opponents. Facing them will be a team
that is trying to defend the championship it won last year, and to

win the title for the second year in a row, a feat Toronto hasn't

done since the end of the war. The Varsity Blues will be tough,

but the Gaels will be tougher. Varsity are strong finishers, but last

time they were here, it was the Gaels who made the final score to

win the big game that forced the playoff.

The Gaels will be at their best numerical, if not physical pos-

sition of the season. With the return of captain Gary Lewis, and
halfback Al Kocman, the Tricolor will have all their regulars in

one lineup for the first time this season. Even if the two men-
tioned are not in top shape, their presence will be a great moral
lift and the odds are that they will be far more than that. Lewis,
with his tremendous knowledge of the game, is an essential part

of the Gael defence as he is the man best qualified to call the de-

fensive signals. He will get relief on the offence from Brian Wher-
rett who turned in a pair of good games as the schedule ended
when Lewis was hurt. As for Kocman, he is great on pass defence,

a very hard runner and tackier who will keep the Blues on their

toes.

The morale at the practices for the last couple of weeks has
been tremendous and the players are really up for this one. All
the injuries and disappointments in the previous games during the
season will be forgotten in this one all-out effort to cop the title.

As one player said "A team that won't be beat, can't be beat", There
is no overconfidence, just an overwhelming fighting spirit.

When the opening kickoff goes sailing down the field to-

morrow, the crowd in Richardson Stadium will be the biggest that

has ever been jammed into the place, and most of them will be
cheering for the Golden Gaels. Varsity will bring their own sup-
porters, but they will be drowned out by the yells of those egging
on the Tricolor. And the home fans should have more to cheer
about.

But there is something that the Gaels could use, and that is

their fair share of the breaks. Or maybe they could win like Western
whose coach said (that was when they were winning) "we get
the same number of breaks as the others, ours just come later in

the game". The Tricolor got a break late in the final game last

year, but it certainly wasn't the type that we want tomorrow. An
other heartbreaker like that and some of the boys will be ready to

quit permanently.

The first year that I came to Queen's, a senior said to me,
"you've seen the Gaels win three games in one season and you've
only been here one year. And next year you'll probably see them
do even better (they did!) You're pretty lucky". Now those stu-

dents who are here now are going to get a chance to see the Tri-

color win a championship, so they're even luckier.

Last year the front page of the Journal said "WAIT TILL
NEXT YEAR". Well, we've waited and it looks like it has been
worth the wait. When Braccia starts throwing, and Stewart,
Schreider and Surphlis start running, and the line starts charging
and blocking and tackling, then we will find our what we've wait-
ed for. And we should like it.

In case anybody hasn't guessed, I'm predicting that the Tri-

color will win tomorrow, but even if they don't we should all be
proud of the tremendous showing that they made this season. Let's
hope that the next Journal will be announcing the championship.

IT'S "NOW OR NEVER" FOR GAELS
AS CRUCIAL GAME APPROACHES

Rain or shine they'll be out to stop the big blue machine for the title hungry Golden Gaels on

Saturday afternoon. Front row (I. to r.) : Paul Beck, Rusty Radchuck, Charlie Sellens, Jack Abraham,

Biter Bruce. Second row: Karl Quinn, Gary Lewis, Brian Wherrett, Dave Harshaw. Third Row: Jim

Cruikshank, Claude Roote, Al Kocman.

U of T Burial Tomorrow
By Mike Clancy

"Where can I buy a couple of football tickets?" "Who do you think will win?" "Are Kocman
and Lewis in good shape?" These and others are the main questions on the students' lips around

the campus this week as the football fever mounts to a record pitch. The ticket office has been in

a frenzy since the precious ducats went on sale last Friday and even thought they realize there

aren't any more tickets available, people are still burning up the phone wires in an effort to get

them. Even the pigeons will be lucky to get a perch at this game when the men of veteran coach

Frank Tindall will take to the field to engage the forces of Bob "the Sob" Masterson.

We feel that come Saturday afternoon around 4:30 a new champion will be crowned. The

Gaels should win. They have

everything that a championship

team needs, namely guts, ability,

desire, and a good coaching staff.

The Tricolor have worked hard

all year for this moment and it is

doubtful that they will go un-

rewarded in their efforts. They
want to win for the university,

for themselves and most of all

for Frank Tindall whom all will

agree is the most genial and best

liked coach in the loop.

The line-up wil include Al

c-ned somewhat by the loss of

defensive stars Don Cheeseman

and Jerry Lansky. Both will de-

finitely miss this all important

game. The Blues will be going

all out for this one and as the

Varsity Sports Editor said, "we'll

enjoy nothing better than beating

Queen's in their own back yard".

Maybe next year John, but not

this one.

Frank Tindall has had his

squad working out earlier than

usual this week on the back cam-

pus and by Saturday the squad

should be at its peak. The field

should be fairly solid at game

time providing the rain and

snow hold off.

It might also be mentioned that

Gus Braccia will be out to prove

that he is without a doubt the

best helmsman in the intercol-

legiate loop. The Toronto papers

are billing this one as the battle

of the quarterbacks, ever since

Harry Wilson completed 15 out

of 25 against Western last week-

end. As far as we can make out,

Wilson couldn't even carry Brac-

cia's boots let alone throw foot-

balls in the same league as him.

Gus has done a lot for the team

and we have a hunch that Satur-

day will see Gus at his best as he

pitches the Tricolor to their first

championship since 1937.

PHYS. ED STILL AHEAD
MEDS SOPHS IN SECOND

Gus Braccia

Kocman and Gary Lewis, both

of whom were inactive in last

Saturday's tussle. Gary will prob-

ably not see 60 minutes of duty

since Brian Wherrett has filled

in quite capably for the Captain

in the last two games. Gary will

most likely play on defence and
do the snaps on Jocko's kicks. Al

will be in action mostly on de-

fence and his presence will really

be felt by the opposing ball car-

riers who try and get past him.

The Toronto team will be weak-

The Intramural Harrier race was

the big event this week. It was held

over a 2.5 mile course and finished

in the outer stadium. Sam Campbell

of Science '59 was the individual

winner closely followed by Doug

Munro of Arts '59 and Spence

Hodkinson of Meds '60. Science '59

was declared cross-country cham-

pion since they had the lowest

score for five men. Arts '57 were

second.

The Intramural Softball standings

as of Nov. 7 show Science '57 and

P.H.E. in first place in their re-

spective leagues each having won

three and lost none. The softball

leagues move into their final weeks

next week with play-offs set for the

week after. The Touch Football

finals are being held this week be-

tween Science '56 and Meds '59.

Harrier Squad
RunsSatarday
The Intercollegiate Harrier race

gets out of the gate on Saturday

morning rain or shine. The start

and finish of the two and one-half

mile grind wilt be at the soccer

field beside the aluminum plant.

The four major colleges will be

represented, Toronto, McGill, Wes-

tern and Queen's. At press time it

was hoped that both McMaster and

RMC would also enter a team.

Each team consists of six men
with five to count. One point is

awarded for first, two for second,

low score wins.

Queen's entrants are Sam Camp-

bell, Pete Code, Lance Bailey, Bob

Munro and Spence Hodkinson. It

would appear that Campbell, a

Science Freshman, is the mainstay

of the team. He won the intramural

harrier on Monday in a breeze and

looked fresh enough to go another

two and a half without drawing

on his second wind.

IN THE LEMONLITE

Intramural Basketball — the

schedule is in full swing. Last

Thursday, '57 defeated '58 and '56

won by default over '58. This de-

fault eliminated the '58 Arts team

from the tournament. Teams take

notice. Be on the floor by four-

thirty.

Intramural Tennis — Dawn Mc-

Donald PHE '59 and Jan Ziegler

PHE '56 emerged from the semi-

finals. Dawn won over Ann That-

cher '59 6-1, 6-0. Jan eliminated

Sue Birks, PHE '58 6-2, 6-1. In

the finals Dawn beat Jan 7-5, 5-7,

6-0. The tournament was started

Sept. 30 and was held up by the

weather and tennis classes at the

stadium courts. The finals had to

be played during snowflurries.

Dawn and Jan paired up to win

three of four doubles matches at the

Intercollegiate Tennis Tournament

in Toronto.

This is a two games total point

series with the final game to be held

Tues., Nov. 15, at the outer field.

The bowling league is also mov-

ing into its last week of tournament

play. Science '56 is in front of Sec-

tion A, while Science '57 tops the

B Section. High scorers so far this

year are J. Farnsworth of Arts '57

with the high single and M. Os

borne of P.H.E. who holds the high

triple.

The Intramural place kicking

tournament was won this week by

A. Grenyon of Arts '59. Singles

horseshoes moves into the semi-

finals today. A tennis singles cham-

pion will also be chosen when J.

Milliken of P.H.E. and D. Karr of

Meds 61 play at the stadium courts

today.

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST,

CIGARETTE-.

Dial 7135

town and country

Restaurants

Highway No. 2, Cataraqui, Ont.

• Princess at Clergy Streets,
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Saroyan Play Judged Best By Far
In Student-Directed Threesome

By Gordon Penny

Three one-act plays, produced
and directed by students, won
nicritcd acclaim Monday evening

in Convocation- Hall. Of the

three, Hello Out There, a Wil-
liam Saroyan play directed by
Bob Bcattic. was judged the best.

The winning play will he pre-

sented again on Saturday, Nov.

29, and will compete against "Be-
yond Moriah" for an entry into

the Inter Varsity Drama Festi-

val in Montreal this year.

The other two plays, which
also received praise from the ad-

judicators, were A Well-Remem-
bered Voice, by J. M. Barrie,

directed by Mary Fowler; and
Undertow, by Anne Weatherly,

directed by Beth Mahaffey. Pro-

ducer was Ellie Williamson.

In the case of the winning

play, Beattie's direction showed
an amazing understanding of the

inherent possibilities. His set,

lighting and blocking were com-
pletely appropriate. But his grea-

1 1 WgjM

Throughout The Dim And Echoing Halls There Sounds:

THC ROBOT'S VOW

even

There", written by William Saroj

Actors shown include Pat Brown,

Dave Nairn.

ngs winning play "Hello Out
an and directed by Bob Beattie.

Ross Kenzie, Dave Hagarty and

test asset was actress Karen

Leidhold, Her performance op-

posite Ross Kenzie was every-

STEAM
SHOVEL

And even after n-too many reversals of glass of hour did Scribe

stagger helplessly from horizontal plane of feather. For were ear-

drums of same pulsing mightily in sympathetic vibration with

clarion call of Marion. And so did Scribe sling newly-edged imple-

ment over shoulder and drag self to exalted chambers of most

wondrous Maid Marion.

Gaelz Don't Fold In Rain And Gold

And did Scribe inform Marion that Gaelz of Gold did make

success of Journey to Land of Soup and Pea; and that great was

joy of warriorz after contest in Mire of Mol. And did Scribe note

that, contrary to belief of popular nature, were warriorz of Queenz

held in great respect. For were great numbers of Flat-footed-Ones

seen to congregate about uprights at eudz of field such that same

might not be removed from usual position. And though many sup-

porters of Men of Red were rumoured to exhibit grapes of very

unsweet nature, did warriorz of Queenz manage to frequent frats

of same and depart happily with linings of fluidz of amber in cavity

of stomach.

Warriorz Lost Face In Harrier Race

And did Scribe note that great Race of the Carrier was to be

held on Aft of Mon. Formerly was same called Harrier due to har-

ried expressions on faces of contestants, but was same changed for

were increasing numbers of warriorz seen to cross line of finish

with support of bravz of stronger nature. And did Scribe learn that

in years gone by did almost entire tribe of Queenz including even

Lemonz enter great Race; but was this plan abandoned due to

great abundance of victories by Lemonz.

Something New For Sue-the-Q

And must Warriorz be warned that Week of Sue-the-Q does

approach, and therefore must all warriorz be careful that plotz

of Lemonz remain unrealized. Further does Scribe note that Lemonz
have again missed vessel of proverbial nature, for docs week of

Suc-thc-Q fall after For-mal of Scienz. But now dues Scribe, being

true friend of all Lemonz, offer suggestion for cumiug years, this

being that Race of the Carrier be held during week of Sue-the-Q

and entered by Lemonz as well as warriorz. For would this in-

crease numbers of entrants and give Lemonz great chance to cap-

ture Warrior of Choice. And odd appearances suggest that many

of same do require exercise anyway. But now as scoop drags

wearily on floor of Cav of Nic does Marion hint that Scribe make

way to office of Jor-nal such that incoherent clippings might be

inscribed in pages for benefit of Scienz.

HAPPY CORNER RESTAURANT
SPECIAL MEAL TICKETS FOR STUDENTS

We serve ITALIAN SPAGHETTI

533 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2-8013

DAY OR NIGHT
PHONE 5S51

For Quality Milk, Cream, Butter

BY

Hemlock Park Dairy
LIMITED

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FAMOUS
Velvet Ice Cream Duncan Hines Ice Cream

thing that could have been de-

sired. She was in every sense

convincing.

Joan Farlinger, playing the

lead in Undertow, deserves the

same sort of praise. Undertow is

a difficult play to do well, and

Joan managed to carry it

through. She kept the level of

drama high when it could very

easily have developed into a

complete farce. Dolores Ryback

and Hilary Waren aided her in

this job, and the troupe of sew-

ing circle girls provided good fun.

Jim Bethune's experience on

the stage helped give A Well-

Remembered Voice the required

amount of interpretive meaning.

Both he and Bob Fowler were

convincing, although the charm

was broken at times by forgotten

lines. Particularly important in

this production was the use of

blocking and lighting, both of

which were quite effective.

Adjudicators were Mrs. W. S.

Brooks, Mrs. M. H. Edwards and

Gordon M. Robertson.

The audience Monday night

was much larger in comparison

with former years. Such interest

is a healthy sign, and certainly

will encourage more work of the

high calibre we had this year.

"Any activities should be gov-

rned by the conditions that no

ihysical injury be done to anyone

and no property be permanently

damaged. This need not interfere

with student high spirits."

In accordance with the usual

T.R.V. policy of dramatizing the

important events in contemporary

Canadian life our special events

crew is now prepared to bring yon

a direct broadcast from the campus

of an unknown university in King

ston, Ontario. The voice you will

hear is that of the Head of the

Department of Student Control.

Good afternoon, parents and

guardians. It gives me great plea

sure to be speaking to you as the

last touches arc put on this latest

addition to the campus. For several

years the value of our education

plant, if I may call it that, has been

only partly realized since students

have had too much opportunity to

refresh and renew themselves in ac-

tivities outside the campus. Now
with this splendid concrete wall

equipped with the most modern
alerting mechanisms, ringing the

campus, students should be effec-

tively deterred from wandering out-

side the campus. We all realize the

great advantages this will bring to

the students and to Canada u

general.

Many of you will recall the dis

astrous events of the fall of 1955

which brought to light the subver

sive tendencies then present in

undergraduate thinking and which

indirectly brought about this mo
ment. That fall, the press published

an heroic expose, describing it

vivid detail the carnage by blood

thirsty students as they roamed in

savage bands. Particularly enlight

ening were the reports covering the

unheard of practices of stadium

painting and goal-post destroying.

Once the governing bodies rea

lized the gravity of the situation

Bt. Attnrput'ii

prtflbgtenatt (Eljurrrf

Princess And clergy Streets

Rev. J. Forbes WedderbUhN.
M.A, D.D., M1KISTER

DARWIN STATA,
ORGANIST AND CHOIRMASTER

LILLIAN PRESTON
ASSISTANT ORGANIST

10:30 a.m.—Bible Class

11:00 a.m.—Morning Service,

Nursery Class, Church School

7:30 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Young People
Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended to

all students.

(Ilhaluiprfi

Hmtru (Mjurrlj

EARL AND BARRIE STS.

REV. W. F. BANISTER. D.D.

MINISTER

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 13th

11.00 a.m.—These Were With

Him
(7) "Nicodemus"

7.30 p,m.—The Apostle's

Creed
(7) "The Holy Ghost"

3.45 p.m.—Youth Fellowship

A very cordial invitation to

all students.

0 Come Let Us Worship

(anglican)

King St. at Johnson St,

november 13. 1bbs

REMEMBRANCE SUNDAY

8.00 o.m.—Holy Communion

9.15 a.m.—Choral Communion

11.00 o.m,—Memorial Service

Last Post and Revtillt

Tnimpcler: Cecil Pretty, S.A.

Preacher; The Rev'd. Morris Poole,

M.A.
Rector; All Saints Church, Peter-

borough.

3.00 p.m.—Confirmation Instruction.

Students are heartily invited.

7.00 p.m.—Evensong
Preacher: The Rev'd. C. E. Staples,

B.A.

Holy Communion every Wednesday and

on all Holy Days at 7.IS s-m. and

10.30 a.m.

^lrfottlfam Stmt

SYDINHAM Si WILLIAM 8T9.

Rev, R. H, N. Davidson
B A.. B O., TH.H.

minister

Lloyd Zurbrigg
organist and choir master

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 13th

II 0 .m .—Preacher: Rev. Prin-

cipal Elios Andrews

7.30 p.m.—Preacher: Mr. Peter

Faris

Social hour for young people

after Evening Service

strict corrective measures were

taken. Students were forbidden to

wear their faculty jackets except in

the privacy of their own rooms, and

any visible loyalty to the university

was frowned on. As it turned out

these actions were not sufficient.

At the final Varsity vs. Queen's

game many people were disturb-

ed to notice signs of student spir-

its still in existence. During the

course of the game slight mur-

murs were audible after touch-

downs scored against Varsity.

The anonymity of the university

was violated by several rebellious

students who smuggled universi-

ty ribbons into the game. The
worst incident occurred at the

end of the game after Varsity was
defeated in the last moment of

play, when a student so far for-

got his dignity that he waved his

arms about in a violent manner.

In an emergency meeting that

night it was decided that university

football be cancelled. Further the

name of the university was aban

doned and students were forbidden

to appear off the campus in ANY
type of apparel except between the

hours of 6:59 and 7 A.M.

This last ruling started consider-

able hardship as students found it

difficult to go to and from their

rooms, restricted as they were to

these times.

It was at this time that the de-

partment, of which I am the pre-

sent head, was originated. The

now famous Intercollegiate Essay

Contest and mixed chess tourna-

ments were also started. These

did not entirely eliminate all the

difficulties. Kingston residents

were still able to see, and identi-

fy as such, students on the cam-

pus. A few students still persisted

in violating the regulations
against off-campus travel. The

need for some dividing barirer

was felt.

As we can all see the project has

been carried to a glorious fulfill-

ment. As I slam this last bolt, stu-

dents of the university are effec-

tively cut off from the outside

world.

When your sons and daughters

emerge at the end of their training

you may rest assured that they will

be model citizens. No enthusiasms,

no spirit will break the tranquillity

of their placid minds. They will

trudge into a dreary future.

Carry on Young Canada !

This has been one of a series of

broadcasts designed to keep Cana-

dians aware of present trends. This

is T.R.V. Queen's.

HRW and RS

STUDENT TOURS:
from $1010

ALL INCLUSIVE COST

Specially prepared for College Students and Recent Graduates

by TREASURE TOURS

Leave Montreal

June 22nd — June 29th — July I3rh

51 Days with Optional Extensions to Scandinavia and Spain

Personally Escorted through 9 Countries

88 Departures of Regular Escorted

All Inclusive Tours from $620

Coll, Write or Telephone for Complimentary Folder

FAREWELL TRAVEL SERVICE
68 YONCE ST (at King)

EM. 3-5191

TORONTO

HlOF EUROPE

ABRAMSKY'S I

"PLAYER
Or THE WEEK**

JIM HUGHES
has been chosen

as Abramsky's

"Player of the Week"

Anyone who saw the

Queen's vs. McGill

game will readily un-

derstand why. Jim

played the greatest

game in his career.

JIM HUGHES

ABRAMSKY'S congratulate JIM HUGHES and are

pleased to present him with a Benrus watch, Abram-

sky's award to the "PLAYER OF THE WEEK".

% - ' : b i. : :. *
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Mining and Metallurgy
Society

General Meeting Tues., Nov. 15,

7:30, room 201 Miller Hall, Pro-

fessor A. V. Corlett will speak. All

freshmen interested in mining or

metallurgy are invited.

Attention Arts '59

Need $5.00 ? Submit your entry

for the Arts '59 crest either to

Diane Palmasan, or Kent Doc. All

entries must be in by Nov. 21.

Applications — AMS
Applications will be received by

the Executive of the Alma Mater

Society for the position of Chair-

man of the Welcoming Committee.

Details may be obtained at the AMS
office.

Newman Club
Sunday, Nov. 13 — Benediction,

St. Mary's Cathedral — 7:00 p.m.

Discussion Group Newman Nite,

Jean Mance Nurses Residence,

Levana Debate
Levana vs. Arts, Meds, Science

in interfaculty debate. Preliminary

bout Nov. 21. Any girls interested

meet in Ban Righ Common Room,
Nov. 14 at 6:30.

Glee Club
Rehearsal — The Beggar's Opera

— Principals and chorus "on stage"

Monday, 7:15, Grant Hall.

Canterbury Club
As today is Remembrance Day,

a discussion of interest to all stu-

dents "Death and the Hereafter"

will be held this evening in St.

James Hall at 8:00 p.m. Come and

exchange ideas.

SCM
SCM study group "Crisis in

the University" is meeting with

Prof. Isobel Laird to discuss the

individual before, during and after

the experience of university. Mon-

day 6:30 Nov. 11 in the SCM
room.

Dance
Friday, Nov. 11 at Grant Hall.

Come on out to the Pre-Victory

Dance at 9:00 p.m. Drag or Stag.

50c each.

Student Hour
Chalmers Church

This Sunday evening Dr. Bann-

ister will be present for discussion

and questions concerning the Apos-

tles' Creed. All students heartily

welcome.

CHRISTIAN YOUTH CENTRE
185 QUEEN STREET TELEPHONE 8110

Students Are Welcome

Fireside Every Sundoy Evening — 9.00 p.m.

Recreation Throughout the Week.

CHARLES LEACH, Director.

Guild Production Of "Hamlet"
To Feature Talented Cast

The Queen's Drama Guild

production of "Hamlet" is rapidly

nearing its initial performance on

Nov. 23, with additional per-

formances on Nov. 24 and 25.

Due to the great demand for tic-

kets, another performance is

scheduled for Saturday, Nov. 26.

With an experienced cast and
production staff, expectations

arc high that this will be one of

the most successful Guild pro-

ductions in years.

Hamlet is portrayed by Norm
Edmondson who will be remem-
bered for his roles in "The Mer-

chant of Venice" and "The Hap-

piest Days of Your Life". Claud

Classified Ads

For Sale

At a very reasonable price. Arts

red satin jacket, almost new — also

very classy overcoat. Apply at

2313 Union St. W.

Queen's Medical leather jacket,

size 44. Special price. Apply Artistic

Ladies Wear, 94 Princess St.

Wanted
Girl to share apartment with 3

other girls near Union. Address

207 William St., 2-6080.

A copy of the 1951 Tricolor.

URGENT. Contact Onwura Chia-

zor, 521 Johnson St. Phone 2-2923.

ius will be played by Chris Smith,

who gained recognition for his

acting in "The Patriots". Three
new faces will be seen; they are

Bob Sircom as Laertes, Bob
Sproule as Horatio, and Jean-

Paul Riopel portraying Osric. All

have wide experience in the

theatre outside Queen's.

Kathy Totten, who plays
Ophelia, is well known for tier

such as "The Patriots". To the

roles in major Guild productions

difficult role of the Queen, Mary
Ev Rogers brings a wealth of ex-

perience, including work at the

Crest theatre and her role in last

year's Shakespeare production

"The Merchant of Venice".

Stadium Painters

Fined For Prank

Eight students have pleaded

guilty to a charge of defacing the

Queen's stadium on the night of

Sept. 30, and have paid a nominal

fine to the AMS. The case was

settled out of court, Chief Jus-

tice Peter Paris reports.

The defacing of the stadium

was considered "conduct unbe-

coming a member of the AMS".
Further action is pending on the

painting of the Western Stadium

on Oct. 21.

Mr. Faris reported that the

court decided on a nominal fine

because, while it recognized the

need for measures on the part of

the AB of C, it did not feel this

was a proper way of protest.

Glee Club's Opera

To Be Presented

"The Beggar's Opera", John

Gay's merry farce ridiculing the

'lords' and ladies' of Italian opera,

will be on stage Nov. 30.

The leading roles of Polly and

Lucy are being sung by Pat Put-

nam and Ruth Goslings. Pat is a

graduate nurse and a native

Kingstonian who has a great deal

of singing experience in the

K.C.V.I. glee club. Ruth, Arts '59

was Josephine in K.C.V.I.'s pro-

duction of "HMS Pinafore".

The hero, Capt. Macheath, is

sung by Robin Boltin, Meds. '61.

Jim Barber plays the role of

the turnkey of Newgate prison

and Harrie McAdie will sing the

part of Mr. Peachum, Polly's

harsh parent.

No Monopoly Here On High-jinks

Steer Runs Wild In OAC Residence
GUELPH—An Aberdeen An-

gus steer was discovered at 6:30

a.m. on Fri., Nov. 4, roaming un-

molested about the reception

room of the girls' residence at

OAC.

The prank, described as an act

of "wanton vandalism," caused

considerable damage to the build-

ing. The hallway and an expen-

sive rug were trodden with man-

SNIDER'S
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS

Princess Street
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CLEANERS
PRESS WHILE U WAIT

Kingston Phone 2-1761

. Service that Satisfies

WARD & HAMILTON LUNCH BAR
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REASONABLE PRICES

K. PETROS
EXPERT SHOE REPAIRS KEYS DUPLICATED
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Confectionery, Novelties, Magazines

525 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2-6533

urc, two sets of upholstered

chairs and a bridge table set

were overturned and badly soiled,

and a new triliglit lamp and

shade were smashed beyond re-

pair.

—Between 9:00 and 10:00 a.m.,

the residents of the three col-

leges. Union Council, the three

college Student Administrative

Councils, all year presidents, the

editor of the college paper, and

all final year students were cal-

led to Macdonald Hall to survey

the damage.

The "steer-in-the-c o m in o n-

room" incident was the culmin-

ation of several student pranks

perpetrated recently, ranging
from 'fun' to extensive property

damage. Said one commentator,

"Hell-raising has become increa-

singly costly in the last few

weeks".

The pranksters, if apprehend-

ed, will be severely punished. The

editors of the Ontarion suggested

that if the faculty and student

community recognize and admit

When you pause. ..make it count. ..have a Coke

locfadfog Mint Tax*$
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that a foolish prank went out of

control and withdraw the stigma

of vandalism ,there will be a pos-

sibility of voluntary admission

by those responsible for the act.

The paper maintained the

pranksters did not anticipate

that the steer would not be dis-

covered and ejected until the fol-

lowing morning. Also, their

"judgement was so clouded by

exuberance that they did not

realize the wrecking potential of

the steer".

Comments from the students

of OAC were varied, ranging

from intense indignation to open

faced admiration for the per-

petrators of the fall term's most

widely publized prank. Said one

student, "a crazy trick, well

planned but thoughtless, costs

should be paid for by culprits if

caught, all male years otherwise".

Another thought it "rather poor-

ly managed — (the residence)

should have been phoned within

half an hour".

The president of final year

commented "Such activities, not

only on this campus, cause one

to question more and more what

breed of individual our colleges

are turning out." One student is

certain that "whoever did it

must have had help from the

girls', they would hardly sleep

through the racket there must

have been ; the steer should have

been tied in the lobby and not in

the common room."
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LETTER FROM THE PRINCIPAL
Editor, Journal:

May I use some space in the Journal to say one or two
things to the students of the university?

I and many of my colleagues on the university staff are

greatly pleased with the efforts which have been made and
are being made by the Alma Mater Society and by the stud-

ents generally to make intercollegiate football games occa-
sions which do honor to the university and to the team which
represents us, as well as enjoyable and exciting spectacles.

It was exasperating bad luck that in the Toronto game
at Richardson Stadium some isolated incidents in which
Queen's students were not offenders obscured the very suc-

cessful efforts which students had made to improve matters.

Reports in the daily press did nothing to give our graduates

and the public generally, who were not present at the game,
any sense of perspective.

The play-off game against the University of Toronto on
Saturday is the climax to a very notable season in which our
team has played with great talent and spirit. I know that ef-

forts are being made to make this occasion one which will

reflect credit both on the university and on the team and I

write this letter particularly to say how much I appreciate

what is being done, and to add that it has the full support
of the Senate. Whether our team wins or loses on Saturday
(and given good weather I am confident they will win), they

are entitled to play this important game before a large crowd of

their supporters who are enthusiastic in their admiration for

the team and orderly in their conduct. The University of

Toronto team is also playing an important game and we have

added responsibilities as hosts.

Sincerely yours,

W. A. MACKINTOSH.

Wilson Bets Shirt On Blues

Gaels Think He Will Lose It

(Continued from Page 1)

can consider themselves lucky, in

the opinion of AB of C secretary

Charlie Hicks. "More than 20,000

people want to go to this game"

he says "and we just don't have

room for them all."

Among the people turned away
were a member of parliament,

himself a Queen's graduate; and

several influential businessmen

who almost insisted that tickets

lie procured for them by any

means. The secretariat couldn't

•do anything in either situation.

There were no widespread re-

ports of ticket-scalping, although

one angry citizen barged in to the

Athletic office on Wednesday
afternoon to protest that two
students had tried to hook him
into paying a total of ten dollars

for two $2 tickets.

ABof C officials thought for a

while that some of their problems

might be solved by the return of

unsold tickets from Toronto.

They found out on Wednesday
that the 1,000 tickets sent to To-
ronto had all been sold, and that

fans there also wanted more.

Students tickets went on sale

in Toronto on Tuesday morning,

"with seven or eight hundred
being sold the first day. The
student demand was more than

twice as heavy as it had been for

the Varsity game down here ear-

lier this year.

The Students's Administrative

Council at Toronto has published

-a statement requesting Varsity

students to refrain from drink-

ing. Students were also request-

ed not to make any attempts to

tear down the Richardson Stad-

ium goalposts.

One-eyed Benny, who predicts

football scores for The Varsity,

lias reportedly been swamped
with bets on the Blues all week.

Meanwhile, John Wilson,
sports editor on the same news-
Paper, is said to have bet one hun-
dred dollars on the outcome of

the game. He has already planned

victory page for next week.hi

On the Gael campus, spirit is

Tunning high, with the general

consensus of opinion being that

the Gaels will win on their home

field, and bring home the bacon

for the first time in IS years. The
public speaking and debating

club is cashing in on the week-

end spirit by holding a "Pre-Vic-

tory" dance tonight in Grant

Hall.

Constables

Would those AMS con-

stables assigned to the foot-

ball game Saturday please

report to the committee room

No. 2, Students' Union, Fri.,

at 7 p.m.

Ray Middleton,

(Chief Constable)

PageS

Sunday's Concert

Features Pianist

As part of their program to pre-

sent good musical entertainment

on Sunday evening, the Students'

Union this week is sponsoring a

piano recital by Mario Bernardi,

a member of the Opera School
faculty of the Royal Conserva-
tory of Music.

The recital will take place at

8:30 Sunday evening in Wallace
Hall. It is open to students, staff

and friends. No admission will

be charged.

Sunday night's artist is a

native of Kirkland Lake. He has
toured Canada three times and
has been featured in solo recitals

MARIO BERNARDI

in Italy and the United States.

He went to Italy at the age of

six and graduated from the Ven-
ice Conservatory 10 years later

with top honors in piano, organ

and composition.

He has appeared on the CBC
on many occasions both as solo-

ist and accompanist.

His program Sunday night will

include the Toccata, Adagio and

Fugue in C major, Bach-Busoni;

Praeludium, Aria, Finale, Cesar

Franck ; Variations Brillantes,

Chopin; Nocturne in B major,

Chopin ; Scherzo in B minor,

Chopin.

During the year the Union

hopes to sponsor several artists,

both vocalists and instrumental-

ists.

He says he does if by Steady Saving

at the Bank of Montreal*

*THe Bank where Students' accounts are warmly welcomed.

Kingston Branch: JACK McLEAN, Manager

Princess & Barrie Sts.: JOSEPH POUPORE, Manager

CFRC
CFRC—1490 kc.

Friday, November 11th

:00—What's New: Hugh
Lightbody.

:30—Odds and Ends: Graham
Skerret, Norm May.

:00—Stardust: Danny Wong
at the piano.

:30—Hie Jacet: Ned Franks,

Dave Cowper.
.45—Club Tambourine: Don

Quinsey.

:00—Birdland : Paul Ward,
Don Cooper,

.30—Show Biz News: Harriet

Badaker, Doug Thomp-
son.

:00—Mac's Merri-go-r o u n d

:

Doug Mcllraith.

:30—Our Choice: June Pryce,

Bev Phillips.

:00—1490 Pops: Don Harrison.

:00—Al's Penthouse: Al Kemp.
:30—Prelude to Dreaming: Or-

yce Mcllraith.

:00—Sign Off.

Saturday, November 12th

:00—Holland Calling: Tom
Bonnema.

:30—Date with Eartha: Bob
Sage, Ira Sutherland.

:00—Hits and Misses : Ana
Dorland, Eleanor Wil-
liamson.

:30—On the Upbeat: Am Mat-
thews.

:00—In the Groove: Doug
Thompson.

:30—Lonesome Lemon : Ann
O'Nymous.

Artsmen Want Record Player
A motion to open the men's resi-

dence from 1 to 12 p.m. every day

of the week was passed by the In-

terim House Committee this week.

The common room will be open to

guests of residence.

A residence social committee

has been formed and the first so-

cial event—a dancer—will be held

in the common room Friday evening.

Residents voted this week to

purchase a TV set rather than a
radio-record changer for the com-

mon room. The vote was cast by
all residents, of whom 86 are in

Science, 64 in Arts and 31 in

Meds. The majority ol Science

students were in favor of a TV
set, while Arts students favored a
radio and record player.

Him say

mdwtf
"I could

if you used

the right pencil

for the right job!"
says

"Hord-Boiled Harry"
(the Demon Purchasing Agenf)

Velvet ^
— and

Venus

ON THE AIR TOMORROW!
— PLAYOFF ! —

QUEEN'S
vs

VARSITY
Starting at 1.55 p.m., you will

hear Johnnie Kelly's play-by-

play broadcast brought to you

by the Empire Life Insurance

Company.

"YOUR CHAMPIONSHIP STATION IN KINGSTON"

MOONLIGHT LUNCH
FULL COURSE DINNERS CHINESE DISHES

Lunches prepared to take out.

SPECIAL FOR STUDENTS
Meal Tickets: $5.50 for only $4.75

527 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 2-900

J|make —

Marilyn
9

s
YOUR HEADQUARTERS

FOR

PGLENAYfi KITTEN SWEATERS
IN 100% LAMB WOOL AND 100% ORLON

MARILYN'S LADIES WEAR
DIAL 2-1475 238 PRINCESS ST.

VENUS PENCIL COMPANY, LIMITED

TORONTO 14, ONTARIO
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Where Remembrance Is Due
"They shall not grow aid, as we that are left grow old

Age shall not weary them, nor the years condemn.

At the going down of the sun and in the morning

We will remember them."

Today is Remembrance Day. Today across our broad Dominion,

Canadians pause to honor the memory of those who gave their lives

in their country's service in two world wars. There is a strong tend-

ency, as the stirring events of these colossal upheavals draw further

and further into the past, to belittle and even ridicule the homage

and ritual that is implicit in our ceremonies of Remembrance.

The insecure peace, which ensued upon their sacrifices, seems

a hollow triumph. The universal conditions of peace and freedom,

for the achievement ot which, the democracies persuaded themselves,

the war was being fought, seem as distant today as ever. We are liv-

ing in a period of bitter disappointment and disillusionment. Little

wonder that attacks are launched on the platitudinous phrases about

making the world safe for democracy which sometimes acompany

Remembrance Day oratory.

What might have happened to our freedoms had Hitler been

allowed to continue his aggressive path unchecked is a matter for

conjecture. However, these critics might profitably ponder upon it.

Surely those who died did not, as some suggest, die in vain, even

if the widest dreams of democratic statesmen have not materialized.

Others, who profess to be realists, object to the sentimental and,

they feel, insincere trappings which surround our services of Re-

membrance. They see little value, and even positive dangers in this

"hero worship". They forget that for many, the memories of friends,

relatives, children, lost during the war, are very real. Sorrow may be

sentimental but there is, necessarily, nothing maudlin or phony
about it. It is surely one of man's noblest and most enriching emo-

tional experiences.

In these trying times when nationalism, for better or for worse,

is still the dominant force in the political world, there is a great dan-

ger that ceremonies of Remembrance may be perverted to the glori-

fication of the nation and its way of life. The essentially religious na-

ture of Remembrance services can be used to exploit man's deepest

emotions to national advantage. Christian democracies, like Canada,

are as prone to this exploitation as any other form of state, albeit the

perversion is not a conscious policy.

This nationalization of God is no recent phenomenon. For cen-

turies, professedly Christian nations have been trumpeting the close

alliance between the Will of God and their national politics. God, it

seems, is a useful ally in time of war. Church leaders turn logical

somersaults to make the Prince of Peace a god of war. In these at-

tempts Christianity has suffered from the complete inversion of the

teachings of love and brotherhood.

Let us remember that on Remembrance Day we are honoring
the gallantry and nobility of individuals on the field of battle, not
the battle itself.

No Place To Have A Party

The absence of fraternities at Queen's does have its decided
disadvantages. One of these was voiced by two V of T fraternity

brothers when Queen's visited Toronto several weeks ago. They
were overheard to remark that they "felt so sorry for those poor
people at Queen's They have no fraternities, so they just don't
have anywhere to go and drink". One of the reasons why Queen's

-is so notorious for heavy drinking is because students must drink
in public bars. At other universities drinking is done in the privacy
of the fraternity.

While Queen's, we feel, is too small to split students into
tight little groups, there is a need for some sort of clubroom where
students can entertain friends and serve beverages. As it is now
there are not even facilities on the campus where a cocktail party
can be held to entertain visitors from out of town. If a group of

students wishes to have a party, it must be held in a downtown pub.

For many years there have been strong advocates for a pub
on the campus. But there is need for more than this—there is a
need for entertaining facilities to take the place filled by fraternities
at other universities. Admittedly there would be disadvantages in

such a clubroom. It could easily be abused. However, if steps were
taken to provide facilities which students definitely lack, it might
go a long way in establishing the desired honor system at Queen's.
An honor system depends as much on trust and cooperation from
outside as it does on students themselves. If there were a place
on the campus where students could serve drinks and entertain,
there would probably be a decrease in headline-making incidents
connected with the university.

Conversation Piece

^^^^^^ By Tony King ^^^^^^

Good Luck Gaels

Tomorrow Queen's Golden Gaels meet the Varsity Blues in
the first play-off game ever to be held in Richardson Stadium. We
would like to be able to predict that this history-making event will
also mark the first championship for the Gaels in 18 years. Although
the Journal's crystal ball is a little cloudy in this respect, we are
certain that whether the Gaels win or lose their fans will show the
enthusiastic support and admiration for their team which has char-
acterized Queen's for years.

We would like to take thi opportunity to congratulate this
year s team and its coach Frank Tindall on an excellent season,
to wish them the best of luck in tomorrow's contest.

Mill

Last year Charles Taylor, the

Journal's columnist, stirred up a

verbal tempest by saying some

uncomplimentary things about

Remembrance Day. I am going

to say nothing about Rememb-
rance Day. Nothing at all.

Instead, I am going to express

my sympathy for my professors,

a much-maligned and misused

species.

Imagine sitting for two or

three hours reading, thinking and

writing about the material to be

embodied in a one hour lecture.

Then using the experience ac-

cumulated through several years

of study, you draw up a set of

notes. After all this effort you
think you have prepared a lecture

which contains in a succinct and

polished form the major aspects

of your topic.

Next morning you appear be-

fore a group of young men and

women who may or may not give

two hoots for you and your sub-

ject. They listen with varying de-

grees of attention while you di-

vulge the fruits of your labor.

Some of those faces before you
look bored, one is asleep and an-

other is eyeing the blonde across

the aisle; but on the whole they

seem fairly intent on what you're

saying.

When the hour is up, everyone

packs up his books and clip-

board and goes home. Were the

students grateful because you
worked so hard to pass on some
of your knowledge and experi-

ence to them? Perhaps. But not

one of them will ever thank you.

It must be exquisitely frustrating

to have swine gobble up your

pearls week after week without

even burping.

Of course the rewards of teach-

ing are more subtle than mere
verbal "thank you's", but I think

professors must wonder at times

whether students really appreci-

ate what they are doing for them.
I have often been thoroughly fas-

cinated by a lecture and very
prat efuI to the professor for doing
such a good job. I don't suppose
any of my professors ever learn-

ed how I felt, though.

Our teachers work long hours,

too. Suppose a professor has fif-

teen lecture hours a week—not an

unusual burden I understand. If

he is conscientious (most profes-

sors are) he will spend at least

two additional hours preparing

for every lecture. That makes a

total of forty-five hours, give or

take a few. Then add every pro-

fessor's administrative duties. He
has to show up at departmental

meetings; mark endless numbers

of essays, exercises and examina-

tions; and talk to students with

problems.

In addition, the professor is ex-

pected by his students and col-

leagues to keep up with recent

developments in his field. At a

minimum, he'll have to read two
or three journals regularly as

well as some of the new books

being published.

I don't know about Queen's,

but some universities expect their

faculty members to publish books

and articles fairly often. Those

who do must be lucky if they

work less than sixty-five hours

a week.

Before I start weeping over the

professional plight, I'd better men-

tion the other sides of the story.

Most professors at least have the

advantage of being in a line of

business in which they are in-

tensely interested. Most of them
would read the new journals and

books even if they felt they

weren't obliged to. And I find it

difficult to believe that most of

them don't enjoy preparing and

delivering lectures, even though

marking papers may he some-
thing of a chore.

It wouldn't be a good idea,

either, to waste any sympathy on

the few—very few—professors

who don't take their work ser-

iously. Every student has come
across the professor who walks
into the class without the slight-

est idea of what he is going to

say and proceeds to hem and haw
for an hour. The professor is

bored, the student is bored and
both would be better off at home
with a good book, Thank good-
ness, Queen's harbors few such
academic parasites.

Letters To The Editor

Protecting The Sheep

While listening to the Queen's

radio round-table discussion of

the current vandalism rhubarb I

was struck by the continual em-

phasis on the activities of

"groups" on the campus. Are

there no individuals left in our

universities? At the risk of being

unkind I must confess that it ap-

peared that even the members of

the round table lacked any firm

conviction apart from the dan-

gers of N.K.V.D. activities on the

part of AMS police.

This was certainly no "fighting

words" production, and even the

opponents of the police saw noth-

ing paradoxical in their sugges-

tion that the answer lay in "in-

doctrination" of the new groups

coming in, not in the "policing"

of them. Personally after hearing

the products of previous "group

indoctrination" I'd like to see

whether an occasional character

might not emerge under the po-

lice system, which at least might

keep the groups from exercising

their own version of the "Big

Brother" technique.

Probably the height of group

bullying occurs during the fresh-

man year, when the group sys-

tematically sets out to cow the

new personalities, and the brain-

washing techniques call for exer-

cises such as the herding of red-

jacketed ones across the campus

while they shout a profane re-

frain about the folly of studying

the Arts. And the miracle is that

they take it. In the circumstances

is it any wonder that the AMS
in their police move have had to

step in to protect the sheep? But

why call them "police"? Is this

sidestepping the recognition that

the "prefect" system is the sign of

the school, not the university?

D. G. Bowan.

In Defence Of Bishop Sheen

Editor, Journal:

The first three sentences of

Tony King' s "Conversation

Piece", in Friday's Journal, Nov.

4, are enough to disqualify him as

a critic because he admits that

after reading the first three sen-

tences of Bishop's Sheen's "Three

to Get Married", he condemns
the whole book. For his benefit

and for the benefit of others who
read the article, I would like to

present an idea of what he would

learn if he read the book all the

way through.

When God established the hu-

man race on earth (making allow-

ances for evolutionary theories).

Back To Sanity

Editor, Journal:

We approve of the currently

evolving ideals concerning an

"honor system" and "conduct be-

coming a member of the AMS",
and appreciate the efforts of the

AMS to undo what we have been

doing to ourselves and to our uni-

versity. It is time somebody be-

gan to be concerned about so

many people behaving like ani-

mals at social functions— i.e. foot-

ball games, dances, etc. If people

who disapprove of the animals

would voice their disapproval a

great step would be taken to-

wards restoring sanity to this

campus.

We sixteen senior Science stu-

dents hereby voice our disapprov-

al of the animals, and while we
feel that absolute prohibition is

a rather stern measure to impose

upon the whole student body, we
support the AMS in their efforts

to establish a more manly "esprit

de corps". We will support their

efforts specifically by not taking

any liquor (or beer) into the sta-

dium for Saturday's game, and

will try to behave in a becoming
fashion.

Bill Frisken. Sc. "56.

John N. Shoosmith, Sc. '56.

Victor J. Parker, Sc. '57.

William R. Gee. Sc. '56.

John Little, Sc. '57.

A. L. Barry, Sc. '56.

R. N. Burnfield, Sc. '56.

W. A. Crabbe, Sc. '56.

D. A. Browning, Sc. '56.

D. S. Spendlove, Sc. '56.

C. Pelton, Sc. '56.

K. McKey, Sc. '56.

N. J. Dick, Sc. '56.

C. Carson, Sc. '56.

H. McKee, Sc. '56.

Terry Kerr, Sc. '56.

He brought the first man and wo-

man into existence by a direct act,

and, while he could have done the

same for all the rest, it was His

plan that every other human be-

ing should receive his life from

others who already had life. He
established the contract of mar-

riage primarily to provide a

proper setting for the transmis-

sion of life and bringing up of a

family. Because this involves a

serious responsibility for a man
and woman, God attached satis-

faction to the exercise of sex:

functions to serve as a compensa-

tion for taking on this responsi-

bility. Consequently, we know
that this exercise of sex functions

in married life is GOOD, and so

is the pleasure to be derived from

it which Bishop Sheen calls "frost-

ing on the cake of love".

Mary E. Downey,

Mr. King Replies:

In the first place, I did NOT con-

demn the whole book. In the second

place, Miss Downey appears to give

sex such an exalted position that it

is the only thing that makes mar-
riage and a family worth enduring—a point which neither I nor Bish-

op Sheen would concede.
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Drive On Through, Surph!
Bill Surphlis gets hauled to earth by an unidentified tackier

after scampering for almost thirty yards downfield in the first half.

Later, Surphy broke up the ball game with a 78 yard dash for a

Gael touchdown.

rCC/H THE

SIDELINES

MIKE MOFFAT W

The team with the spirit came through in a very convincing

manner. All through the game, you could see that extra little bit of

drive that spells the difference between victory by a wide margin

and a close win or even a loss. The Gaels had it then, and because

they had it they shut out the Blues in a very thorough manner.

They were the team with the heart, and they showed it all the

way.

In the dressing room after the game, all the pent-up emotions

that had driven them to the title broke lose, as they realized that

their dream had come true and that they were truly the champs.

The smiles were broad and the handshakes and backslaps hearty

as they congratulated one another for the terrific games that they

had played.

There were tears in the eyes of some of the players, and lumps

in the throats of almost everyone. They walked around the room,

as if in a daze, constantly hugging each other and voicing their

opinions that Ab Box and his seventy yard kicks could stay in the

record books, but they, these Golden Gaels of '55, were the best

team that the University had had in a long long time. One of them

told me that I could quote him "This is the greatest Gael team of

all time" and who is to deny it after the way they trounced their

opponents on the field on Saturday,

And then the champagne came, and the players had their vict-

ory drink. And the photographers came and the team had to line

up for them so that the day could be recorded in pictures and

each could tell his children of the day that Varsity got a zero

in the playoff. And then as the photogs were about to take the

pictures, a shout went up from the players . . . "We want Tindall,

we want Tindall" ... for the man that had given his experience

and his heart to bring this great squad through to the playoffs was

not in the room. Then he came, and the players cheered and there

was a chorus of "For He's a Jolly Good Fellow" for the coach

who so much deserved it.

And then the other coaches, "Moose" McCarney and Jimmy
Jerome were tossed into the showers by the happy players. And
they included Tabby Gow and Manager Don Shepherdson in this

treatment to show them how much they appreciated all that they

had done to help the team and its morale during the season. (They

even got the dance tickets that Shep was passing out all wet.)

Another man who got thrown in the showers was Dr. Dunlop,

the team doctor. In fact, the only man connected with the squad

who did not get dunked (other than Tindall) was trainer Stu Lang-

don. While all the celebrating was going on, Stu was keeping quiet-

continued on P. 2)

WE TRIED

AND DAMMIT

WE DID I
Tf
I •

THIS IS "NEXT YEAR" - DON'T CRY BLUES

THIS WAS THE GAME WE COULDN'T LOSE
By Mike Clancy

There is no space big enough,

nor adjectives strong enough to

describe the tremendous game
turned in by the Queen's Golden

Gaels on Saturday afternoon,

when they ended an 18-year

Championship famine by down-

ing a strong Toronto team 18-0

in Richardson stadium.

Knute Rockne once said "a

team has to make its own breaks

if it wants to win" and the men

of Frank Tindall did just that, as

they outplayed the Blues in every

department to nail down the

championship crown which has

eluded them for so many seasons.

This victory came as the result

of a combined team effort and it

can be said that no man stood

out over any of his team-mates,

as they were all great in their

respective capacities.

Nearly everyone that I talked

to was in agreement that the

line play was the most significant

factor in the win over TO. "The

line was the difference", said Al

Lenard. "They played their best

defensive ball in three years",

stated an enthusiastic "Moose"

McCarney. "Anybody can run

well with the line we had in front

of us", replied little At Kocman.

Underrated and often under the

cleats and shadows of the more

glamorous ball-carriers and pass

receivers, the Tricolor linemen

emerged from the role of "the un-

sung heroes" and in every nook

and cranny of the stadium their

strong defensive and offensive

play drew the applause of the 13,-

300 fans in attendance. As one

spectator said, quoting Winston

Churchill, "This was their finest

hour".

Centre-guard Clair Scllens, dou-

ble-teamed most of the contest by

his opponents, recorded one of his

best games as he stopped the Var-

sity ball-carriers time after time

for little gain. Lou Bruce, who
played his last tilt in a Gael uni-

form, showed why he was select-

ed on the University and also the

Canadian Press All-Star teams.

"Biter" recovered an important

fumble on his own 34; to stop a

Varsity march in its tracks. Lou
was also in on many tackles and

late in the game, he combined

with Don Roy to knock down a

Skrzypek pass. Whoever at-

tempts to fill Lou's boots has a

big job cut out for him.

Two other fellows who are

going to be missed around the

Unive(rsity next season are Al

Kocman and Ron Lane. Al was

never better as he ploughed his

way through the Varsity defen-

ces like a human battering ram

as well as smeared their runners

when he was on defence. As for

Ronnie, he made some really good

blocks for the "ponies" and also

intercepted a pass to Don Risk

late in the game to set up Jocko's

single point. Since we are on the

subject of kicking, it should be

mentioned that Jocko Thompson
had himself a field day in that

department. He kicked two field

goals, one convert and a single, as I

he averaged 49.1 yards a boot.

Late in the first quarter the

Kingstonites took a 3-0 lead when

Jocko made good a 22 yard field

goal, after being put in position

on the strength of Braccia's

throwing and running, and plun-

ging of Stewart, Surphlis, and

Schreider.

On the first play of the second

half the "crow", little Jimmy
Cruikshank, set up the first Tri-

color touchdown when he inter-

cepted a pass from Wilson to

Risk and ran the ball up to the

Toronto 52. A penalty against

Varsity moved play to the Blue

and White 37. Two successive

plunges by Gary Schreider moved
the yardsticks to the 22 yard

stripe and then dynamic Ron
Stewart roared around left end

to the Varsity 2. Gus Braccia

took the snap on the next play

and drove over the goal line for

the major. Jocko's convert went

wide and the scoreboard read S-0.

Less than four minutes later the

Gael supporters were once more

brought to their feet when Bill

(continued on page 2)
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Linemen Lead Glorious Golden Gaels As
Tricolor Rolls To Smashing 18-0 Victory

(Continued from Page 1)

Surphlis ran through the left side

of the line, shook off two tacklers,

veered to the open field on his

left, and ran 77 yards for a TD.
It might be mentioned that the

faking of Gus Braccia on this

play was really tremendous. Jocko
split the pipes and the Tricolor's

lead was increased to 14-0.

The fans began yelling "more,

more, more," and the men of

Frank Tindall obliged by setting

up another field goal attempt for

Jocko Thompson. Jocko showed
his place-kicking ability by boot-

ing a 27 yarder between the up-
rights. One minute elapsed and
after Ron Lane picked off a
Skrzypek pass to Risk to put
the ball deep in Blue territory,

the "Toe" concluded the scoring

by kicking a 53 yard single which
was conceded by Rogers.

This was probably Gus Brac-
cia's best game. His ball hand-
ling was superb, his passes were
sharp and accurate, his running
was well timed and his plays were
well mixed. Gus proved that he
was the best quarterback in the

league by far and even John Wil-
son, the Varsity Sports Editor
(he's a pretty good guy even if

he does cheer for Toronto) was
forced to admit that "on to-day's

showing I certainly think that

Gus is better than Dick Carr".

Gus has put up with a lot of slan-

der and unfair insinuations from
various papers this season, but we
feel that the end of this non-
sense is in sight. Don Hunt has
promised to retract a story in

which he said Gus was driving a
new car around Kingston and was
preparing to leave town right

after the game.

After the tussle Gus made it

quite clear that he is not leaving

Queen's this year, despite all ru-

mors to the contrary.

ODDS AND ENDS
Russ Thoman, who played a

whale of a game, called the turn

last year after the Gaels lost to

Western for the right to playoff

QUOTES
RON STEWART: "I feel

wonderful, really wonderful."

LOU BRUCE: "What a grad-

uation present. All the folks were

behind us, and boy are we glad

that we won for them."

GUS BRACCIA: "I think it's

the happiest day of my life,"

HEC CREIGHTON, head ref-

eree: "Queen's deserved the win
all the way."

DAVE WILSON: "Greatest

thing that ever happened to me."

RUSS THOMAN: "Anybody
got a cigarette?"

CLAIR SELLENS: "Thanks
Jimmy (to Jimmy Jerome) for all

you did for us. You've been
great."

A RABID FAN: "The Grey
Cup game of the East with all the

thrills."

with Toronto. "Western will nev-

er beat Varsity. Give us a crack

at the Blues and we'll kick , . .

out of them" . . . John Milliken

came up with his top game of the

year as the threw some key blocks

and was also in on many tackles

. . • Stewart, as always, was ter-

rific despite the fact that he was
so carefully watched. Ron pulled

in one pass from Gus and inter-

cepted a Varsity heave to Smale
in the Queen's end zone . . . Paul

Beck, Jack Perry and "Tiny" Mc-
Mahon all went well, Jay catch-

ing two Braccia strikes for good
gains , . . Radchuck ran loose

many times in the Toronto back-

field as he nailed a couple of men
for sizeable losses and also smear-

ed Harry Wilson once while he

was trying to pass . . . Surphy
had another great game and stood

out as a pass receiver . . . Schrei-

der was his usual steady self as

he piled up many valuable yards

with his plunging and running

. . . Bajjaly, Geard, Wilson, Wher-
rett, Uzbalis, Captain Gary Lewis
(bad back and all), Karl Quinn,

Roy, and Harshaw, all played
their hearts out for their alma
mater . . . Billy Hughes as per

usual was tremendous and played

the second half with a frozen

knee. All Queen's Hails the Gold

The Cigars Were Great, Says Frank
Frank Tindall, after trying for

eight years, won his first inter-

collegiate title on Saturday after-

noon, and he did it with the first

Queen's team to assert intercol-

legiate superiority since the post-

depression year of 1937.

What thoughts strike a head
coach in a situation such as this?

Different thoughts occur to dif-

ferent men, of course, but to

Frank Tindall came an assort-

inen of ideas such as these.

—"Trophies are immaterial to a

team trying to win a football

game," said Frank on Sunday.

"You've got to win th|e game
first, and then start thinking

about the trophies. All year long

we've been trying to play our

games one at a time. Now we find

that every thing has worked out

fine."

"I don't know who passed the

cigars around in the dressing

room after the game, but they

were well received. The whole

affair, of course, provided quite

JIM PROUDFOOT, Toronto en Gaels. As for next year, we'll

Star: "What can you say?"
|

win it again.

THE NATIONAL BALLET COMPANY
OF CANADA

at the Kingston Community Memorial Centre

TO-NIGHT
Tuesday, November 15, at 8:30 p.m.

TICKETS AT THE KINGSTON COMMUNITY CENTRE
BOX OFFICE

Presented by the University Women's Club of Kingston

H2CM TfiE SIDELINES
(Continued from Page 1)

ly in the background, moving from player to player and aiding in

the removal of bandages and tape from the players' bruises and

charleyhorses.

Many of the players lit up cigars to celebrate the end of the

training that had succeeded in readying them for the conquest.

One of them (Charlie Sellens) posed for the picture with a cigar

in the corner of his mouth, and his fingers were raised in the vict-

ory V made so famous by Winston Churchill. Ron Stewart posed

with the champagne bottle, and they all were singing "Oil Thigh"

and "When the Gaels Go Marching In". To wind the story up, they

were all very happy and very proud and they had every right to be.

For those who are graduating this year, they bowed out in a

blaze of glory. There was little Jimmy Cruikshank, whose pass in-

terception early in the third quarter set up the first Gael touch-

down and broke the Blues' spirit. Charlie Sellens turned in a great

game both ways in the middle of the Tricolor line, and will certainly

be very proud of his last game. And there were the three ends, Lou
Bruce, John Milliken and Jack Perry. "The "Biter" put the finish-

ing touches to a season that saw him make his first All-Star team
Al Kocman showed the form that made him the terror of the league

last year, as he, too came through with flying colours, despite the

injuries that have kept him on the limp all season. Ron Lane was
at his best, and that best included one of the four interceptions that

the Tricolor pass defence made. Frank Geard rounded out his

Queen's career in fine style. So did Vic Uzbalis as one of those

heroes in the great Tricolor line.

As for the rest of the squad, it would be both impossible and
unfair to try to pick stars from that lineup last Saturay. Exeryone
did his job and did it very well.

a thrill for the boys and myself.

It was nice that we were able to

give the final year boys a pres-

ent, along with a lot of pleasant

memories."

To a man charged with build-

ing up football at Queen's over

the years also came the thought

that the Queen's win would ster-

eotype the school as a good one,

football-wise. A lot of the high

school players who in past years

have flocked to Western and To-
ronto for the university training

are likely now to turn instead to

Queen's, he thought.

And of course Frank was hap-

py that a lot of the work put into

the team by himself and his fel-

low-coaches had been reflected in

so impressive a fashion in the

final win,

"Go out there and prove your-

self champs, not chumps" said

Frank at half time, to a roomful of

players who had built up a slim

3-0 lead in the first thirty minu-

tes. Like obedient children, the

Gaels carried out his orders. And
like a respected poppa, Frank
was mighty proud of 'em.

TIME TO
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APPLY NOW !

Recruiting is now underway for the

Applications for 1956 summer employment with this famous
drill unit must be received by November 21, 1955. Previous mil-
itary experience unnecessary. The pay is good. The atmosphere
is friendly. For application forms and information, contact:

Al Robson _-_ 2-4764 Peter Zorry „
Mike Carry 8145 Charles Umpherson
Don Foster 2-8439 Cerry Steinhoff
Claude Root 2-6652 Old Fort Henry
Gary Lewis 2-5719
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This Season Is Finished
What About Next Year?
Although the 1955 season fea-

tured many thrilling contests be-

tween very evenly matched teams,

next year's race promises to be even
tighter. McGill looms as a formid-

able threat, and everyone expects

Western to improve.

To meet the revamped Redman,
the revitalized Mustangs and the

consistent Blues, the Gaels will have

the potent S-line still intact and a

year wiser. It is hoped that Braccia

will still be calling signals and
throwing strikes to Jay McMahon.

But some have played their

last year for the Tricolor; the
sweaters of Lou Bruce, John Mil-
liken, Ron Lane, Jim Cruikshank,
Frank Geard, Vic Uzbalis, Jack
Perry, Pete Redfern, Claude
Root, Clair Sellens and Scott
Latimer will have to be filled.

Despite the poor showing that the

Comets made in losing six of the

eight games that they played, the

players who survive will reap the

benefits of the stiffer competition

that the intermediates faced this

year with their entry into inter-

collegiate circles.

Schedulated to graduate from the

Comets to the Gaels are Terry
Dolan, fullback, Paul Corbett, guard,

Chris Novakowski, halfback, Don
McNay, end, and Tom "The
Bomb" Cela, quarterback.

Then too, Henry Clark and Paul

Fedor, ineligible this year, are being

counted on to fill some gaps. Al
Kocman, who receives his degree

in Engineering this year, may still

be throwing his weight around so

effectively next season, since his

future plans include an M.Sc.

Rusty Radchuck, Jim Telford,

Paul Beck and Dave Wilson, all

with a year's experience under
their belts will throw up a for-

midable front wall anchored by
Jim Hughes, Jack Abraham,
Gary Lewis, Brian Wherrett,
Floyd Bajjaly, Russ Thoman and
Jay McMahon.

Karl Quinn, Dave Harshaw and
Chuck Safrance will back up the

S-Line, and keep knocking down
passes. Jocko Thompson will return

to retain the kicking edge which the

Tricolor have had for the last two
seasons.

And Frank Tindall will still be
here. Frank, with Moose McCarney,
Jimmy Jerome, Jake Edwards and

Al Lenard will mould the '56

Gaels into a fighting team once

more. There are many holes to fill,

but the Tricolor will be up there

again.

HOW TO MAKE THE PLAYOFFS
OCT. 1—QUEEN'S 30 McGILL 10

None of the dopesters were upset when the Gaels galloped to
a 30-10 win over the hapless McGill Redmen in Richardson stadium.
Gus Braccia made his appearance in the Queen's lineup for the
first time, and his passing and ball-handling got the Tricolor at-
tack started on the road to a title.

OCT. 8—VARSITY 11 QUEEN'S 6

The Varsity stadium jinx, and the crashing tactics of one Phil
Muntz sank Gael hopes. On the annual trek to the Queen City,
almost twenty thousand fans sitting in the sunshine watched the
Blues pick up the win.

Scoreless until half time, the game opened up in the second
half when Lou Bruce took a 33 yard pass on the seven yard line
to go over standing up.

Toronto barged back, with Rogers scoring. Bruce blocked the
convert, and it stayed at 6-5 until the final quarter. The Gaels were
pinned in their own end, Braccia bounced a pass off a goalpost, and
the Blues finally powered their way across with Skrzypek carrying.

Back to the Varsity six yard line came the Gaels, but it was
too late.

OCT. IS—QUEEN'S 12 WESTERN 4
The Golden Gaels ploughed through the mud, and 2,000 stud-

ents shivered in a steady Kingston downpour as the visiting West-
ern Mustangs went down to a 12-4 defeat. Bill Surphiis carried all

the scoring mail, as the Gaels erupted on a brief scoring binge in

the early minutes of the second half.

OCT 22—QUEEN'S 25 WESTERN 17 '

Dynamic little Ron Stewart closed the doors on Mustang play-

off hopes, and, for safety's sake, Jim Hughes bolted it, as the Gold-
en Gaels piled up a first half lead, withstood a late Mustang rally

and swept to a 25-17 victory in the sushine of London's Little

Memorial stadium. Stewart sparkled with three touchdowns.

The Tricolor players came through with tremendous efforts

to move the team into a first place tie with the Toronto Blues, who
were being beaten 16-9 that same afternoon by the McGill Redmen
in Montreal.

OCT. 29—QUEEN'S 11 VARSITY 10

The educated toe of Jocko Thompson booted two singles, a con-

vert, and a field goal as the Gaels squeeked into first place in the

league standings. Jocko booted his field goal with only 23 seconds

left to send 13,000 near-hysterical fans home happy.

The thrilling win allowed the Gold team to take over first

place all by themselves, a spot they were destined to hold.

NOV. 5—QUEEN'S 12 McGILL 7

The Gaels raced to their first intercollegiate first-place finish

since the long-forgotten days of 1937, when they beat the McGitt
Redmen 12-7 on the mud splattered gridiron of Montreal's Molson
stadium.

A projected passing battle between Gus Braccia and Dick

Carr failed to materialize, as the Gaels came through to register

the win, in spite of several pre-game predictions that they would
have their hands full with the suddenly resurgent Redmen.

Few Changes On CP All Stars

Four Queen s Players Named
When the Canadian Press an-

nounced the Intercollegiate All-

Stars resulting from a poll of papers

in the four college cities, it was
found that only four of the Golden

Gaels had been voted berths on the

dream team. This was one less than

the number that Queen's had on
the squad picked by the Intercolle-

giate Sports Editors.

As was to be expected, Ron
Stewart and Jim Hughes made the

squad with little opposition. Lou

Bruce won an end place, and Gary

Lewis was given the centre posi-

tion. Gary Schreider lost the slot

given him by the college writers,

as he was replaced by Varsity's

Gerry Lansky.

MOONLIGHT LUNCH
FULL COURSE DINNERS CHINESE DISHES

Lunches prepored to take out.

SPECIAL FOR STUDENTS
Meal Tickets: 55.50 for only $475

527 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 2-900

for active sports

Above: No. 407-Hi-Low Witch-
ery, first wired bra aver with
all-day comforll . . . become
flol, flexible RIBBON WIRE out-

lines the cups individually.
Embroidered cotton. Acup, 32-
36,- 6 cup, 32-40; C cup, 32-42.
Price $3.50 Below: No. 9502-
while broodclolh, curve-stitch,

ed undoreupi, foam rubber
interlining. A cup, 30-36; B cup,
32*38. Price $2.00

Just Put Your Head Down
What does a lineman, unaccus-

tomed to ball-carrying, do when he

intercepts a pass ?

He doesn't do much but put his

head down and run, preferably in

the direction of the opposition goal

line, says Gael tackle Jim Hughes,

who's in a position to know.

It all happened down in Lon-
don a few weeks ago, while the

Gaels were beating Western 25-

17, and thus moving themselves
into first place for the first time
this season.

Hughes, discussing the whole

thing the other night, tells it this

way.

With the score reading 19-17,

the Mustangs in possession and

pinned deep in their own end, and

time running out, Hughes was

playing centre linebacker alongside

Gary Lewis.

When Lewis on one play

charged in to get a crack at

Western passer John Girvin,

Hughes drifted over to fill his

spot, in anticipation of a short

pass over the line. By doing so,

Hughes left the Mustangs' right

end, John Labett, wide open to

scoot 15 yards downfield and into

the clear.

Jim had a hunch that Labett

would relay this information to

Gtrvin, and that the Mustangs

would probably run the same play

all over again.

Sure enough, that's what hap-

pened. And this time Girvin was

looking to Labett. Hughes, runn-

ing behind the Western end, and
cutting out into the flat to get

into the line of fire, had travel-

led about twelve yards (and was
about 15 yards from the goal

line) when Girvin, as football

players say, "hit htm in the eye."

Jim grabbed the pigskin, and

took off.

Was he kidded about it later ?

You bet. But what really bothered

Hughes was that, in all the excite-

ment, he had forgotten a pet scheme

which he had been saving for years

for just such an eventuality. He'd

always planned to boot the ball out

of the park after he'd crossed the

goal line: but when his big moment
came, he boobed.

MUTUAL MFE
of CANADA

HEAD OFFICE WATERIOO. ONTARIO

Established 1869 4U(

The Mutual life of Canada offers low-cost

fife Insurance combining tovings with protection.

Your local Mutual life representative can show you

octuol policy results and will be glod

to work out a plan devised to suit your need*.

See him today,

KINCSTON BRANCH OFFICE — PRINCESS AND MONTREAL STS.

BRANCH MANAGER — D. R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U.

REPRESENTATIVES
W.

J.
STONESS, C.L.U., K. C. KENNEDY, C.LU.

STEPHEN ROUCHTON, B.A.

COMINCO EMPLOYMENT
BULLETIN

Prospective Graduates of 1956

An important Canadian industry offers careers to graduates in

Geological, Mining, Metallurgical or Chemical Engineering.

Honours Geology and Honours Chemistry

Plan an attractive future with a well-established Canadian Company

Ointergttttttidtes

Geological Engineering

Mining Engineering

Metallurgical Engineering

Chemical Engineering

Study our

Undergraduate Vacation Scholarship Program
Supplement classroom training with practical experience

Arrange with the Employment Service to see the COMINCO
representative, Nov. 21, 22, 23

THE CONSOLIDATED MINING AND SMELTING
COMPANY OF CANADA LIMITED
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Meet The Queen 9

s Golden Gaels Of 1955 .

JIM CRUIKSHANK
This St. Catharine's product

has been used in the safety spot
this year, and has seen a lot of

action too in punt-return work
and on the half line. In his final

year, Jim has played his last foot-

ball game for the Golden Gaels.

PETE REDFERN
A former Carleton college

quarterback, Pete was used spar-

ingly in the Q-B slot this year

with the Gaels.

GARY SCHREIDER

One of Queen's famous
"ponies", Gary hails from Tor-
onto and is a product of St.

Michael's High School. He pos-

sesses a lot of speed and when he
gets loose his opponents have a

hard time catching him. An All-

Star Gael backfielder, Gary also

excels in track and field and in

hockey.

DAVE HARSHAW
A Toronto boy, with five years

at halfback at Danforth Tech,
Dave is in his first year with the

seniors. Last season he played

for Jake Edward's on the Com-
ets. Dave finds a few ex-foes on
the Tricolor, as he played high

school ball against Jack Abra-
ham, Lou Bruce, Ron Stewart
and Dave Wilson.

RON STEWART
Another of the Gaels' pony

halfbacks, Ron's home town is

also Toronto where his football

career started at Riverdale Col-

legiate. Ron -is the backbone of

the squad. He lias been named on
the All-Star team three times

and has been runner-up for the

scoring championship three times

also. A sure bet for any pro team
when he graduates next season.

JACK ABRAHAM
Just call him "Abe". Jack is

in his second season with the

Gaels and when in high school

was a team mate of Ron Stewart

Jack is a two-way lineman but

plays most of the time on de

fense. Besides football, "Abe"
also boxes (he is the intercollegi-

ate heavyweight champ) and
plays a fair game of pool.

BIL SURPHLIS
"Surpy", as he is known to

many, has had his best season

yet with Frank Tindall's squad.

An offensive and defensive star,

Bill personally wrecked the Wes-
tern Mustangs in the now famous
"mud bowl" game. Bill is a grad-

uate of East York Collegiate in

Toronto. Surpy is in Medicine
and is pretty handy with the scal-

pel.

LOU BRUCE
The "Biter" is another ex-

Riverdale star and will be gradu-
ating from Queen's this year. A
member of the 1955 Ail-Star
team he is one of the best two-
way ends in Tricolor history. His
fine play has many of the Can-
adian pro football teams interes-
ted in him. He will be a success
no matter where he goes.

CLAIR SELLENS
Clair prefers to be called

'Charlie". His favorite pastime

outside of football is beating Gus
Braccia at snooker. Clair is not

noted for gentle playing while on
the field. He was born in Hamil-
ton and graduates from Engin-

eering this Spring (at least he
hopes he will).

FRANK GEARD
Another Hamilton product

who is in his final year at

Queen's. Frank plays offense and

defense as a halfback. He is also

a fine kicker and is a capable 'sub'

for Jocko. Frank played for the

Gaels for three years and his pre-

sence will be missed by the '56

team.

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT
Kingston's Leading Restaurant

SINCE 19 19

DAVE WILSON

There are lots of nick-names

for him, but none of them can be
printed. Dave played for Jake
Edward's Comets last year as

fullback but has been switched

to defensive guard this season.

He is in second year "plumbing"
and should be a candidate for the

Ail-Star team in 1956. He is eas-

ily recognized by his weird hair-

cut.

ass*

1
mi

RUSS THOMAN
A vastly improved guard this

season, Russ has been Frank Tin-

dall's starting choice at that po-

tion most of the year. Before

coming to Queen's, Russ picked

up valuable experience at McGill

and Montreal high school teams.

GUS BRACCIA
The most talked about player

in the intercollegiate loop. His
team-mates call him "moses". He
was born in Philadelphia where
he attended Temple University
before coming to Queen's. Gus
is a likeable fellow and is one of

the main reasons that the Tricolor

did so well this year. The girls

think he looks like Robert Mit-
chum and like his "sexy" eyes

KARL QUINN

Karl, from Walpole High in

Walpole Mass., is one of four

Americans playing for Queen's

this season. The speedy wing-

back missed the first three games
due to a leg injury he picked up

in the first exhibition game. This

is his second season with the Tri-

color, although he is only in his

second year here.

JAY McMAHON
Big Jay, at 67", has been one

of Gus Braccia's favorite pass

targets all season. The tall man
from Hamliton has done a lot of

travelling while getting his edu-

cation. He had three years at end

at Wasatch Academy in Utah,

and then went to Penn State

where he confined his athletics to

basketball. This is his second sea-

son with the Tricolor and he will

be back.

JOHN PERRY
Jack, with five years of soccer

at Ridgeway, Ont., is the only

member of the squad with no

high school rugby experience.

He had only two years with the

Comets before coming up to the

Gaels this season. Jack will be

graduating in PHE.

CLAUDE ROOT
Claude is a graduate of Mon-

treal Wcstmount, where he spent

three years as quarterback. Since

arriving at Queen's, he has spent

another four seasons at the same
job. His first two were with Jake
Edwards Comets, and for the

past two he has been with the

Tricolor.

JIM TELFORD
A six-foot, 185-pound guard,

Jim is registered in Meds at

Queen's. Jim had a rough season

because of injuries to his back

and hand. He hails from Peter-

borough and will be a big help

to the squad next year.

RUSTY RADCHUCK
Rusty, a graduate of Hamilton

Delta where he put in three years

at tackle, has been one of the

surprising newcomers who have

bolstered the Gael line this sea-

son. His experience also includes

two seasons as a guard at Mc-
Master in 1951-52. Although he

is in his third year Science, this

is the first season he has tried

for football here. He is undecid-

ed as to next year.

i

WARD & HAMILTON LUNCH BAR
PRINCESS AT DIVISION KINGSTON, ONT.

FULL COURSE MEALS
REASONABLE PRICES

Printing ot

Every Description
|

Dance

Programs

PRINTERS
Phone 4114

BRIAN WHERRETT
In his second season with the

Tricolor, Brian was given a
rough job the last two games of

the season when he had to fill in

for the injured Gary Lewis. Last

year, he realized the lineman's

dream, when he intercepted a
McGill lateral and romped ten

yards for a touchdown. An Ot-

tawa product, all his experience

has been in the centre position.

JIM HUGHES
Jim is regarded by some sports-

writers as the best 'pro' prospect

in the league. Jim's home town is

Toronto, where he played high
school ball for Lawrence Park.

He is very interested in further-

ing the art of photography and
will pose for any cameraman on
request. "Billy", as he likes to be
called, is a strong two-way tackle

and was a unanimous choice on
this year's All-Star team.

LAUNDERETTE
SELF SERVICE

561 Vz PRINCESS STREET

MONDAY TO FRIDAY
9.00 a.m. to 9.00 p.m.

(Last Wash 8.00 p.m.)

SATURDAY—9.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m.

(Last Wash 3.30 p.m.)

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST.
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The Men Who Carried The Tricolor Banner

JOCKO THOMPSON
The little man with the big

toe, Jocko has the most intercol-

legiate experience of any Gael.

After playing in the fullback slot

for a St, Catharines Collegiate

"A" team that won 22 games in a

row, Jocko went to Western where

.lie spent three years at halfback,

building his reputation as the

best kicker in the league. He has

now completed his second year

liere, and will be back for more
next year.

JOHN MILLIKEN
Before this season, when he

has been playing at end, John's

experience in football was all

gained in the quarterback slot

where he performed for two years

at Lisgar High in Ottawa. He
moved to Carleton College where
lie also had a season doing the

play calling. He will graduate in

PHE this year.

GARY LEWIS
Captain Gary was the bul-

wark of the Queen's defence all

season until he was hurt in the

Varsity game and had to sit out

the last two regular games. Born
in Seattle, he played ball for the

University of Colorado before

coming here in '1950. Lewis spent

two years in the Marines, and re-

turned to make the All-Star

squad in 1953, a feat he repeated

this year.

CHUCK SAFRANCE
A Windsor man, with four

years of play at Kennedy Colleg-

iate in that city, Chuck is in his

first season with the squad. He
had four years of high school ball

and one season with the Comets,

most of the time at quarterback,

before moving up, to the Tricolor

this year.

RON LANE
The Gael wingback is a Hamil-

ton product, who played ball in

that city for Central. A hardrock

who blocks and tackles with
equal zest, Ron has done a lot of

the groundwork for the Queen's

attack this year. He, too, is enrol-

led in Science '56.

DON ROY
Don is a fourth year Meds stu-

dent from Ottawa. He broke in

with the Comets in '53, and in

this his second year as a senior,

he has done everything but catch

passes. Don had to sit out three

games during the season be-

cause of a blood condition.

f THESE GAELS DID THE SCORING

Stewart

Thompson

Schreider

Surphlis _

Braccia

Hughes

Bruce

s FG c Pts

0 0 0 30

5 1 12 20

0 0 0 20

0 0 0 10

0 0 1 6

0 0 0 5

0 0 0 5

VIC UZBALIS
One of the strongest men in

the Gael front wall. Vic broke in-

to the senior ranks for the first

time this year at a guard slot.

This Collingwood product is in

his final year.

YATES HISTORY

OVER 48 YEARS
The Yates trophy, fought for on

Saturday afternoon by the Golden

Gaels and the Varsity Blues, has

been emblematic of football supre

macy in the intercollegiate union

since 1898. In that period, college

teams have competed on 48 sep

arate occasions for its possession.

The trophy was first put into

circulation in 1898 by Dr. Henry
Bridge Yates, a former captain

of the McGill Redmen before he

graduated from that school in '93.

He offered it for competition be-

tween the three teams who had

already established a "traditional

rivalry" : Queen's, McGill, and

Toronto.

Except for the war years 1915-

18, and 1940-45. college teams have

battled every fall for the historic

trophy.

Since the formation of the in-

tercollegiate union, five other
teams have come in on separate
•occasions to round out four-

team leagues. Of these five, only
the University of Western On-
tario and Ottawa University have
ever won the trophy.

Ottawa won it for the first and
last time in 1907, while Western
teams have won it eight times, six

of these occasions coming after

"World War 2.

The other teams competing for
the trophy at one time or another

Remember The Last Second Field Goal That Beat Toronto?

Jocko Thompson Recalls It Now, And Says:

You Bet I Was Scared
BY JOCKO THOMPSON
As told to Jim O'Grady

Was I nervous when I had to

trot out there to attempt that field

goal against Varsity a few weeks

ago ? You bet I was. But, actually,

the ball was on the fourteen yard

line, and the kick didn't amount to

anything more than just another

convert attempt,

I knew I hadn't missed a convert

all season. So, when Frank Tindall

nodded at me to indicate that I

should go into the game, I told

myself, "This is another convert,

only that". And I concentrated on

keeping my head down at all costs.

It didn't really come as a surprise

to me to find that I was placed in

that peculiar position with just

seconds left to play.

I could see the play coming all

the way. Earlier in the game,
after Pete Maik put Varsity

have been RMC, Osgoode Hall,

and McMaster.

Of the traditional three, Toronto

had won the trophy 19 times before

Saturday's game; Queen's had won
12 times (the last time in 1937) ;

and McGill has won on seven

occasions, the last victory coming

in 1938.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-
ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

ahead 10-8 with a field goal, I

knew that I would have to at-

tempt one for the Gaels if we
could get close enough without

actually being able to score a

touchdown.

The thing that worried me for a

while that afternoon was the

fear that I might have to attempt

the field goal from somewhere

around the fifty yard line.

Before the team started its final

drive down the field, Gus (Braccia)

and I had agreed on strategy. Gus

was to attempt a touchdown, of

course, but, failing that, he was to

instruct the back fielders to keep

in front of the posts.

When Ron (Stewart) made
that long run down the sidelines

in the final minutes, I knew I

wouldn't have to do any kick-

ing from fifty yards out.

Actually, when I thought about

the whole thing later, I felt sorry

for Brian Wherrett, our centre,

Brian had made one bad snap on

one of the two field goal attempts

which I missed earlier in the after-

noon, and he felt very bad about it.

The pressure on him this time was

terrific.

Because I had missed those

two earlier, I was almost too

cautious on my last try. I started

late, not taking any steps until

Gus had placed the ball on the

ground.

One Toronto lineman almost

blocked the kick as a result. Need-

less to say, I was pretty happy that

he didn't get there in time.

Karl Quinn, who intercepted a

Toronto pass on the last play of the

game, brought the ball with him

into the dressing room and handed

it to me. I've still got it, up on the

dresser in my room.

AL KOCMAN
Al sat out half this season after

being tagged with a three-game

suspension for whacking a league

official in last year's final game.

In his first game back, Al was
a tower of strength, going both

ways as the Gaels beat the Wes-
tern Mustangs. He picked up a

knee injury that time out, how-
ever, which limited his effective-

ness during the two final league

games. Al graduates in Science

this year, but says he "would

like" to come back for his M.Sc.

next year.

Wart Iptinr MaUi
PRINCESS STREET

Coffee Shop and Restaurant

Kingston, Ont. Phone 7712

FLOYD BAJJALY
From across the border in Wa-

tertown, New York, Floyd played

ball for St. Lawrence University.

This is his third season at guard
for the Tricolor. Floyd is in third

year Medicine.

PAUL BECK
Paul has been used as a de-

fensive end on this year's team.

A brother of former Gael Peter

Beck, Paul played his high school

ball in the state of Washington,

where he drew all-state recogni-

tion in his final year. This first

year Arts students may yet de-

velop into one of the Gael's best

ends.

SCOTT LATIMER
A fourth year plumber who

tips the scales at 210 pounds,

Scott saw limited action with the

Gaels this year. He appeared dur-

ing the first half of the season as

a Tricolor guard.

INTERCOLLEGIATE
STANDINGS

W L T FA Pt

Queen's S 1 0 96 59 10

Varsity

4

2 0 121 S3 8

McGill 2 3 1 86 107 5

Western 0 S 1 52 136 I

McGALL'S
LUGGAGE AND SPORTING GOODS
By The World's Finest Manufacturers

— AGENTS FOR —
SPALDING - SLAZENGER - CCM, ETC., SPORTS EQUIPMENT

SKYWAY — SAMS0N1TE — McBRINE

QUEEN'S CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS
Tennis and Badminton Racquets Restrung

212 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 3793

Book now for 1956

Ask far one or all folders.

"Student Tours" ... two speciol

touri tailing S.S. Homeric Moy 26 and

June 14 limited lo Students in the

1 8-25 age group.

"Budget Tours" . . . three departure

dates open to Students of all ages.

D "Independent Travel" . .

.

planned according to your individual

requirement in the price category

of your choice.

D "Sailings" ... all tines, all ihips,

all rales. Also air tariffs.

ECONOMICAL COMPREHENSIVE - COMFORTABLE

J

; England

{ Switzerland

J Italy

Scotland

f ;
Capri

Dolomites

{ I Salzburg

8 France

Rivieros

tJ Rhine

Ji Bavaria

m Scondmavia

, :
Vienna

Tyrol

fi Holland

Belgium

SPfCI All ZING IN fUROPfAN TRAV£l ' SINCf I9?6

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL CLUB
LTD, Two Office*

Si Under tome Conodtan
Management: C, H. & J. f. LUCAS ^ Management

17 BLOOR STREET W„ TORONTO | TORONTO LONOON

WolnuM-1139 j Aatn„ !npriJplT
1

! European cilies
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Football Teams Can't Run Alone
These Men Helped Guide The Gaels

BY MIKE CLANCY

Hats off to Frank Tindall and

his whole staff for the great work
they have done in furthering foot

ball at Queen's. Tindall's whole en

semble of managers, coaches, spot

ters, trainers and doctors are as

fine a group of individuals as one

will ever want to meet and Frank
himself — well, I guess you'd say

he's just a great all-round guy. He
is liked and respected by all who
come in contact with him, especially

his players who never cease to

throw praise his way.

There are many coaches today

who are temperamental, depending

on the outcome of the game, and
who take delight in raising verbal

wars with their opponents and with

the press.

Unfortunately, the number of

these coaches is ever increasing in

Canadian football. Win or lose,

Frank Tindall is always the same,
quiet and modest, taking little credit

for the victories and most of the
blame for the defeats.

At a season's beginning when
other coaches are predicting
championships because their
teams are "the greatest in 50
years" Frank refrains from stick-
ing his neck out and merely says,
"We'll give a good account of
ourselves and do our best." In the
last few years his "best" has been
pretty good.

Another important cog in the
Queen's machinery is Hal "Moose"
McCarney the Assistant coach, who
handles the Tricolor front wall. Hal
went to Loyola in Montreal and
then came to Queen's where he
graduated in 1951. While at the
university, he played defensive" and
offensive tackle under his present
boss. "Moose" is a keen student of
the sport, and spends a lot of his
time with Frank going over the
team flicks, trying to pick out flaws
in the squad.

During the off season, Hal works
with his father in their hotel in
Gananoque. It might be mentioned
that their business establishment is

Taking a backward glance, the JOURNAL reviews the activities of

LGael football fans this Autumn. We think you'll agree that we've had a

Hectic Football Season

PHOTO BY FICKARD
THE GAELS COACHING STAFF

Head coach Frank Tindall is flanked by his right and left hand
men, Hal McCarney and Jimmy Jerome. The men look pretty

pleased with the Gael spirit just before the final game.

licensed, so any time you're in the
town, drop in and tell the waiter
that Hal sent you. You never know,
but a free beer may be in the offing!

twenty-one mile drive from
It's

Kingston, but "Moose" comes and

goes the distance every day during

the pigskin campaign in order to

assist Prof. Tindall with the coach-

ing. According to Hal, the games

take as much out of him as they do

out of the players and he can show
you his chewed thumbnails to prove

it.

Another man who doesn't mind
a long drive in order to help the

cause is Big Jim Jerome, a new-
comer to our campus. Jim went to

Cornell University, and after

graduation, he joined the Ottawa
Roughriders last season as a line-

man. No small fellow, Jim tips

the scales at around 260, but des-

pite his large proportions, he's

fast on his feet.

Jim motors in from Syracuse

nearly every day to lend a helping

hand with the linemen, and accord-

ing to the players, he really "has

the clues."

Jim is making himself available

to Queen's free of charge and is

only here because he wants to aid

Frank Tindall, his personal friend.

Last Thursday, he arrived from
Syracuse at about three in the

afternoon and left to go back
around seven. Frank told him that

he appreciated his coming, but that

he didn't have to put himself out to

that extent for the team. "If the
players picked up even a single

Serving Queen's Students and Staff
Since 1 879 —

ROBERT BRUCE, Ltd.
— 170 PRINCESS STREET —

Wirh Fine Drygoods — Men's Furnishings
And rhe Newest Fashions for Women.

You're sure of the Quality at Bruces"

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6634
WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS

'Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES

HOME COOKED FOOD
After the Theotre or Dance, dine ot the Roy York for tempting

dishes and speedy service.
MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinners
Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON ONT
1 m ir

* iilllll '

point I showed them, the trip was

worth it to me," he replied. Men
like this are hard to find.

The rest of the all-important

cast includes the team manager,
Don Shepherdson who looks after

the squad's transportation,

rooms, etc., Stu Langdon, who is

in his eleventh year as the Tri-

color trainer; Tabby Gow, the

amiable equipment manager for

the past five campaigns; Freddy
Wright, of Meds '57. Fred is a
former player who was forced to

hang up his gear because of a car

accident three years ago. He
helps Stu Langdon and is the

assistant doctor on the squad.

We should also mention "Doc"
Dunlop, a Queen's graduate of 1943

who is on the Gael bench for every

game. Ex-quarterback Wally Mellor

and Phys. Ed. student Keith Harris

also do their share of the work by
spotting and scouting games for

their Alrna Mater.

It is through the combined efforts

of all these individuals that the

Gaels did as well as they did this!

season,

The 1955 football season saw
one of the most action-packed

fall terms in Queen's history. Be-

low are some of the highlights

as reported in past Journals:

Sept. 27 — new bleachers er-

ected in Richardson Stadium
were reported to provide accom-
odation for 4,004 students. "This

is part of a plan to eventually in-

crease the seating capacity."

Sept. 30 — "The arrival of a

top-notch quarterback from Tem-
ple University, Gus Braccia by
name, ended four weeks of quar-

terback famine for coach Tin-

dall."

Oct. 4 — A group of students

protested in paint the seating ar-

rangements at Richardson Stadi-

um. Signs proclaimed, "Give us

decent seats", and "Pay but don't

see". Stadium officials worked
all morning cleaning up before

the McGill game.

—BooHoo VII began his reign

as mascot.

Oct. 7 — The eligibility of Gus
Braccia to play for the Gaels was
strongly reaffirmed. Newspaper
reports in city dailies, which had
questioned the quarterback's le-

gality, were described as 'pure

fabrication'.

The university assured the

Journal that athletes at Queen's

must meet all academic require-

ments.

Two thousand Gael fans left

for Toronto.

The Journal carried an inter-

view between managing editor

Jim O'Grady and Charles Hicks,

secretary of the Athletic Board
of Control, 'about seating ar-

rangements at Richardson Stadi-

1

um. Mr. Hicks assured the Journ- I

al that students were allotted the

same number of seats as they had
had in previous years.

Oct. 12 — AMS president Kip

Summers was delegated to ap-

proach the AB of C on the ques-

tion of student seating. The ex-

ecutive passed an Aesculapian

Society motion that the AMS re-

quest that students be allocated

2400 seats on the east side of the

stadium. Failing any constructive

action, the AMS was to take the

matter to the principal.

It was reported that Golden
Gael fans had inflicted a total of

$500 damage on Varsity stadi-

um, $350 of which was a result

of the tearing down of Toronto's

steel goalposts.

Oct. 14 — The Queen's Alumni
agreed to lower the price of ad-

mission for football dances to

$1.50 a couple.

The AB of C allotted 500 more
seats at the north end of Rich-

ardson Stadium to students. The
AMS announced that it was seek-

ing a permanent solution to the

seating problem for next year.

Oct. 21 — The CNR reported

that it was looking for someone
to pay $4.50 shipping costs on the

goal posts taken from Toronto.

The goal posts had been taken

from the station by 'unidentified

individuals in a car bearing the

Queen's colors. Several Queen's-

men were reported to have taken

up a collection on the train to pay
shipping costs of the posts.

Oct. 25 — "Queen's students

ducked armed police on the cam-
pus of the University of Western
Ontario ... to splash paint on
university buildings.

Nov. 1 — The AMS agreed to

pay the $475 costs of damages in-

curred by Queen's students in

Toronto. The AMS court was
asked to investigate the incident

and to determine people chiefly

responsible.

Letters written by university

officials revealed the serious view
members of the faculty and staff

were taking of incidents in Tor-

onto.

At least five students received

hospital treatment as a result of

injuries suffered during and after

the Queen's-Varsity game here.

One girl suffered severe head-

cuts from a flying bottle; several

men received eye injuries from

flying lime. It was generally be-

lieved that Queen's students

were not responsible for any of

these incidents.

Nov. 4 — The AMS executive

decided to ban liquor for the

Queen's-Varsity play-off game.

It was definitely decided that

the play-off would be held in

Richardson Stadium. All seats

would be reserved.

A special force of 10 AMS per-

manent constables was approved

by the AMS executive.

President Sidney Smith of the

University of Toronto suggested

that college football might be

cancelled as a result of incidents

at the Queen's-Varsity game.

Nov. 8 — The AB of C office

was swamped with people desir-

ing tickets for the playoff game.

The Senate released its deci-

sion on the AMS court case. The
decision followed fairly closely

recommendations made by the

court..

All he has learned

The experience and judgment of this man
are of direcr importance to a large number of

people in his community.

He is the manager of a branch of one of the

chartered banks. Behind him are years of training in

various branches as teller, accountant, assistant

manager. Back of him, too, are the special skills

and broad experience of the bank he represents.

Everything he has learned about people, and

business, and sound banking practice is put to work
every day in the service of his customers.

He directs a banking service- centre where a

wide range of banking services, designed for

specific purposes, are available to everyone

in the community.

Of proven ability, tested by years of

practical experience, he is a key man in

the Canadian banking system.

Only a chartered

range ofbanking

PERSONAL IOANS
To finance your personal needs;
repayment in regular instal-

ments ftom your earnings.

HOME IMPROVEMENT
LOANS

For repairs, allocations or
additions to your home.

bank offers a full

services, including:

COMMERCIAL LOANS
For business or industrial firms,

large and small; producers,
processors, retailers—every
type of enterprise.

MONEY TRANSFERS
By mail, telegram or cable to
anywhere in the world.

THE CHARTERED BANKS SERVING YOUR COMMUNITY
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J1GNPCJT
Demonstration Lecture
To be given by Cyril N. Hoyler

of the David Sarnoff Research
Institute on the "Principles of

Color Television" at Convocation

Hall, Friday at 4:30 p.m.

Susie-Q Dance
There will be a Susie-Q dance

in Grant Hall on Saturday from
9 to 12 p.m. Con Baker's Orches-
tra. Admission is $1.50.

Biology Society
There will be a meeting of the

Queen's Biology Society Wed-
nesday at 8.15 in the Senate
Room. The guest speaker, Dr. L.

S. Russell, palaeontologist and
chief of the zoology division of

the National Museum of Canada,
will speak on "Fossil Vertebrates

in Western Canada". His talk

will be illustrated with slides.

Everyone welcome.

wus
Rabbi Albert Hollander, direc-

tor of the B'Nai B'Rith Hillel

Foundation, will be guest speaker
at a WUS meeting tomorrow ev-
ening at 7 in the McLaughlin
Room of the Students' Union.
The Rabbi will discuss student
conditions in Israel. All are wel-
come.

Science Choir
A practice will be held in

Wallace Hall at 7:30 tonight. All
members are urged to attend.
Others who wish to join are wel-
come.

* *
Tricolor '56

Anyone having interesting
shots of fall activities which they
•would like to appear in Tricolor
'56, should bring them to the
Journal office on Monday nights,
or give them to any member of
the staff.

Students' Wives Club
The next meeting of the Club

•will be held tonight at 8:15 in
the lounge of the Science Club
Room, Clarke Hall. All students'
"wives are welcome.

Aquacade
There will not be a practice

tonight as scheduled.

*
Ski Club

A meeting will be held tonight
at 7.30 in the Biology Lecture
Room of the Old Arts Building
for the election of an executive.

*
Arts '59

Need $5? Submit your entry
for the Arts '59 year crest either
to Diane Palmasan or Kent Doe.
All entries must be in by Nov. 21.

* *
Badminton Club

The Club will hold a Round
Robin Tournament tonight from
8 to 10. All members are invited

to play in the tournament. This
is a good way to meet the other
members of the club.

* *

IRC
Meeting at 8 p.m. Thursday,

Nov. 17, in the McLaughlin Room
in the Students' Union. Prof.

Diego Marin, of Toronto will

speak on "Some Unsolved Prob-
lems of Modern Spain." Faculty

and students are cordially in-

vited.

ik-

Special Lecture
At 1 :30 p.m. on Friday, Nov.

18, in Room 308 of the New Arts
Building Prof. Diego Marin will

speak in Spanish to students en-

rolled in Spanish courses. Inter-

ested students or professors from
any department or faculty are in-

vited to attend.

Math and Physics Club
Meeting at 7 p.m. on Thurs-

day, Nov. 17, in Room 314 of

Ontario Hall. Prof. F. M. Woods,
guest speaker, will discuss "Mod-
ern Engineering Design Tech-
niques". All are welcome.

National Ballet
The National Ballet, which re-

ceived a warm reception in King-
ston last year, appears at the

Community Centre tonight at

8.30.

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

68>/2 Princess Street Kingston Phone 2-1761
Quality that Pleases . . . Service that Satisfies

WHEREVER YOU DINE,

INSIST ON

WILMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS

Phone 6381 Corner of Brock & Bogor Sts.

Exclusive Manufacturers and Distributors for

OFFICIAL QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JACKETS
Shorts, Regulars, Talis, Extra Tails — Sizes 34 - 48 in stock

COMPLETE WITH GOLD WIRE CREST AND BUTTONS

YARDSTICK STORY
Queen's Toronto

First Downs .23 15

Yds. Rushing 333 132

Passes Attempted 14 23

Completions 7 12

Yds. Passing 103 138

Interceptions by _- 4 2

Punts 49.1 42

Penalties in Yds, 25 38

SENIOR HARRIER

As a premature consolation

prize, the University of Toronto
walked off with the Intercolleg-

iate Harrier race Saturday morn-

ing. Placing first, fourth, sixth

and eighth, for nineteen points,

Toronto was comfortably in front

of Western who had twenty-three

points. Queen's came third.

First to finish was Varsity's

Varey who completed the five

and one-half mile grind in 29:34:

46. McDonald of Western got

close, couldn't keep up the pace,

finished strongly, but was well

beaten. The first two finishers

had times under thirty minutes.

In a little over thirty minutes,

Queen's Sam Campbell, who got

out of sick bay to compete, split

the white flags. He was hard

pressed in the stretch run by
a Varsity runner, but went all

out to hang on and come in third.

The wearers of the Tricolor fin-

ished tenth, eleventh and four-

teenth. Queen's contingent con-

sisted of Sam Campbell, Pete

Code, Lance Bailey, Bill Menary
and Spence Hodkinson.

GIRLS
FOR DATES ON

SUZY-Q-WEEK
— CALL -

CHEZ LE PAGE
HOME OF GOOD FOOD

— AND —

7 Dashing Sciencemen

2 Handsome Artsmen

From

Phone 2-4372

12-1 and 5.30 to 6.30

Difference Lies Up front
Queen's Line Outplays Blues

By Ian Baird

The take-charge guy at the helm was throwing his pin-point

passes and running like a triple-threat all star. The Big S-Line was
eating up the yardage and the educated toe clicked for eight points.

But the championship game wasn't won in the backfield.

The Blues arrived on Friday

night with their press clippings

clearly stating that they had the

best line in intercollegiate football

and the high-kneed backfielders

who would run over anything

and everything. Even Western's

Johnny Metras had conceded that

the Blues couldn't miss if they

"stay on the ground where they

belong".

The Blues left on Sunday af-

ternoon and maybe they still had

their press clippings but that's

all they had. As a unit and man
for man the vaunted Varsity

front wall was out-bumped, out-

manoeuvered and out-played by
the Tricolor linemen driving on

that intangible extra called spirit.

Lewis, Thoman, Hughes and

their cohorts knew that if '55 was
to be Queen's year, then the bur-

den was on their shoulders. Two
weeks earlier Muntz and Cheese-

man had been very effective, rip-

ping the centre for big gains. This

week the Blue backs just had to

be stopped and so the Blue line

had to be outplayed.

Going both ways the Tricolor

line held the edge. Varsity made
132 yards on the ground while

Queen's rolled for 333 including

an electrifying 75 yard dash by

Bill Surphlis for his major score.

You know those transports that

Smith's have? Through that hole

you could have pushed one of

those. They may have been play-

ing in our backyard but we beat

them at their own game.

In the third quarter, the Gold

really outclassed the Blue. Varsi-

ty backs were being nailed at

scrimmage while Schreider, Sur-

phlis, Braccia and Stewart were

moving like water through a

sieve.

And so, what was reported to

be the best line in college ball

was nothing but a poor second on

Saturday. Maybe Metras meant

that the Blues should stay on the

ground where they belong.

The big goose egg to which the

line contributed so much, left the

Blues without an alibi of any

THE

DEFENCE RESEARCH BOARD
HAS EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITIES

FOR

SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS
FOR

FULL TIME AND SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES EXIST IN MANY FIELDS

INCLUDING:

Operational Research

Aerosol Filtration

Aero- Dynamics
Air Frame and Structural Design

Anti-Corrosion

Armament Fire Controls

Detection Reactions

Digital Computer Techniques

Early Warning Systems

Electronic Circuitry

Electronic Instrumentation

Explosives and Propellants

Guidance ond Fuze Research

Guided Missiles

Hydra-Mechanics
Infrared

Materials Assessment
Metallurgical Engineering

Nuclear Radiation

Rocket Ammunition
Rubber and Plastics

Transistors

Underwater Sound Research

Weapon Ballistics

SPECIALIZATIONS
SCIENCES

CHEMISTRY
MATHEMATICS
PHYSICS
STATISTICS

ENCINNERINC

AERONAUTICAL ELECTRONICS
CHEMICAL MECHANICAL
COMMUNICATIONS METALLURGICAL
ELECTRICAL PHYSICS

Our representatives will soon visit this university to conduct

interviews. Watch this newspaper for exact dotes of their visits.

kind. Now there can be no crying

over the loss of key men, no hint

as to the possibility of a different

outcome if they had played in

Varsity Stadium. It is conceivable

however, that if the game had

been in Toronto, if Cheeseman,

Lansky and Scambatti had been

available, then Varsity might

have scored a point — late in the

game.

YARDS GAINED
Rush. Pass. Rbks. Tot

Surphlis 122 43 165

Schreider _ . 80 28 108

Kocman - 48 1 39 88

Stewart 51 1 32 84

Braccia 37 37

McMahon _ 30 30

CruikBhank 12 25 37

Classified Ads
Lost

Pickott Log-Log Slide Rule in

brown plastic case on Nov. 11 on
campus. Please notify Bob Mc-
Dowell, 3920.

WALT KELLY
Here we go again That
lovable swamp "crittur",

Pogo again romps off gaily

in all directions accompa-
nied by bts many pala,

Albert, Porky, Churchy, el

at. There's fun galore for

all Poro Tans

at alt bookstores — $U5
Tho HUS SOU BOOK COMPANY Lrd.

Stye MvBBlah
BY GEORGE FREDERICK HANDEL

IN CRANT HALL

ON THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17th, 1955

8:00 P.M. SHARP
- SOLOISTS -

Soprano—Ann Stephenson Tenor—Jon Vickers

Alto—Greta Jaynes Bass—Jack Graham, Meds '58

THE KINGSTON CHORAL SOCIETY
(THE NEW SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA)
DIRECTED BY DR. GRAHAM GEORGE

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE DOOR

ADMISSION 50 CENTS

TO UNIVERSITY UNDERGRADUATES

SERVICE IN THE RCAF
offers young men and women an unusual opportunity
to expand their knowledge and gain valuable expe-
rience while making an important contribution to the

cause of freedom.

Financial assistance to help with university expenses
can be obtained by undergraduates in either of these

two plans:

AIR FORCE

U. R.T. P.

(Univeriity Reserve

Training Plan)

Flight Cadets (male and

fcmale)are enrolled in the

Reserve Force — receive

16 days pay during the

University Term — and

have a potential of 22

weeks additional paid

employment during sum-

mer vacation months.

Openings nowfor

AIR CREW, TECHNICAL
LIST AND NON-TECH-
NICAL UST OFFICERS.

TRI-SERVICE

R.O.T. P,

(Regular Officer

Training Plan)

Flight Cadets (male) are

enrolled in the Regular

Force— during the Uni-

versity year arc subsi-

dized for tuition with a

grant for books and

instruments — and re-

ceive pay and allow-

ances throughout the

whole year.

Openings now/or

AIR CREW AND TECH-
NICAL LIST OFFICERS.

ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCE
Take advantage of this opportunity now, while

you are still attending Univeriity. For ful! infor-

mation on requirements, pay and olher benefits,

SEE YOUR RCAF RESIDENT STAFF OFFICER.

C.O.T.C. BUILDING

Queen's University
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The Toronto Blues never got any closer than this on Saturday
afternoon. Here Ron Stewart, typifying the heads-up ball played
all day by the Gaels, goes up high to intercept a Toronto pass in the
Queen's end zone near the end of the first half.

Dancing, Singing Rooters
Hold Up Downtown Traffic

Motorists Cheer Them On
Post-game hilarity, following

of the Yates cup, induced _Queen
Princess Street for the first time
town riot.

Reason and Faith

Speaker's Topic

"There should be no contradic-

tion between reason and religious

faith, since each is concerned with
its own kind of quetion," said

Emil Fackenheim, professor of

philosophy at the University of

Toronto and guest speaker at

Hillel House Sunday evening.

Assertions of faith are answers
to questions which may be cited

by reason but cannot be answered
by it, he said. Questions which
can be answered by reason should
be left in the realm of reason.

As examples of questions aris-

ing in the realm of faith, Prof.

Fackenheim pointed to the prob-
lem of the gap between what man
feels is and what lie feels he
should be, the problems of love
and of death and the problem of
whether or not history has sig-

nificance.

He said that in attempting to

answer these questions man is

aware of himself as involved in

them. These questions demand an
answer but the answers to them
cannot satisfactorily be given by
a process of pure reason, he said.

Art Exhibition
Gerald Trottier and Jean

Dallaire of Montreal, two
modern liturgical painters,

will hold an exhibit of paint-

ings in the Senate Room of

the Old Arts Building from
November 10 to 23. Some of

Mr. Dallaire's paintings are
taken from his new movie
Cadet Rousselle, made for the
National Film Board,

the Saturday-afternoon winning
's students to snake dance down
since last year's celebrated down-

Gael fans, packed in behind
the two Queen's bands, danced,

sang, and laughed through jam-
med downtown traffic as Kings-
ton police aided the cause by
keeping the street free of motor
traffic.

Many motorists, packed in long
lines extending back from the

main thoroughfare, got out of

their cars to shake hands with
the joyous Gael rooters. At least

one downtown theatre, the Bilt-

more, set up a huge "Well done,
Gaels", with the game score un-
derneath, on the theatre marquee.

In Richardson stadium earlier

in the afternoon, fans rushed
from their seats when the final

whistle sounded to swarm all

around the happy Gael players.

Ron Stewart, Gus Braccia, and
several other Gael stars were
picked up and carried off bodily
by the fans, who were packed al-

most shoulder to shoulder on the
huge gridiron.

Other fans stood in the stands
and applauded continuously
while the mob below swayed
about the playing field; camera-
men on the top of the pressbox
kept their instruments trained on
the goings-on; and the brass
band, unable to squeeze through
the mob around gate five, back-
tracked and marched out gate
one into the confusion that was
Union Street.

Fans who didn't join in the
snake dance thronged to the tea
dance at Grant Hall or to private
parties at various residences. The
words "Toronto got a zero",
first immortalized last year, were
on everyone's lips. Some were
stunned by the score, and Toron-
to fans in general were complete-
ly disillusioned by the complete
collapse of their highly-rated
Blues.

Braccia Ends Controversy
Plans To Stay At Queen's
Give Band Grant

for Instruments

A grant of $300 to the Queen's
Brass Band for the purchase of

new band instruments was made
by the AMS at their meeting
Tuesday. It was also announced
that nominations are open for

the position of chairman of the

1956 Frosh Reception committee.

Band leader Al Hitchcock told

the AMS that "all band instru-

ments are badly needed and that

money was needed to replace

those instruments in the worst
condition — i.e. two meilophones,

cne E flat bass and one double B
flat bass and one euphonium."

Leonor Haw, co-chairman of

the 1955 Frosh Reception com-
mittee, proposed, that a larger

1956 committee be set up in Feb-
ruary. In addition to the chair-

man and four chief vigilantes, it

was suggested that a representa-

tive from each band, a cheer-

leader representative, and a sen-

ior member from each faculty

should be included in the 1956
committee.

Tricolor '56

Any graduates or post-

graduates who want their

picture in TRICOLOR '56

must have had it taken at

Timothy by the end of this

week. It is imperative that

the chosen proof be sent

back to Timothy immediate-

ly upon receipt of proofs.

Non co-operation in this re-

spect will greatly delay the

date of publication in the

spring.

Carton Inspected By Police

But Contained Sandwiches

WUS Sends $1000

To Toronto Office

At a WUS committee meeting
held November 7, it was announ-
ced that proceeds from the Trea-
sure Van Sale amounting to

$1000 would be sent to the WUS
head office in Toronto for dis-

tribution amongst WUS stu-

dent aid projects.

Dr. W. B. Carter, of the phil-

osophy department, was appoint-

ed to the executive of the local

committee as faculty representa-
tive.

Ray Middleton, AMS Chief of Police, reports there were no
unruly spectators excited at Saturday's game. "There was no trouble
at all," he said. "The students deserve a lot of credit for their ter-

rific co-operation, allowing the constables to enjoy the game."
Two fans from Montreal, who

were not aware of the new regu-

lation prohibiting stadium drink-

ing, were stopped at the gate.

They gave up their liquor peace-
fully. Several soft drink bottles

were also retained.

"We didn't see anybody trying

to sneak anything in but I sup-

pose there were some," said Mr.
Middleton. One student was re-

ported to have taken a dozen or-

anges injected with vodka by a

hypodermic needle. Another en-

thusiast, carrying a beer carton,

was stopped by police. The car-

ton, on inspection, was full of

sandwiches.

No disturbances were reported
among Varsity students, both
during and after the game.

Teachers Attend

Refresher Course

Queen's played host this week-
end to a group of high school

teachers from all parts of Ontario

who arrived Friday for a two-
day refresher course.

The teachers, most of whom
were Queen's graduates, took

part in a program of lectures and
discussion groups Friday night

and Saturday morning.

For many, the conference
meant returning to Queen's for

the first time since graduation.

Others said it was a regular visit

to their old Alma Mater.

Some felt the conference was

an excellent way to meet new
people, exchange ideas and ac-

quire entirely new points of view.

Former Dean of Medicine Dies
Funeral service for Dr. Freder-

ick Etherington, 77 former dean
of the Faculty of Medicine, was
held yesterdady afternoon in

Grant Hall. Rev. A. M. Laverty,
university padre, officiated. He
was assisted by Very Rev. A. T.
Briarly Browne, rector of St.

George's Cathedral.

Dr. Etherington died Friday in

Kingston General Hospital after

a short illness.

Dr. Etherington served as
Dean of Medicine for 18 years,
and made an outstading
contribution to Queen's both as

student and staff-member. Dur-
ing his career as student of medi-
cine, 1898 - 1903, he was a mem-
ber of the Queen's senior inter-

collegiate team, and was vice-

president in 1900, the year when
Queen's won the intercollegiate

championship of Canada. He was
elected captain the following

year. While a student he also
held positions on the Concursus
Iniquitatis et Virtutis, the Aes-
culapian Society and the AMS
executive.

After graduation Dr. Ethering-
ton refereed senior football

games for several years. He
practiced for some time in the
Dakotas, went to Edinburgh for

further study, and returned to
Queen's to accept the post of lec-

turer in anatomy. He was then

appointed as professor. He stu-

died surgery in Paris, London,
and Edinburgh, and returned to

Kingston to become the first

full-time surgeon in the city. He
was also first full-time professor

of anatomy at Queen's and in the

whole of Canada.

DR. ETHERINGTON
Dr. Etherington was a pioneer

in the prison reform movement,
being a member of the three-man
commission which probed into

practices at Kingston Peniten-
tiary in 1913. The committee
made 22 recommendations, many
of which later were adopted, and
which pioneered modern treat-

ment of penitentiary inmates.

During World War I Dr.

Newspaper Reports Denied
By One Who Should Know

By Jim O'Grady

With a few well-chosen words on Sunday night, Gus Braccia

put an end to a controversy which had been raging in big-city

newspapers for the past two months. "I'll be here for the rest of the

year", said Gus. And with that collapsed the headline-splashing

campaign carried on by newspapers in Toronto and London in an
effort to convince the paying public that Braccia would desert

Queen's and the Golden Gaels immediately after the final game of

the season.

~ Braccia, one of the most con-

troversial players ever to don a
Tricolor sweater, arrived here

just days before the opening
game of the season, and immedi-
ately became the target of a
newspaper attack which charged

he had been imported for the spe-

cific purpose of winning a foot-

ball title for the Gaels. This hue
and cry died down when univer-

sity officials stated emphatically

that Braccia was academically

qualified in every way to enter

Queen's, while implying that

there was no good reason that his

ability to play football should be
held up as a reason for excluding

him from the university.

A few serene weeks followed

before Jack Parks said in the

London Free Press during the

last week of the season that there

was reason to believe that Brac-

cia would return to Temple Uni-

versity immediately after the

final playoff game against the

Toronto Blues. The Toronto
journalistic onslaught, led by the

Telegram and the Toronto Star,

both of them quick with the

wide black headline, got started

then in full gear.

The mere fact that Braccia

never opened his mouth on the

subject, primarily because no one
was struck with enough intelli-

gence to ask him about it, didn't

deter the city scribes.

When Gus did get around to-

commenting on the situation, he
merely said he thought last

week's newspaper campaign
might have been an attempt to

get him rattled just before the

most important game of the sea-

son.

He'll be here for the rest of

the year, he said, studying Span-

ish, psychology, geology, Eng-
lish, and history.

What have been his impres-

sions of Queen's? "What can I

say?" he replied, "everything-

about the place is terrific."

JOURNAL SURVEY
99.1% of the student body

thinks that Frank Tindall

should be the next prime
minister.

Etherington was colonel in

charge of No. 5 Stationary Hos-
pital, which served overseas. For
this service he was awarded the
C.M.G. by the King.

Dr. Etherington was a long-
time member of the Council of

Ontario College Physicians and
Surgeons, and for 20 years ser-
ved on the Board, being presi-

dent for one term. He was an
honorary life member of the On-
tario Medical Association and
senior member of the Canadian
Medical Association.

In 1921 Dr. Etherington mar-
ried Miss Agnes Richardson. His
wife predeceased him last year.

Dr. Etherington was a great

believer in education, and at one
time made this comment, "I

would require every man entering

medicine to have a first-class

general education ... a B.A. or

its equivalent. He should have a
wide knowledge of the subjects
that will help him to reach an
understanding of life, knowledge
of his own literature, possess one
or two languages in which he is

proficient, and general subjects
in history, philosophy and econ-
omics, so that he can read widely
and appreciate what he reads."

On his retirement in Oct., 1943,

Dr. Etherington received an
LL.D from Queen's, and was
made emeritus professor.

Gaels Prove
Cyclic Theory
Eighteen years ago, (it seems

like 18,000), the championship

Gaels met Versity Blues in the

final game of the season. Varsity

finished second by a single point

after being edged by Queen's 7-6.

Once again the Varsity Blues

and Golden Gaels met in a game
of traditional rivalry last Satur-

day. And this time the victory

was an overwhelming one, leav-

ing Toronto scoreless.

In 1938, the year following the

Queen's championship, McGill

Redmen brought the Yates cup-

to Montreal. McGill's team may
be a championship contender

next year. The question is, will

history repeat itself, or will

Queen's do it again?
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Student Discount Service
Starts In Several Weeks

Manhunt!

WUS Address
Concerns Israel

"Studies in Israel are frequently

pursued for their own sake rather

than solely to secure a degree,"

said Rabbi Hollander at a World
University Service meeting Wed-
nesday night. The Rabbi outlined

the structure of the Israeli educa-

tional system, explaining the diffi-

culties confronting it and the efforts

being made to overcome them.

There are two types of univer-

sities in Israel. The religious schools

teach Hebraic law to educate future

rabbis. These schools usually con-

sist of a great teacher with a follow-

ing of interested students. It is not

uncommon for students to study

under several renowned teachers to

widen their own knowledge after

acquiring their first degree.

The state university was founded

in 1925 and has an enrolment of

over 3,000 students. Unfortunately

it is in the present demilitarized

zone and is inaccessible to students

who are now in temporary quarters

(See WUS Speaker, Page 5)

Susie - Q Has Queasy Woo
By Eleanor Williamson

Journal Staff Writer
My name is Susie-Q. I'm a

co-ed. I'm broke. Let me tell you
what happened. Here are the

facts.

Monday morning; November
14. I woke up. This took a lot

of time. When I was wide-awake
it was Monday evening: time to

make phone calls. One big prob-

lem — who had a nickle? I

turntd to ask my room-mate. She

was just walking out the front

door with eight men. Finally

made my phone calls, went to

the coffee shop with eleven men.

Met my room-mate sitting with

fifteen men. We had a ball.

Tuesday morning. Breakfast

Song And Dance Medsmen
Mast Wait Another Year
There will be no Medical Revue

this year because Queen's Meds-

men feel they cannot spare the

necessary time.

At a special Aesculapian Society

meeting called last week to deal

with the issue, medsmen voted to

discard present musical comedy
plans because it was felt that

medical students would not be able

to spend time rehearsing the show.

Much work had already been

done on the Revue. The script

and most of the songs had been

completed, and a director en-

gaged. Jack Graham of Meds '58

had agreed to sing the leading

role.

The originators of the Revue

scheme say they aren't discouraged

by the society's decision. They in-

tend to save the script and try

again next year.

Medical revues have been tried

before, with a good deal of success,

at other universities. University of

Toronto medsmen, in particular,

produce an annual show called

"DaffydiH", which draws large

crowds.

The projected revue at Queen's
was to concern the activities of

certain Queen's medsmen who hold

a re-union in hell.

Guild Production

Nears Completion

As production time draws near,

the cast of Queen's Drama Guild's

"Hamlet" is receiving the final

buffing and polishing under the

experienced hand of director Dr.

William Angus. Norm Edmondson

as Hamlet, Mary Ev Rogers as

Gertrude, Chris Smith in the role

of Claudius, and Kathy Totten as

Ophelia are the leads in this year's

Shakespeare play, which promises

to keep up with past Guild stand-

ards.

The stage is set and distribution

of tickets and posters downtown is

underway. Tickets for regular per-

formances on Wed., Thurs., and

Fri. of next week are on sale now

at Mahood's Drug Store. Tickets

for the special Saturday night per-

formance are on sale also. Tickets

will be available on the campus

shortly,

dates. One flaw — they wanted
breakfast in bed. Another flaw

— they lived in the men's resi-

dence. By the time we got out

again it was Wednesday. Time
to make more phone calls. The
problem — who had a nickle? I

turned to ask my room-mate. She

was just walking out the door

with the football team. Her ex-

cuse: "Things must be dull for

them now the football season's

over."

I decided it was time to ask

out an Engineer. Bit worried, my
bank-account was getting low.

Would he ask for forty beers?

But the new regime was in ef-

fect. He had tea.

The day wore on. Took an in-

tellectual Artsman to a lecture.

Caught up on my sleep. Woke
refreshed, and ready to make
more phone calls. Broaden my
circle of acquaintances. Turned

to ask my room-mate for a nickle.

She didn't have one.

Went to the coffee shop in-

stead, to hustle. Treated seven-

teen men. Popular girl — this

week, at any rate. Wasn't feeling

too well, so took out a Medsman.

To-day finally came. Friday.

Big dances ahead, tonight and to-

morrow night. Gotta get dates.

Gotta phone men, and win the

trophy for Goodwin House. I'm

broke. Gotta buy gallons of cof-

fee and I've had gallons already.

I'm a co-ed. My name is Sue

Queasy.

Successful Drive

Aids Red Feather

And Plumbers Too!

Forty-two hundred dollars was

collected Monday night through the

combined efforts of the Civitan

Club of Kingston and Queen's

Sciencemen and donated to the

local Red Feather Drive.

A radiothon over CKLC orga-

nized by the Ctvitan Club, and

aided by the sciencemen, offered

some excellent talent, much of it by

past and present Queen's students.

Dependant upon local donations it

was not as financially successful as

was expected.

Except for a few frosh losing

themselves, a three and a half hour

canvass held simultaneously with

the radiothon was entirely success-

ful. Since many canvassers ac-

quired dates on their rambles, the

success was not entirely financial.

Anyone having extra cop-

ies of Tuesday's Journal is

requested to bring them to

the Journal office, as many
people could not obtain one.

Fairy Tale Theme

For Aquacade '56

Participants in this year's
Queen's Aquacade are already in

the swim for the production which

will be held some time in February.

Under the direction of Janet

Gracey, Arts '57, and Betty Lou

Segsworth, Arts '58, routines, in-

cluding both solo and group efforts,

are in the rehearsal stage. This

year's theme is the story of Cin-

derella.

Debate On Welfare State

Sees Victory For Negative

Security, as provided by the

welfare state, is the basis for adven-

ture and all other human liberties.

This was the argument successfully

upheld by the negative, George

Neville and Ron MacGregor, at the

meeting of the Queen's Public

Speaking and Debating Club on

Thursday night.

The resolution that "the spirit

of adventure has been crushed by

the welfare state", maintained by

affirmative speakers Jim Holmes

and Frank Pickard, was thus de-

feated.

"A minimum standard of living

is imperative before we can do

other things," said Mr. Neville.

The welare state actually streng-

thens liberties and, as a result,

fosters tlie spirit of adventure. The

proposition that the welfare state

crushes this spirit is cruel and sa-

distic."

Mr. MacGregor, also speaking

for the affirmative, stressed secur-

ity as the foundation for adventur-

ous risk. "Because there is a min-

imum of security, initiative is aided,

not waylaid," he said.

Mr. Holmes, upholding the res-

All Participants Will Profit

By NFCUS Economic Drive

A student discount service by which students will receive a

10 percent discount on all purchases, excluding luxuries, will go

into effect at Queen's in a few weeks.

The S.D.S. scheme is part of the economic program of the

National Federation of Canadian University Students. Its aim is

to provide short-term economic aid to students. The program relies

on co-operation and mutual assistance between students and Kings-

ton merchants.

The local NFCUS committee

explains the discount service in

these terms: students offer their

purchasing power in return for

a reduction in the retail prices of

goods. The participating mer-

chants who have already been

contacted have agreed to give a

10 percent discount. The NFCUS
committee feels that others will

also agree.

A list of participating mer-

chants will be published in the

Journal within the next few

weeks. Students will be issued

identification cards, and the win-

dows of participating merchants

will be identified by a sticker.

The service will cover all es-

sential needs of students, includ-

ing clothing, footwear, dry clean-

ing and so forth.

The NFCUS committee, under

president Charles Hockman, em-

phasizes that "this is a tremend-

ous opportunity for all students

to save money. And in order that

this scheme be successful it must
have not only the acceptance but

also the active participation of

all students."

The committee reminds stud-

ents that the S.D.S. is paid for out

of the student's 50c contribu-

tion to NFCUS, and is only a

small part of the benefits receiv-

ed from the National Federation.

The committee feels that by using

the S.D.S. regularly and intel-

ligently the student will be repaid

much more than this NFCUS
contribution.

Several other Canadian univer-

sities have already adopted the

discount scheme, but members of

the NFCUS committee at the

University of Western Ontario

abandoned their efforts to attain

it last week after a conference

with President G. E. Hall.

Ron Steele, chairman of the

Alert Caretakers

Remove Outhouse

A "borrowed" outhouse, espe-

cially designed for use by the To-

ronto Blues, was placed on top of

Fleming Hall last week, but care-

takers didn't allow it to stay there

long enough for the Blues to make

use of it.

A group of science sophomores

placed the structure on top of the

building about 1.30 Thursday mor-

ning. It was still there at 8 that

same morning, but had disappeared

by 8.30. The sciencemen climbed

onto a four foot bench, and then

hoisted the outhouse another eight

feet or so onto the roof of the one-

storey extension on Fleming Hall.

The words "Toronto is in the

outhouse now" were painted on

one side of the house, and a cres-

cent was painted on the other.

Alert caretakers, after taking the

outhouse down the next morning,

ripped it apart, and have piled the

lumber in the courtyard between

Fleming Hall and Carruthers Hall.

olution, said the basic liberties were

at stake. "The welare state denies

the ability of man and deters the

spirit of adventure. This socialistic

policy discriminates against char-

acter and ability and is sapping the

life-blood of humanity."

"Adventure is that which hap-

pens without design, with an

element of risk," voiced Mr. Pick-

ard, favoring the resolution. "Risk I
NFCUS committee at Western

is eliminated in a welfare state and quoted Dr. Hall as saying that

therefore, adventure with it." | See Discount Service, Page 5

Editor Resigns - Again
An all-time record in Journal

resignations was set this week by

Associate Editor Gord Sedgwick,

who handed in his resignation for

the IS4th time.

Mr. Sedgwick gave as his rea-

son the spelling of his name on

the Journal masthead. His irate

voice was heard yelling from be-

hind the closed door of the edi-

torial office, "My name is Gord,

not G."

He was supported by business

manager Eva Hrachovec, who
complained on the same grounds.

Mr. Sedgwick has resigned be-

fore this year — on an average of

ten times per issue. Other rea-

sons given in the past are the

blatant "Amahricanization" of

spelling in Journal copy, the

editor's insistence on being help-

ed on with her coat, and the de-

letion of the word "Amen" from

one of his editorials.

As usual, Mr. Sedgwick's resig-

nation was not accepted.
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and Graham Redfern. The quar-

terbacking of both Cela and Bel-

foi was more than adequate,

while in the backfield, the shining

lights were Terry Dolan, Chris

Novakowski and Don McNay, as

well as captain Mallard.

With the experience gained this

year, the team should be stronger

next season, as only three of the

Intermediates Garner One Win, Tie
As Comets FindNewLeagueTougher

By Stan Drabek

Playing- for the first time, in the new Intercollegiate Intermediate League, Jake Edward's
Queen's Comets managed to win only one game, a tight 1-0 over the McGill Redmen in Richardson
Stadium two weeks ago, and to tie another tilt, a 10-10 draw with Ryerson in the first game of the

season. They completed their schedule in Toronto last week, when they bowed to the first place

Varsity Baby Blues by a 26-7 count.

The new group, playing partly on a league (home and home games) and partly on a con-
ference (only one game with each team) basis, consisted of Queen's, Varsity, McGill, Western, OAC
and Ryerson. Queen's played both Varsity and McGill twice, and the others only once.

The competition was a lot stronger this year than that which the Comets were used to

facing, and it is expected that the team will fare much better in the won and lost column next season.

The rougher competition will be an invaluable aid to those who will be graduating into the senior

ranks next year.

The team this year consisted

mostly of new men,, with a smat-

tering of veterans thrown in. At
the quarterback position there

were two newcomers, Tom "The
Bomb" Cela from Syracuse, and
Ron Belfoi, a native of Brock-
ville. Freshmen dotted the back-
field positions. Among them are

Terry Dolan, Toronto; Chris Na-
vakowski, Ottawa, Don McNay
also Ottawa; Gord Nicholls, To-
ronto; AI Robertson, Cornwall;
Doug Munro and a converted
lineman, Barrie Taylor both from
Kingston. The backfield exper-
ience was made up of the two
flying wings, captain Ed Mallard
of Hamilton and "Roomie" Clif-

ford of Stoney Creek.

Along the line, a few veterans
returned to form a nucleus for
the team. John Ashley of Ottawa,
Van Kleek Hill and Bud Day
from Windsor were the experien-
ced men at guard, while Gord
Robinson of Montreal and Jim
Faulkner of Stirling had played
at end for other Comet teams. „
The newcomers were : ends,

Frank Hacquil, Fort William and
Jim Campell, Kingston; guard,
Barry Wilson, Ottawa and Pete
Vanbuskirk, Toronto

; tackles,

Paul Corbett, Lond Island, N.Y.;
Jim Shearn, Red Lake and Bob
Dagenais, Windsor; centres, Gra-
ham Redfern, Stoney Creek and
Pete Saegert, Toronto.

Outstanding along the front
wall this season were Gord Rob-
inson, Bud Day, Paul Corbett,

JAKE EDWARDS

members will graduate. They are

Ed Mallard and Jim Faulkner,

both of whom will get their de-

grees in Physical and Health Ed-
ucation, and John Ashley in Hist-

ory. On the other hand, some

of the players will be going up
to the Gaels, so next year's line-

up is still pretty uncertain.

K. PETROS
EXPERT SHOE REPAIRS KEYS DUPLICATED

SERVICE WHILE YOU WAIT

Confectionery, Novelties, Magazines
525 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2-6533

STUDENT TOURS
from $1010ALL INCLUSIVE COST

Specially prepared for College Students and Recent Graduates
by TREASURE TOURS

Leave Montreal

June 22nd — June 29th — J u |y 13th
51 Days with Optional Extensions to Scandinavia and Spain

Personally Escorted through 9 Countries

88 Departures of Regular Escorted
All Inclusive Tours from $620

Call, Write or Telephone for Complimentary Folder

FAREWELL TRAVEL SERVICE
68 YONCE ST. (at King)

EM. 3-5191
TORONTO
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IN THE LEMONLITE

Last Saturday morning, Goodwin

and Boucher Houses played off for

the Interhouse volleyball title. It

was a hard fought close battle with

Goodwin winning by one point. All-

Star laurels go to Judy Weber of

Goodwin.

Intercollegiate volleyball practices

will be held Monday and Thursday

at 4:30 p.m. The tournament this

year is at McMaster, February 4-

5th. Anyone interested in trying

out for the team is more than wel-

come.

Beginning this issue is a series

of profiles of the girls on the Inter-

collegiate Swim Team, who will be

going to London for the meet this

year. The first such girl is Joan

Foote '5S who was a member of

last year's team and plans to enter

the free style competition this year,

Although she had never competed

before coming to Queen's she quick-

ly showed her ability here when she

placed first in the 100 yd. free style

in the intramural meet her first

year. She is also interested in tennis,

skiing and debating.

Judy Reid, PHE '58 is probably

the most versatile member of the

swim team this year. She is not

only a speed swimmer and diver

but does synchronized swimming as

well. Last year Judy broke 2 intra-

mural records — the 50 yd. back-

stroke in 37.2 seconds, and the in-

dividual medlay in 1.04 minutes.

Judy has previously swam for the

Paramount Swimming Club in Ott-

awa where she gained considerable

experience in competitive swimm-
ing.

FECM THE

SIDELINES

BEWS RACE SAME
The sixth week of the Bews race

finds little change in the Standings.

PHE still leads the pack with Meds
'60 in the place position. Two
Science years, '57 and '59 are

fighting it out for show money.

John Milliken of PHE, favored

right from the outset, proved best

in the tennis singles, after delays

stretched the tournament out for

more than a month.

Intramural touch football laurels

went to Meds '57 with a thrilling

one-point victory in a two-game,
total point series over Sc. '56. The
Science squad featured some pretty

pass patterns, but failed to take ad-

vantage of their scoring opportuni-

ties. The Blue carried a 2-1 edge
going into the final game and traded

unconverted touchdowns with the

Gold.

MIKE MOFFAT -bL_

I went into the small gym on the boys side of the main gym
the other night, and was surprised to find that the room was full

of people. Some of them were skipping rope, and one was hitting

a punching bag while another held the bag. A couple others were

sparring in the ring, and then when 1 saw Jack Jarvis, I remember-

ed that the time was coming when the Queen's boxing team should

be starting to round into the shape that has won them so many
titles in the past.

For those of you who are new, Jack Jarvis is the Queen's box-

ing coach, and he has taught the manly art of self defence to the

Queen's pugilists for well nigh thirty years. Jack has been con-

nected with the fight game ever since he was a lad, and to any-

one who has talked with him, he can recall only that one subject.

Thus when I saw him talking to some of the boys, giving them

tips, or showing them how to do this or that, it was obvious that

boxing drills were in full swing.

Jack was recalling a couple of the intramural fights that have

taken place here since he arrived on the scene.

A COUPLE LITTLE ONES
Many years ago, when the fights were held in the old gym

(now the Hydraulics Lab.)
,
they had freshmen bouts. On one

occasion, Jack was talking to the two boys who were about to box.

After giving them instructions for the fight, he closed with "Go to

your corners, and when the bell rings, come out and shake hands."

When the ball rang, Jack backed into a neutral corner, and one of

the fighters rushed up to him with the gloved hand extended. And
before a delighted audience, jack had to explain to the boy that he

was to shake hands with his opponent, not the referee.

Another time ,a boy was hit a very hard belt just before the

end of the round, and the bell rang just after the ref had counted

to ten. The boy was helped back to the corner, where he said to

Jack "I was saved by the bell, eh?"

No, said Jack, "the bell beat you."

"Like hell it did,'' retorted the boxer, "I heard it." Jack says

that some of the boys hear bells quite often.

And then there was the boy who was winning his bout, when
his opponent managed to land a blow that stunned him and knock-

ed him down. Now, this was in the days when boxers had to wear
jerseys and the boy's opponent was wearing a white jersey; so was
Jack who was officiating for the bout. Jack started to count the

boy out, and when he got to nine, the boy jumped to his feet and

started swinging. But in his dazed condition, he started swinging
at the wrong white jersey.

AND A COUPLE BIG ONES
Jack also remembers a few of the nights when Queen'smen

have won some great victories over the boxers from other colleges

in the Intercollegiate Assaults. In particular, he remembers the night

of the fights in 1932, the first time that the fights were held in the

new gymnasium here in Kingston. It was memorable, not only be-

cause Queen's won the championship that night, but because of the

performance of a couple of the members of the Gael team, Bobbie
Seright and Freeman Waugh.

On that night, Bobbie Seright became the first and only man
in Intercollegiate history to win two bouts in one night. He was
jack's choice for the 118 lb. class, and he won his bout easily over

an opponent from the University of Toronto. But, since the Tricolor

choice for the 126 lb. class had taken sick three days before the

assaults, Jack had also entered Bobbie in that class. With only
about twenty minutes in between bouts, Bobbie came back to win
his second bout of the night, this time he defeated a Varsity op-
ponent who outweighed him by almost ten pounds. This record is

even more remarkable because rounds were of three minutes dur-
ation in those days while they last only two minutes now. Needless
to say, the University of Toronto saw that the rules were changed
so that by the next year, it was impossible for a fighter to box in

two classes in the same Assault.

Freeman Waugh won his bout in one of the greatest upsets
that the college game has seen. His opponent was a McGill man
who had represented Canada at the Olympic Games in 1932, and
lost to the eventual world champion on points in the semi-finals.

"Casey" as he was known at Queen's, has been boxing only about
a week before the fight, jack gave him the only advice he could,
"Keep throwing your right hand at him, and if he lands a punch,
take a nine count and then get up and start throwing that right

hand again." Since the McGill was taller than Freeman by 6'6"

to 5'9", this was the Queen'sman's only hope. Sure enough, he kept
plugging away and he got knocked down. He got up and threw
a right hand that caught the foe on the temple, the foe gave a sickly

smile, and then Freeman belted him another with all he had, and
the foe went down to stay. The home fans" carried "Casey" around
the ring on their shoulders.

EX-LEAF COACHES

QUEEN'SJOTTERS
Jock Harty arena was cram-

med with hopeful hockeyists last

Wednesday night as Lex Chis-

holm, the new coach, put his

charges through some spirited

scrimmages. This year Queen's

is entered in an intercollegiate

intermediate loop, along with

Varsity, Guelph, and McMaster.

Practices will be held two or

three times a week, and the well-

built man blowing whistles from

the bench is as eager about the

coming season as his most un-

tried performer.

Lex Chisholm broke into or-

ganized hockey with the Oshawa
General's junior squad as a hard-

skating right winger. He moved
up to the senior squad where his

standout performance earned him

a crack at hockey's big time. In

1936, Lex broke into the lineup

of the Toronto Maple Leafs, and

it took a big skirmish across the

big puddle to get him out of the

lineup. When war broke out in

1939, Lex realized there was an-

other job for him to do, and he

switched his career as a profes-

sional hockey player to that of a

professional soldier.

Lex Chisholm is no stranger to

Jock Harty Arena, as he coached

Queen's junior squad in 1952. To
mould Queen's intermediates in-

to a contending hockey team,

Lex will have a host of forwards

returning from last year's squad.

Ray Hermiston, Murry Os-

bourne, George Carscallen, Barry

Percival, Roy Hoffman, Pete

Dozzi and Ron Bradshaw will

formulate much of our attacking

force. Big Ron Valiquette of

Science '56 is the only returning

rear guard.

Dick Dodds is the man most

likely to be sprawling lithely be-

tween the pipes this year. The
sophomore Phys. Ed. student

played goal for Kingston Cana-

diens in the city league last year.

All in all, the new coach feels

he has the makings of a pretty

good squad. Like most Gael

teams, what it will lack in experi-

ence and depth, it will make up

for with spirit and determination

and mentoring.

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST,

CIGARETTE

Dial 7135

town and country

Restaurants
Highway No. 2, Cataraqui, Ont

• Princess at Clergy Streets,
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From
Journal of November 5, 1895.

On the 14th of October last,

the new Medical Department
was formally opened in Convo-
cation Hall. The audience down-
stairs was rather small and
while the gallery at first was
fairly well filled with students,

they gradually diminished in

number until few were left to

hear the last speaker.

* * *

One of the professors, who
looked for a husband in 15 sec-

ond-hand stores in London, Eng-
land, was disappointed, and has

to be content with the husband

she has.

* * +

We note with pleasure the in-

creased number of young ladies

who have entered the freshmen

class this year. It is a good augur

too for their future study that

so many of them are Honour
Matriculants and well prepared

for the work before them.

Page 3

There was a young maiden called Cholrnondelay

Who looked out on life quite glolmondelay,

Till one day at tea

She had not one cup but three

And then she appeared quite colmondelay.

* * *
An elderly bishop called Stradian

Used to play a flute on the lachan,

By forceful submission

He made his friends listen

Until all their senses were gachan.

* * *
A surprising young deric from Gloucester

Had forgotten his paternoucester,

His indignant superiors

Thought this quite serious

And struck his name from the roucester.

* * *
There was a young chicken from Worcester

Who had an affair with a rorcestcr,

By raising his hackle

And making soft cackle

The rorcester finally sedorcester.

CESF

Woes Of A Beer Brinkei

Art Exhibition

I am sure everybody knows
about Susie-Q Week. But every-

body surely has the wrong idea

about it. I know. Because of The
Purpose. I really do know. Why?
well, here is the story.

One Susie-Q-Night a lovely

Susie—oh they are, they are . . .

lovely, I mean,—confessed to me
when we both sat alone in a corn-

er in. the coffee shop. We both

were sipping our coffee, when
she suddenly started: "You know
why I love to date . .

." (At this

moment the infernal grin came
onto my face, you know the grin

of one who knows what is com-
ing but is too shy to blush and

so starts grinning. Boy. I tell

you: infernal! Hm, where did I

stop? Oh yes, coffee, wasn't it?

You know there is something

about these Susie-Coffees. You
can't refuse them, even when you

hate them. I mean the coffees, and

boy, do I hate them. You know,

years ago, as a matter of fact

last year, I had to drink coffee

and coffee, a real deluge of cof-

fee, and I hate coffee as I told you

before. I never drink coffee— (ex-

cept with rum in it), but in Susie-

Q-Week I drink coffee in quanti-

ties a normal human being would

die from. I mean that 1 hate cof-

fee and that I am a Beer Drinker.

One girl found out. But boy, she

had to pay. 6 bottles. And then

MONEY! MONEY!
Whose money? Our Money! But we want it to be your money!

We offer fifteen dollars for the best short story and a further fifteen

dollars for the best poem received in our Christmas literary contest

Closing Date for entries is December 4th. All entries should be ad-

dressed to feature department, and handed into the Journal office

or addressed to us at the post-office.

ABRAMSKY'S;
SALUTE "JOCKO THOMPSON" AS

"PLAYER
Of THE WEEK"

Jocko's first field goal

a 21 yard effort gave

Queen's a 3-0 first

quarter leod. Thomp-

son also booted his

second field goal, a

single and a convert

to make up his 8

points.

the gong saved her,—yeah, be-

cause the pub closed or ran out

of beer. But the rest of the dates

were coffees, all of them, only
because of The Purpose. Oh yes,

f was going to tell you about The
Purpose. ".

. . any man", she con-

tinued—"Any man ?" I said —
"Yes .because any man will do
for The Purpose", she said.—Pur-
pose?" I said.

—
"Well, yes, you

see, for any date we arrange suc-

cessfully we put a nickel in a box.

With this fund we help people

who need it. It's such fun to ar-

range dates to put something in

that box for the Good Purpose."

Well that's the story why I pur-

posely have to drink coffee for a

Good Purpose.

A Beer Drinker.

VALLEAU'S
BARBER SHOP
316 PRINCESS STREET

Three Barbers

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 6917

By Sylvie Bieler

In the exhibition of paintings

and drawings by jean Dallaire

and Gerald Trottier, there is var-

iety of technique and subject mat-
ter in each artist. There is also

the feeling that their styles arc

different enough to complement
each other. The artists may be
closely linked, because both have
studied in Paris, both are French-

Canadians from Ottawa and work
together in Montreal.

The majority of Trottier's

paintings show his sincere devo-

tion to the creating of a modern
liturgical art. Dallaire, on the

other band, docs express religious

feeling in his painting, hut per-

haps on more of a fantasicaf level

than a traditional one.

Trottier went abroad to study,

with a special interest in the

medieval crafstman. The influ-

ence of his study of medieval

crafts is seen in the "stained-

glass" quality of his pictures, such

as "Symbols in Landscape". The
squat quality of the romanesque

or twelfth century sculpture of

figures is evident in such pictures

as "The Mocking at our Lord"

and "The Washing of Hands".

This squat quality gives one the

feeling that the personnages are

small and confined through their

blindness.

Jean Dallaire enchants as much
as Trottier inspires thought. As
Mr. J. K. Robertson said at the

opening of the exhibition, "Lets

not look for particular meaning

in such paintings ;is 'Lucifer' and

'The Woodpecker'." The Wood-
pecker makes us laugh, and after

all what is better than a good

laugh. On the other hand, we find

n Dallaire's "Verdict Guilty" an

understanding of the situation

which makes us feel guilty. Both

the judge and the convicted seem

to be caught in the alarming im-

pact of the verdict, which is well

conveyed in the vibrating clash of

colours in the paintings. As much
as we can be amused at ourselves

in "The Woodpecker" that much
do we examine ourselves in "Ver-

dict Guilty".

Dallaire's imagination, how-

ever, delights in the fantastical.

This is clear not only in several of

his paintings but above all in his

sketches for the film Cadet Rous-

selle.

JOCKO THOMPSON

Abramsky's are proud to present Jocko with a

Benrus watch, the ward for the "PLAYER OF THE
WEEK".

l&niUb (ttljitrrtf

6YDINH1M ft WILLIAM ST».

Rev. R. H. N. Davidson
. A. . B O . TH.M.
minister

Lloyd Zurbrigg
organist and choir master

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 20TH

11 o.m.—A Service for Chil-

dren

7.30 p.m.
—
"A Resolute

Minority"

Social hour for young people
after Evening Service

(anglican!

King St. at Johnson St.

Sunday Next Before Advent
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 20TH

8.00 a.m.—Holy Communion

9.15 a.m.—Porish Communion

11.00 a.m.—Choral Commu-
nion

Preacher: Tbc Kev'd. C. E. Staplci.

7.00 p.m.—Evening Prayer

Preacher: The Rev'd. C. E. Staples.

Holy Communion is celebrated every
Wednesday and on all Holy days at
7.« a.m. and 10.30 a.m.

Qllitiitnere

earl and bahrie sts.

SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 20TH

11.00 a.m.—These Were With
Him

(8) "Thomas"

7.30 p.m.—The Apostle's Creed

(8) "The Catholic Church"

8.45 p.m.—Youth Fellowship

A very cordial invitation to

all students.

O Come Let Us Worship

Bt. Ati&rpm's

IrrBbytrrnm (Sliurrlj

MA DO.. MINISTER
DARWIN STATA.

OnOANIBT AND Cup M7CO
LILLIAN PRESTON

10:30 a.m.—Bible Class

11:00 a.m.—Morning Service,

Nursery Class, Church School

7:30 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Young People
Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended to

all students.

STEAM
SHOVEL

As Blues Do Sink, Does Marion Drink

And it came to pass that Gaelz did. For on Aft of Saturn on
Field of Dick was goblet of Yates wrested from helpless hooks of

Men of Var. And was Marion much pleased that such was case to

extent that vat containing most potent of favourites of Marion was
drained before dip of Sol-the-Fiery-One below level of horizon on
Eve of Saturn. And so was Scribe, on answering call of clarion on
Morn of Sun, required to make short journey to Cav of Gord,

where in secret den is housed strange apparatus in form of spirals

of transparent fusion of silicates. And were fluidz of amber hue
seen to course madly thru spirals before fascinated eyeballs of

keeper of den, one called Paddy. And so with aid of stalwart keep-

er did Scribe unearth keg of very ancient nature. And with chisel

did Scribe escape from surface great quantities of rankest of moldz
such that inscriptions on cask might be read. For had ancient Scribe

of Yore inscribed on surface in 19 ought 37 that keg might not be
touched till Gaelz of Gold did once more bring prized goblet to

Land of Queenz. And with heart pounding mightily at mellow
fumes emanating from interior did Scribe roll keg down Trail of

Onion to exalted chambers of most wondrous Maid Marion. And as

bucket dipped into newly-filled vat, was Marion heard to exclaim

that this was indeed finest of fluidz ever brewed in Land of Kin.
Further from stiff position on horizontal plane of floor did Scribe

mutter that same was also most potent.

Not Much Kick Without Friend Mick

And on Aft of Saturn did Scribe note strange atmosphere in

Field of Dick. For was presence of Friend Mickey the Spirited-One

forbidden at contest of inflated skin of pig, though 'tis true that

same did enter mysteriously in greatly diminished numbers. And
such was result of this that Scribe did find self believing that con-
test was being held in Corral of Wes. Further was Scribe disap-

pointed upon noting that numbers of warriorz of Var attacking posts

of goal did appproach even unto minus infinity.

But now does Scribe grow weary after toil with dulling ins-

truments, and does mind of same fog with vapours from brew of

Marion. And does Marion suggest (because of great victory) that

warriorz of Scienz not sneer at activities of Lemonz during week
of Sue the Q, for do same try hard; and further is entertainment of

free nature. But now must Scribe reel out from confines of Cav
of Nic and make way to den where cycle of Otto does await applic-

ation of Stick of Slip.

CHRISTIAN YOUTH CENTRE
185 QUEEN STREET TELEPHONE 8110

Students Are Welcome

Fireside Every Sunday Evening — 9,00 p.m.

Recreation Throughout the Week.

CHARLES LEACH, Director.

He says he does it by Steady Saving

at the Bank of Montreal*

*The Bank where Students' accounts are warmly welcomed.

Kingston Branch: JACK McLEAN, Manager

Princess & Barrie Sts.: JOSEPH POUPORE, Manager
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Goal Posts Complete Tour

Return Home From Western
TORONTO (CUP) — Var-

sity's renowned goal posts com-

pleted their tour of Ontario col-

leges and returned home last

week. Jim Vipond, sports editor

of the "Globe and Mail" received

word that the §350 goal posts

were being expressed to him from

London, collect, in the hope that

he would return them to Varsity

officials. Thus ended the short

but eventful Goal Post Incident

of '55.

After repeated loss of wooden

goal posts, the University of

Toronto Athletic Association er-

ected the steel posts embedded

in three square feet of concrete,

and sat back smugly to watch

the numerous futile attacks on

the "indestructable fixtures of

the stadium." But the Invincible

was felled at last by Queen's fans

at the Queen's-Varsity game in

Toronto last October, and ship-

ped to Kingston.

A week later, steely-nerved

Western students, "in the driving

rain and under the dripping noses

and bloodshot eyes of 2000 cele-

brating Queen's students" reliev-

ed Queen's of the "oversized

pieces of plumbing" and put them

on a train headed for London.

The precious souvenirs were hid-

den in a secluded section of the

Western campus until the Tor-

onto-Western game November 5.

A formal presentation of the

posts to University of Toronto

officials was planned for half-

time at the Toronto-W estern

game, but decided against to

avoid further uproar in intercol-

legiate circles. The Western

"Committee in charge of -Steel

Goal Posts" explained in a note

to Vipond, "We are not returning

them personally to Varsity be-

cause we do not wish to arouse

any incident similar to the out-

break in Kingston". The com-

mittee indignantly denied they'd

been "stricken with remorse", as

had been rumored, and attributed

their action to "a desire to avert

any further violence inasmuch as

the future of intercollegiate foot-

ball in some centres depends on

the behavior of students this

weekend."

When they finally found their

way back to Varsity stadium, the

posts were sent to the university

machine shop for inspection and,

according to Athletic Association

officials, were found to be some-

what more damaged than when

they left the city. The Queen's

Alma Mater Society has already

paid a bill for $475 to Varsity for

damages incurred during the

Toronto weekend revelries, but

it promised to make up the dif-

ference for the extra damage

if necessary.

OUR GENERAL STORE
SELLS MOST ANYTHING

Student Attends

U.S. Conference

Queen's will once again he re-

presented at the annual student

conference on United States Affairs,

sponsored by the U.S. Military

Academy at West Point. The

Queen's delegate this year will be

Ken Hilborn, a final-year honors

student in history and politics. Mr.

Hilborn, formerly president of the

International Relations Club and

editor of the Arts Journal, is now

secretary-treasurer of the H istory

Club.

The conference, which meets in

early December and is to be attend-

ed by selected students from

universities throughout eastern Can-

ada and the United States, will be

divided into a number of round

table groups to discuss specific as-

pects of American foreign policy.

Mr. Hilborn has been assigned to

the panel on United States security

interests in China.

By Ed Koen
Journal Staff Writer

Technical Supplies is perhaps

the most widely used student

service on the campus, next to

the coffee shop. Unfortunately,

its name in later years will prob-

ably bring to the future grad's

memory an image of his fresh-

man days — standing bewildered

in a crush of students all wanting

books at the same time.

Situated in Clark Hall, Techni-

cal Supplies is operated by the

Service Control Board of the En-

gineering Society on a non-pro-

fit basis. After completion, Clark

Hall was given outright to the

university, which in turn built

the Science Club room overhead

for the use of the society.

Tech Supplies offers the con-

venience of a non-profit campus

bookstore, texts at cost, and a ten

percent rebate on purchases.

Since all gift horses must be

scrutinized carefully in the

mouth, students frequently com-

plain about the line-up for books

during registration week and the

subsequent wait for those books

not in stock.

Most students fail to appreciate

the problems involved in satis-

fying the wants of over 2500

students and faculty members.

A bookstore's main problem is

gauging the demand for a partic-

ular book, and where hundreds

of different types are involved,

the complications can be numer-

ous. Should it overstock, the

books cannot be returned and the

loss must be absorbed. Should it

be caught short due to an unfor-

seen increase in registraton, some
students must wait until a sec-

ond order can be filled.

Contrary to popular belief, a

phone call to the publisher is not

all that is necessary to have the

books on the next train to Kings-

ton. Delays at the publishers, at

customs, or in transportation

make delivery uncertain.

The unenviable task of man-
aging such an enterprise has been

handled since 1929 by Mr. A. M.
Bradburn, who is at present as-

sisted by a staff of four: Miss

Joan Coe, Miss Edith Roushorn,

Mrs. E. F. Sughrue, and Mr.

Frank Gauchie.

Tech Supplies does not con-

fine itself to books and technical

equipment, but also sells crests,

ribbons, and pennants. It is also

a popular spot for chocolate bars

and cokes between lectures.

With the hectic first month

rush a memory for another year.

Mr. Bradburn and his staff can

relax and enjoy a comparatively

quiet season of fulfilling Tech

Supplies* purpose — meeting the

students' every need to the best

of their ability.

50 million

times a day

at home, at work

or on the way

There's

nothing

McGALL'S
LUGGAGE AND SPORTING GOODS
By The World's Finest Manufacturers

— AGENTS FOR —
SPALDING - SLAZENCER - CCM, ETC., SPORTS EQUIPMENT

SKYWAY — SAMSONITE — McBRINE

QUEEN'S CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS

Tennis and Badminton Racquets Restrung

212 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 3793

1. SO BRIGHT IN TASTE...
nothing like it for

sparkling, (ongy goodness.

2. SO QUICKLY REFRESHING
feel its extra-bright

enerfty. a fresh little lift

that everyone welcomes.

"Colic" If a rtglilercd Trade-reorti.

IstWlns rBtfera) lain

COCA-COLA LTD.

How to get better marks . .

According to many well-known educators, there's

a legitimate way to improve your marks. They contend
that typewritten notes and essays lead to better

standing. Thoughts are expressed more clearly

—

spelling improves.

And speed? Fast longhand writing is about 30
words a minute. In no time at all you can do far
belter on a Royal Portable.

Typed notes mean less squinting and guessing at
exam time too!

Just one caution—when choosing a portable type-
writer, look for a Royal. The rugged Royal will last a
lifetime. Small wonder it's the world's favorite.

See the Royal Portable at Dealer's and Department
Stores. Budget terms arranged.

"Quiet DcLuxt"—with amart Fiberclaa
carrying case. HaB full-eize keyboard ana ufl
features of mo.it big office typewriters.

"You Old Swat!"

What - A Revue?

By Abe Kelly

An unfortunate coincidence oc-

curred in Montreal recently. The

term "You old swat!" was quite a

prominent expression, much to the

dismay of football players. This

expression happens to be the title

of the forthcoming Science Revue.

It should he made clear that this

was definitely not a planned publi-

city stunt for the Revue and that

this display was undertaken by in-

dividuals on their own initiative. If

anything "You old swat!" (the

Revue), will put people to sleep

rather than keep them awake.

The last Science Revue was held

in the mid 40's. The present one

is scheduled for the mid 50's. The

next one (in view of this one)

probably won't take place until the

mid 60's.

Dispensing with frivolities and

getting serious, we can seriously

say that this show isn't serious. It's

strictly for laughs (we hope).

There's no "middle of the road

policy" here — you'll love it or

leave it.

One performance is planned for

sure — 8 bells on Wednesday, De-

cember 7, in the KCVI auditorium.

Whether or not we have enough

nerve to have a second performance

will be revealed in the near future.

The atrocious prices of 65c and 50c

for reserved and rush seats will be

charged. Five percent discount on

the dozen.

(Ed. Note — Tin's is an unpaid

advertisement.)

CFRC
Friday

6:00—What's New
6:30—Odds and Ends—Graham

Skerrett, Norm May
7 :00—Stardust — Danny Wong

at the piano

7:30—Club Tambourine — Don
Quinsey

8:00—Birdland — Paul Ward,

Don Cooper

8:30—Show Biz News —
Harriet Badaker, Doug
Thomson

9:00—Our Choice — Bev.

Phillips, June Pryce

10:00—1490 Pops — Don Harri-

son

11:00—Al's Penthouse — Al

Kemp
11:30—Prelude to Dreaming —

Oryce McIIraith

Saturday

6:00—Ranch 1490 — Bev.

Phillips

6:30—Date With a Star — Bob

Sage, Ira Sutherland

7:00—Hits and Misses — Ann
Dorland, Ellie Williamson

7:30—On The Upbeat — Am
Matthews

8:00—In The Groove — Doug
Thomson

S:30—Lonesome Lemon — Ann
O'Nymous

9:00—1490 Classics — Don
Harrison

10:00—Bib and Tucker — Leu

Berk

10:30—Around the Campfire —
Len Berk

11:00—Cook's Musical Tour —
Ken Cook

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Rugged l^lf^J^ P°rtabl

now— In S gay colors tja.r. 0 .

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

68V2 Princess Street Kingston Phone 2-1761

Quality that Pleases . . . Service that Satisfies

WARD b HAMILTON LUNCH BAR
PRINCESS AT DIVISION KINGSTON, ONT.

FULL COURSE MEALS
REASONABLE PRICES

Book now for 1956

Ask for ont or all folders.

D "Studont Tours" . . . two spedol

toufi sailing S.S. Homeric May 26 and

June 14 limited to Sludenls in the-

18-25 ogo group.

"Budget lours" . . . throe departuro

dates open to Students of all oges.

[~| "Indopondent Travel" . .

.

plonned according to your individual

requirement En the price category

of your choice.

Q "Soilings" ... oil lines, all ships,

all rate*. Also air tariffs.

ECONOMICAL • COMPREHENSIVE • COMFORTABLE

England

Switzerland

Italy

Scotland

Copri

Dolomites

Salzburg

Fronce

Rivieros

Rhine

Bovaria

Scandinavia

Vienna

Tyrol

Holland

Belgium

SPECIALIZING IN CUROPCAN JRAVil SINCE 1926

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL CLUB

Monog»i7ienh C. H. & I. f. LUCAS

37 BIOOS STREET W.. TORONTO

Two Officet

| Undoi iem» Conadlon

( Monosomen!

V TORONTO LONDON
Itwa)

WoJr»L.M-M39 Agenl, ln printipol

% European a'l/oi
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Money Does Not Grow On Campus Trees
But It Crops Up In The Registrar's Office

The registrar's office has an-

nounced several scholarships

available to Queen's students.

Formal applications must be sub-

mitted to the registrar not later

than Dec. 1.

Ottawa Ladies' College
Scholarship

Four scholarships of $100 each

to be awarded each year to

Protestant lady students from
Ottawa College Institutes 'or

technical schools, without re-

striction as to course or year of

attendance at Queen's.

University Women's Club
of Kingston Bursary

Given annually to assist a

woman student of promising

ability who is in financial diffi-

culties. Value, $200.

Ottawa Women's Canadian
Club Scholarship

Value, $185. First preference is

given to candidates who were
prisoners of war in World War
I or II and who enlisted from or

are resident in the Eastern On-
tario Area, or a descendant of

such a prisoner of war.

In any year in which there are

Classified Ads
For Sale

Royal Quiet Deluxe (1954)
Portable Typewriter. First Class

condition, guaranteed. $75. Apply
Doug Phippen, 168 University Ave.,

Phone 2-1010.

* * *

Lost

Lady's gold wrist watch with
gold expansion bracelet, "Tudor
Rolex" near stadium on Nov. 1 2.

Finder please leave watch at

Journal office. Reward.

no prisoners of war from the

Eastern Ontario area or descen

dents of such a prisoner of war,

the scholarship is awarded to £

veteran of World War I or II

resident in or enlisted from the

Eastern Ontario area, or one of

his descendeuts.

Atkinson Charitable
Foundation Bursaries

Three Atkinson Charitable

Foundation Bursaries valued at

$300 are available for award to

students in the first year of any
faculty, provided that they are

residents of Ontario. Under the

terms of the gift, the award will

be made on the basis of merit

and need, academic sincerity and
future promise. Forms ma)' be

obtained from the registrar.

Atkinson Foundation
Bursaries

A limited number of bursaries

valued at not less than $100 and
not more than $300 are available

WUS SPEAKER
(Continued from Page 1)

in Jerusalem. There is also an

engineering school in Haifa.

One of the most striking fea

tures of Israeli student life is the

division of youth groups into poli

tical parties. For example, there

are the Labor Party Boy Scouts

the Zionist Party Boy Scouts plus

numerous other boy scout parties

The Hillel Foundation is the only

student organization in Israel which

is open to students of all political

parties.

The Rabbi stressed the fact that

Israeli universities would be over

crowded even more than at present

in future years.

MOONLIGHT LUNCH
FULL COURSE DINNERS CHINESE DISHES

Lunches prepared to take out

SPECIAL FOR STUDENTS
Meal Tickets: $5.50 for only $4.75

527 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 6972 and 2-9001

HAPPY CORNER RESTAURANT
SPECIAL MEAL TICKETS FOR STUDENTS

We serve ITALIAN SPAGHETTI
533 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2-8013

THE

DEFENCE RESEARCH BOARD
HAS EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITIES

FOR

SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS
FOR

FULL TIME AND SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES EXIST IN MANY FIELDS

INCLUDING:

Operational Research
Aerosol Filtration

Aero- Dynamics
Air Frame and Structural Design
Anti-Corrosion

Armament Fire Controls
Detection Reactions
Digital Computer Techniques
Early Warning Systems
Electronic Circuitry

Electronic Instrumentation
Explosives and Propellants

Guidance and Fuze Research

Cuided Missiles

Hydro-Mechanics
Infrared

Materials Assessment
Metallurgical Engineering

Nuclear Radiation

Racket Ammunition
Rubber and Plastics

Tron sis tors

Underwater Sound Research
Weapon Ballistics

SCIENCES

CHEMISTRY
MATHEMATICS
PHYSICS
STATISTICS

SPECIALIZATIONS
ENCINNERINC

AERONAUTICAL ELECTRONICS
CHEMICAL MECHANICAL
COMMUNICATIONS METALLURGICAL
ELECTRICAL PHYSICS

Our representatives will soon visit this university to conduct

interviews. Watch this newspaper for exact dates of their visits.

for students in the final year of

Arts who are residents of On-
tario. The award is made on the

basis of merit and need, academic
sincerity and future promise.
Forms may be obtained from the
registrar.

Ontario Hockey Association
Scholarship

Open to any player in the

OHA or NOHA series who has
a player's certificate, has played
in the preceeding winter, and has
so conducted himself both on and
off the ice as to merit recognition

for the OHA. Normally awarded
on matriculation. If in any year
there is not an eligible matricu-
lation candidate, the scholarship

will be awarded to some student
within the university on the basis

of the candidate's academic quali-

fications and on his rating as a

clean and effective hockey player.

The scholarship was not awarded
on matriculation this year and
therefore applications are invited

from Queen's students.

Dieppe Scholarship
The Dieppe scholarship, valued

at $350 is open to sons and
daughters of men who were in

the Dieppe raid, Aug. 19, 1942.

It is given by Dr. Brachmin of

Regina, Saskatchewan, who star-

ted donating these scholarships

in 1952, the year of the 10th an-

niversary of the Dieppe raid and
will continue them for a period

of ten years until ten awards have
been made.

The scholarship will be award-

ed to the most deserving young
man or woman whose father took

an active part in the raid, who
actually landed on the French

shore and was evacuated, or was
wounded, killed, or taken pris-

oner. Please see the registrar for

application forms.

PRINCESS STREET

Coffee Shop and Restaurant

Kingston, Ont. Phone 7712

'59 Artsmen
All male members of Arts '59

please pick up letters at Queen's

Post Office.

* *
Queen St. United Church
Queen Street United, corner of

Queen and Clergy, cordially invites

you to the anniversary service,

Nov. 20. Guest speakers — 11:00

a.m. Rev. D. W. Mathers — 7:30

p.m. Rev. A. M. Laverty, Social

Hour 8:30 p.m.

* * *
Newman Club

Nov. 20, 7:30 p.m. Class in

Fundamental Religion, Room III,

Cathedral School, Barrie & Brock.

8:00 p.m., Panel Discussion —
"Art in the Service of Religion"

by Newman Club Alumni—Jeanne

Mance Nurses Residence.

* *
Attention Arts '59

Need $5.00? Submit your entry

for the Arts '59 year crest either

to Diane Palmason or Kent Doe.

AH entries must be in by Nov, 21.

* * *
Chalmer's Students Hour
A motion picture on "Moham-

medanism" will be shown this Sun.

evening. We shall meet at the

church tonight at 6.30 then leave

for the bowling alleys.

Queen's Band
A dance will be held in Grant

Hall, Friday, Nov. 25, 9 - 1. Pro-

ceeds to Queen's Bands. The con-

cert scheduled in conjunction with

this dance has been cancelled.

*

Susie-Q Dance
There's still time to find a man

for the dance tomorrow. Place

:

Grant Hall. Time: 9 - 12 p.m. Or-

chestra : Con Baker. Admission

:

$1.50 a couple.

* *

Canterbury Club
Holy Communion in St. James'

Chapel, Sunday at S.00 a.m. Break

fast afterwards. All Anglicans

welcome.

* *

Arts '59

Pick up summonses at post

office before Tues., Nov. 22. Court

will be held Tues. night, S.00 p.m.,

in Convocation Hall.

Chapel Service

The students of this university

are warmly invited to the morning

chape! services in the Old Art's

Building, Monday through to Sat-

urday, from 8.45 a.m, to 9.00 a.m.

DAY OR NIGHT
PHONE 5551

For Qualify Milk, Cream, Butter

BY

Hemlock Park Dairy
LIMITED

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FAMOUS
Velvet- Ice Cream Duncan Hines Ice Cream

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS
12 OUTSTANDING SHADES
GABARDINE AND PAN RIVER FABRIC

SPORT SHIRTS
All shirts with shank buttons. A real bargain. Reg. 4.95

2.98

PENMAN'S WHITE "T" SHIRTS 2 ™ 1.50

100% NYLON DRESS SOX rhg . qq 79c

MEN'S CORDUROY SPORT JACKETS Q 99
MEN'S SPORT SHIRT both for

MEN'S ZIP-IN-LINING

TOPCOATS ALL SIZES

REG. 29.95
14.

88

KINGSTON LIQUIDATOR'S BANKRUPT SALES

71 Brock St.
HAVEN FOR
THRIFTY
STUDENTS

BETWEEN
KING AND
WELLINGTON

Color TV Lecture

Given Here Today

An illustrated lecture on color

TV will be given by Mr. Cyril N.

Hoyler of the Technical Relations

Branch, David Synoff Research

Centre of the Radio Corporation o£

America (RCA) this afternoon at

4.30. The demonstration will be

held in Convocation Hall.

Mr. Hoyler will trace the history

of new color development in this

popular medium and refer to early

technical advances which have been

significant in its growth. He will

illustrate the principles of color

formation pertinent to television

and the ways in which color signals

may be transmitted.

It will require three hours to set

up equipment beforehand. The
audience will be able to see both

the principle and actual operation

of a color tube. They will also be

shown examples of RCA research

in the use of phosphorous for the

face of the color tube.

DISCOUNT SERVICE
(Continued from Page 1)

Western has a unique arrange-

ment with merchants and citizens

of London and that the discount

might endanger this arrangement.

Dr. Hal! mentioned a direct

grant of $70,000 made by London
to the university. As far as is

known, it is the only such grant

made to a Canadian University.

Dr. Hall suggested that the

matter be brought to the Western
University Students' Council and
then to the Board of Governors,

but doubted that it would pass

either body. The NFCUS com-
mittee decided instead to drop the

matter.

for active sports

Above: No. <J07-Hi-low Witch-
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lines the cups individually.
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To Each His Own
The time is fast apporaching when the AMS and the AB of C

must determine the policy to be adopted for student seating at

football games next year. Already a committee of the AMS has the

matter under consideration. Perhaps the method adopted at last

Saturday's game holds some value as a guide for future action.

That game was most certainly free from the unpleasant incidents

that have marred previous games here this year. Yet it is evident

that everyone thoroughly enjoyed the game. Granted that this was a

play-off and that Queen's won. However, the spirit and enthusiasm

displayed by the student section did not seem to be diminished by

the seating arrangement, or by "prohibition."

The allocation of student seats by section and seat, as adopted

last Saturday, has certain advantages over the old "free-for-all"

system. For one thing, it would eliminate the necessity of lining up

about two hours before game time to get a decent seat. Admittedly

it would only shift the place and time of lining up. The queue would

then form up at the gym several days before the game.

This is, from the point of view of order, a more desirable place

to queue. The crowd, entering the stadium at 12:30 for a game that

does not start until 2, finds little to occupy its attention. The rowdy

elements turn their attention to the bottle with results which

have, on several occasions, brought discredit to our university.

Another criticism of this new method is that it breaks up the

groups of friends who, in the past, have been accustomed to sitting

together. Without attacking the institution of friendship, we may
state that such a break-up might be a good thing. Under the new
scheme it would not be impossible for five or six people to obtain

seats together. The groups which we have in mind are much larger

than that. In the past they have been seen, twenty-five to fifty

strong, the centres of heavy-drinking and obscenity that have made
previous games here unpleasant and embarrassing to many stud-

ents. The break-up of such groups would be a positive advantage.

There are many practical problems of ticket distribution which

would have to be overcome. The difficulties in arriving at an equit-

able distribution for the play-off game are proof enough of that.

However, we urge the AMS and AB of C to carefully consider the

possibility of numbered seats for students in the future. Such a

system would not only provide students with a better opportunity

of enjoying the game but would also eliminate several factors which

have contributed in the past to disorder.

Hot Dogs And Tchaikovsky

An indication of the changing times was evident at Tuesday
night's performance by the. National Ballet Company. Kingston

patrons of the arts munched hot dogs in time to the music of Swan
Lake, and campus culture enthusiasts hastened to fortify themselves
with popcorn at intermission. The incongruity becomes ludicrous

when one imagines a display of furs and diamonds at a hockey
game.

The casual munching of present-day art lovers cannot be con-

sidered an innovation, however. It is rather a revival of a custom
which existed at least as far back as Shakespeare's time. Audiences
in the pit of Shakespeare's Globe Theatre are known to have eaten

nuts during the play, and to have thrown the shells at the actors if

they objected to the performance. A man named W. L. Lawrence
has even written a book on the subject, entitled "Those Nut-Crack-
ing Elizabethans". A historian reviewing twentieth century customs
may be tempted to write just such a book bearing a title like "The
Atomic Age Popcorn Fiends".

There are several more serious criticisms which can be raised

about arrangements for Tuesday night's performance, which was,
nevertheless, excellent. The Community Centre itself provides a
rather incongruous setting for a show of this sort, but unfortun-
ately it is the only place in Kingston large enough to accommodate
a good-size audience. However, if the National Ballet is brought
back next year an attempt should be made to provide a larger stage,

and also one of more sturdy nature. The noise of the dancers' feet

could be heard at the end of the arena; the performers themselves
must have been in constant terror of disappearing suddenly into

the abyss below.

Their Weight In Gold Watches
We find ourselves in agreement with the mystification express-

ed elsewhere on this page about amateur standards and some as-
pects of inter-collegiate football. On the surface one may object that
the dangling of gold watches before the eyes of football players
does not add to their incentive to win or to play well. Football is,

perhaps more than any other sport, a team effort. Any attempt by
an individual player to "grandstand" or appear conspicuous would
be reflected in the play of the team. There has been no evidence
of this in our Golden Gaels.

It may also be argued that the correspondent is arguing for a
definition of "amateurism" that belongs to a bygone era before the
spectator became king. This, of course, does not imply that his def-
inition is wrong or undesirable for our university to-day. However,
it is not in accord with the facts.

The football player today is subject to a great many more press-
ures than was his counterpart forty years ago. His motives are pro-
bably as "pure" as those of the player of old. He is just as interested
m playing it for its own sake. Our correspondent has drawn atten-
tion to one of those pressures: the leech-like attempts of merchants
to gain the greatest possible advertising value from the successes
of our football team. However much we deplore such stunts as a
desecration of amateur interests they are with us to stay as long
as intercollegiate football retains its spectator interest and appeal.

'That's what I like about Queens'men . . . they're so willing.

Conversation Piece

l^n^Mn By Tony King^^^^
I wish today to grant a mea-

sure of public recognition to a de-

lightful little volume used as a

text by the school of physical and

health education, one of whose
students drew it to my attention.

It is called "The Trainers Bible"

(no apostrophe). It was written

by the author of "Healthful Liv-

ing," "The Art of Boxing," etc.

and is dedicated "To the Little

Monkey who calls me 'Poppa' be-

cause 'Grandpa* is still too diffi-

cult to say."

To quote from the preface

:

"Another reel in the cavalcade of

a lifetime . . . Nearly four years

have drifted into the yesterdays

since the publication of the sev-

enth edition of this text . . . Thir-

ty-eight months of it with the BIG
TEAM that licked hell out of the

Nazis and the Nips . . . My task

rehabilitation and reconditioning

. . . They salute me as "Colonel"

but must know that it is just old

"Doc" taking care of his boys . . .

even as in the days with Bob
Zuppke at Illinois.

"When," it continues, "The
thousands of convalescents begin

to pour in, we are ready for them
with as fine an athletic plant as

any college can boast of . . . all

hand made ... by that great Gang
O' Mine headed by John C. Lilly

of Californaya.

"At all times," it concludes, "I

have been happy in the know-
ledge that The Trainers Bible is

not merely just another book
gathering dust on the shelf but a

reference text badly smudged and
stained from constant use. Lets

go!" (Again, no apostrophe.)

The first chapter, "The Why of

Scientific Training," is modestly
subtitled, "A bit of history, phil-

osophy, hope for the future," Its

first sentence reads: "They were
selling football short as late as

1910."

(I wonder if this won the Pul-

itzer Prize.)

In the second chapter the auth-

or's intention "is merely to brief-

ly call attention to certain parts

of the body with which we are

frequently concerned in athlet-

ics," For example: "Brain—con-

cussion of the brain of varying

severity is not infrequent in ath-

letics." That is all he says about
the brain. "Eyes—defective vis-

ion is more or less of a handicap

in athletics, although we have all

seen bespectacled stars. If your
man is fumbling punts or missing

baskets, have his eyes examined."

The chapter called "A bit of

Physiology" contains the follow-

ing advice: "On trips assign the

lower and more centrally located

berths of the pullman to your

regulars. Few people sleep well

on trains and this is especially

true of high strung athletes . . .

Send the boys to bed rather early

. . . Separate beds are preferable

—athletes rarely sleep soundly

when doubled with strange bed-

fellows." (Does anyone?)

"Guard against dehydration,"

the trainer is told. "This past fall

I received a long distance call

from a coach, 'Doc, we are on the

eve of a big game; four or five of

the boys are suffering from

muscle cramps of the legs . .
.'

I prescribed, 'Give them salt tab-

lets and plenty of water.' A few

days later came his note of

thanks and '.
. . It worked like a

charm . . . Funny I didn't think

of dehydration.' " Marvellous.

I began to worry about the

type of life our athletes lead

when, in a list of "Common Ail-

ments", I found syphilis and gon-

orrhea, as well as hiccoughs,

hives, shingles, piles, acne and

constipation.

The author, by the way, is an

MD, FABPM and R. Sounds like

a railroad. I wonder whether any-

one has ever told him that his

masterpiece i s extraordinarily

funny as well as being undoubt-

edly very useful; I don't suppose

he would see the humor. I won-

der, too, what he has against

apostrophes; perhaps the key is

broken on his typewriter.

"The Trainers Bible" is now in

the eighth printing of its eighth

edition. Strangely enough

though, the copywright is still

pending.

"It has been," the author
writes, "a great satisfaction to sec

scientific training attain univers

al recognition." Those who wish

to inquire further may purchase

"The Trainers Bible" at Tech-

nical Supplies for only $3 a copy.

It is a joy to own.

Letters To The Editor

Unorthodox 1/ With Meaning

Editor, Journal

:

I read with interest Gordon

Penny's article a few weeks ago

entitled, "Awful Unorthodoxy"

in which Mr. Penny pleads for

unorthodoxy for its own sake.

Surely, I ask, is not being differ-

ent merely for the sake of being

different just another kind of con-

formity, perhaps worse than fol-

lowing the crowd and perhaps

even more immature? There are

fools who follow the crowd be-

cause they have not got the in-

itiative to be individuals, and

there are fools who are unortho-

dox just for the boost it gives

their ego.

Rabbi E. T. Sandrow speaking

to Hillel House the other night

stated, "The chief problem from

which people suffer is emptiness

—the inability to know what we
as individuals want. People try

to live up to the standards the

society has set." We see that un-

orthodoxy is only good insofar as

it develops the individual person-

ality. Any unconformity such as

not wearing faculty jackets be-

cause everyone else wears them,

is a negative approach for indi-

vidualistic development.

The emptiness Rabbi Sandrow
talks about can only be replaced

by a positive unorthodoxy not

ruled by people's opinions of

what they like or dislike. ", . .

The inability to know what we as

individuals want" cannot be

remedied by simply acting in the

opposite way from the crowd. We
must widen our scope of interest

and participate in active hobbies

to discover what we as individu-

als want. Artsmen should know
something of science and en-

gineers something of the arts. We
only scratch the surface of know-
ledge when we specialize.

The unorthodox and mature

individual who has left the crowd
has done so because of differences

in likes and dislikes or differences

in philosophies of living. It is on-

ly through widening our scope

and outlook that we can ably

choose what satisfies us and be-

come individual personalities.

John Howe.

Self Indulgence And The Real Truth

Notice

The Journal has received

numerous letters to the editor

in the past few weeks. Be-

cause of space limitations we
cannot print them all at once,

but we try to print as many
as possible. Please keep letters

short.

Editor, Journal

:

On the front pages of the

Journal there are loud outcries

against the misbehaviour of stu-

dents at football games and else-

where. Editorials suggest that

students should be refused to

wear identifying clothing beyond

the campus. Yet the remaining

feature columns are devoted to

discussing the joys and/or hum-
our of sex and booze. I don't sug-

Old Memories Revived

Editor, Journal

:

I would like to take this oppor-

tunity to congratulate Queen's,

my Alma Mater, on winning the

championship Saturday. It reviv-

ed memories of my student days

in the 1920s. It also gives us "old-

timers" of today a new lease on

life to see our successors able to

play so convincing a game. It

healed just a little of the heart-

break of last year.

Also, I would like to mention

that many of my friends com-

mented most favorably on the

conduct of the students. The
whole atmosphere was so much
more pleasant than it was when
we saw someone with two gunny-

sacks full of empty beer bottles.

Also one felt much more comfort-

able without the empty "mickies"

flying by.

Here's hoping that Queen's

will keep up both good works

J. A. Hannah, BA '26, MD '28.

Amateur Confusion

Editor, Journal

:

I am a football fan and I love

the game. But many will agree

with me that there are too many
rules to this game and I person-

ally do not understand them all.

The most confusing one to me
and some of my friends is the rule

which lays down amateur stand-

ards for the college football play-

er. I understood always that an

amateur player does not play for

material gain. Yet this fall every

member of our team knew that if

he were chosen "player of the

week" he would receive a beauti-

ful Benrus watch. I hope, dear

editor, that you will be able to

explain how this conforms with

amateur standards.

Kristian Palda,

Arts '56.

guest censorship but by your lay-

out there is a facade of self-right-

ousness covering a pretty seamy
inside.

Vandalism, sex and booze,
when related to one's life are all

part of the same problem—self-

indulgence. For a student the

problem may have a deeper sig-

nificance. By these wilful actions-

are the students trying to unlock

the mystery of the real experi-

ences of life? If so, then their ur-

gent need is to know the real

truth of life. In life the great

principle for something to be-

real is that it can be experienced

and is of some permanent or

everlasting value. The former at-

tribute is necessary but not suf-

ficient; the latter attribute sup-

plies the quality of sufficiency to-

experience.

If we are to know the real

things of life, we must draw close-

to the reality that Jesus Christ is

our Lord and Saviour, the same
now and forever more.

John McDougall.
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THOSE ROAR-R-ING TWENTIES
Susie-Q's and their catches left

mundane existence Friday night

when they "costumed" to the

dance at Grant Hall. Everyone
from devils and angels to Charles-

ton and black-bottom enthusiasts

joined in on the fun. The dance

was the climax of the traditional

"Week of Susie-Q" at Queen's.

Students Are Human Guinea-Pigs
Assist Medical Diet Experiments

Queen's medical students,

members of third, fourth, and

fifth years, are serving as human
guinea-pigs this week in an at-

tempt to shed more light on ath-

erosclerosis, the disease which re-

cently struck down President

Eisenhower, and which accounts

for one-seventh of the deaths on

this continent.

Dr. J. M. Beveridge, who is

conducting the experiment, has

been working on the problem of

the effect of various fats and oils

on blood liquid levels for the past

few years.

The diet lasts for 16 days. All

begin with a standard of 60 per

cent of butter in their diet. After

eight days diets will be varied in

"T'was Nothing" Said Champ
As He Fell To The Floor

University of Toronto engin-

eers have taken up, and bettered,

the challenge flung at them by
engineers at the University of

Ma-iitoba. Varsity's Tony Bom-
ben is the new intercollegiate

beei drinking champion, after

taking over from Manitoba's Carl

Ramjit.

The original champion, Carl

Ramjit, dismissed his feat, as he

Hold It Men!
Gaels Are Out
To Cop Title

It is rumored that an-all-out

effort will be made to bring the

drinking title to Queen's.

Two teams, each consisting of

seven men, have been organized,

and will compete at some time in

the near future. The best five

"en on each team will count in

the final scoring, in which the

win will be awarded to the team
with the highest score.

Two judges from each group,
and one neutral, yet to be ap-

pointed, will oversee the contest.

Only bottled beer will be drunk,
thus assuring accuracy of mea-
surement.

Officials in charge are hopeful
that a new college guzzling
champion will emerge from the

ranks of the 14 men taking place

"n this contest.

downed his 64th glass of beer,

with the modest remark, "t'was

nothing." Eighteen other stu-

dents managed to pass the 40

beer mark, while one student

staggered to the 54th glass.

One Engineer felt it was not

merely the right, but the duty of

every red-blooded engineer to up-

hold the age-old and hallowed

tradition. It was suggested that

the contest be restricted to those

entering first year engineering,

and the fledglings who failed the

test should be transferred to an-

other course.

Members of the engineering

society quipped that it was far

too expensive trying to prove

something that is generally
known as a fact.

Recently the Varsity proclaim-

ed a new boozing champ, Tony
Bomben, who polished off 3.14

gallons in five hours, 12 minutes,

as compared with Ramjit's score

of I'A gallons in 12 hours.

The pcrservering student be-

gan his momentous undertaking

at noon last Sunday, after no

breakfast, tossed off ten bottles

in the first hour, then paused for

a ping-pong game in which he de-

feated a sober engineer 21-6.

From the 27th bottle on, "it was

easy."

At the groggily triumphant

finish, Bomben issued the follow-

ing statement; "My mouth feels

like the bottom of a bird caere."

butter content, and one group
will be given corn oil rather

than butter.

Dr. Beveridge explained re-

sults of previous testing in this

field. It has been found that there

is an association between high

plasma cholesterol (a plasma

liquid) and high incidents of the

cornorary disease, atheroscler-

osis. There is reason to believe,

he said, this association is one

of cause and effect. That is, high

plasma liquid levels will increase

the development of atheroscler-

osis.

One of the most important steps

in the experiment, aimed at modi-

fying plasma liquid levels, is to

modify diet. Tests at Queen's

have proved dietary fat has an in-

creasing effect on blood levels.

Controversy has arisen over

the effect of animal and vegetable

fat on the coronary disease.

Queen's has found fats of vege-

tables decrease plasma liquid lev-

(See Dr. Beveridge, Page 5)

SEEK AMERICAN JOBS?

"NIX" SAY ENGINEERS
McNeill House
Changes Rules

The social regulations of McNeill

House, with regard to the common
rooms, have been changed once

again. At a meeting last week the

interim house committee decided to

change the first floor common room

to a reception room, and to leave

the large ground floor room for

social gatherings.

The reception room will be

open to non-residents Monday to

Thursday inclusive, from 1 to 11

p.m., Friday from 1 p.m. to 12

midnite, and Saturday from 10

a.m. to 12 midnite.

The large common room will be

used Friday and Saturday from 7

to 12 p.m. and Sunday from 2 to

12 p.m. This room will not be open

during the week to permit univer-

sity clubs and organizations to use

the facilities. Bookings can be made

at the hall porter's office.

The two smaller common rooms

on the ground floor will remain

closed except to residents of the

house.

NFCUS Backs

Tax Exemption

U of T Song Gets

New Set Of Words

A Western Gazette source has

come up with a dubious new set of

words for the University of To-

ronto song. Queensmen, who have

long been searching for new lyrics

for the Toronto song, may find

some slight consolation in these:

"Toronto is a university?

I am glad that it don't belong to me

Oh zvhat the hell oh

She is always yellow

it is a mess, your alma mater".

The Future BelongsTo Canada

Say 20 Of 25 In Journal Poll

A serious migration of Canadian engineers to the United States

appears unlikely, because engineering students graduating this year

seem willing to cast their lot with Canadian industry.

A Journal survey conducted among final year engineering stu-

dents received emphatic "no's" from 20 of the 25 engineers question-

ed on such questions as: "Do you intend, after graduation this year,

to seek employment in the United States?" and "If not, are you stay-

ing in Canada primarily to escape compulsory military training in

the United States?"

The survey was prompted by

articles in the daily press which

outlined the startling lack of en-

gineering talent in the United

States. The situation was des-

cribed as being one which could

"threaten national security", if

not soon remedied.

With this problem in mind,

final year engineers were ques-

tioned concerning their post-

graduation employment plans.

When they indicated they would

be staying in Canada, they were

asked to give their reasons for

this decision.

Only one person of the twenty-

five interviewed expressed a def-

inite preference for job conditions

in the United States. A few were

undecided, saying that salaries

and opportunities for advance-

ment would influence them in

their final choices.

The threat of compulsory mili-

tary training was in most cases

a secondary reason for remaining

(See Expansion, Page 5)

Queen's proposal for increased

income tax exemption for students

will be discussed at a meeting with

James A. McCann, Minister of

National Revenue, and the Honor-

able Walter Harris, Minister of

Finance, some time in January.

Representatives of the AMS, the

Queen's NFCUS executive and

Peter Martin, NFCUS national

president, will present the ideas of

the National Federation.

A New York meeting in Decem-

ber of the International Association

of Transcontinental Airlines and

representatives from NCFUS and

the U.S. Federation of University

Students wilt decide whether the

two federations will be allowed

chartered flights next summer. The

result of this meeting wilt also de-

cide whether the NFCUS Travel

Bureau will be disbanded or not.

NFCUS membership cards will

be mailed to Queen's in two weeks

for distribution. These will enable

students to participate in the Stu-

dent Discount Service.

It will be decided at the national

NFCUS executive meeting in De-

cember where the 20th annual con-

ference will be held. The most

likely place is Queen's University.

Franco Doesn't Look For Enthusiasm

Plain Obedience Is Sufficent - Marin

Concerts Feature

Singer, Orchestra

Regional feelings, land troubles

and the military are problems of

modern Spain that will come to the

surface whenever conditions permit,

Prof. Diego Marin told the Inter-

national Relations Club which met

last Thursday evening.

Prof. Marin outlined the attempts

made by certain regions of Spain

in the last hundred years, notably

Catalonia and the Basque country,

to obtain a degree of autonomy on

the basis of their ancient cultures.

"Spain's land troubles arise

chiefly", he said, "from depleted

soil and arid climate, and in the

east and west from oppressive

landlords who have the support

of the Franco government. Oc-

casionally there have been peas-

ant riots, and mass immigrations

from the poorer areas. The land

problem is complex, and redis-

tribution alone would be no sol-

ution."

He emphasized the power of the

Spanish army in contemporary

affairs ; the military began as a

liberal force in Spanish politics over

a century ago and gradually be-

came reactionary.

Prof. Marin said the extreme

partisanship of Spanish political

believers makes compromise
within government almost im-

possible. This, he pointed out, is

a good illustration of the military

power.

However, he continued, the Span-

iard is a lover of personal liberty,

and in the words of a Spanish

novelist, "Every Spaniard carries

in his pocket a constitution which

says 'This Spaniard will do exactly

what he pleases'."

In general, no attempt has

been made to cultivate popular

enthusiasm for the regime. Obe-

dience has been considered su'-

ficient, Prof. Marin concluded.

Prof. Marin studied law at Ma-

drid, and fought as a Loyalist in

the Spanish Civil War. After the

Falangist victory he went to Eng-

land, where lie graduated from the

University of London. In 1946 he

came to Canada and is teaching at

the University of Toronto at

present.

This year's University Concert

Series will feature the Buffalo

Philharmonic Orchestra on Dec.

S, and Maureen Forrester, con-

tralto on Feb. 9.

The Buffalo Philharmonic un-

der the leadership of Mr. Joseph

Krips, has recently moved into a

place among the leading sym-

phonic groups on this continent.

Mr. Krips has conducted both

the Vienna State Opera and the

London Symphony Orchestra in

the past.

Miss Forrester, originally from

Montreal, has a career which can

truthfully be called 'meteoric'.

Scarcely known outside Montreal

until two years ago, she is now
widely hailed by critics.

Journal Contest

Our Christmas literary con-

test cl ,-ing date for entries is

December 4. Fifteen dollars

will he given for the best

short story and a further

fifteen for the best poem. All

entries should be addressed

to our Feature Department,

and handed into the Journal

office, or addressed to us at

the post-office.
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TRICOLOR TAKES TO THE COURT

the Ontario Intermediate

group championship, as

Depleted Ranks Are Coaches Woes
Must Use New Men To Meet Foes

With their first game little more than a week away, the '55-'56 edition of the Queen's Golden
Gaels of the basketball court is just starting to take shape. During the weeks before Christmas
the Tricolor will engage in games with three other quintets, and play one of them twice.

There is little left of the team that put on such a thrilling stretch drive last year. That
squad won seven of its last eight games, but failed to make the playoffs when they were the only
team that could beat Western. The Mustangs won their eleventh, (or was it the twelfth) straight
intercollegiate crown, and the odds are that they will do it again.

At press time, there were only three of the ten who formed last season's senior's who were de-
finitely returning. John Milliken of PHE '56 is the most experienced of the three, while Chuck Lat-
timer, who gained his previous experience with the Border League Champion Kingston Monarchs,
will be playing his third year with the big team. Andy Haydon, who put in part of the season with the
second place finishers of '55, is the third returnee.

Paul Fedor, who led the inter-

collegiate loop in scoring aver-

age last year, is at the moment,
declared ineligible, but there is

hope that the suspension may be

lifted. Paul also had a terrific

season with the Intermediates

two years ago when they won
every game in their league, and

he figured to be the key man in

the Tricolor five this season.

Jay McMahon, whose appear-

ance last year sparked the Tri-

color's final drive, is undecided

as to whether or not he can spare

the time from his studies, as the

time spent with the champion
Gael football team has already

bitten deeply into study oppor-

tunities. Jay, who won All Amer-
ican mention at Penn State has

had plenty of experience in fast

company in the hoop game, and
he too would have been an inval-

uable aid.

And to add to the gloom, the

third man who had been picked

as a centre with great prospects,

Don McCrae from last year's

seconds, is also ineligible. Thus,
at the present moment, it looks

as though the squad must face

the season without a proven cen-

tre with either height or scoring

ability.

Four of the members of last

season have graduated and they

leave holes that will be hard to

FRANK TINDALL

fill. They are Frank Donnelly,
Wally Mellor, Don "Porky"
Lyon and Bob Anglin.

There are a pair of ex-seniors

who were ineligible last year,

who will be back this season, and
they will be a big help in picking
up the slack. They are Bruce Page
and Jim Harrison. Page played
last year with the Kingston War-
ren Orphans, who went on to win

"A"

they

downed Windsor Giles United in

the finals. Harrison spent last

season with the intermediates.

Three other members of that

same Orphan squad, all of them
local boys, seem to be the pick

of the freshman crop. They arc

Murray Prior, Art Warren and

Paul Petro. The trio, with plenty

of experience with good compe-

tition look more than ready for

the step into senior intercollegiate

competition.

Another big factor that has

hampered the squad so far this

season is that coach Frank
Tindall has had almost no time

to spend with the squad. The foot-

JIM HARRISON

ball season is just finished, so

that maybe Frank will be able to

teach the squad, when he can get

time off from the inevitable and
necessary post-season banquet
tour.

The team will open the season
with a home game on Dec. 1st,

when they entertain the Golden
Knights from Clarkson College.

They take to the road for the fol-

lowing two days, and play night
games in Oswego, N.Y., with Os-
wego State Teachers College,
and then move on to Canton for

a Saturday tilt with the St. Law-
rence University Larries. They

round out the early bouts with

another home game with Clark-

son on the 9th.

At the present, it does not look

like this year's edition is as

strong as last year's, but it is too

early to tell for sure what will

happen. Little is known of the

other intercollegiate squads yet,

but it is a sure bet that Western
will be the team to beat, and that

both Assumption College Purple

Riders and the Varsity Blues will

be tough.

'56 HOCKEY SQUAD

SLOWLY SHAPES UP

This year's hockey squad boasts

a strong scoring nucleus up front

backed up by the stellar netminding

of Dick Dodds. Lex Chisholms big

problem seems to lie with the blue-

line brigade.

Ron Valiquette is the only de-

fenceman with any intercollegiate

experience. He is to be joined by
Ray Hoffman, a winger with the

Queen's team last year who has the

brawn and hockey "savoire-faire"

to switch positions.

A promising freshman blueline

basher is big Mitch Wasik from
Hamilton, Ontario, while Gary Ede
from Kapuskasing and Pete Grossi
from Toronto are impressive on the

attack.

Desire, drive and determination

will spark our hockey team. Guts,
goals and glamour may be the re-

sult of each spark but the coach is

promising nothing but hard work.

Bews Standing
PHE
Meds '60

Science '57

Science '59

Arts '58 ...

Am '57 —
Meds '59 _
Science '56

20517

11766

8845

7580

7416

7101

7215

7121

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT
Kingston's Leading Restaurant

SINCE 1919

fCCH THE

SIDELINES

MIKE MOFFAT

The Gaels are the champs, and as Russ Thoman would put it,

they're "getting some accolades". Many of the local organizations

expressed a desire to honour the squad in one way or another, but

on the request of Frank Tindall, these offers have been lumped to-

gether as much as possible, so as to take as little time as possible

from the players who spent so much of it in taking the team to the

title.

The first public appearance of the champs was on TV last Wed-

nesday, when they were all introduced over the local station. The

introductions were made by Pete Handley, an ex-head of the

Queen's radio station who covered the team for CKWS radio during

the season. Pie was aided by Bill Luxton, the regular sportscaster

for the TV station, and Jim Chorley.

After the TV show, the team was given a party by an old grad

T. A. McGinnis, a local contractor. Then on Friday, the team was en-

tertained at a steak dinner at the British-American Hotel. The din-

ner was given by the manager, Nate Hendron.

Tonight, there will be a testimonial dinner at the La Salle,

and the team will be honored with a presentation by the city of

Kingston. The dinner, for which plates cost five dollars apiece, is

sponsored by the Frontenac Sportsman's Club. There will be a

good lineup of after-dinner speakers, including some ex-Gaels to

represent almost every era of this century. As the main speaker,

the Club will present Bill Early of the Toronto Argonauts. Early,

who has a good reputation as an after-dinner speaker, is an ex-

backfield coach from Notre-Dame. Others who are expected to be

present include Ted Reeve, the Telegram Sports Editor who is an

ex-coach of Queen's and a couple of old stars like Tip Logan and

Harry Lampman.
A LOOK BACK

The year 1955 will go down as a good one in the sports annals

of Queen's. In basketball, the Tricolor came through with their

best showing in a long time, as they won seven of their ten games,

and put on a stretch drive that saw them jump to second place

behind the perennial champion University of Western Ontario

Mustangs,

Then came the football, and the team carrying the gold colors

won the first Yates Cup for this university since 1937, winning

that very convincing playoff game from the Toronto Blues.

Hockey started a comeback, that we hope will be continued

this year as the Tricolor was carried by a team that faced inter-

mediate squads from University of Toronto, Western and OAC.

A LOOK AHEAD
In basketball, the Tricolor will lack the experience and depth

of last year's team, and possibly its scoring punch. We will not

predict the loop champion yet, but while the Tindallmen will

give a good account of themselves, I doubt that they can take

the title.

In the football, it will be a very tight league. Both the Gael's

and Blues should slip slightly, while the other two squads will im-

prove. The odds are in favor of the McGill Redmen, if the Tricolor

fail, who will lose only one man through graduation, winning the

crown, and so making a cycle in the last four years, with Western
two years ago, Varsity last year, Queen's this one and McGill next.

This would make the second cycle in Intercollegiate history as

the teams did it in 1936-37-38-39.

The hockey should continue its return to popularity at Queen's
with the home games being broadcast over CFRC, play by play by

Jim O'Grady. It is expected that the Qneen'smen, under new coach
Lex Chisholm, will ice a strong team.

AND NOW

Potluck Pogo
$1.35

— AT —

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
MONTREAL and BROCK STREETS KINGSTON

IN THE LEMONLITE

Intercollegiate Basketball —
the turnouts for these practices

remain extremely poor. The
Bronze Baby Tournament is be-

ing held here this year, thus giv-

ing the Golden Gals considerable

advantage, as they will be play-

ing on their home floor. Once
again, we remind you that prac-

tices are every Monday, Wednes-
day and Saturday afternoons. So
let's get out there girls on Wed.
at 4:30; this is our year to cap-

ture the title.

*
Intramural Basketball — the

battle for the title is in full swing.

This is a double round robin

tournament with six teams enter-

ed. Although it is too early to

predict the champions, there are

three teams to watch out for. To
everyone's surprise, '57 has pul-

led itself out from under and has

come up with three wins, their

star forward being Pat Brown.
This team has plenty of power
and spirit and may be the team

to watch. The Fizzling Mickeys

of 58, sparked by their ace, Mic-

key McCulloch have not lost a

game in three tries and will be

going all out to beat the third big

team, PHE 56, when the two
meet this Friday. Mary Fardell

and Janet Nelson, the '56 big

guns, have led their team to two
straight wins, so the outcome of

Friday's tilt should prove excit-

ing.

Intercollegiate Swimming —
another member of this year's

team is Marcia. Jayes, PHE '56.

Marcia won the synchronized in-

tramural doubles her first year

at Queen's; in her second year,

she won both the singles and the

doubles. Before coming to

Queen's, Marcia had had no pre-

vious experience in synchronized

swimming, but since her arrival,

she has had considerable with the

Aquacade. This is her fourth

year with the intercollegiate team,

a good record for any girl. Con-

gratulations Marcia, and good

luck in this year's meet.

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

Dial 7135

town and country

Restaurants

Highway No. 2, Cataraqui, Ont.

Princess at Clergy Streets,
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Student Government Dead On Its Feet?

The Doctor Says
Queen's is in the political sick-

bed. She has been for quite some
time. True, the patient has im-

proved at times, but soon she

lapses back into her former dis-

mal state, the hope of recovery

never being fulfilled. It appears

that |the patient is doomed to

spend the rest of her life fighting,

though never winning, the strug-

gle against her chronic disease

—

apathy.

The recent sitting of the Alma
Mater Society Court has revealed

some troubling symptoms. The
court, lacking a substantial code

of common law and definite rules

of procedure, floundered momen-
tarily and then fell into a make-
shift struggle to achieve the de-

sired seriousness and legal air.

Not even a clear insight into the

situation by the justices helped.

A court, as a machine, must be

well used or it will deteriorate.

The student body alone holds the

vital controlling lever.

The complete occurrence

prompted one third-year Queen's-

man to remark jokingly he had
no idea be was a member of the

AMS. He was not ashamed and
had no reason to be. From his

first day in university he gladly

followed regulations, did well

academically, and took an enthus-

iastic part in extra-curricular ac-

tivities. Surely the fault does not

lie in him.

Perhaps his is a rare case, but

from the reactions and attitudes

of the majority of students he is

strikingly typical.

Suppose an immigrant with a

comparable education came into

Canada and went through the

normal orientation process. Im-
agine him, after living three-

quarters of bis Canadian life,

showing jocular surprise upon
learning he is a Canadian citizen.

The government wouldn't let it

happen.

Another student remarked lat-

er, referring to the executive of

the AMS, that one has to be a

sports figure to become well

known here at Queen's. There is

no doubt that a capable athlete

should be recognized for prowess
in his field. But of superior and
prime importance is the recogni-
tion of the student executive on
campus. They are the people who
govern the student's non-academ-
ic activity, activity which forms
an irreplaceable part of one's col-

lege life. A picture or a printed

name is not enough. Unfortunate-
ly, thats all most of us get.

The result is that the majority
'>f students attach little import-
ance lo student government.
Some even scorn it. Olbers
niakc comical attempts to bring

'indent institutions into promin-
ence.

This can he shown clearly in

past meetings and elections of

campus societies. At the general

meeting of the Arts Society last

spring only one member outside

the executive made an appear-

ance. He was a member-elect. A
few years ago a group of stu-

dents, roughly twenty in all, went
to such a general meeting and
voted themselves large sums of

money, completely within their

constitutional rights. The general

meetings of the AMS and of the

year organizations are also bad-

ly attended.

Moreover, elections for the
Arts' representatives to the AMS
brought out only one-third of the

franchise. One student refused to

vote. "Why should I!" he said. "I

don't even know who the candi-

dates are, much less what they

stand for." Even if he did deposit

bis ballot, his vote would not be

responsible.

Some may claim I am general

izing on the basis of one faculty.

However, the Faculty of Medi-
cine enjoys a unique advantage

of size. Sciencemen, and this

lends to endless discussion, are

for the most part interested only

in advancing the "great faculty

movement". Meanwhile, the stu-

dent in Arts, who, by the very na-

ture of his thinking, should fit in-

stinctively into the student-polit-

ical mould, wanders carefree

through the walls of his political

house. Naturally he doesn't bump
his nose. The walls have no sub-

stance.

Section 2 (c) of the Constitu-

tion of the Alma Mater Society

states, "The objects of this So-

ciety shall be to cultivate ... a

sense of responsibility in the stu-

dents". Is this being done when
the typical Queen's student hasn't

even a sense of responsibility to

this very Alma Mater Society?

True, he lives within its regula-

tions but this is merely negative

conformity, not the assumption

of responsibility. Either the stu-

dent's loyalty and interests are

diverted into some other chan-

nel or he neglects his responsi-

bility simply because he just

doesn't care.

Unfortunately, our patient
seems to be resigned to her sorry

fate. She has inevitably lost faith

in her doctors who have long

since given up hope of finding a

cure. As long as she breathes her

wheezy breath their reason for

existence will be justified.

llcr's is a painful dilemma. Is

she, like the captain of the ghost

ship, hound to spend the rest of

her life in suspended helpless-

ness? Or will the malicious dis-

ease of apathy paralyze her prei

ious limbs, solving the problem

for everybody?

1 1 is possible.

Next week—the wonder drug.

LAUNDERETTE
SELF SERVICE

561 Vz PRINCESS STREET

*
MONDAY TO FRIDAY

9.00 a.m. to 9.00 p.m.

(Last Wash B.00 p.m.)

SATURDAY—9.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m.

(Last Wash 3.30 p.m.)

Serving Queen's Students and Staff

Since 1879 —
ROBERT BRUCE, Ltd.

— 170 PRINCESS STREET —
With Fine Drygoods — Men's Furnishings

And the Newest Fashions for Women.

You're sure of the Quality at Bruces'

DRESS REHEARSAL

NOTE
order that

By Gordon Penny

A play in four acts of two scenes

each, ranging from crescendo tin

poco animalo to andantino leneramente,

for the benefit of those who like

it that way.

Musical annotations are included in this edition in

particularly pleasing passages may be hummed. We
would include some of the notes, but our typewriter can't carry a
tune.

ADDENTIA: Tickets for the Saturday performance of Ham
let are still available at the Queen's Post Office.

P.S.
:
There are some tickets for the other nights, but they are

not nearly so numerous.

Act I Scene 1

The scene is laid in the Queen's drama lounge. Actors are pre
paring for the dress rehearsal of Hamlet. Some are having make-up
applied. Others are smirking in mirrors. Still others are playing
cards.

REYNALDO: (grazioso) Where is the fly in this damn thing:

OSRIC: (e leggiero) It's flown. Have you never worn pan
taloons before?

Hamlet: (sempre vivace) I'll lug the guts into the neighboring
room.

POLONIUS: (as usual) You were supposed to be on stage
fifteen minutes ago.

Act 1 Scene 2:

Same as scene 1. Actors arc et cetera.

REYNALDO: (Ditto) Well, I don't own any garter belts.

OSRIC: (no comment)

HAMLET; (poco sostenuto) I'll lug the guts into the neigh-
boring room.

POLONIUS: (as always) You were supposed to be on stage
twenty minutes ago.

Act II Scene 1:

The Scene is laid flat on its back. Actors are on stage or off

stage, as the case may be. Others are smirking in mirrors. Still

others are playing cards.

CLAUDIUS: (vivace) It's bloody cold up here.

BERNARDO: (breathlessly) Yes.

A PRIEST: (priestly) There's supposed to be food at half time.

LADY-IN-WAITING: (also breathlessly) My garter's snap-

ped !

HAMLET: (timorously) I'll lug the guts into the neighbour-

ing room.

ATTENDANT: (hauteur de temps) You're down to pull the

curtain.

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS

"Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

THE

DEFENCE RESEARCH BOARD
HAS EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITIES

FOR

SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS
FOR

FULL TIME AND SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES EXIST IN MANY FIELDS

INCLUDING;

Operational Research

Aerosol Filtration

Aero-Dynamics
Air Frame and Structural Design

Anti-Corrosion

Armament- Fire Controls

Detection Reactions
Digital Computer Techniques

Early Warning Systems

Electronic Circuitry

Electronic Instrumentation

Explosives and Propellants

Guidance and Fuze Research

Guided Missiles

Hydro-Mechanics
Infra red

Materials Assessment
Metallurgical Engineering

Nuclear Radiation

Rocket Ammunition
Rubber and Plastics

Transistors

Underwater Sound Research

Weapon Ballistics

SCIENCES

CHEMISTRY
MATHEMATICS
PHYSICS
STATISTICS

SPECIALIZATIONS
ENGINNERING

AERONAUTICAL ELECTRONICS
CHEMICAL MECHANICAL
COMMUNICATIONS METALLURGICAL
ELECTRICAL PHYSICS

Our representatives will soon visit this university to conduct

interviews. Watch this newspaper for exact dates of their visits.

Act II Scene 2

Same as the others. Someone has just come up with a royal

/lush. Others are smirking, et cetera.

GERTRUDE: (tempo di mennuetto)) Let me fix your garter.

O look, it's all come asunder. You are undone!

ANNE: (poco piu animato) I don't care if you are reviewing
it. Keep your paws off the food

!

LADY FROM THE GLOBE: (andantino quasi allegretto)

Where can I find a blank wall for some photographs?
GRAVE-DIGGER: (a tempo) Four kings beats yours.

HAMLET: (firmly) I'll lug the guts into the neighbouring
room.

Act III Scene 1

The scene is in the drama lounge, where the play started. Since
everybody is eating, nobody is talking.

NOBODY: (vaguely) There must be some way, else I search
the sea in vain. What soul shall say be gone, and still remain within
the pale. Tedium. That was not a pun, but rather a cold December
tree, scratching the scalp of the sky and producing stars like

dandruff.

Act III Scene 2

Not quite the same as before, but nearly.

ROSENCRANTZ: (poco moto) This robe does not fit. These
slippers do not fit. This doublet is too small. I've forgotten some
lines.

GUILDENSTERN: (e poco rit) So what?

Act IV Scene 1

The scene is getting tedius. Same place, et cetera.

POLONIUS: (molto espress a sempre) You were supposed to

be on stage.

HORATIO (schersando) I'm the one who held the bridge.

OPHELIA: (amusedly) I get to drown off stage.

HAMLET: (decidedly) I'll lug the guts into the neighbouring
room.

ACT IV Scene 2

The scene has gone out for some air. Actors are dispersed. In
the distance we may hear one voice, heading for home. In counter-
point we hear another, deep from within the bowels of the lounge.

POLONIUS: (as usual) But I told him he was to have been
on stage.

HAMLET: (like a man with his mind made up) I'll lug the
guts into the neighboring room.

The End

*The Bank where Students' accounts are warmly welcomed,

Kingston Branch: JACK McLEAN, Manager
Princess & Barrie Sts.: JOSEPH POUPORE, Manager
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Queen's Psych Department

To Study People Over 65

Queen's psychology department

has received a grant of $5,500 from

The Department of Veteran's Af-

faires for the study of people over

the age of 65 years.

Since trends indicate that there

will be a greater proportion
of the total population of Canada

in the older age groups in 20 years

time, it is important to find out

what the greater knowledge and

experiences of the older generation

consists of.

Skills which these people have

acquired during an often active life

may not be lost to the country, as

they are often at present, if the

older generation can be aided in

retaining its productivity after re-

tirement.

Dr. J. M. Blackburn, head of

Queen's psychological department,

has been working on this project

for the past few months. He is now

looking for men or women over the

age of 65 who would be willing to

be interviewed and to be given a

few simple experimental tests.

MOM AND MM AND MORS
Waterpolo

The "Carribean Ffying-Fish"

will take on the "Queen's Lake

Monsters" today at 5 p.m. in a

waterpolo game in the Queen's

swimming pool. For further details

see Tabby Gow,

* *
Science Choir

A practice will be held in Wal-

lace Hall tonight at 7:30. All mem-
bers are urged to attend.

QCF
Bob Gracy, theological student,

will give a Bible instruction lecture

tomorrow in Morgan Memorial

Chapel.

*
Camera Club

The regular meeting will be held

today at 7 in Committee Room 2.

Larry Wong will give a talk on

"Scenics". Bring your waterfront

pictures.

Patronize Our Advertisers

Queen's Amateur
Radio Club

There will be a meeting of the

Amateur Radio Club in the Science

Clubrooms today at 6 p.m.

*
Public Speaking

and Debating Club

The resolution "The house re

grets the modern woman" will be

presented to the Queen's Public

Speaking and Debating Club on

Thursday, Nov. 24, at 7 p.m., in

the Co-ed Lounge.

What's news at /nco?

HOW THE NEW FLASH SMELTING PROCESS
OPERATES—Firsc, Inco installed a $2,000,000 plane
lo separate oxygen from the air—325 tons of it a day

!

Oxygen, piped from this plant, plus finely ground

copper concentrate and flux are blown into a specially

designed furnace and the mixture is ignited; Heat
from the burning sulphur and iron smelts the ore

and the molten copper matte is drawn off. In this

process, sulphur and oxygen combine to form
sulphur dioxide (SO2). The sulphur dioxide is

liquefied and sold for use in Canada's pulp and
paper mills.

INCO RESEARCH HELPS STRENGTHEN CANADA'S ECONOMY

NEW FLASH SMELTING PROCESS SAVES

65,000 TONS OF COAL A YEAR
IN the production of copper at Inco,

smelting operations used to require

approximately 65,000 tons of im-

ported coal every year.

Now, Inco is smelting copper

concentrates without coal. A patent-

ed flash smelting process, developed

after years of Inco research and
extensive pilot plant tests, produces

copper matte more economically

than ever before.

The principle of the new
smelting process is based on the fact

that sulphur and iron, when com-
bined with sufficient oxygen, will

burn with an intense heat.

Since the ores mined at Sudbury
contain high percentages of both

sulphur and iron, Inco devised

this method of smelting the ore.

In the flash smelting process, Inco

employs hydro-electric power to

freeze oxygen from the air. Coal is

no longer necessary and sulphur is

recovered as liquid sulphur dioxide.

Hence, Inco's production costs are

lower. Like so many other develop-

ments of Inco research the new
flash smelting process has helped
strengthen Canada's economic
position in the world today.

Writ* for jourfree cofij of Ike 72-page
Ulmlrattd booklet, "The Romance of
Nickel". Bulk copies will be supplied

to secondary school leathers on request. 'n«t

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED • 25 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO

Boys' Parliament

There will be a meeting of past

and present members of the On-
tario Older Boys' Parliament in

Committee Room 1, tomorrow at

8 p.m. for the purpose of forming

a campus caucus. Please attend.

* * *

Drama Guild

Tickets to the Drama Guild pro-

duction of "Hamlet" can be ob-

tained at the post office every day

between 9 a.m. and 12 noon.

Philosophical Society

There will be a meeting on

Thursday, Nov. 24, at 7:30 p.m.,

in the club lounge of McNeill

House. Dr. Elias Andrews, head of

Queen's Theological College, will

give a paper on "The Biblical Phil-

osophy of History".

Classified Ads

Lost

Parker '51 pen, black. Probably

i University Ave. Please contact

Barb Roach. 2-0268.

(ADVERTISEMENT)

ALIKE—YET DIFFERENT

Life insurance companies are

much alike as to policy and rates,

but actual long-term results vary

widely. In the year 1868, just one

year after Confederation, Mr.

James McQueen, a scholar and

graduate of Glasgow University,

was town clerk of Fergus, On^
tario, and principal of the school.

He conceived the idea of starting

life insurance company that would
be owned by the policy-holders, a

company without any private cap-

tal, one that would turn back to

the policyholders all the profits

made, to secure for them and com-

ing generations life insurance at

cost. The legislature agreed that if

500 policy-holders could be secured,

they would grant a charter to start

such a Company, This was done,

and from this small beginning lias

developed one of the largest finan-

cial institutions in the Dominion of

Canada. The company is known as

the Mutual Life of Canada, and

now has over one billion, seven

hundred million dollars of insurance

in force on the lives of Canadians.

The story of the Company has run

parallel with that of the nation. It

has been a romance of business co-

operation. The aim of the found-
ers of the Company has been fully

justified, that of providing life in-

surance at low cost to its policy-

holders. The Company invites pros-

pective buyers to compare their

record with that of any other
company. Attractive plans of life

insurance are available for students.

D. R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Branch Monoger, Kingston

BROCK
JEWELLERS
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Kingston, Ontario
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Hope Of Economic Expansion
Keeps Engineers At Home

Dr. Beveridge
Conducts Test

(Continued from Page 1)

Whither The Engineer?
(Continued from Page 1)

American draft expressed limited

in Canada. Even those who
would be unaffected by the

interest.

Opinion on the relative merits

of Canadian, and United States

industry was divided. Some
thought that established Ameri-
can firms offer more immediate
-opportunities, while most agreed
that unlimited advancement
awaits the young engineer in

Canada.

To a man the graduating stu-

dents agreed on the potential of

this country's natural resources

and its future industry, and most
felt their futures should be con-
nected with the future of the
country. Patriotism and family
ties appear to offset any desire

to forsake Canadian citizenship.

Two of the students interview-

ed said they are seriously con-
sidering employment in South
America and England, where
they feel opportunities for ad-
vancement are better than on this

continent.

"Royal" Berry, a final year
civil, intends to travel for the
first few years (but not in the
"U.S.) and then settle in Canada,
although he has no family ties or
exceptional patriotic leanings.

His reasons for remaining are
purely material.

On the whole, this year's crop
of graduates is adopting a "Cana-
da first" attitude. Said one stu-
dent: "There is a great need for

engineers in Canada, but if and
when the need becomes much

greater abroad, then and only

then would I consider going to

another country."

Others presented ideas such as

these: the demand for Canadian
raw materials will increase even

more when the supply of these

vital materials becomes dimin-

ished in other areas ; projects

such as the St. Lawrence seaway
are jiaving the way for a great ex-

pansion of the Canadian econ-

omy, and engineers from the Uni-

ted States and Europe will soon

be coming to Canada to exploit

this expansion.

The one engineer who favors

United States industry is empha-

tic to his verdict. "I have worked
in both the United States and

Canada during the summer and

like the American system better.

There are more job openings

there, the pay is better, and the

chances ior advancement are

els, while fats of animal origin

increase it. Therefore, the diet

consisting of corny-oil provides
the best results. The effect of cer-

tain substances known to be pre-

sent in corn-oil are being tested

in this present experiment.

Dr. Beveridge extended his

thanks to the medical students

for their co-operation in the ex-

periment. He said from time to

time other medical groups have
carried on such testing, but not

to the extent that Queen's has.

ARE LEVANITES BAGGY-EYED?
MAYBE THEY DON'T SLEEP

Queen's girls, when they are

scurrying down University Av-
enue in an effort to reach their

residence before eleven, may
think residence rules are overly-

restrictive, but the Bishop's uni-

versity "Campus", thinks other-

wise.

In an editorial which appeared

recently, the "Campus" says "It

is a reassuring thing to note the

difference between the women's
residence rules at Bishop's and
those at other universities across

Canada. At other universities.

Queen's for example, there is a

dangerous laxity in the regula-

tions."

"At Bishop's", the Campus con-

tinues, "it is realized that the av-

erage freshette is only about 17

years old, and in the great ma-
jority of cases has never been
away from home. Naturally,

strict curtailment of hours and a

careful supervision of the girl's

activities is desirable, and even

though the girls may be some-

TIM BUCK ADDRESSES UBC BODY
AND STUDENTS THROW GARBAGE
Vancouver (CUP) — Univer-

sity of British Columbia students

recently expressed their disagree-

ment with statements made by

national Labor Progressive

Party leader Tim Buck in no un-

certain terms. Their protests took

the form of apples, oranges, lunch

bags, running shoes and catcalls.

The Student Investigating Com-
mittee is probing actions of stud-

ents who tried to make off with

an LPP banner from the stage

after the meeting as well as

those who attempted to disrupt

the meeting by throwing the

garbage.

Previously Mr. Buck had make
the following statement at a press

conference: "The Geneva Confer-

ence culminates years of struggle

on the part of Communists and
all other lovers of peace to have

agreement among the great

powers and acceptance by them

of peaceful co-existence."

Speaking under the sponsor-

ship of the campus LPP club,

Buck's opening remarks about

the Geneva Conference were

greeted with a loud chorus of

mixed cheers and boos. "Geneva

will open up tremendous pos-

'

sibilities of economic expansion

because previous policies have

been based on a world war", he

said. Cries of "come the revolu-

WHEREVER YOU DINE,

INSIST ON

WILMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS

tion" greeted his statement that

it is not likely there will be a
world war.

When Buck attempted to out-

line the Columbia River power
situation, hecklers, who composed
the majority of the audience,

hindered him from putting across

his views. Mock cheers and shout-

ed insults were mingled with a
few exasperated pleas of "shut up
and give him a chance". Shrieks

of "More beer" greeted his asser-

tion that if Canada is to enjoy

prosperity in peace she must gear
her economy to peace,

LPP President Jim MacFarlan
refused to press charges against

anyone, but expressed indigna-

tion at students' actions: "This
shameful display was obviously

organized in advance by a small

group ... It is regrettable that

a large group of students allowed

themselves to be led into what at

the time seemed like a big joke

he said.

Social Credit president Mel
Smith said "It was deplorable.

Buck did not have much on the

ball but he should have been per-

mitted to speak his "peace".

University president N.A.M.
MacKenzie issued the following

statement when informed of the

noon hour incident: "While I am
vigorously opposed to everything

Tim Buck and Communism
stands for, if guests are invited

to the campus they should be giv-

en a fair hearing and treated de-

cently".

Phone 6381 Corner of Brock & Bogot Sts.

Exclusive Manufacturers and Distributors for

OFFICIAL QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JACKETS
Shorts, Regulars, Tails, Extra Talis — Sizes 34 - 48 in stock

COMPLETE WITH GOLD WIRE CREST AND BUTTONS

] times heard to complain, they

j

realize, by and large, it is all in

their best interests."

I "As the girls mature their priv-

ileges are increased. In first year

j the freshettes may stay out untit

I

12 p.m. Saturday, 11 p.m. on two
'other nights of the week, and 9
1 p.m. on the remainder of the

'nights In second year she gets

three 11 p.m. leaves, and may
stay out until 1 a.m. Saturday.

Third and fourth years bring 1

a.m.'s on Saturday, three H
p.m.'s, and all the rest 10 p.m.'s.

Men are allowed in the common
room in the basement of the

woman's residence until 10.45

p.m. Sunday evenings."

"Bishop's girls and their par-

ents can be thankful when they

compare these rules with those

at Queen's. One gets a mental

picture of women trudging to

lectures dead-tired and baggy-
eyed as one sees the amazing
leniency of the Queen's rules for

its 275 women resident students."

"The leniency of the Queen's

rules is partly explained by the

fact that women graduate from

high school two years later in

Ontario than in Quebec, but even

then the Bishop's girl could not

help but consider these rules

dangerously lax, compared to our

own more suitable set of regula-

tions."

A group of Queen's co-eds,

when confronted with this evi-

dence on Sunday night, were
quick to say that they weren't

aware Queen's girls walk around

the campus with baggy eyes.

"The second-year girls, who get

2.30V, they said, "don't usually

stay out as late as the freshettes

anyway."

Canada's

Foreign Trade Service
offers

attractive and rewarding careers abroad

to

UNIVERSITY GRADUATES
Few careers offer the University graduate fuller

scape for intelligent use of imagination and ini-

tiative — or greater rewards in personal satisfaction

and achievement.

Salaries comparable with those offered by other

careers are supplemented by representational and
cost-of-living allowances when the officer is serving

abroad in any one of 54 foreign posts.

Foreign Service Officers for the Trade Commis-
sioner Service will be selected by competitive exam-
ination to be held in centres throughout Canada on

January 28, 1956.

ftp
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Wrilo, or mail coupon (or further
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CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION
JACKSON BLDG., OTTAWA.
Please send me copy of "A Career in Canada's
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Unity From Within
The National Federation of Canadian University Students has

been a favorite object of criticism for many years. But two years

ago Queen's students voted overewhelmingly in favor of a NFCUS
raise in fee, thus indicating their willingness to remain within the

Federation. A concrete result of the work which NFCUS has been

carrying on should begin in a few weeks—a student discount service.

This constitutes an agreement between NFCUS and local merchants

which allows students a 10 per cent discount on the purchase of all

essentials. If the arrangement functions effectively, both parties will

benet.it.

A strong argument against the discount service was presented to

Western University students by its president, G. E. Hall. Dr. Hall,

to quote the Western Gazette, argues that "If the movement spreads

across Canada it might create bad feeling with the general taxpayers,

since university students only pay for one-third of their education

now. The rest is paid by government grants and bursaries." This

seems to be a simple argument for maintaining the status quo at a

time when it is costing more and more for a student to remain at

university, outside of the actual cost of education itself. Almost two-

thirds (at Queen's 60 per cent) of the cost of professional training is

paid by government grants and private endowments, and this takes

a good deal of the burden off the individual student. But the cost

of a student's maintaining himself at university is about twice again

of the cost of his actual fees, and it is this financial aspect that the

discount service will, in a small way, alleviate.

Discount services are not uncommon. Members of the Aluminum
Company Recreation Association, for example, receive a discount on
purchases from certain Kingston merchants. This agreement benefits

people with a steady income, and university students do not have a

steady income. They must rely on summer jobs, which are, fortun-

ately, relatively easy to obtain today, on their parents, who often are

not able to provide sufficient assistance, and sometimes on part-time

work. Scholarships and bursaries are of great assistance, but are few
in number. Many students are forced to leave university because
they cannot raise enough money simply to live at university.

NFCUS, through such means as the discount service, campaigns
for increased income tax exemption and greater scholarship aid to

individual students, is seeking to alleviate the financial burden which
every student faces. It is working under extreme disadvantages, dis-

advantages which have reduced its effectiveness and caused criticism

in the past. For one thing it lacks continuity, as does any student
organization. NFCUS executives undergo almost a complete turn-

over every year. At each conference delegates must be brought up
to date on what has been done in the past and what plans have been
made for the future. Delegates must then return to their individual
campuses and make NFCUS programs known.

NFCUS provides a necessary bond of union between students
of universities across Canada, but because Canadian universities are,

in general, so far apart, there is little opportunity outside the annual
conference for executives to discuss programs which are being plan-
ned on a national basis. NFCUS committees must work almost en-
tirely through and with students on their own campuses. The sur-
prising thing is, therefore, not that NFCUS ideas take a long time to
go into effect, but that they eventually go into effect at all. But if

NFCUS is going to carry on its work, it must have advice and sug-
gestions from the student body. Canadian students through organi-
zation can solve their problems more effectively, but the organiza-
tion must be a strong one, and its strength must come from the stu-
dents themselves.

Over A Cup Of Coffee

It is encouraging to see the number of professors who are "in-
formalizing" their lectures or tutorial sessions. Several small senior
classes have transferred some of their activities to the Union Coffee
Shop. At least one class has been held in a pub. These efforts to elicit
a stronger response from students are to be commended.

The lecture method of teaching has some distinct disadvantages.
Classes are often very large and the opportunities for student-pro-
fessor contact infrequent. The student has a certain hestitancy about
approching a man who is to him the Voice at the front of the lecture
hall whose every word he has been assiduously entering in his note-
book. He approaches him with all the deference and fear of an an-
cient Greek in the presence of the Delphic Oracle. The professor, on
the other hand, visualizes his class as a sea of unknown and inat-
tentive faces, nodding sleepily before him. or inanely scrawling down
his worst jokes and least important statements.

Unfortunately this habit of deference, instilled in most students in
their first year, lives on to plague them in their senior years. Tutorial
periods are devised to supplement lectures, an opportunity for in-
formal discussion under senior students. Seminar periods are intro-
duced to put the student to work. In smaller classes the student
meets his Oracle face to face. However, the deference unconsciously
developed in a freshman prevents him from participating fully in
discussion and from benefiting fully from the rich experience of his
mentor.

Perhaps shifting the place of meeting of such discussion periods
to a more congenial atmosphere than the musty classroom is part of
the answer. Here the student loses some of his inhibitions. His teach-
er is brought down from the mental pedestal upon which the student
has placed him. He can now be regarded as another man.

Both will benefit, the student body, by fuller mental develop-
ment through the acquisition of the art of conversation, the teacher
by realization that his wealth of knowledge has not fallen upon stonv
ground. J

Letters To The Editor . . .

Crusade For Freedom

'So this is the Yates Cup!'

Art In Japan

Harmony And Intuition

By Joan Partridge

While attending the World
University Service Seminar in

Japan, North American students

had several opportunities to en-

joy different aspects of Japanese

culture. From here it would be

the obvious step to go on and say

that since the arts comprise an

"international language" they
should provide a basis for mutual
understanding between people of

different cultural backgrounds.

However, like many other

terms in common use today, "In-

ternational language" can deter-

iorate into a meaningless cliche.

Perhaps by examining what is

really denoted, we can give mean-
ing and value to the phrase. Our
experiences in Japan brought us

to two conclusions. One is that

all artists are basically trying to

do the same thing; art is inter-

national in this sense. The other

is that the technique employed by
writers and composers of differ-

ent cultures is definitely not in-

ternationally the same.

One afternoon we spent five

hours in a Tokyo theatre seeing

several Kabuki plays. Kabuki is

the traditional form of Japanese
drama, presented by means of

stylized dancing, little dialogue,

and music of wood blocs, sami-
sens, flute-like woodwinds. Al-

though this was all very strange
to us, we were very taken with
the moral dilemmas depicted,

with the beautiful staging, and
with the skill of male actors in

taking female parts.

We also enjoyed the Japanese
version of a marionette show. At
first it was distracting to see the

operators right on stage manipu-
lating the man-size puppets; ap-

prentices wore black hoods, while
well-known professionals were
allowed to reveal their faces in

order that the audience might
recognize them. Soon all our at-

tention was focussed on the pup-
pets themselves, on their realistic

costumes and their expressive

faces which seemed able to depict

an amazingly wide range of emo-
tions. We became completely en-

grossed in the performance, ad-
miring its suggestive quality and
completely forgetting that it was

different from a Western marion-

nette show.

We had various opportunities

during the summer to see how
Japanese people react to Western
art-forms. In Tokyo there are

many coffee-houses where one

can listen to recordings of Euro-

pean and American classical mus-
ic while enjoying coffee and

French pastries. Customers real-

ly listened to the music; we were

continually impressed by the very-

serious interest evinced by the

Japanese. There are many good
symphony orchestras in Japan;

radio stations carry far more clas-

sical music (Western) programs
each day than do Canadian sta-

tions; even trade unions arrange

two or three concerts every week
for the benefit of workers.

When Canadian delegates

spent four days in Vancouver be-

fore leaving for Tokyo, Dean
Chant of UBC lectured to us

about the Japanese way of think-

ing. His main thesis was that, by
examining modes of expression in

the arts of foreign countries, we
can discover how peoples' minds
work. The arts provide a more
neutral and human basis for ap-

preciating difference than do con-

troversial subjects such as poli-

tics and economics.

In contrast to the analytic, div-

iding Western mind, the Eastern

mind harmonizes — recognizing

similarities instead of differences.

For instance, instead of setting

forth in detail and analysing emo-
tion, the Japanese poet will mere-

ly relay an impression of it. The
most popular forms of poetry is a

seventeen - syllable, three - line

stanza called "Haiku".

Thus, though art is not inter-

national in the sense that pro-

ducts of different cultures can be
equally understood by all people,

at least there is enough of the

Eastern intuitive quality in

Western art, and enough of the

rational orderliness of Western
art in Eastern that each side can,

with patience, understand the

other's art forms. Moreover, a

study of foreign art can help us

to see that all people are not so

individualistic, so dominated by
reason and science as we are.

Editor, Journal

:

We, as self-appointed crusaders

for Levanite Emancipation, feel

it is about time all Levanites

with a spark of the suffragette

spirit in them lifted high the ban-

ners of freedom against one of the

most out-moded relics of the Vic-

torian era. We speak of that iron

vise known as the Late-Leave

System, still in effect in the wo-

men's residences. And we call

ourselves modern women

!

We arrive at college having

scarcely untied ourselves from

mother's proverbial apron strings

only to find ourselves in a clove-

hitch relationship with the Le-

vana House Council. In the case

of freshettes separated from their

cloistered homes and their par-

ents' benevolent dictatorship for

the first time, such a system is

understandable. HOWEVER, by

the time these same wide-eyed,

naive souls reach the worldly

heights of the sophomore year,

the rules become utterly point-

less. If the girls have no more

sense of responsibility and dis-

cretion than is necessary to regu-

late their own hours they will

probably not reach their sopho-

more year anyway.

As far as we can see, it would
inconvenience no one if we were

Pomp And Ceremony

Editor, Journal

:

WHERE IS THE YATES
CUP? We think it fitting that

this symbol of supremacy and
daring-do be borne in solemn

procession onto the campus with

pipes skirling and bands playing

(to say nothing of kilts wiggling

and waggling). We call upon

Queen's men and women to rally

to this crusade so that this tang-

ible symbol of our glorious vic-

tory be enshrined in a befitting

manner in this, its real and right-

ful home.

OIL CHA GHEIL!

H. J. Bethune

D. H. Upton

These Short Pants!

Editor, Journal:

I think the time has come for

me to uncover the true reason for

what is now known as 'student

vandalism'.

For several years I have ob-

served with great concern how
the cheerleaders during the foot-

ball game drove many a sane

student out of his mind. First, 1

did not know why they called

these girls "cheerleaders". But
then as time went on, I noticed

that everybody cheered w h e n

these girls executed a cartwheel.

What disgrace, how undignified!

Such an attempt to bring out the

beast in man—short pants! bare

legs ! bah ! disgusting ! Harumpli

!

What exhibition

!

My profound knowledge of life

and human weakness leads me to

say that inspired by this revela-

tion of reality a 'young man's
fancy turns to love'. The dormant
artist is aroused. With paint-

brush in hand he seeks expression

of pent-up emotions.

I would suggest that, before

the AMS curtails further our tra-

ditional habits, valued for many
years, they request all cheerlead-

ers to wear long pants, tucked in-

to their bobby-sox at the ankles.

Reproachful

allowed to enter and leave the

residence as we chose. This plan

has been in practice at Victoria

College in Toronto (to mention

only one) for some time now
with no ill effects. Under our

present system, girls returning

home a few minutes late are

treated like naughty children and

confined to their boudoirs for a

prescribed number of evenings

till they have served their pen-

ance. They may then shamefaced-

ly venture out into society once

again, humble, contrite, and brok-

en in spirit.

Do not suppose that we dislike

living in residence. On the con-

trary, we feel it is an essential

part of college life. However, we
cannot understand how the pres-

ent system of late leaves has en-

dured so long with little, if any,

public censure.

If the House Council is con-

cerned with upholding the repu-

tation of the residences as a

whole, the shortcomings of this

system are obvious.

As long as we are treated like

very young children who must be

properly disciplined, how can we
be expected to act as mature, re-

sponsible young women?

The men of McNeill House are

considered able to govern them-

selves with common sense in this

matter. Why oh why aren't we?
Is it because the men are more
mature than we? HA! It is be-

cause an attempt to impose a sys-

tem on McNeill House similar to

that in Ban Righ would result in

outraged rebellion to such a use-

less arrangement. Is there any
good reason for imposing it on

the women? Certainly not! Then
we lack only the rebellious spirit.

So Levanites Unite! Throw off

your 12.30's! You have nothing

to lose but this hoax.'

In other words, if Ye Olde Al-

ma Mater were somewhat more
"alma" and a little less "mater",

t'would be a good thing.

P. Alexander

N. Whittall

Arts '58
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DISCOUNT PLAN MAY BE CANNED
Oldsters "Not A Bit Better"
Gaels Receive Rings, Razors

By Cam Smith
Journal Staff Writer

The Yates Trophy, symbolic of championship in intercollegiate
football, was presented to Principal Mackintosh at a banquet held
under the auspices of the Frontenac Sportsman's Club in the La-
Salle Hotel Tuesday night. The presentation was made by Gary
Lewis, captain of the winning Queen's team.
The program included a

talk by the Argonaut assistant

backfield coach. Bill Earley, and

the showing of football pictures

witii Queen's head coach Frank
Titidall as commentator. A foot-

ball autographed by the team
was auctioned. A gold ring and an
electric shaver were presented to

each team member.

Introduced by the master of

ceremonies, Mr. J. A. Edminson,
assistant to the principal, Mayor
George C. Wright presented the
rings on behalf of the City of

Kingston. In a preliminary speech
he noted that he had known many
of the former Queen's players but
said, "they weren't a bit better

than you fellows, not a bit." Mr.
Harry A. Abramsky presented
the electric shavers.

"One never gets more out of

life than one puts into it, whether
it be in football, school or bus-
iness", said Mr. Earley. An all-

american when he played for No-
tre Dame in 1942, Mr. Earley
congratulated, "this team that
climbed up that long hill."

Frank Tindall, commenting on

(Continued on Page 5)

In The Jailhouse"

But Dots Escape

The Two Dots, Desjardins and
Enright, performed to a capacity

audience in the dining hall of the

Women's Prison at Portsmouth
Thursday night. Due to the un-

precedented reception the two
singers will make a return visit

next term.

These monthly entertainment

evenings, sponsored by the Eliza-

beth Fry Society of Kingston,

feature Queen's performers dur-

ing the summer as well.

This past summer the univer-

sity ballet group and a French-

Canadian choir visited the peni-

tentiary.

Lois Holman, talented Queen's

pianist, plays at all monthly

shows.

"We enjoyed ourselves very

much in giving the performance,"

said the two girls. "They are a

most appreciative audience." The
overwhelming applause brought

encores of "Mountain Dew" and

"Tennessee Wig-Walk."

Students Head For Toronto
To Discuss Role Of Press
Vicky Borota, news editor of the

Journal, and Hans Hein, last year's

German exchange student, are going

to Toronto this weekend to take

part in a study seminar sponsored

by the Toronto World University

Service committee. Delegates from
every university in Ontario and
Quebec will meet to discuss the

topic "Press, Radio and Propa-

ganda".

This seminar is part of the edu-

cational campaign put on by WUS
to let students from different uni-

versities share ideas. The students

will hear a talk Friday night by

Mr. Al Shea of the Communica-

tions Research Co. Saturday and

Sunday they will break off into

small discussion groups, each under

a staff member from U. of T.

The conference, which has been

held in Toronto in past years, this

year is being held at Caledon Hills

Farm north of Toronto. Each uni-

versity participating must send one

foreign student so that some of the

ideas of Canada may be carried out

of the country.

PHOTO BY PICKARD

At Last!

Principal W. A. Mackintosh gives his expression of thanks

after being presented with the coveted Yates Trophy at the special

football banquet Tuesday evening. Seated behind the mike is Gary
Lewis, captain of the Golden Gaels. Queen's now has 13 plaques

around the base of the trophy.

R.) said that it should be pointed

out to local merchants that the

NFCUS discount plan is a na-

tional scheme and that merch-

ants in both Toronto and Mont-

real have accepted it.

Unfair"

Merchants Object Vigorously

111 -Feeling May Be Created

A possible delay, or even abandonment of the proposed NFCUS
discount plan on goods sold to Queen's students was foreseen at

the Alma Mater Society meeting Tuesday. It was announced that

strenuous objections to the plan have been raised by local mer-

chants and by the university endowment office.

Charles Hockman, chairman of

the NFCUS committee, told the

AMS the Kingston Chamber

of Commerce had' received a

number of complaints about the

scheme from Kingston merchants.

They felt the increased vol-

ume of sales would not make up
for the proposed discount of ten

percent on all good sold to the

university students.

In a letter to the AMS, assist-

ant to the Principal J. A. Edroi-

son, objected to the NFCUS plan

on the ground that it would cre-

ate ill-feeling between Kingston

merchants and the university. He
proposed that there should be

further discussion with the King-

ston Chamber of Commerce. He
said that if the plan were put

into effect despite protest from
local merchants that the univer-

sity could expect no support

from them in a fund-raising plan.

Mr. Hockman expressed the

hope that the majority of the

merchants were not opposed to

the plan which is open to all those

who wish to participate. Other
local organisations such as the

the recreation committee have

obtained discounts in clothing

stores. Lloyd Carlsen (Meds. S.

This is an old game and has

been attempted many times

before and by many groups.

Merchants, if they are zvise,

will give it no support. Any

store which makes a practice

of giving discounts to one

particular group would soon

be beseiged with requests from

others for equal or better

treatment and it would be

difficult to resist. The result

would be a general upset in

prices and it could mean

bankruptcy for some.

It is bad business, as well

as decidedly unfair to the

regular customer, to give dis-

counts to any groups a}td

university students who, in

most cases are already gener-

ously supported by the tax-

payer and private business.

THE FINANCIAL POST

Tricolor Proofs
Anyone who has not taken

his Tricolor proofs back to

Wallace Berry must do so

before Tuesday. They can be

mailed.

Study Of Mankind
The first of a series of programs

on "The Ways of Mankind" will

be presented in room 101, New
Arts Building, next Tuesday at

12.55 p.m. sharp.

The first program is entitled: "A

Word in Your Ear—a Study in

Language." The second, to be held

Thursday, Dec. I at the same time

is entitled: "Stand-in for a Mur
derer—a Study in Culture." There

are 13 programs in the series.

Women Don't Want Equal Rights

Consider Themselves Superior Now

New Purification Unit Installed,

Javex To Replace Chlorine In Pool
A new purification unit has

uecn installed in the Queen's
swimming pool, replacing the

badly-corroded original unit. Tie-

placement steps had to be taken

when it was found that the old

unit was allowing overly-large

do,es of chlorine to enter the

water from time to time.

The new unit cost $447 to in-

stall, but Athletic Board of Con-
trol officials estimate the

money was well spent, because

repairs to the old unit totaled

$158 in the past year alone. The
new unit will actually cost

slightly more to operate on a

day-to-day basis.

Chlorine gas, which is .danger-

ous to handle, and whose flow is

bard to control, will not be used

in the new process. Instead, a

concentrated solution of what is

known around the household as

Javex, and around the lab as

Sodium Hypochlorite will be em-

ployed.

In the original system, gaseous

chlorine was bubbled into the in-

coming water through a needle

valve.

The gymnasium staff conducts

tests every second day, in order

to make sure the chlorine
content of the water is kept with-

in specified limits. The Kingston

Board of Health, which conducts

similar tests twice a month, has

always rated the water in the

pool as grade "A", on an exact

par with the drinking water in

city taps.

"Do women want equal rights

with men?" Barbara Hart and
Jennifer Woollcombe won the

right to represent Levana in the

intcr-laeully debating contest by
successfully presenting and de-

fending the negative contention,

on Wednesday.

Miss Woollcombe made the

point that women do not want
equal rights with men because

they arc already superior to

them. Women have equal rights

in business and politics, and they

enjoy as well certain privileges

peculiar to their sex. Any equal-

ization with men would mean a

step down.

Miss Hart observed that wo-
men do not want equal rights

with men because they would
have to accept the responsibilities

that go with them . . . such as

running a war.

Janet Parr and Pat Bartlett, ar-

guing from the affirmative point

of view, made the decision a hard

one for the judges.

"You may say that in the realm

of love and marriage a

woman's rights are almost nil.

Not so-nien, to armor themselves

against the too aggressive pro-

secution of women's business,

marriage, have set up a feeble

romantic convention that the in-

itiation in sex matters must al-

ways come from the man. This

certainly is a feeble notion, for as

we can admit, woman is the pur-

suer and contriver and man the

pursued and disposed of. Just look

at the number of fifth year meds-

men that have already been hook-

ed."

They said that since women,

as mothers and teachers, are sup-

posed to teach children to stand

up for their rights, they must

themselves enjoy those rights.

Too Many Tricolor Awards?
Committee Asks For Changes
A committee of the four junior

AMS reps recommended several

changes in the AMS policy re-

garding Tricolor Awards al

Tuesday's meeting. The com-
mittee was formed several weeks

ago to investigate the system, as

a result of criticisms raised in the

past about the method of award.

The committee recommended

the number of awards each

year be limited to five, except in

exceptional circumstances. This,

it was felt, would prevent the

granting of awards solely on the

basis of position.

The group also recommended

that Herb Hamilton, permanent

secretary-treasurer of the AMS,
be included in the special com-

mittee which selects candidates

for awards.

These recommendations will be

presented to the AMS at a later

date as a notice of motion, and

will be brought to the annual

AMS meeting as a suggestion

for constitutional change.

In the words of the Alma
Mater Society constitution, "Ad-

mission to the Tricolor Society

shall be limited to post-gradu-

ates, and to students in the se-

cond term of their final year,

who, maintaining a satisfactory

academic standing during their

undergraduate course, have ren-

dered valuable service to the uni-

versity in non-athletic, extra-

curricular activities.

"Admission to the Tricolor

Society shall be regarded as the

highest tribute that can be paid

a student for valuable service to

the university in non-athletic,

extra-curricular activities."
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MITTMEN Mm N WARM UP
?<0 mem

Stronger Tear*

Than LastYear

During the past week the in-

tramural boxing and wrestling

assaults were held. Thursday

night saw the boys Gymnasium
equipped with spectator bleach-

ers as the finalists in weights

from UO lbs. up traded punches

in the squared circle and sprawl-

ed in apparent agony on the

wrestling rug.

Under the watchful eye of

Jake Edwards, seven intramural

boxing champions emerged from

last night's bouts while a like

number of pairs struggled for

wrestling laurels with Jim Saylor

as overseer.

It is expected, of course, that

most of these champions and

some of the finalists will join the

ranks of Queen's Intercollegiate

teams. Jack Jarvis expects to en-

ter a highly improved contingent

built around a nucleus of last

year's holdovers.

Boxing Finalists

130— I. Haird, Arts '57, uncon-

tested ; 135—McEachern, Art?

'58, J. Warren, Arts '59; 140—J.
Vice, Arts '57 M. Osbournc PHE

;

145—B. Shearson, Arts '57, H.

Wood, Sc.'59; 150—A. Gunyon,

Arts' 58, D. Dodds, Arts '58;

155—W. Roberts, Arts '57, F.

Saksena, Meds '60; 165—B. Bea-

ton, Arts '57, uncontested; 175

—

R. Wilkins, Sc. *59, K. Windsor,

Sc. '59; Heavyweight—C.- Peet,

Sc. '59, G. Felgate, Sc. '58.

Wrestling Finalists

123—C. Chisamore, Sc. '58, un-

contested; 130— I. Baird, Arts

'57, T. Harney, Sc.' 58; 137—D.
Quinsey, Sc. '58, D. Smylie, Sc.

'58; 147—R. Donaldson, Sc. '59,

W. Sexsmith, Sc. '58; 157—D.
Sanderson, Sc. '58, S. Smith, Meds
'59; 177—R. Barnum, Arts '59,

W. Hoskin, Meds' 61 ; 190—G.

Felgate. Sc. '58, M. Lynn, Sc

'59; Heavyweight— P. Fedor

Arts '5S, D. Elliott, Arts '59.

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

GIRLS INTERCOLLEGIATE SWIM TEAM

From left to right—Marcia Jayes, Judy Reid, Sandra Grahame, Bev Brown, Kris Kauffman, Shu
ley Proctor, Kay Sullivan, Janet Roberts, Nan Chouinard, Liz Jennings, Mary Ellen Barr.

Our Golopn Gals Pack Bathing Suits
Off To Western For Tha Big Splash

"Go West young woman, go West". This is exactly what Queen's Golden Gals will do this

weekend when they head to Western University for the 1955 intercollegiate swimming meet. The
Tricolor will send three sciuads to represent us, divers, synchronized swimmers, and speed swimmers.
Jan Roberts and Nan Chouinard make up the diving team this year. They have both looked excellent

in workouts although Jan has been hindered by a sprained toe. (It got hurt chasing a man during
Susie-Q week) At last report however, it was said thai Jan and her injured tootsie were both round-
ing into tip-top shape.

This season the synchronized

swimmers arc: Marcia Jayes, Liz

Jennings, and Mary Ellen Barr;

all members of P.H.E. '56. Best

of luck to these fossils ! Our
speedsters in the water this week-

end will be: Judy Reid, Bev
Brown, Shirley Proctor, Sandra

Graham, Kay Sullivan, and Kris

Kauffman. In this group only

Shirley and Judy are veterans but

it is expected that the newcomers
will put up a stern battle for their

Alma Mater. The swimming tro-

phy would look mighty good on

the old trophy shelf so give it

all you've got gals and remem-
ber "Win or lose, it's all in the

game."

Its hockey time again for the

gals and the first practice will

be on Friday, November 25,

(that's to-day, you know) bet

ween the hours of one and two
P.M. (not A.M.) in the Jock
Harty Arena. From here on in all

practices will be held every Mon-
day, Tuesday, and Friday at the

same time. No previous exper-

ience is necessary, only a well-

padded 'derriere'
;
just bring your

blades (skating, not razor) and
the rest of the equipment will be
supplied. Bandages and crutches

are available on request.

It might also be mentioned
here that all girls who are inter-

ested in taking part in the Ice

Revue should contact Grace Kerr
at 23042, or Colleen Mcwha at

.3752. It is a known fact that there

are some Lemons who would be

an asset to this great production

on ice. We would like to see them
all out for it. Let's go girls, and
give the people something worth
while to look at. Remember even
if they laugh at you, "its all in

the game".

The Telegraphic Bowling Meet
will be held again this year. All

those who are interested, please

turn out Monday and submit
your scores. The ten top bowler
will be chosen to bowl in thi

meet.

BEWS STANDINGS

PHE 23800

13375Meds '60

Science '57

Science '56

Meds '59

Arts '57

Science '59

10988

9771

9040

8663

8555

PHE Still Winning

Science '56 Moving

On Wednesday night PHE
snarled the indoor softball league

by blanking Meds '57 6-0 to move
into a three way tie for first

place with Meds "57 and Science
'56. A coin flip will give one team

a bye into the finals.

Section A of the bowling lea-

gue also resulted in a three way
first place tie between Science

'56, Arts '56 and PHE. PHE
eliminated Arts '56 and now
tackles Science '56 for the right

to meet Science '57, winners of

the B group.

In volleyball, Arts '57 are un-

defeated in five starts in Section

A, while PHE lead Section B.

Interfactilty touch football is

upon us. Science and Meds
squared off on Thursday with the

winner to meet the Big Red
Team either today or early next

wtc-k depending on the weather.

Arts '58 already started their

campaign for the hockey title

they just missed last year. Prac-

tices started this week.

fCCM THE

SIDELINES
HI

MIKE MOFFAT

The resurgence of college football as a major sport was again

demonstrated this week with the selection of two Queen's Gaels,

Ron Stewart and Jim Hughes to the second All-Eastern Canada

all-star team. This was the first time in three years for an Inter-

collegiate player to be named according to the Globe and Mail.

BETTER FAN APPEAL

During the past two seasons, the crowds at intercollegiate

•*ames have been steadily increasing, and this has been caused by

The return as a power of Queen's, starting two years ago, and of

(lie McGill Redmen this year. Last year, the biggest crowd in

Canadian football, with the exception of the Grey Cup game,

watched the Tricolor and the University of Toronto Blues do

battle in Varsity Stadium in the game that forced the three-way

tie.

While it has always been taken for granted that Richardson

Stadium will be sold out for the Varsity game, over the past two

years it has become hard to get seats for the Western games, as the

fans outside of the university are becoming more interested in the

college game. It is a fair bet that with the powerhouse that is ex-

pected from the Redmen next season, that game will most likely

be a sell-out too.

This year, there were two games here in which standing room

was sold and the stadium filled as full as possible. They were, of

course, the first Varsity game and the playoff. This fact (a full

house for a regular season game) bodes no ill for the future of the

college football league. In fact, the only game this season which

was at all disappointing was the Queen's in Toronto game at

which there were only 19.000 fans! College officials had been hoping

for about twenty-five thousand, although the crowd that they did

get would have been welcomed by the Toronto Argonauts at some

of their games, while the ORFU Balmy Beaches wouldn't get much

more than that number in a full season.

Should Western make a recovery next season, it is very possible

that attendance records will be set right around the loop. An even

league would add that much more attraction to the games, and so

both Western and Queen's should play all their games to full houses,

while Varsity and McGill with their much bigger stadiums should

draw crowds that would please their Athletic Boards no end.

BETTER BRAND OF BALL
The other significance of the All-Star selections, beside the

resurgent fan appeal, is the improvement in the calibre of the ball

being played in the league. It certainly must be better than say

two years ago, or two players would not have been selected for this

year's squad. There is also the fact that a lot of last year's grad-

uates are making a good showing in the pro ranks this season, so

maybe the writers who follow the pro game are becoming more

aware that the college game is not too far behind. Maybe, too, this

recognition of our game might mean a drop in the import quota

at some future time when the pro owners become convinced that

the college teams are putting out better players than before.

Players like Don Getty, Gino Fracas, Steve Oncschuck, Jacques

Belec, John Sopinka and many others are bringing a good name for

college players to the American coaches who now monopolize our

pro game. A better idea of their feeling will be evident after the

announcement of this year's draft choices, and it wouldn't be sur-

prising to see some Queen's players high on the draft list.

BETTER FUTURE FOR QUEEN'S
So much for the meaning of the choice to the league as a

whole, for the fact that both men selected were from Queen's is

also very important. In choosing Stewart and Hughes, the scribes

demonstrate their belief that the Gaels were worthy champions. It

might also show a slight feeling that we were robbed last year, and

that the writers felt, as did the people of Kingston that we were

the uncrowned champions. There is no doubt that the men are of

the opinion that Queen's has once more become a power to be

dealt with in this loop. It is true that there have been times since

the war that teams such as those of the past two years seemed to

be just dreams as the Gaels went down to defeat after defeat, but

now the Tricolor stands at the top and the Queen's squads will

probably remain up near that rung for some time.

For the Gaels as a whole, and for the two players named, it is

certainly a feather in their cap. Stewart and Hughes become the

first Queen'smen to be so honoured since the end of the last war,

and Hughes is the first intercollegiate lineman to be picked.

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

68V2 Princess Street Kingston Phone 2-1761
Quality that Pleases . . . Service that Satisfies

WARD b HAMILTON LUNCH BAR
PRINCESS AT DIVISION

FULL COURSE MEALS
REASONABLE PRICES

KINGSTON, ONT.

3mX Ifcnnj Unirl
PRINCESS STREET

Coffee Shop and Restaurant

Kingston, Ont. Phone 7712

Dial 7135

town and country

Restaurants

Highway No. 2, Cataraqui, Ont.

• Princess at Clergy Streets,
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HAMLET PROVES SUCCESS
By J. G. P.

The more one sees of Shake-
speare's HAMLET, the more one
becomes convinced that it is a
very difficult play to produce.
Couple this with the bad stage
facilities here in Convocation
Hall, and the problem becomes
formidable indeed.

On W e d n e s d a y evening, in

spite of one of the worst audienc-

ces ever assembled anywhere, the
Queen's Drama Guild produced
HAMLET under the direction of

Dr. William Angus. With every
conceivable disadvantage pr: ;ji.t

the cast of twenty students and
one faculty member did a fine

performance.

Wednesday was opening night,

the first of four evenings to be at-

tended by an estimated fourteen

hundred people. For an opening
night, it contained elements of

very good dram a. Given an
amount of polishing, the perform-

ances tonight and Saturday even-
ing should be excellent.

The performance I saw was
one in which some of the actors

handled some of the scenes with
remarkable brilliance. Three act-

ors in particular deserve special

notice.

Norman Edmondson played
Hamlet with a most satisfying

depth of understanding. His con-

cept of the character was that of

a neurotic prince, and while he
was not entirely consistent in bis

portrayal, he certainly reached
the point at which the audience

was convinced that the neuroti-

eism was genuine. Both bis solilo-

quies and his scenes with Polon-
ius (played by Dr. Angus) were

Kathy Totten, and Norm Edmondson, two of the principals

in Hamlet, are shown in a scene from the Drama Guild production.

concept, manner and voice deliv-

ery. His chief flaws were his

over consciousness of self in his

scenes with Ophelia and the

Queen.

Christopher Smith played the

role of Claudius, and maintained

a high standard throughout. Of
all the cast, Mr. Smith was the

most consistent and complete in

concept anil delivery. He is to be

highly commended for bis per-

formance, for it was much above

the average of amateur dramatic

presentation.

Kathy Totten also deserves a

place in the front rank. Granted

that her work was not on a con-

stant level, and that she seemed

too sophisticated in her first

scene, she nevertheless did ex-

treme!)' well. Her mad scene was
top-notch from the standpoint of ' completely c p n v i n e i n g . . . it

They Live Longer, Too!
The horse and the mule live thirty years,

And nothing know of wines and beers.

The goat and slice]) at twenty die,

And never taste of Scotch and Rye.

The cows drink water by the ton,

And at eighteen are mostly done.

The cat in milk and water soaks.

And then in twelve short years it croaks.

The modest, sober, bone-dry hen,

Lays eggs for nogs, then dies at ten.

All animals arc strictly dry.

They sinless live and sinless dir.

Bui sinful, ginful, rum-soaked men
Survive for three-score years and ten!

—From The Sheaf.

CHRISTIAN YOUTH CENTRE
185 QUEEN STREET TELEPHONE 8110

Students Are Welcome

Fireside Every Sunday Evening — 9.00 p.m.

Recreation Throughout the Week.

CHARLES LEACH, Director.

raised the hackles on the back of

my neck, and the back of my neck

is an infallible critic.

There is not room to single out

for special mention all those who
turned in good performances. It

is a large cast, and many in it

acted very well. Mary Ev. Rog-

ers, as the Queen, and in a smal-

ler role, Jean-Paul Kiopel as Os-

ric, were both better than aver-

age.

Of the production in general,

many criticisms could be offered.

But some of these would be un-

WOW!
"Jceznilawful", said Erinintru.de

the other day. "I just read where

sodium ain't found in Ireland".

"So what?" I asked, real noii-

chalent-Iike, because if there's one

thing that don't interest me much,

it's where sodium is found.

"So I can't go and discover it

and make a million", said Ennin-

trude. "And you know why it ain't

found in Ireland?"

"Nope", I said, still real casual.

'"Cause sodium just ain't found

in a free stale", and with that Erin-

intrude laughed hideously and leap-

ed from the room.

Itriteu (fiijitrri?

SYDENHAM ft WILLIAM ST3.

Rev. R. H. N. DAVIDSON
D A.. B D . TH.M.

minister

Lloyd Zurbrigg
organist and choir master

sunday, november 27th

11 a.m.—Greotness In The

Eyes of God

7.30 p,m.—The Favour of the

Lord

Social hour for young people
after Evening Service

(fihtUutpra

Ittitro (Ehurrlj

EARL

REV. W.

VND BARR1E STS.

F, BANISTER. O.D,

MINISTER

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 27TH

1 1 a.m.
—"Moking Advent

Known"

7.30 p,m.—Apostle's Creed

(9) "The Forgiveness of Sins"

A very cordial invitation to

alt students

O Come Let Us Worship

8>L (£porgp*»

(anglican)
Ki ng St. at Johnson St.

Advent Sunday
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 27TH

8.00 a.m.— Holy Communion

915 a.m.—Choral Communion

11.00 a.m.—Morning Prayer
Preacher: The Rtv'd. diaries St«pUa.

7.00 p.m.—Evensong
Preacher: Tho Dean.

Next Sunday: 7.00 p.m.

Tdnliy Church Choir of Watcrtown,
N.Y., presents tho famous Fauro'a

"REQUIEM" Barbara Amos, Soprano
of New York City, Lewis Washburn,
Baritone. Max Elsberry, Conductor.

&t. Anbreitt'a

Jlrrflbtjtprttm (fllturrb.

Princess And clehoy Streets

DARWIN STATA.
ORGANIST AND CHOIRMASTER

LILLIAN PRESTON
ASSISTANT OROANIST

-Bible Class

-Morning Sorvice,

10:30 a.m.-

11:00 a.m.-

Nursery Class, Church School

7:30 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Young People':

Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended to

all students.

fair, considering the enormous
difficulties at hand. Queen's bad-
ly wants a new stage with new
equipment. The stage we have is

far too small. It is too shallow for

effective blocking with a large

cast, and the lighting is archaic.

And you really cannot expect a
professional performance from
amateur actors, many of whom
have had little experience with
Shakespeare.

One rather irksome thing was a
seeming lack of universal agree-

ment on what the play was all

about. Various actors held differ-

ent concepts, and some held no
evident concept at all. In the end,

th play's uncveness was the re-

sult of this lack. There were a

number of let-downs, which un-
fortunately followed brilliant

scenes too often.

The costumes, produced under
the direction of Mrs. Margaret
Angus, were outstanding.

I suppose it would he silly to

say that every Queen's student

should see Hamlet. Yet it is true

that for those who do attend the

performances, it will be a satisfy-

ing and thoroughly enjoyable ex-

perience. The one we watched
Wednesday could be equalled by
very few university drama groups

in Canada.

STEAM
SHOVEL

Sophz of Scienz Down Many Pintz

And was Marion informed that warriorz of Heinz plus One did

hold finest of brawlz of male deer in Cav of Whigs. But though Sue-

the-Q did trap some were many warriorz present. And as total num-

bers of soldiers of dead nature did approach unto infinite propor-

tions after brawl was exceptional feat accomplished by Bo-the-Big

who, 'tis said, trains for attempt at ship of champion of Inter-Coll.

Further was entertainment of high order with great praise for work

of Bix the Yellow-Tassled One. And did Scribe note that, as usual,

were Lowly Frosh in great numbers at brawl, though same did bare-

ly miss (by one year) entertainment of usual nature.

Frosh Get Clues On Lemonz' Views
And did Scribe note that Warriors; of Scienz did emerge from

week of Suc-thc-Q for most part unmolested although 'tis said that

warriorz of unexperienced nature, namely Yellow-Tassled Ones, did

discover by bitter experience true nature of Lemonz as illustrated by

famous motto set forth by Scribe in former years, but which now is

branded by censor of Land of P.Q. Further does Scribe note that

once-promising crop of green Lemonz has fallen into abominable

ways of riper ones who do sport hideous coverings of lower extremi-

ties (probably to hide them) and who share same ambition: to get

one (at least) of Men of Mudz.

Caps Are Off as Warriorz Quaff
And is Marion pleased to learn that warriorz of Scienz do pre-

pare for coming battle of bottle. For must attempt be made to uphold

tradition that wariorz of Scienz are superior at everything, includ-

ing quaffing of invigorating fluidz of amber. Further does humiliat-

ing fact remain that warrior of Var, even the Bomb, does now hold

title. And so that traditon of Fac might be upheld, does Scribe inform

warriorz that training takes place at Swinging Gate of Au, home
of mighty Tri-G-A. But now has quota of tabletz filled with humble

chippings of Scribe, and so must same off to Cav of Onion where arc

strange inscriptions translated by mechanical scribe of type.

STUDENT TOURS
from $1010

ALL INCLUSIVE COST
Specially prepared for College Students and Recent- Graduates

by TREASURE TOURS

Leave Montreal

June 22nd — June 29th — July 13th
51 Days with Optional Extensions to Scandinavia and Spain

Personally Escorted through 9 Countries

88 Departures of Regular Escorted I

All Inclusive Tours from $620
[

Call, Write or Telephone for Complimentary Folder

FAREWELL TRAVEL SERVICE
68 YONCE ST (at King)

EM. 3-5191
TORONTO

OF EUROPE

Him say

GRANT HALL, 8:30 P.M.

December 8, 1955—Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra

February 9, 1956—Maureen Forrester, contralto

* * *

STUDENT TICKETS $2.50 and $1.50

On sale at Queen's Post Office from 11 to 12 o'clock and 3 to 4

o'clock, Monday through Friday for a two week period. Mail orders

may be left at the Post Office.

McGALL'S
LUGGAGE AND SPORTING GOODS
By The World's Finest Manufacturers

— AGENTS FOR —
SPALDING - SLAZENCER - CCM, ETC., SPORTS EQUIPMENT

SKYWAY — SAMSONITE — McBRINE

QUEEN'S CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS

Tennis and Badminton Racquets Restrung

212 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 3793

mdwtf
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This Is Atherosclerosis:

Medsmen Embark On Fatty Diet

To Shed Light On Heart Disease

By Don Wolochow
The dietary experiment being

held at Queen's (sec Tuesday's

JOURNAL) is part of a world-

wide attack on the problems of

atherosclerosis. This formidable

term refers to a very common dis-

ease which effects nearly every-

one to some degree during his or

her lifetime.

Athersderosis is a condition

affecting arteries which carry

blood from the heart to vital

structures such as the brain and

the wall of the heart itself.

As athersclerosis advances, lit-

tle mounds of fatty material

build up on the inner lining of

these arteries. This structural al-

teration (lesion) advances until

severe damage to the arterial

lining occurs. Then the passing

blood may clot, filling the vessel

and preventing blood from flow-

ing to the tissues which it must

nourish.

When this occurs in the vessels

supplying the heart muscle, the

event is known as a coronary

thrombosis, or coronary occlu-

sion, since the clot (thrombus)

has occluded the artery. Others

may refer to it as a "coronary"

or heart attack— an everyday

occurence, but a very important

one. The widely-publicized heart

of President Eisenhower suffered

this catasrophe recently.

When the artery becomes sud-

denly occluded, the heart muscle

supplied by it is cut off from its

vital supply of oxygen, and death

(necrosis) of the muscle occurs.

The body reacts to the presence

of dead tissue and rapidly sends

white blood cells to the scene-

Soon nothing but a scar remains.

If a large portion of muscle dies,

the function of the heart is inter-

fered with, and death from heart

failure may occur.

Usually the patient who has a

"coronary" suddenly is seized

with severe chest pain, which

continues to the point of collapse

and shock. With proper care he

survives and requires special care

in hospital followed by a long

rest.

PRES. EISENHOWER
A Noted Victim

Naturally the picture is not as

simple as this. There are many
factors, still not clear, which in-

fluence the development of "cor

onaries" |in some people and

maintenance of good heart func-

tion in those who may have the

same alterations in their coron-

ary arteries.

This is just one of the practical

problems facing heart specialists

and research workers to-day.

Another fundamental problem

concerns the actual cause of the

disease. This subject is far too

controversial and complicated to

discuss in an article of this sort,

but it may be said that innumer-

able factors, both internal and ex-

ternal, influence the development

of these fatty deposits in arteries.

Hereditary, hormonal, physical

(such as high blood pressure)

and dietary elements arc a few

of these.

The dietary factors are the

ones involved in the dietary ex-

periment. The present study is

designed to show the effect of

certain vegetable oil components

on the amount of fat in the blood.

High fat levels in the blood have

been known for many years to be

associated with atberoclerosis.

Perhaps a result of this work

will be a means of reducing these

levels.

The Department of Pathology

at Queen's has been active re-

cently in studying the structure

of the lesions in atherosclerosis

and attempting to elucidate their

development from the earliest

changes in the vessel lining to the

large fatty deposits and subse-

quent damage. A paper based on

this work was recently well-re-

ceived by a conference on ather-

osclerosis held in Chicago.

Many questions remain to be

answered. The intensive research

being carried on at every large

centre in the world is evidence

of the importance of these stu-

dies. Work has gone on for many
years, and the recent Eisenhower

misfortune has only opened the

public's eyes to this common dis-

ease. It is perhaps unfortunate

that other widespread diseases

which are preventable are not

also in the foreground.

Errata

In the article titled "Stu-

dents are Human Guinea

Pigs" in last Tuesday's Jour-

nal, the word "liquid" used

throughout, should read

"lipid". Lipids are fats.

CFRC
Friday

6:00—Holland Calling — Tom
Bonnema

6:30—Odds and Ends—Graham
Skerrett and Norm May

7 :00—Stardust—Danny Wong
at the piano

7 :30—Hie Jacet—Ned Franks

and Dave Cowpcr

7:45—Club Tambourine — Len

Robbins, Don Quinsey

8:00—Birdland — Paul Ward
and Don Cooper

8:30—Show Biz News — Doug
Thomson and Harriet

Badaker

9 :00—Starlite Stomp — Thelma

Hunter

9.30—Our Choice—Bev Phillips

and June Pryce

10:00—1490 Pops—Don Harrison

1 1 :00—Mac's Merri-go-round —
Doug Mcllraith

11:3(3—Prelude to Dreaming —
Oryce Mcllraith

12:00—Sign Off

Saturday

6:00—Warm Up
6:30—Ranch 1490—Bev Phillips

7:00—Hits and Misses — Ellie

Williamson, Ann Dorland

7:30—On the Upbeat — Am
Matthews

8:00—In the Groove — Doug
Thomson

8:30—Lonesome Lemon — Ann
O'Nymous

9:00—1490 Classics — Bob
Sanderson

10:00—Date With the Stars —
Bob Sage, Ira Sutherland

10:30—Around the Campfire —
Len Berk

11:00—Cook's Musical Tour —
Ken Cook

11:30—Mellow Mood — June

Pryce

12:00—Sign Off

BOYISH V-NECK

pullovers

"Boys vJ\\\ be. boys
G?-ir)s u/fll be boys-. ."tool

Among Canada's campus crowd it's the latest . . it's the big

sweater switch from boy to girl. It's Kitten's full-fashioned

V-neck pullover for boys and girls ... in Pcttal Orion, so soft

you have to touch it to believe it! So easy to care for! Twenty

shades for matching. Sleeveless pullover $7.95, long-sleeve

pullover $9.95. At good shops everywhere.

look for (fit- nome "Kitten"

wus
General meeting of WUS in Ban

Righ Common Room on Thursday,

Dec. 1, at 7:30 p.m. Prof. Urqu-

hart will show slides on Pakistan.

* *
Canterbury Club

You are invited to hear Prof.

Smithers recording of Eliot's

"Murder in the Cathedral" by the

Old Vic. Theatre Co., in St.

George's Cathedral Library after

evensong on Sunday. This evening

an open discussion will be held at

8 p.m. in St. James Hall on the

Epistle and the Gospel for Sunday.

Come and find new ideas.

*

Movie Night at Hillel House
At 8:00 p.m., Sunday, Nov. 27,

"Kimiko" a Japanese film wilt be

;hown at Hillel House. This film

has won several film awards. All

welcome.

Dance Tonight

Place: Grant Hall.

Time: 9-1 a.m.

Admission : 50c person.

Con Baker's Orchestra. Proceeds

to Queen's Band.

* *

Newman Club
Sunday, Nov. 27. 9:30 a.m..

Newman Club Mass — St. James'

Chapel. Communion Breakfast at

Hotel Dieu Hospital. 7:30 p.m..

Benediction — St. Mary's Cathe-

dral. 7:30 p.m., Discussion groups

and Newman Nite, Jeanne Mance

Residence.

Attention Art'smen!

It's Coming !

January 20.

*

Science Choir

There will be an additional meet-

ing of the Science Choir in Wallace

Hall on Sunday, Nov. 27, at 2:00

p.m., in preparation for the Science

Revue. All Sciencemen who like to

sing are urged to attend.

* *

Arts '58

There will be a crucial meeting

of Art's '5S on Monday, Nov. 28,

at 7:30 p.m., in the Biology Lecture

room in the Old Arts Building.

*

Intercollegiate Badminton

AH girls who are interested in

playing intercollegiate badminton

are encouraged to turn out for the

first practice of the season, Mon.,

Nov. 28, from 12:30 - 1:30.

Classified Ads

Xost

Tie-clip, long and slim with stone

set in the end, on Nov. 12, in Grant

Hall, at dance. Finder please con-

tact W. R. McAlister, St. Michael's

College, House 2, Toronto.

* * #

Parker 51 pen, black. Please con-

tact Barb Roach, 2-0268.

50 million times a day

at home, at work or on the way

There's

nothing

1. Bright, bracing taste.,

ever-fresh and sparkling.

2. A welcome bit

of quick energy . .

brings you

back refreshed.

COCA-COLA LTD.
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Yates Trophy Arrives In Kingston
But Only Amid Much Confusion

Athletic Board of Control of-

ficials are breathing easier now
that the Yates trophy has finally

arrived in Kingston.

After the trophy was won by the

Golden Gaels in an 18-0 landslide

two weeks ago, Board officials

waited expectantly for the trophy

to arrive after an absence of IS

years. And they waited. And
waited,

Prolific correspondence be-

tween athletic officials here and
their opposite numbers in Tor-
onto failed to produce any re-

Need Members

For Science Choir

Unless more members join the

Science Choir immediately, there

is a strong possibility that the

traditional Engineers' Carol Ser-

vice may not be held this year.

In an urgent appeal for choir

members, the Science choir lead-

er said that unless membership
increases, there will be no choir

to lead the annual Service.

The choir at present has six

members. It could use up to 50.

The choir leader stresses that

the choir will chiefly lead the

singing. It will render only one
selection of its own.

The choir is also singing in

the Science Revue, "You Old
Swat", and needs membership
for this purpose.

Two meetings are scheduled

—

Sunday at 2 p.m. in Wallace Hall,

-and Tuesday at 10 p.m. in the
Muir House common room. Re-
freshments will be served by the
girls of Muir House.

suits. The Toronto officials kept

insisting that the trophy had been

shipped, while AB of C secre-

tary Charlie Hicks kept insisting

that the trophy had not yet ar-

rived in Kingston.

This process continued for al-

most two full weeks, until a mes-
sage was received from Toronto
Saturday to the effect that Tor-
ontonians were very sorry, but

the trophy had not yet been
shipped. As a final touch, the

trophy arrived later that same
day on the afternoon train.

Investigation revealed that the

trophy had been at Trophy
Crafts, a Toronto sports concern,

where it was being cleaned.

Officials said that it has never

been tradition in the intercollegi-

City Hoqors
Golden Gaels

(Continued from Page 1)

the movies of Queen's games of

1924, 1945, 1950 and the cham-
pionship one of 1955, expressed

deep thanks that the "phantom
player number 000," was on

Queen's side " for a change".

Apparently this mysterious and

elusive player has, in the past

years forsaken Queen's for other

universities, for he is the one who
makes the breaks in any game.

Piped in by Peter McClure and

carrying the trophy, Gary Lewis

made the presentation to Prin-

cipal Mackintosh. The principal

accepted it stating that it was a

pleasure to receive it and "keep it

for the next year, and more I

hope".

Quarterback Club Program
To Be Broader Next Year

"The Queen's Quarterback-

Club will be back next fall with
even more elaborate plans, "said

R. M. Breathet, Molson's eastern

Ontario representative, in a tele-

phone conversation with the

Journal last week.

Mr. Breathet expressed regret

for not being able to show films

of the final Queen's-Toronto
game. The film will be shown in

the near future in a hall down-
town.

The average attendance at

Thursday night meetings this

year was 133. The biggest crowd,

216. turned out for the showing
of the Queen's-Western game
played in London.

There are tentative plans to

hold luncheon meetings of the

Quarterback Club downtown for

the businessmen next year. How-
ever the weekly meetings in Con-

vocation hall, complete with the

draw for two football tickets, will

be continued. Big Four films will

again be shown.

K. PETROS
EXPERT SHOE REPAIRS KEYS DUPLICATED

SERVICE WHILE YOU WAIT

Confectionery, Novelties, Magazines

525 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2-6533

MOONLIGHT LUNCH
FULL COURSE DINNERS CHINESE DISHES

Lunches prepared to take out.

SPECIAL FOR STUDENTS
Meal Tickets: $5.50 for only $4.75

527 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 6972 and 2-9001

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

ate league to present the Yates
trophy at the end of the final

playoff game.

Now that they have the trophy,

Queen's officials don't know
what to do with it. The trophy
is too large to fit in either of the
two display cases in the lobhy of

the gymnasium, and, in any
event, the show cases are already

jam-packed with sport souvenirs.

For the moment, the highly-val-

ued trophy is being kept in the

athletic office.

Special Activities

On Newman Day

Queen's Newman Club has
planned a special day of activities

this Sunday to mark the annual

Newman Day. Newman Day was
scheduled this year for Oct. 6,

but was postponed because of a

regional conference at Queen's.

Newman Day is observed by
27 clubs across Canada. A spe-

cial program is planned to em-
body the three-fold purpose of

Newman clubs, spiritual, intel-

lectual, and social, and to give

students hacground knowledge of

the life and works of Cardinal

Newman.

Newman Day will begin with

Mass at 9:30 in St. James Chapel,

followed by breakfast in the

Hotel Dieu cafeteria. Guest spea-

ker will be E. L. Masterson,

B.Com. '48 and past president of

Queen's Newman Club. Mr. Mas-
terson is present head of the ac-

counting department of Canadian

General Electric.

Newman Night will begin as

usual with Benediction at 7 p.m.

in St. Mary's Cathedral. Students

will then divide into four dis-

cussion groups in the Jeanne

Mance Nurses' Residence. These

groups ...will ..discuss ...scholastic

philosophy, psychiatry and re-

ligion, marriage preparations and

communion.

SCHOLARSHIPS

A two-year scholarship, with an

annual value of £350, has been

offered to post-graduate students in

Canada who wish to study in the

United Kingdom. It will be awar-

ded to a student in the humanities

or social sciences who has complet-

ed one year of post-graduate work.

Applications, which must be in by

March 16, 1956, and requests for ap-

plications forms should be address-

ed to: The Chairman, Sir Arthur

Sims Scholarship Committee, c/o

National Research Council, Ottawa,

Ont.

*

The Jewish Women's Musical

Club is offering its annual awards

for an original one-act play and a

musical composition by any resident

uf Canada. For the best play, there

is a prize of $100, and for the best

piece of music, $75. Contestants

must send their name and address,

and the title of the play, in a sealed

envelope with the entry, and must

include a stamped, self-addressed

folder.

Entries to the music competition

should be addressed to Original

Composition Award Committee.

Mrs. I. H. Wiseman, 242 Ruperts-

land Ave., Winnipeg, Man., and for

the play contest, to Chairman, Play

Contest, Miss Charlotte Mass, 383

Machray Ave., Winnipeg.

Adelaide 2 Champs
Win Susie-Q Cup

Second-floor Adelaide emerged

victorious in the inter-residence

Suzy-Q week competition. Goodwin

House, possessor of the cup for the

last two years came second, and

Gordon House was third.

The Levana Society announced

a total of SS5.75 was collected dur-

ing the week. This amount is nearly

three times last year's total. The

money will go to charity, to some

organization chosen by the Levana

Council.

EMPLOYMENT

HAPPY CORNER RESTAURANT
SPECIAL MEAL TICKETS FOR STUDENTS

We serve ITALIAN SPAGHETTI

533 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2-8013

"1956 GRADUATES
and 3rd Year

Chemical Engineering Students

Representatives of the

Spruce Falls Power and Paper Company, Ltd.

Kapuskasing, Ontario

will visit the campus on

NOVEMBER 28th and 29th, 1955

They will be interested in applications from 1956 graduores in

Mechanical Engineering, Chemical Engineering, and any Engineer-

ing graduate with an interest in Industrial Engineering. Also grad-

uates in Commerce and Finance or Business Administration for

positions in Accounting and Industrial Relations. In addition, 3rd

year students from Chemical Engineering courses will be considered

for summer employment. If you are interested in moking application,

please drop into the Employment Office for further particulars."

EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWS

CANADA PACKERS LIMITED

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1955

Representatives from Canada Packers Limited will be on the

campus to discuss summer and permanent employment oppor-

tunities with graduating ond third yeaT students. There are

attractive openings in the fields of accounting, trading, production,

engineering, sales personnel and chemistry. Make advance ap-

pointments through the Employment Service in the Students' Union.

DEFENCE RESEARCH BOARD
OFFERS

SCIENTISTS
AND

ENGINEERS
CHALLENGING ASSIGNMENTS

AND

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES
IN

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

SPECIALIZATIONS

SCIENCE

• Chemistry

Mathematics

• Physics

• Statistics

• Aeronautical

• Physics

• Mechanical

• Electrical

ENGINEERING

• Chemical

• Metallurgical

• Electronics

• Communications

Our Representatives Will Visit This University

On December 5 and 6 To Conduct Interviews

SEN IORS AN D GRADUATES

FOREIGN SERVICE OFFICERS
ARE REQUIRED FOR THE

DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

These are attractive planned careers in Diplomatic, Consular. Inform-

ation and Administrative work in the Canadian Foreign Service tor

University Graduates who are under 31 years of age and have resided

in Canada for at least ten years. There are numerous opportunities

for promotion. Under-graduates in their final year of study may apply.

New appointees start at $290 a month and offer approximately

eight months are usually advanced to $315 a month.

A written examination will be held on

DECEMBER 3rd, at:

Office of Extension Department,

Richardson Hall,

Queen's University,

KINGSTON, Ontario.

Complete details and descriptive folders may be obtained at your

university placement office or from the Civil Service Commission, Ot-

tawa In correspondence. Quote Competition S5-/10. A copy ol ttie

examination announcement may be on your bulletin board.

OPPORTUNITIES

in one of Canada's Fastest-Growing

Retail Organizations

Leading To Future Responsibilities

We are planning to employ a number of university graduates

who ore interested in achieving a stimulating career. They should

possess energy, resourcefulness, initiative, good health and a willing-

ness to work.

Suitable academic background would be successful work in

commerce, business administration, social sciences or generol arts.

Successful applicants will find challenging positions in the

Mail Order ond Retail sections of our growing Company.

Those invited to join our organization will find opportunities

in sales . . . merchandising . . . accounting . . . credit . . .
adver-

tising ... or any one of a dozen or more interesting activities

leading in time to positions of responsibility.

A representative of our Company will be at the

University on November 29, in order to interview

interested members of the graduating class.

Simpson-Sears
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None But The Privileged Few
Where is the Yates Cup? Since Queen's won the Senior Inter-

collegiate Football championship two weeks ago in Richardson Sta-

dium that has been the most popular question on the campus. Tues-
day night in the ballroom of the Hotel La Salle, before an assembly
of university officials, football players past and present, and Kings-
ton sportsmen, that question was answered. The Yates Cup, escorted

by a kilted piper, was presented to Principal W. A. Mackintosh by
captain Gary Lewis.

The fact that the presentation was made off-campus and was
sponsored by a group whose connection with the University seems
to be extremely tenuous has aroused considerable criticism within

the student body. Queen's football victory, in the minds of most
students, is a triumph for the whole university, not simply for the

thirty-odd members of the football team. Students have been the

most loyal supporters of the team. Their support has not been con-

ditional by the number of victories won. They have been as faithful

in the years of adversity (not far behind us) as in this year of tri-

umph. They are impervious to adverse weather conditions, as wit-

ness the packed stands at the Western game this year. If vocal sup-

port is a factor in the success of the team, the Gaels had an edge on
every other team in the league.

Now it appears that the student body is not to be given an op-

portunity to share in the triumph of their team. Few students could

afford the S5 a plate that was demanded at the dinner. It is doubtful

if those who could would have been able to get tickets. To all in-

tents, this was a private dinner from which students were excluded.

It is unfortunate that this method was chosen for the presenta-

tion of the cup. It has meant the exclusion of the team's most en-

thusiastic supporters from sharing in, what is to them, almost a per-

sonal triumph. It is all very well for the City of Kingston and other

private groups to express their tributes to the Queen's football team.
However, surely the most appropriate place for the actual presenta-

tion of the trophy would have been on the campus and in the pres-

ence of the student body.

The Forgotten Man
Any Queen's male who was not present at last Saturday's Susie-

Q dance, possibly for the very good reason that be wasn't asked,

can find slight consolation in the fact that there were a good many
others who shared his fate.

The term "coeducational", when applied to conditions at

Queen's, must be qualified. The situation which actually exists gives
to the male element on the campus an overwhelming numerical su-
periority which, to the male mind at least, is not at all desirable.

There just aren't enough girls to go around during Susie-Q week,
and many a male is forced to sit disconsolately at home, thoughtfully
considering the plight of the female who sits by her telephone in a
similar state at other times of the social year.

Unfortunately, there is strong reason to believe that a good
number of Queen's co-eds made the situation worse by staying at

home themselves on the gala night. Having forsaken their own re-

sponsibilities at the time of crisis, these girls are now ready to hurl
insults at the disgruntled males who, for the remainder of the year,
will resort to the base business of "importing" female company. Men
of Queen's, rise up against this group! You have nothing to lose but
your boredom.

Actually, Susie-Q week provides a unique occasion on this
campus for making new acquaintances. Large groups of people,
many of whom hardly know one another, can be seen trooping to
the coffee shop where sips and pleasantries are exchanged. During
Susie-Q week this is the 'thing to do'.

Because it is the 'thing to do', we suggest that in future years the
peculiar Susie-Q atmosphere be better exploited to further relation-
ships between such groups as the men of McNeill House and the
women of Adelaide and Ban Righ Halls. For the first time in his-
tory, the opportunity now exists for whole floor-loads of men to be
invited to informal gatherings, at which men could strike up ac-
quaintances with women they would not ordinarily see in their
wanderings about the campus.

This problem of contact between the two groups merits careful
consideration; and is also one which could he combatted by more
effective use of the possibilities inherent in the Susie-Q week atmos-
phere.

Maybe if this sort of campaign were carried out in future years,
there would be fewer plaintive figures about the campus on the
night of the Susie-Q dance. And fewer males would be condemned
to sit at home with their noses pressed against their window-pane,
rising now and then to glance sceptically in the mirror.

Students With Talents
Next Tuesday evening in the Drama Guild Lounge a group of

students will perform a play written by a Queen's graduate. The
play, entitled "Beyond Moriah", and written by Don Gollan, will
be judged for possible entry in the Inter Varsity Drama League
Festival. Mr. Gollan made an outstanding contribution to enter-
tainment at Queen's during his university career. For several years
he helped write and direct the Queen's Revue. He promises to be
one of the more successful of recent Queen's graduates. We wish
him every success.

Queen's is not completely lacking in students with artistic talent
as some people suggest. Jack Graham, Meds '58, who sang the bass
lead in "The Messiah", also deserves recognition, as do several
others. Queen's students, as well as learning to appreciate outside
talent, should encourage that which exists among themselves. This
could form part of the program of the recently-formed Fine Arts
Committee.

NEWS ITEM: "... THE YATES CUP WAS PRESENTED TO
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY LAST TUESDAY NIGHT AT AN
OFF-CAMPUS BANQUET . . .

"

•WOULDN'T IT HAVE BEEN NICE IF SOME QUEEN'S STUDENTS
COULD HAVE BEEN HERE TO SEE THIS."

Conversation Piece

While we were

through the memorial chapel at

Harvard, our guide pointed out a

small bronze plaque opposite the

wall on which were engraved the

names of the Harvard men who
had died fighting for America in

the two world wars.

On the plaque, in fine lettering,

appeared the names of several

young men who had fallen fighting

for their Fatherland, Germany.

It was a generous, a typically

American, gesture. I wonder whe-

ther a German university would

have done the same thing. I would

like to think so.

The guide told us that a few of

the young men had been studying

at Harvard when the war broke

out in 1939 and had immediately

returned to Germany.

1 began to worry at the time —
and am still worrying — about the

horrible implications of those young
Germans' actions. I wish I had
known them.

Let us assume that just one of

them took seriously what he had
seen of what we call the democra-
tic way of life. It is not a perfect

system — individuals do not al-

ways make the best use of it. But
at bottom it is based on the mut-
ual respect of human beings one
for another. It is a free way and
a good way.

If one of them took these things

seriously — and realized that the

incineration of Jews was inhumane

and barbaric — why did he go back-

to Germany and why do we, at the

bottom of our hearts, admire him
for going back?

The whole trouble is, of course,

patriotism. We foster it in ourselves

and praise it in others but I think

it's often used to camouflage moral
bankruptcy. Perhaps even in the
Germans who returned to fight for

Hitler.

What is patriotism anyway? And

Tony ^iiiij^^^^^^bm
being shown should it rank high in the scale of

moral values?

Everybody has at one time or

another swelled with pride at the

sight of a Canadian warship or

damned the foreigner for tread-

ing on Canadian toes. It is a na-

tural reaction, almost an exten-

sion of the instinctive desire to

defend family and home.

But suppose you are a Commu-
nist faced with the agonizing task

of deciding whether, in the event

of war, you would bear Canadian

amis. If you don't, you're a traitor

and people revile you. If you do,

though, aren't you selling your

soul? If you honestly believe that

communism is based on a higher

ethical ideal than western democ-

racy, should you not submit to

internment or desert to the Rus-

sians? It would be a difficult de-

cision to make, but in the last resort

are not moral values — abstract

though they may be — justly of

more binding force than automatic

patriotism?

To return to the young German

students at Harvard for a moment.

They chose the way of patriotism

and turned their back, if they be-

lieved in it, on the social morality

which says that massacre and ag-

gression are criminal actions.

Most of us, I suspect, would

want to congratulate the young men
nn their choice. I personally think

they made a tragic mistake — they

fought on the wrong side ; no

waving of banners and singing of

songs can justify the Nazi cause.

If Canada has to go to war again

— God forbid — I hope we will

fight not because we are told to,

or because we love the Queen, or

because we have a high standard

of living we don't want to share

with anybody else, but because we
think the ethic on which our liberal

way of life is founded is worth de-

fending for its own sake.

Letter To The Editor

"Amah
Editor, Journal:

I would like to suggest -that

you replace your present Assoc-
iate Fditor with a person less ar-

chaic and outmoded in his man-
ner of spelling. Such protests

against the streamlining and clar-

ifying of our language which is

being carried out by progressive

and efficient educators to the

south can only come from one so

stuffy and tradionalist in outlook

that he is incapable of even un-

ncanization!

derstanding that this is progress.

These improvements, if con-
tinued, can make the writing of

our language much simpler for

everyone. Just think that if we
went to say "write" "right" or

"rite" we can always use the same

form. Uv corse, a few peepul may
ubjekt, althOW thay shood sune

fault into line.

Lack of Fundamental Learning

A Crop Of Dulled Minds

Brave New World.

By Frances Code

Canadian education has been

the subject of some concern re-

cently. Among those who have

attacked it are A. R. M. Lower,

professor of history at Queen's,

and, more recently, Arnold Ed-

inborough, editor of the Kingston

Whig Standard and a former pro-

fessor of English.

Mr. Edinborough believes the

most serious drawback in Cana-

da's present educational system

is the lack of time spent on funda-

mental learning. This lack of con-

cern with basic principles, he

feels, has let a lot of superficial

enthusiasts take over education.

But one encouraging factor in

what would otherwise be a

gloomy picture is that no one is

as aware of the deficiencies of col-

lege education as the college stu-

dent himself. Science and medical

students constantly complain
about their lack of general know-

ledge. And perhaps the person

who knows best that he knows
little is the honors arts graduate.

Universities do accomplish one

thing : they excite in the student

an appetite for further reading

and study once he completes his

formal education.

But if universities are going to

succeed in their task of educating

young men and women, a serious

look must be taken at the grist

mill which year after year grinds

out university applicants— the

high schools.

The high school graduate does

not know how to think; he knows
how to memorize. He cannot ex-

press original ideas, but he can

recite monotonously the ideas,

often prejudiced and insufficient-

ly explained, of his teachers. He
is smug in the knowledge that he

has completed fifth form while

many of his earlier classmates

have not.

Nothing is done in most of our

present-day high schools to pre-

pare a student for what he will

meet at university. If he dares to

question the opinions of his

teacher he is sarcastically repri-

manded before the entire class.

He becomes inarticulate and
ceases to think.

He has never heard mentioned

during his high schools years the

names of the men whose ideas

are to form the basis of his uni-

versity education. He has never

even been made to reflect that

serious, striking differences of

opinion do exist in the world, and
that the opinions which he is

taught day after day may contain

flaws. He is never encouraged to

look for these flaws.

Until his graduation from fifth

form the high school student is

regarded and treated as an infer-

ior being without any capacity

for thought and self-expression.

He is herded from one class to an-

other; his attendance is carefully

supervised; he is even submitted

to the public humiliation of 'writ-

ing lines', of 'stayin.ef-in ', and

even, occasionally, of corporal

punishment.

What happens to this student

when he arrives at college? For

the first year or two he must ad-

just himself to the terrifying

realization that be is expected to

think, that his ideas will be taken

seriously, and that what he is

taught v.- not necessarily the fin-1

truth. This process takes at least

one year, but usually more than

that.

Many people graduate from
college without having learned to

think for themselves at all. They
have tackled their college courses

in the same way they faced their

high school exams—their learning

is measured by the number of

ideas they have memorized and

can spill forth on their examina-

tion paper.

Another serious result of the

high school system carried over

to university is the inability of

students, right through univer-

sity, to express an idea in class.

If university students are to

gain anything from their four

years at university, instead of

only from their last year or two,

they must be better prepared for

university when they enter.

The administration of upper high

school forms must be revised so

that the gap between high shool

and university is not so great. It

would not be impossible to sub-

stitute a lecture system for dic-

tated notes. A few more enlight-

ened teachers do this now, but

they are in the minority.

And high school students

must be encouraged to do more
original work on their own. This

work should be designed to carry

the student beyond the spheres of

knowledge outlined in his text-

books. For many schools this

would mean a need for library ex-

pansion, since many small towns
do not have a public library.

More classroom discussions

should be instituted to encourage

the student to think and to ex-

press himself. These discussions

can be carried away from the par-

ticular subject and related to

other subjects to more general,

though still significant, ideas.

No university, within the scope

of a three, four or five-year

course, can be expected to give a

student the fundamental learning

of which Mr. Edinborough
speaks. The student entering uni-

versity should already have it,

and be able to use it as a basis for

higher training. As the high
school system is now organized
he cannot even be expected to

have ft. Only through a complete

reorganization of this system can
universities expect new students
to possess a good background for

university training.
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INMATES LEARN WHILE SERVING TERM
Gay's Saucy Opera

In London Setting

The scums and dregs of eigh-

teenth-century London will be on

stage in Grant Hall to-morrow

night when the Glee Club unfolds

John Gay's saucy musical, "The
Beggar's Opera". This work was
first presented in 1728 at the Lin-

coln's Inn Field's Theatre. It was
apparently a hit, for in 1732 John
Rich built the first Covent Garden
Theatre largely from the profits of

that production.

The version being presented here

was adapted from the original by
the contemporary British composer,

Benjamin Britten, in 1948. Many
of the airs are derived from old

English songs and ballads.

The staging, by Mr. Arnold
Edinborough, editor of the Whig-
Standard, and Mrs. Solange Po-
dell, has been carried out with
spectator appeal in mind. Prob-
ably the most outstanding of the
colorful crowd scenes is the gam-
ing house where the hero, Cap-
tain Macheath, holds his court.

Scenery is simple, giving a mere
suggestion of parts of Newgate
prison, Peachum's Lock and
Marylebone. The colorful costumes
were assembled by Shirley Ross
and Sandra Kindle. Dr. Graham
George is directing the production.

The leads include as Polly

Peachum, Pat Putnam
; Lucy, Ruth

Gosling, Captain Macheath, Robin
Bolton; Mr. Peachum, Harry Mc-
Adie; Mr. Lockit, Jim Barber.

Tickets are 50 cents and may be
purchased either from any member
of the Glee Club, or at the door.

MtRCDITH

Pictured during a rehearsal of "The Beggars' Opera" are left, Mr. Arnold Edinborough. stage man-
ager, part of the cast, Mrs. Solange Podell, stage manager, and Dr. Graham George, director, at
extreme right.

Tricolor Prepares

To Meet Deadline

"Tricolor '56 may be in the
hands of graduates and students
before the spring convocation in

May", Leonor Haw, Tricolor edi-

tor, informed the Journal this

week. This means the yearbook
staff must meet a series of dead-
lines set by Yearbook House of

Kansas City, Missouri.

The American printing firm
was again awarded the printing
contract this year.

December 16 has been desig-

nated deadline for the graduate
section of the book. Failure to

meet this deadline will forfeit the

promised early delivery date. Any
graduates who have not submit-
ted their chosen proofs to Wal-
lace Berry Photography are ur-

ged by Tricolor to do so today.

A feature of interest in Tri-

color '56 is the section commem-
orating Queen's first intercollegi-

ate football championship in IS

years.

Candid snapshots are now be-

ing solicited by Tricolor.

An intensive sales campaign
will begin Jan. 8. The price this

year will again be $5.

This year's Tricolor will fea-

ture several pages of color pic-

tures. Modifications have also

been made in the layout of grad-

uate pictures with a view to mak-
lng this section more attractive.

WUS Will Campaign For Funds
To Assist Overseas Students

By John Cartwright

Queen's committee of World
University Service of Canada has

announced that its campaign to

raise funds on the campus will

take place the second week in

January. Money raised in this

campaign will be used to help

students in Japan, Indonesia, Is-

rael, and Pakistan.

Joan Partridge, chairman of

the local WUS committee, ex-

plained why WUS must have this

fund-raising campaign.

World University Service is an

international organization whose
object is to promote mutual un-

derstanding and service among
students throughout the world.

To this end it carries out a three

part programme; exchange schol-

arships between diffferent coun-

tries; summer seminars and

study tours overseas ; and most

important at present, material aid

to universities in countries which

need it.

WUS relies entirely on volun-

tary contributions to pay for this

program. It can raise money for

Red Room Becomes Studio

For Nine Ambitious Singers

Students who have been in the

New Arts Building at noun with-

in the past few weeks have un-

doubtedly wondered who or what

were creating those longitudinal

vibrations in the Red Room. That

conglomeration of chords, and

aspirations to chords, conies

from a group of music lovers con-

sisting of some nine Queen's stu-

dents, largely frosli, with a few

sophs added to keep discipline.

Those included are; Ron Bar-

nuiii, Arts '59, tenor; Dave Hag-

gerty, Arts '59, and Dick McCut-

cheon, Meds '56, leads; Dave

Nairn, Arts '59 and Fred Harn-

den, Sc. '58, baritones; Pete Mas-

sun Arts '59, and Paul Haynes

Art* '58, bassos profnndo; and

Jo Smith Arts '59. soprano and

siren. Dave Bessant, Arts '59, is

director, arranger, and accom-

panist.

The ambitions of the group are

modest and unassuming. They

merely hope to hit the hit parade

with a few records, conduct a

tour of the Ivy league colleges

next football semester, collect

enough revenue to tide them over

the rough spots, and enter car-

eers as professional students and

musicians. But the group has a

few longhairs who act as a mod-

erating influence. (They only

want to practise an hour a day.)

Names for the group have been

many and varied, ranging from

The Singing Gaels to The Nat-

ural N'ine. Some people know
them as the Octones. However,

no definite handle has yet been

adopted, and any suggestion s.

provided they are flattering,

would be warmly welcomed,

So far this year, their perform-

ances have been limited to ren-

ditions at the pre-victory Debat-

ing dance, at a Gordon House

get-together, and at the Nursery

Room at KGH. The group main-

tains that if they can please the

kids, they won't have any trouble

making a bit with Queen's stu-

dents. (Omnibus paribus cited as

the governing rule).

scholarships and seminars from

outside sources, but for its stu-

dent aid projects it depends solely

on student contributions. All

money given by students is used

for student aid projects.

Miss Partridge pointed out that

WUS is more than merely a char-

ity organization. Countries which

receive aid also help students

from other countries. Japan,

which receives considerable aid

from the WUS I nternationa!

Fund, provides several WUS
scholarships for foreign students.

Israel, which desperately needs

money to build accommodation

for students, nevertheless was
able to send vitally needed drugs

and medicines to a student hos-

pital in India.

However, most of the funds for

the WUS International pro-

gram must come from the U.S.

and Canada. Nearly all Canadian

(See WUS, Page 5)

University Degree Courses

Offered At Penitentiary Now
By Herschel Hardin

Inmates at both the Kingston and Collins Bay Penitentiaries

can come within one year of a university degree by taking courses

through Queen's University.

The introduction of university courses in the prison set a Cana-

dian precedent in penal education. They were first offered in 1930

to meet a definite need. Courses are given free to the penitentiary by

the university.

"In the Kingston Penitentiary

there have been 75 registered uni-

versity students since 1930 and few

of them have ever returned," H. B.

Patterson, head teacher, told the

Journal. "This education possibly

fortifies their decision," he added.

There are two assistant teachers,

besides Mr. Patterson, on the staff.

The opportunities for univer-

sity education in the penitentiary

are not only beneficial to takers

but also to the whole inmate pop-

ulation," Mr. Patterson remark-

ed. "There is a goal for the stu-

dious fellow to aim at. Often

people who have left here have

gone on to university," he said.._

All extension courses offered by

the university are available to in-

mates. Presently there are three

people taking these coursees in the

Kingston Penitentiary. There have

never been more than six college

students in the prison at one time.

The main reason for this small

registration is the lack of basic

education among most of the in-

mates. The prime concern of the

penal education system is to pro-

vide the fundamentals of schooling

to as many as possible. Since the

majority of sentences are from two

to three years most of the inmates

haven't time to reach university

level while in prison. As a result

there is a very low percentage of

graduates and technicians.

In the Collins Bay Peniten-

tiary, where the accent is on tech-

nical education, only two inmates

have registered with the univer-

sity. "Generally there are one or

two who take extramural work
through Queen' s," said C. R.

Hogeboom, head of the teaching

staff.

Both penitentiaries publish mon-

thly magazines which are distrib-

uted to legal personages, other

(See Activities, Page 5)

Meeting Features

Play Competition

Two one-act plays in Convocation

Hall will highlight the monthly

meeting of the Queen's Drama

Guild Tuesday evening.

The plays, directed and acted by

Guild members, are "Beyond

Moriah", a religious play written

0y Don Gollan, Arts '54, and pre-

sented for the first time in any

theatre. The second is "Hello Out

There", a drama by William

Saroyan, which was adjudicated

best entry in the one-act play com-

petition on Nov. 7.

Peter Faris directs "Beyond

Moriah", while the Saroyan play

is directed by Bob Beattie.

Cast of "Hello Out There" in-

cludes Ross Kenzie, Karen Leid-

hold, Dave Nairn, Dave Hag-
gerty and Pat Brown. Mr. Gol-

lan's play will feature Beverly

MacKay, Helen Alexiade, Peter

Saegert, Herb Bryce, Allan

Strong and Jim Bethune.

The winning play will be selected

by three adjudicators to represent

Queen's at the Inter-Varsity Drama

League Festival to he held in

Montreal in February.

Journal Contest
Closing date for entries in

the Christmas literary contest

is Dec. 4. Fifteen dollars will

be given for the best short

story and a further $15 for

the best poem. All entries

should be addressed to our

Feature Department and han-

ded into the Journal office,

or addressed to us at the

post-office.

Courage and Efficiency Admired

Women Are Bigger And Better
" 'Women are young men's mis-

tresses, companions for middle age,

and old men's nurses' and, as Bacon

also noticed, the modem woman

could never he regretted." This

was the argument successfully up-

held by Bob McLarty and George

Post at a meeting of the Queen's

Public Speaking and Debating Club

last Thursday in the Co-ed Lounge.

Thus the resolution "that the

House regrets the modern woman",

was defeated. The affirmative was

supported by Allan Kear and Stuart

Howard.

"Modern woman has been

keeping in step with modern man
and has become larger, healthier

and longer-lived than any other

woman in recorded history." said

Mr. McLarty. "M odern man
would shuffle along with short,

hesitant steps waiting for the

small, sickly woman of the past

to catch up.

"Her courage and efficiency we

cannot help hut admire," stated Mr.

Post. "Anyone who believes that

women of the past were any swee-

ter, more loving, or self-sacrificing

than modern women has been

grossly misled."

Mr. Kear, speaking for the affir-

mative, said "The degredation of

women began in the suffragette era

when she entered politics. Now she

heris a lost soul, torn between

home and a career."

"By refusing to take their

places as wives and mothers
properly, women were losing

their power and influence," voic-

ed Mr. Howard, the second af-

firmative speaker. "They are de-

serting their task of moulding the

personalities of the nation's child-

ren and seeing to their health and
happiness."

This Thursday, debators from

Carleton College will pit their wit

against a team from the Queen's

Public Speaking and Debating Club

in the first of a series of intercol-

legiate debates.
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FECM THE

SIDELINES

BOXING ENTHUSIASTS PACK GYM
TO VIEW ANNUAL BLOOD-LETTING

MIKE MOFFAT

With the Yates Cup safely on the campus, students thoughts

should be turning to hockey. This is the natural expectation for

a Canadian university. But it isn't the case at Queen's, for there

is no senior hockey team wearing the Tricolor. In fact, there

seems to be confusion in intercollegiate intermediate ranks, and our

team will have no regular league to play in.

Queen's, which was one of the teams in the first game of

hockey ever played in Ontario (they played RMC), has been in and

out of the Senior Intercollegiate league more than twice. They
were in the league when it was first formed and dropped out in the

year 1931-32. They came back after the war, and dropped out four

years ago.

In both cases, the reasons have been financial, as the Tricolor

would be worn by a losing team and then the fans would stay

away, In the first instance, the team tried to play both Senior

Intercollegiate and OHA Senior B. When the OHA league folded

and the teams previously entered in it were regrouped as Inter-

mediate A, the Gaels followed suit and so were forced to drop out

of intercollegiate competition. The reason there was that the same
team was being played in both loops, and since the OHA part of

the schedule lost less money than the college part, the team followed

the OHA. In the second case, it was just lack of fan support for a

team that wasn't of the calibre to match the league that it was
trying to play in.

Before taking a look at the present picture, here are some quotes

from the Journal of 1931-32 and from 194849 and 49-50 with com-
ments to show the trend that forced the withdrawal of the Queen's
teams from senior intercollegiate hockey.

FIRST ONE RETIREMENT
A letter from M. B. Baker, Arts '00, appearing in a Jan. '32

issue, explaining the retirement in 1926.—"The first step that in-

fluenced the AB of C to take this step was the utter lack of hockey
interest that has crept into the student body—In the final game of

1926, the total paid admissions was forty—I must mention the lack

of interest that was developing among the players. "In this case,

1926, the team dropped out only temporarily, but the step was re-

peated in the season of 1931-32.

A jeurnal survey in the same issue, came up with the following
result, "the principal would like to see Queen's in Senior Intercol-
legiate but at the moment a change was not possible (a change
from OHA). Quoting Mr. T. A. McGinnis, then Chairman of the
AB of C, "As intercollegiate hockey has always shown a huge deficit,

the Board felt that they would be well advised to enter senior
intercollegiate and OHA senior B hockey with the same team.
This they arranged to do, but all the teams east of Toronto had
reverted to intermediate OHA ranks. Since the same team could
not be entered in OHA intermediate and intercollegiate senior, it

was decided to drop from the Intercollegiate Senior hockey."

AND THEN ANOTHER
In the second case, the team was dropped because of incessant

losses. In 1948-49, the team lost twelve of twelve scheduled inter-
collegiate games, and the following year it won only one. Caustic
comments in the sports columns of those years, show the conviction
that the team wasn't good enough for its league.

December 194S—"The Gaels presented a two-hour demonstration
of how not to win a hockey game. The team dropped a 7-5 decision
thereby consolidating their cellar position. The homesters combined
spotty passing, poorly coordinated power plays and glaring defen-
sive lapses".

February 1949—"This year bids fair to be the most disastrous
hockey season in Queen's history. The Seniors have dropped eleven
straight, the Intermediates have been trounced and battered, and
the Juniors struggled through a Junior B loop with a Junior C
squad." And in the most unkind cut of all, the writer says, "The
mathematical law of averages does not work in sports — ability is
necessary". He goes on to come to the conclusion that "we would
be farther ahead to "pull out of Senior Intercollegiate Hockey" for
the time being, lick our wounds and rebuild our teams.'' The other
solution offered by this same writer was subsidization of the team
which amounts to subsidization of the players. This he says might
induce promising players to enroll at Queen's.

Early January 1950—With no hope of a championship, the team
can concentrate on finishing ahead of McGill and avoiding the
basement for the second consecutive season." They didn't.

Late January 1950—"The senior hockey team, following a couple
of stormy sessions, will close out the puck schedule. Thursday
night, the hockey committee decide that the senior hockeyists should
drop out of the intercollegiate loop. "The committee also suggested

(Continued on Page5)

PHOTO BY MEREDITH

"How the heck can I hit you if you won't stand still," says
"Killer" Vice to Murray Osborne who is busy ducking a whirlwind
left.

Varied Styles Are Seen
Fighters Weary At End

By Mike Clancy

Last Thursday saw a capacity crowd turn out to view the
finals of the Intramural boxing and wrestling in the Queen's gym.
In the boxing, seven bouts were fought, and two contestants, both
of Arts '57, Ian Baird in the 130 lb. class and Bill Beaton in the

165 lb. division won their crowns uncontested. The majority of

the boxers on the card were not too well acquainted with the

finer points of the game, but despite this fact, they all put on fine

exhibitions. One fan summed it up very well when he stated, "what
they lacked in style, they made up in spirit."

The first event of the night,

—

Western Gals Win In Water
Queen 's LemonsFinishFourth

The University of Western Ontario girls won the intercol-

iegiate swim meet in London this weekend, while the Queen's
Golden Gals were finishing fourth behind the University of To-
ronto and McGill. The meet was very close with the home team
winning over Varsity on the strength of a win in the last race of

the meet

Among the individual laurels that the Gael gals gained was a
second in the doubles synchronized routine made by Mary Ellen
Barr and Liz Jennings. Kris Kaufmann was second in the 50-yd.
orthodox breast stroke. Marcia Jayes came third in the synchronized
solo event while Nan Chouinard -

ranked third in the diving con-

test. Kay Sullivan was third in

50-yd. freestyle. On the whole the

Queen's team turned in a good
performance but lacked the depth
of the winners.

Intramural Basketball — The
fighting fossils of '56 scored the

biggest surprise this week by de-

feating the PHE team from the
first year. Grace Kerr on the for-

ward line and Nancy Stewart

from the guard line both turned
in good play for the winners. The
Fizzling Mickeys are still unde-
feated and are now the outstand-
ing contenders for the title. On
Friday, the girls from PHE '56

fought hard but just weren't good
enough for this powerful squad.

Judy Weber and Mim Matheson,
outstanding guards on this team,
allowed few points to slip by
them. On the forward line, Gwen
Howes and Mickey McCullough
skillfully demonstrated how this

game should be played, as they
sank basket after basket.

The Golden Gals will play K.G.H.
on Tuesday, Nov. 29th in the gym
at seven o'clock.

WATER POLO GAME

The first in a series of pre-

season water polo games took
place last Tuesday afternoon at

five in the Queen's swimming
pool between a team comprised
of West Indian students at

Queen's and a team representing

Queen's. The teams were called

the "Caribbean Flying Fish" and
the "Queen's Lake Monsters".

It was a hard fought game
throughout with a 2-2 tie at half

time. It was broken up by a third

quarter rally on the part of Ken
Currie who dropped in three

quick goals to give Queen's a 5-2

lead. The eame finally ended 5-3

for the Lake Monsters.

"Tabby" Gow, who officiated

the game, was afterwards heard
to remark that it was the best

game that he had witnessed here
during the past two years.

The goal scorers in last week's

tilt were Currie and Wendorf for

Queen's and Goddard and Eon-

nema for the Flying Fish.

saw J. Warren of Arts *59 win

the 135 lb. division over Ian Mc-
Eachern of Arts '58, even though

McEachern knocked him down
twice during the fight. The 140

pounders, Jim "the Rifle" Vice

and Murray Osborne put up a

real battle with "Ossie" of PHE
emerging victorious over his de-

tenu tned but exhausted oppo-

nent. Vice had an advantage over

Osborne in height and reach, but

was unable to connect with his

knockout punch, which he had
been counting on before the fight.

The 145-lb. class saw Wild Bill

Shearson of Arts '57 and H.
Wood of Sc. '59 square off. Shear-

son won the first round, but was
knocked down for six and nine

counts in the second by Wood.
Bill had his opponent in a bit of

trouble early in their third frame,

but Wood recovered to knock
Bill out with approximately one
minute remaining in the fight.

Little Dick Dodds put up ;

stern battle in the 150 class, be
fore losing on a TKO in the

third to Andy Gunyon of Arts '59.

The bout was even in the first

round, but in the second, Dodds
decided to fight without his

mouthpiece. Gunyon landed a

couple of solid punches towards
the end of the round and Dick's

mouth began bleeding pretty

badly. The referee stopped the

fight midway through the last

round, even though Dodds insist-

ed on finishing the scrap, which
was fairly even up until that

point. When asked for a comment
after it was all over, Dick replied,

"Whose ringing all the bells" and
"Gee, I wish somebody would
answer the phone".

Walt Roberts of Arts "57 and
Frank Saksena of Meds '60 were
the finalists in the 155 pound
group. This was a mismatch if

there ever was one, and Walt had
little trouble in handling his

game but outclassed opponent.
The fight was stopped at the end
of the first round.

Light-heavyweights Don Wil-
kins and Keith Windsor whaled
away at each other for three

rounds, and at the end, Keith was
awarded a close decision over
Wilkins. Windsor was outweigh-

ed by ten pounds in the tussle,

but forced the fight for most of

the way.

C. Peet of Sc. '59 was awarded
the decision over George Felgate
of Sc. '58 in the heavyweight

bracket. Felgate had a cut opened
above his eye in the first round,

hut was able to protect the dam-
age fairly well for the remaining
two rounds.

In the wrestling card, the boys

from Sc. '58 cleaned up, as they

had six of the nine champions de-

clared. This total was enough to

give them the overall team cham-
pionship by a wide margin over

Arts '57.

Sc. '58's champs included D.

Nowlan and D. Smylie who won
uncontested, and T. Harnden, D.

Sexsmith, D. Sanderson and G.

Felgate who won their bouts in the

130, 147, 157, and 190 pound
classes respectively. Other champs
were C. Chisamore of Sc. '57 un-

contested at 123 pounds, W. Hos-
king, Meds '61 at 177 and D. Elliot

of Arts '59 who won the heavy-

weight title by default.

Odds 'n Ends

Such celebbrities as Billy Hugh-
es, Jim O'Grady, Lou Bruce and

his friend Michael J. Rodden,
only to name a few were present

at ringside . . . Jack Abraham,
last year's intercollegiate heavy-

weight champ handled six of the

seven winners. Henry Clarke was
one of the judges . . . Jim Vice
and Ian Baird are talking about
retirement . . . Bill Beaton work-
ed in the corners of three fighters

. . . Jack Jarvis refereed the bouts,

along with Ed Mallard . . . Some
of the fellows had to lose ten or

twelve pounds in order to make
the weight limit.

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

Dial 7135

town and country

Restaurants
Highway No. 2, Cataraqui, Ont.

• Princess at Clergy Streets,
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Tlie Doctor Says
Queen's is politically sick but

neither the patient herself nor her
doctors are looking for a cure.

Through the process of time they
have seemingly become resigned
to the idea that apathy is incur-

able. As long as the patient
doesn't die, as long as she exists,

everything will be all right. But
existing isn't living and in a dy-
namic political life lie untold ad-

vantages for the students and the

campus as a whole. Fortunately

the road to health does exist and
it leads right to direct elections.

Unique System

The system at Queen's of elect-

ing the president of the student
body is unique among universi-

ties in Canada. Election is made
by vote of an electoral college of

representatives. However unique-
ness is not equivocal to justifica-

tion.

Electoral colleges are said to be
rendered useless only when polit-

ical parties enter the situation, as

in the United States. But actually

the wide-spread use of this de-

vice has vanished simply because
voters are interested in seeing in

office an individual they them-
selves want. At Queen's this in-

terest is denied the students and
the result is indifference.

True, the whole solution
doesn't lie completely within the

narrow scope of a constitutional

process. Also true is the fact that,

irregardless of the election sy
tern, the higher position is often

quite satisfactorily filled. Person
ally, I fail to see how the indif

ferent student body would ever

know this fact. Nevertheless the

denial of this prime interest is

present and while it remains pres-

ent nothing else will be effective

in curing the situation.

In most cases those who are

elected junior representatives are

almost automatically re-elected

to serve as senior reps. From
these four senior reps the presi-

dent of the AMS must be chosen.

It is impossible to whip up en-

thusiasm on an election contest

among politically new candidates
for junior rep, on the merit of

that office alone. Yet the position

of AMS President is much too

far in the distance for the student

elector to vote with this office in

mind. Consequently, the voting

turnouts for elections of repre-

sentatives arc poor.

Ability to Perceive Capability

The argument arises that if a

student is not capable as a junior

representative he will never be

elected senior rep. But the indif-

ferent student will not apply this

censure while the enthusiastic

voter, due to a sweet, polite, and

non - existent campaign,almost

has no grounds to determine any-
body's capability. As a result, the
president of the student body,
through this vicious circle, cannot
be assured of the confidence of
the majority of students. This in
itself, is not a healthy condition.

The tendency has been to
shrug off our apathetic state.
"What difference does it make if

the president hasn't this confi-
dence? The students don't care
anyway." But the)- do care. This
was shown by the recent interest
in student seating at football

games and the past sitting of the
AMS Court. Yet, at election time,
this interest, this controversy, is

forgotten. Naturally, for issues
are never brought to the attention
of the electorate, issues which
pull the voters to the polls. Why?

At first glance the blame falls

on the candidates. However the

candidates have no desire to

bring these factors into promin-
ence, and rightly so. Why should
a contestant for the office of sen-

ior rep stir up controversy? He
can sit back peacefully and be
elected on his previous position

of junior rep. Why shouldn't his

opponent, then, attempt to

wrench him from this sketchy se-

curity?

First, and most important, it

wouldn't be in the spirit of things.

Raking your opposition over the

coals, even for a joke, is regarded

as a social sin. What matters if

it be a political necessity? Even
more dangerous is to criticize

anyone who has held or is hold-

ing a reputable student office on

campus. Secondly, who would
come to listen to him anyway?
Thus the vicious circle continues,

seemingly crushing all political

activity by its inertia.

Direct Election

The circle can be broken,

though, by the election of the

president of the AMS directly by

the student body. The candidate,

knowing he cannot get into of-

fice through the back door, will

be forced to prove to the campus

he is worthy and capable of fill-

ing the position. On the other

hand, the student, besides having

the election and its consequent

developments brought to his at-

tention, will not have to penetrate

the wall of the electoral college.

Direct electiun of this highest

student office is a conceivable

cure fur z disease that is proving

incurable. Perhaps, through this

treatment, our listless patient will

sit up in bed and say something

—for a change. Then, at least, we

may know she is alive.

M.D.

How To Win

At Cxm Time

The Christmas exam timetable
has been posted, but before too
many of you start swimming
Lake Ontario or searching for a
handy little vial of cvanide,

TAKE HEED. We offer you a
few timely and helpful hints to

better your grades.

One of the best ways to get bet-

ter marks is to attend lectures

and take notes—which should not
be taken on one's shirt cuffs. A
certain sophomore, thinking to

Beat the Game, did take notes on
his shirt cuffs, then got his shirts

mixed up and sent the wrong one
to the laundry—he failed the ex-

am, but his laundryman turned
out to be an expert in Economics
4. However, attending lectures

can be quite entertaining, if you
happen to have one of those lov-

able profs with the cute little

idiosyncracies such as eating
garlic for breakfast, or coming to

class in his underwear. And just

because you never got more than
21 on an exam all term, and the

prof spits at you whenever you
come within spitting distance,

don't be discouraged. Maybe
you're just one of those spitting

images we hear about.

Ability to concentrate is an-

other important asset. Rule 1

:

stay away from the library. Too
many distractions such as girls,

rustling papers, co-eds. whisper-
ed consultations, girls, co-eds and
so on. One of the best places for

determined concentration is the

bottom of Lake Ontario—of
course, if you can't afford a deep-

sea diver's outfit, you're out of

luck in tin's case.

Of course, if all these methods
fail, a few ales will always steady

the nerves. You may not be the

smartest student in this set of

exams, but you're sure to be the

happiest.

Gou^eA<vloti6 Ct *23and deader

MEREDITH

By Con Baker
as (old to Jim O'Grady

Queen's has revived the old

idea of a campus orchestra, and
once again, students are dancing

to the strains of music produced

by student talent. Like CFRC,
the Drama Guild and countless

other campus organizations, the

orchestra is showing that campus
activities can function without

the aid of outside professional

groups. Student musicians like to

think that this development does

not stem from ingratitude, but is

rather a normal expansion of self-

expression.

The campus orchestra can pro-

duce a lot of color and spirit that

a local professional orchestra

could not. Although some campus
musicians lack the experience and

ability that some of the older

bands have, they usually make
up for it in exuberance and

youthful vitality.

A night's playing often pro-

duces some unexpected problems.

There's always some guy who
walks across the stage in Grant

Hall and trips over the wire to

the orchestra lights. Some pieces

are tough enough to play with

the lights on. let alone in the

dark. You finish a number, and

someone comes up with a request.

Con Baker's Campus Band

And you guessed it—they request

the piece you've just played.

Then there's the sax player who
played his sax at a football game
in the rain, and it's all rusty, or

the trumpeter who has lost his

horn; the bass player who wants
to play Shearing and the clarinet

player who wants to play dixie:

not to mention electricians, jani-

tors, loud speaker system men,
unions, etc.

Why do we do it? There's

nothing like it. Ask anyone of the

former campus band leaders, of

whom there are quite a number.
There were the old hands Gale
Smith and Murray Hogarth.

They had bands playing at all the

football dances, and put in an ap-

pearance at a lot of year parties.

Ziggy Creighton, still a big name
in bands, started on the campus,
and inspired many a campus
couple to shuffle their feet. In the
not too distant past, there was a

dixie group of dubious repute un-
der the leadership of Dewy Fill-

more. Many of its players may
still be found on the campus. Not
too many will admit to having
played with this group, although
there were times when it rose to

quite dizzy heights.

After a brief interval of no
campus bands, two have now put

in an appearance. Dave Bessant,

an Arts freshman, has started a
small dixie group, which had its

introduction at the Debating So-
ciety dance this fall. My band has

been p|aying regularly at the

gym for football dances. Among
the personnel of the band are

Doug Frayn of Mods '60, Sol

Gunner, an Arts freshman, Max
Cameron, and Dave Gilbert, both

members of the Queen's band,

Don McGrath, a hard blowing
trombone-player, and Brian Gal-

lagher and Gale Smith, two well

known trumpet men on the camp-
us. Mix them together, and you
find a campus band which seems
to have fitted well together, and,

with luck, could give very enjoy-

able entertainment.

i

lS " "B" » a s .s Has a .@ a a a a s a m m

j

Epic Struggle Of Wits

I Never before in the history of the entertainment

j

world, has such a thrilling extravaganza been seen.

!
At last, it's the thing everyone has been waiting for.

|

Don't miss this thrilling epic See powerful personal-
ities locked in mortal combat. See scenes of mental
despair rivalled only by the elation of professors as
they outwit raging students in this famous battle of

wits. Cast of thousands. Don't missf this action-

packed drama coming to Grant Hall in the form of

Christmas exams from December 15 to 21 this year.

IMKUMiSf fillWSMBMSM PillEMnHMMI 13MII1BffiBCaBIlK^BiTBfflBBgiMIMMfflK!

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT
Kingston's Leading Restaurant

SINCE 19 19

TO UNIVERSITY UNDERGRADUATES

WHEREVER YOU DINE,

INSIST ON

WILMOTS
Q U A L I T y PRODUCTS

DEFENCE RESEARCH BOARD
OFFERS

SCIENTISTS

ENGINEERS
CHALLENGING ASSIGNMENTS

AND

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES
IN

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

SPECIALIZATIONS

SCIENCE ENGINEERING

Chemistry

Mathematics

Physics

Statistics

Aeronautical

Physics

Mechanical

Electrical

Chemical

Metallurgical

Electronics

Communications

Our Representatives Will Visit This University

On December 5 and 6 To Conduct Interviews

SERVICE IN THE RCAF
offers young men and women an unusual opportunity
to expand their knowledge and gain valuable expe-
rience while making an important contribution to the
cause of freedom.

Financial assistance to help with university expenses
can be obtained by undergraduates in either of these
two plans:

AIR FORCE

U.R.T.P.
(University Reserve

Training Plan)

Flight Cadets (male and

femalc)are enrolled in the

Reserve Force — receive

16 days pay during the

University Term — and

have a potential of 22

weeks additional paid

employment during sum-

mer vacation months.

Openings now/or

AIR CREW, TECHNICAL
LIST AND NON-TECH-
NICAL LIST OFFICERS.

TRI-SERVICE

R. O. T. P.

(Regular Officer

Training Plan)

Flight Cadets (male) are

enrolled in the Regular

Force— during the Uni-

versity year are subsi-

dized for tuition with a

grant for books and

instruments — and re-

ceive pay and allow-

ances throughout the

whole year.

Openings nowfor

AIR CREW AND TECH-
NICAL LIST OFFICERS.

ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCE
Take advantage of this opportunity now, while
you are still attending University. For ful' infor-

mation on requirements, pay and other benefit*,

SEE YOUR RCAF RESIDENT STAFF OFFICER.

C.O.T.C. BUILDING

Queen's University
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Imminent Collapse Doubtful

For Sino Soviet Friendship

Asserts Historian Hilborn

"The very fact that Russia and

China have some divergent inter-

ests, in such areas as Manchuria

and Mongolia, is likely to work

against any early 'Titoist' ten-

dency in China. Peiping can pro-

tect its interests in these regions

much more effectively through

alliance with Russia than through

opposition to the Soviet Union;

Moscow is more likely to make
concessions to maintain and

strengthen a useful friendship

than to placate a relatively weak

enemy."

This point was made by Ken-

neth Hilborn in a paper on "The

West and China" which he read

at Thursday's meeting of the

History Club.

Mr. Hilborn emphasized the

immediate mutual advantages to

Moscow and Peiping of continu-

ing the present Sino-Russian al-

liance, and stressed the contrast

between the position of Com-
munist China now and that of

Yugoslavia before the latter's

break with the Kremlin. He saw
little prospect of any imminent

collapse of the Moscow-Peiping

axis.

But after Red China has over-

come her temporary weakness in

heavy industry and thus attained

industrial and military indepen-

dence, he went on, "the outlook

for a Sino-Soviet split should be

somewhat better. Peiping will

then have freedom of action; and

since — like any state playing

the great game of power politics

— she will be motivated in her

policy by national self-interest,

rivalry with Russia over north-

ern territories like Manchuria

might then lead to collapse of the

Moscow-Peiping coalition."

On the other hand, he warned,

China and Russia "might com-

promise their historic differences

as England and Russia did in

1907, to the immense disadvant-

age of Imperial Germany." The

Communist bloc might then be

in a position to dominate the

world, since China's industrial

potential would be developed and

added to that of Russia. This was

(he eventuality feared by the ad-

vocates of preventive war.

As well as discussing Chillis:

Titoism, Mr. Hilborn outlined

the present economic and polit-

ical situation in both Commun-
ist and Nationalist China,

TIME — LIFE
TIME, regularly $6.50 yearly,

Only $3.25 for STUDENTS (un-

der 7c weekly); LIFE: (under
9c weekly) only $4.25 yearly.

Regularly $7.25. Write Student
Periodical Agency, Box 157,

Adelaide P.O.. Toronfo. Out.

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES. HOME COOKED FOOD

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room
271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

Phone 6381 Corner of Brock & Begot Sts.

Exclusive Manufacturers and Distributors for

OFFICIAL QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JACKETS
Shorts, Regulars, Tails, Extra Talis — Sizes 34 - 48 in stock

COMPLETE WITH COLD WIRE CREST AND BUTTONS

Dr. H. Laird

At Conference

Dr. Hilda Laird of the German

department at Queen's is one oE

five professors from Canadian uni-

versities among a group of 14 prom-

nent academicians now visiting

West Germany at the invitation of

the German government,

The Canadian professors arrived

with five from Turkey and four

rom Greece. They are the first to

he invited from outside the United

States under a parliament inspired

guest program.

They will study West German's

post-war reconstruction and edu-

cational system.

Pollution OfLakes
A Serious Problem

The effects of human pollution

of lakes were discussed by Dr.

Waldemar Ohle, Germany, at the

Baconian Society meeting Thurs-

day. His talk was illustrated by

actual pictures of polluted areas.

He said that the disposal of sew-

age wastes in Europe creates pollu-

tion problems in stream and lakes,

making the water unfit for swim-

ming and drinking. The pollution

of German lakes for the last 20

years has resulted in increased algal

and bacterial growths in the surface

water, creating smells of methane

and H,S.

He pointed out that the effluents

from sewage plants still give rise

to pollution when these "clear"

waters were dumped into streams.

Dr. Ohle stressed that these prob-

lems were common to many areas

of 'Canada and the U.S. and that

we must use caution in developing

new areas in now unpolluted parts.

LAUNDERETTE
SELF SERVICE

561 Vi PRINCESS STREET

MONDAY TO FRIDAY

9.00 a.m. to 9.00 p.m.

(Last Wash 8.00 p.m.)

SATURDAY—9.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m.

(Last Wash 3.30 p.m.)

H£R£ AND THSRC
Toronto: Varsity's latest "claim

to fame" is their suggested design

for "an original and distinctive"

Canadian flag. On a striped back-

ground with an unmistakeable

Yankee tinge, is superimposed a

Union Jack and a Fleur-de-lis.

Montreal : McGill expects an

overflow enrolment of 3,000 stu-

dents in the next ten years and to

alleviate the overcrowding. Prin-

cipal James has suggested that the

undergraduates in the first two

years of Arts, Commerce, and En-

gineering be handled at an enlarged

Macdonald College campus. He
also proposed a tremendous ex-

pansion program in the Medical,

Technical, and most of the other

graduate schools to bring McGill

up to a much better position aca-

demically. Macdonald campus was

chosen because of its fine campus

and the inherent feeling of "isola-

ion with contact."

Tokyo, Japan: There is a tra-

dition on the campus of Keio Uni-

versity that Keio boys throng to

the Ginza to drink and make merry

after the Keio — Waseda baseball

game while Waseda students go to

the Shinjuku, regardless of the re-

sult of the match. On those eve-

nings boys are to some extent allow-

ed to behave ungentlemanly. The

police thoughtfully overlook the

Keio troup and their carryings-on.

It is customary on such occasions

for the seniors to finance a few

drinks for their juniors.

Another article in the paper hints

that girl cheerleaders may appear

in the future, though chief cheer-

leader Yukio Sugita says "I don't

think the time is ripe for girl stu-

dents to take our part."

Toronto again: In a blaze of

ecclesiastical pageantry and 50,000

watts of camera floodlighting, tele-

vision cameras relayed the story of

Trinity College Chapel's consecra-

tion across Canada last week. The

$600,000 chapel was officially ded-

icated to the "service and glory of

SCHOLARSHIPS OFFERED
The University of London is

offering Imperial Chemical Indus-

tries Research Fellowships in bio-

chemistry, chemistry, chemotherapy,

engineering, metallurgy, pharmac-

ology, physics and subjects allied

to chemistry and physics. The
fellowships are valued at £800

per annum and will be tenable from

Oct. 1st, 1956 for three years, in

the first instance. Application forms

are obtainable from the Academic

Registrar, University of London,

Senate House, W.C. 1. Applica-

tions must be received not later than

April 30th, 1956.

The Eiot-Pearson School, Med-

ford, Mass., offers the Queen Eliz-

abeth Scholarship either for a one-

year graduate course leading to a

Nursery Training School diploma,

for those already holding a Bach-

elor's degree, or for a two-year

undergraduate course leading to the

Nursery School certificate, for those

with at least two years university

training. The scholarship provides

tuition, room and board. Applicants

must he prepared to return to work

in the field of early childhood edu-

cation in Canada.

Applications for the year 1956-57

should be submitted by Feb. 1st,

1956 to Mrs. D. B. Sinclair, De-

partment of National Health and

Welfare, Jackson BIdg., Ottawa.

Further information may be ob-

tained from this address.

* SCIENTIFICALLY

# NATURALLY
¥r EASILY...

in just 20 minutes a day

LINGUAPHONE is the standard scien-

tific method of language study
throughout the world.

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programs

PRINTERS
Phone 4114

Printing of

Every Description

God" by seven brilliantly-garbed

bishops of the Anglican Church in

Canada. Governor-General Vincent

Massey was one of the 300 in the

specially invited congregation. Six

television sets and eight micro-

phones were meticulously concealed

behind pillars and pews by CBC
technicians so that all parts of the

service could be picked up.

Beside the account of the con-

secration was a quotation from St.

Bernard "on looking at Notre

Dame Cathedral, Paris" — "Oh
Vanity of Vanities, yet no more

vain than insane! The church is

resplendaut in her walls, beggarly

in her poor. She clothes her stones

in gold and leaves her sons naked."

The Varsity commented editorially,

"We find it ironic that a college

which does not deign to have TV
in its common rooms should have

t in its chapel."

One Per Customer
Students are requested to

take only one copy of the

Journal each publication day.

Students delayed in classes

are often unable to obtain a

copy.

Classified Ads
Lost—One brown leather glove

on Friday. Nov. IS. Finder please

contact B. Haultain, Goodwin

House.

Congratulations

The Athletic Board of Con-

trol wishes to offer its thanks

and congratulations to the

student body for their co-

operation in making the play-

off game such a pleasant and

orderly affair for all spectators.

Charles Hicks,

S ec retary-T reasurer.

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
Regularly §7 50 a year. For stu-

dents $4.00 (under 8c weekly).
Send no money now. Publisher
will bill you after first copy
arrives. What better Xmas gift!

Impressive gift card free! Write
Students Periodical Agency,
Box 157, Adelaide P.O., Toron-
to, Ont.

Over a million students, civil servonis,

social workers, icienllili and businessmen
have ocquired a new language ... wilh

icmorkable case . . . Ihrough Linguaphone.

By listening lo nolural speech of care-

fully chosen speakers, al your leisure, you
gel the "feel" of Ihc language. Il sim-
ulates your dcsiie lo Icorn. You listen . .

.

you repeol . . . you spcoV, naturally,

cosily.

George Bernard Shaw endorsed Lin-

guophone's scholarly standards and prac-

tical value by making recordings himself

for Ihc advanced courses in English Many
other notable figures . . . scholars, artists,

statesmen, spokesmen ot the U.N. and
universities Ihe world over use and
enthusiastically accloim Ihe linguaphone

Method.

Now Linguaphone offers Canadion stu-

dents ils proven method of individual

longuoge study ol special rales. And
Linguaphone' i famous 1 0-DAY FREE
TRIAL offer holds good! So lake advan-

tage of this "Special to Students" occa-

sion. Moil your coupon NOW for descrip-

tive booklet and full details.

FRENCH
#SPJ

RUSSIAN 'ITALIAN

32 complete language courses available
fo students at special rates. Full details

obtained by mailing coupon below.

MAIL STUDENT COUPON NOW!

HAVE A ii. ... _ ii

the MILDEST BEST-TASTING cigarette

LINGUAPHONE INSTITUTE
901 BLEURY ST., MONTREAL, P.O.

end mo free at charge LINGUAPHONI del-
baoVler wllh details an how I may obtain
Die UNOUAPKONE (El In ,,

o on 10-DAY FREE TRIAL I am a iludcnl
antlllcd la The Ipetlal iludonl lermi men*
n Ihli odvertlismanl.

NAME Of SCHOOL COIIECE or UWrYtSSITI AMENDED

SMART COLLEGE FASHION starts with . .

.

Enhance your appearance with

an EXQUISITE FORM BRA
Above: No. 2207 "Cinderollo", 4-way neckline,

lachable strops. Cups lightly Foam rubber-padded,

with NEW flat flexible RIBBON WIRE that

eon'l dig! A cup, 32-36; B & C cups 32-36. >
Price $4.00. Below: No. 395—floating

Action bra with langonl strops lo distri-

bute shoulder strap strain. Salin and
broadcloth. A cup 30-36, B cup, —
32-40; C cup, 32-42. Price $2.50 5*S
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Studies Not Disturbed By
Extra -Curricular Activities

(Continued from
te 1)

penal institutions, and subscribers.

The main purpose of these publi-

cations is to strike out against

Release Time-table

For Half-courses

The time-table for final exam-
inations on half-courses of the
first term is as follows. Any er-

rors or omissions should be re-

ported to Mrs. Wallace in the
Registrar's office at once.

Tuesday, January 3, 1956.

2 p.m.-5 p.m. English 14a, Geol-

ogy 13a, Mathematics 3a, Mathe-
matics 12a, Physics 21a.

Wednesday, January 4.

9 a.m.-12 a.m. Physics 14a,

Physics 16a.

2 p.m.-5 p.m. Chemistry 15a,

Commerce 66a, Geology 10a,

Geology 16a, Geology 25a, His-
tory 18a, Mathematics 10a, Phy-
sics 10a.

HELP!

The warden is frantic. His of-

fice is littered with assorted para-

phernalia which has been lost in

every corner of the campus, and
which finders have turned in to

him.

The warden wants to get back
to his job. Help him clear out the
debris in his office by picking up
the following items, if you own
them

:

Eye glasses (red case); three
other pairs of eye-glasses; slide

rule; Esterbrook pen (green); I

Ronson lighter; 1 ear ring- (black
trim) ; 1 ear ring (leaf design) ; 1

latch key (found at Saturday's
tea dance); four Esterbrook pens
in a brown leather case initialled

E. T. R

legal injustices and unsatisfactory

prison conditions. The magazines
largest service is an outlet for

the writing ambitions of inmates.

The surprising completion record

of academic courses and the great

interest taken in literary efforts

have been due to lack of competi-

tion from other sources. However,
there is much more interference

today than when the courses were
introduced in 1930.

Each inmate has a radio-ear-

phone set in his cell. He is also

allowed to subscribe to newspapers.
The extension of library and mag-
azine services and the increasing

prominence of hobby-craft are other
interesting factors.

There are a total of 15,000 vol-

umes of fiction, non-fiction, and
academic books in the library of
Kingston Penitentiary. Collins
Bay Penitentiary has approxi-
mately 5000 volumes. Each in-

mate is supplied with a catalogue
of books and magazines available.

The great majority of inmates,
with extra time to themselves,
make use of this service-

Daily half-day classes are pro-
vided at both penitentiaries for

those taking basic education. Cor-
respondence courses are also

widely-used. There are approxi-

mately 250 inmates in both prisons

making use of these liberal educa-
tion facilities.
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Wanted

The attention of students is

drawn to the fact that the Kingston

Department of Works has mislaid a

sewer in one of the newer residen-

tial areas of the city. Information

leading to the apprehension of said

sewer would be appreciated. It is

not believed to be dangerous.

fPCH THE SIDELINES
(Continued from Page 2)

that the team fold at the time, but the players demanded that they
he allowed to finish out the schedule. They won their point, but
the senior team was not continued the following year.

THE PRESENT SITUATION
What are the prospects now? Last season saw a resurgence of

fan attendance at the home games, and a continuation of this trend
would certainly cut the operating costs which are a vital factor.

An unfortunate factor at the moment is the doubt as to whether
the university could at present ice a team of sufficient quality to
play in senior intercollegiate ranks. Toronto of last season had
players of OHA Junior A calibre, while University of Montreal
Carabins have had strong teams for some years now. If there were
possibilities that Queen's might have a senior team, there would
be some inducement for hockey players to come here.

Thus for the present, the best plan for anyone who is interested
m seeing Queen's back in intercollegiate hockey at the senior level

would be to support the present intermediate team and wait until
fan support in general, and the calibre of the team will allow a
return to the big time.

WUS Has Success

In All Activities
(Continued from Page 1)

universities have held annual
fund-raising campaigns for sever-

al years now. Tiny Mount Allison

raised $200 in its 1953 campaign.
Toronto often approaches the

$5000 mark. At this rate, Miss
Partridge believes, Queen's
should be able to set an objective

of $1500, or just over .50 per

student.

WUS, after lying dormant at

Queen's for the past two years, is

again making its presence felt on
the campus. "The Treasure Van
sale was a great success", said

Miss Partridge, "thanks to the

many students who donated their

time and labour to help out".

WUS is also sponsoring a series

oi talks on the countries to which
aid is being sent, so that students

can find out just what their do-
nations can help.

Even if students do not receive

first-hand information, they have
probably heard of the appalling
hardships facing students in such
countries as Japan and Indonesia.
In Japan, for example, nearly

5000 students should be hospital-

ized with TB, but at present

there is only one 33-bed sanitor-

ium for students in Japan. This
was built with WUS aid. A se-

cond, larger sanitorium is plan-

ned for next year.

Canada has agreed to contrib-

ute $1500 to this project. "Whe-
ther we can fulfil this commit-
ment," said Miss Partridge, "de-

pends entirely on the willingness

of Canadian students to help

their friends in Asia. The Queen's
committee hopes that enough
students here are willing to help

their fellow students to make the

campaign a success."

Debating Club
Carlton College debaters will pit

their wits against a team from the

Queen's Public Speaking and De-

bating Club Thursday, The time

and place for this intercollegiate

debate will be announced.

* *
Student's Wives Club

The next meeting of the Students'

Wives Club will be held on Nov.

29, at 8.15 p.m. in the lounge of

the Science Club Room. Clarke

Hall. All students wives are wel-

come. Speaker — Mrs. C. C. Oren-

stein, interior decorator.

*
Theological Society

There will be a Queen's Theo-

logical Society meeting Thursday,

Dec. 1, in the Theology Common
Room. Special speaker.

* *
Science Revue

The Engineering Society of

Queen's proudly presents the most

spectacular event of your life, "You
Old Swat", which will take place

on Dec. 5 and 7 in KCVI Audi-

torium at 8 p.m. 65 cents for re-

served seats and 50 cents for rush

seats. Be sure to attend this rare

event.

* *
The Beggar's Opera

Be sure to see this saucy tale of

Olde London in Grant Hall at

8.00 p.m. to-morrow night, Tickets

at 50c will be sold at the door.

AND NOW

Potluck Pogo
$1.35

- AT -

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
MONTREAL ond BROCK STREETS KINCSTON

Square Ball
Remember last year's Square

Ball? We're having another one

this year with some dandy prizes.

Round and square dancing. Ad-
mission $1.01. One cent is returned

if your gal passes the "test'
-

Dancing 9-1 a.m.

Queen's Biology Society
There will be a meeting of the

Queen's Biology Society tonight at

8.15 p.m. in the Senate Room of

the Old Art's Bldg. Dr. J. M.
Blackburn of the psychology dept.,

will speak on "Schizophrenia".

*
WUS

All interested students are invit-

ed to attend a general meeting of

WUS in Ban Righ Common Room
on Thurs., Dec. 1, at 7.30 p.m.

Prof. M. C. Urquhart will show
slides on Pakistan.

*
Camera Club

There will be a meeting of the

Camera Club in the lobby of the

CKWS-TV station on Thursday,

Dec. 1 at 8.30 p.m. A tour of the

TV station has been arranged.

Chemical Engineering Club
Tuesday, Nov. 29 at 4.30 in

Room 30, Gordon Mall annex.

Uranium refining — Mr. Brown of

Eldorado Mining and Refining.

Thursday, Dec. 1, at 4.30 in Room
30. Pulp and Paper. Dr. R. de
Montigny, E. B. Eddy Co. Thurs-

day, Dec. 8 at 4.30 in Room 30.

Instrumentation — Mr. W. L.

Thompson, Bailey Meter Co.

* *
QCF

Mr. John Martin will lead the

Bible study period Wed., Nov. 30,

at 1 p.m., in Morgan Memorial

Chapel in the Old Arts Bldg. All

welcome. Fri., Dec. 2. there will

be a skating party at Jock Harty

Arena, followed by coffee at Ruth

Moore's, 164 Barrie St. All wel-

come.

* *
The Ways of Mankind
A Word in Your Ear: a Study

in Language. First in a series of

recorded CBC programs on differ-

ent cultures. Tuesday, Nov. 29, at

12.55 sharp in Room 101, New
Art's Bldg. Stand-in for Murder:

A Study in Culture. Thursday,

Dec. 1, same time and place.

* *
Theology Choir Practice
Tuesday, Nov. 29, at noon.

Wednesday, Nov. 30, at noon,

are 50c either from any member of

the cast or at the door.

* *
Townsend Fans

The Peter Townsend Fan Club

will meet this W ednesday. Guest

speaker—Hedda Hopper.

Serving Queen's Students and Staff

Since 1879 —
ROBERT BRUCE, Ltd.

— 170 PRINCESS STREET —
With Fine Drygoods — Men's Furnishings

And the Newest Fashions for Women.
Yotfre sure of the Quality at Bruces"

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINCSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS

'Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

STUDENTS IN ENGINEERING,
SCIENCE, AND MATHEMATICS
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL

CANADA
—offers

—

Unexcelled opportunities for Research and Development experience

with some of Canada's top engineers and scientists.

Modern laboratories at Ottawa, Saskatoon and Halifax.

Competitive starting salaries ond prompt recognition of

demonstrated ability

CAREER, TERM and SUMMER positions are available.

Information and application forms may be obtained

in your Placement Office.

SENIORS AND GRADUATES
FOREIGN SERVICE OFFICERS

ARE REQUIRED FOR THE

DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS
These are attractive planned careers in Diplomatic, Consular, Inform-
ation and Administrative work Ln the Canadian Foreign Service for
University Graduates who are under 31 years of age and have resided
in Canada for at least ten years. There are numerous opportunities
for promotion. Under-graduatcs in their final year of study may apply.

New appointees stort at $290 a month and after approximately
eight months ore usually advanced to $315 a month.

A written examination will be held on
DECEMBER 3rd, at:

Office of Extension Department,
Richardson Hall,

Queen's University,

KINGSTON, Ontario.

Complete details and descriptive folders may be obtained at your
university placement office or from the Civil Service Commission, Ot-
tawa. In correspondence, Quote Competition 55-710. A copy of the
examination announcement may be on your bulletin board.

The Mutual Life of Canada offer* low-cost

fife insuronce combining savings with protection.

Your loco I Mutual life representative can show fon

actual policy results and will be glad

to work out a plan devised to suit your need*.

See him today. —
ML-M-M

KINGSTON BRANCH OFFICE — PRINCESS AND MONTREAL STS,

BRANCH MANAGER — D. R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc., C.L.U.

REPRESENTATIVES

W. J. STONESS, C.L.U., K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U.

STEPHEN ROUCHTON, B.A.
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Responsible "Idiots"
This week's Saturday Night carried a heated attack on incidents

which occurred during the intercollegiate football season. In an
article entitled "College Cut-Ups" an irate writer states that "uni-
versity authorities should give serious thought to ways of ridding
their student bodies of hooligans", and refers to "one particular re-

volting outbreak at a Queen's-Toronto game in Kingston". The
writer asserts that while "cutting football from the list of intercol-

legiate activities would be no great loss, it is not the answer to un-
dergraduate hoodlumism. It does not rid the university of the idiots

who cause the trouble. . . . More to the point would be measures to
identify and expel the offenders."

What does he suppose would be accomplished by such meas-
ures? A policy of expulsion of every student who acts like an 'idiot'

on occasion would mean a great decrease in the number of students
who survive their university career. And if university authorities
took it upon themselves to expel all students known or suspected to

have taken part in rowdy incidents, it would turn these authorities
into the equivalent of the headmaster in a Dickens novel.

In other words, it would take all responsibility off the students
themselves. Students cannot be expected to become the mature indi-

viduals Saturday Night evidently admires if they are to be watched
and disciplined by a remote and authoritarian body placed well above
them. They would either act like children trying to get away with
everything they can, or they would rebel noisily.

What Saturday Night refuses to recognize is that students will

and can become much more mature if they are responsible to them-
selves for their actions. Queen's AMS executive, for example,
handled the problem of rowdyism at games by banning liquor in the
stadium. This was a strong measure—perhaps too strong. But the
important result of this action was that students obeyed it, even
though they may have disagreed. They might not have been so will-

ing to obey an edict issued by university authorities.

Expulsion from university is a serious matter. It should be re-

served for the most serious offences, and not be used as a stick to
keep student in line. Students cannot be treated like children and be
expected to act like adults. But if they are expected to act like adults
and occasionally act like children, then the disapproval of their fel-

low students will be much more effective in helping them adopt a
more mature outlook than cold punishment meted out by university
authorities. A great number of students this fall have given serious
thought to the way which university students should behave. Many
students have made suggestions as to how rowdy incidents can be
avoided in the future. This indicates a certain level of maturity
among university students and has contributed to even greater
maturity. But this would not have been accomplished if the matter
had been dealt with entirely by university officials.

Ungrateful And Selfish?
The Financial Post, in an editorial which was quoted in last

Friday's Journal, had some very nasty things to say about the pi»
posed student discount plan, which it characterized as "Bad Business'
and Unfair". Merchants were urged to resist lest they be inundated
with requests from other groups demanding similar treatment, a de-
velopment which would result in "a general upset in prices and pos-
sible bankruptcy for some".

University students, "in most cases already generously support-
ed by the taxpayer and private business", were chided for their un-
gratefulness and selfishness in seeking such discrimination. In al-
lowing that "the Universities might need and deserve still more
support from Canadian business" it admonished that the "support
must come openly and directly, not through pressure tactics on the
retail merchant".

Combinations and pressure tactics it seems are only to be tol-
erated on one side of the market. Business can use pressure tactics to
force alterations in tariff policies in their own interests and even
combine to restrict supply. These policies too will result in "a gen-
era! upset in price", and we may add an increase in profits. However,
the moment consumers seek to exert pressure to "upset" prices in
their direction, howls of anguish are heard from business sources.

Business has indeed often been generous in providing financial
aid to universities. We realize that a high proportion of the cost of
our university education is borne by business and government con-
tnbutions. However, it is a fact that many students have difficulty
in maintaining themselves at University because of the high cost of
obtaining the necessities of life. Summer jobs and scholarships are
often not enough to make this provision.

Students in the Humanities, more generally termed "Artsmen"
are particularly hard-pressed, because in the past business has been
reluctant to provide scholarships for the pursuit of "useless" know-
ledge. Business assistance has been tendered to those in science and
engineering courses in the belief that the returns to business on its
investment will be highest and most direct from students in these
fields. Happdy, this attitude seems to be breaking down to some
extent.

The discount plan is one proposal for ameliorating the financial
problems of the student of today who must for a number of years
forego making money in order to better equip himself for service to
the community. As such it deserves a more intelligent treatment
than the editors of the Financial Post have given it.

There has been much talk.about coercing merchants and arous-
ing bad feeling towards the university. The discount plan obviously
cannot be enforced. It must be accepted by the merchants before it
can have any meaning. The plan has been started elsewhere, appar-
ently with some success. If Kingston merchants are willing and
there is evidence that some of them are, we see no reason why it
should not be adopted here.

"Thank you, NO!"

Letters To The Editor

Protection
Editor, journal

:

Mr. K. Hilborn's main argu-

ments for a Bill of Rights were

for protection for the individual

through law, and for the educa-

tion of newcomers in the Anglo-

American political tradition. Mr.

J. Graham's main argument

against such a Bill was that it is

no guarantee in itself for the in-

dividual unless strongly support-

ed by the public and guaranteed

by the courts.

Both of the arguments present

a grain of the truth. Canada is

in a difficult position, partly be-

cause of our peculiar constitu-

tional position that "civil rights"

belong in the domain of provin-

cial authority. For this reason

alone (a weak argument), Cana-
da did not sign the Declaration of

Human Rights drafted by the

United Nations in 1948.

But the Alberta Press case

judgment, by the Supreme Court
of Canada, declared that such

subjects as freedom of the press

and speech belonged to neither

the Dominion nor Provincial jur-

isdiction but were above both
jurisdictions.

The recent judgment of the Su-

preme Court about the Jehovah
Witnesses in Quebec enunciated

the equality of all religions in

Student Business

Editor, Journal

:

The report you carried last Fri-

day about negotiations being car-

ried on to inaugurate the student

discount service left one with
the impression that the plan was
rather vigorously opposed by
both university officials and
Kingston merchants.

Do these merchants realize the

value of student patronage? In a

city the size of Kingston the fin-

ancial purchases of 2.400 students

must be considerable. Students

leave much of what little worldly
wealth they possess in the hands
of Kingston merchants and land-

ladies.

Further, it is time that some
merchants began paying for the
free advertising they have gained
from the success of the Queen's
football team. What would they
do without the Player of the

Week? Participation in the dis-

count plan would be suitable re-

compense.

For Increased Purchasing
Power.

In The Courts

Canada, freedom of religion, and

freedom of assembly.

As long as the individual has

access to the courts and such ac-

cess is protected by public opin-

ion, the individual will be pro-

tected. Canadians still blush at

the Star Chamber methods of the

Royal Commission investigating

espionage activities after the de-

fection of Igor Gouzenko. Public

reaction was loud and vigorous in

its denunciation in that case.

Since the Supreme Court is

now supreme (1949), this Court

rather than the Dominion or the

Provinces has become the final

safeguard of the individual.

A succession of judgments like

the Alberta Press case, and the

Jehovah Witness case, will by
implication, I feel, become a Bill

of Rights which can be held up to

the newcomer as concrete ex-

amples of our political tradition.

Allen R. Kear
P.S.—Is there a Bill of Rights

in the AM S Constitution ?

Misleading Cartoon

Editor, Journal:

May I take this opportunity to

commend your cartoonist on his

cartoon captioned "The Yates
cup was presented to Queen's

University last Tuesday night at

an off-campus banquet". It was
not only funny but also mislead-

ing. May I draw to the attention

of the cartoonist that West Af-

rica is not what his imagination

has led him to believe. It seems to

me that the cartoonist is ignorant

about the life of the inhabitants

in that part of the world.

Perhaps he is unaware of the

progress of the "natives"? They
are as civilized people as any-

where else in the world. It is un-
fortunate that some people are

given space in the Journal to

spread their own ignorance. Such
an ignorance is understandable

when displayed by an uneducated
person, but when a university

student shows such ignorance it

becomes pathetic.

I am aware that knowledge
about West Africa is very limited

at the university. Thus I don't

think that such cartoons, espec-

ially in the 'University Journal'

will help to ameriorate the situa-

tion.

West African Student,

Onwura Chiazor.

Our Wasted Graduates

The Cry For Engineers

By Frances Code

Although a survey conducted

by a college newspaper cannot be

considered entirely accurate in its

indications, it is encouraging

that 20 of the 25 engineering

graduates recently interviewed

by the Journal plan to remain in

Canada when they graduate.

The decision to seek work at

home cannot be attributed to

sentimental patriotism and a de-

sire to see "Canada get ahead."

Today's graduate is much too

practical. If he plans to stay in

Canada, he does so because he

believes salary and advancement

opportunities are better here.

While graduating engineers

decide where they will work, the

need for such graduates appear

to grow more and more acute.

John Jay Hopkins, chairman of

Canadair Ltd. and General Dy-

namics Corp. outlined the situa-

tion recently in a sobering ad-

dress to a conference of educators

in Oakland, California.

Mr. Hopkins told the confer-

ence that "unless direct and dras-

tic action is taken through co-

operation between the leaders of

education and industry to over-

come the education crisis of the

atomic age, 'we shall in 19 years'

time be compelled to lock the

doors of empty university, gov-

ernment and industrial laborator-

ies'

"The present educational sys-

tem, 'like other aspects of our

society,' be continued, simply has

not been prepared for the sudden,

massive theoretical breakthrough

into the atomic area."

He predicted that Russia would

soon be far ahead of the West
in technical advancement, if this

is not true already.

"A united effort by educators

and industrialists to develop the

scientists and technicians we
must have is demanded by the

world situation," he emphasized,

"and in this educational crisis of

the atomic age, it is the duty of

all educators to recognize their

unique responsibilty for the free

world's survival."

The graduate engineer today,

it seems, no longer has to go
'seeking a job', he merely has to

'choose' one.

But what does the other side

of those students who fail do

engineers, both in the United

States and Canada, is increasing

steadily. It will increase even

more as Canadian industry ex-

pands, especially in the field of

atomic energy. But each year

Queen's can accept only one half

the applicants for engineering

courses, and other universities

must reject an even greater

number.

Once a student is accepted in-

to an engineering course, his

problems have only begun. Each

year one-third of every engineer-

ing class fails its exams. By the

time a year is ready for gradua-

tion, less than one-half of its

original number is present. Some
of those students who fail do

come back to repeat; many do

not. It is not an easy matter to

become an engineer.

We do not argue for a lower-

ing of standards for engineering

students. However, co-operation

between education and industry,

which Mr. Hopkins speaks of,

must work both ways. If industry

feels a need for more engineers,

it must contribute a great deal

to the expansion of facilities for

training such men.

Mr. Hopkins recognizes this.

"It is the duty", he stressed, of

government and industry and of

our high schools and universities

to encourage the passion to un-

derstand among those gifted with

it — and to provide the climate,

the atmosphere, the facilities and
personnel that will nourish it

and maintain it and permit it to

be fruitful."

It is all right for industry to cry

out for more and more engineer-

ing graduates, but our universi-

ties lack the means to expand and

accomodate enough
,
students to

meet the need.

In a recent survey of Canadian

industry carried out by the Un-
employment Insurance Commis-
sion, another possible reason for

the shortage was stated by sev-

eral firms interviewed. Said one,

"University-trained engineers are

being wasted on extremely rou-

tine jobs. Some large firms hire

all in sight without relations to

needs, thereby creating an arti-

ficial scarcity."

Another firm reported, "Salary

expectations of college graduates

are too great for small firms to

contend with. While some com-

panies in the process of expand-

ing really require the benefit of

trained university graduates, the

ex-students do not feel that they

should gamble with a small en-

terprise when openings are avail-

able in larger, well-established

corporations."

This might indicate that the

shortage in Canadian engineers

could be alleviated if graduates

were encouraged to go into smal-

ler firms at a smaller starting

salary but with greater opportun-

ity for advancement. And gradu-

ates should also look for jobs re-

quiring a certain amount of in-

itiative and original work, rather

than merely routine application

of previous training.

The growing shortage of en-

gineers seems, therefore, to pre-

sent a two-fold problem. Not only

are increased facilities needed to

educate men to meet the short-

age, but there is also required a

better distribution of engineers,

with a view to employing engin-

eers in positions where they are

most needed, rather than in rou-

tine jobs which could be filled by
men with only a technical or high

school education.
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I ALOHA!
The four luscious examples of fem-

inine pulchritude pictured above are
winners of the 1955 annual Ka Pala-
pala Beauty Pageant of Nations held
at the University of Hawaii. This
beauty pageant gave rise to its name
because pictures of the racial queens
are traditionally featured in the year-
book, Ka Palapala. 1955 marked the
fourteenth pageant held in the univer-
sity's outdoor theatre.

Representing their respective racial
groups, Chinese. Japanese, Korean,
Filipino, Hawaiian, Cosmopolitan, and
Caucasian, contestants paraded before
members of the student body in street-
dress and bathing suit rallies. The
semi-finalists in each group were se-
lected by popular vote to appear in the
formal dress pageant. Anyone for
Hawaii ?

BEILER'S TALENTS REWARDED
ELECTED AS ACADEMY MEMBER
JOINS SELECT ARTISTIC GROUP
The election of Fro!. Andre

Bieler of Queen's University to

the Royal Canadian Academy of

Arts makes this distinguished

local artist a member of a select

group of fewer than 25 Canadian

linters.

Prof. Eieler's election was an-

nounced at the annual meeting

Glandular Poison " Antidote

ight Combat Schizophrenia

A cure for the mental disease

schizophrenia may rest in the dis-

covery of an antidote to a 'gland-

ular poison' responsible for the

disease, Dr. Julien Blackburn

told a Biology Club meeting
Tuesday evening.

However, lie emphasized that re-

search has not yet proved the

existence of this glandular poison,

although there is reason to believe

it may exist.

Students Are Hit By Stiffer Fines
But System Is Really Nothing New

Library officials announced this

week that the new, sdffer system

of fines which has been in operation

in the reading room since the be-

ginning of November, really isn't

new at all, but simply stems from

the enforcement of a policy which

was first drafted early last year.

People keeping reading room

books out longer than three days

are now subject to a 10 cent fine

for the first extra day, and 25 cents

for every day following. This is in

contrast to the former policy of

levying a straight 10 cent fine for

every day overdue.

The policy was first formulated

when the library was renovated

Papers Must Make Money Too
May Exp'ain Sensationalism

Hugh Gillis of the CBC and
Tom Eberley of the Toronto Star

addressed the WUS seminar in

Toronto last Saturday, discus-

sing propoganda in the field of

communication, and the function
of the press.

Students from various univer-

sities in Ontario and Quebec at-

tended the conference; Vicky
Borota and Hans Hein represent-

ed Queen's. With the group di-

vided into Canadian students and
fo. eigu students both objective

and subjective views were pre-

sented.

"Sensationalism seems to be an
outgrowth of the desire to keep
a newspaper in business rather
than to spread particular opinion

'n the political field," said Mr.
Gillis.

Mr. Gillis sn

""gilt be used e

well as destructn

t seems to have
connotation. He
consider both cff.

d propaganda

nstructively as

:ly, but to-day

.iken on a bad

felt one must

:ts in the field

01 communication before critizing

too harshly.

A newspaperman himself, Tom
Eberley pointed out there are two
functions of a newspaper, to in-

form the public and to make mon-

ey. Opinionating the public is

outdated in most newspapers, al-

though the editorial page re-

mains for this matter.

He felt students criticizing the

Canadian newspaper did not con-

sider the situation practically

enough, If tlie newspaper has de-

generated, in discouraging sincere

thought about current events, it

is a reflection of contemporary

society.

last year.

Because the library staff was
unable to give freshmen courses

in library instruction last year,

it was felt that it would be un-

fair to levy the heavier fines at

that time. Similarly, the new sys-

tem was not imposed this year

until freshmen had been instruct-

ed in the workings of the library

The fines are designed to make

people bring books back on time,

so that other students can r

them. About 60 or 70 books are

taken out of the reading room

every day, and the same people

seem to be guilty, over and over,

of bringing books back late (us-

ually about two days overdue).

The new system has not been

in operation long enough to judge

its efficiency, says Miss Melva

Eagleson of the library staff. How-

ever, about $50 has been collected

this year, and has been used to

purchase new reserve and reference

books.

Dr. Blackburn, who is head of

the Queen's Psychology Depart-

ment, suggested three possible

causes for schizophrenia. Psychi-

atrists believe that the schizophrenic

withdraws from a world whose
tensions he finds unbearable.

Medical men suggest that

glandular unbalance may be

guilty. It is also believed that a

breakdown of insulation between
cortical brain cells may cause a

"spilling-over" of thoughts, re-

sulting in hallucinations and
mental incoherence.

Dr. Blackburn described his

own experience with mescalin, a

drug which produces a temporary

state of schizophrenia. He took

part in the experiments with this

drug while employed at a mental

hospital in London, Eng.

WINNING PLAY

CNR Offers Reduced Fares;

Tickets To Be Sold At Gym

Hello Out There", a one-act

play by William Saroyan, will

present Queen's at the Inter-

Varsity Drama League Festival

in Montreal in February.

The play, directed by Bob

Beattie, was presented to the

Drama Guild monthly meeting

Tuesday night, along with "Be-

yond Moriah", written by Don
Gollan, Arts '54, and directed by

Peter Faris.

of the Academy in Toronto. He
is now a member of a group

which includes such names as

Franklin Arbuckle and Arthur

Lismer, Montreal, and A. J. Cas-

son and William Winter, Tor-

onto.

The Royal Canadian Academy
of Arts, which was founded in

1880, is the oldest official body

for painters, designers, archi-

tects and sculptors in Canada. It

was founded by Her Royal

Highness Princess Louise, Duch-

ess of Argyll, and His Grace the

Duke of Argyll.

Prof. Bieler took up his pre-

sent position of resident artist at

Queen's in 1936. In 1950 a

Montreal Star columnist com-

mented, "How many students

have gone to Queen's because he

was there I can't tell, but I know
he has attracted them from all

over the country to the summer
school. He has attracted good

teachers, too."

In 1941 Prof. Bieler organized

the Kingston Conference. Spon-

sored by Queen's and the Na-

tional Gallery, with the collabor-

ation of the Carnegie Corp., it

brought together 150 painters,

teachers, and other workers in

the arts. For the first time they

had an opportunity to pool their

problems, their resources and

(see Bieler page 4)

Tindall At All-Star Dinner

To Discuss College Football

Frank Tindall, head coach of the

intercollegiate champion Golden

Gaels, will be guest speaker at

tonight's All-Star game dinner in

the Royal York Hotel. Also on the

speaking agenda will be Annus

Stukus, ex-coach of the Vancouver

Lions of the WIFU.

Sports personalities from various

corners of Canada and the United

States will be present at the lavish

dinner, which is being held on the

eve of the first annual game between

the eastern and western all-stars

as selected by !ans in both parts

of the country. All proceeds from

the dinner and game go towards

charity work being carried out by

Shriners' organizations in Canada.

Tindall was approached by Ted

Reeve, a Toronto Telegram col-

umnist and former Gael coach,

regarding the speaking chores.

Although he was not given any

definite topic to cover, Frank in-

tends to discuss college football,

and its relationship to profession-

al leagues.

The dinner will be one of a long

series attended by Frank ever since

the Gaels won the intercollegiate

championship this fall. He spent

last weekend doing a similar job in

Ottawa.

Arts Formal Boss

Pulling All Stops

"The 1956 Arts Formal is going

to surpass all previous formals in

originality and design," Dick Davis,

Arts Formal convenor told the Jour-

nal Wednesday. "This year we're

pulling out all the stops to provide

the campus with something surpris-

ingly unique," he said.

Orders have already been sent

to various firms in Canada and the

United States for the necessary

materials. The convenor showed

concern over possible customs diff-

iculties at the U.S. border. "This

might force us to alter our plans,"

he stated.

The date of the Arts Formal is

January 20.

The Old Swats Ready For Premiere
Variety Of Science Talent Starred

Curtis Baker of the Canadian

National Railways announces

Queen's students will receive re-

duced train fares for the Christ-

Officials from CNR and CPR
y.il] be at tlr. £,71:111asm 111 or Lc_

13, 14 and 15. Before buying the

ticket students |inust obtain a

Canadian Passengers' Associa-

tion Ticket from the Registrars'

office.

Travelers have been making

reservations for sleeping accom-

odations and parlor cars for the

past two months. It is suggested

that students also make such res-

ervations immediately. The rail-

way officials will bring the ticket

to the gymnasium, and payment

can be made there.

This is a special service given

to Queen's University by the two

railroads. If students wait until

the last minute to buy tickets, the

station will be too crowded and

trains may be missed.

Mr. Baker also suggested tra-

velers arrive at the station one

hour before train time if they

wish to check their baggage.

As a result of weeks of work

the Science Revue is at last off

"the drafting board" and headed

for full-scale production. The

producers of the big show prom-

ise an evening of entertainment

of the highest calibre.

The show, entitled "You Old

Swat", will be presented for two

nights, Tuesday and Wednesday,

December 6 and 7 in the K.C A M.

auditorium. Curtain time is sched-

uled for 8 p.m. and it is suggested

that students attend the Tuesday

night performance since the cur-

tain may never rise a second time

(added Revue convenors in an

interview with the Journal tlii-

week).

Producers of "You Old Swat"

have scheduled no less than 19

complete different acts, which

promise to give laughs and chuc-

kles to even the dullest wit

(stated Abdul the director). Ar-

rangements are being completed

to present such famous celebri-

ties as Victor Borge, the inimit-

able Liberace, and "Bubbles".

Other highlights of the show in-

clude authentic stage reproduc-

tions of (a) AMS meetings, (b)

Drama Guild presentations, (c)

scenes in the women's residenc-

es, and (d) a stirring rendition of

the famous "Dance of the Seven

Veils" (with eight beautifi:!

girls).

The Science choir, will present

a number of well-known musical

selections, and this, coupled with

songs by various individuals

promises an evening of "educa-

tion" as well as entertainment. A
few university professors are al-

so expected to come up on stage

to take part in the show.

Stars of "You Old Swat" prom-

ise to be a new local combination

known as "The Two Swats". The
identity of these two perform-

ers is witheld for security rea-

sons. As well as being talented

vocalists these two are also pro-

ficient in the art of arranging and
composing. This will be revealed

by their version of the old fav-

orite, "Mountin Do".

I bis will mark the first time

in a number of years that the

Science Faculty has presented

such a show, ami it is hoped that

the student body will give their

whole-hearted support to the 1955

production. Officials of the ^ti<i\v

hope to set a precedent so that

the Science Revue will become
an annual event.

Tickets go on sale on Friday

through till Tuesday at noon in

the Student's Union ticket booth.
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SIDELINES

MIKE MOFFAT

Some people must wonder if a coach's job is ever clone.

For his work in a particular sport does not end as soon as the last

game is played. Far from it. Instead of a little rest before starting

the actual coaching of the next sport on the calendar, there is much

more to do.

If the season has been a losing one, he must take a tour of

high schools to expound the values of a university career, and the

particular virtues of his own university. He has to do this to get

promising young athletes from the school at which he is speaking

to come to his university and therefore to play for his teams. His

speeches at banquets and commencements are not only a necessary

factor in building up good will for his college, but a vital part in

helping him to rebuild his teams so that the next season, he will

have better results.

And when he wins, it is even harder on him, for there are more

invitations from more schools and also, there are a horde of requests

from clubs who want to hear how he did it, or to learn the fine

points from a man who has proved that he is an expert in his field

by coaching a winning team. That is the situation in which Frank

Tindall now finds himself, for he has had more invitations that he

could hope to accept.

For example, he spoke in Toronto at the Humberside Collegiate

Father and Son Banquet. To do this, he had to rush to the station

as soon as he had finished his classes (for he has to teach, too) then

rush from the station in Toronto out to Humberside, make an

address that would give all the people a better opinion of Queen's,

(and maybe get a few of those sons to come to Queen's) and then

turn around and come hack to Kingston for the next day's lectures.

He was also the main speaker at a banquet given for the Gaels in

Ottawa, and he was accompanied on the trip by some of the players

including Gary Schreider, Gus Braccia and Lou Bruce.

And to top off the honours, he has been asked to be a guest

speaker at the East-West All Star Banquet being held at the

Royal York Hotel in Toronto tonight. The banquet is being held

previous to the big game to-morrow which features the outstand-

ing players from both the Eastern Big Four and the Western Inter-

provincial pro leagues.

There is also the fact, that Frank is expected to turn right

from the football team to the basketball team while continuing on
this round of speaking engagements. Then, too he has to see or

write to all the bright high school prospects that the alumni have

told him about, or whom he has read of in the papers. His job

there is to persuade them to come to Queen's when he can't even
guarantee them that they will get past the registrar's office. Jim
O'Grady said in his column last year that "The price of glory . , .,

is being well fed", but I think that at the moment Frank would
probably be much happier to get a home cooked meal and to spend
a night at home with his wife and family.

By the time this Journal comes out, the coaches will have their

first ideas of how the basketball team is going to shape up, for last

night, the Gaels opened their home season with an exhibition game
against Clarkson Tech, And they will have left town for

a pair of weekend games with American colleges, Oswego State
Teachers and SLU. They will round out their pre-Christmas home
season against the same Clarkson squad here one week from tonight.

The hockey Gaels also get off to a start this weekend, as they
tackle the Cadets from RMC at the Jock Harty Arena tomorrow
afternoon. Although they will have one more game before Christ-

mas, this will be a good opportunity for those who are going to
support the team all year to come out and get to know the new
men on the squad.

While not in a regular league, the Tricolor will face some very
high calibre competition after the new year starts, including some
other intercollegiate intermediate calibre teams, and some fast

stepping squads from south of the border. In fact, one of their op-
ponents, Clarkson Tech., has been voted the best team in the East
in Hockey Newsletter's poll of American coaches and writers.

THEY'LL BE SKATING FOR GAELS

RON VALIQUETTE
blucline basher . . .

BARRY PERCIVAL
jonvard flasher . . .

RACE FOR SECOND

Queen's Icemen Face Cadets

As Hockey Starts Tomorrow

Saturday afternoon Queen's Hockey Gaels will play their first

exhibition game against Royal Military College in Jock Harty

Arena. Coach Le.x Chisholm intends to dress four forward lines and

three sets of defencenien for the initial tilt. Dick Dodds will prob-

ably be between the pipes for the Tricolor. Dick played in the nets

for the Kingston Canadiens last'

season and has shown up very

well in all the practices to date.

On the forward line, there are

about 35 fellows battling it out

for the nine regular front line

positions. Up till now the line of

Dan McKay. Barry Percival and

Ray Hermiston have dominated

most of the pre-season limelight

with their smooth passing and ac-

curate shooting. This unit will

probably ..remain ..intact. _Ray
Hoffman, Murray "One-punch"

Osborne, Dick Hill, Pete Dozzi.

Art Truax and Don McCrae are

also putting up a stern battle for

regular berths on the team It

certainly is going to be a tough

chore for Lex Chisholm when
cutting time comes around.

The blue-line brigade, which

was a reported weak spot, looks

as good as it did last year with

Ron Valiquette banging the op-

position around with rare aban-

don. Other men out for the de-

fense are Gary Schreider, and
Claude Roote. only to name a

few.

The team will be going all out

on Saturday in order to beat

R.M.C. since last year's coach

of the Gaels, Pete Carr-Harris is

now handling the Cadets. It

should be an exciting tussle so

turn out and give the team the

support they deserve.

The team will have another

game before the holidays start,

as they will meet the Kingston
Canadians, who are at present in

second place in the Thousand
League. The Canadiens are rated

as a Junior B crew and should

give the locals a hard tussle.

BROCK
JEWELLERS
161 Princess Street

Kingston, Ontario

PHONE 2-7361

WATCH Repairs

A Specialty

- WE SELL -

WATCHES - DIAMONDS

DAY OR NIGHT
PHONE 5551

For Quality Milk, Cream, Butter
BY

Hemlock Park Dairy
LIMITED

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FAMOUS
Velvet Ice Cream Duncan Hines Ice Cream

As the pre-Christmas events

grind to a halt, the PHE '56 team

is still well out in front and pulling

away. While the leaders are nearly

twelve thousand points ahead of

second place Meds '60, the second

to sixth teams are spaced approxi-

mately one thousand points apart.

Sc. '57 is third and along with Sc.

'56, Arts '57 and Sc. '59 in that

order, are closing in on the Meds-

men. While the Blue team may
hold on until the holidays, it is ex-

pected that one of the science years

will slip into the runner-up slot be-

fore the year is over.

Softball — Softball playoffs start-

ed on Monday, with Sc. '57 elimi-

nating Arts '56, 7-6 in the A sec-

tion. In B. section, a three way tie

for first place was broken when

Meds '57 won a twelve inning

thriller from Sc. '56. The Medsmen
now meet PHE in the section play-

off. The finals, a two-game total

runs affair, starts next Monday.

Volleyball — The schedule ends

tonight, with Arts '57 and Sc. '57

tied for first place in Group I, al-

though the Red team is undefeated,

and at the moment look like the

team to beat. In group II, PHE is

on top, with a narrow lead over

Sc. '56, Sc. '58 and Arts '59. Finals

next week.

Bowling — By the time the Jour-

nal is out, a champion will have

been declared. Sc. '56 and Sc. '57

are in a two game, total pinfall final.

"a set
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INVADES U.S. COLLEGES

By Ian Baird

The curtain goes up for the 1955 edition of the Queen's Basket-

ball Revue this week with the Senior Gaels tackling Clarkson here

hist night moving to Oswego tonight and then playing St, Lawrence

University at Canton N.Y. tomorrow night.

There is something old, something new, something borrowed,

but something blue about the squad. From the never-say-die team

rhat came so close to copping the bunting last year, we have Charlie

Latimer, John Milliken and Andy Haydon.

Charlie Latimer, a short man in

a tall man's game, makes up for

his lack of height with his speed

and aggression. A good ballhand-

ler, and consistent clutch player,

Latimer may prove to be one of

the best defensive players in the

league this year.

John Milliken, after a very suc-

cessful season at end for The
Champions trades his cleats for

running shoes and starts putting

set shots through hoops.

Reliable Andy Haydon is being

counted on to fill a lot of gaps

with a stellar performance on the

courts this year. Andy may turn

out to be the take-charge guy

CHUCK LATIMER

that al! good clubs need to make
them great.

Back to the Gaels after a year's

absence come Bruce Page and

Jim Harrison. Both have the

speed, stamina and a steady hand
and eye that can turn close games
into victory.

BEWS STANDING
PHE 25900

M. '60 14225

S. '57 13038

S. '56 ™ 12071

A. '57 11413

S. '59 10305

M. '59 9090

I. R. 8707

A. '56 8258

A. '58 7966

»
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TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY GROUNDS

And then there is smooth, po-

lished Paul Fedor. He led the

intercollegiate in scoring averages

last year. His experience, finesse,

and scoring ability are all sorely

needed.

Up from the intermediates

comes Terry Mattioli to give the

regular incentive. A good ball

hawk and a prolific scorer, Terry

has earned the chance to play for

the Senior Squad.

So, what's new? So Prior and

Warren and Kerr and Stone are

new. That, is, they haven't play-

ed for the Tricolor before. Fran-

ces Prior and Art Warren both

of Arts '59 join the team with a

wealth of experience garnered

form Kingston's Warren-

Orphans last year's Intemediate

B winners. Speed to burn, and

deadly accuracy are their trade-

marks.

Bill Kerr, from Ottawa, had a

good season with the highly res-

pected Ottawa Shaeffer's and will

be able to keep up the pace of

the intercollegiate competition.

Leonard Stone of Science '59

learded the hoop game in Toronto

and learned it well enough to im-

press all onlookers with his ball-

handling ability.

Frank Tindall has until Jan-

uary to mould these eager ball

hawks into a contending club.

INTERCOLLEGIATE
BASKETBALL SCHEDULE

Fri. Jan. 13 Western at Queen's

Fri. Jan. 20 Queen's at McGill

Fri. Jan. 27 McMaster at Queen's

Fri. Feb. 3 Queen's at Varsity

Sat. Feb. 4 Queen's at McMaster

Fri. Feb. 10 Assumption at Queen's

Fri. Feb. 17 _ Queen's at Western

Sat. Feb. 18 Queen's at Assumption

Sat. Feb. 25 McGill at Queen's

Fri. Mar. 2 Varsity at Queen's

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

.
CIGARETTE

. ,

Dial 7135

town and country

Restaurants

Highway No. 2, Cataraqui, Ont.

• Princess at Clergy Streets,
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Guild Presents
Original Play

By Mary Morrison

A one-act play "Beyond Mo-
n'ah", produced and directed by
students, and written by Don
Gollan, a graduate of Queen's,
class of Arts '54, was performed
in Convocation I [all on Tuesday
evening.

The play centres around Isaac's

realization of the various forms
of love, a realization which stems
from the implications of Abram's
Willingness to sacrifice his son
Isaac on Mount Moriah. Isaac
suddenly realizes that man's love

for God can be stronger than
man's love for man, and from this

point, he searches for yet other
kinds of love.

Peter Faris, as director, showed
a good comprehension of the pos-
sibilities of such a theme. The
simplicity of the set, although at

times it marred the performance,
combined with very effective

lighting to form a remarkable
background for the characters.

Several of the players deserve
special mention. Bcv McKay as
Sarah gave an excellent portrayal

of the wife who cannot under-
stand her husband's love of God,
yet who strives to do so, in order
to retain his love. Her role was
played with a convincing amount
of sincerity. From the standpoint
of concept, manner and diction,

she was all she should have been.

Peter Saegert as Abram, and
Helen Alexiade as Alwah both
gave convincing performances.
Mr. Saegert, in particular, played
a difficult dramatic part with a
most satisfying depth of feeling,

keeping the level of drama high
in scenes in which it might easily

have fallen off. The other actors

were all adequate, although a lack
of clear diction and good voice
delivery was the chief flaw in sev-

eral of the performances.

Of the play in general, the chief
criticism to be offered is a lack

of precision, or clarity in the plot.

This fault falls more on the auth-
or than on either the director or

the actors. However, bearing in

mind that this is Mr. GoIIan's

first play, he is greatly to be com-
mended on having ambitiously
tackled a difficult theme in a most
original manner.

St. Andmu'fl
Pt-pabgtenan dljurrlj

Princess And Clerov Streets

Rev. j. Forbes Weoderouhn
ma. d.d.. minister!

darwin stata

,

Organist ano choirmaster
lillian preston
Assistant Organist

10:30 a.m.—Bible Class

11:00 a.m.—Morning Service,

Nursery Class, Church School

7:30 p.m.—Evening Service

St, Andrew's Young People1
:

Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended to

all students.

Sydenham a William Sth.

Rev. R. H. N. Davidson
A

.
DC, TH.M.

minister

Lloyd Zurbrigg
organist and choir master

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 4tH

U o.m.—The Two-edged

Sword

7.30 p.m.—Do You Doubt?

Social hour for young people

after Evening Service

An eminent authority, whose name doesn't really matter, has
said what all of us have thought but never dared utter, to wit that
North America has become a pediarchy. Pediarchy, for the benefit
of those readers without dictionaries, is government by the pedes,
or as they are fondly called "kids". The effects of pediarchy have
so far been indirect. When the eminent authority said that we have
entered the era of kid government, I don't imagine he meant that
our present politicians or big business men were children.

The founders of the pediocratic state were the Hollywood child
actors who at the tender age of freckles and dimples, save-the-fa-

mily-honiestead-which-was-on-thc-vcrge-o f-bankruptcy-by - fiudingv
urauium-iu-grandfatber's-beard, thus dominated many a tear-stain-
ed melodrama. For a long time, I cherished a hope that movie kids
were as fake as the adult versions, or the plots of Hollywood's
movies, but this illusion was dispelled recently when I gave
my Whig-Standard newsboy his weekly thirty cents. He took the
money rather fiercely and from the loud tickings which came from
his head, I knew he was working out his future: "Another nickel
earned; assets now twenty-six eighty, leaving only nine hundred
ninety-nine thousand, nine hundred and seventy-three dollars and
twenty cents to go."

Our whole society is geared to the unlimited pampering of

kids. We have become aware of and are afraid of the great poten-

monstruous regiment of

A J ournal Keview

tial in power and ruthlessness of this

children. This awareness of ours explains the rather bizarre be
haviour of politicians who prefer to kiss ugly, sulky babies rather
than smooch with pretty young mothers.

We adults make many sacrifices for the kids; for example we
would like more news of world events and serious articles on the

rise ami fall on various things and people, yet we allow several

pages of our newspapers to be covered by comic strips, especially

for the benefit of the kids. At Christmas, overeating and over-
drinking arc suffered by numerous adults so that the kids can
enjoy themselves.

The leaders of the anti-kid campaign in the nineteenth century

were perhaps visionaries and could see the catastrophic effects of

anarchical kids on adult life. Nowadays we have no doubt that kids

occupy the centre of our political and economical life too. How
otherwise could one account for the "Davy Crockett" boom? Was
it because manufacturers wanted to make money? No! Was it

because of an upsurge of Canadian patriotic feeling that necessitated

the regurgitation of a minor American hero? No! It was simply

that the kids are now moving into direct political action and need

uniforms. "Soon the "Davy Crocket" platoons, divisions, and armies

will be on the move, and the leaders of the kids will replace all

those tired old political and economical leaders who have just been

acting as a front for the anti-adult movement.

You may think I am pessimistic, and it is true that I have

given up hope for the fate of the earth ; pediarchy has arrived and

will eventually reign openly and supreme. It is too late to save the

Karth, but that was not my object. I want to warn the other planets,

M r Vsnuc, that :r,v;.i.ui of their territory it imminent for

those in the kid army who are not in the "Davy Crockett" army,

are in the Space-Ship army, a highly organized, trained and equipped

group, ruthless and determined to conquer at all costs. MARS
BEWARE Tllh. SPACE KIDS ARE COMING!

"Tae Beggars Opera"
By Betty Styran

The significance of Gay's poli-

tical allusions may have been lost

on a twentieth-century audience,

watching the Glee Club perormance

of "The Beggar's Opera" Wednes-

day night, but the appeal of his

rowdy lyrics certainly was not. It

was unfortunate, though, that

Britten's modern music and Gay's

bawdy ballads had to be combined.

The vivid portrayal of the color of

the eighteenth century London was

somewhat flattened by Britten

minor key.

The Queen's Glee Club gave a

lively performance of this clever

burlesque of sentimental drama.

The performance of the beggar-

narrator was superb. Pier introduc-

tion created the rowdy but charm-

ing atmosphere which was main-

tained throughout the performance

Robin Bolton's portrayal of the

highwayman, Captain Macheath

was excellent, and the audience

thoroughly enjoyed Pat Putnam
as Polly. Mrs. Peachum's drama-

tic ability was beyond question

but her voice was often drowned
out by the overwhelming piano

accompaniment.

The accompaniment was effec

tive and well done, but the acoustics

tended to disturb the balance be

tween voice and piano. For the most

part, the words of the songs were

clear, but they were sometimes de-

livered at such high speed that they

became confused.

The Queen's group made hn

aginative use of the natural draw-

back of a curtainless stage. Al

though no heavy scenery was

used, the barreness of Grant

Hall's platform was effectively

disguised.

Small and portable props were

used tu conjure up the tavern

and prison of the London of the

eighteenth century. A few ben

ches, iron shackles, and bar set

the scene. The transition from

the exterior to the interior of

(anglican)
King St. at Johnson St

Advent II

SUNDAY. DECEMBER -»TH

8.00 a.m.—Holy Communion
I plain I

9.15 o.m.—Parish Communion
(Congregational Service, Choir ol

sixty voices lead tlic people).

Sermon: Tho ReVd, Charles Staples.

11.00 a.m.—Choral Eucharist

Sermon: The Dean.

7.00 p.m.—Evensong and

Oratorio
The Choir of Trinity Church, Water-

town. N.Y., with Iheir Rector, The
Rcv'd: L.!oyd Clnrkc, will sine Even-

song followed by n presentation of

Fauro's famous REQUIEM Oratorio.

Soloists : Barbara Amos, Soprano

;

Lewis Washburn. Baritone: Max Els-

berry, Organist Conductor.

Annual Festival of Carols:

Dec. 18th

ainttf2» GHimrlf
EARL AND BARR1E STS.

REV. W. F. BANISTER. D D.

MINISTER

SUNDAY. DECEMBER 4TH

|1 Q.m _Men Who Changed

Roads

7.30 p.m.—The Apostle's Creed

(10) "The Resurrection of the

Body"

A very cordial invitation to

all students

O Come Let Us Worship

(Earnl §>vr\rite
PRINCESS STREET UNITED CHURCH

Sun,, Dec. 4, 8.45 p.m.
— FEATURING —

JOHN GRAHAM — BARITONE
- AND —

BARBARA SIGSWORTH
Gold Medalist of Western Conservatory of Music

Sponsored by The Christian Youth Centre

Macheath's cell was made with

no lapse of continuity.

Throughout, the necessary busi-

ness of scene-changing was inte-

grated with the rest of the perfor-

PHOIO 8V MCKAHO

mance by the narrator. Her,

"Hurry, hurry, change the scene,

you rogues" maintained the air of

intimacy which contributed much

to the enjoyment of the audience.

MOONLIGHT LUNCH
FULL COURSE DINNERS CHINESE DISHES

Lunches prepared to take out.

SPECIAL FOR STUDENTS

Meal Tickets: $5.50 for only $475

527 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 6972 and 2-9001

McGALL'S
LUGGAGE AND SPORTING GOODS
By The World's Finest Manufacturers

— AGENTS FOR —
SPALD1NC - SLAZENCER - CCM, ETC., SPORTS EQUIPMENT

SKYWAY — SAMSON1TE — McBRINE

QUEEN'S CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS

Tennis and Badminton Racquets Restrung

212 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 3793

ATOMIC ENERGY OF CANADA LIMITED
CHALK RIVER, ONTARIO

Requires for its expanding RESEARCH DEVELOP-
MENT and PLANT OPERATING PROGRAMMES,
particularly in connection with the development of

atomic power, the following graduates and post-

graduates:

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
CHEMISTS
ENGINEERING PHYSICISTS
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS

Details and application forms can be obtained from
Mr. H. J. Hamilton of The Employment Service.

Applications for summer employment from third year students

and graduates are also invited.

Interviews will be held at Queen's University

on December 9th.

Please give your interviewer a completed application form.

MATHEMATICIANS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERS
PHYSICISTS
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Beiler Joins Select Group
As Royal Academy Member

(continued from page 1)

their ideas on a national scale.

Out of the sense of unity they ac-

quired developed the Federation

of Canadian Artists, and it made
possible the Canadian Arts

Council. Mr. Bielcr was elected

first president of the Federation

when it was formed.

Prof. Bieler finds the Kingston

district, from the artist's view-

point, one of the ideal localities

in Canada. He finds the Kingston

market particularly a paradise of

subject matter, and this summer
took summer school students to

the market to paint.

The National Gallery at Otta-

wa has two of Prof. Bieler's pajint-

ings. One, "The Gatineau Madon-
na" is a picture of a French-Can-

adian family in Gatineau, a

woman with a child and a man
standing behind them, in a Gatin-

eau Hills setting. In the Quebec

museum he has a painting en-

titled "After Mass", which con-

sists of people in groups coming

out of church with waiting horses

and buggies ready to take them

home.

Prof. Bieler has spent a good

deal of time in Paris. In 1924 he

studied under SerUsier for two

years, and also spent four years

m Pans ',71th the Princess Tats

overseas in the first war. He
spent another year in Paris not

long ago.

Prof. Bieler feels that "the

main purpose of a painter is not

to paint pretty pictures, but

through his own personality to

reflect the world and the times

he lives in. We are living in a

changing world, and the artist

changes with his times. If he

lives in the past, he is an archae-

ologist."

ssWoJterltoldgli

r
MILD

BURLEY
TOBACCO

All Expenses $25.

For Ski Club Trip

What is a skier's paradise ?

Skiing all day long in the Alps,

relaxing at the end of an invig-

orating day in front of a roaring

fire, a drink in one hand and a

girl in your lap.

What is a Queen's skier's para-

dise? A weekend in the Laurcn-

tians, skiing for two days, relax-

ing at night by a roaring fire,

holding a drink in one hand and

a tikelele in your lap (because

Lemons will be on the trip, too.)

And best of all it will only cost

$25.00 for the weekend, costs all

inclusive (drinks excluded).

The Queen's Ski Club has been

working on the idea for several

weeks, and a Laurentian Commit-

tee is now investigating all the

angles (getting discounts on

everything possible).

Anyone interested in guing on

this trip is urged to get in touch

immediately, if not sooner, with

either Jan Leask at 8003, Dave

Bews at 2-6816, Pete Ogden at

2-2166. Remember, the more

people that go, the cheaper the

trip will lie. 1 f yon ski at all, come

on out and support the Queen's

Ski Club.

VALLEAU'S
BARBER SHOP
316 PRINCESS STREET

Three Barbers

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 6917

CFRC
FRIDAY

6.00—St. Nicholas and Christmas—

Tom Bonnema

6J0—Odds and Ends—Graham

Skerrctt, Norm May

7.00—Stardust—Danny Wong at

the piano

7J0—Science Revue preview

7.45—Club Tambourine—Don Quinsey

S.00—Birdlaml—Paid Ward, Don

Cooper

8.30—Show Mr/. News—Doug Thorn-

Son, Harriet Badaker

9.00—Mac's Merry-go-round— Doug.

Mdlraith

9.30—Our Choice—Bev. Phillips,

June Pryce

10.00—1490 Pops—Don Harrison

11.00—Al's Penthouse—Al Kemp
11.30—Prelude to Dreaming—Orycc

Mdlraith

12.00—Sign off.

SATURDAY
4.30—Rcijucst Show—'Tab' Hunter,

Doug. Thomson

0.30—Ranch 1-190—Bev. Phillips

7.00— Hits and Misses—Ellie Wil-

liamson, Ann Dorland

7.30—On the Upbeat—Ann Matthews

S.00—In the Groove, featuring

Queen's own Collcgaires

—

Doug. Thomson

8.30—Lonesome Lemon—Ann
O'nymous

9.00—1490 Classics—Bob Sanderson

10.00—Date with the Stars—Bob Sage,

1 Sutherland

10.30—Around the Campfire—Leu

Berk

11.00—Cook's Musical Tour—Ken
Cook

1 1.30—Slarlitc Serenade.

This is the last broadcast for this term

The

BOOKS
CHRISTMAS GIFT THAT
PLEASES EVERYBODY

- AT -

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
MONTREAL AT BROCK STREETS KINGSTON

All under one roof

A branch of a chartered bank is much more than the best place to

keep your savings. It is an ail-round banking service- centre that

provides services useful to everyone in die community.

In every one of 4,000 branches in Canada, people are using

all sorts of banking services. They make deposits, cash

cheques, arrange loans, rent safety deposit boxes, transfer money,

buy and sell foreign exchange.

Only in a branch of a chartered bank are all these and many
other convenient banking services provided under one roof.

A visit to the bank is the way to handle all your banking needs

—simply, safely, easily.

SEE THE BANK
ABOUT IT

Only a chartered baok
offers a full range of

banking services, including:

Sa vings Accounts

Current Accounts

Joint Accounts

Personal Loans

Commercial Loans

Farm Improvement Loans

N.H.A. Mortgage Loans

Home Improvement Loans

Foreign Trade and Market
Injarmotion

Buying and Selling oj

Foreign Exchange

Commercial Collections

Money Transfers

Money Orders and Bank
Draffs

Travellers Cheques

Letters of Credit

Safety Deposit Boxes

Credit Information

Purchase and Sale of

Securities

Custody of Securities

and other valuables

Banking by Mail

STEAM
SHOVEL

Chief Real Dressed — Must Be Jest

And it came to pass on Ave of Woden that piercing call of

clarion of Marion did ring out again thru Land of Kin. And as

waves with velocity approaching 750 m.p.h. did impinge upon ear-

drums of Scribe did same levitate self from usual horizontal position

on plane of feather and venture forth into bleak trails of Land of

Kin. And npou traversing Trail of Alt" did Scribe spot faintly fa-

miliar figure garbed in vestemenls commonly found on lowly Clodz

of Eartz. But upon further inspection did Scribe discern that same

was obviously reformed character, even Iroquois chief of warriorz

of Heinz plus one. And after shock at same vision did wear off, did

Scribe continue on way to Cav of Nic where in nether regions did

await Maid Marion.

Teomz Of Scicncz Are Led By Heinz

And did Marion inquire of Scribe about whereabouts of war-

riorz of Heinz, for have actions of same been unnoticed by Marion

throughout beginning of term. And did Scribe explain that same

few who remain were allotting many reversals of glass of hour to

carrying out of The Great Grind which is obviously great reversal

of former limes. And does it seem that race of Civs is most pro-

minent in such actions, though 'tis true that Struc the First is light

course. Further does it seem that warriorz of Heinz (even though

only half-trying) do lead teatnz of Scienz in Race of Booz which

is great farce indeed with warriorz of Fizz and Edgar far to front

of half-hearted pack. And so was Marion pleased that warriorz

of Heinz did still inhabit Land of Quecnz for had fear been express-

ed that same might experience complete chop from Axe of Fac.

Seotz Are Sought For Thou Olde Swatte

And must Scribe recommend truly great event of history-

making nature which will occur on coming Eve of Mon. For one

eve of same will spectablc of magnificent nature be offered by

warriorz of Saenz in cell of audio of Cav of various idiotz of

Land of Kin. And will reevoo feature cast of hundreds, possibly

even tens, including glorious collection of babz with curvaturz of

tremendous nature never before subjected to application of deriv-

ative of Q with respect to nothing. And since spectacle is of such

stellar nature, do leaders of same; such as Abe the Honest and

Till the Swill have further feature. For since seats will be in such

great demand will entire reevoo be held again on Eve of Woden to

please myriad/, of fanz (leaving one eve for participantz to recover).

But now must Scribe return thru trailz of Kin to musty den wdicre

uncracked volumes do uninvitingly lay. And further since babe of

choice is in far-off land must Scribe lower self to abysmal depths

of contacting lowly Lemon via invention of Al Bell for purpose

of Snaffling up same as partner for Spheroid of cubic nature on

Eve of Fria.

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

68V2 Princess Street Kingston Phone 2-1761

Qua/i/y that Pleases . . . Service that Satisfies

THE CHARTERED BANKS SERVING YOUR COMMUNITY
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TO CONDUCT ORCHESTRA
AT FIRST CONCERT OF SEASON
The Buffalo Philharmonic Or-

chestra, under its noted Austrian

conductor, Josef Krips, is now in

its twentieth season. On Thurs-

day Dec. 8 it will make its ap-

pearance here as the first Uni-

Musicale Features

Canadian Baritone

versity concert of the season.

In 1953 the orchestra began to

rise in eminence, when Josef

Krips was appointed conductor
and musical director, taking the

place of Mr. William Steinberg,

now conductor of Pittsburgh

Symphony Orchestra. Previous

to that time, Mr. Krips had been

conductor of the Vienna State

Opera and the London Sym-
phony Orchestra.

Krips' many recordings on
London ffrr, and triumphant

tours with the Philharmonic at-

test to his prominent position

among the world's great con-

ductors. He returned to Buffalo

this summer with additional

plaudits. In England and Aus-

tria, he was conductor of the

Bath and Vienna festivals. In

Australia he conducted over 25

concerts.

The program for their perform-

ance here includes Mozart's Sym-
phony in E flat major, No. 39,

Tone Poem, "Don Juan", Op. 20

by Strauss, and Schubert's Sym-
phony in C major, No. 7.

Tickets for the two concerts

only are available, and cost $2.50

and $1.50 for students. They may
be obtained at the Queen's Post

office, Monday-Friday, from 11-12

noon, and from 3-4 p.m.

OST

Haggis, Heather, At Banquet
Scots Pay Tribute To Patron

Bernard Turgeon

Bernard Turgeon, baritone,

will be featured in Students'

Union musicale Sunday evening

at 8:30.

One of Canada's most promis-

ing young baritones, Mr. Tur-

geon is a native of Edmonton,

where he began his musical stu-

dies at the age of four. After

winning a round of awards in

Alberta music festivals he went

to Toronto to study with George

Lambert at the Royal Conserva-

tory of Music.

In April, 1955, he won the

much coveted male grand award

in C.I.L.'s Trans Canada network

program "Singing Stars of To-

morrow."

RECORDSfOUTLINE

WAYS OF MANKIND

The third and fourth records in a

series currently being presented by

the department of Political and

Economic Sciences will be played

in room 101 of the new Arts build-

ing at 12.55 p.m. next Tuesday and

Thursday.

The programs are fascinating

explorations into the origin and

development of cultures, customs,

Jind folkways in various parts of the

world.

The series is being conducted at

Queen's by Prof. John Meisel of

the Politics department. On Tues-

day, "Desert Soliloquy ; A Study
i'i Education" ; on Thursday,
"When Greek meets Greek : A
Study in Values."

The Honourable Dr. W. J. Dun-

lop, Minister of Education for On-

tario, was guest speaker at the

annual St. Andrew's banquet held

in Wallace Hall, Wednesday night.

The banquet featured the haggis,

Scottish songs, and fulsome praise

for the land o' the heather.

Dr. Dunlop, who was introduced

by the sparkling wit of the Hon-

ourable W. M. Nickle, referred to

the great literature, history and

educational system of Scotland.

Speaking of the latter, he said

that he would like to see the Scot-

tish system of basic education in

Canada. "They give their children

a real education for life", he stated.

Literary Contest

Monday is the deadline

for entries into the Christ-

mas Literary Contest. Send

all entries to the Journal of-

fice, in care of the Feature

Editor.

He said he believed we should not

take hard work or competition out

of our schools.

Exhibit Features

Tondino's Work
On display this week in the Old

Arts Building are paintings by the

young Canadian artist, Jerry Ton-

dino, Born and educated in Mon-

treal. Mr. Tondino is at present

associated with the Montreal Mu-

seum of Fine Arts.

Three still Hfes with black the

most predominant color are per-

haps the feature of the show. At

first sight each canvas appears to

be disorderly but strong structural

qualities are evident behind the

lines after a moment's observation.

There is rhythm in these paintings

and quality is achieved by applying

black directly over other colors.

Said by Professor Bieler to be

one of Canada's most gifted artists

today, Mr. Tondino has produced

an exhibition well worth seeing.

The Official

QUEENS BLAZER
Nicely tailored in Eng-

lish blazer cloth with

wire crest and metal

buttons.

Specially priced at ....

MEN'S DEPT.

Train Tickets
CNR and CPR authorities will

be in the gymnasium on Dec. 13.

14, and 15 for the sale of reduced

student tickets for the Christmas

holidays. Those wanting reserva-

tions for sleeping or parlor cars

should make them immediately

;

no payment is needed because the

tickets will be brought to the gym.

Students are advised to be at the

station one hour before train time

for baggage checking.

* *
Student Wives' Club

The Bake Sale sponsored by the

Student Wives will take place on

Tuesday, Dec. 16, at 9.00 a.m. in

the window of the James Reid fur-

niture store on Princess St. All

wives wishing to donate please have

their baking at the Science Club

Room, Clarke Hall, between 8.00

a.m. and 9.00 a.m. on Dec. 6.

*
Laurentian Skiing

Anyone interested in going to the

Laurentians some time next

term at an approximate cost of $25.

to $30. should contact immediately

Janet Leask, or David Bews.

* * *
Newman Club

Newman Nite, Sunday at 8 p.m.

Special Christmas program.

* * *
Dr. C. P. Martin Speaks
Dr. C. P. Martin, past Regius

Professor of Anatomy at McGill

will give an address at Sunday tea

at St. James Church Hall on Dec.

4, at 4 p.m. His topic is "The

Christian Gospel and the Atomic

Age". Members of SCM, Canter-

bury Club and the Lutheran group

are invited.

* *
Science Choir

Practice on Sunday at 2 p.m. in

Grant Hall. All members including

JFnrt letmj Untel
PRINCESS STREET

Coffee Shop and Restaurant

Kingston, Ont. Phone 7712

new members at last meeting arc

requested to be present.

*

Chalmers Youth Fellowship

All students invited to see the

Queen's-Varsity playoff game Sun-

day night at 8.45 p.m. in the Sunday

School Hall of Chalmcr's United

Church. Refreshments and a sing-

song.

* *

From the Padre

DVA cheques are now available

in the Padre's office, A service of

Holy Communion will be held

Sunday, 9.30 a.m. in Morgan

Memorial Chapel. The final uni-

versity service of this term will take

place in Grant Hall this Sunday at

11.00. The subject — "Isn't One
Religion As Good As Another?"

*.

Ottawatonians

Are you going to Ottawa for the

holidays ? Enjoy the speed and

comfort of a chartered bus — only

$3.50 return. Sign lists posted in

the Union and the Residence. For

further information phone Norman

May, 2-8990.

Princess St. Young Peoples

You are invited to see the picture

"Where None Shall Thirst," at

their service Sunday, Dec. 4, at 7.00

p.m. This film won the award for

the best Canadian movie last year.

Queen's Christian

Fellowship

There will be a skating party

held in Jock Harty Arena on Fri-

day. Tea will be served afterwards

at 164 Barrie St. Dr. C. P. Martin

will speak on "The Christian Gos-

pel and the Atomic Age," on Sun-

day at 4 p.m. in St. James Parish

Hall.

* *

Square-Ball Tonite

After last year's square ball,

Science '56 felt obligated to have

another. This one should prove to

be an even better event. It is a

hard-times dance with some dandy

and unique prizes. The price is

$1.00 plus one penny per couple;

the penny will be returned if your

girl passes "the test". Square and

round dancing from 9 to 1, so come

and have a ball.

WARD & HAMILTON LUNCH BAR
PRINCESS AT DIVISION KINGSTON, ONT.

FULL COURSE MEALS
REASONABLE PRICES

MAKE —

Marilyn's
YOUR HEADQUARTERS

FOR

GLENAYR KITTEN SWEATERS
IN 100% LAMB WOOL AND 100% ORLON

MARILYN'S LADIES WEAR
DIAL 2-1475 ^8 PRINCESS ST

HAVE A MILD

TH e MILDEST BEST-TASTING c.gar ETTE

GRAND OPENING SALE

KINGSTON LIQUIDATORS OPEN
SECOND STORE AT 69 PRINCESS

OUT THEY GO THE BALANCE OF

CORDUROY SPORT

JACKETS REG. $ 1 9.9S

99The ones so popular on the campus

Styled by "Utex" Fully Silk Lined UQU/
Single breasted Every wanted shade

Sizes 34 to 46

Now 2 Locations To ServeYou Better

69 Princess - 71 Brock
]UST UP FROM KING BETWEEN PRINCESS AND KING
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Private Collections

The Douglas Library is to be commended on the much more
efficient system which has emerged during the past year. It is now
possible for a student to find books in the stacks, or at least discover
where a book can be located. Anyone who does not make use of
the facilities provided by the library is missing a valuable ex-
perience, but until the recent reorganization of the library took
place, the simple process of taking out a book was the first step
to a nervous breakdown.

The system as it now stands is not perfect, however. The lack
of cooperation among students is partly to blame. A student having
a book which is much in demand feels justified in renewing it week
after week, regardless of the number of people who may be waiting
for it. It is also possible for a student to remove a book from the
stacks or from the reading room without signing for it. He may
then keep it as long as he likes. If such a practice is carried out
by too many people, it might force the library to take away stack
privileges altogether.

The severe system of fines imposed for books on reserve may
contribute to this situation. A student is tempted not to sign books
out of the reading room because he is afraid of having to pay an
enormous fine if he is several days late returning them.

But the worst abusers of library privileges are members of the
faculty. Professors seem to be immune from all restrictions against
keeping books too long. Books are kept for months, sometimes
years, without any attempt being made to return them. They are
simply forgotten about. Students cannot be expected to coop'erate
with restrictions imposed by the library if faculty members continue
to abuse them so openly.

Good Music At Low Cost
The lack of support given university concerts in the past two

years may force the university to cancel the concerts altogether.
In the past few years the University Concert Series, which was
originally planned and put into effect for the benefit of students
and staff, has had to rely on the support of Kingston residents. This
year's Concert Series has sold only $800 of a required $3800 in
tickets. If students wish the concert series to be continued they
must give it their support.

The University Concerts provide students with a valuable op-
portunity to hear good symphony orchestras and musical artists
at a very reasonable price. Season's tickets this year are sold to
students at a cost of $2.50 or $1.50 for two concerts. Nowhere else
can such good musical entertainment be had so cheaply. This year's
program includes the Buffalo Symphony Orchestra on Dec. 8, and
Maureen Forrester next term. Miss Forrester is one of Canada's
outstanding contraltos, and has gained recognition throughout
Canada rnd the United States.

Attendance at the university concerts has fallen off since
the veterans left Queen's. This seems to suggest that today's stu-
dents are not interested in good music well-performed. We do not
feel this is the case. Students feel oppressed by the number of
activities which demand their attention. However, a certain amount
of discrimination is required, and the university concerts provide
a more worthwhile form of entertainment than do many other
campus activities. It would be unfortunate if they were forced to
discontinue. The university is doing a valuable service to students
and staff members by bringing these concerts to Queen's. They
deserve the support of those they desire to benefit.

Best Wishes To "The Varsity"
In an ambitious forty-eight page issue the University of Toronto

Varsity" this week celebrated its 75th anniversary. Commemorat-
ing 75 years of newspaper and university history, the issue is an
admirable achievement.

The history of ' The Varsity" has been highlighted by several
serious ed.torial staff upsets hinging on editorials and articles to
which university officials and student government have taken of-
fence. One anniversary editorial comments, "Student journalists
have been blamed, condemned and removed from office for having
opm.ons on religion, government, sex, and fair play; in short for
talking about those few subjects which, in this earthly life, have any
practu-al significance whatsoever." Although 'no "Varsity" staff
member has ever been hanged' one was expelled for criticizing a
staff appomtment and for refusing to print an apology, one was
suspended for an editorial entitled "To Pet or Not to Pet" and
another for an editorial accusing students of "Practical atheism"
In 1934 the editor was suspended by the Students' Council for
writing a "political" editorial and for refusing to keep politics out
of future issues.

An editorial later comments, 'Despite pressure from the uni-
versity administration and from student councils, "The Varsity"
has always stood fur independence of thought and action. Editors
of "The Varsity" have printed what they thought and believed
not what convenience dictated. "The Varsity' has always felt that
the students of this university deserve from their paper an honest
and independent appraisal of university life.'

It is difficult, sometimes impossible, for a university newspaper
always to render "an honest and independent appraisal of university
life." But it is an ideal which every university paper must have in
mind at all times. We feel that "The Varsity" has always been
honest in its attempt to observe this ideal. We take this opportunity
to congratulate them on their past achievements, and to wish them
success for the future.

Campus Quandary

Elect The President?

'And then after I paid my tines at the Library . .

.

Conversation Piece

i By Tony King

I don't think there is one girl

at Queen's who deserves to be

called a "lady". I say this at the

risk of being lynched.

"Lady", as the term is com-
monly used today, refers to the

manners and morals of a creature

who flourished in England in the

middle of last century. The crea-

ture has vanished with the Vic-

torian world she lived in, but

some of us still cherish her mem-
ory (partly, I think, because we
have never met her).

A lady was very careful about

what she wore. Her long velvet

dresses began at the throat and
ended scant inches from the floor.

She seems to have acted on the

principle that the feminine form
is most worshipped when least

seen. The lady wore neither bob-

by socks nor white bucks and
would never have dreamt of ap-

pearing before ten thousand leer-

ing men clad only in tight sweat-
er and short skirt.

A lady never went to univer-

sity; in fact, she seldom went
even to high school. Her training

was almost solely domestic. She
learned to cook (when the family

couldn't afford to hire a profes-

sional) and crochet and sew and
sing (the word was used loosely).

Her place, as the saying goes, was
in the home.

Her manners were designed for

male convenience. When the

menfolk wanted to talk politics

over a cigar, the ladies took their

leave. Ladies spoke only when
spoken to, which in some house-

holds wasn't very often. They
were expected on all occasions to

keep a civil tongue.

The lady's attitude toward men
—and their attitude toward her

—

was conditioned by her upbring-

ing. Men were the aggressors in

life, carnal brutes who had to be
tamed by female inaccessibility.

A lady never went looking for a

man; he came to her on bended
knee and sobbed out his passion

in terms appropriate to the occa-

sion,

Once married, a lady settled

demurely into the background
and regarded her husband as the

fount and source of all good
things. He was the lord and mas-
ter whose will was her command.

She certainly never pursued a

career independent of her hus-

band and even in her social life

seldom strayed from his orbit.

The lady was a puritan, to

boot, and whispered with pride

that her husband never touched

more than a drop of brandy (and
that only when he had a cold). As
for smoking. Horrors.' Even
when she did start taking the oc-

casional puff, it was never in pub-
lic.

What did the Victorian lady

read? It is safe to assume that

she would have been horror-

struck by James Joyce' Ulysses

and would have thrown it in the

fire ere her thoughts were pollut-

ed. Her choice of fit reading mat-
ter was governed for the most
part by her desire for uplift (in

the moral sense of that unfortun-

ate word).

A lady went to church. There
she learned, among other things,

about hell-fire, the demon alcohol

and one's duty toward the deserv-

ing poor. She did her duty toward
the poor, too: it made her feel

good to dispense charity among
people whose intelligence and
moral elevation were not suffic-

ient to enable them to get on in

the world. (Note the way Jane
Austen uses the word "condes-

cension".)

Of course, all Victorian women
were not ladies. Some were too

poor, others were not content to

stay within strict ladylike

bounds. This last group began
emancipating women, and at the

same time—though they didn't

know it—destroying the "lady".

Such an efficient job did they do
that all ladies still alive today are

merely vestigial remains of a by-
gone era.

The passing of the lady has
been a mixed blessing. Her hard-
rock virtues gave society a cer-

tain stability and sense of decen-

cy; they could sometimes form
a basis for a more kindly, sympa-
thetic outlook. But I suspect the

Victorian lady was a rather nar-

row, snobbish creature and as

likely as not a thundering bore.

Given my choice, I'll take

Queen's girls any time.

Funny thing though : they still

like to think they're ladies. ? ? r

By Gordon Sedgwick

Queen's has always taken pride

in her long and honorable tradi-

tion of student self-government.

The AMS has been in existence

since 1858, some 97 years. Many
feel that we are now in a period

of apathy towards student gov-

ernment. One suggestion, which

has been advanced as a possible

means of raising the level of stu-

dent interest, has been the open

election of AMS President. In

this article an attempt will be

made to examine briefly the past

history of AMS elections, es-

pecially since 1930, to discover

why the present system was

adopted.

Before 1920 only a graduate

could be elected AMS President,

although since 1908 only under-

graduates had the right to vote.

This situation was a result of the

earlier function of the AMS as a

bond between graduates and the

student body. The predominance

of students was only conceded

slowly and with much bitterness

by the graduates. Women also

had their troubles. Although they

were admitted to the University

in 1870. and were allowed to vote

in AMS elections, they were only

allowed to stand as candidates

after 1916. The first wroman presi-

dent of the AMS was elected in

1941.

During most of its history the

AMS has elected its president di-

rectly, i.e., by majority vote of all

students. Only since 1943 has the

present system of selection by

electoral college prevailed. A sys-

tem of political parties went hand

in hand with direct election. The
traditional alignment was along

faculty lines, the Science-Meds

Party, and the Arts-Levana-The-

ology Party. This system led to

considerable disillusionment with

the whole system. Election cam-

paigns came to be pitched battles,

inter-faculty feelings ran high.

Periodic attempts were made to

devise a more "gentlemanly" type

of election. However, the party

system was always readopted,

most students agreeing with the

early Journalist who said, "Better

a spirit of antagonism, than no

spirit at all."

In the past 25 years the party

system and the direct election of

the president have declined and

disappeared. A consideration of

party elections in the early '30's

may determine the reason why.

There were two slates of candi-

dates for a number of offices. As
the '30's progressed, the number

of offices decreased until by 1940

only the president, vice-president,

ecretary and treasurer were e-

lected. The Science and Medical

faculties formed one party, while

Arts and Levaua, with a leaven-

ing of Theology, comprised the

other. This alignment, ami the

bitter rivalries it aroused, ulti-

mately ruined the whole system.

The Science-Meds party swept

nearly every election although in-

dividual candidates of the other

party sometimes did well. The
reason, any Artsman proclaimed,

was that Arts, and even Lcvann

voted intelligently, while others

were mere party tools.

All but freshmen were eligible

to vote in the elections which

were held early in October. The
clections were one of the high-

lights of the year. Nominations

were made in an open meeting

accompanied by all the spirit of

inter-faculty rivalry. Campaigns

were conducted with vigor, as

showers of blotters and handbills

deluged the campus. The climax

was the annual Theatre Party,

legitimately an opportunity for

candidates to in troduce the plat-

forms, actually an opportunity to

raise hell ! Campaigns were

waged on such issues as a drink-

ing fountain in the library, more
equipment for intramural sports,

a date bureau for the girls' res-

idences, and the revision of

freshman regulations.

The percentage voting was re-

markably high in the light of

present experience. In 1930 a

turnout of 82 per cent was la-

mented as being below the 90 per

cent which had been achieved in

the preceding two years. How-
ever, the figures become more
realistic when it is realized that

AMS fees were payable at the

same time and that the AMS
Court stood ready to prosecute

non-voters for non-payment of

fees. Nevertheless student inter-

est in the elections was generally

greater than in the present per-

iod.

The excesses of inter-faculty

rivalry which frequently erupted

in violence and painting epidem-

ics, and the complaints of the

Arts-Levana side that they were
being "jobbed" led to attempts

to alter the system. A scheme of

proportional representation was
introduced in 1938 in an effort to

destroy faculty divisions. These
heightened faculty differences as

Engineers and Medsmen turned

out in large numbers to continue

their dominance.

In 1943 the present system of in-

direct election was adopted. Al-

though several minor changes
have been made since, the funda-

mental method has not changed.

The president is chosen from

among the senior faculty reps by
an electoral college.

Undoubtedly this is a much less

exciting way of electing the

campus chief executive. Howev-
er, before any return to the old

election system is contemplated,

students should take a long, hard

look at the experience of the past.

A system of open election seems
to involve the formation of po-

litical parties, and it is inevitable

that these parties be divided on
faculty lines. A return to the open

election would likely envelop the

campus in faculty feuds which do
nothing to enhance the reputation

of student self-government.
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"J have always thought o} Christmas time, when

it has come round apart from the veneration due to Us

sacred name and origin, if anything belonging to it can

be opart from that—as a good time; a kind, forgiving,

charitable, pleasant time."

Charles Dickens.

ft

"At (ttljratmafi flag, Kni Mtxkt (&tmb <%er-

3te (Efyrtatmaa (&amt& Ittt ®ttr? A fear"

TheLoon
This poem uvs awarded first plaee

in the Journal's Christmas Htcrary competition.

I call the loon the most beautiful bird of all,

As silent and in slow sadness drifting.

As greyless purity and ripples slowly drifting.

Proud in isolations where night call,

Where water land are straight and groping tall.

Or storm life sadly bent and grown.

Death and lite a moving shadeless moan.

Blackened sound of Adam's ageless fall.

Hopeless sounding end of crimson drill

And lonesome partner to organic fill

The convulsions oi a dreary lasting death,

Its shaded hope losing in every breath

That asking life to live and ordered die

Dismal bird and lonely laughing cry. CESF

/Hetty Christmas, Ricky
By Catherine Perkins

(This story lied for first place in

the Journal's Christmas literary

competition.)

Many people know Ricky as

number — the number 53 which
stood in large type on the front

page of the city paper, number 53
*n the city's traffic fatalities. If

you don't remember the case, I'm

not surprised; even his mother
and dad hardly ever think of him
now. But I'd like to tell you a

little about Ricky. I think you'd

have wept with me.
At last

days again, and the teacher had
lii them out of school early.

Ricky came skipping along in the

slush, singing happily to the sia-

once more. It was no dream,

Ricky ; there were tour big A's

on that report card. Four, And
in the column under "conduct"

was printed one word. "EXCEL-
LENT". It was a beautiful big

word. He must remember exactly

what she had said so that he

could tell his mother. Oh, yes.

She had called his name, and

when he marched up to her desk

in his turn, she had put her hand

on his shoulder, and said, "Eric

had the highest mark in the class

in arithmetic and in spelling". He
. I was walking slowly now, his hap-

t last! Christinas hoh-
;

b J r

py face still upturned to catch

the lazy snowflakes. The highest

mark, the highest mark .... it

was like a marching song. Then

she had smiled down at him, and

said so that he alone could hear.

"Your mother and father will be

very proud of you."

If she said it, it must be right.

He couldn't remember their ever

saying that they were proud of

him — they didn't talk to Itittl

much — but they would be now.

Miss Maxwell said so. Miss Max-

well. He rolled the words around

his mouth several limes, tasting

all the sweetness that was In

them for him. li was a beautiful

name, a nice name [or somebody's

mother. Mother? He must run

and show it to her.

Finally/he was humt, trudging

up the dark stairs in time with.

"Jingle hells, jingle bells, jingle

all the way". Easy now. The se-

cond flight is narrower and dark-

er and the railing is broken,

Whoops! He nearly stepped on

that old rat again. It seemed to

live around the garbage pail in

the hall, and was too fat and bold

(See Number 53, Page 2)
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Nice To Meet You!

Omens

ccato of his bouncing,

"You'd better not pout, I'm tel-

ling you why — Santa Claus is

coming to town."

He threw back his head and
laughed up at the snowflakes

starting to fall on his iiuse. While
freckles instead of brown.

Wouldn't Miss Maxwell smile at

that!

Wait a minute. Il is still there?
W ith that concentration and
complete obliviousness to other

people Which only a child can
8"f> into. Ik- stopped, unpinned
his jacket, and reached down the

neck «f hi s SWcaier. Yes, Still

'here. And it must be looked at

By Phyllis Sallans

TViij poem tied for second place

in the Journal's Christmas literary competition.

Harsh light shatters the painted illusion,

Showing the redhead for what she is:

Old, tired, hard as glittering ice.

Beside her, another sits,

Younger, but bearing the hallmark of the place

On her gnome-child face.

Beyond, a human sponge squats shapelessly;

Sodden breathing and contractions of the arm

Alone show it to be alive.

We sit apart, trying to ignore

The common denominator: Humanity and Beer.

A worm of doubt leaves his slime trail of foreboding

Increased by the contempt

Written in the waiter-priest's scornful service.

Oh, my darling, let us run quickly into the night.

There, the crystalline air remembers

Pure fragility of truth and beauty.

The faceless fear retreats as you take my hand.

Walking through the soft falling snow 1 am happy,

shuddered inwardly as he saw

himself being assaulted by a

matron whose quivering seas of

flesh gave him sea-sickness.

"Oh! My dear, dear boy! I'm

so happy to see you ! Aud to think

that you're such an artist now! I

was never so thrilled by a story

before! And God knows how much

I read! Of course I always knew

that you would be a great artist!

I said that to your modier when

[ first saw you! You'll have to

come over to my house soon to

meet some artist friends of mine I

They all look like real artists and

you'll like them, I'm sure!"

'"Thank you." he replied, al-

most suffocating. He tried to

move to her left in order to get

a breath of fresh air. discretely,

when he saw, at the end of the

room, a woman. Or was it a vi-

sion? That lithe figure, that

black hair tumbling over her

shoulders, that sensuous, small

red mouth ....

"h'- s.i nice to meet all you ar-

tists! If it wasn't for my poor dear

mother i < iod bless her soul!) who

thev did not create 'wanted tue to be a nurse, I would

have been a painter! Have you ever

stni 1113 paintings! I like to paint

houses! You know, country houses!

I dnn't like city houses! Do you?

You really must come with me

By Robert j. Langnado

(This story tied for first place in

the Journal's Christtnas literary

competition.)

He stood at the window watching

a miserable, shivering little tree

desperately trying to hold on to its

last leaf. The gaily-coloured leaf

waved merrily in the wind, doing

its best to show off. He wondered

whether the leaf was perhaps aware

of his presence, for it really had no

reason to show off like this. At

least it was disturbing no one, and

that certainly was a relief; he only

wished that all those people attend-

ing the party downstairs would be

as quiet.

How he hated parties! But he

had to attend this one because it

was he who was being honoured.

He had written a story and it had

won a prize. So, naturally, all his

friends who wanted a share ot his

supposed happiness decided to

honour him. He could imagine the

flattery uttered between two mouth-

fuls of a piece of chocolate cake,

and hear those who would ask him

for advice because then they could

blame him

masterpieces.

He gave one last regretful

glance at the gay. little leaf and,

resigned, walked down the stairs

towards the milling guests who
immediately hailed him; with the when 1 paintl Then you can tell

usual insipid acclamations. He (See Meet You, Page 2)Sure in the knowledge of youth and strength and love.
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By Jennifer Woollcombe

To havfi a friund that.

Far though wc may be apart at times.

Shares an inmost thought, a whim, a plea.

Must be a gift from heaven.

A friendship ripening.

Drawing souls closer —
Souls that sway along their separate paths

Then inward to each other cleave

When something that is special

Needs to be shared

This world so full can be so empty

in the moments that one doubts

It is not wroiiR to doubt. I hope.

If perhaps to know may follow

Is to say this merely an escape?

Might we forfeit the great joy

Of someday knowing the pattern

By searching now?

A selfish human thought —
I'm glad I'm not alone

In this mire of mixed-up untruth

Through which a glimmer sometimes show-

The truth of friendship surely is

One of God's beams.

Not in itself can friendship explain,

For it's alone that we must walk.

Hut by it the weight of doubt

Is lightened and made bearable.

No. 53 MBRRY CHRtSTMAS

So Nice To Meet You
(Confined from Page 1)

me all about those new stories

you're going to write!"

He managed to escape her and

walked unbelievingly towards that

woman. She, noticing him, seut

huii such a deep, voluptuous look

that he had to stop. It was an un-

happy move, for he was immediate-

ly seized by a young man who
exclaimed, in his high-pitched voice

:

"Oh ... It is so nice to sec you.

I was so afraid that I might
never arrive. I had such a dread-

ful journey. It rained so hard
that I thought I would die. But I

was so anxious to see you. It is so

difficult today to meet artists.

And the common people arc such

bores."

"Yes, of course." he replied des-

perately. The woman was heading

towards the door. He pushed aside

the young man and rushed towards

her. He arrived just before she

opened the door. Never had he

seen such a beautiful woman. He
wanted to tell her that he loved

her, that he liad always looked for

someone like, her, tliat they must
become good friends. But he could

not; he was speechless. She smiled

at him. opened the door and went

out.

MAR SANTA,

If you can find a map of the city

of Kingston anywhere, please try

to find the Journal Office because

all the staff are hoping for some

presents (they have been good

welt, they've worked hard).

FRANCES wants a new nervous

system and GORD would like i

packet of printed resignation slips

JIM needs a secretary (to sit on

his lap). Please bring LORNA a

new whip (her old one broke on

CAM'S head), and MARY wants

Jim to "listen, for goodness sake."

For VICKY just bring Gus back.

JOAN wants a new landlady, and

BARB says "Santa can't bring

that!" EVA hopes for lots of big

things (like ads), and CLARENCE
thinks it would he nice to have

drinks on the house (he's tired of

ink). LARRY hopes Franklin will

pay the equipment bill and MIKE
needs manicure scissors because his

moustache is getting in the way of

the copy. NOLA needs a broom

(hint. hint). CLANCY is badly in

need of some cigarets to prove to

Vicky he has some once h

while, and HERSCH needs will

power. JOHN wants to go a-WUS
ing; FRANKLIN wants to go a

boozing. BETTY wants to get

started, and MARY C. is soooo

tired. All the REPORTERS need

patience (editors are tricky), and
JANE wants a little poetic in-

spiration.

Yours,

The Staff.

(Continued from Page I)

to budge far even when he came

near.

"Not a creature was stirring,

Not even a mouse."

Kicky whispered to the bellig-

erent stare which was the rat.

Jusl one more flight and then . . .

he pushed open the door with a

happy shout. "Guess what, Mom?
Mom?" he called expectantly. He
shut the door behind him and cal-

led a little less hopefully. "You
home* Mom?" His only answer

was an incoherent mutter from

the bedroom.

Suddenly a little chilly, he

walked to the almost-closed bed-

room door, and opened it enough

to see inside.

"What's the matter. Dad?" he

asked quietly, "You sick?" He did

look sick. He was stretched

across the shabby bed with his

shirt unbuttoned, one shoe and

sock off, his lean face greenish-

grey through the black stubble

of a three-day beard. The tossing

and twitching of him and the

muttered curses made chills of

mingled fear and disgust chase

up and down the youngster's

spine. Turning he pulled the quilt

off the coil-sprung sofa that was

his own bed, and tip-toed to

throw it over his father. In doing

so, Ricky knocked over the empty

bottle standing just under the

edge of the bed. The noise

brought only a convulsive shiver

from the sodden sleeper,

Back in the kitchen, he looked

for a long time at the precious

paper, and, in a rare moment of

hurt and anger, kicked viciously

at a bottle by the table and sent

it splintering against the wall op-

posite, lie stood looking at the

mess for a moment. Then care-

fully -'uirl with new hope In- put

the card back inside his jacket.

Mom was likely just down on the

first floor talking to Mrs. Turner.

She couldn't have gone to the

diner yet, because she was on

night shift this week. Now he

was bouncing down the stairs,

pretending he was Frosty the

Snowman in the song, running

through the village. Ricky laugh-

ed at his own foolishness and a

voice somewhere down the hall

laughed with him. Why, that was

Mom's laugh! He walked slowly

past each grey apartment door

till he could hear her more dis-

tinctly. She was in Nick's apart-

ment. He didn't know Nick's

last name. He knew only that he

lived here alone, a tall thin man

whose very black eyes and queer

smile had always rather frighten-

ed Ricky. He had raised his hand

to knock on the door when his

mother laughed again. It was un-

pleasant laugh, the kind he as-

M»-iated with dirty jokes he

wasn't supposed to hear. His

hand fell to his side, and he stood

there a moment while the two

voices came u ti i n t e I 1 i g i b I y

through the door.

A little sick at heart, without

realy knowing why. he turned

back toward the stairs. He felt

very cold now and terribly alone.

What was he to do now? Some-

one, somewhere must care that

he got four As. There must be at

least one person who would be

proud of him. Who could it be?

How could he find them? Before

he knew it. he was back down on

the street. Somewhere a little bell

was tinkling.

Now he knew! He would go to

see Santa Claus. All the kids at

school had gone to see him at

the new Metropolitan store on

King Street. Santa always want-

ed to know if you had been a

good boy, didn't he? He could

show old Santa Claus right where

Miss Maxwell had written "EX-

CELLENT on his report card.

Santa would care.

He began to skip again, once

more a happy seven-year-old with

nothing more on his mind than

toys, and Christmas trees, and

jingley bells, and the Christ-

Child born in a manger. He didn't

often come this far uptown. It

was growing quite dark, and it

semed as though he were miles

from home. Ricky stopped run-

ning now, and meandered across

a street, marvelling at all the gay

Christmas trees in the bright

windows opposite and at the hun-

dreds of people hidden behind

stacks of bundles. High and clear

he began singing,

"Christmas tree, O Christmas

tree, you stand in perfect . . .

There was a squealing of

brakes on the icy road and a

blinding light as he turned his

head.

Now lie was floating dreamily

on a huge white cloud, his hands

over the precious paper still in

his jacket. "The highest mark."

Miss Maxwell said. All these

people standing around — they

must be proud of him. He

couldn't make out their faces, but

he knew. It was a nice warm

feeling to find someone who car-

ed. He was warm all over. His

feet and hands didn't hurt any

more. Ricky curled up into a hap-

py little ball, drew his knee up

under his chin, and a happy grin

lit up his dirty, boyish face. As

he closed his sleepy eyes, he

could barely see the little white

feathers floating in the haze

around him. and in the distance

he eould hear a sweet-voiced

choir singing oh-so-softly, "Sleep

in heavenly peace, sleep in heav-

enly peace."
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Lonely Vigil

By Catherine Perkins

(This poem tied jor secottd plaee

in the Journal's Christmas Literary Competition.)

One night I joined three lonely red-eyed towers

Who keep a solemn vigil by the lake.

Spray dashed across the rails in icy showers

As each new wave on hidden rocks would break

;

For break and pound they did in angry fury,

Crashing at my feet with tireless might

—

Ashamed, unleashing pent-up gloom and worry

UnJer the hiding cloak of moonless night.

Each would sink back, as if its mood were spent,

Reflect a while, then curl its lip once more

And rush headlong, a new frustration lent,

Sobbing as though Ontario's heart was sore.

But so was mine, too bitter, full of care,

So lonely that I thought it sure must break,

And then I turned to find you standing there.

Today the winds skips lightly on the lake

And wavelets' laughter in approval swells,

Each wavelet catching gaily in its wake

The sun like chips and bits of molten gold

To carry, laughing, to our very feet.

And in that blue above, so clear and cold,

The gulls jest hoarsely while they dip and sweep.

1 knew if it were night I still could hear

That lyric breeze of noon, and bright sun see,

For in my heart I'm free of that cold fear.

Ah, magic lake that charmed both you and me.

Is it my ears, or has the lake changed tone?

1 hear no more its low embittered moan.

(anglican)
King St. at Johnson St.

Third SUNDAY IN ADVENT
SUNDAY, DECEMBER I1TH

8.00 a.m.—Holy Communion

9.15 o.m.—Parish Communion
(ConKresational Family Service)
»>:. The ReVd. C. E. Staples.

11.00 a.m.—Morning Prayer
1

Sermon: The Rev'd. Canon C. J. S.

Stuart, M.A., (St. Thomas Church.

Toronto).

7.00 p.m.
Installation

of the YoiutK

-Evensong
al Officer* and Leaden
Peoples Association.

SUNDAY. DECEMBER 18TH
Advent IV

11.00 o.m. — Rite of Holy

Confirmation
(Class of some sUly will be presented

io iho Bishop tor the Laying oo Ot

The Right Rev'd. Dr. Evans.

Festive of Carols

Doors open at 6 p.m.

Hands).

Preacher

7.00 p.m

(SbfrifitmBB ftrroifpfi

DEC. 24th — 11 30 pjn.

MID-NIGHT EUCHARIST
Procession and Holy Com-
munion.

Dec 25th — Holy Communion
at 8.00 a.m. Parish Communion
at 9.15 a.m. and 12 noon.
CHRISTMAS FAMILY SER-
VICE: 11 a.m. (Matins)

EVENSONG and Carols 4 pjn.

Where ever you are Students, wor-

ship in Church at Christmas, You are

welcome al the Cathedral Bart

wishes lor success and a Joyous Xrau

Dial 7135

town and country

Restaurants

Highway No. 2, Cataraqui, Ont.

• Princess at Clergy Streets,
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Principal's Message

The Journal generously affords me in its

final issue for this term a "mass-communication
medium" much more economical than the con-
ventional Christmas cards. For that both my
secretary and I are grateful.

My wishes for each student of Queen's
University are for a happy Christmas with family

and friends and a New Year full of opportunity,

interest and good fortune. May I add specially

warm good wishes for the players of the Senior
Intercollegiate Football team.

He'd Decided A Long Time Ago
"

Do Not Believe:"

THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT

The Busiest Way Out
By Frances Code

On the last day of November
he left the office at five o'clock,

smiling a goodbye to the girl in

the vestibule and taking his hat

from its usual huok in the corner.

I must remember to get some
bread, he thought, and sighed,

thinking of the evening ahead.

Who was it Eleanor said was
coming in? He reviewed quickly

in his mind the faces of their

friends — the dull, gray Moores
who never said much, and the

Robertsons — that woman has

a terrible laugh, he thought, op-

ening the door onto the street.

No, he was sure it wasn't the

Robertsons, and as for the

Moores, they so seldom saw them
any more. "They depress me," he

had said to his wife after their

last visit, sighing with relief as

the door closed.

He liked so few of them any
more. They had drifted away
from their friends, and he was
just as glad. He thought of the

people he had known in college

— gay, exciting people — dimly
he remembered the parties they

had had. Eleanor at the final

dance, in the dull pink dress, her

eyes bright. "Marry me. F.Iea-

nor", he had said, not meaning
to, but because at thai moment
she was so beautiful and so dost

,

and she had smiled, and said of

course, yes, you know I will, and

he was engaged. He remembered

how he had fell, frightened, and

sometimes he still was, when he

thought of how quickly it had

happened, and now there were

three children.

But this had to stop, lie wailed

carefully until ti-:- light twinged

to green, and crossed the street,

swinging his briefcase ever -<>

slightly and feeling, somehow,

important.

It was then he saw it, there

in a shop window. A small light-

ed tree, and the words. "Shop

early for Christmas," and he re-

membered too who was coming

tonight. The Coopers. Why was

he so afraid of those people? But

the tiny tree had made him afraid,

or was it both? He tried not to

think about it. He usually tried

not to think about Christmas —

a

CHRISTUS NATUS EST

Effulgent with ethereal light.

So wondrous and so heavenly bright;

The lovely sky seemed all ablaze

And wise men gazed in amaze.

A thousand full red blazonings

Roused awe and terror in the kings,

And wise men, standing off afar,

Jielield the luring, guiding >tar.

As if pushed on by magic arts.

With joy deep-rooted in their hearts,

Did they hurry on apace

To find the Saviour of our race, [

And many a shepherd with their crooks

Did sing to sheep in quiet nooks,

And gently cries the Babe at rest

Soft as the birds in Winter's nest.

The kings their simple gifts didst bring;

The shepherd on the hills didst sing:

"It is a wondrous night divine,

A Saviour comes to all mankind."

The angels sang "O Holy Night"

While neighbours with their friends unite

To thank our God in silent prayer-

He sent his son—a cross to bear.

By Eric T. Cccper

he tried not to think about the

Coopers either, but he had to

spend the evening with them. He
knew that when they left he

would feel the way he always

felt after he saw them — lonely

and unsatisfied, without knowing
why.

A small b»>y ran laughing from

a store, and he stepped aside to

avoid him, angr\ Hi-, own child-

ren made him angry too — some-

times he hated the ill. and when

lie did Eleanor knew. I*uiwy how
she knew, lie wondered if she

ever hated them Wo. Sometimes

he tried to remember how he iVIt

that night, "Marry me Eleanor,"

he had said, and, of course 1 will.

Mut no lie COultlu't. lie uiily saw

her in her apron, or meeting him

at the door, "The Coopers arc

coming mcr tomorrow Dun. I

had to ask them — we've Wen
over there so much. Please try

to be nice". Always tired, and

•()h. Don, (he children were such

:i nuisance today."

The little boy ran ahead of him.

fell, and picked himself up. I It-

was so voting and Strong, and . . .

what was it? I lappy ? I lad lie

been like that: Perhaps . . .

"Mother, is there really any

Santa Claus?" and his mother

looking at him gently, and say-

ing, "No dear," No, no. no, no, . . .

he had gone to his room and

cried, and after that he had al-

ways hated Christmas. But what

(See The Way Out Page 4)

"No Christmas tree?" Three

young voices echoed their woe.

Smug and determined, a scow-

ling face met theirs, with its

voice mechanically repeating
(rather loudly at that), "No
Christmas tree ! and that's

final!!" It even continued to ex-

plain, "You aren't babies any

more. Besides it costs money,

money that all of you cry for

when there's something you

want." This was all blurted out

in one breath leaving his face

somewhat blue, rather becoming

too. But the voice continued to

greater depths of economical in-

sight. "The cost of trees has

risen, I lell you three pretties, and

I absolutely refuse, refuse. RKE-
fuse. to let those miserly men rob

me. Why, it's it's ..." lie groped

for the cliche. ".
. . . highway rob-

bery."

The living room bad been dec-

oraied with the red and green.

A giant candle snuggled uncoin-

i jrtai.l ; in a bed of
j :ne needles

on the mantle. Notes nf "Noels"

danced on the open page of the

carol book sitting on the upright.

Hut pray, what is spirit without

a Christmas tree? Oddly enough,

this is the very question the

young ladies posed to their

mother, who waving floury
hands, pointed an accusing finger

through the dust at the serene

figure in the flowered easy chair.

Three heads nodded that they

knew he wouldn't give in, but

there must be something they

could do? Their dear, dear 'Pop-

pa' did not have the moral sup-

port of 'Momma' so perhaps some

mass strength was in their fav-

our.

But the three heads did not

even have an opportunity to dis-

play their paternal psychology

;

Kale stepped in. fairly reeking of

Christinas spirit, in the guise of

'good old Jack, even though he's

a pest', as 'Poppa' called his

friend.

Before 'Poppa' even had Jack's

words "Need some help" regis-

tered in his economical mind; be-

fore he realized it, his coat, muf-

fler, overshoes and hat were

bundled on him ; before lie was

cv.Cn able to gracefully decline:

before anything at all — there

he stood on the corner of tin ir

street Sputtering to the cold wind,

as well as to passers-by.

"Christmas trees. Buy them

here." What a terrible disgrace,

even if it was only on principle.

As people carried their trees off

happily. 'Poppa' grew angrier and

angrier. His face would have spel-

led caution to any level-minded

person, but Fate ("good old Jack,

even though he's a pest') smiled,

just smiled.

"Strange how a bit of green

Campus Queen, Glamour Queen!

you're Figure-Perfect in

ecouse .

.

There* an EXQUISITE FORM
lor every oceanon arc every

figure I Shown lop No. 195 —
"Equoliier", Electron iiiiched

Cupi, built-in Contour Sotin or

dcloih. A eup. 30-36

b cup, 32-38 $3.00. Below

No. 415— "NEW LOOK" bro

with high rounded look. Dia-

mond iiitched undereup. Junior

AA cup 30-36. A cup 32-36; B

cup 32-3B. C cup 32 -40. S1.50

plant has become so much of our

Christmas festivities".

"Harumph" said the father of

the three young pretties.

"licpresents a great deal, I sup-

pose. Sitting around with the

family. Well, just being togeth-

er."

"Harumph" again.

"I feel like a little boy again

with a tree in the house, but

that's personal. Don't let the boys

know." said 'good old Jack'.

Stomping off to another corner

of the lot, 'Poppa' glared at a

customer who almost screamed

when she saw the grouch who
was selling trees this year. She

nudged her little boy; with all

the wisdom of a youth he glared

back at the horrible man, and

stuck out his tongue. Of course

'Poppa' was insulted. There was

no question about it, he would

have to bring home a tree, even

if it was for the sake of not hav-

ing tongues wagging at him.

All right. He would bow down;

he would let the whining women
have their way, but how he would

gloai in his martyrdom ! That

would be an even greater victory

when he complained afterwards.

He left for home dragging the

conquered tree up the street by

the neck. ('Poppa' leaned towards

self-dramatization quite often).

He spoke not a word during din-

ner, but planned secretly every

minute how he would throw the

tree before their feet and cry,

"Aha !" Yes, that would be ap-

propriate in symbolizing his vic-

tory. "Aha. A-haaa." He prac-

tised in the confines of his schem-

ing mind.

The sulking of the children was

so unbearable that be was forced

to pull his captive in shortly after

dinner. He stepped into the door-

ivay ; the light of the huge candle

cast demoniac shadows across

his face. He breathed deeply for

the sonorous "Aha".

"A " The three young

maidens and 'Momma' fairly

knocked him over with their kis-

ses. But he was unmoved, partic-

ularly since his entrance had been

spoiled. He marched to the centre

of the living room and placed the

tree down ; he turned to the shin-

ing faces and suddenly spoke in

a hush,

"I feel like a little boy again,

with a Christmas tree." Poppa

never was very original, "But

that's personal, my pretties, so

don't you dare tell a single soul."

V.V.B.

•poems

He stood by the window «

It had no sill

He stood by the window

He stood quite still ' -

The lights on the way

Made him feel awfully ga-

And the sound of the bell

Made his little heart swell

For tomorrow was Christmas

And he might get well.

By Aunt Jane

* * *

An Ansnian known as Pierre

Went out one night in a tear

As he staggered to bed

He looked nearly dead,

But he shrugged, and said, "Mai de

mer."

Uncle Don

You can have time on your hands

with a rugged Royal Portable!

Wont lo increase your leisure hours .'Then get yourself

a Royal Portable. In a few short weeks you'll be able

to type twice as [test as you can write.

Come exam time, you'll bless the day you bought

a Royal and put an end to squinting over hastily-

scribbled notes. Watch your spelling improve too!

Believe it or not, when you see a word neatly typed

it's easier to tell if it's spelled right.

flunk of the amount of time you'll save over the

years with a rugged Royal portable. It's a lifetime

investment you know. No doubt it will be one of

your handsomest heirlooms.

See the Royal Portable at Dealers ;-.nd Department

Stores. Budget terms arrangjd.

"(.(.rid Detmo"—
with smiirt I it.

i glna

mirying owe. Has
MH-aue keyboard
I, lid all till- I- ..l.ir-'J

of moBL big

• Itiv'i" typewriters.

Rugged |

Now — in 6 colors!
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THE WAY OUT

(Continued from page 3)

else had she said? He had for-

gotten that so soon, because it

was "No dear," and that was

what he had wanted to know,

wasn't it? But she had said some-

thing more . . .

Oh, welt, it didn't matter.

Christmas was coming again, and

he would have to think of gilts to

buy for the children. In spite of

Eleanor's protests he had never

let them believe in Santa Clans,

though he always felt he should,

somehow- But he had said, "No.

I won't have them believing in a

lot of silly nonsense. I want my
children lo be realistic about

things," like I am, he had added

io himself. And she had given in.

So on Christmas the children

opened their parcels', and said,

"Thank you. Mommy, thank you

Daddy," politely. But why wasn't

it enough, when that was what

he wanted. Because of what his

mother had said, which he

couldn't remember, and perhaps

because of the Coopers loo?

He hated Christmas. It always

made him feel this way, unsatis-

fied, and he got moodier as it

drew nearer, and left the house

when the tree went up. It was all

right the rest of the year, of

course, because of the decision

he had made, long after his

mother had said, "No, dear," but

because of that too. Funny he

should remember all this now. He
wished he had never seen that

tree. Silly, though; Of course he

couldn't avoid it. Il would conic

closer and closer — only four

weeks away now. He would have

to face it.

f Ic tried again to think of those

days at college — the happy days,

he always told himself. Drinking

beer with the boys, and jokes at

the stags, and the dances (Elea-

Ij6r in the pink dress — did I

really love her?) and other dances

with other girls. It had been a

good time. But then lie remem-

bered his decision too. But he

couldn't think about it again —
he just couldn't. He went into a

drugstore and bought souk- sHav-

iug soap, but that did not get rid

of the tall figure walking by his

side — what was his name? In

the brown suit, books under his

arm. He was killed in the war,

wasn't he? Saw his name in the

paper. (Isn't it t»" had about

old Andy! Killed, you know, in

Germany. No, didn't know that.

Remember him in Histavy class.

Quite a card, wasn't he? Too

bad.)

Andy . . . Andy who? Walking

by his side through the campus,

talking about religion. I was very

young then, eighteen. Freshman,

was»'t I? Very proud to be

talking to a senior like that. Big

man on campus! Andy . . . And

then. "Do you believe in God?"

he said, and that small cold fear.

What did I say? "Of course."

and Andy had said, "Why?"
Why? "I never thought about it

much."

So he thought about it after

that. He remembered those still,

cold nights when he walked up

and down, up and down. Why?
why? And what? And how? And
finally he had said. "Mo, no I

don't believe." And after all. that

was the easiest way out. because

he didn't have to think about it

after that.

And be hadn't thought about

it, really. He remembered now

how he had laughed at the people

who went to church, how he

made fun of ministers, and pitied

all those people who said, "Yes,

I believe", and he had tried to

dissuade them, because after all.

he had to be right. He must be

right. He was ... he knew he

was. He was a realist about these

thing-, and he had persuaded

Eleanor it was the only thing to

be.

Then why. oh why, was he so

afraid. He watched a tram car

i oar by, lights blazing, and heard

the clear clang, clang clang. God.

it was getting cold. That damn

tree — he shoudn't have thought

about it at all.

But of course Christmas al-

ways made him feel this way.

What's news at (nco?

Towing highly sensitive instruments from an aero- promising mineral deposits hidden beneath (be earth's photograph* takco from the plane, thej can point out
plane, loco'* air projectors ha*e been able to locate curfacc. Then bj referring to a continuous strip of likely areas to be worked by ground prospector*.

INCO TROLLS FOR MINERALS FROM AN AEROPLANE

Present-day prospectors have new and

valuable partners in the air. Equipped

with special instruments, an aeroplane

can troll for minerals over vast areas in

the course of a few hours. A prospector,

travelling by canoe or on foot, would
have taken mooths— perhaps years—to

cover the same territory.

In the past twenty-five years, science

has developed new methods for probing

the earth for minerals. The magneto-

meter, a device which measures local

variations io the earth's magnetic field,

is useful in many ways. In addition,

several other devices io general use are

employed by Inco io the search for sul-

phide ores—the ores which are most
likely to contain nickel and copper

deposits worth developing.

At Inco, airborne prospectors, assisted by

a special research organization, have al-

ready covered more than 40,000 square

miles in air surveys of Canada's potential

ore resources.

Inco's findings have helped maintain

Canada's position of leadership in the

production of nickel.

Through continuing research and utili-

zation of the latest developments of

science, Inco helps bring new wealth to

Canada.

WriU for your free copy of the 72-
page illustrated booklet, " The
Romance of Nickel". Bulk copie*
will be supplied to secondary school
teacher* on request.

What else had his mother said?

And the Coopers. Why did he

hate them ? Not hate, really. They

were very nice people. What was

it Eleanor had said, the first night

they met them? "They arc fine peo-

ple, aren't they Don?" But he had

laughed at her and she hadn't

mentioned it again. Fine people?

Why had she thought so? He
knew, really. He remembered

hat they had said, that night

they drove them home from the,

Robertsons. "Do you have any

children?" Eleanor had asked,

for something to say.

Mrs. Cooper had answered in

her quiet, warm voice: "Yes, four.

We adopted four — I couldn't

have any."

"Adopted four!" Eleanor had

exclaimed.

"They're war orphans," Mrs.

Cooper added. "We had to go

through a lot of red tape to get

them, but we figured it was

worth it. They needed us — we

needed them, too, I guess. We
love them very much."

He had watched them in the

rear view mirror, sitting there

in the back seat, smiling at each

other, and he had been embarras-

sed. It was so intimate a smile.

Thank Cod he and Eleanor didn't

go around mooning at each other

in public like that. It was annoy-

ing. He was always annoyed

when they saw the Coopers —
they were so close, really. Too

close. They treated each other as

though each were somehow —
precious. And the way they

treated their children! They

weren't even theirs, really. Prob-

ably cast-off illegitimates of some

stupid foreign woman. He re-

membered how annoyed he had

been that night he mentioned thai-

he and Eleanor were going on a

picnic the next day. "Wonder-

ful!" Mrs. Cooper had exclaimed.

"We go on a picnic with the

children almost every Sunday

after church. We have wonderful

times!" He had wondered hew

anyone could have a wonderful

time with a bunch of kids. He
thought of his own, left safely

at home with the housekeeper.

And then, suddenly, he re-

membered, and he almost stop-

ped dead. His mother, standing

there in the blue dress — he saw

her so clearly — with her hands

on his shoulders. She had tears

in her eyes — he remembered

now so well. "No dear. There

isn't really and truly any Santa

Claus, but that doesn't matter

because we love you. As long as

we love you there will be a Santa

Claus and a Christmas. Because

that's what Christmas means,

really. Love."

God is love, he thought wildly.

Why did he remember that silly

phrase now? God is ... .

He turned up the steps into his

house. Love . . . that's what . . .

but be couldn't, he wouldn't think

about it. It was ridiculous. He'd

decided that a long time ago. I

do riot believe, I do not . . -

He opened the front door, and

heard Eleanor's tired voice and

the shouts of his children. I'm a

realist, he affirmed defiantly. My
children will be realists too —
and my wife! It's best.

Because, of course, that was

the easiest way out.

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA. LIMITED • 25 KING STREET WEST, IflMNro
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Celebration Of A Poet
By John Howe old man could not hear, asked.

On the High Street in Edin- "Poet, did tlut man ask you it you

burgh there are many pubs. There wanted a bottle oE wine to take

.are close and narrow alleys where out?"

famous people once lived when

High Street was a fashionable

street in Edinburgh. The smell of

warm beer is in the streets and the

pavement is illuminated by a slight-

ly greenish light from the gas

lamps. Inside the pubs arc long

bars and tables where men sit

smoking pipes and playing dominoes

.and have the grit of Edinburgh

«ngraved in the lines of their face.

Henry was standing on the pave-

ment when a woman bundled in a

heavy coat stopped in front of him.

She was with a man slightly older

than herself. His suit was not pin

striped but was a dark colour and

mo*t of it was covered by a muddy

brown trench coat.

"You got a cigarette?" the

woman asked. Henry brought

out two cigarettes and gave one

to each of them and took out an-

other for himself.

"You want a drink?" the woman
asked. "Come on, we will all go

into the pub and have a pint.
1'

"No, I'm just walking."

"You're out for a good time,

You're looking for a woman. I can

give you a good time. Come on and

have a pint."

"I'm walking."

*'I saw you limp. You can't walk

far like that. Just one beer and

you've done us a favour, Mister."

They went into the pub and sat

down in a back room near five men
playing dominoes, who played for

drinks and downed draughts as

they played.

They asked him what he was

and he told them he was a poet

The woman worked as a waitress

and the man had not worked for

eight months.

Presently the man, who needed

a shave and had drunk his ale

quickly, leaned over to Henry
and speaking in his ear so the

woman could not hear him, said,

"Say Poet, you want a bottle of

wine to take out?"

And the woman, she must really

Viave been about forty, also leaned

over and in his other ear, so the

When Henry nodded, she round-

ed her mouth like a mother saying

naughty to a child, and slowly shook

icr head in disapproval, drawing
away from him, but still holding

his hand.

And the old men at the next

table continued to draw on their

pipes and play for beer over

dominoes.

"Say Poet," said the old man in

his ear again. "Are you out for a

good time. Do you want a: woman?"
And Henry shook his head and was

slightly annoyed that they called

him Poet.

"Did he ask you if you wanted

a girl?" asked the woman. Again

she looked disapprovingly and

drew away from him after ask-

ing in his ear.

He nodded and the woman gave

the old man a stern look. The old

man said, "Buy some wine, just to

take out. To take out, not to drink

here, We'll go somewhere and

drink."

The woman said, "I'd rather

have whiskey. Buy some whiskey,

Poet. To take out. We've got to

celebrate. It's Saturday, Poet. Buy

some whiskey and the two bottles

of beer, Poet. We'll take it out and

drink it somewheres."

But Henry said that this was too

expensive.

After that, they were told it

was ten o'clock and the pub was

closing. They urged him to buy

some whiskey and two bottles of

beer so Henry gave the old man
ten shillings and he bought a

small bottle of whiskey but he

only had enough money for a

pint of beer. When the old man

came back with the liquor, the

woman took the whisky and put

it under her sweater next to her

REST. . .

Silent, supreme, the glacial womb of rivers swift and deep.

Within her frigid breast safeguards the secret of sweet sleep.

Although our earth becomes a hell, in war is rent, upheaved.

The mute majestic ice sleeps still, her secret saved.

Her offspring streams know less than man the secrets that she hides,

Without a pause they lurch and plunge along the mountain sides.

Streams rest not in their rushing paths from glacier to sea,

Like men. blind-dashing to their graves, soon lost eternally.

Oh share thy secret with mankind who knows not how to sleep.

Broadcast the seed of rest to us that we may plant it deep.

Man harassed by his own device is doomed to restless life.

Dispel this curse stark wordless ice; man perishes in strife.

By Jack MilHken

161 Princess Street

Kingston, Ontario

PHONE 2-7361

WATCH Repairs

A Specialty

- WE SELL -

WATCHES - DIAMONDS

VALLEAU'S
BARBER SHOP
316 PRINCESS STREET

Throe Birberi

Nut ta Silnr Grill PHONE (91?

MOONLIGHT LUNCH
FULL COURSE DINNERS CHINESE DISHES

Lunches prepared to take out.

SPECIAL FOB STUDENTS

Meal Tickets: 55.50 for only $4.75

527 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 6972 and 2-9001

breasts. "See, it'll stay warm

there, Poet." She pulled up her

sweater to show Henry where

the bottle was. "It will stay nice

and warm there." She putted

down her sweater again and but-

toned her overcoat. The man put

the bottle of beer in his pocket.

They said good night to the men

still playing dominoes.

When they got outside, they

discovered that it had been raining

and the rain had stopped. But even

the weak light from the gas lamp

was enough to make the road glisten

and they took care the poet did not

slip crossing the road. They each

took one of his arms and they

walked through the alleys, one on

cither side of him as they had been

before in the pub.

It was almost quiet on that little

street. There was not much noise

besides the ticking of the gas lamps

and even then you could not hear

them until you were up close.

They went up a flight of steps

and walked along a path behind a

grey stone wall. There were no

cobblestones there, only the grassy

slope. It was wet for it had been

raining. The woman took off her

coat and laid il so lliat the old man

and the Poet could sit on the grass.

She pulled out the bottle from

under her sweater and unfastened

the top. "It is plenty warm, Poet.

Feel it. It's nice and warm jtist

like I said."

He felt the bottle and it was

warm where it had been in contact

with her breasts. He took a sip and

passed it back to the woman who

passed it to the old man.

Henry did not stay long. His

celebrating had been concluded

when lie had mentally given a

toast to an environment he had

never known. After he had left and

stood again on the cobblestones, he

looked back and again saw the old

man and woman sitting on the

grassy slope. The old man had the

bottle to his mouth and the woman
was trying to smooth out the

wrinkles in her coat.

^CHRISTMAS
EXAM

TIME - TABLE..

EH?-OH'

5URE - AERRY CHRIS'

WARD & HAMILTON LUNCH BAR

PRINCESS AT DIVISION KINCSTON, ONT.

FULL COURSE MEALS
REASONABLE PRICES

.gTrUufUng CLnd 3>r*t%fUug

Stopping and thinking, stopping and thinking.

Writing a word, stopping and drinking,
[

Scratching and pausing, whining and Winking,

Writing another, drinking and wincing.
|

Thinking and drinking, grappling and trying.

Writing another, looking and crying.

Fuming and drinking, spitting and eyeing

Afl kinds of words, uselessly prying. ^. _ u

Drinking, and drinking, nothing worth liking

Where is that word? Fighting and fighting,

Drinking and drinking, toenails biting.

I've got it! I've got it! Writing and writing.

Drinking and drinking and drinking and drinking.

I am a poet.

Hie!
H. H.

HAPPY CORNER RESTAURANT

SPECIAL MEAL TICKETS FOR STUDENTS

We serve ITALIAN SPAGHETTI

533 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2-8013

Canadian Gulf Oil Company
will interview on the campus

DECEMBER 12 and 13, 1955

FOR THE FOLLOWING TYPES OF STUDENTS

Graduate and undergraduate students in Geology

{Honors) and Geological Engineering.

Graduate and undergraduate students in Geo-

physics, Geology, Mathematics, Physics, and Elec-

trical Engineering students interested in a career in

Geophysics.

STUDENTS INTERESTED IN INTERVIEWS ARE REQUESTED TO

CONTACT THE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE.

GRAND OPENING SALE

KINGSTON LIQUIDATORS OPEN

SECOND STORE AT 69 PRINCESS
OUT THEY GO THE BALANCE OF

CORDUROY SPORT

JACKETS REG. $19.95
The ones so popular on the campus QQ

Styled by "Utex" Fully Silk Lined uquu W\ UU
Single breasted Every wanted shade \J #

Sizes 34 to 46

Now 2 Locations To ServeYou Better

69 Princess - 71 Brock
JUST UP FROM KINC BETWEEN PRINCESS AND KINC
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Mambo Willi Me, Merton" In Cinemascope

This Can't Be Love - Can It?
Up to now out cloistered little college has been safe from invad-

ing hordes of those tortured souls in T-shirts, known as movie pro-

ducers. However, Canada has recently been shinnying up the ladder

of cultural development at an appalling rate, and it will be no time

at all before the National Film Board is extending its scope to in-

clude features on gang warfare in Toronto, licifer-branding in Cal-

gary, and the life story of that great national hero. Pierre Groseillcrs.

Naturally, among the first smash-hit productions will be a

Flashicolor, Cinemascope musical-comedy on college life, with Ster-

eophonic sound. Fellow students, none of us are safe. It could hap-

pen to us! To drive home the awfulness of this impending disaster,

we will present here and now a typical musical-comedy production

entitled, possibly, • This Can't Be Love, It Feels More Like Heart-

burn".

The first scene opens with a panoramic view of the Lower

Campus, where the girls' Phys. Ed. group arc having a class in Bali-

nese dancing. They trip through a few synchronized contortions, and

then swing into a Virginia Reel, whereupon they are joined by the

Freshmen sun-eying dass, who have just finished surveying Ade-

laide Hall for the 92.487th time. (That Adelaide is one of the most

popular freshettes in the school.) By sheer coincidence there hap-

pens to be ju<=t enough Sciencemen to go around, and after a larynx-

wrenching musical number entitled "Mambo with Me, Merton" (this

is where the Stereophonic Soud comes in) the couples trip gaily

off to the Coffee Shop, leaving Miss Robust, the Phys. Ed. instruct-

rrss frantically shaking her fist ai the Sciencemen for abducting her

dancing class.

Scene Twc takes place in the Coffee Shop, which seems to have

taken on an appearance not unlike that of the Mocanibo Club. A six-

piece orchestra is playing "Penthouse Serenade". The cameras

gradually focus on our heroine, Mildred, alone by herself in the

corner, moodily sloshing up a Triple-dip Chocolate Pistachio Sundae.

There is a quick change of dialogue between an Artsman lounging

over the counter and Eddie, the soda-jerk (who spends the whole

scene furiously scouring a soda-glass), which fills in Mildred's past.

She's a village bartender's daughter, a simple peasant lass from

Napanee, who is studying oil-drilling and paying her way through

college with her part-time job as a crane-operator. At this point we
get a close-up of Mildred, and we can tell from her makup that the

girl is obviously downcast, disconsolate, soul-sick. Here she picks up
her cue, lifts her eyes to the menu on the far wall, and launches into

that soul-searching aria, "My Man Is Done Left Me and l'sc A-
comin' Back, Mammy, to That Dear 01* Plantation Farm I Done
Left So Many Years Ago".

All of a sudden, our hero, Falernius Fitzjohn, (known to his in-

timate friends as Alfie) storms into the Coffee Shop in the middle of

the third chorus, followed by his side-kick Sydney, who chews Sen-
Sen. With brutal virility, Alfie overturns the table, textbooks and

STUDENTS IN ENGINEERING,
SCIENCE, AND MATHEMATICS
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL

CANADA
—offers

—

Unexcelled opportunities for Research and Development experience

with some of Conoda's top engineers and scientists.

Modem loborotories at Ottawc, Saskatoon and Halifax.

Competitive starting salaries ond prompt recognition of

demonstrated obiliry.

CAREER, TERM ond SUMMER positions ore available.

Information ond application forms may be obtained

in your Placement Office.

ATOMIC ENERGY OF CANADA LIMITED
CHALK RIVER, ONTARIO

Requires for its expanding RESEARCH DEVELOP-
MENT ond PLANT OPERATING PROGRAMMES,
particularly in connection with the development of
atomic power, the following groduotes and post-
graduates:

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
CHEMISTS
ENGINEERING PHYSICISTS
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS

MATHEMATICIANS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERS
PHYSICISTS

Details ond application forms can be obtained from
Mr. H. J. Hamilton of The Employment Service.

Applications for summer employment from third yeor students
ond graduates are also invited.

Interviews will be held ot Queen's University
on December 9th.

Please give your interviewer a completed application form.

pistachio with one imperious sweep of his arm, and confronts Mild-

red, his eyes ablaze with accusation. While the orchestra in the

background breaks into a lively rendition of "Turkey in the Straw",

there ensues a scene of electrical drama in which the jealous lover

hurls charge after shameful charge at the timorous maid.

"Faithless wench! False-hearted, douhle-tongued, two-faced

Delilah! Swift-winged Rumour has conveyed to my amazed ear

sca<];ilous tales of your clandestine perfidy. Defend yourself if it

be your power!

Whereupon the timorous maid replies,

"Why, you clumsy, mutton-headed clod! Xow you've went and

spilled pistachio all over my new cashmere."

Alfie finally simmers down and submerges his sorrows in a

Pepsi-Cola float, to the tune of "January in Rio de Janeiro". The
reason for his fit of pique, we discover, was the fact that Mildred had

spent (he previous evening helping the star of the cricket team

with hi? nutallurgy homework, while everyone knows right well that

the star of the cricket team is studying Oriental Languages.

The scene ends with Alfie ordering Mildred, in his most auto-

cratic manner, to cut out the foolishness with the cricket player and

confine her after-honrs study discussions to Mr. Bollweevil, the

Psych 29 lecturer, who has thick glasses and no chin. Leaving her

with an admonitory belt across the face, Alfie strides out of the Mo-
cambo Club, followed by Sydney, while the Orchestra thrums out

"The Rose of Tralee." I

Xow Alfie, unbeknownst to his colleagues, is in reality the Pre-

tender to the throne of Weinerschnitzel-on-der-Borscht. He has

travelled incognito to Canada and enrolled at college, where he is

majoring in needlepoint. The reason for all this is very simple, of

course.

The next few scenes are mainly rejects from the cutting-room.

There is a colossal football game extravaganza scene, with a cast of

nine thousand, which would make any Roman spectacle look pretty

anaemic. Following this is a brawl sequence in the local Tea Shoppe,

where the cops stage a raid and uncover the book-making racket

which has been corrupting the campus and providing living expens-

es for the Faculty.

The dynamic denouement takes place in the final shots, when
Alfie receives the shattering report that Mildred has eloped the pre-

vious night from Gordon House and run off with Mr. Bollweevil, the

Psych lecturer. He has persuaded her that her attachment to Alfie

is based solely on the fact that as a child she never received enough
whole wheat bread. Wild-eyed with despair. Alfie reels out into the

street and heads unerringy towards the lake. He staggers to the very
edge of the pier, gazes soul-shattered into the icy blackness, changes
his mind, and scurries back to the Union pool room to have a few
rounds with the boys.

"After all," he remarks philosophically, "the first twelve affairs

are always the hardest".

* * *

MGM has just bought this script and is casting about for local

Aspiring actors, singers, choreographers, etc. are requested to

line up outside the McLaughlin Room. Auditions vAU begin soon.

—Whit.

I 1

M£ SMig'S WORIP
By John Emery

Have you ever jell the thrill of wind ivh'tpping in your fate,

Skiing madly down a sheltered trail in some secluded piece,

Where taJ! pities bend beneath the clumps of velvet snow,

ll'herc vjinter mice and rabbits frolic just below.

Throats that burns as cool air is drawn deep.

Coal to life's blood, a harvest rich to reap,

Eyes smart and flesh is pinched up tight,

This feeling is thankfulness here in a portrait of delight.

Nature's scenic picture, the emphasis on snow.

Green pines, blue sky. and fin d hearths that glow;

You too can have the joy of this, this thuuj that too fctv know— J

Put on your skies, head to the hills, make use of all thai snow. «

WOMBH,
S6MI- COLONS,

amd net i
By Robert J. Lagnado

talcni.
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Originality
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Price
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CHRISTIAN YOUTH CENTRE
185 OUEFN STREET TELEPHONE 8110

Students Are Welcome

Fireside Every Sunday Evening — 9.00 p.m.

Recreation Throughout the Week.

CHARLES LEACH, Director.

McGALUS
LUGGAGE AND SPORTING GOODS
By The World's Finest Manufacturers

— AGENTS FOB —
SPALDING - SLAZENCER - CCM, ETC., SFORTS EQUIPMENT

SKYWAY — SAMSONITE — McBRINE

QUEEN'S CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS
SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS
Tennis and Badminton Racqitttt R•strung

212 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 3793

He desperately needed a wo-

man. He had spent his life search-

ing for mislaid semi-colons in

seventh-century French manu-

scripts and he was now made
conscious o) some desires which

even the semi-colon could not

satisfy.

How in the devil could he pro-

cure himself a woman ? Devil ?

Why, of course, who else was
more qualified to procure him a

woman? Surely it would be pos-

sible for him to give his soul to

the Devil in exchange for a wo-

man !

He uttered the appropriate

oath, sat down, and waited for

the arrival of the Devil. He won-

dered whether the Devil would

come through the window, or

perhaps emerge from the floor, or

better still, come from nowhere.

He waited. Could the Devil really

be that busy?

Someone knocked. He got up

and walked over, furious in being

interrupted by some inopportune

visitor. He opened the door and

was confronted by a splendid wo-

man who asked, innocently:

"Are you the one who called

for the Devil?"

"Why yes," he replied, aston-

ished, "but how do you know?"
"How do I know? But I am the

Devil," she retorted.

"You? But devils arc men, and

besides, they have tails and horns

and glow in the dark."

"Come, come, my dear fellow.

Why shouldn't a woman be a

devil? And as for tails and horns,

I can assure you that we too must
keep up with the styles. I haven't

worn my tail since the affair I

had with that chap called Faust."

"Very well, I Fball place my
trust in you. Look here, I am in

need of a woman, If you fix mc
up, I'll give yon my soul." he
said.

"Hni ... a woman is it? Tell

me, what about a wife?" she ask-

ed.

"I wish to spend a pleasant

time here and, in any case, I shall

lie going to Hell afterwards. No,

! would rather not have a wife."

"Hm ... I'll be frank with you.

I myself am in need of a husband.

Will you marry me? Then we can

both live in Hell quite happily

together. What do you think?"

she pleaded.

"My dear, dear Devil. I would

be delighted ! How considerate of

you! Let us leave immediately!"

lie said gleefully.

"No, no. We shouldn't leave

immediately. You see, things are

rather different down there and

you should become gradually ac-

customed to it. Ah ! I know where

to go."

So the happy couple, led by the

Devil, visited all the tea-parties,

football games, amateur concerts,

and university dances. Then they

were able to go directly into Hell.

All went well for the first few

days. But soon the husband start-

ed to look for mis-placed semi-

colons and, since all the authors

of mis-placed semi-colons were in

Heaven, he had to resort to dis-

cussions with those who had

never mis-placed semi-colons.

This rather annoyed him and he

complained to the Devil, telling

her that this was really no place

to live in. and that she did not, all

things taken into consideration,

prove to be quite as agreeable

as a semi-colon.

He soon became so disagree-

able that the Devil could not pos-

sibly put up with htm. At last,

bearing the strain no longer, the

Devil threw her husband out of

Hell; and into Heaven. There he

lived happily ever after and the

D<-\ il had no more worries.

K. PETROS
EXPERT SHOE REPAIRS KEYS DUPLICATED

SERVICE WHILE YOU WAIT

Confectionery, Novelties, Magazines

525 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2-6533

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

68'/2 Princess Street Kingston Phone 2-1761

Quality that Pleases , . . Service that Satisfies

DAY OR NIGHT
PHONE 5551

For Quality Milk, Cream, Butter

BY

Hemlock Park Dairy
LIMITED

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FAMOUS
Velvet Ice Cream Duncan Hines Ice Cream
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SIGNPOST
Newman Nite

There will be a Newman Nite

this Sunday at 8.00 p.m. Special

Christmas program.

Chalmers Youth Fellowship

Chalmers Youth Fellowship in-

vites all students to sec the

Queen's-Varsity play-oil* game
Sunday night at 8. +5 p.m. in the

Sunday school hall. Refreshments

and sing-song.

Badminton Club

The usual Sunday afternoon

meetings of the Club will be can-

celted until after Christmas.

* *
DVA Cheques

DVA cheques arc now avail-

able in the Padre's office.

Ride to Ottawa

Are you going to Ottawa for

the holidays? Enjoy the speed and

comfort of a chartered bus. Only

33.50 return. Sign lists posted in

the Union and in the residences.

For further information phone

Norman May. 2-8990.

Leaving Kingston Dec. 20 at

7.30 p.m. Leaving Ottawa Ian. 4

at 8.00 p.m.

(Chalmers

aanttpft (flhurtii

EARL AND BARBIE ST»,

REV. W, F. BANISTER. O.D.

MINISTER

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 11TH

11 a.m.
—

"Four Facets of

Jesus"

7.30 p.m.—Candlelight Service

A very cordial invitation to

all students

0 Come Lit Us Worship

Laughing

Have you ever heard a laughing,

Liquid, filling the evening

Music-blown and moon-smelling-

Rolling Eluidly and

Breaks glistening from

One syllable's joy.

Then soft and sobbing

In the lingering dark-

Rippling echoes?

A Christmas Critic Blows Off Steam, Airing Some Beefs

In An Exclusive Interview With Jim O'Grady . . .

CESF

I like Christmas. I've liked it

ever since I first discovered it's

fine to receive more than you

give, because it makes people

think you must be very popular.

But there are a few things which

don't sit too well with me.

For example, why don't train

conductors loosen up and smile

around Christmas-time? I had

The Break-up

By Anne Thatcher

Sense-searing days of night on the floe-

VVeeks of wondering how long he could go

Unspotted.

He took hope with the sight

Of a partner in plight-

A ferret, not caring.

Did a thread of smoke blur grey the crystal distance:

Smoke meant the end of this half-crazed existence

Afloat on a fast-frozen floe.

Crack

!

Below the cleft a clammy creature stirred

Uneasily; then swam away to some less dangerous depth.

Me needed fear no danger, for the flotsam sank but slowly-

Slid to the ocean floor and cold eternity.

g>gbenijam &tmt
Itiiteb fflfjurrli

rOIHHAH * WILLIAM >TI.

rev. R. H. N. Davidson

minister

Lloyd zursrioo

organist and choir master

sunday. december *th

11 a.m.
—
"0 Come Immanuel'

7.30 p.m.
—

"Vigilance"

Social hour for young people

after Evening Service

Mnv% (Christmas

&t. Aniirriu*s

[reebgtman dUiurrlt

RCV. J. FOftBEC WEOOt"!
M A O.O.. MiNisrsn

DARWIN STATA h

OSG*NI6T AND CltOIHM**

LILLIAN PRESTON

10:30 a.m.—Bible Class

11:00 a.m.—Morning Service,

Nursery Class, Church School

7:30 p.m.—Evening: Service

St. Andrew's Youiir People's

Society will meet afte?

evening service.

A cordial welcome ii extended to

all student!.

occasion to meet one such con-

ductor last year, when 1 bumped

into hint in the baggage car, after

I had run through the train

amusing all the passengers with

my wit l I was in the baggage car

because I was trying to hide from

one surlv brute who didn't much

care for wit at 4 a.m.). The con-

ductor was a truly obnoxious fel-

low, whom I couldn't have liked

even if he hadn't threatened to

arrest me as a public nusiancc

lie and I arc shown conversing

above.

Buying gifts at Christmas al-

ways stumps me. Some years

I've bought gifts ; some years I've

pretended to forget they were

necessary. I don't think I'll buy

them at all any more because of

an unfortunate incident I recently

had with a rich aunt of mine.

Three years ago, I sent her a

warm woolen sweater, thinking

she might be finding the winters

colder as she grew older, She was

quite hurt that I considered her

an old maid. I did.

Two years ago, I decided to

switch tactics (keeping in mind

iier will) and sent her a very

flimsy nylon thing which had tlx

salesgirl blushing when she

showed it to me. My aunt was

outraged. "That young pup" (she

is reported to have said) "thinks

I'm a flapper".

Last year, I decided to switch

from sweaters entirely, and sent

her a very expensive painting.

Three days later I got the cold

reply "My thanks for your paint-

ing. But I see you don't appreci-

ate the value of money, and I've

cut you off without a cent."

The days may seem long dur-

ing the holidays, and for many

years. I was baffled by the prob-

lem* of boredom. W hen I was

very young. I played with my

toys all day and slept all night.

As I grew older. I played with

other little boys and girls all day.

and slept all night. In recent

years, 1 have played with big

girls all night, and spent all the

next day sleeping off a hang-

over. This method work? quite

well. I might add, but is a bit

A lot of people think Santa

looks like this: but I disagree.

you pause.. .make it count. ..have a Coke

A CALL TO
OPPORTUNITY

FOR
COLLEGE
WOMEN

IF You are graduating next Spring and plan

enter the business world, THE BELL TELE-

PHONE COMPANY has for young women a

variety of responsible positions in many centres

throughout Ontario and Quebec.

Whether you plan to work for just a few

years or ore looking for a career, you

will find this expanding industry offers

many interesting and important tech-

nical and non-technical positions — po

sitions with a present AND A FUTURE

For your convenience, our university represent-

ative will be on the campus early in the Ne-

Year to tell you more about telephone occupa-

tions.

If you ore interested in discussing a career

in the telephone industry NOW, write to our

university representative. Miss ). C. Rutherford,

ot 76 Adelaide St. W., Toronto or see your

university placement office.

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CANADA

hard on conditioning. (That s a

picture of one of my playmates

above I.

Christina.- dinner is usually an

enjoyable event, but can be over-

done. One thing I don't like about

Christmas dinners is that people

seem to think they can't be pro-

perlv served until everyone has

been placed on a starvation diet

lor twenty-four hours previous to

the big event. Last year, my pleas

for a crust of bread earlier in the

dav went unanswered, because

COCA-COLA LTD.

Why would a merry Santa let an-

other of my aunts send me exact-

ly the same type of socks year

after year after miserable year?

I am hopeful things will be dif-

ferent this year, though. I recent-

ly sent her a message that I had

lost both feet in an auto accident:

let her get around that one.

Long-lost friends of the family

sometimes irk me too. Ever since

I grew to weigh more than 60

pounds, elderly women have been

gushing at me during the holi-

days.

They usually stand about a foot

away, and seem to take great de-

light in directing their garlic-

stained breaths into my nostrils,

while yelping: "Oh, my dear,

HOW you've grown since I last

saw you .... Harry, take a look

at him .... ISN'T he big?" (Hus-

band Harry then lumbers over

and looks down at me from his 78

inches of corpulency). This year

I plan to have my parents intro-

duce me as "our poor idiot son".

If people think I may attack them

at any minute, they may not come

too close.

Little sisters are a joy to own

. . . when they're asleep. I could

never understand why my little

sister becomes transformed from

a lamb to a lion on Christmas

morning. I'm not looking forward

to being awakened at 5:30 this

year by screams of "Look —
LOOK—what I got! I wonder

now it I shouldn't have served her

for dinner last year, as threatened.

everyone in the kitchen wa> loo

busy stewing turkey. I finally

reached the table and ate voraci-

ouslv, and then was confined to

bed for the next two days with

acute indigestion. But I didn't

mind it too much : my nurse was

so lovelv.

In spite of all this. I like Christ-

mas. If you want to find me on

New Year's eve, by the way. 111

be standing on my head in the

middle of the floor at some party.

Until midnight, that is.

CIVIL SERVICE OF CANADA
—OFFERS

—

1000 CAREER APPOINTMENTS

1400 SUMMER POSITIONS

• OPPORTUNITY FOR PUBLIC SERVICE

• REASONABLE SALARY RATES

• INTERESTING ASSIGNMENTS

• GENEROUS FRINGE BENEFITS

• OPPORTUNITIES FOR PROMOTION

Folders describing the various careers are avoidable

in your placement office, also application forms

and charts which indicate the number and location

of vacancies.

A recruiting team from the Civil Service Commission

will be on the campus in January.

Watch for announcements.
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Students' Seats May Be Reserved

AMS Proposals Go To AB Of C
The AB of C will consider a

complete change in student seat-

ing arrangements in Richardson

Stadium at its first meeting next

term. A complete list of recom-

mendations were approved at an

AMS executive meeting Tuesday

evening. The recommendations

were presented by a student com-

mittee set up in the fall to inves-

tigate the seating problems.

(1-) The student section will

extend from the 55-yard line to

tie south end of the stadium

on the east side, and will also in-

clude Section G on the north end

of the east side if necessary.

(2) All student seats will be

reserved.

(3) Each reserved ticket will

Christmas Goodies

At Union Banquet

be given in exchange for a ticket

from the student's book.

(4) Students will be divided

into two groups, junior and sen-

ior. The first will include stu-

dents in first and second years

:

the second students in third,

fourth, fifth and sixth years.

(5) The senior group may pick

up their tickets on Monday and

Tuesday; the junior group on

Wednesday and Thursday. The

remaining tickets will go on pub-

lic sale. Students may pick up

ticket- on Friday, but in this

case will be just part of the

crowd.

(6) Married students may ob-

tain two tickets in the student

section, one with their student

book, and the other at a cost of

$1.

i7i A student who wishes to

take a friend or friends to the

game can get reserved seats in

the public section on the cast side,

one for his book and the remain-

ing at the current price.

(8) Student tickets not picked

up on Friday will go on public

sale.

ATTENTION GRADS

Change Of Uniform For Braccia

US Government May Recruit Him
Gus Braccia, the redhead who

quarterbacked the Queen's Gold-

en Gaels to victory last autumn,

may soon be switching to a new

team and :i new uniform, if Uncle

Sam has anything to say in the

matter.

Braccia. reclassified as l-A

("which is very, very, eligible")

after he failed to return to Tem-

ple University in September, lias

receh cd a telegram from the

United Si ales army recruiting

service, ordering biro to report

The Students' Union House

Council has planned a new approach

to avoid the usual "cafeteria to

coffee shop line-up" for the annual

Christmas dinner. This year tickets

may be purchased in advance from

the Wallace Hall cashier for 75c.

They will be on sale until Dec. 12.

The dinner is Thursday, Dec. 15.

Dinner will be served at 4.45

p.m. and 6 p.m. with a third if

necessary at 6.45 p.m. In keeping

with the festive season the Hall and

tables will be gaily decorated. The

menu : roast turkey and dressing,

cranberry sauce, mashed potatoes

and frozen peas, plum pudding with

rum sauce, liors d'oeuvre, nuts, and

coffee. There will be nu queue as

waitresses have been employed to

serve dinner, thus eliminating the

cafeteria style now in use.

Graduate record examinations

will be conducted at Queen's Uni-

versity on Jan. 21, 1956. These

examinations are intended for grad-

uate or prospective graduate stu-

dents. A large number of graduate

schools in the U.S. and Canada

recommend, and many require that

the results of these examinations

be submitted as one of the creden-

tials for admission. Application

forms and booklets giving complete

information about the examinations

may be obtained at the Registrar's

office. Candidates should note that

applications must be completed by

Dec. 20. The fee for the examina-

tion is S12.

The Iron Curtain

Static Factor-IRC

"Europe in five years will not

have changed much from to-day"

suggested Mr. Ronald Burroughs

of the British Foreign Office at

Tuesday's meeting of the Interna-

tional Relations Club.

Mr. Burroughs feels that Eur-

ope's status will not change as long

as the four major factors on which

its stability depends do not change.

These are the economic stability of

the West, the political stability of

Russia, the maintenance of NATO,
and the integration of the European

states.

The Iron Curtain will neither

advance nor be rolled back," said

for a medical examination in

1'hilodclphia on Dec. 16.

If the draft board there decides

not to defer his enlistment any

further, Braccia expects he will

be sent to infantry basic train-

ing camp within two or three

months. All single males are elig-

ible for the draft once they have

reached their eighteenth birth-

day. Braccia, however, was ex-

empted from the draft during

three years spent at Temple uni-

versity, where he. along with all

other university students, was

classified "2-S".

Gus was down in Toronto last

weekend to watch the East-West

all-star game, and received word

of the army action while there.

A telegram arrived froth his par-

ents, requesting him to phone

home immediately. When he did

so, his parents assured him that

there was no serious illness in

the family, but "his uncle"

wanted to see him.

Gus doesn't know whether or

not he'll be able to escape his

two-year hitch in the services, be-

cause "there's nothing surer in

the states than dying or serving

in the army."

If recruited, he will spend two

years in the infantry. He has the

choice of enlisting now in some

other service, but only at the cost

of signing up for three years.

He believes he was ordered to

report because Temple Univer-

sity officials failed 10 notify the

army that he had enrolled at

Queen's. Whether or not his en-

rollment here will bring about his

further deferment from active

service until next May at least is

not clear.

A Journal Review

The Old Swats Have Appeared,

But Did They Measure Up ?

It was stated in an earlier edition

of the Journal "The outrageous

price of sixty-five cents will be

charged." Sixty-five cents, at pres-

ent day prices is not outrageous for

entertainment but for "You Old

By Jim Bethune

viewer fears, is never a substitute

for talent or wit. It may be that my

upbringing has been too sheltered

but I was at times frankly embar-

rassed and I was sitting alone.

Mr. Burroughs. It would be too Swat" it is highway robbery. At

dangerous for any satellite to follow
i

the outset let me say that it did

Tito's example. Likewise there i have its moments but they were

would be no military adventure^ few and far between. Smut, this re-

bv Russia because of the threat of
""

h 0 iC Be Carol Service
Mr. Burroughs felt that the ad-

1
_ -j

vance of the east had reached it*
' \f± IjlTSlIlt lid 11

high water mark as there is a de-

1

crease in the number of European

youth following the Communist

philosophy.

Band Seeks Applicants
For Drum Majorette

Applications are now being re- i candidates' deportment, appearance,

ceived for the position of drum attitude, baton-twirling and march-

majorette oi the Queen's Military ing experience (if any)

Band. Sandy Dyer, who has led the

hand for the past two years, is

graduating this spring. Her "retire-

ment" leaves this all-important

position now empty.

Selection of the candidate will

be on a competitive basis and will

be handled by a board of eight stu-

dents, all of whom hold organiza-

tional positions on the campus.

Decision oi this board will be final,

and is based on such factors as the

Those girls interested should be

entering either their second or third

year and should not have completed

their third. They are asked to sub-

mit applications not later than

Friday, Jan. 27 to Sandy Dyer or

Al Hitchcock, c/o Queen's post

office. A complete application should

include the candidate's name, ad-

dress, age, telephone number, aca-

demic year, and an account of her

extra-curricular interests.

Writers Beware

Quarry Wants You

The fifth edition of "Quarry"

will be published next term. For

the benefit of new students it is

necessary to say that Quarry is

Queen's annual literary magazine.

The standard of work published has

always been high and the magazine

well-received. Last year fjOO copies

were sold.

This year, Quarry, by arrange-

ment with the Whig-Standard will

publish the prize-winning poem in

the $500 Whig-Standard contest.

The editorial staff (Lionel Ross,

Nathalie Sorenseu. Frank Collings

and Harry Osser ) request that

students submit short stories,

poems, and essays before the clos-

ing entry date, Feb. 1, 1956.

The Engineering Society again

presents its annual carol service this

Sunday evening in Grant Hall.

The service begins at 8.30 p.m.

The soloist will be Jim Barber,

Science '57 accompanied by Eleanor

Home at the organ. The Science

choir, under the direction of Dave

Cowper, Science '58, will lead the

carol singing.

Senior members oi the AMS
executive will read the lesson to

be taken from the ancient Christmas

service of King's College, Cam
bridge.

The Hall will be decorated and a

large lighted Christmas tree will be

placed on the platform. Carols will

be flashed on a large screen for the

benefit of the audience.

Front rows in the east centre

section downstairs will be reserved

fur members of the staff, It is ex-

pected, that, as in the past Grant

Hall will be filled to capacity and

it is advised that students come

early.

The programme is most impres-

sive to read. One expects reading

it that some very lively minds have

been at work probing into Queen's,

its follies and foibles. This is not

the case. One is subjected to an

array of bad taste at times over-

powering. I refuse to believe that

malicious or evil hands were at

work here, but rather people who

had underestimated the taste for

entertainment of their audience.

Before damning too completely I

must praise one thing I enjoyed

immensely. That was the perform-

ance of Boots, one of the Two
Swats. This man is a well-known

campus personality and it is easy

to see why. He has a smooth, sure

stage presence that I 'm sure is

inherent not acquired. His render-

ing of Body Bug No More (that's

Body Bug No More) was a thing

of beauty and a joy forever. The

choice of songs (with the excep-

tion of "Mountin
1 Do") was inter-

esting. One seldom hears "Halle-

lujah I'm a Bum" these days and

it's a grand old song. "Mountin'

Do" I shall ignore as being un-

worthy of his talents,

It is to be hoped that the minds

in the Engineering Society that

gave us such worthy things as the

Science Choir and the Carol Ser-

vice, not to omit their wonderful

Red Feather Drive, will give us a

Science Review worthy of the very

considerable talents in that Society.

From The President * • *

The approach of the Christmas season to most people is a time

of festivity and merriment. To the Queen's student it means the

approach of examinations with the accompanying headaches and

frustrations.

However, once the examinations become past history we look

forward to the reunion with our family and friends at home. To
those who are denied the friendliness and companionship of home
may we hope that the Yuletide will bring some measure of happiness

under the circumstances.

Let me, on behalf of the Executive of the Alma Mater Society,

take this opportunity to wish each member of the student body a

joyous and well-remembered vacation.

Kip Summeri

From The Ptttre
If our celebration of Christmas is to have the power and beauty

of a Christian Festival there must be worship and there must be

harmony. Mere secular jollity and indiscriminate generosity are

not the marks of the Christian Christmas Festival,

At Christmas we receive, as it were from His own hands, the

Sacraments of Hi 5 Body and Blood; and we show gentleness and

generosity to those He called "the least of my brethren."

Christinas marks the coming of God in human form to share

our human lot. It is above all else the Festival of Reconciliation.

Think about the words of the Christmas Carols as you sing and you
will sec that the reason for rejoicing and festivity is that "unto us

is born a Saviour which is Christ the Lord."

A. Marshall Laverty
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IT'S UGLY BUT WE LOVE IT

PHOTO QI PICKARD

ANOTHER CHAMPIONSHIP TEAM

Happy editors pose with Southam Trophy. First row; from left to right, Vicky Borota, Jim O'Grady,

Fran Code, Gord Sedgwick, Lorna Rogers, second row; Mike Clancy, Nola Whittal, Joan Lawrence,

Mary Morrison, Harry Osser, John Cartwright, J. Gordon Penny; third row: Ian Baird, Herschel

Hardin, Mike Moffat, Clarence Barnes, and Larry Wong.

Canadian University Newspapers

Will Stress Freedom Of Press

Southam Trophy Comes To Queen's

Judges Classify Journal As "Excellent"

"For excellence among the papers of the Canadian University Press", the Queen's Journal

was awarded the Southam trophy at the annual University Press conference in Quebec City during

the Christmas holidays. The trophy was first made available for competition in 1948, but until this

year had never been won by the Queen's paper.

The trophy is awarded on the basis of general excellence to an English-language paper pu-

blishing twice a week or more often. The Varsity, the Ubyssey and the Manitoban all tied for second

place in the competition.

The trophy was presented to Journal editor Frances Code by the mayor of Quebec City at the

closing banquet of the conference on Dec. 30.
_ _

The Tacques Bureau Trophy, awarded to an English-language paper publishing less often

than twice a week, went to the Georgian of Sir George Williams College. Le Carabin, publication of

Laval University, won the Le Droit trophy for French-language papers, while the Bracken Trophy

for editorial writing went to the Silhouette of McMaster University.

Judges for the Southam competition this year were Eric Knowles, editor of the Saskatoon

Star-Phoenix; H. L. MacPherson, of the managing board of the Windsor Star; and R. J. Rankin,

managing editor of the Halifax Herald.

In giving their decision, the judges commented that in general papers were found to be

quite good in all respects. They added, however, that some could have used more imagination in

make-up. and most could stand to have tougher editors to insist on a higher degree of excellence in

news writing. Some editorial pages, they stated, could have been more vigorous, and generally there

should be more coverage of campus news.

In judging papers the greatest importance was placed on the quality of writing news stories

and on general news contents of papers. These two accounted for 60 per cent of marks. Editorial and

features rated at equal value of 15 percent while make-up rated at 10 percent.

The Journal excelled in most categories.
_ ...

The Southam Trophy first went to the Mc Gill Daily in 194S. Since that time it has been won

four times bv the Western Gazette and twice by the Toronto Varsity.

Fifty-one student editors from

22 student newspapers scattered

across Canada will adopt "an ed-

itorial policy strongly in favor of

freedom of the student press from

control of contents by the stud-

ents' councils and/or the univer-

sity administration". The student

editors, meeting in plenary ses-

sion at the eighteenth annual

conference of the Canadian Uni-

versity Press at Quebec City,

Dec. 2S, 29 and 30, passed the

resolution only after a hot debate.

Opponents of the policy, which

was adopted first by the editorial

committee sitting the previous

day, were led by representatives

Political Freedom Is Basic

Morison Calls For Revival

Warns Against "Cooling Off"

"Political freedom, that is, liberty in the ordinary unsophisticated

meaning of the word, is the prerequisite and framework alike for all other

freedoms and liberties", said Dr. Samuel Eliot Morison yesterday morn-

ing in Grant Hall. Speaking on "Political Freedom" in the first of the

Dunning Trust lectures for 1955-56, Dr. Morison said that "the passion

for freedom dieth not, as Antiphilos said over 2,000 years ago, but it

grows very cool at times, and our times are one of them".

Dr. Morison saw political free

dom as springing from the Nat-
ural Law concept of antiquity,

"the idea that there is an abstract

r'ght and justice to which even
the gods were subject." He warn-
ed against present-day laxity in

the upholding of basic principles

°f justice, and reminded his audi-

ence that both Fascists and com-
munists had obtained power by
using political freedom, and then

suppresing it, as was the case in

Czechoslovakia. "One of the

distressing things in the present
scene", he said, is the way large

numbers of English-speaking
People, ignoring their hard-won
liberties, run after demagogues
who are rising to power on the

ruins of liberty-men like McCar-
thy in the U.S. In 1776 people
didn't act that way".
"With sorrow, I give it as my

opinion that the growth of pol-

itical democracy in my country
has not contributed to the growth

of political freedom. And the rea-

sons I think are clear: 1) Palit-

ical education has never caught

up with political power; 2) the

religious sanction to government

has declined with a commensu-

arte loss of public virtue: char-

acter and intelligence have lost

the race with greed and selfish-

ness."

Turning to freedom of the press

and of speech, Dr. Morison said

that both arose from the hard-won

privilege of debate in England, and

found their first expression on this

continent in the Virginia Bill of

Rights. These particular freedoms

had been traditionally associated

with democracy, he said, adding

that he did not believe there is any

necessary connection between dem-

ocracy and political freedom. What

the individual wants most now-

adays, he feared, is not freedom,

(Continued on Page 4)

of the Laval University "Cara-

bin", who said that they could

not endorse any policy purporting

to make college newspapers no

longer responsible to officers of

the university.

The delegates also felt that "be-

cause of the great need of this

country for adequately trained

men and women, and because of

the need now existing among

university students and prospect-

ive students for assistance, the

Canadian University Press urges

both the provincial and federal

governments to co-operate in es-

tablishing a national scholarship

program". However, the plenary

session turned down a motion

calling for Quebec's Premier Du-

plessis to "reconsider" his stand

on federal aid to Quebec univer-

sities.

The student editors also agreed

to undertake an editorial cam-

paign "encouraging a greater

participation in all campus extra-

curricular activities by competent

people, so that, upon graduation,

these people may be prepared to

assist in the raising of general

political standards throughout

Canada".

Other business handled by the

plenary session included the re-

jection of a Toronto Varsity

proposal to publish a special

newspaper at next year's confer-

ence. The projected publication

would have contained student

news and views from across Ca-

nada, and would have been dis-

tributed on every campus in the

country. Although the delegates

heartily endorsed the idea "in

principle", they also decided not

to undertake the project at this

time.

The conference failed to follow

in the footsteps of previous stud-

(Contintted on Page 5)

There Are Many New Songs

When A Doll Gets Painted

by Jim Bethune

The Queen's Revue "Painted

Doll" is now in full rehearsal and

the last coat is being applied by

director Bill Wallace. In charge

of "Dolls" dances is Di McLen-

nan.

It is expected that this year's

show, once again completely ori-

ginal in book, music and lyrics,

will be in the fine tradition of

such past hits as "The Golden

Years", "Dear Susie", "Heyday",

Medical Tests

Near Climax

The department of Medicine

and Biochemistry yesterday be-

gan another dietary experiment

concerning the study of fatty tis-

sue in the blood.

Third, fourth and fifth year

meds, along with some students

in biochemistry, are taking part

in the 16-day diet under the dir-

ection of Dr. J. M. R. BeveriJge

of the Biochemistry dept.

The first 8-day period will con-

sist in a diet high in butter fat.

During the second test period, in

which the group will split up,

diets will contain different frac-

tions of corn oil.

This phase of the experiment

wilt deteremine what fraction of

corn oil actively depresses the

level of serum lipids or the level

of fatty substance in the blood.

Dr. Beveridge claims thi* may

be the vital experiment which

will discover the substance which

lowers the level of fat, and which

is thought by some to be a de-

termining factor in the develop-

ment of coronary atherosculeros-

is.

and 'Falling Leaves", to mention

just a few.

This year's show, opening

Thursday, January 26 and con-

tinuing through Saturday, Jan.

26, has 14 new songs and num-

bers by the ever popular kick line

(Count 'em: 10 Girls!!!!). In the

show from last year will be Bill

Shearson, Jan Jackson, Barb

Plow, Eleanor Home, Di McLen-

nan and Ruth Lockhart. New
personnel includes Joe Devme,

Jo Smith, Tish Henderson and

Bob Sproule.

Producing the show, which

promises to be a fairly accurate

review of the fall at Queen's

just passed, is Jack Watt. Assist-

ing the director is Eleanor Home,

Several songs in the show seem

at this point to be of very high

entertainment value "This Is a

College" is in the fine tradition

of Alma Mater songs, and "The

Queen's Hop", including the

kick-line and chorus, should be

highlights of a good, fast, bouncy,

show with authentic Queen's fla-

vour.

Tickets will be on sale almost

immediately both on the campus

and downtown. It is hopefully

expected that K.C.V.I. auditorium

will see one of the best Queen's

Revues of recent years.

Final Exams
The first draft of the Final

Timetable has been posted on

the Registrar's Bulletin Board

in Richardson Hall. Students

are urged to examine it

carefully and to report any

conflicts immediately to Mrs.

Wallace in the Registrar's

office.

Arts Formal

The dance of the year, Fri.,

Jan. 20 in the Gym. Formal

dress optional. Tickets $7.00

available at the post office or

from any member o fthe For-

mal Committee.

Quimby To Direct

Drama Production

Professor G. H. Quimby of

Bowdoin College, Maine, will

direct, "French Without Tears",

by Terence Rattigan, this term's

production by the Queen's Drama
Guild. Prof. Quimby replaces Dr.

William Angus, now in Hawaii.

Prof. Quimby has been active

in drama since his graduation

from what is now the Yale School

of Drama. He undertook the man-

aging of a community playhouse

in Savannah, Georgia, after he

left Yale, and then became a

stage manager of the professional

stage in New York. Later he was

appointed Director of Dramatics

at Bowdoin College and has re-

mained there for the past 22

years.

Prof. Quimby and Dr. Angus

both having graduated from

Bowdoin College, the relation-

ship between them began early.

It has lasted through the years,

and was even more firmly es-

tablished in 1952 when Dr. Angus

returned to the college to partray

Polonius in Prof. Quunby's al-

umni production of "Hamlet".

Casting is still proceeding for

the seven male and three female

roles, but Prof. Quimby expects

to finish by Wednesday and to

choose the production cast by the

latter part of next week. "French

Without Tears", a light and gay

farce comedy, was first produced

in 1936.
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SHAFFERS EDGE TRICOLOR 80-78
Last Exhibition Was Thriller

Mustangs Here For Opener

Saturday evening saw the '56 version of the Queen's Golden

Gael Basketball squad play their last in a series of exhibition

games before the regular intercollegiate league gets under way

next Friday. The Shafers came from behind the first quarter 25-19

Gael lead, drew even at the half-way mark, into a 10-point lead at

the end of the third quarter, and barely held on in the dying seconds

of the tilt to eke out an 80-7S

victory over the men of Frank

Tin d all.

High scorers for the Tricolor

were Greg Stone with 20 points,

Paul Fedor with a creditable 19,

Jim Harrison, an even dozen. Art

Warren, 8 points, and the go-go

guy on the squad, Andy Haydon,

marked up 7. Another 12-pointer

was Bruce Page who scored con-

sistently with a deadly hook

shot.

When the basketball league

opens Friday evening in the

Queen's gym, the Gaels will be

playing host to the University of

Western Ontario Mustangs who
have a reportedly top-notch

squad. In any event, the locals

would have been hard-up to down

the visitors "Gaels were the only

team that were able to do it last

year", but a series of injuries

TRICOLOR PUCKMEN

TO MEETRYERSOn

Queen's exhibition hockey sched-

ule gets into full swing on Saturday

when the men of Lex Chisolm take

to the ice to do battle with the

Ryerson Institute at the Jock

Harry Arena. Up to this point the

coach is still undecided as to his

starting line-up. However, it is a

certainty that the high scoring line

of Ray Hermiston, Barry Percival

and lan MaeKay will remain intact

for the entire schedule.

Little Dicky Dodds will be hand-

ling the goal tending chores which

he took over from Bert Brooks

who is between the pipes for the

Kingston Goodyears. It is hoped

that a large crowd will be in at

tendance to give the Tricolor the

support that they deserve.

IN THE LEMONLITE

The Intercollegiate volleyball

tournament is being held at Mac-

Master this year, on the first week-

end in February.

Any girls interested are invited

to practices, which started yester-

day, and are being held today and

Thursday at 4 :30. No one has won

a berth on the squad as yet so com-

petition should be keen.

"MY TURN NEXT"

Queen's Andy Haydon goes up to drop a basket during the

Queen's-Schaeffers game, while an Ottawa player and Gaels Greg

Stone (12) and Bruce Page (14) seem to be lining up for tries at

the basket.

rECM THE

SIDELINES

BEWS RACE HALF DONE
PHE HAS IT NEARLY WON

MIKE MOFFAT

Well, a new year is with us, and we can only hope that it will

be as successful sportwise as the preceding one was.

55 was the best year, both as far as results and attendance are

concerned, that Queen's has had for some time. It started off very

bleakly as the basketball quintet lost an exhibition game and then

their first two league games, but the team rebounded to win seven

of their last eight games and wind up second to the perennial

champs Western (The Mustangs have been tied for the champion-

ship once since the war, and were all alone the rest of the tune).

The hockey team plaved before the largest crowds that it had seen

for some years, as the students seemed to revive their interest

in Canada's number one winter sport. With the Brass Band in at-

tendance to cheer them on, the local pucksters put on a good show

for the fans, and it is a good bet that most of the patrons will want

to be back in their seats when action gets under way this term.

Then came the fall term, and none need be told of the results

which are so gloriously fresh in the memories of all the students

and alumni.

So now, we have a new year, and there are last year's examples

to egg the teams to even better results if possible. But, the unfor-

tunate fact seems to be that the Gaels will have trouble locating the

manpower necessary to build championship teams. Graduation and

scholastic troubles have riddled the basketball squad, and the foot-

ball team will lose nine players through graduation, plus Gus

Braccia to Uncle Sam.

To open the basketball schedule, the Gaels drew a tough assign-

ment when they were given the University of Western Ontario

Mustangs as their first home game. The perennial champion

Purple and White, winners of every league title since the end of

the war (Assumption College tied them two years ago), seem to

be the team to beat again this year as they have added Lou Veres,

a star at Assumption the past two seasons, to their already power-

ful lineup. In one of their exhibition games, the Londoners beat

Bowling Green, an American college they had never downed before.

information available as to

PAUL FEDOR
. . . the big question mark

and ineligibilities have left the

Tricolor machine in need of re-

pair,

The eligibility of Paul Fedor is

still a matter of doubt, and his

loss would take the last of

Queen's hope for height at centre

from the line-up. Chuck Latimer,

a speedy agressive little guard,

will be out for two or three

weeks following an operation on

his nose yesterday, A couple of

freshmen on whom Frank had

counted to help his squad will be

unavailable. Art Warren decided

to withdraw for academic reas-

ons and Terry Mattioli joined

INTERCOLLEGIATE
BASKETBALL SCHEDULE

Latimer when he broke an ankle

while skiing during the Christ-

mas holidays. Although he did

not play in last Saturday's tussle,

since he was out of town at ski-

ing school, John MHliken will re-

turn to the line-up for Friday's

opener.

Fri. Jan. 13 __

Sat. Jan. 21 _

Fri. Jan. 27

Fri. Feb. 3 ._

Sat. Feb. 4

Fri. Feb. 10 _
Fri. Feb. 17 „

Sat. Feb. 18 _
Sat Feb. 25

Fri. March 2

._ Western at Queen's
Queen's at McGill

MacMaster at Queen's

... Queen's at Toronto

Queen's at MacMaster
Assumption at Queen's
.... Queen's at Western
Queen's at Assumption

McGill at Queen's
Toronto at Queen's

The second half of the Bews
Trophy race gets under way next

week, with the P.H.E. team hold-

ing an almost insurmountable

lead of almost ten thousand points,

and with prospects that they may
increase it to an even greater

margin by the time that the year

is over.

Meds '60 are holding down the

second spot, but both Sc. '57 and

Sc. '56 are closing in on them,

and the race for second place will

be the big feature of the second

term as far as the team standings

are concerned. Arts 57 are in fifth

place at the half way mark, but

are unlikely to threaten the

fighters for second or third po-

sitions.

The second term will see a full

slate of action lasting into the first

week of March with both team and

individual events. Foremost
among the team sports will be

hockey and basketball, but there

will also be competition in water

polo and curling. In the individu-

al events, there will be badmin-

ton and handball with both sing-

les and doubles matches, and

table tennis with singles only.

Also on the list is foul shooting

and gymnastics. Top outdoor

sport in the individual line will be

the ski competition.

A few of the entry lists for the

individual sports are up already,

while many of the teams are hold-

ing practices to get ready for

their schedules which will start

shortly.

BOOKS
THAT PLEASE EVERYBODY

- AT -

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
MONTREAL AT BROCK STREETS KINGSTON

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.

CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES
HOME COOKED FOOD

After the Theatre or Donee, dine ot the Roy York for tempting

dishes and speedy service.

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room
271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

Serving Queen's Students and Staff

Since 1879 —
ROBERT BRUCE, Ltd.

— 170 PRINCESS STREET —

With Fine Drygoods — Men's Furnishings

And the Newest Fashions for Women.

You're sure of the Quality at Bruces'

At the present, there is 1 ittle

the strength of the other four squads. Varsity and Assumption are

almost always strong, but the Redmen and MacMaster are com-

pletely unknown quantities. The only possible prediction at the

moment are another title for Western and a good showing from the

Gaels if their injured players recover soon enough.

Frank Tindall and all his coaches will have a tough time

moulding champs in 56, but we wish to take this opportunity to

wish them the best of success in this, and in everything that they

do in the coming year.

From all the staff and myself, I would like to extend our thanks

to all those who wore the Queen's colors in any and all athletic

events through the past year, and to extend our best wishes for

success to all those who represent this university in the coming

vear, both in their sports and in their academic work.

Dial 7135

town and country

Restaurants

Highway No. 2, Cataraqui, Ont

• Princess at Clergy Streets,

}
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SHARE IS THE KEYWORD

JUST ONE DOLLAR FROM YOU
Delhi Health Centre

Students and professors from Canadian universities contributed substantially to the cons-

truction of this student health centre at Delhi, India. World University Service in Canada this year

proposes to earmark most of its contributions for projects in Pakistan, Indonesia, Japan and Israel.

From The Principal

I am glad to say a word in support of the fund-raising

campaign of the local W.U.S.C, committee. The World Uni-

versity Service of Canada, of which I was for two or three

years the President, is one of the most vigorous, resourceful,

and effective organizations among Canadian students.

In its assistance to students of less fortunate countries,

in its summer seminars and study tours it lias notable achieve-

ments to its credit and it has been able to make its funds re-

markably effective. It has been one of the most fruitful agen-

cies in building up international good-will and trust.

The funds which are being sought are to be used wholly

for the help of students and institutions in other countries

and not for seminars or study tours for Canadian students. I

hope that many students will, like myself, be willing to help

in this work.

W. A. MACKINTOSH

Share Campaign At Queen's

To-night or to-morrow night

your home will be visited by a

canvasser from the Queen's

committee of World University

Service of Canada. This canvas-

ser is making it easier for you to

do your part in the SHARE cam-

paign opening to-day at Queen's.

He or she is asking you to give

a dollar to help students who are

less privileged than you, who

often have only one scanty meal

a day, who are crowded into tiny

rooms, and who arc lucky if they

have one text-book among ten

people,

Now you can help others who
have not received the advantages

you have by giving your dollar

to WUS.
It costs so little for you; it

means so much for them.

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT

Kingston's Leading Restaurant

SINCE 1919

STONES
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS

'Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

your dollar

will...

-maintain a refugee student

in France for one day

-maintain a Pakistani stu-

dent for three days

-pay for a TB student's bed

for nearly one week

-provide three text-books

for students in Rangoon

*

-buy three packs of cigar-

ettes

-buy twenty newspapers

-take you to 1 and Yz

movies

-buy ten chocolate bars

The limits of the world have
shrunk to within 24 hours. No
longer is it imposible for stu-

dents in any one part of the world
to ignore the fate of those in any
other.

AVorld University Service was
formed to unite the university

community throughout the world
in programs of mutual self-help,

both materially and spiritually.

It is based on the premise that

want, misery and poverty breed

prejudices, hatred and unhappi-
ness.

What has been the record of

the World University Service in

Canada? Students and professors

at Canadian universities have
contributed to housing projects

for students in Israel and Egypt;
to a 100-bed student hostel in

Korea; to a 100-bed student hos-

tel in Calcutta. They have helped

to provide 189 scholarships for

Greek students; to build a 33-

bed student TB sanitorium in

Japan; to send $50,000 in drugs

to Korean students ; and they

have contributed substantially to

student health centres in Patna

and Delhi.

These things are commendable
but in terms of need they are

scarcely adequate. In Japan, it

is estimated that 29,000 students,

equivalent to half the university

cnrolenient in Cauda, are tuber-

cular. Until WUS built its sani-

torium there was no provision for

these ailing students who had no

choice but to continue their un-

healthy existence, spreading dan-

gerous bacilli.

Indonesian universities are

taxed beyond their power. We of-

ten speak of overcrowding of

schools and universities in Can-

ada, and the great influx of stu-

dents predicted .for 1965 alarms

us. Since 1945 the student popu-

lation in Indonesia has risen

from 500 to 20,000.

Israel has been flooded with

newcomers during the last few

years. Many of these are uni-

versity-aged people. Thousands
of them have virtually no place

to live. What accomodation there

is is taxed beyond capacity.

Pakistan has been hard hit with

floods and thousands of students

hae been rendered homeless. Gov-

ernment figures show that 80 per-

cent of Pakistan's 80.000,000 pop-

ulation is illiterate and the

country desperately needs uni-

versity-trained personnel.

This year WUS in Canada pro-

poses to contribute to projects in

all four of these areas as well as

sending funds to the international

office in Geneva for general distri-

bution.

Whatever is raised over and

above this will be sent to the inter-

national office in Geneva as a con-

tribution to projects of a more

general nature administered by that

office.

Apart from all these projects,

WUS in Canada operates a un-

ique scholarship program. In the

last few years about 40 students

from foreign countries have come
to Canada to study for periods

of at least one year. This year 15

persons are holding WUS schol-

arships in various universities

in Canada.

A study-break is much the same in any country. Here students at the World University Stud-

ent Service hostel in Jerusalem take a break on the unfinished porch of the building. Lumber for the

pre-fab dorm was sent by the Finnish WUS Committee; costs were covered by contributions to

WUS.

Phone 6381 103 Princess Street

Exclusive Manufacturers and Distributors for

OFFICIAL QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JACKETS

Shorts, Regulars, Talis, Extra Talis — Sizes 34 - 48 in stock

COMPLETE WITH GOLD WIRE CREST AND BUTTONS

WHEREVER YOU DINE,

INSIST ON

WILMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programs

PRINTERS Printing of

Phone 4114 Every Description

Campus Queen, Glamour Queen!

you're Figure-Perfect in

ecause . .

.

Thoro't an EXQUISITE FORM
for every occasion and every
figure! Shown top: No. 195—
"Equalizer", 4-sedion slilched

cups, built-in contour. Sotin or

8roodcloth. A cup, 30-36;

8 cup, 32-38. $3.00. Below:

No. 4i5-"NEW LOOK" bra
with high rounded look. Dia-

mond slitched undercup. Junior

AAcup 30-36; A cup 32-36; 8

cup 32-38; C cup 32-40. $1.50

li
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Employment Interviews

ATTENTION ENGINEERING STUDENTS

The CANADIAN NATIONAL RAILWAYS

has openings for graduates and

undergraduates in

CIVIL, ELECTRICAL and MECHANICAL

Engineering

Their interviewing team will be on the campus

THURSDAY and FRIDAY, January 19th and 20th.

Brochures and Application Forms con be secured from your Place-

ment Officer where appointments may also be made for your

interview.

REGISTER TODAY

Employment Interviews

FORD MOTOR COMPANY OF CANADA,
LIMITED

Representatives will be at Queen's University to talk

with interested applicants for emloyment at Toron-

to, Oakville and Windsor on

JANUARY 10, 11, 12, 1956
Engineers will be required in Plant, Maintenance

and Automotive Engineering Departments and the

Industrial Engineering Sub-Division which includes

Production Engineering, Tool Engineering, Plant

Layout and Material Handling and Work Standards

Departments.

Arts and Commerce Graduates will be needed in

Sales, Purchasing, Parts and Accessories, and Over-

seas Divisions.

For interview appointment please register at the

Employment Service, Students' Union.

TEXACO EXPLORATION COMPANY
CALGARY, ALBERTA

ENGINEERS AND GEOLOGISTS

Representatives of Canada's second largest oil pro-

ducing company will be interviewing students in

Chemical, Mining, Mechanical, Petroleum

Engineering and Geology on

JANUARY 12 AND 13

Permanent employment for graduates and summer

employment for undergraduate will be available.

Further details as to application forms, descriptive

literature and appointments may be obtained

from your Placement Officer.

Morison
(Continued from Page 1)

'but a larger slice of the economic

pie

'We are

said, "with

makes a new

now confronted", he

a fresh force which

situation, straining

Relax Men You Can Still Call Them

Only Numbers Have Been Changed

our already weak attachments to

civil liberties—namely communism".

I am not one of those who

call the anti-communist crusade

of the past ten years a 'witch-

hunt', "hysterical though much of

it has been. There was a real

danger here." These bull-in-a

china shop methods ,he said,

have had very little success "but

have brought about a major men-

ace to political freedom. These

efforts mesh in with another

trend of our times, the vast

growth of administration; and

between these two gears there

little room for freedom . . .

Contributing to the situation,

feeding it into the two gears of

red-hunting and administrative

power is a doctrine new to com-

mon law, or to the law of any

country outside the iron curtain:

that of guilt by association."

There is a sane way of dealing

with the communist menace, he

said. The local communist parties

(now outlawed) should be given

'the bait of legal recognition", if

they can show evidence "that they

are an American party, and not

the American branch of an inter-

national conspiracy".

Secondly, he said he agreed that

while "no communist should be em-

ployed in the federal government

or defense plants or given com-

missions in the armed forces, every

case of a suspected communist in

government should be adjudged on

its merits, and not by some absurd

touchstone.

Quoting the President of the

American Bar Association, Dr.

Morison concluded "The time is

ripe for ... a revolution dedicated,

as in 1776, not to establishing new

principles, but to restoring the

ancient liberties."

Student Romeos who might have

feared that phones in all the

women's residences had been per-

manently disconnected can

breath easier now. The Bell tele-

phone company has announced

that the residence phones have

merely been changed, with the

removal of the traditional pay

phones from the residence halls.

The change of phones resulted

in .a minor mix-up for a brief in-

PHOTO DV MEBUDITH

END OF AN ERA— THE LAST NICKEL
:-.i.m/».B b.:s m:.W:

BAN RIGH
Ground (pay)

1st floor

2nd and 3rd -

PHONE NOS.
Old Number

ADELAIDE
1st floor

2nd floor

3rd floor

Baker House

a

i

Chown House —
Goodwin

Gordon

Mathcson

Muir

2-0164

2-0140

2-0140

2-0183

2-0268

2-0241

2-0248

2-9089

2-0084

2-003S

2-0213

2-0141

New Number

2-0164

2-7973

2-7523

2-8933

2-2522

2-8417
B

2-6030 ^

2-7589 i

2-9226 a

2-7955 -

2-7435 §

2-8826 E

^KiinianiMi'ffliOTOiir:jbh!

Outstanding Student, Tony King

Wins Famed Rhodes Scholarship

Tony King, final year honors

student in history and economics,

recently became the second Queen's-

man in three years to be awarded a

Rhodes Scholarship. The announce-

ment was made shortly before

Christmas.

Mr. King, who edited the Journal

last year, has been active at Queen's

ATTRACTIVE CAREERS

NOW OPEN IN

FEDERAL PUBLIC SERVICE

FOR

Junior Administrative Officers- Economists

Trade And Commerce Officers- Statisticians

Personnel Officers - Finance Officers

Foreign Service Officers For - Meteorologists

The Foreign Trade Service

These posts offer interesting work, numerous oppor-

tunities for odvoncement and generous
fringe benefits.

Starting salaries range from $3,360 to $3,540

Under graduates in their final year of study are

invited to apply but appointment will be
subject to graduation.

Complete details on all these competitions, application forms and

descriptive folders ore now available in your University Placement

Office. If you need more information, write to Hie Civil Service

Commission, Ottawa, specifying your fields of interest.

TONY KING
since he enrolled in 1952. He has

also maintained a high academic

standing, and last year was awarded

the university scholarship for the

highest standing in history.

Mr. King hopes to enter Mag-

dalen College at Oxford next year

to study economics, politics and

philosophy. The course is known

at Oxford as Modem Greats.

Mr. King is the 19th Queen's

student to receive the honor. Ian

Stewart, economics major and for-

mer Arts Society president, was

awarded a Rhodes Scholarship two

years ago. He will complete his

course at Oxford this year.

The Rhodes Scholarship was

established in 1904 by the will of

mperial statesman Cecil Rhodes,

and is awarded on the basis of

scholastic ability, extra-curricular

activities, and qualities of leadership

and moral integrity.

Besides taking an active part in

the Journal as news editor and

editor-in-chief, Mr. King has also

belonged to the International Rela

tions Club and the NFCUS exec

utive. For two years he helped or

ganize the IRC trip to the United

Nations in New York, and repre-

sented Queen's at the Student Con-

ference on the United Nations at

Caledon Hill. Last year he went to

West Point as Queen's delegate to

the six annual student conference

on United States Security Policy.

Mr. King has also taken part in

the Queen's Model Parliament, and

this year has done some work with

CFRC.
He attended North Toronto Col

legiate Institute for his first three

high school years, and completed

his high school education at Glebe

Collegiate in Ottawa. His varied

interests are indicated by the fact

that, at the tender age of 14, he

aited in line three times, for

periods varying from 16 to 23

hours, to obtain tickets to Stanley

Cup games.

On completing his formal edu-

cation, Mr. King hopes to continue

work in journalism, For the past

two summers he has worked as a

reporter for the Ottawa Citizen.

Two Rhodes scholarships are

awarded to Ontario students each

year. The second scholarship this

year went to James A. Carscallen

of the University of Toronto. Car-

scallen, who is taking a modern

language and literature course at

Victoria College, has specialized in

English and French, and has main-

tained a high academic standing.

In addition to his university

studies, Carscallen has found time

to follow his hobby of bird-watching

and has compiled reports for the

Detroit Audubon Society in the

Sarnia area. He has studied organ

for three years and is making a

survey of the organ field with a

view to equipping the Victoria

College chapel.

While still in high school, Car-

scallen came to Toronto every two

weeks for piano lessons at the

Royal Conservatory.

At Oxford Carscallen hopes to

specialize in 17th century English,

On his return he plans to teach

English at university.

terval on Thursday night. Males

dialing any one of the residence

phone numbers found themselves

connected with a telephone oper-

ator who was supposed to sup-

ply the new number. However,

until 9 p.m. or so, the operators

had no listing of the new num-

bers. The confusion ceased when

frantic calls brought forth from

telephone headquarters the re-

quired listing.

Bell technicians, who - have

been working for the past ten

days on the change-over project,

expect to complete their work

sometime during the coming

week.

Previous to the change-over,

girls in residence were required

to pay a nicklc each time they

wished to place an "out" call.

When the local telephone com-

pany announced that pay phone

rates will shortly be raised to ten

cents, the Levana House Council

decided that a switch to ordin-

ary phones would he an econom-

ical move.

The new phones are classified

as "business" phones because of

the large number of people who
will be using them. The rate for

each of the 11 new phones will be

about eight dollars per month,

which will be borne by a $1.25

levy placed on each girl in resi-

dence for the remainder of the

term. The arrangement is ap-

proximately the same as that in

effect in the men's residence.

Pay phones have been left on

the ground floors of both Adel-

aide and Ban Righ halls to handle

long-distance calls. In other re-

sidences, girls making out-of-

town calls will leave their names

on a special pad provided in each

phone booth.

W. A. Kirkwood of the Bell

Company said Sunday that spe-

cial "answering positions" have

been installed in both Adelaide

and Ban Righ halls. Incoming

calls after 7 p.m., he said, will be

relayed to the ground-floor

switchboard. The person calling

will then give the name of the

person to whom he wishes to

speak, the switchboard operator

will buzz the appropriate floor,

and a monitor on duty there will

summon the girl. This move is

intended to keep upstairs halls

free from the constant ringing of

the telephone during study hours.

A list of the new phone num-

bers is published elsewhere on

this page. Both the harassed tele-

phone operators and the worried

girls in residence, urgently re-

quest all campus males to make

note of the change in numbers.

Our Man Barnes

A Prize Winner

Clarence Barnes, final year

engineering chemistry student,

and Journal staff cartoonist, has

been awarded first prize in the

Prints category of the NFCUS
Art competition. The prize, also

won by Mr. Barnes in 1954, was

for his three-coloured wood cut

"Three Gossips".

The scholarship to the Banff

School of Fine Arts was won by

Anne Lazier of the University of

Toronto for her oil painting "Tea

At Stoney Lake".

The other prizes awarded were

to W. C. McLuckie, U.B.C., first

prize, oils; G. Saunders, Univer-

sity of Manitoba, first prize,

drawings; and J. Gait, University

of Toronto, first prize, water col-

ors.
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All

Guild

ight

Drama Guild
members of the Drama

are urged to attend to-

generat meeting to be

held iir the Drama Lounge at

7.30 p.m. Professor George H.

Quimby will be introduced to the

Guild, and the second major pro-

duction will be discussed.

*
Student Wives Club

The next meeting will be held

tonight at 8.15 p.m. in the lounge

of the Science Club Rooms.

Clarke Hall. All students' wives

are welcome. Speaker will be the

Avon representative.

*
You Old Swat

Party for cast and stage crew,

ushers, etc., at the Cottage Inn,

tomorrow at 9 p.m. Buffet lunch

and mix provided. A special invi-

tation to Jim Bethune.
" * *
Meds Choir

Rehearsal tomorrow at 7 p.m.

in Wallace Hall. All medsmen are

-welcome.

*
Birthday Brawl

Celebrate Sir John A. Macdon-

ald's Birthday. Come to the

Birthday Brawl (Conservative

Caucus) to be held in Committee

Room 2, Students' Union, 7 p.m.

tomorrow.
*

Drum Majorette

All applications may be sent to

Uliss Sandy Dyer or Al Hitch-

cock and should include the ap-

plicant's name, address and

phone number. Further informa-

tion may be obtained by dialing

6346.

Levana Editor

A Levana Editor in junior

or senior year for the Fresh-

man Handbook. Please sub-

mit applications to Liz Gillan,

2-5786, or to Sylvie Bieler,

8924, beore Jan. 16.

Highland Dancing
Any girl interested in highland

dancing is invited to come out

tonight to the Adelaide Hall re-

creation room at 6:30 p.m. You
don't have to know the dances

just be enthusiastic.

*
Arts '58

Don't miss the 'Biggest Ball of

AH'. Attend the Arts '58 annual

"Winter Frolic", Friday, Jan. 13,

at Liberal Hall. Music from 9:30

p.m. until 1 :30 a.m. to the music

of Paul Chabot's orchestra.

* *

Progress ive Conservative
Caucus

The Progressive Conservative

Party will hold a caucus at 7 p.m.

tomorrow in Committee Room 1 in

the Students' Union. The caucus

will choose a leader and speakers

for the Model Parliament, where

the party expects to form the

government.

*
Commerce Club

Mr. M.P. Carson (B. Comm.
Queen's ) will address a Com-

merce Club meeting on Thursday

evening at 8 p.m. in the Mc-

Laughlin Room of the Students

Union. A trade commissioner,

Mr. Carson will speak on Cana-

da's foreign trade service. All

students interested in foreign

trade service are invited to at-

tend.

Science '57

Stag, at Liberal Hall, after 8

p.m. tonight. Show your I-card.

* *
Liberal Caucus

All those not believing in a

slow regression into the depths of

reaction or in an immediate re-

volution are invited to attend a

pre-Model Parliament Caucus of

the Liberal Party in Committee

Room 2 Students Union on

Thursday at 6.30 p.m.

Sir James Dunn

Benefactor, Dies

Sir James Hamet Dunn, steel

millionaire and contributor to

Queen's University, died January

1st in St. Andrews, New Bruns-

wick. Sir James, who became a

multi-millionaire before he was

40, was 81 years old. His death

brings to an end a career mark-

ed by acquisition of wealth and

power over half a century, in sev-

eral continents.

The Algoma Ore Properties,

controlled by Sir James is sup-

porting a chair in Mining En-

gineering at Queen's. The chair

is now held by Professor A, V.

Corlett, B.Sc. The company also

gives $10,000 annually for the

support of the Department of

Mining.

In addition to these contribu-

tions Sir James also sponsors the

Sir James Dunn Scholarship in

Commerce for $1,000 and the Sir

James Dunn Mining Research

Scholarship.

More Will Seek To Enter Queen's

But Major Expansion Not Foreseen

Queen's university will, in the

future, keep intact its present

system of close association be-

tween faculty members and stu-

dents, Principal W. A. Mackin-

tosh said recently.

Speaking to a large student

audience at the annual Co-op

Christmas dinner, the principal

said Queen's would be called upon

within the next twenty years to

admit greater and greater num-

bers of students to first year, and

estimated that the number of stu-

dents seeking to enter university

NFCUS Offers

Tour Of France

Freedom Of Press
(Continued from Page 1)

The National Federation of

Canadian University Students

will once again sponsor a sum-

mer tour of France. The tour, in-

cludes all major points of interest

in France.

The 54 day tour, of which 36

days are spent in Europe, w
cost $743 return. The European

portion of the tour is only $381

Two tours are being planned, one

leaving on May 9 and the other

on May 23, the second costing

$730 return and $388.

The cost includes tourist min

imum-rate accomodation from

Montreal (or Quebec) to Le

Havre and return, ail meals, and

accomodation in second class

hotels.

Service charges at hotels and

restaurants, taxes, and guide fees

will be paid for, in addition to en-

trance fees to places of interest.

Not included are beverages apart

from those at breakfast, laundry

and similar personal items of ex-

penditure-

Private luxury sightseeing mo-

tor-coaches from Le Havre round

France to Paris will be used.

All those interested in book-

ing the tour of France are asked

to contact J. Ogier of the French

department before Feb. 15.

would, by 1971, be roughly twice

as large as the number seeking

entry in 1951.

He maintained however, the

university's purpose was not to

take in very large numbers of

students, but rather to turn out

large numbers of trained gradu-

ates. And he added that Queen's

could not undertake to give ade-

quate training to very many more

students, than at present, unless

enormous sums could be expend-

ed on expansion.

Dr. Mackintosh did not think

What's Wrong Wilh Kingston?

Nobody Wants To Come Here

The Queen's University bid for

the 1956 conference of the Na-

tional Federation of University

Students was rejected by the

NFCUS executive in favor of Sir

George Williams College in Mon-

treal. The decision was made

last week.

The executive voted in favor of

the one-building college on the

grounds they arc not only in a

better financial position than

Queen's hut also have a new

ent editorial gatherings by also

voting "to pass no motion con-

cerning NFCUS this year".

In business dealing with the

internal workings of the organ-

ization, the delegates decided to

continue, and make greater use

of, a wire service system set up
at last year's conference. How-
ever, a proposal calling for the

exchange of feature stories bet-

ween member papers was voted

down as being impractical.

Lord Beaverbrook, a legendary

figure who rose from humble be-

ginnings in New Brunswick to

control a vast newspaper empire,

was elected honorary president

of the organization. The McMas-

ter Silhouette was chosen as ex-

ecutive paper for the coming

year, and the Toronto Varsity

was elected as host paper for next

Faculty Considers

Students
9 Apparel

Student apparel at lectures and

formal affairs has come to the at-

tention of the Art's Faculty Board.

At the last meeting, notice of mo-

tion was passed concerning the

clothing question, and it will be

considered at the next meeting on

Jan. 20.

It is expected the problem will

he handed down to the staff-student

joint committee for deliberation.

Recommendations will then go to

the Senate. To date, however, there

has been only informal discussions.

The appearance of students at

fall convocation to receive scholar-

ships, dressed in such informal wear

as sport shirts has caused this in-

terest. It has been the subject of

criticism by staff and students.

building which they are anxious

to show the students of Canada.

Charles H. Hockman, chair-

man of the Queen's NFCUS
committee, and Lloyd Carlsen,

Vice-President of the AMS and

acting External Affairs Chair-

man, expressed dissatisfaction

with the decision. They claimed

Sir George Wililams' financial

bid was not more substantial

than Queen's.

They quipped "We have four

new college buildings we would

like to show the students of Can-

ada. Moreover. Queen's, which

has never sponsored a conference,

has been a member since the fed-

eration was organized. Sir

George Williams has only been

a member for three years," they

stated.

At the national conference of

the Canadian University Press in

Quebec City during the holidays

Queen's was not even mentioned

as a site for the 1956 conference

This situation prevailed in spite

of the fact the Queen's Journal

won the Southam Trophy for the

best Canadian university news

paper. The University of Toronto

was given the nomination.

Nobody wants to come t<

Kingston. Wonder why!

these funds would become avail-

able, and that relatively smaller

amounts of money would be

spent on buildings for which

there is a more immediate need.

The principal outlined briefly

some of the building plans which

are being considered for the near

future. A new civil engineering

building may soon be started, he

said. There is an urgent need for

new facilities in the arts faculty,

particularly for accomodation for

the school of commerce and the

activities which are clustered

about it. He pointed out that the

Commerce offices are at the pre-

sent time in an extended house

beside the gymnasium, and that

he personally had saved that

house from the demolition crew

some twenty years ago.

A new physiology laboratory

on Arch street and the new W. T.

Connel wing of the Kingston

General Hospital should expand

the present activities of the med-

ical faculty, he added.

The new Physiology laboratory

wil stand on a sight presently

occupied by several shacks which

must have been erected about

1842, said Dr. Mackintosh. They

have constituted a public eyesore

ever since that time, he said, ad-

ding that he intends to be pre-

sent when the edifices are finally

torn down.

Plans are proceeding for the

eventual completion of five units

of men's residences, he said, ad-

ding that alumnae had shown a

good deal of enthusiasm about

the project. He hoped that the

second unit might be started

some time next summer.

9 I I
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"
The series "The Ways of Man-

kind" will be resumed this after-

noon at 12.55 sharp in room 101,

New Arts Building. This afternoon

:

"The Sea Lion Flippers", a study

in ethics; Thursday: "Sticks and

Stones", a study in religion.

D.V.A.

December D.V.A. Cheques

Now Available

year s conference.

THE HYDRO -ELECTRIC POWER COMMISSION

OF ONTARIO

HAS OPPORTUNITIES ON ITS

JUNIOR ENGINEER TRAINING PROGRAMME

— for —
Electrical, Civil and Mechanical Engineering Graduates of 1956.

Representatives are at the Queen's University, Monday, Tuesday

and Wednesday, January 9th, 10th and 11th, 1956, to .nrerview

interested students.

Please consult your Placement Office to arrange an appointment.

Where do YOU fit

THE BELL TELEPHONE'S

Career Picture?

With your degree, whether it is in

ENGINEERING
SCIENCE
COMMERCE
ARTS

... you can look to a rewording management

future in this rapidly expanding Industry. To

inform you further, a brief group discussion

will be held in the McLaughlin Room of the

Students' Memorial Union, Tuesdoy, January

17th ot 7:30 p.m.

Our Employment Manager will

visit the Campus on January 18th,

19th. Interviews may be arranged

through the Employment Service

of the University.

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CANADA

Canada's

Foreign Trade Service
offers

attractive and rewarding careers abroad

to

UNIVERSITY GRADUATES

Few careers offer the University graduate fuller

scope for intelligent use of imagination and ini-

tiat jv0 — or greater rewards in personal satisfaction

and achievement.

Salaries comparable with those offered by other

careers ore supplemented by representational and

cost-of-living allowances when the officer is serving

abroad in any one of 54 foreign posts.

Foreign Service Officers for the Trade Commis-

sioner Service will be selected by competitive exam-

ination to be held in centres throughout Canada on

January 28, 1956.

ftl'
ON*

iHvneo now.'

coupon lor further

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION
JACKSON 3LDG.. OTTAWA.

Pleaie send me copy of "A Career in Conado's

Foreign Trade Service", and applicot.on form.
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Ideology And Empty Stomachs

The volumes of literature sent to the Journal office each week

by the Upper Canada Bible Society recently contained an article

about a man who claims that "We need a new Christian strategy

if we are to save the world". He proposes a "war of human kind-

ness;" specifically he wants to teach people to read and to place

the Bible in their hands in their own language. He believes that the

Christian ideology thus presented will counteract the communist

propaganda which the people have been receiving for years.

Indoctrination of the peoples of Asia and Africa with the

Christian ideology may be a good thine, but in itself it will not

save these countries from communism. There is little appeal in a

philosophy which concentrates on the minds and continues to leave

people hungry and homeless. If the western world wishes to present

any positive appeal to Asia and Africa, it must first concentrate on

solving the needs which are most pressing. The West can accom-

plish little by putting the Bible in the hands of less-privileged

people; it might, however, accomplish something if it talked less

and acted more in accordance with Christian doctrines.

Lewis Perinbam, executive-secretary of the World University

Service in Canada, gave a sobering address this fall on the defects

of the western program toward Asia, and the necessity of doing

much more if we are to prevent Asia and Africa from becoming

communist, but it must also demonstrate that the West is ready

to recognize the peoples of Asia and Africa as equal, at the same

time giving them as much material assistance as is necessary to

help them take an active part in world affairs.

In this respect the program undertaken by the World University

Service is a much more realistic one than that proposed by the

Upper Canada Bible Society. The WUS program, aimed primarily

at helping Asian university students to help themselves, is a val-

uable indication of Western good-will toward the eastern countries.

And the stress it lays on mutual assistance and cooperation implies

the feeling of equality which Mr. Perinbam emphasized. The WUS
program is by no means one of charity. Students in Canada can

gain as much from Asian students in the form of interchange of

ideas and increased understanding as Asian students can gain in

material aid. And the program is carried out among the people who

will one day direct Asian thought—the university population.

We are not opposed to having people from Asia and Africa

read the Bible, but they would probably appreciate it much more

if they were better-clothed and better-fed, not to mention better-

educated, Such programs as that sponsored by WUS must come

first, for they concentrate on the immediate necessities. WUS gives

the assistance necessary to allow Asians to complete their education

by supplying students with better accomodations, increased med-

ical facilities and more text books. That the Western nations are

concerned about communist activities in Asia cannot be denied

University students can help counteract it by supporting the work

of WUS in Canada, and by contributing during the WUS cam-

paign this week.

The Resolutionary Spirit

TUESDAY, JANUARY 10th, 1956

Report From West Point

What do you suppose they did with this?

Conversation Piece

\By Tony King\

The final term has overtaken us. Once more the meagre re-

sources of the Outer Station, that supreme tribute to man's inability

to keep pace with the times, have been taxed to the limit. Once

more the "squish" of students' feet echoes from the narrow streets

of Kingston and resounds from the damp, cold limestone walls.

January in Kingston ! Could anytime or any place be more delight-

ful?

Externally there are few changes on the campus. The professors

look as forbidding, and their courses as incomprehensible as ever.

The freshmen, no longer required to wear the tarns they never wore

anyway, are rejoicing in their new-found maturity. Seniors shake

their heads as they observe the appearance of shiny new faculty

jackets bearing the magic numbers '59 and '61, and sadly meditate

upon their long-lost youth,

Nevertheless, the campus atmosphere has been remarkably

transformed. Something of the New Year's resolution spirit has

invaded Queen's. Gone are those carefree souls who provided so much
colorful copy for the sensationalist press with their extra-curricular

activities on football week-ends.

Queen'smen and women seem to be in the throes of an intell-

ectual revival comparable in scope to the Renaissance. The Library

could report the heaviest first day attendance in years (over twelve

people in the Reading Room). Kingston innkeepers could report

a heavier traffic than ever before and a swing away from the usual

topics of conversation (sex and booze) to such elevating subjects as

the "Historical Conception of Lady Godiva", and "How much is a

Hogshead".

The favourite topic of conversation is the "grind" (whether
to, and when to start). Seniors, so long convinced of their indispen-

sibility, and unshaken in their belief that the granting of their

degrees was as inevitable as the coming of Spring, are making
agonizing reappraisals. Busy co-eds are setting aside one, and even

two nights a week for study, indicating a commendable willingness

to disrupt their social schedules for the sake of knowledge. Many
a young beau will have cause to meditate upon this self-sacrificial

attitude when he has his invitation turned down, not because she

has a date but because she's studying

!

If this movement continues the whole of Queen's soc-

iety may be changed. Queen's may no longer be remembered as

the home of champion football teams and campus newspapers. It

may be referred to as a university of scholars. The possibility is

alarming.

However like the autumn leaves this new spirit will fade and

die before the onslaught of the winter social season. Queen's as we
know it will be preserved.

I wonder whether anyone else

besides me would like to form a

Queen's chapter of the Ferdinand

Demara Fan Club. I assume there

is such a fan club — there must be.

He certainly deserves one.

Not that Ferdinand is very

handsome. On the contrary, he is

stout and has a squarish head and

a thick neck. But for my money he

is a genius whose talents are not

sufficiently recognized by the world

at large.

Ferdinand, my hero, first ap-

peared in the news during the later

stages of the Korean War when he

received a dishonorable discharge

from the Canadian Navy.

He had succeeded in getting into

the navy by palming himself off as

a Doctor Cyr from New Brunswick.

He brought with him papers to

prove his authenticity and in sub-

sequent months turned out to be a

first-rate surgeon.

Serving aboard a Canadian de-

stroyer in the coastal waters off

Korea, Ferdinand performed num-

erous serious operations under battle

conditions. He collapsed a lung and

removed several limbs. In fact, he

became so well known that the

real Dr. Cyr — whose medical

papers, it seems, had been stolen

— noticed his name in the news-

paper one day and complained to

the navy.

Much to its embarrassment, the

RCN was forced to admit that

Ferdinand was not only not Dr.

Cyr but that he wasn't a doctor

at all. It came out later that his

only medical experieence had

been as an orderly for a few

months in a Boston hospital.

The navy forthwith discharged

Mr. Demara who disappeared from

the public eye for a while. Nobody

denied, though, that he had been a

good doctor.

Just a few days ago Ferdinand

popped up again, this time in Texas.

Apparently he had found a job as

an education specialist in the Texas

state prison system, telling the

authorities that he was a graduate

of mo less than three Southern

universities.

He was doing a fine job, too,

until they caught up with him. He
achieved excellent results in work'

ing with hardened criminals. Every-

one was pleased with his work in-

cluding the prison system's director

who said later he thought he was

"too good to be true."

Unfortunately Ferdinand wasn't

true this time either, and someone

came across an old magazine article

recounting his adventures as a

Surgeon-Lieutenant in the Cana-

dian Navy.

When confronted with the evi-

dence, Mr. Demara decided to

leave the employ of the Texas

prison system — in a hurry. It

hasn't come out yet whether they

would have fired him or not. I

don't see why. For that matter,

I think the Canadian Navy was

a bit too fussy for its own good.

Think what might have happened

if he had deserted to the enemy!

He'd have been the greatest

thing since poison gas.

I wonder what Ferdinand's plans

for the future are. Perhaps he hopes

to come and teach chemistry at

Queen's, though I doubt it. He

could become President of the

United States if he took a fancy

to the job.

Ferdinand's parents have told the

press that he always was rather

hard to handle. His father thought

he bordered on genius but never

seemed to channel his talents

properly.

The world needs more men like

Ferdinand Demara who have

brains and gall and never hurt any-

body. I don't suppose the fellows

whose lives he saved aboard the des-

troyer minded that he didn't have

all the correct papers; he certainly

knew his stuff.

Men like Ferdinand stand as

monuments to the fact that all of

us aren't tame, dull, respectable

and properly qualified, Anybody

who gets too big for their boots

should remember that Ferdinand

Demara can do anything they can

do and do it better without any

formal training at all.

( Every candidate for member-

ship in the Queen's chapter of the

F. D. Fan Club will be required to

find a professional position and

secure a letter of recommendation

from their employer after having

worked at it throughout one sum-

mer vacation.)

By Kenneth Hilborn

The seventh annual Student Con-

ference on United States Affairs,

which met in early December at

the U.S. Military Academy at West

Point, was attended by selected

students from colleges and univer-

sities throughout the eastern part

of the continent. It was divided

into a number of roundtable groups

or committees to discuss various

aspects of American foreign policy.

I was the delegate from Queen's,

and I was assigned — at my own

request — to the panel on United

States security interests in China.

We were instructed to regard

ourselves as a working committee

of the National Security Council,

charged with the task of deter-

mining the course of American

security policy for the next five

to ten years. The major policy is-

sues discussed by the China pan-

el included Japanese trade with

the Red-controlled Chinese main-

land and — inevitably — the per-

ennial and vexing questions of

diplomatic recognition and rep-

resentation in the United Na-

tions.

On the trade issue the g.roup de-

cided that it was not expedient for

the United States to place obstacles

in the way of Japanese commercial

intercourse with continental China

unless such intercourse involved the

export by Japan of armaments and

military equipment. Sino-Japanese

trade, it was realized, is of vital

importance to Japan's economic

health.

In discussing the problem of

diplomatic recognition, it was ne-

cessary first to agree on the criteria

on which the recognition of revo-

lutionary regimes is to be granted

or withheld. There were three poss-

ibilities. The first was the criterion

of moral approval, by which recog-

nition would be withheld from any

new government whose character

and conduct were inconsistent with

our Western political and humani-

tarian ideals. The second was the

legalistic criterion of "effective

control", by which recognition

would cease altogether to be a

question of national policy and be-

come an automatic response to the

creation of any new de jacio regime.

The China committee rejected

both these criteria as being equal-

ly unrealistic; we thus repudiated

the "moralistic-legalistic" ap-

proach to the recognition prob-

lem. It was the third possibility

that we adopted — the criterion

of expediency and national self-

interest, the criterion accepted by

such eminent writers as Herald

Nicolson and Professor Hans
Morgenthau.

In discussing recognition on this

basis, we had to consider (among

other factors) the effects of rec

ognizing Peking on the morale of

the Taiwan garrison and on the

influential "overseas Chinese" com-

munities in Southeast Asia. There

could be no doubt that the trans-

ference of American recognition

from Nationalists to Communists

would be harmful to the morale of

the troops defending Formosa. As

for the overseas Chinese, it was the

general opinion that recognition of

Peking would increase Communist

prestige among the members of this

important and wavering group —
which, if it allied itself firmly with

the Reds, might well be decisive

in lilting the balance in favor of

Communism in Southeast Asia.

This concern about the overseas

Chinese is by no means an exclu-

sively American one. The Canadian

delegates to the West Point con-

ference had spent a day in Ottawa

before flying to New York, and

we had been introduced to several

of the higher permanent officials

in the Department of External

Affairs. One of them spoke to us

for nearly an hour on Canada's

policies towards the United Nations

and the Far East. He proved to

be not unaware of the overseas

Chinese problem — especially ser-

ious in. Malaya — and of the dan-

gers involved in recognition of Red

China.

In the end, the majority on the

Committee— while accepting the

idea of eventual recognition and

eventual UN membership for the

Red regime — decided to oppose

any immediate change in the

status quo in regard either to

recognition or to China's UN seat.

The West Point meetings were

held over a three-day period, and

it is obviously impossible to de-

scribe in detail, within the limits of

a single article, alt the arguments

mentioned and conclusions reached.

I have so far referred only to a

couple of the major policy issues

which confronted us. As a back-

ground for policy debates, we dis-

cussed the prospects for an early

collapse of the Moscow-Peking

alliance — we considered that such

a collapse of the Communist coal-

ition was unlikely, in spite of the

divergent interests of China and

Russia in Manchuria and elsewhere.

We also talked for a while about

the general historical background

of the Chinese revolution.

In conclusion, one remark about

the conference as a whole : it was

an impressive success. Those in

charge of arrangements displayed

throughout an understanding both

of hospitality and of organization.

Most of the conferees proved well-

informed and articulate. Chatting

and arguing about world politics

with such a group was, I found,

both a useful and a stimulating ex-

perience.

THANKS

When the editors of the

Laval University "Carabin"

undertook to act as hosts for

the annual Canadian Uni-

versity Press Conference

this year, they were under-

taking no small task. But

they "did it up" in so fine a

fashion that the editors of

the Journal take this oppor-

tunity to say "Thanks" for

hospitality of the first order.
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PHOTO BY MEREDITH

"Lights, Camera, Action -

", . . Slate 38, take 1" A scene from the forthcoming hit, "Queen's! ! !
" starring brilliant new leads

and a cast of thousands, Hollywood has nothing on us. They may have Marlon Brando, but we have

Joe College! On location here this week is Crawley Films Limited, of Ottawa. Heading the crew of

eight are director, Ed Reid, (seen pointing his hand out at left) and his assistant Jarvis Stoddard

(holding slate at left near camera).

|
WUS Needs More Donations

To Help Foreign Students;

Objective Not Yet Reached
With most of the results frorr

the city-wide canvass of students

reported, the amount of student

contributions has only slightly

exceeded $1,000, the WUS execu-

tive reported Wednesday night.

This total does not include con-

tributions reported from the co-

operatives, McNeil House or Ban

Righ. "With these residences ad-

ded in, we hope to go over $1,400,

but this is still considerably short

of the $2,000 we hope to raise,"

stated one member of the execu-

tive

The canvass, judging- by re-

sults up to Wednesday night,

proved highly successful with

students who were contacted.

"However, we were unable to

contact quite a number of stu-

dents because of their having

moved or not being home when
the canvasser called," the execu-

tive stated.

"We need these contributions

if Queen's is going to fulfil its

objective in the SHARE cam-

paign. While we realize that

WUS at Queen's has been rela-

tively unknown the past two
years, we feel that if Queen's is

to keep up its reputation as a

member of the world university

community, it will have to show
some interest in students in other

countries,

"As we have pointed out be-

fore, the money raised in this

,

canvass is used solely to help

students in other countries. This

year WUS of Canada has prom
iscd to aid four special projects;

|

71 TB sanitorium in Japan, where

there is at present one 33 bed

sanitorium for 20,000 tubercular

students; a hostel in Indonesia,

where the average student has for

his living quarters a space the

size o! a small double bed; and

hostels to relieve similar over-

crowding among students in

Israel and Pakistan. These are

all worthwhile projects, and fur-

thermore, the students receiving

this aid contribute a far greater

amount of time and labour."

"However, these projects need

money to keep them going. Al-

most all Queen's students can-

vassed have contributed their

dollar to aid this work willingly.

To reach our objective, we still

need the contributions of those

who were not at home when our

canvassers called. With these

donations, we can still reach our

objective of $2,000."

Contributions from those who

were not canvassed can be left

at the Queen's Post Office.

Crawley Films Shoot
University Activities

Lana Turner Was Discovered In Drugstore

Coeds Hope Coffeeshop Is Good Enough

If Queen's University campus

looks like a Hollywood movie lot

for the next two weeks there will be

a very good reason.

Canada's largest motion picture

company, Crawley Films Ltd., is

here and the "hero" of the film it

is shooting is the university itself.

This documentary will tell the

people of Canada about the tradi-

tion and teaching which has made

Queen's famous. The Public Re-

AMS Distributes

Five Free Movies

Some of the better pictures of

the year will be shown to Queen's

audiences free of charge as part of

the AMS movies program for this

term.

The pictures are distributed by

the Odeon theatre chain of Canada,

and are brought to Queen's through

the courtesy of Rector L. W.
Brockington.

The schedule of films follows:

January IS — Odd Man Out.

February 1 — Mr. Hulot's

Holiday.

February 21 — Kidnappers.

February 2S — Lavender Hill

Mob.

March 12 — Green For Danger.

Wanted!

A Levana Editor in junior

or senior year for the Fresh-

man Handbook. Please submit

applications to Liz Gillan,

2-5786, or to Sylvie Bieler,

8924. before Jan. 16.

AMS Makes Policy Change
Rejects Permanent Police

There will be no permanent AMS police force set up this year.

Recommendations concerning the duties of such a force will be

presented to the incoming AMS executive in the spring for con-

sideration.

In a motion proposing the re

jection of a permanent constabulary

this year, Lloyd Carlsen, AMS
vice-president, pointed out several

difficulties in establishing such a

group.

He emphasized that he did

not feel that such a force would

solve the problem of student con-

duct. A better solution, he felt, is

to be found in revising the fresh-

man reception program, in chang-

ing the constitution of the AMS
court, and in making senior students

more aware of their responsibilities

to the junior years.

It was felt that the basic cause

of poor student conduct in this

and other years has been the

poor example set by senior stu-

dents. The importance of a stu-

dent sense of honor regarding

the reputation of the university

was stresed by Doug Bell, Aescu-

lapian president.

Mr. Carlsen did not see how a

permanent force could function

efficiently unless it were to assume

the characteristics of a 'gestapo'

force. AMS President Kip Sum-

More Buzzers In Operation

Without A Ceremony, Yet!

Attempts to reach residents of

.McNeil House by telephone will

succeed in the future only if the

person required is present in his

room at the time the call comes

through.

The new buzzer system put in-

to operation for the first time in

the mens residence on Tuesday

night, will he responsible For the

above situation.

Under the new system, all in-

coming calls will be taken at the

main switchboard. The operator

there will then buzz the appro-

priate room, where the occupant,

if he is home, will buzz right

back. Unless the operator on the

main floor gets this return buzz,

he will tell the caller that the de-

sired party is not home.

Eighteen Gallons Give New Shine

Caretakers Wish It Would Stay

Eighteen gallons of Penetrem

Sym finish, and four and one half

days of Christmas holiday work by

Wretaker Bob Quesnel and assistant

K'H Duncan have given the gym-

nasium floor a brand-new shine

w'th which to face the new year

a"d tonight's basketball opener.

The clean-up job, an annual

°Peration which takes place every

year during the holidays, will

keep the gym floors in good con-

dition until the task is repeated

next Christmas.

In fact, say the men who pol-

ished the floors to their new bril-

liance, the finish applied could

keep the floors in near-perfect

condition all year round were it

not for the formals later this year

and early next fall.

These dances, say officials, play

havoc with the condition of the

floor.

The immediate effect of the

Arts formal, which will be held

in the gym in few weeks, will be

to make the floor less skid-re-

sistant, and therefore less suit-

able for the senior basketball

games scheduled to be played

there later in the year.

Maybee Leads
Medical Choir

Queen's still has its traditional

Meds choir. For many years this

exclusive group has sung both

for its own enjoyment and for

others.

Keith Maybee, Meds '60, a

member last year, is leader of

the choir this year. Accompanist

Norma Smith, also Meds '60, has

to be smuggled into Wallace Hall

for rehearsals.

About 20 students have indi-

cated desire to join the '56 choir, but

a considerably smaller number

appeared at the first two prac-

tices. Mr. Maybee would particu-

larly appreciate a few more ten-

ors — he's not too keen about

singing the part alone.

Arts Formal

The dance of the year, Fri.,

Jan. 20 in the Gym. Formal

dress optional. Tickets $7.00

available at the post office, at

the Union ticket booth from

12.30 — 1.30 p.m. every day

next week, or from any mem-

ber of the Formal committee.

mers also pointed out the difficulty

of selecting the right people for

such a body.

It was also felt that permanent

constables would greatly increase

the financial burden to the AMS.

Mr. Carlsen also said that such

a force is most needed in the fall

during the football season, when

most incidents occur. It is therefore

not required this year, and he

added that if proposed plans for

changes in the freshman program

and in the AMS court go into effect,

these will help prevent unfavorable

conduct in the future.

Recommendations made by the

investigating committee will go to

the new executive, however, and

such a force may be established

next year if it is deemed necessary.

Drew May Address

Model Parliament

George Post, final year honors

economics students, was acclaim-

ed Conservative prime minister

at a party caucus Wednesday
night. He will preside over the

forthcoming Model Parliament,

when his party will be in power.

Apointment of speakers was post-

poned until the second party

caucus. Governor-general has not

yet been named.

Major planks in the party plat-

form wil include national bursar-

ies for university students, an in-

crease in Colombo Plan aid to

$50,000,000, the encouragement of

immigration, the issue of wheat

surplus and tariffs, a "Colombo

Plan" for the provinces, and

economy of administration to

limit taxation.

George Drew, national leader

of the Conservative party, has

been asked to appear as guest

speaker. No reply has as yet been

received.

Although a definite date has

not yet been decided, the parlia-

ment will take place early in Feb-

ruary.

The Model Parliament has

been an annual feature at Queen's

for some years. Until last year

its organizer was appointed by

the AMS executive. Last year,

however, the Debating Club was

made responsible for finding par-

liamentary and party leaders.

lations Department and Crawley

Films of Ottawa have combined in

this effort which is scheduled for

completion this summer and for

showing this fall.

Filmed in color, the movie will

cover student life from registra-

tion to graduation, show typical

activities (both work and play),

and describe our Scottish tradi-

tion with the help of members of

the Pipe Band. It will open with

a setting of the university itself,

then will continue to show where

students come from, where and

how they live, how they choose

their subjects, conduct research,

in other words give a general pic-

ture of campus life. Included will

also be a short history of Queen's.

Work on the film began last year

when shots were made of summer

school, and later, of course, the

football games. During the next

few days the film crew will cover

activities in various classrooms and

labs on 18 different locations. Al-

ready recorded this week have been

the duelling scene from "Hamlet",

and a group "writing" exams.

Actors and actresses will be

Queen's students and staff. Already

a remarkable number of students

have volunteered their services,

only too eager to 'ham' it up before

the cameras in the hopes that their

hitherto latent dramatic talent will

be at last brought to light. They

obligingly "write" exams, seated

under the hot lights, content in the

knowledge that this is one exam

they don't have to worry about

passing.

Director Ed Reid, with his as-

sistant Jarvis Stoddard, heads the

crew of eight. The script was
written by a Queen's graduate

Munroe Scott, Arts '48). The
completed film will last roughly

45 minutes.

Involved in the making of a film

(See Movies Page 5)

Acquacade Show

To Star Cinderella

The annual production of the

Aquacade promises to be bigger

and better than ever this year.

The Aquacade staff have been

working like Trojans since last

fall. The show will be presented

Feb. 3, 4, and 5 in the gym.

The theme of this year's effort

i^ "Cinderella", with Marcta

Jayes in the title role. Marcia

was the director of last year's

Aquacade. She is also a member

of the intercollegiate swim team.

A supporting cast of 50 boys

and girls will take part in the

12 numbers. This year's director

is Jan Gracey and with her as-

sistant Betty Lou Segsworth she

has created some new stream-

lined numbers especially design-

ed to show off some of the finer

aspects of feminine pulchritude.

All tickets are reserved, (75c)

are on sale now at the gym of-

fice.
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PCCM THE

SIDELINES

MIKE MOFFAT W ^f&£^

With the opening of the basketball schedule on tap for tonight,

it is time to take a look at some of the individual stars from the

opposing squads that will be parading their talents for you in the

Memorial Gymnasium during the course of the season. Some teams,

like Western have three or four players worth mentioning, while

others have none with outstanding past intercollegiate records, and

there is the third category containing those squads who have failed

to give us Press releases so we can't tell what stars have returned.

Since Western is the first visitor, and seem to be even more

power-packed than usual,, they are the ones who should be men-

tioned first. The captain of the Purple and White is a six and a

half footer named Ray Monnot who will be playing his second

season in Intercollegiate ranks. He was Mustangs big scorer last

season with 312 points counting both league and exhibition tilts,

averaging better than eighteen per game for the first eight league

encounters. He seems to be doing just as well for himself this year

as he is the leader in the Mustangs exhibition matches with twenty

points each time out. Lou Veres, who came to Western from

Assumption College, where he played for four years with the Purple

Raiders, is a very valuable addition. He is the team's number two

man with fifteen points per game so far this season. Last year he

was the second man at Assumption to All-Star George Joseph. The

third man to watch will be Chris Ellis, a forward who was good

for 228 points last year and who is a good bet to be the other mem-

ber of Western's big three. The most unfortunate part of the whole

affair for opposing coaches is that Ellis will be the only one of

these three who will graduate at the end of this season, so at the

moment, it looks like Western will dominate the league for some

time to come. Over the past ten seasons, they have won 67 while

losing only seven.

MacMaster are the next to arrive upon the local scene, but they

have as yet given no information concerning their squad. Top gun

for the Marauders last year was Bert Raphael who averaged twelve

and a half points per game, and who turned in a good game here

last years with 15, and had a 31 performance against Assumption.

The Purple Raiders from Assumption College are the Gael's op-

ponents in the third home game, and they too, are lax in sending

information. They seemed last year to consist of a collection of

stars rather than a team, They were supposed to be the team to

beat until the Tricolor did just that in their third game last season.

Their outstanding player was Georgie Joseph, the flash from Nia-

gara Falls who hooped better than eighteen per game with a sev-

enteen effort here. Lou Veres, who has switched to the other Purple

team was the top scorer against Queen's last season.

With the basketball team riddled by injuries, and few interme-

diates eligible for senior ball, two of the Tricolor's football All-

Stars have turned out to help the hoopsters over their famine. Ron
Stewart and Jim Hughes were practicing with the team this past

week, and Ron was the team's top scorer in their Wednesday exhi-

bition tilt with Warren's Orphans. Ron's speed which has stood

him in such a good position in rugby may overcome the lack of

height which will be noticeable in the hoop game. Both these

athletes should be thanked for turning out to aid the squad at a

time when every player was needed to even field a competent team.

The hockey team will be playing Ryerson at two o'clock to-

morrow at the Jock Harty Arena, and all the students who can

should turn out to support the team as it promises to give a good
account of itself in the coming season. For those who cannot make
it to the game, there will be a broadcast over CFRC with Jim O'-

Grady doing the play by play, and yours truly doing the spot

breaks. Jim will also be broadcasting the basketball game, starting

tonight, with Mike Clancy doing the breaks in those games. Hugh
Lightbody will be aiding Jim in the play by play of the basketball

games.

TRICOLOR OPEN SEASON TONIGHT
AGAINST THE MIGHTY MUSTANGS

B-Ball Crew Is Hardpressed

Even Before Season Starts

RAY HERMISTON PETE DOZZI

QUEEN'S ICEMEN START
GRIND THIS SATURDAY

Curtain time for the 56 edition

of the Queen's Hockey Revue

will be at two o'clock tomorrow

at the Jock Harty Arena against

Ryerson Tech. From rehearsals

it seems opening night (or

afternoon) will provide thrilling

entertainment.

The Blue line brigade, built

around rugged Ron Valiquette,

will be hitting the opposition

hard and often. Last year's high

scoring line of Ian MacKay, Ray

Hermiston and Barry Percival

remains intact.

Ray Hoffman, Pete Dozzi and

Gary Ede will form a second

unit, while Don MacCrae, Carl

Numi and Pete Grossi will spear-

head a third attack. Murray Os-

borne will he used as the extra

forward, while Don Hawes, John

McEachern and Bill Shearn

round out the defence. Dickie

Dodds is being counted on to

capably fill the breach left by

Bert Brooks in the nets.

Of course, college clubs are of-

ten only as good as the support

they get, witness, the senior foot-

ball squad: champions with the

greatest rooting section in the

league behind them. This hockey

club definitely has the potential,

to provide the thrills and chills

to which hockey has become ac-

customed.

Wednesday night, the Gaels

once again took to task the RMC
Cadets. Tt was a free wheeling hard

skating game, but there were

surprisingly few actual shots on

goal. Gary Ede, lan MacKay, and

Ray Hoffman each scored as the

Gaels triumphed 3-1. It was an

impressive victory and only er-

ratic shooting coupled with sev-

eral good saves by the RMC
goalies prevented the score from

mounting. Don MacCrae in par-

ticular worked his way in close

two or three times but couldn't

click.

According to Frank Tindall, the

quickest way to get ulcers is to

coach a Queen's intercollegiate

team. Usually Frank worries about

winning the games, but now he is

asking himself, "will I be able to

even floor a team?"

For Friday night's opener the

Gael mentor, due to injuries and

the fickle finger of fate (the Reg-

istrar's Office), will only be able

to dress five regulars: John Milli-

ken. Andy Haydon, Bruce Page.

Bill Kerr, Greg Stone, Jim Har-

rison, if his hand heals in time, will

also be in the tilt.

For this game, Frank will have

four new faces in his lineup. Pete

Zarry, and Guy Lapointe have been

elevated from the intermediates,

while Ron Stewart and Billie

Hughes have exchanged their foot-

ball cleats for running shoes in order

to aid the cause.

On Wednesday evening, the Gaels

had an exhibition tilt in the Queen's

gym against the Warren Orphans

and came out on the long end of a

50-43 score. High scorer for the

Tricolor was Ron Stewart who

netted twelve points, followed up

by Andy Haydon with seven. Greg

Stone counted for six, Billie

Hughes, Paul Fedor and Bill Kerr

nailed four apiece, while Lapointe,

Zarry and Warren accounted for

two each. Big gun for the Orphans

was Charlie "the pest" Pester with

2S points.

SIDELINE SIDEBITS . .

The McGill Redmen are one of

the questionmark squads of the

league this season. They have their

top scorer from last year back in

the person of Leon DuPlessis who

is the captain this term. The only

other Redmen to better ten points

per game graduated.

The Varsity Blues, who will be

the last team to visit Queen's will

probably be the second best. They

have several of last year's aces back,

and will have a tall, fast squad with

plenty of experience. There will be

two who have played for Nortown

TriBells, Pete Potter and Leo

Madden. Both of these averaged

better than ten per game last sea-

son, with Madden scoring sixteen

in Kingston. Biggest loss by the

Blues will be Don Fawcett who was

their top man last year.

HAPPY CORNER RESTAURANT
SPECIAL MEAL TICKETS FOR STUDENTS

We serve ITALIAN SPAGHETTI
533 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2-8013

DAY OR NIGHT
PHONE 5551

For Quality Milk, Cream, Butter
BY

Hemlock Park Dairy
LIMITED

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FAMOUS
Velvet Ice Cream Duncan Hines Ice Cream

HOCKEY SCHEDULE
Sat. Jan. 1*1—Ryerson Tech at

Queen's.

Sat. Jan. 21—Queen's at St. Law-
rence U. (two teams).

Sat. Jan. 28—Queen's vs. Clarkson
College at Rochester.

Sat. Feb. 4—OAC at Queen's.

Sat. Feb. 11—Queen's at Hamilton
College (Clinton, N.Y.).

Fri. Feb. 17—Queen's at OAC.
Sat. Feb. 18—Queen's vs. Ryerson

(at Guelph).

Sat. Feb. 25—Queen's at Clarkson
Tech. (Potsdam, N.Y.).

MITTMEN COMMENCE

TRAINING SCHEDULE

The pugilistic world is coming

to the fore once again, and the

competent mentor of the boxing

squad, Jack Jarvis, is optimistic

in his expectations that his team

may capture the coveted team

title. Jack is running his team

through brisk workouts in the

small gym to get them ready for

the coming assaults.

With the fights at Queen's

this year, Mr. Jarvis is quite sure

that the home atmosphere, and

the solid support that the home

fans will give them, will aid the

boys this year. Many heart-

breaking moments were experi-

enced last year in Montreal when

Jack's Boys, as they are some-

times referred to. lost several

close decisions. Notable among
these was Doug Kilgour's crowd

pleasing attempt to win the 145

lb. division. The fighters, who

managed to win only one title

(Jack Abraham in the heavy-

weight class), were mostly rook-

ies then, but Jack feels that the

year of experience has given a

good base on which to mould

an Intercollegiate Championship

team-

Looking down the roster for

the forthcoming fights, one can

find several boys who could pos-

sibly win titles for the Tricolor

this year. Doug Kilgour could

easily gain that title that he mis-

sed so narrowly last year, while

Ralph Pohlman is a good bet in

the 155 lb. class. Walt Roberts

in the 160 division is a very adept

fighter who will cause a lot of

trouble ..to ...any ...opponent -he

draws, while rugged Dave Har-

shaw of football Gaels will prob-

ably be the Gael representative

in the 1*65 weight. And last but

not least, is the defending heavy-

weight champion Jack Abraham,

who. with a year's experience to

add to his power may well retain

his title. All things considered, it

looks like a good year for the

Tricolor, whose mittmen have

had only one bad one in a long

time.

Jack Jarvis is getting a lot of

help from Henry "Chalky" Clarke

who has a fair bit of experience

in the fight game and is a very

good boxer. Due to scholastic

troubles, Chalky is unable to

compete for Queen's, but his ex-

perience and ability come in

handy in helping Jack to show

the boys the finer points of the

game.

iFm't Bettni Hotel
PRINCESS STREET

Coffee Shop and Restaurant

Kingston, Ont. Phone 7712

McGALLS
LUGGAGE AND SPORTING GOODS
By The World's Finest Manufacturers

— AGENTS FOR —
SPALDING - SLAZENGER - CCM, ETC., SPORTS EQUIPMENT

SKYWAY — SAMSON ITE — McBRINE

GUEEN'S CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS

Tennis and Badminton Racquets Restrung

212 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 3793

Dial 7135

town and country

Restaurants

Highway No. 2, Cataraqui, Ont.

• Princess at Clergy Streets,
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Levana-Sponsored Art Exhibition
To Feature Canadian Painters

A Journal Interview

By Mary Louise Funke

It seems hard to tell how many
people in their daily strife for the

necessities of life are still able to

preserve some interest for art.

Our curiosity — be it large or

small — can be put to a test from

the 23rd to (he 27th of this month

when a travelling exhibition of

Canadian paintings sponsored by

the Levana Society will be shown

in Grant Hall. This exhibition

will be representative particularly

of the contemporary Canadian

Group of Painters, showing work

they have done in the earlier days

uf their union in comparison to

present - day accomplishments

The Canadian Group of Painters

was made up of men, who, like

their predecessors — the Group

of Seven — strove for interpre-

ting pictorially Canada and the

Canadian atmosphere through

Canadian eyes. Most of tlicin bad

cither come from Europe or stud-

ied in Europe, to realize the vast

difference of colour and form that

surrounds us here and that can-

not be translated with traditional

methods. The Group of Seven in

the 1920s was the first to realize

the changes that had to be made.

Thcyj stressed particularly the

clear skies and bold forms of the

landscape, irrespective to artistic

value. Their tremendous enthus-

iasm gave a new direction and

sitmulus lo Canadian art. The
peculiar nature of the Canadian

scene, its vivid colours, its mys-

terious woods, the masses of rock

and earth, and the impact of the

different seasons, needed a new
approach. A. Y. Jackson stated

once that emphasis had to be giv

en therefore to "colour, line and

pattern". The angry revolt

against earlier attempts thus

suited in dynamic lines, lacking

almost completely plastic form

the colour was brilliant; the pat

Beyond The Black Horizon

An analytic, historical study,

Dedicated to the Memory of Thomas Hardy

("When rain, with eve in partnership

Descended darkly, drip, drip, drip.")

Four or five billion years ago,

So the scientists say, and they should know.

The green flag waved, the starter said go,

The cosmos was off in a mighty glow;

And it rained that night in Kingston.

From atomic dust and empty space

The earth began, and joined the race,

A dreamy art's type trumped an ace,

Oh yes, one other thins took place;

It rained that night in Kingston.

In time all other things began

Like Social Credit, and modern man,

And bathing suits, and sun, and tan;

But at each start, you must understand

There was rain, and night, and Kingston.

The St. Lawrence, as Yankee geologists know,

Should have run south through Buffalo

But a Canadian Channel takes the flow

Because, through a mile of ice and snow

It had rained, each night, in Kingston.

Sir John A. molded a country's fate.

Built the C.P.R. — set the first freight rate,

A daring Conservative head of state.

John said "I always knew my plans were great

If it rained that night in Kingston."

In 29 the market fell

Americans predicted a socialist state,

But Queen's economists knew darn well

The world hadn't ended, they could tell.

It rained that night, in Kingston.

For three years Texas had no sign

Of rain. The cows drank turpentine

While ranchers sank test holes for wine

Oh, how they got to hate that line

"It rained last night — in Kingston."

Wonderful Science — so run all the talks

It can blow up the world or make alphabet blocks

There are only two questions at which it balks

"Why do the lemons wear those terrible socks"

And "Who turned on the tap over Kingston?"

On the night that Gabriel's horn will blow

The sky — bright again with a golden glow

That only the good will see and know.

When He asks if I saw it I'll have to say

It rained that night, in Kingston."

tern forceful and strong. Of

course, these points varied with

the medium and the temperament

of the individual artist. On the

whole it was an impressionistic

rt.

Whereas these Canadian paint-

ers were in their earlier days

more concerned with the extern-

al appearance of their motif, a

gradual shift to self-expression

ould be detected. Of course, we

may say that a similar trend

could also be found in Europe,

but we should not forget that

there the transition from the tra

ditional to modern interpretation

was a much slower process which

had started much earlier. Of one

tiling we can be proud: Canadian

painting has stayed Canadian

and it is recognized as such even

in Europe today. Means often

had to be borrowed from acros

the ocean, but the spirit on our

canvasses is singularly ours

The exhibition will be mainly

made up of names that should be

known to even the most disinter

ested among us: for example, A
Y. Jackson, whose interpretation

of the American North, its vast

ness and ruggednesst is fascin

ating in its simplicity; F. H. Var.

ley and Arthur Lismer who both

came ..over . from „England ..and

adapted themselves to the new

techniques. The former became

one of the outstanding portrait

ists and painter of Georgian Bay

the latter is best known for a lov

ely treatment of colours as we
can see them in "Rock, Pine and

Sunlight". A. H. Casson is best

known for his water-colours; Ed
win Holgate who was the leader

of ...the ..Beaver -Hall ..Group ..of

painters .in ..Montreal; ..Lawre

Harris ..whose ..pictures have

solemn almost austere beauty

B. C. Binning who has some very

interesting abstracts; Goodridge

Roberts; .and ..Lilias ..Torrance

Newton, who painted the por-

trait of Dr. Wallace in the Stud

ent's Union. Last but not least

should be mentioned the two

painters who are, for us in King

ton, probably of greatest interest

Andre Bieler and Grant Macdo

nald. Both will have their contri

bution to the exhibition.

No

H.R.W.

CHRISTIAN YOUTH CENTRE
185 QUEEN STREET TELEPHONE 8110

Students Are Welcome

Fireside Every Sunday Evening — 9.00 p.m.

Recreation Throughout the Week.

CHARLES LEACH, Director.

Sijfonltam Stmt
Ituteii GUiurri>

SYD1KHAM A WlLUAH «W.

Rev. R. H. N. Davidson
B.A . .£>.. TH.M.

minister

Lloyd zurbrigc
organist and choir master

SUNDAY, JANUARY 15TH

11 A.M.—Sacrament of The

Lord's Supper.

7.30 P.M.—Sacrament of The

Lord's Supper.

8 45 P.M.—Social Hour For

All Young People.

(Mralmrrfl

Umtp& Oltynrcl?

EARL AND B ARRIS STS.

F. BANISTER.

MINISTER

SUNDAY. JANUARY 1BTH

11 A.M.—This Business of

Living.

(1) "Our Frustrations."

7.30 P.M.— Chrisrion Ethics

and Today's World.

(2) 'Sex and Marriage."

8.30 P.M.—Youth Fellowship

CAMPUS PROFILE
The editor had sent mc out

ith orders to knock off an inter-

ew with some noteworthy fig-

ure on the campus and to be

sure to throw in a sizeable slab

of human interest.

Knock off an interview with

some noteworthy figure on the

ampus", she said, "and be sure

to throw in a sizeable slab of

unian interest."

I paced up and down the lounge

the Arts building, nervously

snapping my chlorophyll gum

and trying to formulate the <[ues

tions I was to fire at the old bird

hen he arrived. Professor
Yogurt was a familiar and well

beloved figure on the campus-

had been for forty-seven years

now. Many's the time I had no

ticed the dear old codger whiz

zing down University Avenue on

racer bike, the coon tail toss

ng in the breeze, and the whirl

gig on his beanie twirling for al

it was worth.

The minutes ticked by. Wait

ing. Suspense. Suddenly, impul

sivcly, I yanked off my sneakers

and clambered up on the sofa.

With a bound I leapt into the

armchair opposite, then to the

sofa, hack to the armchair, the

sofa, the armchair, and I collap-

sed in a spasm of giggles.

Iu no time at all I had master-

ed the 'grand jetc' and was

polishing up my 'pas dc chat'.

Yogurt's portly figure appeared

the doorway. "Geronimo!" I

cried, by way of a greeting, and

executed a Douglas Fairbanks

leap over the back of the sofa to-

wards him.

He was somewhat taken aback

by my rather too-hearty salute

and began fumbling with his mit-

tens.

"A brisk day, sir, is it not," I

remarked, to launch the conver-

sation.

"Indeed, brisk," he flashed

hack.

"It is rather brisk at that," I

mused.

"The weather's quite brisk

though," he parried.

"There's that about it," I con-

ceded.

* * *
He summed up the issue,

say," he said, cryptically.

'I'll

He was obviously having

trouble with his mittens. He re-

oved the left one and pulled

gingerly at the string attached

to the right one. The left mitten

sidled up his arm and, after a bit

careful engineering on his part,

emerged good as new from his

right sleeve. Snickering foolishly,

he held them up by the string.

"My wife," he explained.

I smiled sympathetically. The

atmosphere of intimacy was es

tablishcd. I began with a cracker

jack of a question.

"Professor," I said, "In al

your years of teaching, what do

you feci was your most reward

ing experience — sonic little in

cident, perhaps, which occurred

almost unnoticed in the tedium

of your daily grind, yet which

brought a ray, a veritable aurora

of light into your grey existence,

and re-energized your very soul

with a burning to go on, to con-

tinue to bear your small candle

of knowledge along the murky

way of life, with courageous self-

denial, in the interests of hunian-

ty."

Soft-boiled," he replied enig-

matically.

I sec," I nodded, and jotted

down 'soft-boiled' on my note-

pad. "Could you perhaps elucid-

ate, sir?"

He seemed preoccupied with a

spot on his tie. I marvelled at the

man's powers of concentration.

His every faculty was utterly ab-

orbed in the task at hand. I

waited patiently as he meticul-

ously licked the tip of his fourth

finger and scrubbed industrious-

ly at the spot. The tic was a flat-

tering tangerine shade, einbel-

ished with a hand-painted

reproduction of Davy Crockett.

Unconsciously I began to hum
the popular ballad. He looked up,

and in his glance I felt our very

ouls idieutificd themselves, one

01. Aniirrw'B

prpabgtrrian ©l|m*r(i
princess And Cler«y smira
RCV, J. FORBES WEODIRSJURN.

M.A. D.D.. MINISTER
DARWIN STATA.

OROANIST AND CHOIRUASTIR
LILLIAN PRESTON
Assistant oroanist

10:30 J.m — Bible CI •

11:00 a.m.—Morning Service,

Nursery Class, Church School

7:30 p.m.—Evening Service

St, Andrew's Young People s

Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome it extended to

all students.

A Cordial Invitation to AH
Students

(Eatlir&rai
(anglican)

King St. at Johnson St.

EPIPHANY II

SUNDAY, JANUARY ISth

8.00 A.M.—Holy Communion

9.15 A.M.—Parish Communion

11.00 A.M.—Choral Eucharist

Preacher: Bishop Evan 3,

7.00 P.M.—Evensong
Preacher: The RevU C. E. Suplcf-

with the other.

killed him a b'ar when he

was only three," he joined in, and

we were off, I, singing the me-

lody, and he, harmonizing with

the descant. The effect was su-

perb. The last note died out and

e beamed at each other, flush-

ed and bright-eyed.

Remembering my purpose, I

approached him with another

question.

"In your opinion, sir, docs the

youth of today differ to any great

extent from that of your boyhood

days?"

"Testifying from a pedagogic

aspect, I feel it incumbent on me

to uphold the view that the pro-

geny of the generation contem-

poraneous with myself is indu-

bitably and insufferably as dol-

tishly obtuse as their forebears

ever were."

The topic seemed to have de-

batable possibilities. However

the professor evidently consider-

ed the matter closed, for he had

opened his lunch pail and was

spreading a napkin out on his

lap.

"Which reminds me," I said

as I selected one of his after din-

ner mints,

"Little drops of water,

Little grains of sand,

Make the mighty ocean,

And the wondrous land!"

He cringed, cut to the core. It

was a cruel thing to let fall from

my lips, as yet syrupy from his

own mints. His hands trembled

as they folded his wax paper and

tucked it into his lunch pail. His

very scale of values had been

overthrown.

At the doorway he turned to

mc, his chin trembling. "Never-

theless," he retorted, with a

quaver in his voice,

7/ it were done—when 'tis done—

,

then 'twere well

It were done quickly f

And he was gone.

—Whit.

I MM

He says he does it by Steady Saving

at the Bank of Montreal*

The Bonk where StudemV accounts are warmly welcomed.

Kingston Branch: JACK McLEAN, Manager

Princess & Bajric Sts.: JOSEPH POUPORE, Manager



McGillPays To The Tune Of $5000.

Making "Amends" For Street Riots

Montreal (CUP)—Because it

is the "recognized medium be-

tween the students and the gen-

eral public" the McGill Students

Executive Council last month

paid $5,000 (o the Montreal Tran-

sit Commission. The sum was de-

signated as partial reparation [or

riot damage following a Mc Gill-

inspired student parade protest-

ing the raising of tram rates in

Montreal. The much-publicized

riot took place on December 9.

The Council passed by a slim

CD. P. CHATTEEECX
TORONTO—The 'Varsity's' "ChampUS Cat'" column in-

cluded some noteworthy mention in its New Year's List of

Honours. To the Queen's Gaels, it suggests an import loan

fund, to the Varsity Blues, better luck next time; to Giis

Braccia, a blotter for his check book and seal covers for bis

car; to NFCUS, a discount on Presidents; to the SAC, a

ten-hour long meeting, complete with agendas, amendments,

sub-amendments and amendments to sub-amendments; and

to the Varsity, some big headlines in pink ink, on charcoal

grey paper.
* * *

SACKVILLE, N.B.—Mount Allison University uncov-

ered a number of intriguing facts regarding the Christmas

wishes of Mount A. coeds by placing a box in the girl's res-

idence for suggestions. The results reveal that physiological

needs came first, for 53 percent requested simply "A Man!"

Diamonds and frat pins were high on the list, but some gals

showed a more practical nature and asked for such substitutes

as a teddy bear, a boxer, or a rabbit. One girl will be happy

with Prince Edward Island, although what she will do with

it is beyond us. Other requests ranged from a West Point

organ to a blow torch and a coffin for Henry. There were six

requests for decent marks.
* * *

ANTIGONISH, N.S.—St. Francis Xavier University

students have expressed serious doubts as to whether the

fluid served in coffee cups in their canteen is "java or lava".

* * *

HAWAII—University of Hawaii students received re-

primands for the method by which they expressed their en-

thusiasm after their homecoming game with Arizona. Two

stadium goalposts were torn down and burned, at the cost

of $100. The deed was particularly irking because the rural

championship game was to be played the next day and the

!
goal posts were needed.

K. PETROS
EXPERT SHOE REPAIRS KEYS DUPLICATED

margin a motion calling for the

writing of letters of apology to

the Montreal Transportation

Commission, and the payment of

the cash sum.

The motion recognized the fact

that "some McGill students were

involved in the demonstration,

causing some property damage

and civic disturbance, and unwit-

tingly helping to provide an op-

portunity for [hoodlums to do

much more serious damage."

The Council also felt that be-

cause of the small number of Mc-

Gill students involved in the dem-

onstration it would be imprint],

al to attempt to discipline the

participants.

Each student's share of the

sum to be paid will be approx-

imately one dollar and the

amount of $5,000 was computed

on that basis.

Speaking for the motion, Dan-

ny Lazare, Law representative

said: "We are the students' rep-

resentatives. If |their behaviour

was not conceived through mal-

ice, it was nevertheless an error

of judgement for which atone-

ment should be made".

Avruin Cohen, Students' So-

ciety president, expresesd the

views of the majority when he

said: "The public and the univer-

sity are disappointed in and al-

most ashamed of McGill stu-

dents. The Student's Executive

Council, although not involved in

the organizing of the demonstra-

tion, must answer for and disci-

pline the members of the student

body when necessary. This reso-

lution is an attempt to make

amends, and an expression of the

feeling that we must be mature

enough to accept our responsibil-

ities."

Life Will Never Seem The Same
Smooching Definitely Not Healthy

Scientists Say It Spreads Fever

New York — During the coming

year, science may deal a staggering

blow to one of the most pleasant

aspects of the U.S, way of life —
the custom of men to kiss women

on the lips and vice versa.

Appraising the evidence now at

hand, the Abbott laboratories con-

cluded that science is about to

prove beyond question that this

custom is responsible for the spread

of a disease with a very impressive

naine — infectious mononucleosis.

It is commonly called "glandular

fever,"

The laboratories saw trouble

for the U.S. way of life if and

when the proof is forthcoming.

"It is awesome to speculate,"

said a laboratories advisory ad-

dressed to the medical profession,

"on the increased amount of ex-

plaining which might occur if one

married partner contracted the

disease while the other remained

well."

TIic evidence so Tar explains

certain epidemiological oddities of

the disease which, hitherto, have

defied scientific explaining. Why
docs infectious mononucleosis be-

come epidemic among the younger

nurses and the interns and young

SERVICE WHILE YOU WAIT

Confectionery, Novelties, Magazines

resident doctors in hospitals — but

not among veteran nurses and

older doctors? And why will it be

epidemic among boys and girls in

co-educational colleges — but not

among their teachers?

Dr. R. J-
Hoagland, who is re-

sponsible for much of the growing

scientific indictment of kissing as a

spreader of the disease, has pointed

out that he was a medical officer

at West Point for six years. The

cadets commonly caught infectious

mononucleosis, but clearly when

away from the reservation. Room-

mates never got it from one

another, although they got all sorts

of other infections, particularly the

common cold.

The writer discussed the evl

dence in its relation to these ept

demiologicalf oddities with an

elderly professor of epidemiolo-

gy. For years, as a matter of sci-

entific hygiene, he had kissed no

one except his wife and he has

taken to kissing her only on the

cheek. This he told himself to

show that he certainly was no

partisan of kissing.

He saw the possibility that young

nurses and young doctors may kiss

;

he was willing to accept without

proof that college boys and girls

frequently kiss one another ;
he was

certain that West Point roommates

never kiss one another. But he was

not convinced that kissing and the

spread of infectious mononucleosis

were connected.

Why is it, he asked, that all sci-

entific efforts to transmit the virus

by taking nose and throat wash-

ings from patients, and having un-

infected persons gargle with those

washes, have failed? Dr. Hoagland

has suggested that the virus can

live only in the warm wetness of

the mouth, and through a kiss, it

moves from one warm, wet mouth

into another without ever being

subjected to the warming and dry-

ing of fresh air.

"It is quite plausible," said the

professor. "But plausibility is not

scientific proof." But a number of

experiments are underway and the

final proof may not be far away.

However, Abbott laboratories sug-

gested that even the proof may not

prevent epidemics or decrease the

amount of viruses going around

among and between people —
"human nature being what it is".

They May Come From The Wilds

But They Make Good Engineers

Possibly because they feel at

home with Kingston weather, more

people from the northern areas of

Quebec, Ontario, and Manitoba go

to Queen's than go to any other

university.

525 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2-6533

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

How to get better marks . . .

According to many well-known educators, there's

a legitimate way to improve your marks. They contend

that typewritten notes and essays lead to better

standing. Thoughts are expressed more clearly—

spelling improves.

And speed? Fast longhand writing is about 30
words a minute. In no time at all you can do far

better on a Royal Portable.

Typed notes mean less squintuig and guessing at

exam time too

!

Just one caution—when choosing a portable type-

writer, look for a Royal. The rugged Royal will last a

lifetime. Small wonder it's the world's favorite.

See the Royal Portable at Dealer's and Department
Stores. Budget terms arranged.

Book now for 1956

As* for ono or all folders.

"Student Tour»" ... two special

lours sailing S.S. Homeric May 26 ond

June 14 limited to Students In the

18-25 age group.

'Budget Tours" . . three departure

dales open to Students of all ages.

"Independent Travel" ..

.

planned according to your Individual

requirement In Ihe price calegory

of your choice.

"Quiet DoLuxo"—with smart FibarolnH
carrying case. Hob full-Bizc keyboard and oil

features of most big office typewriters.

*

'Sailing*" ... oil Lines, all ships,

all rales. Also air tariffs.

Rugged Portable

now— in 8 gay colors

ECONOMICAL . COMPR EHtN SIVE COMFORTABLE

SPFCIAII2INC IN EUROPEAN IftAVEl

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL CLUB
LTD.

MonoSemont! G. H. & 3. f. IUCAS

37 BIOOR STREET W., TORONTO

Wofnol 4-II39
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University officials attribute the

influx of northerners to the strong

position which Queen's graduates

hold now, and have always held,

in northern mining circles.

"The graduate mining engin-

eers have always been a high-

spirited, adventurous, group"
said Padre Laverty the other

night. "Their alumni organiza-

tions in the north are much more

organizations in those areas."

The Padre recalled a speech he

gave in the Porcupine area a few

years ago. Almost 80 people from

various mining communities scat-

tered throughout the area mater-

ialized to hear him, even though

the temperature was hovering

around zero.

Mining engineers trained at

Queen's have done much in past

years to open up the north. Early

development work carried out at

Cobalt ("where all the silver

comes from") was done by

Queen'smen, as was most of the

work involved in opening up the

more recent Blind River Camp.

The gold-rich Porcupine area,

when it was first opened up, was

peopled almost entirely by Queen's

people. It was rumored during de-

pression years that Queen's grads

could obtain work there much more

readily than could anyone else. The

only condition attached to the job

offer was that prospective employ-

ees had to leave their Queen's

sweaters at home, so as not to lend

the weight of proof to the rumors.

MOONLIGHT LUNCH
FULL COURSE DINNERS CHINESE DISHES

Lunches prepared to take out,

SPECIAL FOR STUDENTS
Meol Tickers: $5.50 for only $475

527 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 6972 and 2-9001

s Two Offices

Under icmo Canadian

i :

Wonogemonl

1 TORONTO LONDON
tun.)

I Agenfi in principal

S Furopeon cilioj

The Official

QUEENS BLAZER
Nicely tailored in Eng-

lish blazer cloth with

embroidered Queen's

crest and genuine
Queen's brass buttons.

Specially priced at .—

MEN'S DEPT.
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Tricolor '56

Any students having candid

snaps of campus life who would

like to. submit them to TRICOL-
OR '56 please do so before Jan.

18. Snaps or negatives may be

submitted to the Tricolor or AMS
-office. If you want the negatives

returned, please be sure that they

are in an envelope with your

name on it.

*
Skating Party

Come on to the skating party

Saturday Jan. 14, 8.00 p.m. at the

Jock Harty Arena. Dancing and

refreshments in the Science Club

Rooms 9.30 - 12.00 sponsored by

the Canterbury Club. Admission

"by membership card or silver col-

lection.

*
Canterbury Club

Holy Communion and break-

iast 8 a.m. St. James Chapel,

Sunday Jan. 15.

*
Revue

Tickets for "Painted Doll" now
on sale at the AMS office.

Drum Majorette
All applications for drum ma-

jorettes may be sent to Miss S.

Dyer or Al Hitchcock, and should

include the applicants name, ad-

dress, and phone number. Fur-

ther information may be obtained

by dialing 6346.

*
Arise, Shine

All interested in seeing the af-

fairs of our glorious Dominion

in the hands of the righteous and

incorruptible are requested to

support the Reformed Social

Credit Party at the forthcoming

-Queen's Model Parliament. The

People walking in darkness must

be made to see the light, Alt those

<lesiring personal illumination or

having a message for the people

of Canada are asked to contact

the Associate Editor of the Jour-

nal.

* *
University Service

The second University service

of the winter term will be held in

Grant Hall Sunday morning at

11 a,m. Principal Mackintosh and

Kip Summers will read the Les-

sons and the organist will be

Eleanor Home. The Padre will

preach on "Is Jesus Out of

Date?"
* *

Glee Club
Meeting — Monday 7:30 Glee

Club Room Old Arts Building —
Report of last term's activities,

and proposals for this term.

Long Attacks Education System;

Mackintosh Takes Opposing Views

CFRC

Principal W. A. Mackintosh this

week defended Canada's education

system against an attack made by

Marcus Long of the University of

Toronto philosophy department. Dr.

Long termed the Canadian system

"one of the world's worst" in an

address last week.

Mixed Choir
Students of all faculties who are

interested in singing are invited

to join the newly organized

Queen's Mixed Chorus. A rehear-

sal is being held Tuesday even-
ing Jan. 17. See signpost Tuesday
for time and place.

*
Bell Telephone

Discussion Group
Jan. 17 at 7:30 in the McLau-

ghlin Room of the Students Me-
morial Union, Mr. R. B. McGiv-

erin and Mr. R. D. A. Cook of

the Bell Telephone Co. will hold

a brief discussion period for grad

uating men who are considering

employment. Of particular inter-

est to graduates in Engineering,

Science, Commerce, and Arts.

The discussion wil centre on

career opportunities in the Bell.

* *
Arts '58 and Everyone
Come to the Winter Whirl to-

night, at Liberal Hall and have

a ball! Dancing from 9:30-1:30,

sure to be the best party of the

year

!

* *
Newman Club

Sun., Jan. 15 at 7:45 p.m. A
class in fundamental religion in

Rm. Ill Cathedral School corner

of Barrie and Brock streets.

*
D.V.A Cheques

December D.V.A. cheques are

now available.

McGill Carnival

Begins Feb. 16

The annual McGill Winter

Carnival is traditionally the big-

gest collegiate winter event in

Canada. The 1956 carnival is

scheduled for Thursday, Friday

and Saturday. Feb. 16, 17 and 18.

It embraces many aspects of

campus life including both indoor

and outdoor activities.

Of special interest is the an-

nual Laurentian excursion to the

international ski meet, the inter-

collegiate athletics and cham-

pionships, and the "Carnival

Revue" which presents revues of

six different universities (in-

cluding several numbers from

Queen's own Revue.) On Saturday

night the weekend reaches its

climax with the well-known

Grand Carnival Ball. At the ice

festival held in the Forum, the

Winter Carnival Queen will be

crowned.

In his address Dr. Long stated

that the decline in teaching stan-

dards is causing qualified people to

accept professional positions in

industry.

Dr. Mackintosh found the field

of comparison too broad to have

Canada's system condemned as

one of the worst in the world. He
believes this country's system of

learning has both its deficiencies

and its advantages.

Although the principal did not

consider Long's statement very

considered or responsible, he did in-

dicate some merit in the solutions put

forward. The U of T professor sug-

gested three ways to improve the

system : ( 1 ) Science graduates

should be offered as much money

for teaching as they would receive

in industry; (2) the Federal gov-

ernment should assume full respon-

sibility for the operation of Cana-

dian universities; (3) the provinces

should take on more financial re-

sponsibility for primary and secon-

dary schools.

Dr. Mackintosh pointed out,

however, that there are constitu-

tional barriers to the federal gov-

ernment assuming responsibility

for universities. He said that Dr.

Long no doubt understands this.

The Canadian education system

was also strongly defended by Dean

A. C. Lewis of the Ontario College

of Education. He said that sweep-

ing statements like Dr. Long's were

made without sufficient background.

Movies
(Continued from Page 1)

BROCK
JEWELLERS
161 Princess Street

Kingston, Ontario

PHONE 2-7361

WATCH Repairs

A Specialty
- WE SELL —

WATCHES - DIAMONDS

VALLEAU'S
BARBER SHOP
316 PRINCESS STREET

Three Barbers

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 6917

such as the one currently being

filmed on Queen's are all kinds of

skilled workers, and the film indus-

try presents a wide range of oppor

tunities for writers, actors, musi-

cians, artists, photographers and

electrical engineers.

N.B. : Crawley Films Limited is

not in any way connected with the

National Film Board, one of its

greatest rivals.

Interview Workers

In U ofT^School

The need for social workers in

Canada today is so great it cannot

be filled, says Mrs. A. M. Kirk-

patrick, who is Admissions and Re-

cruiting Officer for the Toronto

School of Social Work.

Mrs. Kirkpatrick, who will visit

Queen's on February 14 and 15 to

interview men and women students

interested in going into social

work, points out that for some

years there have been more
j

available for social workers than

there have been people to fill them.

Students interested in entering

this field should contact Mrs.

Robert McQueen, of the Public

Relations department.

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

68'/2 Princess Street Kingston Phone 2-1761

Oualilv that Pleases . . . Service that Satisfies

WARD & HAMILTON LUNCH BAR
PRINCESS AT DIVISION KINCSTON, ONT

FULL COURSE MEALS
REASONABLE PRICES

ATTENTION ENGINEERING STUDENTS

The CANADIAN NATIONAL RAILWAYS

has openings for graduates and

undergraduates in

CIVIL, ELECTRICAL and MECHANICAL

Engineering

Their interviewing team will be on the campus

THURSDAY and FRIDAY, January 19th and 20th.

Brochures and Application Forms can be secured from your Place-

ment Officer where appointments may also be made for your

interview.

DO NOT DELAY — REGISTER TODAY

For . . .

Quality Dry Cleaning

AND

PERFECTION

IN

Shirty Laundering

*

CALL

Cleland & Flindall Ltd.
84 PRINCESS STREET 147 BROCK STREET

314 BARRIE ST.

Qeen's University Contingent

Canadian Officers' Training Corps

Students desiring summer employment with the

COTC ore requested to contact the Resident Staff

Officer by the 23rd of January. Applications cannot

be accepted after this date.

Where do YOU fit

THE BELL TELEPHONE'S

Career Picture?

With your degree, whether it is in

ENGINEERING
SCIENCE
COMMERCE
ARTS

. . . you con look to a rewarding management

future in this rapidly expanding Industry. To

inform you further, a brief group discussion

will be held in the McLaughlin Room of the

Students' Memorial Union, Tuesday, January

17th ot 7:30 p.m.

Our Employment Manager will

visit the Campus on January 18th,

19th. Interviews may be arranged

through the Employment Service

of the University.

1 THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CANADA

Friday

6:00—Station Warm Up.

6:30—Odds and Ends—N. May.

G. Skerret.

7:00—Stardust—D. Wong.

7 :30—Campus Capers—L. Rob-

bins, I. Sutherland.

S :00—B i r d 1 a n d—P. Ward, D.

Cooper.

8 :30—BASKETBALL—Western
vs. Queen's.

10:30—Our Choice—J. Pryce, B.

Phillips.

1 1 ;00—Interlude—D. Thomson.

11:30—Mellow Mood—J. Pryce.

12:00—Sign Off.

Saturday

1:30 _ I NTERCOLLEGIATE
Hockey.

4:00—Uninterrupted Music.

6;30—Ranch 1490—B. Phillips.

7:00—Hits and Misses—E. Will-

iamson, A. Dorland.

7:30—On the Upbeat—A. Mat-

thews.

8:00—In the Groove—D. Thom-

son.

S;30—Campus Crossroads — T.

Hunter.

9:00—1490 Qassics—B. Sander-

son.

10:00—Show Tunes—P. Guthrie.

10:30—Around the Campfire—L.

Berk.

11:00—Cook's Musical Tour—K.
Cook.

1 1 :30—L o n e s o m e Lemon—A.

Nonymous.

12:00—Sign Off.

Tricolor *56

Tricolor '56 is lacking some

student's pictures for the

Who's Who section. Will all

students who have not had

their pictures taken at regis-

tration be sure that their

names are on the list posted

in the union.

for active sports

Above; No. 407-Hi-low Witch-

ery, first wired bro ever wilfi

all-day comfort! . . . bocouie

flat, Flexible SBBON WIRE out-

lines the cupi individually.

Embroidered cotton .
A cup, 32-

36; B cup, 33-40; C cup, 32-42.

Price 53.50 Bolow: No. 9502-
while broadcloth, curve- stitch-

ed undercupi, foam rubber
interlining. A cup, 30-36; B cup,

32-36. Price S2.CO
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Among the items of business discussed at the recent Conference

of the Canadian University Press at Quebec City, few received

wider publicity in the daily press than a report on the relative free-

dom of various college newspapers from external control by student

administrations and university authorities. The report listed the

college newspapers of Canada in order of their freedom from such

influences. The Queen's Journal was placed 16th, well down m the

list and in close proximity to the McGill Daily and the Toronto

Varsity (22 papers were listed).

The man who delivered the report, Gordon Vichert, editor of

the MacMaster Silhouette, was careful to state that the listing was

"purely personal and arbitrary", but this was overlooked in most

of the pres reports. The survey was based principally on the re-

sults of questionnaires which were sent to editors of the different

papers. Ie sems probable that attention was focussed chiefly on the

formal constitutional provisions by which the papers are regulated.

A glance at the AMS Constitution reveals that there are sev-

eral formal limitations on the absolute freedom of the Journal. The

Journal is prohibited from publishing "obscene or libellous matter".

The Editor-in-Chief is responsible for policy and editorials. Finally

the Editor is apointed by the AMS and is not necessarily a mem-

ber of the previous Journal Staff. These restrictions are not burden-

some. They are the open expression of the relationship between the

newspaper staff, as symbolized in the person of the editor, and the

publisher, which is of course the student governing body. These

are restrictions to which every newspaper is subject,

However, little can be determined from the barren words of a

constitution about the actual relationship between the editor and

the publisher. This is the weakness of attempts to estimate relative

freedom of the press by relying principally on the constitutions

of student administrations. The actual relationship between the

two bodies varies with the personalities of the people involved.

Here at Queen's the relationship has usually been a happy one.

The tradition of responsible student government has found a con-

genial corollary in the assertion of the right of the Journal to print

what it sees fit. The best guarantee that this situation will continue

lies in the maintenance of the present spirit of restraint and res-

ponsibility.

'Humility And Better Understanding

There has lately been a good deal of talk on the campus re-l

garding what role Christian" and secular organizations must play]

in what might be termed 'the battle for supremacy' in the Far

East. Now whether this battle is one waged for spiritual or mater-

ial advantage may be called into question, but the point is that in

either case the object seems to be the same: the imposition of West-

ern thought on the mind of the East.

In terms of religion, this is a dangerous goal. Christendom to-

day is the product of Western culture applied through the cen-

turies on Christ's basic teachings, and it is further a greatly divided

product. In terms of the secular, there is also great danger, for in

imposing our standard of living we find it quite impossible not to

attempt to impose our standards of what constitutes the good life.

But what are our standards in this, the most confused generation in

history?

It adds up to much the same thing. We are not sure that our

own values are adequate, and yet we insist that other peoples should

accept them. Surely we should show a lot more humility, for we
have much to feel humble about. The Eastern world, in terms of

human values, has a lot to teach us, and for once we should be will-

ing pupils.

The matter goes much deeper that the foreign policy of the

Christian church or secular organizations. What is called for is a

reassessment of ourselves and our institutions at home. Can we
go any farther along the garden path? Or must we for the first time

realize our humanity in terms of our limitations and possibilities?

Must we, in other words, begin to mature?

Such a reassessment must be made at every level of our society,

including the university level at which we now stand. And at this

level, as well as at the others, there is the recurring problem. Before

any honest apprisal can be attempted, we have to realize that narrow-

minded provincialism has been, and is today, the greatest single el-

ement in prohibiting human understanding of humanity.

Narrow-minded provincialism is the state of refusing to admit

that our personal ideas of right and wrong, our set of values, may
not apply to everyone. Too often we believe that because we cannot

comprehend something, it follows that it is 'wrong'. Such belief is

as much in evidence here as anywhere else, and perhaps the best

start toward reassessment would be the realization of our own nar-

row-mindedness. Very few of us can say "not guilty" to the indict-

ment of provincialism, and it is high time we admitted it.

J.G.P.

The Problem of Selection

A Heavy Responsibility

'Half of them are lining up to be discovered and the other half

think they're getting a TB X-Ray."

Letters To The Editor

Compassionate Christianity

The Thundering Herd
Although students continue to complain about the quality of

meals at Ban Righ and the Union, they show a remarkable lack of

reluctance to get to them. Although extreme starvation may excuse

a breach of common couretsy, mild hunger is no excuse for out-

right rudeness in the presence of a distinguished visitor. Students

who rushed from Grant Hall Monday before Dr. Morison had com-
pleted his final sentence demonstrated a lack of manners which has

been sadly in evidence all fall. Queen's is priviledged to be able to

hear speakers as well known as Dr. Morison. They deserve a polite

reception on the part of all students.

Editor, Journal:

1 refer to Tuesday's editorial

— "Ideology and Empty Stom-

achs." There were two questions

in my mind on reading the edi-

torial : (1) Is it true that Christi-

anity "concentrates on the mind

and continues to leave people

hungry and homeless?", (2) Is

it true that "the West can accom-

plish little by putting the Bible

in the hands of less privileged

people?"

I would like to make a couple

of observations. I question very

much if the Upper Canada Bibh

Society, in speaking of "a new

Christian strategy" and a "war

of human kindness" has in mind

only the placing of big bla

Bibles in the hands of the peoples

of Asia and Africa. I appreciate

the editor's commendation of

WUS. What was said in regard

to it is true. But is it altogether

'cricket' to use a statement of

Bible society as a springboard of

conclusions about the effective

ness of Christian "ideology?'

First of all, Christianity is not

the mere salvation of the individ-

ual soul, it is the demonstration

of God's love in human life. To
find that love is to want to share

it. They asked a missionary about

to return to Africa whether he

liked his work. He replied quiet-

ly, "Of course I don't like my
work. We are people of average

sensitivity and we don't like dirt

and infestation and danger and

isolation from our loved ones

but Heaven help our world if we
only do for God what we like to

do." My point is this — a so-

called Christian ideology which

does not include a ministry to

the whole of man, body, mind and

spirit, is not a Christian ideology.

It is something else.

Let us not deceive ourselves

that the fight against commun-
ism is largely one of seeing who
can send the food trucks in first.

As Arnold Toynbee has pointed

out, it is impossible to under-

stand the conflict in our world

unless we understand that the ba-

sic issues are religious. It is a

contest between two great faiths

other words, a battle of ideolo-

gies. The communist is a great

believer." He is convinced that

his cause is right, that he cannot

fail, and he is ready to live or

die for his beliefs.

The urgency of correct belief

is, to my mind, more crucial than

full stomach. The nations of

the West do not constitute the

enemy of communism. Do not

misunderstand me. This is not

the whole Christian answer, nor

do I think the Upper Canada

Bible Society would claim it to

be so. Christianity is nothing if

it is not compassion in the face

of need. And the Christian an-

swer to the peoples of Asia and

Africa is one of prcatical aid in

every way, shape and form as

witnessed by the Christian mis-

sionary enterprise of the last

hundred years which has revol-

utionized agriculture, medicine,

education and morality in every

world area it has touched.

Gervis Black

Ain't It Awful!

Editor, Journal

:

We would like to congratulate

Tony King on winning the Rhodes

Scholarship. His record indicates

that he is certainly deserving of this

great honor.

However, although grammatical

errors in the Queen's Journal are

not unheard of (in spite of its gen-

eral excellence), we are dismayed

to find such an eminent scholar as

the above-mentioned Mr. King pro-

ducing such a regrettable error as

"Anybody who gets too big for

their boots ..."

Come, come sir! Surely this ain't

no way to show them lads at Oxford

how us Canadians murder the

English language.

Don Cooper, Paul Ward,

Arts '58.

(Mr. King replies: Grammar

never were my strong subject.)

By B. K. Sandwell

(The late Mr. Sandwell, former

editor of Saturday Night, professor

at McGill and rector at Queen's

from 1944-47, zvas elected honorary

president of Canadian University

Press for 1951. This article, pub-

lished as his regular column in the

Feb. 6, 1951 issue of Saturday

Night, expresses some opinions on

the problems and privileges of the

editors who produce the 23 Cana-

dian college papers that make up

CUP.)

At its annual conference the

CUP passed a resolution on the

function of the college newspaper

in dealing with controversial

issues. It defines that function as

being "to stimulate rather than

to direct thought among the un-

iversity students of Canada," and

affirms a desire "to promote in

the columns of member papers

the fullest objective expression of

opinion of controversial issues.

Any attempt to suppress this full

freedom of expression of opinion

on the local, national and inter-

national level will be strongly

opposed by the CUP through

every means at the disposal of

the members of the association."

This resolution, which we be-

lieve to be thoroughly sound, will

impose on the editors who adop-

ted it a very heavy responsibilty

and call for the exercise of the

highest kind of discretion.

There are people — a lot of

people — who hold in all honesty

the belief that any failure or re-

fusal to publish whatever they

want to get published in a peri-

odical is an attempt to suppress

the full freedom of expression of

opinion. A journal like Saturday

Night is to some slight degree

protected against their most ex-

treme demands by the fact that

it has to live by pleasing its rea-

ders — who pay for their copies

and will not pay for more of

them if they do not like it. The

university newspaper does not

have to please its readers; or ra-

ther they cannot express their

displeasure by refusing to sub-

scribe, for their subscription is

usually collected with their fees.

Yet we can assure these edi-

tors over whom we now honorar-

ily preside that they will have

demands for space — and exces-

sive demands for space — and

that they will have to have a good

argument for refusing them (in

so far as they are excessive) or

they will be bulldozed into a

course which will be harmful to

their papers.

And it was, we fancy, for that

reason that the odd but impor-

tant little adjective "objective"

was inserted to qualify and limit

that "fullest expression of opi-

nion" of which the CUP is pled

ged.

In these matters your "object

ive is your only peacemaker

much virtue in "objective". No
body knows exactly what i

The right of free speech does

not mean the right of free public-

ation — in somebody else's per-

iodical. In a society like ours, in

which property rights are a part

of the basic theory, the right of

free speech does mean that any-

body who can get the money can

hire the services of a printing

press and distribute its products

to all those whom he can induce

to accept them ; and generally

speaking that right is recognized

in Canada, though with certain

limitations in the Province of

Quebec.

But the rights, and the respon-

sibility, of the editor to choose

what expressions of opinion he

will put before the readers of his

paper overrides any possible right

of the holder of any possible op-

inion to get his opinion printed

in that paper. This is as true of

the editor of a university journal

as of the editor of the London

Times.

Once appointed, the university

editor owes his entire allegiance

to the organization which ap-

pointed him — not to any section

of it, and not even to the officers

of it, but to the student body as a

whole. His policy, it seems to us,

should be determined by the

character of the student body.

If it is a diversified body in

point of beliefs and opinions it

will of necessity be pretty broad-

ly tolerant of differing opinions,

and the paper should reflect that

tolerance. If it is, by the nature

of the institution, confined to a

narrow range of beliefs and op-

inions, its tolerance will be nar-

rower, and we can see no reason

why the editor should seek to

broaden it. That would be some-

thing like an attempt to "direct

thought" among the students.

Let the editor do his own ed-

iting. This is what he is appoint-

ed for. It is he, and not the op-

inion-expresser, who must decide

what expression of opinion is

"objective."

Reprinted from The Varsity
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means, which is a vast help. The

opinion which seeks expression

cannot, we assume with some

certainty, be objective, for the

basic meaning of "objective" i

"external to the mind."

One thing about the resolution

afforded us the greatest relief.

There is no suggestion in it of

the grave heresy that anybody,

no matter who, expressing any

opinion, no matter what, has a

"right" to space in the columns

of any periodical.
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Students Are Not "Wage Earners"

Charles Hockman and Lloyd Carlsen, presenting the case for

the proposed NFCUS Student Discount Plan to the Kingston

Chamber of Commerce on Thursday night, are shown conferring

with Harold Ripley (c), chairman of the Retail Merchants Com-

mittee of the Chamber. A city-wide poll will be conducted this

week to determine merchant reaction to the proposed service.

DISCOUNT PLAN STILL ALIVE

MERCHANTS PONDER VERDICT

Free Enterprise

Tops All Systems

Morison Claims

Eighteen Science Sophomores

Feel Blade Of Faculty Axe

In the wake of a devastating set of Christmas examinations,

18 students have been required to withdraw from second year of

the faculty of Applied Science. Letters from the office of the Dean

were sent out earlier this week, and received yesterday by most of

the persons concerned, advising each student that his progress had

been deemed unsatisfactory and that he would be required to leave.

A special faculty meeting held

last Friday rendered judgement on

the ill-fated group, only two of

whom were repeating their second

year.

No students in either the Faculty

of Arts or the Faculty of Medicine

were required to leave the univer-

sity as a result of Christmas marks.

Sixteen engineering students

ran afoul of a new faculty regu-

lation first formulated last Jan-

uary, and in operation for the

first time this Christmas. The
regulation, which is numbered 5

(B) in the Science calendar,

states that "second year students

who fail in seven or more courses

in December are required to

withdraw".

Dean H. G. Conn said yesterday

that the regulations were nothing

new, and that they were merely

being enforced. Last Christmas, he

said, two second-year repeaters

were required to leave Queen
when they failed more than the four

examinations allowed. Students who
are repeating first year are required

to withdraw if they fail three or

more mid-term examinations, he

said, adding that no first-year re-

peaters had done poorly in the re-

cent tests.

Commenting upon the situa-

tion in the Arts Faculty, Dean
Earl said that there was no pro-

vision for sending people home
after the results of the Christmas
exams except "in very isolated

and extreme cases." A policy of

dismissal was undertaken some
years ago but it was not carried

°ut fully. Regulation 3 of the

Arts calendar enables the Faculty
l ° "require any student to with-

(See Science, page 5)

Arts Formal

The dance of the year on

Friday, Jan. 20 in the gym.

Formal dress optional. Tickets

$7.00 at the post office, at the

Union ticket booth from 12:30

until 1 :30 p.m. every day next

Week, or from any member of

the Formal committee.

Canada and the United States

likely will have more free enter-

prise rather than less of it in the

second half of the 20th century,

"because free enterprise is what

they want," said Dr. Samuel E.

Morison, noted Harvard University

historian in delivering the second

of the Dunning Trust lectures

Thursday night in Grant Hal!. He

spoke on "Economic Freedom."

"Our mixed system of free en-

terprise, squeezed between the

upper millstone of the state and

the nether millstone of the labor

union, is still grinding out far

greater benefits, in terms of the

good life, than any other system

known to us , . . and certainly

with greater benefits than those

in any parallel system today" he

said.

In order to avoid drifting into a

social system like that of Imperial

Rome or a system akin to modern

totalitarianism, "our political and

economic institutions must be im-

plemented by religion." said Dr.

Morison.

"Free enterprise as it exists to-

day, like the laissez faire out of

which it grew, makes strong de-

mands on human nature. It can

only function in a society that

believes in God and in the He-

braic-Hellenic ethics that we in-

herit; a society where the great

majority of people respect integ-

rity and justice, practice honesty

and fair dealing, and have higher

values than mere wealth and

comfort."

"Most of the second half of the

20th century lies ahead of us. If a

substantial measure of economic

freedom is to survive, it will be

owing as much to our character and

to our wisdom as to any external

or material influences such as war,

(See Enterprise Page 5)

Federalist Party

Wants Autonomy;

Plans Annexation

A new Federalist party has

been organized on the Queen's

campus for the Mock Parliament

on Feb. 20. Latest reports reveal

that scores of followers are join-

ing the young organization.

The party's platform stresses

complete autonomy for Canada.

Princess Margaret is to become

Canada's first sovereign Queen,

ruling under a Canadian constitu-

tion and a distinctive Canadian flag.

Plans to have exiled King

Farouk become Canada's first

governor of the Queen are still

in an embryo stage. Farouk ca-

bled Federalist organizers that he

is still fostering hopes of regain-

ing his Egyptian crown.

Once Canada's autonomy is

achieved a move will be made to

annex the United States and

Mexico, which will become the

11th and 12th provinces of Can-

ada, forming a vast Canadian

contingent. Official dispatches

have been sent to President Eis-

enhower's office to inform him

of this long-awaited news.

The heads of the Federalist

party are depending on Ameri-

can pressure groups, realizing

the advantages of being absorbed

by Canadian industrial firms, to

push the proposal through the

House.

WUS Plans European Trip

For Two Queen's Students

Chamber Of Commerce To Poll 700;

Students May Yet Get 10% Sales Discount

The 700 retail merchants of the city of Kingston will be polled this week to determine their

attitude to the proposed NFCUS discount service. The result of the poll will determine the decision

of the Kingston Chamber of Commerce about the plan.

Charles H. Hockman, chairman of the Queen's committee, and Lloyd Carlsen, vice-president

of the AMS, discussed the discount plan Thursday night with the retail merchants committee of the

Chamber of Commerce. The committee passed a motion to circulate an inquiry among Kingston

merchants, since they did not feel

themselves to be in a position to

make the decision.

The merchants will be asked to

indicate their approval, disap-

proval or indifference to the plan.

The plan, which was first dis-

cussed at the 19th NFCUS an-

nual conference, proposes a 10

percent discount for university

students. An original plan drawn

up by the Queen's committee,

which was to go into effect on

Jan. 1, involved only five mer-

chants in Kingston. This scheme

met with disapproval on the part

of university officials.

The new proposals will give all

merchants in Kingston an oppor-

tunity to participate in the plan.

Members of the committee who

discussed the plan with NFCUS
representatives were all person-

ally in favor of the scheme. One
member said he had always been

strongly opposed to any organiz-

ation receiving a discount, and

also to organizations which cur-

rently receive discounts in King-

ston. These include student nurses

and members of the Aluminum

Company recreation association.

But he went on to say he was

personally in favor of the

NFCUS proposal for the reasons

outlined.

In the letter being circulated

among Kingston merchants the

(Continued on Page 4)

Two Queen's students, not yet

chosen, will be taking part in this

year's WUS summer program

which will consist of study tours

in Europe and a seminar in Ger-

many. It will last from June 12 to

September 13, when the partici-

pants arrive back in Montreal.

The students will travel in four

or five groups with leaders, and

will have a one month visit in one

of these countries: Germany,
Greece, Spain and Portugal, Yugo-

slavia, the U.S.S.R. After the tours

they will return to Germany for a

three-week seminar. The pro-

gram will end with each student

having two weeks free time before

returning to Canada.

This summer program is en-

tirely supported by grants from

Provincial Departments of Edu-

cation and other interested
groups; no money which WUS
raises for aid to students in other

countries is used.

Tricolor Boasts New Cover

As Sales Campaign Launched
By Leonor Haw
Tricolor Editor

Tricolor '56 has a new cover design, a changed arrangement of

the graduate section and four full colored pictures.

But this isn't the only reason for buying a year book. Those

who are graduating want to remember their classmates in years

to come (chuckle, chuckle), or hope to show themselves to friends

as a winning athlete or a members of a club executive.

And there are a few who make

use of the Who's Where section

for dating and things. Others

hope to bring back memories

from the candid snapshots of

campus activities.

This last reason is perhaps

closest to the goal of the Tricolor

staff this year. They are attempt-

Thanks

The WUS executive would

like to thank all those whose

co-operation has made the

SHARE campaign such a

success, and in particular

would like to thank canvassers

without whose
1

enthusiastic

and untiring efforts this cam-

paign would have been impos-

sible.

ing to preserve the spirit of a

year at Queen's university.

But for those curious to know

the "behind the scenes" story of

their year book, the following

may clarify the mystery. General

over-all planning is the begin-

ning, as the staff ponders "What

should the Tricolor bring to the

students?", "What events will

represent Queen's at its best?",

"How much space should be de-

voted to each section?"

Layout follows with the draw-

ing up of each page as it will fin-

ally appear. This involves choos-

ing pictures, and arranging copy.

One page in the finished book

gives little indication of the de-

tailed planning that went into it.

(See Tricolor, page 4)

Queen's has been allotted two

places in this program. Seven hun-

dred and fifty dollars, which is the

major part of the cost, is being met

by the Provincial government and

by the university. Each of the two

students, however, will have to

contribute $150 towards the cost

and also have $100 with them for

spending money during their trav-

elling and free time.

In the fall they will be consid-

ered for bursaries in the neigh-

bourhood of $300 each to cover

the larger part of their fees.

Any Queen's student returning

to Queen's next year, and willing

to work on the WUS Committee

at that time is eligible to apply. This

would involve working for Trea-

sure Van, writing a fairly detailed

report on the summer trip, giving

speeches, etc. The student should be

interested in international affairs,

and in people, and should be a good,

but not necessarily first-class,

scholar.

It is hoped that as many stu-

denas as possible will apply. Posters

will be put up shortly announcing

where application forms can be ob-

tained.

Aryone For Hand-Shaking?

Wrinkle it, crinkle it, stamp on it or tramp on it, and Tricolor

salesmen will still leap to take your $5. bill. They're vultures, but

they don't want you: just your money will be fine. For a fine new

bill similar to the one shown above, they will gladly hand you the

title to one spanking new Tricolor; and the strong part of their

argument is that their product would be a bargain at twice the

price.
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PECM THE

SIDELINES

MIKE MOFFAT ±\,

TRICOLOR GAIN WEEKEND SPLIT

MUSTANGS DECISION GAELS 74-42

GIVE ME THAT ! X .' Z? BALL

!

The hockey and basketball seasons both got underway over the

weekend, and the prospects seem different for the two teams. The

pucksters looked like a team with potential while downing Ryerson

5-4 in a thriller, while the hoopsters looked woefully weak in drop-

nine a 74-42 tilt to the powerful Western Mustangs.

Someone once said that in college sports, the teams play a

brand of game in accordance with the attendance that they get.

From the weekend's results, I wonder how accurate this is. The

basketball squad played before a crowd that filled the gym to

capacity but the locals seemed unable to get rolling. On the other

band the icemen played before a disgracefully small attendance on

Saturday afternoon and yet they played a very exerting game and
,

even staged a happy sensational finale by scoring twice in the last

two and a half minutes to pull the game out of the fire.

The basketballers have a lot of good reasons for turning in a

poor performance. Their squad had just been riddled by injuries

and ineligibility problems. They were playing the team that is

expected to go undefeated over the route this year. They had a lot

of rookies on the team. But none of these excuses covers the fact

that the Tricolor could have come close if they had brought their

shooting eyes along with them. During the whole course of the

second half, the Gaels sunk only three field goals. Nobody expected

that they would win, but the Mustangs didn't look as formidable

as their press reports and it could have been closer.

The cagers gave the game all they had, and at times they look-

ed very effective, but when it came to shooting, they just didn't

have it. The most surprising thing about the game, from the statis-

tical standpoint, is that fact that the Tricolor actually outshot the

Mustangs from the free throw line. Queen's made seventy percent

of the foul shots they tried, while the visitors made sbtty-three

percent of their. This makes the locals inability to shoot from the

court even more surprising. But this was the first game of the

season and the Tricolor will improve as they go.

One of the sidelights of the game was the demonstration of the

terrific popularity of Ron Stewart with the Queen's sports fans.

The little hero of the football field turned out to help the under

manned cagers and the crowd gave him ereat applause every time

he scored. Ron used a lot of speed to overcome his height disadvan-

tage (he is 5'6" while seven of ten Western players were over 6')

and he provided a few thrills for the fans in an otherwise rather

dismal game. His tremendous leg power was evident when he

jumped for, while he couldn't reach as high as his opponents,

there was more space between the bottom of his feet and the floor

than when any other player jumped. Ron, along with a fine per-

formance by Greg Stone, was the bright spot in the Gael lineup.

Over in the Jock Harty Arena, the Tricolor and the Ryerson

Rams put on an exciting show of hockey that, if not the best brand

of the game, was certainly exciting. It was close all the way through

and it was rough all the way through. The bifigest criticism of the

winners would have to be the tendency of a few of them to try

and see just how much rough and dirty play they could get away

with. They got a couple of cheap penalties for infractions that

were entirely unnecessary and while this didn't hurt them, it might

in some future game. Old timers complain about the rough play

in the pro leagues and say that pro coaches encourage such play,

but it seems that there are players in any league who will play that

way. Ryerson were no angels either.

Ryerson got a couple of unusual penalties, and one of these

cost them the decision. The first one came half way through the

last period when play resumed before the clock started. The Ryer-

son players started banging their sticks against the boards to,

attract the officials attention, and they succeeded in getting bis

attention to the tune of a misconduct penalty. Then with about

three minutes left, the Ryerson coach sent out a player to fake

substitution for one of the members of the Rams first line who
had played almost all the final period. The referee figured that this

was just a manoeuver to gain resting time for that weary trio, and

when the substitute finally skated off without a change having

been made, the official tagged the man with a minor penalty, and

while he was in the sinbin, the Tricolor tied it up.

The locals looked very good at times, and when a few more
practices help them with their passing in the centre ice section

and their pass paterns inside the opposing blue line, they will

give any opponents they may meet a real tough time of it. They
have speed and are as rugged as they need to be, if not more so.

The blueline bashers seem to be just that, and Dickie Dodds in

the nets looks like a find that any coach would like to get.

It is to be hoped that in future they get better crowds for they

put on a very exciting and entertaining show for those few who
were there.

in

Stone Hurt In Shaffer Tilt

Assumption Loses ToVarsity

Western Mustangs made the '56 basketball debut of the Gaels

a miserable one as they trampled the Tricolor crew 74-42 in the

Queen's gym. The Gaels fought every inch of the way,, but were not

i match for the powerful Westerners. At the halfway mark the

Metrasmen led 43-23 and in the final session they outscored the hap-

less Queen'smen 34-19.

Western's Chris Ellis and Queen's Greg Stone jump jor ball alotig

with Ray Monnot (41) and an unidentified Queen'sman. Other Queen's-

men are Andy Haydon and John Milliken (23). The long armed Monnot

was top po'mtgetter in Western's 74-42 win.

QUE&N'S EDGE RYERSON
PUCKMEN GAIN 5-4 WIN

by Ian Baird

Scoring twice with less than three minutes to play, the Queen's

Intermediate hockey squad squeezed past the Ryerson Rams 5-4

at the Jock Harty Arena on Saturday Afternoon. Barry Percival

clicked twice for the Tricolor; his second marker came at 18:35 of

the final period to win the game. It must be admitted that the locals

got a lot of breaks in winning. Ryerson appeared to be comfortably

nursing a 4-3 edge when they were penalized for "delaying the

game". Taking advantage of the edge in manpower. Queen's tied

the count with Ron Valiquette banging one home from a scramble

around the net.

The Mustangs were superior

in every department except foul

shooting in which Queen's hit

for 70 percent while the Western-

ers notched a creditable 64 per-

cent of their shots. Had the Gaels

been up to full strength and had

they been able to sink even a

couple of field goals, the score

would have been much closer.

Ray Monnott, who fouled out

of the game late in the third

period, was the game's top scorer.

He accounted for 21 points. Chris

Ellis and Gord Scratch were sec-

ond and third scorers with 16 and

12 hespectively. Top point-getters

for the Gaels were Stone with

16, and Bill Kerr who hooped

eight.

Andy Haydon, John Milliken,

Bruce Page and Ron Stewart

played well on defense but were

unable to cope with the amazing

accuracy of Ray Monnott's re-

bounds. Lou Veres was not the

terror that he was expected to

be and was overshadowed by

many of his team mates.

While the Gaels were losing

up here the Assumption Purple

Raiders were following suit in

Toronto. They dropped a 74-61

decision to the Varsity Blues.

The Blues led 35-34 at half

time. High man for Varsity was

centre John Dacyshyn with 18

points. All of these were scored

in the second half. Top marks-

man for the Raiders was guard

Howie Triano with 13 to his

credit.

On Saturday evening the Gaels

journeyed to Ottawa to do battle

with the Shafers and emerged on

the long end of a 56-55 score. The

squad played a much improved

brand of ball with Jim Harris©*

and his drive in jumps, Bruce

Page with his jump shots and

John Milliken with his set shoot-

ing, being the pick of the crop.

Unfortunately for the Tricolor

Greg Stone was injured and he

may be sidelined for a while with

a broken finger, depending on re-

sult of x-rays.

In the opening period, both

teams were flying full tilt but

were unable to dent each other's

armour. Ryerson came closest

when Louis Lessard sifted in un-

molested on goalie Dodd* only

to have Dick come through with

a spectacular save to keep the

Rams away from that important

First gonl. Two penalties were

called in the period, both to Ryer-

son.

In the second session, both

squads found the range. Barry

Percival got the Tricolor off on

the right foot when he split the

defence, walked in and made no

mistake at close range. Ryerson,

however, answered with two

quick goals, one by Roger Rudi

ak, and another by Paul Mathews

and the fans prepared to watch

the see-saw teeter. Ron Vali-

quette was nailed for elbowing,

but while Queen's were short

handed. Ian MacKay fired a bul-

let from the Ryerson blueline

which goaltender Thompson
seemed to catch and mishandle

as the puck trickled through the

twine off his pads.

Once again Ryerson moved out

in front. Ron Scarello. who set

up their first marker, trapped a

passout, faked a slapshot, then

lifted the puck over Dodds and

into the cage. Then Eric Cbidley

beat Dick with a long one to

make it four-two. When it seem

ed as if Ryerson were going to

pull away, Don Keenlyside pulled

the Tricolor closer from a close

in scramble to end the second

period scoring.

The officials began to crack down

on the rough play that had ear-

marked the first two periods. Ry-

erson ran into two early penalties

for tripping and roughing but

Queen's, despite applying sus-

tained pressure, failed to capital-

ize. The clock stopped ticking

and the Ryerson bench started to

clap the boards to attract the ref-

eree's attention. This action re-

sulted in a misconduct penalty

against the Rams.

As the game progressed, that

one goal looked bigger and big-

ger. Then, when Don McCrae

ran into a penalty for holding,

GOLDEN GALS WIN

BEAT MOUNT ROYAL

reall" look as if thebegan to

game was on ice.

In a desperate move, the ref-

eree assessed Ryerson a two min-

ute minor penalty for delaying

the game, and the Gaels finally

came through, "Bad Man" Vali-

quette tying it. Percival's win-

ner came when both sides were

at full strength.

It was a hard-checking fast

skating tussle that could have

gone either way. Play raced from

one end to another throughout

and there were surprisingly few

stoppages of play. Queen's first

line of Percival, Hermiston and

McKay was outstanding, but

probably didn't see as much ac-

tion as Ryerson's trio of Rudiak,

Scarccllo and Lessard. Don Mc-

Crae did a lot of carrying and Val-

iquette, despite his penalties was

a standout at the blueline.

On Saturday afternoon the

Golden Gals romped to a 48-34

win over the girls of Mount

Royal. Queen's had the game
well under control at all times,

but they missed many scoring

chances. The points were well

distributed among the forwards

with B. J. Hardie top scorer with

1 3 points, folowed closely by
Diane Barras with 11.

The first half of the game fea-

tured stellar play from B. J. and

Barb Clair. B. J.,
using her left-

handed push shot, put in 8 out

of the 13 points in the first quar-

ter. In the second quarter, the

trio of Clair, Scott and Bell com-

bined for 15 points. Barb Clair,

one of the smoothest ball hand-

lers on the club, set up several

plays, as well as scoring 6 of the

15 points. Although a few of her

passes were too low for her tal-

ler team-mates, her speed and in-

terceptions made her a standout.

Barb Scott, a first year student,

played good fast ball, going in

for many rebounds. Although a

little too fast on most of her

shots, she showed lots of fight.

On the whole, rebounding was

poor, and the passes could be

vastly improved. The passes were

often too low and valuable time

was lost.

Masterson Signs

With Stampeders

Calgary Stampeders announced

the signing of Bob Mastersom

who has been coach of the Var-

sity Blues for the past seve«

years. Masterson will manage the

pro squad in the Western Inter-

provincial League.

The University of Toronto has

not yet named his replacement.

INTERCOLLEGIATE
BASKETBALL RESULTS

Friday, Jan. 13

Western. 74 — Queen's 42

Varsity, 74 — Assumption, 61

Saturday, Jan. 14

Western, 63 — McGiU, 48

Assumption, 69 — McMaater, 59

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

Dial 7135

town and country

Restaurants

Highway No. 2, Cataraqui, Ont.

• Princess at Clergy Streets,
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Impressions Of Cambridge
The following article was received from Charles Taylor, a graduate] torn, leaving- you with it, suspended for a fearful second above the

of Queen's, class of Arts '55. Mr. Taylor is at present in London, water as the barge floats on, so that only a leap to a mercifully

England. His impressions of Cambridge were formed during 'visit in close bank saves you from immediate dunking? One envies the

October of 1955.

By Charles Taylor

Sitting ... to make a start ... on a blanket with a bottle of

native cider and a sufficiently learned book on a knoll, grassy as all

knolls must be, in a field called "Scholar's Peace" beside the soft

flowing Cam at the back of Kings College, shortly before being
evicted by a politely indignant groundsman.

After -emerging through tunnels and factories, shaken, dirty

and tired, from the sooty soul-trap of London, the first impression

of Cambridge is one of peace and calm, the hot sun burning on my
hack evoking a drowsy, somnolent mood. Along the Cam. a solemn
fleet of ducks makes its steady way, barring an occasional detour

around an even more sedate swan. Voices and the sound of shoes

on gravel come lightly across the still river as blackgowned under-

graduates stand talking in small groups or walk with books along

the well-worn paths. The air is fresh and full of country smells;

birds call to each other above the sound of cars on a nearby road,

muffled by a thick wood of stately elms. Peace and calm, the schol-

ar's peace, first rest a jumpy city mind, thrust suddenly on a world in

which the frantic, surface cares seem renounced for deeper joys . . .

a world quietly confident in the weight and dignity of its own
tradition.

A world summed up perhaps in the student who learns from a

third- storey window at the back of John's College, a book in one

hand, a fishing line in the other, his brightly colored float bobbing

in the river below. He is still there half an hour later as we return

from my first venture at punting on the Cam.
A difficult pleasure this. How does one handle ten feet of drip-

ping, greasy pole which cither becomes entangled in the willows

overhead or sticks finally and irretrievably in the sludge at the hot-

A PARABLE FOR BHGINBBRS

STEAM
SHOVEL

Invention of Hank Flys Apart With A Clank

And after night of fort in faraway Land of Home did Scribe

return with heavy pump of cardial nature to drizzling Land of kin.

And was Scribe forced to make journey of return on puffing horse

of Fc due to minor difficulties occuring to vehicle owned by the

Clawed-One on journey to Land ot Home. For were numerous and

varied objects of reciprocating nature (produced by Hank) thrown

wildly from beneath bonnet (also produced by Hank) all over

stretch of road of loneliest nature near thriving county town of

Dunlops made famous as home of the Basket. But even so did

Scribe return safely and at earliest opportunity did answer clarion

call of fairest Maid Marion.

Great Numbers Of Pintz Are Consumed By Heintz

And on Eve of Tue were eardrums of Scribe sensitized by

rumours that warriorz of Heinz were to hold meeting of year of

belter than usual stature. And so did Scribe venture forth unto trail

of future Queen's and approach warily into Cav of Whigs. And after

cleverly evading line-up of raucous warriors did Scribe enter into

smoke-infested cav. And were great epiantities of fluid?, of amber

seen to disappear down parched throats of warriorz of every nature,

even most lowly Clodz of Eartz. And were many of same Clodz

(being of immature nature and losing control even after smallest

volumes of amber fluid) restrained from attacking entertainment

which did approach twice the quality of brawlz of former seasons

though 'tis true that duration of last act was insufficient to please

connoisseurs of such art.

Gaelz Net Less Than Nags Of Wes

And it came to pass on eve of Fria that Gaelz of Gold did round

up enough warriorz to do battle with nags of Wes who did pass

spheroid through circular plane of hoop with precision of nature of

timepiece. But did Gaelz with questionable aid of big-time? tackle,

show form of almost opposite nature with result that tears of defeat

were overcome by fiery liquids obtained at store of dime. But was

all not lost as golden wearers of blades did manage victory on

Aft of Saturn in Cav of Jock.

But now as Sol-the-Fiery-Onc does lower self below line of

horizon must Scribe ready self for horizontal plane of feather for

does the Hangman require warrioz at plant of superheated vapours

of aqua-pura on morn of Mon.

suave young man who poles his way so casually in the barge ahead,

able at the same time to talk to and make laugh the disturbingly

pretty girl who has come down to visit him for the day. One feels

awkward, too, as the rowers in their practice boats skim proudly

past, disdainful of your amateur efforts, their flashing oars sweep-

ing wide arcs of imminent peril.

After this humiliation in the bright sun. Kings College Chapel,

centuries old and wrapped in shadowed splendour in the half-light

of one hundred candles, is a welcome retreat. The voices of the

choir, blending with the swelling organ, resound from the height

of the dark and indiscernable ceiling, and bring back the sense

that here is a world wdiere one can lapse without fear into the deep

strata of the spirit. Only the mundane intonations of the preacher

as he chants his way through the Anglican evensong shatter the

illusion.

Walking back from the chapel. Orange streaks across the rich

blue of the evening sky. The heavy mist lays white sheets, goss-

anicr-thin, on the green swath of the opposite bank ; the same mist

wrapping itself around the buildings of ancient stone, adding to the

majesty and magic of their age.

The dining hall is next . . . cold and monastic with plain, ins-

titutional food eaten from bare wooden tables by scholars sitting

on hard benches. Suddenly meeting E. M. Forster. the first truly

great writer one has met, sitting there surrounded by potraits of

himself and other Kings College greats, painted from every age and

in every style, which flank the panelled hall. How does one talk

to greatness — throw off the cloak of worship and put the questions

that burn inside? One doesn't. Instead we talk of common things,

haltingly, with long and awkward gaps. I look at this stooped and

rounded man, the soft face, the weak chin, the kindly eyes, the

gentle voice, and wonder how this can be the last great English

novelist. His books have moved me as few books can, but we talk

of weather and the rowing. Too much separates us — my own rev-

erence and inhibitions, his own greatness, two literary generations

and the unkind but inescapable thought that here is a burnt-out

candle in a neon age.

Next, along the path to the residence, a warm and welcoming

light in each window. The students rooms all on 'stairs.' Privacy

and a sense of community. The shoes put out each night will be

returned in the morning, shined and with a copy of The Times neat-

ly folded underneath. The outer doors of heavy oak that can be shut

for complete privacy but seldom are. Each sitting room a crowded,

cozy scholar's den. The sofa before the gas fire, the jumble of books

and pipes, tobacco cans and papers, mugs and blankets, stray food

and stray clothing. Each room a secure little world where others

drop in for drinks, smoke and conversation fill the air, the others

go and the scholar turns back to his desk.

Bui about now an uneasy feeling is noticed — the heretic

thought that all is not well beneath the calm exterior. Something

lacks.

First and only partially ... so obviously a man's world, or a

partial man's. No trace of femininity, even among the few girl

students. A world of gowns and tobacco, long talking walks and

back for evening port, rowing and politics, clubs and college colors.

Tantalising, yet incomplete.

The strange legends. The grey-haired professor who boasts,

after drinks, he was the last man to sleep with Rupert Brooke.

The don who said at another don's wedding . . . but this is school

boy talk, after-lights-out chatter. Enough of it.

Partial yet symptomatic. This world of spirit is not won with-

out its price. These fine, sensitive faces, the delicate intonations, the

studied manners — strange at such an age. A touch of decadence,

perhaps; a lack of contact with a larger world.

The wise old man just seen once wrote: "only connect the

prose and the passion," here the link seems lost.

The pilgrimage was over; the spell began to wear; to board

the train was almost a relief. Suddenly, the city's busy throb was

needed. My Soho world had never looked so good. Here were wel-

come smells, dirt and noise; the bookies in small, excited groups,

filling Rupert street before the late results; the local girls taking

up their beats on Compton street and Frith ; the fruitseller's cry, the

street band's blare, the accustomed faces at the Coach and Horses.

The sweat of life . . . the real and phony mixed as ever, but in a

headier brew . . . tears and laughter or a cynic's mask against the

world that throws him down.

Prose, surely . . . but not without a taste of poetry and a savour

of passion. I was back; the decision was complete.

Phone 6381 103 Princess Street

Exclusive Monufocturers and Distributors for
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COMPLETE WITH GOLD WIRE CREST AND BUTTONS

The following article does not

necessarily reflect the opinions of

any member of the Journal Staff.

There may however be a moral

here someivhere.

Three men, a lawyer, a doctor

and an engineer, appeared before

St. Peter as he stood guarding

the pearly gates.

The lawyer stepped forward.

With confidence and assurance

he proceeded to deliver an elo-

quent address which left St.

Peter dazed and bewildered. Be-

fore the venerable Saint could

recover, the lawyer quickly hand-

ed him a writ of mandamus
pushed him aside, and strode

through the open portals.

Next came the doctor. With
impressive, dignified hearing, he

introduced himself : "I am Dr
Brown". St. Peter received him

cordially. "I feel I know you

Dr. Brown. Many of those who
preceded you said you had sent

them here. Welcome!"

The engineer, modest and dif

fident, had been standing in the

background. He now stepped

forward. "I'm looking for a job,

he said. St. Peter wearily shook

his head.

"t am sorry", he replied,

have no work here for you. If you

want a job you can go to hell.'

This response sounded familiar

to the engineer and made him

feel more at home. "Very well,"

he said, "I have had hell all my
life, so I guess I can stand it bet-

ter than the others".

St. Peter was puzzled. "Look

here, young man, what are you?"

"I am an engineer," came the

reply.

WHEREVER YOU DINE,

INSIST ON

WILMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS

"Oh, yes," said St. Peter. "Do

you belong to the Locomotive

Brotherhood?"

No, I am sorry", the engineer

responded apologetically, "I am
different kind of engineer."

"I do not understand," said St.

Peter. What on earth do you do?"

The engineer recalled a defini-

tion, and calmly replied: "I ap-

ply mathematical principles to

the control of natural forces."

This sounded meaningless to

St. Peter and his temper got the

best of him. "Young man," he

said, "you can go to hell with

your mathematical principles and

try your hand on some of the

natural forces there."

And it came to pass that

strange reports began to reach

St. Peter. The celestial denizens,

who had amused themselves in

the past by looking down upon

the less fortunate creatures in the

Inferno, commenced asking for

transfers to that other domain.

Puzzled, St. Peter sent messen-

gers to visit hell and to report

back to him. They returned all

excited, and reported to St.

Peter:

"That engineer you sent down

there has completely transformed

the place so that you would not

know it now. Pic has harnessed

the fiery furnaces for light and

power. He has flung bridges

across the bottomless abyss and

has bored tunnels through obsid-

ian cliffs. He has created paved

streets, gardens, parks and play-

grounds, lakes, rivers, and beau-

tiful waterfalls. That engineer

has gone through hell and has

made of it a realm of thriving In-

dus trv."
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See him today.

KINGSTON BRANCH OFFICE — PRINCESS AND MONTREAL STS.,

BRANCH MANAGER — D. R. ROUGHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U.

REPRESENTATIVES

W. I STONESS, C.L.U., K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U.

STEPHEN ROUGHTON, B.A.
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Box Office Not Practical

States Fine Arts Committee
IT'S A FAMILY AFFAIR

The Fine Arts Committee re-

ports the possibility of a campus

box office is not feasible as a

result of investigation into the

matter.

It was suggested the post of-

fice be combined as a campus

box and post office. The Univer-

sity treasurer pointed out to the

committee such a proposition

would entail increasing the post

office staff, which cannot be done

at this time.

However, the treasurer said

the post office is available for

ticket sales, provided students do

the selling. The east window is

equipped with drawers for stor-

ing tickets and a cash box, and

sales may be caried out during

hours the post office is open.

The Fine Arts Committee

hopes in the near future a per-

manent box office will be estab-

lished on campus, thus providing

students and staff with a more

efficient method of obtaining

tickets to university functions.

"Wrecks" From Georgia Tech

Protest Racial Segregation

Hawaii : The 'Ka Leo O Hawaii',

U. of Hawaii's paper, recently ap-

plauded the students riots up north

in Georgia over the question of seg-

regation in sports. Remarked Ka

Leo, "There are supposedly two

inviolable institutions in the South,

segregation and football, and when

they met head-on recently, football

won by a mile and that's what we

call progress."

"Governor Marvin Griffin, de-

fender of Dark Ages faith, saw a

threat to southern stability when

Georgia Tech contracted to play

Pittsburgh in the Sugar Bowl he-

cause Pitt carried a Negro player

on its roster . . . Griffin appealed

to the State Board of Regents to

cancel games against any team with

Negro players or against teams

playing in stadiums where the

audiences were unsegregated. The

"Rambling Wrecks of Georgia

Tech" did not take this "threat" to

their social order quite so seriously

as the threat to their footfall for-

tunes and they were soon in the

streets rambling and wrecking in a

protest which carried up to the

Governor's porch."

But when the Board agreed to

allow the Sugar Bowl game and

made a ruling whereby Georgia

was eliminated as a national foot-

ball power, the students were in the

streets again, burning the governor

and the Board in effigy. Says Ka

Leo, "Georgia's shame has become

a topic of national interest. To us

there is something dignified and

far-reaching about that student mob

and we respect every last howling

one of those people in it."

Two heads, and two degrees, are better than one, say Queen's

co-ed Marilyn Stephens (1) and her mother, Mrs. Lillian Stephens.

Both Stephens girls wil be receiving sheepskins come April
:
Marilyn

a B.A. in English and philosophy; her mother an M,A. in English.

Levana Exhibit

An exhibition of Canadian

painters will be presented to

Queen's students and the

Kingston public in Grant hall

from Jan. 23 to 27 inclusive.

The exhibit, sponsored by

the Levana Society, is direct-

ed by A. Jarvis of the Na-

tional Art Gallery in Ottawa.

Mr. Jarvis will say a few

words on the exhibition after

his university lecture on art

beginning at 8 p.m.

Discount Plan Opportunity

For Merchants Advertising
(Continued from Page 1)

NFCUS committee points out the

SDS is a program of co-operation

and mutual assistance between

students and merchants. The

students offer their purchasing

power in return for reduction in

retail prices of goods. The service

is intended to give temporary fi-

nancial relief to students, not to

provide the final answer to their

economic problems.

The letter also points out that

participation in the discount pro-

gram would provide the local

merchant with an advertising op-

Home Cooked Meals

For Students
AT 102 CLERGY STREET EAST

Rate $1 0.00 For 6 Day Week
3 MEALS PER DAY

Commencing Friday,

January 13th, 1956

WUS Campaign
Ends Tonight

"The WUS drive for funds to

help foreign students has pas

the $1,600 dollar mark," Phil

Clapp, campaign chairman of

Queen's WUS told the Journal

yesterday.

Presently campaigners are con-

centrating on the faculty in an

effort to collect all contributions by

tonight's deadline. All those who

have not yet made their donations

to WUS are asked to do so at the

post office today.

Hanson & Edgar
Dance PRINTERS Printing ol

Programs Phone 4114 Every Description

portunity that could not be dup-

licated by any other medium. His

business would be identified with

a student program sponsored by

the student government and the

national student organization

;

the location of his store would be

widely circulated throughout the

campus.

The circular continues, "The

discount program will not prov-

ide substantial reductions of the

type which will permit more

young people to attend college

This is an optimistic misconcept-

ion. More realistically, it will re

lieve certain economic pressures

and it does permit some improve

ment in student welfare. A mer

chant willing to lower his profit

expectations to favor the limited

income of the college student

makes a significant moral as well

as economic contribution to the

student community and event-

ually, to the community and the

nation as a whole."

NFCUS feels that because

students are not wage earners

they are more deserving of a 10

percent discount than other or

ganizations which currently rec-

eive one. A survey conducted at

Queen's two years ago indicated

the cost of a year at Queen's was
from $1,100 to $1,500, depending

on the faculty. Average income

per student was $647.

Three Members

AttendQueen's

By Morna Reid

The Stephens' family is an ex-

cellent advertisement for Queen's.

Mother, daughter and son are all

studying here this year. Mrs. L. E.

R. Stephens is taking her M.A. de-

gree in English, her daughter

Marilyn is a final year student in

honours English and philosophy

and her brother Richard is in his

freshman year in honours English

and history.

Mrs. Stephens, formally Lillian

Newell of Kingston won the El-

len M. Nickle scholarship in

English when she entered
Queen's in 1927. After she mar-

ried she moved to Sudbury with

her husband who was a Queen's

gold medalist of Science '24. In

1952 Marilyn came to Queen's

on the same scholarship won by

her mother 25 years before.

After the death last year of her

husband, then principal of Sud-

bury's mining and technical school,

Mrs. Stephens decided to return

to Kingston and make it her per-

manent home.

As well as studying for her de-

gree Mrs. Stephens lectures in

English here. She expects to get

her degree by the fall and then

perhaps to continue with her

teaching work at the university.

Marilyn plans to go to Europe

after she graduates, probably to

London. She has not yet decided

whether she will continue studying

there.

Assistance Needed

By Guild For Play

"French Without Tears", Queen's

Drama Guild second-term produc-

tion, is under way with Professor

G. H. Quimby directing.

Prof. Quimby wil! use a simpli-

fied modern set for the play. He

hopes there will be students outside

the Guild interested in gaining ex-

perience in this new type of staging.

A production schedule has been

drawn up, with the afternoons of

the week of Jan. 23 being assigned

to building the sets. Anyone in-

terested in gaining experience in

any phase of amateur theatrical

production is asked to contact any

member of the Drama Guild, or to

see Prof. Quimby at the Drama

Lounge.

Tricolor Attempts

To Capture Spirit
(Continued from Page 1)

This year the four colored pic-

tures of Queen's campus will of-

fer a permanent record of the

university as it really is, with all

its dignity. There will also be

dnotones of familiar campus

sights in the graduate section.

These will be features in red,

gold, blue or green depending on

the faculty. As for the new cover

design — it's a secret.

The most pressing question

about Tricolor from the student

body is "When will it come out,

anyway?" The past two volumes

having been considerably late in

delivery, and have caused much
concern to the staff. Although it

is easy to say "This year will be

different", we have confidence

that the publishing firm of Year-

book House in Kansas City Mis-

souri will meet this year's con-

tract — a promise of finished

books in Kingston between May
15 and 22.

Two or three days must be al-

lowed for the packing and mail-

ing of books to students. This

means students should receive

their Tricolors sometime during

the last week in May. This date

may set a record as the earliest

that Queen's yearbooks have

ever been delivered.

It is up to students to help in

meeting it by sending candid

snapshots to the AMS or Tricolor

office before January 22. At that

time the Who's Where section

must be completed, and any stud-

ent whose pictures were not tak-

en at registration are asked to

contact Sandy McCrudden at

Muir House by tomorrow for an

appointment.

Since a yearbook is essentially

a pictorial representation of col-

lege life, Tricolor '56 owes a great

deal to its photographers Frank

Pickard, Larry Wong, Don Nichol-

son and Harry Meredith who made

possible this presentation.

In spite of added attractions

the cost of Tricolor "56 will not

be increased. Still an even $5.00.

Be prepared to enjoy your uni-

versity year Ions after it has pass-

ed, Order your Tricolor now!

for active sports

Above: No. 407-Hi-Low Witch-

ery, firs! wired bra ever with

oil-day comfort I . . . because
Hat, flexible RIBBON WIRE oul-

linet Ihe cups individually.

Embroidered cotton. A cup, 32-

36
;
B cup, 32-40; C cup, 32-42.

Price $3.50 Below: No. 9502-
while broadcloth, curve-stitch-

ed undercups, foom rubber
interlining.A cup. 30-36; B cup,

32-38. Price $2.00

1956 ENGINEERING & SCIENCE

GRADUATES

—fr x

Canada's largest aircraft manufacturer, Canadair Limited,

offers attractive openings to engineers whose basic qualifi-

cations lie in one of the following fields:

AERODYNAMICS
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
CIVIL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

MATHEMATICS & PHYSICS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
METALLURGICAL

ENGINEERING
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING THERMODYNAMICS
ENGINEERING PHYSICS NUCLEAR PHYSICS

These openings are for design, research and development of

advanced aircraft and guided missiles, as well as nuclear

applications in the commercial field. An interesting training

program is offered to selected applicants.

OUR REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE HERE

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS

'Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails'

TRICOLOR
SALESMEN

Wed. & Thurs.,

Jan. 25 & 26

PLEASE CONTACT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR APPOINTMENT

C-L
£j©|

CANADAIR
I M 1

MONTREAL

STANOLIND OIL AND GAS COMPANY
CALGARY, ALBERTA

OFFERS A CAREER IN ACCOUNTING
TO COMMERCE GRADUATES

If you are interested in investigating the possibility of employment

with a progressive oil company of over 8,500 employees and one

that offers opportunity, advancement and recognition, there may

be a place for you with Stanolind Oil and Gas Company.

Mr. E. J. Hughes, Company Representative, will visit the campus

to interview applicants on Friday, January 20th. Further information

available at the University Employment Office.

Here are your Tricolor sales-

men for '56. For the convenience

of those who do not know any of

the salesmen, the year book may
also be ordered from the Queen's

Post Office.

ARTS : Rob Dunlop, Glen

Hagerman, Laird O'Brien and

Frank Pickard.

THEOLOGY: Peter Paris

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS:
Chuck Umpherson.

LEVANA: Mo Conlon, Sue

Doan, Kitty Gillespie, Barb Gun-

yon, Leonor Haw, Shirley Hold-

croft, Beth Holmes, Eva Hra-

chovec, Beth Mahaffey, Ann
Mancautclli, Phyllis Sallcns, Ann
Stephenson and Kathy Totten.

MEDICINE: Robin Bolton,

Nick Diamant, Bryan Blair, Bob

Langford, Don Wolochow, and

Lionel Rabin.

SCIENCE '56: Al Frazer, Jim

Gibbons and Ed Jull.

SCIENCE '57: Bob Bird, Ken
Culver, Doug Foley and Bill

Martin.

SCIENCE '58: Jim Bennett

and Roy Stevenson.

SCIENCE 59 : Glen Convey

Keith Dawson, Ted Lutz and

Norm White.
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GERMAN EXCHANGE

Post-Graduate Society
There will be a meeting on

Thursday at 8 p.m. in the Mc-

Neill House common room. Dr.

H. W. Harkness of the physics

dept. will be guest speaker.

*
Mixed Chorus

Students of all faculties who

are interested in singing are in-

vited to join the newly organized

Queen's Mixed Chorus. The next

rehearsal will be held tomorrow

at 7 p.m. in St. James Anglican

Church, Union St.

*
Bell Telephone

This evening at 7:30 p.m. in

the McLaughlin Room of the

Students' Union, Mr. R. B. Mc-

Giverin and Mr. R. D. A. Cook

of the Bell Telephone Company
of Canada will hold a brief dis-

cussion period for graduating

men who are considering em-

ployment. Of particular interest

to graduates in Engineering,

Commerce and Arts, the discus-

sion will centre on career oppor-

tunities in that Company.

*
Camera Club

There will be a meeting this

evening at 8 p.m. in Committee

Room 2 with Douglas Phippin

giving a talk on photography.

*
Drum Majorette

All applications to be sent to

Miss S. Dyer or Al Hitchcock

and should include the appli-

cant's name, address and phone

number. Further information

may be obtained by dialing 6346.

+ *
Meds Choir

Rehearsal Thursday at 7 p.m.

in Wallace Hall. Any interested

Medsmen welcome.

Maths and Physics Club

The Maths and Physics club

will be showing the film on Op-

penheimer this Thursday at 7

p.m. in room 306 of Ontario Hall.

All interested members of the

student body and faculty are

welcome.

*
All Arts Freshmen

See notice on bulletin board in

Union regarding compulsory lab-

or on Arts Formal.

Arts '58

All those who haven't paid

year fees (§2j are requested to

leave them in the Post office in

Vin Martin's name. Year cards

will be given.

Wrestling
Last year's team and anyone

interested in wrestling is urged to

turn out tonight at 5 p.m. in the

gym lecture room, next to the

Padre's office, for a brief discus-

sion and an outline of coining

events.

QCF
Rev. Harry Robinson will give

a Bible study lecture on the se-

cond half of the first chapter of

Philippians in Morgan's Mem-
orial Chapel tomorrow at 12:45

p.m. There will also be a skating

party on Friday at 8 p.m. at the

Jock Harty Arena. Lunch will be

served afterwards at 164 Barrie

St.

Biology Society

There will be a meeting to-

night at 8:15 p.m. in in the Sen-

ate Room of the Old Arts build-

ing. Mr. J. Lucas will speak on

the topic. "Of Cabbages and

Kings".

* *
Arts '59

Don't forget your year elec-

tions tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the

Biology Lecture room.

* *
Skiers

Queen's Ski Club will broad-

cast snow reports and ski news

over CFRC Friday and Saturday.

Consult the radio schedule for

times. If any skiers are driving

a car to any ski areas and want

passengers, please phone Mel

Fielding at 58322. The club is

also sponsoring a trip to the

Laurentians on Feb. 18 and 19.

Low cost of about $30. For more

information call Jan Leask at

8003, Shirley Proctor at 4792,

Dave Bews at 26816, or Mel

Fielding.

*
Attention Fat Men

A new fat men's club is being

formed to prove that fat men are

more cuddly, and make better

husbands. Members are urged to

look happy and cuddly at all

times.

The German Academic Exchange

Bureau has offered to Queen's

University a scholarship of 3,000

DM (approximately $750.00) for

the year 1956-57. This can be held

at any university in the Federal

Republic of Germany or in West

Berlin. Students of all faculties are

eligible, provided they have success

fully completed two years of uni

versity work, but preference will be

given to those who will have grad-

uated by May, 1956. Some knowl-

edge of German is required.

Further inormation may be ob-

tained from the Head of the De-

partment of German, to whom ap-

plication should be made in writing

by Friday, January 20th.

Free Enterprise Most Beneficial

Justification Of System Needed
(Continued from Page 1)

technology and the exploitation of

natural resources. In other words,

only a really Christian common-

wealth is capable of preserving

freedom ; and without freedom,

nothing in what we call civilization

is worth preserving," said Dr.

Morison.

'Economic freedom as com-

CompaniesTo Hold

Annual Interviews

Frosh Labor List

Posted In Union

Preparation for the Arts Formal

is in full swing as the date of the

big dance draws near. Artists have

been working furiously, behind

locked doors in the New Arts

building, on large eye-catching

murals.

The team of freshman labor will

begin work tomorrow night con-

structing the wooden framework

for the gym walls. All freshmen are

asked to look at the labor schedule

posted on the bulletin board in the

Union.

Science Failures
(Continued from Page 1)

draw whose conduct, attendance,

work or progress is deemed un-

satisfactory". This regulation is

however employed only "in ex-

treme cases" said the Dean.

Dr. H. D. McEwen, Secretary

of the Faculty of Medicine, stated

that exam results were poorer than

usual this year but he did not know

the reason why. Medical students

who do poorly at Christmas are

not required to leave. Dr. McEwen

concluded, "We wouldn't be

cruel."

Various companies will be visit-

ing the campus for recruitment

purposes during this week. Inter-

views may be arranged at the

Employment Office in the Students'

Union.

Following is a list of the firms:

Steel Company of Canada; Cana-

dian Pratt & Whitney; Canadian

Hanson & Van Winkle; General

Motors Diesel; Central Mortgage

and Housing; RCA Victor; Sch-

lumberger Well Surveying Corp.;

Canadian Blower and Forge; Bell

B. F. Goodrich; Cartier

Canadian International

Pa"per~T Canadian National Rail

ways; Stanolind; Burroughs Add-

ing Machine.; Anglo-Newfoundland

Development ; Powers Regulator

;

Department of Public Works; A.

P. Green Fire Brick Company.

Lanaciian r

Paper r Ce

Classified \Ads

Lost

Pair of glasses. Finder please

phone 2-6030, reward.

Blue and silver Waterman's

fountain pen and green ever-

sharp. Finder please call Wally

at 4154.

Wanted

Ride to Toronto and return

leaving Feb. 3. Three will share

gas. Call Bill Brunt at

Hon

monly understood", he said,

"means in the economic field,

free trade and free currency ex-

change. In the domestic field,

with which I am principally con-

cerned, it means freedom to

choose your profession or occu-

pation, free competition at all

levels, freedom to grow rich or

go broke, freedom to make all

the profits you can, to acquire a

fortune, and to bequeath or in-

herit said fortune. Economic

freedom means private enterprise

and the free market as against

statism or socialism, or the rig-

ged market."

A public policy of laissez faire

was never carried to the extreme

degree in Britain that it was

Canada and the U.S., for the abuses

of the free enterprise, system were

earlier recognized in Britain and

earlier corrected.

The stock market crash of 1929

followed by the depression that

lasted until World War II proved

to be the great divide of the 20th

century for the U.S. and Canada.

Fortunately the United States

"elected a president of daring,

imagination and unquenchable op-

timism" . . . President Franklin D.

Roosevelt.

"To me there is no question

that the measures known as the

New Deal . . . haphazard, waste

ful and uncoordinated though

they were . . . saved the capitalist

system in the U.S. and the demo

cratic government as well . .

conditions were so desperate in

1933 . . . that if we had not had

FDR we would have had a Huey

Long or several like him."

Discussing the new free enter-

prise, Dr. Morison said that in the

really big industries in the U.S.

today, competition is never permit-

ted to carry through to its logical

end. Nobody wants that. If things

get out of hand and competition

threatens to become ruinous, gov-

ernment is asked to step in and

referee a plan controlling the entire

industry.

Today 135 corporate Goliaths in

the U.S. own 45 per cent of the

industrial assets of the U.S.

Although the great prizes of

the future are likely to go to the

giant corporations, or "concen-

trates", since they alone have the

capital for large-scale production,

there is plenty of room left for

the little fellows in our economy,

he said.

McNeill

4th floor South House.

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES, HOME COOKED FOOD

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

MOONLIGHT LUNCH
FULL COURSE DINNERS CHINESE DISHES

Lunches prepared to take out.

SPECIAL FOR STUDENTS
Meal Tickers: $5.50 for only $4.75

527 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 6972 and 2-9001

BOOKS
THAT PLEASE EVERYBODY

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
MONTREAL AT BROCK STREETS KINGSTON

HAPPY CORNER RESTAURANT
SPECIAL MEAL TICKETS FOR STUDENTS

We serve ITALIAN SPAGHETTI

533 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2-8013

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT

Kingston's Leading Restaurant

SINCE 19 19

1956 Engineering and Chemistry Gradnates

A representative of B. F. Goodrich Canada Limited

will be on the campus

JANUARY 19th AND 20th

to interview 1956 Engineering Graduates in Chem-

ical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, end

Chemistry, to fill new positions created by plant

expansion and the building of a new Chemical Plant.

Please see your campus Employment Office for

details of interview rimes.

B. F. GOODRICH CANADA LTD.

"Galloping capitalism," said Dr.

Morison, had given Canada and the

U.S. its greatest prosperity, and

this free enterprise would grow

greater rather than less during the

rest of this century.

CFRC
Thursday Night

7 ;00—Music for Moderns

7 ;15—News — Bob Black

7:20—Sports — Mike Clancy

7:30—Bits and Pieces — Jim

Bethune, Joe Devine

8:00—Levana — Anne Hayes,

Jennifer Tilley

8:15—Interlude — Hilary War-

ren

8:30—Jean Baptiste

9:00—Hightower Here!

9:30—Words in Our Time

10:00—The Concert Hour

11:00—News — Bob Black

11 :05—Night Music

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

68'/2 Princess Street Kingston Phone 2-1761

Quality that Pleases . . . Service that Satisfy*

Serving Queen's Students and Staff

Since 1 879 —
ROBERT BRUCE, Ltd.

— 170 PRINCESS STREET —

With Fine Drygoods — Men's Furnishings —
And the Newest Fashions for Women.

You're sure of the Quality at Brutes'

L"
Where do YOU fit

THE BELL TELEPHONE'S

Career Picture?

With your degree, whether it is in

ENGINEERING
SCIENCE
COMMERCE
ARTS

... you can look to a rewarding management

future in this rapidly expending Industry. To

inform you further, c brief group discussion

will be held in the McLaughlin Room of the

Students' Memorial Union, Tuesday, January

17th ot 7:30 p.m.

Our Employment Manager will

visit the Campus on January 18th,

19th. Interviews may be arranged

through the Employment Service

of the University.

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CANADA
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Second Thoughts

The AMS has rejected a recommendation to establish a perm-

anent student police force. It was generally felt that such a pol-

ice force would be an inadequate answer to the serious problem of

student conduct. More fruitful fields for improvement were held

to be the revision of the freshmen reception program, alteration of

the constitution of the AMS Court, and the development o£ a

stronger sense of responsibility in the senior students.

It is heartening to find the student government engaged in the

discussion of these matters at this time of year. Most cases of stud-

ent misconduct seem to arise in the fall in conjunction with the

football season. The atmosphere then is not conducive to reason-

able discussion for in the heat of the moment passions are aroused

and outside pressures are great. A rational, intelligent approach to

the problem is necessary, and now is the time for such discussion.

All agree that some control over student actions is necessary.

Serious incidents occurred during the last term which reflected no

credit on those involved as individuals, and which further, by

assocation, brought discredit upon all who are members of Queen's

University.

Some changes in the freshman program and in the constitution

of the AMS Court are in the offing. It is to be hoped that these

proposals will be publicized in order that they may be studied and

criticized as widely as possible. This action might stimulate the

latent sense of responsibility in senior students. Further thought

needs to be given to other means of preventing outbreaks of van-

dalism among students. The proposed new seating plan for football

games may have a beneficial effect. Again, it is time that a frank

approach was made to the whole complicated question of student

drinking which lies behind many cases of misconduct.

The repetition of phrases about the long tradition of student

self-government at Queen's can become tedious. Nevertheless, this

tradition exists and it now rests in our hands. If we cannot dis-

cipline ourselves we will have failed to uphold it.

The "Best" Not Good Enough

The widely publicized statement by Dr. Marcus Long of the

University of Toronto that Canada's education system is "one of

the world's worst" deserved the criticism it received from Principal

V/. A. Mackintosh and others. But one critic of Dr. Long, Dean A.

C. Lewis of the Ontario College of Education, did not improve the

matter. Mr. Lewis while saying that sweeping statements like Dr.

Long's are made without sufficient background, went on to claim

that Ontario's education system is "the best in Canada." This atti-

tude of smug self-satisfaction will do nothing towards improving

deficiencies which now exist.

As long as eduactors remain concerned about inadequacies in

the country's education system, there is a possibility of improve-

ment. One of the greatest enemies of change is complacency. And
complacency on the part of the Dean of the Ontario College of

Education is especially dangerous, because in that college lies the

greatest possibility for improvement in the province's education

system. It is the only training centre for high school teachers in

Ontario. A monopoly like this involves serious responsibilities. The

college has the power to refuse to accept or to graduate students

who do not agree with the methods it upholds. University grad-

uates who might consider teaching as a career often go into some-

thing else because they disagree with the system of OCE, and there

is no other choice.

With the teacher shortage as critical as it is all over Canada,

it is now possible for a university graduate, or even a person who
has not graduated, to obtain a teaching position without any train-

ing at all. As the teacher shortage increases with the expected in-

crease in school enrollment, this trend will become more pronoun-

ced unless facilities for training teachers increase. Ontario's educa-

tion system cannot be expected to improve, or even to maintain

the standards it has now reached, if completely or partially unqual-

ified people hold teaching positions.

The teacher shortage has become critical. It is necessary to en-

courage more and more people to enter the profession. This is not

being done to any great extent. As long.as OCE holds the monopoly
in teacher training, it must do everything it can to attract people

to it, and to make teaching an interesting and rewarding profession.

The self-satisfaction expressed by Mr. Lewis is not enough.

There must also be a constant effort to improve present standards,

and this can only be done through more and better teachers.

Letter From France

Conversation Piece

Aye, There's The Rub

We westerners claim to be civilized. We look down our cultiv-

ated and highly educated noses at the more primitive peoples. And
now the inadequacies of oar way of life are being laid open by

scientific research; the pleasant pastime of kissing has been con-

demned. Disenchantment has set in. Humbly we must turn to the

scorned and primitive ways of the Eskimo. Kissing is passe. The
time has come for a return to the healthy custom of rubbing noses.

The future of Young Canada hangs in the balance. The lowly

Eskimo may one day be reckoned as the saviour of the nation.

The Canadian people have prob-

ably never felt that they had a

mission to perform, except perhaps

during the two world wars. We are

not a heroic people, nor are we

particularly gifted with imagina-

tion. We tend as a nation to follow

the lead of our great British and

American brethren.

In a world as dangerous and

complicated as ours that is only

natural. Canada has neither the

population nor the industrial might

to make a big international splash

— at least not in the way the

Americans and Russians do.

And yet, as I see it, Canada

could play an important, perhaps

decisive, role, in pacifying the world

if she so chose. The role would

involve a trifling amount of self-

sacrifice on the part of every Cana-

dian, but none of us would starve

and I think we'd all be the better

for it.

The problem Canada can help

solve is that posed by the famous

"underdeveloped areas of South-

cast Asia." These nations — India,

Pakistan, Ceylon, Burma, Indo-

nesia, Thailand and Indo-China —
have been the subject of thousands

of speeches by well-meaning people.

In fact, everybody is in danger of

becoming lost in a fog of cliches

and forgetting how very important

(and in need of help) Asia really

is.

In essence the problem is fairly

simple. Since the Second World
War more than half a billion peo-

ple in that part of the world have
found themselves — after de-

cades of struggle — living in free,

independent and poverty-stricken

nations.

They want to retain their free-

dom and independence but they are

determined to get rid of their

poverty by whatever means they

find to hand.

One other thing we in the western

world have to remember : these

people are not barbarians in need
of western culture; many of them
may not be able to read or write,

but they all partake of a civilization

as deeply-rooted and worthy as

that of the west.

At the moment Asians are look-

ing around for assistance. They've

found a great deal in the west,

though the amount seems ludic-

rously small in view of our vast

wealth. And, too, we westerners

By Bernard Dellac

(Ed. Note. Mr. Dellac graduated

in Commerce from Queen's in 1954

and since then has received his

Diplomc H.E.C. in France. He

writes that he hopes his article will

clear up some of the criticisms- about

France which have recently ap-

peared in the American Press.)

At a moment when the inter-

national situation in France
seems to have reached a low

point, one must stress the huge

effort of a French nation which

works and gets appreciable re-

sults in such fields as industry,

transport and energy production.

France today is suffering from a

destiny which affects nations as

well as people: its popularity de-

creases as its difficulties rise.

Under these conditions, one

might expect Frenchmen to use

all the trumps in their hands.

Nevertheless there has been no

great attempt to make known

the important side of the working

France of 1956.

By Tony King

are apt to coat our help with a layer

of propaganda and bombast ill-

suited to calm Asian sensibilities.

The Americans are the worst

offenders in this regard. They give

a great deal of aid to Pakistan —
which supports the west militarily

— and comparatively little to India,

which does not, and then wonder

why Asians are afraid of a new

imperialism and don't trust the

United States.

A poll in India's West Bengal

last week revealed that 31 per

cent of those polled thought the

U.S. is "wilfully preparing for a

war of aggression" while only 2

per cent thought Russia was do-

ing the same thing. (And these

people are not Communists.)

As anyone who reads the papers

can see, Russia is making great

headway in convincing Asians that

the Communist way is the surest

way to economic salvation. Unless

we act quickly an irreparable rift

is going to occur between the west

— with its liberal political ideals

— and the half a billion people

who live on the other side of the

world. It would be a horrible thing

if, over the next fifty years or so,

our inaction were to deliver Asia

into the Communist fold.

What has all this to do with us

as Canadians? Aside from imme-

diate political considerations, it

means that we have half a billion

neighbors who desperately need our

help if they are not to live in pov-

erty and misery for generations to

come. And we in Canada are in a

position to give that help — self-

lessly and without condescension.

Canada can do little to build up

western military defences. Why
don't we take it upon ourselves —
as our own Canadian project — to

do far more than our share to help

South-east Asia? Instead of giving

$34 million to the Colombo Plan,

why don't we give $150 million?

That's only ten dollars a head. We
can aford it. Why not put it on the

income tax form : "Tax for the

assistance of the peoples of South-

east Asia"?

I, for one would he more than

glad to shell out the ten bucks. Then
I, as a Canadian, would have some-

thing to be really proud of —
something different, something uni-

quely satisfying and uniquely our

own. Not just another ten bucks to

the government, but ten bucks to

fulfill a mission.

If some statistician were to un-

dertake a Gallup-like inquiry all

over the world about the most

recent engineering achievements

in France, it is doubtful that few

people would be able to give even

a few items of the following list:

the largest pier in the world (Le

Havre); the highest teleferic

system in the world (Aigville du

Midi) ; the most powerful fire-

pump in the world; the longest

pipe-line in Europe; the most

important hydro-electric station

in Africa (Bin el Ouidane).

But there is more; how many

people know that hydro-electric

energy production in France has

more than doubled in the last six

years ; and that tremendous

works presently undertaken

Letters .

Aloha Wheel

Editor, Journal:

At last, at last! Hawaii is now

undeniably eligible for statehood.

A despatch of high significance

was published in the last issue of

our award-winning Journal. The

CUP editor is to be highly com-

mended for her attention to duty

in reading all those papers and

ferreting out this great piece of

news.

The Congress of the United

States of America is now under

serious obligation to admit Hawaii

to the full status of a sovereign

state of the union. We at Queen's

can look with pride on this great

achievement for we are in part re-

sponsible. Surely it must be the

fame of our achievements that has

brought the University of Hawaii

to proclaim itself the peer of any

university on this continent. I refer,

Madame Editor, to the tearing

down of the goal posts at a recent

football game in Hawaii. Floreat

Academia! (Loose translation: Get

the cross-bar).

H. J. Bethunc.

We Hope So Too

Editor, Journal

:

Congratulations to the Queen's

Journal for winning the top award

for excellence among Canadian

university newspapers ! I trust that

the Journal will be able to continue

in its excellence for another year,

and so keep the Southam Trophy

at Queen's.

H. J. Wilkinson

along the Rhone valley will be

comparable with the T.V.A. in

the United States? Each year the

president of the Republic pre-

sides at the inauguration of such

masterpieces as Donzere-Mon-

dragon, Genissiat and Tignes.

The best example of French

modesty in regard to its achieve-

ments is the railway system. Dur-

ing the last war most of it was

terribly damaged, either by bom-

bing or sabotage. A full reorgan-

ization and reconstruction was

necessary in 1945. The result is

tremendous : engines, made in

France, are the most powerful

and the most rapid in the world;

the average speed on the main

lines is the highest in the world;

the cars offer a comfort still un-

known in the rest of Europe; in

international punctuality statis-

tics French trains are far ahead.

According to a recent statement

by a famous American expert in

this line, "The system is the best

in the world." Nevertheless a

non-French traveller shows an

inexplicable scepticism about
their efficiency.

A mining industry, the total

capacity of which is comparable

to that of the Ruhr in spite of un-

favorable conditions of exploita-

tion; a steel industry, among the

first in Europe; one of the lead-

ing motor industries in the world

—all these constitute the second

side of Unknown France. Very

little has been said about them.

The trend is such that no French-

men has made any real effort to

correct the common belief that

Albert Schweitzer was German-

born .'

Some say "France is down

;

France is finished !" And France

replies by quoting Mauriac, Mal-

raux, Picasso or Le Corbusier,

with the obstinacy of the old-

fashioned gentleman who holds

for "les bonnes maniere s".

Frenchmen consider that steam-

engines and machines have no

place in decent talk. But this does

not necessarily mean they do not

make them

!
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Wake up Dickie there's work to be done!

(Arts Formal Committee member Dick Dodds catches 40 winks as

work for Moonlight In Vermont goes on night and day.)

Arts Society AMS Elections

At the regular meeting of the

Arts Society executive on Mon-

day night it was decided to hold

elections for junior and senior

AMS Representatives on Monday
and Tuesday January 30th and

31st. In keeping with the Soci-

ety's constitution nominations

will therefore close on Wednes-

day January 24th at 12 noon. The
office of Senior Representative

is open to any members of the

Society entering their final
year. The office of Junior Repre-

sentative is open to any member
of the society except freshmen.

Nominations require the signa-

tures of five members of the So-

ciety and may be given to the

president, Peter Zarry or to the

four year presidents or to any

member of the executive.

The executive decided to urge

all members of the Society to

take a greater interest in these

elections and also in the Society

elections which will take place in

February. The percentage of the

total number of eligible voters,

at the polls last year was only

about 33%. It is to be hoped that

this year will see a larger num-
ber of both candidates and voters

taking part.

This year's representatives.

Kip Summers and John Mac-

Donald, are both graduating and
so it falls to the three years re-

maining to fill these very import-

ant and responsible positions.

The lack of interest has come to

a head the executive feels, and so

every effort must be made to sti-

mulate the members of the Soci-

ety to come forward and assume

a greater role in the Society's

affairs.

Two Debates

Not just one but two star-stud-

ded teams of Queen's debators

will be in action Monday at seven

as the first round of the Inter-

University Debating League
eliminations gets under way.

R.M.C. is the opposition and the

question is, "Resolved that Can-

ada should have a separate codi-

fied Bill of Rights."

One Queen's team will he at

R.M.C. and the other will be

meeting an R.M.C. team in the

Co-ed Lounge at the Students

Lmcn Speaking ior Queen z will

be Allen Kear. John Graham, Ian

McGregor and Robert McLarty.

In accordance with IUDL
practice the winners of this con-

test will go on to meet the win-

ners of the Ottawa University,

Carleton College eliminations.

Should Queen's keep on winning

they will face the other Ontario

winners, the Quebec winners, the

Maritime winners, the Western

Canada winners and eventually

with $200 in prize money and a

boat ticket in their pockets go off

to meet the best debators in the

British Isles.

Since this the first year the

Queen's Debating Club has been

in the Inter-University Debating

League, the Club hopes for a

good turn-out Monday and ex-

tends a cordial invitation to all.

hig

ght

atio

tar

has In'jlaced

ground of Knotty pine wallpaper

which lends a real sense of au-

thenticity to the scene. The main

gym has become for this one

night only the interior of a ski

lodge, built for many varied pur-

poses, the least of which is to

house prospective skiers. The
second feature of the dance is the

music of The Commodores of

Belleville who have developed

around this University a reputa-

tion for good music.

A great deal of credit must be

given to Dick Davis and his com-

mittee for producing what many
are calling the best formal yet,

despite the handicap of operating

under the strain of a decreased

budget. The ^^U^^ani
parations ha^^^^f car,

over the pasi^^^^Jnd
tenstvely ove^^^^Bt fe

Invaluable ai^^Hen g
many of the^^^^Htlly

Dean's Message
Once again Arts Week has come. For many this is the first, although

most students in Arts have memories of one or more. To the University,

however, and to those who, like myself, have been here for some time, it

Uals

drink, are to be decorated with

some scenes that can not be just-

ly described without a firsthand

view. They are the work of the

fertile minds of Doug McKay
and Jules Craft.

Assisting Convenor Dick Dav-

is, are Lloyd Jones, Bob Mosier.

Ross and Ray Hermiston, Don
Taillefer, Bill McKechnie, Stu

Robertson, Vin Martin, Jim Vice,

John Farnsworth, Jules Craft,

Dick Dodds, Doug McKay, Don
McEachern, Chuck Finley, Norm
May, and Graham Skerrett.

An erstwhile member of the

Arts Society has described the

theme of this year's "big do" as

"real cool". It is an old, hack-

neyed expression by now but per-

t Mgj^Bnost apt descrip-

tlui^^^^H given. Whatever

t h^l ^Jibout the dance,

t it is not unique

ultimate in fine

Dr. S .E. Mo

Academic

ed States is

ed in univer

faculties, wh
with religiou

He, Jewish ;

Dr. S. E. M
erican histor

third and fina

eedom

Grant

Mon-
riing Trust Lecture in

Hall, Queen's University

day night.

Previously Dr. Morison had

given lectures under the Dunning

Trust on political freedom and

economic freedom, and Monday

night he spoke on academic free-

dom. Principal W. A. Mackintosh

presided at the meeting.

Dr. Morison said that academ-

ic freedom, like the other two,

was not an absolute freedom,

"but must be exercised in a

framework of academic disci-

pline, which includes good man-

ners, good taste, and a decent re-

spect for the opinions of the non-

academic."

ipeech and to en-

that other citi-

|out being moles-

:d from his aca-

iscussed academ-

r various topics,

elopment of the

concept in the United States, the

historical background in the Uni-

ted Kingdom, communism and

science and academic freedoms.

Communism, he added, was very

rare among the professional peda-

gogues.

The profession of the univer-

sity teachers has not enjoyed the

respect in the United States that

it has in Great Britain, or even

the respect it had in the U.S. 100

years ago.

The U.S. public, he added, docs

not relish attacks on the journal-

istic, clerical and medical pro-

fessions, but it "loves to see pro-

fessors doing the hotfoot like

Strasburg geese."

The constant 'yammering' at pro-

pther in

tu

special "tliank you" should go out

to "Doc" Hardin and his staff for

their advertising and to Bob Mosier

for the invaluable aid given me.

Those who are fortunate enough to be in attendance at the dance

will join with those members of hte Arts Society who have been following

the progress of the preparation, in sincere respect and admiration for a

job well done.

I personally feel that for the graduating year, this dance will be

marked down as a milestone in a college career, and that for the remain^

ing undergraduate members of the Arts Society, it will be remembered

as an evening supreme in entertainment and valued as an occasion to be

enjoyed even after its passing.

Dick Davis.

ARTS CONCERT
The Arts Concert for 1956 is

featuring the return of the inter-

nationally famous Leslie Bell

Singers. The concert organizer

Pete McClelland said today that

the concert date has een set for

Tuesday February 15, in Grant

Hall at 8:30 p.m. In their first

appearance three years ago, they

sang in front of a capacity house

at Grant Hall.

Organized in 1939 as a girl's

CLASSES CALLED
It has been agreed to

call classes on Saturday
morning. January 21,

under the arangement
between the Faculty of

Arts and the Arts Soci-

ety which permits one
holiday in each term,

the date to be selected

by the students.

Classes will meet as

usual on Friday, Janu-
ary 20 and Monday, Jan-

uary 23.

JEAN I. ROYCE
Registrar

choir, the Leslie Bell Singers to-

day boast of the greatest listen-

ing audience in the history of

Canadian radio, and they have

been heard by countless people

in the United States. So great has

been their success that they now
partake in their own television

program, the most elaborate and

costly one produced in Canada.

The tremendous popularity of

their RCA Victor records and of

their overseas transcriptions have

resulted in continually renewed

contracts in those fields. Their

films, one of which was awarded

first prize at the International

Film Festival in Venice, have had

long runs in such cities as New
York and London.

By carefully auditioning thous-

ands of girls, Dr. Bell has ac-

cumulated voices of unusual

range which allow the group all

the scope of a mixed chorus. His

consistent use of a capelta music

has achieved the three qualities

for which his girl singers are

famous — tonal balance, accurate

intonation, and flawless diction.

These resources along with dra-

(Continued on Page 5)

President's Message . . .

May I take this opportunity to extend on behalf of the executive

and myself sincere greetings to all the members of the Arts Society. I

would like also to offer a warm welcome to the many visitors and

graduates zvho may be returning this weekend to renetv old friendships.

The graduating year must face the ending of their undergraduate

\he

Peter Zarry.
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IN THIS
CORNER...

• +
By MIKE CLANCY

How To Spectate At Football—

If possible be early. Get down on the cinder track and stroll up

and down as if you know something;. Every once and a while take

a pad and pencil out of your pocket and, being sure to wet the tip

of your pencil first, mark something down. Spies always wet the

tips of pencils.

Never be without a thermos. This will prove to people that

you are an old time supporter and know football like a book. If

you are a Queen's fan be sure to buy a Tricolor pennant and sit as

close as you can to the centre of the Varsity cheering section.

As soon as the game starts turn your portable radio on as

loudly as possible. You may pick up a game being played in the

United States, and then you can comment on how much better our

game would be if there was unlimited interference and the free

catch.

If you have your girl friend with you, always strive to embarass

her by talking loudly and leaping to your feet when Queen's gets

the ball. Never fail to mention what you would have done whenever

the Toronto quarterback gets the ball. Mutter "raw deal" as often

as possible.

Always be sure, whenever Lou Bruce catches a pass, to say

something about a stop and go, an out, and out and in and out, a

hook, a zee in or a zee out. This will mark you as a student of the

game.

When Stewart carries the ball, always make some remark

about Pep Leadley and if there is time, mention Carl Kadingle-

hoofer. If someone should happen to ask who is Carl Kadinglehoofer,

look at him incredulously and nudge your neighbour as if you

can't believe it. This will spoil the other fellow's day without

fail. Whisper something about Kandinglehoofer being the greatest

of them all.

Never call a middle a tackle or an inside a guard. This will

distinguish you as a hard-bitten colonial who obpects to the Amer-

ican influence.

When Gary Schreider is hurt leap to your feet and let your

voice catch. If the fans are watching you, look at them horror-

stricken and say something about what Schreider had said the last

time he was out to the house to dinner. This will convince people

that you palsy-walsy with football players and you will get a lot

more respect.

Take this opporutnity to slump down in your seat and say

something about their being that for the old Gaels. Add something

about how you don't mind losing the $100 as long as Gary is

alright.

Never fail to comment when a Queen's player does something

brilliant. Mention how you always knew he would make good when
you first scouted him at high school. If you are not sure who he

is, shut up and open your Thermos.

Try to keep up with plays for long gains. When McMahon
catches another touchdown pass, remark that the play figured to

happen as the situation was ripe. Regard the Toronto defense with

pity and say you'll have to look up old Bob Masterson and buy him

a drink when it is all over.

Never look at a programme. Tins is for novices. If people catch

you doing that they might think that you don't know all the num-
bers by heart.

If somebody should ask you who was the ball carrier and you
don't know, either look at him with pity again or say that you were
watching the shooting linebacker taking out the pulling inside.

The latter is recommended if you have already used one of

more looks of pity but should be saved for silent periods.

As the score mounts either way, throw up your hands with more
frequency and take longer pulls at the thermos. Chain smoke. Say
something about Schreider again and throw in BUI Surphlis as

often as possible.

When it is over, wave to some of the players. There is always
a chance that they might wave back. Remark that you must get to

the dressing room and say hello to Ron, Jay and good old Frank.
Cheer up the gang.

TRICOLOR HEADS FOR HAMILTON
IN SEARCH OF INITIAL VICTORY

RAY HOFFMAN MURRY OSBORNE
Rough and Ready . . . Fast and Steady . . .

Pucksters Invade The South

Play St. Lawrence U. Saturday

The Queen's hockey conting-

ent wil invade the United States

in ful force tomorrow to do battle

with St. Lawrence University.

Coach Lex Chisholm is taking

two teams with him on the trip.

The first squad will play the St.

Lawrence Seniors and the second

group will play the St. Law-

rence Intermediates. Dick Dodds

will be in goal for the senior

game while Bert Brooks, who is

currently performing for the se-

cond place Kingston Goodyears

will be between the pipes for the

Gaels in the Intermediate tussle.

Dick Hill has been talked out

of retirement for one day and will

make the trip in order to add

strength to the Gael attack

against the American Intermedi-

ate team. The Tricolor will be

heading south of the border free

of all injuries except for Dick

Dodds who was cut above the eye

by a puck in a Wednesday night

scrimmage.

Stone Will Be In Action

Despite Cast On Finger

Queen's basketball Gaels, in

search of their first season victory,

will engage the McMaster Marau-

ders tomorrow evening in Hamil-

ton. The latest worry for Frank

Tindall is the condition of Greg

Stone's finger which was broken

last weekend. Greg insists that he

will be able to play however. Jim

Harrison's injured hand is healed.

Latimer, who at the pre-

resembles a man from

was released from the

hospital this week. At the present

"Lash", who had a nose operation,

is forced to walk around the campus

with his face in a cast. He should

be ready to play in about two

weeks.

In all probability Ron Stewart

and Jim Hughes, who offered their

services when the Gaels were short-

handed, will not make the journey.

"Lash

sent time

outer space

Dear Abner . ,

.

Dear Abner:

I am a girl and I am in trouble.

No, not that kind of trouble—dam

it. I have been going to Queen's

for four years and like most of the

other girls have not been able to

snag a man. I was born in Boston,

Our Birdwatchers

To See McGill

Intermediate B-Ball
Tired of dancing, seeing shows, going out with girls etc! Then

why not drop around to the Queen's Gym on Saturday night and
take in the basketball game between the Queen's Intermediates and
the Warren's Orphans. Last week-end the squad won a thrill-

ing 61-59 victory over the Ryerson Rams and sent the fans home
with something to talk about. This year's Intermediates are next
year's Seniors, so let's give them the support they well deserve

Well, this Saturday promises to

be a challenge for a group of

Queen's bird watchers (badminton

that is). Accompanied by their

coach, Mrs. Betty Colborne, 4

members of the intercollegiate team,

Ed Koenig, Sc. '57, Keith Arm-

strong, Sc. '57, Mary Rapaway,

Arts '59 and Sylvia Joyce, Arts

'58, will travel to Montreal to par-

ticipate in McGill's annual "Sports

Xight". This tournament is the

answer to the need for intercolle-

giate competition in mixed doubles'

badminton, voiced by Mrs. Colborne

at the last meeting of the Inter-

collegiate Athletic Board. Although

only Queen's will participate this

vear, it is hoped that other univer-

sities will enter in future years.

Four types of competition will be

featured at the meet : girl's and

boy's singles and doubles, and

mixed doubles.

Best of luck in Montreal, gang.

May the best team win, and let's

hope its Queen's.

What All Men Should Know
About The Sport Of Queen's

A census taker friend of mine, whose job is to increase the

population, recently conducted a secret poll on this campus. The

results of his extensive survey reveal beyond a doubt that the

sport of Kings is Queen's and the sport of Queen's is chesterfield

rugby. He also stated that, despite the lack of material to work

with, 96?c of the campus males were extremely anxious to particip-

ate in the sport in hopes of obtaining a degree in Honours Anatomy

(or is it, On-a-tummy). For the 4% who were unfamiliar with the
D^ Frustrated;

subject in question we will discuss in this article, the pre-reqmsites

for participation, the pre-game, game, and post-game activities, in Stop smokmg

order to further their knowledge of the sport.

PRE-REQUISITES

Any male or female, regardless of faculty, is eligible for com-

petition. Yon must be willing to start at the bottom and work your

way up. Everyone should have a goal in mind and always strive

for perfection. Remember these mottos, "Practice makes perfect",

"It at first you don't succeed, try, try, again", and "Don't put off

till tomorrow what you can do today",

The more active participants can be fairly easily distinguished

by (1) Their low marks) (2) Their white faces (3) Their calloused

hands and scratched faces.

PRE-GAME ACTIVITIES

Loosen up your muscles by squeezing small rubber balls in

your hands. Make sure that the playing field is cleared of all non-

competitors since their presence will only mess up your plays and

stop you from scoring. If at all possible you should make an attempt

to gather up all the information possible from others about your

opponents weaknesses on defence. Butter up your opponent with

long, lingering glances before the game gets underway.

GAME HIGHLIGHTS
Many penalties can be imposed during this game. Two of the

major penalties are holding and interference. Definitions: Holding-

degree of penalty depends on just what you are holding; Interfer-

ence—imposed on your opponent when attempts are made to stop

your advances.

As soon as play starts head in the direction of your opponents

end. Try and penetrate the defenses as quickly as possible. In

other words, take 'em by surprise. As you near the goal line don't

panic or you are liable to fumble away your chances. Your op-

ponent will probably try a desperate goal-line stand in order to

stop you. A quick plunge will be expected, so the best bet is to run

wide and go around the end if you want to score.

After the touchdown the hands of your opponent will probably

be thrown up in despair. Your opponent usually adopts a defeatist

attitude and becomes resigned to the fate at hand. From here on in

you're laughing and will probably go onto an undefeated season

at Queen's.

Massachusettes and when I couldn't

catch a male down there I decided

to try Queen's. Unfortunately the

men here take me out for only one

reason — my American cigarettes.

What can I do to get a man?

"Frustrated."

Abner.

Home Cooked Meals

For Students
AT 102 CLERGY STREET EAST

Rare $1 0.00 For 6 Day Week

3 MEALS PER DAY

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

Dial 7135

town and country

Restaurants

Highway No. 2, Cataraqui, Ont.

• Princess at Clergy Streets,
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What Collitch Did For Me

Ski Club
Queen's Ski Club will broad-

cast snow reports and ski news

over C.F.R.C. Friday and Satur-

day evenings. Consult the

C.F.R.C. Schedule for times.

If any skiers are driving a car

to any ski areas and want pas-

sengers, will you please phone

Mel Fielding at 5S32.

*
Newman Club

Sunday, January 22 - 7:00 p.m.

Benediction - St. Mary's Cathed-

7:30 p.m. Newman Nitc

Jeanne Mance Residence. Discus-

sion Group followed by special

programme for foreign students.

*
Student Wives Club

The next meeting of the Stu-

dent Wive's Club will lie held on

January 24th at 8:15 p.m. in the

lounge of the Science Club

Rooms, Clark Hall. Ml student's

wives are welcome.

Q.C.F.
There will be a skating party

at the Jock Harty Arena on Fri-

day at 8:00 p.m. Lunch will be

served afterwards at 164 Barrie

St.

On Sunday, January 22 at 4 :30

p.m. there will be a Sunday Af-

ternoon Tea in St. James Parish

Mall. Speaker will be Desmond

Bowen, post-grad in History.

*
Art's Post Formal

Saturday, J a n u a ry 21st at

Grant Hall. Dancing 9:00 p.m. till

Mid-night. Con Baker's Orches-

tra. Admission $1.25 a couple.

*
Drum Majorette

AH applications may be sent to

Miss S. Dyer or Al Hitchcock

and should include the applicants

name, address and phone num-

ber.

Further information may be

obtained by dialing 6346.
*'

Glee Club
Rehearsal and Flection of Of-

ficers for next years cxecutice —
Monday 7:15 — Douglas Library

Music Room.
*

Queen's Revue
Advance sale tickets. Holders

have first choice on seating plan.

On sale A.M.S. Office.

Canterbury Club And SCM
There will be a joint meeting

of the Canterbury Club and SCM
on Sunday, J anuary 22 in St.

George's Cathedral Library after

Evensong. The topic will be the

recent Athens Conference.

* *
Hillel House Film Series

Sunday January 22 al 8:00 p.m.

Hillel at Queen's will continue

their film scries by presenting

"Open City". This is an Italian

film produced and directed by

Roberto Rossclini and .-.tarring

Anna Mangani. The story centres

around the German occupation of

Rome.
All students are cordially in-

cited to attend.

*
I.R.C,

The Ambassador from Isreal,

His Excellency Mr. M ichcal

Comay will address an open

meeting of the club on Monday,

Jan. 23 at 4:15 p.m. in the Co-ed

Lounge.

*
University Service

Third University Service of the

new term will be conducted by

the University Pailrc in Grant

Hal! Sunday al 11 a.m. Subject of

the sermon is "Tests to Tell

Right from Wron.g" Principal

Mackintosh and Lloyd Carlsen

will read the lessons. "The Co!-

Ie£,nr;£ ' ill sm£- and DUr.nor

Home will be at the organ.

CFRC

Classified Ads

Room available in Muir House.

Apply to Dean of Women.

Wanted

Ride to Toronto and return

leaving Feb. 3rd. Three will share

gas. Call Bill Brunt at McNeill

House, 4th floor South House.

Medical Text, "Functional An-

atomy of a Mamma!" by Leech

and "An Atlas of Cat Anatomy"

by Field and Taylor. Phone 9651,

Terry Watts.

Lost

In the vicinity of the Medical

Bldgs.. a red wallet containing

valuable papc-rs. Reward. Phone

3771, S. J. Sims.

Last night I slew my darling wife

Stretched her on the flooring.

I was loath to take her life

—

But I had to stop her snoring.

By ]. Michael Clancy

/. Michael Clancy, erstwhile assistant sports editor and Junior out

of Pangbom, has opened his literary vchts to bring the "Arts Issue" this

insight into "collitch" life. Appearing originally in Toronto, Ont.; J

Michael Clancy has followed a path of minor destruction to the Journalism

Department at Queen's. He expects to continue his work in Journalism

unless a sudden degeneration of the legal profession turns- his interest

in that direction.

I was sittin' on the curb stariu' up at the skyscrapers, jeez

they're amazin', when some clown walkin" by flicks the ashes off

his cigar and the wind carries them right into me eyes. I was mad

of course, but bcin' a mild-mannered guy, I didn't say nothin'. I just

watched the guy go up the street and when he threw the butt away

1 got up and went over to it. (I had to hurry because some bum

was tryna beat me to it.) I picked up the butt, nonchalantly of

course but it was still a degradiu' thing for me to do—me, Louie

Gasparini, a collitch Man!

Collitch! I been sittin' here thinkin' about it since I picked up

the butt. Man, I'll never forget them days! 1 remember the day my

old man said to me, "Louie," he said, "Louie, I want youse to finish

high school this year 'cause I'm gonna send youse to collitch. I want,

youse to amount to somethin'." Jeez I was impressed; my old man,

Pasquaie, Gasparini, a bookie, wantin' me to ge to collitch. From

that dav on 1 quit hangiu' round the pool room on Jarvis Street.

(Well, three days a week anyhow).

Man, did I make a hit with the boys! Nick Alfano said to me,

"Louie, will va write to me on that fancy collitch writin' paper,

huh? Will ya?" "Sure I will, Nick," I said; "I'll write everybody

fancy letters." Nick could hardly read but it made him feel good to

tret letters.

I finally finished high school, and the next year I went to col-

litch. Good old Eastwcsteni U! What a collitch! It had buildings

covered with real ivy, a football team with red and white suits, and

broads, man you shoulda seen the broads. This was just the place

I'd bin luokin' for!

For awhile I had to room in a dormitory with a Swede kid

from the North. He had a pitcher on his dresser of a pale lookin'

dame with stringy while hair, and he'd sit and stare at it for an

hour before he'd go to bed each night. Jeez, I couldn't see it. He

didn't give me no trouble, though come to think of it, I didn't see

much of him at all, 'cause I never spent much of my time in the

dorm. It didn't take me long to get to know the ropes of the place,

and man, after a week, I knew all the best lookin' broads on the

campus, and they knew me — personally ! This one broad, a real

classy waitress, measured 42 - 24 - 36. Man, what a personality

!

After a coupla months the fraternities came around to talk to

us freshman. That was for me — fraternity life! Man, that was real

collitch! I joined up with the Beta Kappa Gammas because they

had a real class)- house. The old man was real proud about me join-

in' a frat and he was glad to shell out the loot for my rent at the

house. "Louie is gonna amount to somethin' ", he used to say.

Man, it was a great life; never a dull moment!

I never did get a chance to write to Nick on any fancy station-

ery. He wasn't too happy about it neither; and now that I think

about it, I feel kinda bad. Nick's got a good job with the city now.

Classes was a snap compared to high school, they never took

attendance -, and whenever a test came up I'd slip one of the smart

guys in the house a coupla bucks and he'd take it for me. That was

another advantage of fraternity life!

After a while the old man gave me a car; he was that proud

of me I really didn't need one though, 'cause all the broads I

went out with had cars. Some ofthem even had the cabooses to

go with the cars. Ha! Ha! But bavin my own was all right too—

I could take out the broads who didn't have any cars. My car was

a yellow Mere convertible, and man would that bomb go! One day

we were out in the country and we saw a farmer on a tractor ahead

of us on the road. I stepped on the gas and blew the horn, and we

forced the old buzzard off the road, and he turned over. Ha! Ha!

—the crazy pranks us collitch kids used to pull!

I passed al! my courses (well, enough to get me by) for three

years, and by the time I got to be a senior I was in real good

shape. Man, I knew all the angles! Whenever the boys ran short

of booze at a dance or somethin', they always knew who to come

to for more. I always had a few extra "micks" around and they were

always welcome to them—at a good cut to me of course.

It ain't hard for a smart guy to make money in collitch

I could sec some real big dough just lyin' around waitin* to be taken.,

Besides selliu' liquor, I decided to follow in my old man's footsteps

(he'll be proud 1 thought) and I started makiu' book on the football

games. Everything was goin' fine and I w as cleanin' up until I got

greedy and tried to get myself an edge on the odds. I propositioned

1490 kc

Friday

6:30—Odds and Ends—G. Sker-

rett, N. May.

7 :00—Stardust—D. Wong.

7:30—Ski Snow Conditions Re-

port.

7:35—Campus Capers—L. Robb-

ins, I. Sutherland.

8 :00—Birdland—D. Cooper, P.

Ward.

8 :30—Show Tunes—P. Guthrie.

9:00—Interlude.

9:30—Our Choice—B. Phillips, J.

Pryce.

10:00—Ski Snow Conditions Re-

port.

10:05—1490 Pops—D. Harrison.

1 1 :00—Mellow Mood—J. Pryce.

1 1 :30—Starlite Serenade.

12:00—Sign Off.

Saturday

6:00—Warm Up.

6:30—Ranch 1490—B. Phillips.

7:00—Hits and Misses—A. Dor-

land, E. Williamson.

7:30—Ski Snow Conditions Re-

port.

7 :35_On The Upbeat—A. Mat-

thews.

8:00—In The Upbeat—D. Thom-

son.

9:00—1490 Classics—B. Sander-

son.

10:00—Ski Snow Conditions Re-

port.

10 :05—Interlude—D. McNaughton.

10:30—Around The Campfire—L.

Berk.

11 :00—Cook's Musical Tour—K.
Cook.

1 1 :30—Lonesome Lemon—A. Non-

ymous.

12:00—Sign Off.

gytonfjam Stmt

BVDINNAM Br WII.LIAH STS.

rev. R. H. N. Davidson
OA.. O.O., TH.M.

minister

Lloyd Zurbrigg
organist ano choir master

SUNDAY, JANUARY 22ND

11 A.M.—Essentials

7.30 p.m.—The Clory of Cod

.45 P.M.—Social Hour

All Young People.

For

(anglican)

King St. at Johnson St.

EPIPHANY III

SUNDAY, JANUARY 22ND

8.00 a.m.—Holy Communion

915 a .m .—Parish Communior

11.00 a.m.—Morning Prayer

7,00 p.m.—Evensong

Students and all Young People

are especially welcome.

(flhalmerfi

EARL AND BARRIE STS.

REV. W. F. BANISTER, O D.

MINISTER

SUNDAY, JANUARY 22ND

11 o.m.—This Business of

Living

(2) "Our Temptations"

7.30 p.m.—Christian Ethics

and Today's World

(2) "War And Peace"

8.45 p.m.—Youth Fellowship

A Cordial Invitation to All

Students

St. Aitbrpiu's

[rrsbgtrrian QUjurrl?

'J L V- 0 JD CLE! STREETS

rev J Forbes weooerburn
M.A.. D.D ,

MINISTER

DARWIN STATA.
ORQUNIST AND CHOIRMASTER

LILLIAN PRESTON
ASS ISTANT ORGANIST

10:30 a.m.—Bible Class

11:00 a.m.—Morning Service,

Nursery Class, Church School

7:30 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Young People

Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended

to all students.

/ ORCAMEO I

SCORED AT THE

GREY COR
GAME IN MY

/CONFORM

*BRA f

IROfffORM IN STAlNt£S$

STEEL -AB.tDiE CUPS

FROM 35 i - SAUCERS

EXTRA ~ FREE CAN
OPENER WITH
EACH PURCHASE

IOC EXCLUSIVELY FROM OLD

J(/C/f£T5 AND TPASH CANS

two halfbacks to narrow the point spread in the game with P.U. The

honest slobs turned me into the board and I got throwed out of

school. Jeez what a lousy break!

The old man was pretty broken up about it too—his own son

failing to make the grade as a bookie.

Since then I been tryna get a decent job, but I ain't had no luck.

People just don't appreciate a collitch guy any more!

Hey, here comes my brother Angelo in his garbage wagon!

Maybe, I can mooch a meal off him. I'll see ya, huh.

Hey Ange! Angc! wait a minute! Hell, I guess he didn't see me.

MOONLIGHT LUNCH
FULL COURSE DINNERS CHINESE DISHES

Lunches prepared to take out.

SPECIAL FOR STUDENTS

Meol Tickers: $5.50 for only $4.75

DIAL 6972 and 2-9001
527 PRINCESS STREET

STUDENT TOURS 77.
from $1010

ALL INCLUSIVE COST

Specially prepared for College Students and Recent Graduates

by TREASURE TOURS

leave Montreal

June 22nd — June 29th — July 13th

51 Doys with Optionol Extensions to Scandinavia and Spain

Personally Escorted through 9 Countries

88 Departures of Regular Escorted

All Inclusive Tours from $620

Call, Write or Telephone for Complimentary Folder

FAREWELL TRAVEL SERVICE
68 YONCE ST. (at King)

EM. 3-5191

TORONTO

OF EUROPE
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academic freedom
(Continued from Page 1)

University, then in the throes of

another reform by the royal com-

mission and act of parliament, I

was impressed by the respect, al-

most the reverence, with which

the British universities were re-

garded by the public, even by

the Labour Party," he said,

"Yet the professors in England

'stick their necks out' as much

as ours do, or more. A Master

of Balliol College, for instance,

openly supported the general

strike of 1926, but instead of be-

ing 'fired' he was elevated to the

peerage. Several communists are

now sitting out the cold war in

English colleges, but nobody

seems to mind. These universities

are increasingly dependent on

government for support, yet the

British government pays the

piper without calling the tune."

Why should there be such a

difference between the attitudes

of the two countries? This ques-

tion, he said, long had puzzled

him. Besides his historic reason,

that the European universities

began as autonomous commuities

of masters and scholars, there

was another reason.

This reason was that "the Bri-

tish universities have deserved

academic freedom and many uni-

versities of the U.S. have not

The latter are mere degree mills,

where ill-trained boys and girls

spend four years playing at edu-

cation and getting nothing ex-

cept fun, and where timid, owlish

graduate students go through the

Ph.D. mill. Men who can find no

better employment than to teach

in some of those institutions do

not deserve to be called scholars

and are entitled neither to re-

spect nor freedom. There are still

some American state universities

that keep very high standards,

yet they cannot help but be tain-

ted with the general disrepute

"But the great majority of

these college students have noth-

ing to do with the liberal arts and

sciences which those of the last

century were studying," he said.

"They are not taking the classics,

literature, history, philosophy,

mathematics or the physical,

chemical and biological sciences,

but band leadership, football

coaching, accounting, typewrit-

ing, abnormal psychology and

social relations.

"Why some state universities

even have courses in cooking,

baby sitting and repairing motor

cars! What can professors of

those subjects want, or even

know, of academic freedom?" he

asked.

Most of the uuiersities in the

United States with the best fac-

ulties — those where academic

freedom is the most highly re-

spected — are those with relig-

ious affiliations, Catholic, Jewish

and Protestant, he said.

"It is natural that this should

be so, since academic freedom is

but one of the many freedoms

that come from God, who gave

us our minds that we might rise

a little nearer the angels; and

without whose grace we are pow-

erless for good".

Dr. Morison felt that education

in the United States was due for

an overhaul from top to bottom,

"and it had better begin at the

top
!"

"Only by a restoration of disci-

pline and raising of standards can

the faculties of our universities

deserve the freedom and respect

to which scholars are entitled.

Only by unbending to explain his

work to a wider public, by avoid-

ing as the plague an attitude of

smug superiority, can the profes-

sor expect to be loved by a demo-

cratic public instead of being en-

vied and suspected".

"And only by securing the

scholar's financial independence

and respecting his tenure," he ad

ded, "can American universities

attract the best brains and the

boldest spirits, men dedicated to

the search for truth and unafraid

of the consequences."

Though we are living in a

dangerous age," he said, "let us

not forget that there were other

es that 'tried men's souls' ".

It is not surprising that men

seek to exploit our fears. Since

me immemorable fear has been

the stuff with which demagogues

and tyrants build up power. But

we must guard against fighting

re with fire . . . which in this

era means fighting communism

with the weapons of communism,

so that in the end neither they

nor we will retain the armor of

liberty," said Dr. Morison.

That armor — the freedom of

the individual from the arbitrary

power of the lawless government,

been built up from three fun-

amental concepts, government

nder law. government by con-

sent, and natural rights.

He concluded with St. Paul's

words in the epistle to Timothy,

For God hath not given us the

pirit of fear, but of strength, and

of Love, and of a balanced mind."

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange iB at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Ground! ONTARIO

STUDENTS . .

.

ACT NOW!
IF YOU WANT EMPLOYMENT

IN THE FEDERAL PUBLIC SERVICE

MOST COMPETITIONS CLOSE
AROUND THE END OF JANUARY

There are 1,000 continuing positions for graduates,
including 1956 graduates, and 1,400 opportunities

for under-graduates to do Summer work.

Ambassador To Address IRC

On Monday, January 23 the In-

ternational Relations Qub will

meet in the Co-Ed Lounge of the

Student's Union to listen to an ad-

dress by His Excellency Mr.

Michael Comay the Israeli envoy

to Canada. Mr. Comay will speak

on the situation in the Middle East.

BLACKSTONE 6TU01OS.

Isreali Ambassador Comay

"I'd ask you for the next dance but all the cars are full".

SNIDER'S
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS

68V2 Princess Street

Quality that Pleases .

CLEANERS
PRESS WHILE U WAIT

Kingston Phone 2-1761

. Service that Satisfies

The meeting starts at 4:15 p.m.

and a lively discussion can be ex-

pected afterwards.

Born in Capetown, South Africa,

Mr. Comay obtained his law de-

gree from the University of Cape-

town and attained a position of

prominence among the law circles

of South Africa. He fought with

the British Eighth Army and rose

to the rank of major. After the war

he settled in Palestine and partici-

pated in the formation of the Israeli

Foreign Ministry. He travelled ex-

tensively promoting the young state

abroad and was several times a

member of Israeli delegations to the

United Nations. In 1952 he was

appointed Assistant Director Gen-

eral of the Foreign Ministry and

his next appointment brought him

to represent his country in Canada.

The editor
While everyone of any im-

portance is saying their "Thank

you's" on the front page may

I take this opportunity to

say a few very heartfelt

"thank you's" of my own?

First, to Mr. Joe Smith

and his wonderful staff at

Hanson and Edgar. Second,

to the staff of the regular

Journal on whose experience

and kindness I have imposed.

Thirdly, and most of all to

HiV own very small and un-

tiring staff with 0 11 1 zvh ose

herculean efforts this issue

would never, ever have been

B possible.
c

Special thanks are due to

1 Mary Capell for her efforts

B on tnake-up.

Jim Bethunk.

sDHKMBIBIfflBBUB'

. . . Victoria Vingt Advises

Dear Victoria Vingt

:

I have a problem. While it may appear to you to be a rather

trivial one I assure you that it has weighed on my mind to such

an extent that my continuance at University depends on its imme-

diate solution.

It all started on registration day. I was walking up University

Avenue when two co-cds passed. Immediately on passing mc they

burst into peals of laughter. Seeking the cause of this unseemly

merriment I examined my personal attire. My shoes matched and

were on the right feet, my stockings were the same colour and on

the whole I was neatly if conservatively dressed. This event did not

trouble me too much but its repetition at different times and places

did. Co-eds on passing me, if they did not burst directly into laugh-

ter seemed to shake visibly with imperfectly concealed glee.

Unable to face such public ridicule I have been reduced to

living for-ever in the residence, subsisting on a diet of peanut butter

sandwiches and powdered milk. Needless to say my school work

has suffered, and so awaiting your reply I remain,

Yours truly,

Desperate.

K. PETROS
EXPERT SHOE REPAIRS KEYS DUPLICATED

SERVICE WHILE YOO WAIT

Confectionery, Novelties, Magazines
525 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2-6533

REASONABLE
SALARIES

GOOD WORKING
CONDITIONS

FOR DETAIL5:

SEE YOUR UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT OFFICER
-OR-

WRITE IMMEDIATELY TO:

SPECIFYING YOUR FIELDS OF INTEREST

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION,OTTAWA

Queen's

Blazers
Nicely tailored in Eng-

lish blazer cloth with

embroidered Queen's

crest and genuine

Queen's brass buttons.

Specially priced at ....

$29.9J

MEN'S DEPT.

Dear Desperate:

Your problem appears to be one of over-simplification and over-

generalization. From a few scattered incidents you have generalized

and convinced yourself that what were only infrequent happenings

are the regular pattern. Since co-eds burst into laughter 011 passing

you, you over-simplify and have convinced yourself that you are the

cause of the laughter, though many more probable causes are pos-

sible. Take the first incident you mention as an example. The two

co-eds were quite possibly exchange students from Afghanistan,

who having been raised in a home for blind deaf-mutes, though

themselves normal, had not previously heard the joke one of the

Faculty members told. Your conservative clothing reminded

them of the faculty member, which in turn reminded them of the

joke, which was the cause of their laughter. Or again what might

be referred to as "The Case of the Visible Shaking". Quite likely at

the time you were walking east on Queen's Crescent, since this is

the region of the prevailing westerlies, your back was to the wind.

The co-eds in question were walking west at the time and since

they followed the normal pattern of wearing nylon stockings re-

gardless of the weather were undoubtedly shaking long before you

appeared. As they approached you they were for the moment shel-

tered from the wind/Immediately on passing you they were again

exposed to the wind and again began to shiver.

Thus your problem when examined critically breaks down into

no problem at all. To avoid further such difficulties I would advise

that your next year's courses include Psychology 2, to learn about

over-generalization, Philosophy I, to learn about over-simplification

and Economics 4, to learn about the prevailing winds.

VICTORIA

HAPPY CORNER RESTAURANT
SPECIAL MEAL TICKETS FOR STUDENTS

We serve ITALIAN SPAGHETTI

PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2-8013

McGALL'S
LUGGAGE AND SPORTING GOODS
By The World's Finest Manufacturers

— AGENTS FOR —
SPALD1NC - SLAZENCER - CCM, ETC., SPORTS EQUIPMENT

SKYWAY — SAMSON ITE — McBRlNE

QUEEN'S CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS

Tennis and Badminton Racquets Restrung

212 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 3793
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TRICOLOR '56 NOW ON SALE
My Life With Three Barbers

There is something quite un-

nerving about the barber's ritual.

Is it his mysterious chair which

can be yanked up or dropped by a

mere twist of his magical wrist, or

is it when the barber pins you

down in the white barber cloak so

that your struggling is prevented?

Then of course there is the myster-

ious piece of material pushed down

the back of the neck—to catch the

blood? Well, ostensibly to stop

small cuts of hair from frivolously

tickling the spine. Finally there are

the few dreadful moments when

{he barber sharpens his razor to

shave the back of your neck, this

perhaps is the most nerve racking

time — then he becomes the hockey

critic, reliving each moment of last

night's hockey game with the razor

as bis favorite player and your

right or left ear as the goal.

My worst moments in a barber's

chair resulted not in loss of limb,

or ear, but in loss of pride. There

was a time, not too long ago, when

my only French consisted of a ver-

tical nodding of the head, which is

French for yes, and a horizontal

and attempted to push what re-

mained of the hair back into the

scalp. From a pocket he produced

what looked like a small fishing

net — he put this on my head. I

could only watch the next part of

the proceedings with dumb insol-

ence spread over my face. The net

firmly in place, he made a pattern

of neat waves all over my head. I

was a broken man, and walked

disconsolately out of the shop with

my pride shattered and smelling

like soya bean oil.

I went to my first barber be-

cause he was cheaper than the

barber my mother sent me to. All

his clients were boys, his shop con-

sisted of the front room of a small

house, with a small window so cur-

iained that he couldn't see to cut

hair properly. He cut by touch

rather than by sight. He placed a

small metal bowl on each boy's

head, and clipped solemnly around

the rim. He used the same bowl for

everyboy so that the amount of hair

cut varied with the size of the boy's

head. He was not a good barber,

and left jagged edges around the

Unclassified Ads

-wagging, which means no. I had i
back of the head. One day mj

an hour to spare so I decided to

have my hair cut. The nearest place

looked like an ordinary barbershop,

nice white gleaming interior, and

the barbers were dressed as usual

in the uniforms of the white

Cossack army with jackets buttoned

up to the neck. As I looked through

the window the barbers were
laughing, when I stepped in the

store they stopped laughing; they

tossed coins and the winner beck-

oned me mysteriously to a seat. He
covered me swiftly with coffin

clothes and whispered a sentence

in French, what he said I don't

know but it must have been some-
thing about a haircut for he began
to cut my hair with great impa-
tience. Whether he was out to cut a
mile of hair in less than four min-
utes or not he succeeded in making
me inhale several mouthsful of hair.

He looked at my head as though
it were a piece of inanimate matter.

He whispered again, I nodded, he
whispered some more, I nodded
but with less certainty, all my in-

dependence had gone, I had surren-

dered everything. He smeared my
remaining hair with grease and
manipulating it into a variety of

shapes, he cut off even more — by
means of a razor. 1 kept frozenly

still, any move I made was bound
to be dangerous. He grabbed my
head, by instinct my neck followed
it

; plunged the head into hot water,
put some liquid shampoo onto it,

BROCK
JEWELLERS
161 Princess Street

Kingston, Ontario
PHONE 2-7361

WATCH Repairs
A Specialty
- WE SELL -

WATCHES - DIAMONDS

mother looked at me closely and

asked in an amazed voice, "Where
did you get that haircut" ? Naturally

I replied that I'd had it done at the

barber she'd suggested. In a few

minutes we were there, and the

unfortunate barber, who had prob-

ably never seen me before, was the

recipient of my mother's severest

scorn. Naturally he apologized, and

sat me in a chair, with my mother

standing over him. The most he

could do was to give me a pene-

tratingly cold stare. He cut my hair

satisfactorily, but my mother told

me that I should never go back to

his shop. I was quite relieved,

Arts Concert
(Continued from Page 1)

matic arrangements make pos

sible effects never before associ

ated with treble groups.

The choir is well-known on the

concert stage and their guest ap-

pearances on NBC and CBS net-

works have won high praise. So
successful have their concert

tours of the United States been,

that the famous ensemble re-

turns there this season for an-

other triumphal tour.

Their appearance in Kingston

in February will greatly contrib-

ute to the high standard of all

Arts Concerts and will provide

for the students and local resi-

dents an evening of choral music
at its best. This year tickets are

being sold at a $1.00 and $1.25

with no reserved seats.

For Rent or Sale

Forty-eight room house, no bath or improvements. Only the

filthy rich need apply. Inquire at Exstinct Arms, P. U. Ont.

* * *

Attention! Attention!

Will those girls who relieved us or our uniforms at the Suzy-Q

dance please return them? It's pretty cold down here in the base-

ment of Grant Hall. Contact: three, blue R.M.C. Cadets.

Notice

My wife having left my bed and board, I've now taken up with

bed and broad.—A Romeo.
* * *

Be a Professor!

Learn to talk over people's heads; talk from trees. Grant Hall

Tower or while perched on a chandelier. Dull Carneggy, Gabby

Corners, Newfoundland.
* * *

Help Wanted Male

Twelve positions for large aggressive men. No mental require-

ments, but must know pigskin from grass. Excellent working con-

ditions and pay. Work only Saturday afternoons. Pleasant intellec-

tual sweater girl companionship. Apply: Harried Sunshiner, Aw-

grownuts, Tornoto.
* * *

Married to a monster? Gee, you're lucky. Sally Spinster.

* * *

For Rent or Sale

Intercollegiate Football League cellar. Apply : J. Mattrass, Wes-

trunne U. Lundunne.

VALLEAU'S
BARBER SHOP
316 PRINCESS STREET

Three Barbers

*exr to Silver Grill PHONF 69V

DAY OR NIGHT
PHONE 5551

For Quality Milk, Cream, Butter

BY

Hemlock Park Dairy
LIMITED

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FAMOUS
Velvet Ice Cream Duncan Mines Ice Cream

Glee Club Project

Glee Club activity during this

term will be directed in preparing

short choral works for entry in a

musical festival. The programme
will include a few of the ensem-

bles and choruses from the more

popular operas. Among the com-

posers being considered are Ver-

di, Bach, Bizet, and Gilbert and

Sullivan. Rehearsals begin this

coming Monday in the Douglas

Library Music Room.

Its second meeting will be held

after the Monday Night rehear-

sal. Election of officers to next

year's executive will be held be-

fore the rehearsal.

With the exception of this

Monday, singers are asked to

come to the Glee Club Room in

the Old Arts Building on Mon-

day nights for rehearsals.

Co-Ed's Lament

I've never been dated,

I've never been kissed

They said if I waited

No man could resist

The lure of a pure, innocent Miss,

The trouble is—I'm fifty.

There was a cute little girl from

St. Paul

Who wore a nezvspaper dress to the

Arts Ball

She caught on fire and burnt her

entire

Front page, sporting section and all

Little Miss Muffet decided to rough

it

In a cab-in quite old and Medieval

A rounder espied her and plied her

with cider,

And nozv she's the forest"s prime

evil.

FREE! FREE!! FREE!!!

5 BOOKS
With your subscription to BLAZE the family magazine, the

magazine of intimate expose. Shelter your children by exposing

them ! !

!

For the price of 97 cents (plus postage) we will send you at no

obligation or risk, your first issue of BLAZE the family magazine.

If you are fully satisfied to the depths of your aesthetic sensibilities

we will continue to send you BLAZE, the family magazine, for

three years.

If not satisfied, KEEP THE 5 FREE BOOKS! !
Send back

your first copy of BLAZE the family magazine and we will refund

your 97 cents.

These five literary treasures are yours FREE absolutely FREE.

Included are:

NAKEDNESS AND HEALTH by John Stenbeck—Thrill at

the illustrations (96 in full color) which show you and your family

the advantages of sunshine. A gem for your library shelf.

THE FEMALE FORM AS GREAT ART photographed by

Kersh—Experience the purity of line and fluidity of movement of

such beauties as Rita Heyworth, Marilyn Monrow and Alice Fay.

A gem for your library shelf.

I WAS A MALE MADAME by Liber—Be shocked by the

depths of degradation to which one human being can sink. Intimate,

daring- A gem for your library shelf.

These three literary gems along with PIGMY LOVE and

GANANOQUE CONFIDENTIAL are yours with your subscrip-

tion to BLAZE the family magazine, the magazine that respects

your intelligence.

Each volume is beautifully bound in maroon Somaiiland Pygmy

Skin. At no extra cost we will stamp your initials on the covers in

24 carat gold!

SEND NOW this outstanding offer ends Jan. 20th. No univer-

sity student can afford to deprive his library shelf of these treasures.

Send 97 cents to:

ALI BABA BOOK CO.

(the family book company)

TEMISKAMING, UGANDA
(This offer good in Afghanistan only)

No triflers please.

Women's Residences

Applications are now being

accepted for residence in Ban

Righ Hall and other women's

residences for next year. 110

places are available. Appli-

cants may pick up forms in

the Dean's office.

JFurt Hettnj Unirl
PRINCESS STREET

Coffee Shop and Restaurant

Kingston, Ont. Phone 7712

WARD b HAMILTON LUNCH BAR
PRINCESS AT DIVISION KINCSTON, ONT

FULL COURSE MEALS
REASONABLE PRICES

Campus capers

call for Coke

The accent's on hi-;inks at the

Winter Carnival and a happy part

of the occasion is refreshment

.

with delicious ice-cold Coca-Cola.

DRINK

COCA-COLA ITD,

latladlnf

federal lata

«CoU" It a r*ghl»r*<3 tnxi-m*k.

look your best

at the big game

'your best" starts

with your bra

—And your bro should be an
ExqU'iile Form, for lovelieit line*

under suits and sweaters! Shown
lop! No. 475 popular Grel-O-

form in white solin or broad-

cloth Grde-slilchedeups.elojtic

insert for breathing comfort.

Junior AA cup, 30-36; A cup,

30-36; 6 & C cops, 32-40.

Price $2.00 Below: fomous
"505" with curve-stikhed under-

cut, giving firm support ond
control. Solin or broodcloth.

A cup; 30-36; 8 & C cups, 32-40.

Pries $1.50
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Trade And Mark
It has occured to us that a new movement is slowly gaining

adherents at Queen's. We speak of the astonishing beards which

are decorating the faces of some of our fellow undergraduates. What

is happening here? Two things pose themselves in our minds as

answers to this question. First, the reason given for the tendency

to face-hair in the 1860's, "Their deeds were so black that they

couldn't look themselves in the face". Second, is the feeling for a

need of maturity. True, we have wrecked a little property here and

there but hardly enough to compel some of us to hide our faces

behind "Smith Brothers' Delights". The first reason can be discount-

ed. The second seems a little more plausible. A handle-bar moustache

and a set of mutton-chops certainly add an air of dash and bravado

to the flattest and roundest of faces. (Girls, here's a gift idea for

your Queen'sman, the new rage—Chlorophyll moustache cups.

End those good-night kisses that taste of fried food and coffee).

Unfortunately maturity does not come with face-hair necessarily.

Not mental maturity anyway. This must come from within and a

university can and should be able to start it on its way. Who knows

-what we may see next in this march to outward maturity? Perhaps

gowns and mortar-boards may be next. We doubt it though, be-

cause the obstacle of a shirt, tie and jacket would seem to be quite

insurmountable to many university students.

It's'Ours

QUEENS (S

CULTURAL CENTRE OF KINGSTON

It has long been our contention that we in Canada are in a

unique position in North America in regard to the mass media of

radio and television. Not being blessed (if that is the word) with

a television set in easy access we have confined our thoughts

mostly to radio. However we have long thought that something

was lacking in the few CBC television shows to which we have

been exposed. It remained for Maclean's magazine to crystallize

our own thoughts and give them direction. In the issue of 21st

January the editor examines the objective of the CBC as exemplified

in radio in the last twenty-five years and what television has done

to this objective. The objective is felt to be to fill vacuums not to

be all things to all people. Three sources are available to most

Canadians for radio entertainment, these are: U.S. stations; private

Canadian stations and the CBC. What the other two sources can-

not provide in the way of entertainment of a truly Canadian nature

the CBC attempts to fill this ensuing vacuum. It also is the job

of the CBC if such a prosaic word may be used, to provide enter-

tainment warranted by public demand. As for television the same

objectives, sources and jobs remain. However a new consideration

enter? the picture namely, money. Television is vastly more money-

consuming than radio. To save the public money on which it exists

the CBC holds a monopoly in the larger urban areas of Canada and

private stations are forbidden to operate here. However, to provide

Canadian entertainment the CBC must sell more and more com-

mercial time to meet the high cost of television. The CBC is work-

ing at cross purposes to provide Canadian entertainment, it must

deprive itself of air time for this entertainment by selling commer-

cial time (mostly imported programs) to pay for Canadian enter-

tainment. Maclean's argues, and we agree, that the CBC monopoly

of television in large centres should be abandoned and that the

CBC should permit commercial stations to provide television enter-

tainment in these areas. The CBC would then provide entertain-

ment to fill the vacuums left by private stations. The question arises

here, as it always does, of money and the taxpayer. This question

cannot be answered without consideration of the purposes of the

CBC and it would seem to us that although the cost of the CBC
would rise in the public accounts of the government the return

on these costs would be much, much higher than can be accounted

in tax dollars and cents.

The Middle But Not The Centre
This university is situated in a central part of Kingston. Its

influence is quite great but it has occured to us that examination of

our position in one sphere of influence is necessary. We refer to (if

you'll pardon the expression) culture. The role of the university

in the cultural life of the town should be a dominant one. Now is

it?

To answer this question and find a solution we must examine
the facilities needed at the university to enable it to fulfill this

role. First, there should be a theatre of sufficient size to accomodate
such shows as the National Ballet, Canadian Players and any trav-

elling shows which could find time for a one night stand between
Toronto and Montreal. Second, there should be a building devoted
to the fine arts where exhibitions could be held and small experi-

mental music groups could perform for interested audiences. This
has been provided by Mrs. Etherington's bequests but efforts

must be made to see that this beautiful building does not become
the private domain of the artists with all crasser species of mortals
excluded. Third, the student radio station needs a firmer link with
the faculty. Just because a man is a professor in the Faculty of

Arts does not mean he has nothing to offer to Engineers, Medsmen
and the people of Kingston generally.

Now, it is all very well to go sailing off in to the blue about
what is our obligation to the city of Kingston's cultural life but
Queen's has other more pressing obligations. These are to the stud-

ents and to the country in general. The plans briefly sketched above
will take money, a lot of money, and a lot of effort. However, this

money, is needed for new buildings and expanded facilities so that
Queen's can keep in step (and let us hope a step ahead) with the
latest development in science and increases in population. Sad as it

is this money cannot be diverted from these all important needs
to the "finer things". All we can do is give thanks for what we have,
use it to the full and pray that some of it will rub off on the stud

ents and citizens.

A FURTHER FABLB

'I've really got to get back and finsh the sequel to "The Naked

And The Dead".

KING KOMMENT
By Tony King

The little red book, oddly

enough, says nothing whatever

about the purposes of the general

B.A. No one seems to feel the need

of justifying a course which ap-

pears to lead nowhere, either aca-

demically or intellectually. No one,

that is, except pass Arts students

who have to fend off the criticisms

of overworked Sciencemen, uncom-

prehending Medsmen and super-

cilious honors Artsmen.

Presumably the general Arts

course is intended to do just what

its name implies: provide students

who don't want to specialize with

a chance of obtaining the beginn-

ings of a good general education.

As such the pass Arts degree ap-

peals particularly to pre-law and

pre-medical students, potential pub-

lic school teachers and women.

There is undoubtedly a place in

the university curriculm for the

three-year Arts course. The ques-

tion is whether it is fulfilling its

function as well as it might.

At present the prescription for

the course is laid down in the

broadest terms. A student must

take a science, a language, English

2, a course in the social sciences

(including history) and a philos-

ophy course. Once he has fitted

these requirements into his time-

table, the pass Arts student may
take whatever other courses he

pleases as long as he completes at

least three in each of three subjects

or five in one and four in another.

For the ambitious student this

prescription is a heaven-sent op-

portunity. It enables him to read

widely, to develop a variety of

intellectual interests and to make
contact with several stimulating

ways of looking at the world.

But it is also a heaven-sent op-

portunity for anybody who wants
to have a whale of a good time

doing very little for three years

and have a B.A. at the end of it.

According to the calendar, for

example an enterprising under-

-graduate could concoct an aca-

demic stew with not one course

numbered over 5

!

Basically the present system

is at fault because it permits

students to pick up a smattering

of knowledge about a wide var-

iety of subjects rather than incul-

cating a reasonable, broadminded

approach toward the world at

If it is to be worth anything

at all, the pass Arts course must

make students capable of think-

ing through and coping with

large, difficult problems. What
is needed is not so much know-

ledge for its own sake as intell-

ectual discipline.

In addition, the course should

indicate to students the magni-

tude and complexity of present-

day society, and give them some

notion of the various ways it may
be comprehended. (Actually, a

pass Arts degree in the pure sci-

ences serves little purpose except

to save the student an extra year

of university work.

First on any list of necessary

reforms should be the abolition

of compulsory language and sci-

ence courses. They add little to

student's knowledge of either the

language or the science and do

much to distract him from more

pursuits. The introductory cour-

ses in English literature and phil-

osophy do, however, have a de-

finite role to play in the general

Arts degree and slum Id be re-

tained.

In some respects American un-

iversities have pioneered what is

known in Canada as the pass Arts

degree. Queen's should seriously

consider following the American

lead and adopting compulsory

courses in the history of western

civilization—stressing social and

intellectual development rather

than politics—and in the philo-

sophical and theoretical bases of

natural science.

Finally, students should be en-

couraged—or required— to study
related fields: history and Eng-
lish rather than chemistry and

Greek.

At the moment too many pass

Arts students are doing just that.

Until a clear-sighted, rational re-

assessment of the general Arts

course is undertaken. Queen's

will continue to graduate hun-

dreds of men and women who
know a little bit about a lot of

things but nothing really impor-

tant about anything.

Once upon a time there was a

university. It had a number of un-

distinguished grey buildings, some

of them were even partially ivy cov-

ered. It had a presentable faculty

and, though some people may have

some doubts on the matter, it had

student self-government. It had

student self-government, not only

because it said so in the calendar,

but also because there were a

number of people who thought that

student self-government was of

some importance and who were

willing to work to keep it. Kow

though some people doubted the

importance of student self-govern-

ment there were times when all of

them were rather glad to have it.

When they were watching the

movies the student self-govern-

ment arranged, reading the news-

papers, whose deficit the student

self-government covered, watched

the revues the student self-govern-

ment presented, and even when

they were embraced by the arms

the student self-government con-

stabulary rather than the strong

arms of the municipal law.

Now time passed, as it always

does, and the people whose interest

and enthusiasm had kept the student

self-government going were grow-

ing old. Many of them passed

their allotted days at the univer

sity, some had to face the cruel

cold outside world, and some

were even on the point of gradu

ating. If student self-government

were going to continue someone

for ones) had to be found to take

their place. Where could they be

found?

Most of the new students coming

in paid the £43.50 (Student's In

terests Fees) required of them and

feeling they had done their part

now sat back and to receive the

benefits. But the benefits did not

come automatically from paying

the money. The bank was willing

to accept the money, but most of

the supplementary services they

provided appeared in service char-

ges and no where else. Somebody

had to lure and pay the projection-

ist to show the movies, somebody

had to offer prizes to get revues

written and somebody had to

promise to back the newspapers

which though they had a guaran-

teed circulation didn't in spite of

the valiant efforts of thetr business

staffs have a guaranteed profit.

Many of the students at this uni-

versity were willing to sit on com-

mittees to decide what should be

done, either formal committees in

a Committee Room or informal

committees in a coffee (or other

beverage) room, but once what

was to be done was decided few

people were willing to do it. Since

few people were willing to do

things, few things were done. The
rector, a kindly soul, kept sending

down movies for the students to

see. Everyone agreed the movies

were worth seeing, but no one took

the time, trouble or responsibility

to arrange the place, person or

equipment at which, by which or

with which the movies were to be

seen. Everyone agreed that the

revues had been good, but after a

while they were generally forgotten

and became only a subject for re-

miniscences at faculty teas. Every-

one thought the University news-

paper had occasionally contained

news, but after a time Flush (a

cultural weekly) opened a subscrip-

tion service on the campus and the

student newspaper was forgotten.

Everyone remembered the care and

courtesy with which the student

constabulary had treated them, but

since there was no one willing to

arrange the dances and other gay

events for students to get drunk at,

there was not need for student

police.

For a while this complete col-

lapse of extra-curricular appeared

to be a good thing. By Tuesday of

each week the students had seen all

the shows in town, there being no

social events at which to get drunk

some quit drinking. The true

drinkers (as opposed to the social

drinkers) kept on of course, but

most of them could only afford to

get drunk two nights a week any-

way. This left the average student

with three nights a week in which

there was nothing to do but study.

The school's scholastic standard

shot up. Marks were phenomenal.

Professors found that people were

actually attending and listening to

their lectures. Whole courses had

to be revised as a consequence.

Then the reaction set in. Student

minds became so beclouded with

the mass of facts with which they

were confronted that they lost their

faculty for clear analytical thought.

Notes were being taken and read,

and the professors found that in-

stead of interesting, original an-

swers on examinations, they were

having their own ideas thrown

back at them. Marks began to de-

cline, scholastic standards fell, the

students had to do something.

Eventually they began to attend

year meetings, when they didn't

like what was being done they sug-

gested better things and offered to

do them. Candidates in ever in-

creasing numbers offered themselves

at the polls and the student body

became interested, found out what

the candidates stood for and who
they were. Things began to be

done. The pile of movies which had

accumulated over the years was

dusted off and shown. New revues

were written and presented and

though the jokes were old, no one

had heard them for so long that

they were enjoyed. Pre-victory

dances, victory dances and post-

victory dances reappeared. Formals,

pre-formals and post-formals were

resurrected. With dances came

difficulties and police cells being too

much for the sensitive noses of the

student body, student self-govern-

ment police returned to the scene.

Benevolent self-interest in student

self-government continued and the

now happy students, the present-

able faculty and the ivy-covered

undistinguished grey buildings lived

happily ever after.

MORAL: People in fables live

happily ever after, others don't,

always.
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"To Boot Or Not?"
Campus Views Vary
On Science Ruling

by Edo Ten Broek
Journal Staff Writer

The way in which IS sciencemen were dismissed after failing-

seven of nine Christmas exams, was decidedly unfair.

This was the general concensus of opinion as the Journal con-

ducted a survey on the subject among men and women students at

Queen's. The majority of those interviewed represented the science

faculty.

Most students felt the faculty I

should have informed those dis-

missed of their plight, during the

holidays. This would have saved

the cost of their returning need-

lessly to Queen's. One of the se-

cond year Sciencemen, who was

not permitted to continue, travel-

• led to Kingston from Trail, B.C.

to hear the decision.

Others complained of the faculty's

disregard for averages. "One stu-

dent, having an 44% average but

failing eight exams, was asked to

leave. On the other hand, one who

passed the required three out of

nine exams had an average of only

33%," they said. "The cases should

have been judged separately on

their merits."

However the decision itself

was approved by the student

body at large.

A final year science student

commented, "There's no excuse for

missing that many Christinas

exams".

"It's a good idea to 'boot out'

these people", another claimed

"The odds of their passing in the

spring after failing seven or more

exams are negligible. The faculty

is doing them a favor by kicking

them out now, thus saving them

money and letting them realize, al

this point, they aren't suited for

Pre-Meds Arrive

As Policy Changes

A resolution, passed by the

medical faculty at last meeting,

will change the course of future

medical students at Queen's. In-

stead of the present six year course

students will now take two years

of pre-medical study. This will be

followed by four years of medicine.

Although the committee in charge

has not yet submitted its report,

Dean Ettinger expects the change

will go into effect this fall. Definite

subjects in the new pre-medical

course have not been planned but

anatomy will not be stressed.

The courses will be designed to

broaden the education of the student

before he progresses into more de-

tailed medical study. Students en-

tering the pre-meds course will be

registered in the Faculty of Medi-

cine.

Dean Ettinger said the purpose

of the innovation was "to pro-

mote conformity on the contin-

ent". The course proposed for

Queen's will be similar to the

one at the University of Toronto

and most other Canadian univer-

sities.

PHOTO BY WONO

THE PAINTED DOLLS
long-stemmed lovelies and I. Hamilton Swish

Lost

Purse containing valuable

personal papers lost in wash-

room of Miller Hall. Finder

please return to Harriet Scott,

librarian.

engineering.

Nevertheless there were many
dissenting opinions. An indignant

science student said it's "almost

impossible to work here in the

fall with the fooling around that

goes on. If Christmas exams are

going to be so important they

should be organized like finals

—

not crammed into four days," he

said. "It is highly possible some
people could fail at Christmas

and still pass in the spring."

He found much support among
other members of the faculty. One

(See Views Vary, Page 5)

WUS Campaign Tops Quota

Faculty Large Contributor

Seventeen hundred and forty

dollars were raised in the SHARE
campaign canvass of students and

faculty, Phil Clapp, treasurer of

Queen's WUS committee, announc-

ed today. Of this total the faculty

contributed $500.

This was an excellent perform-

ance by Queen's, especially since

this was the first SHARE campaign

conducted here in recent years. By

way of comparison, the University

of Alberta, with over four thous-

and students, sent in to the national

office only $1,000. "Queen's stu-

dents can justly be proud of their

efforts," said the local committee.

New Tunes, Cast, Dance Routines;

Revue Ready To Rock W Roll

Goalpost Case Has Been Abandoned

Even The Prosecutor Is Lukewarm
Prosecution in the case of the

Toronto goal posts may be stopped

l>y the AMS court.

Don Upton, prosecution chairman

fir the AMS Court, recommended
to the AMS executive last Tues-
day that prosecution of the goal

p»st offenders be discontinued. "I

ani not willing to carry out this

project", he said, "because there is

"o precedent in the past whereby
the AMS has deterred tearing down
eoal posts."

Mr. Upton feels the court

should take certain steps to help

correct lack of constitutional

ruling whereby such offense is

deemed illegal.

He will bring a proposal to the

next AMS meeting, recommending

an amendment to the AMS con-

stitution whereby members of the

AMS causing financial loss to the

university will be held responsible.

If one or two offenders are iden-

tified in this respect, they will have

to bear the brunt and pay the AMS
for damage.

"This is an outcome, he said, of

general ill feeling on campus. The

AMS shouldn't pay general levies

for damage incurred by individu-

al students seems to be the gen-

eral opinion,"

The AMS court is able to make

a ruling that individuals be held

responsible for such damages, but

Mr. Upton hopes this will be re-

ferred to the executive for consti-

tutional revision.

Although some of the students

who absconded with the Toronto

goal posts could be identified

Mr. Upton preferred to discon-

tinue with further prosecution.

"At the time, it didn't constitute

an offence. I am objecting on

principle," he said.

It was also recommended at the

meeting that investigation continue

on the painting of Toronto Stadium

on the weekend of Oct. 7, 1955.

By Jim Bethune

Have you ever met J. Gordonia

Trueblood or J.
Hamilton Swish

or DacI or Maine or Bonis or

Sam? They arc a collection of

Queen's characters who have

never been seen around the cam-

pus, hut have sprung from the

lively imaginations of actors,

writers and directors of the

Queen's Revue lor 1956, "Painted

Doll":

As Joan Chambers rushes to

finish her sets and Paul Chabot

brushes up the sparkling: new

tunes, director Bill Wallace,

wields his own whip over the

grandest collection of campus

misfits ever assembled on any

stage.

We dropped down to Grant

Hall Saturday afternoon to watch

chaos turn into confusion, Photo-

graphers rushed around with

lamps and light meters checking

long-stemmed lovelies in black

|

leotards, top hats, high-heeled

|

pumps and white shirt fronts, for

light readings. We just checked

them with rolling eves and open

The Best-Laid Plans

Tomorrow is Bobby Burns'

I >i rthday. The Journal has

been informed by an inform-

ing informer that Scottish

Nationalists on the campus

are planning to commemorate

the event by blowing up Grant

Hall. The authorities are

urged to take note of this

alarming situation.

mouth.

The most striking note was the

abundance of wonderful songs.

"Painted Doll" has tunes of

every type from tender ballads,

like "My Guy", to Alma Mater

songs like "This is a College",

and such philosophical ditties as

"The Import Blues".

Carrying the load of the songs

will be one of the finest collection

of voices that Queen's has seen

on stage in our short memory.

Eob Sproule has the advantage of

a striking appearance as well as

a strong true voice. Heather An-

derson renders the love song.

"My Guy", in a bc-utifully sweet

soprano, very audible and very

pleasant. On the lighter side are

songs like "Party Type" with Jo

Smith and Mike Carty, and

"Limest One Rock'' for those

convulsive souls who tike "Rock

'n Roll". This last little opus fea-

tures such masters of the art of

bel canto as Jo Smith, Mike

Carty and Joe Devine.

"Painted Doll" will also un-

leash a new force on the campus:

The Fine Arts Society for Cul-

tural Achievement and Students'

Enlightenment at Queen's, under

the able chairmanship of that

guardian of culture, J. Gordonia

Trueblood, played by Tish Hot-

son.

It might be wise here to say

that "Painted Doll" opens Thurs-

day, Jan. 26, (that's the day after

tomorrow) and runs Friday and

Saturday. Tickets are reserved at

$1.00 and 75c, and may be had

ar Austin's Drug Store. Advance

sale tickets which may be ex-

changed at Austin's for seats and

can be had from the many mem-
bers of the large cast.

And it is a large cast — almost

big enough for cinemascope. And
the tunes are even better than

stereophonic sound.

Lewis Again Leads Tricolor

Braccia Most Valued Player

Gary Lewis, all-star centre of the

championship Queen's Golden Gaels,

will captain the Tricolor squad

for the third straight season next

fall. Lewis is the first Golden Gael

in history to preside in the cap-

taincy for three straight years. Al

Leuard, who now assists Frank

Tindall in the coaching department,

was twice elected to the captain's

slot in his playing days.

Gus Braccia, the Tricolor's con-

troversial quarterback, who is now

undergoing basic training with the

United States army, was selected

as the team's most valuable player

at the same meeting. Braccia suc-

ceeds halfback Ron Stewart as

holder of the Johnny Evans trophy.
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ri3CA4 THE

SIDELINES

MIKE MOFFAT

QUEEN'S PUCKSTERS LOSE, DRAW
AGAINST SEASONED SLU SQUAD

On Saturday, the Queen's hockey squad travelled to Canton,

N.Y. where they took on the University of St. Lawrence Larries

in two games, a senior tilt and an intermediate one. While the Tri-

color tied the intermediate game and dropped the other one they

were playing against a team that hockey experts rate the number

two squad in the eastern United States.

Hockey has become the number one winter sports in many of

the northern states where most of the universities feature teams

that are comprised of anywhere up to seventy-five percent Canadian

players. These teams now vie for bids to the American National

Championship tournament held in Colorado each year. At present,

St. Lawrence are in the second spot to Clarkson College whom the

Tricolor will play in Rochester this Saturday.

The coaches of the American colleges try to get the best of

Canadian talent to whom they offer athletic scholarships, and to

get top flight Canadian competition from such college teams as

Queen's and Laval. SLU just lost a 3-2 overtime game to the Laval

squad which is one of the two defeats they have suffered this

season. Then, too, the universities arrange a heavy schedule of

games for their teams to get them in shape. While both Clarkson

and SLU are in the same loop (the Tri-State league) they play

only six league games a year, yet they play a total of well over

twenty games each.

The strength of the college teams which the Gaels will play

may be even further demonstrated by stating that the Clarkson

Golden Knights whom the locals meet on Saturday were only

beaten 4-2 by the American Olympic squad, while SLU fell before

the national squad by a more lopsided count, 6-0. Clarkson also has

claim to the second ranking scorer in American College hockey,

and the Golden Knights are expecting a bid to the national cham-

pionships. They will take an undeafeated record into their game

with the Gaels.

The fans in the college cities are also supporting the swing to

the ice game, as the fans at Canton filled Appleton Arena almost to

capacity, and the Clarkson squad gets terrific support from its home

fans in Potsdam, N.Y. It should shame a Queen'sman to have to

compare a crowd of thirty-five hundred at Canton with the paltry

one of two hundred who turn out at the Jock Harty a week ago

for the Tricolor's 5-4 thriller with Ryerson.

As a point of note, during the past week, a Hockey Promotion

Executive was organized by the team with Ian McKay as president,

and Don Keenlyside and Barry Percival acting in an advisory ca-

pacity. The committee has a two-fold purpose: to get more home
games fnr the students, and to return the team to senior intercollegi-

ate competition from which it dropped in 1950. The Gael puck^ters

are certainly on their way up and senior intercollegiate hockey can

be a very real reality next year IF they get the student backing

they need to keep alive the spirit that is so strong in the boys at

present.

Veteran Jim Plummer, 167 lbs., shows the tricks of the trade

to newcomer Hosking, 177 lbs. of Meds '61, as Queen's wrestlers

prep for coming Assults. Large turnout of new fighters lias raised

hope for proposed rebuilding programme,

pinning Hosking.

That's Plummer behind

WRESTLERS GET READY
MEET YMHA SATURDAY

Hoopers Drop Second Tussle

Nosed Out By Redmen, 68-60

By Mike Clancy

On Saturday evening the Tricolor quitet played their second

successive league game at Montreal against the McGill Redmen.
McGill showed a vastly improved squad over last year as they

downed the men of Frank Tindall to the tune of 6S-60.

Led by Leon Duplessis and Mel Wright, the Montrealers out-

played the Gaels, especially in the department of field goals. The
bright spot for the Tricolor was the fine work of Jim Harrison, who
accounted for 27 points. Jim was tops for Queen's in field goals and
foul shooting. Greg Stone was in the line-up for this tilt, but un-
fortunately fouled out at the beginning of the fourth quarter. Con-
sidering that he was playing with a broken finger, Greg turned in a

fine effort. It might also be mentioned here that Peanuts Latimer
had his face cast removed this week-end and will probably start

working out with the Gaels within the next week.

Two intermediates. Guy Lapointe and Al Mills, were dressed
for this occasion. In all likelihood, they will remain with the squad
for the duration of the season.

According to Frank Tindall the big problem with this year's

Gaels is the lack of tall men on the squad. "We have been getting
very few rebounds and this has been hurting us very much,*' said
coach Tindall. Frank also stated that the field goal shooting
of the players has been unsteady, and he will be working all of next
week in an attempt to remedy the situation.

(continued on page 4)

Coach Jim Saylor is busy get-

ting his mattmen ready for an ex-

hibition bout with the Montreal

YMHA which will be held here

this Saturday in conjunction with

the boxing bouts between
Queen's and Vimy. The wrestlers

are trying to get in shape for the

Intercollegiate Assaults in Lon-

don late in February.

The visitors have the reputa-

tion of being one of the best ama-

teur clubs in all Canada, and they

will certainly give the locals the

benefit of a lot of experience

•vhen they tangle, both here and

in Montreal in another week.

With three men hack from last

season's team, the locals are hop-

ing to build a championship

squad this year. There are also a

few newcomers with great prom-

ise, but the biggest obstacle for

the team at present, is the lack of

'ierbters in the two lightest

weights, the 123 and 130 pound

divisions. If there is anyone who
would like to try out at these

weights, the wrestlers work out

in the small gym from four till

six Monday to Friday.

The veterans back include Jim

Plummer at the 167 lb. weight,

Jack Underwood at 147 and Ted

Courtnage at 137. Two of the

football Gaels have turned out for

the mat team, and they will add

a lot of drive to the squad. Gary

Lewis is wrestling in the heavy-

weight division, while Lou Bruce

has turned out for the light heavy

class. There are a lot of new men
who have turned out in all the

classes, and this has necessitated

elimination bouts to decide who
will fight for Queen's on Satur-

day night. These bouts will be

held Wednesday afternoon and

the team will be announced in

the n"xt Tournal.

Larries Beat Tricolor 5-2

Juniors Salvage 4-4 Split

In the initial tilt it took SLU juniors only eleven seconds t*

hit the score sheet, but from then on, the game was touch and go

with the baby Gaels and SLU trading goals right dewn to the wire.

Most of the Queen'snicn were not too familiar with each other as

far as playing goes, but still turned in a very creditable perform-

ance, making up"" for their shortage of experience with the commodity

known as intestinal fortitude. They saw a one goal lead fall and the

SLU lads take the lead, but fought back to end the game in a four-

four saw-off.

Experience proved to be a very

potent factor in the senior game

too. The SLU team, taking to

the ice with twelve games be-

hind them, including a game

against the powerhouse Clarkson

College team, used the knowledge

that comes from trying competi-

tion to swing the game in their

favour. Queen's were very strong

in will, but a little short in head-

iness, since to date the only real

test they have been put to was

against the Ryerson hockeyists.

The game saw the SLU Larries

open the scoring early in the

first period and add another one

midway through. The period was

fast, with both teams on the

offensive, and only alert work by

both blueline brigades kept Dodds

in the Gael's goal and Sloan in the

Larries's from eating a lot of

rubber.

Queen's started the second with

McKay cooling his heels on the

penalty bench, but Queen's wea-

thered the storm and started putt-

Orphans Beat Jayvecs

The Queen's intermediate bas-

ketball squad dropped a close 65-

56 tilt to the Kingston Warren

Orphans in the local gym on

Saturday night. The JayVees,

who had won a thriller from Ry-

erson a week earlier, lost the

f;ame due to a lack of height, as

the Orphans controlled the back-

board at times.

Minus two of their top players.

Guy LaPointe and Al Mills who
were with the seniors in Mon-
treal, the intermediates were

within two points at the halfway

mark, but lost to an Orphan push

which built a large lead in the

third quarter.

High scorer for the locals were

Dennie Bozic and Dino Buratto

with eleven each. Lloyd Budgell

had seven, and Bud Day, Gus

Turnbull and Bill Horley had six

apiece. Paul Fedor had thirteen

for the Orphans and Charlie Pes-

ter counted a dozen

In The Lemonlite

The Levana Ski Tournament

will be held at the Gananoque Ski

Club on Sunday, Feb. 5th, weather

permitting. Transportation will be

provided for all entrants. There

will be a regular downhill, a be-

ginner's downhill and a slalom. Let's

get out Levana — wax up your skis

and get ready for a day of thrills

and spills. For further information

contact Jan Ziegler, phone 2-5011.

Ice Revue practices have begun

and are held every Sunday from

one to two. All interested are wel-

come to turn out. Extra practices

for those who wish — soloists,

small numbers, etc. These extra

practices are held on Fridays two

to three.

ing the pressure on the SLU boys.

The pace stayed wide open, with

both teams driving from end to

end until the Larries hit with a

screened shot that gave Dodds no

change and raised the score to 3-0.

MacLean of Larries closed the

second period scoring when he

blinked the light by slapping in his

own rebound at 17:56. Our boys

kept on digging, but the Larries

started to push us against the wall

by the end of the period, thanks to

stronger skating legs.

The third period saw the un-

expected happen when our boys,

seemingly catching their second

wind, took the initiative at the

drop of the puck and started a

drive that led to two tallies on the

hitherto invincible Bill Sloan of

SLU. Roy Hoffman hit the score

sheet first for the Gaels with a

hot one in the corner, and Gary

Ede tipped in a long one by blue-

liner Don MacRae at 17.31 to

complete our scoring. SLU sand-

wiched their fifth counter be-

tween our two. An indication of

the drive of "Our side" was the

?act we outshot the Larries 13-9

in the final period.

Queen's Juniors: goal, Brooks;

defence, McKercher, Acland, Cal-

der, Wasik; forwards: Burton,

Carscallen, Bart els, MacMillan,

Brown, Cruikshank, Hill and

Humby.

Queen's Seniors: goal, Dodds;

defence, Haws, Valiquette, MacRac,

Shearn ; forward. Percival, Her-

miston, McKay, Hoffman, Keenly-

side, Dozzi, Osborne, Nurmi, Grossi.

Hanson £fc Edgar-
Dance
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Once Over Lightly
Must stay away from swashbuckling Hollywood movies, they

give me delusions of grandeur. You know the movies I mean, where

knights of old slay slews of men in bitter sword fights, jump forty

feet from a window on the back of their horses, rupture them-

selves, and ride merrily away into the distance to the sound of a

symphony orchestra.

As soon as I leave the theatre, I yearn to swagger down the

street, buckling swashes as I go. If it's good enough for Robin

Hood its good enough for me, even if I don't have my face on a

bag of flour.

Down the street the spirit of adventure overcomes me and I

get devilish as I make my way back to lectures. I hide in door-

ways and yell boo at old ladies, and I yell boo quite loud. I make

faces at children, I cross the streets against the lights, and I even

get so daring that I look in the window of the wine store. Some

times I get chivalrous and help old ladies across the street. Oc

casionally they don't want to go that way and I have to pick the

old goats up and carry them. No trivialities are going to stand in

the way of my chivalry.

I can see myself now, hanging with one hand from a chandelier

in Convocation Hall duelling with the villains down below. (I have

a long sword.) Next I'm strutting through the cafeteria throwing

rocks (individual meat pies) in the faces of various scurvy knaves

(professors) and fighting vicious pieces of meat with a knife and

fork. (The meat is winning).

Ah, its a gay, mad life around the castle, what with combating

all manner of evil, dodging dragons (cars), and all. It's nice work

too, rescuing maidens or damsels from the milling hordes in the

basement of the castle. I latch onto a choice one, and I'm just about

to take her back to my lair, when I wake up.

There I am, sitting in Room 142, Arts Building, clutching

lecture board to my breast and gazing with rapture into the blood

shot eyes of my prof. In my right hand I am brandishing a blood

stained fountain pen. It was an active dream.

Oh well, back to the movies.

From the Western Gazette

The Deification Of Science

STEAM
SHOVEL

Diver Takes Risk In Searching For Disc

And as Sol the Fiery-One did emerge into uncommon clearness

of sky did Scribe crawl from sack of feathers and head for inviting

surface of solidified aitch-two-oh found somewhat north of isle of

wild hound. And with blades afoot and curved implement of wood

in hand did Scribe proceed across frictionless surface toward inter-

esting mob gathered about gasping orifice in ice. And due to gross

carelessness of buddy of Scribe did circular disc of rubber of black

hue disappear thru opening. And such was seriousness of loss that

exponent of dive was sent into murky depths after same. And though

diver did fail in required dangerous mission were other objects of

interesting nature found below which were not of great appealing

nature to Scribe. And so did same gather self into action and with

blazing velocity return to Land of Kin where in nether regions of

Cav of Nic did Marion await.

Clodz Jor-nal's Words Fit Only For Birds

And was Marion found with disgusted expression in act of

raising temperature of recent Jornal of Clodz to point of ignition

such that same might be reduced to even more worthless heap of

unconsumed matter. For did it seem that quantity of time spent

in thought by lowly Clodz on twisted forms of humour did approach

close unto minus infinity. Further was quality of same of poor

nature, especially idle smuttering on athletic diversions of Quecnz.

But was Jornal of great informing nature, for was Scribe totally

ignorant of fact that Men of Red did now attend U of Mac and that

Land of Steel had managed amalgamation of Land of Soup and

Pea. But are many things possible when one considers idyllic w
derings of infinitesmal minds of Clodz. And did Scribe determine

that reason for publication was fact that For-mal of Clodz did

occur on Eve of Fria. And though same did not approach stature

of brawlz of Scienz (perhaps due to presence of far greater numbers

of Lemonz) did it seem that suave and merry moments were had

by many.

Scribe Stirs Mix For Marion's Kicks
But now does most wondrous Maid Marion insist that Scribe

release trusted chisel from calloused palms for has time come for

annual lubrication of components of wisest of sages. For must

Scribe add secret quantities of S.A.E. 10W-30 to usual hundred

proof that multi-weather protection of innards of Marion is in

sured. And so with prospects of acquiring undetermined amounts

of superflous hundred-proof does Scribe set about task with beaming

countenance and expectations of greatest nature.

By Royce MacGillivray

Below him lay the valley, dotted

with tents and cabins emitting the

smoke of human habitation, and

with a glad cry he plunged down.

The sumacs whipped at his face as

he went, and he nearly lost his di-

rection in the white urgency of

desire. He trampled a path out

underfoot. The heavy brambles

slashed back. Suddenly the rubbly

slope and its forest ended, and he

ran onto a cultivated field.

A group of men were standing

not far off, carrying hoes and rakes.

But some of them also had guns

They surrounded Henry, surprised

and wary, and made him tell his

story.

He explained how he had been

in Montreal when the attack

came, how he escaped, the long

recovery from burns in a shack

in a rural village, the devastated

blasted country he had seen

They warmed to him, and eager

for companionship, became his

friends almost immediately

"This is our settlement", one of

the workers said, and the sweep of

his arm took in the civilized valley

and its homes, a green, lush little

paradise. "We have been here for

over a year. We escaped like you

did. We arrived here one by one

and set up house-keeping. There

are about eighty of us now.'

Yes, they were all friends. There

was a feast that night around a

flaming campfire. Henry was the

guest of honour, and they asked

him to tell what he had seen, again

and again. Between questions, the

grave man who had indicated the

valley to him earlier, explained

some of its aspects.

There was a large stream there

and already they had electric

power. In time, he said, there

would be factories for everything

they needed. "We work in the

fields" he explained, "and that

gives us our food. But many of

us are scientifically trained, and

we like to work in our spare time

with ways of improving our lot.

The festivities drifted away from

them then, and Henry and the

serious man were joined by other

serious men. One was tired, small

his tiny heart-shaped face crowned

with thick black hair. The others

called him 'Professor!' "Not that

we haven't other Professors here

Phone 6381 ]°3 Princess Street

Exclusive Manufacturers and Distributors for

OFFICIAL QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JACKETS

Shorts, Regulars, Talis, Extra Talis — Sizes 34 - 48 in stock

COMPLETE WITH GOLD WIRE CHEST AND BUTTONS

he said deprecatorily, on being so

addressed

—

"But you're so conspicuous" one

of the others put in.

They all laughed. "He hopes to

build a factory to make light bulbs,"

a chemical engineer said. I told him

we couldn't make light bulbs in this

Hey, but he insists it's possible."

"Palpable ignorance of yours'

the professor said. He explained

the method. The others debated

with him, alert, fiery, over every

detail. "You have a magnificent

assembly of scientific knowlege

here" Henry said, knowing the

sentence was too pompous. "You
speak way over my head, and I

was once a lab technician."

Science IS knowledge' the Pro

fessor said suddenly. "It multiplies

tself and multiplies itself, gener

ously and proudly, in Science's

innate grace. Existence is Science

There is nothing but Science in the

world."

Henry glanced at the rest. They

seemed to find nothing surprising

in this speech. Some of them wore

mild smiles of approbation. "Still,

one of them mused, half-laugh

ingly," it was a good thing for us

academic felows that the vacation

was on when the attack came.

Otherwise . . .

There was an uncomfortable

silence. "Did you see our hydraulics

plant?" some one asked, but thi

did not revive the conversation

"It's ten to nine" the heart

faced professor said suddenly. H
jumped up. The rest got their

cups ready. Henry noticed each

cup was quarter filled. They
waited. The Professor fetched

cut-glass bowl, that had been a

punch bowl in a happier day, and

filled it with fresh milk nearly to

the brim. He carried it to each

man, with infinite ceremony.

Each closed his eyes and poured

the libation into it. Walking very

regally, very erectly, the Profes-

sor left with the bowl, and

Henry's eyes followed him as he

disappeared into a lighted cave

half-way up the hill.

"Only a custom" the chemical

engineer explained. And everyone

nodded, around the fire.

"It's an odd custom" Henry

could not help thinking. He speared

the chemical engineer with his

dance.

"Do you keep livestock there?"

He shook his head.

"Fowl?"

"No."

A cold chill ran up Henry's

backbone. "Prisoners then?"

No."

You're not being quite fair with

me."

"Just a custom, old chap. Noth-

; to it."

The Professor came back. Night

had come completely now, and the

alley was dark, and little spangles

f electric light were glooming

among hillside trees. Under one of

these Henry observed (from the

corner of his glance) people passing

and repassing, and appearing again

in the block of light at the door

of the cave. Everyone going up

carried something in his arms.

The meeting ended quite sud

denly. Most of the celebrants had

since departed, and at 10:15

which was curfew hour — the

whole group broke up. The Pro

fesor had almost to be dragged

from a discussion about the isotopes

he had been working with at the

time of the war.

"If you intend to stay with us'

an official said, "we'll be glad to

have you. We get up at four here

and we'll show you the ropes first

thing in the morning."

"And you'll be frank with me

about what's in the cave?"

"We will. We are required to

But will you sleep on the ground

tonight?"

"On the ground?"

"Yes. It's not that we haven'

got beds, but we have to have a

certain ceremony before we let

you in our houses. Just custom

ary you see. No hard feelings I

hope. It'll be all right after to-

morrow."

Henry didn't mind. He was

rather glad. He picked a spot under

hazel nut tree, but did not sleep

;

he tossed and turned. When all was

silent but the humming of night in-

sects and the distant wail of a baby

he arose and crept up the slope.

To the cave. The lights were still

dimly burning. He took a brambly,

uncertain path rather than the open

road.

The cavern was fastened with a

metal door which, being rather un-

balanced on its hinges, swung back

heavily as Henry unlatched it. But

fierce animal leaped out. His

eyes, filled suddenly with the smoke-

stung air, could not grasp the

whole scene at once. He blinked.

From the rimming row of bowls

and incense and gems he lifted his

eyes to the massive, grotesquely

carven idol, and the crown on her

brow lettered in silver—SCIENCE.
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Arts Election Next Week

Students Urged To Vote

Elections for the Arts junior aod

senior AMS representatives will be

held on Monday and Tuesday,

January 30th and 31st. In keeping

with the Society's constitution,

nominations will close tomorrow at

12 noon. The office of Senior Re-

presentative is open to any mem-

bers of the Arts Society entering

his final year. The office of Junior

Representative is open to any mem-

ber of the society except freshmen.

Nominations require the signa

tures of five members of the Society

and may be given to president Peter

Zarry, to the four year presidents,

or to any member of the executive.

The executive of the Arts Society

urges all members to take a greater

interest in these elections and the

society elections which follow in

February. The percentage of eligible

voters who cast their ballots last

year was just over 33%.

Queen's Philoso phical

Society

There will be a meeting on

Thursday, Jan. 26, at 7:30 p.m.

in the club lounge of McNeil

House, the Men's Residence.

Prof. A. G. C. Whalley, of the

English Dept., Prof. Hans Eich-

ner of the German dept., and

Prof. G. Shortliffe of the French

dept. will present a symposium

entitled "What is a good poem?"

Model Parliament

All groups wishing to sit in

Queen's Model Parliament (Feb.

20) as parties must contact Allan

Kear, 6498, before Feb. 6. Please

have an estimate of the number

of members. This is to facilitate

seating and other arrangements.

Independents need not apply as

arrangements will be made for

them.

* *
Liberal Meeting

Liberals hold high the torch!

All those interested in speaking

for the party in model parlia-

ment are invited to a party cau-

cus in Committee Room 2, Stu-

dents Union at 7 p.m., this ev-

ening. Queen's liberal tradition

Inco Metals at work in Canada

Copper is one of 14 different elements

obtained £rom Inco ores, loco produces

over 250,000,000 pounds of copper a year.

More than half of ihis copper goes to

Canadian manufacturers. Rainspouts and

hundreds of other copper products are made

in Canada from Inco copper. Copper rain-

spouts like this one usually last longer than

the buildings they are installed on.

Here's how rainspouts

made from INCO COPPER

help provide jobs for

thousands of Canadians

Jobs are created by making the things people want. Here's how

Inco copper helps provide jobs for thousands of Canadians:

| At Inco, Canadian workmen mine the ore. Then they

concentrate and smelt the ore, finally producing refined

copper as cakes, cathodes and wire bar. About 18,000

men and women are employed by Inco in Canada.

2 Canadian manufacturers buy refined copper from Inco

and roll it into sheets and rod. Several thousand people are

employed by these companies.

Q Then from the copper sheets, workmen in Canadian sheet

metal companies fashion copper rainspouts like this one.

/y Canadian contractors, employing Canadian workmen,

install these rainspouts on Canadian homes.

From the ore to the ultimate consumer's product, hundreds of

items like this rainspout are made from Inco copper that

never leaves Canada.

Write for your free copy of the Illustrated

booklet, "Vie Romance of Nickel". /-tti

must not be sullied by a reaction-

ary victory of conservatives and

fascists.

* *

Art Exhibition
Art exhibition of the Canadian

Group of painters and the Group

of Seven in Grant Hall from Jan.

23 to 27 inclusive. Sponsored by

the Levana Society.

*
Queen's Mixed Chorus

Rehearsal, tomorrow at 7 p.m.

at St. James Anglican Church.

*
Student Wives Club

Next meeting tonight at 8:15

p.m. in the lounge of the Science

Club Rooms, Clark Hall. All

students' wives are welcome.

Speaker: Miss Kathleen Healey

on "The Elizabeth Fry Society".

*
SCM Meeting

Tomorrow in Ban Righ Hall

at 8:15 p.m. Discussion on this

summer's workcamps. Come if

you are interested in summer em-

ployment. Also, a psychiatrist

discusses volunteer work at the

Ontario Hospital. Slides, movie,

food.

* *
Aquacade

Routine schedule for Jan. 26

will be held on Jan. 24 at original

time, and routine rehearsal for

Jan. 24 will be held on Jan. 26.

Skiers

Queen's Ski Club will broad-

est snow reports and ski news

over CFRC Friday and Saturday

evenings. Consult radio schedule

for times. If any skiers are driv-

ing a car to any ski areas and

want passengers, please phone

Mel Fielding at 5832.

QCF
Mr. Ronald Aldos will give a

Bible study lecture on Philippians

II, 1-11, in Morgan's Chapel, Old

Arts building, tomorrow at 12:45

p.m.

* *
Drum Majorette

All applications may be sent to

Miss S. Dyer or Al Hitchcock

and should include the applicant's

name, address and phone number.

Further information may be ob-

tained by dialing 6346.

Classified Ads
Lost

In vicinity of Medical building

red wallet containing valuable

papers. Reward. Contact S. J.

Sims, 3771.

Wanted

Ride to Toronto and return

leaving Feb. 3, three will share

gas. Call Bill Brunt, McNeil

House, 4th floor South House.

Typing Service

Westbrook's typing service

:

Do you need any typing done?

Call 24546; prompt, efficient ser-

vice at reasonable rates.

B-Ball
(Continued from Page 2)

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED • 25 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO

The Gaels were never ahead,

but did manage to narrow the

McGill lead to one point with one

minute to go in the first half of

the game. However, the Redmen

went wild, and when the period

ended 60 seconds later, the Gaels

were ten points back.

There were 36 personal fouls

called with McGill getting 20.

The losers hit for 24 points on

free throws as against 14 for the

Redmen.
This week-end the Gaels play

host to McMaster Marauders (we

know we are right this time), and

the squad should really be hungry

enough to hit the win column.
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Its Arts Journal

With Science "S"

Science sophomores, apparent-

ly inspired by a somewhat simil-

ar stunt attempted a few years

ago, seized a number of Arts

Journals on Friday morning and

painted large gold "S" 's on them

before returning the papers to

circulation about 3 p.m. the same

day.

The sciencemen, acting on the

basis of a last-minute idea, seized

as many papers as possible before

most students had left class-

rooms at noon on Friday. The
papers were taken to the room of

one of the painters, where card-

board stencils were employed as

aids in the painting process.

Jim Bethune, editor-in-chief of

the Arts Journal, was scornful of

the whole project. "These are

our bridge-builders, you know",

he said, "it seems a shame that

they've got nothing better to do

than go around painting our

papers . . . find the people who
did this and you find the people

who painted Richardson stadium

in the fall."

Marcus Lon^
Marcus Long, professor of

philosophy at the University

of Toronto, will address an

open meeting of the Queen's

Engineering Society tomorrow

evening at 8 p.m. in Convo-

cation Hall. All students are

invited to attend.

C.U.P. CHATTER
HALIFAX: The Dalhousie "Gazette" wears the follow-

ing grim headlines: "Forty percent Freshmen Flunk One or

More Exams—Statistics Don't Lie". It goes on to reveal that

a total of 1682 exams were failed m all. On the whole, results

in the science were fairly constant, with approximately fifty-

five percent getting through their first year. The greatest

increase seems to be twenty-five percent in Latin I and the

biggest drop—21 percent in Philosophy I.

CHICAGO: The University of Chicago can boast of two

clubs that Queen's hasn't even thought of, yet. The Moun-
taineering Club members have been busily practising belay-

ing and crevasse rescues, and cutting footholds in the ice

around Lake Michigan.

However if a student's interests incline more to the

aquatic, he can join the U. of C. Skindivefs Club, which

teaches and practises the various techniques of skindiving.

The club is planning a televised demonstration of skindiving

equipment, participation in the Great Lakes Skindiving coun-

cil convention, a trip to the Florida Keys during the spring

interim for spearfishing, and an underwater exploration pro-

ject next summer. a

HAMILTON: The "Silhouette" announces that McMas- f
ter may become the second major atomic research centre in m
Canada, although the action on the project is still in the in- I
definite future. McMaster already has a start in the field

^
through its present research in the application of atomic en-

^
ergy to medicine.

McMaster was chosen partly because of the fact that Dr. a

H. G. Thode, the university's research director and principal
j|

of Hamilton College, has an international reputation as a |
physicial chemist, and partly because of Hamilton's position g
as an industrial centre. |

Answer To Rooming-House Blues

In Co-op "Meet Expenses " Plan

Do you sit in your lonely room

at nights wondering how much
longer you can stand your land-

lady's antics? Or if you happen to

have an amiable person in charge

of your rooming house, do you stay

up nights wondering where you're

going to scrape up enough money

to pay next week's rent?

The Science '44 Co-Ops, which

this week begin their annual re-

cruiting campaign designed to at-

tract new members into the Co-

Parties Prepare Platforms

As Model Parliament Nears

This year's model parliament

at Queen's will be held Feb. 20

in Grant Hall. The Debating

Union selected this site at their

Ability, Stability, And Drive

Make, A Mighty President

By Liz Gillan

Levana President

The open nominations meeting

for president and jr. AMS rep-

resentative for Levana will be

held in Ban Righ Common Room
on Sunday, January 29 at 6 p.m.

According to the Levana Con-

stitution, Article VI, par. 1 : All

persons holding office in the Le-

vana Society should be of good

academic standing. According to

par. 2 sub-section (b) : a Presi-

dent who shall be a fourth year

student in a four year course. It

shall be her duty to be present

at and to preside over all regular-

ly called meetings ; to assist as

hostess at all social functions

"with which the Society is con-

nected ; to be an ex-officio mem-
ber of all committees of the So-

ciety. According to par. 2 sub-

section (j): a junior representa-

tive from the Levana Society to

the Alma Mater Society who
shall be in her third year of a four

year course.

Any Levanite who fulfills

these qualifications, is eligible to

be nominated for these positions

by any other member of the so-

ciety. Before candidates are se-

How To Live

With Your Worries
Some worries and anxieties are

normal: we shouldn't dodge
them. But some are useless and
simply wear us down.

February Reader's Digest
tells about the kind of worry
you should learn to overcome
. . and how you can wisely

profit by putting sensible wor-
ries to good use. Get your Feb-
ruary Reader's Digest today:
38 articles of lasting interest,

including the best from cur-

rent books and leading mag-
azines, condensed to save your
time.

lectcd, it would be wise to con-

sider the traits which these rep-

presentatives should possess. A
president must have executive

ability, leadership, and a certain

amount of drive. Above all, she

should be interested in Levana

and the AMS. Diplomacy, sin-

cerity, stability and tolerance

make a good representative.

The jr. AMS rep. will be sit-

ting on the AMS executive, and
should be aware of student inter-

ests and problems. It is essential

that she be a 'clear thinker' and
able to express her ideas well.

She should be frank, unprejudiced

and principled, with personal

convictions. Guided, not personal,

ambition is a good trait. Both

representatives must be capable

of obtaining respect not only

from Levana, but from the whole
student body.

meeting Thursday night. It was
feit the great interest shown by

students promises a large turn

out.

the Hon. George

present as guest

It is hoped

Drew will be

speaker although arrangements

have not yet been completed. A
reception for the guest speaker

will be held in McNeil House

after the sesion.

A committee was appointed by

the debating club to make neces-

sary arrangements for the par-

liament. Members are: Stuart

Howard, chairman; Allan Kear

and Ken Hilborn. Any party

may sit, including the commun-

ists. Independents need not reg-

ister beforehand.

Several parties have already

been formed. Besides the Liherals

and the Progressive Conserva-

tives some new parties have ap-

peared. The Reformed Social

Credit Party and the Federalists,

right wing groups formed last

vear, are slated to present their

platforms. Also expected are the

Canadian Nationalists and the

Ontario Temperance party. The

Conservatives, headed by George

Post, will form the government.

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.

CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES
HOME COOKED FOOD

After the Theatre or Dance, dine at the Roy York for tempting

dishes and speedy service.

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00
Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room
271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

BOOKS
THAT PLEASE EVERYBODY

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
MONTREAL AT BROCK STREETS KINGSTON

Quimby Discovers

Problems Here Too

"The situation at Queen's par-

allels my experience at Bowdoin

College in several respects," said

Prof. C. H. Quinby, new head of

the drama department. For the pro

duction French Without Tears, to

be presented February 16 and 18

"outside material must be ordered.'

"The background for the play

calls tor a setting which would be

difficult to achieve without an

dition to the material on hand," he

stated. "Securing such material

locally is always difficult unless or-

ders are placed well ahead of time

Special lumber, special hardware

and special glue for the building

and painting process are necessary

if a permanent job is to be done."

"The added problem of planning

time and space to permit produe

tion crews to work in the shop must

be dealt with. Presently the stack

are full of scenery used in the past

which could not easily be rebuilt

or painted to fit the production,

he said.

"These problems must be met in

lime to place the new set on stage

at least a week before the first per-

formance," he added. "It is neces-

sary for the actors, electricians and

property people to become familiar

with the background. Other book-

ings of the stage in Convocation

Hall must also be allowed for."

Operative fold, think they can

solve these problems for you, at

least in part.

Co-Operative living, say the

Executives who direct the activi-

ties of Berry House and Collins

House (for males) and Boucher

House (for females) can make
you both healthier and wealthier

during the course of an academic

year.

Because they do their own

housework, look after the main-

tenance of the houses themselves,

and hire their own cook, Co-Opers

can afford to live more cheaply than

can ordinary individuals on the

campus. The entire project is run

on "meet expenses" basis, and liv-

ing costs run about $1 1 a week for

room and board during the term.

The food, members will be quick

to add, is as good as any likely to

be found in Kingston on a three-

meals-a-day basis.

The "Co-Operative" tag springs

from the custom followed by house

members of doing their own scrub-

bing and polishing up around the

houses. Each house member is

assigned a job during each term,

and the honor system is brought

into play to guarantee the job's

being done. The "job" may range

anywhere from an assignment to

keep the basement shower clean to

the responsibility to maintaining

the cleanliness of the main floor

common room. Members insist

they're not overworked : instead,

they say, a genuine sense of com-

munity springs up when everyone

pitches in to help with the chores.

The loneliness and boredom so

likely to be associated with life

in a single boarding-house room

has no place in an organization

such as this. Co-Opers find life

comfortable when, after a few

hours on the books, they can re-

lax, in informal conflabs in their

rooms. Their sense of relaxation

is further helped along when they

can come back from dinner and

sit down for a few hands of

bridge; or when they can invite

their gal-pals in for Saturday

night get-togethers. Every once

in a while, the three houses get

together: for example, at the an-

nual Christmas party at Collins

House or later in the year, at the

annual inter-house hockey game

(where the rivalry is strong and

bitter.)

Altogether, Co-Opers say their

way of life is fine. Their recruiting

committee would like to have you

apply for membership to fill the

lineup gaps which will be left when

some house members graduate this

spring: and application forms are

available now.

! SUPERIOR RESTAURANT

Kingston's Leading Restaurant

SINCE 1919

UNIVERSITY GRADUATES
The Hudson's Bay Company, Edmonton, Al-

berto, is offering opportunities to graduates in Arts,

Commerce, Business Administration as Trainees in

Merchandising, Personnel, Control and Advertising.

If you are interested in having our training pro-

gramme explained to you, along with an outline of

the possibilities, there may be for you in our organi-

zation, please see your Student Placement Officer

now concerning an appointment with Mr. Bridge,

who will be available for interviews at your University

MONDAY, JANUARY 30th.

Information concerning our Company is available

at the Placement Office for your consideration

HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY
EDMONTON STORE

Views Vary
(Continued from Page 1)

saying he failed to see the point o£

the whole thing. "The students are

paying for their education and, as

such, should have the chance to

finish out the year." He felt the

action was motivated by a desire

to get students to work harder in

the fall. "Let them cut their own

throats in the spring; don't have

someone else cutting their throats

now," he added.

A scholarly and intellectual

Artsman who prefers to remain

anonymous, commented "A great

deal can be said for both extremes.

The answer lies somewhere be-

tween the two."

Levana Society
There will be an open nomina-

tions meeting for Levana president

and junior AMS rep in Ban Righ

Common Room on Sunday after tea.

look your best

at the big game

"your best" starts

with your bra

—And your bra should be an
Exquisite Form.for loveliest linos

under mils and sweaters! Shown
lop: No. 475 popular Circl-O-

Form in white satin or brood-

cloth. Circle-stitched cups, elastic

insert for breathing comfort.

Junior AA cup, 30-36,- A cup,

30-36; B & C cups, 32-40.

Prko $2.00 Below: famous
"505"with curve-stitched under-

cup, giving firm support and
control. Satin or broadcloth.

A cup 30-36; B & C cups, 32-40.

Price $1.50

- SO. ATf £s v."
.
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CdifouaU

The Short, Sharp, Shock

A student registering for a year at Queen's should be able to

decide how he will divide his time, and when he will concentrate

most heavily on his studies. Because so much stress in our present

education system is laid on "getting one's year", a student's energy

is usually channelled in this direction. But he should have the right

to decide how and when he will go about it. The Science faculty

ruling which caused 18 second-year students to be dismissed on the

basis of Christmas-exam results is an infringement of this right.

It means that students in this faculty now have two instead of one

crucial set of exams to worry about, and it gives students even less

freedom to study and to divide their time as they see fit.

The ruling also entails one danger. Christmas exam marks, if

they are low, serve as a warning to students who have not been

working hard enough. If they are wise they will work harder. But

professors who do not want their students to fail at Christmas

will be tempted to be too lenient in marking in order to allow more

students to pass their course. As a result these students will feel

over-confident, and will not work as hard as they otherwise might.

It is a difficult task for a professor to mark all his exam papers

during the Christmas holidays, but if students are not allowed to re-

turn after Christmas they should be notified before they leave home.

This was not done, and several students returned from distant pro-

vinces only to be told they were no longer registered here. The

manner in which they were told was unkind and inconsiderate.

Some of them were informed unofficially by a professor before they

received any official communication. Some consideration for the

students involved should have been shown. It was not, by any

means, a pleasant thing to hear.

Why Is A Discount?

A recent editorial in the Kingston Whig-Standard attacked the

proposed student discount plan, berating students for "pleading

their temporary poverty in public". It was allowed that the prin-

ciple of discount is part of competitive selling. The criterion, in

business terms, lies in the expectation of the merchant as to the

amount his sales will increase if he offers his goods at a lower

price to a particular group.

Conceivably there may be some difference of opinion about

the sum effect of student purchasing power on the Kingston

economy. However, we do not feel that it can be dismissed, some-

what petulantly, as "negligible". While it is true that the bulk of

Queen's students do not come—from Kingston, they spend eight

months of the year here, and their effect on food and clothing mer-

chants in particular is considerable.

The Whig-Standard also objects to the timing of the move-

ment, coming when officials of the AMS are also clamoring for

more scholarship aid. Both plans are directed to a serious problem,

the financial difficulties of the university student. That the general

public is abysmally ignorant of this problem is quite clear. The

AMS and the NFCUS Committee would be derelict in their duty to

the students they represent if they did not seek every opportunity

to impress upon the public the serious nature of the problem. The

advocation of a student discount plan is one of the means at hand

The Price Of Freedom

Dr. Samuel Morison's recent contention that persons who have

belonged to a communist cell, especially during the last ten years,

showed weakness of character and should therefore be excluded

from teaching in universities, was an unfortunate one. It contra-

dicted many of the things he had previously said about political,

economic and academic freedom. He later qualified his remark to a

small group of people, saying that weakness of character is shown

by a man who remains with a communist organization after it has

begun espionage activities. It can be argued, however, that it re-

quires strength of character rather than weakness to remain with

a minority group which is regarded with suspicion and even hatred

in our society. And if a man once belonged to a communist cell and

does no longer, it also required a certain strength of character to

leave, thereby admitting he had made a mistake.

One cannot argue, as Dr. Morison did, for freedom to find work
and freedom from persecution, and then deny these freedoms to a

group which we find threatening. Dr. Morison did point out the

paradox existing here: should we allow freedom to a party whose
ideology involves the destruction of freedom? But the democratic

system, like any other political system, must meet certain threats

to itself, and it must cope with these threats in accordance with

the beliefs it upholds. If a democracy abuses or disregards the very

freedoms it stands for, it will no longer be democracy.

Persecution of the enemies of democracy will only drive these

enemies underground. It will not destroy them. Democarcy in

operation is not democracy as the ideal we believe in ; just as com-
munism in theory is a very different thing from communism in

practice. The democratic system has many deficiencies and abuses

which we tend to overlook in the face of more serious threats. But
communism will make no progress in a country whose people are

satisfied with the prevailing system. A more positive approach to

the communist threat lies in the constant effort of those who be-

lieve in democracy to improve its functioning. We must try to

corect abuses which now exist and which may cause people to

look elsewhere for the answer to their political dreams. This is a

far more difficult task than hunting down and persecuting the en-

emies to democracy, but the results will be more enduring.

Letters To The Editor

In Memoriam

Crime And Rehabilitation

Editor, Journal

:

After a year and a half at uni-

versity, eighteen second-year Sci-

ence students were dismissed

from the faculty this term.

All of them had decisively failed

their mid-year examinations, and

were considered undeserving or

unworthy of continuing in their

present courses. Both the fact

and the method of their dismis-

sal seem to this writer to be

brutal and hasty.

When the university accepts a

person into any course, it is with

the understanding that he can

graduate. Otherwise, they have

no business accepting him. First

year should remove those who

are obviously unfit for further

training. If a person fails second

year, it is because of some per-

sonal factor ; he would not be

there unless he had the potential

ability to pass. Christmas exams

are not always a reliable guide

to final grades. Many people who
pass at Christmas fail the finals,

or who fail at Christmas pass the

finals. In first year, perhaps, mid-

year marks are an accurate indi-

cation of misfits.

The eighteen who were dismis-

sed did not have the lowest av-

erages in their courses. They
just happened to fail the most

exams. At mid-year, before the

conclusive, final exams, were

they such an impediment to their

classmates that they had to be

dismissed? The alternative, that

they are an example to others,

is a rather brutal argument for

a liberal college.

However, even if the dismissal

is justified, there is no excuse for

sloppiness and spite in its appli-

cation. One student had come all

the way from Vancouver to be

told in the first week of term

that his attendance was no longer

desired. A round trip ticket be-

tween Vancouver and Kingston

costs about $150, which is a lot

of money to spend to learn that

you are no longer in the faculty.

In future it might be kinder to

hold examinations a week early

to avoid this waste, or else to

inform students of their dismissal

before their return.

Many students first learned of

their dismissal in class, when
they were either refused samples

for an experiment or asked to

clear their seats so that others

from the back of the room might

occupy the "vacant" desks, We
realize that in an efficient and

ruthless world like ours, a certain

amount of cruelty and thought-

lessness is unavoidable; but in-

tentional brutality is not neces-

sary at college. To a student, dis-

missal from a faculty is a grave

matter, and should be treated

flippantly by no-one. There has

been a lot of talk about ill-dres-

sed Queen's students; now per-

haps we might discuss the ill-

mannered Queen's faculty.

Perhaps this action was wise,

and the students involved could

never have become engineers.

But the Science faculty had un-

dertaken to train them, and

should have used all its judgment

in dismissing them. An action

like this should not be treated ir-

responsibly by anyone.

C.E.S. Franks

Just Plain Filth

Editor, Journal:

All "humorous" writings may
be divided into three classes —
genuine humor, filth, and what

some call a happy medium, upon

which faculty Journals have often

verged. The article "What All

Men Should Know About the

Sport of Queen's" is just plain

filth.

In a Journal which has so re-

cently been acclaimed by critics

as one of the finer university

papers, one would expect the

Arts students to outdo them-

selves in a tribute to their faculty.

Instead they have produced a

mockery of the award so lately

presented.

This article is an insult, not

only to the women of Queen's,

but to all those who cherish

Queen's as an academic institute

of HIGHER learning. The au-

thor, together with the editor

who must answer for every word
printed in his paper, should ac-

cept the responsibility for this

shameless trash.

Rather than be taken up with

indecencies in writings and car

toons. I feel that the faculty edi-

tion must better serve the stu-

dent body as an expression of the

genuine journalistic talents
which are certainly abundant
among Artsmen, Medsmen and

Sciencemen alike.

Cannot positive steps be taken

toward a solution of this prob-

lem?

Theresa Hammond

By John Cartwright

Speaking in the House of Com-

mons last Friday, a member of

parliament urged that all sex devi-

ates be jailed for life. Saying that

"these people deserve no sympathy"

he stated that the Criminal Code

was not being enforced severely

enough and suggested that if pres-

ent sections of the Code did not

cover all cases of sexual molesta-

tion, new provisions should be nude

for rigorous punishment of such

offences.

One of the more alarming aspects

of the recent outbreak of sex crimes

is the widespread expression of tl

attitude that society should seek

revenge on persons committing such

offences. This barbaric attitude, a

relic of the Middle Ages, should

have no place in a supposedly civ

ilized society like ours. A much

more reasonable concept is the one

slowly gaining ground in such

vanced countries as Britain : that

persons committing such crimes are

sick and need to be treated until

they can safely be restored to

society.

There are two particular clas-

ses of crimes in which a change

from punishment to treatment is

urgently needed in Canada. These

are the crimes of "sex deviates"

and those involving drug addic-

tion. We do not know too much

about why men are driven to

commit sex crimes, although

from what we do know it appears

that sex deviates are mentally

sick men unable to control their

abnormal urges. But drug addicts

have some striking common fea-

tures which may help account for

their illness.

Almost always, drug addicts are

persons incapable of forming close

and affectionate friendships. They

have no close or complete ties with

their families and friends. They are

weak-willed, and easily led into try-

ing narcotics as a new form of

adventure.

Very few drug addicts are in-

volved in serious crimes. They may

commit a few petty thefts to finance

their habit, or they may be used

as contacts by drug pedlars (who,

incidentally, are wise enough not

to use their product themselves).

The addict is, in short, not a dan-

gerous criminal, hut a sick man
suffering from an unbearable crav-

ing.

But how does Canada treat

these men? Do we realize that

they are ill, just as much as an

alcoholic or a tuberculosis suf-

ferer is ill? Do we make any at-

tempt to provide treatment for

their illness? Far from it. The
only treatment given drug ad-

dicts in Canada is a term in jail

ranging from nine months to an

indefinite sentence.

The effect of such corrective

measures is, as one might suspect,

negligible. Most addicts return to

nrcotics as soon as they get out

of prison. Because they are weak-

willed, addicts need a great deal of

help if they are to resist the blan

dishments of former companions.

But apart from the limited help the

John Howard Society can give

them, these men receive no cura-

tive treatment whatsoever.

The root of the problem seems

to be that the sale and possession

of narcotics in Canada is outlawed

except for special medical purposes.

There is no place in Canada where

an addict can obtain heroin or other

narcotics under medical supervis-

ion and at a low price. In Britain

there are clinics where drug addicts

go for treatment and obtain drugs

at a few cents cost. In Canada,

where no such facilities exist, ad-

dicts are forced to turn to the drug

pedlars, who mark up the prices of

narcotics several thousand times,

and consequently find it profitable

to recruit as many potential addicts

as possible. As a result, there are

in Canada some 4,000 known drug

addicts, with their number constant-

ly increasing; in Britain there are

48.

Does prison provide a cure for

these men? Since most addicts re-

turn to prison for a second or

third time, it is apparent that it

does not, and cannot until it be-

gins to provide medical treat-

ment. Merely jailing these men

with no treatment may keep them

away from narcotics for a short

while but it certainly provides

no cure for their habit.

It is estimated that today the

average cost of arresting and in-

carcerating one person in a peni-

tentiary is approximately $50,000.

What does society gain from this

if nothing is done to ensure that

he will not commit the same offence

again? Furthermore, even if all

present drug addicts in Canada

could be jailed, as long as the sale

of narcotics remains such a profit-

able field persons who are vicious

enough to make a living by selling

them will be able to find new vic-

tims.

So what is to be done to help

drug addicts? One of the first

steps would be to set up govern-

ment clinics, staffed by doctors,

to administer narcotics to those

who need them. At the same time

attempts could be made to wean

addicts away from the drugs and

to help them re-adjust to society.

Such a step would not only help

addicts recover from their illness,

but would also eliminate the vi-

cious traffic in narcotics which

enriches a few callous racketeers

at the expense of the addicts,

and ultimately of the society

which has to care for them.

The problem of drug addiction,

like any other socio-medica! prob-

lems, is not an easy one to solve.

There may be no solution that can

eliminate it completely. But we can

take a step in the right direction by

realizing that it is more sensible

to attempt to cure addicts so that

they can return to society than to

merely punish them for their illness.
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Scots Wha 9 Hae

SCOTTISH NATIONALISTS REVOLT

BOMBS HURLED AT GRANT HALL
Arts Election

Will be held Monday, Tues-

day, Jan. 30 and 31 in the

New Arts Building. All males

in the faculty are urged to

vote.

PHOTO Br NLCOLSON

Art Exhibit

Mr. Alan Jarvis examines a painting by Carl Schaeffer, "The

Willows." It is one in the exhibit of Canadian paintings displayed

in Grant Hall this week.

Shattering Blasts At Midnight Rock Campus
It Was All Done In Memory Of Robbie Burns

What Do YOU Think Of Modern Art?

Jarvis Senses Great Growing Interest

Alan Jarvis, Director oi the

National Gallery, spoke on "Art

in Canada" at the opening- of the

Canadian Group of Painters Ex-

hibition in Grant Hall Monday
evening. A sculpture who has of-

ten been called "the Billy Graham
of Canadian art", Mr. Jarvis re-

cently completed a series of art

in a recent coast to coast tour.

"The universities have an im-

portant role in the promotion of

Nominations Open

For Tricolor Merit

Nominations for the Tricolor

Society are now being- sought by

tlie junior AMS representatives.

Any ordinary member of the Al-

ma Mater Society may submit

nominations, which should be ac-

companied by a list of services

performed by the nominee during

his stay at Queen's.

Admission to the Tricolor So-

ciety is limited to post-graduates

and to students in the second

term of their final year, who,

'Maintaining a satisfactory aca-

demic standing during thejr un-

dergraduate course, have ren-

dered valuable service to the uni-

versity in non-athletic, extra-cur-

ricular activities.

Nominations may be given to

a junior representative in each

faculty, and will be considered

by a special committee consisting

of the AMS president and four

Junior reps, the university Princi-

pal, the Principal of Theology,
the four faculty deans, and any

members of the Society who are

able to attend.

A student is admitted to the

Society only by unanimous de-

cree of this committee. The can-

didate's name must be submitted

before Wednesday, Feb. 15.

art in Canada," Mr. Jarvis said.

Groups such as the Levana So-

ciety, which is sponsoring the

present exhibition, can bring art

to various centres across the

country. Such travelling exhibi-

tions help decentralize the Na-

tional Gallery in Ottawa by mak-

ing available its pictures to peo-

ple who ordinarily do not have

the opportunity of seeing them.

The National Gallery, by slow

and careful purchase of the high-

est quality art, has now acquired

international acclaim. But there

is difficulty in making these

great paintings available to all

Canada; the less valuable paint-

ings can be sent from the Gallery,

but few Canadian cities have first

rate galleries adequate to house

the more valuable works. Mr.

Jarvis' chief ambition is to over-

!
come these obstacles and "bring

I
the National Gallery to every

part of Canada."

Referring to modern art, the

speaker commented on the num-

ber o; people who approach him

with the query, "And what do

vou think of modern art?" This

seems to imply a growing inter-

est in this new trend, if not com-

plete acceptance. "People must be

willing to try tu understand this

new form of expression in art.

Too many people ignorantly con-

demn abstract work, but the Gal-

lery buys art when it is of merit.

In a recent article in Saturday

Night, Alan Jarvis is quoted as

saying "in the wake of the Group

of Se\ en n e had quite a spell of

the spurious. To be frivolous, a

pine tree somewhere was vital to

a Canadian painting. That period

is done with now. Only honest

forms will be tolerated by the

Canadian public. The time is long

past to plead 'Canada is a young

country'."

NFCUS Compaign

For Scholarships

Outlined To PTA
The NFCUS scholarship cam-

paign was outlined to presidents

of Kingston Home and School

Associations recently by AMS
vice-president, Lloyd Carlsen. Mr.

Carlsen spoke at a meeting of the

Home and School council.

The aim of the campaign, he

said, is to provide worthy stu-

dents with scholarships, so that

they may attend university and

make their training available to

industry and other organizations

suffering from a lack of profes-

sionally trained personnel.

Mr. Carlsen said that NFCUS
is pursuing recommendations

outlined in the Massey report on

cultural improvements in Can-

ada. These include establishing

100 Canada scholarships worth

$1 ,000 per year ; 2S0 national

scholarships worth $500 jier

year; 2000 bursaries of $500 per

year. All three types would be

tenable for four years.

Mr. Carlsen feels that the

prime minister is sympathetic to

the cause of NFCUS, which was

outlined in a brief presented to

him.

(Last Wednesday, to mark the

birthday of Robbie Burns, a

group of Scots nationalists at-

tempted to carry out their threat

to blow up Grant Hall. Here is

the true story as told by one of

the conspirators, Robert Bruce,

Jr.)

Late Wednesday evening a de-

termined little group gathered in a

dingy Kingston house. Before the

night was out this band of brothers

was to strike a blow for the free-

dom of enslaved peoples every-

where. Before the night was out,

Grant Hall, that symbol of tyranny

and seat of examinations was to be

laid in the dust.

After a few choruses of "Scots

Treasure Van

Gross sales for the Treasure

Van to the end of December reach-

ed $30,000 after sales at 16 univer-

sities and colleges. During January

the Van will be touring the western

provinces, while a second van will

visit the classical colleges of Que-

bec. No university this year has

broken Queen's all-time record set

in 1952 of a gross sale of $8,900.

Wha' Hae" and "My Bonnie

Lassie", the patriots filed out into

the night, conscious that they might

never return, or that their tune

might change to "We're in the

Jailhouse Now".

We were armed with powerful

bombs (of a distinctly homemade

character) ,
printed placards, and

bagpipes. We were fortified with

liquid fuel of a type that could only

be produced in the Highland mists

of our beloved Scotland.

The placards we used expressed

our sincere emotions for the op-

pressed wherever they are. There

were calls for "Home Rule for

Scotland", "Home Rule for Cy-

"Defensive Weapons" Needed
To Prevent Demise Of Israel

Mr. Micheal Comay, minister

plenipotentiary, and envoy extra-

ordinary, from Israel to Canada,

addressed the International Re-

lations Club on present Israeli-

Arab relations Monday after-

noon.

Throughout his talk Mr. Com-

ay stressed the peaceful inten-

tions of Israel. "Israel merely

wants enough defensive weapons

to deter attack" he explained in

answer to a question. He added

that the balance of power had

been swept away by the recent

Soviet shipments of arms to

Egypt, which would in turn make

them available to the other Arab

states through its military pacts.

"The Arabs have not yet re-

conciled themselves to the exis-

tence of a Jewish state in their

midst" he declared.

He pointed out that the bound-

aries of Israel were not those set

up by the United Nations com-

mission, but were formed by four

armistice agreements with the

Arab states, When the British

pulled out, the Arabs prepared to

drive the Jews into the sea". "As

yet they have not succeeded",

"Since the Arabs are as yet un-

willing to accept Israel as a per-

manent entity, the prospects for

a negotiated peace are dubious,"

Mr. Comay continued. "The Is-

raeli border is now the hottest

spot in the cold war," he stated.

"The State of Israel was not

intended as an end in itself but

as an outlet for the Jewish people

of the world. "We have been

taking in immigrants at the rate

of 1000 a day for four years,"

Mr. Comay said.

He told the gathering that

Israel's economic position had

improved considerably in the

past few years. "Our export *

have risen from 13 to 30 percent

of our imports in the past two

years. The gap is closed at pre-

sent by reparations from West

Germany, grant-in-aid from the

U.S., and a large inflow of invest-

ment capital.

prus", "Ireland for the Irish",

"Morocco for the Moroccans", and

"Home Rule for Nova Scotia." An
Engineering Building was dignified

with the placard, "Vive Le Bon

Maurice". To ensure that people

did not get the wrong idea a notice

was posted, "I Have Never Been a

Communist." Then, the final blow

was struck. "Scots Wha' Hae Wi

Wallace Bled" was emblazoned on

the door of Grant Hall.

As the skirl of pipes led the noble

Highland Regiments into battle in

days of yore, so again the pipes

were used to drive the demolition

crews on to feats of valour. Soon

the fuses were set and the con-

spirators scurried for cover.

Four blasts rocked the campus,

as the prophesy of last Tuesday's

Journal was fulfilled.

A casual glance at the campus

Thursday morning revealed that

Grant Hall was still standing.

However, I, Robert Bruce, Jr., be-

lieve I am speaking for all the

members of the Robbie Burns

Memorial Society when I say that

it was worth it. We, in all modesty',

can claim to have struck a blow for

freedom that has been heard around

the world (at least as far as

Goodwin House). Scotland forever,

down with Edward I and all the

other English dogs!

(At this point Mr. Bruce flew

into a fit of rage and said seme

things that unfortunately cannot be

reproduced in these pages, nor even

in the Arts Journal.)

Long Discusses This Modern Age
Calls Science Major Cultural Force

"Science is the major force

affecting the culture of any civili-

zation." With this statement, Dr.

Marcus Long of the University of

Toronto philosophy department

summed up the points in his talk

on science and the future of man-

kind. Dr. Long was guest speaker

at an open meeting of the Queen's

Engineering Society, Wednesday

evening at Convocation Hall.

"Every natural event has a na-

tural explanation," said Dr. Long.

This scientific asumption has fur-

thered great progress in the past.

If the mediaeval belief that illness

was caused by the displeasure of

the gods was still upheld, medical

developments would have been

impossible."

However, the speaker went or.

to point out, this assumption has

difficult implications. If this

theory is true, it follows that if

man is a part of nature, he has

a natural explanation. Through-

out the ages, man has attempted

to give this explanation; Darwin

assumed that man developed

from the lower forms of life. Re-

ligion has other explanations. As

yet, no positive solution has been

accepted.

Similarly, moral and religious

beliefs would necessarily have an

explanation in the past. Some up-

hold that moral rules are merely

rules set up for various cultures.

Religion can be traced from poly-

theism to monotheism. Since seri-

ous thoughts on these subjects

could undermine many of our pres-

ent day beliefs, Dr. Long prophe-

sied that our century will be the

age of conflict between religion and

science.

In conclusion, Dr. Long advised

members of the audience to live

their lives in the interests of hu-

manity.

Cinderella Swims

And To Music Too

"Cinderella" is the theme of

this year's annual production of

Aquacade. Directed by Jan Gra-

ce)-
, and her assistant Betty Lou

Segsworth. the show presents an

original water interpretation of

the well-known fairy-tale. In pre-

vious years Aquacade has been

built around a general theme, but

this time the production is being

given a new twist and an actual

story will be enacted.

Divided into 12 members who

will unfold the tale against a

background of appropriate mus-

ic, the show presents an enter-

taining variety of sychronized

swimming and diving. The Fairy

Godmother, otherwise known as

Marcia Jayes, last year's director,

grants Cinderella her golden

coach which carries her to the

ball to meet Prince Charming,

portrayed by Ray Hermiston.

Both Marcia and Ray have done

previous work with the show.

Phil Oliver, lauded for his

clown-diving performance last

vear, will provide more entertaiu-

(See Cinderella Swims, Page 41
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BOXING, WRESTLING TOMORROW
H3CH THE

SIDELINES

MIKE MOFFAT

Ambitious plans are being made by wrestling coach Jim Saylor

and his cohorts for the revival of the sport at Queen's. Queen's,

which is the only university in the big four which has no interme-

diate squad has been hampered in the past by lack of facilities, lack

of support and worst of all, lack of fighters. This last and most

serious defect is the one which is being attacked this year, and

from all appearance, it seems that headway is being made. In some

of the weight classes, there are three and even four men out battling

for berths on the intercollegiate squads or trying to get enough

experience to make next year's team.

This show of interest on the part of the student is the spark

that is necessary to bring wrestling back to the spot that it once

held on the campus, when wrestling bouts would fill Grant Hall with

spectators both from the university and from Kingston. Rebuilding

a team or a club from the bottom up is a hard job, and when there

is no interest it is impossible. This year, things seem to be looking

up, and so Jim is hoping that he can build a core to centre teams

for next year. He was four men back from the past teams, and with

this nucleus he may be able to build a championship team this

year.

Jim is getting help from a couple of ex-Queen's wrestlers

and from an ex-champ from Varsity. Fred Siesmonson, a Science

^rad, is giving Jim a hand, and Fred has four year's intercollegiate

experience behind him. Harry Robinson, who spent three years as

intercollegiate heavyweight champ at University of Toronto, is an-

other of his aides. A man who is supplying a lot of drive in the re-

organization of the team is George Felgate, the wrestlers team

manager who is ineligible this year due to scholastic pressure.

One of the surest ..piece* of evidence for the renewed interest

of the students who are participating is the fact that for tomorrow

night's fights, it was necessary to hold elimination bouts to see who
would represent the Tricolor in the bouts. This is a happy headache

for the coach who has had trouble in the past in finding enough

fighters to put one team on the floor.

Many things have been done to stimulate interest in the am-
ateur wrestling, which is a far cry from the professional acting

done on TV. The older members of the team have worked very hard

to convince and encourage the newer members to stick with the

team. A couple of psychological lifts have been received too. One
of them was the purchase of robes for the team. The other was the

appearance on the wrestling scene of a couple of big names in

campus sport, Lou Bruce and Gary Lewis. When boys such as these

turn out for the sport, it is not surprising that lesser lights take a

keen interest in the sport.

The biggest drawback to college wrestling is the fact that as

a spectator sport it can't compare with football, hockey, basketball

or boxing to those whose knowledge of the game is limited as is

the case with ninety-nine percent of the students. When they think

of wrestling, they think of all the rough and tumble thrills and
tosses of the sport that they have seen in professional rings or on
the television. Amateur wrestling, on the other hand, is a relatively

show game, a science as a test of strength. Very seldom is anvone
tossed across the ring or does one fighter get up and jump on his

opponent's head. Sadism may be part of the attraction of boxing
or professional wrestling, but there is no blood letting in this type
of wrestling and therein lies the lack of fan support.

FIGHTS TOMORROW
Queen's Boxers vs. Vimy Signals

Queen's Wrestlers vs. Montreal YMHA

Queen's Gym, Saturday, 8:15 p.m.

BOXING

140 lb.—Simmons Q vs. Woods Q

150 lb—Roberts Q vs. Haynes V

155 lb.—Kilgour Q vs. Vino V

160 lb.—Pohlman Q vs. Soul V

165 lb.—Harshaw Q vs. Ross V

130 lb. Spears V vs. Selected opponent

170 lb—Adams V vs. Bergman K

HOCKEY TEAM ON ROAD
ROCHESTERJIEXT STOP

Continuing their schedule of exhibition games, the Queen's

hockey team heads to Rochester to tackle the highly-rated Clarkson

College Golden Knights. This same Clarkson Crew extended the

American Olympic squad just before the latter crossed the big

puddle, and so Chisholm's boys will have their hands full.

Last week's game against the

Larries provided the Gaels with

valuable experience in playing

under American college rules.

These rules frown on body-

checking anywhere except in the

defending zone and enable attack-

ing sorties to "dump the puck in

the corner just after crossing

one's own blueline."

Bert Brook's services are avail-

able but Dick Dodds has been so

impressive that last year's starry

netminder probably will not win

his job back.

The meeting of these two col-

lege squads in Rochester marks

the opening of a new arena and

both clubs are in line for a series

of festive engagements befitting

the occasion. Coach Chisholm is

certain that his charges will do

more than merely give a good ac-

count of themselves. Last week

he found out that this is one club

that doesn't like to lose.

CELLAR TO LOSER

AS GAELS SEEK WIN

AGAINST MARAUDERS

With sole possession of last

place staring them in the face,

Queen's Golden Gaels, basketball

variety, will be going all out in

an effort to chalk up their first

win of the young season when

they face the McMaster Maraud-

ers in the Queen's gym tonight.

For the first time in the sched-

ule, the Tricolor will be at full

strength. Charlie Latimer, his

face adorned by a bird-cage will

be in the linup. Greg Stone will

also be in action, after almost

meeting with another injury to

accompany his previously broken

finger. On Wednesday night, he

was driving in for a practice lay-

up, when he was upset, landing

heavily on his head. However, a

temporary knockout was the sole

result of the mishap.

Coach Frank Tindall expects

to be "out-heighted" by the tall

McMaster squad. Two men to

watch in the Hamilton Hneup

will be Art Jackson and Bert Ra-

phael.

Mittmen Do Battle With Vimy
Matmen vs. Montreal YMHA

The Queen's boxers and wrestlers warm up for their respective

Intercollegiate Assaults by having a series of exhibition bouts, the

first of which comes this Saturday in the local gym when the

pugilists meet a team from Vimy, and the matmen are pitted

against the Montreal Young Men's Hebrew Association squad.

The boxers will hold forth in the main gym, and this will be

the first chance for Queen's fans to see in action the team that will

play host to the intercollegiate finals. They will be held here on

February 17 and IS, and there will be teams from Toronto, McGill

and O.A.C. Western will not be represented since they have no

boxing team, only a wrestling squad.

On display for the Tricolor

fans will be a lot of promising

boys whom coach Jack Jarvis

hopes to have in championship

form by the middle of next

month. The last time the Assaults

were here, 1952, the Tricolor

team walked off with the cham-

pionship by winning six of the

eight titles at stake. This year.

Queen's will be hampered by the

lack of entrants in the lighter

weight classes, and so the boys

who fight will have to make up

for a deficit caused by the lack of

a full team.

Six Gaels will be on the card

which is scheduled for seven

bouts. Viniy's Don Speers will

bring his own opponent for the

135 lb. fight since the locals have

no man in this class. At the other

end of the scale is Jack Abraham,

Queen's defending intercollegiate

heavyweight champ whose op-

ponent has yet to be named.

There are four bouts in which

a Oueen'sman will face a soldier,

and one in which a pair of Tri-

color fighters will go at each

other. Erskine Simmons and

Hugh Woods will put on a 140

bout that features two of Jarvis's

charges.

Doug Kilgour who lost out in

the finals last year on a decision

that could have gone either way
is a good bet to win a title for the

In The Lemonlite

K. PETROS
EXPERT SHOE REPAIRS KEYS DUPLICATED

SERVICE WHILE YOU WAIT

Confectionery, Novelties, Magazines
525 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2-6533

Home Cooked Meals

For Students
AT 102 CLERCY STREET EAST

Rate $1 0.00 For 6 Day Week
3 MEALS PER DAY

3mt Hmrtj Hotel
PRINCESS STREET

Coffee Shop and Restaurant

Kingston, Ont. Phone 7712

MOONLIGHT LUNCH
FULL COURSE DINNERS

Lunches prepared

CHINESE DISHES
to take out.

SPECIAL FOR STUDENTS
Meal Tickets: $5.50 for only $4.75

527 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 6972 and 2-9001

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

With less than a month left be-

fore the tournament time, the

Queen's Golden Gals are beginning

the big push for a more coordinated

and smooth team. Last Tuesday

night, they showed some of their

potential in an exhibition against

the Kingston YWCA team. B. J.

Hardie was the high scorer of the

game, shooting fourteen for Queen's.

High scorer for the Y was Dorothy

Seymour. Queen's won 3S-11.

This weekend, the gals travel to

Montreal for two exhibition games

Friday night with Mount Royal

and Saturday morning with the

Montreal YWCA. On February

4th, the intermediate team meets

Ryerson here at 7:30 p.m.

Tricolor this year, and he will

fight against Charlie Vino of

Vimy in the 155 class. Dave Har-

shaw, a member of the champion

Gael football squad is locking

for his second championship

team of the year when he lines

up as the Tricolor's 165 pound

representative. On Saturday
night, he will tackle Tommy Ross

of Vimy. Walter Roberts will be

jack's nominee in the 150 division

and he has drawn Bob Haynes

as his Vimy opponent. In the 160

class, Ralph Pohlman will carry

the Gaels hopes against Wayne
Soul.

Refereeing the boxing end of

the show will be Al Lenard of the

Queen's coaching staff and Ed

Mallard of P.H.E. '56, while Jake

Edwards will probably be the

timekeeper. All of the judges

had not been announced at press

time.

On the whole, Jack promises

that his boys will put on a good

show for the fans and from his

coaching record here, it's a good

bet that he'll do just that. Fans

would be well advised to take this

chance to come and look over the

team that has such good pros-

pects for the coming assaults,

in which the home gym may play

a large part. The boys should be

given a chance to get used to the

large crowds which will come to

see them when the finals arrive.

In the small gym on the boy's

side of the gym, the wrestlers will

be staging their warmups against

the Montreal YMHA team, and

the visitors have a reputation as

one of the best amateur organiza-

tions in Canada.

The turnout of an unusually

large number for the wrestling

team has raised hopes for a cham-

pionship contender, as this year s

boys are a mixture of experienced

and newcomers. Many of the new-

comers are not new to the athletic

scene at Queen's though. Two of

the top men and intercollegiate

All-Stars of the football Gaels are

trying their hand at the mat

game. They are Gary Lewis, who

will go into action tomorrow

night in the heavyweight div-

ision, and Lou Bruce who will

fight in the light heavy class.

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

68V2 Princess Street Kingston Phone 2-1761

Oualilv that Pleases . . . Service that Satisfies

Dial 7135

town and country

Restaurants

Highway No. 2, Cataraqui, Ont.

• Princess or Clergy Streets,
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TRANSIT TREMORS Journal Review

"Suddenly, almost imperceptibly, Count Von Braunschweiger's

hand shot out, the door of the train coach flew open, and Mont-
gomery's agonized scream could be heard hurtling down over the

precipice into the bottomless chasm directly below them.
" 'Vat a pity he had to leave us so suddenly', purred the Count,

but he vas too clever to ztay alive very long' ".

With a paralyzing shriek, the subway train shot out of the tun-

nel, jolting me out of my spell. I closed my paper-back copy of

"The Case of the Brazen Birdcage" and nonchalantly collected the

six or seven grapefruit that had spilled out of my grocery bag and

scattered over the the platform in the excitement of the moment
Then, after kicking aside the remains of the splattered pizza pie

I had been planning to have for dinner that evening, I entered the

coach, chuckling good-humouredly in the general direction of

lingerie advertisement.

There was an empty seat next to a weasel-like individual with

a prominent Adam's apple, who exuded an unniistakeable aura of

Vitalis. 1 sat down, arranged ihy groceries, and opened my bool'

" 'Now, Zsc-Zse my pet, ve vill contact Agent # 779 in Vienna

tute dcr plot to assassinate der president vill be perfected', snarled

the Count."

The hair on the back of my neck sprang to attention. Vor-

aciously I devoured every searing line. Then abruptly my concen-

tration was shattered by the piercing voice of a frowsy-looking

matron across the aisle.

"Myron" she shrilled to a toothless urchin at the far end of the

car, "stop your silly nonsense. <iive the lady back her baby this

minute and try to behave yourself".

Myron threw back his head, uttered a blood-curdling yelp, and

whizzed past us to the other end of the coach brandishing an evil-

looking licorice stick.

Shaken, I returned to my book, but my nerves were still jang-

ling like a Salvation Army tambourine in front of a speakeasy.

Gradually, the realization diffused over me that I was being watch-

ed. I casually allowed my eyes to dart from one figure to the

next and in a matter of seconds my hypersensitive faculties had

scrutinized each of the passengers and summed up the whole ter-

rifying situation. By an Herculean effort 1 managed to maintain

an outward calm. Only the beads of perspiration on my upper lip

betrayed my agitation. It was obvious I was surrounded by a

clever band of counter-spies. My only escape was cut off by one

of their number in the ingenious guise of an adolescent girl in

saddle-oxfords, ostensibly perusing the latest issue of "Heart-splint

ering Romances".

Across from me an old fossil with a glassy stare fixed his gaze

at a point just below my right ear lobe and contemplatively shifted

his dentures. Doubtless he was observing every movement I made

With fatalistic calm I ran my eyes along the advertisements

perched placidly in a row above their heads. "GILROY'S GHER-
KINS EVERY TIME" announced one poster, while another insin-

uatingly suggested "TRY THIS AMAZING WAY TO A BRAND
NEW FIGURE". A sardonic smile distorted my hitherto impassive

features when another, with bitter futility, advised "IN ANY
EMERGENCY, TURN TO THE YELLOW PAGES OF YOUR
TELEPHONE BOOK".

My gaze fell on a young woman wearing a sheepdog haircut.

As I looked at her, her chandelier earrings moved with an audible

clank and at the same moment, the Weasel next to me went into

an asthmatic fit of coughing. That was it! Their code signal!

Every muscle in my body tensed to the quivering point.

Then I spotted her — the Brains of the gang. None but the

shrewdest eye could have picked her out of that crowd. I impaled

her mercilessly with my gaze and she shrugged her shawl about

her uneasily. Her saucer-blue eyes blinked in child-like wonder-

ment and then bent to the lavender tea-cosy she was embroidering.

Ah! but they were as crafty a bunch as I had ever come up against.

This was it. Alone I faced the biggest spy ring in international

circles. Alone? But wait! I glimpsed his calm, intelligent gray eyes

and instantly I knew him to be a confederate. He threw me a

meaningful glance and though the licorice stains and the missing

front teeth, I recognized one of the most brilliant minds in the

espionage ring.

He acted instantly. With split-second timing he had seized the

copy of "Heart-splintering Romances" and was off like a shot, leav-

ing the agent in saddle shoes blinking in bewilderment. The train

screamed to a halt. I seized my opportunity and lunged for the exit.

The door slid open. I staggered out, safe, at last!

A thought struck me. I turned, entered the train, gathered up

me groceries, and with as much dignily as I could muster, flounced

out again.

I wasn't going to cat cole slaw again that night for any man.

Whit

"Painted Doll" Proves Hit
By Mary Morrison

"The Painted Doll", Queen's

Revile of '56, got off to a rollick-

ing start on Thursday evening.

This reviewer was only able to

see the dress rehearsal, but judg-

ing from the pace of the show, a

great deal of enjoyment will be

assured to the Friday and Sat-

urday evening audiences.

Sixteen songs, an acrobatic

act, and two routines by the pre-

cision-perfect kick-line highlight

this year's show. Director Bill

Wallace, and his assistant Elean-

or Home have moulded some ex-

cellent campus talent into a fast-

stepping review. Outstanding in

the vocal roles were Jo Smith

as Kewpie, Mike Carty as Bones,

and Heather Anderson as Sue.

Heather did a particulary good

job in her second act solo, "My
Guy".

The story centres around an

artist. J. Hamilton Swish by-

name, who arrives in Kingston

during a rainstorm ,nd stumbles

into a ccrtufti well-known res-

taurant, run by a certain well-

known restaurant p r o p r i e t e r.

Said restaurant is inhabited by

numerous college gay blades, who
are amazed at Swish's professed

ignorance of the existence of

Queen's University. "This is a

college", one of the catchiest num-

bers in the whole revue, gives Mr.

Swish some idea of the Queen's

spirit. Since the great artist has been

commissioned to paint a picture

entitled "Campus Spirit," he is

only too glad to be welcomed into

J. Hamilton Swish makes his debut in Kingston'

college colors are borne by the campus gay blades.

s "certain well-known restaurant

MEREDITH

where Queen's

the college life of Queen's.

During the first act, the

Quecntones, a well-known cam-

pus epiartet, sing several songs,

which arc without a doubt one

of the top spots of the show.

Their opening number. "It's

Raining in Kingston" should

strike a familiar note with Kings-

ton inhabitants. Their rendition

of "Bonnie Lassie" is too good to

be spoiled hy a premature des-

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

fflatlpbral
(anglican)

King St. at Johnson St.

septuagesima
SUNDAY, JANUARY 29th

8.00 a.m.—Holy Communion

9J5 a .m.— parish Communion

11.00 a.m.—Mattins and

Litany
Preacher: RevM. C. E. Staplts.

7.00 p.m.—Evensong
Preaelur: Rev'd. Allan Anderson.

STUDENTS VERY WELCOME

St. Anbrpnfa
ipreiibytpriatt (flfjarrlj

Princess And Clehgit stuests

Rev. J. Forbes Wedderoubn
m.a.. d.d.. minister

darwin stata.
Organist and choirmaster

lillian preston
assistant organist

10:30 a.m.—Bible Class

11:00 ajn.—Morning Service,

Nursery Class, Church School

7:30 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Young People
Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is

to all students.

<&balmera

Kiiitpu (Elfurrli

EARL AND 8ARRIE STS.

REV. W, F. BANISTER. D D.

MINISTER

SUNDAY. JANUARY 29TH

11 a.m.—The past speaks to

the present.

7.30 p.m.— Is there any reality

in religion?

Preacher:

Rev. G. N. Maxwell
Peterborough, Ont.

A Cordial Invitation to All

Students

Sydenham Si William St».

Rev. R. H. N, Davidson
PA. B D. . TH.M.

minister

Lloyd Zursrigg
organist and choir master

SUNDAY i JANUARY 29TH

]1 A.M.—Unseen Companions

7.30 P.M.—What is Faith?

8.45 P.M.—Social Hour For

All Young People.

Queen's

Blazers
Nicely tailored in Eng-

lish blazer cloth with

embroidered Queen's

crest and genuine

Queen's brass buttons.

Specially priced at

MEN'S DEPT.

nption.

Several other original tunes in-

cluding a "rock'n'roll" number

entitled Limestone Rock, and a

quick tempo song called "Import

Blues" keep up the high musical

standard set by previous campus

musical shows.

The long-legged lovelies of the

chorus line deserve special men-

tion. As a precision group their

timing was perfect, and the chor-

eography is extremely well done.

Congratulations arc also due to

Joan Chambers for the effective

sets which she designed and

painted.

The chief drawbacks to the re-

vue as a whole arc a certain lack

of coliesiveiiess in the plot, and

also the obvious lack of enough

singers with sufficiently strong

voices to carry solo numbers in their

roles. On the whole however, an

evening of good entertainment is in

store for those who are planning to

attend "The Painted Doll".

WIND
By Royce MacGillivray

A deep lost cloud came down the

wind;

The wind cried mournfully,

And struck the grass in desperation

Upon the hill, Oh soulfully,

So unhappily it cried and wept

aloud.

The wind instead was gay last night,

About the time the sun was set,

And slithered laughing through the

trees

And happ'ly upset an offsetting

breese

And faded simultaneously with a

purple cloud low, dark and

gloomy on the horizon.

He says he does it by Steady Saving

at the Bank of Montreal*

*The Bank where Studenls' accounts are warmly welcomed.

Kingston Branch: JACK McLEAN, Manager

Princess & Barrie Sts.: JOSEPH POUPORE, Manager
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A Bill Of Rights Or Not?
Queen'smenSupportBoth Sides

And Win Debate With RMC
Queen's was victorious over

the Royal Military College in the

first round of the Inter-Univer-

sity Debating League elimina-

tions Monday night.

The victory is a result of the

combination of points by two

Queen's students in reciprocal

debates with two RMC teams.

Next on the list for the Queen's

debaters are the winners of the

Carleton College-Ottawa Univer-

sity eliminations.

The topic, "Resolved that Can-

ada should have a separate codi-

fied bill of rights", was debated

negatively by Queen'smen, John

Graham and Ian MacGregor.

with RMC cadets John Wright

and Bill McMurty, for the af-

firmative, in the Co-ed lounge of

the Union. At RMC, Bob Mc-

Larty and Allen Kear of Queen's

defended the affirmative and ca-

dets, Dave Roberts and Paul Re-

naud, took the negative on the

same topic.

In both locales, the final re-

sults were extremely close. At

Queen's the RMC team was giv-

en the nod by the judges, while

the Queen's debators at RMC,
Bob McLarty and Allen Kear,

were victorious. The McLarty-

Kcar victory was sufficiently

large to give the two Queen's

teams a combined total which

was about 17 points larger than

that of the cadets.

According to the judges, the

debates were of high calibre, and

though the decisions were unani-

mous in both cases, the victories

were not overwhelming. Dr. G.

Shortliffe, one of three judges

from Queen's, commented in a

critical analysis of the debate on

the lack of satire on both sides.

Choices Good . . Says Frank

Gary Lewis, when asked how

hef felt about being named Tri-

color captain for the third
straight year, replied: "Stagger-

ed".

Ex-Journalite Is

Sect'y To Premier

Michael Dafoe, 25, former post-

graduate student at Queen's, has

been recently appointed private

secretary to Premier D. L. Camp-

bell of Manitoba.

Mr. Dafoe received his bachelor

of arts degree from the University

of Manitoba in 1952, and attained

his master's degree in history and

politics at Queen's in 1954. Soon

after graduation he joined the

Manitoba department of industry

and commerce.

While at Queen's Mr. Dafoe was

associate editor of the Journal for

several months.

CFRC
1490 kc

Friday

6 :30—Odds & Ends—N. May ; G. Skcr-

ret.

7 :00—Stardust—Danny Wong at the

piano.

7;30—Ski Report.
7:35—Campus Capers—L. Robbins, J.

Sutherland.

8 :00—Birdland—P. Ward, D. Cooper.

8 :30—Intercollegiate BASKETBALL

—

Queen's vs. MacMaster.
10:30—Our Choice—B. Phillips, J. Pryce.

11 :00—D. J. Jury—D. Thomson.
11:30—Mellow Mood—June Pryce.

Saturday

6:30—Ranch 1490—Bcv. Phillips.

7:00—Hits and Misses—Anne Dorland,

E. Williamson.
7:30—Ski Report.
7-35—Interview—Dr. Marcus Long.
8:00—In The Groove—Doug Thomson.
9:00—1490 Classics—Don Harrison.

10:00—Ski Report.
10:05—Interlude—Dave McNaughton.
10:30—Around the Campfirc—Len Berk.

11 :00—Cook's Musical Tour—Ken Cosh.

11:30—Lonesome Lemon—Ann Onymous

The Varsity Graduate, a

Toronto alumni magazine,

recently had this to say in

summing up the football ac-

tivity this year of Queen's

Gus Braccia:

"Q ucen' s had acquired

Braccia, trained in the high

school leagues of Philadelphia

and polished up at Temple

University. What was true of

Carr was true of Braccia, ex-

cept that with the latter,

there was an element of subt-

lety which the former lacked.

By the lime of the second

McCill game Cart's receivers

had been taught to hold the

ball . . . Hoiuevcr, it was not

the forward pass which won

the championship for Queen's:

it was the threat of the pass.

Varsity learned—as Montreal

was afterwards to learn in

Vancouver—that football can

be played along the ground.

Braccia seldom threw: he tan-

talised his opponents into

thinking he would do so,

caught their line and line-

backers in a state of indecision

and advanced the ball with

relentless regularity. He show-

ed us football, not basketball:

by a superlative combination

of strategy and tactics he put

the fortuard pass in its proper

place, not as the final arbiter

of football but as its para-

mount psychlogical weapon of

offence."

*i¥me you (fatAidened

We have prepared a review of the investment business

and the outstanding career opportunities it offers.

Our representative will visit

cue tyeztuca/uf, 3?ai

to interview interested &tudents

Meantime, copies of our review are obtainable from

your Placement Service or by writing to

Equitable Securities Canada Limited
Members: The InvcsUnent Dealers' Association oj Canada

220 Bay Street, Toronto, Ontario

But Gael coach Frank Tindall

waved aside Lewis' doubts about

establishing some sort of monop-

ly on the position by stating: "If

the guys didn't want him in there,

they wouldn't vote for him. The

captain's job is now becoming

more important all the time, and

Gary is a good guy to have in

there."

Of Gus Braccia, this year's

MVP, Tindall said; "He certain-

ly deserved the award. We
weren't going any place until he

arrived."

Quarry Seeks
Student Work
Quarry 5, Queen's University

literary magazine, invites poems,

short stories and essays for con-

sideration. The closing date for

entry is Feb. 23. Contributions

should be addressed to Quarry,

c/o circulation desk, Douglas Li-

brary.

Students are reminded that they

have until Feb. 1 to enter the con-

test for the Senator Davies poetry

prize for $500, details of which

will be found in the university cal-

endar. If you enter this compe-

tition, would you also send a copy

of your entry to Quarry.

The Canadian publisher, J. M
Dent and Sons Limited, is going

to publish a volume of student

writing. This is to encourage cre-

ative writing among university stu-

dents and also to provide a means

whereby young writers can bring

themselves to the attention of

editors, publishers, and others who

may be interested in purchasing

their subsequent work. The edi

torial staff of Quarry will select

Queen's contributions to this an

thology from the entries which it

has received.

\ few copies of last year's Quarry

are available in Tech Supplies

Listen to Quarry on the air on

Feb. 2 at 9.00 p.m.

Drum Majorette

All applications may be sent

to Miss S. Dyer or Al Hitchcock

and should include the applicant's

name, address and phone number.

Further information by dialing

6346.

* *
University Service

Subject of sermon for Sunday,

Religion, Privilege or Problem".

Principal Mackintosh and Levana

President, Liz Gillan, will be as-

sociated with the Padre in the

service and read the lessons.

*
Newman Club

Class in fundamental religion,

Sunday. Jan. 29, 7:45 p.m. in

Room III, Cathedral School.

*
Arts '59 Year Party

Arts '59 year party at Liberal

Hall Tuesday, Jan. 31, 8:45 p.m.

Admission by year card.

*
Arts '58

Elections Monday, Jan 30, 8

p.m., Old Biology lecture room.

*
Glee Club

Rehearsal, Glee Club room.

Old Arts building, Monday 7

p.m. We're starting early so that

those who wish may attend the

lecture.

*
DVA

DVA cheques are in the

Padre's office.

Cinderella Swims
(Continued from Page 1)

ment along the same line. Inter

collegiate divers and swimmers
are also taking part, and the en

tire cast consists of 50 boys and

girls.

The show will be presented for

three nights running, beginning

Feb. 3. All seats are reserved

(75c) and are on sale now at the

gym.

Undergraduate
History Club

Prof. Ezio Cappadociu of RMC
will speak on "Church and State

in Italy — The rise of the Chris-

tian democratic party". Monday,

Jan. 30, 8 p.m. at the Women's

Faculty Club, 44 University. All

are invited.

Classified Ads

Lost

Will anyone knowing the where-

abouts of a pair of lanterns taken

from the north wall at the Arts

Formal, please contact Don Taillefer

at 3159? These lanterns were loan-

ed to the formal committee and

must be returned.

* *

Politics 35 notes on campus.

Finder please contact Wietse Post-

humous.

Wanted

Ride to Toronto and return

leaving Feb. 3; three will share gas.

Call Bill Brunt, McNeil House, 4th

floor, South House.

* *

Immediately; girl to share house

with 3 nurses, one co-ed. Rent,

$28. per month. All privileges.

Ideal set-up. Move in at once. Call

4S41 or 3S6 Johnson.

TO THE GRADUATING CLASS OF 1956

Those of you considering careers in business or a profession

ore invited to obtain information about becoming a C. A. (Chart-

ered Accountant). Exceptional opportunities exist. Personal selection

tests are available to help you assess your aptitudes. For further

information call or write:

PROFESSOR J. E. SMYTH, COMMERCE BUILDING

Any firm of Chartered Accountants

The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Ontario

69 BLOOR STREET EAST TORONTO 5

533

HAPPY CORNER RESTAURANT
SPECIAL MEAL TICKETS FOR STUDENTS

We serve ITALIAN SPAGHETTI

PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2-8013

Campus capers

call for Coke

Parties click when the

mood is right. With

enough Coke on hand

you can set the scene

for a gay session . . .

anytime.

COCA-COLA'LTD.

fedciol Taxes

"Cot*" ( 0 rtgfifend traJ*-marlc.
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Monday's Candidates Air Their Views

For Junior AMS Rep

John Farn$worth
One object of the Alma Mater

Society of Queen's University is

to serve as a bond of union be-

tween the students, alumnae, and

graduates of the university.

Is the society fulfilling its re-

sponsibility to the students? I

believe the revised 1955 constitu-

tion of the AMS has helped to

bring the society and the students

closer together.

But many students know little

and care less about the functions

of the society. I urge all students

to cast their ballots at election

time, and then to follow the

achievements of the AMS
through the accounts in the

Queen's Journal.

BUI Reynolds
Gentlemen of the Arts Society

I have had the honour of be

ing nominated to run for the of

fice of your Junior Representa

Jive to the Alma Mater Society.

I am further honoured in that I

have three fine gentlemen as my
opponents.

Unlike them, however, I have

no previous executive record at

Queen's to present for your ap-

proval. I can say that I am a

member of Commerce l

58 and

that I am deeply interested in the

student government of our uni-

versity. I would be glad to be of

service to you as your Junior

Representative to the Alma
Mater Society.

I would greatly appreciate the

vote of every member of the so-

ciety but I would appreciate your

decisions, whatever it be, far

more if every member of the Arts

Society voted in the coming elec-

tions.

candidates whom you feel will

make the best representatives in the

AMS.
The executives of student gov-

ernment must also take positive

steps to bring their activities before

the eyes of the students at large.

They must be humorous at times,

to catch the attention of the campus;

so too, they must be serious and

responsible in making effective de-

cisions for the student body.

Through my ex-

perience on the

Arts Society as

President of Arts

'58, and through

my work on the

Arts Formal Com-

mittee, I have
much regard for

the amount of

work and patience

essential to filling

such a position.

But an enthusi-

For Senior AMS Rep

Enthus
The Arts Society as a

whole seems to be taking a
greater interest this year in

the annual elections for AMS
positions, says society pres-
ident Pete Zarry.

Only 4055 or so of eligible

voters bothered to cast their

ballots in last year's
*

elections.

Arts

Herscfiel Hardin
The most important factor in

student government is the benefit

received by the student body as a

whole. Thus healthy participation

by the students at election time is

necessary. I urge you to fill out a

ballot on the election day for the

astic interest is also necessary to

fulfill the purposes of student gov-

ernment.

Bob Utile
A few lines in one issue of the

Journal are inadequate to introduce

an AMS candidate. This need not

deter Arts Society members from

voting. Some traits inevitably ap-

pear, even in the briefest of com-

ments.

Any Arts representative to the

AMS has a dual responsibility. He

should represent, primarily, the

best interests of the students. But

he should also be mindful of his

duty to the university. A delicate

balance must he struck to give

justice to both views. Ability and

hard work are essential to main-

tain such an equilibrium.

In view of my past experience

and my present regard for student

affairs, I feel I could fulfill this re-

quirement. Two years on the Arts

Society Executive (as president of

Arts '58 and as Secretary) have

made me familiar with the type of

problems the AMS will face in the

coming year.

Since performance is a sounder

indication of potentiality than

promises I feel safe in soliciting

your support. Given the opportun-

ity, I will work to the best of my
ability for a successful year.

Jim Bettuuie
A man runs for office for one

reason alone, presumably, be-

cause he feels he can do as good
a job or better than anybody
else. If the voters think so he is

elected. If they don't think so he
is not. As you will see from the

headline of this article, I am run-

ning for Senior AMS representa-

tive in Arts.

I am running

for this position

not only because

1 feel I am equal

to its responsi-

bilities and du-

ties but also be-

cause I am wil-

ling to devote

every bit of my
energy and my
limited experi-

ence to this job.

I want this job

and one is willing to work very

hard for something one wants very

much.

As for promises — I make

one and only one. Promises in an

election of this kind are very un-

fair not only to the candidate but

to the voters as well. I promise

to work to my utmost for the

best interests of each and every

member of the society and the

University as a whole.

I assure those who think well

enough of me to compliment me
with their vote, that if elect i»l I

shall never betray their trust.

Stuart Howard
At last year's AMS elections,

only 33% of the voters used their

franchise. Please vote this time,

and if you should decide to vote

for me ,1 would be honoured. The

line record of Kip Summers, the

previous incumbent, is to me a

great challenge.

It would be my policy to at all

times uphold the constitution

UNIVERSITY GRADUATES
The Hudson's Bay Company, Edmonton, Al-

berta, is offering opportunities to graduates in Arts,

Commerce, Business Administration as Trainees in

Merchandising, Personnel, Control and Advertising.

If you are interested in having our training pro-

gramme explained to you, along with an outline of

the possibilities, there may be for you in our organi-

zation, please see your Student Placement Officer

now concerning an appointment with Mr. Bridge,

who will be available for interviews at your University

MONDAY, JANUARY 30th.

Information concerning our Company is available

at the Placement Office for your consideration

HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY
EDMONTON STORE

VALLEAU'S
BARBER SHOP
316 PRINCESS STREET

Three Barbers

Next to Silver Cril! PHONE 6°>'

Hillel Has Conference Here

Theme To Be "One People
s?

Over 125 members of

groups on 25 campuses

having regard for the rights

of my faculty and the interests

of the whole university.

During the past years it has

been customary for the senior

rep. of one of the faculties to be

elected AMS president. While I

do not seek this office I would

humbly accept it if it were given

to me. Whoever the president

may be, he will have my co-oper-

ation.

As for concrete policy, I ad-

vocate the establishment of a

permanent lost and found depart-

ment, better seats for students at

home football games and the ap-

pointment of two additional jus-

tices to the AMS court. I make
the latter proposal because I be-

lieve that it is unfair to force de-

cisions such as the one made in

the Smith Case on three men
only.

Austin Fricker
We have it from the horse's

mouth thai stable government is

needed at Queen's. To clear up

this situation, we propose our

candidate, who is quoted as saying

:

ing:

"I, Austin Fricker, am not now
nor ever have been a member of

the Communist Party, nor do I

profess to affiliation with any es-

stablished political party. As

such, I consider myself open to

all suggestions from the student

body of Queen's. Having served

on the executive of the Commerce

Club and Quarry magazine for

two years, I feel capable of pro-

viding the Arts students with

sound administration.

We urge you to remember:

A vote for Fricker is a vote

for Fricker, any way you look at

it."

Students - for - Better - Gov-

ernment - Committee.

Hillel

across

the dominion will attend the in-

ter-Hillel, regional conference,

which will be held in Kingston

from Feb. 1 to Feb. 5. The theme

of the five day conference, which

will be addressed by guest spea-

ker Dr. Irving A. Agus of New
York, will he "Am Echad",

which, translated from the He-

brew "One People".

This general theme will be di-

vided into different aspects and

each will be presented in a paper

by four Hillel Foundation direc-

tors. Some of the points of view

to be discussed are: 1) the re-

ligious and philosophical roots

of a people 2) various historical

and contemporary Jewish groups.

How are they bound together and

how were they separated? 3) So-

ciological factors tending to bind

and separate Jews 4) the role of

"Am Echad" — "One People"

in a Hillel foundation.

Presenting these papers will be

Rabbis Samuel Cass of McGill

Hillel: Justin Hofmann of Buf-

falo: Albert Hollander of Queen's

and Aaron Kemerling of the Uni-

BROCK
JEWELLERS
161 Princess Street

Kingston, Ontario

PHONE 2-7361

WATCH Repairs

A Specialty
- WE sell -

WATCHES - DIAMONDS

OPPORTUNITIES AT ELECTROHOME

A representative of our company will be interviewing graduates

in Electrical Engineering and Commerce on Tuesday, January 31st

We feel that it would be worth your while to investigate the

positions we hove avoiloble. We feel that we can offer a lot of

advantages to the graduating student who desires a variety of

work and opportunity to moke a contribution to the organization

fairly quickly. In a medium-sized company such as ours there is

ample opportunity to see all phases of the work being done and to

decide in which particular area you wish to make your career.

We make a good product, have excellent employee relations

and are located in o medium-sized community which offers many

advantages in living conditions.

We would appreciate the opportunity of talking to you.

Dominion Electrohome Industries Ltd.

KITCHENER, ONTARIO

versity of Toronto.

Dr. Agus, the guest speaker, is

a professor of Jewish and Gen-

eral History at the Yeshiva Uni-

versity, in New York City.

Next Friday evening, he will

discuss "The Jewish Contribution

to Modern Democracy" which

will outline a description of the

democratic ideas of the Jewish

communities in Germany and

France, in the llth and 12th cen-

turies; the influence of these

ideas on the emerging European

towns; modern democracy as an

outgrowth of the bourgeois re-

volutions in the 18th and 19th

centuries.

Saturday morning Dr. Agus

will talk on "Jewish ideas on lib-

erty, the rights of men, and de-

mocracy; the origin and develop-

ment of these ideas." This topic

will consist of an analysis of the

struggle of Judaism and Hellen-

ism in the period of the second

temple: the ideas that emerged

during that struggle ; the political

town corporation of Palestinian

Jewry: and the transmission of

these ideas through Josephus and

Philo.

McGALL'S
LUGGAGE AND SPORTING GOODS
By The World's Finest Manufacturers

_ AGENTS FOR —
SPALDING - SLAZENCER - CCM, ETC., SPORTS EQUIPMENT

SKYWAY — SAMSON ITE — McBRINE

QUEEN'S CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS

Tennis and Badminton Racquets Restrung

212 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 3793

WARD & HAMILTON LUNCH BAR

PRINCESS AT DIVISION K1NCSTON, ONT.

FULL COURSE MEALS
REASONABLE PRICES

Book now for 1956

Ask for one or all folders.

"Student Tours" . . . two special

tours sailing S.S. Homeric May 26 and

June 14 limiled to Studenls in the

1 8-25 age group.

"Budget Tour*" . . . three departure

dates open to Students of oil ages.

"Indepsndent Travel" ..

.

planned according to your individual

requirement in the price category

of your choice.

"Sailings' . ell Lines, all ship?,

ites. Also air tariffs.

ECONOMICAL • COMPREHENSIVE • COMFOSTABIE

! England

:| Switzerland

I
"aiy

Scotland

1 Capri

'" Dolomites

Ji Salzburg

France

fi Rivicras

1 Rhine

$ Bavaria

:|i Scandinavia

Vienna

1 TYnl

1 Holland
m

Belgium

Vi

SPf ClAtlZINC I N FUfiOPf AN TRAVEL

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL CLUB
LTD.

Monaaomenr; G. H. & J. f- LUCAS

S7 8LOOR SIHEEI W„ TORONTO

Walnut 4-1139

SINCE 1926

|C7/

TwoOffroi
W Under 13mo Conod"

£ Management

Agents in principal

European ciiios

DON'T FORGET TO BUY YOUR TRICOLOR '56
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The Student's Obligation

This is an important time of the year for all students who are

concerned about the workings of student government at Queen's.

The responsibility for a good student governing body lies in the

hands of the students, and if this responsibility is taken seriously

now there will be less carping criticism at a time when the various

societies are dealing with serious and time-consuming problems.

Since Queen's student government is conducted along democratic

principles, it confronts the problems which arise in any democracy.

These problems center around a lack of interest and cooperation

on the part of its members, who wish to shirk as much responsibility

as they can, but who are anxious and ready to criticise at every

opportunity.

During the fall term a committee was formed to investigate

ways and means of changing the student seating plan in Richard-

son stadium. Seating arrangements had been the subject of bitter

controversy for some time. The committee therefore arranged to

meet students who would like to make suggestions for changes

Not one student showed up, and the committee went ahead on its

own and drew up a plan which it felt would be agreeable to a

students. If this plan does not meet with universal approval, there

will undoubtedly be more criticism. But such criticism is ineffective

unless it is accompanied by positive suggestions and cooperation

The responsibility of the students toward their governing body

should operate most strongly, however, at election time. At this

time it is the duty of every student to find out who the candidates

are, what they have done at Queen's, and what they hope to accom-

plish. Students should support the candidate who seems most able

to perform a satisfactory job. not only in the interests of his or

her society, but in the interests of the university as a whole.

And, perhaps most important, it is the duty of every student

to vote. In the past this duty has been sadly neglected in several

societies. But it must be exercised by every student on the campus

if student government is to remain strong and effective. And before

a student casts his vote, he would he wise to read copies of the

constitutions of the AMS and of his faculty society in order to

gain an idea of their function and responsibilities.

flat

^ Tii .

'One meets such interesting people in the Library."

Letters To The Editor

Training For Teaching

Editor, Journal:

"The 'best* not good enough" is

a statement which is willingly ac-

cepted by any perfectionist. It is

especially significant when one

considers it in connection with a

system of education.

I am in no position to defend

Dean A. C. Lewis's remark as

quoted in the Queen's Journal "that

Ontario's educational system is 'the

best in Canada'." This may, as

your editors have stated, be an

"attitude of smug self-satisfaction."

Whatever it is, it does not exist in

the College of Education. No stu-

dent or professor of that college

has indicated this to me. No teacher

in the high schools of Ontario

whom I know is fully satisfied with

our system of education. On the

contrary, they as teachers and we

as teachers-to-be are striving to

improve our system. If we are lim

Conversation Piece

^Sb^^Ji Tony King

ited in effecting changes on a grand

scale, we do have the opportunity

and usually the desire to improve

education in our own classrooms.

Certainly it is desirable to have

more teachers. "The system of

OCE", whatever that is, is not ap-

pealing to those who expect from it

a graduate university course or a

social whirl. It is neither. It is a

training school, and it must remain

such. Those who are deterred from

entering this college are those who

do not want such a training course.

They are those who have no real

desire to be teachers. Admittedly,

the education of the children of this

nation should he done by those who

are best qualified. They must have

a driving incentive to teach. Let

us not attract rubbish to our schools.

Our teachers must want to teach.

M. Elaine Moorhouse, OCE.

Advice To The Workworm

Homo Libranens

In this most dismal season, when there are no football week-

ends, no good movies, and few"other diversions, the Douglas Lib-

rary comes into its own as a focus of student life. To weary stud-

ents, the millstones of poor Christmas exam results around their

necks, it stands as the beacon of knowledge, its lights shining into

the dark pools of their ignorance.

A student of human nature could make a profitable field trip

into the reading room. Endless discussion could follow on the

motives which impel attendance in that 'sanctum sanctorum'.

First, deservedly, there are the scholars. Not many, mind you,

but enough to impart the proper atmosphere of scholarship to the

place. The older scholars have long since deserted the mundane at-

mosphere of the reading room for the peace and quiet of the stacks.

From this ethereal region they seldom emerge. However, they can

be recognized on sight by their sallow and emaciated appearance

and especially by their glazed eyes which tend to blink rapidly in

protest against the bright sunlight of the outside world.

Nevertheless, a few hardy scholars still use the reading room

This is especially true of the younger ones who have not yet been

initiated into the joys of holding a stack pass. There they sit, their

heads buried in their books, oblivious to the seething masses of

humanity round about them.

At the other extreme there is the Socialite group. This group

is predominantly (but not exclusively) composed of members of

what an earlier generation, termed, somewhat rashly and prematur-

ely, 'the weaker sex.' This group wishes to be seen, and the Library,

although it is a poor substitute for a dance or a basketball game, is

nevertheless, a place to be seen in.

Somewhere in between lies a group known as the Transients.

They are not true denizens of the library because, as their name
implies, their visits arc brief. They have long abandoned the notion

of studying in the library as being too distracting. Now they con-

centrate on being distractions. They pound up the stairs and burst

into the reading room, After winking at the librarian and pausing

dramatically on the threshold, they dash across to the reserve shelves

of their favorite subject. Here, they pause again to collect a suitably

impressive number of books. One again they survey the reading

room looking for friends to greet or professors to impress. Finally,

they sweep out of the reading room at a half-gallop and vanish into

the night.

Surveys like this must inevitably come to the Average Student.

Of course there are many of these in the society of the reading

room. They come, in their youthful innocence, to study. However,
the forces of distraction are too strong. They squirm and fidget.

Their eyes wander. Inevitably they are driven into one or other of

the aforementioned groups. Those with strong wills arc transform-

ed into Scholars of varying degrees of concentration. Those whose
wills are less strong are driven from the reading room to seek the

seclusion of their own rooms and become Transients, of varying

degrees of objectionability.

Anyone who hasn't buried his

head in the sand should be aware

by now that the western peoples

live in an unstable, as well as a

dynamic, society. Juvenile delin-

quency, slicky artificial entertain-

ment, a rising divorce rate, intel-

lectual unrest, a pervasive cyn-

icism and an almost morbid fas-

cination with sex, point to a soci-

ety which no longer really

knows what it wants and where

going. We have lost the easy

confidence of our Victorian pre-

decessors and have yet to find

some sort of common sense of

our own.

As a history student, I suppose

it is only natural that I should

expect the past to throw light

our present difficulties. The

experience of the past may help

us to understand the present even

though it may not tell us what to

do about it.

Needless to say, this isn't the

first time the West has got lost.

The declining years of Hellenic

civilization, for example, were

fraught with the same uneasiness

which disturbs people today. The

same was true of the later Roman
Empire and of the waning days

of the Middle Ages, during the

Renaissance and Reformation.

One characteristic that all these

periods seemed to have in com-

mon was a precipitous decline in

the number of things that people

took for granted, in the number

of things that people regarded as

"givens."

Take the 15th and 16th cent-

uries for example. All at once the

entire feudal and ecclesiastical

structure of the medieval world

seemed to be crumbling before

men's eyes.

Men could no longer take for

granted the quiet life of the

manor farm or of the village shop

s they once had. And now they

had to ask themselves whether

Sunday morning Mass was really

the divinely ordained sacrament

they had always thought it. They
were even being told they could

eat meat on Friday.

It was not easy for people to

make these serious social and re-

ligious adjustments. The values

that the modern world took for

granted — the reasonableness of

man and the amicability of God
— seemed strange, foreign and

unnatural to the average 16th

century artisan. He may have

wanted some of these changes

but they were nonetheless a bit

hard to get used to.

And once somebody questions

something he has always taken

as given, there is a strong temp-

tation to begin looking critically

at all sorts of other things. And

as often as not such searchings

may cause a person to reject one

way of looking at the world with-

out adopting another.

At the same time as he lost his

spiritual security, a man often

lost security of environment. In-

stead of knowing that he would

live, work and die in his father's

workshop or on his father's farm,

a man might grow up not know-

ing where or how he would end

his days. In contrast to the me-

dieval man, the Reformation

man had a great deal to think

about. Little wonder that he often

got confused.

Had these revolutions been

confined to the minds and exper-

iences of a limited intelligentsia

everything might have gone fair-

ly sraoothl y. Unfortunately

changes of such a profound and

sweeping nature effected the lives

of men of all ranks and stations.

Whether consciously or un-

consciously, men no longer as-

sumed without thinking that the

world as they knew it was going

to persist for an indefinite period.

Having nothing stable to hang on

to, people floundered for a cen-

tury or two until the 1700's when

they discovered, among other

things, that man should take a

healthy interest in the world

around him and make money as

best he could.

As far as I can make out, we
are living in a similar period of

transition. We are in the process

of forsaking the extroverted,

money-making liberalism of the

past two centuries for we know
not what. Like the men of the

16th century, we are caught in a

welter of conflicting ideals. The
dynamism of our society, the de-

cline of the family and of social

morality are throwing men on

their own mettle in an almost un-

precedented fashion.

Whether an unstable society is

a bad thing or not is, of course,

a moot point. But western society

is unlikely to become its old se-

rene self again until people can

Editor, Journal:

I was jist a-sittin' an' a-thinkin'

t'other nite that the young-uns in

this hyar school should git the clues

on the new sisthn. They is changin'

things around sumpin' awful these

days.

One of these hyar faculties fig-

ures thet since all them other

schools is got pre-Medz that

Kweenz gotta have it. Now this is

jist great an' all that, but all this

conformin' has to be equalled up

somewhar.

So this other faculty up an'

changes the whole dag-burned sis-

tim. Way back, they jist had four

turms in this faculty but now things,

is changed—they's got five! Them

second y'ar studints has now gotta

take two turms

!

For The Sake Of ... 1

Editor, Journal:

We would like to take this op

portunity to thank the administra-

tors of this University for the long-

awaited Political and Economics

Building. The large rooms and, as

yet, uncluttered hook shelves are a

great improvement over the former

offices in the "grey brick effort"

on Union Street,

We believe however that one

significant item has been overlooked.

There is in the main entrance hall

a beautiful alcove which is at pres-

ent bare and empty. It is our humble

suggestion that there be placed in

this alcove, side by side, busts of

Oliver Wendell Holmes and John

Maynard Keynes.

Politica et Economica.

Memo And Motto

Editor, Journal:

In the last issue of the Queen's

Journal appeared an article on the

Levana elections. Among the omis-

sions was the following paragraph,

which I wish stressed:

It is the duty of every member

of Levana to see that the girl best

suited for each position is nomina-

ted, provided the nominee is in-

terested. Too often, the people

most apathetic before the elections

are the loudest critics after the

results are announced.

Elizabeth Gillan,

Arts '56.

P.S.: The motto for the day?

"Any relation between the caption

Now, Ma Editor, this is whar

we can help the young tykes a-

comin' up ta this Soph year. The

turm from Sept. to Xmas is real

ruff. Ya only gits three months a

laming an there's all them feetball

games an' dances ta go ta an' before

ya know it them Sophs is writin'

them finals.

Now young-uns, come close.

They ain't got no suppe yet fer

this turm what I was a-mentionin.

Now if ya was ta git awful sick —
pleurisy or frightenitis or sumpin'

— an' ye was ta miss them finals,

them men would jist almost hafta

let ya come back fer the next turm.

Mind ya, they wouldn't wanta but

they wouldn't have no evydents fer

ta do different.

An' when ya comes back, ya jist

larn all that stuff what ya was too

bizy fer afore Xmas, an' ya got it

made. Thets all thar is to it. Then

ya can git inta thet third year an

its jist like sailin' ta git ta be a

injineer.

Uncle Josh.
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Scholarship Action Postponed By Commons
A system of national bursaries

and scholarships for university

students was discussed in the

House of Commons on Thursday,

but the suggestion was moved to

the bottom of a long list of pri-

vate members' resolutions, and

likely will not come up again this

session.

The resolution was offered by

A, H. Hollingworth, Liberal

member for York Centre. It won
support from members of all

parties, including Opposition

Leader Drew. No cabinet minis-

ter spoke on the resolution.

Mr. Hollingworth said an es-

timated 20,000 Canadian students

need financial assistance if they

are to get a university education.

He said his plan was aimed at

helping these people. He men-
tioned no specific amounts, but

said bursaries might range from
$300 to $500.

The National Federation of

Canadian University Students, in

its scholarship campaign, is pur-

suing recommendations outlined

in the Massey Report. These in-

clude 100 Canada scholarships

worth $1,000 per year; 250 na-

tional scholarships of $500 per

year; 2,000 bursaries of $500 per

year, all three kinds to be tenable

for four years.

Mr. Hollingworth also said

that federal assistance to univer-

sities for capital works as librar-

ies, laboratories and other build-

ings is woefully inadequate for

present and future needs.

He estimated there are between

55,000 and 65,000 university stu-

dents in Canada now. The num-

ber would grow to 135,000 in ten

years.

Rev. Dan Mclvor, Liberal for

Fort William, said he supports

assistance to students but warn-

ed that "we don't want to gradu-

ate a bunch of sissies." He be-

lieves students with a strong pur-

pose in life will attain it wheth-

er they get assistance or not.

George Drew, Progressive-

Conservative leader, indicated his

support this week in a letter to

Charles Hockman, president of

the Queen's NFCUS committee.

He affirmed a belief that, of the

many ways the government can

encourage higher education, the

provision of scholarships is prob-

ably the most satisfactory.

He went on to say, "I don't

believe the granting of scholar-

ships would infringe upon the

constitutional position of Ontar-

io, and there have been in fact, to

a limited extent, federal scholar-

ships of this kind for a number of

years."

Mr. Drew concluded with an

assurance of continued support.
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Cinderellas AN

Prepping for their Queen's

Aquacade performance

(Thursday, Friday, Sat-

urday of this week) are

(I. to r.) Joan Murphy,

Judy Reid, Ruth Fraser,

and Kay Sullivan.

WHO OR WHAT IS A PROFESSOR?
ENTHUSIASM AND INTELLECT
ARE NECESSARY COMPONENTS

photo ay Wong

Is Criterion For Judging Poetry

Founded On Its Intrinsic Worth?

Students entering university

are often overheard to say, "I

chose Queen's because it has a

good . . . department." The basis

of choice in some cases, then, is

the calibre of a certain depart-

ment.

The Queen's Journal has se-

lected a few moments of different

faculties, inquiring into the stand-

ards held by the university. The

problem may be reduced to the

question, "What elements make a

first-class professor ?"

Communist Party Is Formed

Will Sit In Mock Parliament

Five parties, Conservatives,

Liberals, Federalists, Reform

Social Credit and Communists,

will take part in the annual

Model Parliament on February

By Eleanor Williamson

Journal Staff Writer

"We can be only fairly sure that

Shakespeare was a good poet,"

said Dr. Hans Eichner last

Thursday at the largest Philoso-

phy Club meeting this year. Dr.

Eichner spoke in a symposium

with Dr. A, G. C. Whalley of the

English dept. and Dr. Glen Short-

liffe of the French dept., on

"What is a good poem?"

Dr. Eichner's statement was

made when he explained a cri-

tic's statement, "This is a good

poem", was no more than a pre-

diction of its possible worth and

steadfast meaning in years to

come.

Accordingly, the greater
amount of time passed would

give the experts a greater amount

of certainty. Dr. Eichner said a

poem is not good in itself but

Howard, MacGregorWin Out
Are Off To McGill Debates

Queen's Debating Union held

eliminations last Thursday for a

team to compete this year at the

McGill Winter Carnival debates.

Feb. 16 - 18.

Want Applications

For McNeill House

Applications for single rooms

in McNeill House for the year

1956-57 are invited from men who

will be in third and fourth years

Arts and Science and fourth and

fifth years Medicine, next year.

Room rent for the year is $200

'or those in Arts and Science, and

5214 for those in Medicine. There

ts also a charge of $2.60 for tele-

phones.

Application forms may be ob-

tained in the Warden's Office at

the Students' Union. Applications

should be made by Feb. 15.

Winners were Stuart Howard

of A-ts '57 and Ron MacGregor,

Arts post graduate student.

Representatives from 15 uni-

versities will debate at the McGill

Winter Carnival in Montreal.

Topic for debate is "Resolved

that the Olympic games are not

conducive to international good

will."

The Queen's eliminations were

adjudicated by Prof. F. Gibson

of the History dept. and Peter

Zarry, president of the club. Each

contestant was required to give

a five minute prepared speech on

the topic 'Resolved that Duples-

sis' newsprint policies are objec-

tionable*.

The third and fourth highest

competitors in the eliminations

will debate University of Toron-

to in the near future. They are

Bob Little, Arts '58, and Ann

Burritt, Meds '61.

in its durability and lasting ap-

peal to the expert critics.

Dr. Eichner also distinguished

between an expert's saying that

a poem is good, and saying, "I

like it." "Personal preferences

can be quite separate from know-

ledge of worth — take for ex-

ample a hit tune that you know

is bad music but like anyway,"

Dr. Whalley proceeded to show

how he criticized a poem, using

as examples two poems by

Donne. The first step is under-

standing the poem, which is

achieved by going over the de-

tails to clear up any obscurity.

'From this, one goes on to savour

the poem as a whole, exploring

the imagery," he said. This stage

is apprehension.

The third speaker, Dr. Short-

liffe, outlined what a poem must

have to be classified as good.

First of all, as a work of art it

must have form or pattern. Then,

as this form would be worthless

without meaning, it must have

significance. "Finally — and this

is what makes a good poem sta'nd

out — the poet should try to set

forth a vision he has had," con-

cluded Dr. ShortliTe.

Elections

Elections for Arts repre-

sentatives to the AMS will

continue till 4 p.m. today in

the New Arts Building.

Elections for Engineering

Society executive and vigil-

ance committees will be held

Thursday at 1 p.m. in Grant

Hall.

AMS Movie

"Mr. Hulot's Holiday" will

he shown in Convocation Hall

Wednesday. There will be

two showings, beginning at 4

p.m. and again at 7 :30 p.m.

Mental Health

To Be Studied

The Student Christian Move-

ment of Canada, in cooperation with

provincial institutions, is offering

interested students the chance to

spend the summer working in

mental hospitals. Bill Vine, a mem-

ber of Queen's SCM, told the

Journal this opportunity was open

to university students across the

dominion.

"A co-operative community con-

sisting of the students and a qual-

ified director will be set up," he

said. "The whole field of problems

involved in mental health and so-

ciety will be examined."

"In many modern institutions

for the mentally ill, there are

modern methods of custodial care

and treatments," stated Mr. Vine.

"There are no padded cells and

fewer locked doors each year. The

old insane asylum is far in the

past. SCM offers students the

chance to experience, as staff,

what actually takes place in these

mental hospitals," he added.

Industrial work camps are orga-

nized along the same lines by SCM.

However, in this case, the students

must find employment themselves.

"Usually an opportunity presents

itself showing how unions run from

the workers' point of view, how

policy is made and how it is carried

out by the union and its members
"

20. This was decided by a closed

meeting of party representatives

in the Co-ed Lounge, last Friday.

The Conservatives will form

the government with the Liberals

as the official opposition. The de-

bate will centre around the

Speech from the Throne.

This year the government will

formulate its own program. Pre-

viously the program has been a

combined effort of all the parties

in Parliament.

The speaking time for each

party was allotted and sugges-

tions were made for a Governor

General and a Speaker of the

House. There will be no question

period this year but the usual

practice of having speeches from

the floor will he continued.

Mixed Chorus
Needs Males

Grant Sampson will direct a

concert of the University Mixed

Chorus late in March. Mr. Samp-

son, a former lecturer of music

at the University of Alberta, has

had considerable experience in

choir conducting.

Elbe Schonfeld and Maureen

Wyatt are president and secre-

tary respectively of the newly

formed chorus.

The concert will consist of a

set of Schubert vocal waltzes, an

interesting arrangement of gyp-

sy songs by Brahms, assorted

folk renditions and contemporary

religious music selections.

Practices, on Wednesdays from

7 to 9 p.m. at St. James Anglican

Church, have been poorly attend-

ed. The executive of the Mixed

Chorus is seeking more members,

particularly in the male section.

Admission to the choir is based

on the individual's desire to sing

in a group, not on his vocal abili-

ties. The Mixed Chorus is open

to students from all faculties.

Paraphrased below are the

answers received:

PROF. A.R.C. DUNCAN,
Head of the Philosophy Dept.

I feel a first-class professor is

one who is interested in his sub-

ject beyond anything on the face

of the earth. This is most im-

portant to his position. He should

be able to hold the attention of a

large class of students.

A professor is termed "poor"

or "dull" primarily because off

lack of interest. His liking for his

subject should lead him to keep

alive this interest through re-

search work. He will probably

write and publish the results

of his pursuits,

On the other hand, a professor

may be limited. Because lectur-

ing is a co-operative activity, he

must have full response from his

students. Otherwise, he will have

difficulty inculcating his interest

in the students.

DEAN EARL

A good teacher must be deeply

interested in his students as in-

dividuals. That is, he must make

a serious effort to pass on his

knowledge by putting his mind to

the problem at hand. Gauging the

minds of the students is another

fundamental element of good

teaching.

Being actively engaged in re-

search in one's own field is also

of great importance. As well, a

(Standards, See Page 5)

Traffic Problems

In Class Rooms

A course in traffic engineering,

which is believed to be unique in

Canada, has been added to Uie

curriculum of the fourth year Civil

Engineering since the New Year.

Prof. H. M. Edwards is instruc-

tor. The course deals in channeli-

zation, statistics, and improvement

of existing facilities.

The purpose of the course is

to make the Queen's Civil Engin-

eer a still more useful person,

rather than to produce a traffic

expert. Municipal governments,

which hire many of the Civils,

will particularly benefit from em-

ployees with such training.

Increasing traffic problems of

recent years made the course ne-

cessary, University officials said.

They hope it may be enlarged in

the near future.
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rccM THE

SIDELINES

MIKE MOFFAT

Tricolor Surpise Clarkson

The quality of the hockey played at Queen's is definitely on the

upgrade as was demonstrated on Saturday when the Gaels, a sup-

posedly intermediate calibre team, held the powerhouse Clarkson

College Golden Knights to a 4-4 tie in Rochester. The Tncolor

forleited the game when they refused to play overtime. American

rules call for a ten-minute overtime period, while Canadian rules

say that exhibition ties do not require overtime. This was the best

game of the season for the fast-improving Tricolor, and shows that

they are developing a team that could give a Canadian Senior Inter-

collegiate team a good battle.

The Golden Knights are rated as the best college hockey team

in eastern United States, and are almost sure of a bid for the nat-

ional championships in Colorado. The gold and green jerseyed

pucksters carried a ten-game unbeaten, untied college record into

the game. Their only defeat of the season was a 4-2 exhibition loss

to the American Olympic team. The Olympic squad is expected to

wind up either third or fourth in the international tournament.

The players on the team are interested in trying to arouse suf-

ficient interest in hockey at Queen's to aUow a Tricolor re-entry

into the Senior Intercollegiate Hockey League, and Saturday's

showing may mean that they have a team of sufficient calibre to

hold its own in that company. If they can continue to improve, and

if they don't lose too many players through graduation, they may

have a team ready for next season worthy of re-entry into the

senior loop. Queen's has entered the league on several occasions,

and has always dropped out because they lacked fan support for a

losing team. A winning team would get the fan support that such

an entry would need to exist, and these boys showed such possibili-

ties Saturday.

The big trouble with the setup that they are operating under

this season is the fact that they have only two home games on their

schedule. For a team that is trying to demonstrate that it has the

quality and the support for senior hockey, this is a tough break.

Their first home game was a thriller (they scored twice in the

last three minutes to edge Ryerson 5-4) but it didn't help to increase

their fan support, because very few people went to see it. Now that

they have shown the calibre of hockey that they can play, it is to

be hoped that they can get a good crowd out for the last game of

the season.

It would also be a big help if only they could manage to

schedule another home game some way, if possible with some team

of senior intercollegiate calibre. Maybe they could make arrange-

ments with a member of said league which is travelling through

Kingston on their way either to Toronto or to Montreal. If the boys

had such a chance they could demonstrate the brand of hockey

that they are capable of, and maybe they could get fan support

enough to enable the university to enter a team in the big league I

next year.

The Tricolor did it the hard way on Saturday, as they came

from behind a three goal Clarkson lead to tie the game. They rattled

home their three markers in the final ten minutes of regular play.

The Gaels stood their ground on the Canadian rule of no overtime

and so the referees ordered the game forfeited to the Clarkson crew.

Nevertheless, the Tricolor were very impressive and their future

looks bright at present.

Over in the gym last Friday, the Gaels gave promise of the

first winless season by a Queen's team since the troubles the foot-

ball team had in the postwar era. After failing to beat the Mac-

Master Marauders in the Queen's gym, the Tricolor's sole hope for

a win this year now lies in the visit of the McGill Redmen late in

the season.

In a preliminary game, the intermediates came through with

another good game as they beat the MacMaster Seconds quite decis-

ively. Maybe for future games, it would be a good idea for the fans

to go early and watch the seconds play and they would still have

time to catch the late show. Al Lenard's crew are putting some

good shows on for those who are there early enough to see them,

and will likely have a good won-lost record come the end of the

season.

The hoped for fights didn't materialize Saturday night in the

gym, as the Vimy boxers couldn't get permission from Ottawa to

fight against the locals. The fact that friend was pitted against

friend took a lot of the zip out of the fights, and the prospects for

the intercollegiate team were not given a good chance to show off

for the fans.

In the wrestling, a couple of Queen'smen gave very good show-

ings against their more experienced opponents from the Montreal

YMHA. Things may still turn out well for Jim Saylor's crew and

their rebuilding programme.

PUG BOUTS SPOILED

BUT MATMEN GOOD

Bert Brooks

MONTREAL TRIP OK

TWO WINS FOR GALS

GAELS LOSETHIRD GAME
MARAUDERS_WIN 65-59

The Gael Hoopsters can only go one may now and that is up,

as far as the league standings are concerned. Last Friday they took

over sole possession of last place when they were downed 65-59 m

the Queen's gym by the league doormats of previous years, the

MacMaster Marauders. The win was the first of the season for the

Hamilton crew.

Both teams started off slowly,

in the first period. The plays did

not click consistently and the

shooting of either side was very

erratic at times. The Gaels held

the lead on four or five occasions

but failed to maintain it. The

score at the end of the first half

was 30-29 in favour of the inva-

ders.

Height played a large factor in

the Gaels loss especially around

the backboards. The Marauders

consistently jumped the hapless

Gaels for the rebounds around

the hoop. Some good defensive

work on the part of Jim Harri-

son, Andy Haydon and John Mil-

liken prevented the score fromj fjcient warm-up was evident in

being any higher. Unfortunately t ]ie f;rst half of the game Friday

By Dot Enright

The Golden Gals are on the go!

This conclusion can be drawn

from their weekend trip to Mon-

treal, when they met and con-

quered two very strong teams,

the Town of Mount Royal, and

the Montreal YWCA.
Although their passing offence

and defence is weak at times, the

team was generally well co-ordin-

ated and potent. The lack of suf

Favourite US Team Stymied

Gaels Tie 4-4, Forfeit Game
By Ian Baird

The mightv Clarkson College hockey squad, undefeated in

college play after eleven starts, found out that a three goal lead

just wasn't good enough to cool off this year's battling Gaels.

Down 4-1 in the third period, the Tricolor squad called on the old

college try to deadlock their highly rated opponents at the end of

regulation time. Generally, exhibition games that end m ties stay

that way, but the Clarkson crew were apparently .so perturbed at

having their winning streak tarnished that they dug up a US

college rule to the effect that ten minutes overtime had to be played.

This idea didn't sit well with Chisolm and his charges who

felt that if no decision could be reached in sixty minutes, ten min-

utes more wasn't going to prove very much. Their refusal to play,

however, cost them the match by forfeit.

Bert Brooks took over in front of the twine for this contest,

and pulled off some gymnastic gems, especially in the first period,

o keep the Green and Gold from pulling away.

Ray Hoffman, who went welt

both ways every time out, scor-

ed the first goal in the Commun-

ity War Memorial Arena at 4:55

of the first period. The Gaels

skated off the ice nursing this

one goal lead, but in the second

stanza, Clarkson rapped in three

unanswered tallies, Childerhouse

getting two.

At 3:48 of the third period,

Clarkson counted again, to move

ahead 4-1. But the battle had just

begun. Once again Ron Valiquet-

te supplied the rallying spark

with an unassisted goal at 9:26.

The club caught fire as Carl Nur-

mi finished a play set up by Os-

borne and Dozzi two minutes

later.

Then Gary Ede knotted the

count on a pass from Hoffman,

at the twelve minute mark to

wind up the scoring.

It was fast a fast, bruising

clash; Barry Percival and Clark-

son's Tom Meeker dropped their

gloves late in the third period, as

tempers flared momentarily.

Queen's used only three defence-

men during the whole game.

Hawes, Shearn and Valiquette.

Gord Shearn in particular was a

standout defensively.

Up front, Ray Hoffman was

always dangerous, ably assisted

by Percival, Grossi, MacKay,

Dozzi and Hermiston.

Andy was not around for the end

of the game as he fouled out; so

did Bruce Page for the Tindall

crew. The only five time loser for

Mac was Max Woolley.

The Hamilton Quintet caught

fire in the third period and after

only ten minutes has elapsed, the

visitors had chalked up 24 points

to the Tricolor's 11. During the

big drive. Bert Raphael was the

big gun for the men of coach

Wynne as he counted for 8

points in the first 8 minutes of
|

the second half.

The Queen's crew put on a

final burst towards the end but

were unable to pull the tilt out of

the fire. «*

The top man on the floor was

Gael hook artist, Greg Stone.

Greg piled up 20 points on seven

(Continued on Page 4)

night. Consequently, the opposi-

tion led at the half, 12-9. The

second half of the game was a

different story as the Gals were

able to keep tab of their shifty

opponents and took the lead to

win the game 37-22.

Barb Bell was the high scorer

for the night with 18 points. It

would be hard to pick out any in-

dividual star as the team clicked

well together, but two names

should be mentioned; Judy Web-
er played a tremendous checking

and rebounding game in the

euard position, and Dot Enright

proved to be the most effective in

the set-up position.

Saturday morning, the Gals

met the Montreal Y in a slightly

slower game than the previous

night. The Y team were particu-

larly strong on offence but weak
(Continued on Page 41

In the gymnasium last Satur-

day night, Queen's played host to

wrestlers from YMHA in Mon-

treal and army boxers from

Vimy. Much of the zest was tak-

en from these assaults when it

was learned that the boxers from

Vimy could not obtain official

permission to box the Queen's

contingent. Only one of them,

Doug Adams, who had boxed

here last year apparently, was

eligible. He tangled with Harry

Bergman of Kingston in the 195

lb. class.

The wrestling got top billing

on the card, with four skillful ex-

hibitions in the squared circle.

The men from Montreal had just

n little too much class for our

bovs. In the 157 pound class. Jack

Underwood grappled with Phil

Uberlander and the latter al-

though unable to register a fall,

awarded the decision on points.

Then Queen's Jim Plumer was

matched with Ruby Leibovitch

in the 167 lb. division. Leibovitch.

current holder of the 160 pound

Canadian amateur Wrestling
championship had to use every

trick in his bag to handle the

game, fast Geal.

Norm Heckt, Montreal in the

'77 lb. class managed to pin

Wayne Hosking of Queen's, and

in the 190 fight Bill Moss of

Queen's found Maurice Schwartz

of Montreal too experienced to

cope with.

Since official red tape queered

the act in the finale, five boxing

bouts were featured, with soldiers

boxing soldiers and Gaels boxing

Gaels. No decisions were made,

and except for the Kilgour-Rob-

erts match, most of the contests

could have been accompanied by
Strauss compositions.

It seemed that the army boys

were young and green and that

if permission had been obtained,

three or lour o£ the bouts would

have been decidedly uneven.

However, in the last bout on the

card, the Vimy representative

was swarming all over Harry

Bergman who was forced to

throw in the towel half way
through the last round.

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST
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A Glimpse Into 82 Years OF Journal History

Through The Yellowed Pages
By John Howe i

The Queen's Journal's record of

over three-quarters of a century of|

uninterrupted publication has com-

pelled us to dig back in the dusty

files and explore the forgotten relics

of an almost-forgotten age.

It has been a long time since

Robertson Davies was drama critic

and few remember when Lottie

Whitton's vitriolic editorials trum-

peted across the Journal's pages.

Even fewer remember any of the

first articles to appear ; articles

such as "Was Shelley an Atheist?",

"A Comparison of Homer and

Virgil", "A Critical Review of the

Philosophy of Kant". "Meditations

on Food : Historic, Aesthetic, and

General", an article that ran for

(lircc issues, had this to say:

"Even in this present year of our

grace, there are nearly two million

cannibals . . . Hie motives are said

to be hunger . . . and a gluttonous

longing for a kind of flesh said to

be appetizing."

"Few of us realize that . . . the

conscript fathers of Rome consid-

ered donkey flesh a luxury and

asses' meat better than deer."

"In Canton, dog-chop eating

houses are to be met with at almost

every corner."

The Queen's College Journal as

is was then called, first appeared

on Oct. 25, 1873, as a fortnightly

literary pamphlet costing fifty

cents a year, payable in advance.

Evidently the Business Manag-
er's chief job was trying to col-

lar students during the year to

extract payment.

/ ii spile of 82 years of pub-

lication, the Queen's Journal

is not Canada's oldest college

nczvspaper. Several Maritime

universities have longer rec-

ords of uninterrupted publica-

tion.

The chief objectives of the Jour-

nal are set down in its first edi-

torial. It was to foster taste and

allow opportunity for expression of

the topics of the day. It was to be

a bond of union between the uni-

versity and the alumni and to fur-

nish information to the public and

students. Lastly, it was to give in-

struction on the principles and

practices of journalism.

Advertisements reflected the

limes: "Glass visiting cards: white,

hlue, green, purple, transparent and

beautiful. Your name printed in

gold."

Barber shops advertised Saturday

"ight baths during the winter, and
a hatter advertised "Heads fitted

by a Faris conformateur".

By 1876, the editors were fran-

tically pleading for contributions,

stating that only one-fifteenth of

the contributions came from un-

dergraduates. As if it were pre-

dicting its own death, the Journ-

al was decorated by a heavy black

border around each page. But it

did not die. It was enlarged two
years later and again in 1884. Not
long after, the name was changed
to the Queen's University Journ-

al, and in 1911, it took its present

newspaper form and present

name.

Reflection of the Times
The Journal has generaliy reflect-

ed the times. An age that remem-

bers when professors addressed

students by their names in Latin

and women were required to go

in two's to the post office, is reflect-

ed by such articles as . . .

"Women practice medicine? The

question is not "Is she capable?'

but "Is this capable person nice?'

Will she upset our ideal of woman
hood and the social relation of tin

sexes ?"

The first women enrolled in Eng-

lish were required not to meet more

frequently than three hours a week

under any one professor during the

college session. It seemed that pro-

fessors were wolves then!

Oysters and Insanity

In the second issue a letter to

the editor complained that oys-

ters had again been served at a

university supper. Such oysters,

the writer complained, have "a

distinct and positive tendency to

cause emotional insanity". Amer-

ican oysters had still more vio-

lent effects, because they had not

had their harmful qualities toned

down by centuries of civilization

as they had in Europe. The writer

accused the Americans of send-

ing $96,000 worth of oysters to

Canada each year.

"Freshmen beware! The eyes of

the court are upon you when you

least expect it, ana many are mark

ed out for trial against whom the

evidence is of a very strong nature,

sufficient to inflict on the offender

the extreme penalty of the law'

By the turn of the century, post

graduates in Europe wrote articles

such as "Sunday in Protestant

Germany", and compared the Sun

day beer-drinking habits of the

Bavarians and their Sunday night

theatres with the somber and puri-

tanical atmosphere in Kingston.

One student described Scottish

girls by saying that they were

healthy and had educated faces

and concluded that they are edu-

cated for use and not for show.

War Influence

The war influenced both liter-

ature and advertising. "The grey

slime of the Vimy mud was

brown with its sacred soaking;

sandbags and trench supports;

guns and bayonets; men and

what had been men lay in holy

sacrifice", we find in a short

story.

World War I came and letters

from overseas appeared followed by

poems and war articles. "How

Queen's Student Escaped from

Germany" was one of these. Char-

lotte Wbitton scolded Levana for

spending ten dollars on ice cream.

"There's no difference between a

shabby soldier and a shabby civilian

ARTS and COMMERCE GRADUATES
We would like to interview members of the 1956 graduating

class who ore interested in the career of a Chartered Accountant.

Interviews may be arranged by telephoning Mr. England at

2-4961, by leaving your name at the employment office or by

writing to:

ENGLAND, LEONARD, MACPHERSON and CO.,

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
BOX 133

K I NCSTON, ONTARIO

both are on parade." This tailor

caters to the civilian exclusively.

"Mr. P. A. McDougall is teach-

ing school in a German settlement

near Hepburn, Saskatchewan. Keep

the old flag flying, Pete."

"Christmas Cards for "our lad-

dies" at the front show the "dear

old flag". "Still time to place your

order for these and other styles."

In 1917, the same year that

Charlotte Whitton was editor, Han-

son and Edgar took over printing

from the British Whig Office on

King Street. When interviewed by

the Journal. Mr. Edgar was very

proud that "not once has the

Journal failed to conic out on time".

There was an uneasy feeling in

the twenties when the puritan

traditions were threatened by in-

creasing emphasis on dancing. A
student suicide wave in American

colleges was attributed to mental

overtaxation.

Kissing Allowed
The Journal printed its most

sensational news in 1937 when the

Ban Righ House Council found a

good night kiss permissible. The

Council "charged a freshette with

submitting to an athlete's farewell

osculation ... An eye witness (a

Proctor) of the embrace . . referred

the matter to the House Council.

A Proctor is stationed on each

floor in each wing. It is customary

to select a rather quiet unexcitable

girl to perform the proctor's duties."

Puritanism was on the way out.

More photographs began to ap-

pear in the Journal around 1930.

A decade later came the recent war.

Leader in Press Freedom
From its earliest days the Jour-

nal has always stood for constitu-

tional freedom. In spite of placing

sixteenth in freedom of the press

at the CUP conference in Quebec

City recently, the Queen's news

paper has always been a leader in

the field of freedom, according to

Mr. Herb Hamilton, Secretary

Treasurer of the Alumni Associ

ation and former Journal editor.

"The paper", he states, "has never

had a faculty advisor, and has near

ly always been anti-administration.

Not to come again are the quiet

literary comments, book reviews

articles about western mining camps

and articles from post-graduates in

Europe, which characterized the

tum-of-the-century Journal. It has

been a long time since Queen

women wore high laced boots. The

first Great War at first brought

the business-as-usual attitude, and

then the every-student-should-be

in-uniform attitude. In the follow

ing years of peace, puritan tradi-

tions were partly shattered. War
was followed by cold war.

The Journal has contributed

richly to the outside world. Edi-

tors of the Journal have included

J. W. Eggleston, B.A., chief

press censor for Canada during

the war; Rixon Rafter, blind edi-

tor of the Arthur Ontario Enter-

prise News; Hugh Shaw, Feature

Editor of Weekend Magazine for

the Montreal Standard; Bill Ran-

nie, editor of the Beamsville Ex-

press; Austin Cross, columnist

for the Ottawa Citizen ; and

George W. McCracken, director

of the School of Journalism at the

University of Western Ontario.

Throughout the Journal's career,

Queen's students have continually

exerted their individuality. No
doubt in future Journals, they will

continue to do so.

The Silver Coffin

A stream of silver thundered through the night

And passed beyond the hills. Its fading gleam

Became a wind that chanted in a dream.

A fighter facing death made clear his right

—

"I kill, but am myself prepared to die,

If it should help my cause to give my life."

The tail-pipe echoed from his Sabre-knife

The hollow whine of thunder in the sky.

He saw the constant fire of the suns

Through the dark years of death. Across the wave,

Reflections of a silver rhythm flew.

Staccato murder burst from alien guns.

The silver rhythm ceased, became a grave

But in the star-swept night the wind still blew.

R.W.K.M

STEAM
SHOVEL

Maid Says Nertz To Clodz Of Eartz

And it came to pass that clarion call of Maid Marion did waft

thru Land of Kin on Morn of Sun. And such that annoying vibra-

tions of eardrums might be ended, did Scribe trundle warily thru

trails of Kin unto exalted chambers of Marion. And was Marion

found in most indignant mood for had word of spectacle held in

Cav of collected idiots reached unto Marion. For was portrayal

of Scribe of finest of Facs made by lowliest of beings in Land of

Kin, even Red-Tasseled One. Further did amplitude of very simple

unharmonic motion of chords of vocal nature of same Clod approach

closer and closer to minus infinity, which is very untypical indeed

of true Scribe who, in basin of bath, has produced many loud and

melodic compositions. Further did lowly Clod exhibit poorest of

taste, for was affection of souring Lemon sought by same. However,

was spectacle on whole of fair nature, with Tones of Queenz prov-

iding entertainment of finest nature.

Heinz Throws Brawl To End Them All

And on eve of Fria, while Gaelz of Gold did prove selves

capable of holding down position of basement, did warriorz of

Heinz hold brawl in Cav of beaucoup de Salles, And since brawlz

of Scienz are held in great respect were many warriorz present,

many with babz of choice from Land of Home. But were unpreced-

ented numbers of Lcmonz seen to arrive also, most of which, Scribe

did note, were of relatively unsoured nature, though conditions of

this sort last for very few moons. Further were infinite quantities

of fluidz of various amber hues seen to enter thru portals of den,

though few did pass out again. And was it rumoured that poppers

of cap in wheel of wagon and den of elbow did have night of

busiest nature for did courageous group of keepers of portals make

frequent journeys therein.

Warriorz Due For Award Of Hue

And does Marion inform Scribe that time has come for nom-

inations for award of three hues, and so must warriorz of Scienz

rally to cause of greatest of tribz. For must one or two of warriorz

of six and fifty be elected to greatest of honours for is it true that

Men of Mudz and Clodz of Eartz and especially Lemonz of Lampha-

dia do not have sole rights to honour. In fact, are same of only

second rate when compared to warriorz of Scienz. But now does

chisel become worn and inefficient and so must Scribe make way to

Cav of Boats where disc of abrasion does remedy situation.

MAUREEN FORRESTER

CONTRALTO

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 8th,

8:30 P.M. — Grant Hall

Tickets available at the: Department of Extension Administration Bfdg.

or from the Fine Arts Committee

BOOKS
THAT PLEASE EVERYBODY

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
MONTREAL AT BROCK STREETS KINGSTON

WHEREVER YOU DINE,

INSIST ON

WILMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS
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BALLOT BOXES SHED MOTHBALLS
Science Presidency Open
Brown, Korhonen In Race

Engineers from all four years will

go to the polls Thursday afternoon

to choose a new executive for the

Engineering society for the coming

year. The elections will be held to

fill the posts of president ; first and

second vice-presidents ; secretary

;

assistant-secretary ; and treasurer.

Also open will be the positions

on the junior and senior vigilance

committees. All voting will be done

in the manner prescribed in the

constitution of the engineering so-

ciety.

Three third year candidates,

Dick Brown, Phil Clapp, and Ed
Korhonen will be in the race for

the three top executive slots: the

presidency, the vice-presidency,

Di Says Ouch
And Drops Out

Irony can be mighty painful at

times, as the Queen's Revue's dir-

ector of choreography, Dianne

McClcnnan, discovered on Wed-

nesday night.

After training the precision-

perfect kick-line for over three

months, Dianne was giving them

(and herself) a final workout just

24 hours before curtain time on

the terrazo floor of K.C.V.I. A
sudden slip, a sprained ankle, and

Di picked herself up off the floor

with a decided limp.

Stu Langdon, the university

trainer, taped the bad ankle for

her on Thursday morning, but

told her not to dance on it if she

could feel pain. She got dressed

for her role that night (and every

night following) but found that

the ankle, although not painful,

was too weak to support her.

"About the only thing I could do

was get into the finale", said the

disappointed choreographer.

and the secretariat. Competing

for the remaining posts on the

society executive will be second

year candidates Bill Sexsmith,

Bruce Seed, and Hugh Whitley.

The race for the presidency has

developed into a two-cornered con-

test between Brown and Korhonen,

with third man Phil Clapp having

announced his preference for the

post of secretary.

Dick Brown was athletic stick

of Science '57 during his first two

years at Queen's, guiding his year

to a Bews trophy triumph last

spring. He has been class president

this year; is active in a number of

sports; and hails from the Niagara

district.

Ed Korhonen was treasurer of

the engineering society and a mem-

ber of the freshman reception com-

mittee in his second year here. An
electrical engineer, he is an active

sportsman whose home is in Sud

bury.

Phil Clapp, who this year is

president of the Math and Physics

club, is a third year student in engi-

neering physics. He acted as trea

surer for the WUS "Share"

campaign this year, and has played

intercollegiate tennis for Queen's.

Boston, Mass., is his home town

Posts on the senior vigilance

committee will be distributed

among Bob Allen, Dave Hassel

man, Bill Kelly, and Hugh Light

body; while the junior vigilance

committee will be composed of

Bill Liabotis, Art Round, and Joe

Goetz.

The society elections will take

place at 1 p.m. Thursday in Grant

Hall, and classes will be called until

all voting has taken place. Retiring

president Andy Blair said Sunday

that about 60% of the engineering

enrolment had voted in last year's

elections, and he called upon voters

this year to better the mark.

SCIENCE ELECTIONS
Paul Hubert and Herb Harmer will be senior and junior

science reps respectively on next year's Alma Mater Society

executive, as a result of elections held last week. Other elect-

oral results follow:

From Science '57

Candidates for the senior executive of the Engineering Society:

Phil Clapp, Dick Brown and Ed Korhonen.

President of fourth year: Bud Hammond.

Formal Convener: Peter Loucks.

Director of Athletics: Tom Buckley.

Vice-President: Ken Culver; Treasurer: Stuart Buchanen; Secre-

tary: Joe Pickard; Social Convener: Don Wilson; Athletic

Stick: Francis Smith.

Candidates for the senior vigilante committee: Bob Allen, Don

Hasseiman, Bill Kelly and Hugh Lightbody.

From Science '58

Candidates lor the junior executive of the Engineering Society:

Bill Sexmstih, Bruce Seed and Hugh Whitclcy.

Class president: Ron Robinson.

Formal reps: Len Robbins, Al Stinson.

Financial Convener of Formal: Don Eastwood.

Vice-President: Jim Plummer; Treasurer: Glen Loffree: Secreta-

ry: Gord McCalluni; Social Convener: Andrew Rickaby;

Athletic Stick: Dave Nowlan.

Candidates for junior vigilante committee: Bill Liabotis, Art

Round and Joe Goetz.

From Science '59

Class pres.: Andrew McMahon,

Engineering Society Reps.: Bob De Pencier, Mitch Wasik.

Vice-President: Trevor Luke; Treasurer: Norm Douglas; Secre-

tary: Hugh Seadon; Athletic Stick and assistant: Chris Nova-

kowski and Denny Bozic; Social Convener: Ed Sexton.

Chief Vig.: R- Eade; Court Crier: John McFadden; Constable:

Pete Vanbuskirk; Science Formal Rep.: Dave Scott.

Levana Nominations Close

HaWyChouinardForPresident

Nan Chouinard and Leonor

Haw, third year Arts students,

were nominated for president of

Levana at an open nomination

meeting in the Ban Righ common

room Sunday night. Elections

will be held next Monday.

Ann Hayes, Beth Mabaffey,

and Mary Muirhead were nomin-

ated for junior AMS representa-

tive.

Miss Chouinard is a member of

Arts Sups Set For August;
Students Register June 15

Students in Arts are asked to

note the following regulations

governing supplemental examin-

ations.

Supplemental examinations are

held in August in all General

courses and in the first course of

Honors, but they will not be giv-

en beyond the first course in

Honours in a major or minor sub-

ject for the Honours B.A. degree.

Papers are set in all subjects

offered at the summer school.

Candidates must apply to the

Registrar by June 15 for permis-

sion to write on the courses in

which they wish to be examined.

The application must be on prin-

MUTUAL 1 1FE

ted forms supplied, and must be

accompanied by the fee of $10. for

each paper.

A student who fails a course,

but has obtained at least 35 per

cent, may write a supplemental

at the next regular examination

period provided that a supple

mental is offered in the course

concerned, and that the student

has not lost the year.

Students who fail in any course

may not come up again for ex

amination in that course except

for a supplemental examination

as outlined without registering

again in the course and repcatin

the full work.

We re Mr. Canada

Says Trade Officer

"We arc Mr. Canada in the

various countries in which we
work," said M. P. Carson of the

Foreign Trade Service recently

at a regular meeting of the Com-

merce Club. Mr. Carson, a

Queen's Commerce '48 graduate,

is presently on home leave, hav-

ing completed a term as consul

and trade commissioner in Sao

Paulo, Brazil.

"Those in the Foreign Trade

Service have facinating work and

take great pride in their accom-

plishments with peoples of other

nations," he said.

Mr. Carson outlined his ser-

vice career in Detroit, Washing-

ton, and Brazil. He portrayed,

from his own experiences, the at-

tractive advantages of travel, so-

cial life, and facinating work
which the Foreign Trade Service

offers. He also indicated Ottawa's

interest in Queen's graduates for

executive positions in the foreign

service.

Mr. Carson will soon assume

the position of Canada's trade

commissioner in Singapore in

connection with the Colombo
Plan program.

B-Ballers Lose
(continued from page 2)

Golden Ga's In Double Win
(continued from page 2)

in defence. The Gals grabbed a

24-15 lead by the end of the first

half and had stretched it to 58-38

by the end of the game. The per-

centage of shots made in the se-

cond half was one of the best for

the Gals so far. More practice on

free throws should help the Gals

for the tournament.

The team gained good experi-

ence from the weekend games

which should stand them in good

stead for competition in Febru-

ary.

of CANADA
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the intercollegiate swimming
team and girls athletic stick of

Arts '57. She is also taking part

in the Drama Guild and Aqua-

cade. Previously she has been

vice-president of Arts '57 and

secretary of Levana, besides do-

ing work for the Drama Guild.

Miss Haw is editor-in-chief of

the Tricolor and vice-president

of Levana. She was also chair-

man of the Freshman Reception

Committee. In previous years she

has been Treasurer of the House

Council, a member of the Levana

Formal Committee, Chief Vigil-

ante and a member of the inter-

collegiate badminton team. She

was also on the Tricolor staff for

two years.

The candidates for junior rep-

resentatives are also active in stu-

dent affairs. Ann Hayes is secre-

tary of the Ban Righ House

Council, social convenor of the

Drama Guild, and a member of

WUS. She has also done work

for CFRC during her two years

here.

Mary Muirhead recently took

part in the Queen's Revue, has

been a member of the Ski Club

for the past two years, and is

Pin Convenor of Levana. She has

also been a member of Aquacade.

Beth Mabaffey is Treasurer of

the House Council, on the Stu-

dent-Faculty Committee and Tri-

color layout editor. She is also a

member of the Drama Guild and

the Inter-Faculty Choir. In her

first year, besides doing work for

the Drama Guild she was a mem-
ber of the Glee Club.

Gibbs Scholarship

For Senior Girls
1

field goals and six free throws

Six foot four Bert Raphael was
next in line for individual hon

ours by scoring 18 points for the

Macmen. Bruce Page grabbed

the third spot with a 14 point

performance. The Tricolor out

fouled their opponents, picking

up 26 penalties to the visitors 20.

The Gaels will travel to To-

ronto next week-end to do battle

with the Blues who dropped an

86-62 to the league leading West-

ern Mustangs last Friday eve-

ning. Highlight of game was the

record-breaking 38 point scoring

effort of Western captain Ray
Monnot.

Two national scholarships for

college senior girls are again offer-

ed for 1956-57 by the Katharine

Gibbs School.

Each scholarship consists of full

tuition ($685) for the secretarial

training course, plus an additional

cash award of $500., totaling $1,-

185. The winners may select any

one of the four Gibbs schools for

their training, Boston, New York,

Montclair or Providence.

Winners are chosen by the schol-

arship committee on the basis of

college academic record, personal

and character qualifications, finan-

cial need, and potentialities for

success in business.

Each college or university may
recommend one candidate, and

each candidate must have this

official endorsement.

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES, HOME COOKED FOOD

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinnen

Party or Banquet Arrangements it Rainbow Room

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS

'Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"
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Standards Examined

WHAT

IS

A

PROF?

Guild Readies Light Farce

With Witty Dialogue, Plot

(Continued from Page 1)

friendly and co-operative disposi-

tion is imperative to a member of

a university staff.

To be accepted for teaching

purposes, a doctorate degree is

almost a prerequisite. Recognition

through publications and schol-

arship is the only other possible

means of entering a teaching

staff.

With regard to other universi-

ties, Queen's standards are on a

par with similar institutions in

Canada. There is a great uniform-

ity of university standards

throughout the country. Quebec

colleges, with different academic

programs, are exceptions."

DEAN CONN
"The perfect man for the staff

of our faculty is one who, at 23,

has a Ph.D. and IS to 20 years

of experience. This being impos-

sible, we balance the staff with

men of practical experience and

others with doctorate degrees.

"Besides having the proper

technical qualifications, a good

professor must have enthusiasm.

There is nothing more contagious

than enthusiasm. If he can cause

the students' eyes to sparkle he

is well qualified for any teaching

job."

PRINCIPAL MACKINTOSH
I would say that a professor, to

be of the highest calibre, should

have first class intellectual capa-

city and quality of ihind.

Although he should have a

knowledge of a specialized field,

it is important that he should

have broad intellectual interests

and should not be merely a hired

specialist.

It is not always possible to ob-

tain men of the highest order of

SIGNPOST
CLUBS, SOCIETIES

TUESDAY
Queen's Biology Society. Meeting

in Senate Room »f Old Arts Building

3.15 p.m. Mr. Ivan Ophel of Atomic

Energy Commission of Canada (Chalk

River) speaking on "The Biological

Aspects of the Disposal of Radio-

active Wastes".

WEDNESDAY
Queen's Mixed Chorus. Rehearsal

at 7 p.m. at St. James Church. All

interested are invited to join.

THURSDAY
Maths and Physics Club. Dr. D. K.

C. MacDonald, of National Research

Council, speaking on "Irreversibility".

7.30 p.m, in room 314 of Ontario Hall.

Post Graduate Society. Meeting at

8 p.m. in McNeill House common

room. Professor Walker speaking on

Cambridge University.

Mining and Metallurgy Club. Coun-

sellors night. 7 p.m. in McLaughlin

room. Movie, "Mining for Nickel".

Refreshments. For further information

phone Bill Walt at 3414.

RELIGIOUS
SATURDAY

SCM. Luncheon meeting with Dr.

Donald Mathers speaking on "Can we

believe in God in a world like ours?".

Parish hall of St. James Anglican

Church at 12.30. Ltinch at nominal

cost.

MISCELLANEOUS
The chosen people must smite down

cast down fron:

pie of Canada

high places. The peo-

cry for a Reformed

Social Credit Government. Will their

cries go unheeded???. Support Re-

formed Social Credit at the Queen's

Model Parliament, February 20. Amen.

Applications now accepted for res-

idence in Women's Residences. Room

for 100 women. Applications from

Dean of Women.

Appointment of Drum Majorette.

Applications with name, address and

phone number to Miss S. Dyer or Al

Hitchcock. For further information:

phone 6346.

THURSDAY

Queen's Aquacade. "Cinderella".

Thursday through Saturday. 8.IS p.m.

Tickets 75 cents at gym.

intellectual capacity, but often a

man may more than offset this

natural failing by applying him-

self with loyalty to his job.

"Loyalty" implies enthusiasm

about a particular subject, and

it is preferable that this enthus-

iasm should manifest itself both

in teaching and research. Differ-

ent individuals may concentrate

to a greater degree on one of

these two fields; but I would say

that it is difficult for a man to

be a teacher of the best type un-

less somewhere he is on the fron-

tier of his field, although this is

a quality which is relatively more

important in the teaching of ad-

vanced courses.

I look with scepticism on the

individual who says he has no

wish to combine teaching with

research: it is highly important

that a man should have the res-

pect of others in his field by-

virtue of their critical approval of

his efforts.

In seeking out young profess-

ors, we look for men who are

enthusiastic ; men who like the at-

mosphere and objectives of uni-

versity life per se, and who do

not merely regard teaching a

means to an industrial end. The

element of the "call or flair" is

important here.

A department head should be

able to foresee new needs for new

men which may arise in his de-

partment. He should have con-

tacts, and should know who the

up-and-coming young men in the

field are.

He ought to have the capacity

to build a good team, and he must

be an unselfish considerate fellow

who will bring others on; that is,

he should see that the people ii

his department get the opportun

ities necessary for the develop

ment of their careers.

Organization is well under way

on the Drama Guild's second

term production, "French With-

out Tears", and many students

must be wondering what it is

about.

The play is a light farce by Ter-

ence Rattigan, British play-

wright. Its effects come from

very witty dialogue and some

amusing physical action. The plot

concerns a group of young Eng-

lishmen in the south of France,

interested in learning the lang-

uage as quickly as possible (or

various reasons. Their academic

pursuits are disrupted by the en-

try of a charmer, played by Bev

MacKay, who flirts with first one

and then another. The only young

man who remains more or less

impervious to her charm- i~ a

sophisticate played by the ver-

satile Norm Edmonson.

The plot is complicated by the

daughter of the French teacher,

vho falls in love with one of the

•">ung men. This part is Nan
Chouinard's, and her father is

Jean-Paul Riopel, who will be re-

membered for his performance in

"Hamlet". As in most comedies

involving a mix-up of affections,

there is a happy ending with each

girt getting her man.

Also in the cast are Tohn Hart.

Ron Cuthbert, Peter Saegert. Jim

Holmes, Gail Smyth, and Babe

Brooks — who will make a sur-

prise entrance.

"French Without Tears" has a

history of success behind it. It

opened in London in 1936 with

a cast that included Rex Harrison

and Jessica Tandy. After a year's

run it came to New York.

The play is directed by Prof.

C. H. Quinby, who is this term

replacing Dr. W ilhar.: Angus

while the latter is in Hawaii.

"French Without Tears" will be

presented the third week in Feb-

ruary.

Science Sponsors

Counsellor s Night

The Mining and Metallurgical

society, in conjunction with the

Miller Geology club, is sponsoring

a Counsellor's Night to acquaint

students in first and second year

science with the mining industry.

The meeting will be held Thurs-

day in the McLaughlin Room of

the Students' Union at 7 p.m.

Upper classmen with experience in

mining, metallurgy and geology, in

addition to the nine-man advisory

council, will be present to answer

any questions about the industry.

The advisory council is comprised

of Queen's graduates who are now

working in mining.

Petition Protests Payment;

Forces;jEniergency Meeting

their oppressors, the ungodly must be

Hanson & Edgar
PRINTERS Printing ol

Phone 4114 Every Description

CFRC
Thursday

7:00—Mood Music

7:15—News: Bob Black

7:20—Sports: Mike Clancy

7:30—Bits and Pieces: Jim Bethune,

Joe Devine

8:00—Levana: Anne Hayes, Jennifer

TMey
8:15—Interlude: Jane Kannawin
8:30—Quarry 5: Lionel Ross

9:00—Hightower Here!

9:30—Words: Betty Jane Yull

10:00—The Concert Hour

11:00—Late News

11:05—Sleepy Time Gaels: Bob Black

12:00—Sign Off.

Montreal — A special meeting of

the McGill Students' Society was

held Friday, Jan. 20 to discuss the

grant of $5,000 made by the Stu-

dents' Executive Council to the

Montreal Transportation Commiss-

ion. The grant was made "by way

of reparation for damage caused and

as an expression of the sincerity of

the regret felt by the Students'

Society for the consequences of the

actions of some of its members."

The open meeting was precipi-

tated by a petition submitted by

members of the Society. The reso-

lution to be introduced states that

"
. . . . the students of McGill Uni-

versity feel they should not accept

collective responsibility for the

damages in a riot in which only a

small minority of the students par-

ticipated ..." and that "the SEC
did not act in the best interests of

the members of the Students' So

ciety in accepting responsibility for

these demonstrations and offering

to pay for . . . damages."

The students who signed the

petition feel it is the duty of the

SEC to attempt to make its voice

heard against the rise of fares . . .

rather than to grant money to pay

for damages incurred in the riot

protesting the increase last month.

The petition also states that . . .

"the large majority of the partici-

pants from this institution behaved

themselves in an orderly manner

and did not commit any willful

damage which developed into wan-

ton destruction only after the mem-

bers separated themselves from the

demonstrations and these demon-

strations were taken over by other

groups and persons as an excuse

to commit willful damage to public

property."

Classified Ads
Lost

Blue and silver Waterman's

fountain pen near Fleming Hall.

Finder please call Wally at 4154.

A Test That Tells

How "Fast" You Live
Are you chugging along only
half-alive or living at abnor-
mal racing-car speed? Your
BMR (basal metabolic rate)— the lowest rate at which
your body converts food into

energy — will tell you how
"fast" you're living (too fast

or too alow means something's
wrong).
February Reader's Digest

shows you how BMR works,
and how this test gives doc-
tors clues to your state of

health. Get your February
Reader's Digest today: 38
articles of lasting interest
condensed to save your time.

Exclusive Manufacturers and Distributors

of

OFFICIAL

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY

BLAZERS
Shorts, Regulars, Tails, Extra Talis, sizes 34 to

in stoc, complete with

COLD WIRE CRESTS AND BUTTONS ^

103 PRINCESS ST. KINGSTON PHONE 6381

Dance

Programs

Serving Queen's Students and Staff

Since 1879 —
ROBERT BRUCE, Ltd.

_ 170 PRINCESS STREET —

With Fine Drygoods — Men's Furnishings —
And the Newest Fashions for Women.

You're sure of the Quality at Bructs'

SMART COLLEGE FASHION starts with . •

.

Enhance your appearance with

an EXQUISITE FORM BRA
Above: No. 2207 "Cinderella", 4-way neckline, de-

tachable straps. Cups tightly (com rubbor-padded,

wilh NEW (lot flexible RIBBON WIRE Ihot

can't dig! A cup,32-36; B & C cups 32-36.

Price $4.00. Below: No. 395—Floating

Action bra wilh langent ilraps to distri-

bute shoulder strap strain. Satin and

broadcloth. A cup 30-36, B cup, -
32-40; C cup, 32-42. Price $2.50 >^

TRICOLOR - TRICOLOR - TRICOLOR . .
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In The National Interest

Last Thursday in the House of Commons, A. H. Hollings-

worth (Liberal-York Centre) introduced a motion requesting the

government to consider the establishment of a system of national

bursaries and scholarships for needy University students. After

considerable discussion, during the course of which members of all

parties signified their support, the debate was adjourned without

vote.

The practical significance of this last manoeuvre is that the

suggestion now reposes at the bottom of a long list of private

members resolutions and will not likely be raised again this session.

The buck has been passed.

The proposal for a system of government scholarships was

first contained in the Report of the Royal Commission on Arts,

Letters, and Sciences, the so-called Massey Report, published in

1951. Since then its adoption has been urged by NFCUS at every

opportunity. The fate of Mr. Hollingsworth's resolution seems

to indicate that the government has decided to do nothing to im-

plement these proposals.

Governments are wont to justify their policies in terms of the

national interest. Recently we have heard many statements by

government and business leaders alike pointing to the lack of

qualified personnel to assume leading roles in the expanding nat-

ional economy. In particular attention has been drawn to the dan-

gerous disparity between the number of engineers being produced

in North America and in Russia.

Yet in this day when educated manpower is at a premium,

Canada remains one of the few countries in the world without a

comprehensive system of student aid. The serious financial problems

which prevent many young people from completing or even com-

mencing their university careers are apparently not understood,

either by the government or by the general public.

Government aid to students can be justified in terms of the

national interest. Otherwise a large number of prominent business-

men and government leaders are talking nonsense. This must be

brought home to the general public. Once a large segment of the

voting public is aroused the government may be led to see the

necessity of a national scholarship system.

Mr. Speaker, Sir
//

Letters To The Editor

The Why And Wherefore

The annual session of Queen's Model Parliament is less than

a month away. On February 20, in Grant Hall, campus political fig-

ures, representing causes ranging from the blood-red banner of

Communism on the left, to the lily-white emblem of the Reformed

Social Credit on the extreme right, will debate for their own
amusement and for the edification of the general public. At this

stage there seems to be an abnormal level of general interest in the

event.

What purpose is to be served by Model Parliament? Is it to be

primarily an opportunity for the display of debating pyrotechnics,

or should it have a serious educational function in directing thought

towards the political problems of the day? Most party leaders seem

to feel that there should be more emphasis on the educational

function. Consequently, efforts are being made to render the pro-

ceedings more realistic.

This year the government will formulate its own policies,

whereas in the past this has been done by an inter-party committee.

The possibility of introducing a question period has been thoroughly

discussed. However, it is time to consider the implementation of

broader reforms. It is the practice of most universities having

Model Parliaments to precede the session with a campus-wide

election to determine the representation of the parties in the Model
House. Elections of this nature at Queen's might raise the level of

general interest in political affairs. They would certainly eliminate,

the inter-party squabbles which inevitably precede Model Parlia-

ments as to who is entitled to representation, and how much.

Complaints have been raised about the prevalence of so-called

splinter groups. Such groups are inevitable on a university campus
where there exist numbers of bright young people ready to lampoon
the pious emissions of the established national parties. There is

-cu-tainly.a place for some buffoonery in a Model Parliament. How-
ever, splinter groups do impose great pressures on the organization

of time for the session. Perhaps the best means of control would be
through the electoral process suggested earlier.

Finally, there is the question of the affiliation of campus groups
with national party organizations. It is the custom at most other

universities for the campus group to be so affiliated. This gives to

Model Parliaments at those universities a tinge of realism that is

lacking here at Queen's. There is evidently a strong feeling that such
affiliation would be undesirable on our campus. However, those
who desire realism in their campus politics would do well to consider

the possibilities both of campus elections and of affiliation with
national party organizations.

Editor, Journal

:

I attended Professor Long's

address on Wednesday night and,

as he hoped, he raised a great

number of questions in my mind

about my relationship with the

world. One major question he

raised was why engineering stu-

dents at Queen's, in their official

academic training, receive so

little instruction which would

stimulate such questions. We re-

ceive very competent instruction

in the "How" of doing things,

and I wouldn't be in engineering

if I didn't think this was neces-

sary, but the "Why" receives al-

most no attention.

We are given one non-engin-

eering subject each year which

is, at least partially, designed to

fill this gap. Unfortunately it is

doomed to failure by its presen-

tation. Compulsory attendance

crowds the lecture with resentful

students, with no interest in the

subject, who have to pass an ex-

amination in it. It is impossible

for the professor to promote and

maintain an inquisitive attitude in

his students while he is hampered
by the dual handicap of a large

majority of extremely bored lis-

teners and restrictions in his ma-
terial and presentation to some-
thing these listeners can grasp

for examinations.

I would like to see a course of-

fered in the humanities with no
compulsory attendance (indeed I

think all courses should be thus),

and in this one case, with no ex-

aminations or records. The

course should be part of the reg-

ular curriculum to give students

the greatest opportunity and en-

couragement to attend. The peri-

ods would be divided between

lecturing and discussion, the lec-

ture raising points which could

be discussed, at whatever lengths

the student desired, immediately

afterwards. Students f ree from

the necessity of making notes and

entrusting facts to memory, could

concentrate on their own reac-

tions to the thoughts being ex-

pressed.

The professor could guide the

classes as he wished, without the

restriction of covering any defin-

ite amount of work. Official sub-

ject matter of the course would

matter little as long as it were

presented in a thought-provok-

ing, controversial manner. Pro-

fessor Long makes philosophy

seem very inviting in this respect.

I can't imagine a large number
of students attending these lec-

tures but surely those that did

would be getting something

worthwhile. As it stands now en-

gineers get no opportunity to de-

velop and express opinions.

I would be very interested to

know if there are any people,

faculty or students, who have

views on this matter.

H. R. Whitely, Sc. '58

Two Views

The Arts Journal

Editor, Journal;

As a graduate of Queen's Uni-

versity, and as one who found

Queen's a particularly wonderful

institution in both academic and

social spheres, I think perhaps that

I have the right to express my in-

terest in a certain issue of your

paper put out last week.

Considering that the Queen's

Journal was rated the best univer-

sity paper of the past year, it is a

little surprising to find in it material

which normally would appear only

in certain cheap gutter rags. I

wonder just what trophy it will re-

ceive this year?

A lot of people read the Journ-

al. You've seen the scramble for

a copy every time it comes out.

Many of these people are not stu-

dents, but are parents of pros-

pective students. How can you
ask them to think highly of our

university if its own paper prints

articles better thrown in the gar-

bage?

The article about "The Sport of

Queen's" is a particularly vicious

little item, and might bring a

chuckle to some if it did not hap-

pen to concern a large number of

actual people in a time-honored uni-

versity. The editors of the Journal

From A Reader

certainly deserve criticism for al-

lowing it to come to print.

In the first place, it is quite un-

true of the majority of all faculties,

not just the Levanites. In the

second place, if it were true, the

author (who carefully kept his

name anonymous) wouldn't have

bothered to write it. Apparently in

his case he didn't quite achieve the

popularity he was aiming for and,

like a naughty little boy writing

dirty words on the wall in red

crayon, our anonymous Lothario

managed a slightly more illustrative

effort.

Possibly it has never occurred to

this fellow that we owe our uni-

versity a very personal debt, a debt

to preserve the integrity and fine-

ness which past and present gener-

ations have worked so hard to

create for us. We also owe a debt

to our parents, many of us, for

without their sacrifice we would

have missed the priceless oppor-

tunity of higher knowledge which

we sometimes appreciate so little.

There won't be many students who
would show this Journal to their

parents, or to anyone else whose

good opinion they value.

Barbara
J. Walker,

Arts '56.

From The Editor

Indigestion?

Encore
The Levana Society is to be congratulated for a well-planned

and well-organized art exhibit last week. In sponsoring the exhibit
the Society exercised a function which should become of more and
more concern to faculty societies ... the support and encouragement
of Canadian arts on the campus. This same function is exercised
once every year by the Arts Society in its concert. And the
Engineering Society last week sponsored a speaker who dealt with
a topic of interest to students outside the faculty.

Faculty societies, if they are to have any lasting value on the
Campus must be prepared to go beyond the small problems which
are of concern only to their own members. There are numerous
possibilities open, and if the present trend continues many of these
will be explored to the benefit of the whole university.

Editor, Journal

:

I wish to record the strongest

possible protest against a Liberal

campaign poster which refers to

"Conservative reaction." This in-

sinuation that the Progressive Con-

servative Party is reactionary is

thoroughly dishonest.

The platform of our party in

the Model Parliament this year in-

cludes proposals for a national

health insurance plan, increased

Canadian grants to the Colombo
Plan, national bursaries to assist

needy university students, and lim

Station of arbitrary powers vested

in the Cabinet.

If this Conservative program is

in any sense reactionary, I'll eat

every scrap of last year's Hansard
- filibuster and all.

Ken Hilborn, Chairman,

Queen's Conservative

Committee.

Thank You, Queen's
Editor, Journal

:

May I take this opportunity on

behalf of our entire Crawley Films

production crew, to thank the stu-

dents and staff of Queen's for their

splendid cooperation and assistance

to us in the past two weeks. Our

lights, cables, and unfortunately

noisy generator would be to little

avail unless we had such patient

actors and actresses. While on the

campus we had the pleasure of

filming over 400 students, and re-

markable as it may seem, we felt

that everyone was a potential star.

Incidentally, we were greatly

impressed by the number of old

friends we met through an article

in the Journal on our work. We
were frequently amazed to discover

the large number of regular readers

the Journal has off the campus, as

well as on it.

We still have a couple of trips

to Queen's in the spring. In the

meantime, we will be seeing you

again and again—on film

Please accept our sincere thanks

Editor, Journal

:

Because of the comment that has

come to my attention concerning

the recent Arts Journal and one

article in particular, I feel bound

in all honesty to make clear my
position and feelings as Editor. ,

First of all I apologize most

humbly to the Arts Society if I

have brought dishonor upon it. It

was a great privilege to be entrust-

ed with the editorship and I tried

to the best of my limited ability

and experience to publish a Journal

that would please the Society and

the readers. I apologize too, to all

who read the Journal and were

offended by any of its contents.

In organizing the Journal I en-

deavoured to locate responsible

people to whom I could entrust

specific pages. I might say here

that if there is an abundance of

journalistic talent in Arts it cer-

tainly did not wear any holes in

the floor outside the Journal Of-

fice trying to get things publish-

ed.

The Arts Journal for 1956 was

the creation of a very small group

of people who worked devotedly to

produce a good paper. I feel that

on the whole it was a good faculty

paper and it seems unfortunate that

the paper must be dismissed as

trash because of one unfortunate

breach of good taste, Please excuse

this rather long and disjointed di-

gression but it seems pertinent at

this point.

As I said I entrusted certain

pages of the paper to people whom
I thought would be able to follow

the general tone that I wanted this

Journal to have. The writer of the

article "What Every Man Should

Know ..." neglected to sign his

work. He not only wrote all of

page two but he set it up for print-

ing and handled all proofs that

came to us to be read. The first

time I saw this article was on
Thursday afternon when I came
home from the printers with the

first copies. It is therefore my com
plete responsibility and I do not fo

one moment deny it as such.

I might say in passing that it is

almost impossible for the editor to

All he or she can do is delegate

responsible people to do certain

jobs, and rely upon them.

I know it looks like I have been
throwing stones at "You Old
Swat" from a glass house. I Do
Not Like Smut. The Arts Journ-

al not withstanding I did not

like the article or "You Old

Swat" for the same reasons and

I stand immovable in that po-

sition.

I have taken up enough space

over an article that would be better

forgotten. All I can say really is

that I am sorry and ask the readers

of the Journal not to discount the

hard work of some very fine people

because of one writer's mistake and

the editor's inexperience and lack

of wisdom in the placing of his

trust.

Jim Bethune,

Arts Journal Editor, 1956.
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AMS WILL NOT PfiESS CASE
NO DISCOUNT NOW OR EVER

PHOTO BY MEREDITH

AMS In Action
Members of the AMS are pictured at an open meeting held in Ban Righ Smoker room Tues-

day. Levanites were invited to see how their student government operated. Pictured (clockwise from

top left) are Rich Milne, Fran Code, Mary Ev Rogers, Paul Hubert; Secretary-treasurer Herb Ham-
ilton; vice-president, Lloyd Carlsen; prosecutor, Don Upton; Liz Gillan, Jane Stewart, Andy Blair.

Dead Sea Scrolls Story Outlined

Bring New Light To Biblical Text

It Won't Work In Kin3ston

Might "Endanger
7,7

Relations

There will be no discount service for Queen's students. The

AMS executive decided Tuesday night to drop SDS because it felt

the scheme could endanger relations between the university and

city administrations.

Charles Hockman, Queen's NFCUS chairman, and Lloyd Carl-

sen, AMS vice-president, outlined the reasons which prompted the

AMS decision. They stated that the plan had caused much more

controversy within the Kingston Chamber of Commerce than was

previously anticipated.

Mr. Hockman pointed out that

there are many close ties between

the university and the city which

might be endangered. They felt

that while SDS might function

efficiently in a large city, it will

not function in a city the size of

Kingston where students make
up a large portion of the popu-

lace.

The Chamber of Commerce and

university officials questioned the

wisdom of the AMS in proceed-

ing with the scheme, pointing out

that the city is already contribut-

ing $15,000 a year to the univer-

sity.

It was also felt that i£ the

scheme were instigated it might

lead participating merchants to

feel adverse to supporting univer-

sity and student activities. While

students would receive temporary

economic relief now, future stud-

ents might suffer.

Several Kingston residents

have recently contacted members

(See It Won't Work, Page 4)

Famous Brigadier

To Address IRC

Brigadier C. D. Quilliam will

speak on current problems in the

Middle East at the next meetings of

the International Relations Club,

Tuesday, Feb. 7, at S p.m. in the

Co-ed Lounge.

Well-known to many students,

the speaker has had a distinguished

career in the British Army, culmi-

nating in his appointment as Di-

rector of Political Intelligence in

the Middle East during the final

years of the war. On his retirement

in 1945, he became the Middle East

correspondent for the "Times" of

London. Until 1951, when he moved

to Canada, he covered a territory

which stretched from central Africa

to Iran during a period which in-

cluded some of the most stormy

events in the history of that region.

125 Delegates Hit City;

Hiliel Conference Starts

Good Or Bad?
NFCUS Policy

Is Under Fire

Projects and structure of the

National Federation of Canadian

University Students were discus-

sed and criticized at Tuesday
night's AMS executive meeting.

Suggestions will be forwarded to

the University of Alberta, which

is at present seeking suggestions

to improve the national organiz-

ation.

Peter Zarry, (Arts pres.) said

that NFCUS seems to produce

few concrete results. "Students

pay 50c a year to the organization

and get nothing from it," he said.

He felt NFCUS should con-

sider projects which bring im-

mediate benefits to the students,

rather than projects which extend

far into the future.

Discussion followed as to what
NFCUS had done in the past. It

was pointed out NFCUS was
responsible for reduced rail

fares for students, and also for

the removal of tax on foreign

text books. Andy Blair (Eng.

pres.) felt this latter more than

compensated for the 50c mem-
bership fee.

Several members also felt

NFCUS projects must of neces-

sity be of a long-range nature if

they are to be of any importance.

It was pointed out that many of

them involve dealing with the

government, and therefore take a

long time.

Such schemes include the scho-

larship campaign and the cam-

paign for increased income tax

exemption.

One member expressed a belief

that such projects can be real-

ized more quickly if Canadian

students work together as a uni-

fied body, rather than as individ-

ual universities.

Doug Bell (Aesc. pres.)

thought NFCUS does not make
itself well enough known to

students. He suggested a

NFCUS representative address

the various society executives in

the hope of reaching a greater

number of students in that way.

Liz Gillan (Lev, pres.) said

NFCUS should encourage
more and better publicity about

its activities. She said stu-

dents should be made aware of

what NFCUS had done in the

past, and what it hopes to do in

t lie future.

Rich Milne (Meds. Jr. Rep.)

said he had been favorably

impressed by the regional con-

ference held recently in Hamil-

ton. He felt the organiza-

tion's work is worthwhile, and

that NFCUS deserves student

support.

It was also suggested that the

Federation would be strengthen-

ed if the heads of all student

councils across Canada attended

the national conference. This

year only a few were able to at-

tend.

YOUR MORNING GIGGLE

Historical Boner Dep't: Gen-

eral Braddock was killed in the

French and Indian war. He had

three horses shot under him, and

a fourth went through his clothes.

"The discovery of the Dead Sea

scrolls is one of the most significant

discoveries of our time," said Prof.

R. B. Y. Scott, the second speaker

in the Monday night public lecture

series held in Convocation Hall. A
Canadian who received his divinity

training at Victoria College in To-

ronto, Prof. Scott is now professor

of religion at Princeton.

In his talk dealing with the story

and significance of these scrolls,

found in caves about a mile from

the Dead Sea, Prof. Scott attempt-

ed to answer four main questions.

The first scroll was accident-

ally uncovered by a Bedouin boy

in a cave in Judea in 1947. Sub-

Bishop's College debating team

defeated Queen's debaters John

Graham and Ian MacGregor here

Monday night. Queen's was sup-

porting the negative of "Resolved

that Canada needs a separate,

codified Bill of Rights".

The Queen's debaters argued

that a Bill of Rights could easily

act as a mere cover, behind which

infractions of our civil liberties

could go on.

They stressed that a written

constitution was of no value un-

less it had the support of the peo-

ple. They contended that it can-

not act as a guarantee of civil

liberties if it is not understood or

sequent excavations have brought

more fragmentary documents to

light. Prof. Scott, who was in

Palestine in 1951, and again in

May, 1955, reports that evidence

is not yet complete as the study

is still in the preliminary stages.

Near the first site, Qumran 1,

are the remains of a Jewish monastic

centre, where the copper Isaiah

scroll was found. Dating back to

the second century B.C., it is the

first one to be published in trans-

lation. Many New Testament docu-

ments of the fifth and eighth cen-

turies have also been located. Devoe,

of the Jordan school of Archaeology,

and G. L. Harding, head of the

appreciated by the majority of

the country's citizens. As an ex-

ample they cited the Declaration

of the Rights of Man passed by

the French revolutionists in 1789.

The Bishop's College debaters,

Mr. Evans and Mr. Gibson, coun-

tered by showing examples in

Canada of where a Bill of Rights

would have prevented violations

of our civil liberties. Mr. Gibson

argued that civil liberties should

be a concrete embodiment of na-

tural law. Both debaters specified

particular violations such as the

wartime treatment of the Japan-

ese Canadians and the imprison-

ment of Mayor Houde of Mon-
treal.

department of antiquities at the

Jordan museum are among the

members of the international team

of experts sent to translate over

100 scrolls in Hebrew and Aramaic

script.

In attempting to assess the au-

thenticity of the findings, Prof.

Scott feels beyond a doubt they are

genuine. He pointed out that the

likelihood of someone planting the

scrolls, especially the fragments,

many of which are useless, in a

solid concrete floor of a remote

cave, is highly improbable. By using

evidence such as pottery, coins, and

the particular calligraphy of the

time, as well as contemporary

historical data, the scholars have

been able to date the scrolls, within

a broad range as being earlier than

70 A.D. "We have the physical re-

mains of a community, and its

literature as well. This is unique,"

he said.

As to their influence on our

Biblical text, and Christianity as

a whole, the speaker noted that

the finding of the scrolls is an

event of considerable, and pos-

sibly momentous importance, not

only for Christianity, but for Jud-

aism also. They will enable us to

prove "the reliability in the Old

Testament, the historical char-

acter of the gospels, and the un-

iqueness of Christianity. Is our

English Bible reliable? In subs-

tance yes, in details, no. By mak-

ing a comparative study of these

manuscripts we will be able to

get closer to the real autographed

form."

Delegates from twenty-five

Americans and Canadian univer-

sities arrived in Kingston this

week to take part in the inter-

Hillel regional conference. The

Science Elections

Return Korhonen

Forty-two percent of the Engi-

neering Society cast their votes at

an open meeting yesterday after-

noon to return Ed Korhonen as

Society president for 1956-57.

Other members of the senior

executive are: Dick Brown, -.ice-

president; Phil Clapp, secretary.

The new junior executive now
includes Bill Sexsmith, second vice-

president; Bruce Seed, treasurer;

Hugh Whitetey, assistant secretary.

The Senior Vigilance Committee

consists of Hugh Lightbody, senior

prosecuting attorney; Bob Allen,

chief of police; Dick Hasselman,

sherriff; Bill Keely, constable.

Members of the Junior Vigilance

Committee are Bill Liabotis, junior

prosecuting attorney; Art Round,

clerk; and Joe Goetz, constable.

125 visitors, who come from such

universities as McGill, Toronto,

Dalhousie, Western, Rochester,

Connecticut and Buffalo, repre-

sent B'Nai B'Rith Hillel Founda-

tion in both countries.

Theme of the convention,

which has been in progress since

Thursday morning is "AM
ECHAD" — translating from

Hebrew — "One People". This

main theme is the central topic

of various institute sessions, at

which a number of subdivisions

are being evaluated.

The Thursday morning session

saw the Queen's delegation led

by Rabbi Hollander, the Queen's

Hillel director assisted by Tibor

Juda and Earl Cooperman ex-

pound the Religious and Philo-

sophical Roots of "Am Echad".

Yesterday afternoon the McGill

delegation, led by Rabbi Samuel

Cass discussed "The Description

of the various historical and con-

temporary Jewish groups". This

was followed Thursday evening

by Rabbi Aaron Kamerling and

delegates from Toronto who dis-

cussed "the Sociological factors

which tend to affect the Jew".—

This morning, Rabbi Justin

( See Hillel Conference, Page 4)

Queen's Bows To Bishop s

In "Bill Of Rights" Debate
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SIDELINES

MIKE MOFFAT

GAEL B-BALLERS JOURNEY WEST
MEET VARSITY BLUES, MACMEN

Tricolor Hope For An Upset

In Attempt To Vacate Cellar

Coach Frank Tindall must be wondering where all the tall men

on the campus are hiding. At the end of last year's basketball

season he had three of them in his sights. Now, as this season nears

the halfway mark, none of them are around, and the team is suffer-

ing from a lack of height. The popular cartoon of a basketball player

is one of a person about three feet taller than his interviewer with

giant hands and a very thin body and legs. While this is an exagger-

ation of proportion, it is true that height has become an essential

in the hoop game.

Not everyone on the team must be over 6' 3", or any other

nominal height, but it is a great help if a team lias two or three play-

ers of such stature. One of the greatest troubles which the Tricolor

has had this season is getting and sinking their fair share of the re-

bounds. Their opponents, with one or two taller men on the floor

have been controlling the backboards for most of the games.

The latest example of the lack of height hurting the team was

an exhibition game between the Warren Orphans and the Gaels.

With ex-Tricolor players having nearly complete control of the re-

bounds, the Orphans went on to win the game. The three high

scorers were all Orphans whose talents might have been used by

Frank this year. Don MacRae, an outstanding man with last year's

seconds was the games top pointgetter. Bob Purcell and Paul Fedor

of last year's Tricolor were next. All three of them had been count-

ed on for this year's squad, and their absence due to scholastic

troubles, has robbed this season's squad of most of its height potent-

ial.

Most of the top scorers in the intercollegiate ranks last season

were over six feet in height. They included Queen's Paul Fedor who

led the league in average points per game and Leon Duplessis of

th Redmen who led in total points (Fedor missed a couple games

through an infection). Both players are well over six feet tall.

The value of height as an aid to scoring has been ably demons-

trated this year by the likes of Ray Monnot, present holder of the

University of Western Ontario's record of most points per player

in one game. He set the record two weeks ago when he hooped

thirty-eight on his home court in London. The defending champs

(they're doing a good job of it) have two other players listed at

6'3" and two more at 6' even, as well as one at 6*1". Chris Ellis, at

six-three has been their number two gun for the past two seasons.

The University of Toronto is another team that sports several

tall men and they will be out to give the Gaels trouble when the

locals visit Hart House tonight. Tohn Dacyshyn was the team's big

scorer when they lost to Western, and he satnds six foot four. So

does Al Vaichulis, who will be returning to the Blues lineup after

a two game layoff. The Varsity team has five men on its roster

of 6'3" including Marv Tile and Vic Kurdyak from last year's team.

But the Blues also show potent small men, as two players under

six feet tall were the teams number two and three pointgetters last

year. They were Leo Madden and Pete Potter.

Alt three of the other teams have tall players who help them to

beat their opponents to the ball on rebounds, and they are a big asset

that has turned into the Tricolor's greatest liability.

The second problem which faces the Tricolor is lack of exper-

ience. The roster lists the following who are playing their first

year in intercollegiate senior competition: Greg Stone, Bill Kerr,

Al Mills, Art Warren and Guy LaPointe. By comparison, Varsity

has seven veterans on the team, and Western paraded six Mustangs

veterans, plus Lou Veres who had intercollegiate experience at As-

sumption, when they visited Queen's. Unfortunately, there is little

that can be done about this fact either. A coach can't look at a play-

er and say "you've now got my experience, and just for good meas-

ure, I'm going to give you another three or four inches of height."

Those are Frank's troubles, and there is nothing that a coach can

do about them.

The only criticism of the players themselves seems to be on

their shooting from the court and their passing. The main reason

for their shooting troubles is the fact that they have been having

to get their shots away too quickly. Close checking by their op-

ponents and the fact that they have been behind has made it ne-

cessary to score as quickly as possible before they are checked or

run out of time. On the other hand, the other team which is sport-

ing a lead can afford to take its time and make its shots count.

Passing is erratic at times as a large number of them get intercepted.

As the newer members of the squad gain in experience, the

team will settle down in both the shooting and the passing depart-

ments, but as the height differences can not be made up, it seems

likely that this will be a sad season for coach Tindall and his players.

Don't forget the hockey game tomorrow afternoon at the Jock

Harty. The Gaels will play OAC and it should be a good chance

for students to see the power of their team. It may be the last

chance, so give the team your best support.

JOHN MILLIKEN LASH LATIMER
They are out jor an upset this weekend.

GAEL PUCKMEN RETURN
MEET OAC TOMORROW

After last week's pleasing per-

formance against C 1 a r k s o n.

Queen's hockey squad returns to

the friendly confines of Jock

Harty Arena tomorrow to take

on the OAC Aggies.

In an effort to inject more

scoring potential into his lineup.

Lex Chisholm has done some

shuffling. For the first time in

two years, the big line of McKay,

Hermiston and Percival will be

broken up, as Don MacCrae will

be used at left wing, with Ian

McKay at centre and Ray Herm

iston on right wing. Percival will

play on a line with Murray Os-

borne and Carl Nurmi. Ray Hof-

fman, Gary Ede, and Pete Drossi

will make up our third effective

unit.

Game time is tomorrow at two

o'clock. Everyone should attend

the game if at all possible, as a

Down but not out, the Golden Gael basketball squad heads

out of town this weekend to engage the University of Toronto and

MacMaster Universities quintets. The first game is against
:

the

Varsity Blues on Friday night in the Toronto match box. The Mac-

men play host to the Tricolor on Saturday

Coach Tindall has been work-

ing all week setting up patterns

to cope with the handicap the

Gaels will be under when they

play on the miniature Toronto

Court. The squad will remain in-

tact for both tilts.

Despite what people might

good turnout is necessary to back

the boys in their attempts to get

senior hockey at Queen's. This

is a winning team and the stu-

dents should give it their support.

Don Keenlyside, Gord Shearn,

and Ron Valiquette will throw

up the defensive wall, with Don

Hawes a doubtful starter. The

coach had not selected a netmind-

er at press time.

As things stand now, this may

be the club's last home game of

the season, but John Carr-Harris

is doing his utmost to arrange an

exhibition with one of University

of Montreal Carabins, McGill

Redmen or Loyola College. Such

a match would give us an idea

as to how the current edition of

the Gaels would stand up against

senior intercollegiate competi-

tion.

Mat Team Meets Y

Off To Montreal

Jim Saylor's wrestling squad is

off to Montreal for the weekend,

but it is no pleasure trip as the

boys will be fighting on Saturday

night against the same Montreal

YMHA team that was here last

weekend. This is the second in a

series of exhibition bouts that has

been set up to get the matmen

ready for the coming assaults at

the end of the month.

There will be seven men,

spread over six weight classes,

who will be wearing Tricolor

robes for the coming battle.

Lightest man on the squad is

Indoors, Gal Archers Second

Basketball Team Looks Good
The Queen's Levana archery

team captured second place in the

invitational indoor archery meet

held in Toronto last weekend.

The Aggie girls from OAC re-

gained their archery supremacy

by placing first with a score of

1642. Starting well, the Queen's

team fell behind at the second dis-

tance, but finished strongly to

nose out Varsity by two points

for second place. Queen's had a

score of 1517, MacMaster was

fourth, followed by Western and

McGill. This was the first year

that such a tournament had been

held, and it was a great success.

The Queen's team was lead by

the fine shooting of Meds fresh-

ette Evelyn Engelbrecht who was

the top archer of the meet with

a score of 490. The Queen's star

has only been shooting since last

fall. The other members of the

Queen's team were Molly Ben-

nett, PHE '56, and freshettes

Alice Casselman and Mary Ester

Kropp.

If exhibition games and practices

are any indication what is to come

— and it is hoped that they are —
the Queen's Golden Gals are well

on the way to an intercollegiate

basketball championship. Last year,

the coveted "Bronze Baby", emble-

matic of the intercollegiate basket-

ball supremacy was won by the

girls from Western on their home

court. This year however, the Gol-

den Gals have that advantage, as

the tournament is being held in the

Queen's gym on Friday and Sat-

urday, February 24th and 25th.

Four universities will be represent-

ed, McGill, Western, Toronto and

Queen's. Winners of the two games

on Friday will play off on Saturday

for the Bronze Baby.

Ted Courtnage at 137 lbs. Then

there is Jack Underwood at 147

lbs., Dave Nowlan in the 157

class, Jim Plummer at 167,

Wayne Hosking at 177 and Bill

Moss at 190. the light-heavy-

weight class. Team manager

George Felgate will also be in

active competition on Saturday,

as he will grapple in the 177

weight class.

The Queen'smen are not count-

ing on winning many of the

bouts, but are rather looking for-

ward to the experience that they

can gain from this well known

and highly rated club. The Mon-

treal boys are all experienced

veterans and so should be able

to impart some of their know-

ledge to the locals. Such know-

ledge will come in very handy

when the assaults roll around.

think the Kingstonites have a

fair chance of emerging victorious

from one of the weekend tussles

and will probably pull an upset

before the season ends. The squad

is doing its best and if for no

other reason than this, it should

get the full support of the stud-

ents until the end of the schedule.

The biggest problem facing the

Tindall crew will be how to keep

Varsity aces like 6'4" John Dacy-

shyn and 5'11" Leo Madden un-

der surveillance. Last season in

Hogtown the Toronto crew down-

ed the Tricolor 71-63.

After dropping their home

game to the Macmen 65-59 in

their first meeting, the Tricolor

will be going all out to turn the

tables on their hosts on Saturday

night.

Greg Stone still has his hand

in a cast and this has naturally

cut down the effectiveness of his

shooting. This will add even

greater trouble to the hard press-

ed Tricolor whose offence has

been their weakness. They have

held their opponents to reason-

able totals with good defensive

ball, but seem unable to pot the

necessary points to win games.

In their Wednesday tilt, the

Queen'smen showed flashes of

return to shooting, particularly

Bruce Page, who shot better than

fifty percent from the court.

Erratum

In the last issue of the

Journal, there appeared a girl's

basketball story under the by-

line of Dot Enright. This story

was actually written by Mary

Ellen Barr.

INTERCOLLEGIATE
BASKETBALL STANDINGS

GP W L Pts.

5 5 0 10

McGill - 3 2 1 4

Assumption _ 4 2 2 4

Varsity - 3 1 2 2

MacMaster _ 4 1 3 2

Queen's 3 0 3 0

WARD & HAMILTON LUNCH BAR
PRINCESS AT DIVISION KINGSTON, ONT.

FULL COURSE MEALS
REASONABLE PRICES

Mart Kfttry Untel
PRINCESS STREET

Coffee Shop and Restaurant

Kingston, Ont. Phone 7712

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

"' CIGARETTE

Dial 7135

town and country

Restaurants

Highway No. 2, Cataraqui, Ont.

• Princess at Clergy Streets,
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History Repeats Itself

It was a day for the mud horses as Queen's defeated
McGill 6-0 this afternoon. The field was a veritable quagmire
and the teams were early covered with mud from head to

foot. Despite the heavy going, the game was productive of

much good football.

* * *

University graduates of today must assert the power of

leadership which is vested in them through the contact ac-

quired during their formative years at college. This was the

principal thought which the president of the Canadian Bar
Association, Louis St. Laurent, said before his many listeners

at Convocation Hall Saturday morning.
* * *

In accordance with election promises, a motion was in-

troduced at the AMS Executive meeting abolishing all Fresh-

men regulations except the wearing of the tarn. After much
discussion however, it was decided that the clause forbidding

fussing until Christinas should stand. This clause makes it

much easier for Freshmen to get down to their studies and
prepare for the high hurdles of Christmas exams. The frosh.

especially those of the Science faculty, face dismissal if they

do not subdue their first exams, and it was thought that this

clause might put a check to their nocturnal prowlings.

Journal, 1930
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m THE DIARY OF

THE MAD JOURNALIST

tMOGCHC
AND

PsycHoioey

Don't Put All Your Electrons
In One Orbit

Helium was only a little fellow,

in fact, he was the smallest in his

family and the second smallest

body who sat at the Atomic Table.

Hydrogen, the smallest one at the

table, sat at Helium's left. He made

up for his size by being very active,

in fact, he really got around and

had had connections with some of

tlie better families at the table,

although he often was forced to part

company after their first reaction.

On Helium's other side was

Lithium who was also very excit-

able and could get more violent

reaction with water than most

people can with stronger liquids.

However, in spite of this he was

more careful in other ways, and as

he was always telling He, did not

put all his electrons in one orbit.

Lithium also formed many connec-

tions but He had always been in

the single state, probably because

ther was no Shelium, and He was

so inactive and lazy that he had

been called the original atomic-bum.

He (for that is what most people

called him) was a wealthy little

fellow with his full complement of

electrons and though larger fellows

had more, few had little use for them.

One day he decided to go for a

swim in the atmosphere and to

look at the cosmics as he lazed about

in the sun. Now He was unaware

of the bad effects that cosmics have

on little fellows, and before he knew

it he was in an excited state and

went into one of the local degen-

erate distribution unctions, and in

a few micro seconds Lhe law ol

chance had robbed him of two of

his electrons. He had always sup-

posed that same trouble might befall

him if he entered one of these

functions, and now he was positive

He found he had one neutrino

left and spent it in an absorbtion

spectrum. After he. had absorbed

as much as he could, he left the

spectrum unsteadily in a series of

Brownian movements. His progress

became more unsteady, and he

found himself placed in a cell in

"phase space" for the night. When

he was finally released from behind

the potential barrier, he hurried

out of the vicinity. (Sometimes

particles in trying to hurry, are

hampered by relativity, but He, as

mentioned before, had no close rel-

atives.)

Disheartened but repentant he

set out to obtain some new electrons

and to regain his old status as

stable element. He set out for the

store of Mike Rofarad who usually

handles such things, but Mike

claimed that he didn't have any,

and no matter how Helium beeted

him, Mike was positive and finally

repelled the poor particle. However,

as Helium set off down a mean-free

path, he overheard some gossip

that two electrons had just been

discharged in a tube nearby and

set out to sec if he could take them

on. When he arrived at the radio

in which the tube was situated, he

found there were certain elements

that he had not considered. The

discharged electrons were far from

unhappy and in fact were having

a grid time racing about playing

ball and especially in sliding into

home plate.

After several more attempts to

receive electrons failed. He decided

that he might better continue in an

active state. Since he now was

capable of participating in radio ac

tivity, he decided to make it his

life work, and indeed he did and

became quite famous. So much so

that he is probably the star on your

local Geiger Counter.

(Queen's Journal — 1949)

To those who do not believe in reincarnation the article printed

below Will come, we hope, as a shock. The Mad Journalist as we all know

succumbed after a short illness of around twenty years. However, you

cannot keep a Mad Journalist down and we have recently received the

following column.

YVokc this morning with a literary hangover — the inevitable

result of reading too much in bed. My choice last night was Henry

Fielding. Robertson Davics and Ross Munro, and the combination

must have rather upset me . . . But what shall I do? The best time

for reading is late at night, when one is comfortable and well sup-

plied with apples and raisins; but it means that I am never on hand

to greet the dawn, which is sinful for a Canadian. This is the breed

which has accomplished its manifest destiny by jumping out of a

warm bed, dressing behind the kitchen stove and venturing forth

to new timber in the early light of day. To stay abed is to deny

one's heritage, and certainly I know of few nations with as much

heritage and as little an idea of what to do with it!

A small group of students, I understand, is trying to keep alive

the idea of fraternities at Queen's. This, like the campus pub topic,

is an old perennial, and I am only surprised that it has not received

its share of attention before now. The reason fraternities arc desire-

able, it would seem, is that they provide cheap, comfortable accommo-

dation and opportunity for more satisfactory social life ... I lived

in a fraternity house in Montreal one summer, and frankly it was

just as dirty and uncomfortable as many Kingston rooming houses.

But the real reason for my dislike of them is that fraternities arc

to the Goodness Knows What deity which supervises their welfare.

I do not, nor shall not swear oaths that easily. Nor am I prepared

for perpetual association with an exclusive group which lasts three

or four years at the most anyway. Exclusive fraternization is arrant

tripe, and the* cause of a lot of needless trouble ... I expect, how-

ever, that the mystic ritual involved would hardly faze those who

have already pledged their virtue to that elusive nymph Lcvana in

a ceremony offering (so I am informed) equal amounts of pseudo-

religions nonsense and mealy-mouthed sentimentality.

To the AMS movies the other evening to sec an excellent film

projected through one of the worst possible machines upon a screen

which resembled a well-used bed sheet. The result was misery . . .

Why is it that Convocation Hall was packed for this movie, when

Grant Hall was empty ,or nearly so. of students for the Buffalo

Symphony concert, and the Levana art exhibition? Is this another

indication that the vast majority of undergraduates have not yet

grown, out of the small town atmosphere in which they were reared?

(Shalmerfl
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EARL AND BARRIE 8TS.

IEV. W. F. BANISTER, D O.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY STH

11 A.M.—This Business of

Living.

(3) "Handling Jealousy"

7,30 P.M.—Christian Ethics

and Today's World

(3) "Pigmentation"

8.30 P.M.—Youth Fellowship

A Cordial Invitation to AH
Students

j&jurnljam Stmt
aitiftri* fflfjurri?

SYDENHAM ft Wlt-ilM

REV. R. H. N. DAVIDSON
B.A., ».D.. TH.I4.

minister

Lloyd ZurhrIgg
ORGANIST AND CHOIR MASTER_

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 5TH

11 A.M.—Vine end Branches

7.30 P.M.—The Yoke of Christ

8.45 P.M.—Social Hour For

All Young People.

Neurosis

He stood alone

In thin dark circle of juvenile faces,

(The sky beyond was orange and

stormy) ;

Waited for the cruel thrust

That always came first from the

biggest boy,

But suddenly, in habitual tears and

hysteria breaking, burst through

the ring.

(The illimitable sky beyond was

stormier and iodincd deeper

orange.)

—Royce MacGillivray.

Conviction

"Arc you afraid of sex?" Imo-

genc asked me yesterday in a hoarse

whisper.

Having grown accustomed to

Iniogcne's startling questions, out

of the blue, so to speak, I merely

shook my head.

"That's good," said Iniogcne,

relieved. "Our Psych prof told us

today that one-third of the women

in America are frigid."

"Really, Imogeuc," I said. Being

sophisticated and disdainful, I get

a little bored with Imogene.

Imogene sits next to me in Eng-

lish, and while we are pretty good

friends, on the whole, I would

sometimes rather listen to the pro-

fessor than to Imogene. Especially

as Imogene usually plunks herself

beside me after an 'inspiring' lec-

ture in the Psych building.

It isn't that I don't think Psy-

chology is a noble and rewarding

Science. Don't get me wrong.

Imogene has a way of making

everything exciting. Even Psy-

chology, but sometimes, well . . .

I mean, after all. Rats!

Imogene has grown very attach-

ed to rats. She hides them under

her coat and exercises them in the

coffee shop. She ties pink ribbon

around their necks and leads them,

singly or in a group, through the

campus. She knows all about their

sleeping habits, their eating habits,

and she can recite without error.

21 reasons why they will run

through mazes. She has shown

them going through mazes back-

wards and standing on their heads.

And on this fateful morning I am
talking about, she had decided to

do a study of their sex habits.

I waited with some trepidation

for the next English — after Psy-

chology — lecture.

Imogene looked rather crestfallen

She

heard

This was the deep dark cause

celibre

For which he died;

A dark undercurrent of reason

captured

A man of pride.

He turned his back on his past

achievements,

The day that a sector of man's

bereavements,

Part of the stir of a troubled order

That was not his,

Enticed hint to martyrdom

In believer's bliss.

—Royce MacGillivray.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

&t. Andrew's

freangterian (tthurrh.

princess And cue

REV

STREETS

Forbes weoderbuhn
M.A.. D.D.. minister

DARWIN STATA.
ORGANIST AND CHOIRMASTER

LILLIAN PRESTON
ASSISTANT ORGANIST

10:30 a.m.—Bible Class

11:00 a.m.—Morning Service,

Nursery Class, Church School

7:30 p.m.—Evening Service

Si. Andrew's Youiir People
Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended
to all students.

§t. v3rnrg*'fl

(Eaiijfinal
(anglican i

King St . at Johnson St.

sexagesima
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 5th

8.00 a.m.—Holy Communion

9.15 a.m.—Parish Communion
Address: Rev. C. E. Stspla.

11.00 a.m.—Choral Eucharist

7.00 p.m.—Evensong
Sermon: The Bew'd. C. E. Supla.

S.15 p.m.—Canterbury Club of Queen'j

University meets In Csthedril Library.

Sunday, February 19th.

Recital of Choral Music by the Cathe-
dral Choir following: Evensong.

as she entered the classroom,

sat beside me without saying

word. I waited. But all I

was :"If we are going to make an

accurate judgement of Tennyson's

later work, we must consider first

some of the poems he wrote in his

youth. Many critics consider these

to be the only good poems he wrote

during his lifetime."

Imogene was busily writing what

I thought was an accurate tran-

scription of what the professor was

saying. So I was a little nonplussed

when she passed me a closely-

written note with the air of an

assassin trailing an archduke who

had offended his monarch.

The note said many things, but

I could not, unfortunately, under-

stand them. They were written in

a new language threatening to

rapidly overcome our culture and

plunge it into the throes of con-

fusion, Psychologish.

But what I could understand I

recognized. It sounded like a re-

write of a book my mother shyly

recommended to me when I was

15, "Sex Made Easy, an under-

standing and informative treat-

ment of a difficult subject, by Dr.

Konstantin Hogarthe" In effect,

she said, "It is beautiful, it is

sacred, I can't talk about it." She

also told me, in private after

class, that she was tired of work-

ing with rats. She was now go-

ing to conduct a study on the

human level.

Yon can now see her leading

people by pink ribbons, scribbling

madly all the while in a note book.

She is always correctly dressed in

a dull tweed suit and comfortable

oxfords. She has become a inter-

viewer for Dr. Kinsey.

—Jungster.

For Skiers, A Formula
A scienceman, indisposed from a holiday ski accident, yesterday

recommended to us an interesting formula for ski wax. With one

pound of aluminum dust, blend in 5.000 litres of H..SO,. Ten pounds

of icing sugar and five quarts of water should then be added to the

bubbling mixture. From a reasonable distance, two used ski boots

should be thrown in the stew. Cover all with old potato sacks, and

wait five days. In cocktail glasses, serves 10. The hell with skiing.

K. PETROS
EXPERT SHOE REPAIRS KEYS DUPLICATED

SERVICE WHILE YOU WATT
Confectionery, Novelties, Magazines

525 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2-6533

MAUREEN FORRESTER
CONTRALTO

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 8th,

8:30 P.M. — Grant Hall

Tickets available at the: Department of Extension Administration Bldg.,

or from the Fine Arts Committee

McGALL'S
LUGGAGE AND SPORTING GOODS
By The World's Finest Manufacturers

— AGENTS FOR —
SPALDING - SLAZENCER - CCM, ETC., SPORTS EQUIPMENT

SKYWAY — SAMSON1TE — McBRlNE

QUEEN'S CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS

Tennis and Badminton Racquets Restrung

212 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 3793
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Arts Voters Elect Howard
To Take On Senior Duties;

Little Fills Junior Position

Stuart Howard and Bob Little

are the new Arts Society AMS
Senior and Junior Representa-

tives, respectively, as a result of

the election Monday and Tues-

day.

A suprisingly high turn-out of

eligible voters, some 350 of the

600 eligible men in Arts, partici-

pated. Returning officers attrib-

uted this to the intensive cam-

paign waged by some candidates,

and also to the liberal use of ad-

vertising posters.

Mr. Howard released the fol-

lowing statement

:

"The men of Arts have hon-

ored me but they have also giv-

en me a job to do, I will do that

job as well as I can. Much has to

be done. If our student govern-

ment is to be maintained, it

should be supported and respect-

ed. I hope that all Artsmen will

keep me informed of their views

on all issues that I may better

represent them. My thanks to all

who voted for me and sincerest

admiration to my opponents for

offering themselves to the ser-

vice of the student body."

Mr. Little stated

:

"I would like to express my
gratitude to those who supported

ine. It is encouraging to note the

increased enthusiasm in student

affairs. A vote of nearly 60% is

a marked improvement over last

year. I shall endeavour to stimu-

late this interest.

"An election is merely the be-

ginning; much work lies ahead.

Please feel free to approach me
with your opinions and sugges-

tions."

BROCK
JEWELLERS
161 Princess Street

Kingston, Ontario

PHONE 2-7361

WATCH Repairs
A Specialty
- WE SELL —

WATCHES - DIAMONDS

Old Foes Unite

Italy Anti-Red

The relationship of church and

state in Italy up to the present

day was the subject of a talk by

professor Ezio Cappadocia of

KMC last Monday. He was ad-

dressing the newly formed Junior

History Club at its inaugural

meeting held in the Faculty

Women's Club.

Professor Cappadocia placed

special emphasis on the rise of

the Christian Democrat party.

Before this party appeared on the

scene, he said, the attitude of the

relationship between Church and

state had been well expressed by

one politician who said, "Church

and state in Italy must be two

parallel lines."

"Democracy is by no means as-

sured in Italy," he warned. "The

danger is that the Christian Dem-

ocrat Party might split." He ad-

ded, however, that the party pos-

sessed a strong unifying element

in its anti-communism, opposing

the greatest Communist party

outside Russia.

The talk was followed by a dis-

cussion on Italian politics today.

IT WON'T WORK
(Continued from Page 1)

of the NFCUS committee and

university officials, expressing

disgust with the scheme.
" It was also felt that if students

were included among groups in

Kingston already receiving dis-

counts, it might result in mer-

chants marking up prices to make

up for the loss of profits through

discounts.

At the recent NFCUS regional

conference in Hamilton Peter

Martin, national president, ex-

pressed a belief that SDS could

eventually defeat itself. He said

it might antagonize the public

and merchants alike.

Hillel Conference

Meets At Queen's

(Continued from Page 1)

Hofmann and delegates from

Bufffalo discussed "The Role of

"Am Echad" in aHillcl" Insti-

tute". This was followed by

group discussion attempting to

integrate and evaluate the "Am
Echad" theme.

Tonight, at the McLaughlin

room in the Students' Union, the

delegates will convene to partici-

pate in an "Qncg Shabat" — cel-

ebration of the Sabbath". Guests

will include, professor R. O.

Earl, Dean of the faculty of Arts

and Mr. Sheldon Cohen, chair-

man of the Queen's Hillel Advi-

sory Council.

Featured at this program will

be Dr. Irving A. Agus — profes-

sor of Jewish and general history

at Yeshiva University, New
York, who will have as his topic

"Jewish Origins of Political De-

mocracy".

Scheduled for Saturday are

synagogue services and an after-

noon session addressed again by

Dr. Agus whose topic will then

be "Sources of Jewish Thought".

The conference will turn to a

lighter vein when Hillel House

will be the scene of a supper and

dance featuring Dick Edney and

his orchestra.

Sunday afternoon, McGill and

Toronto debate the topic "Re-

solved that the doctrine of one-

ness of Israel is incompatible

with an idea of world brother-

hood." Judges will be Dr. B.

Kropp, Dept. of Histology at

Queen's, Rabbi Hofman of Buf-

falo and Mr. Sheldon Cohen.

All Queen's Hillel members
;havc co-operated in the project

which finds amnon Kahn and

Harry Brown as chairman and

vice chairman respectively.

SMACK BAP.

CJCD ft
^

- m$

He says he does it by Steady Saving

at the Bank of Montreal*

*The Bank where Students' accounts are warmly welcomed.

Kingston Branch: JACK McLEAN, Manager

Princess & Barrie Sts.: JOSEPH POUPORE, Manager

Eager-beaver listeners in 10

North American cities have writ-

ten to the technical staff of radio

station CFRC to say that they

heard all or part of a special

"DX" broadcast recently trans-

mitted in the early hours of the

morning by the campus radio

station.

VALLEAU'S
BARBER SHOP
316 PRINCESS STREET

Three Barbers

Next to Stiver Grill PHONE 6917

No More Concert Series?
Sponsors Expect $1000. Loss

Concerts May End

Interest Dwindles

The University Concerts series,

which has been carried on contin-

uously for the past 14 years, may

be discontinued after this year be-

cause of staggering financial diffi-

culties. Miss Kathleen Healey,

assistant-director of the department

of extension and secretary of the

concert scries, said Wednesday

that the University Concerts group

expects to lose more than $1,000.

on this year's program.

The Concerts group sponsored

the visit here of the Buffalo Phil-

harmonic Orchestra early in De-

cember, and will sponsor a concert

by Maureen Forrester, contralto,

in Grant Hall next Tuesday eve-

ning.

The concerts have been losing

money steadily for the past four

seasons, said Miss Healey, in

spite of the fact that in the past

the group has sponsored such

top-notch performers as the Cor-

elli Society, and John Milligan,

baritone.

Only 550 people attended the

December performance of the Buf-

falo Philharmonic Orchestra this

year, said Miss Healey. She ex-

pressed surprise that such a small

number of people should have ap-

peared for such an outstanding

performance .recalling that until

about four years ago the Concerts

group had always been faced with

long lines of people waiting for

tickets.

The advance sale for the Maur-

een Forrester performance has

been slow, she said. It has been

felt in some quarters that the

University Concerts series is

losing money only to provide the

people of Kingston with fine

music while rendering little ser-

vice to the student body.

The group would reportedly be

willing to lose money if was left

that a larger number of students

were deriving enjoyment from the

presentation of the concerts.

"Whether or not we disband the

group will very probably depend

upon the size of the crowd at Wed-
nesday's performance", concluded

Miss Healey.

Maureen Forrester

Maureen Forrester, contralto, and "Canada's most promising

musical personality today", has recently returned to Canada after

a year of recital tours in Europe. She has since begun a cross

country tour of 30 recitals, and will appear in Grant Hall next Wed-

nesday night.

Compared with the great and beloved Kathleen Ferrier, she is

gifted with a "voluminous, smooth, and luscious voice", according

to a Bonn, Germany critic. Montreal's La Presse states that besides

possessing the qualities of a perfect singer she has, "a beautiful

voice, dramatic sense, musicality, personality, and also gifts o£

subtility and finesse".

Accompanied by John Newmark, Miss Forrester will begin

her concert at 8:30. This is the second of thet two University con-

certs to be held here.

Tickets are available at the Queen's post office at $1.00.

Yankee Listeners Pick Up CFRC
All Night Program Hits Nebraska

Special "We heard you" cards

have been received from listeners

in Charleston, Illinois; Lincoln,

Nebraska; Dubuque, Iowa; New
York City (3); Bethseda, Md.;

Meriden, Conn.; Reading, Penn.

;

Tiffin. Ohio; Niagara Falls,

Ontario; and Kingston. All the

cards were received from mem-

bers of the National Radio Club,

which is composed of people who
make a hobby of picking up, on

their standard home radio sets

the broadcasts of distant radio

stations.

The program was beamed out

on the morning of January 16, be-

tween the hours of 3:30-4:30. The

TO THE GRADUATING CLASS OF 1956

Those of you considering careers in business or a profession

are invited to obtain information about becoming a C. A. (Chart-

ered Accountant). Exceptional opportunities exist. Personal selection

tests are available to help you assess your optitudes. For further

information call or write:

PROFESSOR J. E. SMYTH, COMMERCE BUILDING
Any firm of Chartered Accountants

The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Ontario

69 BLOOR STREET EAST TORONTO 5

time for broadcast was set ear-

lier in the month by the national

executive of the NRC. Although

the familiar 1490 frequency was
relatively clear at that hour of

the morning, local broadcasters

found their efforts hampered
somewhat by the broadcasting of

two other continental stations,

one in Florida, the other in Cuba.

The program, which was hand-

led from the local studios by Don
Harrison, Doug Frame, Hugl
Lightbody, and Doug Thompson,
consisted mainly of recorded music.

Listeners were required to

quote, on the special cards which

they mailed in, from portions of

the program. In return, the local

station sent out its NRC card

to all who responded.

DAY OR NIGHT
PHONE 5551

For Qualify Milk, Cream, Butter

BY

Hemlock Park Dairy
LIMITED

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FAMOUS
Velvet Ice Cream Duncan Hines lee Cream

Classified Ads
Lost

Brown cowhide shoulder bag,

near university Ave., on Friday.

Contact Kathy Tottcn, 144 Low-
er Albert, 3752. Reward.

HAPPY CORNER RESTAURANT
SPECIAL MEAL TICKETS FOR STUDENTS

We serve ITALIAN SPAGHETTI

533 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2-8013

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

68'A Princess Street Kingston Phone 2-1761

Quality thai Pleases . . . Service that Satisfies

MOONLIGHT LUNCH
FULL COURSE DINNERS CHINESE DISHES

Lunches prepared to take out.

SPECIAL FOR STUDENTS
Meal Tickets: $5-50 for only $4,75

527 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 6972 and 2-9001
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THE LESLIE BELL SINGERS AMS Dismisses

Painting Case

A group of students were tried

Monday night in the AMS court on

a charge of painting the Toronto

stadium last fall. The students were

found not guilty, and the case was

dismissed.

Arts' 58 Elections

At a well-attended year meeting

Monday night. Arts '58 voted in

their new executive. Jim Holmes

was elected president, Ann Cam-

eron vice-president, Jim Hunter

treasurer and Sue Doan secretary.

The remainder of the executive

elected were; Boys' Social Con-

venor, Vin Martin; Girls' Social

Convenor, Jane Hobson
;

Boys

Athletic Stick, Dave Skene; Girls

Athletic Stick, Micky McCulloch.

PHOTO BY ALEX ORAV. TORONTO

"Their sound is superb; their looks are lovely; their precision is perfect." These praises are

among the many acclamation that have been given the Leslie Bell Singers since their organization

in 1939. This all-Canadian girls choir has won international renown, and this year will be the featured

performers at the Arts Society Concert, to be held in Grant Hall, Wednesday, Feb. 15.

The purpose of these concerts has been to increase music appreciation on the campus, and

-the Society hopes that the versatility of this choral group will appeal to the student body. Their

program will vary from negro spirituals to works by such composers as Mozart and Debussy.

Dr. Leslie Bell himself is one of the world's leading choral arranger-conductors, and the cre-

dit line, "Arrangement by Leslie Bell" has appeared on music sung by thousands of choristers through-

out this continent, England, and Australia.

By careful auditioning and skilled training he has moulded a girls' choir which has been ap-

preciated by radio and television audiences in both Canada and the United States. Tonal balance,

accurate intonation, and flawless diction, along with dramatic arrangements make possible effects

never before associated with treble groups.
(

Tickets may be obtained from Mahood's Drug Store, the Superior Restaurant, the Queens

post office, or from any members of the Art's Society executive. There are no reserved seats. Tickets

are available at $1.00 and $1.25.

Student Body Twice As Large In '65

Gordon Commission Ponders Problem

Toronto (CUP) — The Var-

sity reports that the number of

students attending Ontario uni-

versities may double in the next

ten years, and 8106,000,000 worth

of new buildings and 4000 more

university instructors will be re-

quired to accommodate the in-

flux of the 20,000 additional stu-

dent enrolment.

The Gordon Royal Commis-

sion investigating Canada's fut-

ure growth predicted that On-

tario's present campus population

would double in the next ten

years. If these students were ac-

commodated in new buildings

the construction costs would rise

over $100,000,000. There is a pos-

sibility that one or two new uni-

versities may be created to ease

the pressure on existing institu-

tions.

The projected increase in stu-

dent population was due to two

factors; firstly, an ever-increas-

ing percentage of the university

age population attending univer-

sity, and secondly, the vast in-

crease in the birth rate since 1939

in Ontario.

Every student now attending

university costs $1200 a year to

support, a large percentage of

which is made up through gov-

ernment grants and private don-

ations.

The university of Toronto —
official provincial university —
would presumably get the lion's

share of this increased enrolment

since other universities in Ontar-

io and elsewhere have indicated

that, in order to preserve the at-

mosphere of a small college, they

will not increase their enrolment

figures.

President Sidney Smith of the

U. of T. had previously suggested

the establishment of junior col-

lege technical schools, scholastic-

aptitude tests for applicants for

admission, and the creation of

new universities, but, stated the

commission report, these would

serve only to relieve the pressure

a little, and there was no alterna-

tive for expanding the present

universities.

The report spoke also of "sub-

stantial economies" to be made

in the university educational

costs be a "rearrangement" of

university terms. Educational

Minister Dunlop, writing in the

Varsity's 75th Anniversary issue,

had discussed the possibilities of

keeping the university open all

summer.

CFRC
FRIDAY
6.00—Station Warm Up

6.30—Odds and Ends—Graham

Skcrrctt, Morm May.

7.00—Star Dust — Danny Wong at

the piano

7.30—Ski Report

7.35—Campus Rumpus — Len Rob-

bins. Ira Sutherland

8.00—History of Jazz—Paul Ward,

Don Cooper

9.00—Deejay Jury — Doug Thomson

and Guests

10.00—Ski Report

10.05—1490 Pops — Don Harrison

11.00—Interlude—Dave McNaughton

11.30—Starlitc Serenade — Graham

Skerrett.

SATURDAY
I.30—Sign on and Station Warm up

2,00—Intercollegiate Hockey —
Queen's vs. O.A.C.

4.00—Matinee

6.30—Ranch 1490—Bev Phillips

7.00—Hits and Misses — Ellie

Williamson

7.30—Ski Report

7.35—On the Upbeat—Arn Matthew?

8.00—In the Groove—Doug Thomson

9.00—1490 Classics—Bev Phillips

10.00—Ski Report

10.05—Show Tunes — Peter Guthrie

10.30—Al's Penthouse — Orm Kemp

II,00—Cook's Musical Tour—Ken

Cook

11.30—Lonesome Lemon

2.00—Respectfully Yours—Ed Wake

field at the piano

LECTURES, DEBATES
Monday

University Lectures.

"Ten Years in Huronia". Mr. Wil

fred Jury, Curator of Museum of In

dian Archaeology, U. of W.O., Con-

vocation Hall, 8 p-m.

CLUBS, SOCIETIES
Sunday

Glee Club. Rehearsal, 1.30 in Doug-

las Library Music Room.

Tuesday

Student Wives Club. Skating and

square dance party. Skaters meet in

Science Club Room at 7.45 p.m. Square

dancing beginning at 9 p.m. Couples

please bring box lunch.

MISCELLANEOUS
2 in 1 is coming to Grant Hall on

Thursday, February 23. Watch for it.

Progressive Conservative Party.

Strike a blow for national student bur-

saries by throwing your vote and in-

fluence behind the Progressive Con-

servative Government in the Model

Parliament on February 20. Mr. Drew

has supported NFCUS in the bursary-

campaign; aid to students is now part

of the National Conservative platform.

Tuesday

Drum Majorette. Closing date for

applications. If interested, submit

name, address and phone number to

Miss S. Dyer or A. Hitchcock.

SMART COLLEGE FASHION starts with . .

.

Enhance your appearance with

an EXQUISITE FORM BRA

Above: No. 2207 Cinderella", 4-way necVlino, de-

tachable ilraps. Cups lighlty foam rubber-padded,

with NEW Hal flexible RIBBON WIRE that

con-tdifl!AcuP,32-36;B4Ccup.
32-38.

: ttfc
Price $4.00. Below: No, 395-Floalmg ^_ SA 01

Action bra with tangent straps to distri-

bulo shoulder strap slroin. Satin ond

\ broadcloth. A cup 30-36, 8 cop,

\ ^ ' 32-40. C cup, 32--J2. Price $2.50

RELIGIOUS
Friday

Chalmers United Church Fellow-

ship. Bowling night. Meeting at 6.30

at Church.

Saturday

S.C.M. Luncheon meeting. Dr.

Mathers speaking on "Can We Believe

in God in a World Like Ours?". St.

James Anglican Church Parish Hall,

12.30.

Sunday

Canterbury Club. Miss Jones will

lead discussion on Anglican respon-

sibilities to "New Canadians" with

film on her work in this field. Refresh-

ments. Meeting after Evensong in St.

George's Cathedral Library.

University Service. "Sorry Enough

to Quit", subject of Padre's sermon

at 11 a.m. Grant Hall. Lessons read

by Principal Mackintosh and Pete

Zarry- Holy Communion in Morgan

Memorial Chapel, 9.30 a.m.

Newman Club. 9.30 a.m. Mass, St.

James Chapel. Communion Breakfast,

Hotel Dicu Hospital Cafeteria. Hon.

Leo McCauley, Irish ambassador to

Canada, speaking on "Some experien-

ces of a Diplomat".

Benediction, 7 p.m., St. Mary's

Cathedral. Discussion groups and

Newman Nile at Jeanne Manec Res-

idence.

Federalist Party. Everyone who

wants to help in making Canada the

great country she ought to be is urged

to attend the caucus of the Federalist

Party, 7.30 pjn. in the McNeill House

common room.

Elections

Arts Society elections will

be held Feb. 14 and 15.

Nominations for executive of-

ficers may be submitted to any

member of the executive.

Nominations close Feb. S.

New Facts About

Hitler's Private Life

Was the Fuehrer insane? Did ho

really marry his miatress, Eva
Braun, the night before they

planned to kill themselves? Was
his body burned or is it secretly

buried?

In February Reader's Digest

Heinz Linge, Hitler's personal

valet for 20 years, now reveals

intimate facts about the dicta-

tor's private life— answers many
puzzling questions. Get your

February Reader's Digest today:

38 articles of lasting interest,

including the best from current

books, leading magazines, con-

densed to save you time.

Campus capers

call for Coke

No matter if the big act

goes wrong, you can't beat

a skating party on a winter

night. Be sure there's Coke

alone . . . for refreshment

COCA-COLA LTD,

ORDER YOUR TRICOLOR '56 TODAY
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Hillel At Home
This week 125 delegates from universities in Canada and the

United States meet at Queen's for a conference of B'nai B'rith

Hillel Foundations. A lot of hard work has gone into organizing

this conference at Queen's, and we wish delegates every success

with their meetings.

Hillel is one of the most active student organizations on the

campus, and also one of the most thoroughly ail-campus minded.

Almost every week they sponsor a film or a guest speaker to which

anyone at Queen's is invited. Their films are of the highest calibre,

and speakers deal with a variety of topics of general interest. Besides

these worthwhile projects Hillel is also a social center, and holds

frequent parties and dances, as well as open house after various

campus functions.

In spite of the fact that Hillel is primarily a religious organ-

ization, its activities are planned for the benefit of the campus as

a whole. Any student is welcome to take part. This friendly and

open-minded attitude is not found among all religious organiza-

tions, some of which limit their activities to members only. Hillel

does have the advantage of a building where people can be invited

and where activities can be arranged more easily. But they are still

to be highly commended for the amount of work they do on the

campus. A friendly and cooperative spirit such as theirs can do

more to promote understanding and friendship among different

races and religions than hundreds of books and articles on the

subject will ever accomplish.

The Arts Elections
The recent Arts elections for AMS representatives brought

encouraging results. In a faculty where a 30% vote has come to be

fatalistically accepted as normal, approximately 60% of the elect-

orate cast their ballots. Especially encouraging was the fact that

a large number of freshmen voted. The result is largely a tribute

to the vigor and ingenuity of candidates who succeeded in generating

a high level of interest in the elections.

There is still room for improvement, however, not only in the

percentage voting but also in the comprehension of the voters. To
many voters, candidates were nothing more than names on a plac-

ard. Freshmen voters are especially susceptible to this because they

have normally little contact with sophomores and juniors who are

candidates. Yet, as far as the continuity of the Society is concerned,

freshmen are a vital group. This problem is not confined to the

Arts Faculty, but it is certainly more serious there than elsewhere.

Nevertheless, the lack of interest in campus "politics" which pro-

duces low votes is general.

In bygone days enthusiasm was generated for AMS elections

by an institution known as the theatre party. At such gatherings

candidates were required to appear before and address an often

hostile mob. These theatre parties were discontinued, we suspect

at the request of the theatre management. The reinstitution of

some such public nominations meeting could help arouse interest

in Society affairs. Given candidates with ingenuity and wit, it

would never degenerate into mere formality. It would give members
of the electorate a better opportunity to assess the candidates. Nom-
inees would be required to justify their nominations in a public

forum.

Something might be gained by using the facilities of CFRC.
The Arts Society last year turned down a proposal to institute a

scheme for radio broadcasts of candidates' platforms and views on
campus affairs. The Society felt that certain candidates would be
placed at a disadvanatge, presumably because they lacked the abil-

ity to speak well in public. A case can be made, however, for the
proposal: public speaking is a necessary attribute of any candidate
for office in student government. It bespeaks an ability to formulate
policies and express opinions with clarity and force.

Some consideration should be given to proposals similar to those

elaborated in the preceding paragraphs. Student government will

benefit from any increase in student interest which such innovations
might arouse.

Office of the

Hone e>F r»£

1

Letters To The Editor

The Engineer And The Arts

The Practical Difficulties

Editor. Journal:

A good word to Mr. Whiteley

of Sc, '58 for his intelligent ex-

pression in last Tuesday's Journ-

al of the voids in our engineering

curriculum at Queen's. I also at-

tended Dr. Long's address, and

felt that the mental stimulus his

discussion afforded should be an

essential part of every university

course, regardless of the degree

to which it leads.

It is a frequent and logical

complaint that the average ap-

plied Science course is too nar-

row, and does not properly equip

the student to become a useful

citizen. I feel it is the educators'

responsibility to throw their

weight on the right side of the

balance, to correct this fault, as

the student engineer's knowledge

of history and the Greek philoso-

phers is of little concern to indus-

try. If the requirements of in-

dustry are to outline the science

curriculum of the future, one may
safely assume that the trend will

be away from the inclusion of

humanities rather than toward it.

To be constructive: a course

in the philosphy of science might

Still Very /oung

be patterned after the one at the

University of Toronto, or might

begin as a weekly discussion per-

iod centered about a book such

as DuNouy's "Human Destiny."

Alternatively, a series of lectures

on the evolution of scientific

thought might be offered. I would

suggest also that there are many
who would like to see an interest-

ing and mature course in English

for the upper years; this is not

to insinuate that the present first

year course is either uninterest-

ing or immature, as it fills a def-

inite need. However, the need ex-

tends beyond the first year. At-

tendance at these lectures should

be voluntary and they should be

offered specifically to third and

fourth year students, although

discussion periods might be

thrown open to the whole faculty.

Whatever ideas are adopted, it

is to be hoped that eventually

engineering faculties will provide

a substantial nucleus around

which the Science graduate may

build his education.

David S. Spendlove, Sc. '56

The Philosophy Of Science

Before the days of television and Saturday afternoon matinees,
children sometimes read books. And, even more delightful, they
sometimes had books read to them. For parents this was often a
means of getting children to bed, but for children it was the best
part of the day. Since the arrival of television it is probable that
very few mothers feel they have to read to their children, and this
is unfortunate, because it is a wonderful way to establish a close
relationship with children while they are very young.

Among the most delightful of children's "read-aloud", or even
"read-to-oneself" books are those written by an Englishman for his

son. A. A. Milne, who died Tuesday at the age of 70, has left behind
a collection of writings which will continue to delight the young as
long as there are any parents who read aloud, or any children who
discover the fun of reading to themselves. Two prose books, "Win-
nie-The-Pooh" and "The House at Pooh Corners," and two volumes
of poetry, "When We Were Very Young" and "Now We Are Six"
have an appeal for children and adults alike. They can be read
again and again. Anyone who has never read them can, and should
do so, now. These books are written with a simplicity of style and
an understanding of the child's mind and imagination which would
be difficult to equal.

Christopher Robin, for whom these stories and poems were
originally written, is now a man. But in a sense he is every child
who has hugged a teddy bear and dreamed of exciting adventures
in strange places. And the only thing that can really kill A. A.
Milne and his delightful collection of characters is an age which no
longer feels that books are necessary for children. We hope this
never happens.

Editor, Journal:

The lack of ability of the average

engineering student to express his

own ideas is a much talked-of point

on the campus, both within and

without the Science Faculty. H. R.

Whiteley, in his letter to the editor

in Tuesday's Journal, put forward

a concrete suggestion to help rem-

edy this problem. This suggestion

was the introduction of a course

in the humanities into the regular

curriculum, but — with no com-

pulsory attendance and no exam-

inations. The proper handling of

such a course would, I feel, be a

challenge to students in the Science

Faculty and to the staff of not only

the Science Faculty, but also of

the Arts Faculty.

I mention this latter point be-

cause only with the service of the

best lecturers and only if "presented

in a thought-provoking, controver-

sial manner" would such an enter-

prise have a chance to succeed. It

is a challenge to the staff of the

Science Faculty because success

would also require that they forge

one or two hours a week at a con-

venient time (not, for instance, at

4:30 p.m. Friday) in order to en-

courage students to go. I wonder

if it would not be possible to lay

aside the same one or two hours

a week for each of the four years

for this purpose?

Those of the senior students who
took advantage of such a chance

to develop their powers of thinking,

discussing and formulating ideas in

clarified form would in turn "in

tellectually" influence the freshmen

Science students with whom they

come in contact. Many of these

would also be learning to think and

to discuss at their lectures. Might

this not be a step in the right di-

rection toward eliminating some of

the "hoodlumism" which many feel

is unnecessarily prevalent in our

faculty ?

L. V., Sc. '57.

Unify Within Diversity

History Of Hillel

By Jack Rishikof

Hillel House on Barrie Street is

not strange to the Queen's student.

Many have attended supper series

lectures, movies, or the Hillel

lecture series. But many are not

familiar with the history, objectives

or organizational structure of Hillel.

Hillel is primarily a Jewish

organization. In the words of its

national director, Rabbi Arthur J.

Lelyveld, "It seeks to lead students

toward glad identification with the

Jewish people through Jewish fel-

lowship; toward uplifting insights

into the sources of Jewish inspira-

tion through Jewish scholarship;

toward valuable contributions to the

community and society-at-large

through enlightened citizenship."

Specifically, the Hillel program

is designed to provide the Jewish

student, through study and dis-

cussion, with adequate and accur-

ate knowledge of Jewish life. It

seeks to acquaint him with the

faith, the literature, the history

and the life and thought patterns

of the Jewish people.

Hillel wants to enable him to

share in the religious and cultural

group expressions of the Jewish

heritage with joy and understand-

ing. It offers him an opportunity

to express his personality in acti-

vities aiming at the perpetuation

and development of the Jewish

heritage. It hopes to help in the

integration of the Jewish student

into the Jewish and general com-

munity by the promotion of whole-

some Jewish fellowship and inter-

group relations.

This organization today services

some 210 campuses in the United

States, Canada, Israel, and Great

Britain. How did it develop?

Scattered Jewish organizations

had been formed with indifferent

success on several campuses.

These groups failed because of

limited appeal and lack of funds.

In 1923, at the University of Illin-

ois, there was augured the first

of the direct antecedents of the

present-day Hillel Foundations.

Rabbi Benjamin Kahn, then re-

cently ordained, was appalled at

the cultural lack evident
among university students in

matters of religion. He therefore

resolved to devote his career in

the Rabbinate to the religious

needs of Jewish university stu-

dents.

The organization he founded

was named Hillel Foundation, after

Back To Purity!

Editor, Journal:

What lias happened to the pure

and chaste Journal that all

Queen's could he proud of?

No longer can the average

Queen's student pick up his

Journal and slowly wander up to

the library for a pleasant after-

noon of contemplative reading.

One must now grasp the paper,

hide it quickly under a clipboard

of philosophy notes and slither

away quietly into some dark hole.

After all, someone might be

watching. And rightly so. Im-

agine, in our Journal, a cartoon

with the word "beer" mentioned.

Not only is this an affront to the

dignity of Queen's and a blight

on the honor of womanhood as

a whole, but it is an insult to the

Queen's pool, the water com
missioner, and has set back the

flouridation project fifty years.

Buck up Journal. Dress the

naked alphabet, clothe the bath-

ing beauties and censor every-

thing !

Bill Sullivan, Arts '56

the great and gentle Jewish sage,

Hillel. B'nai B'rith, the largest

Jewish fraternal order in the world,

accepted the responsibility of finan-

cing these Hillel foundations.

The close liaison with B'nai

B'rith has continued to the present

day. Each foundation works in

conjunction with an advisory coun-

cil appointed by the local B'nai

B'rith lodge. Each administrative

level of B'nai B'rith has a Hillel

committee. A national Hillel com-

mission supervises the overall

structure and activities of the orga-

nization and serves, as it were, as

a board of directors to the entire

movement.

Hillel Foundation operates on

the fundamental principles of self-

motivation. The student group is

organized democratically, and stu-

dents elect their own leadership

group, the student council, which

helps plan and administer the Hillel

program. A student who registers

with Hillel is affiliated not just with

a student synagogue, an institution

sponsoring cultural and social pro-

grams, or a counselling agency, but

with an institution encompassing

all community interests.

In the same way, Hillel pro-

fessional staff members, though

recruited from all sections of the

community, are not missionaries

for any individual or denomin-

ational point of view of Jewish

life. They are stationed on the

campus to interpret the totality

of the Jewish historical experi-

ence to Jewish students and to

meet the needs not merely of a

segment but of the entire Jewish

student body.

Hillel at Queen's is recognized

by the Alma Mater Society as an

official campus organization. After

a period of 13 years, Hillel has deep

roots on the campus and is an ac-

cepted part of the university scene.

As the first Hillel Foundation

established in Canada, Queen's

Hillel takes special pride that its

reception has been so warm. Hillel

may well consider itself to be an

example of "unity within diversity",

the social pattern which has been

offered as a description of the dem-
ocratic values of the United States

and Canada.
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Queen's Students

May Live In, Tour

Foreign Conntries

An opportunity for visiting a

foreign country is now available to

Queen's students. This consists in

living in a home in some foreign

country for a month, and then

touring the country with other

students.

The program is operated by an

organization called "The Experi-

ment in International Living" which

seeks to create better understanding

among peoples of the world. By

having students live in the homes

visited, tourist sight-seeing is avoi

ded. It also aims to help students

become better acquainted with fore

ign people than the tourist can.

Most countries of Europe are

included in the plan, as well

countries in the Far East.

Students must be chosen, and the

average cost for a student is approx-

imately about $800. Applications

must be made by April 1, and in-

terested students may obtain infor-

mation at the AMS office in the

Students' Union.

Psychologist Claims

Freudian SchoolKey
To Human Behavior

Important Concepts Not Popular

Says Rado At Annual Meeting

Queen's a L'Orient PHOI° BY WON<s

Levanites will be taking their beaus to an "Oriental Fantasy" next Friday evening in Grant

Hall. Pictured are busy members of Levana preparing a mural in the basement of Adelaide Hall. Any
girls interested in helping with decorations are urged to come out to Adelaide basement or to contact

Sylvie Bieler or Alison Hill.

NFCUS Debators

May See Europe

"International Rivalry still holds

more Promises than Threats for

Mankind" will be the topic of the

NFCUS National Debating Finals

being held this year at Western

University, Feb. 23, 24, 25. The

winning team will receive the Mc-
Donald-Laurier Trophy, emblematic

of debating excellence in Canada,

and an airplane ticket to meet the

best debaters in Europe.

The winners of the four Cana-

dian university debating leagues

are competing in these finals. The

four leagues are the Maritime Inter-

University Debating League, the

Inter-University Debating League

of which Queen's is a member, the

Western League, and the French-

speaking Villeneuve League.

This year debates have been

staged under uniform rules,

placing the previous assortment of

British and American rules. Mc
Master University drew up the new

rules, which are now accepted by

the Canadian University Debating

Association.

Levana Grads

Graduating Levanites not

in residence are asked to

pick up invitations to the

Levana Grad Dinner at the

Queen's post office Feb. 11.

Objector To Crime Comics,

Fulton ToAddress Parliament

Bandsmen Plan

Pops and Jazz

Tear Gas Put Into Use Again

TV-Viewers Hit This Time
Pandemonium reigned in the TV

room of McNeill House Sunday

night. A noxious gas of undeterm-

ined nature poured in an open

window at about 9.15 p.m., swiftly

clearing the room the room of its

many occupants.

According to eye-witnesses, the

windows at the west side of the

basement TV room had been open-

ed because of the heat. Apparently

the pranksters slipped up to a point

outside the open window and there

released their "gas-bomb".

Students who were m the room

quickly cleared out. Many were

in tears from the effect of the

gas.

The gas then seeped up to the

Maureen Forrester A "Blond Juno"

Grant Hall To Be Her Mt. Olympus

Mr. Davie Fulton, Member for Kamloops, will be the guest

speaker for the Conservative government at the coming session,

of the Model Parliament, to be held in Grant Hall, at 7 p.m., Mon-

day, Feb. 20.

Mr. Fulton is the chairman of

the Conservatives' committee on

legal affairs in the House of Com-

mons. He has become widely

known in the past few years for

his attacks on "crime comics".

George Post will be Prime Mi-

nister of the Conservative gov-

ernment, which stresses as its

main plank a national health in-

surance scheme. It also promises

to increase Canada's aid to the

Columbo Plan, to help wheat far-

mers by means of cash advances,

to take steps to increase immigra-

tion, and to assist the provinces

in the development of their na-

tural resources. Finally, it pro-

mises to help university students

by means of Dominion student

bursaries.

The Liberal Party will form

the official oposition. under the

leadership of Stu Howard and

Bob Little. The opposition ben

ches will be further swelled by

thc Federalists, under Frank

Pickard and Herschel Hardin,

and the Reformed Social Credit

party, whose chief prophet is G.

(for Genesis) Sedgwick. It is re-

ported that the Communist Party

will also be present.

third floor by way of the north

stair well. There some students

were forced to leave their rooms

to escape the effects of the gas.

It took an hour to clear the

air. When asked for a comment

the caretaker stated,"It was aw-

ful stuff. It could of burnt the

eyes right out of somebody.

Crazy fools
!"

Remains of the mixture found

on the snow outside the window

were described as "a horrid-looking

yellow mess".

No clues as to the identity of the

culprits were found. Prufessor

Urquhart, don of the residence, said

that the House Committee would

carry out an investigation of the

incident.

"A proud, golden blonde Juno"

who has won world-wide acclaim

as one of the top singers in the

world will sing in Grant Hall to-

morrow night at 8.30. Maureen

Forrester, who has drawn rave

notices from critics both in North

America and throughout Europe,

is appearing in the second of this

year's University Concert series.

Miss Forrester visited Europe

last February for what was orig-

inally intended to he a three month

tour. However, she was so widely

acclaimed by European critics that

she continued to perform in Eur-

°pe until this January.

She has been engaged to

appear with the Liverpool Sym-

phony Orchestra, when she re-

turns to Europe next August.

Her visit to Queen's is one of

30 in her recent cross-Canada

tour. She will commence the tour

in the Maritimes next week, after

first flying to Montreal to attend

an official city reception as the guest

of mayor Jean Drapeau.

Tickets for her Wednesday night

concert at Queen's are available for

$1. at the office of the Department

of Extension in the basement of

Richardson Hall or from any mem

her of the Fine Arts committee.

WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT MAUREEN FORRESTER

"... a singer to be classed in the world's top ranks." Bonn.

"... the perfection of a technique without the slightest flaw." Paris.

" an exceptional voice, with a wonderful eveness in all registers,

and more, an important expressive potver." Lisbon.

"... the quality of a Fcrrier and feio if any contraltos on this

continent could challenge Iter." Montreal.

"... an artist who possesses everything." Madrid.

Psychologists from all over Ontario convened at Queen's Uni-

versity over the weekend for the annual meeting of the Ontario

Psychological Association. Discussion was directed at the progress

and research in the field of psychology over the past year.

The program consisted of three symposia on "Theoretical

Models in Psychotherapy", "Psychological Research in Ontario",

and "Certification of Psycholo-

gists in Canada". Dr. Dennis

White, associate Professor o£

Medicine at Queen's, also spoke

on "Eccentricity and Psycho-

pathy as Attributes of Genius".

Dr. Sandor Rado, formerly dir-

ector of the Psychoanalytic Clinic

for Training and Research, Co-

lumbia University, was guest

speaker. He stressed the contri-

bution of psychoanalysis in the

study of human behaviour.

In outlining the main work of

Sigmund Freud and the school of

psychoanalysis he said the latter

was the only answer to study of

behaviour. Further, it must be

based on psychodynamics, phy-

siology and genetics", he said.

Dr. Rado criticized students of

psychoanalysis for doing what

Freud fought against most of his

life. "Freud was a man who was

always changing his theories

when new material appeared urg-

ing new ideas, while the students

were too apt to take a theory as

certain truth and final". Freud,

he said, would never have taken

a present theory as final.

Dr. Rado said these elements

in Freud's work would "live on",

and not the popular theories of

the instincts, the ibido. the ego,

the super-ego and the id. He con-

cluded, "A study of human be-

haviour must be based on the mo-

tivational forces of the indivi-

dual".

He was one of four pupils of

Freud in Vienna when the first

Psychoanalytical Foundation was

initiated, and in 1923 was appoint-

ed by Freud to edit his two Ger-

man Psychoanalytic Journals. He

held this position until 193+ when

he went to the United States.

Tuesday, February 23, will be a

great day for music lovers, accord-

ing to the AMS and the Queen's

University Band. On that date the

anual Band Concert, billed this year

as "a 2-in-l package", will take

place in Grant Hall.

The concert will feature both

"Pops" and jazz. The Pop section

will be supplied by the Queen's

Military Band, under the direction

of Mr. S. T. Cruickshank. Ellis

McClintock will be the feature

soloist in this section.

Mr. Cruickshank needs no

introduction t o Kingstonians

Among his twenty years of dir-

ecting various military and civil

ian bands throughout Canada, he

spent the war years directing the

Vimy Signals Band, recognized

as one of the top military bands

in Canada.

Ellis McClintock is regarded as

the top trumpet virtuoso in Canada.

In addition to leading his own

dance hand in Toronto, he is prin-

cipal trumpeter for the CBC Sym-

phony.

The jazz portion of the evening

will be in the hands of a group

of musicians from Ontario and

New York, with their home loca-

tion in Brockville.

To complete the programme, and

keep in Queen's tradition, there

will be the Queen's Highland

dancers, complete with kilts and

pipes.

Tickets may now be obtained

from anv band member for 75c.

No Action Taken

On Sloppy Dress

Acting on a letter received from

the Student-Faculty committee, the

Arts Society last Monday consid-

ered the matter of sloppy student

dress on the campus.

While most members of the

executive were in favour of taking

some steps to improve student dress,

no final decision was reached. The

executive are not prepared to tato

any positive action pending a move

from the Student-Faculty commit

tee.

Inter-Regional Award Aims

To Broaden Academic Scope

The National Federation of

Canadian University Students is

for the 22nd year sponsoring the

Inter-regional Exchange Study

plan. The plan is open to students

of all faculties except Medicine

in their penultimate year.

For this scheme, Canada is div-

ided into four regions, the Ma-

ritimes, Ontario and Quebec, the

Prairie .Provinces, -and ..British

Columbia. A student may apply

for attendance in any region but

his own. In the case of an En-

glish-speaking -Ontario ..student

wishing to learn French this res-

triction does not apply.

The university administration

will waive the fees of the exchan-

ge student, and in many cases the

student organization will also

waive fees.

It is hoped the plan will act as

a check on the tendency of Can-

adian students to become res-

tricted academically and geogra-

phically in outlook. In many cases

the plan permits special studies

otherwise not available.

Queen's students interested in

a NFCUS regional scholarship

application form can obtain one

at the registrar's office. Deadline

is February 15th.
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TRICOLOR LOSE TWICE ON WEEKEND
Gaels ImpressWith 5-3Win
Hoffman And Shearn Star

By Ian Baird

At Jock Harty Arena on Saturday afternoon, Queen's out

bumped, outplayed and outscored the fighting crew from Guelf

right from the opening whistle to the final buzzer. Operating in

high gear from start to finish, the Tricolor pucksters fully deserved

their 5-3 verdict with a big edge in territorial play and outshooting

the Aggies 42-34. Queen's built up a two goal lead in the first

period and the two clubs took turns scoring- in the second and third

sessions.

Leading the Gaels attack with a trio of markers was colorful

Ray Hoffman, while Bill Shearn was once again a pillar of strength

at the blue line.

Queen's held a big advantage in play in the first period and

opened the scoring at the seven minute mark, Carl Nurmi lighting

the lamp. Less than two minutes were left in the opening stanza

before the Gaels struck again, with Ray Hoffman scoring his first.

Down 2-0, the Aggies came out for the second frame with ven-

geance in mind. Flashy Bill Wilson cut the Queen's lead in half at

the three minn^e mark, but a picture goal set up by Ian MacKay

and finished off h»Ray Hermistbn regained the two goal spread.

Ten seconds later, at 4:50, Guelph again pulled within tying

range O'Neill scoring unassisted. At this point in the period, Dodds

was batting .500, two saves an four shots. However, Dick steadied

away to thwart several serious sorties thereafter.

At the midway point in the game, OAC's Wilson pulled a tan-

trum act on an official decision, waving his stick threateningly

at the guy in the zebra shirt. He got a ten minute misconduct to

cobl off. At the 16:00 minute mark, Ray Hoffman gave the Tricolor

breathing space with an unassisted tally. The period ended 4-2 for

Queen's. Play, as the score indicated, was even with Guelph out-

shooting the locals 16-14.

When the final period was five minutes old, Guelph made it

4-3 with Wood scoring from close in. The pace began to tell on both

clubs at this stage, and passes started going astray.

At 17:40 Taylor of the Aggies drew a penalty for slashing and

while Queen's enjoyed the man advantage, Ray Hoffman fashioned

his hat trick to settle the issue. Big Ray sifted in all by himself

just before the bell rang, but missed the target with a shot that

may have been catapulted.

Once again. Queen's used only three defencemen, who were

equal to their task mainly tiecause of the yeomanlike work of Bill

Shearn. Time and time only he stood between Dodds and oncoming

forwards, but Bill consistently swept the puck to safety with his

deft checking.

MacMaster Game Best Yet;

Varsity Too Good For Gaels

By Frank Maine

Queen's Golden Gaels Basketball team had a tough week-end

on the road losing both games. Friday the Tricolor lost to Varsity

at Toronto 98-59 and Saturday they lost to McMaster 69-63 in Ham-

ilton. The Mac game was a battle-to-the-end duel for the position of

cellar-dwellers and Queen's won it (the cellar that is).

Varsity had the Gaels beaten all the way, but the Tricolor put

up a good fight. The Blues' two

The cameraman catches the puck (circled) in the net, as Ray

Hoffman has just scored the first of the three goals that he counted

in the Tricolor's 5-3 win over OAC. Ray has drawn Aggie goalie

Irving (1) well out of position before scoring.

Gals Second in Volleyball

Western Retains GirlsTitle

Matmen Give Improved Show
Might Surprise In Assaults

The Queen's wrestling squad went to Montreal over the week-

end, and came back with better results than had been hoped for.

They won three of seven bouts and show good prospects for the

coming assaults. The combined opposition was provided by wrest-

lers from Montreal YMHA, McGill and St. Jean de Baptiste.

Ted Courtnage, Queen's 137 pounder, lost by a fall to Herscovici

of YMHA after six minutes. For

the first round, the Queen'sman

had the edge over his man but

one momentary slip proved fatal

and his opponent took quick ad-

vantage of it to pin Ted.

Dave Nowlan, a 157 pound

Queen'sman who was having his

first competitive bout pinned

Schnlman of McGill after five

minutes of the bout had been

fought. Dave is one of several

promising newcomers and de-

monstrates the success of the re-

building program.

In the 167 pound bout, Queen's

Jim Plummer downed Phil Ober-

lander of YMHA by an 8-7 deci-

sion. This was one of the best

fights of the night.

Ranger of St. Jean de Baptiste

defeated Queen's Wayne Hos
king by a fall, pinning the

Queen'sman at 3:17

Bill Moss, the Saylormen's re-

presentative in the 190 decision

put up a terrific fight against

Bankier of the Y, a former three

time champion winner from Eng-
land. Bill was pinned after more
than five minutes of the fight.

Jack Underwood was sched-

uled to meet a McGill man in the

147 pound class, but when no op-

ponent showed up, Schulman of

McGill decided to try again. It

took Underwood five and a half

minutes to pin his opponent.

The Queen's teams manager
got into the act, when George
Felgate took on Norman Hecht
of YMHA in the 177 pound weight

class. George lost a close 2-0 de-

cision in a very well fought bout,

which rated with the best of the

night.

Last Thursday, the Intercolle-

giate volleyball team travelled to

MacMaster University to compe-

te in the tournament. Six teams

were entered, with the final

standings seeing Western on top

with ten points, Queen's Golden

Gaels second with eight, followed

by MacMaster with six, McGill

with four, U of T with two and

OAC with no points.

The big game of the tourna-

ment was Western versus

Queen's. Western with its tall

players of high jumping ability

has dominated the tournament

for several years. Queen's is the

only team that gives them serious

competition. Unfortunately, it

took the Queen's Gals the first

half to warm up, and they could

not make up the fourteen point

lead that the Westerners piled up

then.

Members of this year's team

were Jan Zeigler captain, Molly

Bennett, Grace MacLean, Di Bar-

rass, Marian Page, Marg Glover,

Barb Hart, Gwen Howes, Mirtii

Mathieson, B. J. Hardie, and

Barb Moore. Ann Davidson was

manager, and the hard working

coach, who made the team what

it was, was Miss Leggett.

Watch the bulletin boards for

notices of the intramural volley-

ball games. '58 won the cham-
pionship last year

Intermediate Basketball

Last Saturday night at the

Queen's gym the Queen's Golden

Gal seconds played host to the

Ryerson Tech basketballers. Al-

though trailing 22-11 at the three-

quarter mark, due to faulty free

throws, they showed a driving

spirit as they poured on the

power to notch the score at 23

all with one minute to play. In

the last minute of play Ryerson

sank two free throws and a basket

to take a four point lead, but Barb
Scott scored as the final whistle

blew and the Gals lost 27-25.

Big guns for the Golden Gals

guard line, while Carol Ulguest

and Julie Kirkwood put in out-

standing performances for Ryer-

son.

The Golden Gals senior team is

still working out in preparation

for the intercollegiate champion-

ship being held here on the 24th

and 25th. Most of the girls were

members of last year's team, and

so are experienced in playing to-

gether. Their passing and team-

work are clicking to a far greater

extent than last year.

Sat. Jan. 11th, the Golden Gals

meet Montreal YWCA at the

Queen's gym.

,ng Johns (Dacyshyn and Shep-

erd) controlled rebounds for

most of the game, but Bruce Page

was getting his fair share for the

Gaels under the Queen's basket.

The Tricolor attack was hamper-

ed by the injury to Greg Stone's

hand, which is not yet healed.

Greg's hook shots from the key

were slightly off, and this cost

the locals several points.

High scorers for Queen's were

Harrison with 17, Warren with

12, and Page with 10. Dacyshyn

with 21 and Potter and Madden

with 16 each, led the winners.

As it is often said, history re-

peats itself. This was proved at

Saturday's duel When Queen's

met the Marauders. It was a re-

peat performance of last Friday's

game here at Queen's. Tricolor

again lost by 6 points and again

there was an excess of foul shots

called by the referees.

In the first quarter, Mac had a

slight edge in play and took a

10 point lead. Queen's pulled to

within three points in the second

quarter, but Mac had pulled to a

Torontonians Win

Badminton Title

JAYVEES BOW TWICE

PROTtST RIT'S WIN

were Barb Scott and the entire

In the Intercollegiate badminton

tournament held here in the Queen's

gymnasium last Friday and Satur-

day, the University of Toronto re-

tained the championship when they

made a clean sweep of all their

games. In a closely contested race

for the runner-up spot, McGill

scored fourteen points, with Wes-

tern and Queen's following at twelve

and ten points each. Varsity had

twenty-four while the tail-end Mc-

Master squad failed to win a match.

The most exciting game of the

tournament was between Carnwath

of Toronto, present Ontario singles

champ, and Bonny of McGill, with

the Varsitv man winning 15-12,

15-10.

The first Queen's doubles team

of Ed Koenig and Keith Arm-

strong won one of their four mat-

ches, while the second pair of Chris

Armstrong and Brian Bartels won

three of their four.

In the singles, the Queen's num-

ber one man, Ed Koenig gained

one win in four tries, while Chris

Armstrong, the number two man

got the same score. So did Keith

Armstrong, while the number four

player, Brian Bartels won three

out of his four.

Sanson Edcjser'
Dance

Programs
PRIMTEK3

Phone 4114

Printing of

Every Description

The Queen's Seconds spent the

weekend on the road, with dis-

appointing results. The JayVee

hoopsters lost on Friday to the Baby

Blues 69-59, and Saturday dropped

a well-fought contest to Ryerson

67-66.

The game with Ryerson was

exciting right down to the finish,

and even afterwards. At the end

of regulation time, the score was

tied 56 all. Within a few seconds

of the end of the overtime, Ryer-

son was ahead 67-66. Then

Lloyd Budgell sank a set shot

from the corner for Queen's, and

the horn and whistle sounded

ending the game. The scoreboard

read 68-67 in favour of Queen's,

but the timekeeper claimed that

the game had run five seconds

too long as he had had trouble

with the horn. The referee's de-

cision was that Ryerson had won
67-66. An official protest has been

filed.

Top pointgetters for the Tricolor

in the Ryerson game were Gus

Turnbull with 16, Danny Bozic

with thirteen and Bill Horley with

twelve.

In the game with Varsity, the

Intermediates lost due to a lack of

height which allowed the Baby

Blues to control the backboards.

The Tricolor's big guns in this game

were Dino Buratto with fourteen,

Gus Turnbull with twelve and Bill

Horley with ten.

nine point edge by the half. Dur-

ing the first half Queen's showed

strong defense with several beau-

tiful ball stealing antics. How-

ever, this was offset by their in-

accurate shooting.

The game got hotter and hot-

ter in the second half witk

Queen's desperately fighting to

vacate the cellar. The fight was

climaxed when, with 9 minutes

left in the game, the scoreboard

read 52-52. A foul shot by Mac

gave them a 1 point lead and so

the game continued neck and

neck, until 6 minutes before the

final whistle, when Mac finally

succeeded in fouling out Greg

Stone and 2 minutes later, Bruce

Page succumbed and was re-

moved for the rest of the time.

This was a tough blow as no one

was left capable of guarding Ra-

phael (6'5") who went crazy in

the last few minutes.

A touch of humour was added

when the game was halted while

Raphael looked frantically for his

needed glasses. Elsewhere on the

floor, a player probed around

with his feet also seeking the

glasses.

In the average department.

Queen's sunk 19 of 42 foul shots

for a 45% average, while Mac

sunk 29 of 51 for a S7% average,

and .therein lay the difference

The high scorers for the Tindal-

men were Stone and Jim Harri-

son, who turned in an excellent

game, each with 14 of Queen's

points. Page added 12 points for

the red, gold and blue. For Mac,

Raphael scored 20 of which 16

were scored in the second half

and half of those points were

made on foul shots. Davis scored

14 and Woolley 13 points.

Dial 7135

town and country

Restaurants

Highway No. 2, Cataraqui, Ont.

Princess at Clergy Streets,
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TOO LATE THE WHIMSY WOOF
By J.

Gordonia Trueblood

The attention of the student wri-

ter is again drawn to the forthcom-

ing publication of Queen's under-

graduate magazine. Quarry 5. It

will nut, therefore, he construed as

intentional disparagement that 1 take

this opportunity to make a few re-

marks on campus literary achieve-

ment.

Queen's is equally divided into

two literary camps—the humor-

ists and the serious writers. The
twain, as they say in Missouri,

is marked and will never meet;
for the humorist can never think

of funny things to say about ser-

ious topics, and the serious

writers regard the humorists

with all the love an Irish

Roman Catholic must feel for an

Orangeman. To the humorists,

subjects of a sacred nature (such,

as Mothers' Day or National Cat

Nursery Lnmes

lie rode tall in the saddle

With a clear unfurrowed brow.

Until he cut his head off

On an overhanging hough.
* * *

Hickory, Qickory Dock,

Two mice ran up Jane's sock.

One stopped at her garter,

lint the other was smarter.

Hickory, Dickory Dock,
* * <*

Once upon a tiddlewink,

The monkey caught the weasel.

The sheep dog laughed to sec such sport.

Jack Horner cried "Go Diesel".

(An illustration of the principle that in modern poetry it isn't

the size of the words that counts, it's the feeling behind them.)

Where's My Journal?

A DEN OF CORRUPTION
What I wanted ta know is who steals all the Journals around

this hear place? So I done a bit of reesurch, and I discovered a lot

of facts what should be publicized, I think. So here's the story like

1 heard it.

Ya know, there's a law again fraternities. But the bunch what

take the Journals, what are they but a fraternity? It must be purty

small, alse the Alimater Society would have heard of it. But, you

say, there cain't be fraternities here at Quince? No, ntver; Quince-

men are law-abiding fellas.

The Alimater Society hasn't heard of this bunch of Hijackers

becuz whin there's twenty-three iiminer t kids in a school it gits

kinda hard to know everythin, and they opurate in a reel sneaky

niaunur, just like other fraternities, like what aren't allowed here

at Quince.

But you say. how do they opurate? Well, after much reesurch,

T figgcrcd it all' out. They don't hev classes at 11 on Toosdays and

Fridays. They hide in the halls on these days . . . even in the

Union . . . and thin, they wait until about noon and thin they

attack. And they take ivry one, so there's not one left at 12.01.

Gccznit awful

!

I hope my reesurch has been of help. I hope you will join the

N.S.F.B.U.T.G.W.S.T.J. what is short for the National Society For

Busting Up The Gang What Steals The Journals. I don't like these

unlawful things, an' besides I WANNA READ THE JOURNAL

JUST ONCE BEFORE I DIE.

Week) are beyond the pale of

consideration; but on the other

hand, the serious writers regard

nothing as sacred other than

their right to be serious.

This is an over-generalisation,

and I'm glad.

What, it may be asked, are the

humorists trying to be funny about?

And again, what are the serious

writers attempting to establish?

Both are good questions, and any-

one who thinks he knows is invited

to try convincing me that he ac-

tually does. But the two camps

both indicate trends of thought,

huwever vague, and these trends

arc of general interest.

In the first place, the serious

camp is pretty glum about the

world in general and that particular

parish which they know in par-

ticular. These people are especially

gloomy about their apparent destiny

of frustration in regard to their

desire to 'self-express,' although

Goodness knows that they never

shut up. They are young and

misunderstood, and find that the

population about them is awfully

fat-headed about even trying to

recognize their particular genius.

Or else they are campaigners, run-

ning in full cry after those who

would ruin traditional institutions,

or those who would keep traditional

institutions. They are the 'whoop-

ers-up,' or the disillusioned.

My spirit flits and swoops

Into the depths

Of stagnant cesspools

And finds that whore

Society

Playing in the puddles.

The chief interest in this type of

verse is the lack of punctuation.

Another example of the serious

school can be taken from its prose.

"The man walked slowly along

the muddy lane, thinking of the

bareness of the day. It was

Mother's Day (or National Cat

Week) and he had no money with

which to buy his mother gin (or

his eat catnip.)

His reverie ivas startled when a

nearby bull gored him to death

The farmer who found him said.

"That guy's mother (or cat) ain't

gain' to have much fun on this,

her day (or week) of honour

Further perusal of the products

of this school leaves little doubt it

has much to be g!um about.

The other school, that of the

humorists, is chiefly concerned

with funny remarks made at one

time or another by its members.

These are printed mostly out of

context. Primary subject is sex,

because they think about it more

than any other subject and there-

fore have more funny things to

say about it. Most of their re-

marks, however, are lost to cam-

pus publications, and a survey

of them would require visits to

the various toilets scattered

about in the university buildings.

One curious aspect of the matter

is the division of the sexes in liter-

ary attempts. Girls are generally

excluded from the humorous school

because they cannot gain admittance

to the men's toilets. Hcvever, the

humorous writing produced by girls

at the university, small as it is, con

cerus mental states common to

themselves and therefore of greater

interest to themselves than anybody

else. Little of it gets published. The

men who apparently never visit the

various toilets (having employed

peculiar form of Yogi) find as their

subject matter the vagarities of

toothpaste tubes and such similar

nothings.

The serious school can be recog-

nized by the rather bloated appear-

ance of its members, who without

exception seem to be bothered by

sour wind. The members of the

funny school will never be taken

for anything else, and will persist

in being funny day in, day out,

until they are shot. Wouldn't that

be nice?

but actors are required to look

CFRC
Thursday

7:00—Mood Music

7:15—News
7 :20—Sports

7 :30—Bits and Pieces

S:00—Levana

S:15—Interlude

8:30—Goodness Knows

9:00—Hightowcr Here!

9 :30—Words

10:00—The Concert Hour

1 1 :00—News

11 :0S—Joe Devine

12:00—Sign Off

Press Night
A one-act play of doubtful merit, written for presentation by

a dramatic group of little talent.

Scene: the Journal Office

Time: About 9 p.m.

Cast: The Journal Staff, and others

Little costuming is necessary,

dishevelled and sleepy.

The scene opens amid bedlam. Typewriters type, screamers

scream, editors tear out hair. Nothing changes throughout.

Enter BISHOP: (Trailing moustache) Bedlam and confusion!

Nothing but women, women, women!

JIM : Can we have some more of that constructive criticism, please.

(Exit Bishop)

MOFFAT: Can I have 24 inches carry-over, please.

FRAN: Nol
(Fight ensues)

FRAN: You can have 12 inches, but this is the last time, positively

and dcfinitely.

MOFFAT: But this is the best thing I ever wrote.

CLANCY: I think this editorial stinks.

FRAN: I don't care if it deserves the Pulitzer Prize. You can only

have 12 inches and that is that.

(Tearing out of hair)

Meanwhile, back at the Editor's Office.

GORD: I resign

FRAN: Why? (bored)

GORD: You didn't use my article.

FRAN: I'm saving it for a more appropriate time.

GORD: I resign anyway. (Writes out resignation).

CLANCY (passing through) : Say, I just thought of a

for a pome. Listen, willya.

The gym is lighted, the baskets are ready,

McMahon is out there, his arm is steady.

The whistle blows, the game is on,

Oh where oh where is the referee gone?

Isn't that terrific?

JIM: (Slow groan.)

Enter VICKI .cheerfully) : Hello, everybody.

MARY: Who has any brilliant, clever, and/or witty ideas for the

Features page?

GORD: The cleverest idea would be to abolish it.

MARY: There must be people on this campus who write things.

CLANCY: I write poetry, but you won't print it.

Enter shy freshman with paper in hand: (Softly) Can I put an

item in signpost, please?

FRAN: (viciously) Tell that man the deadline for Signpost is S

o'clock.

FRESHMAN: But this is important (insistently).

FRAN: (Burying face in hands) Alright, put it in this once. But

remember the deadline from now on!

JIM: Who the hell took my pencil?

VICKI : (timorously) I did.

GORD: (again) I resign.

Everybody ignores him.

Enter JOAN, followed by a cortege of admiring males.

She is pink-cheeked, smiling and efficient.

JOAN: (hopefully) Any copy ready yet?

(No answer)

Phone rings.

JIM: Hello. What! God, you don't say. Oh, I see. Well, get us the

story and phone back, will you? Swell.

JIM : Hey, everybody. Someone just blew up Grant Hall.

(Screams, fainting, turmoil ensues, as usual)

GORD: I resign.

etc. etc. etc.

terrific idea

ARTS and COMMERCE GRADUATES
We would like to interview members *p\^* n̂ «"?

class who ore interested in the career of a Chartered Accountant

Interviews may be arranged by telephoning Mr. England ct

2-4961, by leaving your name at the employment office or by

writing to:

ENGLAND, LEONARD, MACPHERSON and CO.,

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
BOX 133

KINGSTON, ONTARIO

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT

J

Kingston's Leading Restaurant

SINCE 19 19

Serving Queen's Students and Staff

Since 1879 —
ROBERT BRUCE, Ltd.

_ 170 PRINCESS STREET —

With Fine Drygoods — Men's Furnishings

And the Newest Fashions for Women.

You're sure of the Quality at Bruces'

BOOKS
THAT PLEASE EVERYBODY

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
MONTREAL AT BROCK STREETS KINGSTON

Campus Queen, Glamour Queen!

you're Figure-Perfect in

because . .

.

Thero'i an EXQUISITE FORM
lor every occasion and every

figure I Shown lop; No. 195—
"Equalizer", 4-ieelion stitched

cups, built-in contour. Solin or

Broadcloth. A cup, 30-36;
" cup, 32-38. 53.00. Below:

No. 415-"NEW LOOK" bra

with high rounded look, Dia-

mond stitched undercup. Junior

AA cup 30-36, A cup 32-36; B

cup 32-38; C cup 32-40. $1.50

TRICOLOR '56- JUST A LITTLE DIFFERENT
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FRENCH (NOT) WITHOUT TEARS Teachers Courses Again Offered;

'Candidates Must Have Contracts

I^Mh&^V^rtfe.# WAV

Production Lacks

Antique Chairs

Don Curtis

Journal Staff Writer

The Drama Guild is running into

difficulties in finding some of the

props they need for their coming

play, Terrance Rattigan's farce

"French Without Tears". With the

play due to open one week from

Thursday, Professor Quinby, ac-

cording to latest reports, has still

not been able to locate some antique

French chairs which are needed as

props.

Apart from this minor problem,

the production is in good shape. The

set, which was built and painted

under the direction of Bob Haring-

ton and Jean Milner, is completely

ready.

Some interesting costuming will

be seen, according to Prof. Quinby.

Jean-Paul Riopel will appear in a

Highland kilt, Jim Holmes in the

skirt of a Greek Evzone (whatever

that is) and Bev McKay in a

but we'd better save that for

surprise

!

The dates of the play again are

Thursday, Feb. 16, and Saturday,

Feb. 18.

PHOTO Bf WONG

Kiss And Tell

Supposedly immune to the charms of women, Norm Edmondson
as Alan, a German student, in a moment of weakness falls prey to

the scheming womanly wiles of Bev McKay as Diane, an English

student, in the forthcoming drama guild production, "French With-

out Tears".

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.

CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES
HOME COOKED FOOD

After the Theotre or Donee, dine at the Roy York for tempting

dishes and speedy service.

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet- Arrangements at Rainbow Room
271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

__ _____ __Z1

The Honourable W. J. Dunlop,

Minister of Education, announces

that summer courses leading to

the Interim High School Assist-

ant's Certificate, Type B, will be

ffered again during the summer

of 1956 for teachers employed on

Letters of Permission to teach

in secondary schools of Ontario.

These courses will be available

only to properly qualified appli-

cants who have been engaged for

the ensuing year for positions

which Boards have been unable

to fill with teachers holding the

required certificates.

A summer course of ten weeks

for beginners under this plan will

be offered in 1956. It will consist

of general professional courses

and instruction in methods of

teaching together with observa-

tion and practice teaching. Con-

ditions of admission are outlined

in the Calendar of the Ontario

College of Education.

The candidate must submit

evidence that he has accepted a

i Board for

year for a

AQUACADE WINS ACCOLADE

Classified Ads

Wanted

Return ride from London, Sun

day, Feb. 12. Call Walt Vaughn
2-1015.

* * *

Lost

A pair of glasses, with black and

clear plastic frames. Probably be-

tween Chalmers Church and Ade-

laide. Please contact Barb Roach,

2-2522.

* * *

Anyone interested in flying to

Windsor in near future, contact

Bob Dagcnais, Collins House.

By Mary Morrison

Beautiful girls, underwater

lighting, and romance — the

Queen's Aquacade of 1956 had

them all. With its theme of Cin-

derella admirably directed by

Janet Gracey and her assistant

Betty Lou Segsworth, the Aqua-

cade gave three capacity crowds

an enjoyable evening on Thurs-

day, Friday and Saturday of last

week.

The technical difficulties invol-

ved in turning four white mice

and a pumpkin into four prancing

steeds and a carriage for a prin-

cess, all within the heated con-

fines of the Queen's swimming

pool, are rather staggering to the

imagination. However, these dif-

ficulties were solved by a few

wisps of smoke, and a good deal

of imaginative planning on the

parts of the Aquacade members.

Marcia Jayes as Cinderella did

several precision-perfect swim

routines, including a solo act, in

which as Cinderella BFG (or Be-

fore Fairy Godmother) she por-

trays the sad and somewhat de-

pressing life she leads. With the

advent of Judy Reid as the Fairy

Godmother, who enters Cinder-

ella's life via a graceful swan

dive from the high board, Cinder-

ella becomes the well-known and

beautiful princess at the Prince's

Ball. She finds the Ball in full-

swing, with several special dan-

ces provided by the prince as en-

tertainment for his guests. A spe-

cial group of "acrobats" gave a

graceful display of diving. The

so-called acrobats included Judy

Reid, Nan Chouinard, Chuck

Malcolmson, Bill Mellof and Carl

Newman. Their high-diving feats

kept the audience spellbound dur-

ing two brief intermissions. Spe-

cial mention must go to the clow-

divers who apparently imperilled

both life and limb in some of their

more spectacular dives. They in-

cluded Ray Hermiston, Phil

Oliver and John Emery.

As midnight strikes, Cinderel-

la leaves the Ball, leaving behind

her one silver slipper. The prince

sends out messengers to try the

shoe on all the female members

of the population. After the two

ugly stepsisters try in vain to

wear the shoe, Cinderella slips the

shoe on without difficulty. The

finale portrayed Cinderella's wed-

ding to the Prince. To the strains

of the Wedding March, the hap-

py wedding party swims grace-

fully by and out of sight. Aqua-

cade '56 is over. But viewers will

no doubt remember it as one of

the best Aquacades presented

within recent years. Every mem-
ber of the hard-working cast me-

rits conqratulations.

contract offered by

the ensuing school

position which has been adver-

tised after April 1 in a newspaper

having a provincial circulation,

and for which no application has

been received from a teacher who

is qualified under the regulations.

Upon successful completion of

this course, the teacher-in-train-

ing will receive a Letter of Stand-

ing valid for one year for the po-

sition for which he has been en-

gaged. On the recommendation

of the Principal and the Inspector

concerned, a Board may engage

the teacher-in-training if the can-

didate undertkaes to attend the

second summer course. If the

candidate is not so recommended,

the Letter of Standing may be

cancelled and will not then be

renewed.

A second summer course of five

weeks's duartion, consisting of

further professional courses and

instruction in methodology, will

be given in the summer of 1957.

Neither of the two summer cour-

ses outlined will include any of

the optional supplementary cour-

ses available to students in at-

tendance during the regular

school session.

Therefore, teachers qualified

in this way for the Interim High

School Assistant's Certificate,

Type B, will be required to at-

tend additional summer courses

given by the Department of Ed-

ucation in order to obtain the full

qualifications available during re-

gular terms of the College.

A circular containing further

information regarding these
courcs will be issued in March.

Urge Care In Nominations;

Arts Elections Next Week
Elections for officers of the Arts

Society will be held on Tuesday and

Wednesday, Feb, 14 and 15. Nom-
inating of candidates will close

Wednesday, Feb. 8, at 12 noon.

Offices lo be filled arc president,

vice-president, secretary, treasurer,

assistant-treasurer and athletic stick.

Candidates for president must be

members of the graduating year;

this applies to candidates for ath-

letic director as well. Vice-president

must be a member of the penulti-

mate year; treasurer must be in his

junior year, and candidates for sec-

retary and assistant treasurer must

SWEET CAPS
add to the enjoyment

COM u PLAIN f«tSHE(,..MUPE(l.,.imY'M tQOAVS CIQAISTTI

- A beautiful Valentine for

every sweater girl on your list!.

They're divinely soft, fashionable,

a fantasy in colour, in orlon

or wool. Just drop in at the

nearest good store . . . anywhere.

iOVAl KHITIINQ COMPANY 46* W.lllnflt.. II. W., *•••»•

be sophmores.

In view of the high turnout

for the AMS Reps., elections, the

members of the Arts Sociey are

urged by the executive to con-

tinue to support the society by

turning out in full force for these

elections. Members are also urged

to exercise care in the nomina-

tion of candidates that the posts

may be filled by men of ability

and energy.

Nominations may be given to

President Peter Zarry, chief justice,

John Graham or any member of

le executive.
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Advance sales for The Commerce-
man begin this week. Contains articles

of general interest to everyone and

may be purchased from Commerce
reps, of each year. Avoid rush by
ordering copy in advance.

Tuesday
Student Wives' Club will meet to-

night in form of a skating and square

dance party. Skaters will meet in

Science Club Room at 7:45 p.m. Danc-

ing will begin at 9 p.m. All wives and
husbands welcome. Each couple please

bring one box lunch.

* * *

Thursday
Philosophy Society, 7:30 p.m. in

Faculty Women's Club Lounge, 144

University Ave. E. J. Bond will speak

on topic, "Was Spinoza a Determin-

istf" Everybody welcome,
* * *

Wednesday
Hillel Supper Scries presents Prof.

J. S. Baxter of the English Dept.,

discussing "Irrelevancics of Christo-

pher Fry". Supper 5:15 p.m., admis-

sion is 50c. For reservations call

2A120. All Welcome.

Maureen Forrester, contralto, Grant
Hall, 8:30 p.m. Tickets $1.00 at the

Dept. of Extension.

# * *

The Leslie Bell Singers, Wednesday,
Feb. 15, 8:30 p.m. at Grant Hall.

Tickets, S1.00 and 51.25 at Mahood's
Drug Store, Superior Restaurant and
Queen's Post Office. Program varies

from negro spirituals to Mozart and
Dcbussey.

Tuesday
Dr. R. P. Carr, a medical missionary

Irom India, will speak this afternoon

at 4:30 p.m. in the Co-ed Lounge at

QCF meeting. Everyone welcome.

# * *

Wednesday
Rev. Otis Davidson, from the First

Baptist Church, will give a Bible

study lecture for QCF on Phil. II,

17-30, in Morgan's Memorial Chapel
tomorrow at 12:45 p.m.

# * *

Tuesday
A caucus of the Progressive Conser-

vative Party will be held at 7 p.m. to-

day in Committee Room 2, Students'

Union. Everybody welcome. Remem-
ber Model Parliament on Feb, 20.

Come and support the Conservative

proposals for national student bursar-

ies and cash advance on surplus wheat.

Keep Canada Canadian! Come to

the Federalist rally tonight at 7:30

p.m. in the McNeill House common
room. Oil Thigh foreverl

If you are interested in a career in

South America, come to the McLaugh
lin Room in the Students' Union to

night at 7 p.m. A representative of

Cerro de Pasco will show colored
slides and describe opportunities for

bis organization in South America.
Particularly invited are students in

geology, mining, metallurgy, and
chemical, civil and mechanical engi-

neering. There are a few opportuni-
ties available for this year's graduates
in mining, metallurgy, and mechanical
engineering. Interviews may be ar-

ranged at the Employment office.

Wednesday
Final session of Science Court will

take place in Convocation Hall at 7:30

p.m. Wednesday. All Science Fresh-

men are asked to check the special

mailing lists posted in the various

buildings.

Theatre Seeks

Original Plays

Vancouver's Community Chil-

dren's Theatre is again offering a

$200. prize in a Canada-wide play-

writing contest in search for new

plays suitable for acting by adults

For juvenile audiences six to 12

years of age.

The contest's sponsors guarantee

production of the winning play

within one year and reserve first

production rights, royalty free, for

one year in the Vancouver-New

Westminster area.

The competition is open to resi-

dents of Canada only. Entries must

be post-marked not later than Sep-

tember 30, 1956. Entries and re-

quests for official rules should be

addressed to Mrs. G. G. Woodward,

1336 Devonshire Crescent, Vancou-

ver 9, B.C. Entries to the contest

must be in English. Plays previ-

ously published, performed for

profit or the winner in any previou

contest are not eligible. Results of

the contest will be announced by

Nov. 30, 1956, but no awards will

be made if the plays are not of

sufficient high calibre.

Bickell Foundation

AnnouncesAwards

The J. P. Bickell Foundation

announces four scholarships of a

total value of $1 ,200 each for

award to deserving students who
have attained first class honors

standing on the final examina-

tions of the first year courses in

Geological Sciences and Mining

in the Faculty of Applied Science

and in the Geological Sciences in

the Faculty of Arts.

The scholarships shall be pay-

able over a period of three years.

If in any year the student fails

to make first class honors, he

shall forfeit the award, which

may be given by reversion to an-

other student on the approved

course who has the required

standing.

The scholarship may not be

held along with another award,

nor may it be retained by a stu-

dent transferring to any course

other than Geological Sciences

or Mining.

Application should be made by

letter to the Registrar by March

1.

Queen 's Journal Editors Selected

7o Attend WUS Student Seminar

Jim O'Grady and Vicky Borota, managing editor and

news editor respectively of the Queen's Journal, have been

selected as Queen's delegates to the World University Ser-

vice international seminar in Europe this summer. The selec-

tions are subject to the approval of the national administra-

tive committee of WUS.
The two Journal editors were selected from among 20 ap-

plicants. They will take part in a three-week WUS seminar

during the month of August, and will also spend a month on

a conducted study tour of one of Germany, Russia, Spain and

Portugal, Yugoslavia, or Greece.

Paul Herzberg, (Arts '58) and Dianne McClennan (Arts

'57) were selected as alternate Queen's delegates in the event

that either of Mr. O'Grady or Miss Borota is unable to go.
Vicky Boson

McCauley Speaks

To Newman Club

Atomic Wastes
Threaten Life

"The safety of the world lies

with the biologist", said Mr. Ivan

Ophel, biologist from Chalk

River. Mr. Ophel spoke Tuesday

night in a Biology Society lect-

ure in the Senate Room on, "The

Biological Aspects of the Dis

posal of Radioactive Wastes."

Radioactivity affects not only

men but all living organisms, he

slated, The biologist's job, there-

fore, is to determine how much
radioactivity organisms can stand

over an unlimited time, and also

how they are to be protected from

it.

At present radioactive wastes

are being adequately dispersed

of or stored. However, with our

program of atomic expansion the

magnitude of this problem of pro-

tection is increased while its

nature remains the same.

The Hon. Leo C. McCauley,

Irish ambassador tu Canada, was

guest speaker at the Newman
Club breakfast Sunday in the

Hotel Dieu cafeteria. His topic

was "Some Fxperiences of a Dip-

lomat."

Mr. McCauley is a graduate of

the National University of Ire-

land, direct descendant of the

university founded by Cardinal

Newman in 1854.

Starting with his first appoint-

ment as secretary of the newly-

created diplomatic post in Berlin

in 1929, the speaker recalled sonic

amusing incidents of his career

as representative of his country

abroad. In Berlin he witnessed

Hitler's rise to power during the

declining years of President Von
1 lindenburg.

His next posting was as repre-

sentative of Ireland to the Vat-

ican, after which he was consul-

general in New York. Then after

three years in the Foreign Office

in Dublin he was named Ambass-

ador to Spain for six years.

His Excellency summed up life

in the diplomatic corps as stimu-

lating, challenging, and a tremen-

dous privilege. "It is a great re-

sponsibility to represent one's

country abroad. It is especially

gratifying in a country like Can-

ada where everyone is so friend-

ly," he concluded.

No Such City Problem Here

New Bus Rates Irk Carleton

Ottawa: The Ottawa Trans-

uortation Company is causing

quite a furor of indignant prut-

ests among Ottawa's scholarly

circles and providing a mine of

material for editorial outcries,

The "Carleton" comments

"When the new Ottawa Trans-

portation rates go into effect, it

will cost me 40 cents a day to

«o and come from college . . .

Something is going to be done

about it. Tomorrow (Tuesday,

Jan. 24) student leaders from

Carleton, Ottawa University and

St. Patrick's College will present

a brief to Ottawa Transportation

officials recommending a system

of student rates be put into effect

. . . University students, the maj-

ority of whom are self-support-

ing, should not have to bear the

cost of the OTC's deficits . . .

We would also like to tell OTC
officials we are serious in our plea

for reduced fares. If they are re

fused us. We can promise the

matter will not stop there. We

would not resort to noting, as

occurred in Montreal recently,

but we are .determined to make

ourselves h*&rd on ,tfie issue."

The University oPDttawa has

something to say on the matter,

too. The unadulterated quotation

reads thus, "a graphic illustra-

tion of the evils of creeping soc-

ialism is the fact that employees

of Ottawa's thieving commission

all drive to work in their own

cars. The ill-gotten gains of pub-

lic ownership gather in the cof-

fers of bus drivers. All applica-

tion forms for employment with

the OTC include this question,

'are you grasping enough to pry

the tightly clutched pennies from

the grubby fingers of poverty-

stricken students?.' (We) expect

now the OTC is charging such

exhorbitant prices, all vehicles

will be equipped with reclining

seats and two stewardesses, The

price will include refreshments,

of course."

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS

"Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

VMM '

WHEREVER YOU DINE,

INSIST ON

WILMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS

Exclusive Manufacturers and Distributors

of

OFFICIAL

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY

BLAZERS
Shorts, Regulars, Talis, Extra Talis, sizes 34 to 18

in stock, complete with

GOLD WIRE CRESTS AND BUTTONS

103 PRINCESS ST. KINGSTON PHONE 6381

i

i/a

i

%

Queen's

Blazers
Nicely tailored in Eng-

lish blazer cloth with

embroidered Queen's

crest and genuine

Queen's brass buttons.

Specially priced at —

MEN'S DEPT.

UTUAL IIFE
of CANADA

HEAD OFFICE WATERLOO,- ONTARIO

Established..1.869

The Mutuol Life of Canada offers low-cost

fife Insurance combining savings with protection.

Your loeol Mutual Life representative can show yoo

actuol policy resulli and will be glad

to work out a plan devised lo suit your needi.

See him today.

KINGSTON BRANCH OFFICE - PRINCESS AND MONTREAL STS.

BRANCH MANAGER — D. R. ROUGHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U.

REPRESENTATIVES

W. ). STONESS, C.L.U., K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U.

STEPHEN ROUGHTON, B.A.
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Educating The Engineer

Several engineering students have recently expressed a desire

for more courses in the humanities. Students who have written to

this paper on the subject have regretted the lack of opportunity for

thought and discussion in the engineering curriculum. Subjects

especially mentioned have been philosophy, English and history.

Discussion groups in the social sciences would also be beneficial.

All who wrote on the subject stressed one thing, that such dis-

cussion groups should be arranged on a voluntary basis. Compul-

sory lectures in any course are a relic of the high school system,

and are of questionable value, but compulsory courses in the human-

ities for engineers would only defeat themselves. There would be

many students who would not be interested. But those students

who wish to learn more about the humanities, so as to be able to

formulate opinions and join in discussions on varied topics, would

graduate from university with more than technical training. They

would be better educated in the full sense of the word.

Science and the arts are by no means opposing forces. Much of

the philosophy and literature of today is striving to cope with the

problems raised by scientific discovery. Science has influenced

almost all fields with which the Arts student is concerned. There

is no reason, therefore, why the two should be kept separate in a

university curriculum. The problem would be better solved, how-

ever, if universities could be limited to people who want a more

genera! education. This would mean establishing in Canada training

schools for those who want merely the technical education required

by many of the jobs in industry which are now filled by engineer-

ing graduates. There are several such schools in Britain, but there

are none in Canada. If there were, university engineering courses

would be better able to include courses leading to a more complete

education. Until such time as they are established, however, courses

in the humanities offered on a voluntary basis, and without final

examinations, would be a temporary solution. Those who took

them would be more valuable to the community after they grad-

uate.

National Scholarships

Tsst jeelthy ties!"

Conversation Piece

<By Tony King

On Students' Beefs

By the time they reach their fourth year at university, most

students are in a position to offer concrete and sensible suggestions

about the way their particular course has met, or failed to meet,

their academic needs. They may be able to point out where a par-

ticular course might profitably be added to the syllabus; they can

often indicate where imbalances have arisen in a course of study

that has not been thoroughly overhauled for many years. Aside

rompletely from the irresponsible griping that is everybody's pre-

rogative, a lot of intelligent and public-spirited students think there

should be some recognized way for undergraduates to lay their

criticisms and suggestions before the members of the faculty in

their department.

Criticism of individual teachers would not, of course, be coun-
tenanced.But there is no good reason why responsible upper-year

students in Science and Arts, if not in Meds, should not be allowed,

even invited, to pass critical judgment on the course of study they
have been following. In Science, where syllabuses are drawn up
primarily to satisfy particular industries, this sort of faculty-stud-

• ent consultation would have to be fairly limited in scope. In the

humanities and social sciences, however, courses are designed to

satisfy the students involved and give them a thorough grasp of the

fundamentals of their subject. Almost always they succeed. But
occasionally the faculty in a particular department fails to reassess

its syllabus and note where gaps could be filled and superfluous

courses abandoned. Occasionally, too, the faculty can be unaware

that its students think changes should be made.

Reasonably or not, students are afraid they will only slit their

academic throats if they make their suggestions informally. They
will not come forward with their ideas until a formal scheme of

faculty-student consultation is worked out. Since the student pop-

ulation is in a constant state of flux, standing committees could do

very little. On the other hand, it would be simple for the graduating

year in every course to draw up a brief report containing criticisms

and constructive proposals. At worst, such reports might say nothing

of value — they could do no harm. At best, they might well draw

attention to serious weaknesses within individual departments and

enable the faculty to make improvements. A.O.K.

"The Highest Tribute
//

The time is approaching when a limited number of senior stud-

ents will be elected to membership in the Tricolor Society of

Queen's University. To quote the AMS Constitution, "Admission

to the Tricolor Society shall be regarded as the highest tribute

that can be paid a student for valuable service to the University

in non-athletic, extra-curricular activities."

It is to be hoped that all students will realize their responsibil-

ities in this connection. Any student can submit nominations for

this high honour. The names and accomplishments of nominees

are to be submitted to the Junior AMS Reps in each faculty. It is

up to members of the student body then to provide the selection

committee with a list of nominees. The provision of a complete list

is the best way of ensuring that only the best will be finally chosen.

The student body should exercise its responsibility in bestowing its

highest honor.

If a young lady on the radio

hadn't told me the other day, I

don't think 1 ever would have

guessed that this is "National

Tie-Cleaning Time." None of my
friends' ties (some of my friends

do wear ties) seem to be any

cleaner than usual and my dark

blue one still has strawberry jam

on it. Maybe we're just out of

touch.

I wish the young lady had told

us whether the Governor General

has proclaimed National Tie-

Cleaning Time. If he had, I might

feel obligated to do something

about it. But if he hasn't I'll be

darned if I'm going to let public

opinion bludgeon me into having

my ties cleaned.

Why, do you suppose, they —
whoever they are — picked this

time of year for National Tie-

Cleaning Time? Perhaps they're

hoping people will send in all

their Christmas monstrosities. I

don't see why, though, since you

can't tell when they're dirty any-

way.

I wonder whether we are soon

going to be subjected to national

sock-washing and shampooing

times too. If the ad men get any

more intimate, the government

may be forced to set up a censor-

ship office.

You'll notice they didn't call it

National Tie-Cleaning "Week.
Perhaps they count on it being a

year-round affair.

There are already 72 weeks in

the year according to one report.

If National Cheese Week, Na-

tional Laugh Week and National

Fire-Prevention Week happened

to overlap, everybody, I suppose,

would be expected to stand on

the sidewalk eating cheese and

laughing his head off while his

house burned down.

There are dozens of weeks still

waiting to be born, of course.

Every fall the AMS could de-

clare a National Student Vandal-

ism Week to be followed by a

National Penance and Payment
Week. These weeks are observed

regularly anyway so they might

as well be institutionalized.

On the same plane there should

be a National Week for Donation

of Free Show Tickets to Indigent

University Students. Perhaps the

Rector could do something about

it.

At this point the city of Kit-

chener is probably advocating a

National Week of Mourning for

the Canadian Olympic Hockey

Team. Being beaten by the States

should be excuse enough for a

first-class wake.

Everytime I'm broke — that is,

most of the time — I think I'd

enjoy celebrating a National

Funny Money Week sponsored

by the Social Crediters (reform-

ed and unreformed). We could all

dig our old monopoly money out

from behind the trunk in the at-

tic and treat ourselves to a beer

at the Chalet.

I understand the Liberals have

already laid plans to declare a

National Little Cabbage Week.

Everybody will be sent an auto-

graphed picture of Uncle Louie

and his little cabbage.

The ad men should be busy,

too, thinking up some more days.

They've already cooked up

Mother's Day — the florists did

that — and Father's Day and

could easily be prevailed upon to

concoct a Buy-Somcbody-a-Pre-

sent - in - your - Local - Com-
munity - Even - If - You - Hav-

en't - Any - Particular - Reason -

To day.

I'm surprised that Queen's en-

terprising campus politicians

aren't more on the bit in bringing

the blessings of days and weeks

to Queen's. Susi-Q Week is of-

ficially recognized — why not

Cram Week?

There could be a Be - Polite -

to - the - Girls - who - Work -

in - the - Coffee - Shop Week and

a Shut - Up - and - Don't - Talk -

About - the - Blonde - at - the -

Other - End - of - the - Reading -

Room Week. The second one

wouldn't work but it's a good

idea.

More academically, we might

have a Don't - Make - Fun - of -

the - Professor's - Mannerisms
Week (which wouldn't work
either) and a Don't - Cut -

Labs - and - Hand - In - All -

Your - Assignments - on - Time
Week.

Much more fun would be a

Good - Coffee - in - the - Coffee -

Shop Day ( it couldn't last a

week) and a No - Rain - in -

Kingston Day (that might last a

week but it's unlikely).

Considerable publicity has been

given of late to a recent debate in

the House of Commons on the

subject of federal aid to univer-

sity students. A motion was in-

troduced by A. H. Hollingsworth,

(Liberal - York Centre), "that in

the opinion of this house, the

government should consider the

advisability of introducing legis-

lation to provide national scholar-

ships and bursaries for students

at the university level who are in

financial need, insofar as the sub-

ject matter of this resolution is

within the competence of parlia-

ment."

This was not the first time the

question of scholarship aid to

Canadian university students has

been discussed in the House. As

early as 1937, the present minister

of Health and Welfare, the Hon.

Paul Martin, raised the question

of government aid to needy stu-

dents. More recently the issue has

been raised with greater frequen-

cy. The Report of the Royal

Commission on the Arts, Letters,

and Sciences, the Massey Report,

gave a strong impetus to the pro-

ponents of the plan. In addition,

NFCUS has been working tire-

lessly and with considerable ef-

fect, to convince both public and

parliament of the necessity of

adopting some form of student

aid.

The Massey Commission dis-

played a grave concern for the

lack of scholarship aid afforded

Canadian students. It heard 143

briefs urging a system of national

scholarships. These briefs were

submitted by a wide variety of

bodies — university groups, pro-

vincial and federal governments,

and all three organizations of

Canadian labor. After surveyin

the present limited scope of fed-

eral scholarships, and contem-

plating the alarming statistic that

while about 14% of Canadian

students received some form of

scholarship aid, the comparative

figures for Britain and the United

States were 25% and 20%, The
Commission concluded

:

"We have been impressed by

the arguments submitted to us.

The development of our country

is dependent upon ensuring that

through adequate training our

ablest young people are equipped

to carry out the tasks which they

will be called on to perform. Be-

cause of their financial circum-

stances, however, many of these

potentially capable of playing an

important role in the nation's

development are unable, under

present conditions, to get the ne-

cessary education. A national sys-

tem of scholarships at all univer-

sity levels is therefore necessary

in our country, and it must be

founded upon adequate federal

aid for the education of our ablest

young men and women."

Concrete recommendations, fol-

lowed. Provision was made for

scholarships based on ability and

need. For "distinguished and
promising students" there were

to be 100 annual scholarships

valued at $1000, and 250 scholar-

ships valued at $500. All these

were to be tenable for four years.

In addition there were to be

2,000 bursaries at $500 per annum
to be tenable for four years, awar-

ded on the basis of need. Finally

there was to be a loan fund open

to all students whose work was

acceptable to the authorities of

their universities.

This National Scholarship plan

was to be financed by the federal

government and administered by

the provinces in the manner al-

ready successfully in connection

with the Vocational Training

Scheme.

To date, no such a plan has

been implemented. The question

has been debated several times

without action resulting. The

leading parliamentary proponents

of a scholarship plan have been

two members of the opposition,.

Mr. Knight(CCF-Sask.) and Mr.

Fairey (Conservative-BC). The-

most extending debate on the

subject, however, occurred on the

recent resolution of Mr. Hollings-

worth. It is interesting to note

that this was the first time such

a resolution has been sponsored

by a member of the governing

party. However, it is equally sig-

nificant that no cabinet minister

spoke during the debate. That is,

the government did not commit

itself.

Most of the honorable mem-

bers who participated in the lat-

est debate on national scholar-

ships had some personal interest

in education, either professionally

as teachers, school inspectors,

and university professors, or as

former university students them-

selves. Hollingsworth himself

is a graduate of Queen's. The de-

bate was carried on at a high

intellectual level. Nearly all V7

speakers, representing all parties

in the house, expressed unreserv-

ed support for the resolution.

It might be interesting for

those detractors of NFCUS to-

observe how many speakers were

motivated to rise by resolutions

from university students in their

constituencies asking them to

lend support to the cause of fin-

ancial aid to students. All speak-

ers exhibited a lively awareness

of the serious nature of the finan-

cial problems facing the modem
student. Those who voiced re-

servations feared the impact of

a large-scale influx of subsidized

students on the present inadequ-

ate facilities of our universities.,

Constructively they urge that

scholarships must he accompan-

ied by financial assistance to im-

prove and extend university

facilities. It is probable that the

government, while remaining un-

committed, has been watching
with interest the course of this

debate. At the moment there is

no indication that the govern-

ment is convinced that national

scholarships are a political nesec-

sity.
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Members of Levana are

again making a good contri-

bution to university life. Their

initiative in bringing a stimu-

lating art exhibition to Grant

Hall, their leadership in

fVUS and in the campus

newspaper, their participation !

in sports, in the Aquacade,

the drama, the debating, the

revue, and in various campus

clubs — these and the annual

Formal have entailed hard

work and thought. We are all

appreciative of the results.

However the main reason for

being here is academic, and

those who put much hard

thinking into every week's

work throughout the session

are gaining a training beyond money and above price. To attempt

to prove all things and realise that absolute proof is a high but

unrealizable ideal is a training of the mind; to hold fast that which

is good is to learn and to exercise wisdom. To help students to

these ends is one important function of a university.

S^itcfv ^©ur 'COagon
So Ct «?ier^ 9)ragon

Noted woman astronomer

My good wishes to you all!
i.

A. Vibert Douglas.

Exotic charm will pervade the

atmosphere o£ Grant Hall this

evening as Levanites and their

escorts whirl their way into the

Land of the Rising Sun.

The theme, "Oriental Fan-

tasy", is rendered in the colour

and figures associated with eas-

tern legend. On entering Grant

Hall, couples will pass through a

golden archway which announces

the departure of Occident al

scenes.

Beneath a soft glow emanating

from Chinese Lanterns the Ori-

ent settles drowsily and dreamily

in the folds of mystery. For, sur-

rounding the scene are strange

silhouettes peering out from a

multi-colored horizon. Between

the dance-floor and the horizon

are majestic pagoda-pillars of

gold.

At the back of the hall, on

War Declared For Trophy;

Interfaculty Debates Resume

Paul Martin Talks

To Levana Grads

At Annual Dinner

By Aunt Jacky

Journal Staff Writer

In 1939, the first year the

Thorburn Trophy for Intercol-

legiate Debating was placed in

competition, it was won by Le-

vana.

Then the war broke out.

Fearing that in case of inva-

sion the trophy might well be

seized as a prize of war

"goils" took the "spoils

ground through

now connects

Hon. Paul Martin, Canada's

chief delegate to the United Na-

tions and Canadian Minister of

National Health and Welfare,

will be guest speaker at the Le-

vana Graduation dinner to be

held in Ban Righ Hall March 1.

As a university lecturer, bar-

rister and member of parliament,

Mr. Martin is well-known to

many Canadians. Since 1946 he

has served both as a member and

chairman of four Canadian dele-

gations to the United Nations

General Assembly, and in 1946 he

was appointed as the first Can-

adian representative to the Econ-

omic and Social Council of the

United Nations.

Mr. Martin was sworn of the

Privy Council and appointed Se-

cretary of State in 1945. A gradu-

ate of Osgoode. Harvard and

Cambridge, he has received hon-

orary degrees from Canadian and

American universities.

In October 1954 he received

the honorary degree of Doctor of

Laws from Queen's.

There will be no dance follow-

ing the graduation dinner this

year. Coffee will be served in the

Ban Righ Smoker.

Convenors for the dinner are

Joan Coates and Mary Harris.

loudest and longest, and with the

advent of hormones they have

even been noted to speak more

deeply than their male counter-

partner, (Havelock Ellis, 1932,

"Samoan Sexual Practices").

But now
chance.

we get our

the

under-

a tunnel which

the boiler room of

Ban Righ with the Laundry room

of the Men's Residence. It was

planted in the ground somewhere

between these two structures and

forgotten.

On February 2, several

celebrants of National Ground-

hog Day were out with spade and

hoe helping the little tykes be

deconfined from their confines

(the age of shovelry is still with

us), when Ho and Behold! the

trophy reared its lovely head

adorned with petals of the most

beautiful hue. These petals were

hacked off, and the roots at the

base were also trimmed to reveal

the Thorburn Trophy intact and

unblemished except for a few an-

nular rings.

The trophy was then placed

atop the fireplace in the Common

Room of Ban Righ, and has re-

mained there in smouldering si-

lence ever since.

Unlike the ducky ugling cal-

led the Southam Trophy, this is

an elegant wooden plague and I

am anxious to state without re-

servation that it is in an excel-

lent state of preservation.

Desirous of giving the other

faculties an opportunity of win-

ning the trophy, after fifteen

years Levana has now placed it

back in circulation. Women have

long been known for speaking

Thursday, February 16, two

teams square off in the first

round to determine finalists. A
scintillating Science team runs up

against a scintillating Arts teams

in a scintillating debate, "Resol-

ved that a policy of expansion be

adopted by Queen's to absorb the

expected increase of students

over the next ten years".

Sciencemen have revealed that

for the occasion they will wear

ties and holier-than-thine suits

which they will press into ser-

vice. Artsmen feel they are the

best debators. As one member

of their team summed up, "We

are the best debators."

In the second half of the double

bill, a great Medical team run up

against a Levana team. This

foursome will argue, "Resolved

that the Student's Union does not

serve the University to best ad-

vantage."

The debates get underway at

7 :30 p.m.. A large crowd has been

anticipated, but just in case, the

McLaughlin Room of the Union

is to be the scene of the debates.

either side of the door, two crim-

son dragons breathe their eastern

fire on dancers below. (Wizards

claim the fire has magical powers

. ... of love).

From the east, in the distance

can be seen a glorious rising sun

above a snow-capped mountain.

In the foreground nestled in the

mountainside is a black pagoda.

On the other side lies a grove of

evergreens ;
fluttering among the

trees delicate butterflies can be

seen. In the midst of the scene

sits Sandy Runciman and his

band, direct from Hong Kong.

The basement of Grant Hall

has become a quaint Oriental

restaurant, its attractiveness en-

chanced by Chinese lanterns and

murals depicting eastern splen-

dours. The tables are lighted by

candles.

During intermission entertain-

ment will be provided by the Col-

legaires in Cantonese style.

Under the able direction of

Alison Hill and her committee,

Grant Hall has been transformed

into an Oriental paradise. Assist-

ing Alison are Eleanor Home,

Joan Foote, Pat Stewart, Jane

Hobson, Kathy Derby, Gene Ot-

terdahl, Kitty Gillespie, Pat Swit-

zer, Ann Cassleman, Connie Cot-

nam. Sue Birks and Nancy Car-

f7

Special thanks are extended to

"George" of Queen's Tea Room

for his artistic contributions, and

to Mr. Peter Lee for his invalu-

able assistance.

Levanites are invited to "hitch

their wagon to a dragon" and

come to the Oriental Fantasy.

(Special favors are in store).

Levana Graduates

Would the members of

Levana who are graduating

this year and who do not live

in residence, please pick up

their invitations to the Levana

Graduation Dinner at the Post

Office before Feb. 11.

FROM THB HONORARY PRESIDIMT.

MISS MACDONELL As its Honorary President

I should tike to offer my very

best zvishes to all the members

of the Levana Society on the

occasion of their annual week-

end. Having once years ago,

in almost pre-Cambrian days,

been President of Levana, I

have a special interest in the

zvclfare of the Society and alt

its members. It has been a

great pleasure to be once more

associated with them in this

honorary capacity. My earnest

hope is that, no matter how

great a share the women stu-

dents may increasingly take in

the more general activities of

tin- tvhole student body, the

. . . A farmer Levana President
L{Vana Society will always

retain its identity and continue to hold the keen interest and un-

failing loyally of all women undergraduates. Happiness and success

to you all in the gay events of the coming weekend but also .»

tke more serious aspects of your life at Queens! And, m the days

that lie ahead, - hi words borrowed from Dickens, - Keep a

bright look-out Forward and good luck to youl"

Miss M. L. Macdonnell.
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BRONZE BABY HERE WE COME!
Senior Basketball Line-Up

Our Chance For A Victory

The captain, Barb Moore, Arts

'58 is one of the taller girls on the

team, playing centre guard for

the second year for the Golden

Gals. Hailing from Kirkland

Lake, Barb has had a great deal

of experience playing basketball;

having played 3 years with Kirk-

land Lake C.V.L, 2 years with

Ryerson Tech. in Toronto and

another year with Danforth

Tech., also in Toronto. One of

the team's skilled pass intercep-

tors. Barb is also an enthusiastic

volleyball player.

Di Barras, also in Arts '58, is

the team's long shot arnst, An-

other tall girl, Di plays forward,

usually in the centre spot. Di

makes her home in Quebec City

where she played basketball for

three years on the Quebec High

School team. This is Di's second

year with the Golden Gals, too.

Besides playing basketball and

vollyball on the intercollegiate

teams, Di also plays on intramur-

al softball, hockey, archery and

badminton teams.

One of Phys. Ed. '58's contri-

butions to this year's team, is

centre guard, Judy Weber. Judy

had 4 years basketball experience

before coming to Queen's, when
she played for Patterson Collegi-

ate in Windsor. Last year, she

was a stalwart on the Queen's

intermediate team and now has

moved up to the Seniors this year

for the first time. Judy also

swims and has played intramural

volleyball and basketball for '58.

Barb Bell, another Phys. Ed.

'58 girl, is playing forward for

the second year for the Golden

Gals. Having come to Queen's

from Toronto Barb played bas-

ketball for four years with the

team from Etobicoke Collegiate

Institute. Barb is '58's athletic

stick and besides basketball, she

played intramural and intercol-

legiate volleyball last year.

The only freshette to make this

year's Senior team is Mary Mc-
Kinney, who plays guard. Major-

ing in Phys. Ed., Mary comes
from Brampton, where she play-

ed for the Brampton District

High School team for four years.

Although not very tall, Mary
makes up for this draw-back by
her speed and agility. Mary also

plays intramural tennis, softball

and volleyball,

Centre forward, Barb Clair is

another player who will graduate

in '58. This is Barb's second year

with the Gals, having played be-

fore for four years in Windsor
with the Patterson Collegiate

team, A deft ball-handler. Barb

uses this ability to make up for

her lack of height.

Gwen Howes, Phys. Ed. '58, is

another member of last year's in-

termediate team who has stepped

up to the Seniors after giving

stand-out performances for the

Intermediates. Before coming to

Queen's, Gwen gained much ex-

perience while playing for Kirk-

land Lake C.V.I, for four years.

Besides swimming and playing

intramural hockey, badminton

and softball, Gwen played on this

year's intercollegiate volleyball

team.

Another 58 member of the team

for a second year in a row is

Ann Martin. For three years, Ann

played guard for Quebec High

School with team-mate Di Bar-

ras. A defence specialist, Ann al-

so joins in with the rest m intra-

mural sports.

Having missed a year, Dot En-

right is now playing again for the

Golden Gals. Dot is a Phys. Ed.

'57, and plays as a forward. She

gained her basketball experience

during four years in which she

played for her home-town school

team in Kapuskasing. A member

of the L.A.B. of C, Dot also

plays intramural softball and vol-

leyball.

Ann Donevan, an Oshawa

C.V.I, grad., played basketball at

that school for five years before

coming to Queen's. Although this

is her first year with the Gals,

having only played intramural

basketball in her first year, Ann
has quickly become an asset to

the team.

Another former member of

Windsor's Patterson Collegiate

Panthers is guard, Pat Chapman,

In Phys. Ed. '58, Pat had played

for four years in Windsor before

coming to Queen's where she is

now playing excellent zone de

fence for the second year for the

Gals. Pat also plays intramural

volleyball.

One of the team's best hook

shot artists is south-paw B. J.

Hardie. In Phys. Ed. '58 also,

Betty Jean played forward for

two years for Parry Sound High

School team before joining up

with the Gals for the second year.

B. J. also plays intramural vol-

leyball and intramural badmin-

ton.

The irreplaceable manager is

Mary Ellen Barr, who will be

graduating in Phys. Ed. this year.

Before coming to Queen's, Bern

played basketball for Kemptville

High School the one year that

she was there. The Sr. Levana

Rep., Bern is well on the way to

managing the Golden Gals to

victory. Bern was on this year's

swimming team and is also very

active in intramural hockey,

softball, volleyball and basket-

ball. This year's assistant man-

ager is Mickey McCulloch, Phys.

Ed. '58.

There's the team — now how
about having your support at

Saturday's game at 7 and the

BIG tournament the last week-

end of this month.

Go, Golden Gals, Go!

Championship In Sight

PHOTO BY WONO

Last Minute Advice

Queen's Golden Gals listen carefully to their coach, Mrs. Col-

borne, as she explains plays for tomorrow night's game. If the Gals

continue their winning streak they are almost certain to bring back

the Bronze Baby this year.

Levana Designs Own Plaque

Award Limited To Champions

Several years ago, the Queen's Athletic Board of Control in

augurated a plaque, to be presented to football and hockey teams

which won a championship. Gradually, other sports were included,

and finally Levana winners also. This Plaque was to be an award

for exceptional play, over and above that for which the player

received his Intercollegiate "Q". But, since it was an award of the

A.B. of C. this Board decided each year, who should

receive the plaque, and no cons

tant rule was followed. Some-

times champions (Levana cham-

pions especially) did not receive

Girls Of '56 Lead

In Intramural Race

The fossils of '56 are far out in

front in the Levana Intramural

Trophy race. Foiled in their three

previous attempts to capture this

trophy, the '56 gals are leading

the pack with 4920 points. For

the last four years the athletes

from '55 have won the coveted

prize, and this year with them

out of the competition, the grad-

uating year hope to gain their

first trophy. '58 follows in second

place with 2545 points, closely

trailed by '59 with 2196. '57 oc-

cupies the fourth spot with 1565

points.

plaques, while many non-cham

pions have received them.

In an effort to develop an uni

form award system, the Levana

Athletic Board of Control decid

ed, after much deliberation, to

create their own plaque for Le

vana champions. This plaque is

to be presented only to those

Levanites who win an Intercolle

giate championship.

The plaque design has been

chosen and it will be ready to

present to this year's champions.

The base of the plaque will be

mahogany and it will have bronze

lettering, with a bronze and en

amel crest.

Definite rules as to the award

ing of the plaque have been set

down in the constitution, and the

L.A.B. of C. Intercollegiate

Awards Committee will decide,

according to these rules, to whom
the plaque shall be presented.

Co-Eds Travel To Montreal

For Badminton Tournament

Four Queen's co-eds accompa- Intercolegiate sports as our first

Boys' Basketball

Doubleheader Friday. Os-

goode Hall vs. Queen's second

team, at 7 p.m. in the Gym.

Assumption vs. Queen's Sen-

ior team at S:30 p.m.

nied by Miss M. Ross will travel

to Monteral this week-end to par-

ticipate in the girls annual Inter-

collegiate Badminton Tourna-

ment. Representing us this year

are Liz Jennings, Phys. Ed. '56,

Mary Rapawy, Arts '59, Sylvia

Joyce, Arts '58, and Barb Hau-

tain, Arts '59.

Liz, a valuable member of the

team for the past three years but

now in her graduating year, will

be making her final farewell to

ngles player. Mary and Barb,

the two newcomers to the team

will play the second singles and

doubles respectively. Sylvia, the

other veteran from last year's

team will combine with Barb in

the Doubles.

Our team which placed second

last year hopes to make a good

showing again this week-end

when it faces teams from Mc-

Master, McGill, Toronto and

Western. Best of luck, gang!

The Queen's Golden Gals are on

the march again ! Long before

Christmas, this year's team was

up at the gym skipping, practising

shots and scrimmaging in prepar-

ation for exhibition games.

Immediately after Christmas, the

team, which consists of almost the

?ery same girls as last year, took on

the nurses from Kingston General

Hospital in their first exhibition

game on January the 11th. Having

had more practise than the other

team, the Gals defeated them by a

score of 51 to 14. The Saturday

afternoon of the same week, the

Gals played host to the team from

the Town of Mount Royal. In this

game, the Gals took the lead early

in the first quarter and never gave

it up throughout the whole game

with the final score reading 48 to

35 for the Golden Gals. On the

night of January the 24th, Kingston

Y.W.C.A. team moved over to the

Queen's gym to oppose the Gals in

a one-sided contest with Queen's

coming out on the top of a 38-11

score.

The weekend of the 27th and

28th of January, the Golden Gals

travelled to Montreal for two more

exhibition games: — one against

the Town of Mount Royal on Fri-

day night, which the Gals won 37

to 22, and one on the Saturday

against the Montreal Y.W.C.A,

team. At half time, the Gals were

ahead by only 9 points but in the

last half they poured on the pres

sure to make the final result read

58 to 38 for the Golden Gals,

Coming up this Saturday is an-

other big exhibition game for the

Golden Gals when they again

meet Montreal Y.W.C.A. — this

time at Queen's gym at 7 p.m.

The following week-end, the Gals

again take to the road to play

against Ryerson and Toronto

Y.W.C.A. Once again returning

to their home court, the Gals

play host to McGill, Western and

Toronto for the Bronze Baby

Championship Tournament being

held here the 24th and 25th of

February.

Having played five exhibition

games, the Gals have wound up

with a very impressive count of

five wins against no losses. Betty

Jean Hardie has racked up the

greatest number of points over all

the games with a grand total of

56, with Barb Bell second with 45

points, and Di Barras and Barb

Clair are tied in third place with 41

points each.

Tops on percentage of field goals

made out of those attempted is

Gwen Howes with 50%, while

very close behind is Barb Bell with

48%. Running neck and neck for

third place are B. J .Hardie and

Barb Clair with 35% and 34% re-

spectively. The team's foul shot ace

is B. J.
Hardie who has hit for

85*/i% over the five games. Barb

Bell has struck for 66% and Di

Barras hit for 60%.

All in all, the advice for other

teams attempting to capture the

Bronze Baby is "Look out! The

Golden Gals are ready for all op-

ponents ! The trophy comes to

Queen's this year."

A very important person with

the Golden Gals for the second

year, is the team's coach, Mrs.

Betty Colborne. While still Miss

Betty Evans, she attended Mount

Allison before graduating from

McGill University in Montreal.

After graduation, she coached for

two years at Dalhousie University

in Halifax, before going to England

to teach.

Drawing together a team of ex

perienced basketball players, Mrs

Colborne has built up the team i

the last two years to a team

championship calibre, capable of

winning the Bronze Baby.

Skaters Prepare

For Annual Revue

This year the Levana A.B. of

C. is again presenting the annual

Ice Review. The show will take

place during the first week of

March and the theme will resolve

around a young co-ed who makes

a trip around the world. The var-

ious coutries at which she makes

stops will be represented by dif-

ferent numbers on ice.

The numbers are under the ca-

pable direction of Barb. Scott

and Diane Palmason who have

worked hard to achieve some-

thing different this year.

That's all we're saying just

now, so be sure to watch for the

annual Ice Review.

3fart Utttirg HUotel

PRINCESS STREET

Coffee Shop and Restaurant

Kingston, Ont. Phone 7712 1

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

Dial 7135

town and country

Restaurants

Highway No. 2, Cataraqui, Ont.

Princess at Clergy Streets,
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Believe It Or Not . . .

Early Tricolor Delivery Promised:

By Leonor Haw
Tricolor Editor

Fur the benefit of those skep-

tics who still refuse to believe

Tricolor '56 will be out sometime

during: the last week in May, the

editors of Tricolor '56 report

they have successfully met the

publisher's second deadline.

E. P. McConnell of Yearbook

House wrote in his letter about

the November deadline, "By fol-

lowing all these deadline dates

closely ... I am sure that we
can get the 1956 Tricolor to you

in plenty of time for distribution

on your desired delivery date.

The final shipment of your book

will be scheduled for May 5, and

for delivery in Kingston by May
15."

The last section of material is

due at the publishers on March
7, and it is considerably smaller

than the previous two shipments.

Several late pages will be mailed

by air. The staff is confident this

last batch of material can be

ready by these dates. As a re

suit, the publisher will receive

the final material almost two
months earlier than the last copy

for Tricolor '55!

Majority Of Levana Vote,
LeonorHaw New President

Tricolor Salesmen
Tricolor salesmen are asked

to take note of the following

:

complete sales returns to date

are to be made at the Tricolor

office on Monday, Feb. 13,

between 3:30 to 5 p.m., or 7

to S p.m.

CLUBS AND SOCIETIES
Sunday

Ski Club, if enough people buy

tickets by Saturday there will be

a bus going to Snow Ridge this

Sunday. Order tickets as soon as

possible. They will be on sale

Friday afternoon and Saturday

morning in the Coffee Shop, or

can be bought from Mel Fielding,

Bud Loucks, Jan Leask or Shirley

Proctor. Listen to CFRC for ski

reports.

Newman Club, Sunday, Feb.

12, 7:45 p.m. A class in funda-

religiou in Room III of Cathed-

ral School.

Monday

German Club meeting, Mon-

day, 7:30 p.m. at 5 Napici Street.

Please come in carnival costumes.

Tuesday

Miller Geology Club invites all

students to talk by Dr. G. M.

Wright of the Geological Survey,

lie will discuss the Arctic explor-

ation program and will use col-

ored slides. Time, 8 p.m.

* * *

Commercemen, advance sales

be purchased from Commerce

reps, of each year. Avoid rush by

ordering copy in advance.

RELIGIONS
Sunday

University service, sermon for

Sunday is "Going Around in Cir-

cles". Principal Mackintosh and

Doug Bell, president of the Aes-

culapian Society will read the les-

son. Eleanor Horne at the organ.

Monday

Lutheran Students' Association

will have a meeting Monday

Feb, 13, at 259 Victoria St., at

8:30 p.m.

MISCELLANEOUS
Co-op applications must be

by Feb. 15. Meal application

forms at Queen's Post Office

* * *

Progressive Conservative Party

—Levana, arise! For national

student bursaries and national

health insurance, support the

Progressive Conservative Gov

eminent in the Model Parliatuen

on Feb. 20. Remember there are

four women in the House of

Comons at Ottawa, and three of

them are Conservatives. That i

proof enough both of feminine

good sense and of the merits of

our party.

* * *

Levana open nominations,

meeting in Ban Righ Common

room on Sunday Feb. 12, 6 p.m.

for the following positions: Soph.

Rep., second year; secretary, se-

cond year; curator, third or

fourth year; president Levana

Council, final year; treasurer,

third or fourth year in commerce

:

jr. Levana Rep., third year; Sr.

AMS Rep., final year; vice-pre-

sident, third year. The years list-

ed arc those the girls must be

entering.

Woman Leader

Becomes First

To Head Party

By Don Curtis

Journal Staff Writer

Frances Code, editor of the

Queen's Journal, was chosen lea-

ler of the Federalist party at a

caucus held in McNeill House

Tuesday night. Miss Code, shat-

tering all precedent, became the

irst woman to lead a political

party in Model Parliament at

Queen's.

Frank Pickard. Arts '58, was

lected president of the Queen's

Federalist Association at the

same meeting. Sandy McCrudden

Arts '58, is the new secretary and

Herschel Hardin, is party whip.

The Federalists plan to strike

blow against the provincial,

self-distrusting, narrow minded

politicians who stand in the way

of progress. They feel there are

too many parties which for poli-

tical expendiency, disregard the

elements necessary for a Cana-

dian society of unity and individ-

uality.

Princess Margaret, as Margaret

I of Canada, was approved by

the caucus. Another important

plank of the Federalist platform

is the fostering of better relations

between the French and English.

CFRC

Anne Hayes Junior AMS Rep;

Executive To Be Elected Later

Leonor Haw is President of

the Levana Society for 1956-57

and Anne Hayes will be junior

AMS rep. The elections were held

Monday when 80 per cent cast

their ballots.

Quarry 5

Contributions to Quarry 5

must be submitted by Febru-

ary 22. Students are urged

to send in literary work to

this student publication.

Greek Influence Denounced,

Democracy Of Jewish Origin

The origins of modern political

democratic institutions are traced

to the influence of local Jewish

community organizations upon

Leslie Bell Singers. Wed. Feb.

15, 8:30 p.m. in Grant Hall. Tic-

kets at Mahood's Drug Store.

Superior Restaurant or Queen's

Post Office,

FRIDAY

6.00—Station Warm Up

6.30—Odds and Ends — Graham

Skerrett, Norman May.

7,00 Interlude — Graham Skcrrett

7.30—Ski Club Report

7.35—Campus Capers — Ira Suther-

land, Len Robbins

8.00—Levana Nitc In the Swamp —
IGOR

8.30—Intercollegiate Basketball —
Queen's vs. Assumption

0.30—1490 Pops — Bob Sanderson

H.OO—Starlite Serenade, Part 1
—

Dave McNanghton

11.30—Slarlite Serenade, Part 2 —
Graham Sfcerrctt

12.00—Sign OfF.

SATURDAY
5.00—Sign On. Station Warm Up

6.30—Ranch 1490 — Bev. Phillips

7.O0—Hits and Misses — Ann Dor-

land, Ellie Williamson

7.30—Ski Club Report

7.35—On the Upbeat—Arn Matthews

8.00—In the Groove—Doug. Thomson

8.30—Campus Crossroads — Thejma

Hunter

o.OO—1490 Classics — Bob Sanderson

10.00—Ski Report

10.05—Al's Penthouse — Orm Kemp

11.00—Lonesome Lemon

11.30—Cook's Musical Tour — Ken

Cook.

Curator Explores

Ruins In Huronia

"Through a long and exacting

process we were able to uncover

the ruins of the French Jesuit

posts of St. Ignace. St. Louis and

Fort Ste. Marie in Huronia," ex-

plained W. Jurry, curator of the

Museum of Archeology at the

University of Western Ontario,

Monday evening in Convocation

Hall.

The area, he said, is north of

London, and at each of the places

discoveries were made which

shed new light on the life of both

Indians and missionaries.

At St. Louis the palisade

around the village was discovered

to have had square bastions,

thus revealing the method of pro-

tection used against Indians. This

was attributed to the influence

of the French civilization.

At Fort St. Marie archeologists

found a double altar underneath

a gravel road. They also uncov-

ered what they considered a priz-

ed possession, a Venetian glass

cruet used by the Jesuits.

The mystery of how the Jesuits

got their rocks to build their

homes in Fort St. Marie was sol-

ved when Mr. Jurry discovered

a canal system complete with

locks through which stone-car-

rying canoes reached the village.

Mr. lurry's recent work has

carried him lo IVnilanguishing

where he rebuilt a Huron Indian

village.

the emerging Franco-German

cities of the 9th and 12th cent-

uries, said Dr. Irving A. Agus

at the Inter-Hillel conference

last weekend.

Dr. Agus, professor of Jewi

history at Yeshiva University in

New York City, claimed Greek

philosophy was not the origin of

these democratic institutions. In

the medieval period it had not

yet reached the Franco-German

communities.

tfiu-

"Bciug elected as president of

Levana is a high honor and I

shall try to be worthy of that

honor," Miss Haw said. "The

quality of those who have pre-

eded me as president certainly

presents a challenge. I am truly

grateful to Levana for the ex-

presion of confidence which you

have given me, and I am looking

forward to working with you

next year."

"I sincerely appreciate the

trust you have placed in me and

will make an honest effort to

live up to your expectations,"

said Miss Hayes.

During her three years at

Queen's Leonor Haw has been

active in many campus organiza-

tions. In honors Economics this

year, she is vice-president of Le-

vana, editor-in-chief of Tricolor

and chairman of the Freshman

Reception Committee. In previ-

ous years she has been treasurer

of Ban Righ house council, chief

vigilante and a member of the

inter-collegiate badminton team.

Anne Hayes is secretary of Ban

Righ house council, social con-

venor for the Drama Guild and a

member of WUS.

The Jewish communities i

encing the rise of democratic sys-

tems were descended from 1000

fewish families in 9th century It-

aly, he said. The 12,000.000 Ash-

kenazie Jewish population of the

prewar world were direct descen-

dants of this group.

The Inter-Hillel Conference

concluded Sunday afternoon with

the final debate of the Inter-Hillel

competition at which debators

from Toronto defeated McGill

representatives.

Patronize Our Advertisers

Arts Elections

Arts Society Elections will

be held Tuesday and Wednes-

day. Feb. 14 and 15. Follow-

ing is the lost of nominees:

president, Rob Dunlop, John

Smallie; vice-president, Paul

Haynes, Bill McKechnie ; trea-

surer, Walker Smith, Laird

O'Brien ;
secretary, John

Forsyth. Mike O'Shea; assis-

tant treasurer, Don Curtis,

Murray Thistle; athletic di-

rector, Gary Schreider, Walt

Roberts.

K. PETROS
EXPERT SHOE REPAIRS KEYS DUPLICATED

SERVICE WHILE YOU WAIT
Confectionery, Novelties, Magazines

525 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2-6533

St. Atiurrw's

Presbyterian ajlfjrrh.

Princess And Clehgy Stbeets

rev j. fohbes weoderburn
m.a.. d.o.. minister

DARWIN STATA.
ORGANIST AND CHOIRMASTER

LILLIAN PRESTON
Assistant organist

10:30 a.m.—Bible Class

11:00 a.m.—Morning Service,

Nursery Class, Church School

7:30 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Youiir People

Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is cxlcniled

to all students.

Hbtttrt flUpnrrif

SYOINHAN * WILUIW

REV. R. H. N, DAVIDSON
B.A-. B.D.i TH.M.

minister

Lloyd Zurb-RIGO

ORGANIST AND CHOIR MASTER

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 12TH

II a.m.—The Way of the

Wilderness

7:30 p.m,—A Friend of Man

(GhttfmerB

Irttteii (flhurrh.

EARL AND BARRIE STS.

REV. W. F. BANISTER, D D.

MINISTER

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 12th

11 a.m.—This Business of

Living

(4) "Controlling The Tongue"

7:30 p.m.—Christian Ethics

and To-doy's World

(4) "Christianity and
Communism

A Cordial Invitation to All

Students

( anglican)

King St. at Johnson St.

QUINQUAGESIMA
SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 12TH

8:00 a.m.—Holy Communion

9-15 Q m —Choral Communion
Preacher: The Rcv'd. C. E. Staples

11:00 a.m.—Motrins
Preicher: The Dean.

7:00 p.m.—Evensong
Preacher: The RcVd. C. E. Siaples.

Recital of choral music by
Cathedral Choir Sunday, March

4th, 7.00 p.m.

TO THE GRADUATING CLASS OF 1956

Those of you considering coreers in business or a profession

arc invited to obtain information obout becoming a C. A (Chart-

ered Accountant). Exceptional opportunities exist. Personal selection

tests ore available to help you assess your aptituaes. For further

information call or write:

PROFESSOR ). E. SMYTH, COMMERCE BUILDING

Any firm of Chartered Accountants

The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Ontario

69 BLOOR STREET EAST TORONTO 5

McGALL'S
LUGGAGE AND SPORTING GOODS
By The World's Finest Manufacturers

— AGENTS FOR —
SPALDING - SLAZENCER - CCM, ETC., SPORTS EQUIPMENT

SKYWAY — SAMSON ITE — McBRlNE

QUEEN'S CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS

Tennis and Badminton Racquets Restrung

212 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 3793
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Your Love Councellor And Taker Of Football Bets In Season

MISS VALENTINE ADVISES
1. Dear Miss Valentine

I'm mad about a tail, dark and

very handsome fellow in Meds
'60. He not only lias looks, bat

he's the smartest, most gentle-

manly, best-dressed, and most

popular boy on the whole cam-

pus. Though he doesn't know me
very well, I'm dying to ask him

to the Levana Formal. Should I?

A faithful reader,

I. Hope (Nursing Sc. '59)

Dear Miss Hope,

If you don't, I will.

V.V.

2. Dear Miss Valentine,

I'm in a dilemma. For ten

months I've adored a beautiful

co-ed from afar. She has a face

like Taylor's, a figure like Lollo-

brigida's and a nature as loving

as Bergman's. I'm little. I'm skin-

ny, and knock-kneed, and still

have braces on my teeth. Feb-

ruary 14 is coining up soon, and

I must do the right thing. How
can I make a good impression on

my dream girl?

Trustingly,

Bones McFinnicky (Arts '57)

Dear Bones,

If you really think so much of

this girl, introduce her to a good-

looking friend.

V.V.
* * *

3. Dear Miss Valentine,

During my college days, you

helped me trap a husband. Now I

must ask you again for advice.

It's that eternal triangle problem

— my husband is jealous of Cud-

dles. I do shower Cuddles with

attention, but after all, Miss V.,

the dog is far more affectionate,

considerate, and easier to push

around than Harry is. Harry has

begun staying out every night,

and since I won't stay alone, poor

Cuddles is stuck in the house,

deprived of even a dog's life. Na-

turally the poor deprived animal

is growing resentful of my hus-

band. What can I do to keep

peace in the family?

Your ever-faithful disciple,

Mildred Q. (Science '54)

When you pause... make it count..; have a Coke

Dear, dear Mildred,

I feel that you must make a

sacrifice and act for the greatest

happiness for the greatest num-

ber. I can recommend a kennel

on Princess Street West where

pets are boarded and. bathed very

reasonably. I'm positive that they

would take your husband for a

month or so.

Sympathetically.

V.V.

P.S. Please write back and tell

me how I helped YOU trap a hus-

band. Please.
=*= * *

4. Dear Miss Valentine,

I followed your advice and sent

Ike a real chummy note. 1 sprink-

led it with Mon Ami Cologne. He
still won't give us a tumble.

What gimmick can we use next?

A fifty year pact? Advise hur-

riedly.

Your lovable and trustworthy

friend.

Nicolai Bulganin.

P.S. That Carnegie book you

sent is useless. Too subtle.

Dear Sir:

Unfortunately for the world, I

can no longer extend my services

to you. Mr. Eisenhower recently

consulted me about an answer to

your letter, and it really isn't

cricket, you know, to play on

both teams.

Keep smiling

!

V.V.
* * »

5. Dear Miss Valentine,

For two months I've been

going steady with a wonderful

Artsman. I don't love him only

his money ; he has a car too.

Now he's taking out — if you'll

pardon the expression — a nurse

I hate walking. What can I do

to get him interested in me again;

Prissy I'roudfooL, (Arts '58)

Dear Prissy,

Have him give mc a call at

6332. I think that this problem

merits my personal attention.

V.V.

6. Dear Miss Valentine,

I'm discouraged. Those hand

some big football and basketball

players won't stop pestering me

With their calls and the over-

eas call from Francois my phone

is busy all the time. There's only

one I care about on this whole

campus, and maybe he's been get-

ting the busy signal. I don't even

know his name. He"s quite short,

wears a white T-shirt and blue

jeans, and carries a clip board

even to classes, and has an ac-

cent, I can't even place geograph-

ically. I'm basically very shy, but

I'm terribly determined to win

my hero. Flow can I discourage

those sexy he-men, and clear a

path for my ideal?

Sincerely yours,

Iva Scruluce, (Sc. '59)

Dear Iva,

Youva for sure! As my col-

leagues would say, you need help.

As soon as your phone stops ring-

ing, I would suggest that you

call any of the psychiatrists list-

ed under 5733 in the yellow

pages. (I should have such pro-

blems?)

V.V.

* i *

Have you a problem of the

heart? Address all corresponden-

ce to Miss V. Valentine in care of

the Journal. All letters will be ac-

knowledged — i.e. passed around

the coffee shop and snickered at

by the staff. Till next time, re-

member our motto: A good sport

is good for sports.

BEAUX

& ERRORS

Once a Year Does Robin Appear

And it came to pass that clarion call of Robin Hood did waft

through land of Kin on Morn of Woden. And did Scribe hasten to

answer summons because of its other than usual nature. For only

on single occasion every year at U. of Queen docs exalted Robin

rise out of winter-sleep to out-shine mechanical monster worshipped

by Yellow-Tasseled Ones.

Did Scienz Jeer, So Co-Eds Sneer

And is this occasion the end-of-wcek when Glorious Co-Ecls

hold sway, and favor enamoured beaux with their presence at For-

Mai of Levana. For did Robin inform lowly Scribe that For-Mal is

sequel to hectic week of Sue the Que. And time has come when

Men of Conn will lament insults at Glorious Co-Eds. For it is

written in the Book of Robin that certain very hot place contains

no ire to equal that of neglected femininity. And that is evidenced

by Co-Eds in turn neglecting to ask Yellow-Tasseled to brawl on

Eve of Fria.

Men, Steer Clear! It's Leaping Year

Furthermore did Robin inform lowly Scribe that gods are

smiling on Babes at U. of Queen. For threefold opportunity is

theirs to make most of. First is For-Mal ;
second is advent of Day

of Hallowed Valentine ; third and best is fact that this one year in

four, namely, Leaping Year. Then did Scribe return homeward to

horizontal plane of feather, to pursue in night-reveries glorious

prospects in store.

Classified Ads

Student Rates

New Student Rates, Time $3.25;

Sports Illustrated $4.00; Life $4.25.

Please send cheque or order now

and pay later to Students Period-

ical Agency, P.O. Box 157, Ade-

laide P.O., Toronto 1, Ont.

Lost

One pair Brown rubber flight

boots with fleece lining, after

Aesculapian Banquet, LaSalle Ho
tel. last Tuesday. Pleace contact

Jack Graham, 7169.

* * *

10" slide rule with brown leather

case near Gordon Hall. Finder

please contact Gord Luke, 5048.

DRINK

WARD & HAMILTON LUNCH BAR
PRINCESS AT DIVISION KINGSTON, ONT.

FULL COURSE MEALS
REASONABLE PRICES

HAPPY CORNER RESTAURANT
SPECIAL MEAL TICKETS FOR STUDENTS

We serve ITALIAN SPAGHETTI
533 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2-8013

CLEANERSSNIDER'S
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

68V2 Princess Street Kingston Phone 2-1761

Quality thai Pleases . . . Service thai Satisfies

Revenge Is Made Of This

Levana Formats almost due,

Here's some sage advice for you;

Review the past and you'll recall

You never hit a faculty ball.

Remember the Alcdsmen's Cinderella?

There you were without a fella!

(That most were wives is small consolation,)

The rest arrived by importation!

Scienccmcn with jugs of gin

And babes of choice, raised quite a din.

In Monte Carlo they cavorted,

But not with you, for they imported.

Lemons lost out on romance

When suave Artsmcn held their dance

In Vermont's Moonlight imports basked

But you, dear Lemons, were not asked!

Artsmcn, Sckncemcn, Medsmen, all,

Forget them girls, and have a bait!

Revenge is stvect! On Qucen'smen frown!

Invite that guy from your home town!

IMPORT !

-The King Street Queen's.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

IT'S TIME TO BUY YOUR '56 TRICOLOR
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An On-The-Spot Expose Of Life In Residence

NEVER LET IT BE SAID
You won't believe it but I'm

writing this behind the andiron

in the fireplace of one of the girl's

residences — McTavish House,
i

I think its called. I have been sit-

ting here for three quarters of

an hour with my head up the

flue and I have just now managed

to free my right hand from be-

neath my left heel so that I can

take notes.

Firstly, I would like to advise

each and everyone of you never

to get in behind an andiron if

you can possibly avoid it. Dresser

drawers maybe, or even bread-

boxes, but andirons — NEVER
Now I get to the matter at

hand — and a pretty nasty one

it is at that. I guess I had best

start at the beginning. But this

would take ever so long, so per-

haps I won't. Anyway, the last

clear recollection I have is that

of the editor tucking my brief-

case (containing my Eversharp

pencil, a thermos of hot chocolate,

a change of underwear, and a

copy of "The Flimsy Report on

the Human Female") under my
arm. Then she gave me an affec-

tionate peck on the cheek and

sent me off with orders to slap

together an Expose on Life in the

Women's Residences.

And here I am.

From where I sit folded up in

box pleats, I can make out four

Strange Things Are Done

By The Lady Known As Lee

There are strange things done 'neath the Queensman's sun

By students who search for Knowledge;

The Union trails have their secret tales

Of the scandals at old Queen's College.

The Grant Hall lights have seen queer sights,

But the queerest they ever did see

Was that night so abnormal, — the Levana Formal

When I dated that dope Ted McPhee.

Now Ted McPhee was in PHE
(Where the muscle man blossoms and grows)

How skinny young Ted ever made Phys. Ed.

Is something that nobody knows!

He was always dumb and kind of a crumb

And a little odd-looking, too,

But to miss the ball in old Grant Hall

Was to much for me to do.

So I swallowed my pride, and my girlfriend lied

That my sweetheart was out of town,

And she asked Ted McPhee if he'd go with me,

And he said he'd not let me down.

Well, came the night I dressed up right

In a dress that had cost ninety beans.

Imagine my fright when he turned up quite tight

In a plaid shirt and dirty blue jeans.

He reeled to the door and fell flat on the floor

With a sigh and a sort of a blurp;

My landlady glared, but I was more scared

What my friends would think of this jerk!

Now the dance was a fright — what a horrible night

He rollicked and screamed like an ape,

He ate half the food in a manner most crude,

The ideal HORRIBLE date!

When finally the mixer and his 26'er

Were emptied, and he had flaked out,

I called for a cab, my God I was glad

That I finally got rid of that lout.

But tho' Ted McPhee was repulsive to me

I still think that I'm very clever;

For to every doll that missed the ball

I say t'was the best dance ever!

Yes, there's strange things done 'neath the Queen'sman's sun

By the students who search for Knowledge;

The Union trails have their secret tales

Of the scandals at Queen's College.

The Grant Hall lights have seen queer sights

But the queerest they ever did see.

Was that night so abnormal - the Levana Formal

When I dated that dope Ted McPhee.

inhabitants of McTavish House What
intent in a game of cards . . .

MAUD (peering through her

rejuvenating cream, her head

bristling dangerously with curler

clips) : Deuces wild.

GLADYS (face like a Clydes-

dale horse, and a voice possessing

all the gentle modulation of a

steam calliope) : Sixteen two, six-

teen four and a pair is eight.

COOKIE (she is trying to cul-

tivate a clinging-vine air but the

effect is more like a creeper,-

hanging-on-for-dear-life) : That

reminds me, girls, I got 16 in

Botany and four in Geography

today. Isn't that a panic?

MAX (wearing a sweatshirt

which looks as if it has seen

action in the Spanish-American

War; across it are emblazoned

the words "Gananoque Goril-

las") : Yeh, me too. We're so

stoopid we couldn't get a job

crimping bobby-pins.

MAUD: I guess the only thing

we can do now, girls, is get mar-

ried.

GLADYS: Speaking for my-

self, I don't have nothing to wor-

ry about. Milton is just like a

chunk of cream cheese in my
hands. A simple half-nelson, and

blackmail threat concerning

that goalpost incident, and in a

trice he'll have the question pop-

ped without no trouble at all.

MAUD : Bless my soul ! Let me

be the first to congratulate you,

dearie.

(At this point, a CLANKING
sound can be heard issuing from

the cellar, followed closely by

slush and a gurgle.)

COOKIE: There goes (clank)

Violet's pop-bottling machine

again, (slush).

MAX: The poor kid has been

working like a (gurgle) steve

dore lately turning out cases of

Gastri-Cola". (Clank, slush,

gurgle).

MAUD: It isn't everybody can

start up a manufacturing concern

to put themselves through colle

ge.

GLADYS: You gotta (clank)

hand it to her, awright. And when

the sales' started falling, what

does she do but she starts smug

gliug it over the border and sell

ing it as locust-spray.

MAX: Yeh, there's Free Enter-

prise in action for you.

(Enter slinky redhead known

as Bunny, who has just slipped

into a chinchilla jumper and a

rhinestone beret. She languishes

in the doorway smoking seduct-

ively on a chrome-plated cigaret-

te holder.)

COOKIE: Why, Bunny-lamb!

DIVINE ensemble.

Wherever are you going?

BUNNY: Oh, Reggie just call-

ed and said to lay off the books

for awhile, so we're going to take

a breather at the coffee shop.

MAUD: ... too elegant, Bun-

ny!

Ten Helpful Hints

Or, It's This Way, Sir.

GLADYS: . . . ecstatic!

MAX: Yeh, the most!

BUNNY: Thanks, girls. Au
'voir ! (Leaves)

COOKIE: A pity one can't do

something to improve that poor

girl's appearance.

GLADYS: A perfect toad, isn't

she?

MAX: Built like a tree.

MAUD : A more bilious-look-

ing get-up I have never seen.

COOKIE : A good thing SOME
of us around here have our mini

on more elevated planes than

simply pursuing men.

MAX: What say we play

Parcheesi for a while now?

(Thud from second floor back

followed by blomp, whang, and

whom p.)

MAUD: Sounds like Philber-

tine has gone back to sculpting

again.

GLADYS: The poor kid is so

repressed — she has to work off

her frustration somehow.

MAX: Frankly, I was getting

fed up with her working off her

frustration on that set of snare-

drums.

(Whunk, Whangety, Blonk

Blunk Clank Clunk Clinkety

Bonk Bonk Tinkle, etc.)

COOKIE: Philbertine is un-

loading ever frustration she's got

into this one.

MAX: It's nine feet high. She

calls it the "Transmigration of a

Toothbrush".

GLADYS: Your move, Cookie.

MAUD: I see by tonight's pa-

per where the "Arrow Look" is

fashionable this season.

GLADYS: Well, dearie, they're

getting close. When the "Sling-

shot Look" comes in, you'll be

right in vogue.

(At this, Maud sends a bottle

of Gastri-Cola winging past

Gladys" bifocals. Cookie throws a

left jab to Max's mid-section, and

the fight is on ... a swift upper-

cut to the jaw . . . WOW! That

was a mean one . . . They're

grappling at the ropes . . .)

. . . And as the Gastri-Cola

sinks slowly into the mohair up-

holstery, we leave our friends

grouped cosily about the concert-

ina, harmonizing their favorite

old tune . . . "POPPA GET THE
HAMMER, THERE'S A FLY
ON BABY'S HEAD".

—Whit.

The following is your handy

dandy jiffy list of excuses for pre-

senting late assignments to irrate

professors.

(1) Unfortunately sir, my be-

loved landlady developed an

accute case of hypochondria gas-

trocnemius of the lower limbs,

and so I was left in charge of ten

hungry boarders, one harried

husband, three moth-eaten chil-

dren, one wire-haired terrier, six-

teen starving cats, and one bed-

graggled budgie bird.

Option — if desired, the stud-

ent may froth at the mouth,

shake knees violently and contin-

uously hop about on one foot as

if in pain thus indicating possible

contraction of the above men-

tioned disease.

(2) While skating on Lake
Ontario last Thursday, I inad-

vertently fell through the ice and

was not rescued for several days.

The resulting chillbrains severely

affected my writing ability.

(Student is advised to paint

countenance with Persi and Pur-

ple paint; oils preferred.)

(3) I was requested by the

Kingston City Fathers to aid in

the replacement of any snow
which was, through no fault of

their own, you understand sir

removed from the streets and

sidewalks.

(4) Shhir, I was shelf appoint

ed to make a survey of the

drinking habits of University

students (hie) (here the stud-

ents may reel slightly toward the

prof.) Consequently shhir, (hie) I

had to visit all the pubs, right

from Beaup's up. I am truly sorry

littlethat my assignment is

(hie) tardy — ho ho ho!

(5) I lost my pen.

(6) I really had it done sir,

and I've done a lot of extra read-

ing for it sir, and it's really quite

carefully done, sir, but unfortun-

ately sir, I can't find the damn

thing — sir!

(7) Due to the unprecedented

lack of rain in Kingston, none

having fallen for almost twenty-

four hours, I was hired by the

Kingston Rainmaker's Ass'n. to

aid in replenishing of the J. Mag-

nolia Bustleblossom Memorial

duck pond on the lower campus

of our fair University.

(8) I was bird-watching yes-

terday and I came upon the con-

viction that this course was

strictly for the . . . (Student is

heartily advised to wear track

shoes if this excuse is to be used.)

(9) Last week, sir, my land-

lady burned my calendar, (or fuel»

and since then I never know
what day it is. (This excuse is

applicable to Arts students
only.)

(10) A lot of people think that

too much Kingston water . . .

oops! Excuse me sir!

VALLEAU'S
BARBER SHOP
316 PRINCESS STREET

Thf tarbri

Nut I. SiKw Grill PHONE 69)7

BROCK -

JEWELLERS
161 Princess Street

Kingston, Ontario

PHONE 2-7361
w

WATCH Repairs

A Specialty
- WK SELL -

WATCHES - DIAMONDS

MOONLIGHT LUNCH
FULL COURSE DINNERS CHINESE DISHES

Lunches prepared to take out.

SPECIAL FOR STUDENTS
Meal Tickers: $5.50 for only $4.75

527 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 6972 and 2-9001

By Wl UPROOT

POOR APPEARANCE

NO,WE RE
NOT BUYING
TO-DAY-

NEXTDAY ---fALES
MANAGER SAYS,
»3oe,YOU lost that
SALE BECAUSE VOU
LACK CONFIDENCE IN

vnuRSELF — AND
CONFIDENCE BEGINS
WITH WELL GROOMED

HAIR/*

I"

YOU GET CONFIDENCE By
HAVINGA GOOD APPEARANCE:.
— USEWILDROOT cream-oil
ANDYOU CAN RE CONFIDENT
YOUR HAIR WILL ALWAyj.
LOOK ITS BEST IN

ANY SITUATION

WiLDROOTCREAM - OIL
G/t/ES YOU CONFIDENCE

M/iLnROOTCREAM- OIL- NS THE HEART C7 OF LANOLIN NATURES FINEST HAIR AND SCALP CONDITIONER

He says he does it by Sfeady Saving

at the Bank of Montreal*

*The Bank where Students' accounts are warmly welcomed.

Kingston Branch: JACK McLEAN, Manager

Princess & Barrie Sts.: JOSEPH POUPORE, Manager
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ZONNOISSEURS, ARISE!

By Mary ana Mary,

Quite Contrary

Shake off your pub-crawling,

offee-shop haunting habits ! It has

ome to our attention that Queen's

tudents are denied the opportunity

o perfect their social graces. The

ine ways of better living are float-

ng out of our lives on streams of

*er and rivers of coffee that slosh

lown the throats of blue-jeaned

nen, and women in bobby socks

rhe time has come to do away with

hick-rimmed cups and cafeteria

rays, impersonally dispensed amid

he resounding clatter of breaking

Tockery, and shrill voices.

Picture yourself in a candle-lit

lining room. The small white-

Jothed table is laid with gleaming

ilver and attractive china. The hum

>f pleasant conversation is heard

iver the strains of soft music, and

he crackling of logs in the open

ire-place. A relaxed atmosphere of

:omfortable enjoyment pervades the

vhole. The immaculately clad wai-

er presents you with the wine list,

ie fills your order, and presently

returns to ask which of many well-

prepared, moderately priced dishes

you would prefer. Dinner is foll-

owed by a delicious dessert and a

cup of "good" coffee.

Where is this marvellous

place?", the bewildered reader will

ask. Unfortunately, still only in the

minds of two hopeful Levanites.

Perhaps some future, enlightened

generation of students will see the

benefits to be derived from a com-

bined coffee bar and dining room

establishment, centrally located,

where one could get a good omlette

for lunch, or a Danish pastry with

one's coffee. A place with a pleas

ant atmosphere, and room for danc

ing. It would be an ideal spot for

Sunday dinners and pre-formal par-

ties, all for a moderate price, of

course.

Graduating Commercemen !
—

here's a golden opportunity to

establish your own business, get

rich quickly and, in addition, satisfy

the stomachs and souls of hundreds

of starving Queen'smen and women.

THANKS
To all those people who offered

o write articles or stories for the

Levana Journal; to the budding

Mets who have been walking

iround the campus for the last

veek muttering, "Levana, Havana,

Suzanna;" to the editors who gave

EUMCLE HAS IT

so much of their time, and to all

who gave their valuable advice, I

would like to say "Thank You."

It has been a pleasure to work on

a Journal where everyone has done

more than their share to ensure its

success.

Joan Lawrence

\~f~rFROMM FORMAL COHVMR .

Oriental Fantasy implies

mystery and, at the same time,

pleasure. We have striven to

bring to those attending the

Format this evening both these

ingredients. I sincerely hope

that we have succeeded and

that those in attendance enjoy

themselves.

The people who have helped

to recreate aspects of the

Orient in Grant Hall are to

be thanked and congratulated.

May they fully enjoy the fruit

of their labours.

Alison Hill.
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By Antonia King

The average Queen's girl is

lively, intelligent, forthright and

pretty. But, to be perfectly frank,

she has absolutely no clothes

sense. In appearance she is as

dowdy a creature as can be found

on this contintent.

Sitting in the coffee shop wear-

ing a dark blue sweater, gray

skirt, bobbie sox and white bucks,

the Queen's co-ed looks as

though she pays no attention at

all to the fashion magazines she

reads.

This is not entirely her fault,

of course, Canadian women have

always lacked the feel for cut,

design and color that character-

izes the Americans, Italians and

French. In their attitude toward

dress, Canadian women lack

what can only be expressed by a

snap of the fingers. They lack

"style."

For reasons known only to

themselves, Canadian women are

content to let the manufacturers

supply them with drab, poorly-

made, shapeless garmets. Manu-

facturers have on occasion tried

to produce and sell smart clothes,

but the resistance of the stodgy

Canadian female has forced them

back to conservatism. At the mo-

ment a fellow called Jonathan

Logan seems to be the only im-

aginative designer whose clothes

are available in Canada at rea-

sonable prices.

On the whole, too, college girls

can't afford to build up a war-

drobe of well-designed but ex-

pensive clothes. Clothes that are

too eye-catching pall if they're

seen around to often.

And college girls are under the

added handicap of not having

enough time to plan a wardrobe

and choose their clothes care-

fully and painstakinly.

But there is no excuse at all for

r the listless, unimaginative,

ill-matched collection of dirty

browns and commonplace plaids

that adorns the vast majority of

Queen's co-eds, They're a good

looking lot and owe it to them-

selves (as well as their audience)

to dress neatly and with some

eye toward design and color.

(The men don't do any better,

of course, but then men are rath-

er ugly creatures under the best

of circumstances.)

WHAT IS LEVANA?

First, there is the matter of

color. Girls in their late 'teens

and early twenties — in the

bloom of youth — should at all

costs avoid choosing dull colors

— not dark ones, dull ones. There

are certain shades of green, yel-

low, gray and brown which dull

the lustre of even the best look-

ing girl. Neutral colors are neces-

sary to any wardrobe but too

much stress on them makes the

girl who wears them look neu-

tral. Intense colors don't cost any

more and are far more striking

in appearance.

Queen's girls, too, are extra-

ordinarily inept at putting colors

together. For the most part, they

refuse to take advantage of the

possibilities for matching colors

in their own wardrobes. Even the

smallest fleck of color in a skirt,

for example, can be picked up by

a blouse or sweater. And there

is no reason why a girl who looks

good in red shouldn't wear vary-

ing shades of red most of the

time.

Then, there is cut and design.

Fit is part of the problem, of

course, but there isn't any good

reason for co-eds appearing at

class dressed in blouses that look

like paper bags and skirts that

look as though they're still hang-

ing on the clothesline.

If she's to look at all smart, a

girl has to choose clothes that

not only suit her particular fig-

ure but are also attractively de-

signed. Shoddy patterns and way-

ward lines can ruin an effective

color scheme. This all seems too

obvious to need repetition, but

you only have to look around you

to see that it's not.

Too bad Queen's girls don't

put some of the imagination into

clothes that they put into play-

ing bridge and catching hus-

bands.

The Levana Society has a two-

fold purpose: to form a bond of

union between the women students

at Queen's University, and to lit

its members for their place m the

world they enter, upon graduation.

Whether or not this purpose has

been fulfilled is up to the Levan.tes

themselves. Too often, the Levana

Society is berated by students out-

side the Society, but surely it is

the function of the Levanites to

udge whether or not their Society

s useful and necessary.

Perhaps the criterion for estimat-

ing the worth of any organization

is a study of the activities under-

taken by it. Let us look at a Year

with Levana and decide whether

the projects are beneficial to the

girls, or even to the whole Univer-

sity.
. .

Orientation month, consisting ot

Big Sisters, Soph-Frosh Tea, Initi

arion and Candle-Lighting Cere-

mony (both under revision), de-

signed to help the Freshettes feel

a part of Queen's.

Furnishing of Red Room (mag-

azines, lamp-shades, etc.) for the

comfort of Levana and Arts.

Tea Dances, proceeds of one

given to the Queen's Band.

Susie-Q Week — Proceeds from

dance given to the Queen's Band.

Proceeds from fines given to the-

Cerebral Palsy Building Fund.

Student-Faculty Dinners at Ban

Righ to promote Student-Faculty

relationships.

Inter-Faculty debating reincar-

nated— including all four faculties.

Final design of Queen's Scarf

soon to be made available to the

itudent body.

Art Exhibition (Canadian Group

of Painters and Group of Seven),

with specially conducted tours for

the Public School children. Orga-

nization of the revision of the

Freshman Handbook (in conjunc-

tion with the Welcoming Com-

mittee) designed to help create a

new outlook on the part of Fresh-

man.

Levana Journal.

Levana Formal.

Graduation Dinner featuring-

Hon. Paul Martin as guest speaker.

1. Soph-Frosh Court.

2. Frank Tindall explaining basic

plays of football.

3. Dr. Graham George guest

speaker — selections from Mozart.

4. Air Stewardess scheduled to

speak.

IT'S IN THE BAG
An unofficial survey on this

campus has lately been unearth-

ing (in the literal sense) data on

on a subject which has fascinated

Queen'smen, and all other men

for a long time. What do women
carry around in those huge shoul-

derbags?

At latest report they have come

up with the modest list of thirty-

four articles. If I can hear males

snickering in the back row, I hast-

en to add that all these articles

are extremely essential: lipsticks,

combs, compacts, keys, cigarettes,

match packets (full and empty),

pens, pencils, kleenex (new and

used), bobbypins, glasses, gloves,

bank-books, cheque-books, note-

books, liquor-books, aspirin, let-

ters, broken mirrors, wallets,

toothbrush, birth certificates, nail

files, cold cream, elastic bands,

paper clips, lighter flints, bottle-

openers, ash-trays, want-ads,

eye-lash curlers, gum, pencil-

sharpeners, and a number of un-

mentionables. Oh yes, one purse

contained thirteen cents.

The male sex is probably now

settling back with a self-satisfied

smile to meditate on the foibles

of womankind, I have only one

thing to say. Will all men please

turn out their pockets?

FROM THF. PRESIDENT . . .

In 'Vanaland did womanhood

A stately pleasure-dome decree:

Where Grant the timeless tower, stood

'Midst art and blood and snow and flood

And all the rain that be.

So twice five miles of pillar'd space

With Chinese splendours was embraced:

Where festive dragons bright with sinuous tail

Breathed crimson fire upon a ginko tree;

And here Confucius ancient as the grail,

Indulged in Oriental Fantasy.

On behalf of the Levana

Society, I extend sincere gra-

titude to Alison Hill, loan

Lawrence, and the members

of their Committees for their

hard work and obvious suc-

cess.

I am indebted to Dr. Doug-

las for her guidance, to the

executive and the other mem-

bers of the Society who have

worked with me this year.

I wish everyone a pleasant

evening at the formal.

Elizabeth Gillan.

325 MORE DAYS LEFT IN LEAP YEAR
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Rob Dunlop

John Smalley

Secretary

John Forsyth

Michael Shea
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Paul Haynes
Bill McKechnie

Athletic Director

Walt Roberts

Gary Schreider
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Don Curtis

Murray Thistle

Professors Object To Sloppy Clothing

Want "Fantastic Garments" Abolished

No Action Taken By Student Bodies

King Named Best Delegate

At I R C Security Council

For the second time within three years, a delegate from

has won the "best delegate" trophy at the International Relation

Club model UN Security Council at St. Lawrence University, Can

ton, New York.

Tony King received the trophy

at the eighth annual conference

of the IRC model council. Along

ueen s

s

with Ron MacGregor he repre

sented France on the Security

Council last weekend.

The group from the Royal Mil-

itary College received the best

delegation citation, and one of

the members of the McGill team

won a special citation for being a

good delegate.

Co-Op Elects

New Directors

Bill Maguire, third year Arts

student, will be president of the

Science '44 Co-Ops during the

next year, succeeding Kip Sum-

mers. Maguire was elected presi-

dent by an electoral college last

week, after being elected to the

incoming board of directors by a

Co-Op general meeting earlier

in the week.

John MacMillan, a third year

engineering student from Berry

House, was named as general

manager on the new executive.

Other positions on the new slate

will be filled by Fred Nogas (kit-

chen manager); Martha Grant

(secretary); Nan Chouinard

(housekeeping; Mike Young
(kitchen) ; Dot Desjardins (mem-

bership) ; Bob Corlett (public re-

lations and long-term contracts).

delegate.

Last year Gord Wells and Stu

Howard attended the conference

for Queen's, They received a cer-

tificate as one of the best del-

egations there. In 1954 Gord

Wells was awarded the same

trophy given to Mr. King. The
trophy is donated by the Phi Beta

Kappa Fraternity and the IRC
club of St. Lawrence University,

Delegates discussed various as-

pects of international affairs, in-

cluding China's representation in

the UN, disarmament, and the

banning of nuclear weapons and

tests.

McGill represented the United

States, and RMC the USSR on

the council. Other universities

taking part were West Point Mil-

itary Academy, Albany State

Teachers College, University of

Vermont, Syracuse University

St. Lawrence, and Colgate Univ-

ersity.

Rally Initiates

PoliticaLActivity

Canada's greatest obstacle to

Dominion unity will be hanged by

the neck till dead at a Federalist

political rally on the lower campus

tomorow night. The effigy spec-

tacle wil initiate a week of political

activity preceding Model Parlia-

ment.

The focal point of the rally is

planned for approximately 10 :30

p.m. This is being done to allow

those at the Leslie Bell Singers

Concert to attend.

The Social Credit party is repor-

ted to be planning an open prayer

meeting which will run simul-

taneously with the Federalist rally

Sweat-Shirts And T-Shirts

Arouse Ire Of Arts Faculty

The quality of clothing worn by Queen's students to lectures

has gone steadily downhill since the war, in the opinion of the

Arts faculty. In two separate committees recently, faculty members

have tabled motions requesting an improved standard of student

dress, and calling for an abolition of the "fantastic garments" which

have appeared in lecture rooms.

McNeill House
Men who will be in third

and fourth year Arts and

Science and fourth and fifth

year Medicine next year are

reminded that applications for

single rooms in McNeill House

for 1956-57 should be in this

week. Application forms may

be obtained at the warden's

office in the students' union.

Arts '56 And '57

All members are asked to

pick up their invitations at

the Queen's Post Office for

the Graduation Banquet and

Formal to be held on Feb-

ruary 24.

German Exchange

Winner Announced

The New(d) Look

Will students soon begin wearing bathing-suits to class in

order to abolish sloppiness? A pleasant thought, perhaps, but not

too probable. Instead, this is Bev McKay as she will appear this

week in "French Without Tears" (see storge page 5).

29,002 Feet, But

EVEREST IS TOO LOW!
"Mount Everest no longer po-

ses a challenge to man and there-

fore it is too low." This was the

argument successfully upheld by

Phil Dezwerck and Norman May

of McGill University in the Co-ed

Lounge Thursday night.

The McGill team in the inter-

collegiate debate defeated Hugh

Wynne and Ian MacGregor of

Queen's. The resolution before

the House was "that Mount Ev-

erest is too low".

"An unconquered mountain
svinbolizes an ambition — a goal

(Continued on Page 5)

Quarry 5 Editors Make An Appeal

To Latent Talent Of Queen's Students

Leslie Bell Singers

The Arts Society presents

The Leslie Belt Singers on

Wednesday, Feb. 15, 8:30

p.m. in Grant Hall. Tickets at

Mahood's Drug Store, Su-

perior Restaurant, or at

Queen's Post Office.

Publishers of Quarry 5 are dis-

couraged at student response to

Queen's literary magazine.

Since it is the magazine's fifth

anniversary this year, the contrib-

utors will have the opportunity to

achieve national recognition in a

proposed anthology of Canadian

undergraduate poetry and prose, to

be published by J. M. Dent.

The publishers of the anthol-

ogy are prepared to pay the $10.

for each contribution selected.

Because of the high quality which

Quarry has maintained in the

past, the publishers are expecting

a heavy contribution from

Queen's.

But, it seems the editors are

worried at present as to whether

the demands of the Toronto pub-

lishers can be met — let alone the

demands of their own publishers. A

deadline has been set for Feb. 23,

But more is needed. They feel it

would be very sad if upon publi-

cation of the national anthology

Queen's would be the only uni-

versity in Canada which was not

reasonably represented.

The editors say they do not

wish to suggest they have no faith

in the creative potentiality of the

student body. Lionel Ross, one of

the editors, believes Queen's is "One

of the most determined and vitally

animated community of students

anywhere in Canada."

Staff members say what has

been received is extremely good,

but contributions have been slow

coming in.

An invitation is extended by the

editors to students, who have the

desire and ability to write, to con-

tribute as soon as possible to

Quarry. Contributions may be ad-

dressed to Quarry 5, and left at

the main circulation desk of the

Douglas Library. Poetry, short

stories, and occasional essays may

be submitted.

Joan Partridge, third year

Honours student in philosopy

and English, is the first under-

graduate at Queen's to receive

the German exchange scholar-

ship. The scholarship is tenable

for one year, during 1956-57, at

any West German university and

is worth $830 plus tuition.

The scholarships are arranged

through the German Academic

Exchange Bureau in Bonn, which

represents all universities in

West Germany and the Free Uni-

versity of Berlin. Canadian stu-

dents may choose whatever uni-

versity they wish at which to

pursue their studies.

These scholarships, which are

also carried on not only with

Canadian universities, but also

with the United States, Britain

and several other countries, are

awarded on the basis of academic

standing. The suitability of the

candidate and his or her knowl-

edge of German are also consid-

ered.

Miss Partridge has maintained

an extremely high first class av-

erage throughout her career at

Queen's. She has chosen the uni-

versity of Marburg to continue

her studies in philosophy. She

also hopes to study German poet-

ry and Greek if possible.

The question of student dress

has been raised within recent

weeks at meetings of both the

Arts faculty committee and the

joint Arts faculty-student com-

mittee. The problem was discuss-

ed independently by both com-

mittees, and in each case, resolu-

tions were sent to student govern-

ment bodies in an attempt to

obtain some positive action on the

matter.

Sweat-shirts and T-shirts worn

to classes were the particular

items of clothing which aroused

the ire of professors. None of the

faculty members, however, wish-

ed to assume the responsibility of

drawing a line between "neat"

and "sloppy" clothing. Almost

all agreed, however, that sweat-

shirts worn to lectures were out

of place in a university.

One faculty member said that

he was always more annoyed to

see Queen's students dressed in

such apparel in downtown res-

taurants and theatres. When stu-

dents were seen in other cities in

"fantastic garments", he added,

it did nothing to enhance the re-

putation of the university.

(Continued on Page 4)

BWI Opens
SchoolPost

The St Kitts-Nevis-Girl's High

School, situated in the British West

Indies invites applicants for two

pensionable posts of Assistant Mis-

tress. The post are to be filled by

female college graduates, and the

scale of pay has been fixed as:

$2750.40 x 129.60 - 2880 x 144 -

3456.

You figure it out! We haven't

got the time!

LEVANA NOMINATIONS
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Sylvie Bieler
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President of LAB of C
to be submitted

Treasurer

Ann Benson

Jan McDougall

Jr. Levana Rep.
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Sandra McCrudden

Social Convenor

Nancy Carson

Eleanor Horne

Nora McVittie
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PCCM THE

SIDELINES

MIKE MOFFAT

Assumption Downs Tricolor
REACH MAN REACH

Frank Tindalls' Golden Gael hoopsters put on a good showing

in the local gym, while dropping an 82-66 decision to the powerful

Assumption College Purple Raiders. The game would have been

much closer if it was not for some fantastic foul shooting by the

winners who potted almost ninety percent of their free throws.

The Tricolor are improving as they go, and it is unfortunate for

them that now, when they are getting into shape, they have to

take the road trip to Western and Assumption this weekend. This

is always a rough pilgrimmage for any team, and for a team that

is finally overcoming injury and rookie handicaps it could well be

disastrous. The Purple Raiders once again demonstrated that the

Tricolor suffer from their lack of height, although Bruce Page,

Greg Stone and Jim Harrison were getting a large share of the re-

bounds, with Page the standout. Harrison continued to show the

way for Gael scorers, as he has led the team in almost all their

games this year including a twenty-seven point game in Montreal.

The Queen's pucksters continued their merry way along the ice

lanes over the weekend, as they downed Hamilton College 5-1. St.

Lawn-ence University is the only team that has been able to beat the

hard-hitting Tricolor so far this year. Most impressive game on the

Gaels record is their 4-4 tie with Clarkson College whom they meet

again at the Golden Knights' home rink in Potsdam.

Murray Osborne ended a long goal famine as he scored once on

Saturday. In the OAC game here, the flashy little wingman seemed

able to do everything with the puck but put it in the net, as a

series of great saves and a couple of bad breaks kept him off the

scoresheet.

The boxers are entering the last week of their training for the

coming assaults at which they will be the hosts. The Jarvismen will

have only one man who is defending a title, but there are a lot

of good prospects in the Queen's camp, and the locals may take

the championship if they can make up the point deficit that they

will be under because they lack a full team. Last year was the

poorest one that the Queen'smen have had in a long time, and they

will be going all out to regain their reputation as perennial power-
|

houses.

As the assaults come to each school only once in four years,

the Queen's fans should make every attempt to get to see the finals

this Saturday, and to see the preliminaries on Friday. There will

be a lot of action packed bouts as the boys give everything they

have, and there are always a few really close fights. Keep this

weekend open to come out and support the Queen's fighters.

^ pi

Purple RaidersTriumph 82-66

Harrison Leads Gaels Scorers

The Assumption College Purple Raiders ended up on the top

end of an S2-66 score over the Gaels in the Intercollegiate basket-

ball fixture in the Queen's gymnasium Friday night. Led by George

Toseph their set-shot artist, the Windsor boys scored early and

'they led all the way, 20-10 at the quarter and 47-34 at the hall.

The small but noisy crowd was

treated to an exciting game how-

ever, as the Gaels were never

far behind, and the match wasn't

settled until mid-way through

the last quarter. The play of

Greg Stone typified the spirit of

Frank Tindall's team. The cast

on Stone's broken finger had to

be removed after a first-half

scuffle under the Assumption

basket but despite this Greg

came back and played the rest

of the game with his finger vul-

nerable to further injury.

Jimmy Harrison led the Gaels

with 15 points, Stone and Bruce

PHE Away Ahead

Science '56 Second

PHOTO BY WONO

Queen's Jim Harrison goes up to score during Queen's-Assump-

tion game Friday. Bruce Page (14) is the other Gael in the picture.

The PHE year team

leading the pack with ov

points more than

competitor. Meds

GAEL ICEMEN TRIUMPH
STILL ON WINNINGWAYS

Golden Gals Beat Montreal Y
Gain Sixth Consecutive Win

Queen's Golden Gals have done it again! Saturday night, the

Senior Intercollegiate team defeated the Montreal YWCA team

at the Queen's gym to make their record read six wins against no

losses. .

Since the gals were leading by a 24 point margin at half time,

the coach Mrs. Betty Colborne began switching the members of the

original lines to look for a power line ready for the Bronze Baby

tournament which is being held

at the Queen's gym, Feb. 24th

and 25th. The Gals fell down

At Clinton, N.Y., Saturday af-

ternoon, Queen's hockey squad

wallopped Hamilton College 5-1.

Pulling away like champions, the

Gaels banged in three unanswer-

ed tallies in the last period to

come up with their most impres-

sive game of the year. It was a

scoreless tie after the first twenty

minutes and Queen's led 2-1 at

the end of the second before add-

ing the finishing touches in the

third.

The only Tricolor loss this

season has been to SLU in their

first tilt under American college

rules. Now that they seem to

have adapted themselves to the

difference in play, it might prove

interesting to run into the Larries

again.

Scoring laurels were liberally

spread around in this contest.

Gary Ede, Murray Osborne, Pete

Dozzi, Ray Hoffman, and Carl

Nurmi each lit the lamp once.

Dick Dodds was in top form be-

tween the pipes, and the blueline

batteries were never better.

Queen's were without reliable

I an MacKay who fractured a

bone in his hand during the game
here against Guelph. Charlie Ac-

land made his debut in the line-

up along with John McKercher

as coach Chisholm attempted to

fill the gap Mackay's absence left.

This coming weekend, Queen's

plays a doubleheader at Guelph,

against the Aggies on Friday

night, and Ryerson Saturday af-

1

ternoon. Both games are return

engagements, and the Gaels will '

be out to prove that neither pre-

vious victory was a travesty of

justice in any way.

On the weekend of the 25th,

Chisholm's Charges roll to Pots-

dam to tackle Clarkson at home.

Queen's tied this seeded Ameri-
can squad three weeks ago at

Rochester in regulation time.

Both squads will be out to settle

the issue this time.

somewhat during these switches

enabling the visitors to decrease

the victory margin, but the locals

kept going to score eighteen

points in the second half to make

the final score read 49-25 in their

favour.

Di Barrass' long shots and Barb

Bell's hook and pivot shots prov-

ed to be the game winners as

the girls scored sixteen and thir-

teen points respectively. Guard

I Maureen Thorburn and forwards

j
Ann Turnbull and Rey Lugar

turned in the best performances

for Montreal.

In the total points ladder, B. J.

Hardie is still on top with 62 to 1

her credit, while Barb Bell and

Di Barrass remain right behind

with 58 and 57 points apiece.

The field shot percentages im-

proved on the whole. Gwen How-
1 es is tops with fifty percent and

is still followed by Barb Bell

with 45 percent, and Barb Clair

is third with 38. Percentages on

free shots dropped considerably

for the whole team but B. J.

Hardie remains on the top rung

with 80 percent.

The Golden Gals played an

outstanding game of basketball

that is well worth watching.

After playing two exhibition

games in Toronto this coming

weekend against Ryerson and

Toronto YWCA the Gals return

for the intercollegiate tourney

here the following weekend.

is now

15,000

their nearest

'60 have been

fighting valiantly against the two

senior Science years for the runner-

up spot and the standing of the

leaders now is PHE, Sc. '56, Meds

'60 and Sc. '57. Science '59 holds

down the fifth slot.

The intrmaural basketball season

is coming to a close, with the play-

offs being held tomorrow night.

The foul shooting tournament has

passed the qualifying round and 64

sharpshooters will enter the elim-

ination rounds.

Most of the novices have been

knocked out of the table tennis

tournament, as the contest has

reached the fourth round. It is still

too early to pick a winner.

In the badminton, the contestants

have reached the quarter-finals. The

doubles tournament will be played

as soon as the singles is over.

Page had 13 points each. Joseph

had 23 for Assumption, followed

by Dick Makenzie 16, Larry Con-

norton 13 and Hugh Coyle 11.

From the free-throw line the

Gaels had 24 out of 40 for 60 per-

cent, while the Raiders had 23

for 26 or an amazing 88 percent.

Outside the statistics of the

game, there were several high-

lights . . . the crowd was "on"

Joseph every time he got the ball,

and tempers got a little strained,

as shown by the calling of 66

fouls . . . John Milliken played his

usual heads up defensive ball

game, and tossed in eight points

besides . . - rumors has it that

Andy Haydon has been contacted

by the Harlem Globetrotters as a

replacement for Marcus Haynes,

the dribbling wizard . . . Jimmy
Hughes and Gary Schreider made

their broadcasting debut over

CFRC handling the play-by-play

of the game . . . "Billy" hustled

home after the game to await

telegraphed offers from NBC and

CBS, mumbling something about

"six figures or nothing" . . . Two
Assumption players and their

coach shook hands with Stone

when he was forced to leave in

the second quarter ... a fine tri-

bute to Greg's spirit and play . -

.

lack of height was the deciding

factor against the Gaels. The

Windsor's have three men over

six foot four.

Teams: Queen's — Stone 13,

Page 13, Harrison 15, Milliken 8,

Warren 2, Latimer, Kerr 2, Hay-

don 9, Mills, 2, Lapointe 2. Total

66.

Assumption—Boroweic 2, Con-

norton 13, Coyle 11, Joseph 23,

MacKeown 1, McKenzie 16, Metz-

ger 6, Triano 4, Spang 6. Total

BEWS STANDINGS

Team Points

PHE .
M^W

Sc. '56 1Q,a.«

Meds '60 19,225

Sc. '57 _ 18,828

Sc. '59 . 15,315

Arts '57 . . 15.248

Sc. '58 _ 13,473

Hanson St Edgar
Dance

Programs

RIMTERS
Phone 4114

Printing ol

Every Description

BOOKS
THAT PLEASE EVERYBODY

- AT -

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
MONTREAL AT BROCK STREETS KINCSTON

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

Dial 7135

town and country

Restaurants

Highway No. 2, Cataraqui, Ont.

• Princess at Clergy Streets,
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Letting Off Gas
By John Howe

There 1ms been a regrettable

trend in North America since the

turn of the century for more and

more brighter and better illumi-

nated streets. For this cult I shall

invent a new name ; a sort of

Edisonian theology, a theology ex-

pounded by horn poopers and

electricians, by electric companies,

and men so utterly devoid of any

aesthetic taste that nothing will

satisfy them but an incessant glare

of bright lights.

No, my eyes are not over sen-

sitive; I am not going blind. But

the fact is some of us have a plan

to reintroduce the gas lamp on

some of the parks and residential

streets in Kingston.

This modern trend for better

street illumination can be traced

back to show the influence on

the human mind of an increasing-

ly complex society. Men in North

America, even in such an age of

security and luxury as we have

today, are beset by so many fears

that bright and glaring lights

have become a symbol of modern

technology's power to cast aside

the ignorance of mediaeval super-

Baccalaureate In Artibus

By Jim Bethune

It was a grand day for Horace. The sun was shining and the

birds, were singing. It was May and it was graduation time. Every

one was very nice to Horace because he was graduating. His mother

kissed him and he liked that very much. His girlfriend kissed him

and lie liked that even more. His father shook his hand. Horace had

a nice piece of paper that said Horattus Arbuthnotus was some-

thing or other in Latin. Horace didn't know what it said because

you didn't have to take Latin any more. But he knew what it

meant. It meant that he had his B.A. and furthermore he had the

eight B's to prove it.

Horace and his girl went to the graduation dance, had a very

good time and got engaged. It was lovely, just like a Liberace

movie. Two weeks later Horace decided he had better get a job.

So one morning he put on his Chess Club blazer and a new pair

of white bucks and went downtown.

He went into the bank. Banking is a good steady occupation.

And he saw a man writing things in a great big book. It looked

like an awfully nice job because the man had a very nice desk and

a silver pen. Horace asked the manager if he couldn't please have

a job like that. The manager said he was sorry but they only hired

Commerce graduates.

Horace went next to the flower-shop and there was a man

there putting roses in a long gray box. The box looked like a coffin

but the flowers smelled pretty. Horace asked the manager if he

couldn't do that too, and the manager said he was sorry but they

only hired Honours Botany graduates.

Tilings weren't going well, so Horace went down the street.

There was some digging going on. And several men with their

shirts off were throwing earth at the pedestrians. They looked

very healthy and Horace thought that would be a good job because

you stopped every ten minutes for coffee. But the little Italian who

was the foreman said he was sorry but they only lured engineers.

Horace decided he would like to work for a newspaper. So he

went to see the man that ran it. It was a very busy place and every-

one was smoking cigarettes and cursing. Horace didn t mind this

because he had lived in a frat house at university. He told the

editor that he passed English A at first try. and got a B in English

2, so couldn't he please be a newspaper like Jack Hawkins. He

said he would even buy a camera if that would help. But the editor

only growled and said they only hired Honours English graduates,

and as for the camera, who did he think he was, Karsh? Further-

more, this wasn't MacLean's, and they werent too keen on urn-

versity students at all.

It had been a bad afternoon. Horace went home and had
il naii uctu il u«u «••' --

, ,;„t,f

*« of milk, and he told his mother all about
:

ta. Tta n gM

stttion. Only a fool, however, can

fail to realize man's increasing

fear of the dark.

I have nothing against glaring

street lights so long as they stay

on the highways and main streets

where they are useful. Indeed, in

an age just short of supersonic cars

well-lit streets are essential. But

why has the gas lamp been taken

off residential streets? Is there no

one in North America to-day who

appreciates the aesthetic qualities of

a dark or semi-dark street? What

a backward step aesthetics took

when gas lamps were replaced by

electric ones

!

South of the border, one of the

most ironical and ludicrous inno

vations has occurred in a few towns

in New Jersey. There, they have

actually reintroduced gas lamps

and such abortions are to be seen in

the streets. Here we see a point

where technical knowledge and

economical efficiency have gone as

far as they can and have started

back again. Here is proof of an

inherent human need for contem-

plation induced by aesthetic stimuli.

But I have never been in New
Jersey and have never seen these

lamps, so perhaps they do look

a bit ludicrous. Can one imagine

a new, shiny, crome-plated gas

lamp?

My most serious argument in

favour of the gas lamp (properly

made) is the debunking of that

fabulous myth that technology com-

bined with economic efficiency is a

panacea for the world's ills. Where

they do not serve some practical

and useful purpose, they are bun-

kum.

There are many who feel that

going back to the gas lamp would

be reversing progress. Such peo-

ple are the horn poopers of Can-

ada, the car owners. They have

mixed religion with science and

they profess a sort of inbred su-

perstition. To them, electricity

has some sort of moral superior-

ity to gas.

In fact, it is the horn poopers

who are actually inverting progress

of civilization. It is they who, by

making a religion out of science

itself, are re-mingling science and

religion, a thing we have only just

managed to unscramble since the

seventeenth century.

Electricity morally superior to

gas because it is a scientific im-

provement? This sort of animism

that they profess has no place in

modern civilization to-day.

FALSE
TEETH
Why envy beautiful false teeth

of others? We will transform

your old, broken, chipped plate

into something new and wonder-

ful. Try our new Beauty-Pink

China Clippers with the built-in

compartment for storing poison

f you're a foreign spy. These

false teeth as low as $117.98 —
thirty days free trial! Chomp on

our china clippers for thirty day

and if not satisfied return them

and we'll send you another set

just-returned from our last satis

fied customer.

Enjoy life again! Save money

If you act immediately we wil

have your name lettered on the

plate with your return address in

case you lose thein or leave them

at your girl friend's. (We also

specialize in headstones, as low

at $9.98 FOB. Send your hat

size.) Established: 1492.

China Clipper Corporation

122 Chinatown, Los Angeles, Cal

From the Sheaf

POST FORM fit

This little pig went to Varsity

This little pig stayed home.

This little pig got culture,

This little pig got none.

So what the hell,

They're both still pigs.

STEAM
SHOVEL

Insult To Maid By Lemonz Is Paid

And once again on Mom of Sun did Scribe raise creaking limbs

ron, horizontal plane of feather such that melodic tone of clanon

Marion might be silenced without delay. And with determination

of great quality did Scribe forge thru heapings of soggy crystalline

formations in direction of Land of Queenz. And after subjecting

bdominal cavity to fiercest of tortures in Cav of Ptomaine did

Scribe approach finally unto Cav of Nic where are found most

hollowed chambers of Maid Marion. And was Marion found in

ost indignant mood, for had same made perusal of comments ot

slanderous nature heaped on by skirted scribe of lowly Lamphadia^

And did Scribe explain to most wondrous Maid that words did

express only great jealousy for unapproachable beauty of Marion

d did therefore represent usual cattiness of lowlier sex. And did

Marion agree with wisdom of Scribe to extent that pressure of

apours in upper cylinder did drop to normal value. And With

anger subsided did Marion join Scribe in toast (with most aged

and spirited of fluidz of amber) to great Year of Jump for Finest

of Facs in escaping clutches of Lemonz.

Bell-boys, So True, Are Preferred By Sue

And it came to pass on Eve of Fria that Lemonz of Lamphadia

did hold brawl in Cav of Grant. And was great time had by few

ho did lower selves to attend, especially in destruction of decor-

ations And was it noted that numbers of boys of bell did approach

losely unto numbers of Lemonz which led many to beheve that

ba-s supported by same Philips of Morris had rented space in cav

of many salles on eve of Fria. However, after refusal of infinite

ibcrs of Lemon invitations, did Scribe pass into Cav of James

where did dwellers of cellar put up herois battle against warnorz

of Consumption led by unshaven consumer of bananas.

Babz Of Gold Not Out In Cold

And on eve of Saturn was it reported that at least a few of

Lemonz did prove selves of some worth. For did short-kilted ones

distinguish selves in content of sphere of basket with group from

I and of Soup of Pea. And does Scribe hope that babz keep in way of

winning for do male counterparts seem unlikely to come even close.

But now does effect of unnecessarily long toast with Marion make

mind drowsy and hand shaky and so must Scribe make way to

centre of community where is attraction of babz of Land of Kin

on black of Fe far stronger than that of unopened olumz of Scienz.

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES, HOME COOKED FOOD

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5 50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

he Went to see his girl and told her that perhaps they won dn t be

able to be married in June after all, because he cou dn t get a ,ob.

He told her the bank wouldn't hire Inn,, the florist would 1

1
h.re

him even the little Italian with the ditch wouldn't lure him an

the newspaper editor has been positively rude His girl said thatj«
alright, because Daddy knew a man at the umversity because Daddy

was a trustee, and she was sure that Daddy could get Horace a

job at the university.

So Horace and Linda Lou were married and had a lovely honey-

Horace spent
moon in Muskoka. They used Daddy's shooting

the summer reading books about ^*^J*£%ZX£
Linda Lou went back to the university. Horace v. as now

tor in Latin 1 at $2,500 a year.
,

Applications

Applications for the posi-

tions of Journal editor and

busines manager must be sub-

mitted to the AMS office be-

fore the end of February. Any

student at the university may

be considered by the AMS
executive on demand of two

or more members.

WHEREVER YOU DINE,

INSIST ON

WILMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT

Kingston's Leading Restaurant

SINCE 19 19

Serving Queen's Students and Staff

Since 1 879 —
ROBERT BRUCE, Ltd.

_ 170 PRINCESS STREET -

With Fine Drygoods - Men's

And the Newest Fashions for Women.

You're sure of the Quality at Bruces'

STONES
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS

"Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

PCST-VALENTINE
DANCE

Saturday, February 18th

IN GRANT HALL

Dancing 9 - 12 p.m.

DICK EDNEY AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Tickets $1.25 Per Couple

SPONSORED BY QUARRY 5

IT'S TIME TO BUY YOUR '56 TRICOLOR
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Student Apparel Lowers Reputation;
Dress Habits Decline After Second War

(Continued from Page 1)

Dr. H. L. Tracy said Sunday

that the downturn in student

dressing habits had occured short-

ly after the war, and that the de-

cline had been "very noticeable"

since that time. He thought that

an expression of faculty opinion

might have some effect in this

field, since the relative "neatness"

of student dress was extremely

hard to evaluate.

He added that no professor

wanted to set himself up as a

judge in the matter: professors

might then be required to stand

at the entrances to lecture rooms,

passing judgment on each student

as he or she entered.

Some faculty members raised

the question of wearing gowns to

classes, and suggested the prof-

essors themselves might begin

wearing these garments again.

The practice of wearing gowns
died out for men students about

the turn of the century but wom-
en students always wore gowns

until the end of World War 2.

The question of expense was

".sympathetically considered" by

the faculty committee. It was

agreed that the wearing of shirts

and ties to lectures would prob-

ably cost students more, but

would have a very favorable ef-

fect.

Professors are not likely to

develop an unfavorable bias to-

wards a student who engages in

persistently sloppy dressing hab-

its, said Dr. Tracy. "Professors

are a queer lot", he said, "but not

that queer",

Neither the AMS nor the Arts

society, after considering the pro-

blem, were prepared to take posi-

tive steps in tlie matter. The pro-

blem of enforcement was consid-

ered a major stumbling block in

both cases.

Arts society members agreed,

however, to wear ties and jackets

to class in the future in order to

set an example for all students

in the faculty.

CLUBS -SOCIETIES

Tuesday

Miller Geology Club will hold

meeting tonight in Miller Hall at

What's news at Inco?

These are pellets of iron ore from
Inco's new plant at Copper Cliff
This ore contains over 65% iron and less than 2% silica. This is higher

in grade than any iron ore now produced in quantity in North America.

This is the $19 million plant which, with planned

enlargements, will eventually produce about 1 million tons

of iron ore a year. The present unit will treat 1000 tons of

pyrrhotite concentrates daily.

Inco's process for the recovery of iron ore took years

of laboratory and pilot plant studies. It opens the way for

increased recovery of other elements from the complex

Sudbury ores when economically feasible.

This latest major result of Inco's process research is one of

a series of planned, long-range developments by which its ore

treatment processes are being revolutionized. It is a further step

toward one of Inco's primary objectives—the maximum utilization

of its ores.

Write for your free copy
of the illustrated booklet,
"Tlie Romance ofNickel".

p.m. Dr. G. M. Wright of the Geo-
logical Survey of Canada will speak
on "Helicopter Exploration in the
Arctic."

Commerce Club meets tonight at 8
p.m. in the McLaughlin Room of the
Stuilciits' Union. A. J. Frost of the
Toronto General Trust Company will

be guest speaker.

Queen's Camera Club will meet
toniRlit in Committee Room 2 of the
Students' Union at 7 p.m. The officers

for next year will be elected. All
members are urged to attend.

* * *

IVcducsday

Mixed Chorus rehearsal from 7 to
8:30 p.m. at St. James Church.

* ' * *

CommcrcemenI Remember "The
Comerccman" goes on sale to-morrow,
Wednesday. Don't neglect to buy
your copy. Only .50c.

* * *

Thursday

Maths and Physics Club will meet
at 7:30 p.m., Feb. 16, in Room 314
of Ontario Hal. Following student
papers will be presented, "Electron
Mobility in Semi-Conductors" by Bert
Barry. "Autenna Theory", by Ed JuII;
"Radio Astronomy" by John Shoo-
smith. There will also be an election
of the 1950-57 executive. All visitors
welcome.

MISCELLANEOUS

Titcsday

Progressive Conservative Party —
Remember to attend the Model Par-
liament on February 20 and support
the constructive policies of the Pro-
gressive Conservative Government.
Don't forget — Dr. Salk may have
discovered a vaccine against paralytic,

polio, but what the Liberal party needs
is a vaccine against political paralysis.

2 in. I Concert — Queen's Military
Band, directed by S. T. Cruikshank
and featuring Ellis McLintock, Can-
ada's top trumpet virtuoso. Also jazz
concert, featuring Bruce Kerr and top
musicians from Ontario and New
York. Time - Thursday, Feb. 23 at
7:45 p.m. in Grant Hall. Tickets now
on sale at 75c from bandsmen, or at
the AMS office and the Town and
Country Restaurant.

Would all those wishing to go to
Montreal for the McGill Winter Car-
nival by train, leaving Friday, Feb.

17, at 1:32 p.m., please sign the list

on the notice board by the Tuck
Shop or beside the AMS office in

order that a reduction in train fare

may be negotiated.

* * *

Quarry 5 presents Post-Valentine

Dance, Saturday, Feb. 18, at Grant
Hall from 9 to 12 p.m., featuring

Dick Edncy and his orchestra. Ad-
mission is ?1.25 per couple. Refresh-
ments.

* » *

Color Night tickets may be obtain-

ed at Queen's Post Office and front

the following committee members:
Shirley Youell, Arts '56; Ann Hewson,
Arts '58; Janet Ross, Arts '58; AI
Deep, Mcds '59; Barry Hcaly, Arts
59. Price is ¥4.00 per couple. Banquet
tickets will be on sale later this week
and will cost 51.00 per person.

CFRC

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED • 25 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO

Thursday

7:00—Mood Music

7:15—News

7:20—Sports

7:30—Bits and Pieces by Lady
Levana

8:00—Jim and Joe Adelaide

8:30—Almost Anything

9:00—Hightower Here!

9:30—Occasions of Verse — Dr.

Whallcy

10:00—The Conceit Hour

11:00—News
11 :05—Music to Midnight
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Skiers To Leave

For St* Sauveur
Although the Queen's Ski Club

in recent years has confined its ac-

tivities to running a bus to Snow
Ridge, this year Mel Fielding has

organized a trip to St. Sauveur in

(tie Laurcntians.

The ski trip is scheduled to leave

next Friday with 18 skiers. As next

weekend is also the McGill Winter
Carnival, and as other universities

will be sending their intercollegiate

teams to the Laurentians, the club

felt it was an ideal time for the

trip.

Flans have been getting under-

way since Christmas. The expedi-

tion wil get underway Friday on
ihc 1 :30 train, and will reach St.

Sauveur early Saturday morning.

The train pulls out again Sunday
night getting in to Kingston early

Monday morning.

Admission To Honours
Students in the Faculty of

Arts who wish to be consid-

ered for admission to Honours
Courses should make formal

application by February 29.

The application should be

made by letter to the Regis-

trar and should indicate the

fields of study in which the

candidate wishes to specialize.

Up For Competition

Back in Circulation

The Thorburn Trophy, symbol of interfaculty debating supre-

macy, will be 'put up for grabs' in the MacLaughlin Room of the
Union on Thursday at 7:30 p.m. Two debates will be featured, the

first between the Arts and Science faculties. Levana and Medicine
will meet in the second contest. A winner will then be picked on
the merits of their debating skill.

Judges for the debates are Dean Douglas, Prof. E. A. Walker
of the English department, and Mr. R. L. Watts of the philosophy

department.

Mishap Following Levana Formal
Sends Two Students To Hospital

Two Queen's students landed

in Kingston General Hospital

early Saturday morning as a re-

sult of an accident which occured

in front of Baker House after

the Levana Formal.

Keith Oman, Science '56 is in

KGH with a dislocated hip, and

with abrasions on face, neck and

arms. Joan Frost, Nursing Sci-

ence suffered minor shock, but

was released after 24 hours.

The couple was crossing Uni-

versity Avenue, and were on the

It's Carnival Time Again
Old McGill Gets Ready
The McGill Winter Carnival,

scheduled for this Thursday, Fri-

day, and Saturday, is snowballing

into a spectacular affair. Work
started last week on the Carnival

ice palace, which will measure

200 feet in length and 20 feet in

width when completed, and will

weigh 120 tons. The palace,

which is being built on the edge

of Beaver Lake, is the focal point

for the carnival's Mount Royal

night festivities.

Doug Court, one of the fore-

most male figure skaters in Can-

ada today, will appear on Forum

night, and Dick Nutter, who has

won fame as an ice comedian

with both amateur and profes-

sional shows, will also be taking

a part in the show. Nutter doub-

les as the director of the Bishop's

College chorus line, which will

present a South American num-

Classified Ads

Found

In the Padre's car, one slide

rule. Owner may claim at Recep-

tion Desk in Students Memorial

Union,

Notice

To whom it may concern: H.

J. Wilkinson, Sc. '56, and D. A.

Croft, Sc. '57, now have a tele-

phone, 2-8954.

Lost

One "Vote for Dunlop" tire in

front of the New Arts building.

Will the person who took the tire

please return it or at least vote

for Dunlope

ber called "The Lemon Meringue

Mambo".
Rounding out the carnival fes-

tivities will be performances by

nationally-famous John Wayne
and Frankie Sinister; the snow

sculpture; competition; and, of

course, the very necessary McGill

beauty contest.

safety island, when they stepped

off the icy curb into the path of

an oncoming car. The car, a dark

green Studebaker, was travelling

at speeds between 20-25 m.p.h.

The driver, V. C. (Mac) McRae,

Arts '56, slammed on the brakes,

but slid to the left and hit the

couple dead on. The girl was

thrown to the left by the impact.

One of the six occupants of

the car went down to Adelaide to

call an ambulance which took

Mr, Oman to the hospital. Miss

Frost who was able to walk, was

taken in a taxi. It was feared that

Oman had a broken pelvis, but

examination proved that the in-

jury was not this serious. He is

still under observation, and it is

not known when he will be re-

leased.

ARTS and COMMERCE GRADUATES
We would like to interview members of the 1956 graduating

class who are interested in the career of a Chartered Accountant.

Interviews may be arranged by telephoning Mr. England at

2-4961, by leaving your name at the employment office or by

writing to;

ENGLAND, LEONARD, MACPHERSON and CO.,

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
BOX 133

KINGSTON, ONTARIO

Exclusive Manufacturers and Distributors

of

OFFICIAL

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY

BLAZERS
Shorts, Regulars, Talis, Extra Tails, sizes 34 to 48

in stock, complete with

$0 GOLD WIRE CRESTS AND BUTTONS

t fashion-Ctaft tfiopS

103 PRINCESS ST. KINGSTON PHONE 6381

r

I

$0

J

Kilts, Kisses And Bathing Suits Too
Will Launch "French Without Tears"

By Jim Bethune
Thursday will see the opening

of the Drama Guild's second ma-
jor production of the year —
Terence R a 1 1 i g a n's rollicking

comedy, "French Without
Tears".

This promises to be a produc-

tion of very high calibre in keep-

ing with the success of "Hamlet",

which was performed last fall.

It is interesting to note Queen's

will see the work of a brand new
director, and supporters of the

Drama Guild will be able to com-

pare Profesor Quinby's methods
with those of Dr. William Angus.

An entirely new set has been

designed and built in the Guild

workshop. This set will create the

interior of a modern villa in the

south of France. It gives to Con-

vocation Hall stage a refreshing

illusion of size and airiness. It

Medsmen Swarm To Polls

90% Turnout Recorded
Bob Langford, Meds '58, was

elected president of the Aescula-

pian Society last week. He suc-

ceeds Doug Bell of Meds '57.

Over 90% of the 348 eligible

voters cast their ballots at the

two polling booths, one in Rich-

lrdson Lab and the other in the

Anatomy Clubroom.

Following is the incoming ex-

ecutive elected Tuesday : John

Wong, vice-president; Michael

Newhouse, secretary; Russ Pat-

terson, treasurer; Trevor Sutton,

assistant secretary; Don Ray,

athletic stick; Andy Wong, Jr.

AMS Rep; Jocko Thompson, Jr.

CAMSI Rep.

AI Hart was elected Chief Jus-

tice of the Aesculapian Court.

Other members of the court are:

Bill Brown, sr. prosecuting at-

torney; Don Braden. jr. prose-

cuting attorney; Floyd Bajjaly.

sr. judge; Jim Malpass, jr. judge;

Brian Hennen, clerk
;

Stanley

Starkman, sheriff; Bill Surphlis,

chief of police.

A First Class Social Worker
Likes Trying The Impossible

Opportunities in the field of

social work will be explained to

interested Queen's students by

Margaret Kirkpatrick, admissions

officer at the Toronto School of

Social Work, who will visit

Queen's University on February

14 and 15, next Tuesday and

Wednesday.

"Canada has gone ahead by

leaps and bounds developing ex-

tensive social service programs,

and there are all kinds of inter-

esting positions waiting to be

filled," she says.

Basic to all service jobs is an

interest in people, but there is

room for an almost endless vari-

ety of brains and talents — social

research for the quiet, studious

type; administrative positions for

the executive type; teaching and

working with groups in the com-

munity for the gregarious.

Completion of one year gives

a bachelor of social work degree,

and two years the master's de-

gree. First year graduates earn

from $2,900 to $3,000 and second

year grads from $3,400 to $3,700

a year. Supervisory positions pay

from $4,000 to $5,000, with execu-

tives earning from $5,000 to

$8,000.

The Mutuol Life of Conoda offers tow-cott

fife Insurance combining saving* wiih protection.

Your local Mutual Life representative eon show you

actual policy resultt and will be glod

to work out a plon devised to sull your need*.

See him today.

has no doors or windows as such,

merely openings to suggest them.

In the cast are Norman Ed-
mondson, whose Hamlet last fall

was so widely acclaimed; Bev

McKay a relative new-comer to

Queen's theatre-goers, and Jim.

Holmes, who takes his first major

role in a Queen's production.

Jean Paul Riopel, whose Osric

in "Hamlet" was a pink and white

frenzy, will create the part o£

Professor Maingot, the bombastic

and vituperative director of the

school for Englishmen wanting

to learn French. His appearance

in kilts should outrage and de-

light all true Hibernians.

The play opens Thursday

night and will be performed again

on Saturday. Tickets are $1.00

and 75c at Mahood's Drug Store

and at the Union Ticket Booth

during this week.

Everest
(Continued from Page 1)

of man," Mr. Dezwerck said.

"Now that it has been climbed a

new higher goal is needed."

Mr, May stated "Mount Ever-

est is finite. As a result the desire

to attain the unattainable no

longer exists and the challenge

of Everest is lost forever."

Mr. Wynne, speaking for the

negative, stressed the fact that

Mount Everest was geologically

as high as it could possibly ever

be. "Many more difficult climbs

are yet to be accomplished," he

added. "The sky is the limit."

Mr. MaeGregor remarked that

Everest need not pose a challenge

for everybody has lost interest

in it since it was climbed. "As a

mountain, Everest is a terribly

boring sort of thing."

for active sports

Above; No. 407-Hi-Low Witch-

ery, first wired bra ever with

alf-.day comfort! . . . because
flat; Ronible RIBBON WIRE out-

line* tho cups individually.

Embroidered coltan. A cup, 32-

36; B cup, 32-40,- C cup, 32-42.
Price $3.50 Below: No. 9502-
white broadcloth, curve-stitch-

ed undereups, foam rubber
interlining. A cup, 30-36; B cup,
32-38. Price $2.00

I
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Pipes And Smoking Jackets

Science '44 Co-ops are now in the midst of an annual recruiting

drive. This is designed to attract people needed to fill gaps left this

spring when many Co-opers graduate. It is hoped that a large

number of Queen's students will seriously consider applying for

membership in the organization. The dearth of accommodation for

students (and particularly men students) was partially remedied

this year with the completion of a new men's residence. However,

this problem is by no means solved.

"The" college atmosphere, as dramatized on the screen and

in nostalgic novels, may not exist in reality. It is possible that no

university on this continent really boasts living spots in which

cosy groups of bosom chums can sit around in smoking jackets,

puffing on pipes while engaging in erudite discussions fortified

from time to time by the piles of books which are scattered loosely

about the room. College life, perhaps, does not operate that way.

But if it did, it would be a pleasant way to acquire an educa-

tion. Certainly the Co-ops come as close as is reasonably possible

to achieving this ideal. Good companionship and a relaxed way of

life, combined with scholarship, are found only too infrequently

in ordinary Kingston rooming-house circles. These are important

and even necessary aspects of university life, aspects which are not

likely to be replaced in importance by "at home" study hours in

isolated rooms about the city, under the icy stare of a hostile land-

lady.

Co-opers are able to combine comfortable living with hard

work. They number within their ranks people who hold numerous

scholarships, and who are also in top posts in student government

and in various student organizations

Within the framework of their only-too-limited facilities Co-

opers attempt to promote their aims by combining in one group

engineering, arts and medical students. It has been a frequent

complaint that the latter groups has not had strong numerical re-

presentation this year in Co-op affairs. More medical students, and

students in all faculties for that matter, would do well to consider

seriously the benefits which Co-operative living can offer them.

Keep Fit, Live Clean

"Young Canadians are unfit". This is the dirge that is being

raised by many groups who fancy themselves to be particularly in-
terested in the welfare of the younger generation. The basic state-

ment is usually amplified by a list of the various malicious influences

which make young Canada that way. The list frequently includes

cars, alcohol, cigarettes, and the general fast tempo of modern life.

These breast-beatings are most audible after large international

sports meets, like the Olympics, where Canadians perennially fail

to distinguish themselves. Since 1956 is an Olympic year we are

likely to reap a plentiful harvest of head-waggings.

Now, students must be included in the broad classification,

"young people". Therefore, it is only right that we should be con-
cerned with this searing criticism. Here is one more field in which
we poor, misunderstood students must explain our position to the
general public. First, we must admit that the charge is perhaps not
unfounded. There are very few (we might even hazard a guess that
there are no) students at Quecn s who can run a mile in less than
four minutes. Approximately the same number can negotiate 100
yards under 9.5 seconds. This is indeed an unfortunate situation.

However, it must be accepted. Student life, as we know it, does
not encourage the development of those muscles most useful for

athletic endeavour. It must be conceded that the Kingston bus
service offers a strong incentive to the development of leg muscles
by walking, and that interminable "bull sessions" must correspond-
ingly develop the "wind". Nevertheless, most student activities

concentrate on other parts of the anatomy.

Professors would likely agree that students have perhaps the
best developed eyelids in the world. Such a statement could be
based upon the number of times these eyelids open and close during
a lecture. Moreover it is commonly held that the muscular develop-
ment of certain students' elbows is one of the miracles of modern
medicine. This elbow development is due to the close association
of that particular member with two traditional student pastimes:
studying and drinking. When engaged in the former the elbow is

invaluable in holding the head at the proper distance from a book.
During the latter, it is extremely useful in holding down the table.

Perhaps it is desirable to introduce certain changes into the
fabric of student life which would tend to produce more useful
muscular development. The tearing down of goalposts (although
admittedly it is confined to the autumn), offers splendid opportun-
ities for muscular development of the arms and back. However,
this pastime seems to have proved rather expensive in the past.

The present clement state of Kingston weather, with its pro-
fusion of soft, mushy snow, makes the possibility of snowball war-
fare promising. This sport, which might be added to the intramural
athletic program, has obvious muscular advantages. Finally, if we
are to develop a breed of sprinter in this campus, it will only be
necessary to have professors begin their classes about one minute
sooner and lock the doors. The headlong dash for dinner at Ban
Righ could also be better organized. Perhaps somewhere in that
stampeding throng is the Olympic Women's 100-yard dash cham-
pion, I960.

It is certain that nothing would be accomplished by more
drastic action. Some rigorous scheme of physical training might be
imposed. A ban might be placed on all student smoking and drink-

Letters To The Editor

New Battle In An Old War

However, the world would lose something. Th is particular
group of Young Canada might then be fit, but its members could
no longer be classified as students.

Editor, Journal

:

There has been a lot of discus-

sion lately about the lack of hu-

manities and arts subjects in the

science curiculum. These sub-

jects are supposed to make the

students better educated. I even

overheard some chaps saying that

some day universities will do no-

thing but give a general educa-

tion, while tecknical schools will

turn out engineers doctors and

other so called specialists.

Do they mean to say that those

students now taking Arts full

time are better educated than oth-

er students? I believe that a truly

educated man is one who can

think and reason clearly. He
should be able to argue his way
logically out of a tight corner.

There is an infinite amount of

knowledge available in the lib-

rary but you have to understand

it and be able to reason with it

in order to use it. This is what a
scienceman must do. Science is

about the only course that can't

be passed on memory work. That
is one reason why some students

who win scholarships in high

school can not succeed in engin-

eering. One reason the persons

wanting arts courses in the sci-

Just Plain Filth

Editor, Journal:

It is certainly a sad state of affairs

when a faculty Journal must resort

to foreign languages to get smut
in its pages. I refer to the recent

Levana Journal filled to over-

flowing with obscene Chinese char-

acters under the guise of Oriental

Fantasy. The staff of this Journal

is keeping this smut to themselves,

denying to the students of Queen's
their God-given right to get indig-

nant in the pages of their award-

winning, repeat award-winning,

Journal,

How do I know, madame editor ?

Since I have taken up the crusade

for Better Student Dress and am
wearing shirts I have never seen

any words like this on my laundry

list which is now quite long, in-

volved, and I might say expensive.

If we must have smut in faculty

Journals let it be good Canadian

smut. Clarissa Thackerby would

never stand for this. Clarissa come

back, we need you.

John Q. Thackerby

ence curriculum specified no ex-

ams, is because they hate the

memorizing of so many useless

facts.

"Preparation is light; Imagin-

ation is vision."

M.S.S. Sc. '57

Basketball Blues

Editor, Journal

:

Is there no one on the Journal

Sports Staff who understands, or

is even remotely interested in

basketball? Evidence does not in-

dicate that there is.

In a pre-season report on play-

ers, a guard who is comparatively

slow, but who has excellent shots,

was described as having "speed to

burn". In the same report the

chief abilities of a strong, rugged

rebounder and scorer were al-

leged to be "polish and finesse."

The weekend the team travelled

to McGill the Journal announced,

with glaring headlines, the on-

coming game with McMaster,

and even point summaries have

been incorrectly copied.

In spite of this obvious lack of

knowledge and interest, our

Sports Editor feels qualified to

instruct the fans to pass up the

senior game for the late movie.

Even if the reporter were quali-

fied, such a suggestion is inex-

cusable! Is it not the purpose of

a college paper to encourage, ra-

ther than to discourage, support

of its intercollegiate teams? If

the record of wins and losses

must have an effect on school

spirit it should increase, rather

than decrease, when the team

loses.

We suggest that a basketball

fan be admitted to the Journal

Sports staff, and if the editor's

short summaries of the games
must be sarcastic they should be

kept on a constructive level. Re-

moval of fans from the games by
irresponsible reporting will hard-

ly increase the calibre of our in-

tercollegiate teams.

Mr. Moffat's personal apathy
towards basketball could be dan-

gerously contageous. Let's keep

it off the Sports Page.

Lance Bailey, Arts '57

Frank Harry, Arts '56

Bruce Page, Arts '56

Ron Klingspon, Arts '58

Gerald Harry, Sc. '56

Alex Cathcart, Arts '57

FOR CAMPUS PARTIES

National Political Affiliation

Yes
By Ken Hilborn

One of the most common re-

actions to any proposal for a

campus club affiliated with a

national party is the objection

that such a club would be com-

mitted to the national party plat-

form.

But what is wrong with that?

Effective and responsible demo-

cratic government is impossible

without political parties with

competing programs, and if these

parties and programs are to com-

pete — as they must — for the

support of citizens belonging to

other groups in our Canadian

community, why should they not

also compete for the support of

the students in our universities?

Political competition, the pre-

sentation of alternative solutions

to the national problems of the

day, is a means of political edu-

cation. And there is no really ef-

fective way to organize this com-

petition on any particular cam-

pus except through student clubs

working to promote and publi-

cize the policies of the parties

with which they are affiliated.

But in addition to building sup-

port for national party policy,

such a club gives its members a

chance to participate in the pol-

icy-making process and to exer-

cise some influence on the pro-

gram which they will be seeking

to promote.

Party policy is not formulated

in a vacuum by a clique of party

leaders and imposed on their fol-

lowers ; it must be so constructed

as to secure enthusiastic accep-

tance from the rank and file, and

the views expressed in resolu-

tions passed by various units of

the party cannot safely be disre-

garded altogether.

True, nobody can hope to see

all his pet ideas in a national

party platform. But in politics

there is no alternative to com-

promise; nobody gets everything

he wants, but every significant

body of opinion gets something.

Ultra-individualists who oppose

commitment to a party, on the

grounds that they may not al-

ways agree completely with party

policy, are entitled to their inde-

pendence — independent voters

perform a vital function in a de-

mocracy. They should not at-

tempt, however, to obstruct the

formation of campus political

clubs by those who are willing-

to compromise within the frame-

work of a national party.

N.

By Franklin Pickard

Political clubs with national affil-

iations should not he permitted on

the Queen's campus. The purpose

of such organizations would be to

familiarize the students with the

various Canadian political parties

and their platforms. It is doubtful

if such organizations would fulfil

this purpose. Knowledge of such

parties can best be obtained by an

impartial and objective study of all

party platforms. Individual political

clubs wnukl not be successful in

placing such platforms before the

student body, firstly because inter-

ested students would not have the

time available to attend these meet-

ings and secondly because any

person questioning such platforms

at a party meeting would not be

given an opportunity to speak. In-

deed, the person would probably

be described as an ultra-individualist

who was unwilling to compromise

his ideals.

Establishment of organized

political clubs would eventually

lead to such organizations run-

ning slates of candidates for the

AMS executive. Queen's has a

noteworthy tradition of student
government. Any attempt at out-

side influence on this governing
body would be detrimental to

the freedom which we as students

at this university enjoy. Political

parties with national affiliations

would definitely be subject to

outside influence.

Such organizations would also

eventually attempt to gain control

of other campus activities. If they

did not, they would not be political

clubs. Such organs as the Journal,

the Quarry, and the Commerceman
would become puppets for the poli-

tical party which gained control.

Our freedom of speech, of thought,

of individual action and our free-

dom to form independent judge-

ment would be hampered.

Aside from these arguments

against the organization of political

parties with national affiliation, the

AMS constitution forbids them.

Article IX, Section 1 states, in

part, that students may not belong

to "any unit composed of students

having any connection outside the

university". This article may only

be altered by a referendum at which

50% of the students vote and the

majority of those voting must be

in favor of the amendment. A re-

ferendum held in 1946 on this

question saw almost 85% of the

students who voted, voting against

"Are you in favor of recognizing

on the Queen's campus political

clubs affiliated with legally recog-

nized political parties in Canada".
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WHO'S HEARD OF DON CURTIS?
Leather Will Be Flying In Gym
As Boxers Pound Out Champions

Jack Jarvis, Queen's boxing coach, takes stock of the situation as five of his intercollegiate

prodigies watch assistant coach Henry Clarke (r) demonstrate a lesson in fighting. The five scrap

pers, who will be seen in the gym in the intercollegiate assaults this weekend are (1 to r) Jim McCul
lough; Andy Gunyon; Dave Harshaw; Ralph Pohlman; and Doug Kilgour.

By Mike Clancy

The results of six weeks of rigid training will be seen tonight in the Queen's gym when the

charges of Jack Jarvis take to the ring in an attempt to regain the Intercollegiate Boxing Champion-

ships. Four schools will be represented: Queen's, Toronto, O.A.C. and the defending champions oi

McGiil University. Thirty-two fighters will be in action, but equality in numbers will not prevail in

that McGiil and Toronto will each have a full quota of nine, whereas O.A.C. and Queen's will only

have seven competitors.

According to coach Jack

Jarvis, if his boys don't win, who-

ever beats them will be the

champs in their respective

groups.

"The fellows have really train-

ed hard for these bouts and their

opponents will really know that

they have been in a fight," said

Jack.

Manager Jim Clifford mention-

ed that all the Gaels had been

doing extensive road work for

the past while. The mittmen have

been running approximately 3

miles each morning in an at-

tempt to keep their legs and
(See Fighters, Page 2)

Glee Club In

Music Festival

Breaking a tradition of recent

years, the Glee Club has entered

the Ottawa Music Festival to be
held Feb. 28. This is the first time
in recent years that the club has

performed outside Kingston-

Club members feel that singing

before a strange audience and re-

ceiving good adjudication will

help to improve the overall cali-

bre of the chib. Three classes are

being entered; small vocal en-

semble of mixed voices, ladies'

group, and men's group.

The club has chosen these sel-

ections; "Art Thou Troubled" by
Handel, arranged by K. A. Cham-
berlain; "A Litle Pretty Bonny
Lass", a madrigal by John Farm-
er; "Golden Slippers" arranged
by Gustav Hoist; "Down In Yon
Summer Vale" by Thomas
Moore; and the Murgate Tavern
chorus from "The Beggar's Op-
era".

Architectural Renaissance?

Space, Comfort, Simplicity

Stressed In Current Trend

By Mary Mackeon

"It is no longer necessary to

defend or define modern archi-

lecture; it is bringing about an

architectural renaissance," said

Prof. Eric Arthur, final speaker

in the public lecture series held

in Convocation Hall Monday

night. A professor at the Univer-

sity of Toronto's school of Archi-

tecture, Prof. Arthur is also a

prominent practising architect.

He is one of a group who design-

ed the new buildings at Carlton

College and the Victoria College

Union building in Toronto.

To illustrate his talk, the speak-

er showed slides depicting the

work of such eminent architects

as Frank Lloyd Wright, Le Cor-

busier, Van der Rohe, and also

examples of contemporary archi-

tecture in various countries.

Climate, way of life, and avail-

able materials decide the regional

characteristics of architecture.

Except in British Columbia, dis-

tinctly regional building is not

found in Canada. Japanese in-

terest in proportion and simpli-

city has influenced current trends

in California and B.C.

Harvard and MIT display the

boldest examples of contempor-

ary unversity architecture. Laval

Carlton, and the University of

British Columbia have experi-

mented in modern design in their

latest additions.

dining room and living room are

now being combined into one

large area while the different sec-

tions are screened off.

Frank Lloyd Wright has de-

signed some of America's loveliest

homes. Van der Rohe is also de-

veloping North American archi-

tecture and Le Corbusier's work

exemplifies the new Baroque pre-

valent in some modern schools.

WUSRequires
Tour Leaders

World University Service of

Canada has five positions open

for Study Tour Leaders for their

1956 Summer Programme. The

programme will include a seminar

in Germany, preceded by study

tours in different parts of Europe.

The leaders will be required

to serve on the seminar staff,

where they will act as discussion

leaders, give lectures, and assist

the directors with the general

programme.

Applicants must be graduates

who are returning to a Canadian

University next year either as a

graduate student or a faculty

member.

The Seventh International

Seminar is sponsored jointly with

WUS of Germany. The theme
will be "Universities and Free-

dom."

Levana Elections
Jennifer Woollcombe is also

running for the vice-presi-

dency in the Levana Society

elections. This was omitted in

the list of nominees in Tues-

day's issue. Nominees for

president of the Levana Ath-
letic Board of Control are

Dorothy Enright and Dorothy

Desjardins.

Oldest Grad
Dies At 96
The death at the age of 96

brought to an end the career of

Queen's oldest living alumnus.
The Venerable Archdeacon John-
ston McClelland Snowdon, M.A.,
D.D.. died at his home in Ottawa
suddenly on February 2.

One of Ottawa's most beloved
churchmen, the Archdeacon was
called "the grand old man among
Ottawa clergy". He was for 40
years the rector of St. George's
Anglican Church, where he en-

tered as a curate in 1888.

Born of Irish parents, Arch-
deacon ...Snowdon ..received -his

early education in local schools

in Kincardine, and later graduat-

ed from Queen's in 1885 with a

bachelor of arts degree. His
thinking and ideals led him to

enter the ministry at Trinity Col-

lege, Toronto where he took a
second bachelor of arts degree.

Three grandchildren and one
great nephew have attended

Queen's — Kevin Greaves, Rach-
el Greaves, Conyers Baker, and
Charles Taylor.

Artsman Elected To Office

Trouble Is: He Doesn't Exist

By Hersch Hardin

Don Curtis, newly elected assistant-treasurer of the Arts Soc-

iety, is non-existent. The election of a legendary student was assur-

ed when the nominations closed Wednesday. His only opposition,

Murray Thistle was also a fictitious character.

Arts Soviety officials who conducted the election have not yet

been notified concerning the true nature of the two candidates.

Curtis, in defeating Thistle at

the polls, collected 149 votes.

Forty-seven students marked
their ballots for the loser. Voting

took place in the New Arts build-

ing Tuesday and Wednesday,

under a banner which bore the

words "Vote Intelligently".

"The purpose of the nomina-

tions was to make the students

aware of their political irrespon-

sibility," said a spokesman for the

group which promoted the prank.

"I think we succeeded in this res-

pect."

"Concerning the scheme itself,

secrecy was the main element,

among the 15 who knew the boys,

we managed to spread acceptable

information while keeping the

true story private," he added.

"The leads were issued so

carefully that we had two or three

Notice
Final year students in Arts

and Applied Science who are

interested in teaching and who

wish to have information

in this matter are invited to

attend a meeting in the Cafe-

teria, K.C.V.I., (Frontenac

St. entrance), on Mon., Feb.

20, at 4:30 p.m.

answers to every question," he

remarked. "Only a personal

check by suspicious officials or

interested voters could have shed

light on the two non-existent

students."

Curtis, the "favored son" of his

creators, was expected to win by

those who knew him. He took

part in various campus activities

which put his name before the

public eye. A life history was
developed and a phone number
was arranged. These facts, to-

gether with a very general des-

cription, were co-ordinated and

(See Curtis, Page 4)

AMS Considers Science Proposal;

May Increase Executive Membership
By Morna Reid

A case for the addition of one

Science member to the AMS ex-

ecutive was presented to the ex-

ecutive meeting Tuesday night

by Paul Hubert, Jr. Sc. rep. The
proposal cannot go into effect

without a change in the AMS
constitution, and will have to be

brought up at a general AMS
meeting. It will probably be pre-

sented as a notice of motion a'

a later date.

Mr. Hubert pointed out that

since 1939, when the present sys-

tem first went into operation, the"

number nf students in the Science

Faculty has increased at a greater

rate than in the other faculties.

He added that this increase prom-

ises to continue.

Three Science members, Mr.

Hubert felt, inadequately repre-

sent the Science faculty, which

is the largest in the university.

One extra member would ensure

that Science would be more

fairly represented in faculty mat-

ters.

AMS president Kip Summers

pointed out that the question in-

volved is whether representation

on the AMS executive is faculty

representation or proportional

The Federalist Trial Succeeds

Mr. Conservative Is Deceased

To the strains of the national

anthem "O Canada", Mr. A. Dog-

matic Conservative has been found

guilty of crimes against Canadian

unity and hanged by the neck until

dead after a trial conducted in ac-

cordance with British justice by

members of the Federalist Party.

The effigy burning highlighted a

week of activities preceding Mock

Parliament.

A large crowd gathered Wed-

nesday evening on the lower campus

to watch the event, which was led

by Frank Pickard, acting as judge

and prosecutor, and Pen Baxter,

who supplied musical accompani-

ment, including a final rousing

burst of "Queen's College Colours",

Torches blazed merrily for sev-

eral minutes while the judge read

the charges. The prisoner shame-

facedly confessed his guilt and

(See Effigy, Page 4)

representation. This is not stated

in the AMS constitution.

Levana President Liz Gillan

argued against the suggested ad-

dition. She said that at present

each faculty is equally represent-

ed, and that increased represen-

tation for one faculty would be

unfair to the others. She also sta-

ted that a smaller executive func-

tions more efficiently, and any
increase in size would decrease

its efficiency.

The question was tabled until

the next executive meeting so

inemhers would have more time

to consider it.

The Alumni Association has

also asked for increased member-
ship on the AMS executive. At
present there are two non-voting

members, and the association has

asked that this be increased to

five.

The present Alumni members
are Kingstonians. The proposed

additional three would come from

out of town.

The Association feels that this

increase would stimulate greater

interest among Queen's gradu-

ates in university affairs. They

also stated that their influence

would be nominal, as they would

rarely be able to attend meet-

ings.
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FE€A4 THE

SIDELINES

MIKE MOFFAT

There will be plenty of action in the local gymnasium this

Weekend, as the best in colleg-e fisticuffs display their wares in the

annual Intercollegiate Boxing Assaults. Coach Jack Jarvis' Tri-

color squad will play hosts to Varsity, Ontario Agricultural College

and McGill who are the defending champions.

Starting on Friday night, the boys will put on the semi-finals

and then Saturday will see the grand finale. Odds are that the final

standing will be very close, and we think that the Queen's fighters

have an excellent chance to come out on top of the heap when the

final standings are added up. The locals will give ten points away

before the meet starts, and they will have to work hard to make up

such a large deficit. The reason for this is that the Queen's crew

doesn't have an entry in the 130 nor the 135-pound class. Since four

points are awarded for a champion and one for a runner-up, the

Gaels are conceding ten points in these classes. OAC is the only

other college which lacks entries, as they have no heavyweight

and no 165-pound fighter.

GOOD COACHING HELPS
The Tricolor, since the arrival of Jack Jarvis as boxing coach

many years ago, have been perennial powerhouses in the fist world

ind last year was their poorest showing for some time. They
will be out to show that that was an exceptional year as they try

to move back out in front. Two years ago in Toronto, they lost out

by only one point, when two split decisions went against them.

In Jack Jarvis the Queen's squad has one of the top boxing

coaches in the business as Jack has been in the fight game twice as

long as most of his boys have been living. He has been both a pro-

moter and a manager of professionals, and boxed a few Canadian

champions during the golden era of boxing in the twenties. Jack

has been here for thirty years and has seen a lot of Tricolor cham-
pions come and go. He is a man who is a great asset in the corner

of every Queen's fighter who enters the ring and his record leaves

no doubt as to his coaching ability. Jack is not given to rash state-

ments, and when he predicts titles for several of his fighters this

year, it is a sure bet that they will win or else the man who elimin-

ates them will. Jack figures that this year's team has a good chance

to win the team title as well as several individual ones, and on the

basis of his hopes, we have to predict a title for Queen's.

There is another asset that the Queen's team has had during

its training period this yearr and that is Henry Clarke. Henry
is a boy with a lot of experience fighting in Toronto, and he has
been turning out every night to help Jack in his effort to get the

team into top shape. If the team should win, a lot of cerdit and a

large vote of thanks should be given to "Chalky" for his work
with the boxers.

There will be four defending champions in the tournament, and
Varsity is the only team without one. The defending titlist McGill
team has two men back from last year's winner's circle. They are

Fawcett in the 145 class, and Raymond in the 165 division. Stevens
of OAC will be back in the 135 class and Jack Abraham of Queen's
is the top heavyweight. Not one of the champs got a bye, although
two of them are fighting in weight classes where a bye was given.
There are sure to be at least five new champs crowned, and there is

always the chance that a defending champ will be toppled, so there
should be a large number of very close interesting bouts.

The odds are that the gym will be packed, as a large number
of Kingston people always take in the fights, so everyone who is

going should get there well before action gets underway at eight
o'clock, particularly for the finals on Saturday. Queen's has a team
that has an excellent chance of winning, so let's give them good
support in their only home appearance in four years. For all but
the Mcds, Freshmen and Sophs., this will be your only chance to see
the assaults, and we advise you not to miss it.

The high-flying basketball seconds take to the road with the
seniors to play a pair of tough games. Pete Zarry has hung up his
shoes for the season, and foul shooting artist Chuck Safrance will
join the team for the Western-Assumption trip.

SKIERS POSSIBLE CHAMPS
Another Queen's team goes in search of a title this weekend,

as the Queen's ski team has already left for the Intercollegiate
championships at St. Sauveur. Last year the locals came second,
and there is a very good chance that they will win the title this
year. They have a strong team, which won the Ottawa U. cup last
week racking up a great number of first, second and third place
points. In the Ottawa U. Winter Carnival, the Gaels downed teams
from Carlton College, St. Pat's, Loyola, U. of Montreal, RMC, CMR,
and the host Ottawa U. Queen's had a giant lead, 12.15 points to
second place RMC's 42.73 and Montreal's 60.23.

In a thirty-eight man field in the downhill. Queen's grabbed
the top three places, with Al Poutanen winning. Am Midgley second
and Ed Hanna third. Al had a phenomenal 56.9 time to win. The
boys swept the slalom, with Midgley tied for first, Hanna second

THIRTY-TWO FIGHTERS ON CARD
TRICOLOR TOUGHIES ARE READY

west wiu st swmeiMS

DOUG KILGOUR ANDY GUNYON

(Continued from Page 1)

bodies in peak condition. Run-

ning does not imply that they

were just jogging. They jog for

300 yds., run hard for 100 yds.,

walk for 100 yds. and then repeat

the process over and over.

The bouts are to be judged on

the point system by three judges,

with a maximum of five points

per round going to the winner of

each round. Each tussle will last

three frames.

The referees, there will be two
alternating, by the way, will have

no vote on the decision. The two
refs are Chuck Murphy from To-

ronto and Bob Seright of Kings-

ton. Judges will be: Fred Nobert

(Toronto), the former supervisor

of boxing in Ontario; Lt. Colonel

Stethan of Defense College, and
Ray Stuart from Guelph.

It is unfortunate that the

Queen's team is short of two en-

tries in the lightweight classes

since they will lose points for

this on the team standing. One
point is awarded for being a fin-

alist and four points are given

for being a winner. The only Tri-

color fighter to get a bye into

the finals was Dave Harshaw.
Ralph Pohlman might also be

fortunate in this respect since it

is rumoured that his opponent

from O.A.C. might not be able to

make the trip. The way Ralph

was punching his sparring part-

ner around the other night it

might be a good idea for his op-

ponent not to show up.

Odds and Ends

Inspector of gloves will be

Brian Magner of the Kingston

Whig-Standard . . . Doctor at the

ringside is the well known gent

name of "Doc" Dunlop . . . timer

is Art Kinnear ... a lot of credit

should be given to "Chalky"

Clarke who has aided Jack Jarvis

greatly with his knowledge of the

sport. Next year "Chalky" will

be in the ring himself, providing

the Registrar's Office sees the

light . . . Jim Clifford is the able

manager . . . There are four

champs on the card and one ex-

champ . . . Jack Abraham went 7

rugged rounds on Wednesday

night and looks to be in good

condition . . . All the fellows

made the weights required . . .

Good luck fellows, that Cham-
pionship Cup will look good be-

side the Yates Trophy.

TOUGH ROAD TRIPAHEAD
GAELS WILL PLAYjTWICE

This weekend the Golden Gaels

play the toughest games of their

schedule. Travelling the road, the

Tindallmen have little chance of de-

feating either Western tonight, or

Assumption tomorrow.

The team left yesterday, in order

to be as refreshed as possible for

the contests, which show ever)' in-

dication of being lop-sided. The
Mustangs are on top of the league,

and improving with each game they

play. The Purple Raiders, in sec-

ond spot, are playing a stellar brand

of ball that impressed the small

crowd that turned out to see them
her last week.

The Gaels are a little better

equipped to meet Western this

time. Speedy "Chuck" Latimer has

returned to action, and the fresh-

men on the team have gained in

experience. However, Queen's lack

of controlling height will hinder her

in both games.

In each tilt, the home teams will

probably bench more players than

the Tricolor, and so be able to sub-

stitute oftcner. This could result

in our being subjected to "fast

break" tactics, especially with the

opposition controlling the hack-

boards. If this should happen, the

Gaels will play a slow game, mak-
ing sure of every shot and taking

no chances.

ANDY GUNYON
Andy is the lightest Queen's

entrant in the Assaults this year.

He has had some experience

prior to coming to Queen's, and

coach Jack Jarvis thinks Andy

has a very good chance to win

his title. The man who beats him

should win it all.

WALTER ROBERTS
This flashy 150-pounder is a

veteran from the Queen's team

of two years ago. In the finals

then, he was beaten on a split de-

cision in a very close fight that

cost Queen's the title. Walter

will be out to prove the error of

that decision and win a cham-

pionship for Queen's.

RALPH POHLMAN
Ralph, a fourth year medsman,

could very well be another Tri-

color champion in the 155 lb, di-

vision. Two years ago he was

crowned undefeated champion

and combined a knockout punch

with a deceptively unorthodox

style. Perhaps his best punch is

a devastating left hook which op-

ponents insist must be thrown

from outside the ring somewhere.

JIM McCULLOUGH
Queen's bid for the 175 lb.

championship will rest in the

flying fists of Jim McCullough.

Last year he met defeat at the

hands of McGill's Archie Downs,

the '54 champion. Now with a

year's intercollegiate experience.

Jim is right in contention. He has

developed a good left hand and

has mastered a varied attack.

HENRY CLARKE
Henry brings a wealth of box-

ing experience to Queen's from

amateur bouts in Toronto. Al-

though ineligible to box for the

school this year, he has been in-

strumental in aiding Jack Jarvis

to prepare his boys for this year's

assaults. Always in good shape

himself, Henry is a stickler for

conditioning, realizing that stam-

ina is the next best thing to ring

savvy.

DOUG KILGOUR
Doug a native of Montreal,

goes at 145 for the Tricolor this

weekend. Last year Doug lost a

debatable decision to Varsity's

Ed Nightingale in the finals. An
accomplished boxer with a good
punch and an eagerness to mix.

Doug should go all the way this

year. He is the holder of the Mike
Milovick trophy for being judged

as the boxer best combining the

qualities of good sportsmanship

and ability.

JACK ABRAHAM
Queen's had only one champion

last year. He had never boxed
before, but he was a big strong

guy built like an ox, and Jack
Tarvis decided to take a chance

on him in the heavyweight di-

and Pete Hobden third. In the Alpine Combined, big Al was the

winner, with Midgley a close second, Hanna third and Hobden sixth.

Keith Harris, a fifth member of the Queen's team won the
Ottawa Ski Club cross-country title, doing the eight miles in under
forty-six minutes. Eck Gow was third. John Emery, sixth member
of the Gaels was unable to compete due to an injury suffered while
jumping.

vision. Popular Jack Abraham,

who helps hold that Golden Gael

line, is being counted on to win

again. He throws a jarring left

jab, but has the power to claim

a knockout with his poised right

hand.

DAVE HARSHAW
Dave has decided to turn from

one championship team to an-

other, as the rugged 165-pounder

joins the Jarvismen in their try

for the Assault championship.

All Queen's fans will remember

Dave from his play with the Gol-

den Gael football champs. Dave

has a bye into the finals, and his

chances of copping a title look

very good.

In The Lemonlite

The Golden Gals head for To-

ronto this weekend to face Ryerson

Tech. and Toronto Y.W.C.A. in

two exhibition games on Friday

evening and Saturday morning.

The gals are out for two victories

to make their total 8 wins against

no losses.

The following weekend the 24th

and 25th of February the Gals play

for the Bronze Baby in the Inter-

collegiate Tournament being held

at Queen's this year. Let's have

everybody out to support the team

as they go after that championship.

JFnrt Henry Hotel
PRINCESS STREET

Coffee Shop and Restaurant

Xingston, Ont. Phone 7712

Oft
I

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

Dial 7135

town and country

Restaurants

Highway No. 2, Cataraqui, Ont.

• Princess at Clergy Streets,
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MOCK PARLIAMENT
The Future Of Canada, Political Morality, And Even The Glow Of Sir John A's Nose, will be Matter

For Debate When Student MP's Gather In Grant Hall On Monday Evening.

FROM THE REFORMED SOCIAL CREDIT

The Ungodly Shall Perish

"Tile way of the ungodly shall

perish!" This is the rallying cry

of Reformed Social Credit, the

party of righteousness and truth.

It is unfair to refer to our dedi-

cated group as a party, because

unlike the other groups in Model
Parliament we do not lust for

power or worldly gain. We seek

only to release the people of

Canada front the tentacles of self-

seeking politicians who would
deliver us over to "cradle to the

grave" socialism and the iniqui-

tous organs of high finance.

We do not wish to specify our

program for as yet the light from

on high has not yet visited us.

However, we may state we
strongly oppose sin, and that as

far as we are concerned the Con-
servative government is the very
incarnation of Beelzebub.

"Let there be light", we say,

and since we alone are pure and
enlightened enough to provide that

light, reluctantly we enter the
political arena. The other parties

may rest assured that our light

wil shine with undiminished bril-

liance in that vale of ignorance

and wrong-thinking that harb-

ours the policies of the govern-

ment and the other sections of

the opposition. Amen.

FROM THE FEDERALISTS

Develop Canadian Unity
The Federalist party maintains

that the establishment of true Cana-

dian unity is a prime requisite to

healthy and effective Canadian gov-

ernment. The provincial, self-dis-

(Marching Song of the Reformed

Social Credit).

Tune: The Maple Leaf Forever.

In days of yore from Scotland's shore

Social Credit theory came,

And planted firm its snow-white flag

on Alberta's fair domain,

There may it wave, our boast and

pride,

And join in psalms together.

The Bible, Manning, Oil entwine,

And Aberhart forever.

trusting and narrow minded policies

of the older parties must be defeated

if we arc to build a nation of true

Canadian individuality.

The prime plank of the Feder-

alist platform, in developing Cana-

dian unity, is to have Princess

Margaret become the first sovereign

Queen of Canada. Through a Cana-

dian royalty the French and Eng-

lish speaking populations will move

closer to effective harmony.

Dominion regulated subsidies

to equalize education throughout

the provinces, to work out the in-

congruities of the separate schools

in Canada, are necessary. Limited

immigration is imperative till a true

Canadian individuality is developed

within the dominion.

FROM THE CONSERVATIVES

Belief In Tradition

The foundation of the policy of

the Conservatives is a profound be-

lief in the tradition of parliamentary

government. The measures to be

proposed at this session of Model

Parliament are those measures on

which we believe the people of

Canada wish their representatives

to legislate. No government can

legislate wisely without the benefit

of constructive debate and no gov-

ernment can hope to realize the

ambitions and foresee the needs of

all its people. Because we realize

this, the Conservative Cabinet,

which itself represents many of the

attitudes of our population, is eager

for constructive criticism and sug-

gestions. By adhering to these

proven practices, the government

will achieve its main objective —
to widen the limits of the individual

freedom of every Canadian,

photo by MeneoiTH

Model Parliament Party Leaders

The party leaders of this year's Model Parliament sit in solemn meditation on the country's

future. From left to right are Fran Code of the Federalists, George Post of the Conservatives, Genesis

Sedgwick of the Reformed Social Credit, and Bob Little of the Liberals. The vacant seat on the left

(no pun intended) was reserved for Communist Party Leader Ned Franks, who for some as yet un-

explained reason did not show up for the Journal photographer.

FROM THE LIBERALS

Active Support Of NATO
The Liberal party proposes to:

1. Reaffirm active support of the

U.N. and NATO.
2. Establish claims on Antarctic

territory and reassert our rights in

the Arctic.

3. Recognize Communist China.

4. Give this nation the seat on the

U.N. Security Council formerly

held by Formosa and the Pesca-

dores.

5. Provide research facilities to

Since the recent election my Min-

isters have prepared a number of

very important proposals on press-

ing national problems for which

they intend to ask your approval

during the present session.

A matter of the utmost urgency

will be to deal with the problem

of inadequate markets for agricul-

tural produce — particularly the

wheat of our western provinces, In

view of the very important part

played by agriculture in the national

economy, tt seems desirable that

farmers should receive cash pay-

ments up to one-half the value of

any grain surpluses which have

been held in storage on the farm

after the end of the crop year,

To ensure an adequate supply

of labour and orderly expansion

of markets, immigration will be

encouraged. Additional facilities

will be provided to aid these new

citizens to become settled and

find employment in their new

homeland.

My Ministers will propose leg-

islation to provide a comprehensive

scheme of health insurance in co-

operation with the Provinces. The

scheme to be introduced will pro-

vide adequate medical services for

all types of illness at a minimum

fee as well as general hospitalization

benefits. This scheme will become

available at an early date in every

province that wishes to participate.

National autonomy, in the eco-

nomic sense, will be furthered by

a measure to increase tariffs on

those manufactured goods that could

be efficiently produced in Canada

from Canadian resources. By these

measures it is intended to more

closely integrate the Canadian econ-

omy and avoid too great a depen-

dence upon the economy of the

United States. To further promote

an integrated Canadian economy

measures will also be introduced

to make financial aid available to

the Provinces for the development

of their natural resources and to

give leadership and encouragement

to such national schemes as the

Canadian Natural Gas Pipeline.

Recognizing the need to op-

pose the spread of Communism

in all parts of the world, my Min-

isters will scak to promote the

economic development of less

fortunate but friendly nations,

especially in South-East Asia. As

a first step in a long-range pro-

gramme of rising economic and

technical aid, they will propose

that the annual grant to the Col-

ombo Plan be increased to $50

million.

They propose to establish a

national scheme of bursaries to

aid deserving and needy univer-

sity students and thus to en-

courage scholastic achievement

and cultural antonomy for the

Canadian nation.

My Ministers intend to open

negotiations with the United

States to consider the acquisition

by Canada of that part of Alaska

that extends south of the 60th

parallel.

discover new uses for wheat.

6. Implement National Health

Insurance as initialed by the St.

Laurent Government.

7. Oppose any attempts to re-

move the social security measures

of the past twenty years.

S. Abolish capital punishment.

9. Respect provincial rights.

10. Construct a wheat conveyor

belt from the Prairie Provinces to

Halifax.

Remember our slogan : Unity,

Freedom, Security, Good Health,

Property, Motherhood. Join the

crusade of young Liberalism!

Light Of Sir John

Those of you whose nocturnal

perambulations lead you through

the dark shadowy glens of Mac-

Donald Park, will have noticed, of

late, a faint red glow sending its

soft shaft of light from the south-

cast corner of the park. This is Sir

John A's nusc and each night it

glows with a brighter light as the

eve of the glorious recrudescence

grows nigh, until on the night of

the twentieth these emanations shall

penetrate and awaken the long-

dormant conservative hearts ol

millions of Canadians.

Unite* ffiiiitrrlj

BYOKNHAH & WILLIAM BTB.

Rev. R. H. N. Davidson
A.. B D-. TH.M.
minister

Lloyd Zurbrigg
organist and choir master

sunday, february t 9th

11.00 a.m.—The First Com-
mandment

7.30 p.m.—A Borrowed

Creed

Olhalmera

United (CIjiTrrlt

EARL AND BARRIE STS.

REV. W. F. BANISTER. D O.

MINISTER

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 19th

11.00 a.m.—This Business of

Living

(5) "Handling Anger"

7.30 p.m.—Christian Ethics

and To-day's World

(5) "The Drink Problem"

A Cordial Invitation to All

Students

FROM THE COMMUNISTS

Don't Vote For Us

It is indeed an honor for the

Communist Party to be asked to pre-

pare an article for such a notor-

iously reactionary newspaper as

the Queen's Journal. We hope that

this message will do much to clear

up the doubt and misunderstanding

that surrounds the Queen's Com-

munist Party. The party was foun-

ded in the hope that it might be

able to present a more reasonable

view of world communism than our

almost hysterical society has been

able to produce. It is a product of

Queen's University and Queen's

University alone. Our only hope is

to be able to prevent more people

from seriously contemplating com-

munism as "all right in theory".

If we are elected to the next gov-

ernment our first action will be to

abolish the Model Parliament. So

don't vote for us.

Appreciatively yours,

C. E. S. Franks,

*Party Leader.

*Hero first class of the peoples'

dictatorship.

full-fashioned

blossoms forth this ^^f?t^ I Nv^^^V
in six incredibly beautiful new sweaters!

You'll never look sweeter, or ntater, . . dainty collars

enchanting scoop and v-necks . . . some extravagantly

jewelled, braided . . all hand (iniihtd!

Twenty-two vibrant high-fashion colours

in Kitten-soft Ptiittl Qrfan. Easy to

cate for . . . keeps its shape . . . flatters yours! f
**"

Lambswool, too, at belter Stores everywhere ^ w-
J6.95 to $8.9). Jewelled

Look

fartht

name
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CLUBS -SOCIETIES
Monday

Glee Club: Rehearsals mixed chorus
— 7 p.m., Glee Club room, Old Arts

Bldg; Men — Monday, Tuesday, Wed-
nesday, 12:45, Douglas Library Music

Room; Ladies — Thursday, Friday,

12:<I5, Douglas Library Music Room.

Tutsday
IRC: Talk in Italy by Mr. Cappa-

docio, history professor at RMC.
Topic, "Church and Stale in Italy."

Co-cd Lounge, 8 p.m.
* » *

Student Wives' Club: 8:1S p.m. in

Sdeuce Club Rooms Lounge, Clark

Hall. All students wives arc welcome.
Each girl please bring two recipes

to put in the cook book.

RELIGIOUS
Friday

Chalraer's Youth Fellowship: Bowl-
ing. Meet at Church at 6:30. All wel-

come.
* * *

Saturday
Student Christian Movement: Lun-

cheon meeting. 12:30 p.m., St. James'
Church. Dr. M. M. Ross will be the
speaker, All welcome. Please note
change of date.

* * . *

Sunday
Newman Club: 7 p.m. Benediction,

St. Mary's Cathedral. 7:45 p.m. —
Newman night at Jean Mance Resi-
dence. Election of new executive,

* * *

Canterbury Club: Holy Communion
and breakfast, 8 p.m. St. James' Cha-
pel. Every Anglican student is most
welcome.

Morgan Memorial Chapel : Holy
Communion every Tuesday, 7:30 a.m.
under Rev. Staples. All Anglicans
welcome.

MISCELLANEOUS
Saturday

Post-Valentine Dance: Sponsored by
Quarry 5. Grant Hall, 9-12 p.m.
Dick Edncy and his orchestra. $1.25
a couple.

Monday
Progressive Conservative Party: Re-

member to attend the Model Parlia-

ment and support the Progressive
Conservative proposal for national

student bursaries. Grant Holl, 7 p.m.

Tuesday
WUS: General meeting in McNeill

House, 7 p.m. Elections for next year

ami slides on japan.
* * *,

Biology Society: Meeting at 8:15

p.m. in McNeill House Common Boom.
Dalton Muir of the National Film
Board will show a film on "The
Emhryology of the Chick." Refresh-

ments.

Effigy Burns
(Continued Irom Page 1)

loudly urged all other Conserva-

tives to mend their nays before il

was too late.

Then, amid loud cheers, A. Dog-

malic Conservative slowly was

hoisted into the air. A minute of

silence ensued, finally broken by

more cheers as several students

gave Mr. Conservative a good start

toward his final resting place by

applying their flaming torches. He
blazed brilliantly for several min-

utes, but the flames eventually

overcame him and he crumpled to

the ground.

Classified Ads
LOST

Glasses — Red leather case —
Monday p.m., between Chown
House and Lower Albert St., by

way of Queen's Cres. Phone 2-7589,

Sally Reynolds.

* *

FOR SALE
One slightly used—gallows. A

special price for Conservatives.

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

68V2 Princess Street Kingston Phone 2-1761
Quality that Pleases . . . Service that Satisfies

AMS Positions

Now Available
Several appointments to AMS

positions wil be made in the near

future. Applications for the posi-

tions of Journal Editor and Journal

Business Manager must be sub-

mitted to the AMS office before

Feb. 22. Applications for the re-

maining positions, listed below,

must he submitted before March 10.

Hditor, Who's Where; Athletic

Stick to tile AMS executive; Frosh

Reception Convenor; Editor, Tri-

color '57: Business Manager, Tri-

color '57
; Chief Justice, AMS

Court; Band Manager; Color Night

Convenor; Band Concession Oper-

ator; Chief of Police.

Curtis Escapes Committees' Eyes

Will He Ever Make Another Try?

(Continued from Page 1)

maintained by his supporters.

Thistle, on the other hand, was

French Poodle
A french poodle recently

captured 405 votes and ran

third in a student council

election at the University of

British Columbia. The dog

was entered as Kiki Graham

by student John Riddington,

who wanted to prove that

voters don't investigate the

backgrounds 0/ candidates.

He says he does it by Steady Saving

at the Bank of Montreal*

*The Bonk where Students' accounts ore warmly welcomed.

Kingston Branch; JACK McLEAN, Manager

Princess & Barrie Stu.; JOSEPH POUPORE, Manager

Scholarship
Following is a list of awards

open to students ;it Queen'*. Fur-

ther information available at the

Registrar's office. Applications

due March 1.

St. Andrew's Exchange
An exchange between the Uni-

versity of Si. Andrew's in Scot-

laud and Queen's University in

Kingston is arranged each year.

Under this arrangement the Uni-

versity of St. Andrew's gives ex-

emption from fees and room and
board to a student appointed by
Queen's University and in return

Queen's University gives free

tuition and provides board and
lodging for a student from St.

Andrew's. In addition, Queen's

University gives a cash award of

$200. toward the travelling ex-

penses of the student appointed

to St. Andrew's and the Univer-
sity of St. Andrew's gives £50
to the student coming to Queen's.

Welch Scholarship
Value $100. Awarded in the

Faculty of Arts and open for

competition only to the sons and
daughters of non-commissioned
officers and men who served ov-

erseas in the Great War, and of

mechanics and labourers, which
students shall at the time be bona
fide residents of the City of

Kingston, preference being given
to the children of soldiers.

Scoreboard
S3

Khaki University and
Y.M.C.A. Memorial Fund
This fund is part of a sum, left

from the Khaki University after

the first World War, which was
divided among the Canadian uni-

versities.

The interest, amounting to

$240, is used to award one or

more scholarships to undergradu-

ate students in any faculty. In

awarding; these scholarships the

need as well as the standing of

applicants is considered and pre-

ference is given to returned men,

or sons or daughters of soldiers

of the first World War. Applica-

tions are received by the Regis-

trar up to March 1.

B'Nai B'Rith Kingston,

Bursary

Value $50. This bursary is

awarded annually to a student

of promising ability but straiten-

ed circumstances. The award is

made on the basis of the April

examinations. Applications are

received by the Registrar up until

March 1 each year.

almost completely neglected. On
rare times when he was mention-

ed his acquaintances spoke badly

of him. Flowever, unlike Curtis,

his name was listed in Who's

Where under Frank M. Thistle

who left the university after the

first two weeks. Curtis had re-

Ex-Theology Head

Joins U.S. Faculty

The Rev. S. MacLean Gilmour,

former principal of Queen's The-

ological College, has been ap-

pointed as the Morris professor of

the New Testament at the And-

over Newton Theological School

in Massachusetts.

In his new appointment, Dr.

Gilmour succeeds Rev. Paul S.

iUinear. who will join the faculty

of Yale Divinity School as pro-

fessor of New Testament.

Dr. Gilmour also served as as-

sistant to the director of religious

administration of the RCAF in

Ottawa and from 1940 to 1944

was chaplain and honorary flight-

lieutenant.

Arts Elects Dunlop

Over fifty percent of eligible

voters cast their vote at this week's

elections for the Art's Society

executive - 307 out of 540. This is

a considerable improvement over

last year's 33 percent. At the elec-

tion for AMS reps earlier this year,

60 percent voted.

Elections results are: president,

Rob Dunlop: vice-president, Paul

Haynes; treasurer, Laird O'Brien;

secretary, John Forsyth ; athletic

director, Gary Schreider; assistant

treasurer, Don Curtis.

WARD & HAMILTON LUNCH BAR
PRINCESS AT DIVISION KINGSTON, ONT.

FULL COURSE MEALS
REASONABLE PRICES

DAY OR NIGHT
PHONE 5551

For Quality Milk, Cream, Butter
BY

Hemlock Park Dairy
LIMITED

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FAMOUS
Velvet Ice Cream Duncan Hines Ice Cream

BROCK
JEWELLERS
161 Princess Street

Kingston, Ontario

PHONE 2-7361

WATCH Repairs

A Specialty

- we sell -

WATCHES - DIAMONDS

gistered late.

"I was surprised at the number
of votes Thistle got," commented
the spokesman.

Both Curtis and Thistle are

mythical members of Arts '59.

Candidates for the assistant-

treasurer position must be stud-

ents going into their sophomore

year. Five sponsors and a written

acceptance by the nominee make
up the formal nomination of all

those wishing to run for offices

in the Arts Society.

Lawyers Win
Bridge Match

Osgoode Hall emerged victori-

ous in the Intercollegiate Bridge

Tournament held at Queen's last

weeknd. It is the second time

that the law school has won the

Telegram Trophy, donated by the

Toronto Telegram.

This is the eighth year of the

tournament. Queen's has won
three times, and Western twice.

McGill, last year's winners, were

the defending champions. There

were 13 teams entered, three

from Queen's, two each from
Toronto, McGill, and RMC, and
one each from Western, Osgoode,

Carlton, and St. Patrick's.

Queen's, represented by Baird,

Yule, Purvis, and Moffat came
fourth with 40'/2 points. They al-

most tied with Western's 41. Os-

goode totalled 53 points. It was
represented by Phillips, Cooper,

Wynn, and Borkowitz. McGill

came second with 48 points.

Next, in order, came McGill,

38}/, Carlton, Queen's (Priebe,

Gowling, Farnsworth, Goodes,

Kelly), RMC, Queen's (Brown-
ing. Irwin, Dardick, Coyle), Tor-
onto, Toronto, RMC, and St. Pat-

rick's.

$rrabytpriart (ttffurrlj

PBINCESS AND CLEROY STREETS

Rev. J. Forbes Wedderburn
H.A.. D.D.. Minister
DARWIN STATA.

oroanist and choirmaster
lillian preston
Assistant organist

10:30 a.m.—Bible Class

11:00 a.m.—Morning Service,

Nursery Class, Church School

7:30 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Young People
Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended
to all students.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University GroundB ONTARIO

K. PETROS
EXPERT SHOE REPAIRS KEYS DUPLICATED

SERVICE WHILE YOU WAIT
Confectionery, Novelties, Magazines

525 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2-6533

HAPPY CORNER RESTAURANT
SPECIAL MEAL TICKETS FOR STUDENTS

We serve ITALIAN SPAGHETTI
533 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2-8013

yOV/VG MAA/ AlOSr U/C£LY 70 SC/CCSED
YOUNG JONES 15 A
NICE KID---GOING
PLACES,- - BUT IF HE-

WOULD ONLY HAVE
CONFIDENCE IN
HIMSELF/

By WILDROOT
yOU GET CONFIDENCE By
HAVINGA GOOD APPEARANCE
- USEWILDROOT CREAM-OIL
ANDYOU CAN BE CONFIDENT
YOUR HAIR WILL ALWAYg.
LOOK ITS BEST IN

ANY SITUATION

WILDROOTCREAM- O/L
GIVES YOU CONFIDENCE

WILDROOTCREAM- OIL - CONTAINS THE HEART C? OF LANOLIN NATURES FINEST HAIR AND SCALP CONDITIONER
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Not "Bulldozing" Medical Students
Ettinger Defends Curriculum Changes

Compulsory Internship Now
Before Medsmen Practice

"The faculty is not trying to bulldoze the students into any-
thing against their will," Dean G. H. Ettinger told a large gather-

ing of medical students on Monday night. Speaking in Grant Hall

at a society night general meeting of the Aesculapian society, Dr.

Ettinger was defending a decision of the Faculty & Advisory Com-
mittee which will introduce two new pre-medical years, and also

add to the present medical course one compulsory year of intern-

ship under the direction of the university.

The change in curriculum, he

said, was being made with the

unanimous approval of the Facul-

ty Advisory committee. At the

meeting and in an interview later

with the Journal, Dr. Ettinger

explained that Queen's plans to

introduce two pre-medical years,

followed by four years of med-

icine, in order to conform with

other medical schools on the con-

tinent.

Because the faculty feels

students will not be able to com-

pletely cover in four years what

is now taught over the space of

five, it was felt that the university

should direct the activities of the

students during their final year

of compulsory internship.

Under the present system, the

six year medical course includes

a final year of clinical work be-

fore receiving the M.D.-C.M. de-

gree, and this is usually, but not

always, followed by a non-com-

pulsory internship of one year.

This will be replaced by two
years of pre-medicine and four

years of medicine, which, if com-
pleted successfully, will make
students eligible for the degree

of doctor of medicine. However,
the major change involved is that

the licence to practice, which is

granted by the Canadian Medical

Association, will be witheld until

the extra year of internship has

been completed.

Dr. Ettinger said the On
tario College expects to make this

practice universal before 1958.

Dr. Malcolm Brown, who is chair

man of the Faculty Advisory

Board which originated the new
scheme, is also secretary of the

Ontario College of Physicians

and Surgeons.

The change primarily concerns

members of fourth year. Students

currently in the fifth year o

their medical course will not be

be affected by the new ruling

However, fourth year undergrad

nates fear they will be required

to spend an extra year in univer

sity, and that financial problems

will thus arise.

Some medical undergraduates

have also charged that the system

of internship under university di

rection is designed simply to en

sure tliat Kingston hospitals, and

Ottawa Civic hospital, obtain a
steady supply of internes.

Students brought these prob-

lems to the Monday night meet-
ing. Dr. Brown, speaking for the

faculty, said his committee
had unanimously approved the

new plan as being wholly bene-

ficial to the student body. He said

the faculty did not feel that

many students would be severe-

ly affected by the necessity of

spending their internship either

in Kingston or Ottawa, instead

of in the city of their choice.

Where special cases existed, he

said, they would be given serious

consideration.

Dr. Ettinger explained the

people concerned would be con-

sidered as internes during their

final year in the hospitals, and
would not have to pay any of the

ordinary university fees.

Because of the merits of the

new system he said the faculty

could see no reason for delaying

its introduction until the class of

'62 has been admitted to the uni-

versity.

The two years of pre-meds

which are envisaged will include

three elective arts courses, elim-

inate compulsory English for sa-

tisfactory students, and provide

for medical genetics and more

chemistry and radiation physics.

The size of the entrance year will

be unchanged.

(B&tljrikral
(anglican)

King St. at Johnson St.

first sunday in lent
sunday, february 19th

8.00 o.m.—Holy Communion

9. 15 a.m.—Parish Communion
(Hymns and short address).

11.00 o.m.—Choral Eucharist

Sermon: Tho Kev'd. C. E. Staples.

7.00 p.m.—Special Service

Follaiving the direction ol tho Bishop

a Penitential Service for the First

Sunday in Lent will be used. Copies

During Lent: Services for Students.

Wednesdays: Holy Communion at 7.*i

a.m. and at 10.30 a.m.

Thursdays: Vesper Service with Medi-

tation at 5. IS p.m. to SAS p.m.

Choral Recital of Lenten Music by

the Cathedral Choir, Sunday, Marcu

4th, at 7 p.m

Tho St. John Passion by Handel

will be sung Palm Sunday, March 2Stb

McGALLS
LUGGAGE AND SPORTING GOODS

By The World's Finest Manufacturers

_ AGENTS FOR —

SPALDINC - SLAZENCER - CCM, ETC., SPORTS EQUIPMENT

SKYWAY — SAMSON ITE — McBRINE

QUEEN S CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS

Tennis and Badminton Racquets Restrung

212 PRINCESS STREET
DIAL 3793

PHOTO BY IVONO

AN EXTRA YEAR

Queen's medsmen will spend an extra year of compulsory in-

ternship under a recent faculty ruling. Interne Dave Robertson

here demonstrates, with nurse Jean Reid, the sort of thing medsmen
will be doing in that extra year.

Work Projects Proposed
For Revised Initiations

A motion proposing radical

changes in the initiation program

at Queen's will be presented to

the annual general meeting of

the Alma Mater Society March
6. Notice of this motion was giv-

en at the AMS executive meeting

Tuesday night by Lloyd Carlsen.

Mr. Carlsen's motion suggests

work projects instead of such as-

signments ...as -"fishing ..out _of

sewers." The Red Feather cam-

paign was used as an example of

such projects.

Mr. Carlsen quoted a member
of the City Council as saying

that projects such as the Red

Feather campaign can be erased

from the minds of Kingston resi-

dents by the sight of a freshmen

carrying out a foolish stunt.

TO BUY YOUR TRICOLOR

HURRY! HURRY! HURRY!
The deadline for Tricolor '56

sales is March 3. They can be

ordered at the Queen's Post Of-

fice, or the AMS Office. They
may also be obtained from the

following salesmen:

Arts—Rob Dunlop, Glen Hag-
crman. Laird O'Brien, Frank

Pickard.

Theology—Peter Faris.

Industrial Relations — Chuck
Umpherson.

Levana—Mo Conlon, Sue Doan,

Kittie Gillespie, Barb Gunyon,

Shirley Holdcroft, Beth Holmes,

Eva Hrachovec, Beth Mahaffey,

Ann Mancantelli, Phyllis Sallens,

Ann Stephenson, Kathy Totten.

Medicine—Roblin Bolton, Nick

Diamant, Bryan Blair, Bob Lang-

ford, Don Wolochow, Lionel

Rabin.

Science '56—At Frazer, Jim

Gibbons, Ed Jull, Larry Wong.
Science 57—Bob Bird, Ken Cul-

ver, Doug Foley, Bill Martin.

Science '58—Jim Bennett, Roy-

Stevenson.

Science '59
|
— Glen Convey,

Keith Dawson, Ted Lutz, Norm
White.

N.B. Will all Levana salesmen

please see Jane Appleby before

Monday.

Concert Committee Revised;

Senate Must Ratify Change

Mr. Carlsen also said it is

hoped such projects will create a

sense of responsibility in the

minds of new students rather

than a sense of the destructive.

The proposed amendment also

places responsibility for freshmen

initiation in the hands of third

year rather than second year stu-

dents. Mr. Carlsen feels that third

year students have a fuller know-

ledge of the university than do

second year students, and would

also be more respected by the

freshmen.

Mr. Carlsen's motion also pro-

poses a big brother or sister for

every member of the freshman

year. These would also be third

vear students.

Proposed changes in the Uni-

versity Concerts Committee were

outlined Wednesday afternoon at

a meeting in Richardson Hall.

The revised committee is subject

to Senate ratification before it

can go into effect.

The proposed committee in-

cludes a greater number of stu-

dent representatives. It is hoped

that this will promote greater

publicity for the concerts and a

greater interest among the stu-

dent body.

The committee, if it is adopted,

will divide into two groups, a

policy board and an executive

board. The policy board will con-

sist of eight or nine members: a

chairman, who will be a member

of the staff; other staff members
chosen by the chairman ; the

chairman of the fine arts commit-

tee and three members of that

committee; and a representative

of the Ontario Registered Music

Teachers Association, who will be

a Kingston music teacher. Two

SALE
END OF LEASE

THE OLD BOOK COLLECTOR
86 BROCK STREET

is moving. Practically the whole of his stock is offer-

red at 1 3 of the original marked prices.

MOONLIGHT LUNCH
FULL COURSE DINNERS CHINESE DISHES

Lunches prepared to take out.

SPECIAL FOR STUDENTS
Meal Tickers: $5,50 for only $4.75

527 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 6972 and 2-9001

Queen's

Blazers
Nicely tailored in Eng-

lish blazer cloth with

embroidered Queen's

crest and genuine

Queen's brass buttons.

Specially priced at

MEN'S DEPT.

other members will be chosen by

the body as a whole; the secre-

tary, who will be a voting mem-
ber, and the principal, to be a

member ex-officio.

The executive board will in-

clude the chairman of the policy

board, and the chairman of the

Fine Arts Committee, as co-

chairmen of this board; a con-

venor for organization and exter-

nal publicity, and three members

of the Fine Arts Committee to

look after arrangements for the

hall and ushering, ticket sales on

campus and campus publicity.

VALLEAU'S

BARBER SHOP
316 PRINCESS STREET

Thi Barbers

Mewt to Silver Grill PHONE 6917

When you pause... make it count... have a Coke

ladsiiag feittal lain

"Coke" li a tuglUertd trndn-morli. COCA-COLA LTD.
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Eeny, Meeny, Miney, Mo!
Today, members of the Arts Society should be sporting the

traditional color of their faculty in their faces. They awoke yester-

day to discover that they had elected as Assistant-Treasurer of

their Society a complete nonentity—Don Curtis. This worthy gen-

tleman, as far as anyone knows, exists only in the fertile imagina-

tions of a small group of Artsmen. His ethereal nature has created

a difficult, not to say embarrassing, situation for the executive.

This is more than a clever and successful prank. The perpetra-

tors have dramatized an important problem of student government

at Queen's—its impersonality. With the possible exception of Med-
icine, the faculties at Queen's are too large to ensure that most

candidates will be known, personally, to most students. The Engi-

neering Society escapes the dilemma by having particular years

produce from their own numbers candidates for certain offices. The
Arts Society uses a more orthodox approach and thus meets the

problem at its worst.

If blame is to be attached to any group for this (perhaps not

unfortunate) incident, it must be attached to the Arts Society

Executive. If their Constitution had been followed to the letter

it would never have occurred, because "names and pictures of the

candidates shall be posted and published in the Journal at least

three days prior to the date of the election." The officers of the

Arts Society who were responsible for receiving nominations were

asleep at the switch.

In penance, the executive should now consider seriously ways
and means of making the candidates better known to the electors.

An open meeting at which nominees would have to appear and be
prepared to explain and defend their positions has merit. The Men's
Residence would be an ideal place for such a meeting. Given can-

didates who are willing to conduct campaigns with energy and
imagination such meetings could become a highlight of the campus
scene. More use could also be made of radio station CFRC for

publicizing the views and personalities of candidates.

While the executive of the Arts Society must provide leader-

ship, and the candidates must campaign vigorously, the ultimate

success will depend on the members at large, "every male in the
Faculty of Arts." They must share at least part of the responsibility

for this fiasco, for they cast the ballots. They must show a deeper
concern for the welfare of student government or else they may one
day find themselves without it.

The creators of Don Curtis have done student government a
service. It is to be hoped that the Arts Society has been shaken
out of its complacency and into action to combat the problems of
impersonality. It is also to be hoped that the other societies will

profit by the sad experience. Something must be done to make can-
didates known to the electors or campus elections will continue to

resemble that old parlor game of pinning a tail on the donkey.

Educating The Few

Conversation Piece

^^^^^^ By Tony King ^m^^^S

An estimated student enrollment double the size of today's has
been predicted for Canada in the next ten years. The prediction,
released by E. B. Sheffield of the Dominion Bureau of Statistics,
recently prompted the Toronto Varsity to publish a special issue
on the problems of education in Canada. In this issue various view-
points on the problem were discussed in articles and editorials.
President Sidney Smith of the University of Toronto has expressed
the view that there are already too many students at university
who should not be here at all.

The University of Toronto, as a provincial institution, will be
particularly hard-pressed by increasing demands for university ad-
mission. Not long ago Principal Mackintosh of Queen's stated that
Queen's prefers to retain the atmosphere of a small college, and
will therefore maintain the present enrollment figure. This decision
places a serious responsibility on university authorities, almost w
serious, perhaps, as the problems of expansion which the University
of Toronto will face. Although Queen's will not admit any more
students, it will receive a much greater number of applications,
and the problem of selection will be a serious one.

Admission solely on the basis of high school academic standards
is not enough. The high school system is still very different from
the university system and success in high school does not necessarily
mean success in university. Also under consideration are "college
aptitude" tests such as those used by many universities in the United
States. If these are to be any adequate indication, however, they
must measure the prospective student's maturity, his willingness
to learn and to adjust to university life, as well as his general in-
telligence and knowledge.

If Queen's is going to retain the atmosphere of a small college
it will also be necessary to tighten academic requirements within
the un.versity. It is now possible for a student to gain a university
degree with little or no independent thought. Many pass arts
courses can be successfully passed by memory work. But if univer-
sity courses require a standard of effort and interest beyond that
necessary for a high school course, they will attract those people
who are primarily interested in working for an education, and who
will later put their education to work in the community. It would
mean that less emphasis would have to be placed on extra-curricular
activities, but if a university is to remain an institute of higher
learning, the educational aspect must take first place.

This will not he an easy problem to solve. But it must be
realized that it is not a university's responsibility to educate every-
one. It must select those people who will most benefit by educa-
tion, and who will be both mentally and emotionally equipped to
assume leadership in community and business affairs.

I read somewhere once that

language — the words people use

and the way they talk — has a

great influence over the way
people think. In other words, the

fact that a Chinese looks at the

world differently from an En-

glishman may be explained part-

ly by the fact that the Chinese

speaks Chinese and not English.

Ever since, I've been peculiarly

aware of the way the language

I happen to speak may warp my
thinking and that of everybody

I know.

For example, in English there

is a word "right" and a word
"wrong". There is no single word
that can be used to describe an

action that is partly right and
partly wrong. It would take a

long paragraph to discuss an ac-

tion which was motivatetd by
good intentions but which,
through accident or folly, turned

out badly.

It's at least possible in this way
that the English language pre-

disposes the people who speak it

to think in crude moral terms, to

overlook moral subtleties and to

condemn people top easily. In
fact, one can argue that much of

Western moral philosophy deals

which the problem of trying to

get around the difficulties raised

by the very words used in moral-
ity.

Wouldn't it be ironical if the
fulminations of the WCTU, the
rantings of Moral Re-Armament
and the jargon of everyday ethics
were the results of gaps in the
English language? It is possible
— at least up to a point. People
try to categorize things as
"right" or "wrong" and argue
over whether an action is one or
the other without stopping to
consider that their basic termin-
ology may be at fault.

I'm told — I can't verify this
— that the Chinese language is

far more flexible than ours and
enables the Chinese people to
avoid much of the Scylla-and-
Charybdis thinking we Western-
ers indulge in. Could be.

Of course, at this point the
chicken, and egg enter the prob-

Are some languages more1

subtle than ours because the peo-
ple who speak them are prone to
be more tolerant, or are they
prone to be tolerant because of
the subtleties of the languages?

Perhaps somebody could help me
on this score.

Despite the nobility and pre-

cision of the English language

that we're told about all the time

(especially by Winston Churchill

who has made a fortune out of

the nobility if not the precision),

our language is lacking in all

sorts of words.

For example: the word "illi-

terate" is usually used to describe

someone who can't read or write;

but some people use it to describe

somebody they don't think has

read enough of the right books.

Surelj' some such word as "ille-

terary" substituted for the latter

meaning would add precision (if

not nobility) to the mother ton-

gue.

- Making up words can be a fine

sport. After attending a campus
meeting, Mary Capell thought

"membore" might be a useful
contribution to the English vo-

cabulary.

The Germans, of course, are

past masters at fiddling around

with their language. They have

developed the technique of

stringing words together like

box cars in a freight train.

Germans, for example, wouldn't

say "the Hotte'ntot potentate's

aunt"; they would say "Hotten-

totenpotentatentanten." (My
spelling is open to question.)

The Germans also — this has

nothing to do with the topic —
have wonderful words for bag-

pipe, "Dudelsak." and for bag-

piper, "Dudelsakpfifer."

Eva Hrachovec just read the

first page of my copy and point-

ed out another language oddity.

The Eskimos, it seems, have no
word for snow. They have words
for powdered snow, dry snow and
all kinds of snow — but no single

word for snow. This phenomenon
suggests that the Eskimo mind
is much less ready to generalize

than ours. Perhaps the Eskimo
doesn't see, as we do, the simil-

arities between various types of

snow. Perhaps he tends always
to see specifics and ignore their

general implication.

Maybe when we think, we are

not really thinking about realities

which do not in fact conform to

any objective reality (whatever
but about patterns of words
that is).

I think maybe I'll go to bed.

Letters To The Editor

The Letter Of The Law
Editor, Journal:

Mr. Franklin Pickard, in his ar-

ticle against national political af-

filiation in Tuesday's Journal, de-

clared that political parties on

the campus are forbidden by

Article IX, Section 1 of the AMS
Constitution. Not only did Mr.

Pickard misquote this particular

sentence by not indicating an

important omission, but he also

quoted out of context.

The section reads, ". . . any

unit composed of students . . . ,

having a secret oath, such as pins,

crests, Greek letters, etc., or hav-

ing any connection outside the

university." This is the contro-

versial anti-fraternity clause.

Mr. Pickard has invoked this

section to support his case

against affiliated political parties.

His desire to observe the letter

of the law is indeed admirable,

but I say to Mr. Pickard, why
stop here? Let's purge the cam-

pus of the other infractions o£

this law which are now so shame-

lessly tolerated. Down w|ith

NFCUS, WUS, COTC, UNTD,
the Newman Club, the Canter-

bury Club, the Hillel organiza-

tion, the Drama Guild, the De-

bating Club, the hockey team, the

basketball team, the football

team, etc., and the Queen's Journ-

al!

Or as a more practical alterna-

tive we might have a large, hard

look at the Constitution in an

attempt to rid it of inadequacies

such as this one.

James Holmes, Arts '58

The War Continues
Editor, Journal:

Much of the confusion in recent

letters to the Journal concerning

proposed changes in the curriculum

in the Faculty of Applied Science

is due, we believe, to a misuse of

the word "science". Students in the

above-mentioned faculty are study-

ing applied science, or, as it is more

usually termed, engineering, a

training designed to enable them

to take the discoveries of funda-

mental scientific research and apply

them to our needs in everyday life.

However, engineers are certainly

not studying science. This is being

done by science students in the

Faculty of Arts, or more clearly,

the Faculty of Arts and Science.

Further confusion exists as to

what is education, and what is the

function of a university. In its true

sense, education is a leading-out of

one's mind into knowledge; it is a

widening of the horizons of the

mind. An educated man is one who
is familiar with the stream of

knowledge through the centuries

and who has access to the thoughts

of the great men of the past.

To become educated, one must
be willing to devote oneself to

knowledge, recognizing that it is

an end in itself. No one wishes to

memorize "useless facts". Never-

theless a certain knowledge of

the world we live in, its peoples,

their governments, and their lan-

guages is essential as a basis for

learning. But from there, there is

no memorization; there is only

intellectual inquiry and the for-

mation of intelligent opinions in

one's mind.

In the Arts courses in this uni-

versity, except for the introductory

ones, there is no waste of time on

memorization. It is rather in Ap-
plied Science that students are

encouraged to memorize facts and

fit formulas, with reasoning being

suppressed. The Arts Faculty is,

A New Approach
Editor, Journal:

In a letter in Tuesday's Journal,

M.S.S. said, "Science is about the

only course that can't be passed on

memory work."

I should like to suggest that

M.S.S.'s classmates carry him bod-

ily to the lower campus, and there

suspend him from a high tree by

means of a rope, the end of which

is firmly secured about his neck.

They had better do this with all

possible haste before Queen's Arts-

men and Medsmen begin drawing

faulty conclusions about the stan-

dard of enlightenment in the Fac-

ulty of Applied Science.

X.Y.Z.

without a doubt, the only faculty

which makes any concerted attempt

to educate a man. It is unfortunate

that even in Arts, science students

are not receiving more of a liberal

arts education. But in Engineering,

at the present time, education and

knowledge are almost completely

forgotten.

It is to be regretted that our

universities have drifted away
from their fundamental purpose;

they try to replace self-discipline

with imposed rules; they have

within them students who have

hardly grasped the first begin-

nings of knowledge and yet refer

to all learning as a waste of time;

they discourage liberal education,

and even students who still try

to obtain one find many obstacles

in their path.

A true university is not concern-

ed with training students profess-

ionally or increasing their earning

capacity, It is concerned with

training students to reason logically

and to explore with their minds

the depths of human knowledge.

P. Herzberg, Arts '58

D. J. C. Bures, Arts '59

F. W. Holmes, Arts '5S
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THE CLASSIC POSE

"And what's more . . . "Trevor Sutton makes a telling point for the medical faculty in last

week's interfaculty debates. Engrossed in the process of listening are d. to r.) Jennifer WooIIcombe
(an eventual winner) ; Dr. J. E. Hodgetts, and, on the extreme right, Ritchie Dowd.

Women May Have A Lot To Say,

But In Debate They Say It Well
The Thorburn Trophy will re-

main in Ban Righ for the 18th

straight year. The trophy, emble-

matic of interfaculty debating supre-

macy, was won by Levanites

Jennifer WooIIcombe and Barbara

Hart in the McLaughlin Room, last

Thursday.

They defeated Ritchie Dowd
and Trevor Sutton of Medicine in

the second debate of the night.

They compiled enough points to

win over the Arts team of Pete

Zarry and Bob Little who had pre-

viously defeated sciencemen J. L.

Gaasenbeek and Alan Strong.

The two victorious girls upheld

the resolution "that the Students'

Union does not serve the univer-

sity to the best advantage."

Miss WooIIcombe, the first affir-

mative speaker, pointed out "The

word 'best' in the resolution implies

perfection which the Lrnion has not

achieved. In the Union, as in the

play 'South Pacific', the men 'ain't

got dames' so miss all the privileges

associated with women."

"To serve the university to the

best advantage, the Union would

have to expand," Miss Hart ad-

ded. "At present it cannot accom-

odate enough students."

"Approximately 75% of the ac-

tions taking place on the campus

take place in the Union," Mr. Dowd

countered. "Moreover a large num-

ber of organizations have their

GOOD TASTE, WHAT ?

Audience Cheers Kickline

At McGill Winter Show
By Sandy McCallum
Journal Staff Writer

If the Queen's Revue kickline

doesn't hit Broadway it won't be

due to lack of support from an

enthusiastic audience who watch-

ed the Queen's gals in action at

the McGill Winter Carnival

Revue held in Montreal last Sat-

urday.

Kickline, Queentones, and Party

Types repeated their Revue suc-

cess in Montreal this weekend

when McGill played host to eight

Canadian and American univer-

sities taking part in the annual

McGill Winter Carnival.

An ice carnival, debating con-

ference, Carnival Ball and frat

parties till 5 a.m. were other high-

lights of a weekend for some 30

Queen's students who estimated

an average of three to four hours

sleep between Friday noon and

Sunday night.

"McGill was just wonderful to

us", said kickline choreographer

Di McLennan.
Kicklines, quartettes, calypso

music, a ballet pantomime and

dancing of the "Gay Nineties"

were included in the Revue pro-

gram Saturday afternoon. They

were presented by students from

Toronto, McGill, Western, Uni-

versity of Montreal, Smith, Vas-

sar and Queen's.

Joan Fairfax and Mart Kenney

were featured at a Grand Carni-

val Ball held Saturday night.

Friday night McGill Redmen

defeated University of Montreal

Carabins 7-3 in a hockey game

which was followed by an ice

show with figure skaters from

Bishop's, Toronto and McGill.

Stars of the ice show were Doug

Court of Toronto senior Canadian

amateur champion, Barbara Jac-

ques, Canadian Junior Dance

champion and Dick Nutter, well-

known ice-show comedy star.

Representing Queen's in the

Carnival Revue were Jo Smith

and Mike Carty with their Party

Type song, Queentones Ian Al-

derworth, Grant Belyea, Dave
Lucas and Bob Podhcrney and

the kickline including, Dianne

McLennan Ruth Lockhart, Sheila

MacMiilan, Alison Burns, Jane

Hobson, Sylvia Neal, Liz Coatc,

Barb Plow, Mary Muirhead, El-

eanor Home.

offices situated there."

Mr. Sutton said "The Union

had been built to serve the men
with the same functions the wo-

men's residences are serving the

(See Levanites, Page 5)

Concert Features

Trumpet Virtuoso

Billed as a "2 in 1 package",

the annual concert of the Queen's

Band features Ellis McLintock

as its soloist on Thursday at 7:45

p.m. in Grant Hall. A pop and

jazz concert will be presented.

Mr. McLintock is Canada's

foremost trumpet virtuoso. He
also plays principal trumpet with

the CBC Symphony.

S. T. Criiickshank directs the

Queen's concert band. He is the

former conductor of the Vimy
Signal Band.

During intermission the new

drum majorette of Queen's band

will be introduced to the stu-

dents.

Following is the evening's

program: March, "Nibelungen"

by Wagner; Strauss' The Beauti-

ful Damme"; Simon's "Willow-

echoes" (solo by Ellis McLin-

tock) ; "Valse Triste" by Sibeli-

us; Alford's "Colonel Bogey on

Parade" ; Bellstedt's "La Co-

quette" (solo by McLintock)

;

Schubert's first movement from

the Symphony in "B" Minor.

Queen's pipers and dancers will

perform, the latter presenting a

group of Highland dances.

During the Jazz concert, mu-

sicians from Ontario and New
York will offer two hours of tra-

ditional and modern music. Bruce

Kerr is featured at the piano.

Levana Grad Dinner

Would those attending the

Levana Grad Dinner on Thurs-

day, March 1, please sign the

seating plan in Ban Righ Hall

as soon as possible.

CURTIS A "PERFECT HOAX

SAYS ARTS EXECUTIVE
The executive of the Arts Society, after meeting in two special sessions over the weekend, has ten-

dered its congratulations to the now-notorious "Don Curtis" group for perpetrating what it calls an "almost

perfect hoax.". But, in a special message released yesterday by society president Peter Zarry, the executive also

notes its disapproval of the methods used by the group, and accuses certain members of the executive who

were involved in the plot of "misconstruing" their responsibilities in the matter.

Cornell Wins
Debating Bout

Formal syllogism and uncanny
solutions featured the debates for

the Buccari Cup at the McGill

Winter Carnival. Cornell Univer-

sit)' defeated Pittsburgh in the

finals of the debates in which 18

universities took part.

Teams came from as far south

as Georgetown, D.C., and as far

east as New Brunswick to parti-

cipate in the competition. The
round-robin system which was
used lasted three days. In all, 28

debates were staged over the one

resolution "that the Olympic
Games create more international

tension than international good

will."

Ron MacGregor and Stuart

Howard made up the Queen's

team. Upholding the negative of

the resolution they defeated both

the University of Vermont and
New York University, 1954 win-

ners of the Buccari Cup.

In the third round the Queen's-

men met a Canadian team from

Loyola College, last year's inter-

university debating champions.

Loyola won the debate by a close

margin.

At the end of the third round

the points of all undefeated teams

were totalled. The two teams

with the highest aggregate, Cor-

nell and Pittsburgh, met in the

final.

Last year Rutger's University

won the trophy.

The clash between American

and Canadian debating styles of-

ten handicapped the speakers

the size of the audience was dis-

appointing.

The statement reads as follows:

"Congratulations are in order

for those who perpetrated an al-

most perfect hoax. The "Don
Curtis Affair has provided a val-

uable object lesson in some of the

difficulties of student govern-

ment. Members of the Arts Soci-

ety can rest assured that the ex-

ecutive will take immediate ac-

tion to remedy the flaws which

this affair has revealed."

While we admire the ends achiev-

ed by this action, we cannot con-

done the methods employed. We
realize that the entire executive

Kingstonians Star

In One-Act Plays

Three one-act plays will be

presented by the Domino The-

atre Players of Kingston on

Wednesday and Friday at Ports

mouth Orange Hall, and at

KCVI Auditorium, respectively

at 8:30 p.m.

Instead of the usual full-length

play, the group plans to perform

Noel Coward's "The Red Pep
pers", J. M. Synge's "Shadow o

the Glen", and Thornton Wil-

der's "Happy Journey".

The three plays will be per

formed entirely by Kingston

actors. Kathleen Roberts, Valerie

Robertson, and Richard Beards

ley direct the three performances.

Reserved seats are 75c and 50c.

and tickets are available at the

Pickwick Book Shop or at the

door.

AMS Films
"The Kidnappers" will be

featured tomorrow at 4 p.m.

and at 7:30 p.m. in Convoca-

tion Hall.

must shoulder the responsibility for

allowing this situation to arise.

Nevertheless, we feel, certain mem-

bers of the executive by their com-

plicity in the plot, have been guilty

of misconstruing their responsibili-

ties to the executive and to their

constituents."

A spokesman for the society

executive said yesterday that the

only mistake the executive had

made in the matter was that trust

in certain individuals had been

misplaced. The spokesman said

that responsibility for the pro-

curement of nominations for as-

sistant-treasurer (the post later

won by the fictitious Curtis) had

been delegated to one member of

the executive, who was supposed

to check on the qualifications of

all candidates.

The person concerned, who was

associated with the group which

perpetrated the plot, did nothing

about the matter. The group then

left the signed nominations at the

Queen's Post Office, where they

were picked up by another member

of the executive.

John Graham, chief electoral

officer, said he laughed when he

first heard of the plot. He had

proposed changes in the electoral

system early in January, he said,

and these changes were to be in-

troduced at the Arts Society gen-

eral meeting, later this month.

The proposed revisions would

embody an open nomination mee-

ting, at which all candidates

would be required to appear.

Curtis, who won by a large

margin, drew the votes of Artsmen

who were not aware of his fictitious

nature. "I voted for Curtis because

I didn't like the sound of Thistle's

name", said one. Another, noting

that Curtis seemed to have placed

a number of campaign posters about

(See "Perfect Hoax", Page 5)

Queen's Boxers Capture The Title

With Five Out Of Seven Victories

Andy Gunyon started the Tri-

color off on the right note, and Jack

Abraham applied the finishing tou-

ches as Queen's moved back on top

of the intercollegiate boxing world

on Saturday night. Rolling up an

impressive ten-point spread over

second-place Toronto, the Gael

battlers had seven finalists and five

champions from seven entries. His

boys made Jack Jarvis lock like a

prognosticator with occult powers

after his remark that "if my fight-

ers don't win, whoever beats them

will be champs in their respective

groups".

After Friday nights semi-finals,

it looked as though Toronto with

six finalists and Queen's with

seven would be fighting it out

right down to the final bell. The

Varsity club had packed the

lighter weights, while Queen's

had an entry in each of the last

seven events. Then Baker of

OAC outfought the U. of T's

Bruce McMurchy in the opening

130-lb. bout. The Toronto boy,

who had beaten Kolodny of Mc-

Gill on Friday night just didn't

have enough left to handle the

experienced Baker who had been

given a bye.

In the 135-lb. class, another

Blue met another Aggie. Toronto'*

Russ Reilly had Stevens of OAC
on the canvas in the first round,

but the latter recuperated quickly

and appeared to force the fight,

especially in the last round. The

judges however were unanimous in

declaring that Reilly had accumu-

lated enough points to win.

Then Gunyon of Queen's and

Clarke of Toronto touched gloves

under the big white light. Andy,

with his right hand up around

his ear somewhere, and his left

carried dangerously low ,was up

against a strong experienced box-

er. His lightning-like reflexes en-

abled the Gael to land many good

punches and Andy's speed and

conditioning gave him a split de-

cision for the 140 lb. champion-

ship. It was the closest bout on

the card, but with the announce-

ment of the winner, somebody

started scribbling on the prover-

bial wall.

In the 145-lb. division Queen's

Doug Kilgour, who was given a

bye into the final round, outboxed

OAC's Carswell to gain a unani-

mous decision. Carswell had a lot

I (See Abraham, Page 2)
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QUEEN'S BOXERS WIN CHAMPIONSHIP
Gaels Split Doubleheader
Beat Ryerson, Bow To OAC

The stalwart icemen of Queen's ran into a rough crew from

Gitelph Friday night, held up their end of the encounter but alas,

fell short by one on the score sheet. The score was 5-4 and it could

easily have been reversed. Ian MacKay, back in the lineup after

his injury played his usual solid fast game. The score was knotted

2-2 at the end of the first period. Then 3-2 as the second frame end-

ed, with the Aggies having the lead. The marksman for Queen's

were Percival, Osborne, Hoffman and MacCrae. Another sad note

to this game was the injury to Gary Ede, the extent of which is not

known at press time.

The blazing skates of the much improved Tricolor icemen were

dripping with vengeance from their Friday defeat as they whipped

the Ryerson puckmen. The final score on the tally sheet was 9-4.

With Ray Hoffman paving the way for his fellow teammates, bulg-

ing the twine four times. Art Truax filling in at right wing, in his

first two games more than amply proved that he is ready for the

senior team. Art filled the nets twice with Keenleyside, Nurmi and

Hermiston counting once. The game was fast, and the score indicat-

ed the play control.

rccM THE

SIDELINES
+ * *

MIKE MOFFAT

It was a very active weekend sportswise with six basketball

games, the boxing assaults and the intercollegiate ski meet as well

as two hockey games. The Golden Gaels dropped a pair of B-Ball

games, the JayVees did the same. The Golden Gals won their seventh

and eight straight hoop games, jack Jarvis' boxers won the title

and Jake Edward's skiers did very well too. The hockey team came

through with a win and a loss to round out a quite successful

Queen's sports weekend.

In the Queen's gym on Saturday night. Jack Jarvis's Queen's

pugilists punched their way to a very decisive win in the annual

Intercollegiate Boxing Assaults. The boxers have thus brought

Queen's its second major sports championship this year. Mean-

while, at St. Sauveur, Quebec, the ski team under Jake Edwards

won six of seven events and had one of their men, Al Poutanen pick-

ed as the best skier, but failed to gain the team title because they

lacked sufficient second and third placings.

There were four defending champs listed on the Boxing card,

but Jack Abraham was the only one to hold his title. OAC's Ste-

phens lost his, while Raymond of McGill couldn't make the weight

and so had to fight in a higher class. He lost out in the semis. The
fourth man listed failed to show up.

As the draw was listed, each team was scheduled for one bye,

but when three McGill men and one OAC fighter failed to show,
Queen's got three additional byes and Toronto one . . . There were
a few very close fights, and a few that were almost no contests . . .

The Gunyon-Clarke fight was one of the closest and one of the best

with the Tricolor boy winning a split decision by half a point . . .

Woolgar of McGill was a terror, winning both his bouts by second
round TKO's. He drew blood on his semi-final opponent, and had
his final opponent dazed and helpless . . . The most one-sided fight

on the whole card was Abe's KO over Cairns who back-pedalled
as long as he could. When Abe cornered him, it didn't take him long
to finish it . . . Jack Jarvis was quick to call the fight when his boys
were taking a beating. Jack doesn't believe in letting his boys get
hurt and when Harshaw and McCullough got into trouble Jack
was quick to signal the referee to stop the fight. It would have been
foolish to let either of these fine fighters get hurt, particularly
after Queen's had already won the team title. It is no disgrace to
get beaten by a more experienced opponent, and both these Queen's-
men will get to fight in next years assaults ... In fact, all seven of
the Queen's should be back next year. Roberts is in PHE '57 and all

the others are '58's and '59's. The rest of the teams had better
look out, for a team with five defending champs plus two finalists
will be hard to beat. It is to be hoped that none of Jack's boys are
hit by the faculty come spring, and also that next year Jack will be
able to find a couple of light men for the 130 and 135 classes . . .

Maybe Henry Clarke, who did such a great job helping Jack this
year will be able to compete next year.

Abraham, Pohlman, Roberts,

Kilgour And Gunyon All Win

PHOTO BY FHIPPEN

Toronto's George Masttda (dark trunks) tries to guard a punch

from Queen's Ralph Pohlman. Pohlman landed a lot of blotvs during a

fight that he had under control all the way and won a unanimous decision.

SKIERS WIN SIX FIRSTS
BUT LOSE TEAM TITLE

The Queen's ski team made a valiant effort to win the inter-

collegiate Ski Meet over the weekend, but despite winning six of

seven combined and individual championships, the team wound up

second to McGill who won the only event that the Tricolor didn't,

and who racked up a large number of second and third placings.

The team must be wondering

what they have to do to win. Six

firsts is a tremendous showing

aind to lose with that kind of re-

cord is almost unbelievable.

Al Poutanaen won the Ski-

meister award for being the out-

standing skier in the meet. Big

Al won the jumping, and this

combined with a fifth in the cross-

country race won him the Nordic

Combined title. Ed Hanna of

Queen's was second in the Nordic

Combined on the strength of his

win in the cross-country, and a

good placing in the jump.

Arne Midgley won the Alpine

Combined for Queen's as he came
first in the slalom and third in

the downhill. Poutanen was sev-

enth in this event.

Keith Harris and Pete Hobden
also turned in top performances

for coach Jake Edwards as Keith
finished fifth in the cross-country

and Pete eighth in the same race

to give Queen's four of the top

ten. Harris was also fifth in the

Nordic combined and Hobden
just one place behind him as the

Tricolor grabbed four of the first

six places in this category.

In the final team standings,

McGill won with 575 points to

the Queen's total of 568. Varsity

was third, Laval fourth, U. of

Montreal fifth and Ryerson last.

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE <;

(Continued from Page 1)

of trouble getting past Callaghan

of Toronto on Friday, and the ex-

perienced Kilgour was over him

TRICOLOR DROP TWO

SEC0NDSJ)0SAME

The Queen's Golden Gaels

went down to double defeat on

the road this weekend, as they

lost to the two most powerful

teams in the Senior Intercolleg-

iate league. They put up a good

fight against the league-leading

Mustangs but bowed by a 84-56

count. Then on the following

night they came up against the

Purple raiders and dropped an

85-51 decision in Windsor.

The Western height was a big

feature of the game against the

defending champs as the Gaels

were outclassed but game. They

managed to hold tall man Ray

Monnot to one of his lowest scor-

ing totals of the season, but were

unable to do much point-getting

themselves. The high man for

the Tricolor was Andy Haydon

with ten as the points were even-

ly spread around. John Milliken

had nine, and Stone and Harrison

were next with eight each. High

man for the winners was Chris

Ellis with fifteen and Monnot

and Veres each had thirteen.

The powerful Purple Raiders

from Assumption combined their

height advantage and a good deal

of speed to win going away. They
piled up an e arly lead and were

never in danger. Jim Harrison

continued as the leading scorer

for the Queen's team as he made
sixteen points in the losing cause.

Bill Kerr had eleven and Stone

and Milliken had seven each. Top
man for the winners was Georgie

Josephs with eighteen and Mc-
Kenzie with sixteen.

The intermediates made the trip

with the seniors, and they suf

fered the same fate as they drop

ped a pair. Western won 67-42

and Assumption downed the

Queen's quintet 88-58.

In the Western game, the home
team built up a seven point edge
at the half and then pulled away.
High scorer for the winners was
Litabniks with 14, Dino Buratto
led the Lenardmen with eight,

while Horley, Turnbull and No-
gas had six each.

The Assumption team played

phenomenal basketball in the first

half, making almost 90% of their

shots. The game was also live-

ned up by a scuffle. Early in the

second quarter Denko, a former
all-star at Niagara Collegiate,

suddenly attacked Danny Bozic

and was thrown out.

High scorers for the Tricolor

were Turnbull with 18, Bozic
with 10 and Buratto-nine. The big

gun for Assumption was Kotwas
with 26.

like a tent to put Queen's ahead to

stay in the point race for the team

championship.

Queen's Walt Roberts and Mc-

Gill's Puddicombe squared off in

the 150-lb. contest. Walt used his

reach advantage to score often with

his left jab but both fighters started

the third and final round with a

fast and furious flurry as if both

seemed certain that the issue was

still in doubt. Roberts got unani-

mous nods from the judges to give

Queen's three straight champion-

ships.

Somebody suggested that

Ralph Pohlman would probably

eat his 155 opponent, and the way

he tore into Toronto's George

Masuda it looked like Ralph

hadn't had a square meal in

weeks. Pohlman, ever cocky, ever

confident, was in command from

the opening bell, but the Toronto

boy was dead game and took the

best punches Ralph could throw.

Masuda was floored in the first

round, but finished the fight de-

spite a broken nose. Queen's win

at this point assured them of first

place.

At 165-lbs., Dave Harshaw met

Sidney, captain and best boxer o£

the Blue contingent. The Gael

traded blow for blow in the first

round but lost his steam in the

second. He took a mandatory eight

count just before the second bell,

and working on sheer heart lasted

for over half the third before the

referee stopped the fight.

The 175-Ib. match was a slugfest

from the word go. Jim McCullough

of Queen's came sweeping out of

his corner like a windmill in a

hurricane and McGill's Woolgar

was ready to match him swat for

swat. McCullough went down for

an eight count in the second round

and the McGill man was swarming

all over him when he got up. The

referee stopped the fight to award

Woolgar a TKO just as Jim got

in one last "dilly" to the chin.

The heavyweight bout provid-

ed the only knockout of the ev-

ening. As soon as he got into the

ring, Toronto's Cairns looked like

a man who just remembered that

he had forgotten something im-

portant — something like a bicy-

cle. In the second round, when
Jack Abraham finally caught op

to him it was all over; a left jab,

a right cross, a right uppercut

and ten seconds later the Queen's

champ had retained his heavy-

weight crown.

A special word of praise is in

order at this time for Jack Jarvis

and his assistant Henry Clarke.

From 1955's last place team, they

moulded a winner in '56. Jack con-

ducts his training programme on

the honour system and this works

out just fine because if the boys

don't dig hard, they feel that they

have let Jack down. Anyone coming

in contact with the grand old guy
would never do that.

Dial 7135

town and country

Restaurants

Highway No. 2, Cataraqui, Ont.

• Princess at Clergy Streets,
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A Jiournal Review

French Without fears
By Mary Ev. Rogers

The Queen's Drama Guild has

done it again! — this time under

the directorship of Professor Pat

Ouinby. Last Saturday night,

their audience hi Convocation

Hal! was presented with a well-

polished and thoroughly delight-

ful performance of Terence Rat-

tigan's play "French Without

Tears".

It is greatly to the Guild's cre-

dit that they made such a good
choice in their play. Even the

poorest acting would not have
succeeded in suffocating the live-

ly sparkle of this subtle and so-

phisticated comedy. The combi-

nation of a clever play and an

enthusiastic cast proved hard to

beat. Although a bit slow warm-
ing tip, the cast obviously enjoy-

ed every moment of the play, and

they conveyed the resulting

warmth and spontaneity to their

audience. The usual amateur self-

consciousness that so often con-

fronts the inexperienced actor in

a love-sccne or racy bit of dialo-

gue was mercifully non-existent

here.

A fast moving comedy demands
accurate timing on the part of

the actors. Cues must be picked

up quickly and gestures well-con-

trolled or the play loses its pace.

The cast on the whole did well

in this respect. Unfortunately,

they didn't always give the au-

dience enough time to finish a
laugh, and as a result some
speeches were lost. Had the

actors had more experience] in

front of an audience, they might
possibly have realized that laugh-

ter can build to a climax, and that

they should not break in until the

laughter is well on the decline.

The set was attractive and well-

lighted, and appeared extremely

STEAM
SHOVEL

Marion Laughs Most At Election Of Ghost
And it came to pass on Morn of Sun that clarion call of Maid

Marion did float softly over maze of twisted tubes of alloys of Al

in Land of Kin even unto cav of slumbering Scribe. And did same

venture furtively into Trails of Kin, which by impressions in frozen

aequeous formations, did betray passing of Scribe into Cav of Nic.

And was great smile evident on face of Marion which led Scribe

to believe that excessive quantities of most potent fluidz of amber

had been consumed by most worshipful Maid. But after noting that

level of fluidz had not fallen more than usual number of feet did

Scribe determine reason for great mirth. For had Marion learned

of apathy of Clodz of Eartz w ho did elect being of spectral nature

to society of Eartz. Further did Scribe believe that departed Clod,

even Charlie the tailor, would derive great satisfaction from news of

farce.

Sophz And Frosh Each Hold Slosh

And on Eve of Tuc did warriorz of Heinz pins one hold brawl

in cav of Whigs. And did Scribe receive reports that same was

of great nature even though excessive numbers of Lemonz did make

appearance. However, was this condition necessary since babz of

choice of warriorz could not come in middle of week. Further did

Yellow-tasselcd Ones throw brawl of similar nature in Cav of many

Salles on Eve of Fria. And was this function of great success as re-

vealed by paled condition of lowly Frosh on Morn of Saturn.

Further did Scribe hear rumours that certain members of ranks of

Fuzzy-Ones did greet light of Morn from confined positions in Cav

of Vertical Bars. And did this bring to five the number of warriorz

from Land of Home of Scribe who have suffered experiences of

same nature.

And Will Brassy Sound In Hall Resound

And while watching battlers of Gold gash helpless opponents in

Cav of James on eve of Saturn did Scribe hear of forthcoming event

on eve of Thor. For having been accosted by n plus 29 vendors of

ducats did it dawn upon Scribe that blowers of brass were to

exhibit sound/, of pleasing nature in Cav of Grant. Further did it

seem that equally fine soundz of improvising nature were

also in store, and so as chisel grows dull must Scribe return to den

where is education for eve of Thor provided by discs of vinyl

uttering musty tones of Phil the Flipped-One and the Jacketed-One

from Illinois.

h

I
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spacious. The director and his

stage crew are to be commended
for their magnificent handling of

a small stage. Actually the play-

ers could have had very little

acting space, but at no time did

they look cramped for room.

It is difficult to single out a

star. The cast was well-integrat-

ed, and worked smoothly to-

gether. Bev. MacKay, Nan Choui-

nard. Norm Edmondson and

Jean-Paul Riopel are all to be

commended for their excellent

performances. The rest of the

players deserve credit for their

able and consistent acting.
"French Without Tears" was
happily free of the usual one or

two dead weights in the cast that

appear in most amateur product-

ions.

The most serious criticism to

be made is about speech. Some
players were not careful enough
in their enunciation. It should not

be dificult to make oneself heard

in a small theater, but on several

occasions the audience missed

laughs because they could not

catch the dialogue.

The Drama Guild is to be con-

gratulated on its excellent work.

It is unfortunate that more peo-

ple did not turn out to witness

their success.

WHY I HATE

NEWSPAPER WORK

When I was just a little boy,

To write was my sole dream;

The act I thought would bring

me joy

And also let off steam.

I'd take a journalism course,

I'd study with the best;

I'd work myself just like a horse,

And never get no rest.

And so I went to college,

To a very famous school;

I came to get some knowledge

My God! I was a fool.

I worked upon the paper,

I even wrote a head;

And then I wrote a feature,

I should of stood in bed.

The editor was heartless

The editor was cruel,

He wouldn't even print my stuff,

The crazy mixed-up fool.

And now my heart is broken,

And I'm all out of sorts,

And for a one last token,

I've gone to writing sports.

CUP

SUnjal jRmte
Old King Cole was a merry old so til,

Willi a passion for women and

drink.

These keen appetites

Kept hint wide awake at nights

And many a maiden in mink.

There was a young lady from

Queen's

Who indulged in vodka, it seems.

She graciously said,

It doesn't go to your head.

You just fall apart at the scams.

The Mutual Life of Canada offers low-cost

life insurance combining savings with protection.

Your local Mutual lifo representative can show ycm

actual policy results and will be glad

to work out o plon devised to suit your need*.

See him today.

KINGSTON BRANCH OFFICE — PRINCESS AND
BRANCH MANAGER — D. R. ROUCHTON,

REPRESENTATIVES
W. J. STONESS, C.L.U., K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U.

STEPHEN ROUCHTON, B.A.

MONTREAL STS.

.Sc., C.L.U.

THE DIARY OF

THE MAD JOURNALIST

I recently picked up a copy of The Sheaf (University of Sas-

katchewan) and observed that quite a number of good folk are

upset about a train excursion to Prince Albert. The reason for the

excitement was that the students apparently behaved rather like

Queen's students on a football train. This makes me think that

undergraduates everywhere are pretty much the same. But I do

wish that the general public would calm itself on such occasions.

Appearances to the contrary, the young people involved are not all

going to end up in institutions or at the end of ropes. The general

public, sir, has a nose for sin which is often too acute. It tends to

smell queer odours where there are none. Furthermore, people who

nose around for dirt arc liable to end up with besmirched faces.

To be perfectly honest, I have myself seen behavior at Country

Club dances. Service Club stags and other assorted affairs of mer-

riment, which would curl the hair of the very wickedest under-

graduate. Gracious to goodness, the adult can out-excess th!e

student any old day! It is a strange and wonderful world, with

half of it going to the devil and the other half composed of self-

appointed prophets and upli iters. Of the two halves, I think I

prefer the first group. But some wise man once pointed out that

we are surely fortunate to have with us so many who seem to

understand so well the Divine Will, and who are so very willing to

let us in on the secret. Saskatchewanians (or whatever you call

yourselves) I salute you! In the same issue of The Sheaf you had

the photographs of thirteen of the loveliest girls ever to grace a

university. Any campus able to boast such beauty need not worry

about train excursions. Indeed, with girls like these to cheer you

on, I wonder that you did not get out and pull the train yourselves!

* * *

An article in The Journal has drawn attention to the question

of female dress on the campus. The writer seems to think that co-

eds do not make enough of the fact that they are feminine, and

The Mad Journalist is in complete agreement. The issue, however,

is not so much one of finances or laziness, but rather of bad taste

generally. This bad taste exhibits itself in almost every aspect of

university life at Queen's, and one becomes befuddled and confused

when exceptions such as the fine decorations for the Levana formal

are followed up by behavior such as the premature tearing down of

the said decorations . . . Speaking of the Levana formal, why is it

that groups of bright-eyed youngsters feel that the best time to

sing Oil Thigh is during dinner? It was sung, with the result that

almost everyone spilled his coffee trying to spring to attention. The

song itself is bad enough, with words that only apply to football,

but to be forced to jump to my feet while I'm eating is pure non-

sense. I did not do it, nor shall I ever do so! Sacrosanct sentiment-

alism! Pooh! School spirit is one thing, and slobbishness is quite

another.
* * *

Left this morning for Toronto, which is now become the Baby-

Ion of Ontario, and was delighted to see the wonderful shops and

restaurants again. Kingston is a dreary place, particularly during

the winter and the spring, when the St. Lawrence Seaway seems

to be re-routed along the streets and sidewalks. I also ate my first

really good meal in a long: time, and later took in a concert. One's

view of life is a constant variable, and it all depends where you

happen to be when you arc looking. Yes, madam, I quite agree.

The Toronto subway beats the Montreal tram every time!

For . .

.
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MEDSMEN POLLED
Air Opinions

On New Plan

Medical students in all years

have been polled as to their views

on recent curriculum changes in-

troduced by the Faculty Advis-

ory Board. In an extensive seven-

page questionnaire circulated last

week, students were requested to

express, with simple "yes" or

"no" answers, their approval or

disapproval of the new curricu-

lum.

The questionnaire, which was

drawn up by a special committee

of the Acsculapian society com-

posed of members of all six years,

is designed as a guide to the so-

ciety executive in the making of

recommendations to the faculty.

The Aesculapian society under-

took to poll student opinion after

it became widely known that

some undergraduates were bitter-

ly opposed to the curriculum

change, which would embody a

post-graduate rotating internship

in the teaching hospitals of the

university for the class of 1958

and subsequent years.

Bob Langford, who will suc-

ceed Doug Bell as Aesculapian

Society president at the end of

ihis month, told the Journal on

Sunday that the questionnaire

was being circulated with the full

knowledge and suporl of the fac-

ulty. The latter, lie said, would

be "as fully interested as the so-

ciety executive itself in the re-

sults."

He said the Aesculapian so-

ciety recognized that the faculty

has complete authority to change

the university course as it deems
fit. However, in view of a certain

measure of discord which was
evident within the society after

PHOTO BY NICOLSON

THIS IS WHAT I THINK!
A pensive medsman sweats over a seven-page questionnaire

which was circulated last week by the Aesculapian society. Students

were quizzed as to their opinions on recent curriculum changes.

the new plan was introduced, it

was felt that no recommendations

could be made by the executive

until student opinion has been ac-

curately assessed.

Tlie questionnaire is divided in-

to five sections, one dealing with

the principle of the new plan, an-

other with the method of initiat-

ing it, a third section with prob-

lems relating to internship, while

the final two sections relate to

"moral obligations" and "incon-

venience and expense".

Students are asked to indicate

if they approve of the principle

of the new plan in toto. They are

also asked to indicate their opin-

ion on the two component parts

of the plan.

The questionnaire also asks if

students "think the plan should

be initiated to apply to your

class?"

Undergraduates completing the

form must signify whether they

full-fashioned

blossoms forth this v^f??^ I KjQr$
in six incredibly beautiful new sweaters.'

You'll never look sweeter, or nrattr. . . dainty collars

enchanting scoop and v-nccks . . . some extravagantly

jewelled, braided . . . all band fmishtd!

Twenty.two vibrant high-fashion colours

in Kittcn-soft Ptilal Orion. Easy to

caie for . . . keeps its shape . . . flatters yturs

Lambsuool, too, at better stores everywhere

S6-95 to $8.9). Jewelled

and braided extra.

Look

for tbt

name

intend to specialize, or do general

practice, and where they intend

to intern. Then, after being ask-

ed where they intend to practice,

students must signify whether

they feci internship in the city of

future practice is essential for

hospital privileges, knowledge of

city medical facilities, under-

standing of local professional

problems, or making of profes-

sional contacts.

Other sample questions in-

clude ones such as "Do you think

that because you entered Queen's

for the present six year medical

course, the university is morally

obliged to live up to the agree-

ment even though they are with-

in their legal rights to change

the curriculum at any time, in

any way."; and "Do you feel the

faculty is acting in the best in-

terests of the undergraduates in

initiating the new plane"

3mt Utenrij Unit!
PRINCESS STREET

Coffee Shop ond Restaurant

Kingston, Onr. Phone 7712

Social Year Ends

With Colour Night

The annual Colour Night Ban

quet and Dance will feature the

presentation of Tricolor awards,

team awards and various sports

trophies. The dance, with music

by the Commodores who per-

formed at the Arts Formal, will

take place in Grant Hall on

March 9.

The buffet banquet will be held

at Wallace Hall at 7:30.

The well known Collegaires

will perform during intermission.

Convenor Shirley Youell said

the decorations will be simple

but very effective. "As it is the

last big dance of the year, we
hope to make it one to be remem-

bered," she added.

Tickets for both events may be

purchased at the Post Office or

from any member of the com-

mittee of Ann Hewson, Janet

Ross, Barry Healy, Al Deep and

Ed Malard. The price for the

banquet is $1 per person and for

the semi-formal dance, S4 a cou-

ple.

Beaver To Lead
Student Editors

Lord Beaverbrook, first Baron of

Bcaverbrook, New Brunswick and

Cherkly, Surry, England, has been

elected Honorary President of

Canadian University Press.

He is well known in educational

as well as political circles. He has

donated many endowments to the

progress of education. In 1920

Lord Beaverbrook began to award

scholarships to deserving high

school students who wished to at-

tend university.

In 1946 he inaugurated the

Beaverbrook Overseas scholarships.

Approximately 10 scholarships are

awarded each year to graduates of

New Brunswick universities to

carry on post-graduate study at any

university in Britain.

Lord Beaverbrook is also inter-

ested in newspaper work. He is

proprietor of the Evening Stan-

dard, the Daily Express and Sunday
Express.

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT i

Kingston's Leading Restaurant

SINCE 19 19
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Queen's

Blazers
Nicely tailored in Eng-

lish blazer cloth with

embroidered Queen's

crest and genuine

Queen's brass buttons.

Specially priced at _..

MEN'S DEPT.

CLUBS -SOCIETIES
Tuesday

IRC Club: Tonight at 8 p.m. in the

Co-ed lounge of the Students' Union.

Mr. Cappadocio, prof, of history at

RMC, will give a talk on "Church
and State in Italy".

Student Wives Club: Meets at 8:15

p.m. in the lounge of the Science Club
Rooms at Clarke Hall. All students'

wives are welcome. Each girl is asked

to bring recipes for the cook book.

Biology Society: Meeting at 8:15

p.m. in the McNeill House Common
Room. Dalton Muir of the National
Film Board will show a film on the

"Embryology of the Chick". Refresh-
ments.

* * 4

Thursday

Maths and Physics Club: At 7 p.m.
n Room 314 of Ontario Hall. Dr.

N. Miller of the mathematics dept.

will speak on the "Putnam Papers".

This is the last meeting of the year.

AH visitors are welcome.

Philosophical Society: Will meet at

7:30 p.m. in McNeill House. Prof.

Thomson of Psych. Dept. will speak

on "Meaning and Behaviour".

Thursday

Queen's Theological Society: Elec-

tion of officers from 12 noon to 1:30

p.m. in the Theology Common Room.
Thcologs and Arts-Theologs arc

eligible to vote.

Classified Ads

Magazine Rates

New student rates, Time $3.25 ;

Sports Illustrates $4.00; Life

$4.25. Please send cheque or order

now and pay later, to Students

Periodical Agency, P. O. Box

157, Adelaide P. O., Toronto 1,

Ont.
* * +

Typing

Typing at reasonable rates by

Mrs. Evelyn Mathcson, 305J4 Al-

fred St. (back entrance). Phone

2-5422.

Saturday

SCM: Luncheon meeting at 12:30

p.m. in the Parish Hall of St. James
Anglican- Church, Union ami Arch
St. Dr. Malcolm Ross of the Queen's
English dept. will he guest speaker.

All are welcome.

MUSIC

Thursday

Band Concert: Presents a pop and
jazz music concert provided by the

Queen's Concert Band with Ellis

McLintock as soloist. Also, the Jazz
Society of Brockville with musicians
from Ontario and New York. Time
is 7:45 p.m. at Grant Hall. Tickets
on sale in tho Ticket Booth, Students'

Union or from Bandsmen.

Tuesday

WUS: General meeting in McNeill

House, 7 p.m. Elections for next year.

Joan Partridge will show slides on
Japan.

* * *

Wednesday

Arts '57 Elections: For next year's

executive in the McLaughlin Room
of the Students' Union at 7 p.m. Let's

see everyone in '57 out to vote.

HUM: Dr. B. L. B. Bingham, prof,

of Surgery at Queen's will speak at

the Hillel regular supper scries at

5:15 p.m. Topic is "Some Aspects of

the History of Medicine." All students

are invited to attend. Supper reser-

vations by phoning 2-1120.

Friday

Graduation Formal: Arts '56 and
'57, at LaSalle Hotel from 9 to 1 p.m.

Tickets arc S2.00 per couple and
dancing to Con Bakers Orchestra.
Dress semi-formal, no corsages. Con-
tact Jan Jackson at 3752 or Dutch
Findlay at 4027 for tickets, or for

banquet arrangements. Further infor-

mation in letters to be picked up at

Queen's Post Office.

Quarry 5: Deadline for contribu-

tions is Feb. 23.

Employment: On Wednesday, Feh.
29, a representative of Frontier College
will be at Queen's to interview stu-
dents interested in summer employ-
ment as laborer-teachers. Additional
information at Queen's employment
office.

Sixteen Tons: Coming Saturday,
March 3 is the "Dance of the Year".
With a new and original price of ad-
mission - ¥1.35 OR the weight of
your date at a penny a pound. Don't
miss this fabulous feature! There arc
many other special attractions.

Dance

Programs

anson & Edgar
PRINTERS

Phone 4 J 14

PHnting ot

Every Description

WHEREVER YOU DINE,

INSIST ON

WILMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS

10 DAYS TO ORDER YOUR TRICOLOR
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Professor Duncan Named Director

Of Seventh WUS Student Seminar

Prof. A. R, C, Duncan

Petition To Levana President

Raises Campaign Issue Again
A petition advocating Levana

election campaigns precipitated a

special Levana general meeting

last Wednesday. The petition,

presented to president Liz Gillan,

was signed by 108 Levanites.

Main points in favor of cam-

paigning were outlined by Bar-

bara Hart, Arts '57. It was felt

campaigning would give the girls

a better knowledge of the nom-

inees, and would create more in-

terest in the elections as a whole.

Library Displays

Varied Year Books

Year books from such widely

separated universities as those of

New Brunswick, British Columbia,

und Hawaii are now on display in

the Douglas Library. Although the

Queen's Tricolor does not have a

special Exchange Editor, it does

try to exchange year books with

some half-dozen colleges and uni-

versities each year.

The 1955 editions now in the

library reading room are : "Old

McGilf", "Occidental" of Western,

"The Totem" from the University

of British Columbia, Hawaii's "Ka
Palapala", "Clan Macdonald", the

"University of New Brunswick ann-

ual, "Libranne" of the Ontario

Agricultural College, and the "Tri-

color".

How To Live

With Your Worries
Some worries and anxieties are
normal: we shouldn't dodge
them. But some are useless and
simply wear us down.

February Reader's Digest
tells about the kind of worry
you should learn to overcome
. . . and how you can wisely
profit by putting sensible wor-
ries to good use. Get your Feb-
ruary Reader's Digest today:
38 articles of lasting interest,

including the best from cur-
rent books and leading mag-
azines, condensed to save your
time.

It was argued the girl nominat-

ed would be better able to con-

vince the voters she wanted the

position. Levanites said speeches

and posters, whereby candidates

could make themselves known to

the public, would be an improve-

ment on the present system.

Objections outlined said pos-

ters and speeches might degen-

erate into a farce, and election

promises were difficult to make
for some positions, such as cur-

ator. Definite platforms would

also have to be drawn tip-

It was finally decided one

large poster should be put in a

prominent place with pictures of

candidates and a list of their uni-

versity activities.

A motion was passed that any

girl could do informal campaign-

ing on her own, under the condi-

tion no posters are used. This

last measure was thought neces-

sary, although there is nothing

in the Levana constitution for-

bidding any kind of informal

campaigning.

Members of the executive feel

there is an unspoken understand-

ing that there be no campaigning

in the society.

An honor has come to Queen's

in the appointment of Prof. A.R. C.

Duncan as Canadian director and

head of the Canadian delegation

to the international World Uni-

versity Service seminar in Germany
this summer.

Prof. Duncan will work with

the German director in making
up the program for student dele-

gates at the seventh international

seminar. Topic of discussion will

be "Freedom in the University."

The seminar is sponsored jointly

by WUS of Canada and WUS
of Germany.

Head of the philosophy dept. at

Queen's since 1949, Prof. Duncan

is a native of Scotland. He was

educated at Aberdeen, Glasgow and

Edinburgh, and he received his

M.A. from the University of Edin-

burgh in 1936.

His teaching career began in

1937 when he lectured in philoso-

phy at Edinburgh, but he left to

take up a similar post at Univer-

sity College, the University of

London.

At the outbreak of World War
II, he joined the Royal Artillery.

As a captain and general staff offi-

cer he saw active service in the

Middle East, Africa and Italy.

In 194S Prof. Duncan returned

to Edinburgh where he lectured

in moral philosophy and was dir-

ector of studies in the Faculty of

Arts. In 1949 he came to Queen's.

His wide classical education has

included a study of French and

German, both of which he speaks

fluently. He has also undertaken

extensive studies in tbe Intuitionist

school of ethics.

In addition to his three week stay

in Germany, Prof. Duncan hopes to

spend some time in England and

France before returning to Canada.

Three Way Split

Hampers Progress

"Nigeria is going through the

same sort of phase that Canada

and the United States went

through once on the road to na-

tionhood," said Mr. Onwura Chi-

azor, an Arts student from Niger-

ia in an address to the Kingston

Rotary Club last Thursday.

Mr. Chiazor outlined the vast

potentialities of Nigeria, particu-

larly in respect to its minerals

and manpower. "As yet, however,

they are largely undeveloped."

He said Nigeria is split into

three distinct geographical re-

gions, each at present with its

own Prime Minister, which he

characterized as "a ridiculous

situation." To further hamper
unity, the several tribes have dif-

ferent languages and customs,

giving them very little common
ground.

"Not until we have achieved

unity can we stand up and pre-

sent ourselves to the people of

Canada as a modern nation," he

stated.

"Nigeria is going to be a free

country, but in order to become

so, it needs the sympathy and

moral help of Canadian people,"

he concluded.

Chemists Win
Neish Awards

G. H. Ringrose, Science '56.

G. E. Hamilton, Arts '56 and

W. R. Gee, Science '56, were

W. R. Gee, Science '56, were

prize winners in the annual stu-

Neish awards sponsored by the

Kingston branch of the Chemical

Institute of Canada. All three are

undergraduates in chemistry and

chemical engineering.

The awards, which are book

prizes, are named in honor of Dr.

A. C. Neish, former head of the

department of chemistry at

Queen's and a past president of

the Cbemcial Institute of Cana-

da. Names of winners will be en-

graved on a plaque presented to

the university.

STONES
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS

'Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

Since 1879 —
ROBERT BRUCE, Ltd.

_ 170 PRINCESS STREET —

With Fine Drygoods — Men's Furnishings

And the Newest Fashions for Women.

Vou're sure of the Quality at Bruces1

"Perfect Hoax
(Continued from Page 1)

the campus, said he voted for

Thistle because "Curtis seemed too

anxious to get in".

Other comments ranged from "I

voted for Thistle because Curtis

sounded like a dogan (Roman

Catholic)" to "I voted for Curtis

because his name was first on the

list".

A spokesman for the group or-

iginating the plot said Sunday
that it had been carried out solely

in the hope of demonstrating to

voters their political irresponsi-

bility. "There was at no time any

intent to embarass the Arts so-

ciety executive," he said.

The story was picked up by Can-

adian Press and apeared in papers

across the country. The Kingston

Whig-Standard said on Saturday:

"We must congratulate this partic-

ular group for the effective way in

which it showed the present touch-

ing belief in student self-government

to be somewhat ill founded. It may

be amusing for students to play at

being politicians ... but a little

more self-discipline in the search

for knowledge would be a more

valid expense of energy than the

organization of elaborate and cum-

bersome elections for a student

government which has but nominal

power".

BUY YOUR TRICOLOR NOW

Time

Waits For

NoOne
Students are urged to purchase

their '56 Tricolor as soon as pos-

sible.

The publisher must be inform-

ed of the exact number of copies

the student body requires. That
means there will not be any year

books available in the fall.

Each year several people, who
want to purchase a Tricolor, are

unable to buy thein because they

are under tbe impression the

books will be available in the

coming school session.

Essentially, the Tricolor is a
book of memories, the only per-

manent record of a year at

Queen's. Special features this

year include pages of the foot-

ball championship and colored

pictures of the campus.

The Tricolor staff hopes stu-

dents will realize they will not be

able to buy a yearbook after the

sale deadline. "If you want a Tri-

color '56, order now!"

C.L.P. CHATTER
VANCOUVER (CUP)—The "Ubyssey", campus news-

paper of the University of British Columbia, is deploring the

low estate to which the noble campus art of tomfoolery has

fallen at that college. Apparently a candidate for USC Chair-

man, one "Tiki" Graham by name, made a rather poor show-

ing in the recent election. "Tiki" is a small, woolly poodle.

But practically no one was deceived by the mysterious can-

didate and they suspected that the few who did vote for

"Tiki" did it out of sympathy for the tired prank.

There was a time when the campus could count on at

least three hoaxes, trophy thefts, or mock riots per week,

the paper reminisces. "We've heard of horses getting elected

President of the Students' Council, and non-existent students

getting their B.A.'s, and football players being shanghaied

onto oil tankers bound for Venezuela. But UBC, apparently is

incaapble even of getting a poodle elected to USC—a task the

Jokers Club could have performed with ease before break-

fast ... If we're this dull now, what will we all be like when

we're forty?"

Levanites Talk Their Way
To Faculty Debating Prize

(Continued from t^age 1)

women. It is doing this in the

best possible way," he added.

"Since there are three times as

many men as women it is only

right they should receive pro-

portionately more benefits from

it."

In the first debate Mr. Zarry

and Mr. Little supported tbe nega-

tive of the resolution "that a policy

of expansion be adopted by Queen's

to absorb the expected increase of

students over the next ten years."

They cited the excessive cost

of expansion and the necessity of

maintaining Queen's independ-

ence, which would be difficult if

government financial aid were

sought. Moreover, expansion is

impossible without lowering the

university standards.

The affirmative, Mr. Gaasenbeek

and Mr. Strong, argued Queen's

should expand because expansion

is progress. "One either has pro-

gression or regression but n«
middle road."

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.

CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES
HOME COOKED FOOD

After the Theatre or Dance, dine at the Roy York for tempting

dishes and speedy service.

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00
Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room
271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

BOOKS
THAT PLEASE EVERYBODY

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
MONTREAL AT BROCK STREETS KINGSTON

look your best

at the big game

"your best" starts

with your bra

—And your bro ihould ba an
Exquiille Form, (or loveliest lines

undarsuilsand iwonlan!Shown
top: No. 475 popular CirckO-

form in white satin or broad-
cloth. Circle- stitched cups, elastic

insert for breolhing comfort.

Junior AA cup, 30-36; A cup,

30-36; B & C cupj, 32-40.
Price $2.00 Below: famous
"505" with curve-stikhad under-

cup, giving firm support and
control. Satin or broadcloth.

A cup, 30-36; fl & C cups, 32-40.

Price $1.50
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Three Plus Three Equals Three

A suggestion that Science representation to the AMS be in-

creased by one member has some merit at first glance. However,

iuch a move could begin a dangerous trend, and membership on

the AMS executive could gradually be increased to a point where
the executive could not function nearly as efficiently. A small

group can reach decisions more quickly than can a large group, and

the addition of one more representative would only establish a pre-

cedent which could be cited in future as a reason for further in-

crease. It seems to us that representation on such a body should be

according to faculties rather than to numbers.

However, as the AMS executive is now constructed, faculty

representation is not fairly distributed. The Arts Faculty has twice

as many representatives on the executive than does any other

faculty. The Levana society is almost entirely composed of Arts

students, and women in other faculties usually become members
of their own faculty society. An amalgamation of the Levana and

Arts Societies, therefore, would give a fairer distribution of faculty

viewpoints on the AMS executive, and would reduce membership
to an even more workable and efficient number.

The Levana Society was originally formed as a bond of union

among women students at a time when women at university met
a great deal of opposition. It is no longer necessary for this pur-

pose. Women are now fully accepted on the university scene, and

take an active part in almost all campus activities. They should

therefore no longer feel it necessary to isolate themselves, but

should be willing to share responsibility with members of their

own faculty. An Arts Society composed of men and women stud-

ents, with equal voting rights and equal opportunities for positions

would be more representative of the Arts faculty as a whole, and
not of just a segment of it. But as long as the Levana Society re-

mains, there will be six representatives of the Arts Faculty on the

AMS executive, a distribution which is undoubtedly unfair to other

members.

//I

n The Spring

In the spring a young man's fancy turns to thoughts of beards

—or so it appears at Queen's. The annual spring sprouting has
begun, and all over the campus healthy males are wearing shoots

in soft spring tones, ranging from loamy black to maple brown.
Beards come in all shapes and sizes, from the first shy, blond shoots
of the healthy Canadian boy to the reckless sprouting of the very
healthy Canadian man. The latter somewhat resembles the tangled

underbrush of the Northern bush.

There are several reasons why men grow beards. They haven't
got time to shave. They are too lazy to shave. They just don't like

shaving. They want to prove that they do have to shave. They think
beards make them look more masculine. They wish to go un-
recognized. They wish to attract attention. Perhaps they just like

beards.

The type of beard cultivated is a strong indication of the
character which nourishes it. The beard which is not cultivated, but
is allowed to burst forth in all its verdant splendor, is a sign of

the strong, virile woodsman type, straining at the bonds which the
university imposes on him. Oh, how he longs to return to his axe
and his canoe! Then there is the small, pointed beard, carefully
trimmed. This hides a gentleman of the Italian-count nature; suave,
assured, debonair. There is the beard with sideburns, which hides a
sublimated villain, and the beard grown on a bet, which is turned
the other way whenever its owner enters the coffee shop. There
are, in fact, beards for every personality, though not all have the
ambition to discover how their personality will best sprout forth.
But any psychologist who wishes to do a study of the university
personality would do well to visit Queen's in the spring!

Constructive Initiations f

The annual general meeting of the Alma Mater Society on
March 6 will consider several constitutional amendments of a
serious nature. One of these affects the constitution of the AMS
court, another deals with the entire program of initiations at
Queen's. A notice of motion presented to the AMS executive meet-
ing concerning initiations will be further discussed this week. The
proposed constitutional change provides for a more serious and
constructive freshmen initiation than has been in effect up to now.

Incoming students who are forced to act like foolish children as
soon as they enter university cannot be expected to behave like
adults for the rest of the year. The freshmen initiation which has
existed up to now, if it is regarded by the student as an indication
of college life, can greatly contribute to a sense of irresponsibility
among first year students. Freshmen are not encouraged by senior
students to take university life seriously. Such an attitude can re-
main for an entire university career.

An initiation should be designed to help the student adapt
himself to university life. If such an initiation lays stress on cons-
tructive projects and an attitude of responsibility toward the uni-
versity, this attitude will remain. A constructive initiation would
by no means limit the freshmen's opportunities for getting to
know his classmates. Work projects can be carried out in groups
as easily as can be pajama parades and early-morning calisthenics
on the lower campus.

The proposed constitutional change also takes the responsibility
for freshmen initiation off the second-year students and invests it
in third-year classes. This not only has the advantage of giving it
to a group which is more serious in its attitude toward university
but it also brings freshmen into contact with a greater number of
senior students, and in this way helps bridge the gap between
junior and senior years.

All's Quiet on the Campus Front

A ROUNDED EDUCATION

An Engineer Replies
Editor, Journal:

In a letter printed in the Feb. 14

Journal, M.S.S., Sc. '57, made some

completely unfounded criticisms of

the humanities. He made it obvi-

ous that he did not benefit from

courses in the humanities given in

the Faculty of Applied Science.

This I am sure is not the case with

the majority of engineering stu-

dents at Queen's.

Last Tuesday three Artsmen

gave a wise and clear interpretation

of the meaning of education. They
also brought to light the faulty nom-
enclature of the Faculty of Arts

and of graduate degrees bestowed

by both the Faculty of Arts and
the Faculty of Applied Science.

Then they proceeded to show
their ignorance by hurling M.S.S.'s

insults with a more elegant and
forceful slant back at the curricu-

lum of the Faculty of Applied

Science. They made it obvious

that they have positively no idea

of the desirable qualities of an en-

gineer and thence what is taught

to Queen's Sciencemen.

An engineering student almost

through second year at Queen's
gathers from his summer experience

and what he has been taught that,

from a technical point of view, if

he is to be an idea! engineer he
must have a thorough understand-
ing of all physical and chemical

phenomena. The conscientious stu-

dent of Applied Science, then,

strives to acquire this understand-

ing. Furthermore he realizes that

if he is to work well with his col-

leagues and effectively manage
those under him he must have a

well-developed personality.

The engineering curriculum at

Queen's is based on the necessity

of these qualities. The majority of

first year subjects are devoted to

basic principles. In second year the

emphasis has swung to the applica-

tion of principles; however their

relation to basic principles is taught

or reviewed in the technical sub-

jects and the importance is made
clear. Except for courses which are

closely related to the pure sciences

it appears to a second year sturdent

(by the description of courses

found in the calendar) that the

junior and senior years are devoted

to the more interesting direct appli-

cations to common phases of en-

gineering.

In the way of humanities the

Queen's Scienceman takes a valu-

able course in English during first

year. In following years economics

and politics are taken which, al-

though they don't complete it by

any means, broaden the student's

education in the humanities.

Admittedly he has not by any

means been educated in the human-
ities. However he has been famil-

iarized with the importance of the

major subjects of the humanities

(except, regrettably, for Philos-

ophy). He has been given a weak
foundation which can be streng-

thened and built on by reading and

conversation.

Queen's B.Sc. (B.A. Sc. would
be a better title ) graduate has

gained a scientific knowledge not

as rigorous as the pure scientist's.

But it is sufficiently clear and broad

to be just as educational.

As time goes by industry is be-

coming more and more centred

about the engineer. The demand for

him is still great. If the engineer

is merely a professional formula-

fitter, why has he not been replaced

by draftsmen or machinists who
have been taught first from algebra

and the use of a couple of dozen

suitable handbooks. The answer is

that he simply could not use even

a simple handbook specially design-

ed for this purpose without a knowl-

edge of basic principles.

How does this add up ? The grad-

uate engineer from Queen's is well-

prepared for his profession. He is

cultured sufficiently to work well

with his colleagues and employees

and to enable him to gain a good
understanding of life. The ideal

thing to do, of course, is take a
B.A. in the humanities and then a

professional course. However, I for

one am not interested in spending

the time or my parents' money
getting an education this thorough

when I feel that with the knowledge
I obtain at Queen's studying engi-

neering, I can gain, not a full

understanding (no one does), but
an understanding of life satisfactory

enough to make me quite content.

Don Eastwood, Sc. '58.

Letters To The Editor

Et Tu Brute?

Editor, Journal

:

Those whose "fertile imagina-

tions" were the seed-bed for the

plot that led to the election of the

ephemeral Mr. Curtis carried out a

well-executed plan with smashing

success. No one can gainsay the

enlightening features of the experi-

ment. However, it is the Journal's

analysis of the experiment which

I would question.

An editorial criticized the ex-

ecutive for its failure to inform

the students of Arts about the

qualifications and personalities of

the candidates. In fact, candidates

(legitimate candidates) submitted

statements to the Journal for

publication which the Journal re-

fused to print.

The emphasis which the Journal

attached to certain aspects of the

situation was perhaps unjustified.

More stress was laid on embarrass-

ing and castigating the executive

than was placed on the avowed ob-

ject of the prank which was to point

up student political irresponsibility.

The executive, of course, must

assume the blame, but it seems un-

reasonable that the editorial board

which includes one who is himself

a member of the executive, should

take it upon itself to educate the

executive by this method, partic-

ularly when it knew that the exec-

utive was considering means of

remedying this situation before it

arose in such dramatic fashion.

John Graham,

Arts '56.

The Need For Reform

Editor, Journal:

Something like this "Don Cur-

tis" prank was bound to happen

sooner or later in an Arts Society

election, where voters who are

not personally acquainted with

the candidates are apparently ex-

pected to choose wisely by intu-

ition.

Having served on the Arts So-

To Arms
Editor, Journal

:

"We just threw your stinking

palm tree overboard" — and
what's all this about sloppy dress

on the campus?
Like the captain of "Mr. Rob-

erts" fame who demanded that

shirts be worn when working on

deck in the tropic heat the Arts
laculty has decided that our dress

is to be improved. Bravo faculty!

Pity the poor confused inmate
of this institution. The articles

and letters in the Journal used to

bemoan the lack of individuality

among the students. The empha-
sis is now to be on conformity.

It is suggested that everyone
wear a shirt and tie to lectures—
of all places. If everyone is to

dress in this manner then how
are we to determine who is an
executive of the Arts Society?

It is unfortunate that the ire

of professors has been raised to

unprecedented heights because
some students persist in wearing
T-shirts. Can more benefit be re-

ceived from a lecture if the stu-

dent is wearing a collar and tie?

Is this a university or a fashion
parade? The editors of Esquire
and the Kingston merchants will
be pleased

; however, we feel that
if this movement is to continue,
and a man is to be judged by his

clothing then the "new era"
should begin with some members
of the faculty. The wearing of a
shirt and tie, per se, does not
guarantee correct or even neat
dress.

The most fantastic proposal,
however, is that perhaps gowns
should be worn. Perhaps all lec-

tures should again be given in

Latin, Let's dress everyone the
same. Everyone will conform.
Let there be no deviates amongst
us who actually think that they
are able to judge how they are to
dress for important events — like

lectures.

Remember the good old days
(before the revolution) when
Queen's was famous as a liberal

university?

Don McGrath,
Peter E. Code,

George Gordon,

Doug Cameron,
H. J. Bethune,

B. H. Findlay,

Peter R. Gilman

ciety executive last year, I know
from personal experience that it

tends to display not merely in-

difference but positive hostility

to any proposal designed to give

voters a chance to form an in-

telligent preference. Two sugges-

tions I put forward with this end

in view — one for a well-publi-

cized election rally at which all

candidates would speak, the other

for a radio discussion among the

candidates over CFRC — were
turned down by a majority of the

executive.

The opponents of my propos-

als argued that many of the can-

didates would be unable to ex-

press their ideas coherently in

public. In some cases — certainly

in those of "Don Curtis" and
"Murray Thistle"! — this claim

might be true. But do we want to

elect representatives who can-

not express their ideas? Or, per-

haps, have none to express? Or,

perhaps, are non-existant in the

physical as well as in the mental
sense?

Perhaps this Curtis experience

will force the Arts executive to

shake off its apathy and inertia

and do something constructive

about election reform. If it does,

the perpetrators of the prank will

have made a real contribution to

the health of our student govern-
ment.

Ken Hilborn, Arts ]56
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"Who will be the new drum majorette?" The question Queen's

students have been asking all term was answered last night, when

pretty blonde Joan Murphy was presented to the audience at the

annual Band Concert. Joan, IS, conies from Smith Falls and is in

first year Phys. Ed.

Although the decision remained a secret until last night, Joan

was picked last week by a committee consisting of Sandy Dyer,

whom Joan succeeds, Ken Ackles, the drum major, Al Hitchcock,

band manager, and the respective president of Arts, Levana and

Science.

Cadets Were At The Ball

But Where Was The Band?
"Eight to the bar" at the Tri-

Service Ball held aboard HMCS
Cataraqui Friday night meant

another trip to the gun-room in-

stead of a whirl around the dance

floor. Formal atmosphere, soft

lights, and pretty girls — but no

band at the big dance of the

year for Queen's officer candi-

dates.

An administrative skip-up in

Toronto sent the RCAF Training

Command Band to RMC, instead

of to the UNTD building on

Wellington St. After leaving

RMC the band checked at the

Air Force Association club roms,

and then started home for Tor-

onto.

A phone call to Trenton air

base led to an alert to the Pro-

vincial Police, who stopped the

bus carrying the band near

Brighton. The band returned to

Kingston and by 1 a.m. was

thumping it out for the relieved

cadets, exhausted from a sing-

song and some fast talking to

their dates.

Tricolor Salesmen

All Tricolor salesmen must

make full sales returns on

Monday in the Tricolor Office

between 3.30-5.30 p.m. and

7-S p.m. '
->

"INVADING"

STAGE YEAR'S

QUEEN'SMEN
BEST PRANK

AMS Appoints Jim O fGrady
Editor Of Queen's Journal

Jim O'Grady, third year econ-

omics and politics student, was
appointed Journal editor for 1956-

57 at Wednesday night's AMS
executive meeting. The appoint-

ment was unanimous.

Mr. O'Grady will succeed Fran-

ces Code, who retires with the

final issue of March 9.

The new editor has been active

on the Journal for the past three

years. In his first year he joined

the sports staff, and was soon

promoted to the position of as-

sistant sports editor. The follow-

ing year he served as sports edi-

tor, and this past session worked
as managing editor.

For four years Mr. O'Grady
was on the staff of the Rouyn-
Noranda Press, a weekly news-

paper published in Rouyn, Que-

bec.

Mr. O'Grady has been active in

various campus activities. He was
recently chosen as Queen's dele-

gate to the World University Ser-

vice student seminar in Germany
this summer. He has been athletic

stick to the Arts '57 executive for

three years, and was a member
of the intercollegiate hockey team
in his first year. He has also

played a wide variety of intra-

mural sports, and has conducted

hockey and basketball broadcasts

over CFRC.

Mr. O'Grady was president of

the students' council of Noranda
High School before coming to

Queen's, and was also active in

sports in his home town, Nor-

anda, Quebec.

Other staff appointments will

be announced shortly.

British Flag Flies Again In USA
"Colonies" Reclaimed For Crown

A group of 18 Queen's students succeeded in turning the clock

back 180 years for several northern New York centres early Wed-
nesday morning. Citizens of Watertown, Clayton, Lefargeville, and

Alexandria Bay awoke to find the Union Jack of King George III

waving above their heads. The flags were accompanied by Proclam-

ations, in Georgian-English script, informing the inhabitants

their lands and properties had been declared Crown Property. By a

strange coincidence, Wednesday was the birthday of George Wash-

ington.

'Operation Happy Birthday" was a carefully planned and met-

iculously executed plot. Preparations had been underway since the

Christmas vacation, a spokesman for the group stated. Flags were

produced by several Queen's co-eds. Proclamations were the work

of "a well-known campus artist."

Three cars participated in the

operation. Each car was respon-

sible for raising two flags and

the same number of proclama-

tions. Each car operated inde-

pendently although movements
were synchronized. Flags were

raised over two high schools and

the American Legion in Water-

Medical Men Do Spring

Human Remains Startle

Cleaning;

Authorities

Students in medical house have

denied that the bones which were

found in Kingston city dump on

Wednesday were placed there as a

prank. A medical house spokesmen

told the Journal Wednesday night

the bones had been stored

the basement of Medical house for

as long as anyone there could re-

member, and they had been

thrown out innocently in a base-

ment clean-up earlier in the week.

Kingston police launched an in-

vestigation into the incident on

Wednesday, after dump pickers at

the city dump reported finding

several human bones, and an aged

portion of a child's cadavre, in re-

fuse which was left at the dump on

Monday.

The bones were picked up at

Medical House on Monday after-

noon by a city garbage-disposal

unit. They had been left outside for

Health Service Imminent
Doctors Must Face Facts

Canadian doctors should help

prepare the way for the national

health service which will defin-

itely come within the next ten

years, according to Dr. D. L. C.

Bingham, chief surgeon at Kings-

ton General Hospital.

Speaking Wednesday to a Hil-

lel House supper meeting, Dr.

Bingham urged medical stu-

dents in his audience to think ser-

iously about the practical prob-

lems involved in setting up such

a service.

If the people want a national

health scheme, there is nothing

doctors can do to prevent it, he

said. Doctors should help the

government plan a health service

consistent with the interests of

both doctor and patient.

The British people today re-

ceive better medical care than

they ever have before, he said,

but the Canadian people should

not follow the British example in

all respects. Patients, he felt,

should pay for prescriptions and

for part of their hospitalization.

But, he said, doctors should be

paid by the government on the

basis of how much work they do,

and not by their patients. Hos-

pitals, too, will have to be con-

trolled by the state, he said.

Dr. Bingham pointed out that

it will be difficult at first to ad-

minister a national health
scheme. Canada, he said, has not

yet developed "a highly educated

and altruistic civil service."

Every political party supports

a national health plan, and doc-

tors should try to decide fairly

whether it is in the public inter-

est. The medical profession
knows more than any other group

(See Bingham, Page 4)

collection by two students, who
had cleaned out the basement of

the house. A spokesman said Wed-
nesday the students were com-
pletely unaware at the time of the

provisions of the Ontario Anatomy
Act, which requires that all such

specimens shall be given decent

burial. The spokesman also said

the daily press, which picked up

the story, made it sound "much
more gory than it actually was"

The bones were discovered late

Monday afternoon by bone-pickers

in the city dump. However, police

were not notified of the discovery

until Tuesday afternoon, by which

time several loads of new garbage

had been bulldozed over the bones.

City workmen have spent the last

Queen's Host
To Dramatists

The Queen's Drama depart-

ment will act as host this week-

end to the ninth annual Eastern

Ontario Secondary School Drama
Festival, which will take place

tomorrow afternoon and evening

in Convocation Hall.

Tomorrow afternoon, starting

at 2 p.m., there will be per-

formances of "Campbell of

Kilmour" (Trenton H.S.) ; "In a

Glass Darkly" (Napanee and dis-

trict C.I.) ; "Brothers in Arms"
(Q.E.C.V.I.); "High School
Daze" (Gananoque H. S.).

Evening performances, starting

at 8 p.m., will include "The Hap-

piest Days of Your Life" (Brock-

ville C.I.); "The Marriage Pro-

posal" (Cobourg C.I.) ; "Eliza-

beth Refuses" (K.C.V.I.).

few days trying to disinter the

human remains.

The area where the discovery'

was made has been marked out.

However, it is possible that the

bones and skulls in the collection

may have been crushed by the

weight of the dump bulldozers.

(See Officials Upset, Page 5)

town, and at high schools in

Clayton and Lefargeville and the

American Legion in Alexandria

Bay.

A source close to the plot re-

vealed that the operation was

carried off according to plan with

only minor hitches. The only dis-

appointment to the "invaders"

was encountered in the Water-

town Public Square. Here they

had planned to hoist their largest

flag. However the Square, accord-

ing to one of the group, resem-

bled " a well-lighted stage during

the final act of a grand opera."

He complimented the City of

Watertown on its excellent light-

ing and on the efficiency of its

police force in the vicinity of the

Public Square.

Considerable thought was dev-

oted to means of ensuring that

(See Prank, Page 4)

Jfotrkmattnn

IPtTct.5: certain sorrowful events occurred in these colonies

in the \ear of our Lord one thousand, seven hundred and seventy-

six, and

ItttU&t these errors, perpetrated in a deplorable spirit of

ignorance and arrogance, resulted in these colonies forcsaking the

all-sheltering arms of his most Brittanie Majesty, our Sovereign

Lord George III, and

*tttXS: this date, to wit, the Twenty-Second day of Febru-

ary has been set aside by these rebellious Colonists to mark the

tnrthdate of a certain subversive Lieutenant-Colonel in the Virginia

Militia, by name, George Washington, scoundrel, traitor, turn-

coat, rebel without cause, President.

IJfPclS: the hasty and ill-considered actions of this man

and his hirelings arc to be regretted. And since subversion is now

unacceptable to any right-thinking, God-fearing American colonist,

forceful steps must be taken to remove this iniquitous blot from

the American escutcheon,

UJifPtrffltT; We do solemnly repossess this territory and all

natives inhabitant therein, together with all personal effects, and

do declare the same, Croton Laud and Property, retroactive to

the Fourth Day of July in the Year of our Lord, One Thousand

Seven Hundred and Seventy-Six.

In the name of his most excellent and

Brittanie Majesty, George III, by the Grace of

God. of England, Scotland, and the Colonies

beyond the Seas, King."

<So& #aue Stye SCtng
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GAELS PLAY HERE, MATMEN GO WEST

Standing L. to R.: Manager George Felgate, Dave Nowlan,

Bill Moss, Pete Gerster, Ted Courtnage, Wayne Hosking.

Kneeling: Coach Jim Saylor.—On mat: John Underwood

and Jim Plummer.

WRESTLERS AT LONDON
FIGHTS START TONIGHT

The second half of the Queen's Boxing and Wrestling Club

swings into action this weekend, when the wrestlers travel to Lon-

don this weekend for the Assaults. The team, which is made up

almost entirely of new men will have a hard time living up to the

show that the boxers put on last week, but everyone connected

with them expects tiiat their rebuilding programme will show im-

proved results over last year's showing.

The re will be five teams in the

wrestling, the usual four of box-

ing, Ontario Agricultural Colle-

ge, McGill and Varsity along
.with Queen's, and also Western
who have no boxing squad. The
boys from OAC are the defend-

ing champs, while Western are

perennial powerhouses in this

sport.

The Queen's team sports only

one man who has been a finalist

and that is Jack Underwood who
was runnerup in the 147 lb. div-

ision last year. The only other

two men on the team with any
intercollegiate experience are Ted
Courtnage who was on the team
two years ago and Jim Plummer
who is having his second try.

These are the boys who will

be representing Queen's.

TED COURTNAGE
The lightest man in the Queen's

team, fighting in the 137 lb. class,

Ted is one of the three veterans.

With his experience to back him
up, he is a good bet to make the

finals if not the title for the Gaels.

This is Ted's last try, as he grad-
uates in Science this year.

JOHN UNDERWOOD
This Sarnia boy was finalist for

the Tricolor this year, and could
very easily go all the way this

season to take the 147 pound title.

With two years of intercollegiate

competition behind him, this

third year Meds student is one
of the best bets that Gael sup-
porters have.

DAVE NOWLAN
Dave, a newcomer to the Tri-

color squad has worked himself
into top shape for the big one
and could very easily walk off

the winner. This Toronto boy is

in second year Science and is ex-

pected to be part of the nucleus
for next year's squad.

JIM PLUMMER
The third veteran on the learn

Jim, too, is in the best of condi-

tion for the meet and is another

very good bet to pick up some
points for the Saylor-men. The
Science soph has been on the

team both his year's at Queen's.

WAYNE HOSKING
This Meds freshman is another

new man on the team and while

he has a good chance of winning
some points this year, he is one

of the pillars on which Jack hopes

to build next year's team. He will

be wearing the tricolor in the 177

lass,

PETER GERSTER
Peter, a member of Science '59

will be the Queen's entrant in

the 191 pound class. Pete has a

lot of drive and will give a top

flight showing against his more
experienced rivals.

BILL MOSS
Bill, a 191 class wrestler has

agreed to fight for Queen's in the

heavyweight class since the Tri-

color had no entrant in that div-

ision. Bill will be at a disadvan-

tage in the new weight, but the

Science freshman hopes to over-
come this deficit to score for his

team.

Another disadvantage that the

Queen's team is under is the lack

of an intermediate team. Each of

the other four has such a squad
which is a good training ground.
Experience is of tremendous im-
portance in the mat sport, and the
second team gives Saylor's oppo-
site numbers a chance to give
their men that practice before
they get to the big league.

Despite these disadvantages,
the Queen's team will make a
good showing and you can bet
that anyone who beats them will

have earned a championship.

fC€M THE

SIDELINES

MIKE MOFFAT

Another weekend . . . and another busy one for Queen's teams,

the hockey team travels to Clarkson for a return engagement with

Clarkson College Golden Knights. The Gael Senior and intermediate

basketball teams are hosts to McGill on Saturday. The wrestlers

are off to London for the Intercollegiate Wrestling assaults. And

the Golden Gals play here in the Bronze Baby basketball tourna-

ment, the annual championships for girls basketball supremacy.

Frank Tindall's Golden Gaels will have their best chance of

the season to pick up a win this Saturday when they tackle the fifth-

place Redmen. The McGill squad has only two wins so far, Mont-

real victories over Queen's and McMaster (by one point). The

Gaels have been improving steadily and could probably come

through with a win tomorrow. The newer men have been picking

up the needed experience, and if the team bounces back from the

tough road trip of last weekend, they can keep from being skunked

over the season. Let's have a good crowd to see them win this one.

The intermediates have had a fairly good record this season,

with the only major black spot being last weekend as they lost to

Assumption and Western. They are good bets to get back on the

winning track when they meet the Redmen seconds.

Jim Saylor's wrestlers tackle a man-sized job on their jaunt

to London. The team hasn't got a defending champion and only

one finalist from last year. It is a squad made up of youth and drive,

and will go all out to give a strong showing. Jim isn't predicting a

championship for his boys . . . this year. Next year is something else

though, as six of the seven Tricolor grapplers of this year will be

back and Jim thinks that they should be ready to capture the title

that year. Nevertheless, the Queen'smen are in top shape and spirits,

and they will give the winners an awful battle before anyone is

crowned. They have several good bets for individual titles, and they

may surprise the experts and win the team trophy.

The girls' tournament gets under way tonight, with the Queen's

team a good bet to win the Bronze Baby. The team has a tremen-

dous win and lost record so far this season, and although compar-

ative scores are not available, the Gals are certainly as good as any

team they will have to face in this meet.

For those of you who go to the meet, and all who can should

go, as the girls will put on a topflight show, I'll mention a few of

the major rule changes from the boy's game although I can't give

all the minor ones. Also at this point. I might mention that I was
asked to warn the boys who attend not to be to voiciferous in their

abuse of the officials, particularly since the referees might be right.

Such offenders may be asked to leave. Come and cheer the players

but don't jeer the officials.

The first and most obvious difference is in the number of play-

ers per team. The girls team uses six players, three forwards and
three guards. The players are restricted to two-thirds of the floor,

That is, the guards may not go into the third of the playing surface

under the opponents basket and the forwards may not come back
under their own basket. For this reason, the guards are not allowed
to score, and if a guard is fouled, a forward must take the free

throw for her. It may take those fans used to watching only the
boy's game a while a realize the limitations this puts on attacking
or defending as their offence or defence is limited to three players.

Another limitation on ball movement is the fact that the dribble
may consist of only two bounces. This limits the distance that one
player can travel with the ball and so opens the game up for a
greater amount of passing. There are also some differences in the
calling of fouls in such categories as charging and obstruction and
it is these differences which officials fear will cause unwarranted
yelling at the referees.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-
ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Girls Play For Bronze Baby
Tricolor Heavy Favourites

The Golden Gals are still marching on to victories. Last Fri-

day night at Ryerson Tech gymnasium, the Gals defeated the Ry-

ettes 43-32 in a closely matched game. Somewhat tired from their

trip to Toronto, the gals were quite poor on the accuracy of their

shots compared with former games. Gwen Howes and Barb Bell

were top scorers for the game scoring fourteen and eleven points

respectively. Kay Russell and

Peggy McDonald were the out

standing players for Ryerson.

Saturday morning the Gals

moved over to the central YWCA
to play Toronto's first Y team in

a gym much smaller than the

one which the gals are used to,

but they again came out on top

49-28. After adjusting themselves

to the small court, the Gals be-

gan sinking them on a much

better average than the previous

night. Scoring honours were

shared over the weekend, as in

this game Di Barras and B. J.

Hardie were tops with seventeen

points each.

This was the Gals eighth vic-

tory in as many starts and some

players have chalked up quite

high total scores. B. J. Hardie

has eighty-five points to her

credit and Barb Bell and Di Bar-

GAELS MEET McGILL

CLANCY CALLS WIN

This weekend Queen's will play

host to the McGill Redmen and

if the Gaels are still hoping to pull

an upset this could be their last

good chance of the season. The

Tricolors remaining game will be

against the third place Toronto

Blues who are tough to beat, re-

gardless of where they are playing.

Previous to the senior tussle the

Intermediates will again be in ac-

tion and this time against the

O.A.C. seconds. Charlie Safrance,

the 1955 Intramural foul shooting

champ, will be in action for the

men of Al Leonard. Last week
Charlie played his first game with

the Baby Gaels and counted for

seven points against the Assump-
tion crew.

The Gael squad will remain the

same as before for this tilt. The
team is quite hopeful of winning
this one and with the right breaks,

the will to win, and a good crowd
to support them, should emerge
victorious from the game.

VALLEAU'S
BARBER SHOP
3T6 PRINCESS STREET

Three Barbe rs

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 6917

BROCK
JEWELLERS
161 Princess Street

Kingston, Ontario

PHONE 2-7361

WATCH Repairs
A Specialty
— WE SELL -

WATCHES - DIAMONDS

ras are right behind. Gwen Howes

is still tops on percentage of

shots made and B. J. Hardie and

Barb Bell lead the free shot art-

ists.

Tonight, the Gals start their

search for the Bronze Baby when
they meet McGill in the second

game of the tournament at 8:15.

In the opening game of the tour-

nament, Western will play Var-

sity and this game gets under

way at seven. The finals will be

played tomorrow afternoon, with

the consolation game between the

two losers at two o'clock and the

championship match will be play-

ed an hour later.

The starting lineup for the

Golden Gals tonight will feature

Di Barras at centre with Betty

Jean Hardie and Gwen Howes
in the other two forward slots.

On the guard line, Judy Weber,

Pat Chapman and Mary McKin-

ney will go for the gals. Other

stalwarts on the squad include

captain Barb Moore, Ann Martin

and Ann Donovan at guard, and

Barb Clair, Barb Bell and Dot
Enright up front.

With this impressive record of

eight wins without a loss, the

Golden Gals sextet is highly fav-

ored to take the title. Last year

the team was third, but this

year's team is a great deal im-

proved over that team and
should be able to bring the Bron-

ze Baby back for the first time

since 1952.

The Levana Ski Tournament
will take place this Sunday, Feb.

26th. The bus will be leaving the

gym at 8.30 for Gananoque. Any-
one interested, who has not yet

signed the notice, please contact

Jan Zeigler at 25011 today.

EXPORT
canada's finest
... cigarette

Dial 7135

town and country

Restaurants

Highway No. 2, Cataraqui, Ont.

• Princess at Clergy Streets,
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The Segregation Of The Sexes
"By all means," said Professor

Puritan one morning, breaking

open his boiled egg at breakfast in

the Men's Union, "we must keep

the sexes separated at Queen's."

"Segregation of Sexes for all our
Sakes," replied Student Lethargy

his assistant. "Every really morally
minded society Segregates its

Sexes."

"I have always maintained this

attitude," continued the Profes-
sor, "and have only relented up-
on two occasions. Let me say
that I tolerate the mixing of

sexes in the Coffee Shop and the
Co-Ed lounge. But I allow this

as a privilege and not as a stu-

dent right. My, my, it was dif-

ferent in my day when I lived in

the New England States."

"Although 1 do think that there

is nothing wrong with co-education

in our university, I am inclined to

agree with you wholeheartedly, my
dear Professor. No, the coffee shop

is not really a harmful influence.

But something has been worrying

me lately and that is the student

riots in the football season, the con-

tinual drinking in downtown pubs
and movie attendance . . . Will you
have a little salt with your egg,

Professor ?"

"My, my, Student Lethargy, what
would I do without you. Yes, the

pubs downtown are always full of

students, aren't they?"

"Why, my dear Professor, I am
simply appalled at the way under-

graduates use their leisure hours.

Why I know scores of students

who see seven or eight movies a

week or sit in the pubs every night."

"Yes, yes, Student Lethargy,
I have always wondered why this
is so," replied the Professor.
"After all our care to make sure
that their young minds are not
distracted from their studies by
frivolous intermingling of sexes,
they go and drink in town or go
to movies. Why, you would think
there was something lacking in

the social life at Queen's.

"Do you know," he continued,

"that one fellow even suggested a
co-ed pub be installed in the Union!
He implied that less people would
get drunk since, if the pub was
open to both sexes, drinking would
turn into a social habit. 'Drinking

fur fun, instead of drinking alone

to get drunk,' were his very words."

"But Professor, he may have a
point there. Do you realize that

there is no university building al

Queen's where a young couple can
go at night except the coffee shop
and the co-ed lounge. Very occa-

sionally you sec a male in one of

the common rooms of the resi-

dences. But even then this is more
of a privilege than a right."

"Tut, tut, Student Lethargy,
you are going downhill, you
know. The next thing you'll be
saying is that these people who
go to ten or twelve movies a

week would not do so if there was
a little more social life aided by
this co-ed pub. The University

has never had a pub; there is no
reason why there should be one
now. Queen's ts, after all, really

a Post Graduate High School and
students should not expect too

much freedom."

But Professor, this pub is not

really such a bad idea. You
could have rules to expel for a

week or so any student continually

getting drunk. Of course only stu-

dents over twenty-one could be ad-

mitted by Ontario liquor laws. On
the whole a student pub would be

a good idea."

"A good idea, Student Lethargy,

perhaps, but not to be put into

practice. A student pub is perfectly

ridiculous. I can't say why it is

ridiculous but I can feel it way
down in my puritan bones. Now
Student Lethargy come back to the

fuld. Let us bow our heads and

pray for Queen's."

And both Professor Puritan and
his assistant, Student Lethargy re-

peated: "Segregation of Sexes for

All Our Sakes. Queen's is only a
Post Graduate High School and
will stay that way."

"We swear that students will

never have a pub of their own but
will drink down town. We swear
that intermingling of sexes is a

student privilege but not a stu-

dent right. The campus will al-

ways be divided into two large

blocks, the Men's Residence and
the Women's Residences. The
only social intermingling will oc-

cur in the Coffee Shop and Friday
and Saturday nights in Grant
Hall.

"There is nothing wrong with

social life at Queen's. There

nothing wrong with student life at

Queen's, there is nothing wrong
with student life at Queen's, there

is nothing ..."

"Now leave me alone Lethargy,

Leave me alone and let me finish

my egg." J. P. H.

National issay Week
The peace of a girls' residence

is at best a limited thing, but

there arc times when its last

fragment is shattered. With one

or two people on a floor writing

essays, life is still bearable, but

there comes a time in midterm,

when professors everywhere sud-

denly remember all the essays

they meant to assign. Politics,

Economics, History, English —
in one fell swoop they fall on the

wearied mind of the overworked

student.

Wednesday night — the point

of no return in the weekly epic

battle between professor and

student arrives. The strike of

seven — silence hours — finds

th« corridors deserted. From each

transom shines the light of

knowledge, as weary heads bend

over devilish assignments. Little

"Ninety-six Percent" the organ-

izer, the brain, is patiently re-

copying the last pages of her

easay, while her subconscious

mind is toying with the contents

of Chapter 3 of John Stuart Mill.

Her next door neighbor has

moved to the laundry room

where she is typing her history

masterpiece, because in her own
room, her typewriter jiggled the

desk which vibrated the floor

which bothered the girl on the

second floor who was writing

an essay.

The lucky few who have es-

caped the general plight, do no-

thing to ease the tension. They
seem able to perceive some high-

ly amusing quality in the drama

being enacted before them.

Time passes and the oppress-

ive silence has not been broken.

Suddenly frustration conquers,

and panic breaks out. Voices cry

out in the wilderness of despair.

By midnight, however, a state of

worried tranquility reigns. The
pressure has been too great. Sub-

dued strains of heartbroken west-

ern music are heard issuing from

various rooms. Will sanity sur-

vive? Will the depressed masses

of students be able to stand up

under the strain ? The general

consensus of opinion is "No".

However, while there is life

there is hope. In due time, the

dawn's new light will spread

over the heights of Ban Righ,

and peace will again hold sway.

E.L.S.

K. PETROS
EXPERT SHOE REPAIRS KEYS DUPLICATED

SERVICE WHILE YOU WAIT
Confectionery, Novelties, Magazines

525 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2-6533

MOONLIGHT LUNCH
FULL COURSE DINNERS CHINESE DISHES

Lunches prepared to take out.

SPECIAL FOR STUDENTS
Meal Tickets: $5.50 for only $4.75

527 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 6972 and 2-9001

Domino Theatre

Presents 3 Plays

By Jean-Paul Riopel

It seems that ambition knows
no bounds, or at least, no deter-

rents. Wednesday night in the

Portsmouth Orange Hall, a var-

iety of talent and an inestimable

fund of ambition proved itself to

a handful of Kingstonians. Noth-

ing was lacking other than more
of these same Kingstonians.

True, the seating capacity of this

hall was limited, but it should

have been filled to capacity. Here

was all that could be asked of

amateur theatre and nobody but

a few devotees were there to wit-

ness a highly comcndablc slate

of three one-act plays.

How often can you see a work
of J. M. Synge on stage, on T. V.

or in the Movies? "The Shadow
of the Glen" headed the playbill

and anyone with one minimum of

Irish humour couldn't help but

feel a warm glow at the wonder-

ful interpretations of the actors.

Thornton Wilder'-, " The Hap-

py journey" was retrieved from

the often ignominies fate which

pan torn ine suffers by the superb

stage-presence of two adolescent

actors and the good staging of a

cuminon-sensc director.

As for the third play, it was a

glass of vintage champagne. Noel

Coward's "The Red Peppers"

gave us a sampling of the old

"music hall" full of the old chest-

nuts of that type of art bubbling

over with warmth and humour.

The line "the public would rather

see flesh and blood and day"

seemed rather trite, until I sud-

denly remembered that the audi-

ence could have been bundled up

in one large coat and sent home
in ONE taxi!

It would be near patronage to

try to select better actors in this

group. I don't feci anyone is cap-

able of gauging ambition and ima-

gination.

There's nothing for it, your only

redemption is to see these same

three plays on Friday night (to-

night
I at the K.C.V.I. auditorium.

Curtain is at S;30 and prove me
wrong, if you can I

i^gbimljam Stmt
flttifeb (ttfjurrt?

0VDBNHAH & WlLLIan STB.

Rev. R. H. N. Davidson
D.A.. no. TH.H.

minister

Lloyd Zurbrigg
organist and choir master

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 2»TH

11 A.M.— Invitation

7.30 P.M.—On Cod's Frontier

(fllialinera

EARL AND SARNIE STB.

REV. W. F. BANISTER. D.D.

MINISTER

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 2flTH

11.00 o.m.—This Business of

Living

(6) "Dwling With LontliMMs"

7.30 p.m.—Christian Ethics

and To-day's World

(6) "Selecting a Life's Work"

A Cordial Imitation to All
Studanta

8t. Au&mu'fl
^reHbgtman fJHtarctj

PRINCESS iO CLEROV STREETS

Rev. J. Forbes Wedoerburn
M.A., D.D., minister
DARWIN STATA

.

oucanibt And choirmaster
lillian preston
assistant organist

10:30 a.m.—Bible Class

11:00 a-m.—Morning Sarvict,

Nursery Class, Church School

7:30 p.m.—Evening Ssrvice

St. Andrew's Young People
Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended
to all students.

How Much Debt

Can You Afford?
Worried over your installment
payments? Do you feel that
you owe too much? How much
debt can you handle on your
income?
March Reader's Digest

shows you a simple and effec-

tive way to measure how much
you can safely afford to owe—
and gives you tips from credit
experts on how to avoid get-

ting in too deep. Get your
March Reader's Digest today:
43 articles of lasting interest,

including the best from current
books, leading magazines —
condensed to save your time.

SECOND SUNDAY IN LENT
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 26th

8.00 a.m.—Holy Communion

9. 15 a.m.—Parish Communion
(Hymns, Shot! Address and Holy
Communion).

11.00 a.m.—Mattins (Choral)

preacher: The Rev"d. C E. Siaelea.

7.00 p.m.—Evensong

Preacher: The ReVd. P. C. Whiuington

8.00 p.m.—Canterbury Club
Bishop Evans will lead the Pound

Tabla DilcUBjion. All Young People

Invited.

Service* For Lent
Wednesdays: Holy Communion al MS
and 10.30 a.m.

Thursdays: Vesper Service S.IS p.m.

Choral Recitals
March 4th, 7 p.m.
Cathedral Eveniong and Recital o!

Choral Music Cor Lent.
March ISth. 7 p.m.
Taa 61. John Pualon by 0. F. Hand*!

QUEEN'S AND U. B. C.

AN ODIOUS COMPARISON
By Doug Lambert

I am constantly being told that it must have been wonderful

to spend a year at a university as noted for its school spirit as

Queen's, and I always agree politely that, yes, it was a marvellous

experience, recalling; each time I do so how strongly I objected to

that spirit while I had to endure it. However, I always decline to

pursue the matter further because, viewed from the perspective

of two thousand miles distance and attendance now at a university

completely different in character, I am not quite as convinced as I

was previously that the spirit which Queen's fosters is, in fact, an

evil one.

In trying to analyse the so-called "Queen's Spirit" it mnM
clear to me that it can be accounted for solely because Kingston is

a small town and its small townspeople do not dominate the stud*

ents in the way that the population of a large city might. Tha
students are an important part of the commercial and social lift

of Kingson and whether they are liked or disliked, they are at least

noticed sufficiently to feel that their status as devourers of know-
ledge places them in a position apart. United in this position, they

show by their group reactions, at football games, railway stations,

in the pubs and in the streets, a common front which for want of

a better name is called "Queen's Spirit".

Here the University seems to be content to provide mental and
social training for the commuters of tomorrow, without encour-

aging strong feelings of filial affection. Each morning at 8:30, the

students drive on to the campus, complete with umbrella, brief

case, and determined air, and scurry to their communal warreas

and individual tasks.

During the noon hour there is a hiatus when students of Arts,

Science. Pharmacy. Law, Forestry, Commerce and so on mill

around in indifferent heterogeneity, bound into little groups, if at

all, by a shared pre-university life or by a mutual interest in

cameras, culture, or coffee. The campus is riddled with clubs hold-

ing meetings at this time, with Communists, Student Christiana

and Existentialists competing for souls, and Social Creditors, Lib-

erals and Progressive Conservatives for 25-cent membership sub-

scriptions. However a deep undercurrent of stupidity seems to

prevent the rich fare from becoming nauseating.

The Ubyssey, the most uncensored student newspaper in Can-

ada, thrashes out the perennial student topics, its readers being

taught to rejoice in an autonomy which does not exist, and to com-

plain about an apathy which does. However, despite the lack of

censorship, there are very few definite editorial opinions, probably

because there are no schisms in the university body to provide a

contentious issue. The nearest approach to a problem of this kind

is the fraternity and sorority question, but feelings do not run very

high on this subject, for everyone who wants to join a fraternity

succeeds in doing so; and no little girl need shed a tear because

she is not popular, for the authorities have generously decreed that

everyone is to be popular.

Having fulfilled any desires which they may have for student

life, while they munch their packed lunches between 12:30 and
1 :30, these embryo citizens of tomorrow seep home to another life

which they seem to find more real and more urgent. One more day
in their prcpapartion to become integrated members of society as

doctors, engineers, nurses, or makers of economical homes has been
completed.

The view from the University is excellent.

full-fashioned

0&k
blossoms forth this I kJQr#

in six incredibly beautiful new siveaters!

You'll never look sweeter, or auUr. . . dainty collars

enchanting scoop and v-n«ks . . . some extravagantly

jewelled, braided . . . all bdnd fmiihtd!

Twenty-two vibrant high-fashion colours

in Kirten-ioft Pillal Orfon. Easy to

care for , . . keeps iu shape . . . flatters yturji

Larabawcol, too, at better stores everywhere.

J6.95 to »-95. Jewelled

and braided extra.

Add a new fa&JUC to your A&CGUl, collection!
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CLUBS - SOCIETIES
Tuesday

Drama Guild: Meeting at 7.30 p.m.

in Drama Guild Lonnje. Hie com-
mittee to choose a slate of nominees
will be chosen and several items of

important business discussed.

RELIGIOUS
Friday

Queen's Theological Soaiety; Elec-
tion of officers noon - 1.30 p.m. Tbe-
ologs and Arts - Theologs are eligible

to vote.
* * *

Saturday

SCM : Luncheon meeting 12.30 p.m.,

St James' Church. Speaker, Mr. Mil-
colm Ross. All welcome.

* * *

Sunday

Canterbury Club: Biihop Evans
will speak on the chuijes in the
Proyer Book after Evensong in St.

George's Cathedral Library. Elections

for the new executive will be held.

Everyone must be there.

Tuesday

Every Tuaaday at 7.30 a.m. during
Lent, the Rev. Charles Staple* will

hold a service of Holy Communion
in the Morgan Memorial Chapel. AH
Anglicans welcome.

DRAMA - FILMS
Domino Theatre: Three one-act

plays, Noel Coward's, "Tha Red
Peppers", Thornton WUder's "The
Happy Journey", and J. M. Synge's
"Shadow of the Glen", will be pre-
sented at KCVI auditorium tonight
at 8.1 S p.m.

MISCELLANEOUS
Unitad Air Lines: Miss Lee Ward,

of United Air Lines, New York, will
visit the university Monday, Feb. 27
to interview women students interest-
ed in a career a* a main-liner stewar-
dess. Application forms and literature
available at the employment office-

Miss Ward will show a movie de-
picting the work of a stewardess and
will be available for interviews after-
wards. It will be shown at 7 p.m. in

the McLaughlin Room, Students'
Union.

Chemical Institute of Canada: Will

meet at 4.30 p.m. in room 310 of

Gordon Hall. Mr. R. K. S. Menta,
B. Sc. of the Fuel Research Institute,

Bihar, India, wil speak on Chemistry
and Chemical Engineering in India.

Everyone welcome.

Arts "57 and *S6 Grad Formal: At
the La5alle Hotel Burgundy Room.
Dancing 9-1 a.nt. to Con Baker's or-

chestra. Dress, semi-formal, no cor-
sages. Tickets, on Sale at the door.

Permanent Executive: Nominations

for the positions on the Arts '57 per-

manent executive will be accepted

until Tuesday night by any member

of the present executive, or may be

left at Queen's Post Office.

Bingham Predicts

Health Scheme
(Continued from Page 1)

about medical problems. It

should develop a plan of its own

rather than let public health be-

come involved in partisan poli-

tics.

Outlining the recent history of

medicine in Britain, Dr. Bingham

deplored the system in force be-

fore the National Health Service.

"A system is poor," he said, "in

which a large proportion of the

people get casual care and the

rich get luxury treatment at

luxury prices."

He admitted that Britain's

scheme involves a degree of regi-

mentation for doctors, but added

that the service is second only

to Sweden's in quality.

Much of the form-filling that

plagued British doctors at first,

has now been eliminated. They

earn somewhat less than they

did before the war, but their edu-

cation has become much less ex-

pensive and of higher quality.

The Prank- of- the -Year
( Continued from Page 1

)

the flags were properly jammed

at the peak of the flagpoles. Early

reports seem to indicate the

means adopted were highly suc-

cessful. A report from Alexandria

Bay states that the flag there

will probably be flying until

spring when the flagpole can be

lowered. The Watertown board

of education was forced to hire

steeplejacks to remove the flags

at the two high schools.

The prank has been receiving

nation-wide attention in the press

and on radio and television. In a

telephont interview the Water-

town Daily-Times stated the

story was being reported by the

leading wire services of the Un-
ited States. It has also been pick-

ed up by the American radio and

television networks.

On the official side, the "reclam-

ation project" is being investig-

ated by the FBI, the New York
State Police and local authorities

at all centres. The FBI, at last

report, was satisfied there had been

no violation of federal statutes.

In most centres the reaction

has been favorable. A spokesman

for the Alexandria Bay Chamber
of Commerce congratulated the

pranksters on a "job" well-done.

At the same time he threatened

retaliatory action by the Thou-
sand Island Navy on Fort Henry
which might be subjected to a

spitball bombardment. Water-
town comment was in a similar

vein.

Here in Kingston police were
specially alerted when tipped

the group who had been respon-

sible for raising a Communist
flag over Kingston's City Hall

last year were 'out'. There was

also a tendency in certain circles

to associate the group with the

bones discovered in the city dump
the same morning. A spokesman

for the pranksters emphatically

denied any such connection.

As one of the group stated in a

radio interview; "We are happy

that people on both sides of the

'unguarded frontier' have been

able to laugh with us. We hope

that somewhere both George

Washington and George III are

also enjoying the joke."

STUDENT INFLUX A PROBLEM
SMITH APPEALS FOR ACTION

Acute needs in staff and fin-

ances looming in the expected

registration wave of the 1960's

were defined and faced by Presi-

dent Sidney Smith of the Uni-

versity of Toronto in his report

for the academic year 1954-55.

"Able men and women are not

going to compete for the privilege

of slaving over huge crowded

classes, reading mounds of es-

says, and marking bushels of ex-

amination papers," he said.

"Grants of money in 1960 —
however generous — will not

solve the problem of the new
plateau." The "new plateau" is

that forseen by statisticians who
envisage 135,000 Canadian stu

dents compared with the present

120,000.

In his appeal for present action

the president quotes the Ameri-

can Council of Education ; "Class-

rooms, laboratories, and dormi-

tories, are not built overnight

particularly when construction

must be preceded by fund-rais-

ing."

"We must have both capital

Science Representation
A Topic Of AMS Meeting
The AMS executive met Wed-

nesday night to consider, among

other matters, Science representa-

tion on the executive, campus affil-

iation with political parties, a-

mendinetits to the constitution,

and the creation of a Fine Arts

Committee.

The proposal of adding one more

Science representative to the AMS
executive was tabled for consider-

ation by the new executive. It was

stipulated that a complete recording

of the discussions and suggestions

on the matter to date be made. The
executive felt at this time it would

be unable to render a decision be-

cause of lack of time and informa-

tion.

Club'sCamera
Annual Salon

Attention photographers! Here is

your chance to enter the Camera

Club's annual Salon, to be held

March 5 at 8 p.m. in the McLaugh-

lin Room of the Union. Anyone

may submit entries, although mem-
bers of the Camera Club will have

priority for the major awards.

Classes probably included in the

Salon will be portraits, still life,

sports, landscape, news, industrial

and children. To be accepted, pho-

tographs must be mounted on 16x20

inch mounting cards, and the col-

our transparencies suitably prepar-

ed. Entries should be left in the

Camera Club darkroom hy 1 p.m.

on the opening day of the Salon.

People wanting further informa-

tion may contact Doug Phippen at

2-1010.

He says he does it by Steady Saving

at the Bonk of Montreal*

*The Bank where Students' accounts are warmly welcomed.

Kiniiton Branch: JACK McLEAN, Manager

Prino#« ft Barrie fee.: JOelPM POUPORE, Manager

KINGSTON'S FIRST ANNUAL

SPORTSMAN'S SHOW
COMMUNITY CENTRE

Mon., Mar 5— Tues., Mar. 6— W«d., Mar. 7

EACH EVENINC 7 - 11 P.M. ADULTS 50c CHILDREN 25c

Don't miss this terrific display of Sports Cars - Motor Boats - Sports

Equipment - Basketboll - Billiards - Fly Casting - Wild Life

Big Stage Show, plus many other features. Stump the

"Sports Panel", Make Money.

Use this Ballot For Your Vote on the "Sportsman or Sportswoman
of 1955" and the "Athlete of 1955". Vote often for your choice. Add-
itional ballots available at Centre, Austin's Drug Store or Bo-Peep Grill.

The following Are MY Selections in the "SPORTSMAN'S
SHOW" Contest. Please Do Not Vote for any person under 18 years
of age or any Radio, TV or Newspaperman.
PLEASE PRINT NAMES.

My Selection For "Sportsman or Sportswoman *j the Tatr"

My Selection For "Athlete of the Year" is

In considering a letter from Ken

Hilborn, the executive ruled that

under the constitution political affil-

iation with parties off the campus

would be permissible. University

groups may now form connections

with the non-university political

parties.

Don Upton, Meds '57, proposed

amendments to the AMS constitu-

tion concerning the AMS Court.

Acting in an advisory capacity the

executive passed motions approv-

ing the enlargement of the court

by two junior justices, and its fu-

ture functions in protecting minor-

ities. The matter will be decided at

the next general AMS meeting.

The executive passed a motion

to accept the constitution of the

Fine Arts Committee which will

now become a incorporated com-

mittee under the AMS. The pro-

posal of accepting the WUS con-

stitution, submitted by the campus
organization, was tabled until next

fall.

funds and greater income, the re-

port says. I pray that society

will recognize and fulfill these

needs."

The president sees three main
sources of income for universities

— governments, individuals and
industry — "Provincial govern-

ments will be requested to in-

crease their grants. But univer-

sities are also national institu-

tions .... the federal grants have

not been an excuse for reducing

provincial grants."

Individual lives have been
made finer and their incomes in-

creased by reason of the oppor-

tunities afforded them by their

Alma Maters. The tuition fees

that they paid were less than
half the cost of their education.

The president continued "At
the present time industry has not

awakened to its responsibilities

for higher education but there are

many indications that it will."

"Teaching loads must be seri-

ously lessened if we hope to at-

tract and retain a good staff." Al-

though President Smith says he

would like to end his report on

a note of optimism, he concludes

that "the universities have not

really shared in Canada's pros-

perity."

Classified Ads
New Student Rates

Time ?X25; Sports Illustrated

S4.00; Life $4.25. Please send
cheque or order now and pay
later to Students' Periodical

Agency, P.O. Box 157 Adelaide
P.O., Toronto 1, Out.

TYPING
Done at reasonable rates by

Mrs. Evelyn Matheson. 305 y>

Alfred St. (hack). Phone 2-5422.

WUS Appoints New Executive
Also Discusses Constitution

Jim O'Grady will be chairman
of the Queen's Committee of

World University Service next

year as a result of the meeting of

the local committee held last

Tuesday. The new officers for

next year were elected and a con-
stitution was reviewed prior to

its presentation to the AMS.
The executive for the coining

year will be : Chairman, Jim
O'Grady; Vice-Chairman, Vicky
Borota; President, Phil Clapp;
Treasurer, Roger Brotighton

;

Secretary. Sandra McCallum

;

Director of Treasure Van, Harry
Osser; Director of Fund-Raising,

John Cartwright; Faculty Advis-
er, Dr. W. B. Carter. An Auxiliary

Board, at present consisting of

Hugh Whitelcy, Paul lierzberg,

Dianne McClennan, Alice Cassel-

man, Jennifer Woolcombe, Judy
Isaac, and Ann Hayes, was set

up. This board is open to any-
one who is interested in WUS.
A constitution prepared by Dr.

Carter was submitted for scrutiny

by the executive. Its most im-
portant feature for most students
is Sec. 2: "The membership shall

consist of all students and staff

of Queen's University."

Joan Partridge showed some
of the slides she had taken

last summer in her trip to Japan.
These gave a view of Japan quite

different from the usual tourist

pictures.

Please Place Your Ballot in a Ballot Box at Centre, Austin's
Drug Store or Bo-Peep Grill.

UNITED AIR LINES
invites

The women of Queen's to a showing of a

Color-sound morion picture entitled

"SCOTTy WINS LMELQ WINGS**
This film depicts the real life story of a Stewardess,

her selection, her training and her duties.

Stewardess Representative, Miss Lee Ward, of
United Air Lines, will be on campus at the same
time to discuss a Stewardess Career.

FILM: "Scotty Wins Her Wings"
TIME: 7 p.m., Tuesday, February 28

PLACE: McLaughlin Room, Students Union

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CALL STUDENT
PLACEMENT OFFICE
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TORIES KEEP OPPOSITION AT BAY
Liberals Attack Policies
Fulton Lauds Debators

By Edo Tenbroek
Journal Staff Writer

By a vote of 76-64 the Progressive Conservative government
passed a motion of approval of the speech from the Throne at

Queen's Model Parliament Monday night. This was made possible

by the support of the Federalist Party in a surprise move.
Led by George Post as Prime Minister, the government pre-

sented a program of cash payments to wheat farmers for their

surplus wheat, increased immigration, federal-provincial health in-

surance resources, student bursaries and increased aid to the Co-

lombo Plan.

Her Majesty's Loyal O pposi-

tion, led by the Liberals under

Bob Little, attacked these poli-

cies as insufficient, incongruous,

and materialistic. The Liberals!

blasted the government's wheat
proposals as "not meeting the

needs of the farmers" and sug-

gested that a full, rather than half

payment be made on these sur-

pluses. The Federalists claimed

that payments were only a con-

venient escape, and that we must

seek new markets for our wheat.

"The ship of state of Alberta

floats on a sea of God-given oil,"

declared the prophet Jeremiah

Bethune of New Jerusalem, ex-

pounding the Reformed Social

Credit's doctrine of righteousness

as revealed by the Bible. The So-

cial Creditors representing such

constituencies as Sodom and
Gommorah, Victoria Punjab, and
Mount Zion, launched a tirade

against women, education, for-

eigners, and the Godless policies

of the government. Brother Gen-

esis Sedgwick promoted the

cause.

Another of the Conservative

proposals was to give financial

aid to the provinces to explore

the extent of their resources and

to provide facilities to promote
private investment in their deve-

lopment.

The guest speaker, Mr. Davie

Fulton, P.C., Member for Kam-
loops, B.C. complimented the de-

baters on their breadth of know-
ledge and said he would like to

see some of them transplanted to

Ottawa. Mr. Fulton was unable

to deliver his prepared speech,

since time was at a minimum.
He did comment on various fea-

tures of the debate, saying that

in foreign policy the Conservative

Party opposes recognition of Red
China until that country has

"given assertion of her moral
standards." He added that the

only way to fight Communism is

in the realm of ideas.

"Although we may not accept

China as a legal entity, we can

still do business with her. Recog-

nition and invitation into a soc-

iety of nations is not a pre-

requisite," he said.

The difference between the

Liberals and the Conservatives

would be very energetic and
hopeful, while the Liberals are

unsatisfied and unhappy," con-

cluded Mr. Fulton.

Governor-General Lloyd Carl-

sen's entrance was preceded by a

less formal parade, that of the

Reformed Social Credit, who
marched in to the strains of "Fol-

low the Fold" and their own ver-

sion of "The Maple Leaf". The
Speaker, Professor John Meisel

of the politics department, damp-
ened their spirits somewhat by

forcing these sturdy prophets of

the wheat farms to remove their

assorted headgear.

Levanites Tie;

Election Today

Levana Society's election last

Monday resulted in a tie for the

vice-presidency between Barb Bell

and Beth Mahaffey. A re-election

for this post will be held today.

The new members are: sr. AMS
rep., Mary Ev Rogers ;

pres. Levana

Council, Fern McLeod ; pres.

LABC, Dorothy Desjardins; treas.,

Jan McDougall
;
sect'y., Anne Dav-

idson; jr. Levana rep., Jane Hob-

son; sr. Levana rep., Alison Hill;

soph, rep., Helen Alexiade ; cur-

ator, Mary Muirhead; social con-

venor, Eleanor Home.

PHOTO BY MEREOITH

Apres le Parliament
Davie Fulton, MP, was honored at a coffe party in the Red Room of the New Arts Building

after parliament adjourned. From the left, George Post, Prime Minister of Model Parliament; Mr.
Fulton; Lloyd Carlsen G.G.; Tom Bell, MP for St. John-Albert and National President of the Young
Progressive Conservatives, and Bob Little, leader of Her Majesty's Loyal Opposition.

Lemocracy In Italy Shaky
Communists Held At Bay
"At the moment, the establish-

ment of democracy in Italy is not

fully assured", said Professor

Cappadocio, professor of history

at Roya! Military College, in an

address to the International Re-

lations Club Tuesday evening.

Mr. Cappadocio probed the re-

lations!] ip between the Roman
Catholic Church and Italian na-

tionalism from the struggle for

Italian unification in the nine-

teenth century, through the pro-

hibition of the Church which was
lifted in 1919 against any Catholic

being either elector or elected in

the Italian state, to the present

religious, political and economic

situation.

The political choice since 1945

has been among the Communists,

Neo-Fascists, and Social Demo-
crats, The large Communist party

has failed to make permanent

gains. The Social Democrats, a

SNIDER'S
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS

68V2 Princess Street

Quality that Pleases .

CLEANERS
PRESS WHILE U WAIT

Kingston Phone 2-1761
. Service that Satisfies

For pure pleasure
"mild"

the MILDEST BEST-TASTING cigarette

moderate Catholic party has been

one of the most successful parties

in post-war Europe.

In answer to a question the

speaker, who was brought up in

Fascist Italy replied that Mus-
solini was not a practising Chris-

tian. Although he had retreated

from his previous atheistic attack

on religion, and had gained a

Concordat with the Vatican, he

never recognized the Church as

a spiritual entity.

The opposition of the Church to

Italian unification was partly due

to a desire that the outside world

should not consider the papacy

an organ of the Catholic govern-

ment. The Nationalists were de-

termined that Rome, the Church

city, must be capital of the new-

Italy. Throughout the years of

Church-state bickering a working

compromise was sometimes gain-

ed at the parish level.

Buy Your Tricolor

Before Next Week
Calling all students! You have

only one week until March 3, to

order your copy of Tricolor '56.

The staff has worked hard this year

to publish an outstanding book and

to meet deadlines in order to ensure

delivery in May.

Officials Upset

Bones Are Human
(Continued from Page 1)

Dr. G. H. Ettinger, Dean o£

Medicine, said "the bones were

removed in pure innocence and ig-

norance of the Ontario Anatomy

Act. If there was an offence it cer-

tainly was not anticipated."

Dr. P. M. MacDonnell, inspec-

tor under the Anatomy act, took

a similar view. He said the re-

mains were mostly bones, and

there had been "some dried flesh".

Dr. D. C. Matheson, professor

of anatomy at Queen's, said it

was common practice for students

to take bones home with them at

the beginning of the year. Such

items could also be obtained from

medical supply houses, he said.

He maintained however, that

permission was seldom given stu-

dents to carry home "soft parts"

from the university laboratories. He
conld not recall when any such

items had been found missing in

his department, but thought it

possible some student, years

ago, may have taken the cadavre

without permission shortly before

examination time.

The university maintains a spe-

cial plot in Cataraqui cemetery for

the interment of all bodies used in

experimental work.

The students at medical house

have as yet received no phone calls

concerning the incident from irate

Kingstonians.

PHOENIX OF LONDON GROUP
* * *

One of the world's largest insurance organizations,

has an opening for a graduate in Arts leading to

a position of responsibility and unusual interest.

Apply in writing to:

Branch Secretary, Phoenix of London Group,

Ontario Branch, 350 Bay Street, Toronto

Campus capers

call for Coke

Everyone enjoys the break

between classes. The lid's off

for a time and retaliation's

the mandate. What better fits

the moment than ice-cold Coke?

IndaSag
fedtrol Ton*

COCA-COLA LTD.

ONE WEEK LEFT TO BUY TRICOLOR '56
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Point Of Order

Monday night's Model Parliament saw the largest crowd of

spectators and participants in a long time. It is to be hoped that

interest in this event will continue to grow, and that Model Par-

liament eventually acquires the importance it holds at many other

universities. The Model Parliament, in spite of the emphasis placed

on parody of political stereotypes, has a very serious and important

iunction. It helps acquaint students with parliamentary issues and

parliamentary techniques, and gives them an opportunity to prac-

tise speaking and debating in public.

Monday night's session was weakened by the attempt to deal

with too many topics of debate. Most speakers misjudged the length

of their speeches, and as a result had to leave out most of what they

wanted to say. Some of the speeches from the floor had greater

merit than those which had been previously prepared because

speakers concentrated on one point of debate. The solution to this

problem lies in having only one or two topics, limiting the number
of speakers, and allowing more time for open debate. The issue of

debate should be an important one, so that numerous viewpoints

could be expressed.

More interest among the students could be cultivated by hav-

ing one campus issue for debate, besides the main topic. Such peren-

nial topics as a campus pub, amalgamation of Arts and Levana, or

the fraternities question could be brought to Model Parliament,

and students who wished to express opinions on such a topic could

cither join a party or speak as private members.

A Model Parliament Committee should be established on a

more permanent basis, and be responsible, among other things, for

choosing the topic or topics for debate in Model Parliament. Those
who wished to form parties could then draw up their program,

and present it to the student body. The students would then vote

for the party of their choice, and the winning party would form
the government. Such a method would strengthen the parliament

itself, and it would arouse greater interest among the student body.
A Model Parliament conducted more fully along political lines

would also contribute to greater general political interest on the
campus.

If the Model Parliament committee were more firmly set up,
it would be easier to enforce other desirable improvements in the
present system. For one thing, the number of parties should be
limited, and any new party seeking admission to the parliament
would have to be approved by the committee. The number of
speakers should also be limited, and more time should be allotted

to speeches from the floor. And a definite set of rules of procedure
could be drawn up to ensure the parliament's efficiency. Less time
would be wasted clarifying small points.

The possibilities for improving Model Parliament as it now
stands, and for increasing its importance on the campus, should
be seriously considered. Queen's students have little opportunity
to speak and debate in public, and to acquaint themselves with gov-
ernment procedure. This is a gap which could be well-filled by the
Model Parliament, but there are many weaknesses in the present
system which must first be ironed out.

The Clattering Gloom
Since Queen's students are soon to confront their most terrify-

ing opponents, it is a good time of year to consider the conditions
of the battlefield. Certain improvements in Grant Hall at examin-
ation time, while they might not improve the student's chances of
passing his exams, would better enable him to concentrate on them
more completely. There are elements in the exam arrangements
-which are, to say the least, distracting.

One of these are the tables. Stronger words could be used, but
they will be kept in reserve until a later date. Many of the tables
at which students spend x times three-hour periods should have
been used to take the chill off the building long ago. If a student
is unfortunate enough to sit at one of these, he spends a good deal
of his valuable time wrapping his legs around the table legs, or
chasing his paper back and forth across the surface in a desparate
effort to maintain some form of equilibrium. Added to this is the
disturbing sound of the rattling, creaking, scratching legs of his
neighbor's table, and, quite often, chair. The university would be
doing students a service if some of these relics of grandfather-
woodpile were quietly removed from service.

A semi-dark atmosphere in Grant Hall in unquestionably wel-
come at the Levana Formal and various other nocturnal functions,
but such an atmosphere retained in defiance of the bright sunlight
outside is not conducive to good eyesight. Students who have
strained their eyes almost past endurance preparing for examina-
t!Ons find this added insult to their ocular functioning almost too
much to take. The lighting is bad; it would be difficult to improve
but serious thought should be given to its inadequacies.

Other disturbing influences at exam times can be blamed on the
students themselves. Tables being as close together as they are
any unusual act.on can seriously upset a person for several minutes
The person who yawns and stretches frequently, meanwhile mutter-
ing unintelligibly under his breath, is to be avoided. Unfortunately
he is difficult to spot before the exam begins. There are many other
distracting habits which can disrupt the thought processes of an
entire section. The ideal situation, of course, would be to allot each
student a private room in which to write. Since this is impossible
as much consideration as possible should be shown for students at
this trying time of year.

PROBLEMS OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN PRISON
(Lost term the Journal carried

an article on extramural courses

offered by Queen's to inmates of

Kingston and Collins Bay peniten-

tiaries. This article, written by a

Person taking advantage of these

couresc, outlines some of the diffi-

culties the prisoner faces in trying

to acquire a university education.

The author's name is withheld.)

Whenever one thinks of a peni-

tentiary, he scarcely does so in

terms of a university education.

However, while acknowledging

the fact that the concept of "peni-

tentiary" is far removed from

that of "university", the two ideas

are not as paradoxical as it may
seem. Persons not intimately con-

nected with the penal institutions

in the Kingston area would un-

doubtedly be surprised at the

number of inmates who take ad-

vantage of the educational facili-

ties offered to the prison popula-

tion by Queen's University.

Although a sizeable proportion

of inmates accept the challenge

of higher education, an even
greater number would do so if it

were not for the many difficulties

under which students must work.
For those who are not familiar

with the physical arrangements
of a penitentiary, it is necessary

to explain that inmates are hous-

ed either in a dormitory (one
large room containing 50 men and
their effects) or in a "range" (a

lengthy corridor comprising one
or two rows of thirty-five cells

each). Without going into elab-

orate detail it is obvious that the

element of privacy, so often es-

sential for the pursuit of con-
centrated study, is completely
lacking.

The logical solution to this

problem would be to allow the
prisoners who were sincerely in-

terested in their studies to have
the use, during the evening hours,

of a room remote from the rest

of the inmate population, so that

they might pursue their educa-
tional interests without interrup-

tion. Unfortunately at the pre-

sent time such a solution is con-
trary to the security regulations
which, of necessity, must take
precedence in such an institution

as Collin's Bay.

How many university students
appreciate the privilege of being
able to choose their own time for
study? In all likelihood, very few,
if any, have thought of that and
actually there is no reason for
them to do so — until that priv-

ilege is removed. An ordinary
student is secure in the know-
ledge that he can set himself a
goal for an evening's work and
that he can stay with his studies

until he has accomplished his

aim, regardless of the lateness of

the hour.

Enforced Bed-Time
In prison, the student is not

accorded the same privilege. He
must cease all study with "lights

out" at ten o'clock every night

regardless of whether he has just

completed an assignment, has

reached the crucial moment when
Bill Sykes is about to bludgeon

Nancy to death, has managed to

read only half of the Ladd-

Franklin theory of color vision,

or whatever he happens to be do-

ing. Anyone who has ever experi-

enced the annoyance of being ob-

liged to leave his work when he

is not ready to do so will appre-

ciate the sense of frustration that

a prisoner experiences every

night.

While attending university a

student may take an evening off

if the necessity or desire arises,

confident that he can return to

his work the following night re-

freshed and relaxed. If the peni-

tentiary student feels the neces-

sity to "get away" from his stu-

dies, he may do so only by ne-

glecting them; he does not have
the advantage of a temporary
change of environment.

One obstacle which confronts

the inmate student is the diffi-

culty in securing reference texts.

Nearly every university course has

an extensive suggested-reading

list. The authorities at Queen's
University have expressed a wil-

lingness to send their reference

books to the penitentiaries for

use as required (a fact for which
every inmate taking courses is

grateful) but, because of the ad-

ditional work involved for the

staff members of Collin's Bay and
the university, as well as the ne-

cessary time lapse in fulfilling

the request, the inmate either for-

goes the privilege or keeps it at

a bare minimum.

Little Contact

Another limitation is expressed

in two other aspects of university

work. First, the student in peni-

tentiary is denied the privilege of

immediate personal contact nor-

mally expressed in the professor-

student relationship. If one en-

counters difficulty with his work
in university, he may discuss his

problems with his professor

shortly after the lecture is finish-

ed. In prison the situation is

slightly different. Some of the

university professors are anxious

to come to Collin's Bay to dis-

cuss any course problems with
the inmate student but, once
again, the student is reluctant to

impose upon the generosity and
good-will of those men who are

already over-burdened with du-
ties at the university.

If a student at Queen's is un-
able to see his instructor, he may
resolve his difficulties by discus-

sing them with his fellow stu-

dents. In the penitentiary, the in-

mate has limited contact with
other students, indeed if there are
any others. It is not uncommon
for one man to be studying a
course completely on his own.
Even if two or more men are

registered in the same course,

sufficient contact for the sake of

an elaborate exchange of ideas is

virtually non-existent if the men
are not on the same range.

Secondly the inmates are de-

nied the advantage of the proper

facilities essential to their cours

es. For example, students of the

sciences can not perform the ex

periments which are such a vital

part of their studies. Additional

aids, such as movies or special

lectures, are not available to

those in penitiaries.

No "Atmosphere"

One further difficulty experi-

enced by those in prison is that

intangible thing called "atmos-

phere". It is something which a

person cannot rightly evaluate

until he is brought to a realiza-

tion of the lack of those influen-

ces suitable to a given purpose.

While attending university, a

student is encompassed by an at-

mosphere which is conducive to

study. In prison, a student is en-

gulfed by an atmosphere which

would contribute to — well

practically anything but study.

One does not normally associate

bars and cells, guards and regi-

mentation with the freedom of

spirit and activity which pervades

the university. Until a man has

actually experienced the oppres-

sing influence of confining re-

strictions, both physical and men-
tal, he cannot comprehend the

overwhelming importance of his

environment.

One might well question whe-
ther or not higher education is

worth all the additional effort

that an inmate must expend to be
successful in the face of difficul-

ties he encounters when studying
in a penitentiary. The answer, of

course, can only be — yes, it

very definitely is worth it. Uni-
versity courses have a two-fold
significance for a man imprison-

ed. It would be difficult to de-

termine which one is the more
important. The long-term value
is that which is offered to the
inmate by the opportunity to pre-

pare himself for a better life up-
on his release from prison. Can
one say that this is any more im-
portant than the immediate value
which offers the inmate the
means by which he may remain
intellectually alive?

Although it cannot be stated
with absolute certainty by this

writer, it is believed that Queen's
University is the only institution

of its kind in Canada which has
made its educational facilities

available, free of cost, to inmates
of federal penitentiaries. Every
prisoner who has taken in the
past, is taking at the present
time, or will take in the future,

full advantage of this magnanim-
ous offer, owes a tremendous
debt of gratitude to Queen's Uni-
versity and, more particularly, to
those individuals on the staff who
had the interest, the understand-

ing and the foresight to make this

opportunity possible for inmates.

The men and women who were

responsible for this generous act

have demonstrated their faith in

the rehabilitation value of edu-

cation
;
they have made a lasting

contribution to the spiritual val-

ues of our nation by re-affirming

the Christian belief in the worth

and dignity of man.

Letter . . .

Damn British!

Editor, Journal:

Who are these barbarous insur-

gents? How dare they mock the

father of our constitution, the par-

agon of all virtues, the symbol of

our nation! The time has come for

the suppression of these colonial

upstarts! We have been crucified

on a cross of Imperialistic arrog-

ance, pomposity ! Women of Amer-
ica and daughters of the Revolution,

arise! Meet this challenge at our

nation's gravest hour ! The evil

propagaters of this insidious plot

must not escape the wrath of all

righteous Americans! Let us crush

these paltry British intruders! The
desecration of our fair soil must
he avenged. The instigators of this

dastardly act can be no other than

those agents of Imperial aggress-

sion, the I.O.D.E. Down with their

petticoat institutions!

Henrietta Adams,

Regional Commandress.

Daughters of the

American Revolution.
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QPABF Requests

Pennies ForYanks

By Gord Sedgwick

As a result of the recent Queen's

invasion of northern New York

state a new set of initials have ap-

peared on the campus. These belong

to the QPABF — The Queen's

Pranksters Aftermath Benevolent

Fund. The chairman of this fund is

H. James Bethune, well-known

member of Arts '57 and a leading

prophet of the Reformed Social

Credit.

Mr. Bethune stated he felt the

whole Jack-raising scheme was

"just grand". He said, however,

steps should be taken to reimburse

the Watertown Board of Education

for financial losses incurred in

removing the flags with ladders

and steeplejacks. The bill was

$35.10.

Plans are being hurried to com-

pletion to canvass students to make

good this amount. Mr. Bethune said

"the fund desired little more than

a Queen Elizabeth 10c piece from

each student." Any amount in

excess of the bill to be paid would

be donated to some worthy charity

in Watertown.

Mr. Bethune urged all students

to support this canvass which has

the blessings of few leading campus

figures. "Pennies for Watertown
shall be our cry," he concluded

Good British and colonial pennies!'

UBC Urges Abolition Of NFCUS
Prefers Presidents' Committee Instead

Ice Revue Stars

A Barbara Scott

"Holiday on Ice", the 1956

Queen's Ice Revue will be staged

Thursday, March 15 in the Jock

Harty Arena. Centered around

world tour by Queen's girl Bar-

bara Scott, the show begins at

8:15.

The heroine, against the ap-

propriate scenery, leaves Canada,

and visits such countries as Scot-

land, Ireland, France, Russia, and

China. The assorted acts include

a hockey game between the Pen-

ticton Vivettes and the Russian

Dynamettes, a waltz in Holland,

hula dancing in Hawaii, and a

comedy scene with some drunken

German village elders.

The all Queen's cast is receiv-

ing the benefit of the experience

of directors Diane Palmason and

Barbara Scott.

Tickets will be on sale for 50

cents.

AMS Movie
The fifth AMS movie of the

year, "Lavender Hill Mob"

will be shown in Convocation

Hall today. Showtimes are 4

p.m. and 7.30 p.m.

THE BITTER END
Check the calendar, mates! It seems that Mary Weber already

has, with the result that she finds a chapter on the Balance of

Power more interesting than Pogo, or anything else she could be

reading. This nursing science freshette will be an erudite miss

when she's finished that stack of books!

With A New Scheme:

UBC WANTS OUT - - -

Queen's NFCUS chairman Charles Hockman says he doesn't

think- a new organization of Student Council presidents could ever

take the place of NFCUS as a national rallying ground for Canadian

students.

Attention was drawn to a new scheme of national student or-

ganization last week, when the University of British Columbia

Student Council voted 7-3 to withdraw from NFCUS and to take

the initiative in forming a National Students' Presidents' Association

to replace it.

The UBC council decision will

not take effect unless students

approve it at the spring general

meeting March 15. Odds of stud-

ents approval are only 50-50, ex-

perts say, since no decrease in

the present 50 cent NFCUS fee

could be offered.

The UBC decision came after

the council had adopted the ma-

jority report of a special com-

mittee formed last fall to invest-

igate the advisability of with-

drawal from the present national

students' association. The com-

mittee reported that while

NFCUS carries on activities of a

Gaels May Travel West
Lakehead Wants Match
The Queen's Golden Gaels, de-

fending collegiate football

champs, may play one of their

pre-season exhibition games in

Fort William next fall.

The Tricolor opposition in the

western Ontario city would be

the Fort William Redskins, who

were beaten by a Peterborough

team in the Canadian intermedi-

ate "A" finals last fall.

The lakehead group thinks a

game with the college champs

could net enough at the gate to

pay travelling expenses out and

back for the Queen's team.

A big stumbling block so far

has been the travel problem.

Coach Tindall says he might ap-

prove of the plan if the Gaels

could have tlieir expenses paid

out and hack by air. A train ride

to the Lakehead would involve

about five days in all, and Tin-

dall thinks a stint like that would

impede his fall training program.

The proposed game would take

place on September 23, two weeks

before the opening intercollegiate

game.

Tindall is finding to hard to

secure a yardstick by which to

measure the capabilities of the

western team. However, he in-

tends to scan the proposition for

a few more weeks before making

a decision either way.

Dr. A. G. C. Whalley Honored;

Voted Fellow Royal Society

Dr. A. G. C. Whalley, associ-

ate professor of English has been

elected a Fellow of the Royal So-

ciety of Literature, London, Eng-

land. His election to this honor

is based principally on his pub-

lished work which includes two

books. "Poetic Process" and

"Coleridge and Sara Hutchin-

son," as well as numerous articles

in various publications.

The Royal Society of Liter-

ature was founded in IS23 and its

fellows have included many of

Britain's distinguished writers.

The CBC has produced two of

Dr. Whalley's scripts including

"Death on a Barren Ground"

which won several honors. A se-

cond series of talks on poetry by

Dr. Whalley will be broadcast in

the near future by the CBC. This

new series will be entitled "Im-

agination in Action."

Dr. Whalley has also done one

broadcast for the British Broad-

casting Comission on the poet

Coleridge, and has been coinis-

sioned by the BBC to do a bio-

graphical sketch on Coleridge.

Levana

Beth Mahaffey, Arts '58,

was elected vice-president of

the Levana Society at a

special by-election held Fri-

day. She defeated Barbara

Bell, also of Arts '58.

Survey

Will all those who received

a questionnaire on "Type of

Residence" please fill it in and

return it immediately to the

Queen's Post Office to enable

the completion of the study.

QTS Votes In

New Executive
Results of the Queen's Theolog-

ical Society elections held Friday

are as follows : moderator, Gerald

Paul; bishop, Claude Bell; scribe

John Romeril; beadle. Doug Storey

deacon, Doug Carnegie; AMS rep.

Eldon Hay; sports rep,. Al Gret-

singer; Arts rep., Ken Purdon;

overseas students' chairman, Doug

las Ross; librarian, Robert Perci

val ;
program convenor, James

Mills; discussion convenor, Bruce

Besley; sick convenor, Robert Will

son; editor QTS News, Arniagl

Sifton. The position for patriarch

has not yet been filled.

Delhi Health Centre Built

Canadian Students Gave Aid
Canadian students and faculty

contributed $4,786 towards the

construction of the Delhi Health

Centre which was recently op-

ened by Dr. S. Radhakrishnan.

Vice-l] resident of india, at a

The Canadian contribution,

which represented approximately

one-seventh of the cost of the

Centre, was part of a $10,000

grant made from the Internation-

al budget of World University

Service. *

Built to serve the 9000 students

in Delhi University, the Centre

will offer a complete physical ex-

amination, including tests and

screening, and X-ray facilities.

In his opening speech, the

Vice-President commended the

activities of WUS "as a small but

significant expression of the

growing unity of mankind. Uni

versity education helped students

to develop an international out

look, understand the desires and

aspirations of other peoples and

thus prepare for an emerging

world community."

very worthwhile nature, they

could be carried on just as ef-

fectively by a more streamlined

organization.

The substitute body proposed

in the report would not maintain

a permanent national executive.

NFCUS maintains a small na-

tional secretariat under national

president Peter Martin, who re-

ceives an annual $1,800.00 salary

and travelling expenses.

Various projects such as Art

contests (in which Queensman

Clarence Barnes this year won a

(See Hockman page 5)

A Year Later

McGILL WANTS IN -

McGill may consider rejoining

NFCUS providing certain key

changes are made in the NFCUS
constitution. The university with-

drew last winter after a motion for

withdrawal had passed at Students'

Society meeting by a vote of 293-

23S. The basis for their withdrawal

was the charge that the National

Federation has done very little in

the past to justify its existence.

The changes in the NFCUS Con-

stitution which are proposed include

a decrease of 20% in NFCUS mem-

bership fees, a larger budget at the

expense of the National Office so

that they could be able to carry

out a well organized programme

of activities, and making NFCUS
more representative by allowing

each college one vote for every

2,000 students.

As Scholarships Discussed

QUEEN'SMEN LISTEN
Dr. j. R. Vallentyne, assistant

professor of Biology, addressed

the First Avenue Home and

School Association last week as

part of a campaign presently be-

ing waged by the National Fed-

eration of Canadian University

Students for increased govern-

ment in the form of scholarships

and bursaries.

He pointed out that federal aid

in higher education does not defy

the BNA act as the federal gov-

ernment already carries out a pro-

gram of this sort on a pitiful

.-cale. He stressed the need for

such a program in developing the

nation's moral and industrial

standards. Comparing the youth

of our country to a natural re-

source he said that if a mining

company or fishery were operated

with the methods now in use in

our educational system it would

go bankrupt.

"Are the intellectual resources

of the country less valuable than

the uranium deposits? How much

money does the government

spend on the development of its

non-human natural resources and

how much on the intellects of

the country's youth?"

Dr. Vallentyne pointed out the

severe shortage of specialists ur-

gently needed to staff schools

and the fact that some persons

now teaching in high schools

have not had even one university

course in the subject they are

teaching. He outlined the cost of

a university education which to-

day is only within the reach of

the financially privileged mem-
bers of our society, and empha-

eized the right of every Canadian

youth of ability to attend univer-

sity.

He concluded by saying, "with-

out a university education even

standard high school education

becomes impossible. Science can-

not develop without trained

hands and minds. Whether the

greater proportion of our youth

in university training would in

any measure alleviate the cul-

tural problems that we have, I

can only leave to you to wonder.

I am not talking to you about

your sons and your sons' sons.

The time has passed when you

could fight for your own right

to education, but it will never

pass when you will cease to fight

for that courteous boy who lives

under conditions of squalor, men-

tal torture and abnegation. You
know him and must fight for him.

The only way to fight for him is

to let your feelings be publicly

| known."
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BLEAK WEEKEND; ONLY SECONDS WIN
Intermediates Defeat OAC
Few Fans Watch Close Match

Saturday night in the Queen's gymnasium, the Tricolor Seconds
squeaked past a hustling Ontario Agricultural College quintet,

71-70. In spite of AI Lenard's absence due to illness, the team work-
ed out their own substitution pattern and Frank Tindall's advice

was enough to make up their loss for this game.

As the game opened before a crowd of nine, the Aggies took
an early lead and ran it up to five points. Then the Queen's team
started to edge back, and when Danny Bozic sank a pair of foul shots
they broke even. The Tricolor went ahead and had a four-point

margin by the quarter.

The Aggies used a full court press in the second quarter, and
this worked to some advantage as they stole the ball on several

occasions for easy baskets. However, the Tricolor machine was
working smoothly and the scoreboard read 37-32 in their favour.

OAC returned to the court refreshed in the third quarter and
used a slight edge in play to pull into a one-point lead. But the deter-

mined Queen's crew came back to score all of the points from
there till the end of the quarter and were again leading in this see-

saw battle.

Up 59-52 as the last quarter got under way, the JayVees battled
to keep their margin, which never increased. With twenty-seconds
left, they led by only one point. Then Jim Siltala drew a foul, and
sank both of his shots. The Aggies scored on a breakaway, but it

was too late and the game was over.

The Aggies had a decided height advantage and controlled the
Queen's backboard to score a lot of tip-ins, but the Tricolor displayed
better play-making ability and better set-shooting to make up for

their height deficit.

High scorer for the winners was Danny Bozic with sixteen.

Jim Siltala had thirteen for the Queen'smen, and Gus Turnbull and
Budgell had ten each. Heath of OAC was the game's top man with
27. Brown had 15 for the Aggies and McLean had eleven.

McGILL EDGES SENIORS
TRICOLOR LOSE BY TWO

Frank Tindall's Golden -Gael cage team came within a feu-

seconds of picking up their first win of the season Saturday night
at the Queen's gym as they dropped a heart-breaking 62-60 decision
lo the McGill Redmen in an exciting game that ended in a fight.
It was the third win in nine games for the McGill team, and the
ninth straight loss for the Queen's quintet.

It was anybody's game all the

way through the tilt, with
Queen's bagging an early lead,

losing it, and then trailing all the

way until the last quarter when
they once again pulled ahead and
held the lead until the last minute
when the Redmen scored to take

a 60-59 lead. Then Leon Duples-

sis of the Redmen was bumped
harder than he thought was ne-
cessary as the Gaels tried desper-

ately to get the ball. He got set

to take a swing at his Tricolor

check and in nothing flat, both
benches were empty as the play-

ers rushed onto the floor to get
into the mixup. The refs assessed
three technical fouls against
Queen's and one against the Red-
men. Leon Duplessis made two
of the three that the Redmen had,
to make it 62-59 and John Milli-

ken sank the only one that the
Gaels had. There was only one
second left, and the Gaels had no
chance to score the equalizer.

The first half was a see-saw
affair with McGill having the
lead most of the time. They
stretched it to eight points at one
point, but the Tricolor fought
back to tie the score at 29-29 at
the half time rest.

In the second half, the Redmen
broke in front and were never

passed during the third quarter
although the Queen's quintet tied

the score or came within one
point on several occasions. The
Redmen led 49-45 at the three-

quarter mark. It was late in the

last quarter when the Tindallmen
came back and broke out in front

and although they never increas-

ed their margin above four points,

it looked like they would hold on
for the rest of the game. The
McGill team fought back and
with one minute left, the Tri-

color had a one-point lead. They
lost the ball and McGill scored to

go one up. The Tricolor lost the
ball again, and when Milliken
tried to check Duplessis the short
brawl started.

High Scorer for the Redmen
was Leon Duplessis with 25.

The Gael scoring honours were
distributed among four players,
with John Milliken's point on the
last foul shot making him the
leader with thirteen. Greg Stone
whose hook shot was working
well in the second half, Bruce
Page, who was the Tricolor's
best man under the basket, and
Jim Harrison who showed some
accurate foul shooting, all had
twelve point for the Queen's
squad.

BASKETBALL BALLET WESTERN MATMEN BEST
QUEEN'S FINISH LAST

At the Intercollegiate Wrestling Assaults, held in London the

past weekend, the University of Western Ontario won back the

team title that they had held in '52, '53 and '54 and had lost to OAC
last year. The University of Toronto team finished second, with

OAC third and McGill fourth and Queen's last. Western had 88

points, Toronto 68, OAC 67, McGill 21 and the Gaels 16.

Western wound up the meet

PHOTO BY WONG

Judy Weber of the Golden Gals intercepts a pass in the Queen's end

during Saturday's Bronze Baby final. Western's Wigston (12) zvas also

after the ball, while Queen's Ann Donovan (26) and Western's Joan

Castle (9) look on.

Western Has Bronze Baby
Golden Gals Lose In Final

Saturday afternoon, in a crowd-packed gym, the girls from
Western captured the Bronze Baby for the second consecutive year
by virtue of their 46-39 win over Queen's.

The tournament opened on Friday evening, with Toronto meet-
ing Western. At half time, it looked like anyone's game, but then
the London team put on a power drive and outscored Toronto 18-5

in the last half to win handily,

33-18. Joanne Castle was high

scorer for the winners with thir-

teen points.

The second game of the night

pitted the Golden Gals against

McGill. The game was a scoring

duel between Dorothy May of

McGill and Betty Jean Hardie
of Queen's, with the McGill girl

coming out on top 18-16. B.J. was
the outstanding forward on the

floor that night by virtue of her
fine ball handling and layup and
hook shots. With eight point ef-

forts from Dianne Barras and
Barbara Clair, Queen's gained the
offensive edge that they needed
to win their way into the finals

with a 42-29 victory.

Saturday afternoon, the defend-
ing champs from Western, after

a long hard battle proved that
they were still the best when they
downed Queen's 46-39. For West-
ern, captain Beth McLean scored
25 of their 46 points and she was
followed by teammate Joanne
Castle with 16. Offensively for
the Golden Gals, Barbara Clair
turned in her best game of the
year as she scored IS points. This
tricky, fast little forward as-

tounded the spectators and kept

Western on their toes with her

clever ball-handling, interceptions

and shots. Defensively, the out-

standing guard of the game, and
of the whole tournament, was
Judy Weber of Queen's. Her
guarding, interceptions and pass-

es and rebounding were topnotch.

Queen's downfall came when
they hit a slump in the second

quarter and at half time, they
were on the wrong end of a 22-14

score. In the third quarter, they
changed their defence from zone
to man-to-man and outscored

Western to come within two
points of closing the gap. In the

fourth quarter, the Queen's de-

fence was weakened when guard
Pat Chapman was fouled out.

Pat, who had played full time
until then, turned in a terrific

defensive game for the Golden
Gals team.

Foul shooting for the team was
away under par and this alone
could have made the difference
in the final score. Western won
on superior passing and better
shooting as they were able to
take their time once they had the
lead, while the Golden Gals al-

ways looked rushed for time.

with four individual champs

while OAC had three and Toronto

two. Varsity had a better record

of second and third place finishes

and so edged past the Aggies into

second place.

Jack Underwood was the only

Tricolor man to finish in the top

three in his weight class. He lost

in the preliminary round on a

4-0 decision but came back to

win two bouts in the consolation

round. He pinned Hoffman of

PUCKMEN LOSE 4-2

DROP FINAL GAME

At Potsdam on Saturday, a

battling crew of Tricolor puck-

nien took the short end of a 4-2

decision at the hands of the

Clarkson College Golden Knights.

It was a 2-2 tie at the fifteen min-

ute mark of the third period when
Clarkson's ace sniper Ed Rowe
managed to bang the big one past

Bert Brooks in the Queen's cage.

Clarkson added a fourth marker

in the final minute of play after

the goalie had been removed in

favour of a sixth attacker.

This was the second meeting

of the two clubs this year, the

first having ended in a 4-4 draw

at the end of regulation time.

Twice during Saturday's contest

the Gaels came from behind to

tie the count. Don Keenleyside

scored from Carl Nurmi and

Murray Osborne to make it 1-1

at the end of the first period, and
Art Truax clicked from Ray
Hoffman to send the two clubs

deadlocked into the final twenty

minutes.

But time ran out on the plucky

pucksters and the third time

Clarkson moved in front, they

were there to stay.

Bert Brooks was probably

never better in batting out forty

shots while his mates were hurl-

ing twenty-nine at the Clarkson

custodian. Nineteen of Bert's

saves came in the first period as

he kept the Canadians in the con-

test.

It was a good windup to a very

successful season for Chisholm
and his boys. Up against a hard
skating, highly rated squad, the

Gaels battled nip and tuck with
the Golden Knights right down
to the wire.

Bill Shearn and Ron Vali-

quette were standout performers

on the Queen's rearguard. They
played almost the entire game,
with their only rest spells com-
ing when Don McCrae who play-

ed both forward and defence,

dropped back to the blueline.

OAC in one minute and eighteen

seconds and then decisioned

Rogers of McGill 9-6 to wind up
in third place.

In the 137-lb. class, Ted Court-

nage lost out in the semis when
he was pinned at 1 :42 by Leyshon

of Western who went on to win

the title. Ted lost a close decision

6-5 in the consolation round.

Dave Nowlan, Queen's entrant

in the 157 decision lost a 12-9

decision to Craven of Toronto in

the semis and was pinned by
McGill's Stephen in the consola-

tion round. Dave was fighting

with blood poisoning in one leg.

Jim Plummer dropped a pair of

decisions in the 167 pound class,

losing 12-9 in. the semi-finals to

Brown of OAC and 9-3 to Hooyer
of Toronto in the consolations.

Wayne Hosking, the Gael man
in the 177 class was not allowed

to fight when the doctor's found

that he was suffering from blood

poisoning.

Peter Gerster was pinned at

2:35 of the 191 pound semi-final

by Chandler of Western and then

lost on a fall at 2.52 of the con-

solation to Cli3 rkaliuk of Varsity.

Heavyweight Bill Moss went
two rounds in the semi-finals, be-

fore bowing to Stephen of OAC
via the pin route. Bill was also

pinned in the consolation round

by Habros of Western.

The results were very disap-

pointing for coach Jim Saylor and
his team, who were hoping to

make a good showing. It looks

like the wrestler's rebuilding pro-

gram wil still have along way
to go before the Tricolor will pre-

sent a serious threat for the Inter-

collegiate championship.

Dial 7135

town and country

Restaurants
• Highway No. 2, Cataraqui, Ont.

• Princess at Clergy Streets,
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Hard Work, Bad Food, Black Flies, Aches and Blisters, But

Life Can Be Beautiful
By S. W. Howard

"The work will be unbelievably

hard. You'll be cursed by mean
foremen, burned by the sun, bit-

ten by black flies and you'll be-

come very discouraged. The men
may refuse to come to your class,

ihey may make fun of you, they may
even refuse to associate with you.

The beds will be hard, the quar-

ters dirty and the food bad." The
husky man with the fiery deep-set

eyes went on, painting the most
uninviting picture he could of the

work of Frontier College, the or-

ganization of which he was prin-

cipal.

The picture was not all bad, for

he spoke of the immense personal

satisfaction that comes from

bringing knowledge where it has
never been before. We were told

of the exhiliarating feeling that

a student has when he finds that

not only is he brain and books,

but also body and strength, as

he swings his pick on a railroad

track with forty other men. We
were to be sent to railway gangs,
togg" 1^ camps, fishing villages.

There we would work as common
laborers with other men and in

the evenings and on Sundays we
would try, as amateur teachers

and social workers to make hap-

pier and fuller the lot of our fel-

low workers.

I must confess that I needed

a job and this is principally why
I applied for the Frontier College

STEAM
SHOVEL

Pranks On Eagle Claim Land For Rogal
And on Morn of Sun was clarion call of Maid Marion of many

more decibels than noise issuing from 557 such that Scribe Two
did sacrifice plane of horizontal feather and venture forth into

slushy trails of Kin and Downfall of six sided crystals even unto

entrance to Cav of Nic. And was there look of much puzzlement

on face of Maid Marion at reason for presence of Scribe Two. But

was look soon one of pleasing smile when Maid Marion did learn

that greatest of Scribez did spend endz of week in lowly land of

Wes where also is home of Scribe. But Marion did wish that great-

est of Scribes had witnessed blowers of brass and men of jumping

music. For did Fox the foxy one please crowd with mellow tonez

from horn of sax. And did Maid Marion also take drink of most

potent fluids to Men of Queenz who did make Land of Queenz

greatest in field of funny farcez. For did same create much dis-

order in home of free and brave with flying Jack and scribblingz

of ancient nature.

Gaelz Hold Brawl To Top Them All

And on Eve of Sat did Scribe make way to Cav of James where

Gaelz of Gold did prove selves worthy of lowest spot. But did

Men of Red from Land of Pea Soup find use of horseshoes neces-

sary in game of hoop. However was all not lost, for Gaelz of Gold

and Men of Soup of Pea did stage brawl that did give crowdz much

source of merriment, And was showing of Gaelz iii brawl of such

superior nature that Scribe did think that same would make better

showing than did Men of Matz in annual boutz of grappling. And

did short-kilted lemonz, in battle for idol of Cu and Sn, also prove

usual worth. For did same let lowest lemonz even babes from Land

of Wes make greatest number of fouling shotz. And did Scribe

note that number of citrus spheres consumed by purple onez did

approach unto plus infinity and so is lowly orange even superior

to lemonz.

Scienz Will Treat With Coming Featz

And on coming Aft of Sat will door of Queenz be opened to

iribez in Land of Kin so wonderz of Scienz may be seen by all

even Men of Mudz and Clodz of eartz. But now since chisel of

Scribe grows dull but same cannot be said of axe of fac must Scribe,

take leave of most wonderful Maid and return to noisy den where

Shake the shakey one with itcmz of stretching nature makez

aequcous fluidz of great danger.

•auntar

Exclusive Manufacturers and Distributors

of

OFFICIAL

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY

BLAZERS
Shorts, Regulars, Tolls, Extra Tails, sizes 34 to 48

in stock, complete with

GOLD WIRE CRESTS AND BUTTONS

103 PRINCESS ST." KINCSTON PHONE 6381

job. We were told that we would
make at least 700 dollars and that

we would be required to work
for 15 to 18 weeks. In addition

we were to be sent to whatever
part of Canada we preferred, if

jobs could be found there for us.

The months went by and one
morning the sun arose to find me
climbing the steps of the office

car of C.N.R. extra gang no. 22,

Port Mann, British Columbia. I

was signed up and had the good
fortune to get a bunk in a car

which didn't have lice. However
the car did contain seven other

men, sleeping in double decker

bunks.

The first month's work on the

track was a veritable hell. I was
"soft", and blisters, kinks, aches

and cold were my lot. It was pick

and shovel work, ten hours a day.

six days a week with occasional

overtime. I would awake in the

mornings with hands so stiff that

I could not open my fingers. The
principal of Frontier College, Mr.
Robinson had advised us to spend
the first two weeks 'working into

the job' and making friends. I had
inmiagined that the gulf between
me and these men would be a ter-

rific obstacle. They were nearly

nil Italians and spoke no English.

I found that they hated two
things, snobbery and laziness. All

of us have streaks of these faults.

I must have been able to suppress

my share for I soon found myself

being accepted. Often as I strug-

gled to finish shoveling my
'half mil' of gravel a young Ital-

ian would step quietly in front of

me and help me finish, just after

he had finished his own ! But

being accepted was not enough. I

had to come to teach and to this

I now turned my attention.

One evening I struggled out of

my bunk and made a tour of the

work train. By eight o'clock a

crowd of 40 Italians had gathered

in a dining car. The frightening

thing about it all was that they

were eager to learn. They wanted
English, History, Geography,

Arithmetic. Here I was, with no

previous training, armed only

with a canvas blackboard, some
maps and a few samples of text

books which I could order.

The summer went on. I worked

and I tried to teach. Some of the

men stopped coming to school

and sometimes I could attract

others. Frontier College sent

books, magazines, pencils and

paper. Most of the men who came

regularly tried to learn English.

To ease the routine I carried on

a History class in French which

many of them spoke. Lay-offs,

overtime, epidemics, trouble-

makers and drinking parties all

strove to defeat our school. Fin-

ally September came and it was

time to leave. One evening I cal-

led the men together, gave out

certificates and made a final

speech. I was thanked profusely

and went to bed. I lay in my
bunk feeling that I had just scrat-

ched the surface and that in four

months I had accomplished piti-

fully little. Most of my pupils

could not yet speak English, al-

though they were closer to it

than before.

There came a tap on my
shoulder. It was the young Italian

in the bunk above me. "You go

domani professori?", he asked. I

replied in the affirmative, at

which he began to thank me pro-

fusely for teaching him. I told

him how little I thought I had

done, at which he said this: "Pro-

fessori, you come from a vera

nice ouse in da city out in bush

to make da scuola per uoi. You
teach ver' nice but we no learn

well. At night we tire' an' we no

can study. But some men here

like da study and you come to us.

You no tak' money you no talka

da politic. You no stay long but

you come, professori. you come."

Perhaps it was all midsummer
madness. After all, 800 dollars is

a pretty small kitty for a year at

school. But I saw a part of our

Canadian life that probably you

have not seen. I also saw beauti-

ful B.C. and gained weight and

strength. The teaching was satis-

fying now that I look back. No
one can estimate the gratitude

that such 'forgotten men' as the

extra gang labourers feel at

knowing that someone cares

enough to come to them and try

In teach them.

Representatives of Frontier Col-

lege 7(1(7/ be at Queen's for inter-

vietvs on Feb. 29.

KINGSTON'S FIRST ANNUAL

SPORTSMAN'S SHOW
COMMUNITY CENTRE

Mon., Mar. 5 — Tues., Mar. 6 — Wed., Mar. 7

EACH EVENING 7 - 11 P.M. ADULTS 50c CHILDREN 25c

Don't miss this terrific display of Sports Cars - Motor Boats - Sports

Equipment - Basketboll - Billiards - Fly Casting - Wild Life

Big Stage Show, plus many other features. Stump the

"Sports Panel". Make Money.

Use this Ballot For Your Vote on the "Sportsman or Sportswoman

of 19SS" and the "Athlete of 1955". Vote often for your choice. Add-
itional ballots available at Centre, Austin's Drug Store or Bo-Peep Grill.

The following Are MY Selections in the "SPORTSMAN'S
SHOW" Contest. Please Do Not Vote for any person under 18 yeors

of age or any Radio, TV or Newspaperman.
PLEASE PRINT NAMES.

My Selection For "Sportsman or Sportsivontan of the Year"

My Selection For "sMhtetc of the Year" is

Please Place Your Ballot in a Ballot Box at Centre, Austin's

Drug Store or Bo-Peep Grill.

THE DIARY OF

THE MAD JOURNALIST

Jubilate Deo! It is a delightful thing indeed to emerge from

the cloud of this last week-end into the clear sky of a new week.

No, I do not mean that the weather this week-end was any worse

than usual here, but that my state of mind was — and goodness

knows this is no place for introversion, even at the best of times.

Week-ends are cruel, for the university and city close their eyes and

cease to breathe for forty-eight hours. During the week, on the

other hand, one may relieve one's mind with trips back and forth

to the post office to buy stamps, look at the posters, etc. This gives

friends the impression of carefree happiness, and fulfills the func-

tion of the average American — that is, to appear on all occasions

as though life were one big advertisement for soap.

* * *

Managed to get some reading done, and spent one very pleas-

ant evening recently with a friend reading aloud the poetry of

Blake and D. H. Lawrence. Most poetry should be heard to be

fully appreciated, but it is generally considered that anyone who

reads verse aloud is crackers. This has become a rather non-particip-

ating generation of people who listen to music but never sing or

play, and for that matter never do anything more energetic than

trek to the kitchen during the television commercials ... By the

way, I still prefer to listen to music on the radio, not on television.

This for the very good reason that the television cameras do their

best to divert my attention from the sound to the appearance of

some baritone's molars, or the accumulation of spit in somebody'!

trombone. Art should not convey an appearance of strain, but it is

enormously difficult for an artist to appear at ease when he know*

five million people are inspecting his gums and nodding th«ir heads

knowingly. The Mad Journalist made his debut on televsion last

summer while he was in Winnipeg. They were moving an oil

refinery from St. Boniface to somewhere in Alberta, and needed

somebody to point out various bits of scenery to crewmen on the

job. Since it was on film, I was able later to watch the performance;

at a TV set in a store window on Portage Avenue, along with sev-

eral other people who didn't realize that they were in company

with the star of the whole show.
* * *

I have just been reminded that the Royal Winnipeg Ballet

is getting its second wind after some time out in the cold. This is

certainly a good thing, but I hope they have better luck in finding

stages upon which to perform than the National Ballet seem to

get. Is stage construction in Canada so difficult that we cannot get

more than two or three decent ones, or is it simply our Canadian way
of showing that our appreciation of art transcends the shabby little

theatres and art galleries we own?

Limerick

There was a youttf} lass of Dalkeith

Who used a Scotch thistle to bristle Iter teeth.

When asked if it hurl

She said. "No indeed nert,

Therth nothing like Utilities to brithle the teeth.

"Too soon? Nor for a Sun Life

Adjustable Policy, it isn't*'

It's never too soon to have a SUN LIFE OF CANADA
man discuss your life insurance problems with you.

You will find him qualified and competent in g(|!

life insurance matters.

The SUN LIFE representative in your community is

KINCSTON OFFICE: Phone 3424
CLAUDE M. ROOT, Res. Phone 2-6552

W. HOWARD REYNOLDS, Res. Phone 8245

ONLY FOUR DAYS TO ORDER TRICOLOR
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DR. STANLEY N. GRAHAM

Ex-Mining Prof

Dies Suddenly

Dr. Stanley N. Graham, 77, pro-

fessor of mining engineering at

Queen's since 1920, died suddenly

last Wednesday at Kingston Gen-

eral Hospital. He had been pro-

fessor emeritus since 1948.

Dr. Graham, a resident of

Kingston for more than 65 years,

went through the Kingston
school system prior to entering

Queen's in 1896. He was the se-

cond student to graduate from

Queen's in civil engineering.

Dr. Graham had been recog-

nized with the Legion of Honor
from the American Institute of

Mining Engineers and was to

have received this award at a

New York banquet on Wednes-
day of this week.

Besides his long tenure of

teaching here at Queen's, he was
professor of mining at Nova
Scotia Technical College in Hali-

fax from 1913-1920.

He visited every mining camp
in Canada from coast to coast and

north to the Arctic accumulating

a wealth of knowledge reflected

in his teaching and the success

of those who studied under him.

The Secret of Success

of Herbert Morrison
On a London street a phrenol-
ogist barked: "I can tell by
the bumps on your head what
you're good at . . . how to be
successful." He felt the head
of a boy, 15, and spoke six

words.
InMarch Reader's Digestthe

British Labour Party's Herbert
Morrison tells how these words
spurred him on his career,
helped him in Parliament. Get
your March Reader's Digest
today: 43 articles of lasting
interest, including the best
from current books, leading
magazines, condensed to save
your time.

Quinby Praises High School Plays;

Talent Uncovered For Universities

A Brockville Win

"The Happiest Days of Your

Life", (first act), presented by

Brockville Collegiate Institute won

the trophy for the best play in the

Eastern Ontario Secondary School

Drama Festival held here Saturday.

The second best play, out of the

seven competing, was "High School

Daze" presented by Gananoque

High School, and directed by Cathy

Patterson, Arts '54.

Chris Blackburn, KCVI, won the

best actor's award, and Beverly

Ramsay, Napanee, won the best

actress award. The cups were pre-

sented by Jim Bethune and Prof-

Elliot of the Faculty Players on

behalf of the Queen's Drama Guild.

The plays were adjudicated by

Mrs, Norma Edwards of the

Domino Theatre.

Box Office Opens

For 1956 £dition

The Shakespearean Festival

season of music and drama will

open March 12. Festival head-

quarters announced Friday. Tick-

ets for the 1956 Festival season

go on sale at agencies throughout

eastern Canada and the United

States on that date.

The drama season will feature

two plays, "Henry V" starring

Christopher Plummer in the

title role and "The Merry Wives
of Windsor" starring Douglas

Campbell in the role of Falstaff.

The festival box office will

handle mail orders only until May
21st. Ticket orders may be ad-

dressed to the Box Office, Strat-

ford Shakespearean Festival, 109

Erie Street, Stratford, Ontario.

Dance
Programs

anson & Edgar
PRINTERS

Phone 4114

Printing ot

Every Description

full-fashioned

blossoms forth this Ocl* MVo*^
in six incredibly beautiful new sweaters'.

You'll never look sweeter, er ntaur. , . dainty collars

enchanting scoop and v-necks . . . some extravagantly

jewelled, braided . . . all hand finiibtd!

Twenty-two vibrant high-fashion colours

in Kitten-soft Ptflel Orion. Easy to

care for . . . keeps in shape . . . flatters jouri I

Lambswool, too, at better stores everywhere.

$6.91 to 58.95. Jewelled

and braided extra.

Dr. George Quinby, of the

Queens' Drama department, rates

the standard of the high-school

plays performed over the week-end

high in comparison to ones he has

previously seen. The high- schools

were competing in the Eastern On-

tario Secondary School Drama Fes-

tival, held Saturday in Convocation

Hall.

"The plays were well chosen,"

Dr. Quinby said," and individually

there were some fine actors and

actresses who would do credit to

university drama in years to come."

"Of course the standard of high-

school drama does not compare

with that of the universities," he

A d d a new £tf&C to your collection)

said. He deferred to compare the

standards further because he had

not seen enough university plays to

feel justified in doing so. He did

however add that Saturday's high-

school performers were acting on a

strange stage and that moreover

their productions were put together

rather hastily. University produc-

tions, on the other hand, have the

advantage of being prepared fur-

ther in advance.

Dr. Quinby was delighted to see

so many Queens' students of the

Drama Guild in Saturday's audi

ence. The size of the audience was

encouraging to the high-school per

formers.

BUY TRICOLOR TO-DAY

!

Everyone wishing to have a

copy of Tricolor '56 must order

it by Saturday.

Tricolors are sold by class rep-

resentatives, at the AMS office

and at the Queen's Post Office.

This week only they will be on

sale in the New Arts Building

from 9 a.m. to 12 noon, Monday

to Friday.

All books are mailed to home
addresses as soon as possible

after their arrival in Kingston.

This year, postage will be pre-

paid ONLY on $5 sales. Those

having a $3 deposit will be sent

c.o.d. plus postage.

Please note : Sales close on

Saturday and will not be re-

opened. If students want a Tri-

color, they must order it now.

Professor A. V. Corlett, now head

of the Department of Mining

Engineering was one of his first

students.

Smith Quizzes Science Dept.

Are Courses Overloaded Now?
Are Science departments permitt-

ing only a few outstanding students

to survive by overloading the

science course? This question was

raised by Dr. Sidney Smith of the

University of Toronto recently.

Commenting critically on the

straining for perfection at the under-

graduate level, Dr. Smith remarked

that there is a perilous need

throughout the country for compe-

tent, as well as illustrious, scientists.

"Certainly, if the present trend

continues, there will be a desperate

shortage of science teachers in the

schools . . . and the ultimate re-

sults ... for all the many areas in

society in which science is impor-

tant might be disastrous."

Referring to the pressure on uni-

versities to produce more engineers

and scientists, Dr. Smith empha-

sized the importance of the human-

ities. "The traditional primacy of

the humanities in the Faculty of

Arts and of the Faculty of Arts in

the University must never be sac-

rificed in this institution," Dr.

Smith concluded.

NFCUS Offers Travel
At Good Low-Cost Rates
Good standard yet low-cost tra-

vel service is being offered to Cana-

dian university students for the

fifth summer by the National Fed-

eration of Canadian University

Students travel bureau. Through its

operations, which by-pass regular

commercial agencies, sizeable sav-

ings are gained for the students.

Canadian students travelling to

Europe may obtain an International

Student Identity Card from the

NFCUS travel department. This

card entitles Canadians to all of

the privileges accorded in Europe

to students.

Those wishing to join a tour, or

merely wishing passage by steamer

or charter flight to Europe, phone

the NFCUS chairman at 2-4122 or

write directly to the NFCUS na-

tional office.

DANCE
SAT.

"Pay-As-You-Weigh'
MARCH 3rd, 1956 GRANT HALL
Dancing — Dick Edney's Orchestra

9:00 - 12:00

SPECIAL PRIZES

ADMISSION:
Cowards: $1.35 per couple.
The Brave: Weight of your date

THE GOAL
"SIXTEEN TONS"

lc per lb.

UNITED AIR LINES
invites

The women of Queen's to a showing of a
Color-sound motion picture entitled

"SCCTTy WINS HER WINGS"
This film depicts the real life story of a Stewardess,

her selection, her training and her duties.

Stewardess Representative, Miss Lee Ward, of
United Air Lines, will be on campus at the same
time to discuss a Stewardess Career.

FILM: "Scotty Wins Her Wings"
TIME: 7 p.m., Tuesday, February 28
PLACE: McLaughlin Room, Students Union

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CALL STUDENT
PLACEMENT OFFICE

CLUBS -SOCIETIES
Tuesday
Drama Guild: Meeting, 7:30, in

Drama Guild Lounge to select nom-
ination committee.

* * *

Wcdntsdoy
Wrestling and Boxing Club: A final

meeting in the gym lecture room at

6:30 p.m. Executive elections. All
persons interested are urged to attend.

Ifednesday
QCF: Mr. Charles Leach, director of

the Christian Youth Centre, will give
Bible Study lecture on Philippians
1-7 in Morgan's Chapel, Old Arts

uilding, 12:45 p.m.

Friday
Band and Cheerleader Party: Danc-

ing from 9 p.m. Further information
may be obtained by phoning Al
Hitchcock at 6346 or 3098. All tickets
will be sold in advance.

Saturday
'Pay-as-you-Weigh': The dance of

the year. Admission $1.35 or the weight
of your date at a penny-a-pound.
Scales are government inspected and
attendants are scrupulously honest.
He who enquires after his date's
weight or urges her to diet is not
playing cricket. The place—Grant
Hall. Dancing 9-12 p.m. Special prizes.
Our goal—"16 Tons".

DRAMA - FILMS

Tuesday

A.MS Movie: "Lavender Hill Mob"
in Convocation Hall. Showings at 4

p.m. and 7:30 p.m.

Members of Arts '56: are requested

to call at the Queen's Post Office as

soon as posible to pick up an impor-
tant letter.

* * *

Wednesday

Frontier College: A representative

of Frontier College will be at Queen's
to interview students in Arts, Com-
merce, and Medicine interested in

summer employment as labourer-
teachers. A movie of the work in-

volved will be shown in the Mc-
Laughlin Room of the Students'
Union at 2 p.m. Literature is available

at the Employment Office.

Arte '59: Year Meeting at 7:30 p.m.
in Biology Lecture Room of Old Arts
Building for Election of Treasurer.
Year crests will be on sale.

Friday

Drummera: Any male student in-

terest in tenor, bass, or side drumm-
ing in the Queen's Pipe Band is asked
to contact Al Hitchock. Phone 6346
immediately.

DAY OR NIGHT
PHONE 5551

For Quality Milk, Cream, Butter
Y

Hemlock Park Dairy
LIMITED

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FAMOUS
Velvet Ice Cream Duncan Hines Ice Cream

Serving Queen's Students and Staff

Since 1879 —
ROBERT BRUCE, Ltd.

— 170 PRINCESS STREET —
With Fine Dry-goods — Men's Furnishings

And the Newest Fashions for Women.
You're sure of the Quality at BruceJ

A. R. R. L.

1856 EDITION

The Radio Amateurs'

Handbook

$3.50

BOOK SALE

OF SURPLUS STOCK

AT GREATLY
REDUCED PRICES

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
MONTREAL AT BROCK STREETS KINGSTON
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Students GENUINELY Interzsted In Student Government Will Consider

Carefully These AMS Amendments Before The March Annual Meeting:

The following amendment to the AMS constitution has been given as notice
of motion, and will be presented to the AMS general meeting on March 6.

ARTICLE XV
Constitution of the Alma Mater Society Court

Section 1

The Alma Mater Society Court shall be the tri-
bunal of the student body, and its decisions cannot
be overruled by the A.M.S. executive. This court
shall be responsible for the punishment of offences
by students of the University except those involving
academic standing. These offences shall include all
violations of the regulations, resolutions, orders and
all governing laws of the Alma Mater Society,
whether committed by a member or members of the
A.M.S. or by any organization, subject to the juris-
diction of the A.M.S.

It shall be the function of the A.M.S. Court to;

( i) be responsible on request and in the case of
controversial matters for the interpretation
of the A.M.S. Constitution.

(ii) sit (on request) in hearing on all grievances
of a faculty nature against rulings of the
A.M.S. Executive (where these faculties feel
their rights have been infringed or that
rulings are not in their best interests) and
hand down recommendations and/or decis-
ions on these matters.

(iii) sit (on request) in hearing on individual
grievances where they are pertinent to stud-
ent affairs.

Section 2

The Alma Mater Society Court will consist of;

(a) A Chief Justice, who shall be in final year,
shall be appointed by the A.M.S. executive in the
Spring preceding his year of office. He shall hear
all cases brought before him by the Vigilance Com-
mittee, and shall render verdicts to the best of his
jhility. He shall be responsible to the A.M.S. execu-
tive for the proper conduct of the court and shall
render a report to the executive after each session,
but shall otherwise remain as divorced from executive
matters as possible to offset any bias. To further
offset prejudice, he shall in no way give opinions
to the student body or A.M.S. executive prior to
hearing a case. Candidates for new Chief Justice
shall be* recommended by the retiring Chief justice
after consultation with the retiring Court and Vigil-
ance Committee.

(b) Four Junior Justices chosen if possible from
<-ach of the following: Science, Arts, Medicine, Lev-
ana and Theology (except that from which the Chief
Justice is drawn), shall be appointed by the A.M.S.
Executive at its first meeting in October. They shall,

where possible, be senior students. They shall sit

with the Chief Justice at all trials and shall assist

him in his duties.

(c) No Justice of the A.M.S. Court shall he
permitted to hold office on a faculty court or execu-
tive concurrently.

(d) 1. The Sheriff shall be responsible to the
Chief Justice.

2. He shall issue orders to the Clerk requiring

the issuing of summonses to the defend-
cnts, witnesses and jurors.

3. He shall be responsible for the demeanour
of the court and shall request such cons-

tables from the Chief of Police as he deems
necessary.

(c) The Clerk shall act as Secretary and Treas-

urer for the Court. He shall issue summonses at the

order of the Sheriff; shall notify the Chief Justice

when there are cases to he heard; be responsible tc

the Chief Justice for the collection of fines and act

at all sittings of the Court as Clerk of tiie Court.

(f) The Crier shall discharge the duties whicli

-pertain to the function of crier in an ordinary court

of law.

Section 6.

Court proceedings shall be carried out in a
manner befitting the dignity of the A.M.S. as laid
down in rules for court procedure held by the Secre-
tary-Treasurer.

Section 7.

It shall he the duty of the Justice to sit in hear-
ing on all claims for damages against the A.M.S.
and decide if these claims are legitimate.

Section 8.

The Court shall have the right of decision as to
whether a case be tried before it or before the Facultv
courts.

Section 9.

The Alma Mater Society shall have power at any
time to discharge any members of the Court and
appoint a successor as it sees fit under the conditions
provided in Article VIII, Section 4.

Section 10.

The A.M.S. Court is an undergraduate court and
essentially a court of justice. It need not observe
technicalities of law, British or otherwise.
Section 11.

The A.M.S. Court will not under any circumstan-
ccces collect year fees of fines imposed by Faculty
courts for failure to pay year fees.

The Vigilance Sub-Committee

Section 1.

The Vigilance Sub-Committee shall he the body
responsible for genera! student conduct and invest-
igations arising therefrom. It shall he appointed by
the A.M.S. Executive at is first meeting in October
(with the exception of the appointment of the Chief
of Police, which shall be made in the spring term)
and shall consist of the following officers:

(a) A Prosecuting Attorney. He shall be a senior
student, who shall head the Vigilance Committee,
preside at all its meetings, and shall sec that mem-
bers of this body carry out their duties efficently.

He shall investigate, prepare evidence and prosecute
all cases brought before him by the Vigilance Com-
mittee or a mandatory vote of the A.M.S. The
A.M.S. may overrule the decision to prosecute by a

majority vole. He may choose an assistant if he
deems it necessary.

(b) The Chief of

I

Poli

Section 3

The members of the Court shall be called to-

gether within two weeks of their appointment and

shall be instructed by the Chief Justice as to their

duties, i.*Hll#'9W
Section 4

(a) Offenses — The Court shall have the power

to determine what shall constitute an offense in each

individual case and determine whether or not the

defendant is guilty under the said charge.

(b) An offense shall be:

I. Violations of civil codes of this nation,

province or municipality.

2 Violations of regulations, orders, and gov-

erning laws of the A.M.S. as outlined in

Section 1, Constitution of A.M.S. Court.

(c) In such matters attention will be paid to past

precedents of the A.M.S. Court (see court files),

Section 5.

(a) All cases shall be tried by five justices except

when the accused requests trial by jury.

(b) The jury shall consist of six men and two

women (two from each Society). Three quarter

majority is needed for convtct.on. ^ ^ continued)

Shall be responsible for the general dis-

cipline throughout the University.

2. Shall appoint and direct such constables

as he deems necessary in the performance
of his duties.

3. Shall identify and/or apprehend offenders
when necessary. He and his constables
shall supply evidence of the discharge of

tins duty to the Prosecuting Attorney
when called upon to do so.

The Chief of Police may in his official capacity
attend free of charge and without salary all under-
graduate activities at which he has posted constables.

He shall receive $1.00 for each function at which he

posts constables and he and his constables shall be

paid at the rate of $1.00 per hour for each official

function. He shall choose an assistant if he deems
it necessary. He shall make recommendation to the

A.M.S. as to his successor.

(c) Assistant Chief of Police — as outlined before

(d) A.M.S. Constables shall:

1. Go to the function unattended.

2. Go in plain clothes and wear armbandGo in plain clothes
identification.

3. Arrive at the function before it begins and
stay until it ends.

4. (i) Be responsible to the A.M.S. through the

Vigilance Committee for their own conduct
and the conduct of others. It shall be their

duty to evict disorderly patrons of such fun-

ctions (whether A.M.S. members or not)

who in their opinion are behaving in a man-
ner unbecoming such a member. Where ev-

iction is impossible or not feasible, he shall

be responsible for warning and/or identify-

ing (by procuring "I" card if necessary)
as many individuals as possible and be
prepared to give evidence against same,

(ii) Enforce regulations, orders and gov-
erning laws of the A.M.S. whether com-
mitted by a member or members of the

A.M.S. Any person interfering in the per-
formance of his duty shall be liable to

prosecution.

5. Except in the case of the Chief of Police,

be chosen from the Faculties not sponsor-
ing the function. This applies to formals
and year dances.

VALLEAU'S
BARBER SHOP
316 PRINCESS STREET

Three Barbers

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 69)7

3Fort letinj Intel
PRINCESS STREET

Coffee Shop and Restaurant

Kingston, Ont. Phone 7712

WHEREVER YOU DINE,

INSIST ON

W I L M O T S

QUALITY PRODUCTS

IMQTS
Ti/AnlP

Western Students Whoop It Up
Riotous Ride Leads To Scandal

Saskatoon: Guess we Easterners

don't have a monopoly on riots,

wreckage, and rowdy carousing , . .

Our country cousins out Saskat-

chewan way had themselves quite

a time on their recent Prince Albert

weekend. When it was all over, the

province, or at least a chunk of it

between Saskatoon and Prince Al-

bert was buzzing at the scandal.

The wild flurry of rumors which

spread about Saskatoon, says the

U. of S. "Sheaf", included almost

Formal Convenor

Announces Profit

Dick Davis, Arts Formal Con-

venor announced a SI 50 profit on

the 1956 Arts formal, at an Arts

Society executive meeting last week.

The profit, while not large, was an

indication of good attendance. The
increased price of the dance bears

no relation to the profit but rather

is the result of economizing on

needless expenditures. The execu-

tive hope that this trend will be

repeated in future Arts Formals.

Kip Summers, Senior AMS rep.,

said he felt the Arts Society could

be justly proud, of the fact that the

Arts Formal was a success finan-

cially as well as socially.

COURT
MARTIAL!

"The Caine Mutiny Court Mar-

tial," famous three-act play by

Herman Wouk, wilt be presented

by the Faculty Players, Thursday,

Friday and Saturday in Convoca-

tion Hall at 8:15 p.m. The play is

directed by Dr. Percy Low, RMC.
The complete cast is made up of

members of the staffs of Queen's

and RMC.
Tickets, both 75c and $1.00, are

obtainable at Douglas Library,

RMC Library, or from any member
of the cast.

everything from arson to breaking

and entering. However I hasten to

assure us, this is far from the truth.

A minority of the students con-

cerned did make public nuisances

Classified Ads

New Student Rates

Time ?3,25; Sports Illustrated

$4.00; Life $4.25. Please send

cheque or order now and pay

later to Students Periodical

Agency, P.O. Box 157, Adelaide

P.O., Toronto 1, Ontario.

Typing

Done at reosonable rates by

Mrs. Evelyn Matheson, 305^
Alfred Street (back). Phone

2-5422.

Summer Employment

Camping provides enjoyable

interesting rewarding experience.

Wide variety of positions avail-

able. Ontario Camping Associa-

tion, 170 Bloor St. West. WA
2-0151.

of themselves and damaged railway

property. Some even ran afoul of

the law and had their inebriated

enthusiasm dampened by a brief

spell in jail.

The net result of the offenders of

the infamous trip has been an un-

pleasant brush with the law and a

terrible hangover. The "Sheaf" even

gees so far as to suggest an addi-

tion to the Student Government

—

a disciplinary committee from the

student body.

The paper also inserts an indig-

nant sermon to the Saskatoon

"Star-Phoenix", which reported
that the CNR Excursion train was a

"sorry mess' after the trip,

"Why, when varsity (U. of S.)

students travel to Prince Albert to

cheer for their hockey team, is the

messy side of the trip "exposed"

by the local newspaper, when that

same newspaper glorifies a debauch

on a much larger scale—the Grey

Cup trip—into a lot of 'good clean

fun'?" inquires the "Sheaf".

Hockman Stresses Continuity

Says NFCUS Can Provide It
(Continued from Page 1)

first place) and exchange schol-

arships could be delegated at the

annual meeting to committees on

the various university campi.

The new organization would be

modelled after the Pacific Stud-

ents' Presidents Association

which provides executive leader-

ship for seventy Pacific coast uni-

versities.

If the UBC motion receives

student approval, action will be

taken by that council to initiate

a national conference to which all

universities will be invited for a

discussion of a substitute for

NFCUS. The conference would

not be bound by the UBC recom-

mendation.

"I don't believe such an organ-

ization could provide the long-

term continuity which is neces-

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES, HOME COOKED FOOD

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT
Kingston's Leading Restaurant

SINCE 1919

Queen's

Blazers
Nicely tailored in Eng-

lish blazer cloth with

embroidered Queen's

crest and genuine

Queen's brass buttons.

Specially priced at —

MEN'S DEPT.

sary for a national student or-

ganization", said Queen's chair-

man Hockman. He said that it

was "very probable" that such

activities as had been mentioned

in the UBC council report could

be handled by a smaller organi-

zation.

He pointed out, however, that

long-term projects such as the

current and scholarship program

could be more effectively carried

out by NFCUS. National Pres-

ident Peter Martin, he said, had
had experience as Ontario Re-

gional president and as chairman

of the Toronto committee moving
to national headquarters.

Such Organization, he said, was
responsible for the tangible re-

sults which are finally emerging

from the scholarship program.

PROVINCIAL

TEACHERS'

COLLEGES
One-Year and Two- Year
Courses leading to an Interim
Elementary-School Teacher's
Certificate, valid in the elemen-
tary schools of Ontario, are
offered at Teachers' Colleges in
Hamilton, London, North Bay,
Ottawa, Peterborough, Strat-
ford, and Toronto {951 Carlaw
Avenue, Toronto 6).

Academic Requirement for
Admission: One-year Course:
B.A. degree or standing in eight
Grade XIII papers, one of which
shall be English Literature or
English Composition.

Two-year Course: Secondary
School Graduation Diploma of
the General Course.

Term Opens September II,

1956, Candidates will attend
the Teachers' College in the
district of their residence. Write
to the principal for a copy of
the descriptive booklet "Teach-
ing in the Elementary Schools
of Ontario".

•

Interviews with Applicant!
are conducted by Committees
of Selection. Applicants desir-
ing interview should write to
the principal of their nearest
Teacher's College.
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The Bitter Cup
Queen's students are about to embark on their annual voyage

through the vale of ignorance and darkness commonly referred to

as "The Cram". For weeks now students have been talking about

this dread phenomenon a great deal. They have been promising

themselves that "next week" they will give up their extra-curricular

activities and concentrate on their studies. These "next weeks" have

lengthened into months as studies still continue to create unwar-

ranted interference with other activities.

However, now the first seeds of a new spirit are becoming

evident. Individuals whose hands seem most congenial to holding

bottles, cards, and co-eds, are openly carrying books. Professors

are discovering eager, new faces in their lecture rooms, faces which

haven't been seen since the early part of October before the foot-

ball fever set in. Yes, a new scholarly spirit is abroad, studying has

almost become a respectable and legitimate student pastime.

It is interesting to watch the varied reactions of students at

different levels of campus social life. The lowly freshmen are, char-

acteristically, confused. This will be their first battle of wits with

the faculty. They can hardly wait, and every day before exams

seems a month. This too shall pass. Others, less gifted, display all

man's primitive fear of the unknown. And as they are the unknow-
ing, advisedly so.

The sophomores are highly conscious of the fact that they have

managed to fool the faculty once already. They tend to approach

the Cram then with an air of confidence and casual indifference.

This impresses their freshmen friends although results have shown

that it makes only a minor impression on the omniscient faculty.

Juniors and seniors are fairly resigned to their fate. They are

veterans of many wars. The latter have the dubious satisfaction of

knowing that, one way or another, this is their last Cram.

One of the major attractions of the Cram is that the rules re-

cognize that students can spend approximately as much time dev-

eloping ingenious means of relaxation as they do studying. Hence
the movie-houses, pubs, and dance halls of Kingston are as full of

"cramming" Queen's students as ever. For the students then, as

well as for the merchants of Kingston, "cramming" can be a per-

fectly delightful experience.

Memories Are Made Of This
The Staff of Tricolor '56 this year confronted the need to make

up for two years of late publication of the Queen's yearbook. The
editor and staff have therefore worked hard arranging deadline

dates with the publishing house, and planning the yearbook so it

will be delivered to students on time. Their achievement has been
remarkable, and so far every deadline has been met. There is every

indication that the book will be delivered to students at the pro-

mised time. If it is not, it will not be the fault of he Tricolor staff.

Already 200 of the 280 pages have been sent to the printers.

This year's book promises several new features, including three

full-color pages of campus scenes. Complete coverage has been given
to Queen's first intercollegiate football championship in 18 years.

This has been a memorable year for Queen's, and the Tricolor pro-

vides the best souvenir of everything that has happened.

At the end of this week the Tricolor staff must inform the
publishers as to how many books have been ordered. Late orders
cannot be accepted. Students are reminded that they must buy their

Tricolor within the next few days or they will not be able to get
one.

Pr«nW+er* AftwouvS GtntWnt f«irl,

'Brother, can you spare a dime?"

Conversation Piece

By Tony King

As Others See U
AVhile innocent American citizens slumbered peacefully early

"Wednesday morning, 18 students of Queen's University at King-
ston, Ont., slipped quietly across the border and set the clocks
back 180 years. The 13 original colonies were "repossessed" for
Great Britain and the Union Jack flew over American territory for

up to ten hours. And all on George Washington's birthday.

The billion-dollar defense which is supposed to protect the
Northeast from any attempted "invasion" failed to sound the alarm.
The six carloads of students struck three times in Watertown and
once each in Clayton, Alexandria Bay, and Lefargeville and returned
to "friendly" territory "without a shot being fired". It was quite
a reconnaissance mission.

Of course, the entire episode by the Canadian students was
carried out in jest, but some crotchety individuals on this side of
the border, in heated rage, might want to make an international

. ==ue out of it. Maybe they were even entertaining thoughts of a
possible congressional investigation.

But the local agent of the F.B.I, assures us that no federal law
appears to have been violated. He considered the incident as a
"local prank."

It was just that. The exuberant students, apparently uneasy
and "looking for something to do" came up with this gimmick.
It was a fun-seeking venture. They did not destroy any property
nor commit acts of vandalism.

We are not going to refloat the old Jefferson at Sackets Harbor,
reactivate Navq Point at Sackets, polish and oil the cannons
on the War of 1812 battlefield, nor turn Pickering Beach Museum
into a command headquarters.

But the whole thing which surprises us now, as we reflect, is
that some American college students, always seeking ways to "let
off steam" didn't think of this idea and carry it out the other way,
years ago. This is by no means a suggestion that Joe College and
Betty Co-ed plant the Stars and Stripes on Old Fort Henry at
Kingston or on the Parliament Buildings in Ottawa. To retaliate
in this manner would be "copy-cattish" and anti-climactic.

The Canadians had the original idea and got there first. We'll
just have to try to live it down.

—Watertown Daily Times

Every time I see a swashbuck-

ling movie I'm reminded of the

contrast between a highway rob-

ber and a twentieth century hood-

lum. Most highwaymen were

likely unsavoury characters, but

they must have taken an artist's

pride in a skillfully planned, dar-

ingly executed robbery. The
modern thug is so indescribably

dull by contrast. He thinks he can

satisfy himself with an effemin-

ate hair-do, a gawdy leather

jacket and a mailed fist. Hilda

Neatby ought to have addressed

her book to him.

* * *

Isn't it odd the way people

laugh at things they believe in

simply because they think it is

fashionable? All sorts of Queen's

students who would never dream
of parting with their chastity talk

about sex as though they believed

in the propriety of free love. A lot

of people talk the same way about
religion. Our generation isn't any
surer of itself than our parents

was.

Letters To The Editor

A Crisis For The Mind

It is amazing the number of

evils the world will condone be-

cause it doesn't know about them.
A social worker from Toronto
says the Rideau Heights slums
are the worst he has ever seen.

And they have been allowed to

fester for years simply because no
one paid any attention to them.
What people don't see for them-
selves they're apt not to believe.

Most of us don't have much to do
with the police so we don't bat an
eyelash when the papers tell us
that a rape suspect in Toronto
was questioned for eleven hours.

Eleven hours! — an emotionally
disturbed person might confess

to anything after being grilled

for eleven continuous hours. But
the abuse will on on until reform-
ers (respectable people will call

them muck-rackers) embarrass
enough people in high places.

Whenever I pad my answer to
an examination question, I justify

myself by recalling the saying of

the Greek philosopher Empedo-
cles: "What must be said, may

well be said twice o'er."

* + *

In the preface to "Two Cheers

for Democracy", E.M. Forster

suggests that "though we can-

not expect to love one another,

we must learn to put up with

one another." I sometimes won-

der whether most people wouldn't

do the world more good by cons-

cientiously trying to make allow-

ances for all sorts of individuality

—even the sorts they don't like.

Too often people are content with

paying homage to a wishy-washy

notion of universal love and forget

that the restraint of hate may be

just as difficult and just as neces-

sary.

* * *

Occasionally I enjoy abandon-

ing myself to the admiration of

pure technique — admiring not

what is done or why, but how it

is done. For example, James

Mason performs in some execra-

ble movies but they're worth see-

ing if only for the opportunity to

watch a real professional at

work. Beethoven's "Consecration

of the House Overture" is in the

same class: he has nothing to

say and says it superbly.

* * *

Do you suppose our country

will ever fill up — physically? If

banks, library's, governments and

historians continue to conserve

every scrap of paper they think

might be of value, and if business-

es, churches, breweries and uni-

versities go on building vast

numbers of buildings, isn't it pos-

sible that someday there will be

no room left for mere people ? The
English are in even worse trou-

ble, of course, If the British Mu-
seum and the Public Record Of-

fice expand indefinitely, English-

men may have to move to Scot-

land.

* * *

People annoy me who say glib-

ly things like "I hate modern art."

Statements like that are usually

based on little experience, less

understanding and a firm belief

that people who do like modern
art (whatever that is) are a wee
bit soft in the head.

Editor, Journal:

An article in the last issue of

the Journal, written by an inmate

of Collins Bay Penitentiary, gave

a clear picture of the value of in-

tellectual exercise to a man de-

prived of his normal liberties as

a citizen. The inmate-student

wrote that university studies un-

der such conditions "offer the in-

mate the means by which he may

remain intellectually alive."

Those of the university who

are responsible for the peniten-

tiary studies program are to be

congratulated for a really mag-

nificent piece of foresight. They

have made, as the prisoner point-

ed out, a lasting contribution to

the spiritual values of our nation.

Mere is room tor some degree of

optimism. Perhaps, after all, we

can hope to show the world that

our way of life is still vital in

terms of human understanding

and intellectual freedom.

But optimism of this sort is

tempered with pessimism. What
will happen when the student-in-

mate has "paid his debt to so-

ciety?" The chances are that he

will return to society anxious to

establish himself as fully fit to

live with his fellows. The chances

are that he will soon be dis-

couraged, for his fellows are li-

able to resent and mistrust him.

The work of the humanitarian

is disregarded by those who set

themselves up as self-appointed

judges of virtue.

So it is in every aspect of hu-

man endeavor. Justice in Ameri-
ca is tempered with mercy, but

where is the mercy of a lynching

ceremony in the southern United

States ? Doctors treat patients

with mental disorders with a

great amount oi sympathetic un-

derstanding, but the general pub-

lic fears and hates them. The
Christian Church leaves to God
the final judgment of man, but

too many members of the Church

are willing, even anxious, to show
their zeal by passing final judg-

ment on their neighbours in ac-

cordance with some pet theory

of their own regarding virtue and

moral responsibility. Even here

at university there are some who
consider any student "queer' if

he doesn't conform in thought or

word or deed to what is mistak-

enly termed "majority opinion.'

At the university level, this

sort of thing is openly preposter-

ous. Queen's offers the student

a time of intellectual freedom, a

time for preparation against the

day when the student will have to

fight hard to maintain any degree

of intellectual honesty. The dan-

ger is that the student, unless he

properly equips himself, will be

flushed down some drain of cyni-

cism in a society which is disas-

trously confused between the

ideal and the real. Part of the

function of a university is to pro-

vide the atmosphere of intellectu-

al freedom in which the mind

may resolve the initial questions

to be faced before other streams

of life demand their tribute in

time and energy. For the student

to ignore or pervert this function

is foolishness of an unparalleled

degree. '
*

What is the moral? The man
who wrote about the problems of

keeping intellectually alive in pri-

son is one of a number of people

who, in certain circumstances, are

forced to review their lives in or-

der to salvage some vestige of

human dignity. Few of us have to

face any such crisis, and for us

the problem is one of maintain-

ing our intellectual awareness in

the presence of stagnating influ-

ences. We have a choice between
spiritual degeneration for lack of

intellectual nourishment, and pro-

gress toward the realization of

our niche within the framework
of humanity. Those who find

their niche become the humani-

tarians. Those who never try-

constitute the flotsam and jetsam

of society, a group without pur-

pose, imagination or sympathy.

In a sense which he probably

realizes, the student-inmate is

lucky. He has been thrown back

upon himself and left to discover

what is left for him to do. In the

future he will be called upon to

sympathize with those of us who,

never having been forced to

think, never think at all.

J. Gordon Penny

Fighting Words!

Editor, Journal:

After studying here at Queen's

for two years I have come to the

hateful but irrefutable conclusion

that women are an impediment to

academic life. With their feminine

wiles, they distract professors from

their lectures, and what is even

more important, serious students,

who are studying for some purpose,

from their studies.

What man is strong enough to

concentrate on work when women
are ready to play?

The Levana Society, which was

founded to give women equal rights

with men, has gone even further

and made them the dominant sex.

They have too much say in the way
things are run here at Queen's,

and above all in the Queen's Jour-

nal. It is unfortunate that so little

has been done up to now to pre-

serve the masculine domain of

scholarship, but now, before it is

too late, the feminine effect on aca-

demic life must be eliminated. Men
of the world—unite!

Yours respectfully,

Bothered.

Ed. Note: Nonsense! There is

nothing like a dame! (Assoc. Ed.
strongly dissenting).
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"Curtis" Induces

Electoral Changes

The annual meeting of the

Arts Society will be held Mon-
day, March 5. it was decided this

week at the final executive meet-

ing. Appointed to the NFCUS
Committee from Arts were Larry
Leafloor, senior rep., and John
Cart-wright, junior rep. The new-

chief justice of the Arts Court is

Vincent Martin.

Bob McLarty was named Arts

Journal editor. The chief vigil-

ante is Ed Abbot, Arts '59. Bill

Reynolds replaces Peter McLel-
land as Arts Concert convenor..

Lloyd Jones will convene the

Arts Formal.

It was decided that no prosecu-

tion of those responsible for the

Curtis Affair would be under-

taken, nor would the mater be

discussed again. As an outcome
of the affair, several amendments
to the constitution will be pre-

sented to the annual meeting
dealing with elections.

The elections are as follows:

Article VII, sect. 1 (a) 5: In-

sert after words "nomination

sheet", no member shall affix his

signature unless he is acquainted

with the nominee.

Article VII sect. 1 (d) : If, in

any election there should be a

difference of twenty (20) votes or

less between two or more candi-

dates with the highest number of

votes, the loser, or losers, shall be

informed that this difference ex-

ists. Otherwise, results shall not

be disclosed.

(e) No later than 48 hours prior

to the election there shall be an

open meeting where all candi-

dates shal present themselves to

address the Arts Society and an-

swer questions from that body.

(f) All electoral officials shall

be members of the Arts Society

executive.

Sect. 9 (b) : The chief return-

ing officer shall be responsible

for: (I) gathering and checking

nominations, (2) procuring elec-

(See Arts Makes, Page 4)

FIVE NEW MEMBERS
IN TRICOLOR GROUP

KIP SUMMERS

LIZ GILLAN

One More Day
For Tricolor

"Tomorrow is definitely the

las day that Tricolor '56 will be

on sale," stated Gene Otterdahl,

Tricolor business manager, in an

interview with the Journal. Year-

book House, publisher of the

hook, must be informed immedi-

ately as to the number of hooks

required. Only enough will be

ordered to fill the subscriptions

taken. Books are on sale in the

AMS office and in the Post Office

for the benefit of those who do

not know a student salesman.

Sales have already been ex

tended beyond the first of the

month because last year there

was some complaint over sales

closing before students had re-

ceived their monthly cheques.

Sales will not be reopened this

year.

Special features of this year's

book include a revised layout in

the grad sections, three pages of

full colored pictures of campus

scenes and a revolutionary new

cover design. Those students who

want a red, gold, blue set of Tri-

colors will be pleased to learn

that this year's cover will be gold.

Remember to buy your Tricol-

or today. In 18 years you may

want to show your children when

Queen's last won an Intercollegi-

ate Football Championship.

This Is Open House
Among

Queen's opens her doors tomorrow for "Open House

other things, the University will:

Conduct a series of on the spot broadcasts over CFRC.

Demonstrate the relationship between cosmetics and colloidal

chemistry.

Show the forces existing in a river log jam.

Demonstrate the effectiveness of sulpha drugs and anti-biotics.

Stage a narcotics display; and show the different stages in the

development of the human embryo.

Conduct psychological tests and show off the Douglas Library.

Maintain displays in 20 buildings, and distribute a guidebook

PETER PARIS ANDY BLAIR

Meds Approve
But Intern Pla

New Course
n Unpopular

An overwhelming majority of

95% of medical students approve

the principle of a two year pre-

medical course and a four year

medical course. This is one re-

sult of the recent poll taken

among medical students in all

years.

The seven page questionnaire

drawn up by a special committee

representing all six years of Me-
dicine, undertook to discover un-

Famous Clergyman

To Speak Here

A former president of Ford-

hain University, New York, Rev.

Robert I. Gannon, S.J., will

speak in Convocation Halt on

Wednesday evening March 7 at

8.30. His topic will be "Some

Problems of a Modern Pope."

Renowned throughout North

America and England as one of

the great speakers of our time.

Father Gannon has been in great

demand, and Queen's and Kings-

ton are fortunate in having this

opportunity to hear him. His ad-

dress is sponsored by Newman
Club, and admission is free.

Father Gannon is a native New
Yorker. Following his ordination

in 1926 he did graduate study at

Cambridge University and the

Gregorian University in Rome.

In 1936 he was appointed presi-

dent of Fordham and held the

post through the next 13 years.

In 1937 he went to Venezuela at

the invitation of the president to

consult on educational problems:

in 1945 he visited Brazil to speak

at the inauguration of the Insti-

tute of Brazilian Studies in Sao

Paulo.

He has been a member of a

great many organizations for

public service on the university

level. At the present time he is

(See Gannon, Page 5)

Journal

There will be NO issue of

the Journal appearing next

Tuesday. The final issue of the

year will appear one week

from today.

dergraduatc opinion on curricu-

lum changes. It also involves

post graduate rotating internship

in the university's teaching hos-

pitals beginning with the class

of 1958.

62% of those answering the

questionnaire opposed the princi-

ple of required post-graduate in-

ternship in the university's hos-

pitals.

Half of the undergraduates are

undecided as to whether they will

do general practice, or intend to

specialize. The poll indicated 90

per cent plan to intern or prac-

tise in Canada. Students feel their

"moral obligations" are to intern

in Canada, but not necessarily in

their home province, Ontario, or

at Queen's. That internship in the

city of future practise is not es-

sential was agreed upon by a

small majority, but some students

felt it necessary for numerous

reasons such as knowing the

city's medical facilities, and

making professional contacts,

A large majority indicated they

oppose the university denying

the student freedom of choice in

selecting a hospital for internship.

The Aescnlapian society organ-

ized this poll, fully known and

supported by the faculty. It was

felt, because of some opposition

to the change, an assessment of

student opinion would be bene

ficial.

"Highest Honor" Bestowed

Annual Awards Announced

Five graduating students were admitted to the Tricolor Soc-

iety this year, the "highest tribute that can be paid a student for

non-athletic, extra-curricular activities."

This year's award-winners are Peter Faris, Lloyd Carlsen, Kip

Summers, Andy Blair and Liz Gillan.

Peter Faris, who is best known as this year's Chief Justice of

the AMS Court, has been active in student affairs since he enrolled

at Queen's six years ago. He was editor of Tricolor '53, WUS pres-

ident and delegate to the WUS student seminar in Yugoslavia, and

last year's Theology rep to the AMS.
Mr. Faris also served on

Arts '56

Members of Arts '56 are

requested to call at the

Queen's P.O. as soon as poss-

ible to pick up an important

letter.

Arts Court Tries

Guilty Offenders

A total of 23 people appeared

in the dock at the spring assizes

of the Arts Society Court, held

in the McLaughlin Room Wed-
nesday night. Of these, seven

were found guilty as charged and

paid fines and year fees totalling

$33.00.

Chief Justice John Graham

presided over the court, assisted

by junior justice Ron Dunlop.

The senior and junior prosecuting

Attorneys were Norm Edmond-
son and Stu Howard.

Seven persons appeared on the

charge of non-payment of year

fees. Three of these were found

guilty.

Of 16 freshmen charged with

failure to do their three hours

labour on the Arts Formal, three

were found guilty. The others

were acquitted for a variety of

reasons, of which the most fre-

quent was that the defendant had

completed his initiation in Sci-

ence the previous year.

A large number of people sum-

moned failed to appear. These

people, acording to chief justice

Graham, will probably be

brought hefore the Dean for con-

tempt of court.

the

Men's Residence Interim House

Committe this past year and was

appointed chief justice of the

residence court. He has been a

member of the Debating Club,

the Drama Guild and CFRC Ra-

dio Workshop.

Kip Summers, this year's AMS
president and senior represent-

ative for Arts, has also taken an

active interest in the affairs of

the Science '44 Co-ops. He was a

member of the Co-op board of

directors and served as president

for one year. Last year he was

Arts junior rep to the AMS, and

in second year he served as sec-

retary on the Arts executive. He
has also been president of Arts

'56 and chairman of the Formal

Control Pool.

Lloyd Carlsen, retiring vice-

president of the AMS, served as

chairman of the Budget and Fi-

nance Committee this year as

well as chairman of External Af-

fairs. He was junior Aesculapian

Society rep to the AMS last year,

and has also belonged to the

Aesculapian building fund com-
mittee. He has taken an active

part in the Queen's NFCUS com-
mittee, representing Queen's at

several national and regional
conferences. He has taken part in

Model Parliament, and has been

a member of the International

Relations Club, the Kingston

Civil Defense Committee, the

(See Tricolor Awards, Page 4)

Cartoonists

Any person interested in

joining the cartoon staff of

next year's Journal, should

contact Jim O'Grady soon.

Harkness Outlines "Dream College"

Scholarly Profs But No Women
"It is a fallacy to consider the

purpose of the university from a

utilitarian standpoint," said Dr,

H. W. Harkness Tuesday night

when he addressed the Electrical

Club in the McLaughlin Room.

Dr. Harkness outlined his con-

ception of the ideal university,

his "dream college."

"The dream college will have

an atmosphere of leisure which

is essential to maturing of the

students where they can study

because of interest and prefer-

ence," he said. "The idea of at-

tending a university simply to

acquire some sort of skill or trade

is wrong."

His criterion for choosing pro-

fessors in this system is that they

be gentlemen and scholars. There

would not be a strict schedule,

lectures being given when they

felt like doing so. However, a

system of readers would assign

and correct exercises.

Students would be chosen

through an interview, and re-

quired to write an examination

at the end of their first year. They

would not be required to write

another exam until their final

year.

Though he denied he was a

materialist. Dr. Harkness said

his university would need some

"sort of material atmosphere,"

well stocked libraries, lounges,

classrooms, etc. An atmosphere

of comfort and leisure must per-

vade.

In closing. Dr. Harkness em-

phatically stated no women
would be allowed to enter his

dream college.
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BLUES ARE TRICOLOR OPPONENTS
j
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LAST GAME FOR TINDALL SQUAD

With the announcement of their new head coach, the University

of Toronto has taken the first step towards slowing down the

Americanization of Canadian rug-by. This step comes at a time

when the influence of the new American coaches had reached such

a prominence that they may finally succeed in even changing the

scoring system in our game.

Dalt White, the assistant coach at the U of T for the past

five seasons was named Wednesday to succeed Bob Masterson

who has gone to become general manager of the Calgary Stampeders

in the Western Interprovincial Football Union. White, a native

of Toronto, becomes the only head coach in the Intercollegiate

league who learned all his football in Canada, and it is gratifying

to see that the University of Toronto has made this move rather

than to bring in a new coach from the States.

At the big rugby meeting of the Canadian Rugby Union this

week the big brass of the game will be discussing among other

things, the raising of the value of a touchdown from five to six

points. One bright point on this particular rule change is that the

papers are of the opinion that the Intercollegiate coaches are

against the change.

There have been various reasons given on both sides of the

argument, with a large number of them centred on the relative

value of the touchdown and the field goal. Proponents of the

change say that a touchdown should be worth more than two field

goals, while its opponents state that the present status is the proper

evaluation with the converted touchdown just equalling two field

goals.

Regardless of what the decision is this year on the scoring,

the odds are that the coaches will keep proposing changes trending

towards the game as it is played south of the border. Until some
group makes a loud and strong stand for the maintenance of the

game as it is, the players and coaches will press for changes. The
greatest thing in the favour of the keeping of the game distinctively

Canadian is that fact that the longer that coaches are in Canada,
the less they seem to ask for changes.

In the voting for athlete of the year in Kingston, Queen's Ron
Stewart is in third place and- students can show their appreciation

for the fine performance that Ron turned in for the Gaels this year,

if they will fill in ballots and vote for him. Frank Tindall is also in

Third place in the race for Sportsman of the Year, and the Queen's
students could give him enough votes to win this honour if they
will pick up ballots wherever they can. Let's give these two out-

standing Queen's men a little support at the polls. Ballots can be
found at the bottom of this page.

The Golden Gaels will run out the string on their basketball
schedule tonight, as they host to the Varsity Blues. The Queen's
.squad will be going all out to salvage a win before the curtain

closes on them, and the Blues need the win in their bid to overtake
the Assumption College Purple Raiders for second place in the
intercollegiate circuit. It should be a good game, and will be the
last chance for Queen's men to see some of their stalwarts in

action, as this is the last season for Jim Harrison, Bruce Page,
Andy Haydon and John Milliken. Let's give a final vote of thanks
to a team that never stopped trying even though the odds were
jgainst them right from the start of the season, and let's give that
vote in person at the game tonight.

The time is drawing near for the All-Star team of the college
circuit to be named, and it is doubtful if any of the Queen's team
will make it. Best bets seem to be Ray Monnot, the high scoring
Western captain who should be a unanimous choice, and probably
forward Chris Ellis and guard Lou Veres of the Mustangs. Little
George Josephs of the Purple Raiders; Leon DuPlessis, the top
scorer for the McGill Redmen this year and the top man in the
league last year; and possibly Pete Potter and John Dacyshyn of
the University of Toronto. Jim Harrison and Greg Stone are the
two members of the Tricolor most likely to make the second team.

Lemonlite

The freshettes, Levana '59, took top honours in the

intramural ski meet held on the icy hills of Gananoque last

Sunday. '5S edged out '56 for second place, and '57 came in

last.

Results were as follows : "Downhill"—Heather Stuart

'59, Jen Woolcombe '58, and Diana Palmason '59; "Slalom"

—

Jen Woolcombe, Barb Haultain '59 and Diana Palmason. In

the "beginners" event—Mary Ellen Barr '59, Marg Glauco

'59 and Molly Bennett '56.

When the points wree compiled, '59 had 460, '5S had 309,

'56, 304, and '57, 90. The ski meet was fairly successful,

but would have been better by far had there been more

entrants.

HOCKEY SEASON OVER
TEAM HAD GOOD RECORD

Last Saturday's game at Clarkson marked the end of another

hockey season for the Queen's Golden Gaels who are now turning

their attention from hockey to studies. Neither the coach nor the fans

have any reason to complain about the team's performance this

season. The squad, which underwent many lineup changes this

year, played fast, hardhitting and exciting hockey. The only justified

complaint on the part of the fans

is the fact that the men of coach

Lex Chisholm appeared before

the Queen's fans only twice. This

situation will be remedied come
next year.

Ray Hoffman, who has played

with the Tricolor for four years,

had his best season to date. Ray
banged home 8 goals in the 8 re-

gularly scheduled games and was
also a powerhouse defensively.

Ron Valiquette, a final year

science student, along with Bill

Shearn led the blueline brigade.

Ron and Bill both turned in top
performances and at the season's

end "Rock'em Ronald" had ac-

counted for 2 goals as well as a

number of assists.

Rookie Garry Ede, a graduate
from the intramural ranks, scored

4 markers for the Gaels as well
as picking up more than his share

of the cuts and bruises. Dick
Dodds and Bert Brooks shared
the netminding duties between
them, Dick being between the
posts for five tilts whilfe Bert
held the spotlight in three dfi

them.

PHE Wins Bews

With Big Lead

The Bews race is just about over,

with only the badminton doubles

tournament, which is still in its

third round, to be completed. PHE
won in a walk, with almost 15,000

points more than the runner-up

The big event of the term was the

Intramural Basketball contest,

which Arts '59 won, defeating Sci-

ence '58 by a total points margin

of 34. The foul-shooting contest

was won by Charlie Morison, also

of Arts '59, with an S2% final score.

Arts '59 also won the swimming

meet, and defeated Meds '60 for the

Intramural Hockey title.

The Science years dominated the

other events. Sc. '56 won the water-

polo contest
;
runners-up were Sc.

'58. Chris Armstrong, Sc. '5S, de-

feated Edwards of Theology for

the badminton singles title. Danny
Bozic went through the table tennis

tournament to win the champion-

ship for Science '59 without a loss.

FREE PUBLIC ADDRESS
"SOME PROBLEMS OF A MODERN POPE"

BY REV. ROBERT I. GANNON, S.J.

Former President of Fordham University

CONVOCATION HALL MARCH 7th, 8.30 P.M.

AUSPICES OF NEWMAN CLUB EVERYONE WELCOME

Queen's Look For First Win
As Dismal Season Finishes

The third place University of Toronto Blues of the basketball

court will be here tonight for the Gaels last game of the season.

The Blues have a record of six wins and three losses so far, while

the Tricolor are still looking for their first win after nine games.

In their previous meeting this season, on the abbreviated floor

at Hart House, the Varsity team came out on the long end of a

98-59 score, as they controlled the

rebounds for most of the game,

their two tall men will be in

action again tonight, as John

Dacyshyn, who has been playing

some great ball for the Blues all

season, will be centering the

Blue attack. Dacyshyn is 6'4" and

the tallest man on the club. The

Blues also will get a lot of use

from the height of A. Vaichu

(6'4"), Vic Kurdyak (6'3") and

John Sheppard (6'3"). It was

Dacyshyn and Sheppard who
were the top men against the Tri-

color in Toronto.

The Blues will also have a few

fast short men with good shots

such as Leo Madden and Pete

Potter. These two have been

leading the Blue scoring attack

over the season.

The Queen's squad will be

starting the same ten who have

been carrying the load over most

of the season. Bruce Page, Jim
Harrison and Greg Stone will be

Tindall's hope to grab the Queen's

share of those vital rebounds,

while the same three, along with

John Milliken are the best bets

to do most of the scoring for the

home team-

It has been a long unhappy
season for the boys this year,

BROCK
JEWELLERS
161 Princess Street

Kingston, Ontario

PHONE 2-7361

WATCH Repairs
A Specialty
- WE SELL -

BATCHES - DIAMONDS

and it would be a fair tribute to

the way that they have tried all

season if they could play their

last game before a full house.

Let's see a good crowd out for

the game tonight.

Track
At their last meeting, the

Track Club held elections for

officers for the coming year.

The following is the new exec-

utive : S p e n c e Hodkinson,

president ; Gord Maw, vice-

president; Pete Code, secre-

tary-treasurer ; Bob Seright,

coach.

ORT
CANADA'S F.I.N E-S T

CIGARETTE

KINGSTON'S FIRST ANNUAL

SPORTSMAN'S SHOW
COMMUNITY CENTRE

Mon., Mar. 5— Tues., Mar. 6 — Wed., Mar. 7
EACH EVENING 7 - 11 P.M. ADULTS 50c CHILDREN 25c

Don't miss this terrific display of Sports Cars - Motor Boats - Sports

Equipment - Basketball - Billiards - Fly Casting - Wild Life

Big Stage Show, plus many other features. Stump the

"Sports Panel". Make Money.

Use this Ballot For Your Vote on the "Sportsman or Sportswoman
of 1955" and the "Athlete oi 1955". Vote often for your choice. Add-
itional ballots available at Centre, Austin's Drug Store or Bo-Peep Grill

The following Are MY Selections in the "SPORTSMAN'S
SHOW" Contest. Please Do Not Vote for any person under 18 years
of age or any Radio, TV or Newspaperman.
PLEASE PRINT NAMES.

My Selection For "Sportsman or Sportsivoman of the Year"

My Selection For "Athlete of the Year" is

Please Place Your Ballot in a Ballot Box at Centre, Austin's

Drug Store or Bo-Peep Grill.

Dial 7135

town and country

m Restaurants
• Highway No. 2, Cataraqui, Ont.

• Princess at Clergy Streets,
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QUEEN'S ON DISPLAY
IN TWENTYmjlLDINGS

. Q l,7.'S University will |«. home" to all interested
visitors this Saturday afternoon between 2 and 6 pm

Twenty buildings in the faculties 0 f Arts, Science andMedian, will be open to the public, and hundreds of displays,
demonstrations and experiments will i, -.

.
1 mLIUi W1]I he in progress until six

in the afternoon.

Keith Howard, convenor 0 f Open House this year, has
arranged for guides ,„ all of the principal building,. Visitors
are also encouraged to visit any of the other buildings they
wish to sec.

J

Open House was originally inaugurated in 1950 to ac-
quaint Kingston citizens and all students or would-be stud-
ents with numerous campus activities and some of the more
colorful aspects of campus life.

Queen's last Open House was on February 20, 1954
About 5,500 people visited the university, and were enter-
tained, instructed and suitably impressed.

Central points for visitors as well as for Queen's students
will be Miller Hall on Union St. at the foot of Division St
1 here visitors will receive a program of what buildings are
open and of the displays in each building, as well as a map
of the campus.

Over two hundred high school students from some thirty
high schools between Peterborough, Ottawa and Cornwall
will be given special tours by members of Levana. Grant
Hall will be the centre of activity for these prospective
Queen's students. Their guided tour will be one of only a
few buildings, thus enabling them to finish the tour on their
own, and to go wherever their interests take them.

An Expert baby-sttting service will be provided free of
charge in Baker House on University Avenue during the
afternoon. Nursing Science co-eds are in charge of this

service, and have pledged themselves to good care of any
babies left in their charge. Don't get any ideas though, hoys,
the babies must all be under fourteen years of age.

In addition to all the buildings containing academic dis-

plays, the Students' Memorial Union, the gymnasium and
swimming pool, and Richardson Hall, the new Administra-
tion Building will be open to all Students and the gentrn.1

public for the afternoon.

Guided tours of both the Men's and Women's Residences

will be conducted. McNeill House will be open to show
anxious fathers and prospective students how Queen'smen
live, and Adelaide and Ban Righ Halls will be under inspect-

ion for any prospective co-eds who arc eagerly awaiting the

time when they become part of "the ratio".

On Saturday evening, a dance will be held in Grant

Hall for all visitors and students. This dance presents many
interesting features, including a "Pay-as-you-weigh" admis-

sion price for those brave enough to risk It. However, for

those who are either timid or cowardly, there is a flat rate

of $1.35 per couple. Prizes and entertainment are in store for

those who attend. Dancing from 9 to 12 with Dick Edney's

orchestra.

Medicine, Science, Arts, and Levana will all be putting

their best foot forward tomorrow, to show the world the

reason for the world-famed Queen's spirit.

M.M.

Narcotics, antibiotics, and pregnancy tests.

MEDS SUPPLY THRILLS
Medical displays for Open

House this year, feature, not un-

expectedly, a series of exhibits

involving the human body which

mav leave the guests amazed or

horrified, but never bored.

A high point in the Medical

'our will be the pathology, phar-

macology and biochemistry dis-

plays in the Craine building. The

1 .jchcmistrv ;xliibit .'/ill includ:-

a demonstration of an experimen-

tal diet in relation to plasma lip-

ids aijd heart disease, a research

problem in which Queen's has

spent much time.

The pharmacology department

will have a narcotics display

which should prove interesting

to almost anyone. Anyone inter-

ested in "taking a fix" must def-

initely attend.

Various other experimental

techniques, including the determ-

ination of blood alcohol, estima-

tion of the pain threshold, and the

Straube reaction test for mor-

phine in saliva, and so on, finish

«p this department's exhibit. The

pathology department is chiefly

concerned with disease of body

organs, and demonstrations of

various forms of heart disease

will be in evidence.

In the New Medical Building,

the development of the human

embryo will be shown, augment

ed by a display of congenital an

omalies. The more squeamish

members of the "fair sex" are ad-

vised not to visit the anatomy

display, but those who do will

find an eye-catching exhibit of a

dissected arm, skulls and skull

bones, and even pickled brains in

jars.

Also in the New Medical Build-

ing wil be exhibits of the depart-

ment of Physiology. A pregnancy

test using rabbits will be carried

on here, as well as demonstra-

tions of the physiology of the

brain, the heart, the eye. and

function of the respiratory sys-

tem.

An interesting display will be

given on the stress syndrome,

showing relationship of the vari-

ous endocrine glands, using an-

atomical specimens and charts.

The bacteriological display in

this building will include a dem-

onstration of the effects of an-

tibiotics and sulpha drugs on the

growth of disease producing or-

gans. There will also be diagnos-

tic processes, immunization pro-

grams, culturing methods, path-

ological specimens, sterilization

techniques, completed by specific

displays on bacterial infections.

Pictured is the planning committee for the "Open House" at Queen's. Seated from the left:

Michael Newhouse, Michael Carty, Keith Howard, general convenor, and Pat Stewart. Standing arc

Bill Bingham, Maryt Morrison, Ray Coolc. and Hal Wright.

Cosmetics, concrete, microwaves, and sedimentation.

SCIENCE SUPPLIES VARIETY
The Engineers are definitely

out to prove they are, they are,

they are, they are, they are the

engineers, and a masterly group

of displays has been prepared lor

visitors and students who have

energy and interest to visit the

numerous engineering buildings.

Carruthers Hall, the Civil En-

gineering building contains
equipment used to measure the

strength of various materials us-

ed in construction. Mixing con-

crete and steel alloys, testing

beams and columns, and gener-

ally impressing all and sundry

with their knowledge will be the

jobs of the numerous Civil engin-

eers who offered their services.

Other civil engineering exhibits

will lie shown in the hydraulics

lab which considers primarily the

flow of fluids, especially water,

in various forms. A demonstra-

tion of pumps, dam flows, pipe

losses, orifice flow and water

wheels will be shown. There is a

research project to be seen show-

ing the forces of a river log jam.

Ontario Hall, lair of the wily

physicist, will feature a liquid air

demonstration, an electronic dis-

play showing some application

of the cathode ray tube, and a

nuclear physics demonstration

showing radioactive sources,
counters and x-rays. A short ex-

hibition of optics will be given.

In Gordon Hall and its annex,

both the chemistry and chemical

engineering departments have

been busy. A cosmetics display

showing the relationship of cos-

metics and colloidal chemistry

should attract the feminine con-

tingent, while the gentlemen

should he more interested in

vacuum distillation for purifica-

tion of liquids at low pressure.

Various liquid displays will be

the highlights of the exhibits in

the annex, including a zeotropic

distillation experiment used to

separate two liquids by the addi-

tion of a third liquid, and a latent

heat demonstration to obtain data

for use in the design of distilla-

tion columns of evaporators.

If your friends can't come to

Open House, have them listen to

you over the radio. CFRC, the

Queen's Radio Station, dial 1490,

with an FM transmitter, is hous-

ed in Fleming Hall, the electrical

engineering building, and visitors

are welcome to be interviewed.

This building will also have dem-

onstrations showing the use of

laboratory equipment. These in-

clude the Ward Leonard system

Museums, aptitute tests, and book displays.

ARTS SUPPLY CULTURE
The Arts Faculty spent a short

time crvir; nttr its collective cof-

fee nvcr the difficulties entailed

in putting together a brilliant

show from its diversified and of-

ten unspectacular courses, and

then went ahead and did it any-

way.
The Douglas Library, strong-

hold of the untamed Artsman,

will have an extremely varied

group of displays. This year's

Open House will constitute the

first opportunity for the public to

see the results of the conversion

of the library, since the removal

of the university administration

offices from there to Richardson

Hall. The entire building has

been renovated and redecorated

at a cost of over $100,000.

The Old Arts Building will

house a variety of subjects to-

morrow. The Biology Depart-

ment will show off their museum

where some of the younger visit-

ors will be frightened by a moun-

tain lion with a lean and hungry

look. Special biological displays

will include exhibits of plant life,

insects and leaves. Plants from

the green house wil be in evi-

dence, and a laboratory demon-

stration of plant disease will en-

tertain those who may be too

squeamish for the medical show.

In the Psychology building on

Union Street, eager students in

Psych will be only too glad to

give demonstrations of tests in

perception, learning, temper-

meut, aptitude and anything else

you can think of. or would want

to think of. If you want to see

your own voice (now don't get

confused) the Psych building is

just the place for you, as a cath-

ode ray apparatus designed to

show the appearance of sound

waves will be demonstrtted.

of motor control, the Tirrill vol-

tage regulator and phase modi-

fier, a microwave setup, a high

tension transformer, and voice re-

cordings on tape.

The processes of mining and

metallurgy will be shown in Nicol

Hall. A demonstration of rock

drills and diamond drills used un-

derground and on the surface

will be given, along with a dis-

play of the treatment of ores,

>howing fire assaying, flotation,

and other aspects.

Miller Hall will feature a tour

of the geological museum, its

spectrograph ic lab, its X-ray lab,

and its sedimentation lab for the

separation of mineral fractions.

The geophysics lab, petrology

lab and paleontology lab for fos-

sil study will also be open.

In McLaughlin Hall will be

found demonstrations of various

equipment in the machine shop

and the welding shop, as well as a

display of a polariscope which is

used to show stresses in various

shaped objects, using plastic mo-

dels. An actual lab test, perform-

ed by final year students, will

take the form of a G.M. diesel

constant speed and performance

test.
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WORTHWHILE and REWARDING

CAREERS

for

WOMEN GRADUATES
result from a one-year course at the

TORONTO TEACHERS' COLLEGE
leading to the

PRIMARY SCHOOL
SPECIALIST CERTIFICATE

valid for teaching in Kindergartens and

in Grades I and II.

Musical qualifications required:

• Grade IX, Royal Conservatory of Toronto

{or equivalent)

• Ability to sing

For detaHad information writm tot

THE PRINCIPAL
TORONTO TEACHERS' COLLEGE

951 Carlaw Avenue Toronto 6.
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AUTHERINE LUCY:

WILL THEY TAKE HER BACK?
Miss Autherine Lucy, 26, en-

tered the University of Alabama

at the beginning- of the term

armed with a court injunction

and police protection. She was

not allowed to sleep in any dorm-

itory or eat in any university din-

ing hall. "Whenever she entered

classes she sat alone and was en-

tertained by a barrage of insult-

ing remarks.

Autherine Lucy is an American

Negro.

A couple of new cheers have

arisen in the university since her

arrival. "To Hell With Autherine

and Keep 'Bama White" and

"Hey, Hey, Ho, Autherine Must
Go." Student mobs chanting the

cry chased her from the campus.

The rioters were punished by

University Trustees who also ex

pelled Autherine from the uni

versity. Miss Lucy filed court

charges that the mob action was

a "clever strategem" designed to

keep her out of the school.

NFCUS has sent a wire to the

US National Students Associa-

tion pledging full suport in their

efforts to have Miss Lucy rein-

stated at the University of Ala-

bama. The USNSA has been

working for her reinstatement.

At McGill the students' Execu-

tive Council recently spent a two-

hour session discussing a motion

that a letter be written to Miss

Lucy congratulating her on the

brave fight she is waging at the

university of Alabama and en-

couraging her to continue the

Arts Makes Appointments

Also Tentative Amendments
(Continued from page 1)

tion supplies, (3) supervising the

voting and countoing of ballots.

Article VIII, sect. 5: Execu-

tive meetings shall be open to

members of the Arts Society,

Nothing which transpires within

the executive meetings, except in

committee, shall be secret.

Article XI, sect. 3: The Fresh-

man directorate, (b) The Direc-

torate shall consist of the Chief

Justice of the Arts Court, the

president and treasurer of the

Sophomore year, and the Athletic

director of the Arts Society.

Article VII — to add: Any
candidate may have a scrutinec

represent him at the counting of

votes and at the polling station

who shall be bound by the same

provisions as the counting offici-

als.

On the matter of student dress

it was decided the vigilantes

would be instructed to dress

neatly and encourage the fresh-

men to dress neatly in class.

(A private notice of motion

will also be considered at the

general meeting. This motion

proposes that the results of all

Arts society elections are to be

made openly available to Society

members.)

K. PETROS
EXPERT SHOE REPAIRS KEYS DUPLICATED

SERVICE WHILE YOU WAIT

Confectionery, Novelties, Magazines
525 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2-6533

"That Wonderful

Luxury . . . incomparable softness . . . fabulous
glowing colours ... in men's and women's matched
classics with modem easy care found only in

sweaters by Grand'meVe. Their beauty is more
than skin deep . . . your Grand'mere "Feather-
light" sweater in pussy-willow soft Orion is com-
pletely machine washable . . . your Grand'mere
"Smoothie" is shrinkproof, Mitin mothproof, and
fully washable.

No matter how exciting the occasion . . .

youll be so right if yours is "That Wonderful
Grand'mere Look"

KNITTING MILLS

struggle, but telling her that if she

is forced to withdraw she would

be very welcome at McGill.

The Students' Society has

promised to provide a scholarship

for her. It was also proposed, but

defeated, that if Miss Lucy did

not accept the scholarship it

would be offered to some other

Negro student from the southern

USA.
At Toronto a U. of T. student,

in ;i letter to the i-ditor of the

Varsity, put forth the view that

the University of Alabama has

many "intellectually psychotic"

students. He further stated that

this is hi direct opposition to the

clause in the Constitution that

"All men are created equal, no

matter what their race, creed, or

color." Says the student "1 think

this incident proves faow laws are

twisted in the ignorant minds of

biased people in a so-called de-

mocratic country where everyone

is supposed to have equal freedom.

The students of this university

(U. of T.) should send a letter

of sharp reproof to the students

of the University of Alabama

who took part in this uncivilized

exhibition."

New Executive

For Arts '57

The new Arts '57 executive (for

next year) was elected last week.

Members are: pres., John Smalley,

Commerce '57; vice-pres., Gene

Otterdahl, Commerce '57; treas.,

Basil Reid; sect'y., Jan Gracey,

pbys. cd. ; social convenors, Jan

Jackson and Bob Beattie; athletic

sticks. Nan Chouinard, and John

Farnsworth.

Arts '57 is looking for nomina-

tions 'fur its permanent executive.

Nominations are open until tonight

midnight. Please hand nominations

in to any member of the present

executive, or the Queen's post

office. Gift suggestions for the uni-

versity are also welcome.

WUSC Scholarship

For Couchiching

Six scholarships, worth approx-

imately $50 each, to enable Cana-

dian university students to attend

this year's Couchiching Conference,

are being offered through World

Orivarsfty Service of Canada The

conference will he held from Aug.

4 to 11.

The conference consists of sev-

eral talks by outstanding persons

both from Canada and abroad,

followed by discussion in groups on

their topics. Some of the speakers

in past years have included Pro-

fessors Lower and Corry from

Queen's, Marcus Long of Toronto,

and Malcolm Muggeridge, the editor

of Punch.

Application forms may be ob-

tained from Joan Partridge,

Arts '57

The elections to select the

Arts '57 permanent executive

will take place Tuesday, Mar.

6 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the

New Arts Building. Nomina-

tions are: president, Jim

Bethune. Bruce Findlay; vice-

president. Nan Chouinard,

Gene Otterdahl ; treasurer,

Mel Goodes, Basil Reid; sec-

retary, Janet Gracey, Shirley

Holdcroft ; social convenors -

boys', Bill Beaton, Bob Beat-

tie; girls', Jan Jackson, Kathy

Totten.

Glee Club Attends Festival

To Win Three Certificates

Thirteen members of the Queen'

Glee Club, along with their director

Dr. Graham George, won three first

class certificates in the Ottawa Mu-

sic Festival, Tuesday. There were

Scholarships

The Sir Wilfred Laurier Mem-
orial scholarship, valued at S80,

will be awarded for proficiency

in French conversation. Candi-

dates must be residents of On-

tario, Canadian-born, English-

speaking- students, sons or daugh-

ters of a British subject by birth

or naturalization, not of French

parentage. The examination is

held each year in the spring. Ap-

plications must be completed by

March 15 on forms which may be

obtained from the Registrar's

Office.

Andrina McCulloch Reading

Contest will be held in the Biol-

ogy lecture room (Old Arts

Building') at 7.30 p.m. Monday
March 12. Each candidate is re-

quired to read either the enclosed

prose or enclosed verse passage.

After reading this he will be re-

quired to read at sight the alter-

native enclosure. Finally each

candidate will be asked to read a

piece of prose or verse of his own
choice.

Tricolor Awards Announced
Five Students Join Society

(Continued from page 1)

Debating Society, and the

Queen's Pathology and Neuro-

logy Clubs.

Levana President for the past

year, Liz Gillan has been active

in the affairs of her society during

her four years at Queen's. She

served on the Levana Formal

Committee, becoming social con-

venor in her third year, was a

member of the Susie-Q- commit-

tee, the freshette welcoming com-

mittee, and the vigilantes. She

was secretary and vice-president

of the Ban Righ House Council,

treasurer of the Glee Club, a

Journal reporter for two years

and a member of the Aquacade.

She is also permanent social con-

vener of Arts '56.

Andy Blair, retiring president

of the Engineering Society, has

also served as secretary and pres-

ident of Science '56.

no other groups competing, but

adjudication was given by Mr. Jan

Van der Gucht of London, Eng-

land.

There were several choral groups

competing in other classes, includ-

ing two children's choirs and a

church choir.

The Glee Club's selections were,

"Art Thou Troubled", by Handel;

"Golden Slumbers", "Hymn of the

Waters", "Down in Yon Summer-

vale" and two numbers from "The

Beggar's Opera" which the club

presented last November 30.

The adjudicator made critical

c<i#imcnts on the renditions but

complimented the performance as a

whole and gave high marks on al-

most all the numbers. Arrangements

have been made to present the pro-

gram over CFRC on "Campus

Capers" tonight.

Sports Awards
At Color Nite

Color Night, March 9 in Grant

Hall, will crown the year's achieve-

ments when Sports in Review re-

views the spirit of football games

and victories. The atmosphere will

be set with tricolor crests and

murals depicting Queen's sports.

Convenor Shirley Youell and her

assistants, Janet Ross, Ann Hewson,

Ed Mallard, Al Deep and Barry

Healey are planning a gay atmos-

phere of celebration. Details of the

mural scenery are not revealed and

surprise favors are also a secret.

The buffet banquet in the Stu-

dents' Union begins at 7.30 p.m. It

will be followed by the presentation

of awards at 8.30, including Tri-

color awards, Senior Q, and most

valuable player awards, intercolle-

giate, intermediate, and intramural

sports awards.

Dancing in Grant Hall is from

10-3 a.m. to music provided by the

Commodores of Belleville. Students

of all faculties are urged to make
this final social whirl an evening to

remember.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
For Single Men and Women eighteen years of

age and over in private, agency, and church camps
in Ontdrio.

Openings for directors
J

section heads, cabin
counselors. All activities swimming, sailing, canoe-
ing, music, crafts, dramatics, riding, nurses, doc-
tors, dietitions, cooks and general help.
Register now with the:

Counselor Placement Bureau of the Ontario

Camping Association

170 BLOOR ST. WEST, TORONTO WA. 2-0151

&t. AttiirfiD'B

$IreBbgtertan (Efrjrrfj

princess And clergy Streets

Rev. J, Forbes Wedderbusn
m.a.. d.d.. minister
darwin stata,

oroan1st and ckoihha8ter
lillian preston
Asbibtant Organist

10:30 a.m.—Bible Class

11:00 ajn.—Morning Service,

Nursery Clasa, Church School

7:30 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Young People
Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended
to all students.

For pure pleasure

THE MILDEST BEST-TASTING cigarette

SlDEHHAH * WILLIAM STB.

Rev. r. H. N. Davidson
H.A.. DO. TH M.

minister

Lloyd 2urbrigg
organist amd choir master

SUNDAY, MARCH 4tK

11.00 a.m.—Judgment

7.30 p.m.—Foith In Solitude

(ttatlfriiral

THIRD SUNDAY IN LENT
SUNDAY. MARCH *TH

8.00 a.m.—Holy Communion

9.15 a.m.—Parish Eucharist
(Sung Communion, Hymns and Short

Address.)

11.00 a.m.—Choral Eucharist
Prcachir: The Rev'd. C. E. Staples.

7.00 p.m.—Evensong and
Recital

Short Meditation: Father Stiples.

Thursday: Vesper Service at S.1S p.m.

Attend Church at lent once orery
Sunday with at least some added de-
votion during Lent.
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CFRC
1490 Kc.

Friday

6:00—Station Warm Up
6:30—Odds 'N Ends—Norm May,

Graham Skerrett
7:00—Stardust—Danny Wong at the

piano
7:30—Campus Capers—Len Robbins,

Ira Sutherland
8:00—Deejay Jury—Davy Thomson,

Guests, Al Boliska, Norm Perry
8:30—Intercollegiate Basketball
10:30—1490 Pops—Don Harrison
11:00—Starlile Serenade (Part One)—

Graham Skerrett
11 :30—Starlite Serenade (Part Two)

—Dave McNaughton
Saturday

1:00—CFRC Open House
2:00—Oscars in Review— Doug

Thomson
2:30—Cook's Musical Tour— Ken

Cook
3:00—Matinee—Bcv Phillips

3:30—Danny Wong at the piano
4:00—Hits and Misses—Ellie Will-

iamson, Anne Dorland
4:30—Platter Parade—Len Berk
5:00—Eastern Round-up—Len Rob-

bins
5:30—Women in Wax—June Pryce
6:00—Uninterrupted Music
6:30—Ranch 1490—Bcv Phillips

7:00—Hits and Misses—Anue Dor-
land, Ellie Williamson

7:30—This is ? ? CFRC ? ?—Igor
8:00—In the Groove—Doug Thomson
8:30—Campus Cross-roads—Thclma

Hunter
9:00—1490 Classics—Robert Sander-

son
10:00—Our Choice—Bev Phillips, June

Pryce
10:J0—A round the Campfire—Len

Berk
11:00—Al's Pc n th ou s c—Omar K.

Kemp
11:30—Lonesome Lemon
12:00—On the Upbeat—Ann Matthews

Robert /. Gannon
(Continued from page 1)

a member of the College Grants

Advisory Committee for the Ford
Foundation.

Father Gannon has received

honorary doctorate degrees from

18 universities.

He has been honored by the

last free President of Poland with

the Knight Comander's Cross and

Star; he also holds the Knight-

hood of Orange-Nassau from the

Queen of Netherlands,

to prosecution in the AMS Court

for the same reason.

Students GENUINELY Interested In Student Government Will Consider

Carefully These AMS Amendments Before The March Annual Meeting:

The following amendment to the AMS constitution has been given as notice
of motion, and will be presented to the AMS general meeting on March 6.

Amendment To the Constitution Of The
Tricolor Society

Article 1, Section 3, page 31, add to part (a)

and the Permanent Secretary-Treasurer of the
Society.

part (c) — Omit.

Article III, Section 2, page 32, change to read:
"Five students shall be admitted to the Tricolor
Society each year so as not to jeopardize the dis-
tinction of the Society. Only under extenuating cir-

cumstances will the selection committee approve
more than five members for admission to the Society.

1 '

Proposed Amendment to AMS Constitution

ARTICLE V, Section 1. (c)

Add . . .

"The Vice-President shall be the A. M.S. Exter-
nal Affairs Chairman. In this capacity he shall be
the main liason officer between the A.M. S. and or-
ganizations with external affiliations, such as
N.F.C.U.S., W.U.S., S.C.M., and I.R.C. He shall
have a functional understanding of these organisa-
tions and shall be an ex officio member of these
committees.

He shall attend the Annual N.F.C.U.S. Confer-
ence as the A. M.S. delegate. He shall have a tho-
rough knowledge of the Federation and shall brief

the President on all issues."

The following By-Laws has been passed at two
consecutive A. M.S. executive meetings and will be
incorporated in the A. M.S. constitution.

Constitution of the "Tricolor" Yearbook

Proposed Amendments:

Art. 1, Sec. 1—
Delete "but not later than April 10."

Art. 2, Sec. 1—
Delete "a make-up editor."

Art 3, Sec. 1—
He shall receive an honorarium o£ at least one

hundred and fifty dollars ($150.00). The exact amount
to be determined by the A. M.S. executive.

Section 2.

He shall be paid an honorarium of at least one
hundred dollars ($100.00), the exact amount to be
determined by the A. M.S. executive.

Section 3.

The Associate Editors shall be responsible for the

graduate section of their respective society and for

ensuring adequate coverage of their society activities.

Section 4.

After athletic clubs add "intercollegiate and in-

tramural teams".

Section 5.

Delete "The Permanent Sec.-Treas. shall turn

over to the Business Manager all bills which he re-

ceives against the Tricolor account, and he shall

provide the Business Manager with a copy of the
minutes of the meetings of the A. M.S. Budget and
Finance Committee insofar as they pertain to the
Tricolor affairs."

Following sentence ending A. M.S. — add: "The

Business Manager shall be responsible for the sales

of the Tricolor. He shall appoint an Assistant Bus-
iness Manager who shall understudy the Business
Manager and shall assist him in all respects but shall

not necessarily succeed him. The Business Manager
shall receive an honorarium of at least one hundred
and fifty dollars ($150.00), the exact amount to be
determined by the A.M.S. Executive.
Section 6.

(a) Tenders for an official graduate portrait pho-
tographer shall be drawn up by the Tricolor Editors
subject to the approval of the A.M.S. executive.

Tenders shall be called for before March 1st each
year. Only those portraits taken by the official por-
trait photographer shall be used in the graduate
section of the Tricolor.

(b) The Photographic Editor shall be in charge
of the Tricolor darkroom and its equipment. He shall

ensure that all major campus activities are covered
by himself or other Tricolor photographers. He shall

be responsible for taking pictures of all clubs and
year executives wishing to appear in Tricolor. He
shall receive an honorarium of at least fifty dollars

($50.00), the exact amount to be determined by the

A.M.S. executive.

(b) A stock inventory of all permanent Tricolor

equipment shall be taken at the beginning of the
fall term by the Editor and A.M.S. Permanent Sec-
retary-Treasurer. Triplicate copies shall be made
and signed by them.

Similarly at the end of the academic year, a re-

check of stock on hand shall be made. The Editor
shall ultimately be responsible (or all permanent
equipment.

No permanent equipment may be sold without
the consent of the A.M.S.

Section 7.

Delete.

Art. 4, Sec. 1—
Funds for the financing of the Tricolor shall be

secured from the sale of copies, from revenue from
advertising, and from grants levied upon the various
Faculty societies, Levana and the Summer School
Assoc.

Rest as is.

Delete bottom paragraph and substitute — "All
campus organizations wishing representation in the

Tricolor shall have their executive picture taken by
the Tricolor Photographic Editor and shall be char-

ged at the rate of $5.00. Copies of these pictures

may be purchased from the Photographic Editor at

a nominal price.

No further changes.

BY-LAW No. 14
Beverages In The Stadium

The Chief of Police shall be fully empowered to

curb the entrance of beverages into the stadium and
to prevent the consumption of beverages on the

premises at the football games. The Chief of Police

shall make public notification thereof.

Recommendation is made to the A.M.S. Court
that any offender who is convicted of infraction of

the above rule be fined a minimum of $15.00 and a

maximum of $100.00.

WARD & HAMILTON LUNCH BAR
PRINCESS AT DIVISION KINGSTON, ONT.

FULL COURSE MEALS
REASONABLE PRICES

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

PHOENIX OF LONDON GROUP
* * *

One of the world's largest insurance organizations,

has an opening for a graduate in Arts leading to

a position of responsibility and unusual interest.

Apply in writing to:

Branch Secretary, Phoenix of London Group,

Ontario Branch, 350 Bay Street, Toronto

(UhaimerB

ainitru Cfihurrl)

EARL AND BARRIE STS.

REV. W. F. BANISTER. O.D.

MINISTER

SUNDAY. MARCH ArH

11 A.M.
—"How Christ Came

To His Cross"

7.30 P.M.—Christian Ethics

And Today's World.

(7) "The Lord of Life"

8.45 P.M.—Youth Fellowship

A Cordial Invitation To All

Students

VALLEAU'S

BARBER SHOP
316 PRINCESS STREET

Three Barbers

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 6911

Campus capers call for Coke

The hour hand moves fast the night

before exams—lots of ground to cover and

panic setting in. To relax and refresh?

That's easy. Have a Coke . . . it's delicious.

COCA-COtA'lTD.

CLUBS-SOCIETIES

Tuesday

Students' Wives Club: Meeting in

the lounge of the Science Club Rooms,
Clark Hall. All students wives are

welcome. Speaker: Miss Jean Graves,

Guidance Counsellor at KCVI.
* » *

Drummers: Any male student in-

terested in tenor, bass or side drum-
ming- in the school Pipe Band is asked

to contact Al Hitchcock, Phone 6346

immediately.

Commerce Club: Final meeting at

8:00 p.m. in McLaughlin Room of the

Union. Guest speaker is Mr. W. E.

Scott, chief of the research depart-

ment of the Bank of Canada. Elec-

tions will also be held. All interested

persons are invited.

RELIGIOUS

Friday

Newman Club Retreat: 7:00 p.m.

St. James Chapel, Sunday. March 4:

Mass: St. James' Chapel. Communion
Breakfast, Hotel Dieu Cafeteria.

Wednesday

Newman Club Public Address: The
Rev. Robert J. Gannon, former Pres-

ident of Fordham University, at 8:30

p.m. Convocation Hall.

Saturday

Tricolor Sales Close: This deadline

will not be extended and the price

will not be reduced.

Pay-As-You-Weigh: The dance of

the Year! Admission JI.35 or tile

weight of your date at a penny a

pound. Scales are government inspect-

ed and attendants are scrupulously

honest. Our objective - 16 tons! !

Friday
Band and Cheerleader Party: Danc-

ing from 9 - ? Further information;

may be obtained by phoning Al Hitch-

cock at 6346 or 3098. AU tickets for

this party will be sold in advance.

Nominations: For the following

week, nominations for the position of

assistant treasurer of the Arts Society

will be accepted by any member of

the Arts Society Executive.

MlnMOHIInll
Hillel House Film: "Confessions of

a Rogue". 8 p.m.

Classified Ads

Typing

Reasonable rates by Mrs. Evelyn

Matheson, 305 Alfred St. (back).

Phone 2-5422.

New Student Rates

Time $3.25; Sports Illustrated

$4.00; Life $4.25. Please send

cheque or order now and pay later

to Students' Periodical Agency,

P.O. Box 157, Adelaide P.O. To-

ronto 1, Ontario-

1-2 Persons

To share apartment very close to

university, private entrance, all con-

veniences. Through March and

April or through summer, or sub-

let individual rooms. Dial 9995 or

2-7744 between 7:15 and 9:15 p.m.

Lost

One bicycle, navy blue frame,

grey fenders, basket on rear fender.

Last seen at Old Medical Building,

Thurs., Feb. 24. If you have infor-

mation, please phone Jack Stack-

house at 4155.

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

68V2 Princess Street Kingston Phone 2-1761

Quality that Pleases . . . Service that Satisfies

full-fashioned

blossoms forth this

in six incredibly beautiful new siveaters!

You'll never look sweeter, or main. . . dainty collars

enchanting scoop and v-necks . . . iomc c\travagantly

jewelled, braided . . . all hand finisbtd!

Twenty-two vibrant high-fashion colours

in Kitten-soft Pellal Orion. Easy to

care for . . . keeps ilj shape . . . flatters jouri

Eambswool, too. at better jtotes everywhee * w^.

S6.95 to $8 9>. Jewelled ^
and brariied extra.

Look

for the

name
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The Law And You
The annual meeting of the AMS will be held next Tuesday

evening. At that time a number of important constitutional chan-

ges will be proposed. This meeting is an opportunity for all stud-

ents to vote and participate in the deliberations of their student

government. We hope that many will avail themselves of this

opportunity. Their attendance is particularly desirable in view of

the serious nature of some of the proposed amendments.

Minor changes are to be proposed in the constitution of the

Tricolor Yearbook, and in the composition of the Tricolor Society.

It will also be proposed that the NFCUS Committee, previously

regulated by By-law, will be incorporated into the constitution it-

self. Notice of motion has been given to amend the AB of C cons-

titution to ensure that the size of students' seats at Richardson

Stadium will be the same as those of other patrons.

The most important changes, however, are proposals to amend

the constitution of the AMS court. The need for such changes was

made apparent by events last fall involving student misconduct.

As these events showed, in the hour when student self-government

is on trial for its reputation, the AMS Court can be one of its strong-

est supports, Since the proposed amendments are intended to im-

prove the court, it would be well for all students to be familiar with

the provisions and ready to criticize them.

Some of the provisions are intended to clarify points which

were inadequately dealt with in the old constitution. The functions

of the Court are widened to the consideration of faculty grievances

against executive rulings and to interpretation of the constitution.

However it is not clear who may initiate the requests to the court to

deliberate such matters. Offenses against the Court are also more

closely defined. They now include: "Violations of civil codes of this

nation, province, and municipality," besides violations of AMS
orders and regulations.

The remainder of Court amendments are devoted to reorgan-

ization of the whole judicial set-up. There would now be four

Junior Justices instead of two, all faculties to be represented. The
right to jury trial is now to be exercised by the defendant rather

than to be dependent on whether a 'major issue' is involved. The jury

is limited to eight members (two from each faculty), and its decision

will be by majority vote. This departure from the rule universally

followed in ordinary courts of law (of unanimous jury decisions)

should prove contentious. Further, there is no provision as to how
members of the jury shall be chosen.

The most important part of the amendments, however, recon-

stitutes the Vigilance Sub-Committee (which is responsible for in-

vestigating and obtaining evidence of student misconduct). The for-

mer confusion about the relationship between the Court and the

sub-committee has been in large measure eliminated. In connection

with this section the duties of the Chief of Police and his constables

are also more carefully dealt with.

These proposals have been -the- fruit of much serious thought
about how to improve this important arm of student government.

"We hope that they will receive the attention they deserve at the

forthcoming general meeting.

Culture For One Dollar

On Monday night the Arts Society executive passed a recom-
mendation to the AMS that student interest fees be raised by one
dollar to support cultural activities on the campus. The executive

felt that a good part of the sum so collected could be used to

support the University Concerts, thus ensuring good quality in

entertainers and the continuation of the concert series. It was
pointed out that this practice is carried out in many universities,

especially in the Maritimes.

Such a scheme has definite advantages. The university con-
certs in the past have operated at a considerable deficit, so much
so that there was a danger they would be discontinued. Part of

the difficulty may be attributed to insufficient advertising, but the
Concerts Committee has taken steps to remedy this situation, The
faculty will work in close conjunction with the Fine Arts Com-
mittee in the future to ensure that concerts are fully advertised
and tickets are made easily available. More student representation
on the Concerts Committee will give students a stronger say in the
choice of entertainer.

Since the concerts are sponsored primarily for the benefit of
students and faculty members, it is not unfitting that students
should share in the responsibility of maintaining them. An AMS
fund for the support of cultural activities would also be a decided
asset to the operating expenses of the Fine Arts Committee, form-
ed last year to coordinate such activities at Queen's. A university
should lay stress on cultural activities.

One strong argument against such an addition to students
interests fees is that only a minority of students at Queen's attend
cultural activities, Culture cannot be forced down peoples* throats.
It is debatable, therefore, whether students should be required to
support something in which they are not interested. A fee of this
sort might go a long way towards establishing interest. It might, on
the other hand, only be cause for resentment.

The Arts Society Executive is to be commended for its con-
cern for cultural activities on the campus. This concern has been
actively demonstrated in past years through the Arts Society Con-
cert. However, any increase in students interests fees must be sup-
ported by students at an annual AMS meeting. Interest, therefore,
must be created first before means to obtain additional finances'
are determined. It cannot work the other way around.

Letters To The Editor

Parliamentary Gleanings

Editor, Journal:

A fortuitous combination of

personalities and issues resulted

in the most successful session of

Model Parliament in recent

years. In the aftermath it may be

opportune to reconsider its oper-

ation.

There were several excellent

innovations this year. Unlike

past practice the government

created its own platform without

consulting other parties. This re-

sulted, I feel, in a better debate

as the opposition was forced to

debate some issues they probably

agreed with, which is more in line

with practices of the House of

Commons,

Appearance of a Communist

Party, even for the purpose of

debate, is to be lauded. Its mem-
bers deserve credit. We would

like to feel that the emergence

of a party which calls itself Com-
munist is a sign of some political

maturit}'.

Criticism was not unheard, the

most common being that there

were too many set speeches and

not enough time for independent

members. The main problem of

the organizing committee was
that of limited time in trying to

fit in all who wanted to speak.

Coupled with the number of

speakers was the number of

parties, five, with rumors of two
more.

Suggestions for improvement
are varied. The most obvious is

that the number of speeches be
restricted, which would imply a

reduction in the number of part-

ies. This restriction in the num-
ber of speakers is no attempt to

exxlude such excellent parties as

the Reformed Social Credit. Be-

sides, the best argument for lim-

iting the number of set speakers

is that not everybody who wants

to speak ought to speak. A more

realistic attitude toward the num-

ber of speakers would, I feel,

produce a better debate. The dis-

appointed speakers can resort to

the time set aside for independ-

ent members.

Other suggestions' that have

been heard are : a question period

;

two sittings of the House, one in

the afternoon and one in the eve-

ning to allow more time for de-

bate; restrictions in the use of

the "point of order" procedural

device ; inclusion of other prac-

tices similar to the House of

Commons like bills on particular

topics, amendments to the main

motion, and campus-wide elec-

tions on party lines with all elec-

tions held on one day ; and a more
liberal use of posters in faculties

other than Arts.

As suggested by the Journal,

the organizing committee should

be on a more permanent basis,

which is not a criticism of the

Debating Club. Since the AMS
provides funds, and is therefore

concerned with the operation of

Model Parliament, it should take

the initiative in creating such a

committee. If this were done
promptly, and the committee

were composed of those interest-

ed in Model Parliament, proced-

ures and recommendations for

improvement could be drafted

before the pressure of exams be-

comes too great. Action is needed

to consolidate the improvements

made this year.

A. R. KEAR

Legal Leanings

Editor, Journal

:

One of the proposed amendments
to the Constitution of the AMS
Court provides that henceforth a

three-quarter majority on the jury

will be adequate for a conviction,

instead of the unanimous decision

required at the present time. This

change is a radical departure not

only from the practice of the AMS
in the past, but also from the normal

rule regarding jury verdicts under

the British system of justice. It is

a change that seems to me both

unnecessary and undesirable.

Part of the Anglo-American le-

gal tradition is the assumption that

the accused person is innocent until

proven guilty beyond a reasonable

doubt. Since all members of a jurj

must he assumed to be rational

human beings, persistant doubt in

the mind of a single juror is rightly

accepted as sufficient to prevent a

conviction. The proposed change in

the AMS Constitution would sweep

away this established rule of unan-

imity and with it a vital safeguard

for the rights and liberties of the

individual.

Doubtless the new provision

would make convictions easier to

obtain, but the purpose of the courts

in a democracy is not to manufac-

ture convictions but to provide jus-

tice. I hope the AMS Annual Meet-
ing will have sense enough to defeat

this amendment.

Ken Hilhorn, Arts '56.

Thirty Dismal Years

By Tony King

With very few exceptions, most

men and women on this side of the

Iron Curtain assume that, although

the West's position is rather pre-

carious at the moment, everything

will turn out for the best in the

end. It is an assumption based on

a century of overwhelming indus-

trial superiority and on the West's

extraordinary penchant for "mud-

dling through."

It is a false assumption. Unless

Western foreign policy undergoes

sweeping and profound changes

Within the next few years, com-

munism will be in a position to

dominate the entire globe by 19S6.

The United States of America is,

of course, the key to the Western

predicament. Let us examine the

tenor of her policy. Though willing

to spend millions of dollars provid-

ing the world's poor relations with

military and economic assistance,

America has been reluctant to aban-

don an "If you're not for me, you're

against me" outlook. This attitude

is fast alienating not only nations

like India which want to keep clear

of entangling alliances but also sen-

sitive nations such as Pakistan who

resent the implied impingement on

their hard-won independence.

The impact of this folly might be

less keenly felt were it not coupled

with America's continuing refusal

to adopt a free-trade, or at least a

low-tariff, policy. America is the

greatest single market for industrial

goods in the world—and the hard-

est to break into. States like Britain

which live on trade are constantly

thwarted in their attempts to deal

fairly with the United States, while

light manufactures produced by the

labor-intensive industries of South-

east Asia find it almost impossible

to open markets on this continent.

As soon as a nation thinks it has

found a product it can sell in the

U.S., the appropriate lobby per-

suades Congress or the President

to raise the tariff to prohibitive

heights.

Britain in the nineteenth cen-

tury occupied the same industrial

position America does now: the

contrast in their trading policies

is enormous ; it may be disast-

rous. There is no reason to sup-
pose that nations which cannot
sell their wares in the U.S. will

not soon look for and find wil-

ling customers in the Soviet bloc.

There is no reason to suppose
that many nations, now members
of the so-called "free world",

may not be economically depend-
ent on the USSR within the next

two decades.

Another major aspect of Amer-
ican security policy alarms her Wes-
tern allies and delights the Soviet

Union. In an effort to provide the

U.S. with the cheapest possible

defence system, America is rapidly

and irrevocably tying herself to the

doctrine of massive retaliation. In

practice, this means that the U.S.

will soon be unable to fight another

"Korean" war the way the last one

was fought. It means that in the

face of a local attack the United

States will have to decide whether

to launch a world war, to attempt

to use atomic weapons tactically

(recent manoeuvers in Louisiana

proved that this is almost imposs-

ible) or to back meekly away.

Within the next two or three years,

America's reliance on relatively

cheap atomic and nuclear weapons

will place her, and therefore the

West, in a position where all-out

war and abject surrender will be

the only feasible alternatives before

them. Knowing this full well and

knowing the West's reluctance to

begin a Third World War, the

USSR will be able to take more

and more daring calculated risks.

Laos, Cambodia, South Vietnam

and Thailand will by 1965 drop like

ripe peaches into the Soviet lap.

Faced with the prospect of doing

all or nothing, the West will do

nothing.

The reluctance of the American
taxpayer to adapt himself to an

expensive world and the reluct-

ance of American politicians to

make their constituents so adapt

themselves may well dissolve the

very foundations of the Western
alliance.

American recalcitrance cannot but

have its effect on the nations of

Western Europe. Neutralist senti-

ment in France, Italy and West
Germany is quite naturally based

on fear of war. If not effectively

countered, this fear is likely to in-

duce these nations to withdrew from

NATO, to put their trust in vacu-

ous non-aggression treaties and to

establish friendly diplomatic and

trading relations with Russia. The
German rabbit can, of course, be

effectively tempted by the bright

red carrot of reunification. Only
the USSR can offer her the lands

now lost to Poland.

If there were space, one could

go on to describe how Egypt will

become politically and economically

dependent on the USSR, how Saudi

Arabia will renounce her contract

with the American companies and
sell her oil to the highest bidder,

how her example will be followed

by Iran which will withdraw from
her Western alliance and how fear

will force Iraq and Syria into the

Soviet orbit, how the collapse of

Israel will precipitate an inter-Arab

war which will be won by the

states most heavily relying on
Soviet help, how Japan — unable
to sell her goods in the West —
will succumb to a Communist coup,

how Indonesia will elect a fellow-

travelling government, and finally

how Soviet hegemony over Europe
and Asia will enable her to dictate

to Britain, America and Canada.
One could go on and on. It is a
dismal story. It may well be a
true one.
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Unofficial Faculty Jackets Banned;

Science Freshmen Tribunal Set Up
Queen's engineers, beginning

next fall, will not be allowed to

wear "unofficial" faculty jackets

and the Engineering Society

plans to enforce the ruling by

levying $10 fines on all offenders.

The edict will affect only those

engineers enrolling for the first

time next year.

The amendment to the Engin-

eering Society constitution was

upheld by an overwhelming 42-1

vote at the annual meeting held

in the Biology lecture room last

Friday.

The move is designed to halt

the appearance on the campus of

a widely diversified variety of

jackets. Society spokesman Abe

Kelly said Wednesday that the

jacket situation was rapidly ap-

proaching that which existed be-

fore official jackets had been in-

troduced a year ago. "We've

even observed some orange-col-

ored jackets being worn around

the campus lately", said Mr.

Kelly.

It was felt by the executive

that uniformity in the wearing

Toronto Votes Withdrawal;

NFCUS Loses 10,000 Members

The University of Toronto stu-

dent council Wednesday night

voted 10-8 in favor of withdraw-

ing from the National Federation

of Canadian University Students.

The vote was taken after a

heated two-hour discussion by

members of the Student Admin-

istrative Council at a meeting

where seven of the council's 25

members were absent. The de-

cision reversed a sub-committee

suggestion to place NFCUS on

a trial basis next year.

Charges of inefficiency and rot-

teness were hurled at NFCUS
during the meeting.

Peter Martin, NFCUS national

president, attended the SAC
meeting and urged the council

to continue support of NFCUS.
After the vote he said, "I am sure

that students at Toronto will re-

verse the decision of the outgoing

council."

The meeting afterwards reject-

ed a motion to reconsider the

NFCUS question. Toronto's
withdrawal means a loss of nearly

10,000 members and a $5,000 an-

nual fee to NFCUS. This makes

up one quarter of total NFCUS
resources. The motion stated that

Toronto will not budget for

NFCUS next year, which makes

withdrawal effective Sept., 1956.

The new council at Toronto

takes over in two weeks, and

there is a possibility that the de-

cision will be reversed by next

year's council meeting in Septem-

ber. Chances of this happening

are termed "extremely difficult

to assess."

Kingston Nature Club

Dr. William Gunn will

present a film on wild life in

the Ont. Gov. Bldg. (Barrie

St. at Clergy) Thursday,

March 15 at 8:15 p.m.

of jackets would permit easier

"recognition" of engineers.

The regulation providing for

unanimity in jackets also pro-

vides that "jackets may be or-

dered by the freshman at any

time, but may not be worn until

December 1 of the Freshman

year."

The official jacket is further de-

fined as being "of Old Gold "elk-

skin" material, with raglan
sleeves and with two lower poc-

kets with flaps. There will be a

slide rule pocket on the inside

left breast, and pencil inserts in-

side the lower right hand pocket.

The block lettering will be of

two tone, Blue on Red—"Queen's

If any other jacket is worn

which, in the opinion of the Sci-

ence Court, resembles the official

Science jacket, the offender is

liable to a fine not less than $10

and not more than $25.

The Society has also adopted a

major electoral change this year.

The new regulations provide that

"candidates for President, vice-

president ,and secretary will be

nominated from fourth year at

the nomination meeting of the

fourth year. Candidates for 2nd

vice-president, assistant-secretary

and treasurer wil be nominated

from the third year at the nomin-

ation meeting of the third year."

"Each candidate is nominated

for one specific position. There

will be no limit on the number of

candidates for each position."

The annual meeting also pas-

sed a notice of motion providing

for a "Freshman Tribunal",

which shall be a "body set up for

the sole purpose of dealing with

infractions of Freshman regula-

tions."

AMS Movie
The last AMS movie of the

year will be shown in Con-

vocation Hall, Monday. March

12, at 4 p.m. and 7.30 p.m.

The film ia "Green For Dan-

ger".

AMS Reports
Finances Good
The AMS is in a sound finan-

cial position, said Herb Hamilton,

permanent secretary-treasurer of

the AMS, in presenting the gen-

eral report on the activities of the

AMS to the general meeting

Tuesday night. Mr. Hamilton

praised the executive as "the

best-balanced he had ever seen."

saying that they had laid solid

groundwork for the next year'*

executive.

He praised the Journal for its

feat in showing a $300 profit des-

pite the increased costs of oper-

ations. The Tricolor also deserved

praise, he stated, since it had

shown a profit also.

All but two of the amendment^

to the constitution presented to

the meeting were passed. The

two defeated were an amendment

to the AMS Court constitution

proposing to make a three-quart-

er majority at a jury trial suf-

ficient for conviction and an

amendment to the Tricolor So-

ciety setting a limit of five stu-

dents to be admitted to the Sb-

ciety in any year.

By-elections

By-elections for the position

of Arts assistant treasurer

will be held in the New Arts

Bldg.. Wed., March 14, 9-4

p.m. Candidates are Edo Ten

Broek, Kent Doe, Bob Ped-

hcrncy, Norman May.

Senior Meds Rep
Chosen By AMS
For Top Position

Rich Milne, senior Aesculapian

Society rep, was elected president

of the Alma Mater Society at a

meeting of the electoral college

Tuesday. He was handed the

gavel of office by retiring presi-

dent Kip Summers at Tuesday

night's annual meeting.

Mr. Milne, a native of Kings-

ton, graduated from an Arts

course in 1953, and subsequently

entered medicine. He will be in

fifth year medicine next year. He
has served as junior and senior

AMS medical rep, and has been

a member of the AMS Planning

and Research Committee.

As an Arts student Mr. Milne

was decorations convenor of tw«

Arts formals. He has managed

the intermediate football team for

four years and was a tenor in the

Glee Club for two. He was presi-

dent of Meds '58 in his second

and third years, and as such ser-

ved on the Aesculapian Society

executive.

Sunday Buffets

Drop Defences

Of Male Union

The current trend toward buf-

fet suppers on Sunday evenings

has arrived at the Students' Me-

morial Union, and Warden
Wright announces that Sunday

suppers, buffet style, will be in-

stituted in Wallace Hall Sunday

March 18, and Sunday March 25.

These buffet suppers are open

to men and women students, and

the staff and their wives, thus

affording an opportunity for staff

and students to mingle both dur-

ing and after supper on an in-

formal basis.

On both evenings all the rooms

and facilities of the Union will

be available for men and women
students, including card rooms,

T.V. and music rooms. Two
showings of "Tight Little Island"

will be given March 18, and "The

Red Shoes", March 25.

Wallace Hall will be open from

5-7 p.m. and the cost is 80c per

person.

Positions Open
Applications are wanted for

the following positions. Please

apply at the AMS office:

editor of Who's Where ; Frosh

reception convenor; chief jus-

tice AMS Court; chief of

police ; band manager ; band

concession manager; business

manager, Tricolor; editor. Tri-

color.

RICH MILNE

Mr. Milne is the first AMS
president from Medicine since

Hugh Cameron, who served for

the 1952-S3 session.

AMS vice-president for the

1956-57 is Stu Howard, senior

Arts representative. Mr. Howard
has been active in Model Parlia-

ment, serving as Liberal party

leader in 1954. He has also been

a member of the Debating Soci-

ety, serving as vice-president and

taking part in intercollegiate de-

bating and the McGill Winter

Carnival debates.

Mr. Howard was vice-president

of the IRC and a member of the

Drama Guild in 1953-54, for

which he took part in the pre-

miere of "The Patriots". He was

also NFCUS Junior rep, a mem-
ber of the Student Christian

Movement, and attended the

Quadrennial Ecumenical Confer-

ence this year in Athens, Ohio.

He was a member of the Cabinet

for Ontario Older Boys Parlia-

ment and has contributed to the

Journal.

In his capacity as vice-presi-

dent Mr. Howard will also serve

as External Affairs chairman ac-

cording to the revised constitu-

tion.

Law Useful Social Control

Based On Philosophy, Corry

"The law is a part of the total-

ity that philosophy is trying to

comprehend," declared Professor

Corry in his talk to the Philoso-

phy Club Wednesday night.

Dr. Corry outlined the posi-

tions of the major schoofls of

thought in Anglo-American juris-

prudence. He told how the prag-

matic school of Austin had held

sway until the last thirty years,

with its idea that we "must obey

the law because it is the com-

mand of the sovereign".

This theory has given way in

recent years to the sociological

idea that the law is a social con-

trol to satisfy group and individ-

ual claims insofar as they do not

conflict with other groups claims.

Judges unconsciously apply

this theory in rendering deci-

sions. Dr. Corry asserted, but

they rarely express it as a formal

idea. To illustrate this, he told

the story of the centipede who

was asked how he was able to

use all his legs at once. The cen-

tipede hadn't walked since.
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ATHLETES RECEIVE AWARDS TONIGHT

PCCM THE

SIDELINES

MIKE MOFFAT

" 'The time has come, 'the walrus said" . . . it's the end ot a

long year, and a good one for the athletes of Queen's. Tricolor

athletes made the winners circle in many sports, and the Red, Gold,

Blue was worn by two Intercollegiate championship teams. Some

other squads didn't do so well, but their players showed the spirit

that has been the sign of Queen's in college circles for many, many

years.

It would take all of this column and many more to list all the

things done by Queen's teams and individual players over the

year, so I'll just try to remind you of a few of the moments in the

colorful history of the past few months. They may not be your

favourites, but the odds are that you enjoyed them as much as I did.

Things got off to a fine start the day the news was spread over

the campus concerning the arrival of a quarterback, one Gus Braccia,

who was to make a solid contending team into solid champs . . .

The football season got underway with a three-touchdown per-

formance by Ron Stewart . . . next on the home scene was Bill

Surphlis and his sixty-five yard gallop for his second TD against

Western . . . the big moment in the Toronto game when Jocko

Thompson booted the ball through the uprights to send the team

into the finals . . . and then there was the playoff, and who can pick

one minute or one play from that glorious day, or mention one name.

Ray Coole had his big day on the golf links, when he won the in-

dividual golf trophy for Queen's . . . and then the second term . . .

the Tricolor BBall team in their late rallies which made the games
exciting but always came just a little too late ... the ending to the

McGill game, complete with fisticuffs . . . the boxing assaults when
a packed gym watched seven successive Queen'smen enter the ring

for the finals, and five of those men wind up as champs . . . Andy
Gunyon with his close decision, or Ralph Pohlman who made his

opponent fight backing up all the time in a bout the Queen'sman
had under control all the way ... or was your favorite fight Jack
Abraham's successful defence of his heavyweight title? . . . there

were only two hockey games, but they too provided thrills, like the

two goal finish that gave the Queen's squad their 5-4 win over
Ryerson . . . and who wouldn't have liked to have been in Rochester
when the Tricolor icemen held the best team in eastern United
States college hockey to a 4-4 draw ... or who wouldn't have liked

to have seen the intercollegiate ski meet where Gaels picked up
six of the seven firsts . . . then there was the Bronze Baby tourna-
ment which drew crowds that the seniors might have liked to have
at some of their games . . . and there are many others which differ-

ent people will remember long after they have forgotten much of
the subject matter that they have studied here ... or one will

wonder how next year can possibly be as exciting as this one, but
it will.

I would like to take this chance to thank all the coaches of the
various teams for the splendid co-operation that they have given
my staff and me during the year. It makes a job like this a pleasure
when one can count on the men who run the teams to give one full

co-operation, to give one all the information he needs, and to.

always take a little time off, no matter what they are doing, to talk
to one about their teams and their players.

The players too, have been very co-operative and have made
this work on the Journal a lot easier for all of us.

And finally, I would like to thank all those who have worked
with me on the paper this year. First of all, Mike Clancy my able
assistant throughout a good year; Ian Baird, the Only permanent
help we had; Don Enright who kept us informed on Levana
athletics and her aides, Mickey McCulloch and Mary Ellen Barr;
Ed Mallard for his help on the Bews; and Logie MacDonnell and
Frank Maine who joined the staff after Christmas.

CUP INTERCOLLEGIATE BASKETBALL ALL-STARS
First Team— Forwards: Monnot (Western), Ellis (Western),

Dacyshyn (Toronto).

Guards: Veres (Western), Joseph (Assump'n)

Second Team— Forwards: Raphael (MacMaster). Connorton

(Assum'n), Mackenzie (Assum'n)
Guards: Potter (Toronto), Madden (Tor-

onto), and Wright( McGill) tied.

ANDY GUNYON
Mike Milovich Trophy

RALPH POHLMAN
Jack Day Trophy

Queen's Competitors Honored
In Color Night Presentations

Athletes representing al! faculties and all the intercollegiate

teams will be parading to the head table in Wallace Hall this eve-

ning to pick up their various awards. Some will be receiving Senior

Q's while most of the remainder will be presented with QII's. The

various individual trophies will be awarded at the start of the

ceremonies.

According to the Constitution

(AMS), "the Q shall be awarded

to any student of Queen's Uni-

versity who participates in fifty

percent or more oi the total hal-

ves of its regular games in the

Senior intercollegiate games in

basketball, football and water

JIM HARRISON
MVP Basketball

RAY HOFFMAN
MVP Hockey

GUS BRACCIA
MVP Football

Some Trophy Winners
The following are few of the in-

dividual trophies which will be pre-

sented tonight. The list is not guar-

anteed to be complete and we apol-

ogize to any winners whose names
we have omitted.

A short explanation of the terms

of the award are included, and we
have also given the name of last

year's award winner.

MIKE MILOVICH TROPHY
Awarded annually to the boxer

showing the best combination of

boxing ability and sportsmanship.

Winner: ANDY GUNYON

—

Andy won the Intercollegiate 140-

lb. championship in his freshman

year. Last year's holder, Doug
Kilgour.

JACK DAY TROPHY
Awarded annually to either a

boxer or wrestler who is, in the

opinions of his fellow fighters, the

best boxer or wrestler. Winner:
RALPH POHLMAN—Ralph won
the Intercollegiate ISS-lb. boxing
championship on a unanimous de-

cision in a one-sided fight. Last

year's holder, Wrestler Jack Under-
wood.

JOHNNY EVANS TROPHY
Awarded annually to the mem-

ber of the senior football team who
in the opinion of his team mates,
has been the most valuable player

on the team. Winner: GUS BRAC-
CIA—Gus was the quarterback on
this year's Yates Cup winners. Last

year's holder, Ron Stewart.

MOST VALUABLE PLAYER
HOCKEY

The player who was voted the

most valuable player on the hockey

team was RAY HOFFMAN—Ray
was the top scorer for the puck-

sters this season, as he netted eight

goals in as many games.

BEST SKIER
Intercollegiate Ski Meet

Queen's AL POUTANEN was
named the Skimeister or outstand-

ing competitor at the intercollegiate

ski meet this year. Al won two

events during the meet and placed

well in several others.

ALFIE PIERCE TROPHY
Awarded annually to the athlete

in the first year who, in the opin-

ion of the selection committee, has

contributed the most to Inter-

collegiate Athletics at Queen's. The
committee decided not to make an

award this year. Last year's holder,

Jack Abraham.

BEWS TROPHY
Awarded annually for the top

year team in the Intramural sports.

Winner, P.H.E. '56. Holder last

year, Science '57.

3axt Upttrg Untel
PRINCESS STREET

Coffee Shop and Restaurant

Kingston, Ont. Phone 7712

INTERCOLLEGIATE
GOLF CHAMPION

Queen's RAY POOLE won the

individual golf championship at the

Intercollegiate golf tournament for

the second year in a row. Western

forgot to send the trophy last year,

but Ray will be presented with it

tonight.

MOST VALUABLE PLAYER
BASKETBALL

Trophy awarded annually to the

outstanding basketball player ot the

year. Winner: JIM HARRISON—
Jim was the top scorer for the team

over the season as a whole.

MOST VALUABLE PLAYER
Intermediate Football

Trophy awarded annually to the

player voted by the members of the

intermediate football team as the

most valuable on the team Winner,
PAUL CORBETT. The outstand-

ing lineman on this year's Comet
squad. Last year's holder, Don
De Lisle.

BROCK
JEWELLERS
161 Princess Street

Kingston, Ontario

PHONE 2-7361

WATCH Repairs

A Specialty
- WE SELL. -

VATCHES - DIAMONDS

polo. Who wins a match in the

senior intercollegiate boxing and

wrestling assaults . . . who part-

icipates on the senior intercolle-

giate ski team and places in the

first three in an individual event

. . . who participates on the hoc-

key team in fifty percent or more
of the total periods in its regular

games in the senior series . .
."

The Q II shall be awarded to

any student who meets qualifica-

tions similar to those which gov-

ern the awarding of the Senior

Q's but in the intermediate series.

This is a brief outline of the

qualifications that these athletes

have met in order to receive their

awards tonight.

FOOTBALL CLINIC

In an effort to stimulate

football interest and in hopes

of discovering some new tal-

ent in the university, Frank

Tindall held a football clinic

in the gym on Wednesday

night. For those who didn't

attend the clinic but who are

interested in turning out for

the team next year, the first

practice for the '56 season will

get under way on Saturday,

Sept. 1st.

Along with the intermedi-

ates and seniors of last year

teams, there were were four-

teen newcomers who included

the captain of the RMC squad,

Bob O'Shaughnessy and Cadet

Pete Howe, Bob Morrison of

PHE '5S, Norm White, Dave

Skene, Ron Rooke, Jack

Gregg, Keith McPhaU. Ron
Barnum, Ron Maniacco, Bob
Pow, Frank Maine, S. Camp-
bell.

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

Dial 7135

town and country

Restaurants
Highway No. 2, Cataraqui, Ont

Princess at Clergy Streets,
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WEATHER
HIGH TONIGHT
LOW TOMORROW QUEEN'S INFERNAL CLEAN MIND

OR CLEAN BODY
TAKE YOUR PICK

Small World
The left arm of the Venus de

Milo, lost for centuries and be-

lieved destroyed, has recently been

unearthed in the Periodicals Room
of the Douglas Library. The price-

less art treasure was discovered by

Abner Innisfree, Arts '59, as he

was searching for a back issue of

"Sports Afield." Mr. H. P. Gundy,
University Librarian, was not avail-

able for comment.

'SNOW FOOLIN'
The chairman of the Arts Concert Committee announced today

that, in an effort to raise the standards of the concert next year's

guest artist will be Hank (the Singing Ranger) Snow. He expressed

his belief that people had been generally disappointed with the cali-

bre of the artists presented at these concerts in the past. (Past artists

have included such practical non-entities as Lois Marshall, Alec

Templeton, and the Les Bell Singers). "We are going to give the

people what they want."

Mr. Snow is an outstanding singer with a wide reputation, par-

ticularly in the rural parts of North America. He is one of the most

popular recording artists in the Neo-Western school of popular

music. He is well known for his renditions of such universal fav-

orites as , "In the Jailhouse Now", "When the Snowbird Nests

(Continued on Page 4)

Asian Post-Grads

Will Not Starve

With Caterpillers

"Queen's students doing post-

graduate work in Viet Nam, Mal-

aya, and the East Indian island of

Korsinoe will be granted extra

aid before 1957," a spokesman for

Queen's WUS predicted Wed
nesday. The aid will be in the

form of cost-of-living bonuses

and laboratory supplies.

WUS representatives in Kor
sinoe have been urging similar

organizations across the world

especially in North America, to

supplement their students abroad.

The president of Korsinoe WUS
is Larry Soly, a biology graduate

of the University of British Col

umbia. Mr. Soly is presently do

ing research work on the tantsi

caterpillar in an attempt to trace

the evolutionary stages of the

Asian aqua-insect family.

The student-aid plan is directed

to encourage more Queen's stu

dents to do post graduate work

in the Far East. The University

of Toronto and Dalbousie Un
versity have wired their strong

approval.

"ABOLISH EXAMINAT-
IONS" CRY ANSWERED

Editors Emerge

From Hiding As

Budget Increased

The AMS, meeting in special

session in the men's room of the

Students' Union on Sunday morn-

ing, voted almost unanimously to

increase the operating budget of

next year's Queen's Journal. It was

hoped this step would enable the

Journal to operate at a loss not ex-

ceeding $100. for the first time in

29 years.

Gleeful Journal editors, informed

of the decision shortly before noon

Sunday, immediately began making

plans to reclaim most of the office

typewriters and desks which had

been pawned earlier in the year in

an effort to balance Journal finan-

ces and pay engraving costs. It is

not expected that Journal officials

will be able to recover two type-

writers which were mistakenly

carried away earlier in the month

by city trash collectors.

A reliable source reported that

outgoing editor Code and incoming

editor O'Grady were once more

circulating freely about the campus.

They had been hiding in their

rooms for two weeks, eating black

bread and weinerschnitzel, in an

effort to keep out of sight of cred-

itors.

"There will be no final examin-

ations at Queen's University."

This startling pronouncement

was made today by a spokesman

close to the university Registrar.

"Queen's University has always

been run in the interests of the

student," be continued, "this is

another step in this tradition.

"Thus Queen's has regained its

position as the most progressive

university on the continent a po-

sition it temporarily lost when

the University uf Toronto abol-

ished lectures some time ago.

A spokeman for the University

went on record in favor of the

proposal. "Examinations serve no

useful purpose in a University.

They only serve to distract and

embarrass the students. They

may have more serious effects by

driving students to drunkeness

and immorality. "This expression

was endorsed heartily by several

students.

The AMS, speaking for the

student body, hailed the aboli

tion as the wisest move of the

University authorities since 18+1

(when the University was found-

ed). It was felt that the move

would give students more free

time in the spring.

While students praised the abo-

lition of exams like emancipated

slaves, a few dissident heads were

raised in the Faculty. "This is the

end," said one (with some feeling

and heat), "next they will abolish

us." A history professor com-

mented, "Apres ca, la deluge."

These are however, the expres-

sions of a small minority. The

majority feel a new and golden

age is about to dawn for Queen's

Liberating Liberator Comes
To Floundering Foundlings

Nikolai Prachenko, a director

of universities in the USSR secret

police, under Lavrenti Beria, is

coming to Queens. He will speak

here as part of an extended lec-

ture tour of North America uni-

versities, tentatively planned for

the spring of 1958.

The tour is being sponsored by

the World Student Liberation

League, a student-foundling or-

ganization.

Mr. Prachenko has been living

in the United States since 1951,

serving as an aid on the Senate

Committee for the Investigation

of Subversives in American Uni-

versities.

His autobiography entitled "I

was a Capitalist for the MVD"
will be published by Cross &
Co., New York, this summer.

Arts Faculty Solves Problem;
To Establish A Nudist Colony

The Office of the Dean of Arts decreed today that henceforth: "Students of the Faculty of Arts

will be required to wear no clothes to classes." The faculty spokeman said that while the ruling

would probably be subject to a considerable volume of adverse criticism in its initial stages he felt

that students would learn to appreciate its advantages.

He was quick to point out the economic advantages of the new plan. It was directed, he stat-

ed towards relieving the financial burden on students who are unable to afford shirts and ties.

This is the latest move in the tion to the economic advantages

continuing battle to improve the

dress of students in the Faculty

of Arts. It has been proposed by

a -group of faculty members

strongly under the influence of

Jean Jacques Rousseau. In addi-

NEWS FLASH
1 ,600 Queen's students went

to bed after midnight Satur-

day, a special on-the-spot

Journal reporter disclosed

Wednesday.

Eat Drink And Be Merry

For Tomorrow You
Be Too Young

May

Good news has come for those

who are feeling old and past their

prime. After several years of pa-

tient research, a group of biolo-

gists have emerged from the se-

clusion of the Old Arts Building

basement to announce they have

discovered a way to reverse the

life process.

A spokeman for the group

proudly showed the results of

their research to a Journal report-

er. In one corner of the lab was a

crib with a small baby in it.

"That's the man who used to be

our senior professor," the biolo-

gist explained.

In response to the reporter's in-

stant question, he confessed that

he did not know what would hap-

pen to the elderly infant. "We
haven't yet found a way to stop

the process once it has been re-

versed.

The biologist described how
they had first discovered their

secret. "One night we were ex-

perimenting with various hor-

mones and their effectiveness in

different distillates of grain al-

cohol. One of the compounds was

accidentally spilled into a jar of

mosquito larvae. Much to our as-

tonishment, the larvae metamor-

phosed almost immediately into

eggs and then vanished."

The process is basically simple.

(Continued on page 49)

of the new plan they urge that

it will raise the level of student

health to unprecedented levels

and with that the degree of men-

tal agility. It has been stressed

that Queen's will be the first Uni-

versity on this continent to adopt

the plan which has been in oper-

ation at the University of Samoa

for a number of years.

Student reaction has been mixed.

Few Arts students, who will be

most directly affected, are available

for comment. Sources close to the

Registrar revealed that most of

them have enrolled in extramural

courses. All telephone lines to the

Women's Residences have been cut

and all doors barred. Certain co-eds.

in a semaphore message from the

roof of Adelaide Hall have ex-

(Continued on Page 4)

"Zounds!" Sez Zarry

Ass.Treas. AbscondsWith

98 Beans; Officials Upset

The assistant-treasurer of the Arts Society, only recently voted

into office in a special election, has absconded with all $98. of Arts

Society funds. Society president Peter Zarry has termed the incident

"the damndest thing I ever heard of."

The assistant-treasurer, George

Washington Carver Brown, was

elected to office only last week

on a special ballot which was

necessitated by the discovery

that the first assistant-treasurer,

Don Curtis, had been of fictitous

nature.

It is now feared that Mr.

Brown was not registered at the

university at all, and may have

taken advantage of a recent trip

CUZ2LIHGS FROM THC CUP
Vancouver — UBC students in a facetious mood sank all the

R.C.N, ships anchored in the Vancouver harbor last week. Said a

spokesman for the pranksters, "It was just an impulsive jest by a

group of high-spirited college youths. There was no ill will involved

at all."
* * *

Toronto — The University of Toronto has launched a sweep-

ing campaign to beautify Toronto and hordes of bright-eyed Varsity

students are marching through the streets to the tune of "Heigh ho,

Heigh ho, it's off to work we go." Traffic has been piled up at

the corner of Queen and Yongc tor four days as students scrub

streets, and paint fire-hydrants in shades of lilac, apricot, and vanilla.

Already twelve blocks of tenement houses, three warehouses,

and the City Hall have been levelled to the ground by a subcom-

mittee in charge of demolishing all unsightly structures in the city

proper.

Charlottetown — The Geological Engineering Department of

the University of P.E.L recently released the report that the island

was sinking into the Atlantic at the rate of 14 feet per day. It was

estimated that the island would be completely submerged at dawn

on March 27.

The panic-stricken inhabitants have been feverishly packing

their few meagre belongings together and evacuating en masse to

the mainland in tugboats, rowboats, rafts, and kayaks.

However, by a stroke of luck, it was discovered that the cal-

culations were slightly incorrect. Actually, the island is rotating

counter-clockwise at the rate of 14 degrees every 27 years. Professor

G. J. Fusty, head of the department of Geological Science of the

University of P.E.L, when asked for a statement, replied, "Oh, silly

old me. I never was much good at mixed fractions."

through Kingston to pick up some

fast cash. Montreal police had

reputedly issued a warrant for

his arrest last fall, on fifteen
counts ranging from grand lar-

ceny to robbing candies from

children on Hallow'een eve.

Embarrassed society officials

were not available for comment

but it has been rumored that

small ads have been placed in

"Flash" and "Hush", asking- that

the money be returned, with "no

questions asked."

Confidence in the electorate of

the Arts Society has been com-

pletely destroyed by this latest

incident. The Dean of the Fa-

culty, in conjunction with the

School of Commerce and the So-

ciety President, has reportedly

conferred the post of assistant-

treasurer upon first-year com-

merceman Dave Johnson. The
new nominee will undertake an

intensive course in accounting and

morality before assuming his

duties later this month.

CCCCDLE

Grain of Salt to be taken

with this page and the

following Two
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PUT 'EM ON NOW !

!

PRICESARE DOWN
PROFITS ARE UP

CLOTHES WORN
IT'S ALL THE RAGE

Dollar-Ships
ORIENTAL MARK-UP

Value $100. Given to any living

son or daughter of an officer of the

war of 1812, provided the student

plans to do post-graduate study in

Japanese crayon-making. Apply im-

mediately.

GET 'EM WHILE THEY'RE CHEAP

In spite of this opposition, how-

ever, the plan seems to have been

successfully inaugurated. A banquet

(provided at a 25% discount by
one of the city's leading restaur-

ateurs) is planned in the near

future for student and civic lead-

ers, to celebrate the event.

A Student Discount Service has been inaugurated here at Queen's. The chairman of the NFCUS
Committee announced that Kingston merchants have agreed to give students discounts on purchases
of all kinds ranging from 20% to 50%. He hailed this move as a "millstone (read milestone) in re-

lations between Queen's students and the City of Kingston."

In grateful thanks the AMS is

considering the possibility of

signing a 5-year Non-Aggressive

Pact with the City of Kingston.

The External Affairs Secretary of

the AMS revealed that negotia-

tions between the Mayor and the

President of the AMS are under-

way at the moment. It is believed

that in return for the Discount

the AMS will promise to prevent

all student disturbances for the

next five years.

A special clause has been insert-

ed at the request of the Chief of

Police that no more of his yellow

traffic control cars be pushed into

the Police Station.

Kingston merchants report a

sharp rise in student purchases
and attribute this to the discount.

Clothing stores report a major
"run" on shirts and ties, particu-

larly by members of the Arts
Faculty.

The local representatives of the

LCEO also report phenomenal in-

creases in student purchases. Said
one, "Them Queen's students is

going to drink Kingston dry."

Emergency supplies have been ob-

tained from as far away as Ottawa

and Cornwall to replenish stocks

which have reached a dangerously

low level. It is felt that the ap-

proach of Spring examinations will,

if anything, accentuate the level of

students liquor purchases.

The only opposition to the

Plan seems to come from Univer-

sity Endowment officials. They
have been quick to point out the

impracticality of the scheme. One
said, "This is not Toronto, Mont-
real, or Ottawa, you know!" "In

the light of known facts this

statement cannot be denied and

it serves to substantiate a sus-

picion that Queen's students have
long held.

University officials are also grave-

ly concerned as to the effect that

the discount scheme will have on

the contributions of Kingstonians

to the welfare of the university.

Ttiey report that several benefac-

tors have already approached them

in search of a University discount

on their contributions.

UNIVERSITY TURNOVER
Value $50. Candidates for this

award must be able to turn cart-

wheels for the length of University

Ave. In case of a tie the scholarship

goes to the winner with the best

form.

THE GREAT GIVEAWAY
Value $1,226,491.53. Interest on

this scholarship, established in 1851,

has been mounting for years, and

the university has decided to get

rid of it at once. Candidates must

be sons of Martian explorers, and

must plan to make a career in Inter-

planetary relations.

Fill This Out And Send It In
(in twenty-five words or less)

I identified myself with Rhett Butler's horse when I read

'Gone with the Wind" because

Prizes: 1. Scarlet O'Hara

2. Rhett Butler

3. Rhett Butler's horse's saddle.

DAY OR NIGHT
PHONE 5551

For Quality Milk, Cream, Butter
BY

Hemlock Park Dairy
LIMITED

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FAMOUS
Velvet Ice Cream Duncan Hines Ice Cream

There she goes . . . the girl in the

full-fashioned CLASSICS . .

.

in fabulous Pettal Orion

. . . she knows about the

stunning new shades for

Spring—in superb Pettal

Orion

—

so soft you have

to touch it to bcliciv it—

hand-finished

shrink -proof,

moth-proof

— e-a-s-y to

launder

—

$6.95-$8.95

at good

fihops

everywhere

Lookjar

the name

"Kitten"

ROMANCE ON THE SHELF
A dating bureau has been established in Douglas Library.

Students wishing to participate in this new scheme are asked

to leave their names with Miss Stone Eagle at the Reserve

Desk. Meetings between these students will then be arranged

in the stacks.

University employees will also assist students in find-

ing out vital statistics about members of the opposite sex

they see in the reading room.

As one librarian put it, "This sort of thing- has been going

on for years. We might as well bring it out into the open!"

Faculty Banishes Clothes

Hankerin' To Be Heard
(Continued from Page 3)

Again," "I don't Care if I'm the First One You've Loved Just

so Long as I am the Last", and "I Was Looking Through the

Knothole in Grandma's Wooden Leg."

It has been announced that special buses have been chartered

to bring Mr. Snow's fans to the concert from as far away as Plevna,

Kaladar, Calabogie, Enterprise, Parham, and Actinolite. "This con-

cert will be a financial as well as an artistic success", concluded the

chairman.

IT'S HIGH TIM£-
GRAVITY LAW REPSALCD;
LIH WILL B£ BEAUTIFUL

(Continued from Page 3)

pressed their willingness to accept

the new regulations.

Meanwhile, informants in the

Science Faculty revealed that re-

cently there has been much agi-

tation for more Arts subjects to

be placed on the Engineering cur-

riculum. Survey parties in the

University Avenue and Lower
Campus areas have multipied.

Medical students have been circu-

lating petitions calling for Prac-

tical Anatomy classes to be held

in the New Arts Building.

Public opinion, off-campus, seems

to be generally unfavorable. A
sharp debate occurred in the Par

liament of Ontario on the advis-

ability of discontinuing grants to

what was described as a "godless,

depraved institution". It is believed

that this was a reference to Queen's

University.

In the light of strong public dis-

approval it seems possible that the

University will be forced to revoke

the decree. In the mean time, pro-

fessors report a very noticeable

decline in attendance at their lec-

tures.

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

68'/2 Princess Street Kingston Phone 2-1761
Quality thai Pleases . , . Service that Satisfies

'Too soon? Not for a Sun Life

Adjustable Policy, it isn't

Ifs never too soon to have a SUN LIFE OF CANADA
man discuss your life insurance problems with you.
You will find htm qualified and competent in aM
life insurance matters.

The SUN LIFE representative in your community is

KINGSTON OFFICE: Phone 3424
CLAUDE M. ROOT, Res. Phone 2-6652

W. HOWARD REYNOLDS, Res. Phone 8245

Professor Kneisel of the Eco

nomics dept.. to-day proposed the

Dominion Government take steps

to repeal the Law of Gravity in a

brief which he presented in colla-

boration with several other Queen's

professors to the current Royal

Commission on Dominion economic

policies.

"It is obvious," Professor Knei-

sel contended, "private interests

cannot adequately compensate for

the adverse effects of this law upon

the Canadian economy. The onus is

therefore on the federal government

to take immediate action to repeal

this law and allow Canadian indus-

try to rise to the heights of which
it is capable."

The professor stressed the ben-
efits which would accrue to

Canada if the government took
such a step, pointing out it would
eliminate the need for such ex-

pensive projects as the St. Law-
rence Seaway, since ships could
be floated through the air above

the rapids. He explained it

would solve all problems involv-

ing storage space, such as down-
town parking and undersized

classrooms.

Turning to the home Mr. Kneisel

told how repeal would create a rev-

olution in interior decoration. Im-

pediments created merely to thwart

the Law of Gravity, including

shelves, floors and the like, would

all become unnecessary. "Castles in

the air would become a reality," he

declared.

The chairman of the Commis-
sion, Mr. Justice Baderwurse, re-

marked that he entirely agreed

with the proposal, "I have often

fought against the law of gravity

myself," he stated. With this his

colleagues were in complete

agreement.

Mr. Kneisel confessed there was
one flaw in his scheme. "I fear it

may lead to excessive levity among
my students," he admitted.

WARD & HAMILTON LUNCH BAR
PRINCESS AT DIVISION KINGSTON, ONT.

FULL COURSE MEALS
REASONABLE PRICES

HAPPY CORNER RESTAURANT
SPECIAL MEAL TICKETS FOR STUDENTS

We serve ITALIAN SPAGHETTI
533 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2-8013

WORTHWHILE and REWARDING

CAREERS

for

WOMEN GRADUATES
result from a one-year course at the

TORONTO TEACHERS' COLLEGE
leading to the

PRIMARY SCHOOL
SPECIALIST CERTIFICATE
valid for teaching in Kindergartens and

in Grades I and II.

Musical qualifications required:

• Grade IX, Royal Conservatory of Toronto

(or equivalent)

• Ability to sing

For detailed information write tot

THE PRINCIPAL
TORONTO TEACHERS' COLLEGE

951 Carlaw Avenue Toronto 6,
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Sciencemen Vote Arts Best
Better Dressed And Smarter
Artsmen Enraged At Insult
An overwhelming 99% majority

of Queen's Sciencemen have voted

Arts the best faculty on the campus.

This was revealed in an extensive

survey conducted this week.

Bo Rith, Science '57, commented,

"It is well-recognized in the Science

faculty that Artsmen are better-

dressed, better-mannered and better-

educated than other students. This

:fact canot be argued."

Another, who wished his name
withheld, said, "I have always re-

gretted going into Engineering.

I did so only because I did not
think I was good enough for

Arts."

Ro Mith, Science '56, said, "Not

only do Arts men possess admirable

qualities, but they constantly amaze
us by the amount of work they put

into their courses. Their studies

would completely exhaust the av-
erage Scienceman."

Opinion on the other side is not
so good, however. Artsmen in

general were enraged by the re-

sults of the survey. "It has shat-
tered my faith in Sciencemen, but
I refuse to give up my deep-root-
ed belief that the engineers are
far superior to us. They show it in

every way. I admire them tre-

mendously, in spite of the short-

sightedness shown in this in-

stance."

Fro Drith, Arts '58, had a fur-

ther comeut, "The survey proves
one thing beyond a doubt. Science-

men are so far superior to Arts-

men that they will even deny the

fact. This is ultimate proof of their

greatness."

Alumni Chairman Opens Pub
While Students Cheer Him On

Wry Comment

MEDICAL REPORT CHEERING
BEER STAVES OFF BEIR

A new medical era may not be

far away, a noted authority stated

last week. Dr. Howard W. Green-

wood, Research Director of the

Bethesda Institute of Hygiene, writ-

ing in the Maryland Medical Asso-

ciation Journal, revealed the results

of a study that has been underway

during the past three and a half

.years.

Using patients of the huge
Veterans Administration Hospit-

al as well as students from the

University of Maryland, Dr.

Greenwood noted a marked de-

crease in the incidence of high

blood pressure and other forms

of heart disease as well as strik-

ing improvement in those already

seriously ill. The only medication

used was Straight Bourbon Whis-
key (Glenmore Distilleries, Lou-

isville) in doses of three ounces

four times daily.

In the student group, there was

a decrease of 87.9% in the number

admitted to the psychiatric ward

of the Bethesda General Hospital in

the five weeks prior to final exams.

Professors reported a more relaxed

atmosphere in classes and noted a

general increase in attendance. The

medication was distributed during

school hours.

Dr. Greenwood's research,
which was sponsored by the Zan-

etti Foundation for Clinical In-

vestigated, prompted Dean Norm-
an H. Huebner to announce the

opening of a student lounge

where daily medication could be

obtained. University officials,

skeptical of the plan at first, were

unanimous in their approval of

the student lounge after an infor-

mal visit and several samples of

the new medicine.

Toxic reactions to the treatment

were mild, and appeared to be re-

lated to over-dosage, Dr. Green-

wood stated in his report. "We are

satisfied that the only significant

side-effects are transitory mood ele-

vation, flushing of the face, and

mild dizziness. The striking im-

provement in student performance

more than compensates for these

minor complications," he concluded.

This preliminary study has

stimulated similar projects at

other centres. Stuart C. Loughlin,

Professor of Clinical Medicine at

Yale, writing in "Your Health"

confirmed the Bethesda reports

and added personal observations

made in Nairobi, Kenya, while on

a Monroe Foundation Travelling

Felowship in 1951. He voiced his

hope that other schools across

the country would try this regime

and report their findings.

The JOURNAL has been unable

to contact Queen's officials for

comment.

The long-awaited campus pub was officially open-
ed last night by I. M. Astounded, chairman of the

Queen's Alumni Association. Students poured into the

new building to witness the opening ceremonies, con-

ducted on an impressive level.

The building was praised by members of the Re-
formed Social Credit, whose spokesman claimed that,

"Now all our brethren can meet together in love and
good fellowship, praise the lawd." In an interview after

the ceremonies, the party leader remarked that this

was the best thing that could have happened for the
party, because its leaders would no longer have to make
a trip to Portsmouth in order to hold their meetings.

"We can now meet right here with all the fold around
us," he said.

The first 50 students to patronize the establishment
were presented with engraved beeg mugs through the

courtesy of the AMS executive.

Some students, unwilling to believe it had really

happened, were reluctant to leave at closing time. Bar-
tenders returning to work this morning were amazed
to find tents pitched outside the doors, as well as groups
of students sleeping on the ground. "They want to be
sure no one walks off with it," one remarked.

The new pub is situated in a modern, one-story

WINE-SOUSED
Students' Husbands Club

Meeting in the Faculty Women's
Club at 10 p.m. Tuesday. Prof. Y. B.
Henpecked will speak on "Easier

Ways To Shovel the Back Walk."
Members are asked to bring ideas for

a "Do It Yourself" booklet.

Devoting League
The Devoting League will hold its

weekly devotion at 8 p.m. tomorrow
in the Co-ed Lounge. Members are

asked to bring a guest to whom they

are devoted.

Banquet
Arts '56. in a final desperate move

to raise funds, is sponsoring a Wine-

Assified Column

Lost

Pet Boa Constrictor, between

Coffee Shop and Collins House.

Answers to name of Bill.

To Let

For summer months. 5 room

suite, modem facilities, private en-

trance, simple functional furnish-

ings, central location. Intellectual

atmosphere. Apply Journal office

immediately.

Travelling

To Gaspe next weekend. Have

room for 1 or 2 passengers. Ex-

perienced rowers preferred.

1A *****

fL UA Campus capers call for Coke

J/J \\// How long can Jack be nimble?

Square dancing's rugged . . .

better tune up now and then

with refreshing Coca-Cola.

CoU")t a rfliHr»d tndt-n
COCA-COLA LTD.

As-You-Dine dinner in Wallace Hatl
this Sunday. All members of Arts '56

are reminded that their year is trying
to raise money to buy a slot machine
for the coffee shop. Come out and
support a worthy cause!

* * *

Melodrama Guild

Members are urged to attend a
special meeting on Saturday night in

the basement of the Old Arts Build-
ing. Bring your handkerchiefs!

WCTU
The Warden's Co-ed Tolerance

Union will meet again this evening
to debate the question, "Resolved that
women's high heels would do irrepar-

able damage to the upper floors in

the Students' Union." Speakers for the
affirmative will be two delegates from
the Society for the Prevention of

Cruelty to dumb men. The negative

will be argued by representatives of

the Society for the Development and
Furthering of Women's Rights and
Privileges in the Queen's Society.

building erected on the site once occupied by the Old
Arts Building. The glass-brick structure is of ultra-

modern design, and the interior is decorated with murals

of Queen's scenes, past and present-

University authorities were asked to comment on
the building's design. A Journal reporter approached
one with the question: "Why did the university decide

to deviate from past architectural policy in constructing

the pub?" The question was greeted with a look of

amazement and the reply that, "This is a progressive

university, my boy! We refuse to be hampered by tra-

dition. This is the first step in a building program which
will center around architecture of the very latest design."

As a result, he pointed out, no limestone was used in

constructing the new building.

Students and staff are completely happy about the

innovation. One professor commented, "Queen's has
needed a pub for a long time, and we have put a great

deal of thought into it. We think it will improve the

University one hundred percent.

Kingston residents, however, have taken a differ-

ent attitude. Irate landladies and ordinary residents

phoned the university all day, protesting the new build-

ing. One stated, "This will smear the name of Queen's
for good. Nothing so disastrous has happened since

those silly boys went over to Watertown."

Arts Student Lost In Maze
Of Administration Building
A 50-man search party has been

organized to search for Real Gone
first year Arts student who dis-

appeared in the basement of the

administration building, Tuesday.

Mr. Gone 's disappearance was

not reported until Wednesday

morning, when his tearful girlfriend

Imogene Love, phoned the Journal

and said she thought Real had dis-

appeared. "We were supposed to

have a date last night, and he didn't

show up," she said.

When questioned further Miss

Love stated that Real had gone in

the north side entrance of the build-

ing. "He wanted to get to the post

office and thought he'd take a short

cut. I had a lecture, or I would

have gone with him. I wish I had!"

Groups of five students are

searching the building diligently

in hopes of finding the missing

student. One search party, which
went down the west hallway, has

also disappeared, but at last re-

port shouts were heard from
them.

The leader of the search party is

hopeful of finding the missing stu-

dent, "if we don't all get lost our-

selves," he commented ruefully. "It's

a very easy place to disappear com-

pletely, but we are all carrying

compasses and marking black "X"s

at three-foot intervals on the walls."

SWEET CAPS
add to the enjoyment

CORK or FLAW fa«HEg...MHDH...tHET'Bi TODAY'S CiOAStTTS
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"Open House" A Smashing Success

Almost5000 Inspect VariedDisplays
The most successful "Open

House" in history drew between

4,500 to 5,000 visitors to the

Queen's campus on Saturday after-

noon, for a peek at university ex-

hibits spread out among more tlian

20 buildings.

The visiting groups included

more than 300 high school students

from the Eastern Ontario region,

who toured the campus with their

class teachers.

Keith Howard, general conven-

or of the big show, said earlier

this week that everything had

gone as scheduled, and with "as-

tonishing smoothness." Howard
said that a number of visitors had
commented favorably on the dis-

plays which they had seen.

The Open House committee

tossed out tlie idea of conducting

guided tours around the campus,

and Howard thinks this added to

the success of the afternoon. "People

like to wander around by them-

selves", he said, adding that it had

always been difficult to find stu-

dent guides who could conduct a

really interesting tour.

McGALL'S
LUGGAGE AND SPORTING GOODS
By The World's Finest Manufacturers

— AGENTS FOR —
SPALDING - SLA2ENCER - CCM, ETC., SPORTS EQUIPMENT

SKYWAY — SAMSON1TE — McBRlNE

QUEEN'S CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS
SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS
Tennis and Badminton Racquets Restrung

212 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 3793

MAKE —

Marilyn s
YOUR HEADQUARTERS

FOR

GLENAYB KITTEN SWEATEES
IN 100% LAMB WOOL AND 100% ORLON

MARILYN'S LADIES WEAR
DIAL 2-1475 238 PRINCESS ST.

"That Wonderful

fl| Look?..

Luxury
. . . incomparable softness . . . fabulous

glowing colours ... in men's and women's matched
classics with modem easy care found only in

sweaters by Grand'mere. Their beauty is more
than skin deep . . . your Grand'mere "Feather-
light" sweater in pussy-willow soft Orion is com-
pletely machine washable . . . your Grand'mere
"Smoothie" is shrinkproof, Mitin mothproof, and
fully washable.

No matter how exciting the occasion . . .

youH be so right if yours is "That Wonderful
Grand'mere Look".

KNITTING MILLS
GRAND'MERE, QUt.

The more popular exhibits dur-

ing the afternoon included the

Science club rooms, where engin-

eers were kept busy supplying

coffee and doughnuts to visitors;

and an oriental "opium den" in

the Craine Building, where a

group of medical students dem-

onstrated the harmful effects of

the drug, to the accompaniment

of Chinese music and lanterns.

Opium pipes for the display were

borrowed from the RCMP.

Some visitors commented on the

lack of activity in the gymnasium

during the afternoon. The Open

House Committee expects that this

situation will be improved upon in

future years.

Lucky Medsmen!

More Fatty Diets

To Be Their Lot

A dietary experiment, similar to

those carried out by the medical

students earlier this year, will start

next Monday, March 12, and con-

tinue for 16 days, ending on the

morning of March 28.

Under the direction of the De-

partments of Medicine and Bio-

chemistry at Queen's, the experi-

ment will study the effects of butter

fat fractions on the level of chol-

esterol in the blood. Students from

third, fourth and fifth year medicine

will again be the guinea pigs.

The experiment will attempt to

shed more light on atherosclerosis,

a disease which it is believed may
lead to the formation of cornorary

blood clots.

Division Of Labor Needed
Guild To Elect Producer

Chris Smith, Michael Bishop,

and Peter Faris were elected to be

the nominating committee for next

year's Drama Guild executive at a

general meeting last Tuesday.

Members were informed of

Michael Bishop's resignation as

president of the Inter-Varsity Dra-

ma League. The archives of that

organization will be taken in trust

by the Guild.

In order to cut down on the

work of the director of the two

major Guild productions, an am-
endment to the constitution was
tabled for further discussion. It

calls for the election of a produ-

cer to sit on the executive, and to

supervise the two major produc-

tions.

Professor George Quinby outlin-

ed the plans for the arena-style

production of the first act of

"French Without Tears" by the

Drama 1 class. It will be presented

March 23 at Curry Hall, RMC.

PHOENIX OF LONDON GROUP
* * *

One of the world's largest insurance organizations,

has an opening for a graduate in Arts leading to

a position of responsibility and unusual interest.

Apply in writing to:

Branch Secretary, Phoenix of London Group,
Ontario Branch, 350 Bay Street, Toronto

He says he does it by Steady Saving

at the Bank of Montreal*

The Bonk where Students' accounts are warmly welcomed.

Kingston Branch: JACK McLEAN, Manager

Princess & Barrie Sts.: JOSEPH POUPORE, Manager

Top Canadian Drama Group
Stage The Immortal 'Macbeth'

"Lay on Macduff" . . . Shown here are two swords, especially

manufactured for the Canadian Players production of "Macbeth".

Eight light-weight well-balanced swords were required for the

fighting scenes. The quest ended when it was discovered that a

small factory owner outside Stratford was interested in the job. The
swords were hand-forged to specifications. The skilled craftsmen

fashioned the handles out of maple-wood aged to resemble the.

weapons of the middle ages.

The Canadian Plaj'ers, will pre-

sent Shakespeare's "Macbeth" at

KCVT auditorium, April 5. They
are limiting their trip to one night

since members of the cast are re-

quired to film "Oedipus Rex" be-

fore the start of Stratford Festival.

Douglas Campbell, who will

play the lead role, is also a dir-

ector of international repute. His
production of Shaw's "Saint

Joan" won great critical acclaim

in 1954. Lady Macbeth will be
played by Ann Casson.

The company's production of

"Macbeth" will present to the audi-

ence one of Shakespeare's most

powerful tragedies. As in "Saint

Joan" the company will double and
triple their roles.

Only 1,000 people will be able

to see the performance. To be sure-

of a seat, well in advance, mail

order bookings will be accepted by
Mrs. Hirscfield, 73 Helen St.,

until March 15. Tickets may also

be obtained through the Fine Arts

Society (contact Mike Bishop).

Prices: $1.00, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50

and $3.00.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-
ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Enjoy a pipe with

SIR WALTER
RALEIGH
MILD

BURLEY
TOBACCO

at its best . .

.
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Toronto Minister Guest
At Baccalaureate Service

Principal W. A. Mackintosh

]ias announced that the annual

Baccalaureate service will be held

jn Grant Hall on Sunday, March

11, at 11 a.m. when the preacher

will be the Rev. Dr. E. M. Howse,

minister of Bloor Street United

Church, Toronto.

A native of Newfoundland, Dr.

Howse was educated at Albert

College, Belleville; Dalhousie

University and Pine Hill Divinity

Hall, Halifax. He completed post

graduate studies at the Union
Theological Seminary, New
York, and the University of Ed-

inburgh.

Dr. Howse has written several

books and numerous articles in

magazines, periodicals and news-

papers. His most recent book,

"Spiritual Values in Shakes-

peare" was published by the

Abingdon Press in 1955.

Tricolor All Set

For May Delivery

Whether due to an exception-

ally successful year at Queen's

or to the outstanding salesman-

ship of the Tricolor represent-

actives, an order for 1260 copies

was sent to the publishers in

Kansas Tuesday. The final 72

pages of the book were air-mailed

Wednesday, with the exception

of Color Nite photos which are

to be air-mailed this coming Mon-
day. By all indications, there is

no reason why Tricolor '56 should

not be in Kingston as agreed by

May 15 and in the students'

hands very shortly after.

Because of the unexpectedly

high sales there will be a profit

this year which the Tricolor

editors hope will be sufficient to comin

Life In - Or Out

Has Difficulties

While the work on the 'type of

residence' survey is not yet com-

plete, the following facts have

come to light as a result of the

joint efforts of five members of

Sociology 1 class.

In general, everyone seems to

be satisfied with his course al-

though eight of the ten Artsmen

who live in residence indicated

dissatisfaction

In co-ops and boarding houses

everyone liked the idea of a co-ed

dining hall, while only two thirds

in residences, and only one half

in private homes would prefer to

eat in mixed company.

Queen's does not have too

much effect on smoking or drink-

ing habits, although, surprisingly,

students in private homes show

the most change, one-quarter

having started to drink since

to Queen's.

Permanent Executive
Elections for permanent executive were held last week for

the final years in the faculties of Arts and Science. The

results

:

Science '56—Pres. Abe Kelly: vice-pres. Andy Blair;

treas. Ed Jull; soc. con. Bill Bingham; hon. pres. F. W.
Brooks of the Civil Engineering Dept.

Arts '57—Pres. Bruce Findlay; vice-pres. Gene Otter-

dahl; treas. Basil Reid; sec. Shirley Holdcroft; soc. con.. Jan

Jackson, Bob Beattie.

TEVAN'S
OFFER

10% REDUCTION To Queen's Women
on presentation of year cards

In time for Spring, we have cleared the way for you to pur-

chase your Spring finery at this special reduction.

• JANE KINLEY SUITS
• SPRING COATS
• SWEATERS AND SKIRTS

Charge Accounts Welcome (subject to approval)

TEVAN'S wear^'
257 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 7343

Artsmen Approve

Six Amendments

Six of the eight proposed

amendments to the Arts Society

Constitution were accepted at

the Society's annual meeting

Monday night. In future, when a

difference of 20 votes or less

exists between two or more can-

didates with the highest number

of votes, the loser or losers will

be informed that such a differ-

ence exists. Otherwise results

shall not be disclosed.

Another important amendment

accepted by the meeting was the

arrangement for an open election

meeting at least 48 hours before

each election. At this meeting

candidates will address the Soc-

iety and answer questions from

that body.

Defeated were suggestions that

candidates be allowed to have

scrutineers at the polling stations

and at the ballot counting, and

that results of the elections be

made openly available to all.

The treasurer, athletic stick,

chief justice and secretary pres-

ented their annual reports and

these were accepted by the meet-

ing. Particular note was made of

the Society's improved financial

position, and in conjunction with

the athletic stick's report some

suggestions were made for rev

ision of the Eews Trophy point

scheme. The athletic stick was

asked to take these suggestions

to the next meeting of the Bews
Committee.

Peter Zarry, retiring president,

then turned the gavel and the

meeting over to Rob Dunlop, who

was installed as new president of

the Society. Mr. Dunlop thanked

the retiring executive for the

"terrific job" they had done, men-

tioning the success of this year's

Arts Formal and Concert.

The final business of the meet-

ting was the election of Prof. S.

L. McDougall of the Commerce

Dept. as honorary president of

the Arts Society.

DRAMA - FILMS
Tuesday

Queen's Drama Guild annual meet-

ing. Elections 7.30 p.m. Drama Guild

Lounge.

RELIGIOUS
Saturday
SCM : 12.30 p.m. in St. James

Cluirch. Important luncheon - election

meeting- Speaker will be Prof. John

Meisel of the Dept. of Political Sci-

ence who will talk on "Asia and the

West". Alt welcome. Cost of lunch is

nominal.
* * *

Sunday
Canterbury Club: 8 a.m., St. James

Chapel Last communion breakfast of

the year. Speaker - Rev. Peter Grat-

ton, niissionarj' to India.
* * »

Tuesday

Canterbury Club: The annual ban-

quet of the Canterbury Club will be

held in St, James' Hall at 6.30 The

Rev. Desmond Hunt will speak on

"Evangelism and the Student". Tick-

ets may be obtained from any mem-

ber of the executive at 51.25. Everyone

welcome.

McNeil HouseMen

Get New Phones

Following are the new phone

numbers of McNeil House: North

House - second floor - 2-6690;

fourth floor - 2-8990 ; Centre House

- second floor - 2-8798; fourth floor

- 2-8455; South House - second

floor - 2-7727 ; fourth floor - 2-8890.

Note: Calls between 7 p.m. and

10:30 p.m. are handled by the cen-

tral switchboard so that any num-

ber will reach any floor. At all

other times, the individual floor

number must be dialed.

Sympathy
The Journal wishes to ex-

tend sympathy to Jim Be-

thune, whose mother died

Wednesday, and to J. L.

Gaasenbeek on the death of

his wife.

Ittttpb fflljurrlf

SVDKHHAH * WILLIAM ST*.

Rev. R. H. N. Davidson
B.A.. B D,, TH.H.

minister

Lloyd Zurbrigg
organist and choir master

SUNDAY, MARCH 1ITH

11 o.m.—Crisis

7.30 p.m.—Conflicting Facts

Social Hour for Young People

after Evening Service.

Imtefc (flfjarrti

EARL AND SARRIE STS.

REV. W. F. BANISTER, O D.

MINISTER

SUNDAY, MARCH 11th

II o.m,—What Christ Soid

About His Cross

7.30 p.m.—Handling Our

Troubles

8,45 p.m.—Youth Fellowship

A Cordial Invitation To All

Students

$rpHbgtpnan fflfjarrrt

Princess And Clergy streets

rev. J. Forbes Weooehburk
M.A.. D.D.. Minister

DARWIN STATA.
ORGANIST AND CHOIRMASTER

LILLIAN PRESTON
ASSISTANT OROAN IST

10:30 a.m.—Bible Class

11:00 a.m.—Morning Service.

Nursery Class, Church School

7:30 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Young People

Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended

to all students.

Classified Ads
LOST

Brown leather wallet. Initials

J.A.A. inscribed on front. Con-

taining $5-?10 and Important

papers. Contact Jack Abraham,

83 Gore St. 2-6652. Reward.

All '56 graduates wishing to

subscribe to the Queen's Journal

next year contact the Business

Manager. Rates ?2.50 annually,

Drumming — Any male stud-

ent interested in tenor, bass or

side drumming in the Pipe Band

is asked to contact Al Hitchcock,

phone 6346, immediately.

For Sale — Grey '37 Dodge

with Tricolor stripes on sides and

wheels. Owner graduating in

spring wants to sell car to Queen's

student. Call Harold Wilkinson,

245 Brock St. at 2-8954.

Every Tuesday during Lent the Rev.

E. C. Staples will hold a service of

Holy Communion in the Morgan
Memorial Chapel at 7.45. All Angli-

cans are most welcome.

Notice to Graduating Students —
Letters giving Information about the

Convocations to be held on May 19,

will be available in the university post

office within a week or ten days for

students who have applied for degrees

in Theolosrv. Arts. Commerce, Phy-

sical and Health Education, and Ap-
plied Science (not Medicine or Nurs-

ing Science). An announcement will

appear on the regular mailing list.

Students arc urged to call for their

letters promptly.

Counsellors wanted for Camp B'nai

Brith of Montreal. Beautifully locat-

ed in Laurentian Mts. Boys, 18 years

and over, Good salary. Apply Jewish

Community Camps, 493 Sherbrooke

St. W., Montreal.
* .*

Thursday

Queen's Ice Revue presents a "Hol-

iday on Ice", at 8.1S p.m. in the Jock

Harty Arena. Admission ?0c. Tickets

available at the Queen's Gym and

Mahood's Drug store.

Chant Oil Thigh

Color Night Nigh

The final social whirl of the year

will be Color Night, tonight in

Grant Hall.

Sports awards will be given out

following the buffet banquet in the

Students' Union; the banquet be-

gins at 7:30 p.m. and awards will

he presented at 8:30, including

Tricolor awards. Senior Q, and

most valuable player awards, inter-

collegiate, intermediate, and intra-

mural sports awards.

Convenor is Shirley Youell; she

and her assistants are planning a

gay atmosphere of celebration.

Members of the committee are

Janet Ross, Ann Hewson, Ed Mal-

lard, Al Deep and Barry Healey.

Dancing will follow the banquet

from 10 to 3 a.m. to music provided

by the Commodores of Belleville.

Students of all faculties are urged

to wind up the year with an evening

to remember.

WUS Announces

Canada Seminar

WUS of Canada announces

that the third Canada Seminar

wil be held at Waterloo College,

Waterloo, Ontario, from Septem-

ber 3-10.

This year's program will re-

volve about the theme "Canada

in a world Economy". Further

information can be obtained from

loan Partridge at Adelaide Hall.

(lateral
(ANGLICAN)

King ST. at Johnson ST.

FOURTH SUNDAY IN LENT
SUNDAY. MARCH ItTH

8.00 a.m.

9.15 a.m.-
Address: The Rev'd. C. E. Staples

11.00 a.m.—Morning Prayer

Preacher: The Lord Bishop.

The Rt. Rev'd. K. C. Evans. D.D.

-Holy Communion

Parish Communion

7.00 p.m.-

Prcictitr: Thi

-Evensong
Rev'd. A. C. Anderson

Wednesdays: Holy Communion at 7.+i

a.m. and 10,10 a-tn.

Thursdays: Vesper Service. S.1S to

5.45 p.m. weekly.

Handel's "St. John Passion", Palm

Sunday at 7.00 p.m.

K. PETROS
EXPERT SHOE REPAIRS KEYS DUPLICATED

SERVICE WHILE YOU WAIT

Confectionery,

525 PRINCESS STREET

Novelties, Magazines
PHONE 2-6533

JUST IN TIME FORSPRING

GET YOURS NOW!
QUEEN'S FAVORITE JACKET

SIZES 36 TO 44

MEN'S CORDUROY

SPORT JACKETS
WHILE QUANTITY LASTS

99
FINE AMERICAN CORDUROY, FULLY SILK LINED

NOTCH LAPEL, SPLIT VENT BACK, SINGLE

BREASTED 2 BUTTON MODEL. COLOURS: TAN,

SADDLE BROWN, WINE, NAVY, RUST, GREEN.

REG. RETAIL VALUE— $19.95

On Sale Now At Kingston Liquidators

6.

- 2 LOCATIONS -

71 BROCK - 69 PRINCESS
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Alpha And Omega
Queen's has its most special significance for the freshman

and the graduate. Students in the intermediate years, who can look

back with amusement at their first year confusion, and ahead with

anticipation to the time when they will eventually graduate, feel

themselves part of something that, in a sense, has always been and

will always continue to be. The university atmosphere has a tend-

ency to absorb a student, making him forget any other way of life.

The student entering Queen's for the first time, however, does

so with a sense of adventure. For most freshmen everything is

completely new. The lecture method, many of their courses, and

the type of people they meet are a unique experience. Many are

away from home for the first time, and must adjust to doing

things and meeting people on their own. But every class, because

of its fresh approach, brings to the university something valuable,

a new outlook and new ideas which keep it constantly moving and
changing. This new outlook should be encouraged, rather than

squelched by an attempt on the part of older and "wiser" students

to fully indoctrinate each new student with every aspect of the

Queen's tradition and the university way of life.

For the graduating student Queen's has a very different mean-
ing. Faced with the awful realization that perhaps the university

will be able to get along without him, he finds himself thinking

seriously about what he has learned (which is never as much as he
would have liked), and about what the university essentially is

He usually decides he has devoted too much time to one thing. If

he was active in extra-curricular activities he regrets the time lost

from his books. If he spent most of his time studying he thinks

with envy of his classmates who are high on the extracurricular

ladder.

But a sense of dissatisfaction in any graduate is inevitable. He
knows he has elaborated his favorite theories too often, that he
has failed to get to know his professors well enough, that he does
not know as much as he should. Many of the things he hoped for

have not happened. Some of the things that have happened have
been disappointing. But, just as every freshman brings something
to the university, each graduate takes something away. Things have
happened during his career at university which are important to him
as they are to no other student. Some of these are personal exper-
iences, others he shares with members of his own class and with
other years,

The class of '56 looks back at a full and hectic graduating
year. Senior members of that class have tried to deal with problems
which involve the whole university. Some of the solutions have been
incomplete; others have failed. A few were successful. There is a
certain reluctance to leave uncompleted tasks to other years;
nevertheless it must be done. Each graduating class feels that no
other year can do as well as it has. But they can, and they will.

The class of '56 has been toasted and dined. It has listened to
farewell speeches and has sat in front of photographers. It is on its

way out. We would like to add a special tribute to this class, and
to its members who have worked hard and sincerely in the interests
of students and of the university of which they are a part.

What Is Queen's Spirit?
The frequent association of Queen's spirit with spirits was

brought into the open at Tuesday night's annual AMS meeting. A
group of students, showing a total ignorance of the AMS and its
constitution, came out in force to oppose a by-law already incor-
porated in the constitution. This by-law empowers the chief of
police to curb the entrance of beverages into the stadium. One AMS
member who opposed the by-law said that preventing drinking in
the stadium would seriously damage Queen's spirit, and he used
the play-off game at Queen's as an example of what happens to
Queen's ap,nt when students are not able to drink. That this is the
attitude of a large number of students indicates an immature atti-
tude to the conception of Queen's spirit.

The issue of drinking in the stadium could be fought on legal
grounds. According to Ontario's Liquor Laws, drinking in a public
place is pumshable in court. Because Queen's students in the
past have indicated that they consider themselves above the law
certain clarifications had to be made in the AMS constitution which
should not have been necessary. Students should take it for grant-
ed that they are ordinary citizens governed by the law of their
province and country. Evidently many do not.

The important point, however, is the prevailing attitude thatQueens spint depends on liquor. If Queen's spirit includes, or
even exists because of, broken bottles on the field, injured specta-
tors and general rowdiness, then of necessity there can be noQueens Spint without drinking. And if this is the case, it cannot
be argued that the Queen's spirit of which we are so proud is agood or even a durable thing. Spirit and spirits are not the same
thing, and if students feel they must force themselves to feel enthus-
iast.c about their school and about their team by drinking them-

them the effort. Queen's spirit, or for that matter any college
spirit, ,a an intangible thing which depends on loyalty, pride anda genuine desire to support and uphold the university

It is unfortunate that such a ruling had to be made at allIt should no have been necessary. In view of a new amendment
to the constitution, which states that an offence shall include any-h.ng which breaks the law of the municipality, province or country,
tb.e by-law is doing no more than emphasizing what has been saidearher All th.s by-law really does is establish a sentence for oneparticular offense.

If students come to realize that Queen's spirit does not dependon how much they drink, and if they can take a more mature at-t.tude to drinking and football games in general, the by-law willeventually become unnecessary and will be done away with It Uup to students themselves to/lecide when this will happen
'

'Alas poor Journal, we knew it well'

Conversation Piece
By Tony King

Since this is my parting shot for

the Journal, I hope no one minds

if I preach a modest sermon. I

promise it won't be long.

University is, I assume, the place

where propaganda is supposed to

end and education begin. It is the

place where people stop choosing

facts to fit their own preconceived

pattern and where they start look-

ing at the world with an open mind.

Ideally, university is the place

where the CCFer asks himself

whether socialism can really be

reconciled with political liberty,

where the Tory wonders whether
freedom has any concrete meaning
without some measure of social

justice, where the Catholic asks

himself whether it is not arrogant

for a mortal being to declare him-
self infallible, and where the Pro-
testant wonders whether God is best

served by the schism within the

Church.

Unfortunately, many of us at

Queen's are unwilling even to listen

to unpalatable conversation, much
less to question the things we be-
lieve in most tenaciously. We leave
the university with no more solid
foundation for our faiths than when
we entered; it has certainly never
seriously occurred to us that we
might be wrong.

And yet isn't willingness to admit
a mistake — even a very serious
mistake — the prerequisite of all
liberty, of all progress? "The spirit

of liberty," a wise American jurist
has written, "is the spirit which is
not too sure that it is right."

The mediaeval Church scorned
this spirit and handed over people
it called heretics to be burned at
the stake. Communists do the same
sort of thing today — and for pre-
cisely the same reason. Liberal
democracy is based entirely on two
assumptions: that some of us (per-
haps all of us) are wrong, and that
there is no higher authority to de-
cide which of us are right and which
wrong. To deny the latter assump-
tion is, given the power, to perse-
cute, to censor and to dictate.

The notions of progress and a
search for truth, after all, presup-
pose the scuttling of old ideas and
the adoption of new ones. If people
are open-minded, this process pro-

ceeds quickly and with a minimum

of friction. There must be a fric-

tion between ideas, of course, but

not between people. (A narrow-

minded person often reveals himself

by his readiness to get angry with

a person who disagrees with him.)

I sometimes wonder how many
people graduate from Queen's with-

out having learned anything.

They've imbibed new facts, of

course: that's so easy we let grade-

school pupils do it. And, of course,

they've become aware of things that

never occurred to them before: we
encourage freshmen to do that.

But have all of us forced our-

selves to sit and try to listen sym-

pathetically while someone expoun-

ded views that differed radically

from our own? Or did we close our

minds until the other fellow stopped

speaking so we could get in our

two cents worth? Has university

for some of us not been merely a

matter of reinforcing our old pre-

judices?

Learning is nothing if not the

painful process of testing one's ideas

against experience and argument,

and rejecting them if they are not

honestly tenable. Learning can

never be a comfortable affair: the

measure of one's discomfort is per-

haps the measure of one's wisdom.

This whole business is not just

academic ( whatever that may
mean). It has very practical appli-

cations. Might the Second World
War not have been avoided if the

British people had opened their

minds to what Winston Churchill

was saying about the Nazis instead

of smoking their illusions before a
comfortable hearth?

This is not just a plea for toler-

ance — that is comparatively easy— but for open-mindedness which
requires far more positive effort.

Without it no one can look at the
world honestly; without it intellec-

tual achievement is impossible.

After someone had said something
challenging in the Journal this year,
I overheard a girl ask her friend,

"Can that guy really believe all

that nonsense?" The girl had not
given the writer a fair hearing.

She was not a student — she was
a sucker.

Letters To The Editor

Lost Laurels

Editor, Journal:

The recent announcement of

1955-56 Tricolor awards raises

some questions about the criteria

used as a basis for conferring this

"highest tribute that can be paid a

student for non-athletic, extra-cur-

ricular activities".

There has been, in recent years,

a growing idea that Tricolor

awards should not be given to more

than five people per year. This ar-

gument seems valid on the assump-

tion that the Tricolor Society, by

its nature and prestige, is an elite

organization.

This year, however, certain in-

dividuals who have contributed

very substantially to extra-cur-

ricular activities at the university

were completely overlooked in

the selection of award winners.

In some cases, the qualifications

of "these people for a Tricolor

award far exceed those of other

individuals to whom awards were
given. Individuals who were lost

in the shuffle have made large-

scale contributions of time, effort,

and ability to the student news-
paper, the debating club, various

other clubs, the campus radio

station, the drama guild, etc., all

of them extra-curricular activities

of the first order of importance.

The net result has been a serious

drop in the prestige of the Tricolor

Society, in spite of the fact that

most of those receiving awards this

year richly deserved them, and

would have received the awards

regardless of the method of selec-

tion.

In recent years, the trend has

been dangerously towards honoring

with Tricolor awards only those

people who have held some AMS
post. This situation is further ag-

gravated by the fact that there has

also been a feeling that the awards

must somehow be distributed equal-

ly among all faculties, even at the

risk of total unfairness.

It is to be hoped that in future

years, the Tricolor awards commit-

tee will, in making its selections,

give serious consideration not to

the titles which individuals may
have accumulated, but rather to

the degree to which they have

genuinely contributed to the Queen's

atmosphere. M.J.O.

A Piece Of Strins?

Editor, Journal:

A new and controversial by-

law has been added to the cons-

titution of the AMS. I refer to

by-law 14 concerning beverages

in the stadium.

This by-law was passed by the

executive of the AMS in accord-

ance with Article XIII, section

2 (a) of the constitution. In this

section of the constitution a by-
law is defined as "such subjects

and decisions as are not of suffi-

cient importance to be embodied
in this constitution."

When considerably more than
half the people who attended the

AMS annual meeting were there

for the specific purpose of dis-

cussing By-law 14, and when such
a by-law is definitely going to

directly affect every student who
attends a football game, then I

think that this by-law is impor-
tant. It is important enough to

"Auf Wiedersehen"

Editor, Journal:

Spending one year at Queen's
is often not an easy task for a

student, and I have seen many a

friend suffer. But being here as

the German Exchange Student,

being the guest of your university

and of all of yon has been a great

privilege which I will never for-

get.

When I arrived in Kingston I

had not the slightest idea of what
I would find. Now as I am pre-

paring to return to Germany I

feel I am leaving something be-

hind which I will greatly miss.

The football weekends, parties,

revue, aquacade, drama perform-
ances, the Journal; in short, the
whole spirit at Queen's were ex-

periences of which I shall speak
at home with praise and admir-
ation.

To name the people I wish to

thank for helping me, for being
my friends, for being my hosts,

would fill the pages of this Journ-
al. Thus, take my sincerest grat-

itude from these lines. I remem-
ber you all — you, perhaps, re-

member me. But to my Alma
Mater go not only my thanks, but
especially my best wishes with
the traditional cheer of a Ger-
man student:

Reginae Acadomia,
Vivat — Crescat — Floreat!

Hans Burck

be embodied in the constitution

of the Alma Mater Society.

Furthermore, this by-law is

comparable to trying to lock the

barn door with a piece of binder

twine after the proverbial horse

has been stolen, killed, drawn,

quartered, butchered, and the

horseburger consumed. A Queen's

student has never been prosecut-

ed in the AMS court for conduct

unbecoming a member of the

AMS at a football game. There
have certainly been countless ex-

amples of this offense. The AMS
has allowed a deplorable situation

to continue for many years with-

out doing anything. Now what
they have done is ridiculous.

Anyone who brings water into

the stadium or drinks water there

is breaking By-law 14, and this

includes thirsty football players,

who despite a popular belief are

subject to the governing laws of
the AMS.

Neil McNeill, Arts '59
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